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Dec 11:

Test - campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas) [8]

Dec 12:

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [18]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [102]
A Scientific Review of Photon and Light - Francisco Lopez [281]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [20]
Re: IUFO: Fwd: New UFO Magazine - ng@shannon.tellabs.com (Nick Gleeson) [21]
Re: Archival Research - Graham William Birdsall [23]
Re: Code of ethics - "Clark Hathaway" [440]
Re: MJ-12 Cutler Memo: interesting find... - "Scott K. Hale" [12]
Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - Chris Rutkowski [29]
Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - Alfred Lehmberg [17]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [26]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [23]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [79]
'Strange Universe Implant Removal Hatchet Job!'? - UFO UpDates - Toronto [97]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [57]
Strange Universe - UFO UpDates - Toronto [30]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - HoustonSky@aol.com [82]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [57]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [47]
Re: Hesemann? - HoustonSky@aol.com [9]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [104]
Re: Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'? - Jorgen Westman [43]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [46]
Cracked Pots? - Francisco Lopez [37]
Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'? - HoustonSky@aol.com [25]
Just in time for Xmas... - "Steven J. Powell" [53]
HotFlash Sighting Report (fwd) - [144]

Dec 13:

Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - Pat Parrinello [89]
Re: Moulton Howe - Chris Rutkowski [26]
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Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller - Dave.Tilbury@UK.Sun.COM (David Tilbury - Sun UK) [31]
Re: Newspaper Research - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [74]
Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA - "Derrel & Doris Sims" [8]
IFO UpDate: Aliens Invade TV, Movies, Malls - RSchatte@aol.com [160]
Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever - Dennis Stacy [130]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - BGBOPPER@aol.com [135]
Wormwood? - HoustonSky@aol.com [96]
The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #5. - Mark Fussell [50]
Welcome, David Jacobs - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [30]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [8]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - rudiak@garnet.berkeley.edu [133]
Re: Archival Research - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [11]
- AUFORA - Origin of life studies urged - AUFORA News Update [98]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [176]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [23]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [29]
Re: Hesemann? - HoustonSky@aol.com [9]
Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters] - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [51]
Re: Hesemann? - werd@interlog.com (Drew Williamson) [14]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [86]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [76]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [61]
Re: Hesemann? - James Easton [16]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [44]
Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash' - James Easton [31]

Dec 14:

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [54]
Re: Wormwood? - Don Allen [46]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Greg Sandow [43]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [30]
OMNI On the Internet (Dec. 15 - 21) - HoustonSky@aol.com [112]
More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island - RSchatte@aol.com [44]
Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - Pat Parrinello [7]
Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island - UFO UpDates - Toronto [48]
Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters] - Gary [46]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
[28]
Skywatch: WANTED: files/info related to Leonard - skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH) [29]
Editors choice award for IF website - UFO UpDates - Toronto [48]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - UFO UpDates - Toronto [9]
Are there habitable moons around extrasolar Jovian - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [177]
Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright) [11]
Re: Abduction Question - Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com [25]
Early Results From ISO - [207]
Re: Archival Research - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [61]
Nuclear Debris Lands on Chile? - magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright) [90]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - Greg Sandow [149]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [281]
Re: Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller - John Joseph Mercieca [29]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [109]
Re: Code of Ethics - Greg Sandow [70]
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Re: Welcome, David Jacobs [via: UFO UpDates List] - "David m. Jacobs" [9]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Greg Sandow [98]
Re: Wormwood? - Brian Zeiler [14]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [13]
Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996 - HoustonSky@aol.com [19]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - rich.boylan@24stex.com [17]
Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island - FS337211@Sol.YorkU.CA [34]
DISPATCH #33 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope - ParaScope@AOL.COM [165]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [40]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [16]
Re: Wormwood? - ng@shannon.tellabs.com (Nick Gleeson) [26]
Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [121]
BWW Media Alert 961213 - BufoCalvin@aol.com [137]
Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever - Pat Parrinello [37]
Solar System Moon Studied - RSchatte@aol.com [56]
Re: Moulton Howe - Alfred Lehmberg [62]
Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island - Masinaigan@aol.com [13]
Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [121]
Ganymede Found to Have a 'Voice' - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [158]
Pope, Hubble telescope and Archbishop of Canterbury - SKvs [56]
UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [23]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [159]
Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash' - Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
[36]
Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA - Mary Helen Corrado [17]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [37]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [142]
UFO UpDate: Wormwood? - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [43]
More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island - Masinaigan@aol.com [17]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [23]
UFO Magazine: UK UFO Magazine Website - Graham William Birdsall [22]
'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Greg Sandow [108]
IUFO: The Late Senator Kennedy & UFOs! - "Dan G." [14]

Dec 15:

Alice Springs Sightings - glenmack@thehub.com.au (glennys mackay) [51]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [53]
Re: Abduction Question - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [31]
New Sighting Ventura County/Simi Valley - Mary Helen Corrado [41]
Ambush Journalism I - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [38]
Ambush Journalism I - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [37]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Pat Parrinello [51]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - Pat Parrinello [9]
'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com [46]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [45]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - "Steven J. Powell" [53]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [31]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com [26]
Project Starlight? - HoustonSky@aol.com [11]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Steven J. Powell" [17]
Re: Wormwood? - Pat Parrinello [56]
Hale-Bopp - Vodniza Replies - Pat Parrinello [16]
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [61]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [23]
Re: Wormwood? - UFO UpDates - Toronto [36]
UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [196]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - Pat Parrinello [9]
Re: Code of ethics - "Steven J. Powell" [188]
DO NOT ANWSER THIS MESSAGE - Francisco Lopez [6]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Diss [36]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Diss [18]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Jorgen Westman [42]
Re: Wormwood? - Ernie Karhu [40]
UFO UpSate: IUFO: (Fwd) '3rd Rock' Goes 3-D - "Steve Wingate" [43]

Dec 16:

Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [27]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [25]
Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis - "Jerry Cohen" [21]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [21]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [64]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [54]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - BGBOPPER@aol.com [40]
"Whee, should'a seen the UFO stir that one caused!" - Alfred Lehmberg [50]
'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - "Steven J. Powell" [131]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - "Steven J. Powell" [30]
Web site updates - Francisco Lopez [19]
Re: Archival Research - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [10]
Re: Code of Ethics - "Steven J. Powell" [70]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Steven J. Powell" [209]
Government Disinformation and Political Action - Francisco Lopez [78]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [127]
Films at DVIC: An Untapped Resource - Francisco Lopez [30]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [11]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [259]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [26]
Re: Ambush Journalism I - HoustonSky@aol.com [84]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [109]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [7]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [32]
Re: Wormwood? - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [62]
Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever - magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright) [12]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Greg Sandow [27]
Re: Wormwood? - David & Angie Lynn [11]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Julianne Presson" [67]
Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters] - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [68]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Greg Sandow [67]
Re: Alice Springs Sightings - Graham William Birdsall [26]
Tastes Like Chicken... - Glenn Joyner [55]
Re: Wormwood? - Graham William Birdsall [59]
Re: Code of ethics - "Clark Hathaway" [461]
UFO UpDate MIR 22 Crew News Conference Set - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [40]
Re: Code of Ethics - "Jerry Cohen" [17]
Mantle E-Mail 'Disaster' - Philip Mantle [20]
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Skywatch: Evidence points to a Canadian - skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH) [106]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 42 - Masinaigan@aol.com [397]
Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass - "Jerry Cohen" [526]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Scott K. Hale" [19]
Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounter - FS337211@Sol.YorkU.CA [35]
Seasons Greetings - UFO UpDates - Toronto [328]

Dec 17:

Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass - Gary [15]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [49]
{67} United Kingdom UFO Network - UFO UpDates - Toronto [2244]
*** Roswell Corollary Alert *** - Pat Parrinello [20]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [31]
Re: Code of Ethics - Greg Sandow [193]
Re: Wormwood? - legion@werple.net.au [140]
Re: Wormwood? - legion@werple.net.au [140]
Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood? - cs147@glen-net.ca (Cory Cameron) [21]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [58]
Re: Tastes Like Chicken... - "Julianne Presson" [22]
AUFORA News Update, Monday, December 16th, 1996 - AUFORA News Update [46]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Ed Stewart [617]
CNN's 'Mystery Ball' Story - UFO UpDates - Toronto [313]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [29]
Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert *** - HoustonSky@aol.com [13]
New Sighting of Triangle Object in Ventura/Santa - Mary Helen Corrado [21]
Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert *** - Pat Parrinello [17]
The X-mas Files - RSchatte@aol.com [121]
1996 Year of Spectacular Discoveries and - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [188]
Re: Wormwood? - Graham William Birdsall [38]
Astronomers Detect Never Before Seen Gamma-Ray - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [114]

Dec 18:

Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 1 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [94]
Ellsberg on 'Secrets' - Greg Sandow [113]
Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 2 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [91]
Re: The X-mas Files - Ed Stewart [63]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [48]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [84]
Comet Comments - 12/08/96 - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [140]
Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 3 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [177]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Jorgen Westman [22]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [62]
Wormwood - Answers from NASA & RSSI - Jorgen Westman [42]

Dec 19:

Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [34]
Ellsberg on 'Secrets' - Ed Stewart [27]
X-33 Program Completes Operations Review - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [52]
Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 4 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [106]
Re: The X-mas Files - Alfred Lehmberg [84]
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A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'..... - Whitley Strieber [22]
WUFOC news update - Jorgen Westman [11]
Re: X-33 Program Completes Operations Review - dan syes [48]
Re: Alice Springs Sightings - Graham William Birdsall [20]
'Debris' Film? - Philip Mantle [20]
Merry Christmas - Philip Mantle [13]
Death of an Innocent - "Supczak, Robert" [55]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [36]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - "Steven J. Powell" [22]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - "Steven J. Powell" [22]

Dec 20:

Carl Sagan dies at 62 - CNN Inteeractive [91]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [35]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Steven J. Powell" [74]
Dec 17, '96 'Fireball' - skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH) [40]
Re: Code of Ethics - "Steven J. Powell" [135]
Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis - "Steven J. Powell" [25]
Re: Code of ethics - "Steven J. Powell" [154]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone) [36]
'The Film' - A Correction - RSchatte@aol.com [73]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [20]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [79]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [9]
Re: Merry Christmas - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [56]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [31]
Re: Wormwood? - starborn@sirius.com (Stella Marie Harder) [19]
IUFO: (Fwd) NRO Satellite Launch - "Steve Wingate" [90]
Abductee 'Brainwashing'? - skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH) [251]
Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'..... - UFO UpDates - Toronto [944]
Re: Carl Sagan - rich.boylan@24stex.com [15]
Re: Carl Sagan - Pat Parrinello [19]
Alien Humour - Glenn Joyner [51]
Re: Carl Sagan - Jerry Washington [6]
BWW Media Alert 961220 - BufoCalvin@aol.com [207]
NASA Administrator Dan Goldin on Passing of Carl - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [45]
Backlash - rfsignal@sprynet.com [43]
02/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations - Francisco Lopez [642]
04/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations - Francisco Lopez [684]
01/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations - Francisco Lopez [684]
03/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations - Francisco Lopez [670]

Dec 21:

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [110]
Re: Carl Sagan - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [38]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [109]
'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA - egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart) [581]
Re: Wormwood? - legion@werple.net.au [117]
Is There 'Strife' on Mars? - legion@werple.net.au [48]
Recent Australian 'Fireballs' - John Stepkowski [160]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [53]
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DISPATCH #34 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope - ParaScope@AOL.COM [124]
Re: 'Backlash' - Pat Parrinello [10]
Airships - A 'Dim' Idea, Says Edison - John Stepkowski [73]
Re: Code of ethics - "Clark Hathaway" [326]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Julianne Presson" [16]
OMNI On the Internet - (Dec. 22 - 28) - HoustonSky@aol.com [119]
AUFORA - Carl Sagan - AUFORA News Update [48]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Philip Mantle [40]
The Satellites of Comet Hale-Bopp - John Joseph Mercieca [82]
BWW Media Alert Attachment - BufoCalvin@aol.com [558]
Re: Code of ethics - "Steven J. Powell" [105]
Re: Carl Sagan - Pat Parrinello [18]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - "Steven J. Powell" [19]
Possible 'UFO Experience'? - Owen Morgan [20]
Re: Backlash - rfsignal@sprynet.com [68]
Backlash - "Steven J. Powell" [72]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Steven J. Powell" [49]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - Pat Parrinello [9]

Dec 22:

Re: Project 1947 - Hynek's Re-evaluation of Air - "Jerry Cohen" [19]
Re: Carl Sagan - Jerry Washington [17]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [19]
Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass - KRandle993@aol.com [29]
Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'..... - magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright) [9]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - HoustonSky@aol.com [80]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [127]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Jerry Cohen" [17]
Philip Mantle Needs Help - Philip Mantle [41]
UFO UpDates and Victor Lourenco - UFO UpDates - Toronto [19]
Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 03/03 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [47]
Are The Mars Meteorites Really From Mars? - The Planetary Mysteries Web Site [295]
Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 02/03 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [137]
Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 01/03 - 'The McDaniel Report Newsletter' Website [245]
Project 1947 - Foo-Fighters - Jan Aldrich [69]
Re: Carl Sagan - KRandle993@aol.com [27]
Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 42 - Pat Parrinello [22]
Happy Summer Christmas From Brisbane Australia - glenmack@thehub.com.au (glennys mackay) [45]
Hynek's Reevaluation of AF Unidentified - Jan Aldrich [52]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [20]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Clark Hathaway" [27]
Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases - Jan Aldrich [72]
Alien Insurance Pays Off - article - legion@werple.net.au [96]
Re: Backlash - "Julianne Presson" [55]
Re: 'Backlash' - rfsignal@sprynet.com [73]
Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass - Gary [79]
Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever' - "Clark Hathaway" [113]
Re: Code of Ethics - "Clark Hathaway" [239]
Re: Carl Sagan - BGBOPPER@aol.com [17]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [46]
Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases - Jan Aldrich [72]
Re: Carl Sagan - Alfred Lehmberg [103]
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Re: Backlash - Pat Parrinello [79]
Lunar Landing Date - The Enterprise Mission Web Site [99]

Dec 23:

Re: Carl Sagan - "Clarke Hathaway" [40]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [31]
Re: Backlash - rfsignal@sprynet.com [74]
Project 1947 - 5602d AISS UFOB LOG - Jan Aldrich [59]
Re: Carl Sagan - rich.boylan@24stex.com [28]
Re: 'Backlash' - rfsignal@sprynet.com [86]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 43 - Masinaigan@aol.com [293]
Server Difficulties - UFO UpDates - Toronto [9]

Dec 24:

'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G> - Francisco Lopez [25]
Re: Server Difficulties Here..... - UFO UpDates - Toronto [8]
STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees' - UFO UpDates - Toronto [88]

Dec 25:

NSA documents now ready for download - Francisco Lopez [36]

Dec 24:

AUFORA - Doubt cast on Martian life theory - AUFORA News Update [67]

Dec 25:

From the US Naval Academy Mail List- [C4I-Pro] UFO - Francisco Lopez [90]
Excerpt from Vallee's Mesengers of Deception - Francisco Lopez [169]
Debunking Vs. Counterintelligence: Reflections - Francisco Lopez [239]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - Theresa [13]
Re: Genesis and Provenance - James Easton [220]
Re: Backlash - Pat Parrinello [35]
Re: Carl Sagan - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [37]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [9]
Holiday Thoughts - rich.boylan@24stex.com [21]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [5]
Skywatch: Bogota - skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH) [21]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Julianne Presson" [88]
Philip Mantle Needs Help - Owen Morgan [14]
Newsweek Article on Paranoia - RSchatte@aol.com [172]
When Rumors make the News - RSchatte@aol.com [81]
Richard Hoagland - SGBConsult@aol.com [56]
STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees' - "Julianne Presson" [49]
'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G> - Alfred Lehmberg [10]
Re: Carl Sagan - Michael Christol [50]
Project 1947 - Re: 5602d AISS UFOB LOG - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [102]
AUFORA - Alien Insurance Pays Off - AUFORA News Update [68]
UFO Books - The Serious Literature - Francisco Lopez [424]
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Season's Greetings - Jan Aldrich [6]
Project 1947 - CIRVIS Report from 4602d AISS files - Jan Aldrich [81]
STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees' - UFO UpDates - Toronto [49]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Julianne Presson" [95]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - KRandle993@aol.com [17]
Ventura/Santa Barbara County UFO Update - Mary Helen Corrado [61]

Dec 26:

STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees' - "Clark Hathaway" [28]
Re: Richard Hoagland - Pat Parrinello [27]
Re: Carl Sagan - HoustonSky@aol.com [14]
Sightings in Israel - Philip Mantle [11]
IUFO: Inside Edition UFO Segment - 01-01-97 - dcox@ix.netcom.com (Danny Cox) [30]
Rumors of Aliens Trail Comet - magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright) [99]
Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA - "Jerry Cohen" [146]
Project 1947 - 'Project Sign Check-list - UFOs - Jan Aldrich [106]
Skywatch: TWA and Philadelphia Experiment - - UFO UpDates - Toronto [237]
Maltese 1977 UFO newspaper article - UFO UpDates - Toronto [565]
'A Star Role for Kennedy Space Center' - The Dr. Carl Sagan Honorary Site [70]
Easy Listening from Space - Jam! TV=20 [103]
Re: 'Backlash' - "Steven J. Powell" [105]
The Puzzle of Conscious Experience - "Steven J. Powell" [453]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Clark Hathaway" [61]
Project 1947 - 'Southern Wings' Magazine - Jan Aldrich [42]
Re: Carl Sagan - "Clark Hathaway" [18]
Project 1947 - Aviation Publications and other - Jan Aldrich [20]

Dec 27:

2/2 - The Scientific Context of the UFO/Abduction - "Steven J. Powell" [436]
Eyewitness Testimony - "Steven J. Powell" [291]
Eyewitness Testimony and the Paranormal - "Steven J. Powell" [327]
1/2 - The Scientific Context of the UFO/Abduction - "Steven J. Powell" [451]
Handling the News Media: What MUFON Menbers Should - "Steven J. Powell" [220]
UFOs and Mainstream Science - "Steven J. Powell" [269]
Sky & Telescope's Weekly News Bulletin December - Sky & Telescope's Web Site [251]
Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA - John Joseph Mercieca [31]
Philosophy of Science and UFOs - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [63]
What do you make of this? - John Joseph Mercieca [70]
Project 1947 - UFO Incident from 4th Air Force - Jan Aldrich [13]
Re: What do you make of this? - UFO UpDates - Toronto [167]
BWW Media Alert 961227 - BufoCalvin@aol.com [243]
Project 1947 - Sec. of AF, Office of Information - Jan Aldrich [44]
#1 The Lesotho Incident - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [95]
Great Balls of Light! 4 Hour Discovery (US) UFO - Greg Long's Ufology and Fortean Phenomena Site [52]
Project 1947 - Referenced Publications Follow-up - Jan Aldrich [12]

Dec 28:

A&E UFO segment on The Unexplained - Chris Rutkowski [34]
Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought - Thomas Rice [45]
Project 1947 - West Virginia Gun Shot Case - Jan Aldrich [25]
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New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [35]
Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA - "Jerry Cohen" [10]
Re: Eyewitness Testimony - "Jerry Cohen" [120]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - Francisco Lopez [133]
Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage - Ovni Chapterhouse [125]
#2 The Lesotho Incident - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [376]
Re: Booklist - "Art & Peg Kopp" [11]
Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'??? - RSchatte@aol.com [26]

Dec 29:

Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought - Pat Parrinello [35]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - UFO UpDates - Toronto [51]
Re: Eyewitness Testimony - "Steven J. Powell" [53]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - "Steven J. Powell" [114]
Re: Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'??? - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [39]
Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage - Pat Parrinello [33]
Project 1947 - Disc among the Pigeons - Jan Aldrich [32]
Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident - "Jerry Cohen" [101]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - Francisco Lopez [21]
IUFO: Fwd: Coppola Sues Carl Sagan! - Ndunlks@aol.com [43]
Re: UFO UpDate: #1 The Lesotho Incident - James Easton [92]
Re: #2 The Lesotho Incident - James Easton [82]
Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'? - Francisco Lopez [246]
Defense Technical Information Center as a Resource - Michael Ravnitzky [86]
New 'Abduction' & 'Encounters' Videos from John - StarmanJC@aol.com [107]
Re: Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'? - Francisco Lopez [399]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - "Business to Business Magazine (Michael Malone)" [14]
Eyewitness Testimony - Greg Sandow [137]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - "Steven J. Powell" [19]
Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts - UFO UpDates - Toronto [2248]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - "Jerry Cohen" [173]
Re: Subscribe UFO UpDates - UFO UpDates - Toronto [10]
Re" Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [15]
Malta UFO Research Web Site URL change - John Joseph Mercieca [65]
E.T. finally calls...a true believer collects - legion@werple.net.au (John Stepkowski) [110]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [107]
Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident - legion@werple.net.au [126]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 44 - Masinaigan@aol.com [366]

Dec 30:

A little Something..... - Owen Morgan [27]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Greg Sandow [26]
Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members - Francisco Lopez [68]
1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do' - Francisco Lopez [45]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - Greg Sandow [60]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Greg Sandow [115]
Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document - Francis Ridge [25]
US Research 'Tool'? - The Political Graveyard - Francisco Lopez [59]
Re:Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts - Gary [34]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - Greg Sandow [182]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - "Steven J. Powell" [97]
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Project 1947 - Leads to Aircraft Encounter Cases - Jan Aldrich [94]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - Greg Sandow [107]
Abduction?? - Jerry Washington [13]
Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document - Francis Ridge [17]
Re: Eyewitness Testimony - "Jerry Cohen" [28]
'Alien' Writing - Greg Sandow [105]
Re: 1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do' - Gary [25]
Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document - "Edward G. Stewart" [27]
Re: 'Alien' Writing - jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez) [125]
#3 The Lesotho Incident - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [183]
Re: 'Alien' Writing - Dennis Stacy [69]
Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed' - btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone) [33]
Re: 'Backlash' - btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone) [59]
The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7 - Mark Fussell [50]

Dec 31:

The Anomalist - Greg Sandow [16]
Re: Abduction Question - Julie Salvadore [12]
Re: Abduction?? - Greg Sandow [52]
Terminology - SGBConsult@aol.com <Steve Bassett> [72]
[Antigravity] Hello and Working devices...! - "Steve Wingate" [109]
Re: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7 - Beyond Boundaries [30]
Re: Handling the News Media - Michael Christol [49]
Re: Handling the News Media - "Michael J. Woods" [318]
Re: Handling the News Media - fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca [10]
Re: 'Alien' Writing - rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson] [58]
Re: Eyewitness Testimony - "Steven J. Powell" [31]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Steven J. Powell" [41]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - "Jerry Cohen" [67]
Re: MJ-12 and Area 51 - "Steven J. Powell" [81]
Re: 'Alien' Writing - "Steven J. Powell" [23]
Re: 'Alien' Writing - "Steven J. Powell" [33]
Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs - "Steven J. Powell" [120]
Re: 'Backlash' - "Steven J. Powell" [66]
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Test

From: campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas)
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 08:28:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 08:28:13 -0800
Subject: Test

+------     U    F    O    M    I    N    D     -------+
| Glenn Campbell                  campbell@ufomind.com |
| AREA 51 RESEARCH CENTER - Las Vegas & Rachel, Nevada |
| UFOs  -  Gov't Secrets  -  Philosophy  -  Psychology |
| http://www.ufomind.com     Box 448, Rachel, NV 89001 |
+------------------------------------------------------+
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:39:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:20:15 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> That is unadulterated poppycock! Before information
> becomes classified, it is is the public domain and out
> there. What we call Area 51 was at one time desert of no
> use or value to anyone except to the owners of the Groom Mine
> and it wasn't until 1958 that the
> public was denied access to enter the area. That is a fact
> in the public domain. The air space above it was restricted
> before 1958 dating back to the construction of the facilities
> for the U-2 program in 1955. That is a fact and in the public domain.
> Released information on Area 51 shows conclusively that the
> area called Area 51 relates specifically to the co-ordinates of
> the public land seized in 1958. The first known usage of the term
> area 51 was 1960. What we don't know about Area 51
> is what post dates the U-2 program, not before. Real people worked
> and lived there and even had photographic coverage of the area in the
> NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.
>
> > Proclamations are not the same as evidence.
> > Stan Friedman
>
> Then provide evidence to support any of your claims related to MJ-12?
> There is zero, zip, nada, zilch in your new book that establishes
> any linkage to MJ-12 as a real program. You are the expert on
> proclamations. Show me that I am wrong by presenting any iota of
> evidence or linkage to support the proclamation that MJ-12 is a real
> program or organization worthy of further inquiry.
>
> Ed Stewart

Ed,

    Please stop the name calling, it makes you look childish. Yes, there
is plenty of information on the Groom Lake area, even pictures. There is
also undoubtedly lots of classified information on the base at Groom
Lake. Even if those files SHOULD be public domain, I doubt they are
going to happily hand them over thus fueling further rumors/theories.
Ask yourself this: If MJ-12 exists or existed, do you think they'd just
let some REAL evidence lay around in NARA? If the Lazar story was
real,(I don't think it is) and you wanted your secret kept, wouldn't you
discredit him? Sometimes to make headway it's almost best to think
backwards, become what you're chasing after.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 15:58:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:49:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

Reply to Dennis Stacy.....

>> and no quotes,= John Velez
> = Dennis

>Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 18:37:05 -0600 (CST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>
>At 02:37 AM 12/10/96 -0500, John Velez wrote:
>
>>Hi Dennis,

>>Until now I had given you credit for being an intelligent guy. Abortion
>>guilt anxiety complex?! If you weren't serious I'd be laughing my ass
>>>>off. I've got news for you, I think that it would be easier for an
>>>>ductions before they'd buy into your "fetal infanticide/guilt theory.
>>Of >>all the convoluted crap that's ever been concocted to explain
>>abductions >>yours is a real prize winner. Gotta give you credit for
>>creativity >>though.

>Let me give you some credit, too, John. While expressing considerable
>indignation and ridicule, you express not the least interest or curiousity
>in my hypothesis as originally presented. Therefore I won't be sending you
>>a copy, as in why bother?

Dennis, I play chess. And even though I have the option at each turn to
select from any given number of moves, "some of them" are obviously wrong
and exclude themselves. Your "theory", speaking as an experiencer, falls
into that category. It just doesn't apply Dennis. You don't have to stick
your head into a barrel of bad pork to know that it stinks.

>>O-K Dennis, if I'm reading this right,... because we all were involved in
>>some way with the abortion of an unborn child,... our guilt then causes
>>>>us to hallucinate little grey fetuses that kidnap us in the night,...
>>>>perform medical and other procedures,... leave visible marks, scars,
>>and >>in some cases ground trace evidence,... and then disappear into the
>>night >>on flying saucers.

>Are you saying that all of the above elements are typical? Most of Mack's
>cases don't report anything that could be interpreted as a classical
>>"flying saucer"--which is part of the problem.

Keerist Dennis, read my question carefully. And yes, items such as the
paralysis, the beings involved, the proceedures, and the craft (are)
commonly and widely reported. No, not in all cases, but in (enough of them)
my own included, for me to use them in a "generic" example. Don't tell me
that you're just finding out that there is a "pattern" to all of this?

>>Why don't you just say that you think we're all nuts. Fetal infanticidal/
>>guilt/common hallucination,....sounds freaking nuts to me. Where on Gods
>>good earth did you come up with this 'abortion' of a theory. (Pun >>intended)

>The answer here is exceedingly simple: Because I don't think you are all
>nuts, nor did I insinutate anything resembling same in my brief public
>remarks to Greg Sandow or in the theory itself. The theory came about not
>>to specifically explain your experience, or that of Whitley Streiber, but
>>in an honest attempt to address the sheer number of reports suggested by
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>>the flawed Roper Report, which holds that more than four million
>Americans >alone have been abducted and subjected to the same experience
>you report. >In an article in Fate magazine ("Millions of Americans
>Abucted?", >September 1992), I showed why those numbers could not stand up
>under >scrutiny, as have many others since.

Dennis if you want to expose the flaws in a survey then do that. But to
suggest that the abductions could be explained away with something as
convoluted as fetal/infanticide/guilt is simplistic and doesn't begin to
acknowledge or address the (other) attendant phenomena, which I have
already listed here, connected to the abduction experience. You can't be
selective as to which part of the reports you are going to address. If
you're going to deal with an explanation of "abductions" the physical
components MUST BE taken into account. There are too many folks out there
with marks and scars on their bodys that appear overnight,...to dismiss it
ALL as misinterpretation or a psychological delusion is unfair to those
courageous enough to come forward and report it, and just poor science.
The theory has to fit the phenomena not the other way around.

>>Hey Dennis wanna hear a really far out theory? We're telling the truth!

>You're telling the truth as you perceive it...

Yes, I am, and your point is...?

>No blame, but on a good day even Whitley Streiber admits that he doesn't
>>have the foggiest notion of what is going on.

As far as "alien intentions and motivations" go yes! I agree, I have no
idea. As far as the "existence" of these beings goes, of that I personally
have no doubt. When they wake you in the middle of the night and take you
out of your house in your underwear, they're kind of 'hard to deny' Dennis!

>So are you saying you've had the exact experience as Streiber?

Generally yes, there are differnces in specific content, but then no two
conversations or events are ever "exactly alike" The "general" scenario,
(and more than a few specifics) that Whitley has so eloquently discribed
hold true however.

>And what, exactly, would that experience be?

Terror, confusion, paralysis, disorientation. Some calm moments, some not
so calm. But PHYSICAL, and VERY real.

>Streiber has long since divorced himself from the notion of physical ETs.
>>Have you?

NOPE! I firmly believe that we are dealing with a physical (as in occupies
3 dimensional space, and has mass and substance) phenomenon. I believe that
if you knock on a UFO you'll hear the "Ping"!

>The answer to your first two questions are yes and no, and yes, I also
>>have a kid. I also don't have one -- who was aborted. The yes part is why
>>I began to think about my theory in the first place.

Dennis, why don't you do what Whitley and I did. When I first began to
suspect my involvement,I went to a psychologist, (contrary to popular myth)
and had myself tested. Try working out your 'personal issues' that way,
rather than "projecting" them on us,(and putting 'US' into the position of
having to answer and explain them) thank you very much.

>As for "using Whitley"...excuse me, John, but it was Whitley -- of his own
>>free will and choice -- who opted to make his exterior and intimate
>>interior life a matter of public inspection and record in the first place
>>(while turning a tidy profit off same), not me.

Whitley had the courage and conscience to publicly report what was
happening to himself and his family. I don't see how permission to use his
name in the kind of insulting example that you made is implied in any of
that! And let me ask you a question Dennis, why is it that you can make a
buck off of your published work, and it's not O-K for Whitley? Are you
jealous that Whitley made (more money) than you? What gives? You say that
as if the man committed an unexcusable crime. He published a book or three
and they sold! God bless him,...what's wrong with that for Christs sake?
Did I miss something here or aren't we allowed to make money in America
anymore? Whitley didn't stand around on street corners holding a gun on the
public to buy his books. They chose to.

>I'm just asking a question about same here. If you or him are
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>offended by same, what can I say? If you don't want to spill your guts in
>public and then be questioned about same, the solution is fairly
>straightforward: just don't do it.

When I'm offended "I WILL SAY" a lot! And sorry, but you're not going to
make me or any of the other abductees that have come forward "just go away"
you're going to have to deal with me (and them) susquatch, like it or not.
You have to be a lot more than "taller" than me, to run me off buckaroo!
After having to deal with aliens, humans are "easy meat" try again though,
I love a good challenge! <G>

Take care sus'

John Velez, Here to stay!

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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A Scientific Review of Photon and Light

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:01:12 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:44:10 -0500
Subject: A Scientific Review of Photon and Light

Taken from the Photon Belt Page at http://www.salemctr.com/photon.html

                      SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OF PHOTON & LIGHT
                                      =20
  =20
     _________________________________________________________________
  =20
  =20
  =20
   Photon is not a new word, it has been around since the early part of
   this century....maybe earlier=85..just not recorded. The Cat Scan or PET
   is an example of Photon energy.
     _________________________________________________________________
  =20
  =20
  =20
   Copyright 1995 by Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.
  =20
Photon {foh'-tahn}

  =20
  =20
   A photon is a quantum of light, or the smallest possible packet of
   light at a given wavelength. It is emitted by an atom during a
   transition from one energy state to another.
  =20
   As FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES, photons travel at the speed of light and
   have mass and momentum dependent on their frequencies. By classical
   reasoning a photon would have the apparent dualistic property of being
   either a particle or a wave disturbance. That is, such phenomena as
   INTERFERENCE and diffraction require an interpretation in terms of the
   wave characteristics of photons, but such phenomena as the
   PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT require an interpretation in terms of the
   particle nature of the photon. Quantum mechanics is able to resolve
   this dilemma by assigning probabilistic characteristics to the motions
   of atoms and photons.
  =20
   The energy associated with an individual photon is quite minute. For
   instance, a photon in the visible spectrum would contain an energy of
   approximately 4 X (10 to the power of -19) joules. Thus, a perfectly
   efficient 100-watt light bulb would emit approximately 2.5 X (10 to
   the power of 20) photons per second. D. J. Lovell Bibliography:
   Goldin, E., Waves and Photons (1982). Copyright 1995 by Grolier
   Electronic Publishing, Inc.
     _________________________________________________________________
  =20
LIGHT

  =20
  =20
   Light is ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION in the wavelength range extending
   from about 0.4 micron to about 0.7 micron; or, perhaps more properly,
   the visual response to electromagnetic radiation in this range. By
   extension, the term is frequently applied to adjacent wavelength
   ranges that the eye cannot detect: ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT, infrared light
   (see INFRARED RADIATION), and black light. In addition to wavelength,
   FREQUENCY, in hertz, and wavenumber, in inverse units of length, are
   also used to specify and designate the character and quality of the
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   radiation. Associated with wavelength or frequency is the visual
   response of COLOR. The term monochromatic is applied to the idealized
   situation in which the light in a beam is all of one wavelength.
  =20
   CHARACTERIZATION OF LIGHT Light is characterized not only by
   wavelength, essentially a temporal quality, but also by state and
   degree of polarization (see POLARIZED LIGHT), a geometric or
   directional quality, and by intensity, essentially a physical quality.
   The visual response to intensity is brightness. In the human visual
   system, at least, there is no counterpart response, to the state and
   degree of polarization, but ample evidence exists that certain
   arthropods--bees in particular--are sensitive to the state of
   polarization of sky light. There is some speculation that certain
   migrating birds may also respond to this quality of light.
  =20
   Light is further characterized by its degree of coherence (see
   COHERENT LIGHT). Coherence, closely related to the degree of
   polarization and to the degree of monochromaticity, refers to the
   ability of a beam of light to interfere (see INTERFERENCE) with
   itself. Coherence is therefore an interferometric property of light.
   By the use of a Michelson INTERFEROMETER, most light sources can be
   made to produce interference fringes. These are clearest when the
   length of the two arms of the interferometer are equal. As one arm is
   lengthened, however, the contrast of the fringes is seen to decrease
   until they are no longer visible. Unfiltered light from an
   incandescent source will barely produce fringes under any
   circumstances. Light from a mercury arc lamp will produce fringes over
   a range of one or two centimeters. On the other hand, light from a
   continuous-wave gas laser has produced fringes at a distance of over
   100 meters. Therefore, light can be characterized by its degree of
   coherence or coherence length.
  =20
   Light is a transport of energy. It can be regarded both as a
   particulate flow and as a wave phenomenon. These two apparently
   diametrically opposed views have been brought together in a theory
   that combines the best features of each. The particulate unit is the
   PHOTON, which has associated with it a central frequency or wavelength
   that determines (or is determined by) the amount of energy it
   contains. In a so-called monochromatic beam, the photons are all of
   the same energy and therefore have the same frequency. They can be
   made to interfere, which indicates a high degree of coherence as well
   as a more or less uniform state of polarization. If the distribution
   of the energy in the photons is more random, however, the beam will be
   less coherent and will have a lower degree of polarization.
  =20
   It is also convenient to think of light as propagating as wavefronts
   (see HUYGENS's PRINCIPLE). These waves, like the crest of an ocean
   wave, are surfaces on which the phase relationship is constant. Unlike
   an ocean wave, a wavefront or surface of constant phase is
   unobservable and undetectable. Light may be considered as energy being
   transported in a train of wavefronts. The direction of propagation
   (except for anisotropic media) is in a direction perpendicular to the
   wavefront. Rays can be conceived as trajectories of photons.
  =20
   LIGHT PRODUCTION Light, like any other electromagnetic radiation,
   results from either an accelerating electric charge or a nuclear
   fusion or fission reaction. In nuclear reactions, a PHOTON is created
   in the same manner as other elemental partial products of the
   reaction. With the exception of sunlight and starlight, however, light
   usually is the result of changes in the electronic structure of atoms
   and molecules as they absorb and readmit energy.
  =20
   The incandescent electric light has as its light source the heat that
   results from the ohmic resistance of the filament to the electric
   current. A red-hot poker absorbs heat directly from the fire resulting
   from the liberation of chemical energy. As the material in the
   filament or poker heats up, the atoms and molecules gain kinetic
   energy, which is realized by an increase in the number of collisions
   among the particles. Boiling off of some of the material is one
   mechanism that can be used to maintain an equilibrium temperature.
   Another mechanism is for the electrons associated with the various
   atoms in the metal to move to higher ENERGY LEVELS. When they drop
   back to lower energy levels they emit a PHOTON, keeping the
   temperature of the material more or less constant despite the fact
   that energy is continually supplied. The excess energy is emitted as
   light.
  =20
   Thermal production of light is essentially random and is idealized as
   BLACKBODY RADIATION. The light produced contains a mixture of
   wavelengths skewed around a central maximum, which is related to the
   temperature T of the material in degrees Kelvin. This relation, is
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   known as the Wien displacement law. The spectrum produced by the light
   from such a source is continuous. Although there is a dominant
   wavelength, this light is not monochromatic. It is generally
   unpolarized and has a relatively short coherence length.
  =20
   Another type of light source is energized plasma such as a flame or
   the gas in a discharge tube such as a neon bulb. Although light is
   produced by a mechanism similar to thermal emission, the atoms are in
   a gaseous phase and less random. The energy levels reached by the
   electrons depend more on the electronic structure of the atoms
   themselves, and therefore the photons emitted tend to be clustered
   around specific wavelengths. The spectrum produced by such a source is
   not at all continuous but consists of lines or bands that are
   characteristic of the atoms or molecules in the gas. Highly
   monochromatic light can be obtained from this type of source,
   particularly if the light is filtered. The light has a much longer
   coherence length but is generally unpolarized.
  =20
   A third type of source is the LASER. Two principles are involved in
   laser operation. First, the lasing material is composed of atoms, or
   mixtures of atoms, that have a peculiar energy level structure. As
   they absorb energy, their electrons move up to higher energy levels,
   tending to accumulate at certain metastable levels. This is called
   population inversion. There they remain until stimulated by a PHOTON
   of the proper frequency. Then the electrons drop to a lower energy
   level, emitting a photon of the same frequency and traveling in the
   same direction as the incident, stimulating photon. Because a single
   photon may stimulate the release of a large number of additional
   photons, the total number of photons is increased, thus increasing the
   intensity of the light within the medium. The process is referred to
   as gain.
  =20
   The second principle is the geometry of the laser itself. The laser
   can be regarded as a hollow tube, much like an organ pipe, which is
   tuned to the wavelength of the emitted photons. The process can be
   visualized as a wavefront being reflected back and forth between the
   two ends of the laser, picking up more photons with each reflection.
   The portion of the light that is permitted to escape from the cavity
   is highly monochromatic, with a long coherence length. In some
   circumstances the laser output is highly polarized. DUALISTIC NATURE
   OF LIGHT The historical development of a theory of light, at least
   from the 17th century on, involved two apparently contradictory
   descriptions. One concept was the corpuscular theory, which envisioned
   light as a stream, or flow, of small particles. Rene DESCARTES
   modified this concept. He viewed light more as a pressure than as a
   flow--not as motion but as a tendency to motion. And since light was
   not motion it was not limited by a finite velocity. In other words, a
   beam of light required no time of transit. Pierre FERMAT held a
   different view. He believed not only that light propagated at a finite
   velocity, but also that its particles described trajectories or rays.
   Christiaan HUYGENS, on the other hand, was a believer that light was a
   wave phenomenon. Light propagated at a finite velocity in the form of
   a moving disturbance, just as a water wave moves as a ripple on a
   smooth pond.
  =20
   As a ray of light passes across a surface from one medium to another
   (for example, from air to glass), its direction is changed--a
   phenomenon known as REFRACTION. The law of refraction, discovered
   first empirically by Willebrord SNELL, then subsequently derived
   formally by Descartes and Fermat, states that sin r =3D K sin i, where i
   is called the angle of incidence, the angle between the incident ray
   and the normal (perpendicular) to the refracting surface. The angle of
   refraction, r, is the angle between the refracted ray and the surface
   normal.
  =20
   Fermat and Descartes agreed on the form of the refraction law, but
   they disagreed violently on the meaning of the constant K. Fermat saw
   K as being proportional to the reciprocal of the velocity of
   propagation. Descartes, even though he believed that the velocity of
   propagation was infinite, concluded, on a different level of logic,
   that K was proportional to a velocity. The distinction is important
   because whether light speeds up or slows down as it passes into a
   denser medium determines the meaning of K.
  =20
   Two opposing points of view evolved. Descartes and Fermat were both
   proponents of a corpuscular theory; Huygens believed in a wave theory.
   He also obtained a proof of the refraction law in terms of the
   existence of wavefronts, a construction now called Huygens's
   principle.
  =20
   If light is a wave phenomenon, then a medium is required. Sound waves
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   travel through the air but not through a vacuum; ripples require a
   watery medium. At first it was thought that air would be the medium
   that would support the propagation of light. The simple experiment of
   shining light through an evacuated jar, however, showed clearly that
   this theory was not correct. Theorists chose to hypothesize the
   existence of a medium called the ETHER.
  =20
   Experimental evidence to support the wave theory of light was
   particularly strong. DIFFRACTION, the ability of light to bend around
   a sharp edge, certainly gave credence to the idea that light was a
   form of wave motion. Further support came with the discovery of
   polarization, which indicated that the undulations of a light wave
   were transverse to the direction of propagation and were not
   longitudinal, as were sound and water waves. Thus, if light was to be
   a wave phenomenon, the ether was required, and if so, then certain
   effects should be observed when a massive body passed through the
   ether. To detect such effects, telescope tubes were filled with water
   to determine the effect on starlight. No effect was observed.
   Experiments to detect an ether "drag" also failed.
  =20
   On the other hand, James BRADLEY discovered stellar aberration in 1729
   when he found that he had to aim his telescope a little in the
   direction of the Earth's motion ahead of the theoretical position of a
   star. This effect could be compared to a person in a rainstorm tilting
   his umbrella a little in front of him as he walks into the rain.
   Bradley's discovery supported a corpuscular theory, or at least it did
   not support the idea of an ether drag.
  =20
   But, it was postulated, if ether exists, then another observable
   phenomenon, ether "drift," must also exist. If both the Earth and
   light are moving through the ether, then the velocity of light
   observed on the Earth would depend on the direction of observation.
   The ether was regarded as stationary; the Earth and other planets, the
   Sun and the stars, and light moved through it. By measuring the
   apparent velocity of light in various directions, one could determine
   the absolute velocity and direction of motion of the Earth.
  =20
   In the late 19th century A. A. MICHELSON and E. W. Morley (1838-1923)
   attempted to measure the absolute motion of the Earth through the
   ether (see MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT). No ether drift was observed.
   The conclusion was the inconceivable notion that the velocity of light
   was constant and independent of the motion of the observer. This
   paradox led to Einstein's special theory of RELATIVITY, a cosmological
   theory of major significance. O. N. Stavroudis Bibliography: Babbitt,
   E.S., The Principles of Light and Color (1980); Buchwald, J.Z., The
   Rise of the Wave Theory of Light (1989); Haken, Hermann, Light: Waves,
   Photons, Atoms (1981); Jaffe, Bernard, Michelson and the Speed of
   Light (1960; repr. 1979); Jenkins, Francis A., Fundamentals of Optics,
   4th ed. (1975); Morris, Richard, Light, from Genesis to Modern Physics
   (1979); Sabra, A.I., Theories of Light from Descartes to Newton
   (1981); Sobel, M.I., Light (1989); Walker, Jearl, intro. by, Light and
   Its Uses: Reading from Scientific American (1980).
  =20
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:49:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:21:44 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 09:28:24 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> In a message dated 96-12-10 00:01:58 EST, Ed Stewart wrote:

> << Yes, one of several. Without getting into a lot of minutia here, another
>  <important smoking gun that the SOM is bogus is the reference to "downed
>  <satellites" as an "acceptable alternative" cover story to keep the media
>  <away. (GRIN) Remember this was alleged to be 1954. The first artificial
>  <satellite was launched in 1957 by the Russians with our entry in early
>  <1958. A "cover story" of a "downed satellite" in 1954 would have aroused
>  <the attention of the media with such fury that it would have probably
>  <relegated Senator Joseph McCarthy's television hearings to the back
>  <pages of the newspapers. (GRIN) Leads me to believe that the fabricators
>  <of the MJ-12 saga were either not even born in 1954, or that at minimum
>  <were extremely naive of historical events related to the early space age.
>  <One thing is certain, such a "cover story" would not have kept the media
>  <at a distance, but it would have attracted it like flies on honey - yet,
>  <we are lead to believe that MJ-12 felt it would be an appropriate
>  <deception as early as 1954.

>  <I find it odd that the above anachronism didn't keep nuclear physicist
>  <Stanton T. Friedman from embracing this albatross in his rush to be the
> first
>  <one on the block to publish it. One would think that a nuclear physicist
>  <with fourteen years experience in space programs in the fifties and sixties
>  <should know better. At minimum, one would think that in publishing it, he
>  <would have mentioned the above anachonism to his readers, but not a peep
>  <in his book. (GRIN)

>  <Love can be blinding.

>  <Ed Stewart >>

Ed,

Before you continue bashing Mr. Friedman, you should know that the SOM
manual has been around since 1994(If memory serves). Lets see.. I get a
paper today.. I publish it 2 years later, boy I'm rushing out and
publishing it before someone else does aren't I?

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: IUFO: Fwd: New UFO Magazine

From: ng@shannon.tellabs.com (Nick Gleeson)
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 96 14:35 GMT
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:26:28 -0500
Subject: Re: IUFO: Fwd: New UFO Magazine

> ---------------------
> Forwarded message:
> Subj:    New UFO Magazine
> Date:    96-12-10 20:03:38 EST
> From:    RobertC130
> To:      Ndunlks
>
> UFO REALITY, a bi-monthly, 64 ppg, full-color, glossy magazine is now
> available in the US and Canada. Each issue contains intelligent, feature and
> review articles devoted to the UFO phenomenon on an international scale. If
> you're fed up with the tabloidish approach to the subject employed by others,
> this magazine is for you.
> TO RECEIVE A FREE SAMPLE COPY - just send along a mailing address and we will
> send one right out via first class mail!!
>

Sorry, but I beg to differ, I have purchased a couple of copies of this magazine
and it found it to be rather like the tabloids!!!

One article in the second edition mentioned that a UFO was spotted over Ireland
and that the Irish army scrambled fighter jets to intercept the object....

The Irish army dont have any fighter jets, or fighter planes for that matter.
As far as I know they have a a couple of turbo prop trainers that they use
for air displays. I contacted the goverment offices about the incident, they
knew nothing, and neither did the residents of Ennis in County Clare where the
incident was supposed to have taken place.

So come on guys, just because we're Irish, dont try to pull the wool over our
eyes.

-Niko.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Archival Research

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 11:12:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:27:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research

Dear Jan,

It may assist your project to learn that CAUS did discover a huge batch of
microfilm about a couple of years ago that contained numerous references to
"Foo Fighters" from the logs of US Night Fighter squadrons based in England
during WWII.

Names, places, dates and descriptions - an absolute treasure trove. No more
speculation or theories, the folks back then were plagued by the things and
having safely returned to England from flights over occupied, and later
France after D-Day, everything was meticulously logged in the de-briefing
sessions with the pilots concerned.

Suggest you give them a call!

All the best,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Code of ethics

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 07:13:54 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:25:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> Date: Tuesday, December 10, 1996 11:50 PM
>
> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 11:40:56 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> References: <2.2.32.19961210064513.00bf9188@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> >
> > > > You open up a good point here John, fortunately
> > > > those who are properly trained have it covered.;-)
> > > I wish that were true.
> > It is my friend. But considering those like Boylan, I can
see
> > why you feel this way.
>
> Well, if we use the overly simple analogy that life is a
football game
> we get three types of people:  Spectators, players (et. al.)
and those
> on the bench (for whatever reason).
>
> Psychology's two primary purposes, within the context of the
analogy,
> are: 1) to get folks off the bench either by getting them back
in the
> game or by getting them in the seats watching the game; 2) Try
and
> determine what got them on the bench in the first place so as
to better
> develop methodologies for helping future benchees.

Good analogy!

> We are incorrect if we expect traditional psychologists to be
the alien
> abduction private detectives that the abductionists pretend to
be.  That
> is something they are _not_ trained for and something they are
generally
> _not_ going to be good at.

Correct. But, due to the tremendous amount of psychic shock
attendant to most if not all 'alien' abduction cases, these are
the 'professionals' who are likely to be chosen to deal with the
problem. Privately (now known by any who reads this), I feel
that the shock would be better dealt with by one steeped in
spirituality then in psychology. I suspect that spirituality has
everything to do with the problem. By 'spirituality' I AM not
necessarily referring to those of a clerical persuasion,
although there are certainly those of the ministry that are of a
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high degree of spirituality. There are a multitude of facets to
this gem of inquiry my friend. Among these is awareness.

> Tough question:  What's more important - getting the
self-claimed
> abductees off the bench and back into the game; or, finding
out what
> really happenned to them?

Both are of equal importance John and both can be accomplished
in my view.

> Take a glance at the Hippocratic Oath and it'll give you a
clue as to
> the answer the mental health community selects.

Don't get me started on that one!  <grin>

> So, if we separate treatment from the detective work I think
we can see
> that virtually all MHPs are basically qualified to initiate
(or to
> facilitate) work with a self-claimed abductee.

The only facet of the equation that pertains to mental health
and this is marginal, is the extreme amount of trauma
emotionally that one receives as a result of this type of
experience. I was very nearly a basket case by the time that
hypno-regression was offered to me by a practicing psychologist.
Having had no other offered alternative or not being aware of
one, I jumped at the chance.

> Another misconception regarding psychotherapy that sometimes
confuses
> things is the notion that whatever it is that's bother someone
must be
> either proven right to be dealt with successfully or must be
proven
> wrong and elimnated from their minds before theraputic success
can
> occur.  Both are completely wrong and neither are a part of
traditional
> psychotherapy.

I suppose to some degree I experienced this, but as you must
realize, I AM somewhat an independent thinker and I couldn't
honestly buy the 'party line'. I have always run partially on my
intuition and at times it has kept me alive. Don't ask me to
elaborate because I won't.
Be that as it may, when I have chosen not to follow my intuition
I can state that it served to cause me to remember that I should
have. <grin> My intuition has screamed that there is more to my
experience then meets the eye. I have been extremely reluctant
to go back into it. Perhaps I AM becoming ready to enter into
what exactly happened once again.

> A good example is a somewhat unorthodox psychotherapist
(sorry, can't
> remember his name, he's in Florida) who pretty much routinely
uses
> hypnotic regression on patients with various phobias.  He
regresses them
> back through 'time' until he comes across an incident
involving the
> object of the patient's phobia (spiders, deep water, whatever)
and then
> focuses on that incident to _begin_ treatment on the phobia.
He has a
> phenomenal success rate in treating phobias.  He doesn't for a
second
> 'believe' in past life regression but he knows the value of
personal
> memory and personal experiences.  Toward the end of the
treatment he
> counsels his patients that past lives may or may not be real,
what's
> real is that they were once stricken with a particular phobia
and now
> are not.

A wise man. I have watched Julie use similar technique.
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> > > Hypnotic regression is simply an unreliable and not
> > > infrequently an undesirable tool - that's why.
> > I recognize that I cannot change your mind John. I will
however
> > continue to maintain that used properly with attendant
> > safeguards to contamination, hypnosis is an excellent tool
in
> > this type of research.
>
> Well, I suspect the debate on hypnotic regression isn't going
to go away
> anytime soon so you and can just respectfully disagree for now
<grin>.

It takes an intelligent, honest and unbiased practitioner.
However, it is O.K. that we have different opinions, I still
like yuh. <grin>

> > > Sorry, but that's just not the case.  Age is a probably a
> > > factor but it doesn't magically get better or go away with
adults.
> > I'd appreciate some reference to documentation that what was
> > stated above by you is in fact valid.
>
> I have several papers on my BBS dealing with eyewitness
observation
> studies.  Children are more easily fooled, and more easily
fool
> themselves but the problem doesn't go away with age.  Adult
> observational accuracy is only about 50%.

Julie states that she is familiar with what you are stating and
that you are correct.
But she adds, that has nothing to do with hypnosis and
everything to do with eyewitness observation. Eyewitness
accounts contain the most fault of all as they are nearly in
every case different from one another.

> > problems, John. This is NOT a scientific problem, but one of
> > awareness. Cognition.
> > The problem exists upon many levels and is real. However, it
is
> > not going to be studied with any chance of success using
> > traditional methodology. Once one accepts this, new
> > possibilities begin to arise.
>
> If that's true then we're going to be waiting a _LONG_
time...<grin>

Perhaps. I sincerely hope not as our future existence may very
well depend upon it.

> > John, it occurs to me that one does what I did. I know that
you
> > cannot appreciate what a state of distress that I found
myself
> > within. I need to remind you that I did have a witness to
attend
> > phenomena to my abduction. I AM referring to the paranormal
> > occurrences going on while I was being taken. I might add
that
> > this person was out of sightline to me.
>
> I can only, just barely, in the most modest way, appreciate
what you
> experienced.  But remove yourself from the equation for a
moment.  You
> had extraordinary experiences, some of which may have been
witnessed (or
> maybe they were shared).  But aside from the testimonial power
of taking
> your word for it how do we objectify the experiences and
convince anyone
> else that they occurred?

I don't know other than to undertake what you have suggested,
that is to be constantly monitored.
However, I want to present another can of worms.
This may in reality be a REAL catch 22, John.
The indicator of this is the seeming fact that the phenomena
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itself controls it's own flow of information concerning itself.
Vallee has done a lot of discussion on this aspect if I
understand it correctly. I suspect that in many if not all of
the cases, if a person is being monitored, the events will cease
or failing that the monitoring equipment will be rendered
useless for a period of time corresponding to yet another
reported abduction. What does one do in such a situation? It is
obvious that something is occurring, but what?

> Its not up to me to believe or disbelieve someone.  How do we
_prove_ to
> someone that something happenned?

You got me, buddy. Still, you have to admit that based upon the
numbers alone, there is something decidedly strange going on. I
feel it is ominous. It serves to unsettle me to a degree.
I don't feel good about it when I think of it. Furthermore on
another note, it is most unsettling to note that on the New
Age/UFO/E.T. conference circuit, we witness proclaimed experts
declaring that the Alien Space Brothers are on their way here
with eminent arrival to completely restructure our systems of
religion and to replace the ten commandments.

What does that tell you about the experts that promote this type
of material?
I suggest that these folks are looking for a messiah that is,
someone to relieve them of the responsibilities for their own
actions. This was the case of the Jews when Jesus came onto the
scene. They were looking for the messiah to take them out of
hard times to sever the Roman yoke.

> > > There isn't any scientific evidence regarding the Walton
case.
> > > Lots of circumstantial evidence to strongly suggest that
something
> > > happenned but nothing to really indicate what it was that
happenned.
> > Circumstantial evidence gets people convicted of crimes in
> > courts of law all of the time John. ;-)
>
> No argument there.  But imagine this:  Imagine the leaders of
the AMA,
> the APA and a dozen other prestigeous medical groups held a
news
> conference and announced that, Yes, aliens are here abducting
people.

You gonna have some panic'd people.

> That constitutes recognition of the (alleged) problem but what
good
> would it do, what would happen next?

After the excitement wore down, it might get some real and
useful research in progress.
I AM compelled to add however, that this research does not
necessarily call for an abundance of mental health
professionals. I don't feel professional status or occupation in
these regards are as important as ethical principles.

> > > That might very well be true but statements like that sail
> > > right over the heads of traditional scientists <grin>.
> > Then I suggest that they are not living up to the spirit of
> > their calling. In true 'science' John, an open mind is
called
>
> Although they don't get much press and even less funding there
are a
> number of folks out there working as you suggest.  To a
scientist having
> an open mind means accepting the possibility that some such
thing
> _might_ exist, _then_ trying to prove that it does by
understanding
> how it works, etc.  The folks working in science who have this

> non-openned mind approach as you define it are actually in the
minority.

I understand that. I have even met a couple who privately shared
with me the strange events that they had experienced not too
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dissimilar to my own. Perhaps what is needed is a revolution of
sorts that will remove the minority from visibility and place
those of true ethics in the spotlight.
However, how this could be accomplished I have no idea. Somehow
these in the minority should be shown for the scam artists that
they are.

> But I don't think this is about scientists having an open
mind.  I'll go
> out on a limb and suggest that this is really about
experiencer's
> wanting much greater acceptance than they currently have...

I don't know. I have somewhat disassociated myself from the
emotional turmoil that was a result of my experience(s). It
doesn't bother me overmuch that you can't accept outright what I
recall happened to me. To you it is only information subject to
question. It is not a part of your subjective experience ...I.E:
Knowledge. To me however, a good deal of it is knowledge.

> > Electronic monitoring. I suppose it is possible John, but at
> > what cost?
>
> A few thousand dollars, at most.  Possibly even for free _IF_
abductees
> were to start filing police reports.

I would be willing to do that as I AM sure others would, if
assured that there would be NO ridicule from those within this
profession. I feel however, that this is extremely unlikely.

> > > That's why unaided human eye observations are so
unreliable,
> > > as are any sighting stories that result from them.
> > You missed what I was suggesting, John.
> > But then that is indicative of the entire problem as it
stands
> > anyway.
> > It is a problem of awareness you see.
> > That is why some will see them while others don't.
>
> You lost me on that one.  Please try again.

Some will see paranormal occurrences while some won't.
There is much more to 'sight' then the physical eyes.
Something does NOT have to be a part of everyone's subjective
experience in order to be real.

> > > If we expand our awareness into other realms all we'll do
is
> > > get so far away from the real world that whatever we
discover will
> > > be so incompatible with the real world that no one will
believe us
> > > and we won't have the scientific evidence necessary to
convince
> > > them.
> > Well we seem to have a different opinion as to what
constitutes
> > reality.
>
> Its been my experience that reality does not care what our
opinion of it
> is <grin>!

Hahahaha!  Too true!

But seriously, reality is composed of strata or levels John.
All do not experience all of these levels at once or even during
this lifetime.

> > Reality is on the move. It is changing. This can be said
> > anytime, but never has it had the dynamic validity as it
does
> > today. The traditional ways of viewing and responding are
simply
> > a lot less valid. That is why we witness so much insanity
during
> > these times John. This is due to the basic inability of some
to
> > expand their awareness and to keep up with the changes that
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are
> > occurring within reality. What you state above seems to me
to be
> > based in fear.
>
> I think you've lost me again.  Reality is.  That is a
fundamental
> concept that would require an enormous amount of scientific
evidence to
> shake.  One very basic assumption is that there is a thing
called
> 'reality' that we can, with much work, observe and figure out.

Reality IS, yes, but it is composed of layers or levels.
Energy IS and All is composed of energy. Matter and energy after
all is transmutable.
Energy can be described as vibrating at different frequency,
that is the different components that comprise it vibrate at
different rates. What I AM suggesting here is that as this
planet's rate of vibrational frequency is on the rise, so it is
that everything of a non-sentient nature is rising with it.
Occupants of this planet that bear sentience must let go of
certain qualities that serve as restriction in order to rise
along with everything else. This higher frequency is disrupting
the natural electrochemical action within the brains of many of
those who are most resistant to this vibratory rise. These may
all be metaphysical tenets to be sure, but I believe that I read
a respectable scientific report somewhere that indicated that
the vibratory rate of this planet was indeed on the upswing.
Although not constituting absolute proof of the above, the
indications are there.

> On the flip side, we do _assume_ that while 'reality' changes
a tiny bit
> over time, and while we change a tiny bit over time, that the
combined
> change is not sufficient to invalidate 'reality' or our
observations of
> it.  The dangerous assumption inherent in the basic assumption
is that
> we don't think our 'mind' (our consciousness) is changing
much.  Since
> we do all of our observing and understanding with our mind it
would be a
> big problem if _that_ was the element that was
evolving...<grin>

All is in a flux of evolvement and change in my view, John.

> > Again I repeat: We are never going to get any traditional
> > scientific evidence as to the phenomena.
> > The phenomena itself controls the information concerning
itself.
> > It is nonetheless quite real!
>
> That _is_ scary!

Yup, but nonetheless REAL, John. I suspect that if we continue
to stick our collective heads in the sand, pretending it isn't
there ... hoping that it will go away, many are going to find
themselves neck deep or more in the doodoo!

> > > > Your confabulation can be undone by one trained
> > > > and skilled.
> > > Imposible.  Once the confabulation is in there there is no
way
> > > to differentiate it from non-confabulation memory.
> > Explain to me please why you believe this to be so?
> > It is simply a matter of suggestion and a reminder of real
time
> > events.
> > I agree that it could prove to be laborious in some cases,
but
> > might be worth it.
>
> The human mind uses all sorts of checks and balances during
normal
> conscious worktime to 'determine' the veracity of incoming
data
> (memory).  Most if not all of those checks and balances are
suspended or
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> drastically reduced during hypnotic regression.  An item comes
into a
> person's memory stream without passing through those checks
and balances
> and once it is there it is recorded as if it _did_ pass
through those
> checks and balances.  In other words, the person 'acquires'
these
> 'memories' and has no real reason to disbelieve them and every
reason to
> accept them.  They are stored in the person's mind as if they
were real
> and once stored that way they cannot be changed (without
active,
> aggressive and intrusive "brainwashing").

I must constitute an anomaly, John. I remember things and for me
they are extremely real, but certain of these I strongly
question. Even though I disagree with nearly everything that the
practitioner who regressed me espouses, he did not create any
confabulation in my mind by suggestion as to where my experience
was leading. I would like to lay that on his doorstep along with
other things, but I honestly can't.

> > > > > Oh, the other thing to do is electronically moniter
> > > > > self-claimed abductees but nobody seems to want to do
that.
> > > > Oh?  I'd volunteer. <grin>
> > > Are you being abducted on a semi-routine schedule?
> > Not that I know of. The nature of the phenomena in it's
> > interface with me has changed John.
> > This is due to a conscious degree of heightened awareness on
my
> > part. Having read that I can see that to some this might
> > constitute an egotistical statement if viewed from one
> > direction. All I AM stating to you is that I have done a
number
> > of inner exercises that possibly precludes their being
capable
> > of easily abducting me. In any event their approach is far
> > different today.
>
> I guess that's good news.

There have been encounters of sorts and attempts, but they have
been nipped in the bud.
I can tell you that these were of a purely paranormal nature.
Most of them involved Julie as well.

> One of the basic elements of the alien abduction event
scenario is that
> abductions routinely occur to abductees and are
cross-generational.
> That should make it easy to find suitable candidates for
electronic
> monitoring.

Yes, I understand this to be true. I do not know if this applies
in my case and if it did, I feel sure that it would be strongly
denied.

> > The etheric is an
> > exact blueprint of the physical body. This is the reality
behind
> > an amputee for instance, insisting that he/she can still
feel
> > his/her missing limb.
>
> I've never read a good definition of what is meant by
'etheric' but now
> it makes sense!

Thank you!  It is a 'finer' level of reality then we are
normally used to operating upon on a regular basis. Some are
capable of viewing what is occurring on this level as well as
"normal' , physical reality. It is in fact just as physical as
this level, but of 'finer' substance.

Perhaps a perusal of some of the more quality occult literature
is in order here.
Some go a lot further by way of explanation of these matters
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than I.
Julie suggests C.W. Leadbeater, Annie Bassett or Blavatsky.
I would suggest the Lemurian Fellowship.

> > Perhaps on a physical level. However, I have suggested based
> > upon my experience that not all or even a majority (IMO) of
> > these cases take place purely upon a physical level. In
fact, I
> > wonder how many do occur on a purely physical level. In any
> > case, no matter what level they are occurring on, they are
in
> > fact occurring. When it does occur, there is usually a great
> > deal of trauma associated with the occurrence.
>
> NO argument about the trauma.  I (personal opinion) suspect
that they
> are not physical events at all.  Electronic monitoring would
likely
> prove that.  That doesn't mean it isn't real but it would
change the
> direction of abduction research.

I could recite a few of the more recent episodes that would
underline what you suggest above.
Julie awoke in the middle of the night during one of these to
see a gray coming out of the ceiling above pulling me up toward
it out of my body. The more physical portion of my body still
reposed flat on it's back. She made a loud noise and I vividly
recall her stating that if I lay back they couldn't take me.
Needless to say, I did. Now this isn't something that any
instruments can capture other than the physical secondary sounds
which aren't necessarily present in each occurrence or all
occurrences.

The above is the tail end of one of these episodes. What started
the episode was Julie being awakened by a droning noise that
increased in volume. She opened her eyes and began to notice
that the room we were in was becoming lighter and lighter. She
could 'feel' who ever was causing this become cognizant of the
fact that she (Julie) was aware of what was going on. At that
point, the room began to grow dimmer. Julie would close her eyes
to experience the same thing a little later on. She stated to me
the next day that she found the event to be extremely
interesting.
Finally she went totally back to sleep only to be awakened with
the view of me being pulled upward.

No such activity has occurred since we have been here in the
four corners area.

> > > Well, sure something is going on.  The point is to prove
that
> > > it is something _not_ already known to and described by
science and
> > > reality.
> > I think that this is already self evident John.
> > The problem as I see it, is what can be done about it?
>
> You were wearing your experiencer hat when you wrote that.
Put on your
> ordinary-person hat for a moment.  Suppose, after electronic
monitoring
> of a few hundred self-claimed abductees over a 12 to 18-month
period not
> a single _physical_ event was recorded but dozens and dozens
of
> abductions were remembered.  Suppose then that a few folks
developed
> some form of personal mental training, and with proper
testing,
> determined that this reduced the number of abductions.

I follow you. However, this training that I alluded to isn't
necessarily mental, but spiritual.

> Suppose this was done by _real_ mainstream scientists and
MHPs.  Even
> then do you think the taxpayers of this country would stand
still for
> nationwide taxpayer-funded abductee version of a flu-shot???
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Again, I follow you. However, not many medical people in my
experience would be qualified to provide this training much less
suggest where to obtain it. I also wish to point out that those
who are qualified to provide this training would accept very
little recompense for it. It would also be extremely difficult
if not impossible to provide this type of training in a
classroom type setting.
But then again, I might be serving to limit things. :-)

It occurs however that given the trauma that those experiencing
these phenomena experience, I imagine that they would be quite
willing to place a high value upon anything that would alleviate
their suffering. I suppose that were I determined to be
qualified to render this service, I would probably figure that a
fee would be determined by the amount of one's income or
monetary worth.
It could be set up on a donation basis, but let's face it the
folks that rendered the service probably wouldn't even be able
to pay for their gas. <grin>

> > > Yes, well, sort of <grin>.
> > Well then. What I see is needed is for a melding of sorts to
> > occur between the more traditional sciences and
Parapsychology.
> > This might serve to move in the proper direction toward
solving
> > these problems.
>
> You and I won't live long enough to see that.  We know that
dowsing is a
> real, objective and physical phenomenon but we really don't
have a good
> model for how it works.  We know that magnetic fields are
somehow
> involved in functinal dowsing but we don't really know how.
We also
> know that magnetic fields are involved in a number of
mind-reality
> phenomena, some of which are observational.  That's (so far as
I know)
> about the sum total of what we can safely say we know to date.
 (Except
> that magnetic fields, like gravitational fields, don't exist
on their
> own but are the result of something else.)

O.K.  I'll tell you that I strongly feel that the majority of
mankind had better see it John.
This phenomena is occurring to more and more people all of the
time.
We are entering a new paradigm and I feel that mankind's well
being as a whole may depend upon this. There are those of
mankind however that will feel no impact of these occurrences.

> The challenge is to stop pretending, and to stop allowing
others to
> pretend, that we or they are MHPs.  Suspend our odd desire to
know
> what these experinces are long enough to allow experiencers
the proper
> therapy they (may) need.

I do not feel that these phenomena fall into an MHP realm John.
It is NOT a mental phenomena. Some of the cases may occur at
least partially on a physical (third dimensional) level, but
other aspects of each case seem to occur on a higher level of
reality.
Our explanation of the etheric seemed to make some sense to you.
If this is in fact a level of reality in support of the physical
as I have tried to indicate, and most of the occurrences do take
place upon this and/or the astral or auric,  then perhaps you
can extrapolate the possible ramifications upon the physical.

I AM suggesting that perhaps mankind is being undermined here.

Kindest Regards,

    Clark Hathaway
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Re: MJ-12 Cutler Memo: interesting find...

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Sat, 10 Dec 1994 20:03:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:19:30 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 Cutler Memo: interesting find...

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 96 01:24:06 -0400
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 Cutler Memo: interesting find...
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> For Scott Hale re RG 341. Thanks for the suggestion.

> My point is that so far as I know there are no finders aids for the various
> entries (512 of them) that are listed in the inventory of RG 341. Blue Book
> files are elsewhere. I have seen no definitive evidence of UFO documents
> being in the almost 9800 cubic feet of this RG. The Cutler Twining memo was
> found in a box having nothing to do with UFOs and was almost certainly planted
> there , most likely by one of the many reviewers working for months on
> classification review of Entry 267. To the best of my knowledge there is no
> listing of documents in any of the Entries in RG 341 so don't expect much
> from the internet. One must review the boxes. Most of the boxes I asked for
> (90%) could not be brought to me.

> Stan Friedman

Thanks!

Scott
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Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 10:39:32 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:29:24 -0500
Subject: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> For those following Hale-Bopp, this may be of interest.

> Sunday evening, 8 Dec. 1996, journalist Linda Howe played a recorded interview
> with two astronomers.

> The first was Dr. Martha Hanner (sp?) PhD, who is a Senior research scientist
> and comet specialist with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA. Dr.
> Hanner's speciality seems to be infrared astronomy. She indicates that if
> there were present an Earth-sized object within the same portion of the sky
> as comet Hale-Bopp, it certainly would have shown up on her infrared
> telescope. It has not. Further, according to Dr. Hanner, any such object

> Howe's second interview was with Dr. Karen Meech (sp?), a professor at the
> Institute of Astronomy at the University of Hawaii, in Honolulu. Dr. Meech
> has
> been observing Hale-Bopp in the visible range, as recently as November 11th.
> resolution sixteen timnes that of conventional CCD-equipped telescopes. Meech
> tells us she too should have been able to easily see the object had it been
> the superior resolution of the fancy camera. She says, "There's clearly
> nothing in there but stars and the comet."

WAIT A MINUTE!

That's what *I* and many, many others have been telling readers of this
list for *weeks* now! And all we've been getting is flames!

Linda Howe and Art Bell have been promoting the mystery companion all
this time and finally got some astronomers to say what everyone else
has been saying all along, and suddenly, Howe and Bell are somehow
vindicated?

Sorry, it doesn't work that way. This is what they should have done
*first*, before hyping the story.

Nice try, though.

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 11:35:14 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:30:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

> From: Chris Terraneau <chris.terraneau%f746.n202.z1@xbn.shore.net>
>
> For those following Hale-Bopp, this may be of interest.
> !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[snip]

> There you have the establishment astronomers' statement on this issue.

And that is exactly _all_ it was, remembering the broad assumptions
_they_ made with regard to an _expected_ world view: that physics is
understood, and there are no surprises left in a universe we cannot even
see the end of . . .human arrogance can be more stupefying than its
ignorance. Moreover, it matters not so much whether Hale-Bopp even _has_
a companion -- it is our corrosive reaction to its mere *suggestion*
that really chaps _my_ ass.

                                Lehmberg@snowhill.com
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 11 Dec 96 11:36:23 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:28:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

<<From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 04:30:54 -0500
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance>>

To Rebecca,

<<Theresa, obviously you do not believe that is a human on that table, and I
think you don't believe it is a dummy (but I'm not sure of that). Just what
do you think it is?>>

     I think I answered most everything else in previous message.

   I think it's a special effects creation, filmed on reel film, and shot and/or
processed in 1987.

    What I don't know is who was involved.

    Regards,

       Theresa
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:44:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:20:59 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 09:34:54 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> In a message dated 96-12-09 12:25:08 EST, Stan Friedman wrote:

> << For Ed Stewart, Kevin Ran, Glenn Campbell:

>  <Until we have access to the classified files,
>  <we cannot know the history of Area 51. Why is
>  <that so hard to understand? We are not talking
>  <about storage of apples and oranges, but of
>  <crashed saucer wreckage and alien bodies. The
>  <government has not admitted having either.
>  <Unclassified literature doesn't tell us about
>  <Compartmented information.

> But we do have access to the public records which show no evidence of any
> secret facility in that area in 1954. There are photographs of people at the
> site as shown in magazines and no evidence offered that people couldn't, and
> didn't roam the area in 1954. The evidence shows that the classification and
> restrictions to access to the area began AFTER 1954.

> The record seems clear on this point. There was no secret, top secret,
> facility located there in 1954. The record shows construction began after
> 1954. Can you offer any sort of credible evidence that such is not the case?
> Isn't it up to you to now prove that we are wrong rather than suggest a
> secret facility there?
>
> < Proclamations are not the same as evidence.

> Then stop doing it.

> KRandle

Kevin,

Couldn't the facility be located somewhere in the Papoose range? To my
knowlege (I have 800+ pages of Area 51 info) not many people were in that
area then, or now. Is it possible that the supposed facility was
underground? Yet again, was the manual updated since it's initial
conception? Just some thoughts.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 11 Dec 96 11:25:03 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:27:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

<<Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 07:32:12 -0500
From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
References: <2.2.32.19961211070336.00b5ad20@globalserve.net>>>

 To John Powell,

 <<That's an incredibly silly premise.

Dating the film merely dates the film, nothing more.  In no way does it
prove ownership.  Santilli has already claimed ownersip and has the
copyright, and he's _not_ a US citizen.  If the US gov't wanted the film
they'd have two options:>>

    Silly or not, it seems to have worked.  If you saw my message to James
Easton, I mention the videos of the footage been or being sold by other vendors
on that premise even without the US Govt. claiming it.

    You are correct, dating the film does nothing else. It does not
"authenticate" the footage. If the footage was shot in 1987 we still don't know
who was involved in making it.  Not all people are interested in finding out who
did it. I just happen to be one that is.
    That person that is claiming to be the cameraman is involved now.    Whether
he is actually the cameraman that shot the footage or not, he is still involved.
I think the fact that there is an actual person claiming this, besides Santilli
is significant.  I don't think Santilli could have done this whole thing by
himself, and now there is more proof that he didn't.

<<Sorry, but this is just a convenient dodge to allow Santilli to continue
to market his hoax.>>

     And he should continue.  Particularly if he is able to market it even
though people think its a fake!  No one is being forced to look at the footage
or to purchase it so what harm is being done?   If the networks paid good money
and got good ratings they are not likely to complain.  Few others spent any
money on it.  Any money that went to Santilli, that is.  It's a good hoax, well
thought out, well prepared, and not so cheaply done,  not your usual 'saucer
dangling from a string'.

<<If your alleged cameraman turns out to be a cameraman from the 40s
that's wonderful but it tells us nothing about the Santilli footage.
There would also still be _no_ connection between the cameraman and the
Santilli footage.  We would _still_ need to date the film to know it is
from that era.>>

   Dating alone will prove nothing other than that deformed human bodies or
special effects existed in whatever year it turns out to be.  There is nothing
in the footage to show that the military or any government agency was involved.
The person claiming to be cameraman can tell us who was involved and what is on
the table.

    So yes, I think more information can be gained from the "cameraman" than
from dating the film. At least the information that I am interested in.   I know
that all people aren't interested in knowing the who and the what of it, and I
wouldn't expect them to.

 <<Logic would tell us that the quickest and easiest choice for us is the
one that requires the least time and work.  The lowest time/work option
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for Ray is to get the film dated.  The lowest time/work option for us is
to get the film dated.>>

    The time and work doesn't bother me.  It's a hobby.

<<Now, finally, please state why you think _any other_ choice makes more
sense, and please do so by refuting the simple logic stated above.>>

     I would chose the one that would give me the the most answers.  Dating the
film would only answer one question.  Many people have stated that would be
enough for them.  But I want to know more.

     Regards,

      Theresa Carlson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

'Strange Universe Implant Removal Hatchet Job!'?

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:32:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:32:23 -0500
Subject: 'Strange Universe Implant Removal Hatchet Job!'?

www.endoftheline.com

Strange Universe Implant Removal Hatchet Job!
By Don Robertson

Strange Universe: WRONG!

My friend, Roger Leir, appeared on the UPN television show Strange Universe
on November 11, 1996. He was looking forward to the interview, which appeared
on Channel 13 in the Los Angeles area.

"First of all they made overtures to Derrel and I, to come on the show.," Dr.
Roger Leir told me on the phone, the day after the show aired in our area.
"They asked us to bring various material with us on the implants we removed
this year, and last, from five people who had been abducted by aliens. The
people from Strange Universe assured us they would discuss the material we
brought with us without bias, exactly as we portrayed it to be, to them. We
supplied them with documentation, which they photographed , x-ray evidence,
which they photographed, and interviews with Derrel and myself."

"Another incentive to do the show for free, was their assurance that we could
freely announce the formation of 'FIRST'; the Fund for Interactive Research
and Space Technology, in hopes of deriving some funding for the organization.
Strange Universe agreed to this and said they would put it on the air. They
also said Derrel and I would be the only ones appearing on this segment of
the program."

"When the airing occurred, last night, we were absolutely shocked! Strange
Universe opened the show with Whitley Streiber, talking about an implant he
thinks is in his ear. We don't really have any relationship with Whitley
Streiber, and were surprised that it was part of this segment, whatsoever."

"The next thing they did was to misstate the facts that we had provided them.
They called us both, doctors, after being told at least ten times that Derrel
was not a doctor, and then didn't have his occupation right; having told them
it was hypno-anethsthesiology. They stated some other perverted form of that
title."

"They originally taped me standing in front of an x-ray view box pointing out
the objects in both the feet, and the hand case.," said Leir. "When the show
aired, they entirely left out anything to do with the objects in the feet,
instead showing me explaining the hand case, casting the aspersion that I did
the hand surgery, which is untrue. I removed the objects from the feet. I am
a Podiatrist."

"In our preshow agreement they said nothing at all to us about having a
debunker, or skeptic on the segment, either.," Roger Leir continued. "The
aired show featured a Dr. Mandel, who was an obstetrician, that had never
seen the scientific data; had never discussed it with us, nor taken time for
research. He made statements to the fact that, 'the membrane, for example,
that was formed around the objects, can be formed around any foreign object
in the human body, laying down fibrin and tissue.' In his words, 'Their
research is flawed.' That's the way the show ended!," Roger concluded.

One has to truly question the integrity of a public television show that not
only blatantly violates the pretaping agreements between Leir and Sims, and
Strange Universe. But the fact that they obviously omitted crucial pictures
and data makes me have to wonder who is really pulling the strings and
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issuing orders at Strange Universe, and indeed, at UPN. It only leads to more
credence that the Global Elite control the major media.

I know Dr. Roger Leir and Derrel Sims. They are both extremely dedicated,
straightforward men who have amassed a scientific body of evidence on alleged
implants taken from abduction experiences. The objects have been analyzed by
three different laboratories The ultimate truth lies in that body of
evidence. Although some analyses on the alleged alien implants were recently
announced by New Mexico Tech., two more tests were ordered. These tests have
been delayed due to lack of funding. The final results, from all of the labs,
can't be released until these last two tests are complete. This is an
extremely important body of work. I urge you to help us complete this
research!

(Editor's note: Dr. Leir and Derrel Sims have assembled an amazing,
history-making video showing the actual surgical removal of the first three
implants from two individuals. The video has a wealth of related material and
is available for $28.50 from FIRST, address below)

If you would like to help fund the last two tests and bring forth all the
crucial final results, you may send donations to:

                        Foundation for Interactive Research and Space
Technology
                                      1155 Thousand Oaks Blvd.
                                      Thousand Oaks, Ca. 91362

Editor's note: If you believe you may have an implant and would like
professional counselling at no cost, you may phone Derrel Sims at:
713-446-3005 and leave a message. There is no one with more knowledge in the
field of implants and abduction research than Derrel.
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 12:38:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:31:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

In a message dated 96-12-11 02:10:05 EST, To Stan Friedman, Theresa writes:

> From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

[...]

>  <<, having an officer of the court review all the documents about the
> cameraman
>  that Ray said existed, and then meet with the cameraman and then verify
with
> the
>  Personnel
>  records center in St. Louis and then issue a statement that all is well
> without
>  revealing the name and location ofnteh cmaerman would go a very long way
>  wouldn't it??>>

[...]

>       There is someone claiming to be the cameraman, who's face has been
seen
> on
>  video, and a man claiming to be the cameraman's son, who's face was also
> seen.

Yes, it has been reported by Kiviat on the Leeza show that this interview
exists. Has he seen it yet?

Bob Shell has seen it.

Michael Hesemann has seen it.

I'm not sure who else has seen it but those two are hardly disinterested
parties. They did offer somewhat differing accounts of the interview, didn't
they?

>  Whether these men are actors or are who they say they are, they exist now
> beyond
>  just Santilli's say so.  And they have to be considered into the equation.

I don't know if they exist beyond Santilli's say so. The people I refer to
above have at times shown a certain disrespect for objectivity.

> We
>  can no longer claim that someone claiming to be the cameraman that shot
this
>  footage doesn't exist.

A cameraman has always existed.

>     In an online interview last night, Robert Kiviat said that, if it were
up
> to
>  him, he would be happy to show the video of the cameraman interview to
> McGovern,
>  or anyone else that thinks that they could identify him.  But he has to
have
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>  Santilli's and the cameraman's permission to do this. Santilli of course,
> wants
>  money. His motives haven't changed. The cameraman would have to come
forward
> in
>  order to give his permission and if he were to do that, we wouldn't need
>  McGovern, because someone would recognize him.

But McGovern could be an important verifier of facts. The offer Lt. Col.
McGovern extended was genuine.

Having said that, Stan's suggestion was excellent also. I'm sure it is an
offer that Santilli has heard before. Wonder why he won't take anyone up on
the offer.

What are the chances that we will ever see the alleged cameraman's face
and/or the face of his son?  Would Santilli sell the interview for money
_without_ the cameraman's approval? How much money would it take? (I'm
planning on the winning the lottery soon <g>)

>      I think authenticating the cameraman is far more important than dating

> the
>  film.

Yes. That is important. But dating the film is very necessary and important
also. What are the odds that either will happen?

I saw Slim at the travel agent's  earlier this evening. <g>

Rebecca
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Strange Universe

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:42:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:42:29 -0500
Subject: Strange Universe

ebk

__________________________________________

Date: Tue, 04 Sep 1956 17:55:44 +0000
From: Steve Nalepa <s.nalepa@ix.netcom.com>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Strange Universe
References: <2.2.32.19961211070733.00b63dfc@globalserve.net>

Hello all,

I was wondering if anyone had any information regarding Mike Marcum of
St. Joseph, MO.  He was on Art Bell's show last year and he announced
that he was inventing a time machine using electrical transformers and
168 electromagnets.  In late September, Marcum vanished and the St.
Joseph News-Press chillingly reported that he'd been evicted from his
apartment, allegedly for transporting a cat "a block away."  Marcum
apparently resurfaced last month, taking umbrage with "the cat deal-it
just ain't true."  As for his gizmo, he plans to test it as soon as he
solves the sticky problem of controlling when and where it sends him.
Does anyone have any additional information on Mr. Marcum and his time
machine?

Thanks in advance,
Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:00:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:43:22 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>  Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 05:53:56 -0500

>  John the "problem" is, that I'm a human being, a person, not an "object" in
>  any sense of the word. You like the term "object" because it depersonalizes
>  us and that helps you to put a little more distance, (another brick in the
>  wall) that protects you from your fear of us, and what we are reporting.
>  It's a means to sanitize and pidgeon hole us in a way that fits into your
>  limited world view. I'm not going to sit still while you try to neatly tuck
>  me into your little "box" and put me "out in the middle of an empty parking
>  lot" (at a safe distance) Did I quote you correctly? See John, a person
>  talks back, has oppinions and a validity that an object does not.

John V., pardon me for jumping in here, but I would like to make an
observation.

I can't be sure that I know what John Powell means, but this is way I am
interpretting what he is saying. Yes, we know abductees are human with
difficult challenges and that part of the human needs to be taken care of.
But if we are ever going to learn *WHAT* is really happening -- someone needs
to be studying the abuctee in an objective manner, scientifically ALSO.

If you read the Abduction Code of Ethics this is one of the first paragraphs:

"For example, because the abduction experience is nearly always reported as
disturbing or traumatic (at least initially), and because the cause(s) of the
experience are not fully understood investigation and treatment often
interact.  Abduction experiencers may approach investigators not only to
provide or obtain information, but also for help in coping with the
experience.  Similarly, MHPs may be asked not only for help in coping, but
for explanations and interpretations of the phenomenon. When the goals of the
experiencer are in conflict with the goals or expertise of the investigator
or MHP, ethical problems arise."

There is a big difference between investigation and treatment. It is very
difficult for one person to do both things, and it is even difficult for
investigation and treatment to go together. There are many conflicts.

This is one of at least 5 premises of the  code:

          1. This Code takes the position that not only the experiencer, but
also
             science and clinical practice, are best served when the rights
and
             welfare of the abduction experiencer are considered paramount.

Now, let me add the definitions from the code:

     2.2. Investigator

An investigator is someone whose objective is the collection, analysis, and
interpretation
of data pertaining to an abduction experience.

     2.3. Mental Health Professional (MHP).

A mental health professional (MHP) is someone whose objective is the
diagnosis of, and
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treatment (therapy or counseling) for, disorders of emotion, cognition,
behavior, and
adjustment associated with an abduction experience.  A MHP has licensing or
certification
reflecting training appropriate for providing mental health services.

=
I assume John Powell is looking at this from an "investigator's" point of
view.

Don't you think that an "investigator" is an important part of the process if
we are ever going to get to the bottom of what is occuring?

Can you see how treatment and investigation are two different things?

Can you see how the two might not really work well together?

I don't think that ANYONE is advocating treating abductees as objects while
ignoring the human side. I could be wrong but I don't think I am.

An investigator wants facts. And to get facts, they have to be objective and
not let emotions obscure what they are looking for.

I'm sorry to be rehashing the code again... but it is important, in my
opinion to know that studying abductions is not just about the abductee.

As an abductee, do you think you could be a nonbiased, unemotional
investigator?

Please read The Code again. And try to read the followup to in the new
Journal of UFO Studies.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 12:38:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:41:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

In a message dated 96-12-11 02:10:05 EST, To Stan Friedman, Theresa writes:

> From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

[...]

>  <<, having an officer of the court review all the documents about the
> cameraman
>  that Ray said existed, and then meet with the cameraman and then verify
with
> the
>  Personnel
>  records center in St. Louis and then issue a statement that all is well
> without
>  revealing the name and location ofnteh cmaerman would go a very long way
>  wouldn't it??>>

[...]

>       There is someone claiming to be the cameraman, who's face has been
seen
> on
>  video, and a man claiming to be the cameraman's son, who's face was also
> seen.

Yes, it has been reported by Kiviat on the Leeza show that this interview
exists. Has he seen it yet?

Bob Shell has seen it.

Michael Hesemann has seen it.

I'm not sure who else has seen it but those two are hardly disinterested
parties. They did offer somewhat differing accounts of the interview, didn't
they?

>  Whether these men are actors or are who they say they are, they exist now
> beyond
>  just Santilli's say so.  And they have to be considered into the equation.

I don't know if they exist beyond Santilli's say so. The people I refer to
above have at times shown a certain disrespect for objectivity.

> We
>  can no longer claim that someone claiming to be the cameraman that shot
this
>  footage doesn't exist.

A cameraman has always existed.

>     In an online interview last night, Robert Kiviat said that, if it were
up
> to
>  him, he would be happy to show the video of the cameraman interview to
> McGovern,
>  or anyone else that thinks that they could identify him.  But he has to
have
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>  Santilli's and the cameraman's permission to do this. Santilli of course,
> wants
>  money. His motives haven't changed. The cameraman would have to come
forward
> in
>  order to give his permission and if he were to do that, we wouldn't need
>  McGovern, because someone would recognize him.

But McGovern could be an important verifier of facts. The offer Lt. Col.
McGovern extended was genuine.

Having said that, Stan's suggestion was excellent also. I'm sure it is an
offer that Santilli has heard before. Wonder why he won't take anyone up on
the offer.

What are the chances that we will ever see the alleged cameraman's face
and/or the face of his son?  Would Santilli sell the interview for money
_without_ the cameraman's approval? How much money would it take? (I'm
planning on the winning the lottery soon <g>)

>      I think authenticating the cameraman is far more important than dating

> the
>  film.

Yes. That is important. But dating the film is very necessary and important
also. What are the odds that either will happen?

I saw Slim at the travel agent's  earlier this evening. <g>

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 02:52:34 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:23:18 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Tuesday, December 10, 1996 11:52 PM

> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 12:53:45 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961210064603.00beb780@globalserve.net>

> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image  Ever'

> > With all due respect to John Powell (and I do have a bit of it),
> > I just don't see him accepting any of this unless it happens to
> > him personally. Even at that, he suspect that he would still
> > attempt to deny it. <grin>

> Hahahaha!!!  There is some truth to that...<grin>

Yup! I pegged that'un right!  <wide grin>

> This is a little difficult to articulate.  In short, I really don't want
> to "accept" any of it, I don't want to know any of it - not in any sort
> of personal sense.

You are to be commended for your honesty John. I personally
Thank You.

> What I _really_ want is to know these things in a completely
> _impersonal_ sense.  I'd like there to be a collection of data

> completely separated from any human being.  Put that collection of data
> in a box, put the box in the middle of a giant empty parking lot and
> then any person who approaches that data can read it (do the
> experiments, whatever) and walk away with _precisely_ the same
> understanding (knowledge) as any other person.

I understand believe me. However and unfortunately, the above
DOES necessarily involve humans. It involves people who have
undergone a set of serious traumatic shocks to their psyche.
These folks seem to have an extremely difficult time
disassociating themselves from the tremendous emotional
attachment to their experience.

That the reported circumstances of these phenomena is fantastic
and all but unbelievable is true, but due to the overwhelming
numbers it is clear that something exceedingly strange is and
has been occurring.

> That's the only way we'll know that we got it right.

Perhaps, but in any event it IS TIME NOW that an honest and
totally objective study be made of what is occurring. Our
collective future just may depend upon it.

> And that is the filter through which I view every single bit of
> ufological and paranormal data.  The odd thing is that my approach
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> causes some skeptics to consider me a believer and it causes some
> believers to consider me a skeptic.  Go figure...<grin>

Honesty is an all too rare commodity during these times. ;-)

> > I have included a JPEG of the piece with this message.

> Great picture!

It IS for sale!  <grin>

Just think of what a conversation piece it would make hanging in
your entryway!
<wide evil grin>

Kindest Regards,

   Clark Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Hesemann?

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:03:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:45:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Hesemann?

> From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Hesemann

>  Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?

100660.3672@compuserve.com is one that I have.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 02:32:03 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:22:31 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Tuesday, December 10, 1996 11:51 PM

> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 12:40:45 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961210073724.00c3b12c@globalserve.net>

> > From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'

In which Steven (John Powell) stated:

> I've edited your response down to some essentials...

> > Have YOU ever been party to an abortion. Do you find my
question
> > offensive? Or maybe invasive of a persons right to privacy?
Asking
> > people if they've had abortions is tasteless. [snip]
> > And using Whitley and his son as an example is unexcusable
and just
> > downright rude. I have kids Dennis, do you?  Never question
a mans

> I think we have here the essence of the abductee-as-object
versus the
> abductee-as-subject problem.

> We _don't_ know that so-called alien abductions are real, or
have ever
> actually happenned.  That statement is necessarily based on
the current

For Steven (John) Powell as well as John Velez:

As you know, I believe that in August of 1990, I underwent an
extremely strange experience.
In order to sort out what I was undergoing (inexplicable
terror), I sought the help offered.
The outcome of that subsequent experience (hypno-regression)
labeled me in current terminology an abductee or experiencer. As
an abductee (experiencer) I feel that in order to progress in
this line of research, perhaps a new attitude of Objectivity in
this line of research is called for. Up to this date I have not
seen ANY such objectivity from ANY researcher in this line of
inquiry. All of the so-called researchers into this fascinating
problem are biased one way or another. This can also be stated
somewhat of those who are in constant debate over this issue. I
find this unfortunate as well as appalling.

Now, I will repeat that I went through at least one extremely
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strange experience. I quite possibly have gone through
additional similar experiences as well, I have good reason to
suspect that this is so. I also have reason to suspect that
various episodes that came forth during my hypno-regression
are/were not real, but a cover for something else. Mainly, my
reasons are based upon deep intuition. I feel very strongly
based upon my own experience(s) that John Velez truly believes
that he has experienced something basically similar to mine.
Having read "Communion" and "Transformation", it is clear to me
that something similar has happened to Whitley as well.
That there are many, many others that I do not know of can also
be stated.

Having read both of these gentlemen's words within this forum, I
do not for a second believe that they are insane or subject to
periodic episodes of delusion or hallucination. I feel that this
type of suggestion is just another way of sticking one's head in
the sand and attempting to ignore the problem ... and, make no
mistake about it, we do have a problem. It is VERY REAL whatever
is behind it. It is about time that a VERY REAL OBJECTIVE STUDY
be made of it without all of the demeaning rhetoric and
depersonalization.

I do not know if my experience is truly indicative of a genuine
encounter with what could be best described as an Alien from
another world. My memories would seem to indicate this, but
again I have my reservations. My metaphysical studies suggest
that in fact the experience involves something quite different
and in most respects even more strange than the concept of
beings from across the galaxy or even another dimensional
existence. My post hypnotic experiences and Julie's as well,
would seem to reflect some of the implied characteristics of the
denizens described in the referred to works. Throughout history
at various times certain of these beings have made an appearance
only to disappear back into the woodwork. They are capable of
taking on diverse appearance as suits their desire. In past
history, they are what gave rise to the legends of demons and
devils.

If one looks at the problem in an objective way, it is quickly
ascertained that in an overwhelming amount of these cases, there
is a high incidence of paranormal phenomena. I believe this fact
to be extremely significant. Yet except for the few, I feel that
this nearly universal fact has been all but ignored. I have an
intuitive feeling that this could be exceedingly dangerous. Just
as it is dangerous to presuppose that these are beings come from
across the galaxy on a mission of benevolent brotherhood when
the majority of the possible evidence would seem to indicate
otherwise.

I believe strongly that nothing in this reality happens without
reason. I do not for a second believe that we are a fluke, a
mistake or even an accident. I believe and feel to the core of
my being that what is occurring is occurring for a reason.
Likewise, I feel that now as never before, an objective and
honest study of this phenomena is called for. Our future may
just depend upon it.

Kindest Regards,

    Clark Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'?

From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 19:50:41 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:47:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'?

>wufoc wrote:

> >Hi all.

> >Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?

> >Kind regards, Jorgen / WUFOC

> UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> ROFLM!

> ebk

Uhh, what???

Jorgen / WUFOC

________________________________

Jorgen,

ROFLM = Rolls On Floor Laughing Madly.

Actually, not _that_ obscure..... plus your
message requesting Hesemann's address showed
up in my InBox immediately after the 'bounce'
message from Mantel's server.

Put that together with my odd sense of humour,
getting up early to feed the List, feeling
pressure about a complex day on a 'Movie of
The Week' set and you have an 'UpDates Moment'.

The implication was _not_ a comparison 'tween
yourself and Philip Mantle or even Steve Nalepa.

I thought it was hugely amusing - I _LOVE_
synchronicity. [Shut Up Mr. Jung!]

Damn..... explaining humour is a strain! <G>

ebk

[Rebecca's message before this one also came
in here immediately before yours - Cue Rod &
Twilight Zone theme]
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 03:48:33 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:24:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Wednesday, December 11, 1996 6:46 AM

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 05:53:56 -0500

> >Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 12:40:45 -0500
> >From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> >References: <2.2.32.19961210073724.00c3b12c@globalserve.net>

> Response to John Powell,

> John wrote,
>
> >I think we have here the essence of the abductee-as-object
versus the
> >abductee-as-subject problem.
>
> John the "problem" is, that I'm a human being, a person, not
an "object" in
> any sense of the word. You like the term "object" because it
depersonalizes
> us and that helps you to put a little more distance, (another
brick in the
> wall) that protects you from your fear of us, and what we are
reporting.

John (Velez):

Please read my reply to John Powell including yourself
pertaining to John's statement above.

I understand your feelings as perhaps only another who has
traveled through similar experiences can. At the same time
however, I also understand where John (Powell) is coming from.

The problem as I see it, is that up to date, there has been
absolutely zilch real objective and honest research into
whatever the hell is happening. That there is something
happening that is extremely strange is undeniable. No one would
like to have this problem see the light of day more than myself.
I strongly feel that all paranormal events attendant to nearly
every experience must be taken into the equation. I feel
strongly that researchers MUST take into account that the
subjects of these occurrences ARE human and as such do have
emotions that have repeatedly in some cases received a
tremendous amount of shock. I also feel just as strongly that
those experiencers that would take a part in these researches
strive to disassociate themselves from the emotional attachment
to their experiences that they have. Trust me, it is a tough
request, but somewhat doable.
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Impassioned rhetoric from either side of the equation as has
occurred countless times in the past is no longer called for in
my opinion.

Sincere Kindest Regards,

    Clark Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 12

Cracked Pots?

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 14:17:13 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:48:15 -0500
Subject: Cracked Pots?

From: ns@laban.astro.uu.se (Nils)
Organization: Uppsala University

Methods of Dealing With Crackpots:
=================================

1)  Ignore them.

2)  Sympathize.  "I once believed that the sun orbited the Earth, but
the Big Bad Scientific Establishment crushed me"

3)  Suggest alternate venues.  "I don't know enough to criticize, but
you might want to talk to my good friend, who you can reach at
someone@unknown.edu, who'd just _love_ to hear about your ideas..."

(Note that "someone@unknown.edu" should NOT be the address of someone
 you want to remain friends with.)

4)  Plead insanity.  "No, no, no, that's all wrong.  The sun is moved
by Smurfs.  You can't see them, because they're blue, and blend into
the sky,..."

5)  Send them elsewhere.  "I hear Congress is looking for projects
that defy all known science; they'd be very interested in hearing what
you have to say."

6)  Dazzle them.  "Oh, I see, you've resurrected the
Mitscherlich-Obermenschen-Mayer theory.  You know, there was a very
interesting article in Scientific Bulgarian, sometime during the
1950s, or was it the 1960s, about the very same thing.  If I remember,
though, they had to take into account the Terching-Quidley effect,
which you've neglected.  You might want to read it; they come to the
same conclusions you do..."
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Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'?

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:13:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:46:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'?

> Subj: UFO UpDate: Re: Philip Mantle: 'Buggered Off'?
>  Date:        96-12-11 08:44:27 EST
>  From:        updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  To:  updates@globalserve.net

>  Rebecca Schatte posted:

[...]

>  >>     ----- Transcript of session follows -----
>  >>  ... while talking to maelstrom.dial.pipex.net.:
>  >>  >>> RCPT To:<el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  >>  <<< 553 <el51@dial.pipex.com>... No such user:el51
>  >>  550 <el51@dial.pipex.com>... User unknown
>
>  >Gosh, and just when I have tracked down all those people he has been
> looking
>  >for! <g>

>  Hmmmm..... [stroking beard] how frustratin'!
>  I wonder whom else could could make use of
>  all that information?

You devil, you!

>
>  >Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?
>
> >Kind regards, Jorgen / WUFOC
>
>  ROFLM!
>
>  ebk

EBK, you laugh all you want to. But I will make this observation. Jorgen has
provided information to this list. He was a contributor.

Mantle appeared to want everyone to contribute to him without sharing what he
had learned.  I can only assume that about Mantle because I have yet to see
the fruits of his so-called research.

I think I know what Jorgen is going after. And if he gets it, I know he will
share it with the list.

Now, get up off that floor and send me some more messages!<g>

Rebecca
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Just in time for Xmas...

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 08:23:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 03:24:49 -0500
Subject: Just in time for Xmas...

From: CodeUFO@aol.com
Subject: ALIEN PIN-UP GIRL CALENDARS update!

(First of all, I sincerely appologize if you have received this message
twice.)

Now, ON TO THE GOODIES!

World's First
ALIEN PIN-UP GIRL CALENDARS!
Full Cosmic Color 8-1/2" by 11"
Laminated and magnetic backed! Also suitable for hanging!
Each calendar features a different ALIEN PIN-UP GIRL!
*Randessa *Goldie *Misty Bluestar * Graycie
And more to come! COLLECT THEM ALL!

MAKES A GREAT NOVELTY GIFT FOR FRIENDS!

ONLY $5.00 each! + $2.00 to cover shipping. (Outside U.S.A. add $3.50 to
cover shipping)

Wanna Peek?
Email me at CodeUFO@aol.com  and I'll email you the JPEGs!
**********************************
FREE!  FREE!  FREE!
FREE: Order any ONE or ALL of the Alien Pin-Up Calendars now and receive
FREE a handsome, laminated membership card to the GRAYBOY Club! This classy
Official Membership Card features our very debonair GRAYBOY logo and is
good
at any one of our 6 billion locations throughout the known universe! No
sophisticated gentleman of the 90's should be without one! (Ladies, you
probably know a sophisticated gentleman who would want one of these!)

Cash, check or money order to:
GARY TENUTA
1022 W. CASINO RD., #B-207
EVERETT, WA 98204

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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HotFlash Sighting Report (fwd)

From: <awyn@cybercom.net>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 14:17:46 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:49:00 -0500
Subject: HotFlash Sighting Report (fwd)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 09:32:00 -0800
From: Randy Warneke <rwarneke@boris.dataworks.com>
To:  <awyn@kalypso.cybercom.net>
Subject: HotFlash Sighting Report

********************************HOT News
Flash************************************

   (Unidentified Flying Objects Investigation Agency. International)
You are receiving this  UFOIA HOT FLASH  because you have interest in UFO
phenomenon. If you have not become a  member of UFOIA send E-mail request
to UFOIA@aol.com . Or  go to our Web page on the
net and fill out the on-line form : UFOIA Internationals Web Page

 http://www.imagic.be/~mbruyninckx/

This Web page is run by the Director of Operations for Belgium. UFOIA is
a UFO investigating agency that receives and investigates current UFO
reports through its Hot Line,  the Internet and e-mail from around the
world.  UFOIA hopes to serve the public with current UFO sightings,
topics, views, dates and times of upcoming meetings and events, and
listings of UFO related groups.
**************************************************************************

From: Brian Adams, SIT# 2405, SW Missouri
Date: Dec. 9, 1996
Time: 18:00 to 20:00 CST
Weather: Clear, windy, low 50's deg. F.
Location: SW Springfield, Missouri

On Monday, December 9th after arriving home from work I noticed a large
amount of what I assumed were aircraft lights in the sky to the south and
east of my home.  The skies were perfectly clear and this made observing
ideal.

I went on my deck in the backyard to view the objects with 7x35
binoculars (by the way I want more powerful binoculars Santa).  To my
astonishment the objects were a mix of either commercial or military jets
among three or four very large oval lighted objects.  I suspecct that
these oval objects were much higher than the jet aircraft because they
were so usually large. I would estimate at least three times larger in a
jet wingspan for the diameter of these oval objects.

You could easily tell the differences between the fixed-winged a/c
compared to the oval objects because basically from the way the strobed
lights were seen and the way they were moving.

First, the oval shaped objects were seen by the way their lights were
detected seen in the binoculars only.  Otherwise, you would just assume
that they were jets.  Using the binoculars these oval UFOs had very small
but brighter strobing lights about its circular perimeter. The colors
were white, red and blue.  They would be bunched up closely on one edge
then almost randomly jump to another edge.  Because it looked so unusual
and the dimensions of this object was huge, you knew it wasn't a jet.

Secondly, the way they moved. Very slowly.  Almost like it was hovering
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then deciding to move about to avoid detection by the jets approaching in
their vicinity. When this happened, these UFOs would seem to just vanish
or turn off their lights.  Then you would notice them again after the
jets would move further away.

These were the same UFOs my family and I saw on February, 1995 when
coming back from St Louis.

First, I thought that they were the B-2 Stealth Bombers training
mission but I checked yesterday with the Springfield-Branson Regional
Airport Control Tower FAA office and no B-2's were in the vicinity on
Monday evening.  Note - the B-2's are based in Whitemann AFB in Missouri
near Sedalia, Missouri. Also this is the home of the 509th Bomber squadron,
remember Roswell AFB?

I was excited at this point and I attempted to call friends in our local
UFO investigator group, but I got someone who lived due east of me 6
miles away. He checked this out from his backyard and also watched the
lights.

About 18:15 hours, my thirteen year old son pointed out a very bright
white object moving just about over the location of these UFOs moving
slowly to the north.  I assumed that it was a satellite, but it had to be
the brightest satellite I have ever seen before! It even moved slower
than a "normal" satellite and I haven't ever seen one move over that area
of the sky before either.

My wife was getting disturbed with me because I had to leave soon to take
my daughter to her basketball game and I had to coach her team too!  I
remained outside running in and out talking to the friend on the phone.
At about 19:00 hours, I then saw a very bright orange ball of light due
east just above the horizon about 5 degrees up.  I was watching it
through the binoculars when it suddenly vanished.  If it was 10 miles out
then it would be in an area where sightings have occurred in the past.

Then at 19:15 hours, another big surprise.  A fighter jet flew just east
above our home at a very high rate of speed and very low altitude of no
more than a couple thousand feet high or so.  While I told this to my
friend he said that it was flying right above his home.  I could even
hear the jet roar on my phone.  I have never seen a fighter jet taking
off from our airport at that time before.  (The control tower person said
that there was a fighter jet in the area in my phone call to them
yesterday)

Still while all of this was going on the oval UFOs were about to the
south and southeastern sky.  Either there was two or three because they
kept disappearing.

Finally I had to leave for the basketball game and when I arrived there I
saw a very bright red ball of light to the south of the center of
Springfield.  It had very small balls of white lights sparkling around
it.  I ran inside the gym and called my son at home who went out and said
that it was just northeast of our home.  He said that it just began
moving southward accelerating very rapidly.  I hung up the phone and ran
back outside but I didn't see anything because of the street lights to
the south.  My son informed me when I got home that a small white light
followed the red ball of light shortly after it went to the south of our
home.  This occurred at 20:00 hours.

I will attempt to get any more information on police or sheriff reports
around the area.  The FAA control tower did not receive any UFO reports
on Monday evening.  However, they do forward any UFO reported sightings
to an investigator locally who I know.

 Please read message post attached...
 Brian T. Adams
 Secretary, UFOIA, SIT# 2405
 badams01@mail.orion.org
**************************************************************************
If you have current sightings, testimonials of your personal sightings or
UFO experiences, please feel free to contact UFOIA.  All stories
submitted to the UFOIA are for the use of the HOT FLASH and UFOIA's
newsletter and UFOIA has the right to publish them in its electronic
newsletter and a any future hard copy mail-out publications. The views
expressed herein reflect the individual views of our members and not
necessarily the overall view of UFOIA .
**************************************************************************
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Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 09:52:48 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:50:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

  Chris Rutkowski said;

>WAIT A MINUTE!

>That's what *I* and many, many others have been telling readers of this
>list for *weeks* now! And all we've been getting is flames!

    No, not at all. You have been getting legitimate questions and
    observations which you seem unwilling to entertain with a modicum
    of exploration. Sure, it may be a star, I have not ruled that out.
    It makes you wonder when you see a letter like this...

Sent:        12/10/96 6:59 PM
Received:    12/10/96 7:03 PM
From:        Russell Sipe, rsipe@deltanet.com
To:          Pat Parrinello, pparri@republic.net
             j_alonso@emin16.mail.aol.com

 This is my second response to this email. The first went to P Parrinello
but did not include J Alonso (sorry). The chart from www.halebopp.com
shows
the position of HB for 8pm EST (7pm CST, Houston time) on the 14th. The
Shramek photo would seem to be from earlier in the evening and the Alonso
photo earlier still. As mentioned in my first response, Shramek indicated
that his image was taken before it was completely dark (ie. most likely
from 5-6pm CST). This squares with the photographic evidence.
  At what time was the Alonso photo taken? I'm fairly confident based on
your overlays that the Alonso photo was taken before 5pm EST.
 The slightly different position of SAO141894 in the Alonso image is
interesting. I suspect when the analysis is completed the answer could
involve an off axis effect wherein the film or chip was not perfectly
perpendicular to the light path. This effect would seem to advance the
comet slightly further along its path than it should. However, this is
just
a speculation on my part and I will be interested in hearing the results.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The goodness of the night upon you.
-- Othello Act 1 Scene 2
Russell Sipe    www.halebopp.com
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

>Linda Howe and Art Bell have been promoting the mystery companion all
>this time and finally got some astronomers to say what everyone else
>has been saying all along, and suddenly, Howe and Bell are somehow
>vindicated?

   No, I think Linda has not entered into "promoting the mystery" but
   I may not have heard all of her input so I don't know.

   Better you'd said; "Bell & Howell"  :)

>Sorry, it doesn't work that way. This is what they should have done
>*first*, before hyping the story.

   Is Sipe into hype? ;)

>Nice try, though.
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   Chris, Do I get an A for observation of available materials?  :)

Subject:     Re: Fwd: Image from NOVEMBER 14, 1996
Sent:        12/10/96 4:59 PM
Received:    12/10/96 6:28 PM
From:        Russell Sipe, rsipe@deltanet.com
To:          Pat Parrinello, pparri@republic.net

Very nice work. You are only the second person to notice that the postion
of HB in the chart on www.halebopp.com/slo2.htm is slightly different than
in the Shramek photo. There is a simple yet interesting explanation as to
how this came about.

Notice that the time on the chart is 8pm. When I first received the
Shramek photo I had no idea who took the image or at what time it was
taken. All I knew was that it was taken on the evening of the 14th of
November. So when I entered the parameters in The Sky4.0 charting program
I entered 8pm without given much thought to it. The chart produced by the
program clearly showed that the SLO was in actually SAO141894. I noticed
that the Comet was slightly in the wrong position. However, not realizing
how significant this whole SLO business was going to become, I did not take
the time to print out a chart with an EARLIER time wherein HB's position
would have corresponded exactly with the position in the Shramek photo. So
what my chart told me was not only that the SLO object was a star, it told
me that the photo was made PRIOR to 8pm EST as the comet would have been
in the exact position of my chart at 8pm EST.

  Verification of this came when I later read Shramek's commentary that
the sky was not even completely dark when he took his image (i.e. it must have
been between 5 and 6pm or so when he took his image).
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The goodness of the night upon you.
-- Othello Act 1 Scene 2
Russell Sipe    www.halebopp.com
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Attachment Converted: D:\Download\3overlay1.gif
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Re: Moulton Howe

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:30:07 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:50:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Moulton Howe

UFO UpDates - Toronto writes:
> > For those following Hale-Bopp, this may be of interest.
> > !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> [snip]
> > There you have the establishment astronomers' statement on this issue.

> And that is exactly _all_ it was, remembering the broad assumptions
> _they_ made with regard to an _expected_ world view: that physics is
> understood, and there are no surprises left in a universe we cannot even
> see the end of . . .human arrogance can be more stupefying than its

> ignorance. Moreover, it matters not so much whether Hale-Bopp even _has_
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Huh? You mean, you don't care that this whole thing has been a travesty
promoted to guillible UFO buffs?

Or, probably what you really mean is that it doesn't *matter* that
there isn't really a companion object, because buffs will believe
whatever they want and continue hyping stuff because of Millenial
Fever.

> a companion -- it is our corrosive reaction to its mere *suggestion*
> that really chaps _my_ ass.

If a strong determination to present the truth and correct
misrepresented facts or errors is a "corrrosive reaction", then so be
it.

As for your ass, I'd suggest some Johnson's Lotion.

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller

From: Dave.Tilbury@UK.Sun.COM (David Tilbury - Sun UK)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 13:37:05 GMT
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:46:19 -0500
Subject: Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller

>From Leading Edge:

Dr. Steven Greer, CSETI, Admits His Connection With Lawrence Rockefeller

Dr. Steven Greer, who in recent months flew to England to obtain a clear
vivid video tape of a disk pulling aerial manuevers from an English couple
and flew back to the US, refusing to show anyone the video, was on the
Starfire Radio Program on Cable News Network on Nov 31st. When asked about
the video tape, Greer stated that he had even better videos, but was saving
them for Project Starlight, and indicated that none of the
superlative videos would be released to the public. When asked how an
apparently "poor country doctor" could afford to flit around the world and
do all these things, Greer several times raised the fact of his friendship
with Lawrence Rockefeller. While not a surprising revelation, this public
statement ensures that Greer will now be counted among the ranks of those
participating in the global coverup of information related to this issue,
and adds his name to the long list of New World Order control factions
determined to keep the general public ignorant on the important issue of
interactions with other species.

--------------------------------------------

No reply from him to me letter yet either?

Dave

-> Send "subscribe   iufo " to majordomo@world.std.com
->  Posted by: Dave.Tilbury@UK.Sun.COM (David Tilbury - Sun UK)
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Re: Newspaper Research

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 11:37:59 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:51:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Newspaper Research

The other day I mentioned brief some aspects of archival research.  No
 one has a really has a good idea of how much ufo data exists.

 Ruppelt estimated that the Air Force only got 10% of the sightings.  I
have constantly seen this number used and re-used in arguments.  Based
on the 1952 wave Ruppelt's estimate is 4 time too high.  The USAF clipping
service for Arpil to September 1952 turned up about 60,000 no duplicated
items according to Strentz study.  The USAF, itself, had a total of 1500
reports for 1952 or 2.5% of the total in their clipping service which while
the Service was extensive; it was not exhaustive and did not cover the whole
year.

 We estimate that there have easily been over 1,000,000 news items carried
in the North American press over the past 50 years.  (2 items per year x
11,000 newspaper x fifty years.)

 We know that there are concentrations of reports in time.  These
 concentrations may vary from place to place.  In North American we have
 identified many of these major concentrations or flaps as we call them.

 So we can check Jun-Jul 1947, Mar-Apr 1950, Apr-Oct 1952, Nov 1957,
 Apr-May 1964, etc., etc.  Of course there are local concentrations at
 other times, southern New England Aug 1956, or times when the press
 decided it was alright to print stories for a short time around the
 Chile-Whitted sighting in July 1948.

For years a number of us have queitly researched old newspapers, visited
newspaper offices, and copied other researchers' collections and tried to
preserve these data.  We have used the significant newspaper collections
at Harvard and Yale to augment this effort.

Basically the newspapers during each wave are exaimed, item copied and
catalogued.  We also attempt to check references--and there are plenty.
The Fortean Society made long lists of ufo sightings by date and location
only.  The same is almost true for publications like INFINITY.  Some
newspapers have indices:  London Times, Le Monde, the San Francisco
newspapers, the excellent 1947-50 index to the Baltimore Sun newspapers,
the British Columbian Legistlative Library index, etc., etc.  Many
newspapers still have clipping files.  Additional libraries have vertical
or clipping files on different subjects.

Some people, God bless them, have gone through every issue of certain
newspapers: W. Ritchie Benedict and Michel Deschamps, for instance.  Some
newspapers have extreme extensive clipping files: THE WINNIPEG TRIBUNE.
Here are checks so we don't just get bogged down in the waves, but sample
the whole last 50 years.  Clipping services are also helpful in this
material.  Almost from the beginning, there were individuals or
organizations that had clipping services from time to time.

I understand that the UFOCAT has over 100,000 entries.  However, since it
is bibliographical--that is each publication that mentions a ufo report
gets an entry line--, the amount of duplication is large.

Project 1947 has checked 4900 newspapers world wide.  The amount of
clippings is mind boggling.  Barry Greenwood's clipping collection
contains about 170 notebooks of about 200 pages each with 3-5 clipping
per page.  This is well over 100,000 items.  When added to the NICAP/CSI,
Dr. Leon Davidson, and USAF 1952 microfilm clipping collections, we start
to approach 200,000 items a significant sample of the estimated total.
CUFOS with the NICAP, CSI-LA, CSI-NY Hynek and other organizations files
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has probably the biggest collection in North America.

When the AF contracted the Battelle for their computer analysis, they
should have used two sets of data, the USAF files and the clipping
service files.   I am quite sure the results would have different and
interesting.

I still believe something can be done with this rawest of raw data.  In
the meantime the collection effort continues.

Jan Aldrich, Project 1947
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Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA

From: "Derrel & Doris Sims" <dwsims@compassnet.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 13:12:43 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:53:15 -0500
Subject: Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA

Great stuff Helen,,,I have another story of like magnitude on the order of
my sighting with Dr. Leir...I will forward as it comes to us...Best to you
dear lady..Derrel

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA
> Date: Thursday, December 05, 1996 12:18 AM
>
> Date: Wed, 04 Dec 1996 08:09:12 -0800
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: Mary Helen Corrado <mcorrado@jetlink.net>
> Subject: Sighting
>
>     Our MUFON website received an e-mail message from a
> local family who has had 4 days of consecutive sightings of
> an anomalous object in Ventura County in Southern CA.  I
> visited these people Monday night and had a sighting of my
> own.  Here is my personal account of what I witnessed.
>
> Object was first sighted by 1 witness at about
> 4:55pm in the Northern sky.  It was visible over an oak
> tree at an angle of about 45-50 degrees in the sky.  With
> the naked eye, the object appeared to be a pinpoint of
> light about the size of a small "o" on the page. (to the
> casual viewer, it would easily be mistaken for a star.)
> There was no twinkling effect noted with the naked eye.
> It was apparent that the object was slowly moving in a
> direction either higher in the sky or closer to the viewing
> area.  The light was pure white in color.  With a set of
> binoculars 16 x 50, the object did not have the appearance
> of a star.  There was no "twinkling effect" as seen from
> atmospheric distortion.  It seemed to be self-illuminating.
>  It had a spherical appearance to it, and was about the
> size of an "O" on this page.  We were able to observe other
> aircraft in the area, and the reflection from the sun at
> this point was a reddish hue. There was no reflective
> element noted on the object.   The sun was not visible at
> the horizon at this time, although the sky was still light
> from the sunset.  With the naked eye, it was apparent that
> the object was meandering across the sky.   We observed it
> moving higher and to our right for several minutes.  At
> about 5:10pm, we noticed that the object appeared to change
> color.  At this time, the sky was darker, and no reddish
> reflection visible from the sunset.  With the binoculars, I
> could see that the object took on a ruddy/peach colored
> hue.  I took my eyes away for a moment, and when I looked
> again with the binoculars, there was a small pinpoint
> object of the same color which appeared to be heading below
> and to the left of the primary object.  It was the size of
> the small "o" on this page.    I observed the objects
> separating until they could not be in the same field of
> view of the binoculars.  The smaller object was not visible
> to the naked eye.  I continued to watch the primary object
> and it seemed to get a duskier color, and I noticed what
> seemed to be small round puffs from the top of the object.
> It appeared that the object was moving downward away from
> the puffs.  All at once, I saw another small object the
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> size of a small "o" separate from the main object on its
> left side.  The two objects were in close proximity to each
> other and  moved in tandem upward and then disappeared in
> what looked like a puff or mist.   At no time was any sound
> noted from the object.    At the time the objects
> disappeared from sight, they were at an angle of about 70
> to 75 degrees in the sky.  End of sighting 5:12pm
>
>    These witnesses have seen it now for 5 days in a row.
> The location varies slightly, as does the altitude.  The
> other day, the object was seen below the clouds and
> appeared much larger than it did tonight.  Part of our
> investigative team is going back Tuesday nite to see if the
> object will appear again.  I will keep you posted!!
>
>        Mary Helen Corrado
>       MUFON Ventura/Santa  Barbara Counties
> Newbury Park, CA - Northwest of LA
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
>
> UFO UpDates - Toronto - updates@globalserve.net
> Operated by Errol Bruce-Knapp - ++ 416-932-0031
>
> An E-Mail Subscription Service for the Study of
> UFO Related Phenomena
>
>
>
>
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IFO UpDate: Aliens Invade TV, Movies, Malls

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 13:17:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:52:26 -0500
Subject: IFO UpDate: Aliens Invade TV, Movies, Malls

---------------------
Forwarded message:
From:   AOLNewsProfiles@aol.net
Date: 96-12-12 13:15:21 EST

.c The Associated Press
      By TED ANTHONY
      AP National Writer
      PITTSBURGH (AP) -- Sure, Ross Park Mall at Christmastime may
appear a typical crowded shopping mecca. But something unearthly's
afoot in this pastiche of suburban consumer bliss.

     Don't spread it around, but extraterrestrials -- space aliens,
outworlders, little green men; call 'em what you will -- lurk around
every corner.

      Spencer Gifts offers alien black-light posters, keychains,
belly-button chains, mugs and an alien salt-and-pepper set ``for an
out-of-this-world taste.'' Downstairs at Claire's Accessories, an
entire alien display features mood rings, temporary tattoos, even
alien ``Have a Nice Day'' smiley faces.

      There's more. The Suncoast video store's main window displays a
flying saucer over Manhattan for the video release of the alien
invasion movie ``Independence Day.'' The big sellers at the
calendar kiosk are ``The X-Files,'' ``Star Trek'' and ``Space
Jam.''

      We always believed they'd invade more directly -- abductions,
manipulation, outright attack. But aliens are infiltrating America
in a more insidious way: through popular culture.

      Interest in otherworldly beings has escalated in the last two
decades, but even more so in the past two years. Now film,
television, the Internet, even malls are saturated with alien
images.

      ``ET sells right now,'' says Erik Beckjord, a Berkeley MBA who
recently opened the UFO, Bigfoot and Loch Ness Monster Museum in
San Francisco. One of his first products: inflatable alien dolls.

      Why is this happening? There are several theories.

      Our technologically enhanced era has brought us nearer to the
stars, both philosophically and physically, in recent years.

      Scientific discoveries like the possibility of microbial life on
Mars and the existence of planets outside our solar system,
combined with the dawn of the global village philosophy, make many
people conclude it would be arrogant to think only Earth supports
intelligent life.

      But it's more than that. These alien images come from a source
all too human -- our anxieties. Some say the belief in aliens, along
with the recent popularity of angels, is simply secularized
religion retooled for popular consumption.

      One such outlet is the Weekly World News, the most out-there of
the supermarket tabloids. Aliens are its staple (``Captured Alien
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Warns of Invasion from Space!'' ``Demi Moore's Alien
Connection!''), and in 1994 it proclaimed 12 U.S. senators
extraterrestrials.

      ``In our culture today, everything has been solved by science,''
says its editor, Eddie Clontz. ``There's just not much left that
hasn't been flatly explained. But the human imagination has a need,
and aliens are fulfilling that need.''

      As television blurs lines between documentary and docudrama,
shows about unsolved mysteries are building elaborate theories
around grainy footage and conspiracy speculations.

      ``It gives us something to create our own ideas with,'' says
Deon Crosby, director of the International UFO Museum and Research
Center in Roswell, N.M.

      Her institution is located near the site where, in 1947,
something unusual fell out of the sky. Official accounts described
it as a weather balloon, but many people believe it was an alien
craft.

      That incident became a springboard for many popular perceptions,
including the ``flying saucer'' and theories that Americans are
regularly abducted by aliens.

      In recent months, some rather gruesome film purporting to show
an autopsy of an alien from the Roswell crash has circulated on the
Internet, been featured in Penthouse magazine -- and already being
dramatized on the immensely popular alien-conspiracy TV show, ``The
X-Files.''

      Though the latest aliens-on-Earth boom started with 1977's
``Close Encounters of the Third Kind'' (followed by TV's ``Mork and
Mindy'') and grew with 1982's ``ET: The Extraterrestrial,'' many
attribute the interest of the last two years to ``The X-Files'' and
its linkage of alien visits to governmental conspiracies.

      ``It's brought it out into a weekly ritual,'' Crosby said.

      Now television offers a gamut, from the broad alien sitcom ``3rd
Rock From the Sun'' to the eerie drama ``Dark Skies.''

      On the large screen, the big-budget ``Independence Day,'' about
aliens attacking and destroying sundry Americans and their
landmarks, was a box office blockbuster and shot to the top of the
Billboard video-sales charts in its first week of release last
month. ``Mars Attacks!'', a black comedy about similar themes,
opens in theaters Friday and is expected to do well.

      ``In the '50s, aliens were a metaphor for the enemy. Now,
they're the enemy itself because there's nothing to be a metaphor
for,'' says Robert Thompson, a television professor at Syracuse
University.

      ``If we can't be afraid of something geopolitical, like the
Soviet Union,'' he says, ``then we manufacture them.''

      Then there's the Internet, a vast and fast information
distributor driven in many ways by the very people -- sci-fi fans
and technodreamers -- most likely to believe.

      In cyberspace can be found 300-plus World Wide Web sites dealing
with aliens, including Roswell autopsy pictures, purportedly
official government UFO documents and tracts linking alien
visitations to apocalypse. A Usenet newsgroup called
``alt.sex.aliens'' offers advice on ``how to make the most of your
UFO abduction.''

      But if aliens are indeed among us, they're staying quiet for
now.

      They probably don't want to saturate the market any further,
what with such things as pins depicting the Pillsbury Dough Boy
with alien eyes or Pittsburgh's Interstellar Cafe, which offers
espresso, computer access and lots of talk about what may be out
there.

      ``To me, these television shows, all this merchandizing, is
brainwashing the American public into believing,'' says Philip J.
Klass, a writer for Aviation Week & Space Technology who has spent
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his career investigating, then debunking, UFO sightings and alien
visitations.

      ``I would love nothing more than to write a story saying I found
something that could not be explained by prosaic or down-to-earth
terms,'' Klass says. ``But in 30-plus years, I haven't found one.''

      AP-NY-12-12-96 1302EST
      Copyright 1996 The Associated Press.  The information
contained in the AP news report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without
prior written authority of The Associated Press.</I></PRE></HTML>
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Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:27:56 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:54:01 -0500
Subject: Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

Sasquatch: Streiber has long since divorced himself from the notion of
physical ETs. Have you?

Velez: NOPE! I firmly believe that we are dealing with a physical (as in
occupies 3 dimensional space, and has mass and substance) phenomenon. I
believe that if you knock on a UFO you'll hear the "Ping"!

Sasquatch: Then you have a dilemma, don't you? You've both had the same
experience, but one of you thinks it was at the hands of physical ETs and
the other doesn't. Now what is an outsider like me -- indeed, _any_ outsider
-- supposed to make of this situation? You can't fault me for being confused
if the heart of the experience is such that it can support both
"interpretations," as well as others.

Velez: Dennis, why don't you do what Whitley and I did. When I first began to
suspect my involvement,I went to a psychologist, (contrary to popular myth)
and had myself tested. Try working out your 'personal issues' that way,
rather than "projecting" them on us,(and putting 'US' into the position of
having to answer and explain them) thank you very much.

Sas: And what "personal issues" would those be, John? Are you saying that
I'm not allowed to ask questions and propose theories? Am I supposed to go
see a psychiatrist because I came up with a theory that attempts to grapple
with the Roper Report numbers, _not_ -- let me reiterate -- your own
personal experience? For all I know, both you and Whitley were abducted by
real aliens -- which wouldn't necessarily affect my theory at all, as you'd
know if you would ever bother to read it, as opposed to just vehemently
denouncing it.

I would be perfectly happy personally if the Roper numbers would just go
away, in which case there wouldn't be any need for a theory like mine. But
abductionologists continue to cite them as if they really meant something.

Velez: Whitley had the courage and conscience to publicly report what was
happening to himself and his family. I don't see how permission to use his
name in the kind of insulting example that you made is implied in any of
that! And let me ask you a question Dennis, why is it that you can make a
buck off of your published work, and it's not O-K for Whitley? Are you
jealous that Whitley made (more money) than you? What gives? You say that
as if the man committed an unexcusable crime. He published a book or three
and they sold! God bless him,...what's wrong with that for Christs sake?
Did I miss something here or aren't we allowed to make money in America
anymore? Whitley didn't stand around on street corners holding a gun on the
public to buy his books. They chose to.

Sas: Of course it's OK for anyone to make a living off their writing. I
reiterate what I said earlier, though: When that writing deals specifically
with one's inner and family life, then I'm equally free -- having paid for
the book -- to raise any questions I have the courage and conscience to, as
well. Sorry, John, but it comes with the territory. That's why there are two
sets of libel standards in this country, one dealing with public figures,
and one dealing with everyone else. Streiber is a public person. He's been
subjected to a lot more "insulting" suggestions and questions than my one.

(I might add that Strieber once had a writing career wholly outside the UFO
field. What happened to that career? As you say, the marketplace indeed
dictates what sells and what doesn't, which raises the issue: is Streiber
immune to any  none too subtle marketplace demands and pressures to come up
with another book of "Visitor" experiences? It's a question I don't pretend
to answer, but one I and others have every right to at least raise,
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unpleasant as it might be.)

There is nothing Whitley can do that would make me jealous. (Nothing
personal, Mr. Streiber!) My question is not, in your words, an "insulting
example." I do admit that the whole subject of abortion in this country is
an emotionally charged one (which was part and parcel of my theory). No one
has yet been shot at for saying they were abducted, for example. But your
choice of words throughout this discussion indicates that you are reacting
much more emotionally to the subject than I am.

Velez: When I'm offended "I WILL SAY" a lot! And sorry, but you're not going to
make me or any of the other abductees that have come forward "just go away"
you're going to have to deal with me (and them) susquatch, like it or not.
You have to be a lot more than "taller" than me, to run me off buckaroo!
After having to deal with aliens, humans are "easy meat" try again though,
I love a good challenge! <G>

Sas: I'm almost at a loss as to how to respond. You could call me anything
under the Sun, John, and I assure you that the "offense" would lie with me,
and not you. Are you paranoid? Where is there the least suggestion in what
I've said that I'm trying to get you or anyone else to "just go away"?

While you're here, though, there is one thing I wish you'd do and that's
read David Hufford's "The Terror That Comes in the Night: An
Experience-Centered Study of Supernatural Assault Traditions," University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1982. Your library should have it, and I believe a
paperback edition is still in print. ISBN 0-8122-7851-8.

To return briefly but to one other issue you raised: anomalous scars and
scoop marks. Have you ever heard of stigmata? Do you then believe that
individuals who suffer or display same were crucified by real Roman
soldiers? There is a vast body of literature, medical, religious, anecdotal
and other dealing with the remarkable ability of the mind to influence
matter, in this case the human body. It appears, then, that stigmata is
somehow psychological in origin. Does that mean that I in anyway "demean"
the stigmatee? Of course not. If anything, it increases my appreciation for
the power and wonder of the human mind. At the same time, it obviously calls
for a radically new definition of what most of us mean by "psychological."

There are also thousands of people today who testify to sexual abuse and
satanic cults (and sacrifice) for which there is absolutely no objective
evidence whatsoever. Should one conclude from that there is absolutely no
sexual abuse nor satanic cults anywhere? Of course not. One nonetheless
remains obliged to come up with some theory that would account for the
obviously "false" cases, even when the experiencer of same may remain
completely convinced of the reality of their experience. In some cases they
are simply (and demonstrably) wrong -- which hasn't prevented the ruin of
numerous lives. (Maybe you ought to take in the new movie of Arthur Miller's
"The Crucible" this weekend and think deeply about any possible
implications, assuming you don't consider that another "insulting" exercise
on my part.)

That was the whole point of my original theory. There may well be UFO
abductions -- certainly there is a UFO abduction experience! -- but nowhere
near anything on the scale suggested by the Roper Report numbers. (Work out
the math and logistics on your own sometime.) But assuming the numbers might
indicate _something_ going on in the body politic, what could that something
be? That was the question that I originally asked myself, not any "personal
issue" or "projection" that I felt compelled to work out, dig?

I'm sorry you didn't like the answer I came up with. I'll try to do better
next time.

In the meantime, not going nowhere, neither...

SA Sasquatch
Area 102
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: BGBOPPER@aol.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 17:05:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:54:50 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

I would like to thank both Kevin Randle and Stanton Friedman for answering my
first post on this, or for that matter any newsgroup.

I found Kevin's answers to be concise, easy to understand, and without malice
directed at the questioner.

On the other hand I apologize to Mr. Friedman, for it seems that he feels
that my questions are both unreasonable and uneducated.

>Re Russ Estes list of questions. Russ, I am sorry you find my answers or
comments not >responsive. Let me briefly run down your list of questions:

I asked,*
*       1. If we agree on the fact that area 51 is a top secret test facility (and
I'm sure that we all know that it is just that) and if the only reference to
any alien object at area 51 was made by Bob Lazar... What is the point?

>1.I have many times said, there are 2 separate questions: Is Bob Lazar
telling the truth about >Bob Lazar? 2. Are there saucers at Area 51? That Bob
is lying about Bob clearly tells us nothing >about whther there are saucers
there. I have had a quiet witness tell me there were saucers >brought there
back in the 1940s. Led Stringfield has told of people saying there were
saucers >there. It is an obvious site for testing of any kind of highly
classified advanced propulsion >system.

Mr. Friedman, Your answer brings up another question.
Are you saying that there have been saucers at Area 51 since the 1940's?

*       2. Have we forgotten about Wrigtht- Patterson or Wright Field, as it was
called, as the final destination for any recovered artifacts of alien
contact?

>2. I have no reason to say any place was the final destination for saucer
wreckage. Do >you,Russ?That some materials went to WPAFB or WF,  doesn't mean
they stayed there. It is not >very likely that such a crowded highly
populated place would be the testing location anymore >than the U2 was tested
there. Roughly 20,000 people work there and there are roughly 1000
>buildings.. many with highly limited access.

Nope, I have no idea what the final destination for saucer wreckage is.  This
was just a question based on the information that has been published.

*       3. Mr. Friedman, it has been said that you are the only scientist who is in
the field of Ufology  (At least on a full time basis). Have you published
your protocols for the research of the phenomenon?  If you have, where can I
find them?  If not, Why?

>3. I know many scientists involved with ufology. I have no idea how one
would publish >protocols. What I have been doing over several decades
involves many different activities. It is >not like abduction research. I
have published more than 70 papers some quite large, co-authored >a book,
authored another. I think they provide readers with a very good handle on
what I do and >how I do it. .. certainly judging by responses to TOP
SECRET/MAJIC

If protocols exist, I would imagine that publishing them would be fairly
easy.  It seems logical to me that guidelines, methodology, and protocols
must be published and accepted as the standard before anyone could accept the
results as factual.
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Also by your answer I get the impression that you feel Abduction Research is
more readily subject to protocols?

*       4. Mr. Randle, what makes you think that MJ-12 and the MJ-12 Operations
Manual is bogus?

>4.Kevin, to his credit, has written a lengthy paper about MJ-12, an appendix
to a book, a >magazine article and other items. I have responded at length.
It would appear that you have read >neither his materials nor mine which one
would think would come before asking these questions. >I hope you don't think
that the internet is the sum of all wisdom.

Mr Friedman, thank you for answering this question even though it was
directed to Mr. Randle.   In response to your answer, I have read most of Mr.
Randle's published work including some fine Science Fiction.  As to the
question of your work, I have read "Crash at Corona" and have seen you speak
on several occasions.  I have also read a few of the articles either authored
or co-authored by you in the MUFON Journal.  As far as your 70 papers go, I
can find no reference to them in the public domain, when you pull up Stanton
Friedman on the Los Angeles Public Library data base you get "Crash at
Corona" and I am sure that your new book has been added.
If you expect anyone who asks you a question to read your 70 papers before
they are qualified to ask that question please get them published.
On your statement referring to the Internet, I find it to be nothing more
than an opportunity to ask a question and get a direct answer..."Sum of all
wisdom"??? I don't think so!

*       5. Mr. Friedman, if in fact area 51 did not exist prior to 1954, as a
secret facility, how could the MJ-12 Operations Manual refer to it?

>5. Obviously if there was no AREA 51 or plans for one as a secret facility
prior to April, 1954, >the Manual could not refer to it. The problem is
getting history on still very highly classified >projects. I have not said
the document is genuine. Read the last paragraph on page 166 of
>TOPSECRET/MAJIC.."authentication will be no easy task, as the results must
be solid enough >to withstand the onslaught of both debunkers and a
government that denies the existence of alien
>craft". Having worked undr security with a Q clearance for 14 years and
having visited 15 >archives, I have a reasonably good idea about how
difficult it is to get information on black >programs.

Mr. Friedman, since you brought it up, How do you define an archive?

*       6. Mr. Randle, it quiet obvious that you and Mr. Friedman don't see eye to
eye on many subjects. It is also a fact the Mr. Friedman has done some
ground-breaking research on the Roswell case.  Why have you not credited him
in either of your books on that topic?

>6. As I have noted and quoted in one of my papers, and as you would have
noticed if you had >read it,I was given a good acknowledgment by Kevin and
Don in "The UFO Crash at Roswell". >Kevin has written more than 2 books about
crashed saucers. Note for example "A history of >UFO Crashes".. Avon.

Once again Mr. Friedman, I thank you for your response...but.. This question
was directed to Mr. Randle and was based on your complaints of not being
acknowledged in the bibliographies of his books.

>By the way Russ, how about telling us about your scientific background ?
Stan Friedman

Stan, since we are now on a first name basis, I have not claimed to be a
"Scientist" nor did I know that I had to clear my credentials with the
credential desk before asking any questions.<Grin>

My goal in asking the questions was not to get in on "Friedman bashing" or
dueling.  Unless I am reading your answers all wrong, and that could be, what
I am getting from them is a pompous attitude and a condescending manner.

The fact that the field of Ufology does not have a certifying board for
researchers or any accredited degrees makes the acceptance of standardized
protocols and procedures even more important.  Then again, if answers to the
phenomenon is not the goal we have both just wasted some precious time.

This is not the kind of correspondence that I usually engage in, in an open
forum, but due to the tone of your answers I felt it necessary to respond.

If feelings have been hurt or if my questions are inane, please forgive me.
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R. Estes
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Wormwood?

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:49:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:42:28 -0500
Subject: Wormwood?

Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com

From:   Name@Withheld
To:     artbell@aol.com
Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

Dear Mr. Bell,
        I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I fell
that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what
I have.

       I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over five years. I
have done what could best be described as counter-intelligence work, for the
church.  I am a man of God and please believe me when I tell you that the
information I have is genuine, and very serious.

        Without going into too much detail about my former employers, I will
briefly tell you that I have had a Top Level security clearance in the
Vatican for quite some time.  Most of the work I have done regrettably falls
into the realm of "black-ops", and I will not go into detail about that now.

        Around six months ago, I was working at a data terminal in a highly
restricted area following a case that I had just completed, when I stumbled
onto something that nearly made my heart stop.  Please pay attention here,
this is where it gets strange.

        I uncovered a heavily encrypted sub-system that was suprisingly well
hidden.  I found that it was only accessible through the terminal I was at,
and one other terminal. (I must point out that the area I was in was not an
area that I routinely used.)  After two minute of trying to get into the
system, the whole lab shut itself down and I was booted off the terminal.
Not wanting to raise any eyebrows, I decided to leave and come back later
that night.  The strange thing was, when I came back, there were ARMED guards
standing sentry outside of the lab.  I must say that it is not unusual to see
guards roaming the Vatican, but it is very unusual for them to stand sentry
at a lab, much less while armed.

        Over the next month, I managed to slip in unnoticed only once. And
after I had found what I came for, I understood the security.

        It took me a good deal of time to break into the system, and when I
did, I wished I hadn't.  When I entered the system, I came across a file
titled "WORMWOOD?". (Yes, with a question mark.)  Thinking it to be a text
file, I brought up the file with the intent of copying so I could read it
later.  What happened next was truly remarkable.  The file sort of
"deteriorated" into a series of command lines that lasted approximately two
minutes.  Once it was done running, there it was.

        I had found a direct link-up to the Hubble space telescope.  Not only
that, but it was pointed directly at the comet Hale-Bopp.  The program was
running some kind of analysis.  Taking directional notes, projecting path of
travel, etc.  After realizing what I had discovered, I started searching and
came across an e-mail data trail that led directly to the office of the Pope
himself.  What was discussed, I cannot know.

        Over the next two weeks, I began to uncover evidence that the Vatican
is very aware of the existence of the companion, and is VERY worried about
it.  I began to copy files and pictures that were present at the terminal,
when I found a report from the United Nations to the Vatican, as well as a
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report from NASA regarding their concerns.

        It is very obvious to me that a great many people and entities know
of the companion and are doing their best to keep quiet.  VERY quiet. As the
next part of my story illustrates.

        I had found another file that I wanted to look at, but it was
independently encrypted.  At the time that I discovered it, I had already
been online at the terminal for some time, so I decided to copy the file
encrypted, and decode it at my leisure.  As I was leaving the lab, I was
approached by two of the Pope's top aides and was asked to meet them later in
the evening.  I didn't feel comfortable about the situation, so I agreed and
told them that I needed to shower, and would join them later. I haven't been
back to the Vatican since.

        I found out about a week later through some old friends and contacts
that a contract had been placed on my life. Two days later my mother and
father were killed in a car crash in France.  Three days after that, my
brother and sister were killed when their single engine plane went down on
the East coast of the U.S.  I've been on the run for a very long time now,
and am still trying to decode the file that I have in my possession.
Approximately ten copies have been distributed to friends in the field in
the event that I should diappear. I do not fear for my life, as I am very
adept at not being found, however I believe that the world needs to know of
the information that I have.  I would be willing to share all that I have
wuth you Mr. Bell.  But you need to understand that your life could be in
danger if you were to go public with what I give you.  I apologize for being
so vague, but I feel it necessary at this point in time.

        If you would like the information, say so over the air when you get
this letter.  If I am not listening, someone will get the information to me,
as there is no safe way for you to contact me at this point in time.  I await
your response.

--PRIEST--
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The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #5.

From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 01:15:56 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:36:49 -0500
Subject: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #5.

Welcome to The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #5.
(Members  771  on 12-12-96)

Added a Crop circle report  at Grayville Illinois, North America
on the  International 1996 Crop Circle page.

Updated Cerealogist advert winter issue 1996.
Contents included.

Updated Circular advert Autumn issue 1996.
Contents included.

Update on The Spiral Dec/Jan 97 issue.
Contents included.

Updated Annecco Blansons HomePage With an article called
 The Gakayll and the Windmill Hill formation

Patrick's Crop Circuley Page link added "Observations of the video
footage of the lights at Olivers Castle".

We have added a  New colour Mpeg version of the video of the
lights at Olivers Castle.

Melin's HomePage updated including personal details of Merlin
and details of the Games.

CPRI HomePage updated including new lecture dates for Colin Andrews in
1997,
with new statement on the Olivers Castle Video.

All the best

Mark and Stuart

--
     .888.      Mark fussell         mailto:mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk
_db__8',`8__db_          The Crop Circle Connector Web Site at:
 qp  8.`.8  qp http://www.marque.demon.co.uk/connector/connector.html
     `888'             Subscribe news:alt.paranormal.crop-circles
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Welcome, David Jacobs

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:44:19 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:39:18 -0500
Subject: Welcome, David Jacobs

Hello all,

Two days ago a message came across my monitor (from the Updates list)
signed by Dave Jacobs. I have waited patiently for two days to see if
any of our resident 'Hard Cores' would acknowledge his presence or engage
him. I guess it's like when deer get caught in oncoming headlights and
they just freeze! <G>

Drumroll...brrrrrrrrmp! I'd like to welcome David to the list and say,
"Glad to have you aboard!" You are an interesting and (most welcome)
addition to the 'galleria' that EBK has assembled. Looking forward to
hearing from you.

*Dave, check out the "IF" website that I've put together, (URL in
signature) let me know what you think, and if there's anything you can
contribute. I'd be happy to include an offering from you. Zap me a
private e-mail about it and we'll talk.

Take care.

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 03:17:57 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:40:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa is right about the cameraman. We shouldn't forget that this film could
have been shot for a B-movie decades agoWWe don't know where it was shot or
when. But there is a story about the cameraman which should be able to be
backed
up.... STF
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: rudiak@garnet.berkeley.edu
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:31:00 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:37:34 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

On Wed, 11 Dec 1996, UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> > From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
> > Date: Tue, 10 Dec 96 12:04:45 -0400

> > Re Ed Stewart and downed satellite. At least do your homework and read my
> page
 > > 164 in TOP SECRET/MAJIC . how in the world can you say nary a peep
about
> > sattelite.. "Another obvious concern was the mention of "downed
> satellites"...
>
> My apologies.
>
> This is what you wrote on page 164:
>
>       "Considering that the first Sputnik wasn't launched until 1957, was
>  this a goof by a forger? I dug out some pre-1954 books about space flight and
> checked back issues of the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature for uses
> of the term SATELLITE. I found several articles that used the term for a
> manufactured object in orbit around the earth prior to April 1954. There had
> also been an active program led by Clyde ombaugh, who had discovered Pluto
> as a very young amateur astronomer in 1930, to search for artificial
> satellites near Earth."
>
> Any reason why you failed to provide your readers with the actual references?

Please see my original response to your post in which I extensively
reference the story of Tombaugh's search and an earlier attempt by
astronomer Fritz Zwicky to launch projectiles into orbit with explosives,
dating clear back to 1946.

The first public reference to Tombaugh's search was by Dr. Lincoln La Paz
in the Feb., 1954 Astronomical Society of the Pacific Journal.  La Paz
said Tombaugh was searching for NATURAL satellites, not artificial ones.
On March 3, the public information office at White Sands, put out a story
that Tombaugh was looking for "moonlets" which had recently gone into
earth orbit, with the idea of using them for natural space stations.  This
would imply that these alleged natural satellites were in near earth
orbit.

> I strongly suspect that each and every one of these articles you found are in
> the context of what could be done in the future and not in the context that
> it was an acceptable fact that artificial satellites were in orbit.

These 1954 articles were about NATURAL objects having taken up orbit
RECENTLY around the earth.  That goes back to at least the March, 1954
White Sands press statement.  The Aviation Week story in August said that
there were two objects, 400 and 600 miles out, which had thrown the Air
Force into a panic during the summer.  The story was immediately denied by
the Air Force, but the N.Y. Times claimed that a source close to the
project told them the story was true.  More on this below.

> There is no doubt that there were plenty of papers in the scientific
> community as well as the popular literature that discussed the placing in
> orbit of artificial satellites during the first 57 years of this century.
> The concept was not invented in 1957. But 1957 was the first year that an
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> artificial satellite was placed in orbit.

All this is true, but as I mentioned in my other post, attempts had been
made to blast projectiles into orbit from New Mexico starting back in
1946.  After August, 1947, public comment on the project ceased -- at
least I can't find any further articles on it in the N.Y. Times Index.  It
was the unsubstantiated belief of Los Alamos chemist Leon Davidson (best
known for his critique of Blue Book Special Report #14), that these
"artificial meteors" were responsible for the green fireball sightings
that started over New Mexico in late 1948.

> But how you rationalize that to vindicate the SOM reference to "downed
> satellite" is simply beyond my comprehension. There was also a lot of press
> in the fifties to what was commonly referred to as "mystery satellites"
> which was mostly based on conjectures and speculation. Rumors were rampant,
> but none ever panned out.

However, a story had been put out there in March, 1954, that natural
objects had entered orbit around earth.  The "downed satellite" in SOM
isn't specific about natural or artificial satellites.  Not that it makes
any difference.  It would be a lot easier to say an ordinary meteor had
impacted that to mention one of those "natural satellites" crashing to
earth.

> My original point remains valid. Any such "cover story" of a "downed
> satellite" by a government agency would not have kept the media away. It
> would have brought the media down on any alleged "recovery operation" as
> flies on honey. It sounds to me that the MJ-12 think tank were nothing but
> a bunch of idiots.

I have to agree. Using a satellite cover, "natural" or artificial, would
have invited massive inquiry.  That's the same reason I think the theory
that Roswell base issued a flying disc recovery press release as "cover"
for a Mogul balloon crash is idiotic as well.

> In regards to Clyde Tombaugh, the program he was involved in was tasked to
> find ANY satellite previously undetected in Earth orbit. The Moon is a
> satelllite. We all know of that one. Please cite the
> expecific reference you failed to mention that states "artificial satellites"
> in connection with Clyde Tombaugh's work?

Friedman got the "artificial" part wrong.  But there was definitely
something a little weird about Tombaugh looking for natural "moonlets" in
near earth orbit.  With the discovery of two predicted, cloudlike natural
"moons" in the gravity-neutral "Lagrangian points" out at lunar orbit, the
New York Times on June 22, 1961 (p.33) reported:

"In 1953 a search of the heavens for natural minor satellites of the earth
was initiated by Dr. Clyde Tombaugh ... who is now at the New Mexico State
University's research center.  He scanned the skies, going farther and
farther out and getting "nibbles" now and then, as he said in a telephone
interview last night.  None of the nibbles proved out, and the study was
terminated in 1958.  Dr. Tombaugh's search did not extend as far out as
the moon's orbit, however, except for the inspection of another
astronomer's photographs of one of the two regions there where minor
satellites "ought" to be if they were anywhere, he said."

"These regions are known as Lagrangian points, after Count Joseph Louis
Lagrange, the French geometer and astronomer who in 1772 calculated the
behavior of an infinitesimal body in relation to two larger ones in a
three-mass gravitational system.  He found two points where the
gravitational force is weak, allowing a body -- the infinitesimal one --
to remain in them quite stably.  These are the points in the earth-moon
system lying sixty degrees fore and aft of the moon in its orbit."

The point here is that astronomers had known for nearly 200 years that
natural "satellites" would be expected out at the moon's orbit in the
Lagrangian points, but had no reasonable expectation of finding something
like an asteroid taking up orbit closer in, where Tombaugh concentrated
his search.  The odds against this happening are mathematically very
remote.  But instead of searching the likely spots and making a new
discovery, Tombaugh searched the unlikely regions closer to earth.

Back on Aug. 29, 1954, the N.Y. Times reported that Tombaugh's search was
being supported by the Army Office of Ordnance Research, with the purpose
of finding natural satellites that could serve as ready-made space
stations, but that nothing had been found.  In the same article, the Times
said a person close to the project (whom they didn't identify), stated
that two objects had indeed been found in near-earth orbit and Dr. Lincoln
La Paz had been involved in trying to identify them, just as the Aviation
"Leak" story on Aug. 23 had originally reported.  La Paz denied being
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involved (even though he originally described Tombaugh's search back in
February), but didn't deny the truth of the rest of the story. [As many of
us already know, La Paz was deeply involved in New Mexico UFO
investigations for the Air Force, perhaps dating clear back to the
original Roswell crash.  La Paz's first UFO sighting was just two days
after the Roswell story broke and just 80 miles away.]

I might add, that when Dr. Hynek did his astronomer survey for Blue Book
back in June, 1952, and Tombaugh related his three UFO sightings, Tombaugh
told Hynek that he was willing to put his New Mexico telescopes at the
disposal of the Air Force.  Tombaugh meant this originally for transient
UFO sightings.  But it indicated Tombaugh's willingness to use his scopes
to search for UFOs.  [Hynek's report is reprinted in "Project Blue Book"
by Brad Steiger.]

A month after the Aviation Week story, on Sept. 18, 1954, Ed Ruppelt
stated that the green fireballs reappeared over Colorado and northern New
Mexico.  La Paz was called back into investigate.  Ruppelt also reported
that back in 1952, he visited Los Alamos, and the scientists there opined
that the green fireballs were probes coming from spaceships orbiting
several hundred miles above.

And in Oct. 1954, Donald Keyhoe ("Aliens From Space") said NACA issued a
press statement that they had picked up strange signals from an unknown
orbiting object.  [Unfortunately, I haven't had an opportunity to run this
story down to see if Keyhoe got this right.  Maybe somebody else out there
knows.]

I think this stories of mystery orbiting objects taking up recent
residence near Earth goes somewhat beyond mere press rumor.  And for what
little it's worth, they started coming out at about the same time as the
date on the SOM, with its mention of a "downed satellite" cover story.

David Rudiak
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Re: Archival Research

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 03:32:37 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:40:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research

Kudos to Jan Aldrich for his fine report on available archival materials.
Another word not used by the USAF was Corona. The MAXWELL AFB files (where the
Blue Book Files were then located) had a number of listings for UFO in the
various base and group histories card index.. separate from the Blue Book
material. Unfortunately many of those were classified 20 years ago when I first
looked and some were still classified less than 10 years ago. There was for
example Project Pinball.. re UFO observations in Alaska way back  around
l950 as
I recall. STF
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- AUFORA - Origin of life studies urged

From: AUFORA News Update <dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 00:20:29 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:41:38 -0500
Subject: - AUFORA - Origin of life studies urged

AUFORA News Update
Wednesday, December 11th, 1996     <www.aufora.org>
______________________________

ORIGIN OF LIFE STUDIES URGED
     from Nando Times

WASHINGTON (Dec 11, 1996 7:48 p.m. EST) -- A blue ribbon panel of experts
said Wednesday that NASA is on track in a program to find answers to some of
the most basic questions in science: How did life, the Earth and the
universe all begin.

The committee of scientists, selected mostly by the National Academy of
Sciences, briefed Vice President Al Gore on the prospects of finding life
beyond the Earth, of discovering new planets beyond the sun and of
ultimately understanding the nature and history of the universe itself. All
in two hours.

John Gibbons, the White House science adviser, said the briefing was in
preparation for a meeting in February in which Gore and others in the
administration will draw up specific plans on how NASA will proceed in an
ambitious program of science that the agency is calling "Origins."

"The consensus of the group is that the way NASA is going is the right
direction in space sciences," said Gibbons.

The meeting with 18 top U.S. scientists, he said, was "to share the wisdom
of outstanding people from a variety of perspectives about the importance of
modern day astronomy and recent discoveries that relate to the origins of
the solar system and the possibility of life on places other than the
Earth."

Gibbons said the meeting will help Gore and others in the administration to
be "more equipped" to make decisions about budgets for NASA and other
science agencies. The administration has announced plans for a "Space
Summit" meeting in February where a basic program of exploration is to be
formulated.

Plans for the Space Summit were drawn up after NASA scientists announced in
August they had found what they believe to be evidence that life once
existed on Mars.

Other researchers in recent months have found new planets circling nearby
stars, discovered evidence of water on the moon and found new evidence that
life, in the form of microbes, is extraordinarily tough and perhaps able to
develop in many places in the universe. Some scientists have said it may be
possible now, for the first time, to conduct a systematic search for planets
elsewhere in the universe where life is possible.

NASA has launched two probes toward Mars and already plans to send two more
pairs each in 1998 and 2000. One goal is to look for evidence of life on the
Red Planet.

"Our notion that life is rare may be revised," said Gibbons. "Life may be
pervasive in the universe."

NASA administrator Dan Goldin, who attended the meeting, said discussions
with the scientists pointed out the need to conduct experiments to test the
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"fundamental underpinnings" of life and how it began.

"Our astrobiology (study of extraterrestial life) is woefully underfunded,"
said Goldin. "We need to understand what could be the fingerprints of
extrasolar (beyond the sun) life."

Also included in the meeting were two clerics, the Rev. Joan Brown Campbell
of the National Religious Partnership for the Environment and the Rev. John
P. Minogue, president of DePaul University.

Minogue said at a news conference that the race of science to answer basic
questions about origins is challenging to religion and to concepts of God.

"The role of religion has always been to connect us with our ancestors and
all the way back to the origins," he said. Minogue added that society needs
both science and religion -- science to gather new understanding and
religion to connect "to our roots."

"It is a very exciting adventure because of what is being discovered," said
Minogue.

A statement released by Gore said discussions with the scientists
"reinforces how important it is that we continue to pursue the unknown and
that we as a nation continue to place a high value on protecting and
promoting our scientific enterprise."

__________________
AUFORA News Update
News, Information, Facts from the world of UFOlogy

To subscribe send e-mail to: dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca

AUFORA Web: http://www.aufora.org/
AUFORA News: http://www.aufora.org/news/

Helios Science News: http://www.helios.org/
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 19:40:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:38:26 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: rudiak@garnet.berkeley.edu
> Date: Tue, 10 Dec 1996 13:17:57 -0800 (PST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Yes, it would have been a very lousy cover story, which would have drawn a
> lot of unnecessary attention -- sort of like Roswell base putting out a
> captured flying disc story as a cover for a balloon crash.

Have you ever considered that the captured flying disc story may have
had as its purpose something totally separate from flying discs or
balloons? Can you think of a quicker way to bring to the attention of
the Russians, re-emphasing that we did indeed have an operational and
ready wing capable of delivering atom bombs, the presence of the 509th
in every major newspaper in the world without it looking obvious that we
were trying to get their attention? I find it interesting that Richard
Rhodes discloses in "Dark Sun: The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb" that in
April, 1947 "in the heat of the burgeoning Cold War, the US had no
assembled atomic bombs in stock" and would not have for quite a few
months. The only thing we could do at that time was convince the
Russians that we were ready and capable. In other words, bluff them into
thinking that we could retaliate with atomic bombs should they move in
Europe. A dropped story in the New York Times about the 509th would have
been too obvious to an already paranoid Russia and could well have
backfired and alerted them of a possible ulterior motive for the
Americans to be publisizing the 509th. The Roswell flying disc context
may well someday turn out to be a total non-event for ufology. It
certainly didn't hurt or slow down Blanchard's career any. He went on
all the way to make General. True, he was one of General LeMay's
favorites and had his patronage, but doesn't the release of the Roswell
crashed disc story suggest a lack of good judgement on Blanchard's part
in the first place? Especially for a commander of the only atomic bomb
wing in the world which we now know had no bullets to fire throughout
the last half of 1947 and early 1948? Just food for thought and
speculation on my part. The above is rhetorical on my part.

> More importantly, Dr. Lincoln La Paz (of N.M. green fireball fame) wrote
> an article in the Feb., 1954 issue of the "Astronomical Society of the
> Pacific Journal" that astronomer Clyde Tombaugh had undertaken a telescope
> search for natural satellites.

The La Paz article had nothing to do with Tombaugh. The title of the
paper was: "Advances of the Perigees of Earth-Satellites Predicted by
General Relativity" and related to a suggestion made by Gilvarry for a
possible test of General Relativity. La Paz suggested that a possible
better test would be using earth-satellites and placed his speculation
into the future by stating:

        "Irrespective of whether or not satellites may be discovered at small
mean distances from the Earth, the present state of satellite-vehicle
research certainly justifies the belief that in the not distant future,
artificial satellites can be set in motion in prescribed orbits about
the Earth."

The reference to Tombaugh in La Paz's paper was a footnote to his
previous sentence:

        "That satellites of this sort may exist is strongly suggested by
several independent lines of arguments. Furthermore, until extended
systematic searches with properly designed equipment have been made at
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observatories not too far from the equator, failure to discover such
bodies can have little significance.*"

The footnote:

        "* Clyde Tombaugh has just informed me that U.S. Army Ordnance Research
has agreed to sponsor a search for near-by satellites of the earth with
especially designed photographic equipment."

La Paz continues in his paper with the mathematics showing his line of
argument for inclusion of testing General Relativity using future
earth-satellites. That is what his paper was all about. It had nothing
to do with Tombaugh, or his efforts.

> This prompted a White Sands press release
> in March that Tombaugh would be looking for "moonlets" that have gone into
> orbit around Earth recently, but are assumed to be natural. [an
> impossibility!]  Allegedly they were being investigated as possible space
> station sites.

The White Sands press release was not prompted by La Paz's paper. It was
prompted by the reaction of the media to La Paz's footnote in the paper.

Also, Dr. La Paz certainly didn't think it was an impossibility for
natural objects to be captured in earth orbit. Maybe you know something
he didn't back in 1954. Care to elaborate?

> Donald Keyhoe claimed that what had really happened was
> that new long range radar had picked up two objects going into orbit
> around Earth back in 1953.

Keyhoe covers this whole subject from his own personal perspective and
speculation in the "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy", Chapter 8 "Satellite
Search". Must reading. Lots of good stuff on Keyhoe's mindset including
the possibility of us "harming" moon men and indiscriminantly starting
an interplanetary war based on Zwicki's project.

> Keyhoe's allegations are backed up somewhat by a story first reported by
> "Aviation Week" magazine on August 23.  They claimed that there were two
> objects orbiting Earth 400 and 600 miles out, which caused great
> consternation in the Air Force during the summer [Twining/Cutler MJ-12
> meeting, July 16???], until the objects were identified by Dr. Lincoln
> LaPaz as "natural" (captured meteors) and not artificial objects.

This is the Aviation Week "story" which appeared as one paragraph in the
"Washington Roundup" column on August 23, 1954:

        "SATELLITE SCARE
                Pentagon scare over the observance of two previously
                unobserved satellites orbiting the earth has dissipated
                with the identification of the objects as natural, not
                artificial satellites. Dr. Lincoln La Paz, expert on
                extraterristrial bodies from the University of New
                Mexico, headed the identification project. One satellite
                is orbiting at about 400 mi. out, while the other track
                is 600 mi. from the earth. Pentagon thought momentarily
                the Russians had beaten the U.S. to space explorations."

Nice for the Russians to be so anti-American during the Cold War era. It
provided the perfect cover to hide alleged MJ-12 meetings. After all,
that was the 50s and we all know now that it was just "Happy Days" with
nothing for our government to worry about except for aliens and keeping
MJ-12 out of the headlines. (GRIN) What evidence do you have that there
was ever a "Twining/Cutler MJ-12 meeting, July 16"? Inquiring minds
would like to know.

> In follow-up press stories (e.g., S.F. Chronicle on 8/24 and the N.Y.
> Times on 8/24 and 10/10/54) LaPaz, denied that he was involved, though not
> specifically denying the truth of the story, stating that the article "was
> false in every particular, in so far as reference to me is concerned."

It was after all Tombaugh's project. All he did was report that Tombaugh
had notified him of the project. But, we all know that the media never
gets anything wrong.

I don't have the S.F. Chronicle article of 8/24/54, but the NYT article
is actually longer than the original Aviation Week paragraph.
Interesting that they quote the Aviation Week article as stating "Threw
the Air Force into a flap". Their quote marks. I keep looking at the
Aviation Week article  posted above and I simply can't find that in
there. They also state that the Aviation Week publication said "The Air
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Force had kept Dr. La Paz going back and forth between the missile test
center at White Sands, NM, and Palomar Obervatory in California until
the objects were identified as meteors..." I keep looking at the
Aviation Week paragraph and I don't find that in there either. I guess
the NYT times must of had there own reasons for making their version so
much longer and interesting than the original piece in Aviation Week.

The NYT October 10, 1954 piece is entitled "Scientist Denies Space Base
'Find'" and is quite lenghty. It goes into a lot of detail of what Dr.
La Paz's research interests were and the significance of having a space
platform in earth orbit in terms of world power and military advantage.

> Col. Walker Holler, C/O of the Army Office of Ordnance Research, said the
> story was false.  OOR was looking for such objects, with the aid of famed
> astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, but none had been discovered.  An unidentified
> source close to the OOR, however, told the Times the story was true and
> LaPaz was indeed involved. [N.Y. Times, 8/29/54]  La Paz reiterated that
> the purpose of the project was to look for natural space platforms.

Irrespective of every identifiable source stating that La Paz was not
involved, UP misquoting the original Aviation Week article and adding a
couple more interesting notes not found in the original, we have this
unidentified source "close" to the OOR that still gets quoted. What does
"close" mean? He sold pizza outsides the gates?"

What is imminently clear is that the media recognized that this story of
satellites, whether natural or artificial, was a story they wanted to
pursue. And all of the above resulted from La Paz stating in a simple
footnote in an obscure scientific journal (my apologies to Eric Green if
he is reading this) that Tombaugh advised him of a project that Tombaugh
was going to do with the Army. I wonder how the media would have reacted
SHOULD some government official hiding his true identity as MJ-12 told
the media that they had ACTUALLY recovered a "downed satellite"? I think
you made my point clear than I could have. Thank you.

> And if one wants to go back even further, ...

I don't, but I find this observation interesting.

> I would have to agree, except for the media stories of "natural objects"
> in orbit around the earth.  The "natural satellites" story could have been
> used as a cover for a saucer crash.  An artificial satellite crash,
> however, would have been a poor cover, since none existed in 1954 (unless
> Zwicky had secretly succeeded).

What are suggesting? That the MJ-12 think tank would have disclosed an
alleged "secret program" [for which there is nothing to substantiate it]
as a cover for their own MJ-12 operation? Well, not even the fabricators
of the hoaxed MJ-12 SOM thought that would fly. Read the SOM over again.

> Guess you screwed up, huh Ed?  (GRIN)

Yup.

> >Love can be blinding.
> So can wanton, unjustified Friedman bashing. (GRIN)
> David Rudiak

Last I looked, this thread was entitled "MJ-12 and Area 51", not
Friedman. If you wish to start a thread on "Friedman", be my guest. In
the meantime, if you wish to serve as an apologist for Friedman's
claims, this would be the place to post any arguments you wish to
present that you feel would provide his claims a vestige of supportive
real evidence. Friedman has yet to provide any himself. He simply keeps
ignoring the requests. Don't you think that the many Friedman supporters
on this list deserve some tangible evidence to support Friedman's claims
that MJ-12 is real? Inquiring minds would like to know.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 01:06:18 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:43:17 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:49:29 -0500
> From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> References: <2.2.32.19961210162900.0070db34@globalserve.net>

> Ed,

> Before you continue bashing Mr. Friedman, you should know that the SOM
> manual has been around since 1994(If memory serves). Lets see.. I get a
> paper today.. I publish it 2 years later, boy I'm rushing out and
> publishing it before someone else does aren't I?

> Regards,
> Scott K. Hale

I know when Berliner got the SOM and I know when Friedman found out about
it and how he got a copy.

What makes you think that Stan Friedman got access to the SOM at the
same time that it was mailed out to Berliner? The fact is he didn't. The
fact is that Friedman only found out about it much later. If I told you
why you would only say I am bashing Friedman. You want to know why? Call
Berliner.

Ed Stewart
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 09:42:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:47:03 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-12 03:22:43 EST, you write:

<< Kevin,

 Couldn't the facility be located somewhere in the Papoose range? To my
 knowlege (I have 800+ pages of Area 51 info) not many people were in that
 area then, or now. Is it possible that the supposed facility was
 underground? Yet again, was the manual updated since it's initial
 conception? Just some thoughts.

 Regards,
 Scott K. Hale >>

We can speculate endlessly about this if we are not constrained by evidence.
What the evidence shows is that the location, now known as Area 51 did not
exist in 1954. The land was in public hands. If you have any evidence of any
sort of secret facility, remembering, of course, that Area 51 is a secret
facility yet we are discussing it, then it needs to be presented.

If the manual had been updated, then the date on the front of it would have
been updated.  Remember, the government is not contrained the way a company
out to make a profit is constrained. They'd just throw away everything and
print a new batch. Therefore, we can conclude that the manual's date of 1954
is accurate, and the reference to Area 51 is anachronistic. It also suggests
the manual is bogus and should be eliminated from our discussions.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Hesemann?

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 13:03:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 00:30:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Hesemann?

> From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Hesemann

>  Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?

100660.3672@compuserve.com is one that I have.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:20:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:48:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 11:12:31 -0500
> From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Archival Research
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Dear Jan,

> It may assist your project to learn that CAUS did discover a huge batch of
> microfilm about a couple of years ago that contained numerous references to
> "Foo Fighters" from the logs of US Night Fighter squadrons based in England
> during WWII.

> Names, places, dates and descriptions - an absolute treasure trove. No more
> speculation or theories, the folks back then were plagued by the things and
> having safely returned to England from flights over occupied, and later
> France after D-Day, everything was meticulously logged in the de-briefing
> sessions with the pilots concerned.

> Suggest you give them a call!

> All the best,

> Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

> UFO Magazine

> _______________________________________________

 Hi Graham

   Re: FOO-FIGHTER

   That was just an example used to illustrate the difficulties of
finding items at government archives.  CAUS approached the problem was:
the origin of the term "foo-fighter" was the 415th Night Fighter Squadron
(NFS); therefore, look at the 415th NFS unit history which did indeed
yeild results.  There was, as pointed out, no "foo-fighter" files,
however.

Jeff Lindell is probably the most knowledgeable person in this area.  He
has hundreds of hours of taped interviews with World War II aircrews on
the subject.

Quite by accident we obtained Andy Roberts' "foo-fighter" files.  These
too contained valuable material.

We have also obtained all the operations and intelligence reports and
unit histories for all US night fighter squadrons in 1944-5 (except the
6th NFS which has already been screened.)  We also have the XX Bomber
Command Mission 1945 reports for the Pacific which refer some incidents
of "balls of fire."

In my article in IUR (see, Nick's OPRTK or CUFOS Home Pages) I quote
intelligence documents on daylight "foo-fighters"--the small discs and
the "crystal balls."  HQ, AAF had denied the knowledge of "crystal ball"
foo fighters in a later New York TIMES story.

We have prepared a preliminary report on World War II mysteries.  Jeff
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Lindell has submitted an article on his studies, Barry Greenwood on the
"Battle of Los Angeles", Anders Liljegern on summaries Overflights 1944
and Overflights 1945 from the Swedish Military archives and also a
preliminary chronology from published sources, and I was to submit some
of the document in my collection.  Hopefully this will still happen.

Jan Aldrich, Project 1947
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Hesemann?

From: werd@interlog.com (Drew Williamson)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 07:36:56 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:44:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Hesemann?

>Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 09:56:49 +0100
>From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Hesemann
>References: <2.2.32.19961211070512.007549b0@globalserve.net>

>Hi all.

>Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?

>Kind regards, Jorgen / WUFOC

The last one I have is:

100660.3672@CompuServe.com

Ta Ta
Drew Williamson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 15:29:03 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:47:47 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle haven't been
hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with some very
strange arguments. Let me look at several:

1. Kevin's  argument that since Ike would have known about Roswell, as Chief of
Staff in 1947, there would have been no need for a preliminary briefing in 1952
as the president elect, is an old and faulted one. It might have held if Ike
had
remained as Chief of Staff through 1952. But he had already in June, 1947,
announced he was stepping down to be tbe President of Colmbia University. He
was
there for a couple of years and was writing his memoirs as well. Then he
spent a
couple of years in Europe trying to tie the devastated former enemy nations of
Europe into a coalition to resist the Soviets, only coming back to the US
around
June of 1952 for the Republican convention.As noted in my 108 p. "Final Report
on Operation Majestic 12" l990, FUFOR, (available from UFORI, $14. postpaid,
POB
958, Houlton, ME 04730-0958), he states in "Mandate for Change" p.85, that he
was briefed that summer of l952 on National Security matters by W.B.Smith, DCI.
Smith in a 2 page Jan.9, l953, letter to Truman notes that he had arranged 4
briefings for Ike during the campaign and 4 after the Nov. 4 election. The
entire letter is on pages E-9 and E10 of "Final Report..."Clearly he needed and
received briefings on National Security matters after his long time out of the
loop. The CIA has been unable to locate anything related to those briefings.

2. I referred to the need for access to classified files re the history of Area
51 and Kevin commented "we do have access to the public records which show no
evidence of any secret facility in 1954" . To the best of my knowledge public
records are by definition, not classified. How could they show evidence of
classified balck matters. The area is, according to one writer the size of
Switzerland. A facility for collection, storage, and evaluation of bodies and
wreckage need not be the size of Switzerland. Ed Stewart sets a new standard
for
classification when he stated as repeated by Scott Hale "Before information
becomes classified, it is in the public domain and out there". Using Ed's
phrase
(would I ever say any such thing?) this is "unadulterated poppycock". Many
Black
Programs are by definition born classified. There were no public domain
releases
on the Manhattan Project, the city of Los Alamos, the Stealth Fighter, the U-2
etc ad nauseum before they became classified, were there Ed?.

3. I suppose I should appreciate Kevin making me the Rupert Murdoch of the UFO
publishing world by twice using the phrase "self published"  with regard to my
29 papers on MJ-12 and Roswell not listed in his long list of references in
"The
Truth about The UFO Crash at Roswell". Sorry Kevin; all 29 were published by
someone other than me such as  IUR,  MUFON J., FATE, UFO Universe, Proceedings
of the various MUFON Symposia,etc.  I have indeed distributed copies of many of
these through UFORI as noted above. Here are 3 self published items  "S.E.T.I.,
Sagan and Science " 27pg., l993;"Roswell Incident, USAF, and the NY Times"
9/26,l994; and, of most direct concern to our discussion, but not included in
the 29, "Operation Majestic 12? YES!" 37pages 8/94. Each is only $4.postpaid
from UFORI with a special price for all three of only $10.00 postpaid.

4. Ed I hate to tell you this, but JUST CAUS is not a referreed scientific
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journal. It is a newsletter going to a few hundred people. It has been known to
make mistakes about MJ-12. For example, as noted on p.49 of "Final Report..." I
pointed out that the December, 1985. JC article stated that the Ike Briefing
was
classified Top Secret Eyes Only (leaving out MAJIC),  was 9 back to back pages,
dated Sept. 18, l947 and signed by Truman. It was 8 one sided pages, not signed
by anybody, though the TF memo (p.8) was signed by Truman.The date is Nov. 18.
for those who think that September might have been a typo, please note that it
also stated "Septmber 18, l947 is the birthdate of the CIA! Is it a concidence
or a telltale clue to the document being a phoney...."...

5. For Kevin, I am well aware of Dr.Pankratz's comments  . Obviously if the Ike
or Truman libraries had MJ-12 documents of their own, we wouldn't be having
this
discussion. That doesn't mean they don't exist. The presidential Archives do
NOT
get everything from that administration. The regulations about security
markings
are one thing,  the reality is quite another again as I have noted. Dr.
Pankratz
was also early on in error in some of his coments about the CT memo.. as I
reported in Final Report....

Enough of my time. STF
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:37:43 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:44:03 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:39:13 -0500
> From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> References: <2.2.32.19961210063851.0068f438@globalserve.net>

> > That is unadulterated poppycock! Before information
> > becomes classified, it is is the public domain and out
> > there. What we call Area 51 was at one time desert of no
> > use or value to anyone except to the owners of the Groom Mine
> > and it wasn't until 1958 that the
> > public was denied access to enter the area. That is a fact
> > in the public domain. The air space above it was restricted
> > before 1958 dating back to the construction of the facilities
> > for the U-2 program in 1955. That is a fact and in the public domain.
> > Released information on Area 51 shows conclusively that the
> > area called Area 51 relates specifically to the co-ordinates of
> > the public land seized in 1958. The first known usage of the term
> > area 51 was 1960. What we don't know about Area 51
> > is what post dates the U-2 program, not before. Real people worked
> > and lived there and even had photographic coverage of the area in the
> > NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.

> > > Proclamations are not the same as evidence.
> > > Stan Friedman

> > Then provide evidence to support any of your claims related to MJ-12?
> > There is zero, zip, nada, zilch in your new book that establishes
> > any linkage to MJ-12 as a real program. You are the expert on
> > proclamations. Show me that I am wrong by presenting any iota of
> > evidence or linkage to support the proclamation that MJ-12 is a real
> > program or organization worthy of further inquiry.

> > Ed Stewart

> Ed,

>     Please stop the name calling, it makes you look childish.

Name calling? How dare I point out arguments devoid of logic, devoid of
linkage that completely ignores the existing evidence that the proclamation
presented is pure poppycock? How dare I to expect substantive arguments to
support a position? How dare I to repeatedly point out that when asked for
the evidence that supports the proclamation, none ever is presented? How
dare I point out arguments that are nothing more than logical fallacies
such as appeal to authority, appeal to the gallery, strawman arguments and
the employment of circular logic? How dare I point out the occasions of
intellectual dishonesty displayed on this list when they occurred? How
dare I not to succumb to the practice of intellectual bullyism? How dare
I to point out irrelevant arguments that are nothing more than ruses to
avoid the real issues, substantive evidence/lack of substantive evidence?
Well, you may be right in that it is probably childish of me to expect
the above in the field of ufology.

> Yes, there
> is plenty of information on the Groom Lake area, even pictures. There is
> also undoubtedly lots of classified information on the base at Groom
> Lake. Even if those files SHOULD be public domain, I doubt they are
> going to happily hand them over thus fueling further rumors/theories.
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So what? One could argue the above ad nauseum and in the end no progress,
no knowledge gained. So what is the point in complaining about what amounts
to nothing more than an excuse for lack of evidence to support a belief
system? One either changes their belief system, or they admit to themselves
that their belief system is what is important and not whether there is any
evidence out there to support it. But to present what amounts only to be
a belief system in the context that it is based on evidence is nothing but
intellectual dishonesty. To present a belief system in the context that it
is based on what evidence may be out there should it ever become available
is a fallacious argument. To present a belief system in the context that
it is based on personal faith is a religion. The point being that if one
does not wish to be intellectually dishonest, or illogical, or accept their
personal beliefs as a religion, one sticks to the available evidence to
base claims on and one continues to search for evidence that can add
linkage to the existing evidence that has stood up to critical analysis
and modify their claims based on what that new evidence that has stood up
to critical analysis has revealed and one stays away from making claims and
supporting claims that fall into the categories of intellectual dishonesty,
illogical or religious.

> Ask yourself this: If MJ-12 exists or existed, do you think they'd just
> let some REAL evidence lay around in NARA?

Ask yourself this: If MJ-12 existed, where do you think you could find
supporting documentation?

> If the Lazar story was
> real,(I don't think it is) and you wanted your secret kept, wouldn't you
> discredit him? Sometimes to make headway it's almost best to think
> backwards, become what you're chasing after.

Ask yourself this: Why discredit an individual when that individual has
no evidence to support their story? What makes a story valid is supporting
evidence that is linked from data point to data point and can be
independently verified. Don't you find it interesting that folks that have
claimed the government discredited them  or that claim they are the targets
of govenment harassment happen to also be the folks that never had anything
but a story to present, stories without genesis/provenance, without linkage,
without independent supportable evidence?

Ask yourself this: Why is it that folks that have produced more than just
a story, evidence with genesis/provenance, with data points that had
linkage to them, and stories that were independently verifiable
have never been the targets of government discrediting? Example: Barry
Greenwood, co-author of "Clear Intent" and one of the principles in the
CAUS/NSA lawsuit? I don't know of anyone that has produced more damming
evidence that the government hasn't been  forthright about UFO phenomena than
Barry. Yet, no MIBs have ever bothered him. (GRIN)

Ed Stewart

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:23:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:35:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 10 Dec 96 18:57:20 EST
>From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa Carlson wrote:

<<If such original film existed, I'm sure there are countless individuals,
organisations and companies that would offer a blank cheque for it!>>

<If such film existed, no one could own it. It would be US Government film
and the focus would rapidly shift away from Santilli and to the govt.  Once
this footage is dated no matter what the year turns out to be, Ray is out
of the selling power.>

Theresa,

There would still be no proof it was US Government film.

As you say to Stanton, "There is nothing in this film that ties it to the
military or any government organization. So even if it did date to the 40s
or any other year, its still a film of something being autopsied".

Until the origins can be proven, or the US Government acknowledges
ownership, our hypothetical original film would simply be film of unknown
provenance, which has been dated to 19whatever.

>Something that you may not be aware of is that people here have already
claimed this and sold copies of the video on the premise that since it's
govt. film they don't have to pay.<

I'm aware of this, but we must consider how it equates to the world-wide
broadcast and video rights that _were_ received.

Roswell Footage Ltd. lost a minuscule percentage of income to people who
had the courage of their convictions. Or should that be, people who are
currently facing convictions.

>Santilli was paid his fee for broadcast rights, and he has all he will
make on the footage that has been released.   He still has hopes of making
some money on the cameraman interview and probably some other footage that
he has.  If the mystery were removed now, he wouldn't be able to make
anything one these things.<

If the supposed film existed and was authenticated as dating from 1947, it
would surely only enhance the value of the "cameraman interview" as a
saleable commodity.

Same with all of the footage. As merchandise, which is all that Ray
Santilli and associates seem to be treating it as, it's even more
marketable than before.

The OMNI on-line interview with Bob Kiviat, now available on their web
site, is an interesting insight into the marketing of the "Roswell" footage
and the "cameraman". Well worth a look for those who haven't seen it.
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James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Hesemann?

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:09:10 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:45:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Hesemann?

Regarding...

>Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 09:56:49 +0100
>From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
>Subject: Hesemann

Jorgen Westman asked:

>Does anyone have the email adress to Michael Hesemann?<

Jorgen,

It's: 100660.3672@compuserve.com

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1996/dec/m13-026.shtml[12/12/2011 09:48:40]

UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:06:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:36:04 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 00:29:56 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> I think we all agree that the evidence exists to suggest that Wright Field
> was a primary destination for the materials recovered at Roswell. But there
> is also evidence that other facilities received some of it incluidng Los
> Alamos and Lowry in Denver.

That goes against all we know regarding crash recovery operational
procedures. When an airplane crashes, the recovered material is taken to
one site only, laid out systematically so that there is an opportunity
to reconstruct the crashed vehicle and hopefully help to determine what
caused the crash. You don't take the crashed remnants to separate
geographically dispersed areas. I think any evidence suggesting that the
crashed recovered material was taken to separate locations should be
regarded as highly suspect. That is not the way that crashed airplanes
are handled. Why would it be different for something unknown in 1947?

> The Operations Manual is bogus because it refers to an installation that
> didn't exist in 1954. Ed Stewart has also pointed out that using returning
> artificial satellites as a cover story in 1954 wouldn't have worked because
> no one was launching them in 1954. Two huge mistakes that prove the manual
> bogus.

Even though the context of the SOM suggests that the suggested cover
story implied an artificial satellite, it really makes no difference
whether the cover story would be related to an artificial satellite or a
natural satellite. Any mention of a "downed satellite" would not have
kept the media away. As shown by David Rudiak in another post, the media
was highly interested in the subject. The mere mention by La Paz as a
footnote in a scientific journal that Clyde Tombaugh had informed him
that he was involved in searching for natural earth-orbiting satellites
not only produced medial attention, but also a lot of speculation and
alarmism in the media. Now, should a government agency come out and say
that they had "recoved" a satellite, what do you think the media would
have done? Stayed away? I don't think so. Such a cover story would have
created a myriad of complications for any alleged operation that wanted
to remain out of sight. The inclusion of "downed satellite" as a cover
story in the SOM shows an incredible amount of naivety on the part of
the alleged MJ-12 think tank.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:46:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:49:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'

Regarding...

>From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
>Date: Tue, 03 Dec 96 09:51:45 cst
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'

Vince Johnson wrote:

>The American spacecraft analogies you offer don't work -- all these craft
deployed multiple parachutes in addition to relatively soft ocean-landing
splashdowns.

Not only is there no report of parachute deployment in the Kecksburg
incident, nobody described the wreckage as fragmented, charred debris, that
it most certainly would have been if it had been any type of man-made
spacejunk.<

Vince,

I have to weigh up the fact that the failed COSMOS 96 satellite seems to
fit the profile - even down to apparent first hand testimonies of the
object's size, very distinctive shape and inscribed bumper - against
speculation that it may not have survived such an impact.

I don't really see any evidence that it couldn't possibly have been the
COSMOS 96 satellite. If it wasn't, I haven't seen any credible evidence
being offered for an alternative source, or an explanation of why that
alternative source was apparently so similar to the COSMOS 96 satellite.

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 03:44:19 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:29:06 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

>Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 07:47:27 -0500
>From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>References: <2.2.32.19961211134607.006f6e54@globalserve.net>

John Powell writes,

>You being a human being isn't a problem <grin>.

Generous of you.

>simply by the force of your emotional presentation.

I guess you read into it what you wish.

>long before EBK and this List and you ever happenned - I collected
>that kind of evidence quite a long time ago.

I'm on my knees in an Islamic bow John.

>Are you so important and central to the abduction phenomenon that you
>have to be a personal part of the research and evidence?

Duh, I would think that "abductees" [are] central to "abduction" research.
Again, you choose to bait and insult rather than discuss. I could just as
easily ask (you) the same question!

>You don't _know_, you have a set of personal experiences that
>are completely real to you.

Yes! (?)

>You seem preoccupied with a quest to cause people to consider it
>possible that you were abducted by aliens.

Misinterpretation. Or maybe just the _only_ interpretation that you are
capable of where (I'm) concerned.

>No, I don't call it support and I hope you're not here seeking or
>hoping for any theraputic assistance as this is the wrong group of
>people and the wrong venue for such.

I'm not,... and says you.

> Perhaps you aren't capable of being impartial or impersonal or objective

R U ?

>I know its difficult to be impartial, impersonal and objective but you
>could at least try to fake it for the benefit of others here.  Maybe you
>could just pretend you understand.

Pure arrogance and condescension.

>Instead, we have (yet again) your assumption-based out-of-control
>emotional tantrums that only serve to embarass you.

I like the "we" touch. It's cute. And safe!
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What's the use in talking John? It'd be a [complete] waste of time. Trying
to talk to you is like throwing crap into a fan. It just ALWAYS seems to
get messy. Good luck in your efforts.

Peace.

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Re: Wormwood?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: Wormwood?

From: Don Allen <dona@totcon.com>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 19:51:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:55:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

At 02:42 AM 12/13/96 -0500, UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

>From: HoustonSky@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:49:00 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
>Subject: Wormwood?

Rebecca,

Thanks for passing this gem along. Truly, a magnificent load of
ca-ca from (surprise!) an "anonymous source."

Speaking of used food, get a load of this HB silliness appearing
in the Dec 3, 1996 Phoenix Project (Hatonn) "Contact" newsletter
with their banner headline:

"The Imminent Return Of Herculobus-Nibiru" ..also known as
"Comet" Hale-Bopp.

Geez..it MUST be Millenial Fever setting in.

Don

==================================================================

>Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com
>
>From:   Name@Withheld
>To:     artbell@aol.com
>Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

...

>
>        I had found a direct link-up to the Hubble space telescope.
Not only
>that, but it was pointed directly at the comet Hale-Bopp.  The
program was
>running some kind of analysis.  Taking directional notes,
projecting path of
>travel, etc.  After realizing what I had discovered, I started
searching and
>came across an e-mail data trail that led directly to the office of
the Pope
>himself.  What was discussed, I cannot know.

...

>        I found out about a week later through some old friends and
contacts
>that a contract had been placed on my life. Two days later my
mother and
>father were killed in a car crash in France.  Three days after that, my
>brother and sister were killed when their single engine plane went
down on
>
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---

Ho Ho Ho...Christmas is only a few weeks away. :-)
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 19:14:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:54:57 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Just a minor point, but in a dispute I'm definitely not getting into
Dave Rudiak wrote

> > Col. Walker Holler, C/O of the Army Office of Ordnance Research, said the
> > story was false.  OOR was looking for such objects, with the aid of famed
> > astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, but none had been discovered.  An unidentified
> > source close to the OOR, however, told the Times the story was true and
> > LaPaz was indeed involved. [N.Y. Times, 8/29/54]  La Paz reiterated that
> > the purpose of the project was to look for natural space platforms.

And Ed Stewart asked:

> Irrespective of every identifiable source stating that La Paz was not
> involved, UP misquoting the original Aviation Week article and adding a
> couple more interesting notes not found in the original, we have this
> unidentified source "close" to the OOR that still gets quoted. What does
> "close" mean? He sold pizza outsides the gates?"
>

"Close to" is journalist-ese for someone who's part of the organization
but doesn't want to be identified. When there's a reference to someone
close to a named individual, then the quote very likely comes from that
individual. For instance, if the New York Times reports that someone
"close to the President" said something, the quote very likely comes
from the President, speaking not for attribution.

Behind this practice is a game that goes on between journalists and
sources. It's especially prevalent in Washington, but I've played it
myself in the music business. You interview someone for publication, and
they may very well place their remarks in three different categories,
"on the record," "not for attribution," and "off the record." On the
record means you can quote them by name. Off the record means you can't
quote them at all. Not for attribution is the most interesting of the
three -- it means you <can> use the quote, but you can't pin it on the
person who said it!

Very commonly, I'd be interviewing a record company president who'd say
some things for publication, and other things -- usually the most
revealing stuff -- not. So then I'd bargain. Could any of it be printed,
not for attribution? If so, I'd have the president of Mercury Records
saying things with his name attached, and then "a source close to
Mercury" saying other, much more interesting stuff. (The <most>
interesting things, of course, I couldn't print at all.)

In Washington, as I said, this is a manic sport, due to the common
practice of people advancing their careers or political agendas by
leaking information. The leaks, of course, are always anonymous.
Everybody needs to appear well-behaved in public. But if you see an
interview with Clinton with a few juicy quotes attributed to "a source
close to the President," the likelihood is that Clinton said them and
wanted them printed, but just didn't want his name attached.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 20:55:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:56:32 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-13 02:39:12 EST, Ed Stewart wrote:

<< That goes against all we know regarding crash recovery operational
 <procedures. When an airplane crashes, the recovered material is taken to
 <one site only, laid out systematically so that there is an opportunity
 <to reconstruct the crashed vehicle and hopefully help to determine what
 <caused the crash. You don't take the crashed remnants to separate
 <geographically dispersed areas. I think any evidence suggesting that the
 <crashed recovered material was taken to separate locations should be
 <regarded as highly suspect. That is not the way that crashed airplanes
 <are handled. Why would it be different for something unknown in 1947? >>

I should have made this clearer. One of the bodies went to Lowry because, at
the time, Lowry housed the Army mortuary service and they were supposedly
looking at the best ways of perserving without altering.

An I-beam was eventually shown to a Dr. Lytle, who was an expert in codes. I
suppose they thought he might figure something out from the symbols, but
we're dealing with a new language and not a code so I don't see what they
expected him to do.

Later, much later, material was sent out to take a look at the material, with
an eye on figuring it out.

All this is long after the fact, and not that it, meaning the wreckage was
scattered to the wind.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

OMNI On the Internet (Dec. 15 - 21)

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 18:38:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:54:09 -0500
Subject: OMNI On the Internet (Dec. 15 - 21)

---------------------
Forwarded message:
Subj:    OMNI On the Internet (Dec. 15 - 21)
Date:    96-12-13 18:09:00 EST
From:    OMNI Chat

O M N I
On the Internet
http://www.omnimag.com
<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=
To attend chats, click on the text highlighting the chat
near the bottom of the OMNI on the Internet home page.
==========================
If you'd like to stop receiving this newsletter, click on "Reply," type
STOP,  and click on "Send." We'll remove you from our mailing list
immediately.

This Week's Online Features, Chats and Surveys!

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

Alt.Med!

With today's rising costs more patients are turning to virtual medical
information for their health care. We have some sage advice to offer about
medicine via the net and some of the best connections you can find on
the web at...

http://www.omnimag.com/columns/alt_med/

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Sunday <=*= December 15, 1996 <=*= 10:00 PM ET

LIVE: In the INFINITIES Chat: Phillip Shabecoff, veteran environmentalist
and author of A New Name For Peace, discusses International
Environmentalism and Democracy.

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Monday <=*= December 16, 1996 <=*= 9 PM ET

Live In E-Media: OMNI chats with Bob Bejan, executive producer of the
Microsoft Network, on the mega-company's next moves.

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=< ===== <=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

UFO Activist Defense Fund!

John Ford, a radical UFO activist, hasn't been abducted lately but he has
been arrested. Read about his legal difficulties and how his friends are
trying to help him at ...

http://www.omnimag.com/antimatter/12_96/3.html

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Tuesday <=*= December 17, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET
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Live In Our High Strangeness Chat: Ingo Swann, renowned for his work in
remote viewings, discusses martian apparitions and what their messages
mean for mankind.

Stay tuned for our OPEN CHAT from 11 PM -MIDNIGHT ET.

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=< ===== <=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

IN the BRAIN, the PAIN'S MAINLY the SAME

Though some pain may still be only in your mind, scientists can now see
what it feels like when you burn a finger or freeze your nose.  Have a look
at what makes you go "Ow!" at ...

http://www.omnimag.com/continuum/

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Wednesday <=*= December 18, 1996 <=*= 9 PM ET

LIVE in Breakthrough Medicine: Chair of the department of molecular
biology at the University of Washington, Dr. Lee Hood, chats about
the marriage of computers and biology in the Human Genome Project.

<=<=<=<=<= ===== <=<=<=<=<= ========

Thursday <=*= December 19, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

LIVE in our OMNIVisions Chat: She takes horror to a new level!
Join Poppy Z. Brite as she discusses her recent book Exquisite Corpse.

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Friday <=*= December 20, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

LIVE in our Brainstorms Chat: Clinical Psychologist Joni Johnston teaches
us how to love the way we look.

<=<=<=<=<= ===== <=<=<=<=<= ========

TURN THOSE DULL SATURDAY NIGHTS AROUND!

Join OMNI's thought-provoking OPEN CHATS on the future of science,
culture, and technology. Every Saturday night at 10:00pm

==========================
O M N I
On the Internet
http://www.omnimag.com
<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=
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More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:01:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:25:49 -0500
Subject: More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island

Swiped from Forteana list

FBI says flare near Kennedy likely a meteorite

              NEW YORK (Reuter) - The green flare-like light seen by a
  Saudi airlines crew Thursday near the flight path of doomed TWA
  Flight 800 was most likely a meteor shower, the FBI said Friday.

              FBI agents interviewed the crew because one of the theories
  of what caused the TWA crash is that it could have been brought
  down by a missile.

              The Paris-bound Boeing 747 crashed offshore minutes after
  taking off from Kennedy airport July 17, killing all 230 people
  on board. The cause of the crash has not yet been determined and
  investigators believe other possibilities were a bomb or
  mechanical failure.

              ``We have spoken to meteorologists who said they were
  expecting heavy meteor activity for a couple of days that would
  in fact be reaching its peak today,'' a spokesman for James
  Kallstrom, head of the FBI's New York office, said.

              ``The best we could determine is that would be the likely
  explanation,'' the spokesman said.

              The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said  Thursday
  that the crew of the 747, flying at about 12,000 feet
  , spotted the green flare while making its approach to Kennedy
  at about 6 a.m. EST.

             The FAA said, however, that the pilot did not feel the plane
  was in jeopardy and simply reported it as a ``sighting.'' The
  plane traveled on to Washington's Dulles International Airport.

              In November, a co-pilot of a Pakistan International Airlines
  plane on a flight path similar to that of the doomed TWA
  jetliner also reported seeing a mysterious streak of light in
  the sky after taking off from New York. The FBI said that the
  most likely explanation for that incident was a meteor shower.
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Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 00:58:17 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:27:28 -0500
Subject: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

>>  Sorry, it doesn't work that way. This is what they should have done
>>  *first*, before hyping the story.
>
>I agree.
>
>Rebecca
>>

   You wouldn't agree if you had stock holdings in Mead Telescope Co.
   :)

   ~Pat~
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Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:13:01 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:28:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
From: Brian Zeiler <bdzeiler@anet-chi.com>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

>From: Masinaigan@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 20:56:45 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

>Hi, EBK!
>
>     Here we go again!  At 6:40 p.m. this evening, Thursday, December 12,
>CNN reported that a Saudi jetliner encountered a UFO over Moriches
>Bay on the southern short of Long Island.  The encounter reportedly
>happened at 6 a.m., shortly after the plane's takeoff from Kennedy
>International Airport.  The pilot described the UFO as "a greenish
>white light with a long tail."  The FBI reportedly debriefed the Saudi
>flight crew when they arrived at their destination, Dulles International
>Airport outside Washington, D.C. at 7:30 a.m.  I'll send more details
>as they become available.

I just pulled this from the CNN page at
http://www.cnn.com/US/9612/12/briefs.pm/saudi.html

Does anybody know about this supposed "meteor shower" that keeps resulting
in people seeing green streaks outside Kennedy airport?  This is the second
one since the TWA incident!!!!  I can't find my Dec. "Astronomy" magazine,
but I think the Geminids already peaked, did they not?
_____________

FBI probes reported
                     sighting off New York
                     coast

                     December 12, 1996
                     Web posted at: 11:50 p.m. EST

                     NEW YORK (CNN) -- A Saudi
                     Arabian Airlines crew reported
                     sighting a bright greenish object
                     streaking by their plane as it
                     approached Kennedy Airport Thursday morning.

                     The FBI investigated the report for clues in the
                     still-unsolved crash of TWA Flight 800, but found
                     nothing "of great concern." The possibility that a missile
                     brought down the TWA Flight 800 is still being
                     considered by crash investigators, despite lack of
                     physical evidence.

                     The Saudi jetliner, like the TWA plane, was a Boeing
                     747. It was approaching Kennedy airport at about 12,000
                     feet when the object appeared on radar. At least one
                     crew member saw the object from the cockpit window
                     for about two seconds.

                     The FBI said the sighting can probably be attributed to a
                     meteor shower under way.
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Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:37:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:26:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:
>
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:20:04 -0800
> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Archival Research/Foo Fighters
> References: <2.2.32.19961212082712.006c2910@globalserve.net>

>  Hi Graham

>    Re: FOO-FIGHTER

>    That was just an example used to illustrate the difficulties of
> finding items at government archives.  CAUS approached the problem was:
> the origin of the term "foo-fighter" was the 415th Night Fighter Squadron
> (NFS); therefore, look at the 415th NFS unit history which did indeed
> yeild results.  There was, as pointed out, no "foo-fighter" files,
> however.

> Jeff Lindell is probably the most knowledgeable person in this area.  He
> has hundreds of hours of taped interviews with World War II aircrews on
> the subject.

> Quite by accident we obtained Andy Roberts' "foo-fighter" files.  These
> too contained valuable material.

> We have also obtained all the operations and intelligence reports and
> unit histories for all US night fighter squadrons in 1944-5 (except the
> 6th NFS which has already been screened.)  We also have the XX Bomber
> Command Mission 1945 reports for the Pacific which refer some incidents
> of "balls of fire."

> In my article in IUR (see, Nick's OPRTK or CUFOS Home Pages) I quote
> intelligence documents on daylight "foo-fighters"--the small discs and
> the "crystal balls."  HQ, AAF had denied the knowledge of "crystal ball"
> foo fighters in a later New York TIMES story.

> We have prepared a preliminary report on World War II mysteries.  Jeff
> Lindell has submitted an article on his studies, Barry Greenwood on the
> "Battle of Los Angeles", Anders Liljegern on summaries Overflights 1944
> and Overflights 1945 from the Swedish Military archives and also a
> preliminary chronology from published sources, and I was to submit some
> of the document in my collection.  Hopefully this will still happen.

> Jan Aldrich, Project 1947

Jan

I was wondering if you were familiar with Ivan Sanderson's material on
what should
also be listed under the rubric of "foo fighters" which he describes in
his book
Uninvited Visitors chapter II page 19-22.  During WWII he served as a
British counter-intelligence agent in the Carribean and describes a
British army units' ground engagement in Curacao with an object which
later took off into the sky.  It perfectly fits the description of a foo
fighter.  I'd love to see the intelligence report on this, he dates it
to just before the invasion of Holland.  He also personally had a
experince with such an object and reported it through his own
intelligence channels, yet he states that he was told to desist by his
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intelligence HQ from reporting aerial green lights.  This was a most
peculiar request "from the absolute top chaps of my service in London".
Unless of course they had a handle on it already or were pursuing the
investigation by other means.

The absence, at least in the literature I have seen to date, of what I
would term an appropriate
investigation and analysis on the part of the military and intelligence
agencies during WWII, of this phenomenon in its varied manifestations is
peculiar to say the least.

I have a particular interest in this subject.  I would appreciate if you
could let me know when and where your manuscript will be published.

Thanks,

Gary
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 12:09:50 cst
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:11:12 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

John Powell wrote:

>I think it would be an interesting idea to have all abductees perform an
>IdentiKit.  Such a process would be close to singularly objective.

     I personally don't think uniformity of entity descriptions by
     abductees necessarily proves anything.

     For instance, if a random group of people were asked to use an
     Identikit to create a likeness of Santa Claus (in the holiday spirit),
     I suspect that there would be a fairly high degree of uniformity in
     the results -- even though there is no single "accurate" portrait of
     this imaginary character.

     Since there is such undeniable cultural consciousness of the
     archetypal "gray" aliens (based on publicized abductee descriptions),
     I suspect that any random group of Identikit-equipped test subjects
     asked to provide a picture of what aliens look like would undoubtedly
     provide a fairly uniform portrait of the classic "gray" aliens.

     In short, cultural contamination of abduction lore through widespread
     media exposure has rendered uniform entity descriptions by
     self-proclaimed abductees useless as evidence for the phenomenon.

     Regards,

     Vince
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Skywatch: WANTED: files/info related to Leonard

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:11:24 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:31:06 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: WANTED: files/info related to Leonard

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
Date:          Fri, 29 Nov 1996 00:28:56 -0800
To:            skywatch@wic.net
From:          Michael Bessee <bessee@spiritone.com>
Subject:       WANTED: files/info related to Leonard Stringfield

research for privately funded Public Cable Access program related to the
UFO phenomenon needs a bio or related files regardinf the life and times
of Leonard Stringfield and his involvement in the UFO community.

Please forward any relevant files/info to:    bessee@spiritone.com

                                Tnaks, MB
         ***************************************************************
         ** * This message originates from UFO Online BBS - Portland,
         OR, USA*
         ***************************************************************
         **

----------------------------------------------
            Skywatch International, Inc.
               skywatch@wic.net
"Strange is sometimes stranger when it's true"
  For latest UFO and Paranormal information
 Site: http://www.wic.net/colonel/ufopage.htm
----------------------------------------------
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Editors choice award for IF website

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:09:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:09:38 -0500
Subject: Editors choice award for IF website

ebk
___________________________________________

To: updates@globalserve.net
From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Subject: Editors choice award for IF website
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:35:51 -0500

Hi Errol,

Just wanted to share this, it's really nice to get recognition from ones
own peers. It was a ton of hard work to create the IF website and it's
gratifying to have that work acknowledged.

John
-------------------
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 00:15:00 -0800
X-Sender: alkiguy1@popd.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
From: Glen Boyd <alkiguy1@ix10.ix.netcom.com>
Subject: Hopkins Site is my Millennium Matters editors choice

Hey John.
Haven't talked to you in awhile and I've got some good news. I have chosen
your site as my "Editors Choice" for the Millennium Matters e-zine "Oracle".
We do this every two months for the Oracle zine...each topic page editor
(there are five of us...my "UFOrmation" page is part of the larger
Millennium Matters site) picks his favorite.

Anyway, you'll find my review up on MM's Oracle. To get there, go to my
site from your own links page and click on the Oracle icon at the bottom of
the page. There is also a "MM editors choice" award there which you can add
to your page if desired.

http://www.m-m.org/~jz/oracle.html

Glen

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:30:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:30:13 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

>No, I don't call it support and I hope you're not here seeking or
>hoping for any theraputic assistance as this is the wrong group of
>people and the wrong venue for such.

John,

This venue is for the study of UFO related phenomena - all of
them. If theraputic assistance is part of the study then so be it.
Please try not to restrict the parameters here.

ebk
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Are there habitable moons around extrasolar Jovian

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 07:25:41 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:08:50 -0500
Subject: Are there habitable moons around extrasolar Jovian

Forwarded message:

To: seti@mailbase.ac.uk
From: Larry Klaes <LarryK@Microsys.com>
Subject: Are there habitable moons around extrasolar Jovian planets?
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 09:37:24 -0500
Sender: seti-request@mailbase.ac.uk

From: Larry Klaes <LarryK@Microsys.com>, on 12/12/96 5:22 PM:
To: Andy, Bill, Chip, Corenna, David, Donc, Drew, Jeff, Lynn, Mark, Roland,
Roxanne, SK, Tom

Douglas Isbell
Headquarters, Washington, DC               December 12, 1996
(Phone: 202/358-1753)

Mary Beth Murrill
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
(Phone: 818/354-5011)

RELEASE: 96-255

BIG ICY MOON OF JUPITER FOUND TO HAVE
A 'VOICE' AFTER ALL; EUROPA FLYBY NEXT FOR GALILEO

     Jupiter's big moon Ganymede is not only the size of a
planet -- it sounds like one too, as heard in audio
recordings made from data returned by NASA's Galileo
spacecraft released today.

     Characterized by a soaring whistle and hissing static,
Ganymede's song reveals that the Solar System's largest moon
is also the only one known to possess a planet-like, self-
generated magnetic cocoon called a magnetosphere, which
shields the moon from the magnetic influence of its giant
parent body, Jupiter.

     Published in the scientific journal Nature this week,
these new Galileo findings and other measurements from
several Galileo sensors were presented today in a news
briefing held at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
Pasadena, CA. Taken together, scientists say the new Ganymede
findings are painting a portrait of a body that from the
inside out closely resembles a planet like Earth rather than
other moons in the Solar System.

     "The data we get back is in the form of a spectrogram,
and reading it is kind of like looking at a musical score,"
said Dr. Donald Gurnett, University of Iowa physicist and
principal investigator on Galileo's plasma wave instrument.
It was his experiment that first detected the telltale
signals of a magnetosphere during the spacecraft's close
flybys of that moon on June 27 and Sept. 6.

     Gurnett said the unique pattern of frequencies his
instrument detected is characteristic of a magnetosphere and
closely matches his previous studies of the magnetospheres of
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Earth, Saturn and Jupiter. "The instant I saw the
spectrogram, I could tell we had passed through a
magnetosphere at Ganymede," Gurnett said.

     Describing the electromagnetic wave activity that his
experiment detected at Ganymede, Gurnett said the approach to
the large moon was relatively quiet, "until all of a sudden,
there's a big burst of noise that signals the entry into
Ganymede's magnetosphere. Then, for about 50 minutes, we
detected the kinds of noises that are typical of a passage
through a magnetosphere. As we exited the magnetosphere,
there was another big burst of noise."

     Gurnett checked with Dr. Margaret Kivelson of the
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), principal
investigator for the magnetometer experiment on the
spacecraft. Kivelson confirmed the detection of a large
increase in magnetic field strength near Ganymede. Related
data from the two close flybys have confirmed that Ganymede
has a magnetic field of its own.

     Using extremely precise data from tracking the
spacecraft, investigators on Galileo's celestial mechanics
team also have been able to confirm that Ganymede's interior
is differentiated, probably having a three-layer structure.
"These data show clearly that Ganymede has differentiated
into a core and mantle, which is in turn enclosed by an ice
shell," said JPL planetary scientist Dr. John Anderson, team
leader on the Galileo radio science experiment.

     "Combined with the discovery of an intrinsic magnetic
field, our gravity results indicate that Ganymede has a
metallic core about 250 to 800 miles in," said Anderson.
"This is surrounded by a rocky silicate mantle, which is in
turn enclosed by an ice shell about 500 miles thick.
Depending on whether the core is pure iron or an alloy of
iron and iron sulfide, it could account for as little as 1.4
percent or as much as one-third of the total mass of
Ganymede."

     This differentiated structure is the most likely cause
of Ganymede's newly discovered magnetic field, which in turn
gives rise to the magnetosphere, reported UCLA geophysicist
Dr. Gerald Schubert, an interdisciplinary investigator on
Galileo's science team. Scientists suspect Ganymede's
magnetic field is generated the same way as Earth's, through
the dynamo action of the fluid mantle rotating above a
metallic core. The only other solid bodies in the Solar
System known to have magnetic fields are Mercury, Earth and
possibly Jupiter's volcanic moon Io.

     "At Ganymede, the magnetic field is strong enough to
carve out a magnetosphere with clearly defined boundaries
within Jupiter's magnetosphere, making it the only
'magnetosphere within a magnetosphere' known in the Solar
System," Kivelson said.

     The strong magnetic characteristics of Ganymede, in
combination with its residence within Jupiter's powerful
magnetosphere, make the Jovian environment even more
intriguing, said Galileo project scientists Dr. Torrence V.
Johnson. "The physics taking place within Jupiter's
magnetosphere are of great interest to scientists attempting
to understand the complex interplay of magnetic forces and
matter throughout the universe," he said.

     Data from the plasma wave instrument can be heard and
seen on the Galileo home page at the following URL:

             http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo

     Newly received Galileo images of Jupiter's moon Callisto
and one of Europa also were released at the briefing.
Scientists were surprised by the lack of small craters
visible in the images. Some small craters appear to have been
softened or modified by downslope movement of debris,
revealing ice-rich surfaces.

    Galileo's next moon encounter occurs Dec. 18-19, when the
spacecraft makes its first close approach to Europa, the moon
thought to harbor a liquid ocean beneath its icy surface.

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo
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Results from that flyby will be radioed to Earth starting in
the last half of December through early February.

     The Europa image received from the spacecraft earlier
this week shows the cracked surface of this moon in greater
detail than it has been seen before. The new image shows an
area 150 miles by 140 miles that has been highly disrupted by
fractures and ridges.

    Arizona State University planetary scientist Dr. Kelly
Bender of Galileo's imaging team said that symmetric ridges
in the dark bands suggest that Europa's surface crust was
separated and filled with darker material, somewhat analogous
to spreading centers in the ocean basins of Earth. Although
some impact craters are visible, their general absence
indicates a youthful surface, she said.

     The youngest ridges, such as the two features that cross
the center of the picture, have central fractures, aligned
knobs, and irregular dark patches. These and other features
could indicate cryovolcanism, or processes related to
eruption of ice and gases.

     Galileo was launched in 1989 and entered orbit around
Jupiter Dec. 7, 1995. The Galileo mission is managed by JPL
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 09:52:14 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:34:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

>Art on the other hand appears to be sticking to the Hale Bopp is weird and
>has a giant something with it.

On the OTHER other hand, last time I checked, Art also had a still of the
monster from the 1960 film "The Angry Red Planet" on his website--billed as
a "possible picture of the chupacabras."

Bruce W.
Watching the skies
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Re: Abduction Question

From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 13:54:14 cst
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:11:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Abduction Question

     John Velez wrote:

>Jorgen, the connection that you're trying to make here, (military
>involvement in abductions) is to me, on the face of it a complete
>impossibility. They could NEVER get away with it.

>Aside from the fact that 'someone' would have 'talked' long before now,
>the logistics of such a broad scale operation would require large
>numbers of personel and materials to accomplish.

>Example: personel. Let's say that you manage to recruit a few psychotics
>that are willing to help you kidnap citizens (and) keep their loyal mouths
>shut about it. Then I assume that you propose that these humans are either
>carrying out the abductions in conjunction with the aliens, or... by
>themselves, using 'alien technology' ie; flying saucers.

>Then we multiply this number in order to reach the minimum required to
>conduct hundreds or thousands of these abductions. Do you see where I'm
>going with this Jorgen? It's just physically impossible. They would have
>to employ so many people that someone somewhere would have blown the
>whistle on it ages ago. Even if only to make a few bucks on the lecture
>circuit! <G>

>I would believe that [some folks], [here and there] have been snatched in
>the night by operatives of some intelligence group or other for monitoring
>purposes, or to see if they can add information to their alien technology
>database. (I believe something like that happened to my friend Debbie
>Jordan, from "Intruders") But I don't for a minute think that its possible
>to pull something like that off of a large scale. It would involve too
>many people, that, in itself would be its major weakness and prove to be
>the source of its downfall. It would just become too "messy" and
>cumbersome an operation.

     Hi John,

     The same logistical problem you describe (excluding the need for
     "human" secrecy) would be just as applicable to the "alien abduction"
     scenario, wouldn't it?

     While any hypothetical alien supertechnology may be impressively
     dependable, I can't conceive of even advanced alien technology totally
     overcoming the ironclad principles of Murphy's Law.

     Regards,

     Vince
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Early Results From ISO

From: <awyn@cybercom.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 08:26:26 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:31:51 -0500
Subject: Early Results From ISO

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 22:00:54 -0500
From: LKlaes@aol.com
Reply-To: seti@mailbase.ac.uk
To: seti@mailbase.ac.uk
Subject: Fwd: Early Results From ISO

---------------------
Forwarded message:
From:   baalke@kelvin.jpl.nasa.gov (Ron Baalke)
Sender: SEDSNEWS@TAMVM1.TAMU.EDU (News about Space from SEDS)
Reply-to:       SEDSNEWS@TAMVM1.TAMU.EDU (News about Space from SEDS)
To:     SEDSNEWS@TAMVM1.TAMU.EDU (Multiple recipients of list SEDSNEWS)
Date: 96-12-11 17:34:05 EST

European Space Agency
Paris, France                   28 November 1996

PRESS INFORMATION NOTE Nr. 21-96

Enthusiasm for Europe's space telescope ISO

A special issue of the journal Astronomy and Astrophysics, published in the
latter part of November 1996, is devoted to early results from the European
Space Agency's Infrared Space Observatory. Ninety-one scientific papers tell
of unprecedented inspections of the cool universe and its hidden corners, as
ISO and its four excellent instruments rewrite the astronomical textbooks.

"Are the most luminous galaxies powered by extreme rates of star formation,
or do they harbour black-hole-powered active nuclei as well?" Scientists
lead by Reinhard Genzel at Max Planck Institut fur extra terrestrische
Physik in Garching, Germany, have used ISO's Short Wavelength Spectrometer
to give an answer. Writing in the London journal Nature, an independent
commentator, Gerry Gilmore of the Institute of Astronomy in Cambridge,
considers that their papers in Astronomy and Astrophysics give a clear
answer to this question. The "remarkable result" according to Gilmore is
that none of three ultra-luminous infrared galaxies studied by ISO requires
an active nucleus to account for the emissions, which arise from rapid star
formation. About another ISO target Gilmore writes:

"In one lovely example, of two intersecting disk galaxies known as the
Antennae, it is even possible to resolve the spot where the two disks
currently cross, and to see the progression of star formation across the
disk as the two galaxies orbit through each other." (Nature, 21 November
1996, p. 211)

One year after its launch, ISO is exceptionally popular among astronomers,
not only in Europe but worldwide. A panel of American astronomers, reporting
to NASA on the scientific merits of eight astrophysical space missions,
gives ISO the highest ranking and calls it "the major infrared mission of
the decade". At a time when NASA is reducing its budgets for some
astrophysical missions, its funding of ISO-related research is increasing.

The demand for a share in ISO's unique view of the infrared universe is
insatiable. ESA has been overwhelmed by new proposals for observations,
coming from 511 groups of astronomers in ESA's own Member States and in the
USA and Japan. Although ISO is extremely efficient, performing an average of
45 observations a day, it could not cope with 16,000 observations requested
as additions to ISO's already busy programme for 1997. The time allocation
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committee has had to turn down 75 per cent of the proposed observations.
Nevertheless the allocations announced this month will meet the wishes of
most groups of applicants at least in part.

ISO is now about half way through its operating life. An Ariane 44P launcher
put it into orbit on 17 November 1995. ISO's superfluid helium which keeps
the telescope and instruments cold, will last about six months longer than
required in the specification. Operations are expected to continue until
December 1997, with the benefit that the chemically rich and starmaking
clouds of the important Orion region of the sky will be observable by ISO.

Tracing the origin of planets

Observations of the Antennae galaxies, and some of the other ISO results now
described in full technical detail in Astronomy and Astrophysics, were
outlined in earlier ESA Information Notes, 02-96 and 14-96. These include
examinations of star formation in many galaxies and within dust clouds in
our own Galaxy, the Milky Way. ISO has also given a big boost to
astrochemistry by identifying infrared signatures of many materials, which
play a physical as well as a chemical role in the evolution of galaxies and
stars. The materials seen by ISO include ionized carbon atoms, sooty carbon
compounds, hydrogen molecules, water molecules, and frozen carbon dioxide
and methane. The latest results tell of mineral crystals, which may shed
light on the origin of the Earth itself.

Disks of dust around some stars, of the kind from which planets might
evolve, were a major discovery in infrared astronomy by ISO's predecessor,
the Dutch US UK satellite IRAS (1983). The prototype was the bright northern
star Vega. It showed excess emissions of long-wavelength infrared rays,
which could not come from the star itself. Subsequent studies confirmed the
dust disks of Vega and a few other stars, and the search for more such disks
is a major programme for ISO, relying particularly on measurements by the
photometer ISOPHOT across a wide range of infrared wavelengths.

Several new candidate Vega-like dust disks are reported in Astronomy and
Astrophysics by Harm Habing of Leiden in the Netherlands, and his
colleagues. Their preliminary conclusion is that the dust disks are a common
feature of ordinary stars as massive as the Sun or heavier, but they are by
no means ubiquitous. Further measurements on Vega itself show relatively low
emissions at the longest wavelengths, which implies that the dust grains are
small.

In a related programme, a Belgian-led team has used ISO's Short-Wavelength
Spectrometer to probe the composition of dust near very young stars. It
reports the discovery of crystals of olivine, a silicate mineral and a major
constituent of the Earth's own rocky mantle. The firm detection of olivine
crystals builds a bridge from the stars to the minerals of the solar system.

Most mineral grains in interstellar space lack the crystalline forms of
common minerals, even if they have the same chemical composition. Hints of
infrared emissions from olivine crystals, detected by ground-based
telescopes at around 11 microns wavelength, are confused by emissions coming
also from carbon compounds. ISO, with its unhampered view at longer
wavelengths, sees signatures of magnesium-rich olivine crystals at 20, 24
and 34 microns.

The minerals crystallize when gravity concentrates them near a young star,
and intense radiation from the star modifies the grains. ISO also sees
similar materials in the dust shells of old stars, in a project headed by
the Dutch astronomer Rens Waters, who is also closely involved in the work
on young stars. Apparently the mineral crystals do not survive in
interstellar space, but have to be refashioned near young stars.

The most clear-cut evidence for olivine crystals comes from the vicinity of
HD 100546, a young blue star about 500 light-years away near the Southern
Cross. It is thought to be only a few million years old and it is a strong
infrared emitter. The star also shows peculiar ultraviolet absorptions,
recorded by the NASA ESA UK International Ultraviolet Explorer, which
apparently result from comets or asteroids splashing into HD 100546.

"A tremendous cloud of comets seems to surround this young star," says
Christoffel Waelkens of Leuven, Belgium, who leads the project that
discovered the olivine crystals. "We believe that it was from just such a
comet cloud, around the young Sun, that the Earth and the other planets were
born. Now we compare notes with colleagues who study minerals in our local
comets and meteorites. ISO has seen olivine in Comet Hale-Bopp. So not the
least of ISO's successes is a reunification of stellar astrophysics and
solar-system science."

Newborn stars and stellar jets
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Astronomers in Stockholm, Sweden, are the lead authors of papers concerning
the search for newborn stars and related phenomena in the southern
constellation Chamaeleon. At about 800 light-years a feature called the
Chamaeleon Dark Clouds, sprawling across more than one degree of the sky, is
one of the closest regions of present-day star formation. The camera ISOCAM
has obtained more than 23,000 images of the region, in two wavelength bands
around 7 and 15 microns. Out of hundreds of objects detected, the team
identified 65 young stars, of which more than 40 per cent were not
previously known.

Another lead author from Stockholm reports on the use of ISO's
Long-Wavelength Spectrometer to examine a strange luminous patch in the
Chamaeleon Dark Clouds called HH 54. It is a Herbig-Haro object, named after
an American and a Mexican astronomer, in which a jet of gas from a very
young star creates luminosity by shock waves, at a great distance from the
star. ISO has for the first time detected emissions from water vapour in an
HH object.

This result not only confirms ISO's pioneering role as a cosmic water
diviner, but gives new insight into the mechanisms creating the HH object.
Practically all of the energy of a 10 kilometre-per-second shock is
dissipated by infrared emissions from water vapour, hydroxyl and carbon
monoxide molecules. A related paper, with a lead author from Frascati,
Italy, compares HH 54 with other nearby objects HH 52 and HH 53, again using
the Long-Wavelength Spectrometer. A conclusion is that HH 54 is energized by
a young star different from the one that may be responsible for the other
two objects.

"The 91 papers published this month, covering observations from planets to
galaxies, are still only a foretaste of many hundreds to be expected as the
observing programmes and the data-processing mature," says Martin Kessler,
ISO's project scientist based at Villafranca, Spain. "For example, ISOCAM is
engaged on a systematic survey of a section of the Milky Way. In Astronomy
and Astrophysics only one per cent of the survey is reported yet already
there are thousands of infrared sources and plenty of surprises. Although
ISO has only one more year of operation, its impact on astronomy will
continue for many years."

For further information about ISO contact:

ESA PR (Paris): Simon Vermeer +33 1 5369 7106
ESA Project Scientist: Dr Martin Kessler +34 1 813 1253
Principal Investigator, Camera (ISOCAM): Prof. Catherine Cesarsky +33 1 6908
7515
Principal Investigator, Photometer (ISOPHOT): Prof. Dietrich Lemke +49 6221
528259
Principal Investigator, Short-Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS): Dr Thijs de
Graauw +31 50 363 4074
Principal Investigator, Long-Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS): Prof. Peter
Clegg +44 171 975 5038

For further information on the science discussed in this press release
contact :

The Nature article summarising the Astronomy and Astrophysics papers Dr
Gerry Gilmore, +44 1 223 337 548
What powers ultraluminous galaxies ? Prof. Reinhard Genzel +49 89 329 93280
The Antenna interacting galaxies Dr Laurent Vigroux + 33 1 69 08 65 77
Vega-like dust disks around stars Prof. Harm Habing + 31 71 527 5803
Dust shells around old stars Dr Rens Waters + 31 20 525 7468
Clouds of Comets around the star HD 100546 Prof. Christoffel Waelkens +32 16
32 70 36
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Re: Archival Research

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 10:41:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:12:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 03:32:37 -0400
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Archival Research
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Kudos to Jan Aldrich for his fine report on available archival materials.
> Another word not used by the USAF was Corona. The MAXWELL AFB files (where the
> Blue Book Files were then located) had a number of listings for UFO in the
> various base and group histories card index.. separate from the Blue Book
> material. Unfortunately many of those were classified 20 years ago when I
first
> looked and some were still classified less than 10 years ago.

Stan, you will happy to know that these unit histories are now
declassified or the staff will extract the ufo portions on request.

The staff at Maxwell AFB was most helpful.  Generally, most items can be
declassified almost "on the spot."  The USAF can not declassified SECRET
Formerly Restricted Data (SFRD) or SECRET Restricted Data (SRD) as these
classifications are for nuclear weapons data and can only be declassified
the Department of Energy.  Accident and crash data are considered
privileged and out of sensitivity to relatives are generally not
available.  The staff can generally find  "work arounds" for SFRD, SRD,
and privileged information.  The same is true for microfilm records.  I
have order almost 50 rolls of microfilm since my visit to Maxwell AFB and
had no trouble to date.

Unit histories were most extensive in the early 1950s (also, ufo coverage
in histories was at its peak 1951-3).  In the 1960s an USAF form which
abbreviated the process was introducted and much of the color went out of
the histories.  In the late 1940s unit histories are sketchy or
non-existent.

OSI investigations are never discussed.  Generally, only a statement to
the effect that "The local OSI office conducted several investigations of
security and non security matters during the reporting period."

Unit histories are a fertile area for further research.  Sometimes only
that fact that ufos were sighted is recorded, but generally in the
footnotes the location of such reports in unit files or the disposition
of such reports is recorded.  Once again, some reports apparently were
not in the Blue Book files.

>There was for
> example Project Pinball.. re UFO observations in Alaska way back around
> l950 as I recall.

>STF

I was very interested in finding out about "gizmos," radar "ghosts" from
the late 1940s.  Almost no references exist.  Unit histories, to date,
have not been much help as they are rather meager for this period.

Aircraft warning and control units in the 1950s reported large numbers of
unidentified target that were never resolved.  These were put down to
operator inexperience, natural phenomena, or aircraft not following
flight plans.  Since the characteristics were not ufos, they were not
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reported as such.  Could these targets be matched with ufo reports?
Well, they didn't make it to Blue Book so no one will know.

Project Pinball is mentioned into the late 1950s in the unit histories of
the 5004th Air Intelligence Service Squadron.  FIOA requests reveal that
institution memory of this project is gone.  Documents indicate that
Pinball "tracks" were thought to be Soviet probes of the US radar
defenses.  (Wrangell Island seemed to be a favorite Soviet target.) Since
this radar data was apparently saved for future analysis, these files
could indeed have some value ufowise.

Jan Aldrich, Project 1947
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Nuclear Debris Lands on Chile?

From: magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 09:45:26 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:33:54 -0500
Subject: Nuclear Debris Lands on Chile?

     Media Ignores Real Fate of Failed
     Russian Probe?
     by Kristi Coale and James Glave

     A nuclear cloud hangs over the failed Russian Mars
     space probe, and most of the US media is looking the
     other way. That's the assessment of nuclear activists
     and watchdogs familiar with the true details of Mars 96's
     fiery re-entry and breakup into Earth's atmosphere.

     The craft was originally reported to have fallen
     harmlessly into the South Pacific near Australia.
     However, the probe, powered with a half-pound of highly
     radioactive Plutonium 238 pellets, broke up in the
     atmosphere over South America on 16 November and
     rained down on Chile and southern Bolivia, according to
     a 4 December report in the Boston Globe.

     The Globe story said the US Space Command waited
     until 27 November to reveal that its original predictions
     of an ocean landing had been wrong and that "pieces of
     it may have hit Chile or Bolvia."

     Plutonium 238 has a shorter half-life and generates a
     good deal more radioactivity than standard
     weapons-grade Plutonium 239.

     "You have this shit drop as it did, who knows where the
     hell it spread," said Karl Grossman, a professor of
     journalism at the State University of New York and
     expert on space journalism. "It's going to be around for a
     couple thousand years. That's a significant problem."

     Grossman characterized the failure of The Wall Street
     Journal, the Washington Post, and The New York Times
     to follow up on the story and report the actual crash area
     as absolutely disgraceful.

     "What we have here is space boosterism," he said.

     "US Space Command wanted to get this off the front
     pages, so they sat on [the news of the actual crash site]
     for 11 days," said Bruce Gagnon, state coordinator of
     the Florida Coalition for Peace and Justice, an activist
     group fighting to keep plutonium out of space.

     "Now, everyone's talking about the hatch that's stuck on
     the space shuttle," Gagnon said.

     Gagnon believes that NASA and the US Space
     Command wanted to downplay the story to keep
     concerns about launching plutonium into space at a
     minimum. Next October, NASA will launch the Cassini
     Probe to explore Saturn. That spacecraft will carry 73
     pounds of Plutonium 238.

     Had word of the terrestrial crash leaked out when the
     Mars probe was still page one news, eyes would have
     turned to Cassini and perhaps placed the project in
     jeopardy, Gagnon said. By sitting on the news, the
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     government keeps the flow of information on plutonium
     in space in small pieces that are easily digested by the
     press, lulling them into a state of complicity over space
     developments, he said.

     "NASA feeds the information to the reporters a little at a
     time, and they get used to the idea. We're now used to
     the idea that we use plutonium in satellites," said
     Gagnon.

     Gagnon said plutonium isn't the only answer; it's what
     NASA and the Department of Energy, which oversees
     certain aspects of the space missions, advance while
     downplaying other sources. For example, solar power is
     a possible source for propellants for satellites. Although
     NASA has issued reports that find solar power
     inadequate for deep space satellites such as Cassini,
     the press has failed to dig deeper, said Gagnon.

     Copyright =A9 1993-96 Wired Ventures, Inc. and affiliated companies.
     All rights reserved.
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 00:41:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:10:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

My friend the Sasquatch wrote:

>Ask yourself next how abductees wend themselves
> to Hopkins, Jacobs and Mack in the first place. Do you honestly think it's
> because previously frustrated psychiatrists and psychologists refer them to
> abductionologists?

As we all know, that's a rhetorical question, so it's hardly necessary
for me to say "No, of course not."

It's easy to see why abductees go to Hopkins, Jacobs, and Mack. Just
read Budd's mail. A consistent stream of letters come from people who
say they've had troubling experiences that the abduction scenario
appears to explain. These people appear, from their letters, to be in
various emotional states. Some are emotionally distressed, some aren't;
some have been in therapy, some haven't. The reason they write to Budd,
though, is that they don't consider their experiences to be an emotional
problem. They think they're a real-world problem. In other words, they
think their experiences are real.

You might disagree. Maybe you think they should seek emotional help.
Maybe you think their belief that their experiences are real is a sign
of emotional trouble. Fine...go argue with them. Maybe some of them do
need psychiatric help. Just last week, Budd referred someone who wrote
to him to a therapist. I spoke to this guy myself. (Newcomers should be
aware that I'm monitoring Budd's work with abductees, as a research
project of my own.) Whatever his abduction situation, he's clearly in
emotional difficulty, and Budd -- rightly, I hope everyone will agree --
doesn't want to talk abduction with people who can barely cope with
everyday life.

One point to emphasize...these letter-writers don't claim to have been
abducted. They say they remember unexplained lights in their bedrooms,
unexplained disappearances when they were children, UFO sightings near
their homes, and, sometimes, the vaguely sensed presence of beings by
their beds. When they come across abduction accounts, they realize that
their experiences fit...but that doesn't make them conclude that they
were abducted. What they all say is "please help me find out whether
this could be the explanation."

And one more thing about therapists. I don't know if it's relevant to
ask if you've ever been in therapy, but I have, and it doesn't surprise
me a bit that abductees -- in fact, anyone with anomalous experiences --
wouldn't mention them to a therapist. You don't, for one thing, bare
your entire soul. For another, you don't want to be ridiculed.
Therapists are only human. If your shrink is a Republican and you're a
Democrat, you might well avoid political discussion, and if you're a
deep believer in the paranormal, you certainly don't talk about that
with everyone. Why would your doctor be an exception?

Now, it's true that abduction memories, whatever their cause, might be
troubling. But if you seriously believe that you've seen weird lights in
your bedroom, what does that have to do with, let's say, trouble with
making romantic commitments? Dennis, you seem to be treating such a
belief -- or verging on treating it -- as a psychiatric problem, or
potentially one, and it just doesn't seem so to the people who have it.
If there's any emotional problem, it might lie in how to talk to other
people about those lights, or whether to, or how not to, if you're
intimate with someone...and how are you going to bring <that> up without
fearing you'll be ridiculed?
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It's interesting to read the psychological literature, to find out
therapists' views of the paranormal. I did; I did a computer search of
psychological journals (keyword "paranormal") and found quite a few
papers. Nearly all of them attempted to prove that paranormal beliefs
were pathological. Or maybe it's more accurate to say that they started
from that view, treating it as an assumption. Anyhow, after reading that
stuff, I'd advise anyone in therapy <not> to bring up any sort of
paranormal experience, even the mildest form of ESP, unless you know for
sure that your therapist is open to it.

Here's where my own experience is relevant. My paranormal interests
became an issue in my own therapy, because I'd kept things like my
lifelong interest in UFOs secret even from my best friends. Clearly,
there's no reason to do that, or not to find friends who'd be
supportive. So it was something to work on.

But my otherwise wonderful shrink had enormous problems with this. The
climax of our difficulties came when I told her I'd had out of body
experiences (for which, as I told her, I'm not making any claims; I
don't know that I really left my body). She was shocked. One problem was
that she'd never heard of such a thing. The second problem was that she
couldn't understand why I wasn't worried about myself. It did no good to
show her that there's a vast literature on OBEs, and that, to anyone
who's read it, the mere fact of having the experience isn't all that
remarkable. She kept shaking her head and coming back to the same point:
"Some of my other patients tell me things like that happen to them, but
they all think they're crazy!"

When we were finally able to talk about this objectively, she agreed
that her reactions had actually been harmful to me, and that they
weren't atypical of people in her field (something certainly borne out
by the journal articles I read). All of which is a lengthy way to tell
you that abductees won't get anywhere telling their therapists about
their abduction beliefs. In fact, they'd be crazy to do so.

On a very different subject, you wrote:

>Privately, I sent you my own theory about abductions possibly being
> related to some sort of abortion guilt/anxiety complex, citing similarities
> between "traditional" greys and culturally absorbed fetal imagery. One thing
> I didn't point out at the time was that such "fetal" imagery is present (and
> therefore available for absorption [and regurgitation]) in numerous other
> contexts as well.

When you sent me this, my response was that it was hard for me to
appreciate. That's because I live in New York, where abortions are
considered relatively unremarkable. Also, it's true, I've never been
involved closely with one, though plenty of women I know have had them.

In any case, I'm not going to get involved in the powerful controversy
that broke out here over this. For me, the idea is far-fetched; I'm
unable to grasp exactly what makes it plausible. To say images are out
there isn't enough; we need to know what makes some images take root the
way the abduction imagery has, while most just float around not
bothering many people. Take the mythology of satanic ritual abuse. Since
fundamentalist Christians talk about Satan so much, it's not surprising
that people start believing in satanists. The pathway from fetal imagery
and abortion guilt to the abduction scenario isn't nearly as simple.

I agree that your theory is testable. The simplest test would be to
survey abductees. Though I do think there are conceptual difficulties.
How do we measure feelings about abortion? How do we quantify abortion
guilt? Exactly what questions do we ask? We'd need a control group, to
make sure that abductees' answers were different from those of the world
at large.

Other tests are tricky. You mentioned comparing the reported abductions
in countries with varying views of abortion. Trouble is, there are other
variables as well. How can we control for factors that might make people
more or less willing to report their supposed abductions?

You also wrote:

>With the emergence of abductees as hapless victims, however, the
> emphasis has significantly shifted. Rather than being grilled and
> questioned, today's abductees are routinely treated with kid's gloves,
> hypnotized and shuttled off to support groups.

"Hapless" is an interesting word in this context. One thing John Powell
and I seem to agree on is that abductees are far from hapless. Nor are
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they encouraged to think of themselves as victims. Nor are they shuttled
off anywhere. They strike me as, on the whole, strong-minded people who
take a large role in shaping what happens to them. Not many of them go
to support groups, to judge from the turnout I've seen at Budd's What
does he get...20 or 30 people tops, maybe less, and not the same ones
each time? It's not as if he's created a tight-knit community of
desperate souls who keep returning to validate their beliefs.

The people who seem to do the hardest grilling and questioning are the
abductees themselves. The ones I've met stress that they didn't easily
accept alien abduction as an explanation for their memories, nor did
they automatically trust what emerged under hypnosis. I grant your point
(which you made more strongly in private) that present-day abductees
aren't expected to take polygraph tests, the way Travis Walton was. But
I think you're treating abductees as far weaker, and far more easily
led, than they actually are.

Greg Sandow
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 05:18:55 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:32:51 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 15:29:03 -0400
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle haven't been
> hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with some very
> strange arguments.

The above should be a big clue that ufology's renowned nuclear
physicist, the original Roswell researcher with 14 years experience in
private industry working on classified programs at the secret level, or
below, for various contractors during the 50s and 60s, and who has
demonstrated what may be interpreted as heroic archival research having
visited 15 archives (but somehow still complaining to be using outdated
inventory lists dating to 1963 with no mention of UFOs, but with the
same stroke of the lip admitting that the Blue Book files have been
available at the archives for the last few years after I pointed it out
from a more contemporary inventory listing which indicates that most of
his heroic archival research is not of recent vintage), really has no
new evidence to support his proclamations related to MJ-12.

Or, for that matter, exercise whatever scientific skills he may have
picked up at the University of Chicago at one time prior to his pursuits
in search of MJ-12.

Friedman continues with:

> Let me look at several:

> 1. Kevin's  argument that since Ike would have known about Roswell, as
Chief of
> Staff in 1947, there would have been no need for a preliminary briefing in
1952
> as the president elect, is an old and faulted one. It might have held if Ike
> had remained as Chief of Staff through 1952. But he had already in June, 1947,
> announced he was stepping down to be tbe President of Colmbia University.

The fact remains that during the alleged Roswell incident, General of
the Army Dwight Eisenhower was the Chief of Staff, was performing as the
Chief of Staff on a daily basis and as such would have been in the loop
and in the know for any major event that would have occurred in July
1947. There is no evidence that Eisenhower was removed from any of his
duties as Chief of Staff, or had his clearance and need-to-know revoked
from him in the discharge of his duties as Chief of Staff. What Friedman
calls a "faulty" argument is nothing more than another unsubstantiated
proclamation by him for which he has never been able to find any
supporting documentation.

[Much irrelevancy SNIPPED]

> Clearly he needed and
> received briefings on National Security matters after his long time out of the
> loop.

There is no doubt in my mind that any elected President would have had
received an onslaught of briefings on National Security matters of all
types. The President of the United States receives such briefings on an
almost, if not, daily basis. It goes with the territory. But again,
there is no evidence to support that any of the briefings that
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Eisenhower would have gotten was related to MJ-12. For Friedman to
assume that Eisenhower received an MJ-12 briefing is pure speculation
and proclamation on his part with no evidence to support his belief
system.

> The CIA has been unable to locate anything related to those briefings.

The innuendo being that whenever those briefings become available, they
would support Friedman's position. To base a claim on an if proposition
is employing faulty logic and has no basis in fact or logic. An example:
If the murder weapon was ever to be found, the suspect would be proved
guilty. Therefore, the suspect is guilty. Fortunately, reality doesn't
work that way inspite of Friedman's arguments that the burden of proof
does not lie with him, but on those that challenge his proclamations and
introduce evidence contrary and non-supportive of his claims.

> 2. I referred to the need for access to classified files re the history of
Area
> 51 and Kevin commented "we do have access to the public records which show no
> evidence of any secret facility in 1954" . To the best of my knowledge public
> records are by definition, not classified. How could they show evidence of
> classified balck matters.

It is done all the time. I suggest you follow-up on Paul McGinnis'
excellent work. His web site is: http://www.frogi.org/secrecy.html.
Also, subscribe to the Skunk-Works mailing list and visit the Federation
of American Scientists (FAS) website at: http://www.fas.org. Anybody
that is interested in government secrecy should be tuned in to those
sources on the web.

> The area is, according to one writer the size of
> Switzerland. A facility for collection, storage, and evaluation of bodies and
> wreckage need not be the size of Switzerland.

An area that size would mostly be within ground zero of the Nevada Test
Site. Groom Lake is but a mere twenty miles from the site. Are you
suggesting that MJ-12 would have build an underground site directly
under ground zero, or that they would have had a site where most of the
deadly and heavy fallout would have been carried to and continuously
deposited due to the prevailing weather patterns? The govsernment was
actively conducting atmospheric tests at the Nevada Test Site throughout
the 50s. The Groom Lake area, which is not the size of Switzerland and
where the coordinates indicated by released documents that Area 51 is
located, had to be evacuated a couple of times during the early 50s due
to wind/weather shifting during Atom Bomb tests. Outside of those
instances, the civilian population that lived and worked there, as well
as anybody else that cared to go there, had free access to Groom Lake
until 1958. That is a fact supported by real people, real homes and real
lives. Air space above Groom Lake was restricted in 1955 when
installations were built there in 1955. That is a supportable fact. It
was called the Watertown Strip, not area 51. That is a supportable fact.
Before 1955, there were no facilities at Groom Lake. It did have an old
unused dirt airstrip leftover from WWII. That is a supportable fact. The
people that lived and worked there in the 40s/50s had no restrictions
placed on them until after the U-2 program started in 1955. After 1955,
they couldn't fly over their own homes. That is a supportable fact.
After 1958, their lands were confiscated and could no longer live there.
It is my understanding that the Sheehan family to this date still own
the Groom Mine and can have access to the property on prior
notification.

> Ed Stewart sets a new standard for
> classification when he stated as repeated by Scott Hale "Before information
> becomes classified, it is in the public domain and out there". Using Ed's
> phrase
> (would I ever say any such thing?) this is "unadulterated poppycock". Many
> Black
> Programs are by definition born classified. There were no public domain
> releases
> on the Manhattan Project, the city of Los Alamos, the Stealth Fighter, the U-2
> etc ad nauseum before they became classified, were there Ed?.

Really? What do you suppose happened to all of the scientific papers
published in the scientific press related to splitting the atom from the
time that Einstein's E=mc(2) started to be interpreted as atom splitting
and the fantastic energies speculated that could be released as a result
and the subsequent clampdown of such scientific papers on the open
literature as the result of the realization that science could be
converted to technology and create a bomb and the beginnings of the
Manhattan Project? Did all of that literature get erased? No. Did it get
pulled from the library shelves all over the world? No. But all of a
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sudden, there was no more literature to be found in future scientific
journals related to the subject. Not only were there plenty of prior
published information on the subject, but all of a sudden the subject
went away. Two big clues for anyone wanting to do some detective work at
the time that would have had an outside interest on the subject.

In regards to the city of Los Alamos, again what was there before it was
built? A boy's school which was bought for $440,000. Oppenheimer did not
recruit everyone he talked to. There were people that did not wish to go
there due to the restrictions once there on their mobility and on their
families. The fact is that there were people all over the U.S. that knew
of Los Alamos that did not become part of the Manhattan Project. Most of
Los Alamos was built by the army engineers, but they still employed
contractors to built some facilities. These contractor personnel left
the area after they finished. Security precautions were designed to keep
people out and to keep people in as well as information: perimeter
fences around the labs and the city built around it, pass controls, no
open accessible telephones. Some of the people that Oppenheimer
approached wanted nothing to do with it. Lots of people in Santa Fe knew
that something big was happening at the Los Alamos mesa. The army bought
up every available used automobile to provide transportation back and
forth. Loads of people were arriving by car and train over a short
period of time. The Army commandeered ranches in the Santa Fe area to
house these people arriving until they could move into facilities and
housing not yet built at the Los Alamos mesa. Not to say anything about
the logistical support over 1943-45 to maintain a newly built city.
Supplies had to be delivered which came in on the open highways and
railways. If any of the locals cared to be observant, there were plenty
of open sources of information that said one thing: there is something
at the Los Alamos mesa and it isn't a boy's school, it is now a "city".

In regards to the stealth, a toy company (Testor) had a scale model
available to every school kid, both here and in Russia, before the Air
Force would even admit to the stealth and before many members of
Congress were even aware of it. Many Congressmen were not happy ducks
and it prompted a Congressional investigation. How did Testor find out
about the details to the stealth? From non-classified information
available in the public domain.

Regarding the U-2, it was never a secret. Its mission and capabilities
were the secret. The CIA realized that even flying out of Groom Lake, it
would be impossible to hide its profile and that it would be spotted by
unwanted eyes over Nevada so it issued a cover story as to its purpose
and mission which lasted until Gary Powers was shot down over Russia.

Now, all of the above were real programs, real projects, real people
were involved and affected before, during and after requiring real
resources. That means that they all had a public "fingerprint"
somewhere, someplace in the open and accessible record. That is the mark
of a real program. Skunk Works trackers track the report to the
stockholders and they match that to the several program lines in the
budget. When a discrepancy appears, guess what? A new black project
emerges. They follow the money, the accounting. With MJ-12 nobody has
ever been able to do that. Not one yota of verifiable evidence has ever
been found that links any of the named MJ-12 people to MJ-12. Not one
yota of verifiable evidence has ever been found that links any meeting
to MJ-12. Not one yota of verifiable evidence has ever been found that
links any government or contractor organization to MJ-12. Not one yota
of verifiable evidence has ever been found that links any resources to
MJ-12. That is the mark of a bogus program, a hoax.

[Not having any evidence to support his claims to this list, Friedman
decides to take a commercial break. Sales pitch for Friedman material
filled with his personal opinions and proclamations deleted}

But, I do wish to make a point. Friedman advertised a compilation of
stapled letters entitled: "S.E.T.I, Sagan and Science." I would like to
recommend to anyone reading this that if the subject of science and
scientific evaluation and acceptance of UFO phenomena is of interest,
spend your money wisely and read a book called "UFO'S: A SCIENTIFIC
DEBATE" edited by Carl Sagan and Thornton Page. Not only will you find
papers in there that have applied real science to UFO phenomena like Dr.
J. Allen Hynek's and Dr. James McDonald's, but also what I consider one
of the most important papers ever printed that lays out what ufology
needs to do to ever elevate itself if it ever wishes to be considered as
a scientific endeavor. That paper is Phillip Morrison's "The Nature of
Scientific Evidence: A Summary." Morrison not only respectfully and
clearly shows what ufology must do, but he also points out some
fallacies that people have about science. Most importantly, he uses the
Biot case of 1806 and how a paradigm shift occurred when Biot was
successful in proving to the French Academy that rocks indeed do fall
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out of the sky. He uses the Biot case to show what Ufology needs to do
and most importantly that it is attainable. Must reading for anyone
serious about UFO phenomena and has an interest in elevating ufology
above its present state.

> 4. Ed I hate to tell you this, but JUST CAUS is not a referreed scientific
> journal.

I hate to tell you this, but I have never stated it was. I also hate to
tell you this but it is spelled JUST CAUSE, and not JUST CAUS.

> It is a newsletter going to a few hundred people. It has been known to
> make mistakes about MJ-12. For example, as noted on p.49 of "Final
Report..." I
> pointed out that the December, 1985. JC article stated that the Ike Briefing
> was
> classified Top Secret Eyes Only (leaving out MAJIC),  was 9 back to back
pages,
> dated Sept. 18, l947 and signed by Truman. It was 8 one sided pages, not
signed
> by anybody, though the TF memo (p.8) was signed by Truman.The date is Nov. 18.
> for those who think that September might have been a typo, please note that it
> also stated "Septmber 18, l947 is the birthdate of the CIA! Is it a concidence
> or a telltale clue to the document being a phoney...."...

I suspect that the above error is a favorite of yours since you dismiss
JUST CAUSE in your latest book after pointing out the same error and
completely ignore all the other research that was published in JUST
CAUSE by various independent ufologists, mostly during 1987-89 with a
few falling into later years, as you have either ignored or proclaimed
out of hand many of the specific articles I have posted references to
this list since August of this year. Interesting that you had to reach
back to 1985 to find an error you apparently like so much. To put it
into perspective, in 1985 when the article was printed in JUST CAUSE the
only people that had copies of the alleged MJ-12 documents were you,
Moore and Shandera with Lee Graham having had a "peak" at the documents
from another alleged source, but not allowed to make a copy. The "error"
you so astutly point out repeately in your past publications was
information provided to Barry Greenwood from your partner William Moore.
If you have a problem with the "error", you should have seen him back in
1985. But, to keep pointing that repeately as a JUST CAUSE error while
ignoring the damming evidence that they have published pointing to MJ-12
being bogus and publishing in your book that "nothing that we had found
or that others had alleged indicated that the documents were anything
other than legitimate" is nothing but intellectual dishonesty. I also
wish to point out the article was not pro or anti MJ-12, but simply
informational in nature based on what William Moore had told Barry
Greenwood with Barry taking both an angel's advocate and a devil's
advocate role in writing the article. The article itself is probably the
most innocuous and insignificant article related to MJ-12 published in
JUST CAUSE because no one outside of the MJ-12 team of
Moore-Shandera-Friedman had yet to do any research on the alleged
documents. The damming documentation and research that points out why
they are in all probability bogus and a distraction to serious UFO
research comes in the much later issues of 1987-1989, the ones you
ignored in your book.

> 5. For Kevin, I am well aware of Dr.Pankratz's comments  . Obviously if
the Ike
> or Truman libraries had MJ-12 documents of their own, we wouldn't be having
> this
> discussion. That doesn't mean they don't exist.
              ***********************************

Sounds like the words of a businessman wishing to continue marketing a
"mystery". A scientist would sound more like "No independent evidence
has been found that the MJ-12 documents are real."

 The presidential Archives do
> NOT
> get everything from that administration. The regulations about security
> markings
> are one thing,  the reality is quite another again as I have noted.
                  ***************************************************

Your arguments related to security markings in your latest book are
fallacious since you keep confusing apples and oranges. More later. The
above deserves a totally separate post.

> Enough of my time. STF
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But you haven't said anything that supports or provides linkage to your
claim that the MJ-12 documents are real. Your above comments can be
summarized as an initial appeal to the gallery with the inclusion of an
ad hominen proclamation, followed by one after another argument not
based on logic or facts - but merely opiniated proclamations more
designed to keep a "mystery" alive and hopefully marketable.

Are you really Stanton T. Friedman? You don't seem to behave according
to the dictums of the following quote from your latest book:

        "As I gave more lectures, I found that I enjoyed speaking and that
people believed me no matter what I said. After all, I was a nuclear
physicist for Westinghouse, which in Pittsburgh, with its numerous
nuclear divisions and research facilities, were gold-plated credentials.
The blind acceptance frightened me - now I knew how the demagogues of
the twentieth century had had such success. I wanted people to think, to
explore, to look at the data and nake up their own minds. I decided that
I would try to reach more technical groups, who presumably wouldn't
accept everything I said as gospel."

Will the real Stanton T. Friedman please stand up?

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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Re: Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller

From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 19:10:56 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:14:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer, Admits His Connection With Rockefeller

>Dr. Steven Greer, who in recent months flew to England to obtain a clear
>vivid video tape of a disk pulling aerial manuevers from an English couple
                       ^^^^

Wasn't it a triangular craft?

Regards,

JJ Mercieca

.----------------------------------------------------.
*               ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~               *
*  Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'----------------------------------------------------'
*MUFOR Web site : http://207.167.67.197/             *
*TLP Database   : http:// ^^^ /tlp/lunar.html        *
*E-mail 1       : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net           *
*E-mail 2       : mufor@waldonet.net.mt              *
*IRC Channel    : #cydonia (on Undernet)             *
*Fax            : + 356 456729                      .'--------------.
*Mobile         : 099 0756                          * "Either these *
*Postal Address : P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA. *  features on  *
'------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
       * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
       *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
       *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
       *   - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS   *
       '------------------------------------------------------------'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 12 Dec 96 22:50:49 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:28:56 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

**Several messages went to 'data heaven' in my inbox this morning so if there
were other messages for me in this thread I lost them.   - T. **

<<From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 12:38:14 -0500
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance>>

To Rebecca:
 Re: Cameraman interveiw tape.

<<>  video, and a man claiming to be the cameraman's son, who's face was also
> seen.

Yes, it has been reported by Kiviat on the Leeza show that this interview
exists. Has he seen it yet?>>>

   Yes, he has seen it and a few other people have as well. (Besides Shell and
Hesemann.)

<<I'm not sure who else has seen it but those two are hardly disinterested
parties. They did offer somewhat differing accounts of the interview, didn't
they? >>

    Yes those two did, and I got the impression that Hesemann saw the unedited
version and Shell saw it after it had been edited.   Kiviat saw it before either
of them, and what he saw was an unedited version as well.
    Kiviat would like to show it in a update show, as the 'cameraman' is visible
and recognizable in it. But there are all kinds of legal problems if he does so
without the 'cameraman's'  permission.

<<I don't know if they exist beyond Santilli's say so. The people I refer to
above have at times shown a certain disrespect for objectivity.>>

    Well, they exists, but I understand that you will want to see it for
yourself, to believe that, so I won't go into it any further.

<<But McGovern could be an important verifier of facts. The offer Lt. Col.
McGovern extended was genuine. >>

    I have trouble with considering his offer to be genuine.  Had he made it to
Santilli rather than to Santilli's #1 nemesis, I might have thought he was
sincere.   But there are other problems with McGovern's claims that might be
coming out soon as well.   For now I will let that rest.  My patience is still
holding out. <g> And I know that it will come out eventually.

<<What are the chances that we will ever see the alleged cameraman's face
and/or the face of his son?  Would Santilli sell the interview for money
_without_ the cameraman's approval? How much money would it take? (I'm
planning on the winning the lottery soon <g>)>>

    If Santilli sells it without the cameramans approval, Kiviat can't use it on
the air.  At least not showing the cameraman's face.  He would have to show it
blacked out and he knows no one wants to see that, so he would be real stupid to
buy it on those conditions.
     (Yes, I think  you will see the 'cameraman's'  face one way or another. <g>
Provided you are even interested that is.)

<<Yes. That is important. But dating the film is very necessary and important
also. What are the odds that either will happen?>>
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     I think the chances of getting the 'cameraman' are better than getting film
tested right now. Mainly because steps have already been taken in that
direction. As far as I can tell, nothing has been done on the film dating.
     But Ray Santilli has surprised me a couple of times by doing things that
seem out of character for someone that knew he was peddling a hoax.   But I
haven't asked him for anything much other than information. So I can't
personally attest to him breaking promises or whatever.  The things that he told
me he was going to do, he did.  Some of the questions that I asked him to get
answers for from the cameraman, are still unanswered but I haven't pushed to get
them either.
     Ray Santilli wasn't a difficult person to get to. He is now, <argggh> but
he was pretty open for quite a while.  He knows that I am skeptical of the
footage, I have always made that clear to him, but he also knows that I am fair.

    I  found information that is extremely relevant to this case and may be
somewhat relevant to the classic Roswell case as well.  But it tends to be in
favour of the footage. And I am hesitant to publish information that is
pro-footage, when I am not sosure that it is deserved.  And also because I
haven't finished checking it all out.  Could be a while yet, since I don't have
all that much time to spend on it.  (You know how I sat on the information about
the opening frames for months before I finally posted about it in May.  I
probably wouldn't have even posted it then, except I got tired of Shell and
Hesemann claiming that the film samples "were clearly from the autopsy room" or
" were definitely attached to the autopsy footage".  My patience did wear thin
on that I guess.<g>)
    Anyhow, the information I am looking into may not be necessary if the man
claiming to be the cameraman is identified.

   I have been told that it's because of me that the autopsy footage story
hasn't died and been forgotten yet, so I guess if I  shut up, and no one will
mention it again. <g>

<<I saw Slim at the travel agent's  earlier this evening.>>

    Slim Pickens??  <g>  Lots of that here in Minnesota.  ;-)

   Best wishes and Happy Holidays!

     Theresa Carlson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: Code of Ethics

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 23:25:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:13:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

There's one thing John Powell wrote that I want to treat separately from
the rest, to make sure my reply isn't buried at the bottom of a lengthy
post:

> I _do_ think that abductionology is mostly a 'game' and that's why the
> abductionists steadfastly refuse to take abduction research another step
> forward.  They know that they can periodically make a buck by cranking
> out another batch of stories.  They also know (my opinion) that
> electronic monitoring would likely (my opinion) reveal that _nothing_
> objectively physical has happenned to these people.  They also know (my
> opinion) that independent research on anomalous physical markings would
> likely (my opinion) reveal that the bulk of them are not at all
> anomalous.  A few brave souls have submitted foreign bodies (the
> _correct_ terminology) allegedly removed from self-claimed abductees for
> analysis and they have _ALL_ turned out to be perfectly ordinary (which
> I think explains why the current crop of foreign bodies _is not_ being
> analyzed).

> In short, if these abductionists do nothing they may continue to profit
> but if they attempt to take abduction research forward they run the very
> serious risk of underecutting their previous work and credibility.

And also:

> The danger we risk of doing things the _right_ way is that people like
> Hopkins (et. al.) would eventually be forgotten and their lurid stories
> would be of value only to comic book publishers.  But since many in
> ufology would sorely miss their periodic abduction serials, and since
> many are 'scientific' <grin> they wouldn't dare satisfy that desire with
> comic books, so another risk is that they would be deprived of the
> abduction lore that has polluted ufology in recent years.
>

John is not only saying that abduction researchers -- the ones who
believe in the reality of abductions -- are wrong. He's saying that
they're dishonest, that they know their work can't be scientifically
validated, and that they don't want scientific tests to be done because
that would stop them from making money.

John, since you believe in objective evidence, please show me the
evidence that abduction researchers are making money from their work.
John Mack might be, and Whitley Strieber got a huge advance for
Communion, because he was already a best-selling writer.

But I doubt that Budd Hopkins, Dave Jacobs, or Eddie Bullard are making
money, to name three whose careers I know something about. Very few
people who publish books get advances large enough to pay for the time
it takes to write one. UFO books are no exception. To judge from the
figures that have been quoted to me, Hopkins and Jacobs essentially
take  a loss every time they publish. You might imagine that the TV
movie of Intruders made a bundle for Budd, but I'm not so sure. I
recently had my own brush with TV, and discovered -- to my amazement --
that the money going to writers is several orders of magnitude lower
than outsiders might expect. (Unless you're writing prime-time network
sitcoms, of course.)

Last time I heard anything about him, Bullard was still working as a
"gofer" (his term) in the Indiana University library. His concentration
on UFOs is not likely to help him land an academic job in his field.
Jacobs told me that he may never get promoted to full professor because
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his specialty, in practice, is UFOs. He's published very little as an
academic historian. Budd may have neglected a once-thriving career as a
painter to concentrate on abductions. I don't know that for a fact, and
quite frankly I've been embarrassed to ask him, but I know what it takes
to maintain a presence in the art world, and he can't possibly be doing
what he needs to do, given the amount of time he spends on his abduction
work. I do know that he has chronic financial problems.

Above all, though, I want to say this. John, you talk about "lurid,"
"comic-book" abduction tales. But look at the language you use..."make a
buck," "cranking out," "lurid stories," "abduction serials," "abduction
lore," "polluted ufology." Not to mention the accusations you make.

I'd be hard-pressed to find anything comparable in any abduction "comic
book" by Hopkins, Jacobs, or Bullard, or for that matter by Raymond
Fowler or even John Mack. You or anyone else may believe that their
conclusions are wrong, childish, or even dangerous, but they write with
dignity, and don't engage in ad hominem attacks.

One thing that pollutes ufology is fighting among ufologists. We see it
here on Errol's list...Kevin Randle vs. Stan Friedman, Ed Stewart vs.
Stan Friedman, Graham Birdsall vs. Philip Mantle. Frankly, it makes me a
little sick. After a while, the question of who's right starts to seem
less important than the persistence -- and tone -- of the fights.

If you want to criticize abduction research, go right ahead. But I think
all of us (me included) would be better off if we conducted our debates
with consistent respect.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: Welcome, David Jacobs [via: UFO UpDates List]

From: "David m. Jacobs" <djacobs@thunder.ocis.temple.edu>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 22:08:02 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:28:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Welcome, David Jacobs [via: UFO UpDates List]

Thanks for the welcome.  Actually, I got an E-mail from Philip Mantle
enclosing the query about the abduction experience.  I decided to answer
it thinking that it had been sent to him from an abductee and he had
passed it on to me.  As time permits, I will be glad to answer other
questions that people have as best I can.
        Thanks again,
        Dave Jacobs
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 22:23:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:15:47 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

The debate John Powell and I are having should really be conducted in
public, with a very sharp moderator. The moderator could force out some
of the assumptions both he and I make, and focus the discussion.

John wrote,

> I find it convenient to point the
> finger at the hypnotist especially when there exists different themes of
> concurrance (Boylan, Sprinkle, etc., believe in benevolent aliens and
> that is reflected in their subjects; Hopkins, Jacobs, etc., believe in
> malevolent aliens and that is reflected in their subjects).

John, what's the evidence that this is actually true? Have studies been
done?

I don't know about abductees that Boylan and Sprinkle work with, but the
abductees I've met who work with Budd seem to split 50/50 on the aliens'
intentions. Plenty of his people take a Sprinkle-esque New Age view. I
think, John, that you're perpetuating a myth.

We differ on whether Elvis sightings are as consistent as abduction
reports. I think not, after reading unopened mail about Elvis sightings
at the Weekly World News, and unopened mail about abductions at Budd
Hopkins's house.

But John writes:

> How do [the Elvis sightings] vary?  Elvis was seen with breasts?  Elvis
was seen as an
> Afroamerican or Hispanic.  Elvis was seen with four arms and a tail?

> Sorry, Elvis is almost always 'seen' as Elvis, the 'basic' Elvis that
> we've all seen pictures of at one time or another and that is
> specifically the point I'm trying to make.

Elvis might still have black hair, in these letters, or he might have
let his hair go gray. He might have grown a beard, or be clean shaven.
He might have shaved off his sideburns, or still be wearing them. He
might have a mustache. He might limp, due to an auto accident. He might
be preparing a musical comeback, or have given up music forever. He
might be living in Atlanta, or Detroit, or California, or be drifting.
He might have no money, or might be living off funds he deposited in a
Swiss bank account. He might be married again, or he might be single. He
might be fat or thin.

Many people don't even offer details. They just swear they
saw him at the mall on Friday. "He's grown a beard, but I <know> it was
him."

About Eddie Bullard's work, John writes:

>  The observable fact that there appears to be a
> consistency in certain details _comes from_ merely a handful of
> abduction hypnotists and _that_ is where his work began.

Bullard also uses accounts from researchers who don't use hypnosis. That
has been one big point of his studies.

> I guarantee you that if he skipped the assumption that there is some
> consistency in detail and instead tried to find consistency in detail
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> among contactee stories he would find it...

Are you sure he <assumed> there was consistency of detail? I thought
that was the result of his study, and I'd also understood his initial
assumption was that the tales could be dismissed as folklore.

How can you guarantee what he'd find if he studied something else? Do
you have his expertise in folklore? And even if you do, he's not you. He
might come to conclusions of his own.

About samples of alleged alien writing -- which I've seen, and which are
essentially identical -- John asks:

> Why aren't these alleged samples in the public domain where they can be
> independently analyzed?

Eventually they will be. For now, though, there's a kind of catch-22. To
publish them would contaminate any future witness who claims to have
seen the same writing.

But you're right. There's no reason for you to take them seriously when
you only have my word that they even exist, let alone that they're
significantly similar.

At this point in the discussion, however, I'd love it if a moderator
asked: "John, Greg agrees that these alleged writing samples haven't
been verified. Would you, in turn, concede that if they had been, and
were clearly all but identical, they might suggest that the abductees'
supposed experience was real?"

Because, in the end, that's all this dispute is really about. I know
very well that the reality of abductions hasn't been proved. I've told
Budd Hopkins many times that much of the evidence he believes in most --
like the corroboration of tiny details, or the marks that supposedly
appear overnight, or the abductees who allegedly wake up after an
abduction wearing someone else's clothes, or the supposed nonexistence
of even a single alien medical exam involving an abductee's chest -- is
all hearsay, from my point of view. I have to take Budd's word for it
(and, in the case of the second and third points, he's taking the
abductee's word).

But these items, along with the writing (which I've seen, John, so,
speaking purely for myself, I don't need it to appear in public view),
are extremely suggestive. Should they prove to be true, they create, at
least in my opinion, a reasonable presumption that abductions are
genuine, or at least that something very weird is going on. That's all
I've been saying, and I can't for the life of me see why it's
problematic.

What I don't want in response -- and what I trust the moderator wouldn't
allow -- is more heat about how these things haven't been proved. I know
they haven't.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: Wormwood?

From: Brian Zeiler <bdzeiler@anet-chi.com>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:51:08 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:30:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

At 02:42 AM 12/13/96 -0500, you wrote:
>From: HoustonSky@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:49:00 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
>Subject: Wormwood?
>
>Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com
>
>From:   Name@Withheld
>To:     artbell@aol.com
>Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST
>
>Dear Mr. Bell,
>        I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
>whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I fell
>that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what
>I have.

What a heap of BS!  What's becoming quite clear is that some people are
going through a great deal of effort to whip up this wildly implausible,
obviously fraudulent half-cocked Hale-Bopp stories.  I'm really wondering
what the motivation could be.  At any rate, this story looks so thoroughly
manufactured and absurd that I can only wonder who is doing this and why.
Any ideas for why the government would possibly promote bizarre Hale-Bopp
conspiracy theories?

Brian
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 18:28:15 -0400
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:17:22 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Ed Stewart: get off my back. Tangible evidence indeed.. You want a T shirt or
ashtray  issued by MJ-12? A video of a meeting of the Operation Majestic 12
reunion committee?? Perhaps you would really like an alien body, six pieces of
saucer wreckage and a Zeta Reticulan license plate? Evidence covers far more
than Tangible.. Eye witness testimony, for example, is considered evidence. I
have  noted a great deal of evidence of things not known at that time by any
outsiders but turning out to be true for example.. but why bother. Believe what
you want.. my mission in life is NOT to try to convince the Ed Stewarts of the
world..You have perhaps forgotten your adamant insistence that all TS documents
had to have TS control numbers.. despite having copies of a number that didn't
in your hands?? Forget it. STF
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Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 00:51:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:29:50 -0500
Subject: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Moulton Howe on 'Art Bell', 8 Dec. 1996

> WAIT A MINUTE!
>
>  That's what *I* and many, many others have been telling readers of this
>  list for *weeks* now! And all we've been getting is flames!
>
>  Linda Howe and Art Bell have been promoting the mystery companion all
>  this time and finally got some astronomers to say what everyone else
>  has been saying all along, and suddenly, Howe and Bell are somehow
>  vindicated?

Well, actually no. Linda has never believed it was anything other than a
star. She even chastised Chuck Shramek for not going through proper channels.

Art on the other hand appears to be sticking to the Hale Bopp is weird and
has a giant something with it. He bases this on Chuck's photo, other photos,
and the mysterious unnamed Mr. X astrophysicist/astronomer from a Top 10
University.

>  Sorry, it doesn't work that way. This is what they should have done
>  *first*, before hyping the story.

I agree.

Rebecca
>
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: rich.boylan@24stex.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 07:58:05 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:16:35 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

                Noted Roswell researcher Stanton Friedman writes:

 > Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle
 > haven't been
 > hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with
 > some very
 > strange arguments. Let me look at several:

Stanton,

        You have a very keen mind.

                                        Richard Boylan, Ph.D.
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Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

From: FS337211@Sol.YorkU.CA
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:11:09 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:18:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

Hi Errol,

        While listening to the radio (CFRB 1010) this morning just after
7:00 a.m. I heard something about a Saudia airline pilot report seeing a
luminous(?) wheel in the sky near where TWA flight 800 went down.  I taped
recorded the following news report from CFRB a half hour later.

        "In the United States, the FBI has been interviewing the crew of
        a Saudia jet which reported a radar lock on something that flashed
        through the sky last night in the area over the Atlantic where TWA's
        flight 800 exploded during the summer.  Some of those who have been
        investigating that crash, flight 800, have suggested a missle may
        have been responsible."

        Later on at 8:00 a.m. CFRB added something about a green flare to
this story.  This UFO sighting is in addition to one posted by UFO UpDates
recently about a Pakistan International 747 crew which saw a "dark shape
with four green lights" a few miles ahead of them, near the location where TWA
flight 800 went down.  This earlier UFO sighting was confirmed by another TWA
plane flying behind the Pakistan International plane (they asked to turn back)
and was also detected by ground radar (the air corridor was later closed).

        Do you think these recent UFO sightings are related to the many
earlier UFO crash reports in the same general area (see Leonard Stringfield's
Status Report VI, some related LIUFON videos that Tom Theofanous has, etc.)
and the mysterious downing of TWA flight 800 and possibly even the arrest of
UFO investigator John Ford?  I expect to be in the area visiting friends and
relatives before just before Christmas.  Is there anything I can do or check
out in person?

        Bye for now.  Nick Balaskas
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DISPATCH #33 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

From: ParaScope@AOL.COM
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 19:05:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:25:30 -0500
Subject: DISPATCH #33 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

DISPATCH #33 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

S O M E T H I N G   S T R A N G E
I S   H A P P E N I N G

12/12/96

Quote of the Week

"Thank that kid with the nose ring and green hair for helping to revive the
labor movement in America."

--Michael Moore, filmmaker, agitator and author of "Downsize This! Random
Threats from an Unarmed American," commenting on the union-busting tactics of
the Borders bookstore chain.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Win A Trip to Roswell, New Mexico!

Time is running out if you're interested in winning a free trip to Roswell,
NM. ParaScope is pleased to join with iNSCAPE, the makers of the Drowned God
CD-ROM game, to offer you a chance to visit the site of the infamous 1947
Roswell UFO crash, absolutely free. On AOL, click on any Drowned God banner
in the ParaScope area, or go to keyword: drownedgod. On the web, click on any
Drowned God banner of visit the Drowned God site at www.inscape.com. And if
you haven't yet played the game, your missing your best chance to out how free
masons, aliens, free energy, ancient cultures and UFOs are all connected in a
conspiracy thousands of years old. You have been warned!

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

How About $5,000 in Cash?!

OK, so maybe you've been to Roswell. How does $5,000 sound? Enter the
ParaScope/Shopper's Advantage Instant Winner Sweepstakes, and you could walk
away with the $5,000 grand prize, or a Canon computer, or one of 15 28.8 Zoom
modems. Some lucky winners will be chosen online instantly. You know the
drill, of course: you can't win if you don't enter. Find the Instant Winner
banner in ParaScope's AOL site and click to see if you're a winner.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Moore Than He Bargained For

When Michael Moore, the mad genius behind the documentary "Roger & Me" and
the short-lived but hilarious "TV Nation" show, signed on to tour the
country's Borders bookstores to promote his new book, he found out he was in
for more than he bargained for. In short, as a result of his efforts to
expose the union-busting tactics of Borders books at his various Borders
book-signing appearances, Moore was all but branded a conspiracy looney by
Borders Spokesperson Jody Kohn.

When Moore accused Borders of trying to gag him by canceling his speeches and
only allowing him to sign books, and later ostensibly banning him from their
stores altogether, Borders' Kohn told the Miami New Times that Moore's
"paranoia" had gotten the better of him, saying Moore was suffering from a
"persecution complex." Our congratulations to Michael Moore, who proves that
you don't have to be a so-called militant right-wing extremist to be branded
a "paranoid" by slimy corporate spin doctors!
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For complete details on Michael Moore's battle of wits with the witless
Borders book chain, visit ParaScope this week.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Coming Up Next Week!

Read these stories on AOL on the designated dates, or catch them all at once
next Thursday on our web site.

Monday, Dec. 16: Another Look at Hale-Bopp

The maelstrom of controversy preceding the arrival of "wormwood" has been
fraught with baseless speculation. According to some reports, even the Pope
is in on it. In a (perhaps) futile attempt to steer debate on the subject
back towards reality, ParaScope presents a new photo analysis by special
correspondent Alfredo Garcia indicating that the much-ballyhooed "Saturn Like
Object" accompanying the Hale-Bopp comet is nothing more than the star SAO
141894...seen through the diffraction of paranoid hysteria.

-----------

Tuesday, Dec. 17: Remembering the El Mozote Massacre

In December, 1981 (15 years ago this month), the elite, U.S.-trained Atlacatl
Battalion of the Salvadoran Army marched into the village of El Mozete and
massacred everyone. Everyone. Several hundred Salvadoran peasants were
slaughtered, but the Reagan administration, eager to aid the
counterinsurgency effort in El Salvador, tried to write off reports of the
incident as guerilla propaganda. Dossier editor Jon Elliston presents the
ugly facts and original-source documents behind one of the most disturbing,
illustrative cases in the history of human rights abuses by U.S.-backed dirty
warriors.

-----------

Wednesday, Dec. 18: Big Brother's New X-Ray Specs

Remember buying those x-ray specs from the back of Marvel comics when you
were a kid? Of course they didn't work. But the Pentagon can throw enough
money at a problem to turn science fiction into science fact. Now there's a
new weapon in the arsenal of those who believe safety is more important than
freedom: the "Passive Millimetre Wave Imager." This dandy new innovation uses
electromagnetic waves emitted by human flesh to detect concealed weapons,
drugs and other boogeyman props. Are you ready to get naked for Big Brother?

-----------

Thursday, Dec. 19: Lone Star Stonehenge

After a Texas real estate developer built a replica of Stonehenge and then
went broke, local Pagans took advantage of the situation and turned the
statues into a temple. Naturally, conflict ensued (not to mention Spinal
Tap's disappointment that the monument had already been claimed). From the
man who told you about maggot surgery, the telepathic terrier and the cult of
the penis snatchers, who else but Enigma editor D. Trull could bring you such
a wacky tale of the strange but true?

-----------

Friday, Dec. 20: The Waco Massacre: A Tragedy Remembered

Nearly four years ago, 80 men, women and children were incinerated at the Mt.
Carmel church complex near Waco, Texas. ParaScope takes a look back at the
murderous fiasco that spawned a freedom movement. Read Branch Davidian
survivor Livingstone Fagan's manuscript on the BATF raid, Koresh's teachings
and the End Times; explore the scorched debris of Mt. Carmel through
articles, weblinks and a Waco photo collection.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Jane, Stop This Crazy Thing!

Thought you were tough enough to handle the Dispatch and now you realize
you're not? Starting to think you've made a wrong turn off the info highway?
Well, we're only going to go over this once, so listen up! To unsubscribe
yourself from Dispatch:

1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com
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2) In the body of your mail, type: unsubscribe dispatch

That's all there is to it!

Likewise, if you've received this e-mail from a friend and you'd like to
subscribe yourself, just:

1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

2) In the body of your mail, type: subscribe dispatch

----------------------------------------
ParaScope
11288 Ventura Blvd., #904
Studio City, CA 91604

America Online -- keyword: parascope
parascope@aol.com

World-Wide Web -- http://www.parascope.com
info@parascope.com

Search for other documents from or mentioning: parascope | listserv | info
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 08:08:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:33:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
>Date: Fri, 06 Dec 96 08:22:46 GMT

>>I've already discussed this at length with Bob Shell, that's one of the
reasons I know it was never Bob or anyone else's "joke". That's also the
reason I don't understand why you think Bob will confirm the "joke"
explanation.<<

>It was a joke by Bob Shell and I've asked him to confirm this.<

Philip,

If you're still with us...

It's Bob's comments we really need to hear now. You'll hopefully then
understand why the genesis of this entire matter had little to do with
humour and rather more to do with someone being unhappy about the money his
colleagues were claiming to make, whilst his own efforts were not being
financially rewarded.

Bob's been off-line for a while and when he's back, I'm sure his comments
will be of interest.

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com

__________________________________________

James,

Philip Mantle's address was bouncing messages
from here, resulting in his removal from the
List. Once a week I send a 'testing' message
to 'lost subscribers' and if they respond I
re-add their addresses. He may or may not
get the above.

ebk
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 18:49:00 -0400
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:18:07 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

There is no mystery about my Receipt of SOM 1.01.. The First sentence on p.161
of TOP SECRET/MAJIC is "In December 1994, I learned of what is perhaps the
mother of all Majestic 12 Documents! I was on the phone with Don Berliner
who is
a member of the Board of the Fund For UFO Research when Don let slip that he
had
received another MJ-12 Document in March." Don in an article in IUR stated he
had determined to keep the document away from those who had expressed pro or
anti- sentiments.  about MJ-12. He was half successful. MJ-12 bashers Weaver
and
Todd were aware of it by the end of April. He was upset about its appearance in
TSM. It was well over a year after I received it that it was out with much more
being published than I anticipated.  STF

Search for other documents from or mentioning: fsphys
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Re: Wormwood?

From: ng@shannon.tellabs.com (Nick Gleeson)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 14:38 GMT
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:21:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

> Subject: Wormwood?

> Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com

> From:   Name@Withheld
> To:     artbell@aol.com
> Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

> Dear Mr. Bell,
>         I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
> whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I fell
> that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what
> I have.

>        I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over five years. I
> have done what could best be described as counter-intelligence work, for the
> church.  I am a man of God and please believe me when I tell you that the
> information I have is genuine, and very serious.

>         Without going into too much detail about my former employers, I will
> briefly tell you that I have had a Top Level security clearance in the
> Vatican for quite some time.  Most of the work I have done regrettably falls
> into the realm of "black-ops", and I will not go into detail about that now.

<-snip->

> --PRIEST--

Sheesh!,

What a load of codswallop, what sad individual's drean up this kind of crap,
Its not even technically correct, all this rubbish about encrypted files and
special terminals.

All totally unfounded and anonymous as usual (yawn), this stuff is nearly as
bad as all that Hale-Bopp rubbish. Why do these twisted individuals insist
on trying to sully what should be a serious research subject, do they not
have a life to get on with?

Wormwood, HA! more like BrainWorm.

-Niko.
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Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 04:44:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:32:24 -0500
Subject: Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:27:56 -0600 (CST)
>X-Sender: dstacy@texas.net
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
>Subject: The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever

>Velez: NOPE! I firmly believe that we are dealing with a physical (as in
>occupies 3 dimensional space, and has mass and substance) phenomenon. I
>believe that if you knock on a UFO you'll hear the "Ping"!
>
>Sasquatch: Then you have a dilemma, don't you? You've both had the same
>experience, but one of you thinks it was at the hands of physical ETs and
>the other doesn't. Now what is an outsider like me -- indeed, _any_
>outsider -- supposed to make of this situation? You can't fault me for
>being confused...

I'm not sure that Whitley has denied their "physicality" My take on his
remarks was that he thought they had the ability to pop in or out of (or
may have originated from) other dimensions. Not sure Dennis, maybe you're
right and he has said that. Whitley if your lurking, could you clarify this
for us please. The man raises a valid point and it deserves clarification.

>if the heart of the experience is such that it can support both
>"interpretations," as well as others.

Despite the disparity, there is a core of reported attendent phenomena that
fall into a narrow and pretty specific range. Perhaps by eliminating items
that are only reported once, by single individuals it would make it easier
to inventory what's left and then begin an analysis of the material that
crops up again and again. I hear you though, I found Macks book to be full
of contradictory accounts myself. There was material that I could relate to
immediately and then there was stuff that I couldn't identify or identify
with. Believe me, I appreciate the dillema that anyone that tackles this
material is confronted with. I wasn't trying to censor your "theory" Dennis
I jumped in to redflag you over the Strieber comment and to tell you my
oppinion. Don't let my New york gruffness make you feel like there's
anything personal in it. I am grateful to anyone who takes the time of
their lives to help figure this mess out.

>Sas: And what "personal issues" would those be, John? Are you saying that
>I'm not allowed to ask questions and propose theories?

Would never do that nor did I. I only expressed in maybe too personal terms
what (I) as an experiencer thought of it. (And between you and me I still
think it's a pig in a poke, but then it's just my oppinion and nothing
more.

 Am I supposed to go see a psychiatrist because I came up with a theory
that attempts to grapple with the Roper Report numbers,...

Nope. Only if you believe that the abduction experiences can all, or even
partially be explained by fetal/infanticidal guilt complex. It 'sounded '
to me like a projection on your part of some personal issue. That's how far
out I thought it was, I had trouble figuring out where you got it from. If
I was wrong, I believe EBK has a wet piece of lettuce laying about that you
can beat me senseless with. <G>

>I would be perfectly happy personally if the Roper numbers would just go
>away, in which case there wouldn't be any need for a theory like mine. But
>abductionologists continue to cite them as if they really meant something.
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You'll get no arguement from me. I agree that the Roper numbers are
"questionable". The sheer numbers of aliens and flying saucers required to
abduct so many individuals would fill the skies and we wouldn't be having
this discussion. However, there are a large number of apparently sane and
ordinary individuals reporting abduction related experiences. Maybe what's
needed is another more specific poll. I don't know what it would prove, but
maybe that's whats needed to put this Roper business to rest. Do you know
if anyone is contemplating such a poll?

>Are you paranoid? Where is there the least suggestion in what
>I've said that I'm trying to get you or anyone else to "just go away"?

Telling me to keep my mouth shut in my eyes is tantamount to saying "go
away" And, I only get paranoid when I see bright lights shining thru my
window at night. Or when I awaken suddenly to find a group of small bug
eyed beings surrounding the bed. I'll bet you dollars to donuts that crap
like that would make you paranoid too! <G>

>While you're here, though, there is one thing I wish you'd do and that's
>read David Hufford's "The Terror That Comes in the Night: An
>Experience-Centered Study of Supernatural Assault Traditions," University
>>of Pennsylvania Press, 1982. Your library should have it, and I believe a
>paperback edition is still in print. ISBN 0-8122-7851-8.

I'll try to get my mits on it and give it a read. Is Hufford an MHP?

>To return briefly but to one other issue you raised: anomalous scars and
>scoop marks. Have you ever heard of stigmata? Do you then believe that
>individuals who suffer or display same were crucified by real Roman
>soldiers? There is a vast body of literature, medical, religious,
>>anecdotal and other dealing with the remarkable ability of the mind to
>>influence matter, in this case the human body.

I don't think it's a valid comparison for two reasons Dennis.

1- We don't bleed from the palms, ribs, and feet. Stigmata BTW is a
"temporary" manifestation, the episodes pass and the (what do you call
them?) stigmatee returns to normal with little or no evidence of the cuts.
(I've only heard of one case where the individual retained scars after the
experience. A young girl from Italy, sorry, don't remember her name or just
where I read it.

2- I posted an open invitation on my website along side the photo's of the
abductees bodys for physicians to comment on the marks and scars. I've
gotten two replys. One from a general practioner and one from a radiologiat
that specialises in neurological radiology. Both identified the scoop marks
as being identical in size and appearance to what they called a "Punch
biopsy" I've asked some of the folks (I couldn't reach them all) if they
have ever had such a proceedure, the response was a uniform NO. Splain
dat one Reeky!

>There are also thousands of people today who testify to sexual abuse and
>satanic cults (and sacrifice) for which there is absolutely no objective
>evidence whatsoever. Should one conclude from that there is absolutely no
>sexual abuse nor satanic cults anywhere? Of course not. One nonetheless
>remains obliged to come up with some theory that would account for the
>obviously "false" cases, even when the experiencer of same may remain
>completely convinced of the reality of their experience. In some cases they
>are simply (and demonstrably) wrong -- which hasn't prevented the ruin of
>numerous lives. (Maybe you ought to take in the new movie of Arthur Miller's
>"The Crucible" this weekend and think deeply about any possible
>implications, assuming you don't consider that another "insulting" exercise
>on my part.)

I don't have any personal experience or knowledge of Satan or any of his
fan clubs. I do about aliens though. Yeah I'm sure there are some that are
simply adopting the symptoms for reasons of their own, but the majority of
the folks that I deal with show no "obvious" psychotic traits. When someone
is screwed up it bleeds through into other aspects of their personalities
and behavior. If they are screwed up, their lives are screwed up, and they
sound screwed up. Contrary to popular belief it's easy to spot a genuine
"looney," they are in trouble and it shows. Granted, not in all cases. But
the folks presenting abduction experiences (for the most part) are very
ordinary family and working people who have found themselves in the
confusing and life disrupting position of having to deal with experiences
they cannot explain any other way. No BS Dennis, I would rather believe
that I snapped a bridge cable. But EVERYTHING points the other way. Do I
"sound" nuts to you? I'm not, and neither are (many) that I have come to
know on a much better than casual basis. We quite literally have to be
investigated on a case to case basis which makes the job all the more
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complex and challenging. But not impossible.

>I'm sorry you didn't like the answer I came up with. I'll try to do better
>next time.

I'm sure you will. If at first you don't succeed,.....Hey Dennis, why not
look into the possibility of rock concert induced brain damage? Lord knows
I've been to plenty of those in my lifetime! Look at what rock music did to
those greenhouse plants that they exposed to a steady diet of heavy guitar,
and drums! <G>

>In the meantime, not going nowhere, neither...

Good! A chicken from texas would of necessity have to be extremely large!
Three-and-a-half foot tall aliens are one thing, but a 6'5" tall chicken is
something else altogether! How would we explain (its) existence? <G>

Take care sas, I'm sure our trails will cross again. It's in the stars!

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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BWW Media Alert 961213

From: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 03:15:19 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:35:07 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 961213

Bufo Calvin, P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
510-432-8102 (voice, fax, and recorded messages)
TAP (The Address Project)
NEARU (National Events by Area Registry of the Unexplained)
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (paper and electronic newsletter)
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert for non-commercial purposes)

December 13, 1996

"Tis the season to be tired..."

A fairly slow week...at least I can give you summaries on STRANGE UNIVERSE
again, although summaries on MAGIC, MYSTERIES AND MIRACLES are not currently
available.  Had a little trouble accessing websites again, so some may be
sketchier this time.   I've also been asked about it, and I will do another
regular Bufo's WEIRD WORLD soon.  It'll probably be the annual YEAR IN WEIRD
issue.  WARNING: the puns and asides in this issue are particularly obscure.
 Feel free to ask me to explain any of them :)

COOL STUFF TO BUY

SUNCOAST MOTION PICTURE COMPANY, a nation-wide chain of mall stores, has 20%
off on their "alien trend" material through Christmas.  While that includes
ficitonal stuff like ID4, I also saw that they had the elusive Shadowbox
Collectibles alien series ("action figure" type guys of actually reported
alien types, including trading cards).  Getting hold of TICKLE ME ELMO has
been easier than getting some of these, so I'd rush down and buy them out.

RADIO AND TELEVISION

SYNDICATED TV:

COULD IT BE A MIRACLE?: Peter Graves hosts.  A "mysterious wrestler" does the
Superman thing and picks up a car (Santo and the Blue Demon, perhaps?); an
out-of-body experience is involved with a fire rescue

PSI-FACTOR (see http://www.psifactor.com for stations and airdates and other
info)

-WEEK OF 12/9 (#102R, repeat): POSSESSION (married couple may be
demon-infected); MAN OUT OF TIME (a man claims to be from the 17th
Century..."Samantha!!!")

Saturday, December 14
LOCAL TELEVISION, KING COUNTY WASHINGTON, CHANNEL 29, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY (no
details available)

9:00 AM, A&E, WHERE ARE ALL THE UFOS?  (Michael Dorn narrates)
2:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL,  ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS WORLD: THE
RIDDLE OF THE STONES (no, this has nothing to do with Mick Jagger's lips!  It
has to do with ancient stone designs in England...as opposed to ancient
stoned designs in San Francisco)
10:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL: SIGHTINGS (#5054) (still can't get info a week
ahead at this point about content...as of Saturday, check
http://www.scifi.com/sightings for info)
10:30 PM, THE FAMILY CHANNEL: SECRETS OF THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE (1977)

Sunday, December 15
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2:00 AM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (#5054): no details available
2:00  PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (#5054): no details available
SYNDICATED RADIO, 7:00 PM, ART BELL'S DREAMLAND (see http://www.artbell.com
for stations): no details available, so may be a re-run.
7:00 PM, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE, MYSTERIOUS INDIA

Monday, December 16

SYNDICATED TV, MONDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: Ancient Astronauts (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area.)
LOCAL TELEVISION, SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WASHINGTON, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY (no details
available)
1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#44): no details
available

Tuesday, December 17

SYNDICATED TV, TUESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  Exceptionally Hairy People...we'll
see how "fur" they can go (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stationsand playtimes in your area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#45): no details
available
9:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE:
Near-Death Experiences

Wednesday, December 18

SYNDICATED TV, WEDNESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: Psychics that help find missing
children (see website at http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations
and playtimes in your area)
1:00 AM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE:
Near-Death Experiences
1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#46):  no details
available (their program summaries have run out...maybe when they refresh
them, they can do them for SIGHTINGS, too, huh?  Pretty please?)

Thursday, December 19

SYNDICATED TV, THURSDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: "unusual sexual practices" "Hari
today, orgone tomorrow?" (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#47): no details
available

Friday, December 20

SYNDICATED TV, FRIDAY, GORDON ELLIOTT: Near-Death Experiences

SYNDICATED TV, FRIDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: Cassadega, Florida, which is a town
that has a lot of psychics (gee, I wonder if the area code is 900?
 Ba-da-boom!  I'll bet they don't sell a lot of road maps in that town, huh?)
(see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIS, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#48): no details
available
8:01 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (#5055): no details available

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"
-------------------------------------------------

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (which covers theories and happenings) the same way.
Also, please let me know if there is something in the media you think I
should cover.  Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
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Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 13:09:16 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:20:28 -0500
Subject: Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

SA Sasquatch said;

>There are also thousands of people today who testify to sexual abuse and
>satanic cults (and sacrifice) for which there is absolutely no objective
>evidence whatsoever.

    For the life of me, I cannot fathom such blatantly ignorant
statements.

    Your statement above is false!  There is much more than "objective"
   evidence for this, there is much physical evidence. I know from
   experience that Nazi skinhead ties to Satanic ritual are indeed fact!
   Why do I know this? Because after the FBI sent a courier to pick up
   the physical evidence I had collected, including a long list of
'members'
   from the surrounding areas,  the red cord of death and the Satanic
   Bible and all the incantations,  I got a call thanking me.

   These people were into abducting children and killing them in Satanic
    rituals. Count the missing children, Sasquatch, and count the ones
    that have been found.  Call it 'objective' evidence.

     So, when it comes to UFOs there is evidence. Subjective evidence
     from witnesses,  Physical evidence, photographic evidence.

     For those who have had no direct experience there remains only
     two options -  Belief or skepticism.

     Maybe you can explain to me why the Secret Service has a
     copy of the UFO I videotaped 11/15/95 on file? Should they
     take advice such as you espouse or should they follow the
     mandates they  work by? The government knows the truth.
     Why don't you?

      ~Pat~
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Solar System Moon Studied

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 10:58:10 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:22:45 -0500
Subject: Solar System Moon Studied

---------------------
Forwarded message:
From:   AOLNewsProfiles@aol.net
Date: 96-12-13 08:18:36 EST

.c The Associated Press</I></PRE></HTML>
      By JANE E. ALLEN
      AP Science Writer

     LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The solar system's largest moon has all the
characteristics of a planet, including a cocoon of magnetic
particles similar to the one enveloping Earth, scientists say.

      The evidence of the planet-like characteristics of Jupiter's
huge moon Ganymede were revealed by audio recordings relayed to
Earth from the Galileo spacecraft, scientists said Thursday.

      The soaring whistle and hissing static provide evidence that
Ganymede -- three-fourths the size of Mars -- has its own
planet-like, magnetic field called a magnetosphere.

     Such a region of hot, ionized gases and highly charged particles
never before has been found around a moon.

      Donald Gurnett, a University of Iowa physicist and Galileo
researcher, said the noise is consistent with magnetospheres he's
studied on Earth, Saturn and Jupiter.

     He said the spacecraft's approach to Ganymede was quiet ``until
all of a sudden, there's a big burst of noise that signals the
entry into Ganymede's magnetosphere. Then for about 50 minutes we
detected the kinds of noises that are typical of a passage through
a magnetosphere.''

      Ganymede, 3,269 miles across, has ridges, icy grooves and
craters that hint at an Earthlike crust that pulls apart and fills
in with flowing rock.

     NASA is preparing for next Thursday's encounter with Jupiter's
moon Europa, suspected of hiding a frozen ocean and possibly life
beneath its fractured, icy crust. The unmanned Galileo spacecraft,
now making a two-year tour of Jupiter and its largest moons, will
come within 433 miles of Europa.

     AP-NY-12-13-96 0812EST

Copyright 1996 The Associated Press.  The information
contained in the AP news report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without
prior written authority of The Associated Press.</I></PRE></HTML>
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Re: Moulton Howe

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 07:09:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:36:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Moulton Howe

> > > For those following Hale-Bopp, this may be of interest.
> > > !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> > [snip]
> > > There you have the establishment astronomers' statement on this issue.
>
> > And that is exactly _all_ it was, remembering the broad assumptions
> > _they_ made with regard to an _expected_ world view: that physics is
> > understood, and there are no surprises left in a universe we cannot even
> > see the end of . . .human arrogance can be more stupefying than its
>
> > ignorance. Moreover, it matters not so much whether Hale-Bopp even _has_
> ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
>
> Huh? You mean, you don't care that this whole thing has been a >travesty
> promoted to guillible UFO buffs?

Not when I remember that it is the haughty arrogance of attitudes such
as you display here that is the instrument of their gullibility -- no, I
don't care. _Look_ how _you_ label the mass of us as idiotic . . . Or,
you meant "gullible buff" in a _good_ way. . . Besides, I don't _know_
(SAME as you) that what's promoted _is_ a travesty. My mind is still
open, as should be yours.

>
> Or, probably what you really mean is that it doesn't *matter* that
> there isn't really a companion object, because buffs will believe
> whatever they want and continue hyping stuff because of Millenial
> Fever.

No, just what we are *compelled* to believe in a country that has a
thirty billion dollar black budget, where a former governor of a state
can publicly shake the hand of a bigoted murderer, or where streets,
boulevards, and monumental buildings can be named after vicious
sociopaths like J. Edgar Hoover. In your world the crusades were a noble
enterprise, our education system is an unfettered reach towards light,
and Nixon told the truth. In your world NASA scientists don't rip off
the work of earlier researchers, like they did in _my_ world regarding
the Mars rock.

Further, I am saying that paradigms have been shattered before, and all
the misery seemed to come from those that had the most artificial
position to lose. I don't resent your questions on the issue of a
companion for Hale-Bopp, I resent the smirk that drips from your
disdaining educated expressions, expressions that you do not admit are
couched in certain assumptions (with regard to density, IR, and
gravitational acceleration et al) that may not apply in this very
singular first time experience. May not -- perhaps -- possibly --
perchance.

It may be that Aristotle's crystal spheres are to be smashed again --
will your *educated priesthood* thrash, argue, prevaricate, and
otherwise cloud and complicate the issue, as they have done in times
past? On that we can count! You say No? Ha! _There_ is your arrogance!

>
> > a companion -- it is our corrosive reaction to its mere *suggestion*
> > that really chaps _my_ ass.
>
> If a strong determination to present the truth and correct
> misrepresented facts or errors is a "corrrosive reaction", then so be
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> it.

Uh huh -- Grand proclamation, you stretch the presence of "presented
truths", and "corrected fact" a little thinly over the evidence of
photographs of a *terrific* comet, BY FAR AND AWAY more interesting than
any of the last comets (ANY of them), that is ignored like the last
comets NEVER WERE! You don't find that ODD?

>
> As for your ass, I'd suggest some Johnson's Lotion.

Ha! (slapping knee)Good one! But Alas! Even the touch of your healing
lips to my irritation would be as lemon juice to a paper cut.

I'm not a believer, but I _can_ believe. Does your bumbling late 20th
century scientific hubris burn that _out_ of you? Yeah! That's right --
bumbling! If not prey to the hubris I expose then we would already have
colonized the asteroid belt, and the DOW would be at 100 thousand.

Don't think that you are helping a rationalist scientific position; not
for a minute. Your proud and arrogant smirk does not encourage a
positive reception of your position. It only demonstrates how much fun
you have laughing at a bewildered (but intelligent) under educated that
has developed a sense of when a haughty elitist's hunting dog _might_ be
peeing on their foot.

. . .Can't wait to see what you do with the hunting dog allusion . . .

                        Lehmberg@snowhill.com
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Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

From: Masinaigan@aol.com
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 20:56:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:27:18 -0500
Subject: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

Hi, EBK!

     Here we go again!  At 6:40 p.m. this evening, Thursday, December 12,
CNN reported that a Saudi jetliner encountered a UFO over Moriches
Bay on the southern short of Long Island.  The encounter reportedly
happened at 6 a.m., shortly after the plane's takeoff from Kennedy
International Airport.  The pilot described the UFO as "a greenish
white light with a long tail."  The FBI reportedly debriefed the Saudi
flight crew when they arrived at their destination, Dulles International
Airport outside Washington, D.C. at 7:30 a.m.  I'll send more details
as they become available.
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Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 04:44:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:19:38 -0500
Subject: Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:27:56 -0600 (CST)
>X-Sender: dstacy@texas.net
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
>Subject: The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever

>Velez: NOPE! I firmly believe that we are dealing with a physical (as in
>occupies 3 dimensional space, and has mass and substance) phenomenon. I
>believe that if you knock on a UFO you'll hear the "Ping"!
>
>Sasquatch: Then you have a dilemma, don't you? You've both had the same
>experience, but one of you thinks it was at the hands of physical ETs and
>the other doesn't. Now what is an outsider like me -- indeed, _any_
>outsider -- supposed to make of this situation? You can't fault me for
>being confused...

I'm not sure that Whitley has denied their "physicality" My take on his
remarks was that he thought they had the ability to pop in or out of (or
may have originated from) other dimensions. Not sure Dennis, maybe you're
right and he has said that. Whitley if your lurking, could you clarify this
for us please. The man raises a valid point and it deserves clarification.

>if the heart of the experience is such that it can support both
>"interpretations," as well as others.

Despite the disparity, there is a core of reported attendent phenomena that
fall into a narrow and pretty specific range. Perhaps by eliminating items
that are only reported once, by single individuals it would make it easier
to inventory what's left and then begin an analysis of the material that
crops up again and again. I hear you though, I found Macks book to be full
of contradictory accounts myself. There was material that I could relate to
immediately and then there was stuff that I couldn't identify or identify
with. Believe me, I appreciate the dillema that anyone that tackles this
material is confronted with. I wasn't trying to censor your "theory" Dennis
I jumped in to redflag you over the Strieber comment and to tell you my
oppinion. Don't let my New york gruffness make you feel like there's
anything personal in it. I am grateful to anyone who takes the time of
their lives to help figure this mess out.

>Sas: And what "personal issues" would those be, John? Are you saying that
>I'm not allowed to ask questions and propose theories?

Would never do that nor did I. I only expressed in maybe too personal terms
what (I) as an experiencer thought of it. (And between you and me I still
think it's a pig in a poke, but then it's just my oppinion and nothing
more.

 Am I supposed to go see a psychiatrist because I came up with a theory
that attempts to grapple with the Roper Report numbers,...

Nope. Only if you believe that the abduction experiences can all, or even
partially be explained by fetal/infanticidal guilt complex. It 'sounded '
to me like a projection on your part of some personal issue. That's how far
out I thought it was, I had trouble figuring out where you got it from. If
I was wrong, I believe EBK has a wet piece of lettuce laying about that you
can beat me senseless with. <G>

>I would be perfectly happy personally if the Roper numbers would just go
>away, in which case there wouldn't be any need for a theory like mine. But
>abductionologists continue to cite them as if they really meant something.
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You'll get no arguement from me. I agree that the Roper numbers are
"questionable". The sheer numbers of aliens and flying saucers required to
abduct so many individuals would fill the skies and we wouldn't be having
this discussion. However, there are a large number of apparently sane and
ordinary individuals reporting abduction related experiences. Maybe what's
needed is another more specific poll. I don't know what it would prove, but
maybe that's whats needed to put this Roper business to rest. Do you know
if anyone is contemplating such a poll?

>Are you paranoid? Where is there the least suggestion in what
>I've said that I'm trying to get you or anyone else to "just go away"?

Telling me to keep my mouth shut in my eyes is tantamount to saying "go
away" And, I only get paranoid when I see bright lights shining thru my
window at night. Or when I awaken suddenly to find a group of small bug
eyed beings surrounding the bed. I'll bet you dollars to donuts that crap
like that would make you paranoid too! <G>

>While you're here, though, there is one thing I wish you'd do and that's
>read David Hufford's "The Terror That Comes in the Night: An
>Experience-Centered Study of Supernatural Assault Traditions," University
>>of Pennsylvania Press, 1982. Your library should have it, and I believe a
>paperback edition is still in print. ISBN 0-8122-7851-8.

I'll try to get my mits on it and give it a read. Is Hufford an MHP?

>To return briefly but to one other issue you raised: anomalous scars and
>scoop marks. Have you ever heard of stigmata? Do you then believe that
>individuals who suffer or display same were crucified by real Roman
>soldiers? There is a vast body of literature, medical, religious,
>>anecdotal and other dealing with the remarkable ability of the mind to
>>influence matter, in this case the human body.

I don't think it's a valid comparison for two reasons Dennis.

1- We don't bleed from the palms, ribs, and feet. Stigmata BTW is a
"temporary" manifestation, the episodes pass and the (what do you call
them?) stigmatee returns to normal with little or no evidence of the cuts.
(I've only heard of one case where the individual retained scars after the
experience. A young girl from Italy, sorry, don't remember her name or just
where I read it.

2- I posted an open invitation on my website along side the photo's of the
abductees bodys for physicians to comment on the marks and scars. I've
gotten two replys. One from a general practioner and one from a radiologiat
that specialises in neurological radiology. Both identified the scoop marks
as being identical in size and appearance to what they called a "Punch
biopsy" I've asked some of the folks (I couldn't reach them all) if they
have ever had such a proceedure, the response was a uniform NO. Splain
dat one Reeky!

>There are also thousands of people today who testify to sexual abuse and
>satanic cults (and sacrifice) for which there is absolutely no objective
>evidence whatsoever. Should one conclude from that there is absolutely no
>sexual abuse nor satanic cults anywhere? Of course not. One nonetheless
>remains obliged to come up with some theory that would account for the
>obviously "false" cases, even when the experiencer of same may remain
>completely convinced of the reality of their experience. In some cases they
>are simply (and demonstrably) wrong -- which hasn't prevented the ruin of
>numerous lives. (Maybe you ought to take in the new movie of Arthur Miller's
>"The Crucible" this weekend and think deeply about any possible
>implications, assuming you don't consider that another "insulting" exercise
>on my part.)

I don't have any personal experience or knowledge of Satan or any of his
fan clubs. I do about aliens though. Yeah I'm sure there are some that are
simply adopting the symptoms for reasons of their own, but the majority of
the folks that I deal with show no "obvious" psychotic traits. When someone
is screwed up it bleeds through into other aspects of their personalities
and behavior. If they are screwed up, their lives are screwed up, and they
sound screwed up. Contrary to popular belief it's easy to spot a genuine
"looney," they are in trouble and it shows. Granted, not in all cases. But
the folks presenting abduction experiences (for the most part) are very
ordinary family and working people who have found themselves in the
confusing and life disrupting position of having to deal with experiences
they cannot explain any other way. No BS Dennis, I would rather believe
that I snapped a bridge cable. But EVERYTHING points the other way. Do I
"sound" nuts to you? I'm not, and neither are (many) that I have come to
know on a much better than casual basis. We quite literally have to be
investigated on a case to case basis which makes the job all the more
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complex and challenging. But not impossible.

>I'm sorry you didn't like the answer I came up with. I'll try to do better
>next time.

I'm sure you will. If at first you don't succeed,.....Hey Dennis, why not
look into the possibility of rock concert induced brain damage? Lord knows
I've been to plenty of those in my lifetime! Look at what rock music did to
those greenhouse plants that they exposed to a steady diet of heavy guitar,
and drums! <G>

>In the meantime, not going nowhere, neither...

Good! A chicken from texas would of necessity have to be extremely large!
Three-and-a-half foot tall aliens are one thing, but a 6'5" tall chicken is
something else altogether! How would we explain (its) existence? <G>

Take care sas, I'm sure our trails will cross again. It's in the stars!

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Ganymede Found to Have a 'Voice'

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 14:59:16 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:34:15 -0500
Subject: Ganymede Found to Have a 'Voice'

Douglas Isbell
Headquarters, Washington, DC               December 12, 1996
(Phone: 202/358-1753)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

Mary Beth Murrill
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
(Phone: 818/354-5011)

RELEASE: 96-255

BIG ICY MOON OF JUPITER FOUND TO HAVE
A 'VOICE' AFTER ALL; EUROPA FLYBY NEXT FOR GALILEO

     Jupiter's big moon Ganymede is not only the size of a
planet -- it sounds like one too, as heard in audio
recordings made from data returned by NASA's Galileo
spacecraft released today.

     Characterized by a soaring whistle and hissing static,
Ganymede's song reveals that the Solar System's largest moon
is also the only one known to possess a planet-like, self-
generated magnetic cocoon called a magnetosphere, which
shields the moon from the magnetic influence of its giant
parent body, Jupiter.

     Published in the scientific journal Nature this week,
these new Galileo findings and other measurements from
several Galileo sensors were presented today in a news
briefing held at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
Pasadena, CA. Taken together, scientists say the new Ganymede
findings are painting a portrait of a body that from the
inside out closely resembles a planet like Earth rather than
other moons in the Solar System.

     "The data we get back is in the form of a spectrogram,
and reading it is kind of like looking at a musical score,"
said Dr. Donald Gurnett, University of Iowa physicist and
principal investigator on Galileo's plasma wave instrument.
It was his experiment that first detected the telltale
signals of a magnetosphere during the spacecraft's close
flybys of that moon on June 27 and Sept. 6.

     Gurnett said the unique pattern of frequencies his
instrument detected is characteristic of a magnetosphere and
closely matches his previous studies of the magnetospheres of
Earth, Saturn and Jupiter. "The instant I saw the
spectrogram, I could tell we had passed through a
magnetosphere at Ganymede," Gurnett said.

     Describing the electromagnetic wave activity that his
experiment detected at Ganymede, Gurnett said the approach to
the large moon was relatively quiet, "until all of a sudden,
there's a big burst of noise that signals the entry into
Ganymede's magnetosphere. Then, for about 50 minutes, we
detected the kinds of noises that are typical of a passage
through a magnetosphere. As we exited the magnetosphere,
there was another big burst of noise."
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     Gurnett checked with Dr. Margaret Kivelson of the
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), principal
investigator for the magnetometer experiment on the
spacecraft. Kivelson confirmed the detection of a large
increase in magnetic field strength near Ganymede. Related
data from the two close flybys have confirmed that Ganymede
has a magnetic field of its own.

     Using extremely precise data from tracking the
spacecraft, investigators on Galileo's celestial mechanics
team also have been able to confirm that Ganymede's interior
is differentiated, probably having a three-layer structure.
"These data show clearly that Ganymede has differentiated
into a core and mantle, which is in turn enclosed by an ice
shell," said JPL planetary scientist Dr. John Anderson, team
leader on the Galileo radio science experiment.

     "Combined with the discovery of an intrinsic magnetic
field, our gravity results indicate that Ganymede has a
metallic core about 250 to 800 miles in," said Anderson.
"This is surrounded by a rocky silicate mantle, which is in
turn enclosed by an ice shell about 500 miles thick.
Depending on whether the core is pure iron or an alloy of
iron and iron sulfide, it could account for as little as 1.4
percent or as much as one-third of the total mass of Ganymede."

     This differentiated structure is the most likely cause
of Ganymede's newly discovered magnetic field, which in turn
gives rise to the magnetosphere, reported UCLA geophysicist
Dr. Gerald Schubert, an interdisciplinary investigator on
Galileo's science team. Scientists suspect Ganymede's
magnetic field is generated the same way as Earth's, through
the dynamo action of the fluid mantle rotating above a
metallic core. The only other solid bodies in the Solar
System known to have magnetic fields are Mercury, Earth and
possibly Jupiter's volcanic moon Io.

     "At Ganymede, the magnetic field is strong enough to
carve out a magnetosphere with clearly defined boundaries
within Jupiter's magnetosphere, making it the only
'magnetosphere within a magnetosphere' known in the Solar
System," Kivelson said.

     The strong magnetic characteristics of Ganymede, in
combination with its residence within Jupiter's powerful
magnetosphere, make the Jovian environment even more
intriguing, said Galileo project scientists Dr. Torrence V.
Johnson. "The physics taking place within Jupiter's
magnetosphere are of great interest to scientists attempting
to understand the complex interplay of magnetic forces and
matter throughout the universe," he said.

     Data from the plasma wave instrument can be heard and
seen on the Galileo home page at the following URL:

             http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo

     Newly received Galileo images of Jupiter's moon Callisto
and one of Europa also were released at the briefing.
Scientists were surprised by the lack of small craters
visible in the images. Some small craters appear to have been
softened or modified by downslope movement of debris,
revealing ice-rich surfaces.

    Galileo's next moon encounter occurs Dec. 18-19, when the
spacecraft makes its first close approach to Europa, the moon
thought to harbor a liquid ocean beneath its icy surface.
Results from that flyby will be radioed to Earth starting in
the last half of December through early February.

     The Europa image received from the spacecraft earlier
this week shows the cracked surface of this moon in greater
detail than it has been seen before. The new image shows an
area 150 miles by 140 miles that has been highly disrupted by
fractures and ridges.

    Arizona State University planetary scientist Dr. Kelly
Bender of Galileo's imaging team said that symmetric ridges
in the dark bands suggest that Europa's surface crust was
separated and filled with darker material, somewhat analogous

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo
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to spreading centers in the ocean basins of Earth. Although
some impact craters are visible, their general absence
indicates a youthful surface, she said.

     The youngest ridges, such as the two features that cross
the center of the picture, have central fractures, aligned
knobs, and irregular dark patches. These and other features
could indicate cryovolcanism, or processes related to
eruption of ice and gases.

     Galileo was launched in 1989 and entered orbit around
Jupiter Dec. 7, 1995. The Galileo mission is managed by JPL
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC.

                         -end-
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Pope, Hubble telescope and Archbishop of Canterbury

From: SKvs <bradford@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 20:40:43 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:26:27 -0500
Subject: Pope, Hubble telescope and Archbishop of Canterbury

Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 17:19:56 -0500
To: sphinx@angus.mystery.com
From: latrobe@mistral.co.uk (David Pinnegar)
Subject: Pope, Hubble telescope and Archbishop of Canterbury
Sender: owner-sphinx@angus.mystery.com

Hi friends

Most instrigued to hear that the Pope has a direct link to the Hubble Telescope.

In a sermon last night the Archbishop of Canterbury said that he had been to
see the Pope only last week.

The Archbishop's sermon was on the theme of Christ's return and not knowing
the date and the time. Chronos and chyros.

Sounds as though that passage is on his mind . . .

Yours,

David P.
_________________________________
David Pinnegar          Hammerwood Park
East Grinstead Sussex  RH19 3QE  -  UK
    Fax +44 1342 850864 Tel 850594
    email          latrobe@mistral.co.uk
site                http://there.is/hammerwood
With the comprehensive UK tourist link-
site at                     http://there.is/tourlink
and Comprehensive World Tourism at
            http://there.is/world
HELP SAVE OUR STONEHENGE HERITAGE
      See http://there.is/stonehenge
_______________________________

{#} ----------------------------------------------------+[ Sphinx ]+---
{#} The Sphinx Mailing List is sponsored by Geoffrey Keyte.  Further
{#} information about the Sphinx, the Hall of Records and Atlantis may
{#} be found on our WWW pages. Our web  address is:
{#}
{#}     http://www.lightwork.dk/Mystical.Crystal/
{#}
{#} Also AMARGILAND is to be found at:-
{#}
{#}     http://www.amargiland.com/

"Nothing is as burdensome as a secret."-French proverb
                "People's minds are changed through
                        observation and not through
                              argument."-Will Rogers
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UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 19:38:00 -0400
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:23:33 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

For Russ Estes: Your questions had imbedded in them a lot of false
assumptions..
i.e. WPAF as the final destination for artifacts ; That Kevin hadn't
acknowledged my work etc..  You talk about protocol as though you knew
something
about science and it wasn't necessary to do your homework before jumping in. I
would be happy to send you a list of my publications. Does the Los Angeles
Public Library include the International UFO Reporter, The Proceedings of the
annual MUFON Symposia,testimony printed by a Congressional Committee, even
Physics Today and Aeronautics and Astronautics more than 20 years ago on its
data list?
Feel free to take your marbles and go home if you feel insulted by my not just
blindly responding to your questions which clearly indicated you hadn't done
your homework. You might find my 10 page list of references in TOP SECRET?MAJIC
of some interest as well. An archive is a place where various government
related
documents are stored. One of these days I might draw up a list for you if uyou
insist. I didn't say I believed there have been saucers at Area 51 back to the
1940s. I said I had heard stories completely independent of Lazar about saucers
there.   Stan Friedman
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 07:47:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:35:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> >I think we have here the essence of the abductee-as-object versus the
> >abductee-as-subject problem.
> John the "problem" is, that I'm a human being, a person, not an
> "object" in any sense of the word. You like the term "object" because
> it depersonalizes us and that helps you to put a little more distance,
> (another brick in the wall) that protects you from your fear of us,
> and what we are reporting.

You being a human being isn't a problem <grin>.  Depersonalizing the
abductee portion of the abduction phenomenon, in terms of doing research
and investigation, is a _positive_ aspect but it isn't the only aspect.

Greg likes to us the example of a rape case as a multi-faceted
analogy to abductions.  In a rape case the key evidence is always the
physical and forensic evidence which is always presented _apart_ from
the victim - the rapee doesn't get to present that evidence, it is
presented apart from the rapee objectively.

What is your basis for claiming that I fear you (and/or other abductees)
and/or what you are reporting?

Please understand that this isn't the first of these type of discussions
that I've been involved in.  It may be revealatory to you to think that
others who do not respond emotionally to this information must therefore
be fearful of it, but that just isn't the case.  You are not the first
experiencer to state that, in fact almost every outspoken experiencer
I've talked with has reacted that way at first.

I learned a long time ago that there are plenty of known things in this
world worthy of being afraid and no point at all in being afraid of that
which is (currently) unknown.

I also understand the need many experiencers have to share the
emotional aspect of their experiences with non-experiencers but I can
assure you that it is impossible to create an experiencer from a
non-experiencer simply by the force of your emotional presentation.

> It's a means to sanitize and pidgeon hole us in a way that fits into
> your limited world view. I'm not going to sit still while you try to
> neatly tuck me into your little "box" and put me "out in the middle of
> an empty parking lot" (at a safe distance) Did I quote you correctly?

I don't know if the quote is accurate but its close enough, although you
completely missed the point.  The point was to give an example of the
type of evidence that is most desirable, that being evidence that
_anybody_ can evaluate and still come up with the same
result/conclusion, evidence that is completely separate from the
_people_ involved - impartial, impersonal and objective.

If I only wanted the (kind of) evidence _I_ need to believe or
disbelieve then I woudn't be here now, in fact I'd have been gone long
ago, long before EBK and this List and you ever happenned - I collected
that kind of evidence quite a long time ago.

Are you so important and central to the abduction phenomenon that you
have to be a personal part of the research and evidence?
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> See John, a person talks back, has oppinions and a validity that an
> object does not.

That's fine but it is largely irrelevant to the matter of collecting,
verifying and presenting _evidence_.  This is _not_ about parading a
group of people across a stage and proclaiming, "Look!  Aliens are here
abducting people _because_ these people say so!"  That form of research
is identical to tent-revival preaching.

> >We _don't_ know that so-called alien abductions are real, or have
> >ever actually happenned.
> I do! So do many others. Or is your "self proclaimed" view of reality
> the only one worthy of consideration?

You don't _know_, you have a set of personal experiences that
are completely real to you.  But they are your _personal_ experiences.
_NO_ self-claimed view of reality is any more or less worthy of
consideration than any other.  This isn't about consideration.  If this
was about consideration then we could all take turns preaching at each
with the point being to somehow emotionally persuade one another toward
some feeling on an issue.

You seem preoccupied with a quest to cause people to consider it
possible that you were abducted by aliens.  To what point?  Numerous
polls already show that a majority of people consider it possible.  What
does that _prove_?  In a sense you're living in the past, people already
made the step to considering it possible a long time ago, actually long
before you arrived on the ufological scene.  Perhaps I can save you some
time by assuring you that considering it possible is a leap we _all_
made a _long_ time ago.

But this isn't about considering it possible, its about proving it
happenned.

> "Reality" is not a fixed thing. We arrive
> at its definition by "consensus" John. And as you well know, the
> consensus can change!

In terms of objective research reality is considered to be pretty much a
fixed thing.  Just because everybody chooses to think something
happenned doesn't mean it did happen.

If everybody on this List agreed by consesus that you were _not_
abducted then does that mean you were not abducted?  The conceptof
consensual reality is an interesting item for philosophical discussin
but it has little relevancy to objective research and investigation.

> >This is _NOT_ an on-line support group for abductees (EBK will
> >correct me of I'm wrong).
> John if you call what I'm getting from you "support".....<G>

No, I don't call it support and I hope you're not here seeking or
hoping for any theraputic assistance as this is the wrong group of
people and the wrong venue for such.

> >It is (and, again, EBK will correct me if I'm wrong)
> >an on-line group of _active_ researchers, investigators and writers
> >who _attempt_ to be impartial, impersonal and _objective_ (somewhere
> >in the mix we also try to use formal and accepted standards of
> >evidence, standards of research and investigation, and a wee bit of
> >scientific methodology).
> How very condescending of you John! I guess us poor whacko's don't
> have any business participating in your lofty intellectual debates.
> Sorry, I forgot, "objects" should be seen and not heard.

I don't know of any reason why you or any other self-claimed abductee or
experiencer can't be impartial or impersonal or objective.  Perhaps you
aren't capable of being impartial or impersonal or objective and that's
why you think the statement was condescending?  I have no idea...

> >How much progress can we possibly make amongst ourselve if we are
> >censored and self-censoring because one or another _hypothesis_ is or
> >may be insulting to one or more self-claimed abductee!?!?!
> I expressed an oppinion of Mr Stacys "theory" I didn't censor his
> right to say it, or challenge that right. He crossed a line when he
> singled out Whitley by name, and used him and his son (in an extremely
> derogatry way) to make a "theoretical" point. It's wrong John. And
> indicative of an attitude that (again) dehumanizes/depersonalizes us
> all. Make your point without naming names. It was a cheap shot and I
> redflagged him on it, what's your point?
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I think Dennis has already commented on why he used the Striebers as an
example.  I don't think it was a cheap shot.  The tone of your previous
message and this message contributes to a self-censoring atmosphere.

> >Dennis never claimed you were or may be a party to an abortion.  He
> >stated an _impartial_ and _impersonal_ hypothesis.  Your response was
> >to directly (personally) ask him if he'd ever been party to an
> >abortion.
> There is nothing impartial or impersonal about using someones name. He
> went out of his way to single Whitley out. I think my remarks in that
> regard were pretty clear. Why are you trying to twist it into
> something else?

What's to twist?  He mentioned the Striebers as an example, nothing more
or less.  Your response was quite different

> >You used words such as "invasive," "tasteless," "unexcusable [sic],"
> >"rude," "wrong," and "disrespectful."
> Call em like I see em.

And that's part of the point of this message.  _Most_ of us _don't_ call
them like we see them.  Haven't you figured that out yet?  It takes some
effort to be impersonal, to be impartial and to be objective.  We make
that effort because we've learned the value of doing so.

> >There's no possible way for us to verify abduction data, develop
> >abduction data or related hypotheses if we are censored or if we
> >become self-censoring.
> I never "censored" anyone! I expressed my "oppinion" of Mr Stacys
> "theory" How is that "censorship" John?

It isn't directly censorship but it _does_ contribute to a
self-censoring atmosphere.  If folks see other people set upon in one
personal attack after another simply because they advanced a hypothesis
that is counter to the beliefs of some then they will _stop_
participating - they will self-censor themselves to avoid the
aggravation.

By the way, 'Hypothesis,' not 'Theory,' is the correct word.

> >But words like "mere" and "disrespectful," and
> >phrases like "wild off the wall," are completely inappropriate.
> Who's censoring who John? <G>

I know its difficult to be impartial, impersonal and objective but you
could at least try to fake it for the benefit of others here.  Maybe you
could just pretend you understand.

> >I don't know of anybody who has called you a (liar) or claimed that
> >you are (mentally disturbed) yet....
> *CHEAP LAWYER TRICK # 376.  SAY THE WORDS! It doesn't matter if the
> judge strikes it from the record, the important thing is that the jury
> heard it!

I'm not a lawyer and I really don't have time for tricks.

> Don't hide behind false civility John, if you want to call me a liar
> just do it, but don't "use words" to sanitize it like you do with
> everything else. Honesty, will go a lot further than cute verbal cat &
> mouse games.

I don't think you're a liar, I don't have any reason to think you're a
liar.  (I think you believe your experiences 110%)  That was, as stated,
an example of self-restraint that apparently you completely
misunderstood.  Had you exercised some self-restraint you might have
been able to politely ask me if I thought you were a liar.  I would
then have politely told you that I do not think you were a liar.

Instead, we have (yet again) your assumption-based out-of-control
emotional tantrums that only serve to embarass you.

> >Self-restraint, not censorship or self-censorship, and a continuing
> >effort to remain impartial, impersonal and objective is the ONLY way
> >self-claimed experiencers and experiencer can get along _and_ move
> >forward.
> Now, if I can get (you) to beleive it, we may actually get somewhere!

I not only believe it but I've been demonstrating it right here.

What have you been demonstrating?
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--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'

From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 16:49:13 cst
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:52:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Historical File - Kecksburg 'UFO Crash'

I wrote to James Easton:

>>The American spacecraft analogies you offer don't work -- all these craft
>>deployed multiple parachutes in addition to relatively soft ocean-landing
>>splashdowns.

>>Not only is there no report of parachute deployment in the Kecksburg
>>incident, nobody described the wreckage as fragmented, charred debris,
>>that it most certainly would have been if it had been any type of man-made
>>spacejunk.

To which James replied:

>I have to weigh up the fact that the failed COSMOS 96 satellite seems to
>fit the profile - even down to apparent first hand testimonies of the
>object's size, very distinctive shape and inscribed bumper - against
>speculation that it may not have survived such an impact.

>I don't really see any evidence that it couldn't possibly have been the
>COSMOS 96 satellite. If it wasn't, I haven't seen any credible evidence
>being offered for an alternative source, or an explanation of why that
>alternative source was apparently so similar to the COSMOS 96
>satellite.

     Hi James,

     In the absence of parachutes, breaking rockets or other aerodynamic
     lift/control surfaces we're either dealing with a "hollow" (Soviet?)
     satellite shell which should have burned-up on reentry and/or
     disintegrated on impact, or else a "solid" body that should have
     created an impact crater. Based on all the eyewitness reports, the
     Kecksburg object doesn't seem to conform to either of these scenarios.

     How do you resolve the COSMOS 96 explanation with these factors?

     Regards,

     Vince

     PS: Nice work on the Santilli dissection. Try posing this question to
     the Santilli apologists: Is there *any* statement that Santilli has
     made that has been proved to be truthful (other than his confession
     that he's "only in it for the money")?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA

From: Mary Helen Corrado <mcorrado@jetlink.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 08:52:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:22:01 -0500
Subject: Sighting Ventura County, Southern CA

>Great stuff Helen,,,I have another story of like magnitude on the order of
>my sighting with Dr. Leir...I will forward as it comes to us...Best to you
>dear lady..Derrel

Hi Derrel - What a nice surprise to see a note from you here.  Have you
checked the website?  Have extra info on there including the first of the
photos.  http://www.jetlink.net/~mcorrado

Will look forward to hearing your report and to seeing you again!!  I hear
Roger is flying out in your neck of the woods this weekend.  Have lots of
fun!!

If I don't get to talk to you, hope you and your family have a very Merry
Christmas!!!!!!!!!!!  And may the New Year bring new wonders to us all!!!!

Mary Helen
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Dec 1994 14:07:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:42:04 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Name calling? How dare I point out arguments devoid of logic, devoid of
> linkage that completely ignores the existing evidence that the proclamation
> presented is pure poppycock? How dare I to expect substantive arguments to
> support a position? How dare I to repeatedly point out that when asked for
> the evidence that supports the proclamation, none ever is presented? How
> dare I point out arguments that are nothing more than logical fallacies
> such as appeal to authority, appeal to the gallery, strawman arguments and
> the employment of circular logic? How dare I point out the occasions of
> intellectual dishonesty displayed on this list when they occurred? How
> dare I not to succumb to the practice of intellectual bullyism? How dare
> I to point out irrelevant arguments that are nothing more than ruses to
> avoid the real issues, substantive evidence/lack of substantive evidence?
> Well, you may be right in that it is probably childish of me to expect
> the above in the field of ufology.
>
> > Yes, there
> > is plenty of information on the Groom Lake area, even pictures. There is
> > also undoubtedly lots of classified information on the base at Groom
> > Lake. Even if those files SHOULD be public domain, I doubt they are
> > going to happily hand them over thus fueling further rumors/theories.
>
> So what? One could argue the above ad nauseum and in the end no progress,
> no knowledge gained. So what is the point in complaining about what amounts
> to nothing more than an excuse for lack of evidence to support a belief
> system? One either changes their belief system, or they admit to themselves
> that their belief system is what is important and not whether there is any
> evidence out there to support it. But to present what amounts only to be
> a belief system in the context that it is based on evidence is nothing but
> intellectual dishonesty. To present a belief system in the context that it
> is based on what evidence may be out there should it ever become available
> is a fallacious argument. To present a belief system in the context that
> it is based on personal faith is a religion. The point being that if one
> does not wish to be intellectually dishonest, or illogical, or accept their
> personal beliefs as a religion, one sticks to the available evidence to
> base claims on and one continues to search for evidence that can add
> linkage to the existing evidence that has stood up to critical analysis
> and modify their claims based on what that new evidence that has stood up
> to critical analysis has revealed and one stays away from making claims and
> supporting claims that fall into the categories of intellectual dishonesty,
> illogical or religious.
>
> > Ask yourself this: If MJ-12 exists or existed, do you think they'd just
> > let some REAL evidence lay around in NARA?
>
> Ask yourself this: If MJ-12 existed, where do you think you could find
> supporting documentation?
>
> > If the Lazar story was
> > real,(I don't think it is) and you wanted your secret kept, wouldn't you
> > discredit him? Sometimes to make headway it's almost best to think
> > backwards, become what you're chasing after.
>
> Ask yourself this: Why discredit an individual when that individual has
> no evidence to support their story? What makes a story valid is supporting
> evidence that is linked from data point to data point and can be
> independently verified. Don't you find it interesting that folks that have
> claimed the government discredited them  or that claim they are the targets
> of govenment harassment happen to also be the folks that never had anything
> but a story to present, stories without genesis/provenance, without linkage,
> without independent supportable evidence?
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>
> Ask yourself this: Why is it that folks that have produced more than just
> a story, evidence with genesis/provenance, with data points that had
> linkage to them, and stories that were independently verifiable
> have never been the targets of government discrediting? Example: Barry
> Greenwood, co-author of "Clear Intent" and one of the principles in the
> CAUS/NSA lawsuit? I don't know of anyone that has produced more damming
> evidence that the government hasn't been  forthright about UFO phenomena than
> Barry. Yet, no MIBs have ever bothered him. (GRIN)
>
> Ed Stewart
>
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com -

Ed,

    Re: MJ-12

    To answer your quesion, IF a group like MJ-12 existed, there would
be no supporting documentation anywhere you or anyone outside of the
loop could get at it.

Re: Bob Lazar

Doesn't it seem like Lazar's records could be destroyed by the
government, IF his story was true?

Re: Your comments about belief systems

    I don't hold any one particular "belief system". You too must
realize, that being a total skeptic is a belief system as well. I don't
know what your religon is, but total denial is a belief in itself. Now,
I don't mean to call you a total skeptic, because I don't know what your
beliefs are. I have done much work into MJ-12, including the Truman
signature. The signature isn't identical, it's close though. One must
wonder where Phil Klass "found" this signature. How in the thousands of
Truman signatures did he find an "exact" match? Did he sit there for
days with a ruler and go through them? I know they aren't identical
because I scanned them both, and made some acetate(spellling?) overlays.
Right now I am led to belive that the SOM is fake. If it is, so what?
Couldn't it be a copycat hoax? I think it's possible that the Ike papers
are genuine. When I began UFO research, I thought MJ-12 was surely a
hoax, now I'm not too sure.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale

P.S. I love these discussions, they're so enjoyable!
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 10:14:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 12:15:03 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-13 02:51:51 EST, Stan Friedman wrote:

<< Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle haven't
been
 <hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with some
very
 <strange arguments. Let me look at several:

Congratulations Ed, you've joined me as an agent of disinformation. I hope
your check is as large as mine. Stan, you have, of course, evidence to back
up this new and totally irrelevant allegation...

< 1. Kevin's  argument that since Ike would have known about Roswell, as
Chief of
< Staff in 1947, there would have been no need for a preliminary briefing in
1952
 <as the president elect, is an old and faulted one. It might have held if
Ike
 <had
 <remained as Chief of Staff through 1952. But he had already in June, 1947,
 <announced he was stepping down to be tbe President of Colmbia University.
He
 <was
 <there for a couple of years and was writing his memoirs as well. Then he
 <spent a
 <couple of years in Europe trying to tie the devastated former enemy nations
of
 <Europe into a coalition to resist the Soviets, only coming back to the US
 <around
 <June of 1952 for the Republican convention.As noted in my 108 p. "Final
Report
 <on Operation Majestic 12" l990, FUFOR, (available from UFORI, $14.
postpaid,
 <POB
 <958, Houlton, ME 04730-0958), he states in "Mandate for Change" p.85, that
he
 <was briefed that summer of l952 on National Security matters by W.B.Smith,
DCI.
 <Smith in a 2 page Jan.9, l953, letter to Truman notes that he had arranged
4
 <briefings for Ike during the campaign and 4 after the Nov. 4 election. The
 <entire letter is on pages E-9 and E10 of "Final Report..."Clearly he needed
and
 <received briefings on National Security matters after his long time out of
the
 <loop. The CIA has been unable to locate anything related to those
briefings.

There is nothing in the MJ-12 Briefing that Eisenhower didn't already know.
The information is all relatively mundane and certainly reveals nothing new.
Therefore there was no need to create this document.

 <2. I referred to the need for access to classified files re the history of
Area
 <51 and Kevin commented "we do have access to the public records which show
no
 <evidence of any secret facility in 1954" . To the best of my knowledge
public
 <records are by definition, not classified. How could they show evidence of
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 <classified balck matters. The area is, according to one writer the size of
 <Switzerland. A facility for collection, storage, and evaluation of bodies
and
 <wreckage need not be the size of Switzerland. Ed Stewart sets a new
standard
 <for
 <classification when he stated as repeated by Scott Hale "Before information

 <becomes classified, it is in the public domain and out there". Using Ed's
 <phrase
 <(would I ever say any such thing?) this is "unadulterated poppycock". Many
 <Black
 <Programs are by definition born classified. There were no public domain
 <releases
 <on the Manhattan Project, the city of Los Alamos, the Stealth Fighter, the
U-2
 <etc ad nauseum before they became classified, were there Ed?.

If I understand what you are saying here, it is that you have no evidence
that Area 51 or a secret facility existed in the Groom Lake area. The size of
the area is irrelevant. We have information about it because it was in public
hands. There was no secret installation there.

 <3. I suppose I should appreciate Kevin making me the Rupert Murdoch of the
UFO
 <publishing world by twice using the phrase "self published"  with regard to
my
 <29 papers on MJ-12 and Roswell not listed in his long list of references in
 <"The
 <Truth about The UFO Crash at Roswell". Sorry Kevin; all 29 were published
by
 <someone other than me such as  IUR,  MUFON J., FATE, UFO Universe,
<Proceedings
 <of the various MUFON Symposia,etc.  I have indeed distributed copies of
many of
 <these through UFORI as noted above. Here are 3 self published items
 "S.E.T.I.,
 <Sagan and Science " 27pg., l993;"Roswell Incident, USAF, and the NY Times"
 <9/26,l994; and, of most direct concern to our discussion, but not included
in
 <the 29, "Operation Majestic 12? YES!" 37pages 8/94. Each is only
$4.postpaid
 <from UFORI with a special price for all three of only $10.00 postpaid.

So let's see, some of them are self published and once again we get a
commercial on how to buy them... And, once again, they were not a factor in
The Truth About the UFO Crast at Roswell. That didn't answer the question
about interviews used in Crash at Corona that I conducted and Stan didn't
bother to acknowledge. Nor did it address that fact that he altered the
interview with Bill Brazel to corroborate the bogu claims of Gerald Anderson.
Stan, why did you alter the interview?

 <5. For Kevin, I am well aware of Dr.Pankratz's comments  . Obviously if the
Ike
 <or Truman libraries had MJ-12 documents of their own, we wouldn't be having
 <this
 <discussion. That doesn't mean they don't exist. The presidential Archives
do
 <NOT
 <get everything from that administration. The regulations about security
 <markings
 <are one thing,  the reality is quite another again as I have noted. Dr.
 <Pankratz
 <was also early on in error in some of his coments about the CT memo.. as I
 <reported in Final Report....

So, what you are saying here is that you have NO documents to support your
allegation. You are also saying that you knew about the negative information
but decided not to include it in your work. The real point is that NO
evidence exists to support your position.

 <Enough of my time. STF >>

Does this mean that you are going to answer the questions? You still haven't
answered the original questions. Why is that?

KRandle
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UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 14:42:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:40:23 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

>From: HoustonSky@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:49:00 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
>Subject: Wormwood?

>Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com

>From:   Name@Withheld
>To:     artbell@aol.com
>Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

>Dear Mr. Bell,
>I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
>whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I felt
>that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute
>what I have.

The "priest" has that right!

>I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over five years. I
>have done what could best be described as counter-intelligence work, for
>>the church.

NEWSFLASH!

Renegade priest runs from Popes 'hit men'

Former secret agent Father Ignatious De Plata, who posseses a 'doubled
cross' Vatican security clearance (License to convert!) is running from the
dredded Vatican death squads. This elite band of highly trained
sharpshooting priests acting under direct orders from the Pontiff himself
are scouring the globe for Fr."Iggy", as he was fondly known to his devoted
congregation of senior citizens over in Killarny.

"Our orders are to hunt him down and kill him, oh, and the Pope said that I
was to be sure to administer 'Last Rites' (before) disposing of the body,"
said one of the Pontiff's trained killers. When questioned as to why, the
swarthy priest responded that, "He's going to spill his guts about
something important that the Pope wants kept quiet, on the Art Bell show."

Well, that seems justification enough for this reporter! We wish the Pope
and his death dealing 'Emmisaries of the Lord, "Good luck boys, and happy
hunting! Nail that S>O>B> before he starts the machinery of Art Bells rumor
mill humming again!"

Good night and good news, Walter Crankcase reporting.

HEE-HAW

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island

From: Masinaigan@aol.com
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 16:50:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:42:52 -0500
Subject: More news from Moriches Bay, Long Island

Here's the latest hot, smoking poop from Moriches Bay, Long Island.

     On their 10 a.m. broadcast this morning, Friday, December 13,
1996, USA Radio news confirmed that a Saudi jetliner had encountered
a "greenish white object with a long tail" over Moriches Bay, Long Island.

     The sighting was confirmed on radar by the FAA Center in New York.

     James Kallstrom, the FBI special agent in charge of the TWA 800
investigation, was interviewed on the radio.  Kallstrom reportedly said
that was it "was still too early" to say exactly what the object was,
but "it might turn out to be a Geminid meteor."

     The object was sighted at 6 a.m. on Thursday, December 12th,
nearly 72 hours BEFORE the start of the Geminid meteor shower.
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Dec 1994 13:51:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:41:15 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

UFO UpDates - Toronto posted:

> From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 01:06:18 -0800 (PST)

> > Date: Sun, 11 Dec 1994 17:49:29 -0500
> > From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> > References: <2.2.32.19961210162900.0070db34@globalserve.net>

> > Ed,

> > Before you continue bashing Mr. Friedman, you should know that the SOM
> > manual has been around since 1994(If memory serves). Lets see.. I get a
> > paper today.. I publish it 2 years later, boy I'm rushing out and
> > publishing it before someone else does aren't I?

> > Scott K. Hale

> I know when Berliner got the SOM and I know when Friedman found out about
> it and how he got a copy.

> What makes you think that Stan Friedman got access to the SOM at the
> same time that it was mailed out to Berliner? The fact is he didn't. The
> fact is that Friedman only found out about it much later. If I told you
> why you would only say I am bashing Friedman. You want to know why? Call
> Berliner.

> Ed Stewart

No, I wouldn't automatically assume you were bashing Friedman, but I do
know that I was listening to Art Bell back in July or August and it
hadn't been published then. If you want to get something exciting out in
a hurry, send it to some media people, or call a press confrence. Your
implications that he's in it for the money aren't valid, because you
can't make a very good living writing UFO books, IMHO.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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UFO Magazine: UK UFO Magazine Website

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 12:48:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 11:58:10 -0500
Subject: UFO Magazine: UK UFO Magazine Website

Dear colleagues,

I'm pleased to inform you (just in case you didn't already know) that the
new WWW site for UFO Magazine is up and running and can be accessed by
dialling up:

http://www.ufomag.co.uk

I trust the two feature articles on the Brazilian Varginha incident and
Nick Pope are to your liking.

The site will develop over time (which is a precious commodity for us) and
any constructive suggestions will be most welcome. This from a gentleman
who still finds difficulty in changing the wires around on a house plug.

Best regards and have a safe and enjoyable weekend,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 22:03:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 11:58:57 -0500
Subject: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

Going round the big red barn again, let's see if I can clarify two
issues.

Or maybe three. A while ago I noticed that two abductees, John Velez and
Whitley Strieber, thought the alien picture Strieber posted here was
more like the aliens they feel they've seen than any other picture
known.

That made me suggest a test. Show a group of abductees this picture and
several others, of the standard alien. Ask them which picture is closest
to the aliens they feel they've seen. If most of them pick the same
one...

So now for the objections. Dennis Stacy wrote:

> Now guarantee that when they say they haven't seen it, they
> haven't, indeed, seen it. Guarantee next that they haven't seen any similar
> images now almost ubiquitous in the modern media, beginning with, say, the
> cover of "Communion" itself.

Well, of course they've seen these alien images, just as we all have. I
don't think that's relevant, though. We'd be asking people who all agree
on the general form of these aliens to pick a specific variant of it. If
they agree on the variant -- on very fine details, in other words --
then maybe they've actually seen the same thing.

Hard to guarantee that they haven't seen it. That's a good point. I
think we could be reasonably sure, because the new image hasn't gotten
around much, and in any case, when I've seen abductees in group
discussions, they're not very ufologically savvy. So if this new image
only circulates in limited ufological circles (hmmm...what a name for a
new airplane maneuver...don't think I'd want to be on a plane that was
doing one of those....), the odds are that most abductees wouldn't see
it. Though I know this doesn't validate the test scientifically!

On to John Powell:

> Show _faked_ alien pictures to a
> > > group of self-claimed abductees to see which _fake_ picture they
> > > like?

I had trouble with two emotion-laden words in that question, "fake" and
"self-claimed." Re fake, I suggested a parallel to a police identikit.
But John says there's a difference:

> The difference is that you'd be showing known fake pictures...<grin>

The word "fake," I still think, is throwing a cloud of emotion over this
simple question. What we're talking about here are pictures that aren't
drawn from life. A police artist works with witnesses to create an
impression of a suspect. Likewise with pictures of aliens. All the alien
images we've seen -- the cover of Communion and the rest -- are artists'
impressions, based on descriptions from people who believe they've seen
the aliens.

In that respect, an identikit picture and a drawing or
computer-generated image of an alien are similar. They certainly serve a
similar purpose -- to provide an image of something that wasn't there to
pose for the artist.
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In any case, I don't see how you can call the covers of Communion or
Intruders or any of countless other books "fake" pictures. Nobody ever
claimed those aliens were real.

On to "self-claimed." That struck me as a mocking expression, especially
in context. To which John replied:

> So far as alien abductions are concerned we have no evidence that such
> events have occurred therefore those who claim they have occurred (to
> them) are accurately 'self-claimed abductees.'...Why do you think refering
to abductees and their stories as
"self-claimed" somehow invalidates them?

"Self-claimed" or words to that effect are routinely used in journalism
to underline what are perceived as shoddy pretentions or illegitimate
titles. For example, the President of Mexico would never be called the
"self-claimed President." But the "Supreme Commander" of a guerilla
force seeking to depose the president might well be called the
"self-proclaimed Supreme Commander."

I don't think you'll find many usages of these terms -- or maybe even
any -- that aren't mocking or critical.

I asked if anyone would speak about a "self-claimed rape victim," and
John replied:

> or a rape victim I would use the term "self-claimed" during the
> initial reporting of the alleged event only because at that time it is a
> self-claimed (and alleged) event.  (An exception of course would be such
> an event that was independently witnesses in which case it would be an
> "alleged" event and there would be no need to refer to it as
> self-claimed.)

But this, I think, is exactly what is <not> done. Take the Mike Tyson
rape case. Imagine a newspaper story in which his accuser was referred
to as "the self-claimed rape victim." There's hardly a reader alive who
wouldn't catch the implication that the charges were false. So instead,
newspapers use neutral words like "accuser," which simply state the
facts.

Another example. An Englishman named Declan McManus made quite a
reputation in the pop world for records he made under the name Elvis
Costello. In fact, to most of the world he simply <is> Elvis Costello.
So now let's say I come along and I start writing about "the
self-claimed Elvis Costello." There isn't a soul in the rock and roll
world who wouldn't know I despised him. (I don't, by the way...)

Cut now to Michael Jackson. A few years ago, he signed a deal with MTV.
He'd do something for them (forgot what), and in return they'd refer to
him, even in their news broadcasts, as the "king of pop." Incredibly,
the phrase caught on, and Jackson was called that everywhere. That must
have been his greatest publicity coup ever. If I'd written about him
after that, I'd have been tempted to call him "the self-claimed king of
pop," meaning it as a dig, and feeling justified in sniping at him that
way, because the phrase was originally used deceptively.

(If I kept it up long enough, I'd be cut off Sony Music's press list,
and my editor would get a nasty letter demanding an apology. You think
ufology is nasty?)

Greg Sandow
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IUFO: The Late Senator Kennedy & UFOs!

From: "Dan G." <geibdan@qtm.net>
Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 17:58:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:53:21 -0500
Subject: IUFO: The Late Senator Kennedy & UFOs!

This may be old news to some, but I received a copy of a letter
photo copied out of a book allegedly from Senator Robert Kennedy to
a publisher of a UFO Magazine. In it the Senator explains his
beliefs in the UFO phenomena and his hopes for learning more. This
in NO WAY states that UFOs are real. However, I hope it might
do something to quiet those who think that ALL UFO believers are
either nuts or idiots. Copies of the letter can be found in
Decembers UFO news in UFO Folklore at
http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/framemst.html

<>=======<>========<>========<>=====<>
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Alice Springs Sightings

From: glenmack@thehub.com.au (glennys mackay)
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 08:14:28 +1000
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:25:28 -0500
Subject: Alice Springs Sightings

UFO'S SIGHTED OVER ALICE SPRINGS -CAPTURED ON VIDEO BY POLICE

  On the 26th november, Police in Alice Springs were able to capture on Video
a number of lights flying information across the sky. These were sighted by
hundreds of people and the phones were jammed with people phoning the station
to report the activity in the sky. The Chief of Police describe the lights
as orange in colour they were flying in formation, and every now and then
one or two would leave the formation and fly off in different directions at
great speed before returning to the group.

On the following morning a local journalist contacted Pine Gap (Joint
defence Facility) and asked about the activity the previous night if they
were involved etc. he was told what the people saw the night before were
"just weather balloons".  That evening of the 27th November more calls came
into the Police station advising of strange lights bobbing up and dawn and
there were many. The Officer instructed  his men to go out and investigate
the sightings.  Two cars were despatched on one of the outer roads and the
first officer came across a plastic bag on the side of the road all ready
prepared to send off into the sky. The second police car set off  along a
back road came across a car acting suspiciously,  two men were in the car,
he asked what they were doing and searched the car to find balloon making
equipment in the car asked the two men to accompany him back to the station
for questioning, also demanded to see there I.D. the two Americans
reluctantly produced there I.D. cards which stated they worked for the Dept.
of Joint Facilities at PINE GAP.   ( Pine Gap is only about oNe and half
hours drive from Alice Spring.)

I am awaiting a copy of this  video and it will be  analysed and will be
available for any other group that wish to analyse it also. There are still
ongoing sightings in the Northern Territory and various parts of Australia
coming in all the time. (our News papers are very controlled as they are not
always reported.)

 Regards
G.Mackay,
QUFON QUEENLAND
_____________________________________
G.M. Mackay
QUFON : Queensland UFO Network

P.O. Box 2183
Mansfield M/C
BRISBANE, QLD 4122
AUSTRALIA

PHONE/FAX:  +61 7 3849 6450
E-mail     glenmack@thehub.com.au
_____________________________________
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:55:24 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:27:08 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 10:14:03 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> In a message dated 96-12-13 02:51:51 EST, Stan Friedman wrote:

> << Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle haven't
> been
>  <hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with some
> very
>  <strange arguments. Let me look at several:
>
> Congratulations Ed, you've joined me as an agent of disinformation. I hope
> your check is as large as mine.

I don't have the slightest clue how large my check is. When first
accused of the same allegation by Richard Boylan after posting arguments
and evidence that his proclamations were fallacious, I realized that
such tactics were more damning towards the accuser than the object of
the accusation. Accusing someone of being an agent when confronted with
arguments contrary to one's position is a sign of emotional desperation
and actually provides substantive evidence as to the character and
mindset of the accuser. It is tantamount to a personal confession that
they have no evidence to substantiate whatever proclamations they were
previously promoting. It is a common tactic of distraction away from the
real issues, substantive evidence/lack of substantive evidence used by
those that are unable to provide valid arguments to support their
positions. The above is the second time that Stanton Friedman resorted
to that maneuver. The first was back in August where he proclaimed that
I must be being paid my MJ-12 or its successor to "birddog" him. That
was after Stanton jumped into a thread that he was not participating in
declaring as nonsense a position I had taken and demanding evidence for
it following it up with numerous e-mail messages to my address which
amounted to nothing more than intellectual bullyism and annoying. After
I asked him several times to stop e-mailing me and to post his position
publically to the list if he had something relevant to say, I finally
told him that if I got another e-mail that I would post the message
traffic to the list. He continued with his bullyism and annoyance in
e-mail, so I posted the thread and proceeded to back up my position with
the sourced evidence available to me and indicating where anyone could
find the information. Somehow or other Stanton Friedman viewed that as
me "bird dogging" him. Here we are four months later with lots of bark
but still no vestige of relevant evidence from Stanton Friedman to back
up his contentions regarding MJ-12.

> Stan, you have, of course, evidence to back
> up this new and totally irrelevant allegation...

Maybe Friedman and Boylan can get together and devise a common strategy.
Who knows, there may well be a co-operative book in the making? Maybe
even with promotional tours. After all, birds of a feather have been
known to find each other and nest together against all odds.(GRIN)

Ed Stewart

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
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 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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Re: Abduction Question

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 00:46:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:28:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Abduction Question

>From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 96 13:54:14 cst
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Abduction Question

>     John Velez wrote:

>>Jorgen, the connection that you're trying to make here, (military
>>involvement in abductions) is to me, on the face of it a complete
>>impossibility. They could NEVER get away with it.

>>Aside from the fact that 'someone' would have 'talked' long before now,
>>the logistics of such a broad scale operation would require large
>>numbers of personel and materials to accomplish.

>>Example: personel. Let's say that you manage to recruit a few psychotics
>>that are willing to help you kidnap citizens (and) keep their loyal mouths
>>shut about it. Then I assume that you propose that these humans are either
>>carrying out the abductions in conjunction with the aliens, or... by
>>themselves, using 'alien technology' ie; flying saucers.

>>Then we multiply this number in order to reach the minimum required to
>>conduct hundreds or thousands of these abductions. Do you see where I'm
>>going with this Jorgen? It's just physically impossible. They would have
>>to employ so many people that someone somewhere would have blown the
>>whistle on it ages ago. Even if only to make a few bucks on the lecture
>>circuit! <G>

>>I would believe that [some folks], [here and there] have been snatched in
>>the night by operatives of some intelligence group or other for monitoring
>>purposes, or to see if they can add information to their alien technology
>>database. (I believe something like that happened to my friend Debbie
>>Jordan, from "Intruders") But I don't for a minute think that its possible
>>to pull something like that off of a large scale. It would involve too
>>many people, that, in itself would be its major weakness and prove to be
>>the source of its downfall. It would just become too "messy" and
>>cumbersome an operation.

>     Hi John,

>     The same logistical problem you describe (excluding the need for
>     "human" secrecy) would be just as applicable to the "alien abduction"
>     scenario, wouldn't it?

You're throwing out the baby with the bathwater Vince. My whole point was
thet I didn't think that any "human" agency could pull it off. I know the
aliens can.

>     While any hypothetical alien supertechnology may be impressively
>     dependable, I can't conceive of even advanced alien technology totally
>     overcoming the ironclad principles of Murphy's Law.

Fact is they haven't. They haven't been completely sucessful in their
'clandestine' efforts or we wouldn't be discussing them! (chime in sci-fi
sound track, oooweeeeahhhoooo)<G>

Take care vince,

John Velez
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           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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New Sighting Ventura County/Simi Valley

From: Mary Helen Corrado <mcorrado@jetlink.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 18:05:36 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:27:59 -0500
Subject: New Sighting Ventura County/Simi Valley

We have received news from a local resident of another sighting in Ventura
County.  This occurred Friday afternoon.  It seems we are becoming a bit of
a hot spot these days!!

Mary Helen Corrado
MUFON Vta/SB
http://www.jetlink.net/~mcorrado

NEW SIGHTING REPORTED IN SIMI VALLEY

DATE: 12/13/96 TIME: 1530

INITIAL EYEWITNESS REPORT FROM E-MAIL CONTACT WITH LOCAL RESIDENT

Yesterday, I witnessed a sighting at approximately 3:30pm. The object was
traveling at an amazing speed. It was heading somewhat in the direction of
Malibu, CA. 2 people other than myself witnessed it. The object streaked
across the sky, then rapidly slowed to a stop. After maintaining a
stationary position for a few seconds, it then went straight up and began
doing various zig-zag maneuvers for quite a while before shooting off in the
Northeast direction.

I am not able to estimate the elevation of the UFO, but it did not appear to
be extrememly high up, nor was it extremely big. Sunlight glinted off the
top and bottom of the craft, which appeared to be a slightly flattened egg
shape. There was no sound coming from the object that I could hear. The
object left no contrail, while all the other planes in the sky had been
leaving contrails.

Approximately 45 minutes later, I was outside showing some of my co-workers
where we saw the UFO, and I noticed 2 fighter jets flying in tight wing
formation heading in the same direction the UFO had gone. There was no way
the fighters would have ever caught up with the UFO. This is the first
daylight sighting that I have witnessed.
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Ambush Journalism I

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 10:02:58 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:29:46 -0500
Subject: Ambush Journalism I

Here is a little something that came my way just before sweeps week.  I
have included my answers.  As this is America, the names have been
changed to protect the guilty.  (Apparently around 1947 they also had
trouble with the literal minded.  Many stories ended with, "That's a
joke, son!"  As should this little introduction.)
> >
> > My name is ------------.  I'm a reporter with W----TV.
> >
> > We're currently working on a news series about the Plum Island Animal
> > Disease Center which is located about ten miles off of Old Saybrook, CT.
> > Plum Island is the premier bio-security containment facility for foreign
> > animal diseases. I have heard a little about this facility and that some
wackos in the
 area claim that Lyme disease and maybe even AIDS came from there.  They
 don't explain how Lyme disease was detected in Europe about the same
time
 it was detected in the US.
>
> > Rumors have floated around for years that Plum Island is in fact just a
> > government cover for a number of covert activities.  I have visited the
> > facility and can attest that there is indeed animal disease research going
> > on.  But there are several sub-terainian labs and corridors with four
> > increasing levels of "containment."  It's the perfect cover for biological
> > weapons -- or storage of aliens ofr their artifacts.  Lots of liquid
> > nitrogen tanks..colling refrigerators for contagous diseases.
>  The US is a signatory to the treaty that prevents the use of biological
 weapons.  Even so, would it not make sense to have  defense against
 biological agents?...so that could justify research.
> >
> > While our story has the highest journalistic intentions, we certainly can
> > not ignore the public sentiment in the area around the facility.
>  Correct me if I wrong, but isn't critical thinking part of "highest
 journalitic intentions."  If you were doing research on biological
 weapons or ETs, you would do it a facility that a country like the USSR
 could isolate long enough to raid with a submarine borne spenatz force
 and get your secrets before you could react.  Seem rather doubtful
 doesn't it?  Obviously, it would make sense to  militia types but then
 again almost anything makes sense to them.
>
> >Few
> > people know it even exists.  And those who do consider the evidence for
> > covert activity:
> >
> > - Former Army base
> > - Closed to the public for nearly a century now
> > - Super-secure lab created by the US Congress in 1954 -- a sensitive time
> > for defense and UFO studies
>  Can you enlight me as to what sensitive UFO studies were going on in
 1954?  The other evidence you offered sound pretty tenuous.
>
> > - High security and warnings of contagious diseases help keep the curious
> > from investigating.
>  Do you have some link to DOD or other security agencies?
> >
> > What do you know about the island,
>  Not much more than I've written here.
>
> > and what do you hink about the
> > possibilities?
>  I wouldn't want to feed the conspiracy freaks' imaginations.
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>
> >  Our story airs next week, so the sooner you can reply, the
> > better.
> From what imput you have given me, my opinion is that you should kill the
 story until you can dig up additional facts on the facility.
>
> >  I received your e-mail address from the --------------.

I know your source they have helped me in the past.  They are among
the more serious minded in the field.  Since I don't necessarily
subscribe to
current government ufo coverup theories and I am not a "believer" as many
people are in tabloid ufo theories, most ufo people have no use for me.
 However, I am
 interested in UFOs and have a grant to do research on the subject.  I
 have spent some time in over 150 universities, archives and libraries in
 45 states and Canadian provinces.  I copied about 10,000 pages of
documents from
 the National Archives, the Library of Congress, and the USAF Historical
 Research Center at Maxwell AFB, Alabama on the subject.
>
> > Thank you for your time.
>  Sorry, I could not be of much help.
>  Sincerely,
>  Jan L. Aldrich, Project 1947
 (860)-546-9135
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Ambush Journalism I

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 10:17:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:30:38 -0500
Subject: Ambush Journalism I

Now changes the tune.  Please note that since I wouldn't play his little
game I get a more reasonable approach.  Had I gone and done an interview
no doubt I would have been chopped to pieces and made to appear a grand
kook.  Forwarned is forearmed.
>
> >
> > Thanks for your reply.
> >
> > I believe my note sent the wrong message.  The first two parts of our
> > series involve the study of animal diseases.  The third part should help to
> > dispell rumors generated by the shroud of secrecy which once drapped the
> > island.
> I will watch it.
> > It's fitting that you refer to the term "critical thinking."  I am an
 alumnus of Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio -- one of the few classic
liberal arts institutions left in America.
>  A Liberal Arts education is inoculation against these illogical beliefs.
> > Not knowing much about your writings, I simply considered the source of
 your e-mail address ------------ folks.  I found them during an internet
 search.  I incorrectly assumed you were part of that culture, and
therefore
I attempted to show sympathy for any theories you might have suported.
>  I am somewhat a part of their culture as I study what interests them.  I
 just don't necessarily share all their beliefs.
>
> > I have visited plum island and agree the umors are quite unreal.  But I do
> > have documentation that the Fort Terry Army base -- which existed on the
> > island until 1952 -- transformed one of its buildings into a biological
> > warfare production center.  The now-declassified documents show the Army
> > was researching the possibility of releasing Foot and Mouth Disease Virus
> > on enemy fields to decimate the enemy's agriculture, food supply, and
> > economy.
>  I knew we were researching that possibility.  I had some training in NBC
 defense operations in the Service.  Most of the offensive research
ceased
 under Nixon.
> >
> > I was just testing the waters to make sure there wasn't a large group of
> > people out there who suspect Plum Island is more than just a USDA research
> > center.
> >
> > Our story airs Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at 11:00 P.M.  Our focus is
> > more on the interesting aspects of the government facility than on any wild
> > conspiracy theories.  I am not an investigative reporter, but a
> > storyteller.

 Here is one then.  The Japanese balloon bomb attack against the US in WW
II was
 more than just an attempt to start fires in the Western forests.
 Documents not declassified in the original downgrading indicate that
 biological or chemical attack was suspected.  (An interrogation of a
 Japanese general, intercepted coded messages to the Germans, and dead
 animals close to grounded balloons.)  The possibility was scracy to the
 military, but after the war the object was to rehabilitate Japan as fast
 as possible--no need to bring up this little unpleasantness.
Susposedly,
 acording to one USAF UFO project officer, the balloon recovery teams
 which had been activitied during the "attack" were left in place until
 1953.  Maybe that's why the Air Force was interested in "flying
saucers."
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  Possibly ufos were seen as renewed attack by a foreign power.

 Conspriacies are wonderful; they are everywhere!
>
> > Thank you again for your time.

 Sure, no problem.
>
> > -------------
> > ----------
> >Jan Aldrich
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 12:25:44 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:33:10 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Greg Sandow wrote:

>The debate John Powell and I are having should really be conducted in
>public, with a very sharp moderator. The moderator could force out some
>of the assumptions both he and I make, and focus the discussion.

   How do you respond to ths one, Erol?  :)

   ~Pat~

___________________________________________

With a neutral 'silence' <g>

I'm trying to avoid getting caught up in
any more than facilitating the List.

Reading & re-posting burns up an several
hours a day. Things get behind when I'm
away on-location or in-studio - up to
18 hour work days, plus trying to keep
the List flowing.

Posters here are intelligent, educated
and well-informed.  Eventually, threads
will either resolve or exhaust. Doubtlessly
we'll return to some of them periodically.
Some like Philip Mantle will take their
'truth' and 'bugger-off' - so be it. As in
the past, I'll step in to stop things
deteriorating.

Keep in mind why this List exists:

   UpDates is one of the few venues where
   researchers, invesigators, authors, writers,
   experiencers and seriously interested
   'civilians' can come together to either
   discuss all aspects of the UFO phenomena
   or lurk, read and learn

   news.groups are basically useless to those
   who, like me, are anxious to get to the
   root of the 'UFO Mystery' - ignorance, noise
   and flames

   new subscribers here assume that 'UFO UpDates'
   carries only UFO news updates - it wasn't
   conceived that way - the intention is to update
   _all_ aspects, ancient, living memory, recent
   history and current UFO related information.

ebk
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 10:03:06 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:32:18 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

   John Powell decanted;

>I not only believe it but I've been demonstrating it right here.
>
>What have you been demonstrating?

    Ignorance.

    ~Pat~
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 12:41:56 cst
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:11:26 -0500
Subject: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

     John Powell wrote:

     >> or a rape victim I would use the term "self-claimed" during the
     >> initial reporting of the alleged event only because at that time it
     >>is a self-claimed (and alleged) event.  (An exception of course
     >>would be such an event that was independently witnesses in which
     >>case it would be an "alleged" event and there would be no need to
     >>refer to it as  self-claimed.)

     To which Greg Sandow replied:

     >But this, I think, is exactly what is <not> done. Take the Mike Tyson
     >rape case. Imagine a newspaper story in which his accuser was
     >referred to as "the self-claimed rape victim." There's hardly a
     >reader alive who wouldn't catch the implication that the charges were
     >false. So instead, newspapers use neutral words like "accuser," which
     >simply state the facts.

     Hi Greg,

     I think you're automatically ascribing a pejorative meaning to the
     terms "self claimed" or "self proclaimed" that really isn't justified.

     An accusation of rape without any substantiating evidence is only an
     accusation -- not a verdict. To describe the claimant as a "rape
     victim" in the absence of *any* supporting evidence indicates a prima
     facie acceptance of the claim and reveals an endorsement of the
     claimant's tale.

     Jurisprudence, as well as science, just doesn't work that way.

     Accepting the fact that inexplicably weird things really do happen to
     people, we also know that people make stuff up for a variety of
     reasons. Use of the term "self-proclaimed" is just a qualifier to
     indicate that the claims have not been verified and/or the absence of
     any supporting evidence.

     Regards,

     Vince
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 11:51:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:12:13 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>
> > What I _really_ want is to know these things in a completely
> > _impersonal_ sense.  I'd like there to be a collection of data
> > completely separated from any human being.  Put that collection of
> > data in a box, put the box in the middle of a giant empty parking
> > lot and then any person who approaches that data can read it (do the
> > experiments, whatever) and walk away with _precisely_ the same
> > understanding (knowledge) as any other person.
> I understand believe me. However and unfortunately, the above
> DOES necessarily involve humans. It involves people who have
> undergone a set of serious traumatic shocks to their psyche.
> These folks seem to have an extremely difficult time
> disassociating themselves from the tremendous emotional
> attachment to their experience.

Anything as seriously traumatic as this is going to present a whole set
of separate problems, which is why I think the psychological aspect and
any related therapy should be separate from any research/investigation.

There's no reason why abductees can't be involved in the
research/investigation but there are some otherwise obvious groundrules
associated with that.  It isn't a crime that one or another person has
difficulty separating themselves from the phenomenon, I'd be surprised
if that wasn't pretty much always the case.

> That the reported circumstances of these phenomena is fantastic
> and all but unbelievable is true, but due to the overwhelming
> numbers it is clear that something exceedingly strange is and
> has been occurring.

I'm not so sure how overwhelming the number really are.  True, its a lot
of abductees but they are mostly coming from a very small number of
abductionists.  At any rate, the anecdotal data to date, overwhelming or
not, is clearly enough to indicates that _something_, rather than
nothing, is going on.

> > That's the only way we'll know that we got it right.
> Perhaps, but in any event it IS TIME NOW that an honest and
> totally objective study be made of what is occurring. Our
> collective future just may depend upon it.

The time is certainly now rather than later.

> > And that is the filter through which I view every single bit of
> > ufological and paranormal data.  The odd thing is that my approach
> > causes some skeptics to consider me a believer and it causes some
> > believers to consider me a skeptic.  Go figure...<grin>
> Honesty is an all too rare commodity during these times. ;-)

Hahaha!!

> > > I have included a JPEG of the piece with this message.
> > Great picture!
> It IS for sale!  <grin>

I'll mention that in the listing.

> Just think of what a conversation piece it would make hanging in
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> your entryway! <wide evil grin>

Just think what a conversation piece _I'd_ make hanging in my foyer if
my wife found out I bought something like that!!!! <GRIN>

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:20:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:13:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
>
> >That's an incredibly silly premise.
> >Dating the film merely dates the film, nothing more.  In no way does
> >it prove ownership.  Santilli has already claimed ownersip and has
> >the copyright, and he's _not_ a US citizen.  If the US gov't wanted
> >the film they'd have two options:
>     Silly or not, it seems to have worked.  If you saw my message to
> James Easton, I mention the videos of the footage been or being sold
> by other vendors on that premise even without the US Govt. claiming
> it.

Are you perhaps confusing sales and advertising with the real world???

>     You are correct, dating the film does nothing else. It does not
> "authenticate" the footage. If the footage was shot in 1987 we still
> don't know who was involved in making it.  Not all people are
> interested in finding out who did it. I just happen to be one that is.

We have three parts to this:

        1) The film stock (and if there is any),
        2) The content of the film,
        3) Those who made the film.

Dating the film stock does authenticate the film stock.  If the footage
was shot in 1987 I would still like to know who did it but only _after_
a very long and very enjoyable period during which we peel the flesh off
the bones of those who have been promoting this as anything but a
hoax...<grin>

>     That person that is claiming to be the cameraman is involved now.
> Whether he is actually the cameraman that shot the footage or not, he
> is still involved. I think the fact that there is an actual person
> claiming this, besides Santilli is significant.  I don't think
> Santilli could have done this whole thing by himself, and now there is
> more proof that he didn't.

What you have isn't proof.  It doesn't matter if Santilli and a cast of
hundreds or even thousands it.  Until we know if there is film stock,
and until we know the date of that film stock, we don't know anything.

> > Sorry, but this is just a convenient dodge to allow Santilli to
> > continue to market his hoax.
>      And he should continue.  Particularly if he is able to market it
> even though people think its a fake!  No one is being forced to look
> at the footage or to purchase it so what harm is being done?

You have to answer that question for yourself.

> >If your alleged cameraman turns out to be a cameraman from the 40s
> >that's wonderful but it tells us nothing about the Santilli footage.
> >There would also still be _no_ connection between the cameraman and
> >the Santilli footage.  We would _still_ need to date the film to know
> >it is from that era.
>    Dating alone will prove nothing other than that deformed human
> bodies or special effects existed in whatever year it turns out to be.
> There is nothing in the footage to show that the military or any
> government agency was involved.
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Did you forget about the scene showing a guy in military uniform on the
other side of the 'window?'

> The person claiming to be cameraman can tell us who was involved and
> what is on the table.

Just noise, hot air, unless it can be verified.

>     So yes, I think more information can be gained from the
> "cameraman" than from dating the film. At least the information that I
> am interested in.   I know that all people aren't interested in
> knowing the who and the what of it, and I wouldn't expect them to.

I don't understand why you would be more interested in unverified
chit-chat from an unsubstantiated source about an unverified film, but
to each his or her own...

> > Now, finally, please state why you think _any other_ choice makes
> > more sense, and please do so by refuting the simple logic stated
> > above.
>      I would chose the one that would give me the the most answers.
> Dating the film would only answer one question.  Many people have
> stated that would be enough for them.  But I want to know more.

Okay...<grin>

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:31:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:14:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: HoustonSky@aol.com
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>
> John V., pardon me for jumping in here, but I would like to make an
> observation.
> I can't be sure that I know what John Powell means, but this is way I
> am interpretting what he is saying. Yes, we know abductees are human
> with difficult challenges and that part of the human needs to be taken
> care of. But if we are ever going to learn *WHAT* is really happening
> -- someone needs to be studying the abuctee in an objective manner,
> scientifically ALSO.

Bingo.

> There is a big difference between investigation and treatment. It is
> very difficult for one person to do both things, and it is even
> difficult for investigation and treatment to go together. There are
> many conflicts.

Too many conflicts.

> I assume John Powell is looking at this from an "investigator's" point
> of view.

I am.  I'm not a mental health professional, and I'm not willing to
pretend that I am.

> I don't think that ANYONE is advocating treating abductees as objects
> while ignoring the human side. I could be wrong but I don't think I
> am.

I never advocated that and I've never heard that notion advanced
anywhere.

> An investigator wants facts. And to get facts, they have to be
> objective and not let emotions obscure what they are looking for.

That's the bottom line.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 13:02:48 cst
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:16:22 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Rich Boylan wrote:

                Noted Roswell researcher Stanton Friedman writes:

 >> Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle haven't been
 >>hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with some
 >>very strange arguments. Let me look at several:

>Stanton,

        >You have a very keen mind.

     I'm certain of very little in the wacky, wonderful, topsy-turvey world
     of ufology, but one thing I'm quite sure of: When one is confronted
     with (even bitterly) opposing opinions, accusing those who hold said
     opinions of being "disinformation agents" or threatening lawsuits is
     absolutely idiotic.

     Regards,

     Vince
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Project Starlight?

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 14:46:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:17:12 -0500
Subject: Project Starlight?

Could someone please tell me more about Steven Greer's Project Starlight?

When did it begin and how does it relate to CSETI?

Is Project Starlight part of somthing that Bob and Celia Dean are promoting
with a similar sounding name?

Thanks
Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:39:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:15:36 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> That goes against all we know regarding crash recovery operational
> procedures. When an airplane crashes, the recovered material is taken
> to one site only, laid out systematically so that there is an
> opportunity to reconstruct the crashed vehicle and hopefully help to
> determine what caused the crash. You don't take the crashed remnants
> to separate geographically dispersed areas.

Unless you already know what the object is and why it crashed.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: Wormwood?

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 14:13:54 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:18:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

>Well, that seems justification enough for this reporter! We wish the Pope
>and his death dealing 'Emmisaries of the Lord, "Good luck boys, and happy
>hunting! Nail that S>O>B> before he starts the machinery of Art Bells rumor
>mill humming again!"

>John Velez

   Hummmm....  Shades of the Spanish Inquisition?

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
    =80 wormwood n  1 : aromatic woody herb related to the daisies 2 :
something bitter or grievous
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
Re 8:11 And the name of the star is called Wormwood: and the third part of
the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the waters, because they
were made bitter.
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

    Interesting to note the HCN associated with Hale Bopp. (Cough cough)

    Something  that has been on the backburner of my mind, something
    I noticed in news reports that has not been discussed here is another
    item of interest, to me at least. So, I'll conjecture...

     If I were of a super race of 'beings' and I was intent on exploring
     planets in a solar system, I would want to know certain things before
     I exposed myself to possible intelligent life forms. I would need
     some sort of high energy scanner, broadband, that would be able
     to elicit useable data from the planets I wish to know more about
     before I venture too close. As I know how easy it is to map out the
     structure of atoms, it would seem that a like device would suffice
     to map out organic molecules with the main difference being that such
     a device would need to be sent ahead in the form of a probe.

     A probe like that would of course needs be disguised so that any
     intelligent and outward looking life forms would not notice too
     closely.  The probe would have to appear to be a natural object.
     The only danger would be that if there were sufficiently intelligent
      life forms around and they were advanced enough technologically,
      they may be able to detect the scanning signals. So, just in case
      of that I would think it prudent to select not so wide a bandwidth
      and perhaps push it up beyond the ultraviolet in hopes that no=20
      detection would be likely.

      Of particular interest to me would be the spectra and temperatures
      of any planet that should be much, much hotter owing to it's close
      proximity to the central sun in a given solar system. My probe would
      need to make a very close, but not too close flyby of such a planet.
      I would suspect that large amounts of water and cool temperatures
      would indeed be an indicator of general life forms.

     Back to reality... Has anyone heard of anything that might fit
     the conjectured probe described above lately?

     I have!

     ~Pat~
=20
     =20
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Hale-Bopp - Vodniza Replies

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 14:25:50 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:18:50 -0500
Subject: Hale-Bopp - Vodniza Replies

Subject:     Re: About 11/14 photo
Sent:        12/14/96 5:57 PM
Received:    12/14/96 2:09 PM
From:        ALBERTO QUIJANO VODNIZA, aquijano@coqui.net
To:          Pat Parrinello, pparri@republic.net

Pat Parrinello wrote:
>
>      Dear Sirs,
>
>       I have found what appears to be a discrepancy in photos
>       taken by a gentleman in Houston Texas, and the photo
>       taken by yourselves on the evening of November 14, 1996
>       of the comet Hale Bopp.
>
>        The included AVS1114.jpg is a contrasted overlay of the
>         Houston & your photos. Note the datum stars, these have
>         been precisely aligned. It would seem that the large bright
>         star to the right of the comet would also be aligned precisely
>         center to center as has been the case with other comparisons
>         I have done.  I have found in all cases, except yours, when the
>         technique I use is applied using maps provided by the astronomy
>         community, that these maps align perfectly. For instance,  the
>         map provided by Mr. Russel Sipe of www.halebopp.com is in strict
>         agreement with the Photo taken by Mr. Shramek of Houston but that
>         map does not fit your photo.
>
>         Could you please clarify this situation?  If you would, I would
> like
>         to have a few of your 16 bit greyscale raw images so that I may
>         ferret any possibility of graphic distortion that may have been
>         induced by your Corel graphics software. I am sure that Corel
> would
>         wish to be apprised of any such bugs especially on behalf of the
>         scientific community.
>
>         I have also included 3overlay.gif which shows yours and the
>         Shramek photos and Mr. Sipe's Map all overlaid and aligned
>         using the two datum stars.
>
>         Thank you in advance,
>
>          Orville L. Parrinello
>
>     ---------------------------------------------------------------
>  [Image]  [Image]
Dear ORVILLE PARRINELLO:

Excuse me but I was very busy in my University. I am going to give you
the answer very soon. Thank you for your interest in our photos.

ALBERTO QUIJANO VODNIZA
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:13:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:21:14 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-14 13:48:54 EST, Scott Hale writes:

<< Ed,

<    Re: MJ-12

 <    To answer your quesion, IF a group like MJ-12 existed, there would
 <be no supporting documentation anywhere you or anyone outside of the
 <loop could get at it.

 <Re: Bob Lazar

 <Doesn't it seem like Lazar's records could be destroyed by the
 <government, IF his story was true?

But does this make sense? Could they destroy all records? What about those
that Lazar himself should have? Could we not find other students, teachers,
who remember him at the school? Could we find no record for his tuition
payments to the school? If the University of Iowa attempted, on government
orders, to wipe out the record of my attendance there, I could find lots of
other ways of proving it, including the grade transcripts I've kept filed for
more years than I care to admit.

 <Re: Your comments about belief systems

 <    I don't hold any one particular "belief system". You too must
 <realize, that being a total skeptic is a belief system as well. I don't
 <know what your religon is, but total denial is a belief in itself. Now,
 <I don't mean to call you a total skeptic, because I don't know what your
 <beliefs are. I have done much work into MJ-12, including the Truman
 <signature. The signature isn't identical, it's close though. One must
 <wonder where Phil Klass "found" this signature. How in the thousands of
 <Truman signatures did he find an "exact" match? Did he sit there for
 <days with a ruler and go through them? I know they aren't identical
 <because I scanned them both, and made some acetate(spellling?) overlays.
 <Right now I am led to belive that the SOM is fake. If it is, so what?
 <Couldn't it be a copycat hoax? I think it's possible that the Ike papers
 <are genuine. When I began UFO research, I thought MJ-12 was surely a
 <hoax, now I'm not too sure.

 <Regards,
 <Scott K. Hale

< P.S. I love these discussions, they're so enjoyable! >>

I've spoken to a questioned document expert (as has Stan) who told me that
the Truman memo was not shot straight on so that you have, on the
photographic print, some distortion of the dimensions of the signature. I
have also been told that the copying process distorts the signature further,
so that it would depend on what generation you used for your measurements.
Because of these distortions, you can't make an acetate overlay for
comparison. On the other hand, the Truman signature is situated
uncharacteristicly low on the memo. This man said that to him, the signature
was lifted from an October 1, 1947 document and transplanted. Although there
are claims of other questioned document experts who say otherwise, I have
been unable to locate them.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:01:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:19:38 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-14 12:20:21 EST, you write:

<< Noted Roswell researcher Stanton Friedman writes:

  > Errol: I am beginning to wonder if Ed Stewart and Kevin Randle
  > haven't been
  > hired by some disinformation outfit to waste my time on the net with
  > some very
  > strange arguments. Let me look at several:

 Stanton,

         You have a very keen mind.

                                         Richard Boylan, Ph.D. >>

I take if from this that you have now signed on to this ridiculous statement
as well. You have, of course, proof... I thought not.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: Wormwood?

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:50:01 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:50:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

Excellent suggestion - it's a pity some
subscribers here prefer to simply whine
about "a load of codswallop, what sad
individual's drean up this kind of crap"!

Perhaps Ed could look into this one, assuming
of course that he doesn't feel it's a waste
of time <G>

ebk

______________________________________________

Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:17:25 -0600
From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

> Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com

> From:   Name@Withheld
> To:     artbell@aol.com
> Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

> Dear Mr. Bell,
>         I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
> whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I fell
> that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what
> I have.
>
>        I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over five years. I
> have done what could best be described as counter-intelligence work, for the
> church.  I am a man of God and please believe me when I tell you that the
> information I have is genuine, and very serious.
>
> [snip] ...
>
>         Around six months ago, I was working at a data terminal in a highly
> restricted area following a case that I had just completed, when I stumbled
>
> [much snipped] ...
>
>         I found out about a week later through some old friends and contacts
> that a contract had been placed on my life. Two days later my mother and
> father were killed in a car crash in France.  Three days after that, my
> brother and sister were killed when their single engine plane went down on
> the East coast of the U.S.  ...

So, as to verifying the possible authenticity of this tale ...

Does anyone know of an FAA website (or other source) that would provide public
information on private plane crashes (as on the east coast) during the past
six months?  Surely there can't have been many that many that involved a
brother and sister going down in a single engine plane.

There are a lot of vague statements in the above post; a few hard facts might
help a little (as they would anywhere else ufology!).
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-Brian Cuthbertson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:03:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:20:24 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Stan Friedman in his responses to Russ Estes has said:

<>1.I have many times said, there are 2 separate questions: Is Bob Lazar
<telling the truth about >Bob Lazar? 2. Are there saucers at Area 51? That
Bob
<is lying about Bob clearly tells us nothing >about whther there are saucers
<there. I have had a quiet witness tell me there were saucers >brought there
<back in the 1940s. Led Stringfield has told of people saying there were
<saucers >there. It is an obvious site for testing of any kind of highly
<classified advanced propulsion >system.

Russ Estes responded:
<Mr. Friedman, Your answer brings up another question.
<Are you saying that there have been saucers at Area 51 since the 1940's?

This is a point that needs to be stressed. Here Stan is suggesting that not
only is the Operations Manual accurate with its reference to Area 51 in 1954,
but is suggesting wreckage was taken there in the 1940s. This sounds
suspiciously like an attempt to revitalize the Plains of San Agustin crash.
No first-hand witnesses have ever been found, but now we have a "quiet"
witness who is telling us about Area 51 in the 1940s. Let's have some
evidence rather than this endless stream of unidentified sources.

We are also told that Stan doesn't necessarily believe the tales of crashed
saucers at Area 51 in the 1940s, yet he was quick to use this information to
refute part of Russ Estes' statements. If he didn't believe it, or thinks it
less than accurate information, why bring it up at all? I've heard lots of
tales about the Roswell case, Area 51, and from "secret" witnesses, yet I
don't use that information to suggest someone hasn't done his homework.

Russ Estes question:
<*      3. Mr. Friedman, it has been said that you are the only scientist who is
in
<the field of Ufology  (At least on a full time basis). Have you published
<your protocols for the research of the phenomenon?  If you have, where can I
<find them?  If not, Why?

Stan Friedman responded:
<>3. I know many scientists involved with ufology. I have no idea how one
<would publish >protocols. What I have been doing over several decades
<involves many different activities. It is >not like abduction research. I
<have published more than 70 papers some quite large, co-authored >a book,
<authored another. I think they provide readers with a very good handle on
<what I do and >how I do it. .. certainly judging by responses to TOP
<SECRET/MAJIC

Am I to take if from the answer here that Stan is suggesting that abduction
research is easier than UFO research? Or is he suggesting that abduction
research lends itself to scientific protocols more readily than other forms
of UFO research?

I also notice that, as usual, Stan has not answered the question. It was a
question about research protocols, not about how many books or articles he
had published. Shouldn't a scientist, doing research, establish his research
protocols, and shouldn't they be available?

Now he seems to suggest in his new response that if those asking for the
protocols aren't scientists then he has no obligation to supply them. When
did it become necessary for someone to be labeled a scientist to ask a
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scientific, and in this case relevant, question? If heaven is filled with
scientists with the training and expertise of Stan, it's going to be a very
lonely place.

Stan Friedman's response to Russ Estes question: <>5. Obviously if there was
no AREA 51 or plans for one as a secret facility
<prior to April, 1954, >the Manual could not refer to it. The problem is
<getting history on still very highly classified >projects. I have not said
<the document is genuine. Read the last paragraph on page 166 of
<>TOPSECRET/MAJIC.."authentication will be no easy task, as the results must
<be solid enough >to withstand the onslaught of both debunkers and a
<government that denies the existence of alien
<>craft". Having worked undr security with a Q clearance for 14 years and
<having visited 15 >archives, I have a reasonably good idea about how
<difficult it is to get information on black >programs.

Russ Estes asked: <Mr. Friedman, since you brought it up, How do you define
an archive?

It seems that Stan is beginning to agree with us. If there was no facility,
then the Operations Manual is a fake. We don't need to worry about debunkers
or government agents here. What we need is evidence of a facility at Groom
Lake designated Area 51 in 1954 and none has been offered. If it did exist,
Stan would have shown it to us by now.

As for these 15 archives, has anyone but me wondered why the total was so
LOW? My dictionary defines an archive as "A place where public records and
historical documents are kept." Seems to me that I've been in more than 15
archives in the state of New Mexico.

And even if we follow Stan's personal definition of archives, fifteen is
still a ridiculously low number.

Russ Estes asked:
<*      6. Mr. Randle, it quiet obvious that you and Mr. Friedman don't see eye to
<eye on many subjects. It is also a fact the Mr. Friedman has done some
<ground-breaking research on the Roswell case.  Why have you not credited him
<in either of your books on that topic?

Stan Friedman responded:
<>6. As I have noted and quoted in one of my papers, and as you would have
<noticed if you had >read it,I was given a good acknowledgment by Kevin and
<Don in "The UFO Crash at Roswell". >Kevin has written more than 2 books
about
<crashed saucers. Note for example "A history of >UFO Crashes".. Avon.

Russ Estes responded:
<Once again Mr. Friedman, I thank you for your response...but.. This question
<was directed to Mr. Randle and was based on your complaints of not being
<acknowledged in the bibliographies of his books.

<>By the way Russ, how about telling us about your scientific background ?
<Stan Friedman

<Stan, since we are now on a first name basis, I have not claimed to be a
<"Scientist" nor did I know that I had to clear my credentials with the
<credential desk before asking any questions.<Grin>

<My goal in asking the questions was not to get in on "Friedman bashing" or
<dueling.  Unless I am reading your answers all wrong, and that could be,
what
<I am getting from them is a pompous attitude and a condescending manner.

<The fact that the field of Ufology does not have a certifying board for
<researchers or any accredited degrees makes the acceptance of standardized
<protocols and procedures even more important.  Then again, if answers to the
<phenomenon is not the goal we have both just wasted some precious time.

<This is not the kind of correspondence that I usually engage in, in an open
<forum, but due to the tone of your answers I felt it necessary to respond.

<If feelings have been hurt or if my questions are inane, please forgive me.

<R. Estes

Did anyone else notice that Stan's response seemed to be somewhat pompous and
condescending. It would seem to me that questions deserve answers and here we
haven't gotten any. Once again, I point out that I merely asked for the names
of the two question document experts who said the Truman memo was typed on a
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typewriter that existed in 1947. After several months, we still don't have a
clue. I even offered to pay for the copying of the report that Stan must have
of their opinions, as long as the experts are not Moore and Shandera. There
has been no response to this question.

And there still isn't an answer about Area 51. The record seems to indicate
no secret base there in 1954, no use of the term Area 51 before 1954, yet we
are still subjected to the idea that something could be hidden there because
it was, after all, a secret.

I also find that Russ Estes questions were clear and to the point, offering
Stan an opportunity to express his opinion in a clear and concise manner.
Instead, he decides to attack someone who is seeking information. Could it be
that Stan doesn't have answers to the questions so instead he attacks the
questioner. Isn't this forum supposed to be a free exchange of ideas and not
an assault on those who ask difficult questions.

I also find Stan's suggestion that I have sufficiently acknowledged his work
somewhat ridiculous. He has spent years complaining about the lack of
notations in my bibliographies (insert shameless plug here), and yet when
Russ Estes stands up for him, he turns it around and attacks Estes. What in
the hell is going on here?

Stan castigates Russ Estes for not doing his homework, yet it is clear that
Estes has. He makes reference to many of Stan's published work, though that
work has been published in limited access journals. The fact that these
so-called published papers are not available in the main stream is not Estes'
fault. And even though they have been published in limited access journals,
it is also clear that Estes had read a number them. The real question is why
has Stan reacted with such hostility and venom to what seem to be legitimate
questions. Why is it that most of us on this list attempt to share
information without the personal rancor and Stan seems to swim in it.

As I was growing up, I remember watching (dare I say it, a science fiction
movie), Journey to the Center of the Earth. I was impressed with James Mason
writing his learned paper and sending it to his fellows for review. I also
hoped to find a circle in which we could engage in intelligent conversation,
share ideas, no matter how radical, and test theories about the world in
which we live. This list seemed to be an answer to part of that dream. Yet,
there are those who seem to want it all their way without supplying proper
evidence for their points of view. And when those points of view are
challenged, the response is to attack rather than think. Russ Estes now
embeds in his questions false assumptions but aren't questions designed to
seek answers? Therefore we have no false assumptions, just desire to clarify
what has been published in many arenas including Stan's self-published
papers.

If we all were to take Stan's advice, we'd all take our marbles and go home
and this list would die because it would be only Stan's letters to himself
praising his own work.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 96 10:03:06 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 14:12:33 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

   John Powell decanted;

>I not only believe it but I've been demonstrating it right here.
>
>What have you been demonstrating?

    Ignorance.

    ~Pat~
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: Code of ethics

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:05:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:13:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
>
> > We are incorrect if we expect traditional psychologists to be
> > the alien abduction private detectives that the abductionists
> > pretend to be.  That is something they are _not_ trained for and
> > something they are generally _not_ going to be good at.
> Correct. But, due to the tremendous amount of psychic shock
> attendant to most if not all 'alien' abduction cases, these are
> the 'professionals' who are likely to be chosen to deal with the
> problem. Privately (now known by any who reads this), I feel
> that the shock would be better dealt with by one steeped in
> spirituality then in psychology. I suspect that spirituality has
> everything to do with the problem. By 'spirituality' I AM not
> necessarily referring to those of a clerical persuasion,
> although there are certainly those of the ministry that are of a
> high degree of spirituality. There are a multitude of facets to
> this gem of inquiry my friend. Among these is awareness.

We have self-claimed experiencers from virtually all faiths and
religions so I'm think that a spiritual approach might be pretty
difficult to come up with.  Certainly for some people their particular
religious faith is going to be severely challenged by these experiences.

> > Tough question:  What's more important - getting the
> > self-claimed abductees off the bench and back into the game; or,
> > finding out what really happenned to them?
> Both are of equal importance John and both can be accomplished
> in my view.

But if you could _only_ pick one to start with????

> > Take a glance at the Hippocratic Oath and it'll give you a
> > clue as to the answer the mental health community selects.
> Don't get me started on that one!  <grin>

Hahahaha!!!  The point was that no matter how badly we want to know what
has happenned, and I really want to know what happenned, our _first_
priority has to be to the health and wellness of the _person_.

> > So, if we separate treatment from the detective work I think
> > we can see that virtually all MHPs are basically qualified to
> > initiate (or to facilitate) work with a self-claimed abductee.
> The only facet of the equation that pertains to mental health
> and this is marginal, is the extreme amount of trauma
> emotionally that one receives as a result of this type of
> experience. I was very nearly a basket case by the time that
> hypno-regression was offered to me by a practicing psychologist.
> Having had no other offered alternative or not being aware of
> one, I jumped at the chance.

That's the facet I'm talking about, that's the _only_ MHP aspect I'm
talking about.  Just looking after the health/wellness of the
experiencer, dealing with the trauma in a traditional theraputic
setting.  That is something MHPs do all the time and they really don't
have to have been raped to know how to help rape victims and they really
don't have to know much if anything about alleged alien
abductions/contact to help those people.

> > Another misconception regarding psychotherapy that sometimes
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> > confuses things is the notion that whatever it is that's bother
> > someone must be either proven right to be dealt with successfully or
> > must be proven wrong and elimnated from their minds before
> > theraputic success can occur.  Both are completely wrong and neither
> > are a part of traditional psychotherapy.
> I suppose to some degree I experienced this, but as you must
> realize, I AM somewhat an independent thinker and I couldn't
> honestly buy the 'party line'. I have always run partially on my
> intuition and at times it has kept me alive.

Standard therapy isn't about whether your experience is real or not, its
just about the issues related to you and your reactions.

> Don't ask me to elaborate because I won't.

Ok, I won't <grin>.

> > Well, I suspect the debate on hypnotic regression isn't going to go
> > away anytime soon so you and can just respectfully disagree for now
> > <grin>.
> It takes an intelligent, honest and unbiased practitioner.
> However, it is O.K. that we have different opinions, I still
> like yuh. <grin>

Its not the type of thing that either of us need to be right or wrong
on, and eventually it'll get sorted out <grin>.

> > I have several papers on my BBS dealing with eyewitness observation
> > studies.  Children are more easily fooled, and more easily
> > fool themselves but the problem doesn't go away with age.  Adult
> > observational accuracy is only about 50%.
> Julie states that she is familiar with what you are stating and
> that you are correct.
> But she adds, that has nothing to do with hypnosis and
> everything to do with eyewitness observation. Eyewitness
> accounts contain the most fault of all as they are nearly in
> every case different from one another.

Yep, those studies and the ones I'm familiar are not in any way
_directly_ related to hypnosis.

> > I can only, just barely, in the most modest way, appreciate
> > what you experienced.  But remove yourself from the equation for a
> > moment.  You had extraordinary experiences, some of which may have
> > been witnessed (or maybe they were shared).  But aside from the
> > testimonial power of taking your word for it how do we objectify the
> > experiences and convince anyone else that they occurred?
> I don't know other than to undertake what you have suggested,
> that is to be constantly monitored.

Some experiencers go through a period when its extremely important for
them to tell others about what happenned to them for the purpose of
self-testing their own telling of the experiences and for the purpose of
self-testing their belief by attempting to transfer some amount of that
belief to the listener.

As an example only, I'm sure most of us have at one time or another met
a recently converted born-again type person who was totally intent on
converting _us_ at that very moment.  Part of what's happenning in that
event is that the person is getting something positive simply from the
telling/re-telling of their story.  They belief in their experience is
invigorated by the re-telling of it.  Another part of what's happening
is that the person is hoping to get a form of validation by causing the
other person to accept their story.  After all, if you can convince
someone else that what you're saying is true then, in an odd sort of
referential way, it must be true - if it can be believed by someone else
then it must be believable.

> However, I want to present another can of worms.
> This may in reality be a REAL catch 22, John.
> The indicator of this is the seeming fact that the phenomena
> itself controls it's own flow of information concerning itself.
> Vallee has done a lot of discussion on this aspect if I
> understand it correctly. I suspect that in many if not all of
> the cases, if a person is being monitored, the events will cease
> or failing that the monitoring equipment will be rendered
> useless for a period of time corresponding to yet another
> reported abduction. What does one do in such a situation? It is
> obvious that something is occurring, but what?

Of the two options I'd prefer to have the events cease and I'm sure the
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'subject' would too!

There is a catch-22 here.  If we establish elaborate electronic
monitoring and that equipment shows _NO_ physical activity and _NO_
signs of tampering with the gear, yet the abductee reports that they
were in fact abducted, we would have no choice except to assume that
whatever happenned was non-physical.

> You got me, buddy. Still, you have to admit that based upon the
> numbers alone, there is something decidedly strange going on.

I've been convincved that something was going on for decades...

> I feel it is ominous. It serves to unsettle me to a degree.
> I don't feel good about it when I think of it. Furthermore on
> another note, it is most unsettling to note that on the New
> Age/UFO/E.T. conference circuit, we witness proclaimed experts
> declaring that the Alien Space Brothers are on their way here
> with eminent arrival to completely restructure our systems of
> religion and to replace the ten commandments.

Who asked 'em?  I'm not a member of any system of religion so I guess I
get the short end of the stick?  I'd be better served if the aliens
replaced my cable TV company...

> What does that tell you about the experts that promote this type
> of material?
> I suggest that these folks are looking for a messiah that is,
> someone to relieve them of the responsibilities for their own
> actions. This was the case of the Jews when Jesus came onto the
> scene. They were looking for the messiah to take them out of
> hard times to sever the Roman yoke.

I think most people go through periods when they question what they
believe and period when they want a set of beliefs that actually work
for them.  I don't think that now is fundamentally different from any
other period of time except that things happen much faster in this time
period.

> > No argument there.  But imagine this:  Imagine the leaders of
> > the AMA, the APA and a dozen other prestigeous medical groups held a
> > news conference and announced that, Yes, aliens are here abducting
> > people.
> You gonna have some panic'd people.

Some.

> > That constitutes recognition of the (alleged) problem but what
> > good would it do, what would happen next?
> After the excitement wore down, it might get some real and
> useful research in progress.
> I AM compelled to add however, that this research does not
> necessarily call for an abundance of mental health
> professionals. I don't feel professional status or occupation in
> these regards are as important as ethical principles.

It actually doesn't call for an abundance of anything except funding.

> I understand that. I have even met a couple who privately shared
> with me the strange events that they had experienced not too
> dissimilar to my own. Perhaps what is needed is a revolution of
> sorts that will remove the minority from visibility and place
> those of true ethics in the spotlight.
> However, how this could be accomplished I have no idea. Somehow
> these in the minority should be shown for the scam artists that
> they are.

Those changes happen across generations.  As one generation moves out or
prominence another one moves in.  It takes time.

> > But I don't think this is about scientists having an open
> > mind.  I'll go out on a limb and suggest that this is really about
> > experiencer's wanting much greater acceptance than they currently
> > have...
> I don't know. I have somewhat disassociated myself from the
> emotional turmoil that was a result of my experience(s). It
> doesn't bother me overmuch that you can't accept outright what I
> recall happened to me. To you it is only information subject to
> question. It is not a part of your subjective experience ...I.E:
> Knowledge. To me however, a good deal of it is knowledge.
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You've passed through that period when you _needed_ people to believe
you (because it helped you to believe you).  It _shouldn't_ matter to
you that others don't or can't believe you, and you realize that.
That's about as rock-bottom normal as you cannget <grin>.

> > > Electronic monitoring. I suppose it is possible John, but at
> > > what cost?
> > A few thousand dollars, at most.  Possibly even for free _IF_
> > abductees were to start filing police reports.
> I would be willing to do that as I AM sure others would, if
> assured that there would be NO ridicule from those within this
> profession. I feel however, that this is extremely unlikely.

It occurred to me when I was writing that that in those areas where we
are _already_ using electronic monitoring of pre-release convicts the
costs would be essentially zero.  The equipment is already in place as
are the people to do the monitoring.

> > You lost me on that one.  Please try again.
> Some will see paranormal occurrences while some won't.
> There is much more to 'sight' then the physical eyes.
> Something does NOT have to be a part of everyone's subjective
> experience in order to be real.

I get it, yes.

> > I think you've lost me again.  Reality is.  That is a
> > fundamental concept that would require an enormous amount of
> > scientific evidence to shake.  One very basic assumption is that
> > there is a thing called 'reality' that we can, with much work,
> > observe and figure out.
> Reality IS, yes, but it is composed of layers or levels.
> Energy IS and All is composed of energy. Matter and energy after
> all is transmutable.
> Energy can be described as vibrating at different frequency,
> that is the different components that comprise it vibrate at
> different rates. What I AM suggesting here is that as this
> planet's rate of vibrational frequency is on the rise, so it is
> that everything of a non-sentient nature is rising with it.
> Occupants of this planet that bear sentience must let go of
> certain qualities that serve as restriction in order to rise
> along with everything else. This higher frequency is disrupting
> the natural electrochemical action within the brains of many of
> those who are most resistant to this vibratory rise. These may
> all be metaphysical tenets to be sure, but I believe that I read
> a respectable scientific report somewhere that indicated that
> the vibratory rate of this planet was indeed on the upswing.
> Although not constituting absolute proof of the above, the
> indications are there.

How do we objectively prove that things are vibrating at a higher
frequency, how do we prove that this affects human thinking?

> > On the flip side, we do _assume_ that while 'reality' changes
> > a tiny bit over time, and while we change a tiny bit over time, that
> > the combined change is not sufficient to invalidate 'reality' or our
> > observations of it.  The dangerous assumption inherent in the basic
> > assumption is that we don't think our 'mind' (our consciousness) is
> > changing much.  Since we do all of our observing and understanding
> > with our mind it would be a big problem if _that_ was the element
> > that was evolving...<grin>
> All is in a flux of evolvement and change in my view, John.

You and I have a very different vocabulary but we may be talking about
pretty much the same thing.

> > The human mind uses all sorts of checks and balances during
> > normal conscious worktime to 'determine' the veracity of incoming
> > data (memory).  Most if not all of those checks and balances are
> > suspended or drastically reduced during hypnotic regression.  An
> > item comes into a person's memory stream without passing through
> > those checks and balances and once it is there it is recorded as if
> > it _did_ pass through those checks and balances.  In other words,
> > the person 'acquires' these 'memories' and has no real reason to
> > disbelieve them and every reason to accept them.  They are stored in
> > the person's mind as if they were real and once stored that way they
> > cannot be changed (without active, aggressive and intrusive
> > "brainwashing").
> I must constitute an anomaly, John. I remember things and for me
> they are extremely real, but certain of these I strongly
> question. Even though I disagree with nearly everything that the
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> practitioner who regressed me espouses, he did not create any
> confabulation in my mind by suggestion as to where my experience
> was leading. I would like to lay that on his doorstep along with
> other things, but I honestly can't.

But the point is that you wouldn't be able to detect the confabulation
generally.  (Specifically, if confabulation happenned to be counter to
somehting you already knew you might get a hint of it.)

> There have been encounters of sorts and attempts, but they have
> been nipped in the bud.
> I can tell you that these were of a purely paranormal nature.
> Most of them involved Julie as well.

I don't know why most abductionists ignore the paranormal aspects of the
event.  Until recently the paranormal aspects were _actively_ censored
out of abduction accounts, even by MUFON.

> > One of the basic elements of the alien abduction event scenario is
> > that abductions routinely occur to abductees and are
> > cross-generational. That should make it easy to find suitable
> > candidates for electronic monitoring.
> Yes, I understand this to be true. I do not know if this applies
> in my case and if it did, I feel sure that it would be strongly
> denied.

I don't know if that's _actually_ true but its what the abductionists
are saying.

> > NO argument about the trauma.  I (personal opinion) suspect
> > that they are not physical events at all.  Electronic monitoring
> > would likely prove that.  That doesn't mean it isn't real but it
> > would change the direction of abduction research.
> I could recite a few of the more recent episodes that would
> underline what you suggest above.
> Julie awoke in the middle of the night during one of these to
> see a gray coming out of the ceiling above pulling me up toward
> it out of my body. The more physical portion of my body still
> reposed flat on it's back. She made a loud noise and I vividly
> recall her stating that if I lay back they couldn't take me.
> Needless to say, I did. Now this isn't something that any
> instruments can capture other than the physical secondary sounds
> which aren't necessarily present in each occurrence or all
> occurrences.
> The above is the tail end of one of these episodes. What started
> the episode was Julie being awakened by a droning noise that
> increased in volume. She opened her eyes and began to notice
> that the room we were in was becoming lighter and lighter. She
> could 'feel' who ever was causing this become cognizant of the
> fact that she (Julie) was aware of what was going on. At that
> point, the room began to grow dimmer. Julie would close her eyes
> to experience the same thing a little later on. She stated to me
> the next day that she found the event to be extremely interesting.
> Finally she went totally back to sleep only to be awakened with
> the view of me being pulled upward.
> No such activity has occurred since we have been here in the
> four corners area.

I guess the move was a benefit in more ways than one!

Your description suggests that it was much more a 'paranormal' event
than a physical event.

> I follow you. However, this training that I alluded to isn't
> necessarily mental, but spiritual.

Well, to be acceptable it'll have to 'packaged' in such a way as to be
non-spiritual <grin>.

> > Suppose this was done by _real_ mainstream scientists and
> > MHPs.  Even then do you think the taxpayers of this country would
> > stand still for nationwide taxpayer-funded abductee version of a
> > flu-shot???
> Again, I follow you. However, not many medical people in my
> experience would be qualified to provide this training much less
> suggest where to obtain it. I also wish to point out that those
> who are qualified to provide this training would accept very
> little recompense for it. It would also be extremely difficult
> if not impossible to provide this type of training in a
> classroom type setting.
> But then again, I might be serving to limit things. :-)
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If average people can be trained then so can medical people, if
medical people can be trained then they should be able to train
others...  Just may take a little more work.

> > You and I won't live long enough to see that.  We know that
> > dowsing is a real, objective and physical phenomenon but we really
> > don't have a good model for how it works.  We know that magnetic
> > fields are somehow involved in functinal dowsing but we don't really
> > know how. We also know that magnetic fields are involved in a number
> > of mind-reality phenomena, some of which are observational.  That's
> > (so far as I know) about the sum total of what we can safely say we
> > know to date. (Except that magnetic fields, like gravitational
> > fields, don't exist on their own but are the result of something
> > else.)
> O.K.  I'll tell you that I strongly feel that the majority of
> mankind had better see it John.
> This phenomena is occurring to more and more people all of the
> time.
> We are entering a new paradigm and I feel that mankind's well
> being as a whole may depend upon this. There are those of
> mankind however that will feel no impact of these occurrences.

I just don't think it'll happen that quick.  It might, but I just don't
see any indication that it will.

In fact, the best indicators right now suggest to me that the entire
area of so-called alien abductions is ging to winding down over the next
roughly 10 or less years.  If there's nothing new to report then you
have to re-report the past and you can only re-report the past a few
times before it becomes boring...

> I do not feel that these phenomena fall into an MHP realm John.
> It is NOT a mental phenomena. Some of the cases may occur at
> least partially on a physical (third dimensional) level, but
> other aspects of each case seem to occur on a higher level of
> reality.
> Our explanation of the etheric seemed to make some sense to you.
> If this is in fact a level of reality in support of the physical
> as I have tried to indicate, and most of the occurrences do take
> place upon this and/or the astral or auric,  then perhaps you
> can extrapolate the possible ramifications upon the physical.

Our vocabulary differences and the terminology could get thick
here...<grin>

When I say 'mental' I'm not suggesting 'non-real,' I'm only making the
distinction between physical and non-physical.  What you call the
'etheric,' because it is non-physical, doesn't necessarily mean non-real
and I think is an aspect of the 'real,' non-physical, mental realm.

The idea that because something is 'mental' and/or non-physical that is
is therefore non-real is _wrong_ (my opinion).

The MHP aspect of this is _strictly_ related to the therapy associated
with the trauma of the experiences.

> I AM suggesting that perhaps mankind is being undermined here.

Could be.  I don't know enough to know if its a negative or positive
thing.  I don't even know enough to know if concepts like 'negative' or
'positive' are even applicable.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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DO NOT ANWSER THIS MESSAGE

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:54:36 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:54:36 -0500 (EST)
Subject: DO NOT ANWSER THIS MESSAGE

Please, when forwarding to all in the list, use the Blind Carbon Copy
feature in your mailers, otherwise, everyone will have to wade through a
six screen list just to get to a message as short as this one.

Fancisco
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Diss <76710.234@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 14 Dec 96 17:10:03 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:22:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 07:32:12 -0500
From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
References: <2.2.32.19961211070336.00b5ad20@globalserve.net><

John Powell wrote in an answer to Theresa about the AA film;

>> Now, finally, please state why you think _any other_ choice makes more
sense, and please do so by refuting the simple logic stated above. <<

John,

It ain't gonna happen that way.  Many people have stated that this is simply the
only way to go, and that may be the reason why Mr Mantle has 'buggered off' to
put it bluntly.  Take any other 'shattering' event from the mid-eighties, and
what do you find?

Proof that's attacked as 'slanted', people coming down on sides and conspiracy
buffs connecting even more dots in an effort to get things to look the way they
want.

Look at Dr Wolf at the moment, or Dulce, or even MJ-12.

Consider the fact that one of the first things I heard about Kodak is that they
wouldn't verify this because of their military connections.  Bull.

They wouldn't verify this because of the loss of their credibility, so we have
the inestimable 'Italian connection' give some fairly meaningless reports on the
film/copy/cutting room floor snippets.

Lets push for a couple of independent labs to look at this, arbitaryily chosen
at random from a list.

James D,
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Diss <76710.234@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 14 Dec 96 17:10:05 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:23:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>> Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 18:23:20 -0500
From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net> <<

James wrote to Theresa regarding the AA film....

>> Roswell Footage Ltd. lost a minuscule percentage of income to people who
had the courage of their convictions. Or should that be, people who are
currently facing convictions. <<

1)      Have you seen the end of year accounts for this company?
2)      Why was the name changed after 6 months trading?
3)      Do the copyrights still hold?
4)      Convictions!?!?!

James D,
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:51:47 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:22:03 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 22:03:59 -0500
> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: "fake" and "self-claimed"
> References: <2.2.32.19961211070158.00749fe4@globalserve.net>

> Going round the big red barn again, let's see if I can clarify two
> issues.

> Or maybe three. A while ago I noticed that two abductees, John Velez and
> Whitley Strieber, thought the alien picture Strieber posted here was
> more like the aliens they feel they've seen than any other picture
> known.

> That made me suggest a test. Show a group of abductees this picture and
> several others, of the standard alien. Ask them which picture is closest
> to the aliens they feel they've seen. If most of them pick the same
> one...

> So now for the objections. Dennis Stacy wrote:

> > Now guarantee that when they say they haven't seen it, they
> > haven't, indeed, seen it. Guarantee next that they haven't seen any similar
> > images now almost ubiquitous in the modern media, beginning with, say, the
> > cover of "Communion" itself.

> Well, of course they've seen these alien images, just as we all have. I
> don't think that's relevant, though. We'd be asking people who all agree
> on the general form of these aliens to pick a specific variant of it. If
> they agree on the variant -- on very fine details, in other words --
> then maybe they've actually seen the same thing.

> Hard to guarantee that they haven't seen it. That's a good point. I
> think we could be reasonably sure, because the new image hasn't gotten
> around much, and in any case, when I've seen abductees in group
> discussions, they're not very ufologically savvy. So if this new image
> only circulates in limited ufological circles (hmmm...what a name for a
> new airplane maneuver...don't think I'd want to be on a plane that was
> doing one of those....), the odds are that most abductees wouldn't see
> it. Though I know this doesn't validate the test scientifically!

> On to John Powell:

> > Show _faked_ alien pictures to a
> > > > group of self-claimed abductees to see which _fake_ picture they
> > > > like?

> I had trouble with two emotion-laden words in that question, "fake" and
> "self-claimed." Re fake, I suggested a parallel to a police identikit.
> But John says there's a difference:

> > The difference is that you'd be showing known fake pictures...<grin>

> The word "fake," I still think, is throwing a cloud of emotion over this
> simple question. What we're talking about here are pictures that aren't
> drawn from life. A police artist works with witnesses to create an
> impression of a suspect. Likewise with pictures of aliens. All the alien
> images we've seen -- the cover of Communion and the rest -- are artists'
> impressions, based on descriptions from people who believe they've seen
> the aliens.
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> In that respect, an identikit picture and a drawing or
> computer-generated image of an alien are similar. They certainly serve a
> similar purpose -- to provide an image of something that wasn't there to
> pose for the artist.

> In any case, I don't see how you can call the covers of Communion or
> Intruders or any of countless other books "fake" pictures. Nobody ever
> claimed those aliens were real.

> On to "self-claimed." That struck me as a mocking expression, especially
> in context. To which John replied:

> > So far as alien abductions are concerned we have no evidence that such
> > events have occurred therefore those who claim they have occurred (to
> > them) are accurately 'self-claimed abductees.'...Why do you think refering
> to abductees and their stories as
> "self-claimed" somehow invalidates them?

> "Self-claimed" or words to that effect are routinely used in journalism
> to underline what are perceived as shoddy pretentions or illegitimate
> titles. For example, the President of Mexico would never be called the
> "self-claimed President." But the "Supreme Commander" of a guerilla
> force seeking to depose the president might well be called the
> "self-proclaimed Supreme Commander."

> I don't think you'll find many usages of these terms -- or maybe even
> any -- that aren't mocking or critical.

> I asked if anyone would speak about a "self-claimed rape victim," and
> John replied:

> > or a rape victim I would use the term "self-claimed" during the
> > initial reporting of the alleged event only because at that time it is a
> > self-claimed (and alleged) event.  (An exception of course would be such
> > an event that was independently witnesses in which case it would be an
> > "alleged" event and there would be no need to refer to it as
> > self-claimed.)

> But this, I think, is exactly what is <not> done. Take the Mike Tyson
> rape case. Imagine a newspaper story in which his accuser was referred
> to as "the self-claimed rape victim." There's hardly a reader alive who
> wouldn't catch the implication that the charges were false. So instead,
> newspapers use neutral words like "accuser," which simply state the
> facts.

> Another example. An Englishman named Declan McManus made quite a
> reputation in the pop world for records he made under the name Elvis
> Costello. In fact, to most of the world he simply <is> Elvis Costello.
> So now let's say I come along and I start writing about "the
> self-claimed Elvis Costello." There isn't a soul in the rock and roll
> world who wouldn't know I despised him. (I don't, by the way...)

> Cut now to Michael Jackson. A few years ago, he signed a deal with MTV.
> He'd do something for them (forgot what), and in return they'd refer to
> him, even in their news broadcasts, as the "king of pop." Incredibly,
> the phrase caught on, and Jackson was called that everywhere. That must
> have been his greatest publicity coup ever. If I'd written about him
> after that, I'd have been tempted to call him "the self-claimed king of
> pop," meaning it as a dig, and feeling justified in sniping at him that
> way, because the phrase was originally used deceptively.
>
> (If I kept it up long enough, I'd be cut off Sony Music's press list,
> and my editor would get a nasty letter demanding an apology. You think
> ufology is nasty?)

> Greg Sandow

Hi Greg.

There's one thing that struck me as I read your post:

Do you mean to use a "imitating-image" (I didn't say fake) of an alien
and show it to abductees to see if they have seen the figure before?
Alright if it was a single alien-person, but to me it sounds like
showing a picture of a black man to a race of whites and they will go
"Yeah! He's black alright!".

I don't mean to offend you, but you're not talking about a person -
you're talking about a whole supposed alien race here, right?
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Re: Wormwood?

From: Ernie Karhu <ekarhu@shore.net>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 17:11:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:24:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

>> Subject: Wormwood?

>> Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com
><-snip->

>> --PRIEST--

>Sheesh!,

>What a load of codswallop, what sad individual's drean up this kind of crap,
>Its not even technically correct, all this rubbish about encrypted files and
>special terminals.

>-Niko.

Niko and all:

I'm interested in your assessment of technical inaccuracies. Please expand.

It seems to me that the best way this "priest" can get his message out
is to identify himself if he believes as strongly as he seems that
he's a target. His best chance is to not keep this anonymous.
After all, if he's well hidden, telling us his name does not
jeopardize his cover. If he is killed after going public, his
own cause is more supported or would add more credence to the story.

Of course, this story could also be a hoax. I wasn't particularly
convinced by what was said and yet it was not particularily delusional.

Then again, Hale-Bopp could be the "Second Coming" and the Vatican
could be the Anti-Christ. Those in power have the most to lose. <Grin>!!!
Now that's the sort of material that would appear delusional.

Wouldn't be the first time the Vatican was responsible for both keeping
the "facts" hidden and murdering its enemies. Such behavior is well
documented in "history books."

Art Bell has taken the bait and we can all wait for the next chapter.
I'll likely read it if its printed.

Ernie Karhu
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UFO UpSate: IUFO: (Fwd) '3rd Rock' Goes 3-D

From: "Steve Wingate" <stevew@world.std.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:24:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:26:19 -0500
Subject: UFO UpSate: IUFO: (Fwd) '3rd Rock' Goes 3-D

(UFOs go commercial $$$ --SW)

'3rd Rock' Goes 3-D
 By Gary Levin

NEW YORK (Variety) - NBC plans a 3-D season finale for ``3rd Rock From the
Sun'' during the May sweeps, and the Coca-Cola Co. will distribute more than
15 million pairs of glasses to viewers.

In what's touted as the first live-action network sitcom to employ the
technique (The Simpsons tried it a few years back), portions of the 3rd Rock
episode will transport the series' transplanted al iens to a 3-D netherworld,
although no storyline has yet been developed.

There may be a mini-trend in the making, as ABC reportedly is eyeing its own
May stunt week for 3-D episodes, according to a leaked memo from
entertainment president Jamie Tarses.

Coca-Cola's Barq's root beer brand, which targets a similar young demo, will
support the ``3rd Rock'' stunt with an estimated $8 million to $10 million
promotion, putting glasses on bottles and six- packs, mounting a TV and print
ad campaign and giving away three 1962 Ramblers, the aliens' Earth transport
vehicle.

``It's a very original show, and we feel Barq's is a very original root
beer,'' said a spokesman at Coca-Cola, which acquired the brand last year.

Barq's has tried wackier promos in the past, including a DNA match-and-win
during O.J. Simpson's criminal trial. And Diet Coke sponsored a 3-D halftime
show during the 1989 Super Bowl.

Reuters/Variety

 c Reuters Ltd. All rights reserved.

Anomalous Images and UFO Files
http://www.linex.com/ufo
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 15 Dec 96 01:20:03 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:25:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To James Easton:
Re: Autopsy Cameraman

James,

<<Until the origins can be proven, or the US Government acknowledges
ownership, our hypothetical original film would simply be film of unknown
provenance, which has been dated to 19whatever.>>

    Well, not exactly.  If the footage is real government footage, this
cameraman is an eyewitness.  First hand even.  And if he checks out there is no
reason he would be any less credible than any other witness in this field.  He
can tie it to the government without them saying anything just like all the
other eyewitnesses or second hand witnesses in the classic Roswell case.

    If he is an actor and was hired to play the part, he is still a witness. A
witness to a hoax.

   A  rather significant first hand witness, either way.

    Regards,

      Theresa
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Dec 1994 17:08:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:24:36 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 16:13:44 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> In a message dated 96-12-14 13:48:54 EST, Scott Hale writes:

> << Ed,

> <    Re: MJ-12

>  <    To answer your quesion, IF a group like MJ-12 existed, there would
>  <be no supporting documentation anywhere you or anyone outside of the
>  <loop could get at it.

>  <Re: Bob Lazar

>  <Doesn't it seem like Lazar's records could be destroyed by the
>  <government, IF his story was true?

> But does this make sense? Could they destroy all records? What about those
> that Lazar himself should have? Could we not find other students, teachers,
> who remember him at the school? Could we find no record for his tuition
> payments to the school? If the University of Iowa attempted, on government
> orders, to wipe out the record of my attendance there, I could find lots of
> other ways of proving it, including the grade transcripts I've kept filed for
> more years than I care to admit.

>  <Re: Your comments about belief systems

>  <    I don't hold any one particular "belief system". You too must
>  <realize, that being a total skeptic is a belief system as well. I don't
>  <know what your religon is, but total denial is a belief in itself. Now,
>  <I don't mean to call you a total skeptic, because I don't know what your
>  <beliefs are. I have done much work into MJ-12, including the Truman
>  <signature. The signature isn't identical, it's close though. One must
>  <wonder where Phil Klass "found" this signature. How in the thousands of
>  <Truman signatures did he find an "exact" match? Did he sit there for
>  <days with a ruler and go through them? I know they aren't identical
>  <because I scanned them both, and made some acetate(spellling?) overlays.
>  <Right now I am led to belive that the SOM is fake. If it is, so what?
>  <Couldn't it be a copycat hoax? I think it's possible that the Ike papers
>  <are genuine. When I began UFO research, I thought MJ-12 was surely a
>  <hoax, now I'm not too sure.

>  <Regards,
>  <Scott K. Hale

> < P.S. I love these discussions, they're so enjoyable! >>

> I've spoken to a questioned document expert (as has Stan) who told me that
> the Truman memo was not shot straight on so that you have, on the
> photographic print, some distortion of the dimensions of the signature. I
> have also been told that the copying process distorts the signature further,
> so that it would depend on what generation you used for your measurements.
> Because of these distortions, you can't make an acetate overlay for
> comparison. On the other hand, the Truman signature is situated
> uncharacteristicly low on the memo. This man said that to him, the signature
> was lifted from an October 1, 1947 document and transplanted. Although there
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> are claims of other questioned document experts who say otherwise, I have
> been unable to locate them.

> KRandle

The copies that I used with my overlay are the EXACT copies that Klass
says are doubles. I still haven't been told how Mr. Klass made this
amazing discovery.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 09:04:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:29:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis

>From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
>Date: Mon, 9 Dec 1996 07:32:47 -0700

>----------
>> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics

>> Date: Sat, 07 Dec 1996 12:35:03 -0500
>> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics

>> We actually have come a long way it just seems like we haven't because
>> we don't have THE answer.  We now have the technology to properly
>> analyze photographs and films and in the last few years we've determined
>> that two long-standing items (one photograph and one film) >were
>> actually ordinary objects filmed/photographed in extraordinary
>> circumstances.

- - - - -

JC:   Steven, I wasn't aware of this. I must have missed this on another of
your threads.  Could you possibly supply the names and dates of the
photograph & film, what firm did the technical analyses, what were the
ordinary objects that were misinterpreted and how I might obtain a copy of
this report?

Thanks,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 15 Dec 96 13:42:26 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:34:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To John Powell:
Re Autopsy cameraman

John,

<<Did you forget about the scene showing a guy in military uniform on the
other side of the 'window?'>>

    No such scene occurs in the Santilli autopsy footage.  I don't know what
footage you looked at  but it appears we are not talking about the same footage.
Therefore, anything that you say about it is irrelevant.

    It amazes me how many people haven't  even examined the evidence that they
are so keen to judge.

     Regards,

         Theresa
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 23:29:06 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:27:17 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Date: Tue, 13 Dec 1994 14:07:27 -0500
> From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> References: <2.2.32.19961213074403.00aee74c@globalserve.net>

>     Re: MJ-12
>
>     To answer your quesion, IF a group like MJ-12 existed, there would
> be no supporting documentation anywhere you or anyone outside of the
> loop could get at it.

Thank you for the insight. I don't agree. If it was real involving
people and resources, somewhere there would be a "fingerprint". We may
well not be smart enough to recognize it. If one was to go by your
assumption, might as well stop all research efforts and take up a new
hobby called IFology. There are already too many people into IFology. My
interests are in Ufology and keeping the two separated.

> Re: Bob Lazar
>
> Doesn't it seem like Lazar's records could be destroyed by the
> government, IF his story was true?

But Lazar does have records. Those records that we know to exist do not
support his story.

> Re: Your comments about belief systems
>
>     I don't hold any one particular "belief system". You too must
> realize, that being a total skeptic is a belief system as well. I don't
> know what your religon is, but total denial is a belief in itself. Now,
> I don't mean to call you a total skeptic, because I don't know what your
> beliefs are.

My beliefs, as well as yours, are irrelevant. I am not prepared to
relegate Ufology to the realm of faith and religion. A person's belief
system doesn't add any vestige of knowledge to the subject. There are
already too many people that approach ufology from the foundation of
belief systems. I am interested in what we can substantiate with
confidence based on what survives after discernement and critical
thinking is applied and can be independently verified with source
documentation identified.

> I have done much work into MJ-12, including the Truman
> signature. The signature isn't identical, it's close though. One must
> wonder where Phil Klass "found" this signature. How in the thousands of
> Truman signatures did he find an "exact" match? Did he sit there for
> days with a ruler and go through them? I know they aren't identical
> because I scanned them both, and made some acetate(spellling?) overlays.
> Right now I am led to belive that the SOM is fake. If it is, so what?
> Couldn't it be a copycat hoax? I think it's possible that the Ike papers
> are genuine. When I began UFO research, I thought MJ-12 was surely a
> hoax, now I'm not too sure.

Of all the thousands and thousands of Truman documents, the signature
known to be genuine comes from a short letter from President Truman to
Dr. Bush, dated October 1, 1947 - one week after the alleged Truman
Memorandum of September 24, 1947. Interesting that they were dated only
a week apart and that the known real signature was also addressed to an
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alleged MJ-12 member. Dr. Vannevar Bush has been a focus of intense
research by many ufologists since the late 70s and the emergence of the
Wilbur Smith memo.

Assuming that the two signatures have to be identical is a false
assumption. As a matter of fact, they are not identical. Supporters of
MJ-12 base their arguments on an incorrect argument. What can be
demonstrated and shown is whether or not the two signature samples share
a common ancestor. Dr. Willy Smith, UNICAT Project, published his
analysis demonstrating that both the known real signature and the
alleged Truman memorandum signature do indeed share a common ancestor.
Since we know that the Oct. 1, 1947 signature is a genuine signature,
the Truman signature of the alleged Truman/Forrestal memo has to be a
copy of the original. That makes the entire memo bogus. The step-by-step
analysis was published in JUST CAUSE, No. 27, March 1991. I suggest you
find a copy and read it. You won't find it in Friedman's new book. On
several occasions on this list I have asked Friedman about it. To this
date he has yet to respond to the above damming evidence that shows the
alleged Truman/Forrestal memorandum to be bogus. I have also recently
spoken to Dr. Willy Smith. He tells me that since the publication of his
analysis in JUST CAUSE in 1991, the analysis has never been addressed by
Friedman.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 10:56:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:31:46 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: Vince_Johnson_at_TENSOR__HSTN@ccmailsmtp.hstn.expl.pgs.com
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> John Powell wrote:

> >I think it would be an interesting idea to have all abductees perform
> >an IdentiKit.  Such a process would be close to singularly objective.

>      I personally don't think uniformity of entity descriptions by
>      abductees necessarily proves anything.

I don't think it _proves_ anything either.

>      For instance, if a random group of people were asked to use an
>      Identikit to create a likeness of Santa Claus (in the holiday
>      spirit), I suspect that there would be a fairly high degree of
>      uniformity in the results -- even though there is no single
>      "accurate" portrait of this imaginary character.

Imaginary!?!?!?! <grin>

Millions and millions of people, generation after generation,
multi-cultiral and multi-national, have stories of Santa.  Are you
unmoved by the enormity of that mass of anecdotal evidence!!!!????

And what about the presents, hmmmmm????  While its true that this
alleged creature called "Santa" is nowhere to be found the physical
evidence, (various presents labeled as being "From: Santa"), is
everywhere (not unlke the stories and photographs of alleged physical
markings).

I simply cannot believe that you would mock Santa in this way!

Greg, I think you'd better have a talk with Vince!

>      Since there is such undeniable cultural consciousness of the
>      archetypal "gray" aliens (based on publicized abductee
>      descriptions), I suspect that any random group of
>      Identikit-equipped test subjects asked to provide a picture of
>      what aliens look like would undoubtedly provide a fairly uniform
>      portrait of the classic "gray" aliens.

I suspect that is what would happen.  Dennis mentioned this in a
previous message to Greg, that it is not possible to find people who
don't have that general image in their mind.  This makes using an image,
even a police IdendtKit image, as a witness test

>      In short, cultural contamination of abduction lore through
>      widespread media exposure has rendered uniform entity
>      descriptions by self-proclaimed abductees useless as evidence for
>      the phenomenon.

Yes, I'm afraid that's a perfectly accurate statement.

One of the sub-themes going on during an IdentiKit session is that the
victim is being observed during the process.  The process of making and
changing picture elements is observed.  Sometimes this process is
witnessed by a detective, sometimes its recorded.  The process itself,
if there are no prejudices involved or leading questions, can be a great
help to the victim in remembering details.  I prefer this to hypnosis
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any day.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: BGBOPPER@aol.com
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 01:32:55 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:26:26 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Mr. Friedman, In my second post I asked,*
*       1. If we agree on the fact that area 51 is a top secret test facility (and
I'm sure that we all know that it is just that) and if the only reference to
any alien object at area 51 was made by Bob Lazar... What is the point?

You answered,

>1.I have many times said, there are 2 separate questions: Is Bob Lazar
telling the truth about >Bob Lazar? 2. Are there saucers at Area 51? That Bob
is lying about Bob clearly tells us nothing >about whther there are saucers
there. I have had a quiet witness tell me there were saucers >brought there
back in the 1940s. Led Stringfield has told of people saying there were
saucers >there. It is an obvious site for testing of any kind of highly
classified advanced propulsion >system.

I then asked,
Mr. Friedman, Your answer brings up another question.
Are you saying that there have been saucers at Area 51 since the 1940's?

And then you reply with,
> I didn't say I believed there have been saucers at Area 51 back to the
>1940s. I said I had heard stories completely independent of Lazar about
saucers
>there.
I find it very interesting that you use your "Quiet Witness" and Led (Len)
Stringfield...(Ya see Stan... I do my homework... I Knew that you meant Len
<Grin>) to make an argument, and then you reverse your stance the very next
day.  Hmmmm verrrrry interesting!

You also said that my questions "Had imbedded in them a lot of false
assumptions."
The only false assumption that I made was thinking that you might answer them
in a civil and straight forward manner.

Stan, I think I'll leave my marbles right here.
Even though I am honored that you find it necessary to throw in a few cutting
remarks  you might reconsider getting into a duel with me, it is
unproductive.

Thanks once again for your response,
R. Estes
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"Whee, should'a seen the UFO stir that one caused!"

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 08:08:23 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:29:58 -0500
Subject: "Whee, should'a seen the UFO stir that one caused!"

Apology to MW #69 (For December 15, 1996)

William Mayers wrote in the newsgroups:

> >: >: >Alex Krycek (redherring@illuminati.com) wrote:
> >: >: >: Ignore all evidence of crop circles!  The government
> >: >: >: has invented crop circles to hide the real alien conspiracy.

> >Crop circles are conspiracy of practical jokers to make New Agers
> >and UFO-nauts look dumb.

> >Not that this is hard to do.

> >--
> >Lester Ness    lness@indiana.edu

>And gawd, it's probably as much fun as tying a couple large
>helium-filled mylar balloons together, suspending a few
>battery-powered Christmas-tree lights from 'em and releasing them over
>a public park 'round midnight!  Whee, should'a seen the UFO stir that
>one caused! Hee hee hee hee hee!!  Yo, the lights even blinked in a
>repetitive fashion..."jus' hadda be the mother of all alien
>motherships!"  What a yuck!  Damn, maybe a few of us'll do it again!

<cackle!>

> Bill Mayers
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

        How about this sociopath?
        A frightened little dweeb . . .
        Helps fake our pseudo culture
        For the seniors, straights, and feebs.

        He pulls the fuzzy muslin
        Over sense and sensibility.
        Formless, dense, and clue-less
        He charts their disability.

        Folks are dull to suit this liar
        He dims their feeble glow.
        A glow so feeble to begin with
        Because he made it so.

                        Lehmberg@snowhill.com

This is the fellow personally responsible for the fact that many believe
professional wrestling is real, and that the Moon Landing was faked. The
ignorance that this social predator decries; however, is a direct result
of malicious acts such as he encourages here.

HE is the reason for a stupidity of humankind that is far, far from
congenital. Truly, it is bred in his mylar balloons, and Christmas tree
lights; it thrashes like a diseased animal in faked crop circles; it
rides a polluted wave of scared fundamentalists who fan fake fires of
this ignorance while dousing productive glimmerings of real elevation
and advancement. He is living proof that the world improves with every
funeral, and I wait patiently for his demise.
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Perhaps the *Cropcircle Fakirs* consider him more of their ART.

"You, with the proud look . . .yeah YOU! Out of the gene pool, as you
INSIST on treating it like your toilet!"
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 10:41:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:30:53 -0500
Subject: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: "fake" and "self-claimed"

> On to John Powell:

> > > > Show _faked_ alien pictures to a
> > > > group of self-claimed abductees to see which _fake_ picture they
> > > > like?

> I had trouble with two emotion-laden words in that question, "fake"
> and "self-claimed." Re fake, I suggested a parallel to a police
> identikit. But John says there's a difference:
> > The difference is that you'd be showing known fake pictures...<grin>
> The word "fake," I still think, is throwing a cloud of emotion over
> this simple question. What we're talking about here are pictures that
> aren't drawn from life. A police artist works with witnesses to create
> an impression of a suspect. Likewise with pictures of aliens. All the
> alien images we've seen -- the cover of Communion and the rest -- are
> artists' impressions, based on descriptions from people who believe
> they've seen the aliens.

Although it remains uncorroborated, Whitley states that an analysis of
the photograph shows it most likely to be "fake."  (I hope you didn't
miss those messages.)

An ordinary police IdentiKit sketch is _assumed_ to be based on some
amount of real likeness.  Do you remember police sketches of say the
Unabomber, or various other known or alleged bad guys?  They're not
photographically accurate but they're not all that far off either.

That's the difference.  Within the practical boundaries of a police
investigation we can be pretty sure that some elements of the resulting
sketch are close enough to start showing that picture around, and we can
also be pretty sure that the initiating event actually happenned.  In
the case of abductions we have no proof that the events actually
happenned _and_ we'd be showing around a photograph that didn't survive
critical scrutiny.  The results, any results, would therefore be
useless.

> In any case, I don't see how you can call the covers of Communion or
> Intruders or any of countless other books "fake" pictures. Nobody ever
> claimed those aliens were real.

I have no way of knowing if the hundreds and hundreds of pictures drawn
by self-claimed abductees are fake or not, including the one on the
cover of Communion.  I only know that Whitley claims to have had _his_
picture analyzed and the report back is that it is most likely fake.

The idea you propose is fine, just use something _other_ than the fake
photograph or, better yet, have real police IdentiKit people construct
some sketches.

> On to "self-claimed." That struck me as a mocking expression,
> especially in context. To which John replied:

> > So far as alien abductions are concerned we have no evidence that
> > such events have occurred therefore those who claim they have
> > occurred (to them) are accurately 'self-claimed abductees.'...Why do
> > you think refering to abductees and their stories as "self-claimed"
> > somehow invalidates them?
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> "Self-claimed" or words to that effect are routinely used in
> journalism to underline what are perceived as shoddy pretentions or
> illegitimate titles. For example, the President of Mexico would never
> be called the "self-claimed President." But the "Supreme Commander" of
> a guerilla force seeking to depose the president might well be called
> the "self-proclaimed Supreme Commander."

With the difference being that we don't dispute that there actually is a
President of Mexico and we don't dispute that there is actually a
guerilla leader.  We know these people exist, we have proof that they
exist.  In the context of your example I can see how terms like
"self-claimed" have negative connotations.  In the context of so-called
alien abductions we are forced to dispute the entire event scenario
because we have no evidence that it exists.

If we had even the slightest bit of evidence that so-called alien
abductions exist then it _would_ be inappropriate to use the term
self-claimed because the claims would then have been elevated beyond
merely the person making them.

But that isn't the case yet...

> I don't think you'll find many usages of these terms -- or maybe even
> any -- that aren't mocking or critical.

I suppose you also have a problem with the term "so-called alien
abductions?"  Let's remember that we have no evidence that abductions
occur, no evidence that aliens exist and no evidence that aliens are
doing the abductions.  We're jumping the gun making the assumption that
aliens are doing the abductions (if they are really happenning).

> I asked if anyone would speak about a "self-claimed rape victim," and
> John replied:

> > or a rape victim I would use the term "self-claimed" during the
> > initial reporting of the alleged event only because at that time it
> > is a self-claimed (and alleged) event.  (An exception of course
> > would be such an event that was independently witnesses in which
> > case it would be an "alleged" event and there would be no need to
> > refer to it as self-claimed.)

> But this, I think, is exactly what is <not> done. Take the Mike Tyson
> rape case. Imagine a newspaper story in which his accuser was referred
> to as "the self-claimed rape victim." There's hardly a reader alive
> who wouldn't catch the implication that the charges were false. So
> instead, newspapers use neutral words like "accuser," which simply
> state the facts.

In the two examples above you've based them on the legendary attention
to detail and accuracy of American journalism - I suggest that as
unbiased researchers we can achieve a somewhat higher level of attention
to detail and accuracy....<GRIN>

> Another example. An Englishman named Declan McManus made quite a
> reputation in the pop world for records he made under the name Elvis
> Costello. In fact, to most of the world he simply <is> Elvis Costello.
> So now let's say I come along and I start writing about "the
> self-claimed Elvis Costello." There isn't a soul in the rock and roll
> world who wouldn't know I despised him. (I don't, by the way...)
> Cut now to Michael Jackson. A few years ago, he signed a deal with
> MTV. He'd do something for them (forgot what), and in return they'd
> refer to him, even in their news broadcasts, as the "king of pop."
> Incredibly, the phrase caught on, and Jackson was called that
> everywhere. That must have been his greatest publicity coup ever. If
> I'd written about him after that, I'd have been tempted to call him
> "the self-claimed king of pop," meaning it as a dig, and feeling
> justified in sniping at him that way, because the phrase was
> originally used deceptively.

Make that four examples, one of which has fraudulent undertones,
revolving around the above-reproach work product of American
media...<grin>

> (If I kept it up long enough, I'd be cut off Sony Music's press list,
> and my editor would get a nasty letter demanding an apology. You think
> ufology is nasty?)

Ufology is nasty, but not all that nasty.  What ufology is is SLACK.

Partly because many people in ufology don't know how to be other than
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slack, they have little or no professional education and/or training.
Partly because many people in ufology can't separate their personal
beliefs and wishful thinking from the hard cold facts.

The hard cold facts are that we have no evidence that abductions occur,
that aliens exist and are here, and no evidence that aliens abduct
people.  With _no_ supportive hard evidence we have people claiming that
aliens abduct people therefore it is perfectly accurate to refer to
those claims as self-made and the events as self-claimed.  And since we
have a compound claim, 'aliens' and 'abduction,' it is also perfectly
accurate to denote such a claim as 'so-called' because the two
constituent elements, when used in combination, are unsupported by hard
facts.

There isn't anything mocking or disrespectful about using accurate
terminology and anyone who senses those or similar emotions, without
having actually read the words, should be looking in the mirror for the
source of their sensations...

Let's summarize Greg.  First you tried using the mass of accumulated
anecdotal evidence, the majority of which has been collected by only a
handful of people using questionable tools and methods, to combat what
you feel is mocking and critical terminology.  Then you made the direct
accusation that it was mocking and critical.  Now you seem to prefer to
have us use the standards of American journalism as the basis for our
terminology selection.

I _know_ there are some abductees out there who think that terms like
"so-called" and "self-claimed" are mocking.  But I also know that the
other 99.9999% of the population (a few of whom are intelligent,
educated critical thinkers <grin>) would prefer to be given data and
information that is as unbiased and accurate as possible - so they can
make up their minds, in their own time and in their own way without
being led at all.

I think it is mocking and critical of intelligent people to be
constantly bombarding them with emotinally loaded inaccurate 9th grade
reading level propoganda such as "alien abductions" that have not been
proven to be either.

Lastly, let's not forget that such discussions do nothing to advance
abduction research.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 14:01:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:36:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> From: James Diss <76710.234@CompuServe.COM>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> John Powell wrote in an answer to Theresa about the AA film;

> It ain't gonna happen that way.  Many people have stated that this is
> simply the only way to go, and that may be the reason why Mr Mantle
> has 'buggered off' to put it bluntly.  Take any other 'shattering'
> event from the mid-eighties, and what do you find?
> Proof that's attacked as 'slanted', people coming down on sides and
> conspiracy buffs connecting even more dots in an effort to get things
> to look the way they want.
> Look at Dr Wolf at the moment, or Dulce, or even MJ-12.

Not good examples if you're discussing proof.

> Consider the fact that one of the first things I heard about Kodak is
> that they wouldn't verify this because of their military connections.
> Bull.

Kodak will test the film stock.  They have _always_ been willing to test
the film stock.

> They wouldn't verify this because of the loss of their credibility, so
> we have the inestimable 'Italian connection' give some fairly
> meaningless reports on the film/copy/cutting room floor snippets.

At _no_ time, including now, has Kodak _not_ been willing to test the
film stock with relevant image on it.

> Lets push for a couple of independent labs to look at this,
> arbitaryily chosen at random from a list.

Because _only_ Kodak can conclusively verify Kodak film.  Anything else
would be something less.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Web site updates

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:00:20 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:38:10 -0500
Subject: Web site updates

From: National UFO Reporting Center <ufocntr@nwlink.com>

The following information has been newly posted on our web site at
http://www.nwlink.com/~ufocntr :

- June 1996 Sighting Reports
- Details on Australian UFO Activity in November 1996
- Case retrospectives by Bob Gribble, founder of the hotline
- Summary Map of all Sightings from 1/95 - 6/96
- Information on the National UFO Reporting Center Video
- UFO Sighting Report Form

We are working hard to bring our report listings up to date for the
remainder of 1996.  Please keep checking our site for regular updates.

David Stepien
Webmaster, National UFO Reporting Center
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Re: Archival Research

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 96 16:08:09 -0400
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:39:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research

For Jan Aldrich: Glad to hear things are loosening up at Maxwell. The people
were always cooperative, but back then copying facilities were very poor. I
sent
out many requests re Pinball.. Got a few useful ones back.Will try to dig them
out. Most never heard of it. I must say things are getting better.  The Ike and
Truman Libraries now have copy machines so one can do one's own right there. It
used to be that one made out a copy request sheet, put it in the box, waited
weeks to get the copies and paid .35 each... Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Code of Ethics

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:45:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:33:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics

> There's one thing John Powell wrote that I want to treat separately
> from the rest, to make sure my reply isn't buried at the bottom of a
> lengthy post:

> > I _do_ think that abductionology is mostly a 'game' and that's why
> > the abductionists steadfastly refuse to take abduction research
> > another step forward.  They know that they can periodically make a
> > buck by cranking out another batch of stories.  They also know (my
> > opinion) that electronic monitoring would likely (my opinion) reveal
> > that _nothing_ objectively physical has happenned to these people.
> > They also know (my opinion) that independent research on anomalous
> > physical markings would likely (my opinion) reveal that the bulk of
> > them are not at all anomalous.  A few brave souls have submitted
> > foreign bodies (the _correct_ terminology) allegedly removed from
> > self-claimed abductees for analysis and they have _ALL_ turned out
> > to be perfectly ordinary (which I think explains why the current
> > crop of foreign bodies _is not_ being analyzed).
> > In short, if these abductionists do nothing they may continue to
> > profit but if they attempt to take abduction research forward they
> > run the very serious risk of underecutting their previous work and
> > credibility.

> And also:

> > The danger we risk of doing things the _right_ way is that people
> > like Hopkins (et. al.) would eventually be forgotten and their lurid
> > stories would be of value only to comic book publishers.  But since
> > many in ufology would sorely miss their periodic abduction serials,
> > and since many are 'scientific' <grin> they wouldn't dare satisfy
> > that desire with comic books, so another risk is that they would be
> > deprived of the abduction lore that has polluted ufology in recent
> > years.

> John is not only saying that abduction researchers -- the ones who
> believe in the reality of abductions -- are wrong. He's saying that
> they're dishonest, that they know their work can't be scientifically
> validated, and that they don't want scientific tests to be done
> because that would stop them from making money.

Hold it a second.  I don't _know_ they're "wrong" I just know they're
not (yet) 'right.'

> John, since you believe in objective evidence, please show me the
> evidence that abduction researchers are making money from their work.
> John Mack might be, and Whitley Strieber got a huge advance for
> Communion, because he was already a best-selling writer.

True on both counts.  I'm not in a position to prove with objective
evidence that they are or aren't making money.  But I will gladly
analyze their financial situations soon as Hopkins turns over to me his
tax returns for the last 10 years <GRIN>.

> But I doubt that Budd Hopkins, Dave Jacobs, or Eddie Bullard are
> making money, to name three whose careers I know something about.

Hopkins doesn't get paid for those books he has written???  That's a new
one...<grin>
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Jacobs didn't make any money from his books???

> Very few
> people who publish books get advances large enough to pay for the time
> it takes to write one. UFO books are no exception. To judge from the
> figures that have been quoted to me, Hopkins and Jacobs essentially
> take  a loss every time they publish. You might imagine that the TV
> movie of Intruders made a bundle for Budd, but I'm not so sure. I
> recently had my own brush with TV, and discovered -- to my amazement
> -- that the money going to writers is several orders of magnitude
> lower than outsiders might expect. (Unless you're writing prime-time
> network sitcoms, of course.)

That's absolutely ridiculous Greg.  Hopkins and Jacobs LOSE money when
they write a book!!!  Not a chance...<grin>

> Last time I heard anything about him, Bullard was still working as a
> "gofer" (his term) in the Indiana University library. His
> concentration on UFOs is not likely to help him land an academic job
> in his field.

I don't consider Bullard to be in the same crowd as Hopkins, Boylan,
etc.

> Jacobs told me that he may never get promoted to full professor
> because his specialty, in practice, is UFOs. He's published very
> little as an academic historian.

I would think that the latter statement is more likely the reason for
his not becoming a full professor...<grin>

> Above all, though, I want to say this. John, you talk about "lurid,"
> "comic-book" abduction tales. But look at the language you use..."make
> a buck," "cranking out," "lurid stories," "abduction serials,"
> "abduction lore," "polluted ufology." Not to mention the accusations
> you make.

> I'd be hard-pressed to find anything comparable in any abduction
> "comic book" by Hopkins, Jacobs, or Bullard, or for that matter by
> Raymond Fowler or even John Mack.

I suggest you re-read Fowler's books, especially the early series on
Andreasson.  This is only opinion of course but I found Mack's book to
be the most comicbook-like of them all.

> You or anyone else may believe that their
> conclusions are wrong, childish, or even dangerous, but they write
> with dignity, and don't engage in ad hominem attacks.

Their 'conclusions' are even wrong.  That they write with dignity
(whatever exactly you mean by that) is irrelevant.  They would not have
been published had they not tried to make their stories sound good.

> One thing that pollutes ufology is fighting among ufologists. We see
> it here on Errol's list...Kevin Randle vs. Stan Friedman, Ed Stewart
> vs. Stan Friedman, Graham Birdsall vs. Philip Mantle. Frankly, it
> makes me a little sick. After a while, the question of who's right
> starts to seem less important than the persistence -- and tone -- of
> the fights.

Rodney King: "Can't we all just get along?"

> If you want to criticize abduction research, go right ahead.

Actually I don't want to criticise abduction research.  (But there
really hasn't been any so I couldn't if I wanted to.)  What I really
want to do is _real_ abduction research.

> But I think all of us (me included) would be better off if we
> conducted our debates with consistent respect.

Greg, I think you'll find that my level of respect for Hopkins and
his work to date has been extremely consistent.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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[                             ]
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:24:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:32:36 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> The debate John Powell and I are having should really be conducted in
> public, with a very sharp moderator. The moderator could force out
> some of the assumptions both he and I make, and focus the discussion.

Excellent idea.

> John wrote,

> > I find it convenient to point the
> > finger at the hypnotist especially when there exists different
> > themes of concurrance (Boylan, Sprinkle, etc., believe in benevolent
> > aliens and that is reflected in their subjects; Hopkins, Jacobs,
> > etc., believe in malevolent aliens and that is reflected in their
> > subjects).

> John, what's the evidence that this is actually true? Have studies
> been done?

I don't know if an actual study has been done or not, I _think_ I
remember mention of this in one or two articles.  My _opinion_, which is
a better way to describe my statement, is simply based on reading about
a hundred abduction/contactee books from all of those folks over the
years.

> I don't know about abductees that Boylan and Sprinkle work with, but
> the abductees I've met who work with Budd seem to split 50/50 on the
> aliens' intentions. Plenty of his people take a Sprinkle-esque New Age
> view. I think, John, that you're perpetuating a myth.

I don't recall any Sprinkle-esque New-Agey Space Brother books from
Hopkins or Jacobs...  So, who is perpteuating the myth??? <grin>

Until its referenced let's just call it my _opinion_ that there is a
thematic concurrance among abductionologists.

> We differ on whether Elvis sightings are as consistent as abduction
> reports. I think not, after reading unopened mail about Elvis
> sightings at the Weekly World News, and unopened mail about abductions
> at Budd Hopkins's house.

(How do you read unopenned mail???)

We can agree to disagree on that.

> But John writes:

> > How do [the Elvis sightings] vary?  Elvis was seen with breasts?
> > Elvis was seen as an Afroamerican or Hispanic.  Elvis was seen with
> > four arms and a tail?
> > Sorry, Elvis is almost always 'seen' as Elvis, the 'basic' Elvis
> > that we've all seen pictures of at one time or another and that is
> > specifically the point I'm trying to make.

> Elvis might still have black hair, in these letters, or he might have
> let his hair go gray. He might have grown a beard, or be clean shaven.
> He might have shaved off his sideburns, or still be wearing them. He
> might have a mustache. He might limp, due to an auto accident. He
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> might be preparing a musical comeback, or have given up music forever.
> He might be living in Atlanta, or Detroit, or California, or be
> drifting. He might have no money, or might be living off funds he
> deposited in a Swiss bank account. He might be married again, or he
> might be single. He might be fat or thin.

Do you see these differences (as oppossed to having breasts, being
Afroamerican or Hispanic, having four arms and a tail) as major or minor
differences?  I see tham as very minor differences.

With alleged alien descriptions we have the entire color spectrum with a
number of subtle variations of gray - Elvis is always Caucasian.  With
aliens we have have very short (two feet) to very tall (seven feet or
more) - Elvis is always, within a few inches, appropriately Elvis-sized.

Since Elvis at different times was both fat and thin is it a major
difference that we see that variation or a minor difference?

With alleged aliens we have an entire morphological shift from the
nearly pure Insectoid-like description to the somewhat classic Grey to
the dwarf or troll-like stubby creatures.  By comparison I dare say
Elvis sightings don't offer anything like _that_ in their range of
morphological differences.

> Many people don't even offer details. They just swear they
> saw him at the mall on Friday. "He's grown a beard, but I <know> it
> was him."

Perhaps they have not yet been hypnotized <GRIN>.

> About Eddie Bullard's work, John writes:

> >  The observable fact that there appears to be a
> > consistency in certain details _comes from_ merely a handful of
> > abduction hypnotists and _that_ is where his work began.

> Bullard also uses accounts from researchers who don't use hypnosis.
> That has been one big point of his studies.

> > I guarantee you that if he skipped the assumption that there is some
> > consistency in detail and instead tried to find consistency in
> > detail among contactee stories he would find it...

> Are you sure he <assumed> there was consistency of detail? I thought
> that was the result of his study, and I'd also understood his initial
> assumption was that the tales could be dismissed as folklore.

That was misleading wording on my part.  There is an assumption among
most folks I've talked to that there isn't a similar amount of
consistency in contactee stories (as there is in abductee stories).
Actually there is a similar amount of consistency.  I don't know if
Bullard made assumptions either way but I do remember reading that he
was favoring a folklore-based solution at the outset.  I don't find that
surprising.

> How can you guarantee what he'd find if he studied something else? Do
> you have his expertise in folklore? And even if you do, he's not you.
> He might come to conclusions of his own.

I can pretty much guarantee that he'd find a significant level of
consistency in contactee story elements.  I have no idea if he would
find consistent folkloric themes or not.  I'm not aware of anybody doing
that type of work with contactees and their stories.

> About samples of alleged alien writing -- which I've seen, and which
> are essentially identical -- John asks:

> > Why aren't these alleged samples in the public domain where they can
> > be independently analyzed?

> Eventually they will be. For now, though, there's a kind of catch-22.
> To publish them would contaminate any future witness who claims to
> have seen the same writing.

> But you're right. There's no reason for you to take them seriously
> when you only have my word that they even exist, let alone that
> they're significantly similar.

> At this point in the discussion, however, I'd love it if a moderator
> asked: "John, Greg agrees that these alleged writing samples haven't
> been verified. Would you, in turn, concede that if they had been, and
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> were clearly all but identical, they might suggest that the abductees'
> supposed experience was real?"

Okay, let's pretend the Moderator just cleared his throat, tapped the
microphone a time or two and asked me that very question.

I try to avoid the style of debate where, because one person was swayed
by the blazing light of a tightly phrased logical argument and conceded
the point that I must therefore concede a point out of
politeness...<grin>

I already think something is happenning to abductees and I think its
very, very important.  I just don't think, because there's no such
evidence, that's its aliens or that they were necessarily even abducted.

If the handwriting, or just writing or characters or icons or whatever,
was _firsthand_ I'd be a lot more inclined to want to study it.  But it
isn't firsthand.  Its someone's representation of what they claim they
saw, sometimes the claim is unaided recall and sometimes the claim is
based on hypnosis.  We don't know how often the claim is made in the
presence of someone who already claims to have the baseline handwriting
with which to make comparison.

I think those are all serious issues that need to be addressed.  (No,
I'm not dodging your question <grin>.)

A proper analysis would either eliminate or separate from the dataset
all items recovered through hypnosis, all items referencing previously
published examples.  For each item in our accepted dataset an
independent interview would have to be conducted and another ('fresh')
sample from the claimant would be acquired.

We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
advance that example further in our dataset.

The work done above should be as 'blind' as possible.  The people
acquiring the 'fresh' handwriting example should not have seen anybody's
previous examples, the person holding the references samples should not
yet see the 'fresh' samples, etc.

Ok, _NOW_, we have a dataset that is workable.  I arbitrarily picked 80%
character by character statistical concurrance to ensure that we have a
fairly 'stationary' target.  For the actual analysis maybe you like 75%,
maybe 95% concurrance.  I'm not sure it matters all that much.  If we
had a pretty 'blind' study up to this point then anything over about 65%
would tweak my interest substantially.  I'm assuming that at least _two_
independent symbology analyses would be performed _each_ with 65% or
better.

Of course, I don't know what kind of symbology we're talking about here.
It could be letter and/or number-like, could be iconic or figurine-like,
could be predominantly linear or predominantly swirled.  Could be any
combination of them and other stuff...  Is the symbology in any way
similar to known human-based symbology?

So, to answer your question, if a _reliable_ study was performed and we
got better than 65% concurrance I'd willingly state that these people
have very likely been exposed to the same original source input.

By the way, such 'evidence' would be the _first_ such evidence ever
acquired in abduction research.  It certainly wouldn't prove that aliens
are abducting people but it would elevate the debate significantly.

Since we would have done this research on the dataset that we restricted
out the hypnosis subjects, since we had multiple independent persons
unfamiliar with the original sample acquiring the 'fresh' sample, I
think we could make a few additional statements.  We could state that
telepathy (if it exists) or confabulation didn't contaminate the 'fresh'
sample.  We could state that (but this would be subject to the specific
symbology involved) that lying/hoaxing was extremely unlikely.

Did I answer the question?

> Because, in the end, that's all this dispute is really about. I know
> very well that the reality of abductions hasn't been proved.

I don't know what real purpose is served if one or the other of us moves
the other an inch in any direction when we have _miles_ to go in terms
of doing real research.  I don't mean that in a negative way, I just
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mean that it is irrelevant that someone thinks so-called alien
abductions are likely or unlikely.

> But these items, along with the writing (which I've seen, John, so,
> speaking purely for myself, I don't need it to appear in public view),
> are extremely suggestive. Should they prove to be true, they create,
> at least in my opinion, a reasonable presumption that abductions are
> genuine, or at least that something very weird is going on. That's all
> I've been saying, and I can't for the life of me see why it's
> problematic.

I hope I've shown above two important points.  The first is that
verifying this alleged handwriting doesn't prove the existence of aliens
or the reality of alleged abductions - it doesn't _prove_ "that
abductions are genuine."  It would clearly erase the line between
'something' going on versus 'nothing' going on, it would all but erase
the line between alleged abductions being a presently understood
psychological condition and abductions being something that _cannot_
presently be defined.  And it would _require_ some serious study.

I think all of that is fine, especially in light of the fact that the
scientific community has really (today) no compelling reason to be
interested in abductions.  Having a compelling reason to be interested
in abductions would be wonderful.  (An exception to that of course is
the MHP community which has very good reason to be interested.)

The second not entirely obvious point is that the verification method I
_very briefly_ described above is nothing magical or massively
technical.  Hopkins (or whomever) could have done it or had it done 10
years ago?  What's taking him so long???

> What I don't want in response -- and what I trust the moderator
> wouldn't allow -- is more heat about how these things haven't been
> proved. I know they haven't.

In a nutshell [pun intended] you and I have been debating hot air, or
exactly how hot the hot air is.  You obviously sense the futility of
that <grin>.

Well, why not let's start trying to establish some good data???

If we want people to be moved toward so-called alien abductions as
possible or even likely then why not start doing the work to get that
done?  (Of what value is it to 'move' them merely by preaching to them?)

Why hasn't Hopkins (or whomever) had this symbology analyzed, why
haven't 'they' had the physical markings analyzed, why haven't 'they'
implemented electronic monitoring????

These are all things that 'we' can't do ourselves.  I don't have access
to the symbology or the people, I don't have access to the physical
markings or the people...

Perhaps in your next message you will have discussed these questions
with Hopkins and have some answers and suggestions?

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
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([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Government Disinformation and Political Action

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:16:20 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:39:56 -0500
Subject: Government Disinformation and Political Action

Taken from http://www.sisma.com/stargate/archives  =20
  =20
   Government Disinformation and Political Action
  =20
  =20
   I have encouraged the editor to include the following comments and
   observations from Tim Good=92s book Alien Update (Random House, 1993)
   because I think they strike at the very heart of the current problem.
   I think the current American political dilemma is indeed in crisis,
   and the solution to the governmental cover-up of UFO/ET phenomena will
   be in the halls of our constitutional democracy, properly exercised by
   our duly elected representatives. Congress and the people must reclaim
   this matter as it impacts the future of our people, our country, and
   the human race. We the people must decide our own future, and it must
   be done in the open and in the light of day. The time has come for the
   American people to actively participate in what is, without a doubt,
   the most important issue in our history.=97Robert O. Dean
  =20
  =20
   On government disinformation: =93To reiterate, our task is not to gather
   enough evidence to prove off-world contact, but to end the denial of
   the evidence that is already readily available. Proof comes from
   evidence, and the evidence is all round us=97truckloads, boxcarloads and
   mountains of it. There is the UFO data collected since the late 1940s,
   including the unknown quantities known to exist in secret government
   files and warehouses; the historical and archaeological records dating
   back to prehistoric times; the common experience of mankind recorded
   in ancient religious scriptures; and what science has taught us about
   life in a matter of putting two and two together. The problem is, as
   in George Orwell=92s 1984, that we are labouring under a manipulative
   government policy designed to make two plus two equal five!
  =20
  =20
   =93In public reports like the Air Force=92s =91Blue Book=92 and the=
 Condon
   Report, the US Government says UFOs are no big deal, they are no
   threat to national security=97just forget it. In secret, however, they
   are very concerned, as revealed by documents released under the
   Freedom of Information Act and recent books like New York Times
   investigative reporter Howard Blum=92s Out There. Blum exposes a covert
   =91UFO action group=92 in the Pentagon, and a cabal of Air Force
   intelligence spooks who recruited famed UFO writer William Moore to
   monitor the effects of hair-raising disinformation fed to a midwest
   UFO researcher [Paul Bennewitz] who was getting too close to secret
   doings at an air base. The bogus stories nearly drove the poor
   researcher mad.=94
  =20
  =20
   On political action: =93This is not a problem that can be solved by
   further collections of UFO sightings. The denial syndrome began with a
   political decision; only through politics can it be brought to an end.
   UFO investigators should become political activists, because only a
   good, old-fashioned political campaign will end the government=92s
   policy of UFO secrecy. They could, for example, form =91truth squads=92=
 to
   follow the president around and to ask such embarrassing questions as,
   =91what do you know about secret UFO files, Mr President?=92 and =91Why=
 the
   cover-up?=92 That=92s the way to get on the evening news!
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  =20
  =20
   =93Abductees should do what other aggrieved groups have done with great
   success: form a lobbying group. Imagine bus-loads of abductees
   descending on Capital Hill to lobby for an investigation of the alien
   abduction syndrome and an end to UFO secrecy. The fact that they are a
   relatively small group of victims should not deter them. The highly
   successful =91Mothers Against Drunk Driving=92 (MADD) began with only one
   determined lady.=94
      _________________________________________________________________
  =20
 =20
   Timothy Good is also the author of Above Top Secret (William Morrow,
   1988) and Alien Contact (William Morrow, 1991).
=20
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 13:47:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:35:27 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> John Powell writes,

> >You being a human being isn't a problem <grin>.
> Generous of you.

I'm a very generous kind of guy.

> >simply by the force of your emotional presentation.
> I guess you read into it what you wish.

Perhaps, or what the writer wished.  I don't care for the convenient
approach that absolves the writer of all burden.

> >long before EBK and this List and you ever happenned - I collected
> >that kind of evidence quite a long time ago.
> I'm on my knees in an Islamic bow John.

It really isn't necessary John, but I do appreciate it very much.

Yet, you still missed the point.  The point is that _I_ convinced
_myself_ that things are going on that I want to know more about a long
time ago.  I'm not interested in convincing myself further, I've done
that already.  I also know that many other people have taken a
very similar path and some have convinced themselves and some haven't.
The problem is that some haven't.

Why?  Because the data is mostly _self-referencing_.  Its relatively
easy to convince oneself, its impossible to objectively convince
another.  I'm interested in _objective_ data.  That was the point that
you (again) missed.

> >Are you so important and central to the abduction phenomenon that you
> >have to be a personal part of the research and evidence?
> Duh, I would think that "abductees" [are] central to "abduction"
> research. Again, you choose to bait and insult rather than discuss. I
> could just as easily ask (you) the same question!

I have no personal stories to tell so, _no_, I'm not a part of the
evidence at all.  Don't you find it curious or possibly suggestive that
you keep turning things back on me (or Dennis or whomever), as if you
think things are being directed at you personally, when in fact my point
is to try to turn things away from specific involvement with _any_
specific people?

My point was to attempt to separate the data (the story, etc.) from the
person - to find/create _objective_ evidence.

Duh, John, you are _not_ central to abduction research.  No, that's not
baiting nor is it insulting.  You may very well be a victim of this
phenomenon, you may even be a victim of abduction research to date; but,
no, you are not central to the research.  _Objective_ research that is.

Which is more important to unbiased objective research - the person or
the data they provide?  If the person and the data they provide cannot
be separated then they do not provide objective data - that data is
_subjective_, not objective..  If they can be separated then it becomes
the objective data that is relevant.
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Objective data is data that stands _all by itself_.  (Like the example
of the box of data in a parking lot that you didn't get.)  Objective
data is data that is not connected to or related to _anybody_.

That's why you, the human being, are _not_ central to abduction
research.  The data you (may or may not) provide _is_ central to
abduction research _only_ if it can be fully and permanently separated
from you.

Do you really not understand this?

> >You don't _know_, you have a set of personal experiences that
> >are completely real to you.
> Yes! (?)

Why the question mark <grin>.  I'm not trying to question the validity
of your alleged personal experiences, there would be no point to doing
that because I have no _objective_ way to do that.  I also have no
reason to think they aren't completely real (to you).

However, getting back to _objective_ (impersnal, unprejudiced, unbiased)
research you also have the same problemm as I - no way to _objectively_
know if the experiences are real.

> >You seem preoccupied with a quest to cause people to consider it
> >possible that you were abducted by aliens.
> Misinterpretation. Or maybe just the _only_ interpretation that you
> are capable of where (I'm) concerned.

Perhaps I misinterpreted, then what is your preoccupation with so-called
abduction research, the _objective_ kind that is?

My interpretation is that you mostly don't know how to do objective
research.  We had numerous private discussions regarding possibly doing
some verification of alleged abductee physical markings and throughout
those discussins it was clear to me that you didn't understand how to do
objective research, didn't want to take the steps necessary, didn't want
to take the time necessary.

Now, not knowing how to do objective research isn't exactly a big
problem because ordinary folks don't just wake up one morning
automatically knowing how to do that.  You obviously seem capable of
learning how to do objective research, so I ask myself, "Self, John
seems to not know how to do objective research yet he's perfectly
capable of learning how.  So, why isn't he learning how and why isn't he
doing it?"

And I answer myself, "Self, objective research takes too long, its too
hard, and people who are emotionally and personally involved in the work
want answers immediately, they want answers for _themselves_, not
objective answers that stand apart from themselves."

That's my interpretation.  And you are by _far_ not the first such
person, not even the first _thousandth_ such person, to be in similar
conflict because of a personal and emotional involvement with the work
that you'd like to do.  If you _didn't_ have that conflict you'd in fact
be quite rare.

> >No, I don't call it support and I hope you're not here seeking or
> >hoping for any theraputic assistance as this is the wrong group of
> >people and the wrong venue for such.
> I'm not,... and says you.

Are you sticking your tongue out at me!?  Errol!  He's sticking his
tongue out at me!

> > Perhaps you aren't capable of being impartial or impersonal or
> > objective
> R U ?

Yep.

> >I know its difficult to be impartial, impersonal and objective but
> >you could at least try to fake it for the benefit of others here.
> >Maybe you could just pretend you understand.
> Pure arrogance and condescension.

Maybe you misinterpreted?

Maybe you could try  to be objective, and after a while, with some
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effort and practice, it might come naturally to you.

> >Instead, we have (yet again) your assumption-based out-of-control
> >emotional tantrums that only serve to embarass you.
> I like the "we" touch. It's cute. And safe!
> What's the use in talking John? It'd be a [complete] waste of time.
> Trying to talk to you is like throwing crap into a fan. It just ALWAYS
> seems to get messy. Good luck in your efforts.

I don't expect to have good luck in my efforts, but thanks for the
sentiment.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Films at DVIC: An Untapped Resource

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 16:26:39 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:43:34 -0500
Subject: Films at DVIC: An Untapped Resource

Note: Mr. Ravnitzky, a Law Student well experienced in FOIA requests
forwarded a series of messages of interest for those doing rigorous
historical research in UFO amd related matters (as well as others). The
messages will be sent during the next days. Keep these messages on file. I
personally want to thank him for this invaluable information.

From: Michael Ravnitzky <MikeRav@ix.netcom.com>

TONS OF MILITARY FILMS ON EXOTIC AIRCRAFT, UFO-TOPICS AND OTHER
ANOMALIES YOU MAY BE INTERESTED IN.

SIMPLY CONTACT:

Defense Visual Information Center
ATTN:  Freedom of Information Act Officer
1363 Z Street Center
March Air Force Base, CA 92518-2727

with a letter requesting all records pertaining to the subject area(s)
you are interested in.

DVIC has millions of films and motion media, all catalogued, some of it
classified.  But you can always request that the classified records be
reviewed for declassification.

Mike Ravnitzky
MikeRav@ix.netcom.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:50:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:41:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>  From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>  > There is nothing in the footage to show that the military or any
>  > government agency was involved.
>
>  Did you forget about the scene showing a guy in military uniform on the
>  other side of the 'window?'

Which footage did you watch? <g> Nothing I have seen shows this.

The only hint of a uniform (if you want to call it that) is in the debris
footage. Sweat stained armpits, shirt, tie, belt... that's about it.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 01:34:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:28:08 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
> Date: Fri, 13 Dec 96 18:28:15 -0400
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Ed Stewart: get off my back. Tangible evidence indeed.. You want a
> T shirt or ashtray  issued by MJ-12?

No, thank you.

> A video of a meeting of the Operation Majestic 12 reunion committee??

No, thank you.

> Perhaps you would really like an alien body, six pieces of saucer wreckage
and a Zeta Reticulan license plate?

No, thank you.

> Evidence covers far more
> than Tangible.. Eye witness testimony, for example, is considered evidence.

If you have any evidence that establishes multiple, independent, direct,
link-by-link, verified chains of evidence to show that MJ-12 is real, or
that establishes the genesis/provenance of the MJ-12 documents, that I
would like to see.

> I have  noted a great deal of evidence of things not known at that
> time by any outsiders but turning out to be true for example.. but why bother.

I have responded to the above proclamation before and shown your claim
to be false. Not only to your reference that only insiders could have
known, but also I have demonstrated that "outsiders" did in fact know
before the arrival 1984 date of the film to Shandera.

Perhaps you don't recall, or was busy with other matters and never saw
my posting of August 11, 1996 repudiating your false claim of "only
insiders could have known." Also, there are many new members to this
list that were not here in August and have not seen the response to your
false claim.

Here is the relevant portion of that posting:

---
For one thing the more than 30 pieces of information that turn out to be
true are simply not relevant to either providing direct link evidence
to the claim that MJ-12 is real, or to establish the genesis/provenance
of the documents. But since I brought these issues up in a prior missive
and asked if there was anything in your new book that established the
genesis/provenance of the book or provided direct link evidence to the
central claim that MJ-12 is real without getting a response, lets move
into some of these alleged details that you claim "...were not known
before the documents were received."

Let's take a closer look at this. Canadian Wilbur Smith's memo was
known to Ufologists since the late 70s that linked him to Vannevar
Bush. Friedman himself received a copy of this memo in the late 70s from
researcher Scott Foster. This memo created a strong interest in Bush.
Many researchers followed up and tried to find out as much as they could
about Bush.
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This interest/research could have uncovered many of Bush's
relationships before the arrival of the MJ-12 film to Shandera, including
the Bush-Menzel "connection". Friedman himself in IUR, Vol. 13, No.1,
Jan/Feb 1988 "The Secret Life of Donald H. Menzel" stated:

     "In checking my files on Vannevar Bush after hearing of the
            *************************************
      briefing document from Shandera and Bill Moore I found a
      letter to Bush from Robert Proctor..."

The Proctor letter establishes the Bush-Menzel connection as well as
the Menzel loyalty hearings. If Friedman already had this information
in his files before hearing of the MJ-12 film, so could have other
researchers interested in Vannevar Bush, as also other researchers that
had co-researched with Friedman in a generous exchange of research
material gathered. And one of them may well have followed up on the
Bush/Menzel lead also.

Also, an FOIA from researcher Robert Todd to the FBI requesting Menzel's
FBI file shows that anyone requesting Menzel's FBI file would have
received information establishing Menzel as a NSA consultant as well as
confirmation of the loyalty hearings already established with the Proctor
letter. Also, the FOIA FBI file received by Robert Todd showed that
Menzel himself requested his own file shortly before he died in 1976, but
died before receiving it with the FBI sending it to his wife instead.
That means that his wife did know about her husband's NSA involvement as
well as the loyalty hearings since the FBI files contained that information
and more.

Also, many researchers knew that FOIA requests to the FBI were
producing some results. As an instance, Moore, himself in his own
catalogs and newsletters advertised for sale FOIA FBI files on numerous
UFO personalities that he himself secured from the FBI through the FOIA.
This establishes that researchers were familiar with the process and that
data was available on UFO personalities from the FBI, or for that matter
from Moore also. If Moore wasn't selling a particular UFO personality's FBI
file at the time, an FOIA to the FBI would have resulted in a reply. Menzel's
was available through the FBI.

As for all the "revelations" regarding Twinning. Twinning was already a
focus of research in ufology before 1984. Friedman himself
stated on page 92 of "Top Secret/Majic":

     "As Bill [Moore] read the memo to me over the phone, I was
      immediately reminded of a July 13, 1953 Cutler-Twining
      memo we had found in late 1981 at the Library of Congress
           *************************
      Manuscript Division."

And from page 101:

     "First, Twining's schedules were unclassified - theoretically,
      any private citizen could have requested them."

So, not only was Twining a subject of research by UFO researchers before
1984, but his schedules were unclassified and easily accessible by
anyone.

On "special date" November 18, 1952 MJ-12 Eisenhower briefing.

     "General Twinning was definitely at one of the Pentagon
      briefings with Eisenhower." page 234.

Since Twinning's schedules were unclassified and easily accessible and
since he had been a major focus of UFO research well before 1984,
as established by the example offered of Moore/Friedman 1981 archival
research of Twinning, any date associated with Twinning could well have
been secured before the arrival of the MJ-12 film and known to any researcher
that was interested in Twinning. The same holds true for the Sept 18 and
Sept 19 dates associated with Twinning claimed by Friedman as "insider"
only information, but not necessarily so.

On "special date" Sept 24, 1947, date of Truman-Forrestal memo. Since
this date relates also to Bush, who was a major focus of research
due to the 70s Wilbur B. Smith memo, anyone researching Wilbur
Smith/Bush connection during the first half of the 1980s could have come
across this date where he met Truman. After all, according to Friedman the
only date where Vannevar Bush did meet with Truman in the last months of
1947 was the special date used in the Truman-Forrestal memo. An outsider
with the knowledge of this date may well have found it extremely attractive
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since it also included Forrestal, but Friedman claims only an insider could
have known before 1984. Well, contrary to Stanton Friedman's claim, this date
was already known to outsiders and not just insiders as Friedman claims.
>From page 101 of the 1982 MUFON PROCEEDINGS, William L. Moore, "The
Roswell Investigation: New Evidence In The Search For A Crashed UFO" writes:

     "On September 24, he [Bush] and the new secretary of
            Defense, James Forrestal, met with President Truman
            at the White House - a meeting which resulted in
            Dr. Bush's appointment as Chairman of the new Research
            and Development Board of the National Military
            Establishment."

And hold and behold, every outsider at that 1982 MUFON Conference knew
also of the "special date" that Friedman in 1996 claims could only have
been known by "insiders" before 1984.

I simply use the above examples to illustrate that Stanton T. Friedman's
claim of "insider information only" in his new book and as re-stated in
this mailing list is full of holes. The only real surprise that came to
most outsiders was Menzel. Many Ufologists already had pencil connections
to the alleged MJ-12 people, but not Menzel, so claims Friedman. Yet, by
Friedman's own admission the Bush-Menzel friendship and loyalty hearing
connection was already in his files before the arrival of the Shandera film.
If it was in his files, it may well also have been in any of his associates'
files and their associates' files. Since there was a strong interest in
Wilbur Smith, anyone researching Bush could have stumbled across Menzel,
or simply have used the more direct approach and filed an FOIA with the FBI,
something that was being done by many "outsiders".

As I hope I have illustrated above, the "insider information not known
to UFO researchers" arguments are baseless in fact.

To see how an "outsider" could have arrived at a working
script of MJ-12, let's take a look at Bedell Smith.

On "special date" Aug 1, 1950, date of Walter Bedell Smith's naming to
MJ-12. If one was considering Bedell Smith for a role with MJ-12 based
on his future appointment to the CIA effective Oct 7, 1950, one just needed
to check and see what dates Bedell/Truman had met together retroactively
from Oct 7, 1950 and analyze the options. I certainly would not have picked a
date he did not "meet" with Truman. According to Friedman, the only date
in the first 10 months of 1950 that he met with Truman was the Aug 1, 1950
alleged date of his MJ12 appointment. This date would of have to been the
only date, the only choice, for either an "insider" as Friedman claims,
or an "outsider" which Friedman claims could not have known.

Friedman's logic in presenting his list of only "insider" information
possible is fallacious. The argument is claiming a negative.
"no outsider" could have known. I have shown that "outsiders" could have
known and in fact are on record as knowing and being in possession of
much of the critical data regarding Menzel, Twinning and Bush years
before the MJ-12 film arrived at Shandera's mail box, including the entire
1982 MUFON CONFERENCE "insider information special date of Sep 24, 1947",
courtesy of Bill Moore of the 1984-1987 Moore-Shandera-Friedman dream
team.

Let me repeat my original question. Is there anything in the new book that
establishes multiple, independent, direct, link-by-link, verified chains
of evidence to show that MJ-12 is real, or that establishes the
genesis/provenance of the MJ-12 documents?

Ed Stewart
-----

> Believe what you want.. my mission in life is NOT to try to convince the Ed
> Stewarts of the world..

Whenever you have evidence other than proclamations to support your
belief systems, I am sure Ufology would be very grateful. I know I would
be.

> You have perhaps forgotten your adamant insistence that all TS documents
> had to have TS control numbers..

I haven't forgotten at all. At the time I responded to your specific
request:

   "I just wish Ed would put some data on the table... like documented
        protocols about TS documents requiring control numbers."
                                        Stan Friedman
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                                        circa 8/11/1996

 And I hope that anyone that was following that thread remembers the
evidence I presented to support my position. Facts don't disappear
because you make a proclamation. They are still there.

> despite having copies of a number that didn't in your hands?? Forget it. STF

If I recall, you were the one claiming to have copies in your hands. I
never claimed to have copies of TS documents in my hands that didn't
have TS control numbers. My position was clear from the beginning: A
lack of a TS control number in a Top Secret document controlled by the
Department of Defense was indication of a hoax document, or at minimum a
security breach. You demanded that I lay on the table the evidence to
support my position that TS control numbers were a requirement. I did.
And if need be, I can repost that entire thread to this list.

But to summarize the evidence that I posted which can be independently
verified by anyone, this is what the evidence supported:

        * Control Numbers are required markings on TOP SECRET DOCUMENTS.
        * Control Numbers are required markings on TOP SECRET Special Access
          Program (SAP) documents, TOP SECRET Sensitive Compartmented
          Information (SCI) documents, and TOP SECRET COMSEC documents.
        * Not only are all TOP SECRET documents tightly controlled, but they
          are also sytematically inventoried and validated for completeness
          every 10 months.
        * One of the items requiring re-verification every year is that all
          TOP SECRET documents have a serialized control number marking on the
          document and reconciled with the TOP SECRET control registry.

My concluding paragraph was:

        An alleged TOP SECRET document or manual created in the 40s/50s would
have been systematecally inventoried and validated for completeness well
over forty/fifty times since then. The fact that none of the alleged
MJ-12 documents have serialized control numbers strongly suggests that
they were never brought under proper control as required by regulations
and directives under the authority of Presidential Executive Orders.
This suggests that the alleged MJ-12 documents were never under the
control of the President of the United States and the Executive Branch
of the United States and are simply bogus.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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UFO Updates 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 96 16:28:09 -0400
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:40:50 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Re Kevins comments: I am sorry I didn't put (grin) after my comment  which was
not an allegation about you and Ed and disinformation. I would be interested in
knowing how you know that Ike knew all about what was in the attachments to the
MJ-12 Briefing especially those dated 30 June 1952, 31 January 1948, 31 January
1949 and why you think he would have had perfect recall for them but needed
national security briefings about other matters from Smith. As you know
Berliner
interviewed Brazel. He has stated that Brazel used the n word. Obviously you
don't have a complete dossier on highly classified activities at Area 51, Groom
Lake, S-4. I noted the size because it is not as if we were talking about a few
square miles that one can go into and check.None of us know what all went on
there then, or goes on there today.Re the 29 papers referred to by me as
relating to Roswell and MJ-12 and not referenced by you. NONE were self
published. I noted 3 other papers that are self published. The rest were
published by somebody else like IUR etc. Book stores in general aren't
publishers . They distribute materials published by others. I distribute
materials published by others such as TOP SECRET/MAJIC and Crash at Corona.
That
doesn't make them self published. I said what I said not what you are
interpreting me as saying. Need I add that cicumstantial evidence is the basis
for most court convictions??
I will repeat I do not have and cannot get Code word documents about MJ-12 or
UFOs or much of anything else. All the original MJ-12 guys are long since dead.
None can be interviewed for TV.  Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Ambush Journalism I

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 14:32:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:37:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Ambush Journalism I

> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>  Subject: Ambush Journalism I

>  Here is a little something that came my way just before sweeps week.  I
>  have included my answers.  As this is America, the names have been
>  changed to protect the guilty.  (Apparently around 1947 they also had
>  trouble with the literal minded.  Many stories ended with, "That's a
>  joke, son!"  As should this little introduction.)

Thanks Jan for posting this. And as usual I would like to add my 2 cents! And
I can since I was one of the folks who this so-called reporter/anchor
contacted.

He wrote to The International Roswell Initiative not once but twice --
becoming increasingly impatient because his first request had not been
answered. Frankly, the story he gave about Plum Island was one that IRI had
not heard before.

Here's his original message (I really hate to remove this guy's name but I
will!) along with the reply we sent him:

Subj:   Re: Re-sent - no reply: Roswell and Plum Island?
Date:   11/04/96
To:     name deleted to protect the guilty....

Dear Mr. x,

In a message dated 96-11-03 10:54:05 EST, you write:

> Some rumors have suggested that Plum Island is used for more than just the
>  study of contagious animal diseases.  One rumor even says that the
>  government -- under the guise of the USDA -- uses the island as a storage
>  area and study center for the five or so alien bodies recovered from
>  Roswell.
>
>  Have you heard anything like this?  Are there any contacts in the
>  Connecticut area that you might suggest talking with?

We have heard nothing about "bodies recovered from Roswell" being kept in
Connecticut. We  doubt that this is anything more than a rumor.

You may wish to contact xxxx, who is published author in the field, who might
 be able to offer some assistance or xxxx who can reached via email at xxxxx.

>  Thanks you very much for your time.

I hope this information is helpful and good luck with your report. If we can
be of any further assistance, please let us know.

[end of reply to this guy]

So what you have been telling us Jan is that this reporter/anchor just made
up the story about the alien bodies being stored at Plum Island and wanted to
get a reaction from some people in the field so he could make them look
silly. All in the name of ratings!

This guy said to you:
> > > While our story has the highest journalistic intentions, we certainly
can
>  > > not ignore the public sentiment in the area around the facility.
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and you said:
>  >  Correct me if I wrong, but isn't critical thinking part of "highest
> >  journalitic intentions."

Good answer!

> > >  Our story airs next week, so the sooner you can reply, the
>  > >  better.

>  > From what imput you have given me, my opinion is that you should kill
the
>  > story until you can dig up additional facts on the facility.

<grin>
Bet this guy was mighty disappointed that he did not get what he was looking
for.

>  > >  I received your e-mail address from the --------------.
>
>  I know your source they have helped me in the past.  They are among
>  the more serious minded in the field.

But obviously he didn't like the source! <g> Mainly because he said this in
the next message:

> > > Not knowing much about your writings, I simply considered the source of
> > > your e-mail address ------------ folks.  I found them during an
internet
> > > search.  I incorrectly assumed you were part of that culture, and
> > > therefore
> > > I attempted to show sympathy for any theories you might have suported.

IS THIS THE WAY JOURNALISM IS DONE?

"That Culture" ?????!!!!!!!!!

Thank you for sharing this Jan.

And let it be a caution to others: Especially during the sweeps periods (Feb,
May,  Nov -I know there is one in the summer, but I don't know which month),
local news reporters contact the local UFO people for all kinds of stories --
some do better jobs than others. But some like the illustration here will
make stuff up just for ratings.

The field of UFOlogy has more than enough problems and we certainly don't
need to be ambushed by so-called reporters too!

This guy says it all though in his last message to you:

> > >  I am not an investigative reporter, but a
>  > > storyteller.

BEWARE.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:50:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:42:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Date: 12 Dec 96 22:50:49 EST
From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>  To Rebecca:
>   Re: Cameraman interveiw tape.

>  Yes, it has been reported by Kiviat on the Leeza show that this interview
>  exists. Has he seen it yet?>>>
>
>     Yes, he has seen it and a few other people have as well. (Besides Shell

> and
>  Hesemann.)

Could you list the people who have seen it? I would be interested in knowing
that.

>      Yes those two did, and I got the impression that Hesemann saw the
> unedited
>  version and Shell saw it after it had been edited.   Kiviat saw it before
> either
>  of them, and what he saw was an unedited version as well.
>      Kiviat would like to show it in a update show, as the 'cameraman' is
> visible
>  and recognizable in it. But there are all kinds of legal problems if he
does
> so
>  without the 'cameraman's'  permission.

Well, he also said in the OMNI chat that he needed to pay Santilli some money
too. I got the impression it was a lot of money. Kiviat also said his
cameraman interview program isn't green-lighted yet. So, I think we might
have a ways to go before we see it.

I know the answers to questions that cameraman gave are confidential. Do we
know what any of the questions were?

>  <<But McGovern could be an important verifier of facts. The offer Lt. Col.
>  McGovern extended was genuine. >>
>
>      I have trouble with considering his offer to be genuine.  Had he made
it
> to
>  Santilli rather than to Santilli's #1 nemesis, I might have thought he was
>  sincere.   But there are other problems with McGovern's claims that might
be
>  coming out soon as well.   For now I will let that rest.  My patience is
> still
>  holding out. <g> And I know that it will come out eventually.

Are you referring to Kent Jeffrey as Santilli's number one nemesis? That's a
moniker Kent would appreciate I'm sure. But I think there are probably a lot
of other people in line for that title.

I would love to know what some of the problems with McGovern's claims are.
 Perhaps you can share those soon. What I have found curious is that not many
"researchers"' have contacted McGovern for follow-up and/or verification. And
we shouldn't forget there were two additional cameramen who were interviewed:
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Bill Gibson and Joe Longo.

>  <<What are the chances that we will ever see the alleged cameraman's face
>  and/or the face of his son?  Would Santilli sell the interview for money
>  _without_ the cameraman's approval? How much money would it take? (I'm
>  planning on the winning the lottery soon <g>)>>
>
>      If Santilli sells it without the cameramans approval, Kiviat can't use

> it on
>  the air.  At least not showing the cameraman's face.  He would have to
show
> it
>  blacked out and he knows no one wants to see that, so he would be real
> stupid to
>  buy it on those conditions.

Well, perhaps that is not the cameraman's face. I would assume that son of
cameraman could have gotten some filming tips from dear old dad. Perhaps the
people who created the footage used make-up techniques to camoflauge the
cameraman's face. Has anyone asked Mr. Santilli if the cameraman appears the
same way as when he met him?

>       (Yes, I think  you will see the 'cameraman's'  face one way or
another.
> <g>
>  Provided you are even interested that is.)

Oh, I definitely want to see that face.

>       I think the chances of getting the 'cameraman' are better than
getting
> film
>  tested right now. Mainly because steps have already been taken in that
>  direction. As far as I can tell, nothing has been done on the film dating.

Well, Mr. Santilli has said that film was enroute for testing. I think he
said that on one of the programs. That means to me that it was in the mail,
the air or somewhere. But since that was over a year ago, I doubt that that
was really what he meant. And I think that it was just another dodge to keep
people at bay. Just as the Cameraman Interview, which can't be shown because
it shows his face is another dodge. That's the way I see it anyway.

>       But Ray Santilli has surprised me a couple of times by doing things
> that
>  seem out of character for someone that knew he was peddling a hoax.   But
I
>  haven't asked him for anything much other than information. So I can't
>  personally attest to him breaking promises or whatever.  The things that
he
> told
>  me he was going to do, he did.  Some of the questions that I asked him to
> get
>  answers for from the cameraman, are still unanswered but I haven't pushed
to
> get
>  them either.

So you discount the other inconsistencies in his story that James Easton has
pointed out? You discount them just because he has treated you with respect?
James has certainly treated Santilli with respect and has gotten a lot of
contradictory statements -- as has Bob Shell.

>       Ray Santilli wasn't a difficult person to get to. He is now, <argggh>

> but
>  he was pretty open for quite a while.  He knows that I am skeptical of the
>  footage, I have always made that clear to him, but he also knows that I am

> fair.

No, he certainly was not difficult to contact.

>      I  found information that is extremely relevant to this case and may
be
>  somewhat relevant to the classic Roswell case as well.  But it tends to be

> in
>  favour of the footage. And I am hesitant to publish information that is
>  pro-footage, when I am not sosure that it is deserved.  And also because I
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>  haven't finished checking it all out.  Could be a while yet, since I don't

> have
>  all that much time to spend on it.  (You know how I sat on the information

> about
>  the opening frames for months before I finally posted about it in May.  I
>  probably wouldn't have even posted it then, except I got tired of Shell
and
>  Hesemann claiming that the film samples "were clearly from the autopsy
room"
> or
>  " were definitely attached to the autopsy footage".  My patience did wear
> thin
>  on that I guess.<g>)

Why do you do that? If you are going to be objective you have to present
evidence no matter what it says. If you have obscure information that might
be relevant to proving or disproving the footage you should present it. You
can't ignore facts because you don't agree with them.

>      Anyhow, the information I am looking into may not be necessary if the
> man
>  claiming to be the cameraman is identified.

How is that going to be done? Wanted posters? Take his image and age regress
it back to what he looked like 50 years ago? How is he going to be
identified? Is Mr. Santilli going to hand over some sort of documentation?
Did Kiviat win the lottery and is going to buy the cameraman or what??????
<g> Enquiring minds want to know!!!

>     I have been told that it's because of me that the autopsy footage story
>  hasn't died and been forgotten yet, so I guess if I  shut up, and no one
> will
>  mention it again. <g>

The autopsy footage will never die. No matter what you do. Even if the
hoaxers (alleged) are found and paraded throughout the world. Even if they
are convicted in a court of law (don't know on what grounds... but just go
with me here <g>) there will ALWAYS be people who make excuses and say that
it isn't true. Not everyone will be convinced. There is always the conspiracy
angle that can be used.... Nope, Theresa, it is not because of you that there
is still a story. It is because of Ray Santilli.

>  <<I saw Slim at the travel agent's  earlier this evening.>>
>
>      Slim Pickens??  <g>  Lots of that here in Minnesota.  ;-)

Everything is looking pretty slim here in Texas too (except me! ) <g>

>
>     Best wishes and Happy Holidays!

Thanks and the same to you and your family.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 96 17:42:36 -0400
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:44:22 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

There seems to be no point in my spending time responding to the vindictive
personal attacks from Ed Stewart.. The real Stan Friedman has been standing up
in public for almost 30 years about UFOs. If Ed Stewart is bothered by that, so
be it. Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 15:33:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:46:56 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: rudiak@garnet.berkeley.edu
> Date: Wed, 11 Dec 1996 17:31:00 -0800 (PST)
> Reply-To: rudiak@garnet.berkeley.edu
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Dave Rudiak,

It appeared that our posts were crossing in the mail and that we both
appeared to be saying essentially the same thing, so I withheld
acknowledging this post of yours for a couple of days to make sure
everything I had posted had an opportunity to be read.

Essentially, all I wish to add is that Tombaugh also conducted a limited
search for Moon satellites in 1956. See Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, Vol. 69, October 1957, page 400,
"Search For Small Satellites Of The Moon During The Total Lunar Eclipse
Of November 18, 1956." Also, Tombaugh's work in his search of near-earth
satellites is discussed in the University of Colorado report (The Condon
report), pages 773-776. There are some insights into Tombaugh's work in
those pages.

Thank you for the references.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Wormwood?

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 14:49:16 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:46:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

> Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 13:17:25 -0600
> From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

[snip]

> > Dear Mr. Bell,
> >         I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
> > whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I fell
> > that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what
> > I have.

> > [snip] ...

> >         Around six months ago, I was working at a data terminal in a highly
> > restricted area following a case that I had just completed, when I stumbled

> > [much snipped] ...

> >         I found out about a week later through some old friends and contacts
> > that a contract had been placed on my life. Two days later my mother and
> > father were killed in a car crash in France.  Three days after that, my
> > brother and sister were killed when their single engine plane went down on
> > the East coast of the U.S.  ...

> So, as to verifying the possible authenticity of this tale ...

> Does anyone know of an FAA website (or other source) that would provide public
> information on private plane crashes (as on the east coast) during the past
> six months?  Surely there can't have been many that many that involved a
> brother and sister going down in a single engine plane.

> There are a lot of vague statements in the above post; a few hard facts might
> help a little (as they would anywhere else ufology!).

> -Brian Cuthbertson

> Brian,

> Excellent suggestion - it's a pity some
> subscribers here prefer to simply whine
> about "a load of codswallop, what sad
> individual's drean up this kind of crap"!

> Perhaps Ed could look into this one, assuming
> of course that he doesn't feel it's a waste
> of time <G>

> ebk

Errol,

Thank you for the assignment, but please observe proper security
protocols using the current encryption analogs. I am presently
involved in a most delicate situation requiring the utmost in
diplomacy and expediency, codeword Operation SANTA. Since the
Vatican lifted Saint Nick's sainthood status, suspicions have run
rampant that Santa is not Santa. The Vatican has produced photograpic
evidence that Santa uses a whip on reindeer that are currently being
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analyzed at our underground facilities known only to control.

 As such, it has been deduced that
NORAD's clearance of Santa's trip itenerary is not authorized.
Sources known only to control have leaked out that the Vatican has
been pressuring our government to catch the RED FAT MAN once and
for all. There is disagreement within certain elements of our
government that the Vatican has been truthful with us in this matter,
but control is insistant on appeasing the powerful influence of the
Vatican. As such, control has determined that my intrusion into the
Wormwood thread could create the appearance of a conflict of interest
and create diplomatic difficulties for certain elements known only
to control and Art Bell.

As such, I must respectfully decline the assignment and contain my
activity simply to monitor the thread for further developments. Please
make sure that only control approved list members receive this reply.

Thank you,

Ed Stewart

Encryption key: HOHOHO...HOHOHO

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

From: magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright)
Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:29:25 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:45:13 -0500
Subject: Re: The Most Authentic 'Alien' Image Ever

John Velez in a 12/14 post wrote:

>Stigmata BTW is a
>"temporary" manifestation, the episodes pass and the (what do you call
>them?) stigmatee returns to normal with little or no evidence of the cuts.
>(I've only heard of one case where the individual retained scars after the
>experience. A young girl from Italy, sorry, don't remember her name or just
>where I read it.

Actually, the most famous stigmatist of the 20th century was almost
certainly Father Pio, and he bore the stigmata for decades.

Bruce W.
kibbitzing
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 21:53:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:48:42 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

Jorgen wrote:

> Hi Greg.

> There's one thing that struck me as I read your post:

> Do you mean to use a "imitating-image" (I didn't say fake) of an alien
> and show it to abductees to see if they have seen the figure before?
> Alright if it was a single alien-person, but to me it sounds like
> showing a picture of a black man to a race of whites and they will go
> "Yeah! He's black alright!".

> I don't mean to offend you, but you're not talking about a person -
> you're talking about a whole supposed alien race here, right?

> Jorgen / WUFOC

Hi, Jurgen.

I wasn't thinking of showing abductees a single alien image. I imagine
they've all seen images like it before, in the media, if not (as they
believe) in reality.

My thought was to show them several variants of that image. And the
images do vary a lot. The one on Communion has a longer face than the
one on Intruders, and the one Strieber posted recently looks more
fetus-like than either.

If the abductees mostly picked one image as closest to what they've
claimed to really see, I thought that might suggest their claims were
true.

Is that clearer?

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Wormwood?

From: David & Angie Lynn <davangl@idirect.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 23:18:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:50:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

>Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 02:51:08 -0600 (CST)
>X-Sender: bdzeiler@anet-chi.com
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Brian Zeiler <bdzeiler@anet-chi.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

>Any ideas for why the government would possibly promote bizarre Hale-Bopp
>conspiracy theories?

>Brian

I thought the government was covering up the Hale-Bopp conspiracy.
Presumably because societies that become convinced of an impending
apocalypse have a nasty habit of forgetting to pay their tax.

David
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 04:24:25 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:51:38 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Sunday, December 15, 1996 11:12 AM

> Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 11:51:34 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961212082318.00700450@globalserve.net>

> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> > These folks seem to have an extremely difficult time
> > disassociating themselves from the tremendous emotional
> > attachment to their experience.

> Anything as seriously traumatic as this is going to present a whole set
> of separate problems, which is why I think the psychological aspect and
> any related therapy should be separate from any research/investigation.

Well, this opens to the question of whether the therapy should
come before the research.
Another question that comes to mind is how is therapy
administered to treat a problem for which there is no precedent
within the mental health field? To be sure, there has been work
done with those who have been abducted and held against their
will, but these cases involved human captors. The equation is
not the same. I feel that in these regards, those who have
undergone this type of experience and have been able to deal
with the problem successfully, would be of some value here.

> There's no reason why abductees can't be involved in the
> research/investigation but there are some otherwise obvious groundrules
> associated with that.  It isn't a crime that one or another person has
> difficulty separating themselves from the phenomenon, I'd be surprised
> if that wasn't pretty much always the case.

I was not referring to disassociating oneself from the phenomena
John, but from the emotional content that came as a result of
the experience. However, that is also another point. One who has
had this type of experience and intends to enter into
research/investigation of abductions and UFOlogy, should become
capable of laying aside any beliefs and/or assumptions that came
about as a result of his/her experience in order to be
effective.

> > That the reported circumstances of these phenomena is fantastic
> > and all but unbelievable is true, but due to the overwhelming
> > numbers it is clear that something exceedingly strange is and
> > has been occurring.

> I'm not so sure how overwhelming the number really are.  True, its a lot
> of abductees but they are mostly coming from a very small number of
> abductionists.  At any rate, the anecdotal data to date, overwhelming or
> not, is clearly enough to indicates that _something_, rather than
> nothing, is going on.
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I will concede that, but it is strange and in my view, real. I
have seen various tentative hypothesis' put forth in an attempt
to explain away these phenomena, but frankly John, I feel that
the majority of these are more strange than the notion of some
type of being whether from across the galaxy or from a slight
phase of reality away from that we are used to perpetrating
these events.

As you know, I have my own idea as to what constitutes these events.
I feel most strongly that it is a mistake as well as quite
possibly constituting a great amount of danger for many in
assuming/believing that these events are perpetrated by beings
from another world across the galaxy. I feel the truth could be
far stranger than that.

> > > That's the only way we'll know that we got it right.

> > Perhaps, but in any event it IS TIME NOW that an honest and
> > totally objective study be made of what is occurring. Our
> > collective future just may depend upon it.

> The time is certainly now rather than later.

I strongly feel the sooner the better.

> > > And that is the filter through which I view every single bit of
> > > ufological and paranormal data.  The odd thing is that my approach
> > > causes some skeptics to consider me a believer and it causes some
> > > believers to consider me a skeptic.  Go figure...<grin>

> > Honesty is an all too rare commodity during these times. ;-)

> Hahaha!!

> > > > I have included a JPEG of the piece with this message.

> > > Great picture!

> > It IS for sale!  <grin>

> I'll mention that in the listing.

Cool!  I AM asking $125.00

> > Just think of what a conversation piece it would make hanging in
> > your entryway! <wide evil grin>

> Just think what a conversation piece _I'd_ make hanging in my foyer if
> my wife found out I bought something like that!!!! <GRIN>

ROTFL!

Kindest Regards,

     Clarke
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 20:18:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:49:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]

Gary Levy wrote:

> Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:37:40 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Archival Research [Foo Fighters]
> References: <2.2.32.19961213074834.006f3a60@globalserve.net>

> UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> > Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 10:20:04 -0800
> > From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Archival Research/Foo Fighters
> > References: <2.2.32.19961212082712.006c2910@globalserve.net>

> >  Hi Graham

> >    Re: FOO-FIGHTER

> [snip]

> Jan

> I was wondering if you were familiar with Ivan Sanderson's material on
> what should
> also be listed under the rubric of "foo fighters" which he describes in
> his book
> Uninvited Visitors chapter II page 19-22.  During WWII he served as a
> British counter-intelligence agent in the Carribean and describes a
> British army units' ground engagement in Curacao with an object which
> later took off into the sky.  It perfectly fits the description of a foo
> fighter.  I'd love to see the intelligence report on this, he dates it
> to just before the invasion of Holland.  He also personally had a
> experince with such an object and reported it through his own
> intelligence channels, yet he states that he was told to desist by his
> intelligence HQ from reporting aerial green lights.  This was a most
> peculiar request "from the absolute top chaps of my service in London".
> Unless of course they had a handle on it already or were pursuing the
> investigation by other means.

This would indeed take some digging.  Don Berliner a number of years back
wrote the British military about "foo-fighters."   They asked a large
number of questions which he answered.  He then received a number of
night sightings of Me-262s and Me 198s.  (There were night fighter
squadrons of German jets, but their use was very limited and most of the
operations were around Berlin.  Me-198s could not possibly land at night
and were not used.)  They sightings were "foo-fighters."  Of course, like
most ufo reports many have logical explanations like Venus, flares or a
device the German's like to use "scarecrows."  They would tow a flaming
aircraft part and release it into Allied aircraft formations.

Some British airman that tangled with unknowns in 1942 called them "The
Light."

Many intelligence officers had ready explanations for "foo-fighters."  If
seen during daylight they were floaters or at night "after-images."

Jeff Lindell in his interviews learned that if he approached aircrafts
for all sides of the belief spectrum, he got excellent cooperation.  The
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conversation might go like this:  Did you ever encounter "foo-fighters?"
" No." "Unusual lights." "Yes, the debriefing officer said it was Venus.
 It followed us on the left side for a while, then it came around to the
right, then it streaked off."

Some skeptical aircrews thought that they had a vertigo incident.

> The absence, at least in the literature I have seen to date, of what I
> would term an appropriate
> investigation and analysis on the part of the military and intelligence
> agencies during WWII, of this phenomenon in its varied manifestations is
> peculiar to say the least.

Hynek had marked an intelligence report about 1952 Korean sighting as
having information on what the military thought of "foo-fighters."

> I have a particular interest in this subject.  I would appreciate if you
> could let me know when and where your manuscript will be published.

> Thanks,

> Gary

There is much more research to be done here.  The 415th NFS personnel
recalled being stationed near a French night fighter squadron at about
the same time "foo-fighters" were seen.  A look in French military
archives would be interesting.

Project Wringer, the interrogation of former Axis personnel, displaced
persons, and returning POWs might have material about foo-fighters in the
files.  No one has systemically gone over 8th, and 9th Air Forces
intelligence files.  So there are still plenty of places to look.  I
currently have ten rolls of microfilm on order for the Asst Chief of
Staff/Intelligence ,AAF office, which might contain such files.

The Robertson panel report mentions that Alvarez, Robertson, and Griggs
had had some experience concerning foo-fighters.  There is nothing in
papers of Alvarez or Robertson.  Griggs' papers have not been checked.
Since they were associated with Operation Cross Bow, some mention of
foo-fighters might exist there.  415th NSF personnel recall the visit of
a scientist who went up on one of their missions.  They had no contact
that night, and the scientist left scared out of his wits.

Jan Aldrich, Project 1947
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 21:40:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:47:45 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

Vince Johnson wrote:

>      Hi Greg,

>      I think you're automatically ascribing a pejorative meaning to the
>      terms "self claimed" or "self proclaimed" that really isn't justified.

>      An accusation of rape without any substantiating evidence is only an
>      accusation -- not a verdict. To describe the claimant as a "rape
>      victim" in the absence of *any* supporting evidence indicates a prima
>      facie acceptance of the claim and reveals an endorsement of the
>      claimant's tale.

>      Jurisprudence, as well as science, just doesn't work that way.

>      Accepting the fact that inexplicably weird things really do happen to
>      people, we also know that people make stuff up for a variety of
>      reasons. Use of the term "self-proclaimed" is just a qualifier to
>      indicate that the claims have not been verified and/or the absence of
>      any supporting evidence.

>      Regards,

>      Vince

Vince, I understand that the literal meaning of the words isn't
pejorative.

I can only tell you how they're used in magazines and newspapers. In
practice, phrases like "self-claimed" and, even more, "self-proclaimed"
are used to underline the fact that the person involved is making
unsubstantiated claims about him- or herself. For instance, when we talk
about an "abductee," we understand, most of us, that these are people
who think they've been abducted by aliens. We also understand that these
abductions haven't been proved.

If we start talking about "self-claimed," we're underlining the fact
that the abductions haven't been proved. This will usually have a
slightly derisive effect, as if we were saying "these people who claim
to be abducted, but hah! They can't prove it." That's what a political
columnist would mean in referring to the "self-proclaimed Grand Vizier
of the Ku Klux Klan." That translates as "this jerk who invented a phony
title to inflate his position as head of a tiny, hateful band of
idiots." If you read a reference to "Bill Clinton, a self=claimed
moderate," you're probably reading a Republican commentator who still is
harping on the charge that Clinton is really a liberal.

If I was still a senior editor at Entertainment Weekly, I could quickly
survey my colleagues. This was not the kind of thing we ever argued
about, and my guess is that they'd have readily agreed that these terms
are at least mildly critical, and that whenever a writer used one of
them, we had to be careful that the critical or faintly demeaning tone
was justified.

I've just finished a piece on UFOs for a national magazine. If I
referred to "self-claimed abductees," I think I can guarantee (to use a
word from John Powell's phrasebook!) that my editor would query it. He'd
take the phrase as an indication that I thought abductions weren't real,
and ask me why I had to insist on that so strongly.
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>From the American Heritage Dictionary, 3d edition:

self-proclaimed: "so called by oneself; self-styled"

self-styled: "as characterized by oneself, often without right or
justification."

>From the New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary:

self-proclaimed: "proclaimed to be so by oneself, without authorization
from another"

from Webster's New World Dictionary:

self-proclaimed: "so proclaimed or announced by oneself" (their example
is the kind of usage I've been talking about: "a self-proclaimed ruler")

The other major dictionaries, the Merriam-Webster and the Random House
Webster's, don't include these words. And yes, I'm a dictionary nut.
I've got to laugh at myself, but I actually have all these (and a few
more!) on my bookshelves...

Greg Sandow
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Re: Alice Springs Sightings

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 03:55:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:54:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Alice Springs Sightings

With reference to the report that police in Alice Springs, Northern
Australia, had videotaped a flight of UFOs on 26 November 1996:

Interesting that Pine Gap should come into the equation here, not least
because we have a similar NSA listening facility less than five miles from
our Otley (Yorkshire - UK) office - Menwith Hill.

Some 2,500 NSA (National Security Agency) personnel work on the "Hill" and
just a few weeks ago we had, would you believe, two independent UFO reports
from members of the public of a formation of objects seen hovering directly
over the base. North Yorkshire Police kindly passed on details after the
witnesses contacted them.

Coincidence perhaps, but  very interesting that two of the biggest
listening NSA stations in the world should be experiencing similar reports
of this nature around the same time (I should have the precise dates of the
Menwith Hill incidents later in the day).

Best regards,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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Tastes Like Chicken...

From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 19:39:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:53:45 -0500
Subject: Tastes Like Chicken...

Something from the other side of engineering practicality...

Subject: chicken
Author:  Susan Turner at CorpSoftDallas
Date:    9/19/96 6:35 PM

     To: Jettsetters

     In a recent issue of "Meat and Poultry" magazine, editors
     quoted from "Feathers," the publication of the California
     Poultry Industry Federation, telling this story:

     It seems the US Federal Aviation Administration has a unique
     device for testing the strength of windshields on airplanes. The
     device is a gun that launches a dead chicken at a plane's
     windshield at approximately the speed at which the plane flies.

     The theory is that if the windshield doesn't crack from the
     carcass impact, it'll survive a real collision with a bird
     during flight. The British were very interested in this device
     and wanted to test a windshield on a brand-new speedy
     locomotive they've been developing.

     They borrowed the FAA's chicken launcher, loaded the chicken,
     and fired. The ballistic chicken shattered the windshield, went
     through the engineer's chair, broke an instrument panel, and
     embedded itself in the back wall of the engine cab. The British
     were stunned and asked the FAA to check the test to see whether
     everything had been done correctly.

     The FAA reviewed the test thoroughly and had one recommendation:

     "Use a thawed chicken."

     Sometimes even the facts are difficult to understand.

     God bless

-----
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Re: Wormwood?

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 03:55:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:55:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

In respect of the anonymous message posted about some kind of Vatican
computer link to the Hubble Space Telescope.

Anonymous source material has to be taken with the proverbial "pinch of
salt" of course, but I thought it would interest colleagues if I quote
directly from a small piece submitted by our astronomy correspondent,
Andrew Pike, which featured in his Space & Astronomy column in our
September/October '96 issue of UFO Magazine (page 63).

Andrew Pike is a physics graduate of the University of London, where he was
awarded a degree in Astrophysics. He has carried out post-graduate work in
Mathematical Modelling, and is both a Member of the British Astronomical
Association and Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society. He is a frequent
broadcaster about astronomy and space matters.

Andrew Pike's article, plus Night Sky Guide for September/October '96,
arrived early August. The issue itself appeared on the newsstands here in
the UK on Thursday, 29 August. I quote:

HEAVENS ABOVE!

IT PROBABLY COMES AS NO SURPRISE TO LEARN NASA HAVE SEVERAL HUNDRED
UNRELEASED PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE.

RUMOURS ARE CURRENTLY CIRCULATING IN THE WORLD OF ASTRONOMY THAT ONE TAKEN
ON 26 MARCH 1996, AND BEING HELD BACK, SHOWS A WHITE CITY OF MASSIVE
PROPORTIONS JUST FLOATING IN DEEP SPACE, REMINISCENT OF HEAVEN!

ONE NASA SPOKESMAN SAID: "MAYBE THE WILL OF GOD POINTED THE TELESCOPE IN
THAT DIRECTION."

IT SEEMS THAT PRESIDENT CLINTON, VICE-PRESIDENT AL GORE AND POPE JOHN PAUL
II ARE BEING KEPT UPDATED. IT'S ALSO RUMOURED NASA WILL RELEASE THE
PHOTOGRAPH, ONLY BECAUSE IT IS SAID TO HAVE ALREADY BEEN LEAKED. MAKE OF
THAT WHAT YOU WILL! [End-Quote

I draw this article to your attention because it is the only boni-fide and
authenticated reference from a named source (Andrew Pike) which includes
the Pope, Hubble Space Telescope and a mysterious object in space. It does
not purport to give credence to the claims submitted by the anonymous
"Priest" but it does pose some interesting questions.

Unfortunately, Andrew Pike does not have an E-mail facility, but he has
provided yet further interesting comments about Hale-Bopp in his latest
Space & Astronomy column which features in the impending Jan/Feb '97 issue
of UFO Magazine (on-sale date 27 December here in the UK).

Food for thought - consigned to the waste basket, or the "grey" basket?

All the best,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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Re: Code of ethics

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 06:57:17 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:52:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> Date: Sunday, December 15, 1996 11:13 AM
>
> Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 13:05:27 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> References: <2.2.32.19961212082533.0075e8dc@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> >
> > > We are incorrect if we expect traditional psychologists to
be
> > > the alien abduction private detectives that the
abductionists
> > > pretend to be.  That is something they are _not_ trained
for and
> > > something they are generally _not_ going to be good at.

> > Correct. But, due to the tremendous amount of psychic shock
> > attendant to most if not all 'alien' abduction cases, these
are
> > the 'professionals' who are likely to be chosen to deal with
the
> > problem. Privately (now known by any who reads this), I feel
> > that the shock would be better dealt with by one steeped in
> > spirituality then in psychology. I suspect that spirituality
has
> > everything to do with the problem. By 'spirituality' I AM
not
> > necessarily referring to those of a clerical persuasion,
> > although there are certainly those of the ministry that are
of a
> > high degree of spirituality. There are a multitude of facets
to
> > this gem of inquiry my friend. Among these is awareness.
>
> We have self-claimed experiencers from virtually all faiths
and
> religions so I'm think that a spiritual approach might be
pretty
> difficult to come up with.  Certainly for some people their
particular
> religious faith is going to be severely challenged by these
experiences.

Question: How did my statement refer necessarily to any of
RELIGIOUS persuasion John?
Question: Why and how does the term SPIRITUAL equate to the
condition of RELIGION?

In my view, spirituality and faith have really very little to do
with religion and dogma John.
It has been my experience that religion has served to retard
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spirituality and hinder faith in many rather than to perpetuate
it.

> > > Tough question:  What's more important - getting the
> > > self-claimed abductees off the bench and back into the
game; or,
> > > finding out what really happenned to them?
> > Both are of equal importance John and both can be
accomplished
> > in my view.
>
> But if you could _only_ pick one to start with????

Ahhhh well, responsibly I would work toward getting the player
off of the bench.

> > > Take a glance at the Hippocratic Oath and it'll give you a
> > > clue as to the answer the mental health community selects.
> > Don't get me started on that one!  <grin>
>
> Hahahaha!!!  The point was that no matter how badly we want to
know what
> has happenned, and I really want to know what happenned, our
_first_
> priority has to be to the health and wellness of the _person_.

I buy that!  :-)

> > > So, if we separate treatment from the detective work I
think
> > > we can see that virtually all MHPs are basically qualified
to
> > > initiate (or to facilitate) work with a self-claimed
abductee.
> > The only facet of the equation that pertains to mental
health
> > and this is marginal, is the extreme amount of trauma
> > emotionally that one receives as a result of this type of
> > experience. I was very nearly a basket case by the time that
> > hypno-regression was offered to me by a practicing
psychologist.
> > Having had no other offered alternative or not being aware
of
> > one, I jumped at the chance.
>
> That's the facet I'm talking about, that's the _only_ MHP
aspect I'm
> talking about.  Just looking after the health/wellness of the
> experiencer, dealing with the trauma in a traditional
theraputic
> setting.  That is something MHPs do all the time and they
really don't
> have to have been raped to know how to help rape victims and
they really
> don't have to know much if anything about alleged alien
> abductions/contact to help those people.

Unfortunately, the particular mental health professional in
question didn't provide any therapy at all, but rather attempted
to convince me that my experience was a beneficial one conducted
by benevolent beings. This really only served to compound the
problem. When I began to attempt to take a look at my experience
from a metaphysical/spiritual viewpoint after some research, I
was able after a time to begin to accept what had happened to
me. I must however qualify that I only accept that something
exceedingly strange happened. I recall the events as having a
third dimensional reality, but question a great portion of that
as being fact.

> > > Another misconception regarding psychotherapy that
sometimes
> > > confuses things is the notion that whatever it is that's
bother
> > > someone must be either proven right to be dealt with
successfully or
> > > must be proven wrong and elimnated from their minds before

> > > theraputic success can occur.  Both are completely wrong
and neither
> > > are a part of traditional psychotherapy.
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> > I suppose to some degree I experienced this, but as you must
> > realize, I AM somewhat an independent thinker and I couldn't
> > honestly buy the 'party line'. I have always run partially
on my
> > intuition and at times it has kept me alive.
>
> Standard therapy isn't about whether your experience is real
or not, its
> just about the issues related to you and your reactions.

Well, I suppose that this is true. I know that I have come to an
understanding of my reactions concerning the event.

> > Don't ask me to elaborate because I won't.
>
> Ok, I won't <grin>.
>
> > > Well, I suspect the debate on hypnotic regression isn't
going to go
> > > away anytime soon so you and can just respectfully
disagree for now
> > > <grin>.
> > It takes an intelligent, honest and unbiased practitioner.
> > However, it is O.K. that we have different opinions, I still
> > like yuh. <grin>
>
> Its not the type of thing that either of us need to be right
or wrong
> on, and eventually it'll get sorted out <grin>.

Given my concerns John, I sincerely hope so. :-)

> > > I have several papers on my BBS dealing with eyewitness
observation
> > > studies.  Children are more easily fooled, and more easily
> > > fool themselves but the problem doesn't go away with age.
Adult
> > > observational accuracy is only about 50%.
> > Julie states that she is familiar with what you are stating
and
> > that you are correct.
> > But she adds, that has nothing to do with hypnosis and
> > everything to do with eyewitness observation. Eyewitness
> > accounts contain the most fault of all as they are nearly in
> > every case different from one another.
>
> Yep, those studies and the ones I'm familiar are not in any
way
> _directly_ related to hypnosis.
>
> > > I can only, just barely, in the most modest way,
appreciate
> > > what you experienced.  But remove yourself from the
equation for a
> > > moment.  You had extraordinary experiences, some of which
may have
> > > been witnessed (or maybe they were shared).  But aside
from the
> > > testimonial power of taking your word for it how do we
objectify the
> > > experiences and convince anyone else that they occurred?
> > I don't know other than to undertake what you have
suggested,
> > that is to be constantly monitored.
>
> Some experiencers go through a period when its extremely
important for
> them to tell others about what happenned to them for the
purpose of
> self-testing their own telling of the experiences and for the
purpose of
> self-testing their belief by attempting to transfer some
amount of that
> belief to the listener.

Sure. I found myself in the position of seriously questioning my
own sanity. Equally important from my standpoint, was that I was
thrown into absolute confusion and resulting fear as well as
shock over the fact that some very elite training that I had
undergone years ago and which some attributes of this I had
practiced for the better part of my life had availed me nothing.
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> As an example only, I'm sure most of us have at one time or
another met
> a recently converted born-again type person who was totally
intent on
> converting _us_ at that very moment.  Part of what's
happenning in that
> event is that the person is getting something positive simply
from the
> telling/re-telling of their story.  They belief in their
experience is
> invigorated by the re-telling of it.  Another part of what's
happening
> is that the person is hoping to get a form of validation by
causing the
> other person to accept their story.  After all, if you can
convince
> someone else that what you're saying is true then, in an odd
sort of
> referential way, it must be true - if it can be believed by
someone else
> then it must be believable.

I don't know John. You need to appreciate that I was questioning
my sanity. I feel that this has been the case of many others as
well. It is a difficult thing to accept that others may think
that you are not playing with a full deck. I had to come to a
place where I had accepted what had happened to and to accept
that unless also experienced by another, there was simply no way
they could understand where I was coming from and to be O.K.
with that. I don't really think that other experiencers are too
different from me except that some of them haven't been as
successful at integrating the experience as I have. I AM not so
sure that my statement is fair moreover due to the fact that for
some of them the experiences have continued.

> > However, I want to present another can of worms.
> > This may in reality be a REAL catch 22, John.
> > The indicator of this is the seeming fact that the phenomena
> > itself controls it's own flow of information concerning
itself.
> > Vallee has done a lot of discussion on this aspect if I
> > understand it correctly. I suspect that in many if not all
of
> > the cases, if a person is being monitored, the events will
cease
> > or failing that the monitoring equipment will be rendered
> > useless for a period of time corresponding to yet another
> > reported abduction. What does one do in such a situation? It
is
> > obvious that something is occurring, but what?
>
> Of the two options I'd prefer to have the events cease and I'm
sure the
> 'subject' would too!

To be sure! :-)

> There is a catch-22 here.  If we establish elaborate
electronic
> monitoring and that equipment shows _NO_ physical activity and
_NO_
> signs of tampering with the gear, yet the abductee reports
that they
> were in fact abducted, we would have no choice except to
assume that
> whatever happenned was non-physical.

That does not make the events any less real nor dangerous.
Man is after all, a multi-dimensional creature. The vast
majority of us have barely scratched the surface of our
realization of this. We have much to learn.

> > You got me, buddy. Still, you have to admit that based upon
the
> > numbers alone, there is something decidedly strange going
on.
>
> I've been convincved that something was going on for
decades...
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As have I. Furthermore, I have come to suspect that persisting
in attempting to gain any understanding utilizing a traditional
approach is/will be futile.

> > I feel it is ominous. It serves to unsettle me to a degree.
> > I don't feel good about it when I think of it. Furthermore
on
> > another note, it is most unsettling to note that on the New
> > Age/UFO/E.T. conference circuit, we witness proclaimed
experts
> > declaring that the Alien Space Brothers are on their way
here
> > with eminent arrival to completely restructure our systems
of
> > religion and to replace the ten commandments.
>
> Who asked 'em?  I'm not a member of any system of religion so
I guess I
> get the short end of the stick?  I'd be better served if the
aliens
> replaced my cable TV company...

I feel that systems of religion have little to nothing
whatsoever to do with this equation John.

> > What does that tell you about the experts that promote this
type
> > of material?
> > I suggest that these folks are looking for a messiah that
is,
> > someone to relieve them of the responsibilities for their
own
> > actions. This was the case of the Jews when Jesus came onto
the
> > scene. They were looking for the messiah to take them out of
> > hard times to sever the Roman yoke.
>
> I think most people go through periods when they question what
they
> believe and period when they want a set of beliefs that
actually work
> for them.  I don't think that now is fundamentally different
from any
> other period of time except that things happen much faster in
this time
> period.

We are discussing something that greatly has to do with
spirituality or the lack thereof John, that is responsibility.
As far as the speed with which as well as the frequency of
things happening, well that is indirectly related to
spirituality as well. Today people are constantly complaining
that things (events, problems to solve, LIFE) are being thrown
at them with never before experienced frequency, speed and
intensity. When asked why, I attempt to explain it, but the
person usually expresses denial. <chuckle>
They then go their way doing the same things over and over
expecting different results, but receiving the same ... still
searching for the causation.

> > > No argument there.  But imagine this:  Imagine the leaders
of
> > > the AMA, the APA and a dozen other prestigeous medical
groups held a
> > > news conference and announced that, Yes, aliens are here
abducting
> > > people.
> > You gonna have some panic'd people.
>
> Some.

A bunch I'd wager. And I needn't remind you John, Fear usually
breeds violence.

> > > That constitutes recognition of the (alleged) problem but
what
> > > good would it do, what would happen next?
> > After the excitement wore down, it might get some real and
> > useful research in progress.
> > I AM compelled to add however, that this research does not
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> > necessarily call for an abundance of mental health
> > professionals. I don't feel professional status or
occupation in
> > these regards are as important as ethical principles.
>
> It actually doesn't call for an abundance of anything except
funding.

If it involved electronic monitoring I agree with you.

> > I understand that. I have even met a couple who privately
shared
> > with me the strange events that they had experienced not too
> > dissimilar to my own. Perhaps what is needed is a revolution
of
> > sorts that will remove the minority from visibility and
place
> > those of true ethics in the spotlight.
> > However, how this could be accomplished I have no idea.
Somehow
> > these in the minority should be shown for the scam artists
that
> > they are.
>
> Those changes happen across generations.  As one generation
moves out or
> prominence another one moves in.  It takes time.

What if time is not a commodity that we can any longer enjoy in
these regards?

> > > But I don't think this is about scientists having an open
> > > mind.  I'll go out on a limb and suggest that this is
really about
> > > experiencer's wanting much greater acceptance than they
currently
> > > have...
> > I don't know. I have somewhat disassociated myself from the
> > emotional turmoil that was a result of my experience(s). It
> > doesn't bother me overmuch that you can't accept outright
what I
> > recall happened to me. To you it is only information subject
to
> > question. It is not a part of your subjective experience
..I.E:
> > Knowledge. To me however, a good deal of it is knowledge.
>
> You've passed through that period when you _needed_ people to
believe
> you (because it helped you to believe you).  It _shouldn't_
matter to
> you that others don't or can't believe you, and you realize
that.
> That's about as rock-bottom normal as you cannget <grin>.

John, there is a great deal concerning my recalled (vividly
real) experience that I DO NOT for a second believe. The second
part of your statement is true though.

> > > > Electronic monitoring. I suppose it is possible John,
but at
> > > > what cost?
> > > A few thousand dollars, at most.  Possibly even for free
_IF_
> > > abductees were to start filing police reports.
> > I would be willing to do that as I AM sure others would, if
> > assured that there would be NO ridicule from those within
this
> > profession. I feel however, that this is extremely unlikely.
>
> It occurred to me when I was writing that that in those areas
where we
> are _already_ using electronic monitoring of pre-release
convicts the
> costs would be essentially zero.  The equipment is already in
place as
> are the people to do the monitoring.

Then it should be utilized.

> > > You lost me on that one.  Please try again.
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> > Some will see paranormal occurrences while some won't.
> > There is much more to 'sight' then the physical eyes.
> > Something does NOT have to be a part of everyone's
subjective
> > experience in order to be real.
>
> I get it, yes.

<grin>

> > > I think you've lost me again.  Reality is.  That is a
> > > fundamental concept that would require an enormous amount
of
> > > scientific evidence to shake.  One very basic assumption
is that
> > > there is a thing called 'reality' that we can, with much
work,
> > > observe and figure out.
> > Reality IS, yes, but it is composed of layers or levels.
> > Energy IS and All is composed of energy. Matter and energy
after
> > all is transmutable.
> > Energy can be described as vibrating at different frequency,
> > that is the different components that comprise it vibrate at
> > different rates. What I AM suggesting here is that as this
> > planet's rate of vibrational frequency is on the rise, so it
is
> > that everything of a non-sentient nature is rising with it.
> > Occupants of this planet that bear sentience must let go of
> > certain qualities that serve as restriction in order to rise
> > along with everything else. This higher frequency is
disrupting
> > the natural electrochemical action within the brains of many
of
> > those who are most resistant to this vibratory rise. These
may
> > all be metaphysical tenets to be sure, but I believe that I
read
> > a respectable scientific report somewhere that indicated
that
> > the vibratory rate of this planet was indeed on the upswing.
> > Although not constituting absolute proof of the above, the
> > indications are there.
>
> How do we objectively prove that things are vibrating at a
higher
> frequency, how do we prove that this affects human thinking?

That is two questions. As to the first, I suspect that our
physical instrumentation may be at or near their limitations of
possibility. However, we can catalog the effects upon measurable
phenomena of forces of higher frequency. Kirlian photography and
newer, related technologies are an example of this. Of course,
there have been other suggested explanations tendered for the
phenomena observed in Kirlian photography, but no conclusive
proof that I know of.

Secondly, it affects awareness more than the thinking process.
It serves to distort.

> > > On the flip side, we do _assume_ that while 'reality'
changes
> > > a tiny bit over time, and while we change a tiny bit over
time, that
> > > the combined change is not sufficient to invalidate
'reality' or our
> > > observations of it.  The dangerous assumption inherent in
the basic
> > > assumption is that we don't think our 'mind' (our
consciousness) is
> > > changing much.  Since we do all of our observing and
understanding
> > > with our mind it would be a big problem if _that_ was the
element
> > > that was evolving...<grin>
> > All is in a flux of evolvement and change in my view, John.
>
> You and I have a very different vocabulary but we may be
talking about
> pretty much the same thing.
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I wouldn't be surprised. ;-)  <wide grin>

In any event, the concepts I AM attempting to convey are
difficult to find useful words for.

> > > The human mind uses all sorts of checks and balances
during
> > > normal conscious worktime to 'determine' the veracity of
incoming
> > > data (memory).  Most if not all of those checks and
balances are
> > > suspended or drastically reduced during hypnotic
regression.  An
> > > item comes into a person's memory stream without passing
through
> > > those checks and balances and once it is there it is
recorded as if
> > > it _did_ pass through those checks and balances.  In other
words,
> > > the person 'acquires' these 'memories' and has no real
reason to
> > > disbelieve them and every reason to accept them.  They are
stored in
> > > the person's mind as if they were real and once stored
that way they
> > > cannot be changed (without active, aggressive and
intrusive
> > > "brainwashing").
> > I must constitute an anomaly, John. I remember things and
for me
> > they are extremely real, but certain of these I strongly
> > question. Even though I disagree with nearly everything that
the
> > practitioner who regressed me espouses, he did not create
any
> > confabulation in my mind by suggestion as to where my
experience
> > was leading. I would like to lay that on his doorstep along
with
> > other things, but I honestly can't.
>
> But the point is that you wouldn't be able to detect the
confabulation
> generally.  (Specifically, if confabulation happenned to be
counter to
> somehting you already knew you might get a hint of it.)

Well, what I AM trying to imply is that I do recall his
questions, there weren't many. Of these, none were as obviously
leading as those of another researcher who I will not name who
has demonstrated his technique on at least one television
documentary. I believe that it was on the Discovery Channel. At
any rate I AM not stating that there was NO confabulation. I AM
stating that there was no confabulation by the human
practitioner in my case. However, yes I do suspect that there
was a bit of confabulation in my case, but that this constitutes
a phenomena for study in itself.

> > There have been encounters of sorts and attempts, but they
have
> > been nipped in the bud.
> > I can tell you that these were of a purely paranormal
nature.
> > Most of them involved Julie as well.
>
> I don't know why most abductionists ignore the paranormal
aspects of the
> event.  Until recently the paranormal aspects were _actively_
censored
> out of abduction accounts, even by MUFON.

I will state that I feel with every fibre of my being that this
is the aspect that is the key.
That this aspect of nearly every case is all but ignored by
nearly every researcher that I know of, is doing themselves and
more importantly the rest of us, a great disservice. If it is
there, then it is of significance.

I think that many have already made up their mind that this
phenomena comes to us from across the galaxy, John. I think that
they fear that if the incidence of paranormal phenomena is
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recognized, then abduction incidents in general will be declared
non-physical. Frankly even if they were, I fail to understand
the significance of that. The phenomena is still occurring and
leaving circumstantial physical evidence. Put another way, the
phenomena is occurring and may be partially of a non-physical
nature or para-physical nature leaving physical effects in some
cases. In any case, something is happening and it may well be
very dangerous.

> > > One of the basic elements of the alien abduction event
scenario is
> > > that abductions routinely occur to abductees and are
> > > cross-generational. That should make it easy to find
suitable
> > > candidates for electronic monitoring.
> > Yes, I understand this to be true. I do not know if this
applies
> > in my case and if it did, I feel sure that it would be
strongly
> > denied.
>
> I don't know if that's _actually_ true but its what the
abductionists
> are saying.

In many cases yes. There also seems to be some suspicion that it
happens to a greater percentage of military people and/or their
dependents.

> > > NO argument about the trauma.  I (personal opinion)
suspect
> > > that they are not physical events at all.  Electronic
monitoring
> > > would likely prove that.  That doesn't mean it isn't real
but it
> > > would change the direction of abduction research.
> > I could recite a few of the more recent episodes that would
> > underline what you suggest above.
> > Julie awoke in the middle of the night during one of these
to
> > see a gray coming out of the ceiling above pulling me up
toward
> > it out of my body. The more physical portion of my body
still
> > reposed flat on it's back. She made a loud noise and I
vividly
> > recall her stating that if I lay back they couldn't take me.
> > Needless to say, I did. Now this isn't something that any
> > instruments can capture other than the physical secondary
sounds
> > which aren't necessarily present in each occurrence or all
> > occurrences.
> > The above is the tail end of one of these episodes. What
started
> > the episode was Julie being awakened by a droning noise that
> > increased in volume. She opened her eyes and began to notice
> > that the room we were in was becoming lighter and lighter.
She
> > could 'feel' who ever was causing this become cognizant of
the
> > fact that she (Julie) was aware of what was going on. At
that
> > point, the room began to grow dimmer. Julie would close her
eyes
> > to experience the same thing a little later on. She stated
to me
> > the next day that she found the event to be extremely
interesting.
> > Finally she went totally back to sleep only to be awakened
with
> > the view of me being pulled upward.
> > No such activity has occurred since we have been here in the
> > four corners area.
>
> I guess the move was a benefit in more ways than one!

We've had certain phenomena 'bug' us here, but I AM not prepared
to relate it to what occurred in Sacramento. The 'flavor' of
these episodes have been different. I'd like to point out that a
former colleague in Sacramento moved to Utah for a few months.
When he did, his attitude seemed to change much to the good.
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Upon moving back to Sacramento however, his attitude reverted to
even worse than it was when we left. this only served to deepen
my suspicion that this individual is under some sort of powerful
negative influence in the Sacramento area.

> Your description suggests that it was much more a 'paranormal'
event
> than a physical event.

Yes. Much more readily discernible as such than my experience in
1990.

> > I follow you. However, this training that I alluded to isn't
> > necessarily mental, but spiritual.
>
> Well, to be acceptable it'll have to 'packaged' in such a way
as to be
> non-spiritual <grin>.

It is packaged as a heightening of awareness.
I understand that most people take the term 'spiritual' with a
religious connotation.
That is unfortunate, but incorrect nonetheless.

> > > Suppose this was done by _real_ mainstream scientists and
> > > MHPs.  Even then do you think the taxpayers of this
country would
> > > stand still for nationwide taxpayer-funded abductee
version of a
> > > flu-shot???
> > Again, I follow you. However, not many medical people in my
> > experience would be qualified to provide this training much
less
> > suggest where to obtain it. I also wish to point out that
those
> > who are qualified to provide this training would accept very
> > little recompense for it. It would also be extremely
difficult
> > if not impossible to provide this type of training in a
> > classroom type setting.
> > But then again, I might be serving to limit things. :-)
>
> If average people can be trained then so can medical people,
if
> medical people can be trained then they should be able to
train
> others...  Just may take a little more work.

Any could be trained with suspension of Ego.
Ego serves to hamper understanding.

> > > You and I won't live long enough to see that.  We know
that
> > > dowsing is a real, objective and physical phenomenon but
we really
> > > don't have a good model for how it works.  We know that
magnetic
> > > fields are somehow involved in functinal dowsing but we
don't really
> > > know how. We also know that magnetic fields are involved
in a number
> > > of mind-reality phenomena, some of which are
observational.  That's
> > > (so far as I know) about the sum total of what we can
safely say we
> > > know to date. (Except that magnetic fields, like
gravitational
> > > fields, don't exist on their own but are the result of
something
> > > else.)
> > O.K.  I'll tell you that I strongly feel that the majority
of
> > mankind had better see it John.
> > This phenomena is occurring to more and more people all of
the
> > time.
> > We are entering a new paradigm and I feel that mankind's
well
> > being as a whole may depend upon this. There are those of
> > mankind however that will feel no impact of these
occurrences.
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>
> I just don't think it'll happen that quick.  It might, but I
just don't
> see any indication that it will.

My only honest response is that I suppose that time will tell.
<grin>

> In fact, the best indicators right now suggest to me that the
entire
> area of so-called alien abductions is ging to winding down
over the next
> roughly 10 or less years.  If there's nothing new to report
then you
> have to re-report the past and you can only re-report the past
a few
> times before it becomes boring...

I have a hunch that something will happen long before then to
get everyone's attention.

> > I do not feel that these phenomena fall into an MHP realm
John.
> > It is NOT a mental phenomena. Some of the cases may occur at
> > least partially on a physical (third dimensional) level, but
> > other aspects of each case seem to occur on a higher level
of
> > reality.
> > Our explanation of the etheric seemed to make some sense to
you.
> > If this is in fact a level of reality in support of the
physical
> > as I have tried to indicate, and most of the occurrences do
take
> > place upon this and/or the astral or auric,  then perhaps
you
> > can extrapolate the possible ramifications upon the
physical.
>
> Our vocabulary differences and the terminology could get thick

> here...<grin>

<chuckle>

> When I say 'mental' I'm not suggesting 'non-real,' I'm only
making the
> distinction between physical and non-physical.  What you call
the
> 'etheric,' because it is non-physical, doesn't necessarily
mean non-real
> and I think is an aspect of the 'real,' non-physical, mental
realm.

Paranormal to many (including me) is exceedingly real. If it has
any carryover effect into the physical, then even though it
constitutes a great mystery, the indications of it's reality is
there.
Again, I must state that man is a multi-dimensional creature.
That which is termed the paranormal is but another aspect of
that condition.

> The idea that because something is 'mental' and/or
non-physical that is
> is therefore non-real is _wrong_ (my opinion).

I AM in complete agreement with you here.

> The MHP aspect of this is _strictly_ related to the therapy
associated
> with the trauma of the experiences.

Okay.

> > I AM suggesting that perhaps mankind is being undermined
here.
>
> Could be.  I don't know enough to know if its a negative or
positive
> thing.  I don't even know enough to know if concepts like
'negative' or
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> 'positive' are even applicable.

I don't have anything concrete to substantiate one way or
another.
All I can state is that my deepest inside 'feelings' are
profoundly unsettled when it comes to this subject. I just don't
feel good about it and I long ago learned I need to pay
attention to these types of 'feelings'.

Kindest Regards,

     Clarke
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UFO UpDate MIR 22 Crew News Conference Set

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 12:42:00 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:00:06 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate MIR 22 Crew News Conference Set

Debra Rahn
Headquarters, Washington, DC              December 16, 1996
(Phone:  202/358-1639)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

Rob Navias
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
(Phone:  281/483-5111)

NOTE TO EDITORS:  N96-82

MIR 22 CREW NEWS CONFERENCE SET

     U.S. astronaut John Blaha and his Russian crewmates,
Commander Valery Korzun and Flight Engineer Alexander Kaleri,
will hold a news conference from the Russian space station
Mir on Thursday, December 19, at approximately 10:50 a.m.
EST.  The news conference, which will last approximately 25
minutes, will be broadcast on NASA Television with two-way
question and answer capability for reporters at participating
NASA Centers.  Translation will be provided.

     Blaha became a Mir crew member on September 19, three
days after launching with the STS-79 astronauts on the
Shuttle Atlantis.  Blaha is scheduled to remain on the Mir
until mid-January, when he will be replaced by astronaut
Jerry Linenger after Atlantis carries the STS-81 astronauts
on the fifth Shuttle docking with Mir.  Blaha will return to
Earth with the STS-81 crew.

     NASA Television is carried on Spacenet 2, Transponder 5,
Channel 9 at 69 degrees West longitude, horizontal
polarization, frequency 3880 Mhz, audio 6.8 Mhz.

                          -end-
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Re: Code of Ethics

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 07:10:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:59:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 23:25:54 -0500
>From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
>References: <2.2.32.19961210045644.0072dea0@globalserve.net>

>If you want to criticize abduction research, go right ahead. But I think
>all of us (me included) would be better off if we conducted our debates
>with consistent respect.

>Greg Sandow

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

JC:   Yes ... "for each other."  It takes some practice but, you can say
the same thing without attacking the person.  Hopefully, you're debating
"his/her ideas" and not the person.  Amen.

Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Mantle E-Mail 'Disaster'

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 96 01:22:27 GMT
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:58:19 -0500
Subject: Mantle E-Mail 'Disaster'

Dear Errol,

Fpr some reason that currently escapes me I had a recent computer
malfunction that meant I lost all of my e-mail messages, address book,
the lot. I have therefore had to start from scratch.

I would therefore like to ask anyone that sent me an e-mail message
on or before December 8th to do so again as I would like to catch up
on all I've missed and to try and re-build my e-mail addres book.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
el51@dial.pipex.com

16 December l996.
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Skywatch: Evidence points to a Canadian

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 03:09:49 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:01:03 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Evidence points to a Canadian

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "Steve Wingate" <swingate@crl.com>
To:            iufo@world.std.com
Date:          Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:48:39 -0800
Subject:       (Fwd) Evidence points to a Canadian underground base,

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "Alan Merrett" <amerrett@westlink.net>
To:            anomalous-images@world.std.com
Date:          Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:14:00 -0700
Subject:       Images: Evidence points to a Canadian underground base, eh...

->  Anomalous Images  Mailing List

Just west of the city of Calgary, Alberta, in western Canada, lies the
Bearspaw Hydro-Electric and Water Treatment Facility.  There is a small
reservoir behind the dam which is fed by the Bow River.  Directly
adjacent the area is a large, privately-owned rock and gravel
quarry...and a 'bovine' genetics laboratory.  The complex was
constructed in 1954 and is owned by TransAlta Utilities Ltd.

For more than 20 years, I, and others well known to me, have come to
this place to fish.  Everyone has their own tales of the bizarre
happenings that have occurred at this location.

In 1986, myself and a close friend were fishing there in the early
fall...and had hiked west up the south shore of the reservoir to a small
bay where some interesting sandstone caves are located.  Upon arriving
at the bay we climbed up the steep slope to the rock face. I immediately
noticed a large, circular object resting just beneath the waters surface
at the center of the bay.  I pointed this out to my buddy...and he
brazenly tossed a rock...the size of a grapefruit...down directly on top
of the object.  It came to life at once!  A deep humming filled the
inlet and tiny little wavelets appeared on the surface of the water
directly over top of the object. The humming lasted about 30
seconds...and then ceased!  Immediately, the object began to
move...still submerged...out of the inlet and down into the deep river
channel that cuts across the mouth of the bay.  All the time that this
was happening...the 'wavelet' activity continued on the surface above
the craft.  Even once it had disappeared you could still see its
location in the water due to the surface disturbance.  A UFO?

Others who fish at the area have seen Bigfoot-type creatures.  Some have
even been chased and terrified nearly to death.  Two men that I know
reported seeing a shape-shifting being that was initially very large ( 3
meters in height )...shrink to a much smaller ( 1 meter in height )
upright-walking, hairy biped creature.  The memory of this incident
still plagues them to this day.  ALIEN BIGFOOT?

I, myself, have seen..and even spoken with a 'man' that warned us
away from the area...and then appeared, impossibly I might add, at an
other location soon afterward to AGAIN repeat the warning using exactly
the same words and mannerisms.  EVIDENCE OF CLONING?

Many times in the past I, and others, have experienced seismic-like
ground movements on...or near...the dam complex property.  Southern
Alberta has little, or no seismic activity.  This is anomalous.
SOMETHING GOING ON UNDERGROUND?
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Recently, in mid-September of this year, I arranged a fishing party with
four close friends.  We intended on going to Bearspaw for the day.  Upon
arriving, the usual access point to the property was literally covered
with warnings, threats, and NO TRESPASSING signs. We approached several
area land owners to ask for permission to cross their property to fish.
We were met with total hostility at all but one location.  The man that
finally let us cross his land warned us of "weird" goings-on...and to
check in again with him when we left!! He would not elaborate...much to
my disappointment!*$#@ HUSH, HUSH THREATS & WARNINGS?

The Bearspaw Bovine Genetics Laboratory has an international
reputation...at least in agricultural circles.  Before becoming
leader of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev was the Soviet Minister of
Agriculture.  I clearly remember him coming to Canada...and to Calgary
specifically...to visit Bearspaw Genetics Labs.  It made all the local
papers.  Several weeks after his visit, two giant Anatov freight
aircraft arrived at Calgary International Airport to collect dozens of
'scientifically-engineered' cows for transport back to Mother Russia.
The cattle, of course, came from Bearspaw Genetics. "IMPLANTED" CATTLE?

My instinct tells me that something's going on at this location that not
many people know about.

If anyone....anywhere...has any information that they could share
with me regarding Canadian anomalous areas....and more specifically in
western Canada....please write me with the details.

amerrett@westlink.net

Suspiciously,
Alan Merrett
AM DIGITAL INC.
Photographic Illustrator
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SAUDI JETLINER SEES UFO IN TWA 800 CRASH ZONE

     A Saudi Airlines jetliner encountered "a bright greenish object"
while flying at 12,000 feet early Thursday morning, December 12,
1996.  The encounter took place over the ocean about ten miles
south of East Moriches, Long Island, New York.

     According to the USA Radio News broadcast on Friday, the
Saudi jetliner was coming into John F. Kennedy International
Airport at 6 a.m. when the flight crew spotted "a greenish white
object with a long tail."  The object was traveling from east to west,
the same bearing as the Boeing 747, but at a higher altitude.

     According to the CNN report of the incident, the mysterious
object was picked up on the Boeing 747's cockpit radar set.
"At least one crew member saw the object for about two seconds."

     The greenish-white UFO appeared in the upper right hand
corner of the windshield and zipped away, heading for the New
Jersey coast, easily outrunning the jetliner.

     TWA Flight 800, also a Boeing 747, exploded in mid-air in
this same area back in July, killing all 230 people aboard.

     In-mid November, a Pakistani Airlines Boeing 747 spotted a
UFO traveling in a north-south trajectory.  First Officer Nasir
Aziz reportedly described it as "a dark object with four green
lights."

     On Friday, James Kallstrom, FBI special agent in charge of
the TWA 800 investigation, said "it was too early" to positively
identify the object seen by the Saudi jetliner, but added that
"it might have been one of the Geminid meteors."

     The Saudi sighting was the fourth UFO report to come out
of Long Island since the crash of TWA 800 in July.

     In related TWA 800 news, Brenda Roberts, producer of the
syndicated TV show "Journey," plans to do a show on the
recent UFO sightings around Moriches Bay, Long Island.
Ms. Roberts "entices, appeals to, encourages and begs"
anyone living in that area who has video or still photos of
Long Island UFOs to get in touch.  The show will "document
authentic sightings" in and around the TWA 800 crash zone.
If you have any photos or videotape, contact Ms. Roberts at
this address--broberts@nwlink.com

(Editor's Comment: If the object registered on the cockpit radar,
then it cannot have been higher than 100,000 feet.  If it was a
meteor, it should have been headed downward, not flying a
parallel course toward the western horizon.  Also, the time of
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the sighting--6 a.m. on December 12--was at least 37 hours
before the actual start of the Geminid meteor shower at 7 p.m.
on December 13.  Will some mathematician please compute
the odds of having two "meteors" flying at different trajectories
passing through the same cubic mile of airspace within a
period of three weeks?  Thank you!)

JET FIGHTER CHASES FOUR UFOs OVER MISSOURI

     Southwestern Missouri was the site of a big UFO flap
earlier this week.

     On Saturday, December 7, 1996, at 5:30 a.m., a farmer
feeding his cattle three miles (5 kilometers) west of Mansfield,
Missouri (population 1,423) "was startled by a large orange
ball of light moving silently above him."  The UFO "descended
and dropped behind some trees to the east."

    Two days later, on Monday, December 9, 1996, at 6:45 p.m.
a father and daughter in Ash Grove, Missouri (population 1,157)
spotted "a bright orange ball of light" about 10 degrees above the
horizon.  The UFO "hovered for several minutes, then vanished."

     The main action, though, took place in the city of Springfield
(population 133,000) between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.  Brian Adams
of the Ozarks Area Research Group was an eyewitness.

     "After arriving home (near the 2700 block of West Republic
Road), I observed a large amount of strange aircraft lights in the
clear evening sky to the south and east of Springfield.  The
peculiar lights were moving slowly in two groups of two in each
direction.  I used a set of 7X35 binoculars to view the lights from
my deck in the backyard."

     Adams counted numerous small lights, "white, red and blue
lights that were moving randomly around an oval-like perimeter.
As the UFOs moved slowly about, you sensed that they were
very high up in the atmosphere and that they were very large.
At least three times larger than a commercial jet airliner."

     "My wife and 17-year-old son then came out to view the
objects while I went inside to call some other local members of
OARG to get them to go outside to view the UFOs and (to) get
their opinion," he added.  "One member, Bruce Lanza, and his
wife, on the eastern side of Springfield (near the 1800 block of
East Republic Road) noticed the strange aircraft also."

     Following "an hour of viewing, at 7:15 p.m., a very luminous
orange ball of light was observed just above the horizon, moving
slowly upward."  While Adams viewed this object with his
binoculars, it suddenly vanished.

     Five minutes later, "a jet fighter shot across the southern
sky at approximately 300 miles per hour at a very low altitude
of a couple thousand feet," Adams wrote.  "I ran inside to call
Bruce about the fighter jet, and while I was talking to him, I
heard Bruce say that the jet was flying above his house.  I ran
back outside to see the jet" bank sharply and fly toward the
spot where the orange sphere had vanished.

     At 8 p.m., Adams and his son "observed a very bright red
oval-shaped UFO with small white lights appear in the south,
moving westward very quickly."

     Lanza, a USAF veteran, reportedly identified the fighter
jet as an F-15 Eagle, a tactical interceptor.

     Adams said he saw four distinct lighted objects and "the
way they moved, very slowly.  Like it was hovering.  They
decided to move to avoid detection by the approaching jet."

     The following day, OARG members began investigating.
Adams phoned the Springfield/Branson Regional Control
Tower at the local airport, which reportedly confirmed the
presence of the F-15 the previous night.  The jet pilot "was
flying VFR (Visual Flight Rules)."  Since the pilot was just
passing through, Adams added, he was not required to
notify the tower.  Adams also learned that a squadron of
USAF A-10 jets landed at the airport earlier that day and
took off in the afternoon. (Email Interview)
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(Thanks to Brian Adams and the other OARG members
for providing such detailed information.)

NEW UFO SIGHTING OVER ECUADOR

     During the week of November 28, 1996, a triangular UFO
appeared over the city of Cuenca (population 200,000), in
the Andes mountains of southern Ecuador.

     One eyewitness, Charlene Estero, who was in Ecuador
with her husband to visit his relatives, tells her story:
"We were up late one night, making things for our neighbor's
birthday party.  We were beginning to finish up, and I went
into another room.  I saw my family outside with my video
camera, looking up at the sky.  I ran outside to see a strange
object in the sky."

     Ms. Estero knew that it couldn't be a jetliner.  Ecuatoriana
Airlines runs only two flights per day from the capital, Quito,
to Cuenca, one at 8 a.m., the other at 6 p.m.

     "There were three lights blinking and shutting off
simultaneously," she reported.  "The object was moving rather
quickly.  It seemed to be moving up and down and in a
circular movement.  We followed the UFO for a couple of
blocks in total amazement."  Her husband shot several minutes
of video footage of the UFO.

     "We looked for another UFO the following week we were
there (in Cuenca) but saw nothing," she added.

(Editor's Note: Cuenca, located in an Andean mountain valley
500 kilometers (312 miles) south of Quito, is one of the oldest
cities in South America.  The Inca Tupac Yupanqui conquered
it in 1480 and renamed it Tomebamba.  At that time, it was
already thousands of years old.  It became Cuenca when the
Spaniards conquered it in 1557.  The mysterious ruins of
Ingapirca are located 80 kilometers (64 miles) north of Cuenca,
just outside the town of Canar.)

BRITISH DEEJAY'S ENCOUNTER SPURS MANY CALLS

     At an early hour on Thursday, December 5, 1996, Robert
Kingsley, an announcer for Gold Radio in Shaftesbury, Dorset,
U.K. left for work.  "At about twenty to six (5:40 a.m.), with a
clear sky and a crescent moon, and as I was about a mile out
of Shaftesbury, I think I saw a flash in the sky to my right and
just behind me.  It was very great, and by the time I turned my
head, it was gone.  But then, as I was parking the car, I saw a
flash of light in the sky ahead of me, toward Salisbury in
Wiltshire."  He described the light as similar to "sheet lightning"
but there was no storm.  It "was a white light, diffused across
the horizon."

     When Kingsley mentioned the incident during his morning
talk show, the calls came flooding in.

     Anne Barclay, a female engineer, said her train had been
rolling "out of Yedvil Junction at twenty to six (December 5)
when the sky lit up in front of her."  She thought immediately
of electrified rails, but there are none on that section of the line.

     Another woman, Cheryl Flinders, said she'd "been working
the night shift at Stalbridge for the past few weeks and, when
she's been driving home to Shaftesbury in the early morning,
she's often seen these light flashes," as have Cheryl's sister
and her two children.  "You know how it is, "Cheryl said, "You
don't like to talk about these things in case someone thinks
you're a bit daft, but I heard you talking about it (on the radio)
and about all those other people saying they've seen things.
And I thought, well..."

     John Spencer of Gillingham told Kingsley he'd seen these
light flashes for the past few weeks, as well.  "They seem to
come from a direction due east of Gillingham and west of
Shaftesbury."

     Kim Andrews saw the light flashes at 7:30 p.m. on
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Wednesday, December 4, "coming from over Bulbarrow way."

     Teenager Gregory Potts called in and said his father, Gary,
had also seen the Bulbarrow lights at 7:30 that night.  The
following morning, Thursday, December 5, Gregory himself
went outside at 5 a.m. and saw lights flashing in the
Sturminster/Manton area.

     While driving to work at 4 a.m. on December 4, and home
again at 7:30 p.m. on the (highway) A30, John Davis saw the
light flashes.

     Teenagers Murray and Fern called the station and said
they had seen the flashes at 6 a.m. on December 5 and had
also seen "a blue-colored object" hovering above Glen Hill,
just outside Sturminster.

     Christine Brown called the station to report that she'd seen
a UFO on Thursday, November 21, 1996.  She saw the UFO fly
across a farm field in North Cheriton, near Wincanton in
Somerset.  She described the UFO as "30 feet (9 meters) in
diameter and orange with matte, cream (coloured) markings."
(Many thanks to Bob Kingsley for these reports.)

UFOs VISIT FOUR LARGE CITIES IN AUSTRALIA

     Australia's ongoing UFO flap shows no sign of dying down.
Sightings were reported all over the continent on Sunday and
Monday, November 24 and 25.

     On Sunday night, November 24, 1996, residents of Perth,
capital of Western Australia spotted "a large bright cigar-
shaped object traveling from north to south."  At arm's length,
the object was estimated to be one inch long and 1/8 of an
inch wide, "about 55 degrees in the sky and 20-plus miles
away."

     Early Monday morning, November 25, at 1:25 a.m., people
spied "a number of white balls of light" speeding through the sky
in a southeasterly direction over the city of Adelaide, in South
Australia.  Suddenly, they changed direction, shooting off to
the west.  Within seconds, they altered course again, flying away
to the northwest.

     At 10:30 p.m. Monday evening, November 25, people saw
a flight of "intense bright orange fireball lights" speeding through
the sky over Canberra, the nation's capital.  The UFOs rocketed
away toward the northwest.

     Forty-five minutes later, at 11:15 p.m., Monday, November 25,
four "intensely bright orange fireball lights" appeared over Alice
Springs, just north of the Queensland/South Australia border.
The UFOs flew off to the west.  An on-duty police officer was a
witness and submitted a report to the IPP.

(Many thanks to Ross Dowe of Australia's National UFO
Hotline for these reports.)

NEW INFO SURFACES IN CAMARILLO CASE

     Mary Helen Corrado has uncovered new information in last
week's sighting of a stationary UFO near Camarillo, California.

     According to Ms. Corrado, "As of December 13, there have
been no more sightings" in the area.  However, she added,
"There was another close-range sighting of an orange, globe-
like object that a number of people saw in the hills near"
Camarillo.  Motorists "actually pulled over to the side of the
road" to observe the object.

     The UFO was first seen on Thursday, November 28, and
reappeared at the same location for six straight days.  Ms.
Corrado saw the object on December 2 and 3 and shot the
UFO on videotape.  A video lab in southern California has
confirmed that the object on tape is indeed a solid object.

     Ms. Corrado is now checking with the Ventura County
Sheriff's Department to see if anyone reported the UFO.
Her investigation continues.  (Email Interview)
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HOVERING UFO DISABLES SMALL BOAT IN JAPAN

     On Tuesday evening, December 10, Jason M. set out in
a small boat on Amakusa Bay, west of Japan's Kyushu
Island.  As he reached a point six miles (8 kilometers)
from the shore of Nagasaki prefecture, he began trolling for
fish.  All at once, the boat's engine sputtered out.

     Jason was mystified.  "I knew I still had gas, so I was
quite surprised.  All the lights on my boat had gone out, so
I grabbed my emergency flashlight and went to check the
connections on my battery.  As I was hunched over, wrestling
with the engine cover, I was suddenly awash in a dim yet
eerie greenish light.  I looked up and was gripped with terror.
Hovering above my boat were three opposing circles of light."

     As soon as Jason stood up, the three UFOs "shot off over
the horizon at an unimaginable speed.  Immediately thereafter
my boat lights came back on."   (Unsolicited Email)

SCIENTISTS ARGUE ABOUT HALE-BOPP COMPANION

     Claims that an anomalous object is accompanying the
Comet Hale-Bopp on its tour of the solar system continue to
stir controversy.

     On Sunday, December 8, Linda Moulton Howe appeared
on the Art Bell Show and played two audio tapes from female
scientists who questioned the "companion's" existence.

     One tape had comments from Dr. Martha Hanner, a comet
specialist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
California, whose field is infrared astronomy.  Dr. Hanner
reportedly said an object as large as the "companion" should
certainly have been visible to infrared telescopes.  But it has
not.  "Something that huge should certainly be shining bright
in the infrared range."

     The second tape by Dr. Karen Melch of the University of
Hawaii's Institute of Astronomy in Honolulu told how Hale-Bopp
has been observed steadily since November 11 on the institute's
large telescope array, with its charge-coupled device (CCD)
8-K camera.  Their picture of the sky is 16 times larger than a
conventional CCD-mounted telescope, with a field of view
resolution of 33 percent of one degree.

     "There's clearly nothing in there but the stars and the comet,"
Dr. Melch reportedly said, adding that a UFO the size reported
by astronomer Chuck Shramek of Houston, Texas would use up
6 arc-seconds of sky or 30 pixels in the CCD-telescope view.
"You can't have something that large close to Hale-Bopp without
it affecting the orbit, and the orbit has not been affected."

     Yet Dr. Lee Shargell, a former employee of NASA and an
associate of Dr. Richard Boylan, reportedly confirmed that he
had detected radio signals coming from the "companion."  The
signals were in the K-A and K-U high megahertz band.  He
predicted that, when Hale-Bopp comes close to Earth in the
spring, the signals might affect radio and TV transmissions.

(Editor's Comment:  Here's a science project for our readers.
Those of you who have PrimeStar or USBS receivers might
want to aim your backyard dishes at Hale-Bopp some clear
night in March 1997.  If you pick up an alien sitcom, be sure
to videotape it.)

FUN UFO SITES

     Dr. Dale Sumbereru is another UFO buff running a good
site for news.  You'll find his page at this URL...
http://www.tutorialsonline.com/alien-invasion.html

     Eric Salley has more pictures of the Comet Hale-Bopp.
Contact him at sleekp19@mail.idt.net   And be sure to
ask for chartx.jpg (012)

     UFO Magazine now has their own Website.  Check them

http://www.tutorialsonline.com/alien-invasion.html
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out at http://www.ufomag.co.uk

     Don't forget our parent site, UFO INFO.  There's plenty of
good archive material there.  You can reach it at this URL
http://www.ftech.net/~ufoinfo/index.htm

     And for back issues of UFO ROUNDUP, we're at
http://www.ftech.net/~ufoinfo/roundup.hts

     See you next week!  Merry Christmas from "the paper
that goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."
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Subject: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

==============
Travis Walton Case.4
--------------
Reprint of the 'NICAP' June '76
Philip Klass analysis of the "Walton Case"
==============

The following is a reprint of the June 1976 issue of NICAP's *UFO
INVESTIGATOR* titled, "Walton Abduction Cover-up Revealed." In it are the
principal reasons NICAP felt that the Walton case was hoaxed. This
particular analysis was performed by Philip Klass. The research of William
S. Bickel, NICAP's regional investigator, had been previously printed in the
January 1976 issue of the UFO Investigator on p. 3, titled, "Alleged Arizona
Abduction."

                                ***

Begin page 1 - 6/76 NICAP (With interjected comments from this researcher)

WALTON ABDUCTION COVER-UP REVEALED

Philip J. Klass, author of UFO's EXPLAINED, agreed to give NICAP a complete
interview regarding his finding concerning the Travis Walton Case.  After
six months of detailed research, Mr. Klass has valid data which indicates
that information had been withheld intentionally by APRO (Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization) which is based in Tucson, Arizona.
-----------------------------

JC:   Travis Walton talks about this in his "Fire in the Sky" book. Is there
anyone still around from APRO to comment what was witheld and why? It is
important to know what they had to say about it back then. I will discuss
what Walton had to say in another post.
-----------------------------

The National Enquirer was also aware that additional information about the
alleged abduction was available but this has been withheld from the public.
-----------------------------

JC:   I would like to hear the same regarding the Enquirer. However, I also
believe it is important to separate the newspaper's motives from the actual
original facts of the case. If the newspaper turns out to have been trying
"sell newspapers," this does not conclusively prove the reported incident
was not a "real" occurrence.
-----------------------------

NICAP ran an article covering the Travis Walton Case in the January 1976
issue of the UFO INVESTIGATOR. NICAP's consensus even at that time was that
Walton and his associates were either involved in a hoax or that a
psychological phenomenon was involved.  It was decided that no further
manpower would be allocated.  This decision was based on NICAP's original
data, and the knowledge that APRO was continuing the investigation.  It has
been a normal procedure in the past for the two organizations to exchange
information on cases, and we felt that duplication of efforts was not necessary.

A summary of the incident as it was presented by the news media is included
for your information.

-----------------------------

JC:   It is to be noted that Mr. Klass did not state the "particular" news
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media to which he was referring. Were they all equally as accurate? Since
various graphic details are alleged concerning Walton, I am surprised a
"first hand report" from the sheriff's office wasn't used to provide the
most accurate version of the story.
-----------------------------

On the evening of Nov. 5, 1975, at approximately 6:15 p.m. MST, a crew of
seven young woodcutters, headed by Michael Rogers was returning home.
Rogers (age 28) was under contract to the U.S. Forest Service to thin out
1,277 acres of National Forest land near Turkey Springs.  According to the
story later told by Rogers, and other members of his crew (ages 17-25), they
saw a UFO hovering nearby.  They claim that Travis Walton jumped out of the
moving car and walked/ran under the UFO, that he was "zapped" by an intense
glowing beam from the UFO, and that the rest of the crew panicked and drove
off, leaving their friend behind.

A short time later, they claim, they returned to the spot to seek Travis but
that he had disappeared - seemingly carried off by the UFO.  It was not
until more than two hours later that Rogers and his crew decided to report
the incident to Under-Sheriff L.C. Ellison in nearby Heber, Ariz.

-----------------------------
JC:   If the last sentence was written in this manner to indicate that
something was amiss in their taking two hours to report same to the sheriff,
consideration has to be given to how long it took the men to arrive back in
town from where they were. We also might ask ourselves; "If something of
this sort actually happened to you, would you immediately go running to the
police or would you perhaps be worried that they would think you were
crazy?"  It is certainly in the realm of possibility that a discussion of
this sort may have occurred. I know I'd personally be thinking twice if it
happened to me.
-----------------------------

While Travis was missing, Rogers and the other five young men took a
polygraph test, on Nov. 10, administered by C.E. Gilson of the Arizona Dept.
of Public Safety of Phoenix.  Five of the young men "passed" the examination
but the results for one (Allen M. Dalis) were "inconclusive," according to
Gilson.  The reported test results have been widely interpreted as endorsing
the authenticity of the alleged UFO abduction.

-----------------------------
JC:   If five men passed the test and one was "inconclusive" (N.B. Although
some skeptics may disagree, if Dalis did not fail it but his test was simply
"inconclusive," this researcher believes the interpretations were
appropriate since the other five witnessed passed. One might ask oneself how
that one person got the other five to imagine the craft hovering in the woods.)
-----------------------------

Shortly after midnight on Nov. 11, Travis telephoned his sister, Mrs. Grant
Neff, of Taylor, Ariz. (near Snowflake), from a phone booth in Heber, about
30 miles away.  Mr. Neff and Travis' older brother Duane, who had come to
Snowflake from his home in Phoenix shortly after the alleged UFO incident,
both drove to Heber to pick up Travis.  They reported finding him crumpled
on the floor of the phone booth, and in a very "confused" mental state.  A
short time after returning Travis to his mother's home in Snowflake, Duane
decided to drive Travis to Phoenix, reportedly to obtain medical assistance.
Later that same day he was examined by two physicians at the request of APRO.

On Feb. 7, 1976, almost three months after Travis' return, he and Duane took
polygraph tests administered by George J. Pfeifer, then employed by Tom
Ezell & Associates of Phoenix.  According to published reports, both men
passed the exam which involved many questions dealing with Travis' claim of
having been abducted by a UFO.  The widely publicized results of these test
seem to confirm that such an incident actually occurred.

In evaluating the authenticity of such a case, UFO researchers must
concentrate on the validity of available data.  After reading the reports
published by other organizations and national newspapers, one would think
that the Walton Case was a very strong one for the following reasons.

IT WAS REPORTED THAT:
1. Walton passed the polygraph examination.
2. There were six other witnesses. Five of the six passed the
   polygraph examination.
3. Walton is of high character.
4. Walton and his family had very little prior interest in UFOs.
   Therefore, it would be unlikely that he would concoct a story
   relating to UFOs.
5. None of the other six witnesses had any motivation to participate
   in a hoax.
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                                                End page 1 - NICAP

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

JC:   Please note: There were no sources given or quotes from any papers
detailing numbers 3, 4 & 5. Although I cannot say that these three did not
appear somewhere, they did not appear in those accounts I personally read.
This would be second-hand evidence if the people claimed to have made the
quotes were not personally interviewed by phone, mail, whatever. If anyone
has them, they should be presented for all to see.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

For the information of NICAP members, these points are discussed in detail.
They give even stronger indication that NICAP's original conclusion is the
correct one, i.e., the case is a hoax.

WALTON'S POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION

Mr. Klass revealed to NICAP that a lie detector test had been administered
to Travis Walton. THREE MONTHS EARLIER, ON NOVEMBER 15, 1975. WALTON FAILED
THE POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION AT THAT TIME.

-----------------------------

JC:   I just finished reading what Walton had to say about that test. The
test was administed ten days after the occurrence of the claimed incident.
He stated that it was taken while he was still in trauma from the incident
and that he was told by various people around him, including a psychiatrist
that the results of the test would be inconclusive if he was too emotionally
agitated when he took the test. He took it anyway. If this were to be true,
it would be fair reason why APRO and the National Enquirer witheld the
evidence.  Do any other polygraphers concur with this assessment? Did any
other polygraphers examine the results of this test?  There may be a sticky
point here. However, with the other available information, including the new
polygraph performed on three of the witnesses, I certainly would like more
analysis and confirmation regarding this test before fully accepting it from
only one polygrapher. (or is the test only permitted to be administered and
analyzed by one person?)
-----------------------------

This first test was given in the Sheraton Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona on
the afternoon of November 15. The arrangements for the examination were made
by Mr. James Lorenzen, APRO's director, and the test was paid for by the
National Enquirer. The examination was administered by Mr. John J. McCarthy,
director of the Arizona Polygraph Laboratory in Phoenix.  Mr. McCarthy's
credentials are excellent. He was trained at the Army's polygraph school at
Fort Gordon. Mr. McCarthy is a member of the American Polygraph Association
and has been licensed by the State of Illinois since 1964. At present,
Arizona does not require that polygraph examiners be licensed to practice in
the state.

The examiner reported his findings as instructed to the National Enquirer
and Dr. James Harder, APRO's director of research, immediately upon the
completion of the test taken by Walton. Dr. Harder reported that information
to APRO's James Lorenzen.

McCarthy was further instructed to send a written report to the National
Enquirer. The Enquirer instructed McCarthy not to reveal that he had tested
Walton. An excerpt from the report which was sent is, "Attempting to
perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he has not been on any spacecraft."  The
report further stated that Travis Walton had tried unsuccessfully to distort
his respiration pattern in an attempt to deceive the examiner. However, he
was unsuccessful.

APRO published a full account of the Travis Walton case in their November
1975 newsletter which included the events that had transpired during the
week following Travis' return through November 16. No mention of the
November 15 lie detector test was included.

Mr. Klass has hard physical evidence in his possession, which has been
checked by NICAP, that Mr. McCarthy did test Travis Walton on November 15,
1975, and that Walton failed the test. The evidence includes such documents as:

1.  The polygraph examination statement of consent dated Nov. 15, 1975
    and signed by Travis Walton.
2.  McCarthy's written report to the National Enquirer dated Nov. 16,
    1975 which includes his conclusion that the UFO account was a
    hoax.
-----------------------------

JC:   Again, with the new evidence at hand, I believe the original polygraph
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examination given by Mr. McCarthy, along with his original statement,
literally scream out to be reexamined by other polygraphers. The question
is, with the new evidence at hand: "Will a majority of polygraphers agree
after examining the data in that test, that the Walton case was definitely a
hoax?" Until this is done, the Walton case cannot be completely closed.
-----------------------------

3.  The voucher receipt from the National Enquirer payable to
    McCarthy's Arizona Polygraph Laboratory dated Jan. 14, 1976, for
    "Travis Walton UFO Incident."
4.  Agreement to conduct test and supply report to National Enquirer.
    This statement is dated Feb. 15, 1976 rather than Nov. 15, 1975.
    This is clearly a typographical error.

Three months after Travis Walton failed the first polygraph exam, he took
another one administered by George J. Pfeifer, an examiner with only two
years' experience, who was employed by Tom Ezell Associates of Phoenix.
-----------------------------

JC:   The polygrapher who administered the new test cannot be accused of the
same limited experience.
-----------------------------

The results of this test were widely publicized because he seemingly passed
the test with flying colors. Mr. Klass discovered that Travis Walton
dictated the questions that he wanted to be asked.
-----------------------------

JC:   Perhaps a good point to consider is "Did Walton dictate all the
questions or just some of them." By examining the questions he asked, one
might possibly determine a motive for same. Was Walton trying to trick us
with the questions or was he trying to make sure the examiner, this time,
asked questions which covered the topic more completely, leaving no room for
doubt. An examination of the questions Walton requested to be asked might
shed some light on this. I was wondering if those questions were ever
printed for the public to see? Perhaps they were in the other books I will
be reading in the near future. I will report on same.
-----------------------------

Mr. Pfeifer complied with Walton's request. To check the validity of the
method of testing, the president of Tom Ezell Associates, Mr. Tom Ezell, was
contacted.  He stated that it is perfectly proper for the sponsor of a test
(APRO) to indicate the areas which should be explored. However, Mr. Ezell in
later correspondence with Mr. Klass stated, "Because of the dictation of
questions to be asked, this test should be invalidated." he further stated
that after examining the Travis Walton charts, "The reactions on the charts,
to my way of interpretation, would not be readable.  You would not be able
to say if he (Travis Walton) is telling the truth or if he's lying."

JC:   I was wondering whether Mr. Ezell, if he is still alive, would care to
expound on this a little further. Why was this so? Exactly what was it about
the test that made it inconclusive? Why did he feel it was done on purpose?
Was it impossible that it could be attributed to major trauma from the
incident? If this has already been printed somewhere I will attempt to find
it and report on same.

CORROBORATING WITNESSES' POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS

As reported in the January 1976 issue of the UFO INVESTIGATOR, the polygraph
exam given to the other alleged witnesses was designed to determine whether
or not Walton might be the victim of foul-play instigated by his associates.
Three of the four relevant questions asked during the test dealt entirely
with this issue.  The test was given by C.E. Gilson, an examiner with five
years' experience. His statement to Mr. Klass was, "That was our sole
purpose . . . to determine whether or not there had been a crime committed."
The single question about the UFO was added at the request of Sheriff
Gillespie. Gilson stressed . . . "That one question does not make it a valid
test as far as verifying the UFO incident."
-----------------------------

JC:   And so we have the new test, performed on Walton, Rogers and Dalis,
which claims to clarify same.
-----------------------------

WALTON'S CHARACTER

In the evaluation of witness testimony, the credibility of the witness must
also be evaluated.

On May 5, 1971 Travis Walton and Charles Rogers pleaded guilty to first
degree burglary and forgery charges. (Charles Rogers is a younger brother of
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Michael Rogers, who was also involved in the UFO incident.)  This
information was revealed by Travis Walton himself during a preliminary
discussion with the polygraph examiner, Mr. McCarthy, and confirmed by state
authorities.
-----------------------------

JC:   What is interesting here is that Walton made absolutely no attempt to
hide this. One could make the case that Walton knew he would be found out
anyway and decided to tell the polygrapher up front. Likewise, one could
make a case stating that Walton was just trying to be totally truthful with
the polygrapher so that he would be believed in the end. Obviously, these
two things cancel each other out. No proper conclusion can be drawn from either.
-----------------------------

The young men agreed to make restitution of the funds and were placed on a
two year probation.  Arizona law provides that if probation is fulfilled
satisfactorily the party may later return and ask the Court to expunge the
record. Both of the boys retracted their original pleas after the completion
of the probation period.

At the time of the report there is no indication that Walton was continuing
his youthful misbehavior.
-----------------------------

JC:   This I find "interesting."  After smearing Walton's character with
information that was legally wiped from the record by Arizona law and for
which Mr. Klass could have possibly been brought up on charges (at least in
Arizona) for displaying same, Mr. Klass then tells us that "At the time of
the report there is no indication that Walton was continuing his youthful
misbehavior." In a court of law, the judge would tell the jury to strike
that remark from the record. Of course, it is too late because they already
heard it.

Attempting to reconvict a man in the present for something he did in his
youth and paid his price for certainly did not prove the case for the
skeptics. To suggest that it would be likely that Walton would do this
behavior again is to attempt to convict a person without fair trial. Another
question that arises: "Is it fair to imply that Mike Rogers is guilty of his
brother's offense because (it runs in the family?)." That appears to be what
Mr. Klass has insinuated. If Mr. Klass *has* insinuated this, I hope no one
in his family is known to be a liar or, using the same logic, he himself
would be judged likely to follow suit. This might therefore disqualify his
entire study regarding this case. I have great faith most of us, including
Mr. Klass, can see how ridiculous this would be.
-----------------------------

PRIOR INTEREST IN UFOs

Interest in UFOs does not prohibit the interested party from having a valid
sighting. However, in a large majority of hoax reports, prior interest is
usually present.

-----------------------------
JC:   It might likewise be pointed out that in a large majority of reports
where certain skeptical researchers have a stake in proving their case, the
claimant's character has been vigorously attacked, sometimes to the point of
absurdity by the skeptic. Does this prove that *all* skeptics who point out
the claimant's character flaws are actually attempting to prove their point
by any means they possibly can? Hardly. Likewise, the innuendo in Mr. Klass'
last sentence is meaningless to this analysis, as it in no way proves Walton
hoaxed his case.
-----------------------------

It has been reported elsewhere that Walton had little or no prior interest
in the field.
-----------------------------

JC:   What does this have to do with the facts of the case?  Was it reported
by Mr. Walton, his family, the Sheriff or are these rather the second-hand
accounts of the news media? First-hand accounts should supersede all other
accounts. Second-hand accounts are......."second-hand" accounts.
-----------------------------

Dr. Howard Kandell, one of the two physicians who examined Walton at APRO's
request was asked if the Waltons had indicated any prior interest in UFOs.
Kendall replied: "They admitted to that freely, that he (Travis) was a 'UFO
Freak' so to speak . . ." He had made remarks that if he ever saw one, he'd
like to go aboard.
-----------------------------

JC:   What the exact definition of "UFO FREAK"? Does it mean Walton was
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obsessed with UFOs? Was he known to constantly give false information about
cases or was he just highly interested in them? Are we sure this is enough
reason to say that what Walton and crew said occurred, didn't occur?
-----------------------------

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psychiatrist who examined Walton was asked whether he
had mentioned any prior interest in UFOs. He replied, "Everybody in the
family claimed that they had seen them (UFOs) . . . Travis has been
preoccupied with this almost all of his life . . .
-----------------------------

JC:   So, obviously we are to infer that they are all nuts, are lying or
fantasizing and therefore, it's impossible that anything they say could have
happened.
-----------------------------

then he made the comment to his mother just prior to this incident that if
he was ever abducted by a UFO, she was not to worry because he'd be all
right." Duane Walton has stated that he and Travis had often discussed the
possibility of getting a ride on a UFO.

-----------------------------
JC:   As suspicious as this at first sounds, another interesting question
that comes to mind is: "Was this the only time he ever said this to his
mother or to others in his family? To me it sounds as though he has said
this before. If he had, this would remove some of the premeditation we all
see in Walton's above statement.
-----------------------------

MOTIVATION OF THE SIX WITNESSES

It has been stated that there was no motivation, other than possible
friendship for the other six witnesses to corroborate Walton's story if it
were not true.
-----------------------------

JC:   Again, exactly who stated this?
-----------------------------

Investigation has revealed a strong financial possible motive for Mike
Rogers and the other five crew members to perpetrate a hoax.

Mike Rogers had submitted a bid in the spring of 1974 to the U.S. Forest
Service for a timber thinning operation of 1,277 acres of land in a National
Forest, located in the Apache-Sitgreaves area. His bid was accepted and was
27% under the mid-figure submitted by the other companies.  By the following
summer (1975) it was clear to Rogers that he had grossly underestimated the
magnitude of the job and could not complete it on time.  He applied for an
extension which was granted but he was penalized $1.00 per acre for all work
performed after the expiration of the original contract date.  The new work
completion deadline was November 10, 1975. As the new deadline approached,
it became clear that once again, they could not possibly complete the work
by that time and he would have to ask for another extension that would
result in another pay cut.  More serious, the Forest Service was withholding
10 percent of the payments until the job was done.  With winter at hand,
Rogers could not finish until the next spring to collect these funds. The
alleged UFO incident gave Rogers a legal basis for terminating his
money-losing contract on the ground that his crew would not return to the
work site out of fear, allowing Rogers to collect the withheld funds and pay
his crew.

-----------------------------

JC:   If possible, I will have comments on this as well.
-----------------------------

SUMMARY

The reaction of the Travis Walton family when informed that he had been
"zapped" away on a UFO provides a valuable measure of whether they had prior
knowledge of a planned hoax.  If they believed that the incident actually
took place, they would realize that they might never see Travis again.
Troopers from the Navajo County Sheriff's Department assembled late on the
night of November 5 and returned to the alleged site to search for Travis.
It was not until several hours after midnight on Nov. 6 that the group then
proceeded to inform Travis' mother that her son could not be found.

One member of the trooper informed Mr. Klass that when he explained the
horrible fate of her son, she simply replied, "I'm not surprised."
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Mrs. Kellet suggested to the law enforcement officials that the search be
abandoned, saying, "I just don't think there's any use of looking any
further . . . I don't think he's on this earth."  Travis' brother, Duane,
stated that he would stay on the site and wait because they always return
their victims to the same spot.

At no time during the entire episode did the family or crew members show or
express any concern for his well being.  Mr. Klass stated that, "One
possible explanation for the reaction of Rogers and the members of his
family is that they knew the incident was a hoax and that Travis was safe in
a terrestrial hideout, rather than aboard an extraterrestrial spacecraft
that might be taking him to a distant world from which he might never return."

-----------------------------
JC:   So how do we explain the 2/93 polygraph test results on Rogers? Are we
saying only members of his family knew about the hoax? Which members? Again,
it is important to review all the questions asked the crew on the original test.
-----------------------------

On November 8, while Travis was "still missing," Duane said he was not at
all concerned for his brother's safety. Duane said he regretted that "I
haven't been able to experience the same thing."

-----------------------------
JC:   I have had several people say I know this identical thing to me. It
simply proves there are other people who haven't thought as deeply into the
implications of this whole thing as others. I haven't read any cases where
the person wasn't returned either. I'd never say what Duane said, but it
doesn't mean someone else (in this case, Duane) wouldn't.
-----------------------------

In any scientific investigation, all data must be considered. Any
organization or corporation reporting on investigations has the
responsibility to disclose all facts to its readers . . . not just the
information which supports a preconceived position.

-----------------------------
JC:   Absolutely correct. However, this still does not prove Walton's case
didn't happen as stated.
-----------------------------

When the strengths and weaknesses of the Walton Case are evaluated, it seems
that the indications are that a hoax has been perpetrated. NICAP members now
have additional data at their disposal and can reach their own conclusions.

-----------------------------
JC:   With the new polygraph data, and the fact that the 1975 FOIA-verified
SAC base visits time-wise occurred immediately around the Walton incident, I
am not nearly as certain as I was before, but I shall read further and
report on same.
-----------------------------

Respectfully submitted,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Dec 1994 14:12:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:41:21 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Of all the thousands and thousands of Truman documents, the signature
> known to be genuine comes from a short letter from President Truman to
> Dr. Bush, dated October 1, 1947 - one week after the alleged Truman
> Memorandum of September 24, 1947. Interesting that they were dated only
> a week apart and that the known real signature was also addressed to an
> alleged MJ-12 member. Dr. Vannevar Bush has been a focus of intense
> research by many ufologists since the late 70s and the emergence of the
> Wilbur Smith memo.
>
> Assuming that the two signatures have to be identical is a false
> assumption. As a matter of fact, they are not identical. Supporters of
> MJ-12 base their arguments on an incorrect argument. What can be
> demonstrated and shown is whether or not the two signature samples share
> a common ancestor. Dr. Willy Smith, UNICAT Project, published his
> analysis demonstrating that both the known real signature and the
> alleged Truman memorandum signature do indeed share a common ancestor.
> Since we know that the Oct. 1, 1947 signature is a genuine signature,
> the Truman signature of the alleged Truman/Forrestal memo has to be a
> copy of the original. That makes the entire memo bogus. The step-by-step
> analysis was published in JUST CAUSE, No. 27, March 1991. I suggest you
> find a copy and read it. You won't find it in Friedman's new book. On
> several occasions on this list I have asked Friedman about it. To this
> date he has yet to respond to the above damming evidence that shows the
> alleged Truman/Forrestal memorandum to be bogus. I have also recently
> spoken to Dr. Willy Smith. He tells me that since the publication of his
> analysis in JUST CAUSE in 1991, the analysis has never been addressed by
> Friedman.

> Ed Stewart
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com

Ed,

    I am very interested in the copy of Just Cause you mentioned. Could
you please be so kind as to mail me a copy? If it is possible for you to
do this, please respond to the group and I will e-mail you my snail mail
address. Do we know that Mr. Klass started with the date that the memo
was supposedly written in the archives? If he didn't, it doesn't solve
how he found the signature. Isn't it important to find out who faked the
document(IF it was faked)? If the document is fraudulent, it doesn't
make the document less important. Obviously, whoever may have faked the
document would have to take a great deal of time doing it. Just some
thoughts.

Regards,
Scott K. Hale
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounter

From: FS337211@Sol.YorkU.CA
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 16:06:23 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:40:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Saudi Jetliner Encounter

>  From: RSchatte@aol.com
>  Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:01:51 -0500
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: FBI Says Meteorite!

  <snip>

>                ``We have spoken to meteorologists who said they were
>   expecting heavy meteor activity for a couple of days that would
>   in fact be reaching its peak today,'' a spokesman for James
>   Kallstrom, head of the FBI's New York office, said.

  <snip>

        Although "meteor" makes up part of the word meteorologist and
        "showers" are things meteorologists forcast, meteor showers are
        something which astronomers rather than weather experts should
        know more about.  Did the FBI investigators consult any
        astronomers too?

> Date: Sat, 14 Dec 1996 01:13:01 -0600 (CST)
>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Brian Zeiler <bdzeiler@anet-chi.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Saudi Jetliner Encounters UFO Over Long Island

  <snip>

> Does anybody know about this supposed "meteor shower" that keeps resulting
> in people seeing green streaks outside Kennedy airport?  This is the second
> one since the TWA incident!!!!  I can't find my Dec. "Astronomy" magazine,
> but I think the Geminids already peaked, did they not?

  <snip>

        Although the Geminid meteor shower lasts for about 3 days (from
        the initial 1/4 peak activity level to the last) centered on
        December 13, it is likely from the description given of the object
        seen by the Saudi 747 crew that it was not a typical Geminid meteor
        but could have been one of the less frequent and often much brighter
        sporadic meteors which are not associated with any meteor shower.
        Meteors could also be detected by radar (electromagnetic waves)
        since radio waves can reflect off the ionized trails left by the
        meteor as it burns up in the Earth's atmosphere.  If the Kennedy
        airport radars can pick up objects burning up about 90 kilometers
        overhead and travelling about 126,000 km/hr. (the average speed
        of a Geminid meteor), then the object was very likely a meteor.

        Nick Balaskas
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Seasons Greetings

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 23:21:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 23:21:37 -0500
Subject: Seasons Greetings
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vf/nvf/vvf/3vefixufnzufn1ufvxuvryvToy//nyv/vyu/3yufv1u/v1u/31vz3y/fz1vv71v//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wIIauIALXJhzmzV8dzzMOQ5w+EIXVJ4ELVhhCSTwQAcmsIDBqxYILRWjWa45YiTzdn+opDZ0d2hP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DaCgoDUAg6XokIpZ4OIYxxhOHeggnF/AAkW4lAx/MnEHPc1CIQhh/pHhGKQKp0kCNGLLzuroaDMG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eMgRxxx5+OHHpwV1/iXLMafsB8seuNBSKkMDmUGHZ5uV8Qt5pjRk0B4L0ToZHF9swcKuAgDgqz1N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6vzZy33Z+3zQv7m6s731Fvhd4P3Uy7zZ67vV19BvL2ddQH3J+7zPo33aq/3fA36++umgOP7ZS73h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--=====================_850814497==_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:59:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 02:00:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:
>
> Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 07:10:03 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
> Subject: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass
>
> ==============
> Travis Walton Case.4
> --------------
> Reprint of the 'NICAP' June '76
> Philip Klass analysis of the "Walton Case"
> ==============
>
> The following is a reprint of the June 1976 issue of NICAP's *UFO
> INVESTIGATOR* titled, "Walton Abduction Cover-up Revealed." In it are the
> principal reasons NICAP felt that the Walton case was hoaxed. This
> particular analysis was performed by Philip Klass. The research of William
> S. Bickel, NICAP's regional investigator, had been previously printed in the
> January 1976 issue of the UFO Investigator on p. 3, titled, "Alleged Arizona
> Abduction."
>
>                                 ***
>
> Begin page 1 - 6/76 NICAP (With interjected comments from this researcher)
>
> WALTON ABDUCTION COVER-UP REVEALED
>
> Philip J. Klass, author of UFO's EXPLAINED, agreed to give NICAP a complete
> interview regarding his finding concerning the Travis Walton Case.  After
> six months of detailed research, Mr. Klass has valid data which indicates
> that information had been withheld intentionally by APRO (Aerial Phenomena
> Research Organization) which is based in Tucson, Arizona.
> -----------------------------

>snip< body removed see original letter

>
> Respectfully submitted,
> Jerry Cohen
>
> E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
>
> _______________________________________________
>

You may find this of interest for another perspective on the Travis
Walton case please read Coral and Jim Lorenzens account in "Abducted -
Confrontations with Beings From Outer Space" 1977 Berkley Medallion
Books, Chapter IV The Walton Affair pp 80-113.  In this chapter you will
find a description of the anomalous behaviour and deceptions of Phillip
Klass with regard to this case.

Gary Alevy
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 18:16:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 02:02:53 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-16 14:42:05 EST, Stan Friedma wrote:

>Re Kevins comments: I am sorry I didn't put (grin) after my comment which
>was not an allegation about you and Ed and disinformation.

This not the first time that you have thrown this particular allegation. Nor
is it the first time you have retracted within days. Yes, you should have put
a grin after.

>I would be interested in knowing how you know that Ike knew all about what
>was in the attachments to the MJ-12 Briefing especially those dated 30 June
>1952, 31 January 1948, 31 January 1949 and why you think he would have had
>perfect recall for them but needed

There is no evidence presented that suggests there was anything in the tabs
that Eisenhower didn't already know. In fact, there is no evidence that there
is anything at all in the tabs. This argument is ridiculous since you have
failed to prove the document authentic. In fact, the evidence suggests that
it is faked.

>As you know Berliner interviewed Brazel. He has stated that Brazel used the
>n word.

I know no such thing. In fact, I was the one who introduced Berliner to
Brazel and was there for the entire interview. Brazel never said any such
thing. In fact, when I talked to him on December 5, 1992 to clarify the
situation, he told me that none of the people in that contingent (that is,
those who came to the ranch to get his debris) was black. So the situation is
this. I was there and didn't hear it said. Brazel denies he said it. Shirley
Brazel who was there denies he said it. He has never said it to anyone else
who interviewed him. So, the question remains-why did you alter the interview
I conducted to reflect a situation that didn't exist?

>Obviously you don't have a complete dossier on highly classified activities
>at Area 51, Groom Lake, S-4. I noted the size because it is not as if we were
>talking about a few square miles that one can go into and check.None of us
>know what all went on there then, or goes on there today.

But that isn't the question. The question is, do you have any evidence, other
than your quiet source (whose testimony you don't believe and retracted in
less than 24 hours) that there was a facility called Area 51 prior to 1954?
Any evidence at all? Other than the Operations Manual?

>Need I add that cicumstantial evidence is the basis for most court
>convictions??

So let's have some evidence that can be checked. You fail to provide it.

>I will repeat I do not have and cannot get Code word documents about MJ-12
>or UFOs or much of anything else. All the original MJ-12 guys are long since
>dead. None can be interviewed for TV.  Stan Friedman

What is interesting here is that not a single shred of evidence has been
offered. There is nothing to substantiate the MJ-12 documents other than the
documents themselves. They are riddled with mistakes and anachronisms. The
classifications on them are wrong based on the regulations in effect at the
time they produced. They reflect someone who is only maginally familiar with
government and military regulations. The Truman memo was typed on a
typewriter that didn't exist in 1947, and so on and so on.
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The questions have been posed but the answers have not been offered. What
conclusions can we draw?

KRandle
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{67} United Kingdom UFO Network

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 01:58:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 01:58:13 -0500
Subject: {67} United Kingdom UFO Network

Date:         Mon, 16 Dec 1996 20:38:13 +0000
Reply-To: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk
Sender: UFO  The Unidentified Flying Objects Network
              <UFO@SJUVM.STJOHNS.EDU>
From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Organization: Federation
Subject:      {67} United Kingdom UFO Network
To: Multiple recipients of list UFO <UFO@SJUVM.STJOHNS.EDU>
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United Kingdom News

 [1] Soccer chief who saw UFO is under the moon
 [2] UFO me a million
 [3] UFO left soldier in a trance
 [4] Spotters in the Warton area?
 [5] Defence Minister is open-minded on Alien visits to Earth
 [6] British Stealth - a report

World News

 [1] Russians quest for Mars lasts 75 minutes as rocket misfires
 [2] The world's oldest astronaut blasts off into space tomorrow
 [3] Ian Robinson on the history of Unidentified Flying Objects
 [4] Aliens
 [5] Station's first module assembled, ready for testing
 [6] The ordeal of John Ford
 [7] Mozart breaks the light barrier
 [8] Israeli Scientists: Star collision caused Dinosaur extinction
 [9] Ice on Earth's Moon? Pentagon to report findings
[10] Ice 'most likely' the stuff in Moon crater
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[11] NASA launches Mars probe
[12] Aliens being discriminated against, says comic-book publisher
[13] Science Minister opens the family X-Files
[14] Space radar unearths secrets of the ancient Nile
[15] New theory revises star's ages
[16] Crater of water brings cheer

Editorial
-----------

Happy Christmas

From all the staff here at the United Kingdom UFO Network may we wish you
all, no matter where you are in the world a very HAPPY CHRISTMAS.

Reminder

May I remind all subscribers to take note of the information paragraph at the
end of the e-zine.

Post all reports etc to: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk
Post all comments on e-zine contents to: feedback@nolimits.demon.co.uk
Post all irc inquiries to: ufo-irc-advice@crowman.demon.co.uk

Please do not post to the St Johns List Server address as mail may get lost.

IRC

Things have now changed slightly as some of you will be aware with our weekly
irc (internet relay chat) meetings. Thanks to Crow our irc advisor for the
 following
information:

We now have our very own IRC DNS name for UFO so anyone who
wants to join our meetings from anywhere in the world can now just
type:

/server ufo.ultranet.org

This will now connect them to a random ultranet server, so it will be
very easy for people to remember and as easy as A,B,C for newbies or people
who cannot remember or do not know the latest server names.

For advice on connecting to our weekly meetings via the irc please
send mail to: ufo-irc-advice@crowman.demon.co.uk

Radio Documentary

UK.UFO.NW have been contacted by Nik Rawlinson who is an Independent
Broadcaster. Nik is in the process of putting together a radio
documentary on the UFO subject and has requested the help of all
subscribers to the uk.ufo.nw e-zine. Nik sent the staff here an
exclusive demonstration tape of the way the program is likely to be
put together, but he needs your help. The demo was very well done
and has impressive content.

Nik has asked for you to send him your idea's of what you think
should go into a radio UFO documentary. So get your thinking caps on.
It doesn't matter where you are in the world send your idea's to Nik
at the following address:

nik@nikraw.demon.co.uk

As soon as we have further details regarding the broadcasting of the
documentary, we'll be sure to let you know.

[U1]******

Source: The Express newspaper
Date: October 1996

Soccer chief who saw UFO is under the moon

By Nigel Bunyan

A millionaire soccer club chairman threatened to resign yesterday
after being "publicly humiliated" over his bizarre account of a UFO
sighting.

For 20 years Michael Knighton, 45, who owns 90 per cent of Carlisle
United, thought he had kept the lid on the most astonishing event of
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his life.

True, he and his wife, Rosemary, had watched an apparently alien craft
perform a range of "impossible" aerogymnastics as they set off from
their Yorkshire home one afternoon in 1976.

And, also true, as the glowing UFO disappeared into the stratosphere,
he believed he had received a telepathic message urging him: "Don't be
afraid, Michael." But, as a businessman, he realised how he might be
treated if the press ever got hold of the story.

Unfortunately for Mr Knighton, he hinted at his close encounter while
at a meeting of the Aetherius Society, an organisation dedicated to
studying metaphysics.

A local reporter questioned him in more detail and a front-page report
duly appeared in the West Cumbrian News and Star under the heading,
"Knighton: Aliens Spoke To Me."

Mr Knighton was not so much glowing as incandescent. Despite the
newspaper's assertion that he was sufficiently co-operative to draw a
sketch of the craft in the reporters notebook, he maintains that the
disclosure was made during an off-the-record conversation.

"I feel deeply betrayed," he said. "This was a very private story and
I made it perfectly clear to the reporter that it was not for
publication.

"The damage has been done now and so I've decided to resign at the end
of the season. I have a nine-year-old son and it's not fair for him to
be ridiculed."

He still cannot explain his "wonderful" UFO experience. "It was quite
extraordinary," he said. "This object fell out of the sky, started off
as a tiny dot like a shooting star but it was unbelievable.

"It changed from a inverted V to a huge metallic disc the size of half
a football pitch. We watched it perform the most unbelievable
aerobatics in silence."

Mr Knighton and his wife watched the display for 30 minutes, watching
with "two men walking their dog". Although they later read reports of
a similar sighting, they decided against informing the authorities.

"My wife was quite overawed by what we saw and she would not like to
experience it again. I was totally enthralled."

The News and Star has now followed its "Alien speak" story with a
campaign to persuade Mr Knighton to stay.

In a front-page article, Keith Sutton, the editor, tendered an
"unreserved" apology. He said: "Just because Michael Knighton has seen
a UFO doesn't disqualify him from being a football club chairman."

Last night Mr Knighton said he would reconsider his decision.

"Perhaps it has been an overreaction on my part, which is a bad sign.
I don't get uptight about things but I did feel betrayed," he said.

Mr Knighton hinted that he might stay as chairman but appoint a new
chief executive.

[U2]******

Source: News Of The World newspaper
Date: 1st December 1996

UFO me a million

Man tells insurers: I had close encounter of the third party kind

By Ian Edmonson

A top insurance company is to boldly go where no other has gone before
- considering a 1 million pounds Stirling payout to a man who claims
he was abducted by aliens.

UFO fanatic Joseph Carpenter is over the moon that the City moneymen
are taking him seriously.

The 23-year-old electrician from Edmonton, North London, bought the
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102 pounds and 50 pence Stirling policy in October to guard against
kidnap by visitors from outer space.

Shining

Just one month later Joseph was filling in his claim form. And he
swears he has video proof.

Now his insurance company GRIP have employed scientists to verify his
X Files-style report.

"I have camcorder footage of a triangular craft shining a light down
on me and taking me off the ground," claimed Joseph.

"And I've also got DNA evidence found on the ship. It's like a claw
and definately not of this Earth. It all happened while I was UFO
spotting in at Swindon, Wiltshire, near a military base.

"I got the policy as I'm a firm believer in unidentified flying
objects and wanted to put my money where my mouth is."

The insurance company have admitted they initially offered alien cover
as a stunt, along with protection against Bobbitting (amputation of a
man's private parts by his enraged spouse) and virgin birth.

Feeble

But now director Simon Burgess admits: "Mr Carpenter's claim is being
treated very seriously. We didn't think anyone would go this far.

"The information is now being assessed by a major British company and
evidence offered by the policyholder is under investigation by a
Cambridge college.

"The underwriters have set aside reserves sufficient to meet the full
claim.

"We set out with a policy to part feeble-minded people from their
cash-now it looks like it may backfire."

But Joseph could have trouble getting insured next year-after blowing
his no claims bonus the premium will sky-rocket...

Saucer Secret 1 - Rocker Dave Davies of Sixties star band The Kinks
claims he was snatched by aliens in 1982 while touring America. "My
lower body went numb," he recalled. "Then I heard voices,
intelligences from another planet, monitoring events on Earth. They
showed me their craft."

Saucer Secret 2 - Late one summer night Rosalind Reynolds, 22, was
driving from Clacton, Essex, when bright horseshoe-shaped lights came
racing towards her. That's all she could remember until, under
hypnosis, she told how aliens abducted her and experimented on her.
She still has nightmares.

Saucer Secret 3 - Labourer Antonio Villas-Boas, 23, of Sao Francisco
de Sale in Brazil, claims he was beamed up to a pear-shaped spaceship
where aliens took up a blood sample then forced him to bed a female
humanoid. Doctors later found scars on him, similar to radiation
poisoning symptoms.

[U3]******

Source: Daily Express newspaper
Date: Tuesday 3rd December 1996

UFO left soldier in a trance

A soldier under hypnosis has recalled how he was left dazed and
terrified by a UFO.

News of the alleged incident, which happened while he was on night
exercise on Salisbury Plain with five comrades, has just been
revealed.

Put into a trance at the request of close encounter sleuths from the
magazine UFO Reality, he told how the party was zapped by beams of
light from a mysterious black triangular aircraft.

The alleged sighting, in 1990, happened in a part of the area said to
house a secret Ministry of Defence compound.
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Investigators believe it could have been connected with top secret
technology rather than an alien craft.

[U4]******

From: Paul Jones <paul@termcon.demon.co.uk>
Source: mil-spotters <mil-spotters@tempest.dial.pipex.net>
Date: Friday 6th December 1996

Spotters in the Warton area?

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------

From:          Roland Hamblin 01932 824318 <roland.hamblin@gecm.com>
Subject:       Re: Spotters in the Warton area?
To:            mil-spotters <mil-spotters@tempest.dial.pipex.net>

Further to my recent request for help concerning unusual happenings in the
North West I thought that you may wish to read the following response from
an observer in Lancashire.

Can anyone throw any light on the event......I have ruled out Insomniac
Ninja Paragliders [INPs] and Kamikaze refuelling ops,together with mil
exercises,..so what's left...any ideas?

At 1810 gmt on Friday 22nd November a man out walking his dog witnessed the
following events...

He noticed aircraft lights moving slowly from north to south,and that the
a/c had only 2 lights that were yellowish in colour rather than the usual
brilliant white lights that one normally sees.

He continues..'' I noticed that these lights were not front and rear but
were spaced in such a way  that I concluded that it must have a light on
each wing.The body of the aircraft was completely invisible because it was
pitch dark.No strobe light of any description was visible.

I would have thought no more of it , but then I noticed three sets of
aircraft lights approaching from the North West.I was surprised because of
the seeming close proximity to each other.They were not in any formation I
could discern but it was apparent that civilian aircraft would not be so
close.I noticed that the arrangement of lights did give them a pronounced
triangular shape , however the colour of the lights seemed to conform to
those you normally see  on aircraft when viewed at night...ie..white red and
green with of course the flashing strobe.

I thought that perhaps they were Tornados with their wings in the swept back
position due to the shape outlined  by the lights but dismissed  this
because they appeared to be too slow,although travelling much faster than
the first plane I had spotted..This was to the south of me now.I then
observed the three aircraft change course quite radically as if they were
looking for and had spotted the first a/c.They caught it up and began to
circle it ,but at some distance.

Meanwhile for the first time I heard a/c noise.This attracted my attention
to the East where I saw another a/c approaching and making a bee line,again
for the first plane.I realised that while all this was going on I never
heard a whisper of engine noise ,and yet the size of the second lot of a/c
was such that they were pretty low , or or extremely huge!

The engines I could now hear were from the a/c just now entering the
area,..it was prop driven but not a light a/c.The engines had that throaty
hum of a multi engined cargo plane.

When I turned south again  I saw the first a/c disappear into cloud followed
by the second lot which had intercepted it.With that I gave up observing and
returned home.

Reflecting on the incident later I concluded that I had witnessed some
military exercise in which a target plane [which might explain the minimum
lighting]was intercepted using a group of fighters and a radar specialist
equiped plane.

The only thing that gives it a bit of mystery is  the fact that I didnt hear
the engines and yet I should have done because they were  not above the
cloud base,which from memory wasn't all that great that night...and if these
were at a great altitude they were certainly bigger than Jumbos!Also I heard
the last plane quite clearly and from a long way off and it appeared to be
at the same altitude.
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Then there was the pronounced triangular pattern to the lights,could this be
what people are seeing?"

Location...Oswaldtwistle.Lancs [about 20 miles East of Warton.]

In a follow up to the above, I thought that some of you may be interested in
the following which I received from a friend:-

1       A small 30ft black triangular craft has been seen by members of the
public on the ground at WARTON (British Aerospace)

2       It is believed that it is a prototype UAV, designated HALO and can
perform up to 9G turns.

3       It has been seen by numerous people in the Meols Cop, Banks and Hesketh
        Bank areas north of Southport.

4       Test flights are accompanied by a tornado, callsign "Tarnish 3"

5       A D-Notice has been served on the BBC warning it NOT to report on
Britains Stealth program.

6       A larger triangular craft is in operation over Britain and has been
seen    at Boscombe Down.

I would be interested if anyone has any comments about the above.

Roland

[U5]******

Source: The People newspaper
Date: 10th November 1996

DEFENCE MINISTER IS OPEN-MINDED ON ALIEN VISITS TO EARTH

RAF In X-File Alert!;

BYLINE: Nigel Nelson

Aliens from outer space may be visiting Britain, the Government has
sensationally admitted.

In an incredible letter obtained by The People, Defence Minister
Earl Frederick Howe reveals that ALL RAF station commanders are under
orders to report  UFO  sightings.

And he adds: "So far as the existence of extraterrestrial lifeforms
is concerned we remain open-minded." The letter was sent to Don
Valley Labour MP Martin Redmond, who is trying to break the MoD's
veil of secrecy over flying saucers.

He is concerned about a  UFO  with a red and green rotating light
that appeared over East Anglia last month.

It was tracked by radar at RAF Neatishead and RAF Northwood for
several hours as it hovered in the sky before flying 50 miles down
the coast.

It was also spotted by the crews of a tanker and civilian plane,
while a video - now in the MoD's hands - was taken by police.

"It's incredible no aircraft were scrambled when a target was picked
up so close to the coast," Mr Redmond told Defence Secretary Michael
Portillo.

"This raises questions on the way we police the UK Air Defence
Region."

Earl Howe replied that the RAF does not respond unless there is
evidence UK  air space has been "compromised". He added: "To date no
sighting has provided such evidence.

"We do not investigate further or provide an explanation for what
might have been observed."

Mr Redmond is accusing the Government of covering up information on
UFOs and says if there is no defence threat, there is no excuse for
secrecy either.

"The answers I've been given lead me to think there is something
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more to this," added the MP.

"The only thing I know for sure is this whole issue is shrouded in
secrecy." Last week Defence Minister Nicholas Soames refused to
reveal how many  UFOs  RAF pilots have spotted since 1966. He said
the information would cost too much  to obtain.

But he added: "Unidentified contacts penetrating UK airspace are
identified  by all available means, including interception."

[U5]******

uk.ufo.nw says: Here is a little more to wet your appetite.

From: "Terry Colvin" <colvint@fhu.disa.mil>
Date: 4th December 1996

British Stealth - a report

____________________________ Forward Header __________________________________

Date: Tue, 22 Oct 1996 09:46:30 -0100
To: skunk-works@gaia.ucs.orst.edu
From: John Burtenshaw <jburtens@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Subject: British Stealth - a report.

 [snip]

There appears to be something strange flying around  North West England..
so strange that the folks who live on the Lancashire coast are winding
themselves into a frenzy over  sightings..."UFO" sightings.

Now we all know this can't be, but...there is substance in the various
reports, and they all seem to indicate a dark triangular shape, with the
ability to hover, and climb away at high speed.

 [snip]

Now here is what I found on dejanews:

[begins]
Subject:      Black Triangle Conspiracy
From:         Timothy Waters <tim@frwaters.demon.co.uk>
Date:         1996/11/30
Newsgroups:   alt.alien.research

I have just finished reading a british UFO magazine Called UFO Reality
and would like to bring a small article to your attention concerning The
Black Triangle UFO's

the article is as follows

A top BBC executive let slip recently that there is a D-Notice
on media reporting of the so called 'Black Triangle'.

The executive- who cannot be named is the former producer of a
very popular BBC science program. He told one of our team that the black
triangular 'craft' first witnessed by hundreds in the Hudson Valley
region of the United States(1988/1989) then by thousands in  belgium
(1989/90) and more recently by thousands more in britain, has been
"heavely D-Noticed" by the government. For this reason the BBC will not
be reporting on the enigmatic craft, no matter how many reports they
recieve. According to the  former 'science program' producer the reason
the government has seen fit to slap a restrictive notice on reporting of
the triangle is because so far as the goverment has secretly informed
the BBC the craft is part of a new secret military project, and as such
must be protected under the secrecy laws. If this is the case, however,
it surely begs the question:

If the so called Black Triangle is a secret military aircraft, then what
is it doing hovering over residential areas and frightening people half
to death.  Like the BBC licensing agenda something somewhere simply does
not add up...

[W1]******

Source: The Express newspaper
Date: Monday 18th November 1996

Mission Impossible
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Russians quest for Mars last 75 minutes as rocket misfires

by John Ingham

Russia joined the space race for Mars yesterday - and promptly lost.

Within minutes of blast-off on the 48 million-mile quest to find new
life on the planet, the Mars 96 spacecraft shot out of control into
the Earth's orbit when the fourth stage of its launch rocket misfired.

And with it went 300 million pounds [sterling] of technology and 10
years hard work by scientists, some of them British.

Mars 96 is now expected to burn up on its return to Earth in 30 days,
instead of coming back in 10 months with vital information about the
Red Planet.

There were fears last night that bits of the spacecraft could crash to
Earth and put people at risk.

The craft's thermoelectric probes are powered by radioactive plutonium
which could survive reentry into the Earth's atmosphere.

Just one particle of the dust would be enough to cause cancer.

John Pike, Washington-based director of the Space Policy Project said:
"The worst case scenario is that the probes burn up and scatter
plutonium dust into the atmosphere.

"If anyone breathed just a speck of that dust they would get lung
cancer.

"The good news is that these probes are very small, the Earth is very
large, and there is no danger of a nuclear explosion."

Contact was lost with the craft 75 minutes into the mission.

The disaster could wreck plans for a US-Russian Mars mission to drill
for fossilised life-forms in 2001.

Global interest has intensified since claims earlier this year that
evidence of life on Mars had been found.

Professor David Southwood, Head of Physics at Imperial College London,
who helped develop some of the craft's equipment, said: "I'm only just
coming to terms with it. It is very hard to get to Mars. How do you
feel when you've lost 10 years work just like that?"

It was Russia's first deep space mission since the collapse of the
Soviet Union.

But it was already lagging behind NASA which launched the 133 million
pounds [sterling] Mars Global Surveyor 10 days ago to relay high
resolution maps of the planets surface.

Next month, NASA will send the 100 million pounds [sterling] Mars
Pathfinder complete with a six-wheel buggy to carry out atmospheric
tests.

But last night scientists at the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan
were struggling to find out what had destroyed their hopes of glory.

Mission control specialist Anatoly Yeremenk said: "We don't know what
happened yet."

[W2]******

Source: The Express newspaper
Date: Monday  18th November 1996

To Baldly go where no man has gone before

The worlds oldest astronaut blasts off into space tomorrow.

Story Musgrave, a 61-year-old Texan, will hurtle around the Earth at
17,500 mph on the Columbia space shuttle.

The bald ex-marine is in quarantine at Kennedy Space Centre in
Florida, preparing for his sixth and final mission.

Looking back over his 30-year career, he said yesterday: "I feel
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exceedingly rewarded."

Musgrave qualified as an astronaut in 1967 - a year before Neil
Armstrong took man's first steps on the Moon. If he had been a pilot,
he would have had to retire a year ago. But NASA dropped its age limit
on astronauts in 1978 after concluding it didn't really matter.

Musgrave, who has six college degrees in disciplines as varied as
medicine and literature, dreamed of flying to Mars when he started
out. But he said he had no regrets.

The oldest spaceman on active service is 66-year-old moon walker John
Young. But he has not flown since 1983. Musgrave will equal his record
of six space flights.

[W3]******

Source: The Express newspaper
Date: Saturday 16th November 1996

Out of our world!

Ian Robinson on the history of Unidentified Flying Objects

In 1952, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill asked the question:
"What does all this stuff about flying saucers amount to? What is the
truth?"

Thousands of observers have reported Unidentified Flying Objects. Many
claim to have had encounters with aliens and despite the best efforts
of enthusiasts such as Agents Mulder and Scully in TV's The X-Files,
the subject remains shrouded in mystery and speculation.

Some are convinced that we are visited by extra-terrestrial beings and
that this is being covered up by governments. Other seek alternative
explanations for UFOs. Could they be unmanned satellites from far-off
galaxies? Do they have a natural explanation? Or are they all in the
mind?

UFOs have a long history. In Biblical times the Prophet Ezekiel
described a dramatic "sighting", and Pliny (AD 23-79) spoke of
"burning shields" and "flying torches". Mediaeval chroniclers
described strange "comets" and unusual lights in the sky. More recent
reports of UFOs have become increasingly specific, with suggestions of
airships, planes and flying saucers.

The flying saucer is a relatively modern phenomenon. The term was
first used in 1947 to describe mysterious objects observed by a pilot,
Kenneth Arnold, over mountains in Washington State.

Struck by their incredible speed, he thought they must be military
jets or missiles, but their crescent shape and erratic path led him to
describe them as flying "like a saucer would if you flipped it across
the water".

Flying saucers had arrived.

By the end of 1947, 850 UFO sightings had been listed. Today, more
than 10,000 mysterious sightings are reported each year. But what can
they be?

Most ufologists accept that 95 per cent of sightings can be explained
as stars, planets, experimental planes, refuelling aircraft,
spy-balloons and optical illusions.

Other explanations include cloud formations, ball lightning, earth
lights which are caused by rocks under tectonic stress, and skylights
which are emissions from thunderstorms. This leaves five per cent of
UFO sightings unaccounted for.

Belief in extra-terrestrial visitors became so widespread that
government agencies began to monitor UFO reports and investigate their
cause.

Public concern at the threat of invading aliens was certainly real -
and never more so than in the famous Orson Welles 1938 broadcast of HG
Wells's The War Of The Worlds, which many Americans mistook for the
real news instead of radio drama.

In the same year that Kenneth Arnold described his flying saucers, an
American newspaper claimed that one had crash-landed near an air force
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base in Roswell, New Mexico.

The story was first confirmed, then denied by officials. In 1994, the
US government admitted that there had been a crash at Roswell but
claimed it was a spy-balloon, not a flying saucer.

Speculation was stoked by spectacular film, allegedly discovered in
1995, which claimed to show a 1947 autopsy on an alien spaceman. But
as Marc Gascoigne notes in The UFO Investigator's Handbook (Puffin 3
pounds 99 pence Stirling), "The video is almost certainly a hoax".

A more recent claim of crash-landing came from Suffolk. On December
27th 1980, a radar station at RAF Watton tracked a flying object over
Rendlesham Forest. American guards at nearby RAF Woodbridge spotted
lights in the trees and went to investigate.

According to Gascoigne, "A clearing had been smashed in the trees. A
metallic, triangular object hovered in the clearing, emitting a
dazzling white light. It was two to three metres across and two metre
tall. The men ventured closer. It moved away into the trees. Next
morning, three depressions were found in the ground, and background
radiation in the area had doubled."

In 1961, Betty and Barney Hill saw a bright light in the sky while
driving one night and thought it may have been a UFO. Under hypnosis
they claimed to have been abducted by aliens who took them aboard
their spaceship.

Other accounts of abduction include lumberjack Travis Walton, who had
inexplicably disappeared for five days in 1975, and author Whitley
Strieber (Communion, 1987) who claims to have been abducted by aliens
on several occasions.

A more benign account of contact with aliens was given in George
Adamski's Flying Saucers Have Landed (1953) originally written as
fiction, then published, more lucratively, as "fact".

Winston Churchill's question remains unanswered but, whatever the
truth, the history of UFOs certainly supports HG Wells's conclusion to
The War Of The Worlds: "We have learned now that we cannot regard this
planet as being fenced in and a secure abiding-place for Man: we can
never anticipate the unseen good or evil that may come upon us
suddenly out of space."

The movies: One place you can be sure of seeing UFOs is at the cinema.
Their extra-terrestrial crews have been portrayed as warlike
aggressors, emissaries of peace or simply stranded travellers. Cinema
images now influence "eye-witness" accounts of UFOs to the extent that
it is impossible to detach fact from fiction...

The Day The Earth Stood Still (1951): A spaceman has come to warn
Earth of the dangers of atomic weapons and space exploration. Hostile
troops open fire, destroying a unique opportunity for inter-galactic
understanding.

The Thing From Another World (1951): An alien craft is found frozen in
ice at the North Pole. The "thing" inside is allowed to thaw out - and
poses a terrible threat to the whole of mankind.

The War OF The Worlds (1953): HG Wells's classic tale of Martian
invaders, transferred to present-day America.

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968): Earth is a distant colony of an advanced
civilisation responsible for our history, from cavemen to astronauts.

The Man Who Fell To Earth (1976): David Bowie is an alien visitor in
search of a precious resource his planet desperately needs...water.

Close Encounters Of The Third Kind (1977): Extraordinary visual images
and a strong sense of wonderment when mankind finally confronts
incontrovertible evidence of extra-terrestrial visitors.

ET: The Extra-Terrestrial (1982): Stranded peaceable alien is
befriended by children, but faces unwelcome curiosity from UFO
researchers.

V (1984-85) TV series): Pleasant human-seeming people are really
nasty, mice-eating, alien reptiles.

Independence Day (1996): Back to ballistics as hostile aliens declare
war on Earth.
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[W4]******

From: Duncan@life.com
Source: Focus magazine
Date: September 1996

Aliens

With the movie Independence Day bringing ETs into the limelight once
again, Focus speculates on what sort of creatures might really be
lurking out there...

By Sean Blair

Britain's top astronomer was furious - and a little frightened.
Astronomer Royal Sir Martin Ryle believed what had happened would lead
to only one thing; alien invasion!

The year was 1974, and Ryle had just learnt that the American
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Centre had sent out a welcome
message from its radio telescope at Arecibo, Puerto Rico, aimed at the
constellation Hercules.

Ryle's response was immediate. Didn't thc fools know what they were
doing? He drafted an angry letter to the International Astronomy
Union, demanding that no such message ever be transmitted again and
asking them to officially condenm such hazardous actions. In an
unknown and potentially hostile universe, Earth had drawn attention to
itself, letting malevolent aliens know just where to find us.

The IAU never did condemn such transmisions. It was left to Frank
Drake, director of the centre and pioneer of the Search for Extra
Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) initiative to explain that it was too
late for future Nobel prize-winner Ryle to worry anyway. Radio and TV
signals have already announced our presence to our galactic
neighbourhood - to this day. Dixon of Dock Green and I Love Lucy are
still speeding outwards at the speed of light.

Besides, Drake argued, any alien race that achieved interstellar
travel would be sufficiently developed to reject war and aggression.

Drake speculates elsewhere that aliens are quite likely to have
discovered the secret of imortality and other scientific gifts they
will gladly share with their newly discovered terrestrial neighbours.
Ryle never replied to Drake's letter.

This one sided exchange is interesting as it demonstrates the variety
of opinion on what "they" might be like, if "they" are out there at
all.

In medieval times, the skies were believed to be peopled by angels and
devils. Our knowledge has grown exponentially since, but our view of
alien entities still tends to centre on either benevolent superbeings
or prospective evil invaders.

Until we get what SETI enthusiasts refer to as "The Signal", we
cannot guess exactly what an alien would be like. The centuries of
speculation about extraterestrials tend to reveal more about ourselves
than ETs.

Serious scientific discussion about aliens really began in 1959, with
the publication in Nature of an article suggesting signalling to
aliens by microwave and, the following year, Frank Drake's first radio
telescope scans of nearby stars to detect extraterestrial signals.

Before finding anything, you must decide what you're looking for - so
SETI scientists have spent a lot of time over the past 30 years
working out what aliens around any of the estimated 40 billion
trillion stars in the universe might be like.

They are almost certain to use radio to communicate across
interstellar distances, and they would be carbon-based, like all
life as we know it.

Carbon is the only atom capable of forming sufficiently complex
molecules to create life. Water would also be necessary for the
biochemical reactions comprising living systems. It is assumed that
aliens will be composed of individual biological cells broadly similar
to our own.
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In fact, NASA's Global Surveyor mission to Mars, to be launched in
1998, will look for calcium carbonate "skeletons" that could have been
left by cells of micro-organisms, checking a theory that life once
started on the Red Planet, too, but died before evolving as Mars began
to grow cold and inhospitable.

While the exact nature of aliens is unknown, they must have ways of
taking in nourishment, moving and reproducing and some sort of organ
that houses intelligence.

Thought has also been given to the character of alien civilisations.
Russian astronomer Nikolai Kardashev introduced a classification
system in the 1960s that has become SETI standard. Human civilisation
is a comparatively puny Type One civilisation, just about up to
exploiting the energy capability of planet Earth. But maturer
civiltsations could reach Type Two using the entire energy of their
home star - or even Type Three, involving colonisation and
exploitation of whole galaxies.

Around the same time, Frank Drake put together an equation to work out
the number of alien species broadcasting in our galaxy. Taking into
account all possible contributory factors, the Drake Equation has
yielded answers varying from 10 million alien civilisations to a more
modest few thousand.

Waiting for "Wow!"

So where are they? There have been numerous "answers" to the "Fermi
paradox" since it was posed by Italian physicist and Manhattan Project
member Enrico Fermi. Physicist Frank Tipler argues only enormous
chance allowed life on Earth to arise - expecting it to happen twice
is just too much to ask.

Or perhaps Earth is just out of step with our alien neighbours. We
might have to wait millions of years for them to evolve - or else they
are already extinct; perhaps all intelligent civilisations eventually
destroy themselves, by war or by accident.

The idea that we are in space quarantine, either for our own good or
theirs is a popular argument. As J G Ballard commented gloomily after
the lunar landing, "If I was a Martian, I'd start running now."

Another possibility is that alien races are observing radio silence to
avoid the attentions of predators - either hostile aliens or
autonomous self-replicating probe robots (perhaps even sentient
computer viruses existing as microwaves) hungry for raw materials and
real estate. The existence of just one such threat might be enough to
silence the galaxy - apart from naive young worlds like ours,
broadcasting happily away.

Anyway, it isn't quite true to say SETI efforts have heard nothing for
the past 35 years. There have been hundreds of suspect signals
received - most famously the regular signal, originating from at least
lunar distance and detected at Ohio State University Observatory in
1977.

This has gone down in SETI history as the 'Wow!" signal - from what
the supervising astronomer wrote in the margin of the computer
printout. These and other such unrepeated signals - SETI resechers
call them "bumps in the night" - fit well with the idea of alien
microwave communication - but unfortunately, they also fit more
mundane explanations: secret military satellite transmitting on
illegal fequences, reflections from space debris or equipment
malfunction

But if The Signal does come for sure, will there be anyone still
listening? Under pressure from a cost cutting Congress, NASA ended SETI
research in 1993. Private research is precariously funded and
Scientists have been reduced to appealing for money over the Internet.
The Ohio State Telescope being pulled down this year - to make way far
a golf course. At a time when interest in aliens is greater than ever
- and the discovery of complex organic molecules and new worlds in
deep space make their existence more likely - our chances of knowing
for certain if they exist are getting slighter.

How aliens have always been in our nightmares

Notions of non-human intelegences stretch back thousands of years. The
flrst imagined were animist nature sptrits of mountains, forests,
rivers and seas. And a few of these spirits developed into gods.
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With its waxing and waning dominating the night sky, the moon was
naturally ensgrined in godhood by many cultures, and its movements
became the basis of all calendars.

The Greek philosopher Anaxagoras, in the fifth century BC, was the
first to suggest the moon might not be another being but a world like
the earth-and an inhabited one to boot. His opinion was later endorsed
by the historian Plutarch and the writer Lucian. His A Tru History
written in AD 165, has a hero carried to the moon by a whirlwind to
meet the distinctly human lunar king and queen, who are warring over
the colonisation of Jupiter.

The Renaissance marked a renewal of interest in the universe beyond
Earth. The Italian writer Ariosto described a trip to an inhabited
moon (this time via the fiery chariot of Elijah) in his 1532 poem
Orlando Furioso. But while it was acceptable to suggest in fiction
there were habitable worlds besides the Earth, saying so as fact was
unwise.

Six decades on from Ariosto, the Italian monk Giordano Bruno declared,
"Innumerable suns exist; innumerable earth's revolve about these
suns... Living humans inhabit these worlds." The Catholic Church
called on him to recant this cosmological heresy. When he refused,
they burnt him at the stake.

But, a few years later, the invention of the telescope revealed the
moon as an earthlike place, with mountains, craters and "seas", and
spurring on speculation about life on other worlds Cyrano de Bergerac
penned Voyages to the Moon and the Sun in 1647, and a pair of English
bishops, Francis Godwin and John Wilkins, wrote their own visions of
life on the moon -inhabited by inteligent human beings, as usual.

As astronomical knowledge progressed, the airless moon was abandoned
as a possible home of life - although as late as 1835 the New York Sun
newspaper claimed astronomers had seen flowers, trees and unicorns on
the lunar surface.

This still left the rest of our solar system, however. In 1796
astronomer Pierre Simon de LaPace formulated the theory that it
originated out of a gradually cooling cloud of gas, with the furthest
planets in the solar system condensing first.

This meant the further from the sun a planet was, the older it was.
It followed then that cloud-covered Venus was a young version of Earth
literally a virgin world - while Mars, with its thin atmosphere, was
seen as an elderly, dying planet.

Despite this, Mars was considered through out the 19th century as a
probable abode of alien life. It had icy poles, suggestive of water,
and seasonal movements of dark and light across its surface that were
interpreted as vegetation - possibly cultivated fields. And then
there were the canals...

In 1877 Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli was the first to see
what we now know to be the optical illusions of dark channels
stretching across the Martian landscape, but it was American Percival
Lowell who made them his own.

>From his private observatory in Arizona he mapped more than 500
hundred canals, crossing at dark spots dubbed "oasis".

Despite objections from other astronomers that they couldld see nothing,
Lowell depicted, in books such as 'Mars as the Abode of Life', an
advanced but dying Martian civilisation, combating the drying out of
their world with global irrigation.

There were already many suggestions on how we should contact our
potential neighbours.

Back in 1820 German mathematician Karl Gauss had suggested cutting a
huge and bizarre pattern of Pythagorean triangles into the forest of
Siberia, while 50 years later, French physicist Charles Cros mooted
the idea of a network of sunlight-reflecting mirrors stretched across
Europe.

In the 1890s psychics also got in on the act, claiming they had
already made mental contact with denizens of the Red Planet.

Mystery radio signals

The new medium or radio was also pressed into service, with both
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Marconi and Tesla briefly believing they had picked up signals from
Mars or elsewhere. (In fact, what they had heard were "whistlers"
long-lasting electromagnetic waves produced by lightning flashes.)

Then, in the years following Lowell's death in 1916, studies of the
Martian atmosphere showed it was colder than Antarctica, and too thin
for any human-like form to breathe. Shifting colours on the surface
were revealed as simply dust storms, and "canals" as tricks of the
light.

The culture of the 19th century had constructed an imaginary
civilisation in its own image. In the age of the Panama and Suez
canals, canal- building was seen as the hallmark of an advanced
civilisation.

The Martians were gone, but not forgotten. They lived on in the books
of such authors as H G Wells and Edgar Rice Burroughs, and the
fledging genre of "scientifiction". And the "Greys" of today's ufology
are the great-grandchildren of 19th century Martians; with their
wizened, spindly limbs, enlarged heads and apparent obsession with
reproduction, they'd fit in perfectly on the low-gravity plains of
Lowell's dying Mars.

Martians made a brief reappearance in 1938, when Orson Welles' New
Jersey-set radio version of War of the Worlds caused mass hysteria
among its audience, already disturbed by rumours of war.

The next time aliens entered popular culture was the 195Os when flying
saucer sightings gave people something else to worry about besides the
Cold War. But whatever they are, belief in ET visitors has never gone
away. Forty years ago they were responsible for banal but well-meaning
speeches about the dangers of nuclear energy. Today, they're stronger
on random kidnapping and sexual assault than chit- chat-the perfect
reflection, perhaps, of the Nervous Nineties.

Watchers of the kies: the alien hunters

Slashing NASA's SETI budget reduced the US deficit by just 0.0006
per cent but dealt a crushing blow to the alien hunters (the only
country now sponsoring SETI efforts is Argentina). However, SETI has
bounced back with the setting up of several private sector groups,
including the New Jersey based SETI League and the SETI Foundation in
California.

The SETI League has announced a new all-sky SETI programme, Project
Argus, beginning in1997, which will use thousands of mini-satellite
dishes set up by volunteers across the world. The SETI Foundation is
also overseeing a search called Project Phoenix from Australia,
targeting 200 stars, while the University of California at Berkeley
is carrying on its long-running SERENDIP (Search for Extraterrestrial
Radio Emmisions from Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations)
project, with help from sponsors including scientist Carl Sagan.

Not that SETI enthusiasts have devoted all resources to the
airwaves: some believe that aliens will be found by sighting actual
artefacts, suh as Dyson Speheres - gigantic constructs surrounding
individual suns - which will give off distinctive and detectable
infrared patterns.

Another theory is that aliens will communicate by high powered
lasers. Astronomer Stuart Kingsland has built a telescope in Ohio
with a photon-counter to find laser pulses between the nearest 1,000
stars.

Making an alien: imagining life on the moon of 70 Virginis

A new planet, discovered last January around the star 70 Virginis,
excited interest because its position suggested that water - and
therefore life - could have developed there. But what would such
life be like?

Life as we envisage it couldn't develop on the planet itself, which
is similar to Jupitor but 6.4 times as big, though probably also has
solid moons.

Imagine an Earth-sized moon orbiting the planet every 2.6 days. With
an orbital radius of ope million km, it's distant enough to escape
being broken up by the planets massive gravity.

One side of the moon always faces towards the planet, and is
distorted by tidal forces.
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Resultant crustal cracking may have spewed out hot gases to form an
atmosphere, as well as water (some of which also came from comet
impacts) creating an ocean, and volcanic minerals providing raw
materials for carbon-based life forms.

70 Virginis is three billion years older than our sun, so life here
has had twice as long to evolve. Micro-organisms feeding on undersea
volcanic vents could develop into larger organisms. Evolution could
be spurred on by a high mutation rate caused by radiation from the
planet.

The planet's temperature and pressure is extremely high - water
would have a boiling point of well over 100 degrees C here - so
"Virginians" might be small and spiky to vent excess heat, with eyes
and frond-like tentacles in all directions to locate nutrients.

Tidal forces could leave part of the moon high and dry every 1.3
days, causing Virginians to evolve a hard shell to prevent themselves
being dried out - as well as intelligence to cope with the
ever-changing enviroment.

The Virginians could maybe link brains via tentacles. The bigger the
problem, the more join together. Alone, they are perhaps as clever
as a cat; a dozen of them together, far more intelligent than a human
being.

The alien makers

A hideous, slimy tentacled space invader staggers out of the Area 51
Lab - one of the stars of the 60 million dollar SFX-fest,
Independence Day. But while you wouldn't want to meet monster maker
Patrick Tacopoulous's creation in a dark alley, like all movie
invaders, they're really not alien enough.

Even H R Giger's famous Alien design owes its shock factor to
humanoid aspects. Taking a leaf out of Freud's book, he made the
creature's vaious stages of life resemble human genitalia, from its
vulva-style egg to the phallic head of the adult alien. Gigers latest
work will be revealed this autumn, with the release of the latest
Star Trek film, First Contact. He has redesigned the Borg, the alien
from the Next Generation TV show, to make it look less human. The
Borgs use time travel to change history and destroy the Federation.

In reality, any humanoid aliens will be in extremely short supply.
The chances of another planet producing the same genetic sequence as
ourselves is an estimated 5 x 10 to the power of 16,557,000 - enough
digits to fill over a thousand pages of Focus.

Written science fiction has yielded some more credible aliens than
films, but there are still limitations. SF writer and physicist
Stephen Baxter has created some of the most original aliens of the
past few years, including creatures made from dark matter and
enormous beings made from the turbulent cells of a boiling ocean, but
he argues that it is among the hardest things for a writer to do.

"My feeling is that real alien races will be just that: alien," says
Baxter. "You only have to look at our 'cousins' on Earth, like the
fossil creatures of the Burgess Shale, to see that."

Imagining the way an alien might think and communicate is a real
barrier.

"I think communication will be much more difficult than we think -
second only to the problem of recognising something as alive in the
first place."

If you're looking for a credible alien, you should go to a
xenobiologist like Jack Cohen, who works out how aliens would
evolve. Xenobiologists ask themselves how evolution would solve
problems presented by certain enviroments - high gravity worlds might
give rise to flat, armoured creatures, while gas planets might serve
as home to balloon-like "floaters".

The results of Cohen's studies have appeared in novels by Larry
Niven and Brian Aldiss - but Cohen the script for any resulting movie
would be dull.

"I'm sure aliens would be so different as to make interaction with
humans unlikely," he says.
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What happens when we finally hear The Signal...?

The '50s comics made it look so easy. The head alien steps out of
his saucer parked on the White House lawn and says, "Take me to your
leader!"

In real life, any communication is likely to come by radio, not
rocket ship, but what then?

To address that question, a document called Declaration of
Principles Concerning Activities Following the Detection of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence was approved in 1989 by the
International Academy of Astronautics and a host of other astronomy
organisations.

It says information on any alien signal should be promptly released
to other researchers and, once verified, to the entire world. When it
comes to replying, it specifies that no return signal be sent until
international consultations take place.

This is usually taken to mean that the decision on whether to reply
(and what to say) should be mad by the United Nations, although it
is arguable whether a unanimous decision on such a momentous  issue
would be reached. The design  of the alien greeting plaque sent on
Pioneers 10 and 11 led to controversy in 1972. Because the plaque
showed a naked couple, NASA was accused by some of sending smut into
space. The cultural and political divides that would open up debating
the contents of a reply to aliens would undoubtably be far greater.

Astronomer Patrick Moore, among others, has urged that all
politicians be left out of it - while Alabama sociologist Donald
Tartar suggests those who first detect a signal immediately reply
with a code word. The code will also identify all future messages
from the discoverers, so the aliens will know which ones are worth
listening to.

The other question pondered by SETI researchers about First Contact
is the risk of profound culture shock. The extreme differentness of
aliens might drive us to collective xenophobia or, if their
achievements are sufficiently ahead of ours, we might plunge into a
despairing apathy so severe it might mean extinction.

[W5]******

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov

Subject:           Station's First Module Assembled\; Ready for Testing
Date: Monday 9th December 1996

STATION'S FIRST MODULE ASSEMBLED; READY FOR TESTING

     The first major component of the International Space
Station (ISS) has been completed on schedule and on budget.

     Russia's Khrunichev Industries, working under contract
to NASA's ISS prime contractor, The Boeing Company, has
completed assembly of the Functional Cargo Block, or FGB,
which will be launched in one year and will provide initial
power and propulsion for the ISS.

     The FGB, a 20-ton pressurized spacecraft, will be
launched on a Russian Proton vehicle in November 1997.

     "The first piece of Space Station is on track and will
be ready to launch in just twelve months," said Virginia
Barnes, FGB program manager.  "The people of Khrunichev
worked hard to make this happen, and we are all excited to be
playing such a crucial role in this new chapter of space
exploration."

     In May 1997, the FGB will be transported from Moscow to
the Baikonur launch complex, where it will undergo final
checkout and testing, and be mated to the Proton rocket.

     "Most of the subsystem hardware has been installed
including the propulsion system, the onboard computers,
lighting power supply, solar array orientation system,
thermal controls, fire detection, and guidance, navigation
and control," said Barnes.  "The subsystems will now undergo
functional testing until the FGB is transported to the launch
site."
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     A week after the FGB launch, an interconnecting node
module, built by Boeing in Huntsville, AL, will be launched
from the Kennedy Space Center, FL, aboard a Space Shuttle.
Astronauts will link the two modules in space, signaling the
beginning of the largest space-based construction project in
history.  The FGB will provide orbital control,
communications and power to the node.

     During this period, the FGB will control the motion and
define the altitude of the Station's orbit.  Later in the
assembly sequence of the Station, as additional modules are
added, the FGB will serve as a storage and  experimentation
facility.  In addition, its external fuel tanks will continue
to be used throughout the lifetime of the Station.

      "This is an exciting time for the FGB team," said
Barnes.  "In the next 12 months we will be preparing to
launch and to unite our two countries in building the
International Space Station."

     In August 1995, Boeing Defense & Space Group and
Russia's Khrunichev State Research and Production Space
Center, signed a $190 million contract for all phases of
development and production of the spacecraft.

[W6]******

Source: Mufon UFO Journal
Date: November 1996

THE ORDEAL OF JOHN FORD

by Elaine Douglass

The arrest June 12 of Long Island New York UFO activist John Ford is
deeply troubling. Founder in the mid-8Os of the Long Island UFO
Network (LIUFON), Ford became known for his relentless investiga-
tions of UFO events and for his startling al- legations that alien
craft had come down on Long Island tree times in recent years and been
retrieved by federal and local authori- ties.

The Suffolk County Long Island Police Department is one of the
agencies John ac- cused. John said the police helped recover a fiery
object witnesses told John came down in Long Island's Southaven Park
in 1992. John made this claim at public meetings up and down Long
Island, and he held a demonstration at Police Headquarters.

About a year ago scary things started happening to John Ford. He
repeatedly phoned friends and said someone was ha- rassing him and
maybe, he thought, trying to kill him. Was there a campaign to desta-
bilize John Ford?

If so, it reached its climax June 12, when John was arrested in a
sting operation in- volving phone taps and a "wired" paid in- formant.
Police charged John with conspir- acy to murder and possession of
radium without a license. Suffolk DA James Catterson told news
reporters John Ford planned to murder an individual by the name of
John Powell, head of the Suffolk County Republican Party, by putting
ra- dioactive radium in his toothpaste.

An improbable charge, to put it mildly. Nonetheless, the DA seemed
unable to re- strain himself in the media following John's arrest. He
sponsored two press conferences, compared John to the Unabomber, and
made additional charges against John for which no indictments were
subsequently re- turned. Amid a flood of sensational news, John's bail
was set at half a million dollars. Naturally, he hasn't been able to
raise it.

In the meantime, the UFO community, unused to investigators being
arrested and charged with crimes, has met this unsettling drama with a
stunned silence. Nor has John, on advice of his attorney, issued any
state- ment in his own defense other than his plea of not guilty.

Not mentioned in the newspapers was John's claim of harassment, of
himself and others in LIUFON: auto accidents (too many), vandalism of
cars, and a physical at- tack on LIUFON member Joe Mazzuchelli, who
was arrested with John June 12. Mazzuchelli says last winter four men
dragged him out of John's truck, beat him up, and warned him to "stay
out of our busi- ness.
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Such are the allegations in this case. What is the truth? Is UFO
investigator John Ford a potential murderer? Or is John the victim of
a political arrest? Was he set up by people local to the Island or
higher-people who got a little tired of John Ford's inces- sant
allegations?

What were John's allegations? As any- one familiar with John knows,
they were radical. For example, John believed that in 1989 Americans
forced down an alien craft over Moriches Bay Long Island. He believed
that in 1992 an alien craft crashed in Southhaven Park on the Island.
And he considered the possibility that in 1995 another mysterious
object came to earth in the Pine Barrens area of the Island and that
"diversionary fires" were set to dis- tract public attention.

John claimed the technology used to down the alien craft in 1989 came
from Brookhaven National Laboratory on the Island. Based on his
sightings investiga- tions, John concluded UFOs were making regular
flights over populated Hudson Valley and Long Island, much to the
con- sternation of the coverup, which decided to do something about
it. John further believed the Long Island police, fire, parks and
other local agencies were commandeered by the federals to assist in
these emergency opera- tions and then, naturally, gagged.

John claimed he had "sources" in the Police and Fire Departments who
privately told him information on which he built his cases. And there
were non-confidential wit- nesses, members of the public, who told
John, for example, about a fireball coming to earth in Southhaven
Park, about fire truck and police cars that night, and that the Park
was closed afterward. Yet the Fire and Police Departments denied it
and the Park director said the Park was never closed. The details of
John's cases are too numerous to cover here, but one treatment of the
Moriches Bay case can be found in Len Stringfield's Status Report VI.

The thing about John was he wouldn't shut up. He went all over Long
Island talk- ing about a coverup of UFO events in which local
authorities were deeply implicated. John founded LIUFON about 1985.
From then on, he maintained a hot line. He inves- tigated sightings
and abductions. He held public meetings. He talked to the press. He
sponsored conferences. He held demonstra- tions, he published a
newsletter, he leaflet- ted. John was tireless. I know John Ford, and
he is the most determined UFO investi- gator I ever met.

He also has flaws, plenty of them. He is stubborn, for example. Yet
John Ford's friends all attest he lived a moral life and never, as far
as anyone can remember, threatened another person with bodily harm.
According to John's attorney, John Rouse of Central Islip, "You can't
believe how many people have called me to say they can't en- vision
John Ford killing anyone, or even conceiving the intention."

Murder wasn't in John's character, peo- ple say, and breaking the law
wasn't John's style. John Ford was a law and order advo- cate who
spent most of his career as a Court Officer in the Suffolk County
court system. John knew the law and how to use it. John was litigious,
not violent. If John Ford had a gripe against you, he'd sue you in a
minute.

Nor is John stupid. Even the Suffolk DA called John a "mastermind."
If John was go- ing to kill someone, would he use radium? It hardly
kills people fast. Readers will re- call the famous radium dial
painters of the l920s who licked radium paint brushes for 40 years
before they got cancer.

Yet the DA would have us believe that John's "murder weapon" was
radium. Toothpaste goes fast in a household of four people, like that
of alleged murder target John Powell. Was Ford going to break in and
put radium in Powell's toothpaste every week for 40 years until
Powell got cancer?

And would an individual who thought people were watching him leave
illegal ra- dium in the back of a pickup truck in front of his house?
I repeat, John knew the law.

The charges against John strain credibil- ity, but that didn't seem
to embarrass the DA. As I mentioned, Catterson was so eager to
incriminate John that he made several se- rious charges at his press
conferences for which no indictments were returned. "This," says
attorney John Rouse, "is called poison- ing the jury pool."

Catterson's overstep raises questions: Did the DA believe he had more
evidence against John than he ended up with? How good is the remaining
evidence? Is it possi- ble the DA never thought he had evidence to
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convict John of anything, and that in- stead, the purpose of the
arrest is simply to ruin John Ford's reputation and wipe him out
financially with legal bills?

The purported case against John rests on the taped conversation made
in John's house the night of his arrest. According to police, the
wired informant engaged in con- versation with John and Joe
Mazzuchelli about doing away with Powell and another local politician
via the radium in the tooth- paste route. After this the police, who
were waiting outside, burst in and arrested John and Joe.

The tape has now been released on dis- covery. "It's unintelligible,"
says Preston Nichols, John's friend in LIUFON. "All I can clearly hear
on that tape," Nichols says, "is the informant talking and John
laughing like whatever they're talking about is a big joke."

Attorney John Rouse doesn't disagree. He's waiting for an "enhanced"
version of the tape to see if the conversation becomes clearer. Rouse
warns, however, that John's situation is serious. If a jury believes
the DA's charges, John Ford could get 25-75 years at an upstate NY
prison.

As for the radium, it was allegedly found outside in John's truck.
Outside is where the police were, waiting and listening to the in-
formant talking with John and Joe. Could the police have planted the
radium?

And finally, unless John was to be en- couraged and entrapped, why
use an infor- mant at all? If the police believed John was plotting a
murder, why not bug his house for a couple of weeks and get the whole
scoop? The answer might be that the purpose of the informant was to
lead the conversation in an incriminating direction.

I have in my files a letter from the Suffolk County Police
Department, dated April 1993. I wrote to them, at John's re- quest,
complaining about police violations of LIUFON member's civil rights.
They had been leafletting near Southhaven Park and going house to
house looking for wit- nesses-constitutionally protected activity. The
police stopped them and ordered them out of the area. This was the
kind of thing John did, and this was the kind of response he got from
the Suffolk Police, as far hack as 1993.

There is plenty of reason to think the Suffolk Police were "out to
get" John Ford. And no member of the UFO community can be confident
they understand the arrest of John Ford if their only source of
informa- tion is the sensational media reports orches- trated by the
Suffolk DA.

That is why John's colleagues, including myself in Washington, DC,
LIUFON vice president Steve lavarone, and Tony West, Richard Jones,
Preston Nichols, and Joe Zuppardo in New York, Don Jernigan of Ohio,
and Kelly Freeman of Florida, have organized the John Ford Defense
Committee. Our purpose is (1) to give peo- ple true information on
the arrest of John Ford, and (2) collect funds and other re- sources
essential for John's defense.

My support for John Ford, and the sup- port of the other members of
the Defense Committee, is based on our convic- tion that John did not,
would not, and could not conspire to murder anyone. On this point our
support is complete and total.

As for John's allegations, I speak only for myself and not for other
members of the Defense Committee. I always found John's allegations
hard to believe but impossible to dismiss-because John had evidence
and what he claimed was perfectly possible. Taken as a whole, what
John Ford's claims suggest is a low intensity military conflict
between the United States and the aliens. Is that possible? Yes it
is.

Just because John's allegations "fit" doesn't make them true. But the
fact is, John had evidence. John claimed three events on Long Island.

Even if he was wrong on two of them, if he was right on only one,
John had a tiger by the tail. If so, it's no surprise somebody would
try to destroy John Ford.

And there's that curious coincidence about Moriches Bay, which more
than a few persons have pointed out. Moriches Bay is where John said
the United States brought down an alien craft in 1989, and Moriches
Bay is where TA Flight 800 mysteriously crashed in August. The cause
of that crash, readers are aware, has so far eluded federal
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investigators, and in particular investigators are unable to explain
the reports of more than 20 persons who say they saw an unac-
countable light streaking toward Flight 800 before it went down.

John Ford is the first UFO investigator to be seriously persecuted by
the authorities. Shall we sit idly by while our colleague's life is
destroyed? If John Ford is silenced, who is next? Contact the John
Ford Defense Committee at web site www.iwaynet.net/~pic or email
elaine26@juno.com

The Committee needs funds for John's legal defense and donations of
several kinds: a psychiatrist expert witness; profes- sional audiotape
analysis; and a Long Island-based legal investigator. Please also
write personal letters to: John Ford (8-29- 48), Suffolk County Jail,
100 Center Dr., Riverhead, NY 11901.

[W7]******

Source: The Sunday Times newspaper
Date: 1st December 1996

MOZART BREAKS THE LIGHT BARRIER

AN experiment involving the music of Mozart is said to be defying
one of the fundamental laws of physics: that nothing can travel
faster than light, writes Steve Connor.

Under laboratory conditions, scientists claim to have repeatedly
transmitted signals, including part of Mozart's 40th symphony, at
velocities far in excess of the speed of light.

The results have caused disbelief in the scientific community. If
true, the findings would violate Einstein's special theory of
relativity, which is a cornerstone of modern physics and our view of
the universe. They would also suggest that time travel may one day
be possible.

In the face of accusations that he has misinterpreted his own
results, Gunter Nimtz, professor of physics at the University of
Cologne, insists he has produced the first experimental evidence
which can only be explained by accepting faster-than-light travel.

Nimtz said last week: "Nobody seriously does not believe our
results, only our interpretation of them. They say they violate the
theory of special relativity. Most of my colleagues say this is
impossible."

His research involved splitting microwaves into two, sending one set
through the air and the other through a specially constructed
"tunnel barrier", a type of electronic filter. Those that went
through the barrier travelled 4.7 times faster than those passing
through the air at 670m mph, the speed of light.

The first time Nimtz performed the experiment he used simple
microwaves. But scientists in America criticised his method for
having no distinctive signal and therefore no way of knowing whether
the results were true.

So Nimtz encoded part of Mozart's 40th symphony in microwaves. He
said that the music was clearly recognisable after it had travelled
4.7 times faster than light and played a tape of it at a scientific
meeting earlier this year.

However, even those experts who believe time travel may one day be
possible remain sceptical.

Dr David Deutsch, a theoretical physicist from Oxford University,
said: "It must be a mistake. It would be as if someone was to say
that Australia wasn't there and all our apparent evidence that it was
there is just wrong, without any explanation of why."

Nimtz's experiment will be shown tomorrow night in a programme in
BBC2's Horizon series. On the same programme, Professor Stephen
Hawking, the Cambridge theoretical physicist, acknowledges that he
has shifted his opinion on time travel, although he still believes
there are problems. He says: "Time travel might be possible, but if
that is the case why haven't we been overrun by tourists from the
future?"

[W8]******
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Source: USA Today
Date: 2nd December 1996

ISRAELI SCIENTISTS: STAR COLLISION CAUSED DINOSAUR EXTINCTION

JERUSALEM - Israeli scientists have a new theory on why the
dinosaurs became extinct: cosmic radiation that bombarded the Earth
following the collision of two neutron stars.

Physicists from the Space Research Institute at the Technion
University in Haifa theorize that the mass extinction 65 million
years ago was caused by the merging of twin stars near the Earth
inside the Milky Way galaxy.

This collision created a deadly wave of cosmic radiation that
destroyed the protective layers of the Earth's atmosphere, frying
vegetation and obliterating most animal life, the researchers say.

"The study is actually an attempt to solve the biggest murder case
in the history of life on Earth," said Arnon Dar, a physics professor
at the Technion, who with colleagues Nir Shaviv and Ari Lior has
submitted the theory for publication in the journal Science.

There have been several theories that astral radiation caused mass
extinctions.

David N. Schramm, an astrophysicist at the University of Chicago,
suggested last year that exploding stars called supernovas could
have caused another mass extinction - the most severe in Earth's
history - that killed 95% of all life 225 million years ago.

But Dar said supernovas could not have caused all six mass
extinctions that swept over the Earth in the last 650 million years -
one about every 100 million years.

"The rate of supernova explosion is not great enough to explain the
100 million year extinctions," Dar said Sunday. "But the merging of
neutron stars could be responsible."

Twin stars merge every day somewhere in the universe, producing
radiation in the form of gamma and cosmic rays that strike the
Earth's atmosphere. Usually, the stars are too far away to do any
damage and the radiation is harmlessly absorbed by the ozone layer.

But occasionally - about every 100 million years by Dar's estimate -
twin or binary stars collide close to Earth, producing devastating
effects.

Dar's theory is "a credible idea," Schramm said. "We do know there
is at least one known pair of neutron stars (near Earth) that are
spiraling closer together and will indeed collide."

But that collision, he said, is at least 100,000 years away.

The dinosaurs' demise has been the subject of hot debate in
scientific circles. Dar discounts the prevailing theory - supported
by Schramm - that an asteroid strike in Chicxulub in Mexico's Yucatan
was to blame.

Chicxulub is home to a crater more than 100 miles wide that could
have been formed by a blast with the explosive power of 100 to 300
megatons of TNT. The theory holds that the asteroid crash created a
huge explosion that cast enough dust and rock into the atmosphere to
block out the sun, turning the Earth cold and inhospitable to all but
the hardiest organisms.

Dar said this theory does not explain the great leap in biodiversity
following the mass extinctions. He contends the vast amount of
radiation produced by a neutron star collision explains why the
number of animal and plant species increased so quickly after mass
extinctions.

Those animals that survived - because of their hardiness or lack of
radioactive exposure - would have produced a greater number of
genetic mutations, Dar said.

Dar is now trying to determine which twin stars in the Earth's
vicinity are likely to collide and potentially bring on the next
mass extinction.

"In principle, we could predict almost precisely how long it will
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take before they merge in this lethal way," he said.

Meanwhile, both Schramm and the Israeli scientists are continuing to
look for evidence of irradiated minerals in the Earth's geologic
layers, signs of either a supernova or neutron star collision.

"I think the real test will be if we can find these isotopic
anomalies," Schramm said. "Unless we find those, we're missing the
smoking gun."

By The Associated Press

[W9]******

Source: CNN
Date: 2nd December 1996

ICE ON EARTH'S MOON? PENTAGON TO REPORT FINDINGS

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Ice has been discovered in the south pole region
of Earth's moon, according to NASA's analysis of data from a probe
sent there two years ago, sources said.

NASA's analysis of the terrain in that region of the moon led to the
conclusion by NASA scientists and Defense Department officials,
sources said. The Pentagon planned to announce the discovery at a
news conference Tuesday.

The probe, known as "Clementine," was sent to the moon in 1994 and
has been sending data back to scientists since. The program is funded
by the Pentagon's Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and is
monitored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The presence of ice indicates to scientists that microbial life
forms on the moon might be more likely than previously thought, and
that it may be easier to sustain human colonies on the moon that once
believed.

The data was collected by "radio waves beamed from the Clementine
spacecraft into the polar areas" of the moon's surface. The data was
then transmitted back to NASA scientists on Earth.

The patch of ice is thought to be about 25 feet thick and roughly
the size of a small lake or pond.

One theory suggests the ice arrived as a comet -- which is mostly
ice -- that plowed into the moon at or near the south pole, an area
said to be roughly twice the size of Puerto Rico and which never sees
the sun. The water molecules could then have migrated south to
collect in a crater.

Six visits to the moon by Apollo spacecraft turned up no known
evidence of life there. Twelve men, all from the U.S., have walked
on the surface of the moon, which is about 245,000 miles from the
Earth.

Apollo 11 was the first to land there in 1969. Five subsequent
Apollo missions successfully landed there before the moon shots were
discontinued. The missions ended with Apollo 17.

[W10]******

Source: CNN
Date: 3rd December 1996

ICE 'MOST LIKELY' THE STUFF IN MOON CRATER

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Scientists went public Tuesday with some of the
most exciting news about the moon in three decades -- ice "most
likely" exists at the moon's sun-deprived south pole.

Scientists considered several possibilities in their efforts to
confirm the substance, including an odd rock arrangement, but
decided that "ice is the most likely thing," Dr. Stewart Nozette of
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories said at a Pentagon news
conference.

The government was formally reporting the news, which leaked out
Monday. The apparent discovery needs further confirmation, the
Pentagon said.
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The primary significance of the news is the discovery of water,
which might support human life and provide the raw materials of
rocket fuel, said Dr. Paul Spudis of the Lunar and Planetary
Institute.

"Water is probably one of the most valuable strategic materials we
can find in the solar system," Spudis said.

Experts believe the ice may have arrived as a comet or comets that
smashed into the moon, which is made of dry rock and soil. The water
may then have migrated into a deep crater at the moon's darkest
part. Scientists are still studying the comets' track record for
clues.

"The answers are on the moon, and they're on the moon in this dark
area," Spudis said.

The patch of probable ice is thought to be about 25 feet thick and
the diameter of a small pond.

It was discovered by the probe "Clementine," which was sent to the
moon in 1994 and has been sending back data since. The data was
collected by radio waves beamed from the Clementine into the moon's
polar areas.

The Pentagon said the radio waves could distinguish ice, at least
tentatively, because rocks and soil scatter the waves while the
smooth surface of ice bounces them back in a coherent pattern.

The Clementine spacecraft is a $75 million program that uses the
moon as a target to test sensors and other devices for a U.S.
antimissile missile defense. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration supplied a team of scientists to analyze information
from it.

Apollo spacecraft and U.S. astronauts visited the moon in a series
of missions from July 1969 to December 1972.

Reuters contributed to this report.

[W11]******

Source: USA Today
Date: 4th December 1996

NASA LAUNCHES MARS PROBE

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - NASA launched a spacecraft to Mars early
Wednesday carrying the first-ever interplanetary rover, a
six-wheeled cart that will roam the frigid Martian surface in search
of rocks.

The Mars Pathfinder began its 310 million-mile journey atop an
unmanned rocket that lifted off at 1:58 a.m. It was the third try;
launch attempts earlier in the week were stymied by bad weather and
a computer failure.

Pathfinder is the second probe to be sent to Mars by NASA in the
past month.

The Global Surveyor took off on Nov. 7, the first of 10 U.S.
spacecraft to be sent to the Red Planet over the next decade in
hopes of determining whether life ever existed there. A Mars
spacecraft launched one week later by the Russians plummeted from
orbit, adding to scientists' anxiety over the flight of Pathfinder.

If all goes well, Pathfinder should beat the slower Global Surveyor
to Mars by two months, landing on July 4, 1997.

It would be the first time in 21 years that a spacecraft has landed
on Mars.

The $196 million Pathfinder, hailed by NASA as a new-wave bargain
spacecraft, will aim for an ancient flood plain strewn with rocks.
It will be a direct strike - no orbiting the planet first, a la the
Apollo moon landings or the Viking probes.

A parachute will slow Pathfinder as it plunges through the Martian
atmosphere. The parachute will drop away, and large air bags will
inflate to cushion the impact.
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Several hours later, the petals on the spacecraft are to unfold. Two
ramps will pop out, and the 23-pound rover - named Sojourner - will
amble down to examine nearby rocks and beam back information about
their composition as well as color images.

NASA wanted to try this novel landing approach as practice for the
all-important robotic mission planned sometime in the next decade to
dig up Martian dirt and rocks - and return them to Earth.

Three-legged spacecraft like the twin Viking landers would never be
able to land safely on such rocky terrain, the type of place NASA
wants to ultimately scout for possible signs of life.

That strategy was reinforced in August when NASA scientists
announced they had found supposed evidence of primitive life in a
Mars meteorite. By coincidence, the rocks in Pathfinder's targeted
landing spot are about the same age as that prized 4-billion-year-old
meteorite.

NASA had until the end of December to launch Pathfinder. After that,
scientists would have had to wait until late 1998 or early 1999 when
Earth and Mars are back in the necessary alignment. That's when the
next Mars probes will be launched.

[W12]******

Source: New York / PRNewswire
Date: 5th December 1996

ALIENS BEING DISCRIMINATED AGAINST, SAYS COMIC-BOOK PUBLISHER

"Aliens are getting their worst PR since the 1950's," says comic-book
publisher Steve Stern. "Movies like Independence Day and Mars
Attacks, and TV shows like the X-Files and Dark Skies are fueling an
intense paranoia about ETs."

Stern is the writer/creator of the alien comic-book hero, Zen
Intergalactic Ninja. "After ten years of publication, the Zen
live-action movie is finally slated to begin production in early
'97," Stern said. "With more alien hate-fests on the horizon,
including Men in Black and Starship Troopers, it's imperative that
movies start to present a positive image of aliens."

He says that the concept that aliens are evil is a not-so-subtle form
of discrimination.

"Starting in the 50's, sci-fi flicks like Invasion of the Body
Snatchers and Earth vs. the Flying Saucers projected our fear of
communism onto aliens. Now that communism is no longer a threat,
this alien paranoia is clearly working on a deeper level. Read: if it
looks different from me, it has to be evil."

He points out that the original comic-book alien -- Superman -- is
depicted as human. "Even though he came from the planet Krypton,
Superman's creators choose to make him look like an Earthling.
Perhaps they felt that readers -- especially younger ones -- would
have been uncomfortable with an alien-looking hero."

Zen, on the other hand, is blue-skinned, and his only facial feature
is a set of large, dark eyes. "We need to become accustomed to
'lifeforms' that look different from us," Stern said, "and to accept
the idea that they can be just as good and heroic as we are.

"E.T. the Extraterrestrial was a case in point, and indicates that we
are willing to take aliens literally to heart -- but there hasn't
been a similar alien icon for decades. I hope that Zen can help fill
that void."

[W12]******

Source: The Toronto Star
Date: Thursday 5th December 1996

U.S. AIR FORCE MAY BE GOING SCI-FI

Plan has robot attack planes, killer laser beams

BY RICHARD SISK SPECIAL TO THE STAR

WASHINGTON-The U.S. Air Force could morph into the Space and Air
Force under a strategic plan to win the next centuries wars.   The
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sci-fi-like Space and Air Force would feature robot at tack planes,
killer laser beams and sophisticated weapons systems expected to be
able to hit any target anywhere on Earth. It also could win the
perennial fight with the other armed services for shrinking defence
dollars.

The flight service is on a path of change "from an air force in to an
air and space force on an evolutionary path to a space and air
force," Air Force Secretary Sheila Widnall said.

Widnall's comments came as she outlined the plan called "Global
Engagement: A Vision for the 21st Century Air Force."

Global Engagement foresees new generations of robot-operated unmanned
air vehicles for surveillance and pinpoint strikes at enemy forces,
together with orbiting spy satellites for weapons guidance and
communication, and airborne lasers to zap incoming ballistic
missiles. The new technology would "offer an alternative to the kind
of military operation that pits large numbers of young Americans
against an adversary in brute, force-on-force conflicts," the air
force plan said.

Defence analysts viewed that statement as a warm-up shot at the
army, navy and marines in preparation for next year's battle for
long-range budgets in the Quadrennial Defence Review by U.S.
Congress.

"All the services are positioning themselves to try to walk away from
that review with me biggest share of the money," said industry
consultant Loren Thompson.

The other services will weigh in shortly with their own plans, as
"everybody scrambles to in sure that they come up with a mission
justification for their weapons," said retired army Col. Dan Smith
at the Centre for Defence Information.

"The service rivalries are more intense now because, supposedly, me
defence budgets are going to be cut," Smith said. The current budget
range is $250 billion to $270 billion (U.S.), he said.

Widnall called the dominance of space envisioned under Global
Engagement as revolutionary for warfare "as the invention of
gunpowder or the Manhattan Project," which produced the first atomic
bomb.

The goal is "to build the ability to detect, track and eventually
target anything on the surface of the Earth," she said.

The air force has given a $1.1 billion contract to a joint venture of
Lockheed Martin, Boeing and the TRW Corp. to develop an attack laser
aircraft

The plane would be a modified Boeing 747 with a particle laser gun
mounted in the nose to destroy enemy ballistic missiles with
high-energy beams of light at ranges up to 480 kilo metres.

If the project is successful, the air force would buy seven more of
the laser aircraft after the year 2003 at a cost of another $6
billion.

But Thompson pointed to the enormous technical problems that must be
overcome in building a laser more powerful than any now in existence.

[W13]******

Source: Adelaide Advertiser
Date: 5th December 1996

SCIENCE MINISTER OPENS THE FAMILY X-FILES

The Federal Science Minister, Mr McGauran, has revealed his mother
believed she once stumbled across evidence of a UFO landing.

Mr McGauran's decision to throw open the family X-Files yesterday
followed an admission that some of the 30 UFO reports received
annually by the CSIRO could not be explained.

"When she (Mary McGauran) was a young lass she walked out of the
door of her farm in the La Trobe Valley and swears there were
patterns in the grass which could not have been caused by humans or
animals" she told Melbourne radio station 3AW.
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On Tuesday, in a written response to calls to open the files on UFO
sightings, he said some could not be explained.

"Many reports lack sufficient detail on which to base a scientific
investigation," he said.

A spokeswoman for Mr McGauran said the minister believed 98 per cent
of sightings could be explained. "But there are an odd 1 or 2 per
cent that really stump the experts", she said.

[W14]******

Source: NASA
Date: 6th December 1996

SPACE RADAR UNEARTHS SECRETS OF THE ANCIENT NILE

One of the many great mysteries of the Nile river may be solved with
the discovery of an ancient river channel buried under layers of
sand in the Sahara Desert in Africa.

The buried river channel was revealed in images taken by the
Spaceborne Imaging Radar C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SIR-C/X-SAR) that flew twice on the Space Shuttle Endeavour in 1994.
 The radar images were processed at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), Pasadena, CA, and the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD).

"One of the things this discovery helps us examine is the origin of
what's called the Great Bend of the Nile," said Dr. Bob Stern, a
SIR-C science team member at UTD.  "The Nile generally flows due
north, but in the Sudan, it makes a huge, looping bend that is really
remarkable because the river is flowing through the Sahara Desert,
the largest, driest desert on the face of the Earth.  There must be a
very good reason for the river to make this great bend, otherwise we
would expect it to flow straight to the Mediterranean Sea."  Instead,
it bends southwestwards and wanders through the Sahara for another
200 miles before resuming its northward course.

"The discovery of the river channel shows us that probably sometime
between 10,000 and 1,000,000 years ago, the Nile was forced to
abandon its bed and take up a new course to the south. This buried
channel proves that this region has been tectonically active and
shows us how this activity has forced the river to change its
course," Stern said. "Understanding what controls the course of the
Nile is a critical part of understanding Nile history and predicting
Nile behavior, which is important because the river is essential to
millions of people in Egypt, Sudan, and Ethiopia."

A scientific paper on the discovery written by Stern and co-authored
with UTD geologist Dr. Mohamed Gamal Abdelsalam appears in the Dec.
6 issue of Science magazine. The discovery grew out of research that
the scientists have been doing on plate tectonics and the formation
of a "supercontinent" more than 600 million years ago.

"Our original experiment involved studying ancient structures in
Precambrian rocks that formed where two supercontinents collided
hundreds of millions of years ago. In the course of our study, we
became interested in how these structures influenced the course of
the Nile," explained Stern.

It was the tantalizing radar images of the area hidden beneath the
sands of the Sahara that turned the scientists' work in a new
direction.

"This discovery wouldn't have happened without SIR-C/X-SAR imagery.
Our work in northeast Africa would have been limited to what we could
see on the ground or could be seen in satellite photographs. The
radar is much more efficient in getting information from these sand
covered areas because the radar waves are able to penetrate the sand.
SIR-C/X-SAR imagery has revealed a huge piece of the Earth's surface
-- an area that's never been seriously explored before," Stern
noted.

"This is one of the most exciting discoveries from the SIR-C/X-SAR
mission to date. I expect we'll continue to be surprised by
fascinating results like these as the science team continues to
analyze the radar data," said Dr. Diane Evans, the SIR-C project
scientist at JPL. "More and more we are finding the radar data have
applications to answer questions about the Earth that were not
originally anticipated."
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SIR-C/X-SAR is a joint mission of the United States, German and
Italian space agencies. JPL built and manages the SIR-C portion of
the mission for NASA's Office of Mission to Planet Earth, a program
to study the Earth's land, oceans, atmosphere and life as a total,
integrated system.

[W15]******

Source: USA Today
Date: 12th July 1996

New theory revises stars' ages

NEW YORK - The universe's most ancient stars could be lying about
their ages.

A new theory proposes that globular clusters - dense balls of stars
thought to be the oldest in the universe - might be up to 3 billion
years younger than they're now thought to be.

If it is proved correct, the theory could help scientists solve one
of astronomy's oddest conundrums: the universe appears younger than
its oldest stars.

One way out of that mess would be to demonstrate that the stars
aren't really so old after all.

NASA astrophysicist Allen Sweigart may have done that with a theory
that stars in the clusters make themselves look older by dredging
helium gas up from their superhot interiors.

''It may have an important effect,'' said Robert Kraft, an
astronomer at the University of California, Santa Cruz. ''This is one
more factor that's got to go into the discussion of the ages of
globular clusters.''

Pulling the stars down by 3 billion years won't completely solve the
apparent generation gap. Current estimates put the most ancient
stars at about 14 billion years old and the universe's age at 9
billion years.

But that's not the whole picture, said University of Chicago
astronomer David Schramm. Scientists are still so uncertain about
both age estimates that the 5-billion-year discrepancy between them
could eventually be explained by any number of things. Sweigart's
proposal is only one of them.

Even Sweigart said he doesn't want to push the age issue too hard.
It's just one possible implication of the helium-mixing process he
describes.

''I don't want to claim that my models have proven or shown that the
globular clusters are younger,'' Sweigart said. ''It is still a
hypothesis that needs to be much more carefully examined and tested
against the observations.''

Sweigart's theory, to be summarized in the Jan. 1 issue of
Astrophysical Journal Letters, shows how some stars in the globular
clusters could be mixing themselves up, moving large amounts of
superhot helium from their cores to their outer shells. Through a
complex series of steps, that could make the oldest stars look older
than they really are.

Most experts consider Sweigart's theory an excellent explanation of
some unusual aspects of how stars work. But they're less
enthusiastic about his suggestion that it could also make the
globular clusters appear younger.

''It will have a huge impact in certain circles. I think in the age
of the universe it won't,'' said Michael Bolte, an astronomy
professor at UC-Santa Cruz.

[W16]******

Source: Sunday Herald Sun (Melbourne Australia)
Date: 8th December 1996

CRATER OF WATER BRINGS CHEER

Author/Reporter: Graeme O'Neil
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DOES a cache of cold gold, hidden in the base of an ancient impact
crater, await the next human visitors to the Moon?

US space scientists are excited by this week's discovery, of signs
of a large water ice deposit in a crater at the Moon's South Pole.

If the Clementine spacecraft has discovered water, it would
literally be worth its weight in gold for US plans to establish a
permanent base on the Moon.

The image on this page shows the crater, as revealed by the joint
NASA-US military lunar-orbiting probe's radar imaging device, which
can "see" through the darkness to produce detailed images of the
lunar terrain - and even reveal something of its composition.

As it orbited the Moon for two months, the spacecraft obtained 1.8
million images of the lunar surface that will be vital to selecting
landing sites for future manned missions to the Moon - as well as
the site for a lunar base.

If it can be confirmed, the discovery of a large reserve of water
ice in the crater, possibly the legacy of a comet impact hundreds of
millions of years ago, would carve millions off the cost of
establishing a lunar base.

Emeritus Professor Ron Brown of Monash University, says that if
there is water on the Moon it exists against the odds.

Prof. Brown says that on the sunward face of the Moon intense solar
radiation and near vacuum would turn ice directly into water vapor.
Intense ultra-violet radiation would cause the vapor to dissociate
into its constituent hydrogen and oxygen atoms, which would then
drift off into space because of the Moon's low gravity.

The only place water ice could exist on the Moon was in permanent
darkness and at extremely low temperatures - conditions that would
exist in the polar crater observed by the Clementine spacecraft.

The presence of water on the Moon would reduce the huge cost of
ferrying drinking water into space for a lunar colony, Prof Brown
said.

"Water is a very bulky and costly commodity if you have to lug it
into space," he said.

"The primary virtue of discovering water on the Moon's surface is
that, apart from providing drinking water for a lunar colony, it
could also be electrolysed to produce oxygen and hydrogen.

"The colony needs oxygen to breathe, but the hydrogen is really only
a by-product."

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

*** Roswell Corollary Alert ***

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 96 18:08:48 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:39:33 -0500
Subject: *** Roswell  Corollary Alert ***

  Much has been said about "green fireballs" lately.

  This was related by Linda Howell on Art Bell's Dreamland show
  12/15/96 in her report. She said that the same green fireballs
  were reported back in the 40's and at the time of the Roswell
  "crash" in 1947.

    I have noted that a triangular 'piece of the crash'  held by
    the Roswell museum said to have been part of the 'crashed
    flying saucer'  was composed of several metals including
    copper.  Copper when heated causes a green cast to the flame.
    If an object heated by friction as it speeds thru the atmosphere
    is heated then it is natural that metallic ionization will cast
    colors reflecting the metal composition. For copper, that is green.
    Further, strontium would account for the other colors mentioned.

     ~Pat~
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 16 Dec 96 19:26:26 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:40:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To James Diss:

James,

<<Consider the fact that one of the first things I heard about Kodak is that
they wouldn't verify this because of their military connections.  Bull.

They wouldn't verify this because of the loss of their credibility, so we have
the inestimable 'Italian connection' give some fairly meaningless reports on the
film/copy/cutting room floor snippets.

Lets push for a couple of independent labs to look at this, arbitaryily chosen
at random from a list.>>

   Something else along this line, when I contacted Kodak their spokesman said
they could do the testing but that it would be very costly.  There was no
mention of them doing it for free. If someone has a contact at Kodak that says
they will do it for free, they need to get that in writing and submit it to
Santilli.

   I doubt any independent lab would do it for free either but they may be less
expensive than Kodak.

    Regards,

       Theresa
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Re: Code of Ethics

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 19:42:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:42:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

A few remarks on John Powell's defense of his indefensible attacks on
"abductionologists."

John had said, in so many words, that people like Budd Hopkins are in it
for the money. I objected, saying (among other things):

> > John, since you believe in objective evidence, please show me the
> > evidence that abduction researchers are making money from their work.
> > John Mack might be, and Whitley Strieber got a huge advance for
> > Communion, because he was already a best-selling writer.

His answer:

> True on both counts.  I'm not in a position to prove with objective
> evidence that they are or aren't making money.  But I will gladly
> analyze their financial situations soon as Hopkins turns over to me his
> tax returns for the last 10 years <GRIN>.

Fine. You've just proved my point. You don't have evidence that
abduction researchers are making money. Now -- with a grin, yet -- you
assert your right to keep making your accusations, until Budd Hopkins
supplies documentary evidence that they're not true.

What a fascinating double standard. He needs to submit evidence, you
don't. You claim that abduction researchers are intellectually
dishonest. Nevertheless, it's you, not them, who resorts to
unsubstantiated personal attacks. If I read you correctly, you even
glory in your right to make personal attacks without evidence.

Getting more specific now, I'd written:

>
> > But I doubt that Budd Hopkins, Dave Jacobs, or Eddie Bullard are
> > making money, to name three whose careers I know something about.
>
>  Hopkins doesn't get paid for those books he has written???  That's a new
> one...<grin>
>
> Jacobs didn't make any money from his books???

I'd tried to explain my point as follows:

>
> > Very few
> > people who publish books get advances large enough to pay for the time
> > it takes to write one. UFO books are no exception. To judge from the
> > figures that have been quoted to me, Hopkins and Jacobs essentially
> > take  a loss every time they publish. You might imagine that the TV
> > movie of Intruders made a bundle for Budd, but I'm not so sure. I
> > recently had my own brush with TV, and discovered -- to my amazement
> > -- that the money going to writers is several orders of magnitude
> > lower than outsiders might expect. (Unless you're writing prime-time
> > network sitcoms, of course.)

To which you answered, with appalling confidence in your knowledge of
book publishing:

>
> That's absolutely ridiculous Greg.  Hopkins and Jacobs LOSE money when
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> they write a book!!!  Not a chance...<grin>

Let me try to explain more clearly. The key phrase in what I wrote was
this one: "Very few people who publish books get advances large enough
to pay for the time it takes to write one."

The advance, I might add, is all the money anyone who writes a book is
guaranteed to make. It's an advance against royalties (and, I believe,
various promotional costs), so it's not till the book has earned more
money than you've already been paid that you'll see any share of the
extra.

So now consider the position of someone who gets a $15,000 advance,
which is a figure quoted to me by one prominent writer of UFO books, and
to the best of my knowledge is the kind of money most writers of books
of any kind are looking at.

How long does it take to write a book? A year of full-time work, or the
equivalent of full-time work? Six months of the same? Hard to name an
exact figure, but books normally take a long time to write. Suppose you
get a $15,000 advance, and spend six months of full-time work or the
equivalent writing the book. You're working at a rate of $30,000 a year,
which I assume is less than Dave Jacobs makes as a professor, or Budd
makes or made as a painter.

It's in that sense -- just to start with -- that you're taking a loss.
You're working for far less than your normal pay. And yes, John, you're
still getting paid! I don't deny the literal truth of that.

But we're not yet through with the economics of book-writing. Here's
another question to ask: What are the "opportunity costs" (to use the
technical term from economics) of writing a book? What opportunities to
make extracurricular money at your usual rate of pay did you miss
because you spent your time writing a book instead?

And it goes further than that. Did you take time away from your normal
occupation? If you did, there's a cost, perhaps in the future (because
your career won't the develop the way it might have), and, in Budd's
case, perhaps in the present, because he won't have as much time to
paint and promote and sell his paintings.

Finally, what value do you put on the free time you devour to write your
book? What about the cost to your personal and family life? In the end,
there's a bottom line, and it works out something like this. I want to
write a book. I know, in a general way, what it's going to take out of
me. The publisher offers me an advance. Do I think that sum covers the
implicit and explicit costs of writing the book? Would I accept it, if
someone offered it for work I didn't care about, that took as much time
as the book would take?

If the answer is no -- if, for any other endeavor, the money offered
just wouldn't be worth the time and possible lost income required of me
-- then the book is essentially a labor of love. It's in that sense that
I say Budd and other UFO writers (and plenty of non-UFO writers as well)
are taking a loss when they write. If you think I'm being arbitrary with
the concept of "loss," go argue with an economist.

And come to think of it, I'm making an optimistic assumption -- that
there aren't any direct costs associated with writing the book. I'm not
saying this is true of UFO books. But, John, just so you get properly
oriented about what book-writing can really be like, let me share a few
stories from my friends' experience.

One writer, an ex-girfriend of mine, got paid $20,000 for a book of
quotations from celebrities on a particular, apparently saleable, topic.
She was a single mother with a full-time job. You can't imagine the
hours she -- and I, helping her without pay -- spent in libraries
amassing the material. Then she found that she'd need to pay for
permission to use previously published material (to quote, let's say,
from Charles Barkley's autobiography). Most of her quotes were
previously published material. The permissions ate up a solid chunk of
her advance.

Another writer, best known for her fluffy cover stories for People
magazine (where she works full-time), got a dream book contract to write
about a serious subject dear to her heart. The book required travel for
research. The travel ate her advance. She poured her life into the book,
and never made a dime.

Yet another writer, one of the most respected country music critics,
wrote a book on Elvis. The book required extensive interviews, which,
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because of the nature of the book, had to be quoted at length. She ended
up paying her full advance to have the interviews transcribed.

Still another guy, a writer for Billboard, the leading music trade
paper, wrote a book on one of the great bands in rock & roll history. He
had great hopes for it; there wasn't any other book on that band, and he
thought his study would be the standard reference. He ended up paying
nearly his full advance for permission to reprint lyrics from the band's
songs.

John, I realize I'm going on about this at great length. The reason, I
think, is that you're treating me with the same disrespect you show Budd
Hopkins. I made a point you don't understand. It happens to be about a
field I made my living in for 15 years -- writing -- so possibly I know
what I'm talking about. Possibly, though, I didn't express myself
clearly.

So, for whatever reason, what I said didn't make sense to you. Your
response, with your trademark grin, was to say I'm being ridiculous.
Would it occur to you to ask questions before you shoot off your attack?
"Greg," you might say. "Your comment doesn't make sense to me. You
appear to be saying that someone who makes money is really losing it. I
know you're not <that> stupid. Would you clarify what you mean?"

And while I'm at it, I notice that in another post, you took a shot at
journalists. I'd tried to explain how phrases like "self-claimed" are
commonly used, and what they commonly imply. My examples were from
journalism.

Your response (which, I must say, completely ignored the specifics of
what I was saying) was:

> n the two examples above you've based them on the legendary attention
> to detail and accuracy of American journalism - I suggest that as
> unbiased researchers we can achieve a somewhat higher level of attention
> to detail and accuracy....<GRIN>

And then:

> Make that four examples, one of which has fraudulent undertones,
> revolving around the above-reproach work product of American
> media...<grin>

And finally:

> Now you seem to prefer to
> have us use the standards of American journalism as the basis for our
> terminology selection.

First, I take this as a personal attack, intended or not, because I've
worked for years as a journalist. Would you care to debate the accuracy
of my own work (which you don't know a thing about)?

Mainly, though...what broad, sweeping statements you make! Let's leave
aside the not-so-small matter that you've misunderstood and often
ridiculed much of what I've said to you.

But now you wave your hands in the air, and invoke what you seem to
believe is a universally-shared opinion -- that American journalism has
laughably low standards. You don't even feel you need to demonstrate
your point; you just figure that everyone will know you're right.

So exactly what American journalism are you talking about? The Wall
Street Journal's meticulous and scathing coverage of tobacco companies?
Tim Weiner's careful research into the Pentagon's black budget, done
first as a series for the Philadelphia Inquirer, and then expanded into
his book Blank Check?

Jeez...even Entertainment Weekly, where I once worked, has done
outstanding reporting. As a rule, they publish fluff and gossip, much
like their sister publication People. But while I was there, they did a
very careful and revealing series on sexual harassment in the
entertainment industry, and another on the impact of AIDS on Hollywood.
More recently, they showed the extent of heroin addiction among younger
entertainment stars, a subject nobody else had been willing to touch, or
at least not to the depth they took it.

It's just silly to tar all journalism with a few scathing phrases, as if
Geraldo Rivera had suddenly become Washington correspondent for the New
York Times. There's good and bad in journalism. just as there is in
anything else. I could tell you stories of the bad that might well outdo
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anything you know about, but I can tell you plenty of good I'm seen
first-hand as well. Overall -- both from what I've seen myself and from
what I read -- I'd say the standards are reasonably good (with big
exceptions here and there, and with the necesssary qualification that
print is better than TV, and that newspapers, on the whole, are better
than some of the most popular magazines). I challenge you to show me
rigorous, thorough, and detailed evidence that this isn't true.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Wormwood?

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:36 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:47:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

 * Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com> wrote:

 > Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 03:55:06 -0500
 > From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
 > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Wormwood?

 > In respect of the anonymous message posted about some kind of Vatican
 > computer link to the Hubble Space Telescope.

 > Andrew Pike's article, plus Night Sky Guide for September/October '96,
 > arrived early August.  The issue itself appeared on the newsstands
 > here in the UK on Thursday, 29 August.  I quote:

 > HEAVENS ABOVE!

 > IT PROBABLY COMES AS NO SURPRISE TO LEARN NASA HAVE SEVERAL HUNDRED
 > UNRELEASED PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE.

 > RUMOURS ARE CURRENTLY CIRCULATING IN THE WORLD OF ASTRONOMY THAT ONE
 > TAKEN ON 26 MARCH 1996, AND BEING HELD BACK, SHOWS A WHITE CITY OF
 > MASSIVE PROPORTIONS JUST FLOATING IN DEEP SPACE, REMINISCENT OF
 > HEAVEN!

 [...]

 > I draw this article to your attention because it is the only boni-fide
 > and authenticated reference from a named source (Andrew Pike) which
 > includes the Pope, Hubble Space Telescope and a mysterious object in
 > space.  It does not purport to give credence to the claims submitted
 > by the anonymous "Priest" but it does pose some interesting questions.

Sorry, Graham.  Andrew's "scoop" was based on a load of old tosh from the
Canadian version of the magazine that gives tabloids a bad name, the
"Weekly World News".  (Anybody else remember their "Aliens Ate My
Laundry" story?)

 [...]

 > Food for thought - consigned to the waste basket, or the
 > "grey" basket?

The waste basket - immediately.

 - John

======================================================================

>From: Weekly World News newspaper (Canada).
>Date: April 30th, 1996.

HUBBLE TELESCOPE TAKES PHOTO OF HEAVEN

Incredible image beamed to NASA on March 26th.

Pope John Paul II has requested copies of the Hubble Telescope
photographs.

By Ron Kinton

Washington - NASA scientists are studying hundreds of amazing images
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sent to Earth by the Hubble Space Telescope - and will soon announce
the pictures are the first-ever photographs of Heaven.

That's the word from author and researcher Marcia Masson, who quoted
highly placed NASA insiders as having said that the telescope beamed
the photos back to the command center at Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Md., on March 26th.

The pictures clearly show a vast white city floating eerily in the
blackness of space.

And the expert quoted NASA sources as saying that the city is
definately Heaven "because life as we know it couldn't possibly exist
in icy, airless space."

"This is it - this is the proof we've been waiting for," Dr Masson
told reporters.

"Through an enormous stroke of luck, NASA aimed the Hubble Telescope
at precisely the right time to capture these images on film. I'm not
particularly religious, but I don't doubt that somebody or something
influenced the decision to aim the telescope at that particular area
of space."

"Was that someone or something God Himself? Given the vastness of the
universe, and all the places NASA could have targeted for study, that
would certainly appear to be the case."

"NASA spokesmen declined to comment on the author's report "pending
further analysis of the photographs received on March 26th."

In spite of official silence, agency insiders conceded that NASA "has
discovered something that might alter the future of all mankind."

They also confirmed that President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al
Gore have taken a keen personal interest in the photographs and have
requested daily briefings. Dr. Masson said: "The Hubble Space
Telescope was designed to photograph images as far away as the edge of
the universe but a lens flaw prevented it from doing so until shuttle
astronauts corrected the defect during a recent mission.

"When they finished their work, the telescope trained it's enormous
eye on the outer reaches of the universe."

"From what I understand, the first images it received were nothing
more than kaleidoscope bursts of color and light."

"As adjustments were made, and the focus sharpened, NASA analysts
couldn't believe their eyes."

"After checking and re-checking the data, they concluded that the
images were authentic. They also theorized that the city couldn't
possibly be inhabited by life as we know it."

"The only logical explanation was that the city was inhabited by the
souls of the dead. As one of my sources put it, 'We found where God
lives.'"

It has been rumoured that the space agency has forwarded photographs
to Pope John Paul II at his request, but Vatican sources will neither
confirm or deny it.

Dr. Masson, who obtained copies of a single photograph from her NASA
sources, says the space agency's next move "will be most revealing."

"This is a chance for NASA to come clean with the public and tell us
everything it knows," she said.

======================================================================

--

                    *------------------------------*
                    |..............................|
                    |.... legion@werple.net.au ....|
                    |..............................|
                    *------------------------------*
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Wormwood?

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:36 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:58:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

 * Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com> wrote:

 > Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 03:55:06 -0500
 > From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
 > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Wormwood?

 > In respect of the anonymous message posted about some kind of Vatican
 > computer link to the Hubble Space Telescope.

 > Andrew Pike's article, plus Night Sky Guide for September/October '96,
 > arrived early August.  The issue itself appeared on the newsstands
 > here in the UK on Thursday, 29 August.  I quote:

 > HEAVENS ABOVE!

 > IT PROBABLY COMES AS NO SURPRISE TO LEARN NASA HAVE SEVERAL HUNDRED
 > UNRELEASED PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE.

 > RUMOURS ARE CURRENTLY CIRCULATING IN THE WORLD OF ASTRONOMY THAT ONE
 > TAKEN ON 26 MARCH 1996, AND BEING HELD BACK, SHOWS A WHITE CITY OF
 > MASSIVE PROPORTIONS JUST FLOATING IN DEEP SPACE, REMINISCENT OF
 > HEAVEN!

 [...]

 > I draw this article to your attention because it is the only boni-fide
 > and authenticated reference from a named source (Andrew Pike) which
 > includes the Pope, Hubble Space Telescope and a mysterious object in
 > space.  It does not purport to give credence to the claims submitted
 > by the anonymous "Priest" but it does pose some interesting questions.

Sorry, Graham.  Andrew's "scoop" was based on a load of old tosh from the
Canadian version of the magazine that gives tabloids a bad name, the
"Weekly World News".  (Anybody else remember their "Aliens Ate My
Laundry" story?)

 [...]

 > Food for thought - consigned to the waste basket, or the
 > "grey" basket?

The waste basket - immediately.

 - John

======================================================================

>From: Weekly World News newspaper (Canada).
>Date: April 30th, 1996.

HUBBLE TELESCOPE TAKES PHOTO OF HEAVEN

Incredible image beamed to NASA on March 26th.

Pope John Paul II has requested copies of the Hubble Telescope
photographs.

By Ron Kinton

Washington - NASA scientists are studying hundreds of amazing images
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sent to Earth by the Hubble Space Telescope - and will soon announce
the pictures are the first-ever photographs of Heaven.

That's the word from author and researcher Marcia Masson, who quoted
highly placed NASA insiders as having said that the telescope beamed
the photos back to the command center at Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Md., on March 26th.

The pictures clearly show a vast white city floating eerily in the
blackness of space.

And the expert quoted NASA sources as saying that the city is
definately Heaven "because life as we know it couldn't possibly exist
in icy, airless space."

"This is it - this is the proof we've been waiting for," Dr Masson
told reporters.

"Through an enormous stroke of luck, NASA aimed the Hubble Telescope
at precisely the right time to capture these images on film. I'm not
particularly religious, but I don't doubt that somebody or something
influenced the decision to aim the telescope at that particular area
of space."

"Was that someone or something God Himself? Given the vastness of the
universe, and all the places NASA could have targeted for study, that
would certainly appear to be the case."

"NASA spokesmen declined to comment on the author's report "pending
further analysis of the photographs received on March 26th."

In spite of official silence, agency insiders conceded that NASA "has
discovered something that might alter the future of all mankind."

They also confirmed that President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al
Gore have taken a keen personal interest in the photographs and have
requested daily briefings. Dr. Masson said: "The Hubble Space
Telescope was designed to photograph images as far away as the edge of
the universe but a lens flaw prevented it from doing so until shuttle
astronauts corrected the defect during a recent mission.

"When they finished their work, the telescope trained it's enormous
eye on the outer reaches of the universe."

"From what I understand, the first images it received were nothing
more than kaleidoscope bursts of color and light."

"As adjustments were made, and the focus sharpened, NASA analysts
couldn't believe their eyes."

"After checking and re-checking the data, they concluded that the
images were authentic. They also theorized that the city couldn't
possibly be inhabited by life as we know it."

"The only logical explanation was that the city was inhabited by the
souls of the dead. As one of my sources put it, 'We found where God
lives.'"

It has been rumoured that the space agency has forwarded photographs
to Pope John Paul II at his request, but Vatican sources will neither
confirm or deny it.

Dr. Masson, who obtained copies of a single photograph from her NASA
sources, says the space agency's next move "will be most revealing."

"This is a chance for NASA to come clean with the public and tell us
everything it knows," she said.

======================================================================
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

From: cs147@glen-net.ca (Cory Cameron)
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 20:27:30 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 03:59:57 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Wormwood?
>Date: Fri, 13 Dec 1996 14:42:18 -0500

>>From: HoustonSky@aol.com
>>Date: Thu, 12 Dec 1996 02:49:00 -0500
>>To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
>>Subject: Wormwood?

>>Posted on the Art Bell website... http://www.artbell.com

>>From:   Name@Withheld
>>To:     artbell@aol.com
>>Date: 96-12-11 00:33:29 EST

>>Dear Mr. Bell,
>>I have listened to your program off and on for around two years now,
>>whenever I get "down-time".  I have some disturbing information and I felt
>>that your program would be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute
>>what I have.

>The "priest" has that right!

>>I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over five years. I
>>have done what could best be described as counter-intelligence work, for
>>>the church.

>NEWSFLASH!

>Renegade priest runs from Popes 'hit men'

>Former secret agent Father Ignatious De Plata, who posseses a 'doubled
>cross' Vatican security clearance (License to convert!) is running from the
>dredded Vatican death squads. This elite band of highly trained
>sharpshooting priests acting under direct orders from the Pontiff himself
>are scouring the globe for Fr."Iggy", as he was fondly known to his devoted
>congregation of senior citizens over in Killarny.

>"Our orders are to hunt him down and kill him, oh, and the Pope said that I
>was to be sure to administer 'Last Rites' (before) disposing of the body,"
>said one of the Pontiff's trained killers. When questioned as to why, the
>swarthy priest responded that, "He's going to spill his guts about
>something important that the Pope wants kept quiet, on the Art Bell show."

>Well, that seems justification enough for this reporter! We wish the Pope
>and his death dealing 'Emmisaries of the Lord, "Good luck boys, and happy
>hunting! Nail that S>O>B> before he starts the machinery of Art Bells rumor
>mill humming again!"

>Good night and good news, Walter Crankcase reporting.

>HEE-HAW

>John Velez
>
>           jvif@spacelab.net
>     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
>http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Way to go John, it's nice to read something like that...

Friend from North,

Cory.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 20:40:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:02:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 14 Dec 96 17:10:05 EST
>From: James Diss <76710.234@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

James Diss wrote:

>James wrote to Theresa regarding the AA film....

Roswell Footage Ltd. lost a minuscule percentage of income...<

>1)      Have you seen the end of year accounts for this company?

According to Companies House, accounts for the year ended 31 March 1995
have been submitted, but for a dormant company - in other words, Roswell
Footage Limited (Ltd.) did not actually trade during that period.

On 15 February 1996, Roswell Footage Ltd. became Orbital Media Ltd.

Before the company became Roswell Footage Ltd., it was apparently known as
Cashgrow Trading Company Ltd., then became International Exploitation
Management Ltd.

They really need to speak to someone about their PR. ;)

According to a report I have obtained from ICC Directory UK, the issued
share capital of Orbital Media Ltd. is a token two pounds.

>2)      Why was the name changed after 6 months trading?

I'm sure Ray said somewhere that "the film has run its course", or similar,
and I guess Roswell Footage Ltd. had served its purpose.

>3)      Do the copyrights still hold?

Did they ever hold... ;)

>4)      Convictions!?!?!

Well, there was that unfortunate misunderstanding... oh, you mean the
directors of Roswell Footage Ltd. No known convictions, but one interesting
development; Tentcrest Ltd., the parent company of The Merlin Group, Ray's
company which was initially involved with the footage, went into
liquidation in October this year.

The initial directors of Roswell Footage Ltd. were Ray Santilli and Gary
Shoefield, but there were two changes of directors, on 22 January this
year, whilst it was still known by that name and on the 21 November, when
it was Orbital Media Ltd. and just after Tentcrest Ltd. went into
liquidation.

It's all peripheral, but I've ordered from Companies House a copy of the
directors listing. Just for the record, I'd be interested to know what the
changes were and I'll pass that on if it's on any conceivable relevance.
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James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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Re: Tastes Like Chicken...

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 08:52:30 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:03:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Tastes Like Chicken...

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Tastes Like Chicken...
> Date: Monday, December 16, 1996 12:53 PM

> Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 19:39:05 -0600
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
> Subject: Tastes Like Chicken...

> Something from the other side of engineering practicality...

> Subject: chicken
> Author:  Susan Turner at CorpSoftDallas
> Date:    9/19/96 6:35 PM

>      The FAA reviewed the test thoroughly and had one recommendation:

>      "Use a thawed chicken."

>      Sometimes even the facts are difficult to understand.

ROTFL!

Thanks for the knee slapper Glenn!  <grin>

It's good as ever to see your typeface.

Kindest Regards and the best of Holiday Seasons to You Yours and
Bill's.

   Clarke Hathaway

 Check out: http:/www.the-bridge.org/hathaway
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AUFORA News Update, Monday, December 16th, 1996

From: AUFORA News Update <dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 22:49:30 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:04:58 -0500
Subject: AUFORA News Update, Monday, December 16th, 1996

AUFORA News Update
Monday, December 16th, 1996     <www.helios.org>
___________________________

DISCOVERY SUPPORTS MARTIAN LIFE THEORY
     from the Daily Telegraph
          Helios Science News <www.helios.org>

LONDON - The scientists who claimed last August to have found evidence of life
on Mars have announced that they have strengthened their case.

One of the main criticisms of the claims, based on studies of the meteorite rock
ALH 84001, was that organisms so small - only one hundredth the diameter of a
human hair in length - had never been recorded on Earth.

Now US scientists led by Dr. Everett Gibson of NASA's Johnson Space Centre in
Houston, Tex., in collaboration with a British team led by Prof. Colin Pillinger
of the Open University, have found "nanobacteria" living two kilometres down in
the basalt rock of the Columbia River Valley.

They are to present their findings in a lecture given at Gresham College in
London this week.  "The beautiful thing is the story appears to be holding
together," Gibson said.

The team also reported evidence that the carbonates found in ALH 84001 did not
contaminate it by seeping in from the Antarctic ice where the meteorite was
discovered but formed on Mars 3.6 billion years ago.

Clues to past life are turning up in other rock samples from outer space.
Pillinger found that several other specimens shared five or six chemical
properties of ALH 84001, including evidence of organic compounds.

__________________
AUFORA News Update
News, Information, Facts from the world of UFOlogy

To subscribe send e-mail to: dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca

AUFORA Web: http://www.aufora.org/
AUFORA News: http://www.aufora.org/news/

Helios Science News: http://www.helios.org/
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UFO Updates 
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 21:19:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:04:10 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> Date: Fri, 16 Dec 1994 14:12:06 -0500
> From: "Scott K. Hale" <shale@megalinx.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
> References: <2.2.32.19961216192717.006d54bc@globalserve.net>

Regarding the Dr. Willy Smith, UNICAT PROJECT, analysis:

> > That makes the entire memo bogus. The step-by-step
> > analysis was published in JUST CAUSE, No. 27, March 1991. I suggest you
> > find a copy and read it. You won't find it in Friedman's new book.

>     I am very interested in the copy of Just Cause you mentioned.

Contact for JUST CAUSE is:

        CAUS
        Box 176
        Stoneham, MA  02180

Subscriptions are $15.00 for US, $20.00 for foreign. They also make
available back issues. It is edited and published by Barry Greenwood,
co-author of "Clear Intent" which is still in print and available at
book stores under the title "The UFO Cover-Up" by Larry Fawcett and
Barry Greenwood.

> Could you please be so kind as to mail me a copy? If it is possible
> for you to do this, please respond to the group and I will e-mail
> you my snail mail
> address.

Since it is still available from the source and Barry Greenwood uses
JUST CAUSE to help defray some costs associated with his current
research, I think it would be much more appropriate for you to secure an
original from him. Not only will you be getting an original, but also
helping some good research efforts. If I was to honor one request, I
would have to honor all. I don't have the resources and the time to do
that. MJ-12 is not a focus of my research interests in ufology and I
spend most of my time in other areas which I consider to be more
worthwhile research and not a distraction to ufology.

> Do we know that Mr. Klass started with the date that the memo
> was supposedly written in the archives? If he didn't, it doesn't solve
> how he found the signature.

Most of the damaging evidence that shows the MJ-12 documents to be bogus
came from researchers within ufology and not from members of the
skeptical community. Most of that research from within ufology was
presented in issues of JUST CAUSE as the evidence was accumulated and
reported. At the end of this message, I have included a bibliography of
the UFO literature based on UFO magazine, IUR, The MUFON Journal, and
JUST CAUSE, that shows how the MJ-12 saga was presented in the UFO
periodical literature from wishful thinking that MJ-12 could be the
smoking gun for ufology to the realization that it was nothing more than
a distraction to more serious research efforts. Focusing on Klass is but
a distraction away from the real issues: substantive evidence/lack of
substantive evidence regarding the alleged MJ-12 documents. That is why
you won't find any references to Klass articles in the bibliography I
have included below. Arguments that the only objections to MJ-12 have
come from the debunking community is a false appeal to the gallery. Most
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of the nails on the coffin of MJ-12 have come from independent research
by well-established and respected members of the UFO community that have
made worthwhile contributions to our understanding of UFO phenomena.

> Isn't it important to find out who faked the
> document(IF it was faked)? If the document is fraudulent, it doesn't
> make the document less important. Obviously, whoever may have faked the
> document would have to take a great deal of time doing it. Just some
> thoughts.

The genesis/provenance of the documents is definitely important. Since
the promoters of the MJ-12 documents have not established one iota of
real evidence to support any linkage of any real person, real meeting,
real program to the alleged MJ-12 documents, one would think that
establishing the genesis/provenance of the documents would be paramount
in their research efforts. Instead, they have avoided it with a passion.
It is up to those that claim the MJ-12 documents to be real to establish
the genesis/provenance of the documents.

Hope this helps you in your research efforts.

Ed Stewart
----------

       A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF MJ-12 AS SEEN THROUGH THE PAGES OF
           IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), JUST CAUSE,
                   MUFON UFO JOURNAL, AND UFO MAGAZINE

                      compiled by Ed Stewart 8/6/96

DATE      PUBLICATION/AUTHOR/TITLE
----
---------------------------------------------------------------

12/85     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 2, pp. 2-2,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "[Copy Of The So-Called "Aquarius"
Document]"

12/85     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 6, pp. 1-8,  Greenwood, Barry
(ed.),
               "MJ12: Myth Or Reality?"

07/86     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 5, pp. 2-2,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "Project Aquarius Confirmed?"

12/86     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 10, pp. 2-4,  Greenwood, Barry
               (ed.), "Addendum Of "Aquarius" And Stealth"

   87     UFO, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 4-5,  Cooper, Vicki (ed.), Stark,
               Sherie (ed.), "News: 'MJ-12' Nails 'Cover-Up'"

   87     UFO, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp. 6-7,  Cooper, Vicki (ed.), Stark,
               Sherie (ed.), "Official Disclosures Hover On Horizon -
               Panel Foresees Government 'Uncover-Up'"

03/87     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 7, pp. 2-3,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "Flash Flash Flash Flash...[On Aquarius]"

06/87     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 8, pp. 1-1,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "The Aquarius See-Saw"

06/87     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 8, pp. 3-3,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "[Copy Of PROJECT AQUARIUS COVER SHEET]"

06/87     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 8, pp. 4-4,  Fawcett, Larry (ed.),
Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.), "[Copy Of Cutler/Twining Memorandum]"

06/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 12, pp. 2-3,  Greenwood, Barry
               (ed.),  "Confirmation Of MJ-12?"

06/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 12, pp. 3-4,  Greenwood, Barry
               (ed.),  "MJ-12 Yet Again?"

07/87     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 231, pp. 11-15,  Moore, William L.,
               "Majestic - 12"
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09/87     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 12, No. 5,
               pp. 13-20,  Friedman, Stanton T.,  "MJ-12: The Evidence
               So Far"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 01-02,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "The MJ-12 Fiasco"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 02-07,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "The Documents"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 10-10,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 1 [Executive Briefing
               Subject: Project Aquarius]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 11-11,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 2 [Blank Cover Sheet
               Executive Correspondence]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 12-12,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 3 [CIA "MJ5" Memo]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 13-13,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 4 [Letter From Martin M.
               Teasley, Assistant Director Eisenhower Library,
               August 7, 1987]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 14-14,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 5A [Special Classified
               Executive Order #092447]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 14-14,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 5B [Truman/Forrestal
               Memorandum, September 24, 1947]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 15-15,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 6 [Letter From Benedict K.
               Zobrist, Director Truman Library]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 15-15,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 7 [06 December, 1950
               Report Of A UFO Crash]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 16-16,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 8 [Cutler/Twining Memo,
               July 14, 1954]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 17-18,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 9 [Letter: Martin M. Teasley,
               Assistant Director Eisenhower Library, July 13, 1987]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 19-21,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 10 [Letter: Reference Report
               On MJ-12, July 22, 1987, Jo Ann Williamson, Chief,
               Military Reference Branch, National Archives]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 22-22,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Exhibit 11 [Sample Of Press
               Coverage On MJ-12]"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 7-8,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Discussion"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 8-9,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "A Disturbing Revelation"

09/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 13, pp. 9-9,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Final Word"

11/87     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 235, pp. 9-11,  Clark, Jerome,
               "MJ-12 Jury Still Out"

12/87     CAUS BULLETIN, No. 9, pp. 2-4,  Howe, Linda Moulton,
               "Letter: [On Meeting With Special Agent Richard
               Doty on April 1983/MJ-12 Connection]"

12/87     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 14, pp. 1-2,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Editorial"

12/87     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 236, pp. 10-16,  Greenwood,
               Barry J.,  "MJ-12 Magic Act"
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01/88     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 13, No. 1,
               pp. 20-24,  Friedman, Stanton T.,  "The
               Secret Life Of Donald H. Menzel"

01/88     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 237, pp. 21-21,  Farish, Lucius,
               "In Others' Words: OMNI, 1987/11,
               Anti-Matter/UFO Update On MJ-12 Controversy"

03/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 15, pp. 1-2,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Editorial"

03/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 15, pp. 2-5,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "CAUS Response [To Stan Friedman's
               36 Point List]"

03/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 15, pp. 6-6,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "James S. Lay Letter, July 14, 1954"

03/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 15, pp. 7-8,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Stanton T. Friedman's 10/12/87 Basic
               Assumptions Of CAUS"

03/88     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 239, pp. 23-23,  Clark, Jerome,
               "Letter: [On "MJ-12 Jury Still Out]"

05/88     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 13, No. 3,
               pp. 12-17,  Friedman, Stanton T.,  "MJ-12
               Debunking Fiasco"

05/88     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 13, No. 3,
               pp. 24-24,  Forsythe, Scott M.,  "Letter:
               Secret Lives"

05/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 8-8,  Cooper, Vicki (ed.), Stark,
               Sherie (ed.), "Expert Validation of MJ-12 Memo"

05/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 8-8,  Maccabbee, Bruce S.,
               "A Question Of Motive"

06/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 16, pp. 1-1,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Editorial"

06/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 16, pp. 2-4,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Letter From Richard Doty, 3/3/88"

06/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 16, pp. 5-5,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Notarized Declaration By Linda
               Moulton Howe"

06/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 16, pp. 6-6,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Letter From Linda Moulton Howe To
               Richard Doty, May 14, 1983"

06/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 16, pp. 7-7,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Peter Gersten's Version Of Meetings
               With Richard Doty January 1983"

07/88     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 13, No. 4,
               pp. 19-19,  Wescott, Roger W.,  "Letter:
               Statement From Roger Wescott"

07/88     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 13, No. 4,
               pp. 24-24,  Parks, Brian,  "Letter: MJ-12"

07/88     MUFON 1988 INTERNATIONAL UFO SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS:
               ABDUCTIONS AND THE E.T. HYPOTHESIS, pp. 205-241,
               Moore, William L., Friedman, Stanton T., "MJ-12 And
               Phil Klass: What Are The Facts?"

07/88     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 243, pp. 16-17,  Bletchman, Robert H.,
               "Linguistics Expert Vouches For MJ-12 Briefing Paper"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 03-03,  Friedman, Stanton T.,
               "Letter: [On MJ-12 Article UFO, Vol.3, No. 2"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 06-07,  Cooper, Vicki (ed.), Stark,
               Sherie (ed.), "People: In Focus...Lee Graham"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 26-31,  Cooper, Vicki,  "Stalking
               The 'Ultimate Secret' - Ufologists Encounter
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               'Intelligence' Maze"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 30-30,  Cooper, Vicki,  "MJ-12
               Climax? Stand By!"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 31-31,  Cooper, Vicki,
               "Adventures At Kirtland"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 32-37,  Friedman, Stanton T.,
               "Document Digging: Research Challenge To Media"

07/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 35-35,  Friedman, Stanton T.,
               "UFO Debunker, CIA Hired Hand: Mystery Man Of MJ-12"

09/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 3-3,  Lewis, Gerald,  "Letter:
               [On Hopes For MJ-12]"

11/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 5, pp. 4-4,  Ecker, Don,  "News: Alien
               Briefing For Ex-Spies"

11/88     UFO, Vol. 3, No. 5, pp. 5-5,  Cooper, Vicki (ed.),
               "Alleged Government Documents: Funds Sought For MJ-12
               Investigation"

12/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 18, pp. 4-5,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "MJ-12 Update [On Dr. Wescott]"

12/88     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 18, pp. 5-5,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "UFO Cover Up - Live!"

01/89     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 249, pp. 8-9,  Moore, William L.,
               "MJ-12: An Open Letter"

03/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 19, pp. 3-3,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "FBI Opinion On MJ-12"

03/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 19, pp. 3-4,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "More On MJ-12"

03/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 19, pp. 5-6,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "MJ-12 In Japan?"

03/89     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 251, pp. 21-21,  Maccabee, Bruce S.,
               "Letter: [On MUFON's Support Of Stanton Friedman's
               Research On MJ-12]"

03/89     UFO, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 3-3,  Friedman, Stanton T.,
               "Letter: [On Visiting Archives]"

06/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 20, pp. 3-4,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "MJ-12 Update"

06/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 20, pp. 8-8,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "Letter From Edward J. Reese, Military
               Reference Branch, National Archives"

06/89     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 254, pp. 3-11,  Hastings, Robert,
               "MJ-12 Affair, The: Facts, Questions, Comments"

07/89     MUFON 1989 INTERNATIONAL UFO SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS: THE UFO
               COVER UP: A GOVERNMENT CONSPIRACY?, No. , pp. 81-112,
               Friedman, Stanton T.,  "Update On Operation Majestic-12"

08/89     MUFON UFO JOURNAL, No. 256, pp. 14-16,  Sider, Jean, Bullard,
               Thomas E. (trans.), "Majestic & Moore: Not Guilty!"

09/89     IUR (INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER) (CUFOS), Vol. 14, No. 5,
               pp. 3-3, Clark, Jerome, "Editorial: Wild Goose"

09/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 21, pp. 1-9,  Greenwood,
               Barry (ed.),  "A Majestic Deception"

09/89     JUST CAUSE (NEW SERIES), No. 21, pp. 10-10,  Greenwood,
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Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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CNN's 'Mystery Ball' Story

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:30:50 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:30:50 -0500
Subject: CNN's 'Mystery Ball' Story

From: CNN Interactive's Sci-Tech Area

http://cnn.com/TECH/9612/17/mystery.ball.ap/index.html

It's a bird, it's a
plane, it's a
mystery ball!

 December 17, 1996
 Web posted at: 2:30 a.m. EST

 SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- A
 mysterious glowing ball of light traveling
 1/100th the speed of light has been
 spotted and videotaped in the earth's
 upper atmosphere, but what it is has
 scientists puzzled.

 Brief footage of the image, which appeared for about 3/100th of a
 second at an estimated height of 80 kilometers, was presented
 publicly for the first time Monday at the fall meeting of the
 American Geophysical Union.

 In a six-frame sequence, the object can clearly be seen crossing
 upwards and left across the field of view, while retaining its shape
 and intense glow.

 "It's the first and only event of this kind photographed to my
 knowledge," said Dr. Dean A. Morss, assistant professor of
 Atmospheric Sciences at Creighton University in Nebraska. Morss
 is heading a research project designed to videotape luminous
 electrical phenomena, called sprites, in the upper atmosphere.

 'Clearly moving'

 Scientists were observing a region of thunderstorm activity in
 western Kansas from a ground observation point in Nebraska
 when the mystery ball appeared. Navy Lt. Paul McCrone, a
 graduate student at Creighton, videotaped the image on August 22,
 using equipment on loan to the university from Los Alamos
 National Laboratory.

 "It's clearly something that does not have any mass. The angular
 speed is too fast to be anything at orbital velocity," said Morris B.
 Pongratz, a scientist with Los Alamos National Laboratory who
 has examined the tape. "This guy is clearly moving."

 Morss and his colleagues maintain the ball's tremendous speed and
 apparent lack of mass eliminate many commonly proffered
 explanations for unknown objects sighted in the atmosphere.

 "People are seeing new forms, new shapes, all sorts of new
 phenomena," Morss said. "It's not traditional meteorology."

 Copyright 1996   The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
 This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or
 redistributed.
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H7rdqMK3BxawGq0iddWhqi012Wh7g91jDFLgZ2z3amZ9qItY4zr+ju5PPdJS4/Sl2CWl9gG92S3S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QCf3vzVCp0vc6tktY6JboU7bW7TW/aWAy1rdAHfytyky1lDWZD7Q2lzxVuAhpef8ExJS7XutzJri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ba5lv21j/Q9HC2evYE/XbKOE5/q4VOTTjYLsptj2NNWXkfbPt2E6nKzMGr7Rj/Y6/wBSyM/DvoZ9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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:14:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 10:10:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> Date: 16 Dec 96 19:26:26 EST
>  From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

>  They wouldn't verify this because of the loss of their credibility, so we
> have the inestimable 'Italian connection' give some fairly meaningless reports
> on the film/copy/cutting room floor snippets.

Testing the film has nothing to do with credibility of Kodak. Nor their
military contracts. Kodak simply is not going to let Mr. Santilli tell them
what to do. They were misled before and they are not going to be misled
again.

Kodak will date test the film if they get the proper snippets. They are going
to be very careful with Mr. Santilli because of his zealousness in the past
of what he called authentication. They do not want that to happen. No way are
they going to authenticate anything from him until they see the real film
which was transferred to video.

>  Lets push for a couple of independent labs to look at this, arbitaryily
> chosen at random from a list.

>     Something else along this line, when I contacted Kodak their spokesman
> said they could do the testing but that it would be very costly.  There was no
> mention of them doing it for free. If someone has a contact at Kodak that
> says they will do it for free, they need to get that in writing and submit it
> to Santilli.

Perhaps you should have spoken with someone other than a spokesperson. Those
guys were given a prepared statement to give for all then inquiries they were
getting. As for the cost, I have no idea.

>     I doubt any independent lab would do it for free either but they may be
> less expensive than Kodak.

According to the person who would have been in charge of performing the
chemical analysis, ONLY KODAK can verify the chemical content of their films.
Sure a bunch of labs could do a burn and get a breakdown on the ratios but
the chemical make-up of KODAK film is proprietary information.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert ***

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 04:01:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 10:09:22 -0500
Subject: Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert ***

> Subject: *** Roswell  Corollary Alert ***
>  Date: Mon, 16 Dec 96 18:08:48 -0600
>  From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

[snip]

>      I have noted that a triangular 'piece of the crash'  held by
>      the Roswell museum said to have been part of the 'crashed
>      flying saucer'  was composed of several metals including
>      copper.

Pat, but the piece that the Roswell Museum has was identified by the jeweler
who made it. I can't vouch for what you say about copper, but the the museum
has was not something that was causing green fireballs in 1947.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

New Sighting of Triangle Object in Ventura/Santa

From: Mary Helen Corrado <mcorrado@jetlink.net>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 07:21:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:01:27 -0500
Subject: New Sighting of Triangle Object in Ventura/Santa

Errol -

     I don't know what is up out here, but I took a phone interview tonight
from a fellow who had a close up sighting of a large triangular shaped
object.  This occurred on Dec 6.  We also got news of a similar sighting
this weekend up in Santa Barbara.  We are following up on these sightings.
We also have another sighting report from December 3 to interview.  I don't
know much about that sighting, but it was in a different place and time from
the sighting that I witnessed on that day.
    Check the updated web site at http://www.jetlink.net/~mcorrado

I hope to have a drawing from the witness I interviewed by Wednesday.

Mary Helen Corrado
MUFON Ventura/SB

Newbury Park, CA - Northwest of LA
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert ***

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 96 11:30:20 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:30:20 -0500
Subject: Re: *** Roswell Corollary Alert ***

     Rebecca Schatte said;

>>      I have noted that a triangular 'piece of the crash'  held by
>>      the Roswell museum said to have been part of the 'crashed
>>      flying saucer'  was composed of several metals including
>>      copper.
>
>
>Pat, but the piece that the Roswell Museum has was identified by the jeweler
>who made it. I can't vouch for what you say about copper, but the the museum
>has was not something that was causing green fireballs in 1947.

   Sure!  :)   All those green balls are Mogul designs from Tiffanys!

   I am right about the copper. Check into it.

   I may be wrong about the Roswell 'artifact' but copper fits the
picture.

    BTW - Last night I saw one of those green fireballs for myself.
    They are exactly as Linda M. Howell describes.

     ~Pat~
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The X-mas Files
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 17

The X-mas Files

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:39:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:33:55 -0500
Subject: The X-mas Files

Subj:  The Real X-Files                 Section: Mutual UFO Network
  To:  ALL                              Tuesday, December 17, 1996 9:45:26AM
From:  John W. Ratcliff, 70253,3237     #406173

The following is from the Dec. 16th, 1996 issue of the New Yorker:

     The XMas-Files
     by Frank Cammuso and Hart Seely

     57 ELM STREET
     BETHLEHEM, PA.
     11:51 P.M., DECEMBER 24TH

     We're too late! It's already been here.

     Mulder, I hope you know what you're doing.

     Look, Scully, just like the other homes: Douglas fir, truncated,
     mounted, transformed into a shrine; halls decked with boughs of holly;
     stockings hung by the chimney, with care.

     You really think someone's been here?

     Someone, or something.

     Mulder, over here--it's a fruitcake.

     Don't touch it!  Those things can be lethal.

     It's O.K.  There's a note attached: "Gonna find out who's naughty and
     nice."

     It's judging them, Scully.  It's making a list.

     Who?  What are you talking about?

     Ancient mythology tells of an obese humanoid entity who could travel
     at great speed in a craft powered by antlered servants.  Once each
     year, near the winter solstice, this creature is said to descend from
     the heavens to reward its followers and punish disbelievers with
     jagged chunks of antracite.

     But that's legend, Mulder--a story told by parents to frighten
     children.  Surely you don't believe it?

     Something was here tonight, Scully.  Check out the bite marks on this
     gingerbread man.  Whatever tore through this plate of cookies was
     massive--and in a hurry.

     It left crumbs everywhere.  And look, Mulder, this milk glass has been
     completely drained.

     It gorged itself, Scully.  I fed without remorse.

     But why would they leave it milk and cookies?

     Appeasement.  Tonight is the Eve, and nothing can stop its wilding.

     But if this thing does exist, how did it get in?  The doors and
     windows were locked.  There's no sign of forced entry.
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     Unless I miss my guess, it came through the fireplace.

     Wait a minute, Mulder.  If you're saying some huge creature landed on
     the roof and came down this chimney, you're crazy.  The flue is barely
     six inchues wide.  Nothing could get down there.

     But what if it could alter its shape, move in all directions at once?

     You mean, like a bowl full of jelly?

     Exactly.  Scully, I've never told anyone this, but when I was a child
     my home was visited.  I saw the creature.  It had long white shanks of
     fur surrounding its ruddy, misshapen head.  Its bloated torso was red
     and white.  I'll never foget the horror.  I turned away, and when I
     looked back it had somehow taken on the facial features of my father.

     Impossible.

     I know what I saw.  And that night it read my mind.  It brought me a
     Mr. Potato Head, Scully.  It knew that I wanted a Mr. Potato Head!

     I'm sorry, Mulder, but you're asking me to disregard the laws of
     physics.  You want me to believe in some supernatural being who soars
     across the skies and brings gifts to good little girls and boys.
     Listen to what you're saying.  Do you understand the repercussions?
     If this gets out, they'll close the X-files.

     Scully, listen to me: It know when you're sleeping.  It knows when
     you're awake.

     But we have no proof.

     Last year, on this exact date, SETI radio telescopes detected bogeys
     in the airspace over twenty-seven states.  The White House ordered a
     Condition Red.

     But that was a meteor shower.

     Officially.  Two days ago, eight prized Scandinavian reindeer vanished
     from the National Zoo, in Washington, D.C.  Nobody--not even the
     zookeeper--was told about it.  The government doesn't want people to
     know about Project Kringle.  They fear that if this thing is proved to
     exist the public will stop spending half its annual income in a
     holiday shopping frenzy.  Retail markets will collapse.  Scully, they
     cannot let the world believe this creature lives.  There's too much at
     stake.  They'll do whatever it takes to insure another silent night.

     Mulder, I--

     Sh-h-h.  Do you hear what I hear?

     On the roof.  It sounds like...a clatter.

     The truth is up there.  Let's see what's the matter.

     IF YOU FORWARD THIS, PLEASE BE SURE TO CREDIT THE AUTHORS
     FRANK CAMMUSO AND HART SEELY.
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1996 Year of Spectacular Discoveries and

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:49:32 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:32:03 -0500
Subject: 1996 Year of Spectacular Discoveries and

David E. Steitz
Headquarters, Washington, DC               December 17, 1996
(Phone:  202/358-1600)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

RELEASE:  96-260

1996 SEEN AS YEAR OF SPECTACULAR
DISCOVERIES AND NEW CHALLENGES FOR NASA

    A rock, a record, a rover and a new rocket were among the
top NASA stories for 1996.  Background material, video and
still images are available to news media to illustrate these
stories, with supporting material also available via the
Internet and the World Wide Web.

LIFE ON MARS?  TANTALIZING CLUES FROM AN ANCIENT ROCK

    In an announcement that caused all humankind to take
pause, NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldin and a team of
scientists  revealed in August that a meteorite from Mars
strongly suggested that primitive life may have existed on
that planet more than 3 billion years ago.  In a press
conference at NASA Headquarters, a research team showed the
world pictures of the first organic molecules thought to be
of Martian origin; several features characteristic of
biological activity, and possible microscopic fossils of
primitive, bacteria-like organisms inside the ancient
meteorite.  In vowing to pursue the investigation of this
historic discovery, Goldin said "The evidence is exciting,
even compelling, but not conclusive.  It is a discovery that
demands further scientific investigation.  NASA is ready to
assist the process of rigorous scientific investigation and
lively scientific debate that will follow this discovery."
Goldin invited governments from around the globe to
participate in the continuing investigation of the meteorite.

LUCID SETS U.S. RECORD FOR STAY IN SPACE

    Astronaut Dr. Shannon Lucid set a new record for an
American living in space and broke the world's record for a
woman living in space by spending 181 days aboard the Russian
Mir Space Station.  Lucid, who conducted microgravity and
life sciences experiments aboard the Mir with two Russian
cosmonauts, returned to Earth aboard Space Shuttle Atlantis
in November.  President Clinton presented Lucid with the
Congressional Space Medal of Honor in an early December
ceremony, citing Lucid "for her contributions to
international cooperation in space ... Shannon Lucid is an
explorer in the best tradition of those who dare to challenge
the unknown."  Lucid's stay on Mir was part of continuing
U.S. - Russian space cooperation, which is setting the
foundation for the International Space Station.

TWO PROBES LAUNCHED TO STUDY THE RED PLANET

    In a continuing effort to learn more about Mars, the
United States launched two new spacecraft to the Red Planet
in 1996.  The Mars Global Surveyor and the Mars Pathfinder
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missions were both successfully launched from NASA's Kennedy
Space Center, FL.  Mars Global Surveyor, due to rendezvous
with Mars in September of 1997, will spend four months
dipping into Mars' atmosphere using a technique called
"aerobraking."  Starting in 1998, the Surveyor will begin
compiling a systematic database as it surveys the Martian
landscape and photographs unique features, such as polar caps
and Mars' network of sinuous, intertwining river channels.
Mars Pathfinder, set to land on Mars July 4, 1997, is
designed to test the feasibility of a new low-cost method of
delivering a spacecraft, science payload and free-ranging
rover to the surface of the Red Planet.  Once deployed, the
lander will transmit back to Earth science data collected
during descent through Mars' atmosphere.  The rover, named
Sojourner, will then activate an onboard camera and send back
images to Earth, signifying the start of its exploration.

GALILEO UNRAVELS MYSTERIES OF JUPITER AND ITS MOONS

    Mars was not the only planet to reveal startling new
secrets in 1996.  NASA's Galileo spacecraft, in its flyby and
probe deploy at Jupiter, revealed many previously unknown
facts about our Solar System's largest planet.  Galileo's
Probe, which was successfully sent into Jupiter's violent
atmosphere in December 1995, provided new discoveries for
NASA scientists.  New information on the extent of water,
clouds, and the chemical composition of Jupiter's atmosphere
was revealed.  As Galileo sped by Jupiter's moons, new
details of the satellites began to emerge.  On Ganymede,
Jupiter's largest moon, scientists were intrigued by three-
dimensional pictures of giant, icy fissures and evidence of a
magnetic field.  Galileo also reported that "warm ice" or
even liquid water may have existed, and perhaps still exists,
beneath the cracked icy crust of the moon Europa.  Galileo
found that the volcanically-active moon Io had noticeably
changed since it was last observed 17 years ago by the
Voyager spacecraft.  In November, Galileo flew by Jupiter's
moon Callisto, investigating the strange, pockmarked fourth
moon, so different from its other active siblings.

HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE CONTINUES TO AMAZE ASTRONOMERS

    Living up to its role as one of the "Great
Observatories," the Hubble Space Telescope showed images of
galaxies colliding, the surface of Pluto, and the birth of
stars during 1996. In April, Hubble sent back dramatic images
of gigantic tadpole-shaped objects surrounding a dying star.
The "cometary knots" are probably the result of a dying
star's final outbursts, seen in the Helix nebula.  The Space
Telescope continues on track for measuring the expansion of
the universe, sending back information that fine-tunes the
Hubble Constant.  Scientists are using the telescope to try
and place the Hubble Constant to within a ten percent
accuracy. Compiling a "cosmic movie" of the Crab Nebula,
Hubble found the Nebula even more dynamic than previously
understood.  Hubble measured the diameters of a special class
of pulsating star called Mira variables, which rhythmically
change size. At 11 billion light-years away, they existed
during the epoch when it is commonly believed galaxies
started to form.  Hubble concluded the gigantic, old stars
are not round but rather egg-shaped.  That discovery may
preview the fate of our Sun five billion years from now.
Hubble also surveyed the "homes" of quasars, showing that
they live in a remarkable variety of galaxies, many of which
are violently colliding.  The complicated image Hubble sent
back suggests there may be a variety of mechanisms for
"turning on" quasars, the universe's most energetic objects.
Hubble introduced us to images of what may be galaxies under
construction in the early universe, being made out of a long
sought ancient population of "galactic building blocks."
Those images show a grouping of 18 gigantic star clusters
that appear to be the same distance from Earth, and close
enough to each other that they will eventually merge into a
few galaxy-sized objects.  In October, Hubble followed the
spectacular dance of Jupiter's aurora, allowing astronomers
to map Jupiter's immense magnetic field and better understand
how it generates such phenomena.

NEXT GENERATION LAUNCH VEHICLE CHOSEN FOR DEVELOPMENT

    In a quest for a faster, better, cheaper access to space
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in the 21st Century, Vice President Al Gore and Administrator
Goldin announced that Lockheed Martin was selected to build
the X-33 technology demonstration vehicle, a one-half scale
prototype of the Reusable Launch Vehicle which will be used
to demonstrate advanced technologies that will dramatically
increase reliability and lower the costs of putting payloads
into space.  Lockheed Martin will design, build and conduct
the first test flight of the X-33 test vehicle by March 1999,
and conduct up to fifteen flights by December 1999.  NASA has
budgeted $941 million for the project through 1999, with
Lockheed Martin contributing over $200 million.  Called
"VentureStar," the unpiloted vehicle will launch vertically
like a rocket and land horizontally like an airplane.

                           -end-

NOTE TO EDITORS:  More detailed information about this year's
top NASA stories is available:
STORY             INTERNET WORLD WIDE WEB URL
Life on Mars:     http://www.jsc.nasa.gov/pao/flash/
Shannon Lucid:    http://shuttle
mir.nasa.gov/science/brochure/toc.html
New Mars Probes:  http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.gov and
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/mgs
Galileo:          http://ccf.arc.nasa.gov/galileo_probe/
Hubble:           http://www.stsci.edu/pubinfo/Latest.html
X-33:             http://rlv.msfc.nasa.gov/x33/index.html
                  PHOTOGRAPHS/IMAGES
Life on Mars:     96-H-514, Electron scanning microscope
image of Mars meteorite
Shannon Lucid:    96-HC-666, Imax image of Lucid, 96-HC-711,
Lucid with Russian Space Suit;
                  96-HC-659, Imax image of Lucid reading a
book in space
New Mars Probes:  96-HC-725, Mars Global Surveyor; 96-HC-686,
Mars Pathfinder
Galileo:          96-HC-682, Io; 96-HC-728, Europa; 96-H-432,
Ganymede
Hubble:           96-HC-25, Egg Nebula; 96-HC-216, Cometary
Knots; 96-HC-729, Quasars
X-33:             96-HC-735, X-33
For the latest news and information about NASA, please visit
TODAY@NASA at URL:
     http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/NewsRoom/today.html
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Re: Wormwood?

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:28:08 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:31:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

>From: legion@werple.net.au
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Wormwood?
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:36 +1100 (EST)

[snip]

>Sorry, Graham.  Andrew's "scoop" was based on a load of old tosh from the
>Canadian version of the magazine that gives tabloids a bad name, the
>"Weekly World News".  (Anybody else remember their "Aliens Ate My
>Laundry" story?)

Dear John,

Many thanks indeed for appraising me on the original source of the
so-called "Floating City in Space" story.

I immediately contacted Andrew Pike about this and he pointed out that his
information came not from the Weekly World News, but from discussions he
had entered into with fellow astronomers, including two professional
astronomers, all of whom appeared to be treating this topic with a
surprising degree of seriousness.

>From whence cometh the story that concerned them so?

A bit of detective work brought the answer: The UK magazine "Amatuer
Astronomy & Earth Sciences" quoted a certain Marcia Masson - she of the
"Weekly World News" article.

What prompted "Amatuer Astronomy & Earth Sciences" to cite Marcia Masson's
claims is another matter entirely. I'm informed that this American lady is
in the process of writing a book on this and similar topics.

It may interest you to know that I have received numerous calls from devout
Roman Catholic's (including two clergy members) who speak of references to
the arrival of a comet contained in prophecies and the like. Not being a
member of the Catholic Church, I was wondering if anyone else has come
across this and would like to comment?

Best regards,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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Astronomers Detect Never Before Seen Gamma-Ray

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:29:41 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:33:00 -0500
Subject: Astronomers Detect Never Before Seen Gamma-Ray

Douglas Isbell
Headquarters, Washington, DC           December 17, 1996
(Phone:  202/358-1753)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

Jerry Berg
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL
(Phone: 205/544-0034)

RELEASE:  96-261

ASTRONOMERS DETECT NEVER BEFORE
SEEN GAMMA-RAY MULTI-BURSTS

     The much-debated mystery of the source and origins of
high-energy bursts of gamma rays observed in all directions
in distant space has been given a puzzling new twist with the
detection by NASA astronomers of the first sequence of
repeated bursts in one region.

     Four separate gamma-ray bursts were detected in two
groups of two in rapid succession on October 27 and October
29, respectively.  Astronomers based at NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, AL, measured the unique sequence
using the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE)
instrument aboard NASA's Earth-orbiting Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory, launched from the Space Shuttle Atlantis in
April 1991.  The repeated bursts are unlike any of the other
1,700 gamma-ray bursts observed by BATSE.

     Marshall Space Sciences Laboratory astrophysicist Dr.
Valerie Connaughton will present more details on the findings
in a paper at the Texas Symposium on Relativistic
Astrophysics in Chicago on Wednesday, December 18, at 4:15
p.m. CST at the Palmer House Hilton.

     The BATSE finding is expected to prompt vigorous debate
on subjects such as the distance to the sources of gamma-ray
bursts and their causes -- subjects still debated by
scientists despite nearly 25 years of study.

     BATSE usually detects only about one gamma-ray burst per
day, lasting from 10-30 seconds, and the locations of these
events on the sky appear to be randomly distributed.  "That's
what makes these recent events so unusual," said Dr. Charles
Meegan, BATSE experiment co-investigator.  "They came right
after one another, about two days apart, and all from the
same part of the sky.  Moreover, the last one was much longer
than usual, lasting 23 minutes."

     The BATSE astronomers cannot yet say for sure whether
these events were produced by just one object in space, or
several, but "it would be unlikely that this actually
happened by chance" in four unrelated places, said
Connaughton.

     "Some astronomers argue for an explanation that the
origin of these bursts is fairly local, just outside our own
galaxy," said Dr. Gerald Fishman, BATSE principal
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investigator, who agrees that the recent events are likely
related.  "But most believe that bursts come from remote
parts of the universe, at cosmological distances of a billion
light years or more."

     Another debated topic is how bursts are created.  One
theory suggests that bursts do not repeat from the same
source because they involve a tremendous explosion that
destroys the source in the process.  Another possibility is
that bursts occur when neutron stars merge, which would not
be consistent with repeating bursts.  "This discovery of
multiple bursts adds fuel to the debate as to the source of
the bursts," said Fishman.

     The discovery was confirmed by three other gamma-ray
burst detectors.  Scientists from NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, MD, the University of California at
Berkeley and the Ioffe Institute in Russia participated in
the discovery.

     The Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics is one
of the most significant scientific forums for high energy
astrophysics, and is being attended by leading astronomers
from around the world, including Sir Martin Rees from
Cambridge University.  Dr. Rees is scheduled to present an
invited talk on gamma-ray bursts at the meeting today.

     Press contacts during the symposium are Don Sena of the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and Diana Steele of the
University of Chicago, who can be reached at 312/917-1781,
fax 312/917-1786.  To arrange an interview with a NASA BATSE
researcher at the symposium, Kelly McFalls of the Marshall
Office of Public Affairs can be reached at that number.

     The Burst and Transient Source Experiment is one of
several instruments on NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory.
Other BATSE discoveries include a bursting pulsar, gamma rays
from thunderstorms and eight new pulsars, and the observation
of more than 1,700 gamma-ray bursts.

     Further information on the mission and its
accomplishments is available on the Internet home page of
Marshall's Space Sciences Laboratory on the World Wide Web at
URL:

               http://www.ssl.msfc.nasa.gov

                            -end-
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Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 1

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 14:29:59 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 00:54:49 -0500
Subject: Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 1

Special Operations Manual 1-01,  Posting #1

During a visit to Washington, D. C. I stopped off at Richard Hall's home
and during my stay there he showed me a copy SOM 1-01.  I noticed a
number items in the publication atypical and unusual in military
writings.

The next day I discussed this manual with Don Berliner.  Since it
appeared to have the US Army seal on the cover, I urged him to send it to
the Army for security determination which I thought might prove very
interesting; especially any comments they might make.  He said he had
given it to the GAO Roswell investigators and felt that was the best
place to get further information on it.

Don Berliner can certainly speak for himself.  However, my impression was
that his attitude towards the authenticity of the manual was ambivalent.
 He had after all presented a talk at a MUFON symposium about how a
recovery team would retrieve crashed saucers.

Berliner mentioned that he had consulted with several experts and came
away with some conflicting opinions.  (I didn't extensive notes at the
time so I am relying on memory for the following.)  He asked someone from
the government printing office if they produced a manual like this and
was told that it appeared a sloppy job, but it well might have come from
them.  He consulted some military officers about the manual, and they
disagreed about whether it could be authentic.  He had also asked
archivists at Carlisle Barracks about the manual, and they had pointed
out that the publications list in the manual was correct for the date of
the manual.  However, just shortly after the manual date the publications
cited had changed, and the list would have contained incorrect
references just a month or so later.

Berliner and I heatedly disagreed about some of the problems in the
manual.  He told me that the manual had come in the mail from an unknown
source.  He did not feel that necessarily reflected on the authenticity.
He pointed out that the news media in Washington, DC live on leaks.
We also disagreed on the effect of the espionage laws in this case.  He
felt, as an aviation writer, that he was a member of the press and had no
responsibility to try to help the authorities identify the source of the
document--which since purported to be a security document of the US, a
security violation had occurred.

The Special Operations Manual tells retrieval teams how to conduct such
operations.  Manuals of this type would be used by the commander or team
leader (or whatever the designation) to develop Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs), Operational Plans (OPlans) which would contained
detailed instructions and tasks on retrieval, and Operation Orders
(OPORD), which would apply the plan to a specific operation.  Oplans
can easily become OPORDs.  OPORD are used in specific situations:
if the thing came down in a swamp, this would require special techniques
and equipment and be addressed in the OPORD.  Of course, once the
location is known, the specifics of the area, (ie local population,
terrain, communication, etc., etc.) would be addressed in the OPORD.

To make sure that all necessary actions are accomplished correctly,
manuals are written to establish guidance and standards.  It is too late
when the event has taken place to research what should be done.  The
guidance on this is set out long in advance by people who careful
consider all aspects of the problem.  This guidance is used to craft
Oplans and OPORDs for specific situations and develop training.  When
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unforeseen developments happen, there is feed back and the manuals are
revised as necessary.

Oplans and OPORDs address Administrative and Personnel, Security and
Intelligence, Operations, Logistics, Communications and Electronics and
other areas of concern as necessary.  (For example all modern Oplans and
ORORDs address Safety as a separate area--not so, of course, in 1954.)

So any reviewer of this document should keep in mine that it should
establish minimal standards for the tasks and goals planned.

Generally all publications in the military and other agencies solicit
recommendations for improvements and corrections of errors.  Drafts of
new publications are generally sent to activities having some interest
or expertise on the subject for coordination.  Generally such
coordinations improves the final product.  I worked in offices that
received such publications and from time to time and was tasked to
critique these publications.  The result was a long list of
discrepancies, errors, comments, and recommendations which was submitted
to the proponent agency.

I proposed to do such a review (a little less formal than when it was an
official duty) on SOM 1-01.  Some of the discrepancies, etc. are
impossible to address since the manual is fragmentary.  However, they are
included for future reference.  Items considered major discrepancies  are
indicated with an asterisk *.  A short analysis will be included at the
end of the list.  (Page numbers are those in Berliner's copy of the
document.)

Jan Aldrich
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Ellsberg on 'Secrets'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 22:05:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 00:52:27 -0500
Subject: Ellsberg on 'Secrets'

Ed Stewart did us all a service by recommending the Paul McGinnis
website on military secrecy.

I was browsing there, and found -- among other interesting and
impressive documents -- testimony Daniel Ellsberg gave before Congress
in 1973. Ellsberg, of course, was the foreign policy official who leaked
the Pentagon Papers during the Vietnam war. Two years later, there were
congressional hearings on military secrecy, and he was asked to tell
what he knew.

Here are some excerpts. I imagine many of us will find them fascinating,
since they provide first-hand testimony about how baroque and
compartmentalized US government secrets really are. They don't prove
anything about UFOs, of course -- I think I should stress that, before
anyone (including me) jumps to any conclusions. Interestingly, though, I
had to edit the text a little. I had to remove annotations from someone
who <did> draw pro-MJ-12 conclusions from Ellsberg's testimony, and
inserted them at the relevant points. It's a shame, really...Ellsberg's
words are strong enough not to need interpretation by anybody.

Greg Sandow

Excerpts follow:

Perhaps I could cut through it best by just relating to you some advice
I gave to a man who entered Government 4 years ago, and I might as well
name him -- Henry Kissinger -- someone I had known academically or
professionally for 10 years. It seemed to me it was appropriate to pass
on some thoughts to him in advance and perhaps inoculate him against the
transformation that I feared was going to come over this person. It was
appropriate to do it to this person because I felt he was going to be
initiated into the most esoteric and sinister parts of this system. He
was not only going to have a top secret but perhaps a score or two
score, for all I know, of the clearances higher than top secret of which
I had held an even dozen when I worked as special assistant to the
Assistant Secretary of Defense.

...in December of 1968 in the Hotel Pierre...I said to him, 'You are
about to get 10,15, or 20 clearances of a sort that you never knew
existed. Their very names are classified.' Code words that identify them
on pieces of paper are classified. They are referred to by the first
letters of their codewords; they are never to be photographed. That
applies only to the lowest of these clearances to which I refer.
Secretary McNamara had at least a few more. I wouldn't suggest how many
each person had in the Defense Dept. Persons in the White House could
have many more in the NSA and CIA and many places I didn't deal with.

    **********

If you had worked all your life with top secret material in the Pentagon
for Assistant Secretaries, unless you were one of the elect, you would
not be aware that there are entire rooms in the Pentagon with safe doors
outside, with a guardian, with a computer list up to date hourly and
daily as to who is admitted in that room, and unless you know the
codeword and are on that list, you cannot enter that room or know of its
existence. It will have a very nondescript door in the hall that will
not suggest what is inside. You can go in that room and discover
yourself in something like the reading room of the New York Public
Library, not a closet, not a safe, but a room with charts, with library
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shelves of material, no word of which you were previously aware existed.
You did not know how it was gotten. You did not know the President had
this kind of information at all. Of course, the effect of that is very
euphoric at first. You go around and take things off the shelves and
begin reading and imagine you are about to learn all the answers, that
Godlike knowledge is now available to you. Now, you can be introduced
into one of those rooms and still have no idea that there exist still
other rooms with other sources of information, other access lists just
as large and just as secret. I would say it is not until you have four
or five such clearances, that the next level is revealed to you. Then
you become aware that there is no limit to this; that these clearances
can be generated very quickly in a day or two; and such types of
information can be segregated -- I am not saying only from the public or
Congress, but even from other people who have two or three other
clearances -- very effectively.

Once you have a dozen, from then on, you live in the knowledge there
must be others you don't have. Could there be clearances the President
doesn't know about? Of course, certainly, without any doubt....Could it,
however, be withheld from him? The answer is 'Yes,' and even by close
associates. Top Secret, you have heard in testimony, top secret is
accessible to 400,000 to 500,000 people....Comint clearance is far more
secret, far more sensitive. Members of Congress or their staffs...can't
be trusted, but ... 120,000 sergeants, warrant officers, generals and
Cabinet secretaries [can]. The next clearance above that cuts way down
to about 14,000 to 20,000. What I am saying is that the world of secrets
is lived in by a very large number of people, though a very small part
of our our electorate and only one branch of our Government. Henry
Kissinger lives in a much smaller world, a world that for some pieces of
information might be inhabited only by a couple of people. ...one White
House staffer told me...'I wonder if Henry realizes there were certain
things known only to him, the President, and the Army General Staff....'
But I am saying, as many as 100,000 or 400,000, nevertheless keep
secrets very well because of this apparatus of conspiracy, special
channels, special couriers for each clearance. The couriers for one
clearance do not know the existence of the other ones. Special
briefings, special access lists, special libraries, each separate, the
apparatus of an espionage ring; a Government that consists of cells but
with the President at the top. Certainly when I say there are clearances
that the President may not know of, I say that only to make a point. The
more important point is, the President does know virtually all of
this....

   *********

The entire document (with the pro-MJ-12 annotations!) can be found at
ftp://members.aol.com/paulmcg/files/ellsberg-on-secrecy.

Or you can follow the link from the McGinnis site, at
http://www.frogi.org/secrecy.html
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Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 2

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 16:15:14 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 00:56:59 -0500
Subject: Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 2

Special Operation Manual No. 1-01  Posting #2.

List of comments.

                           COVER

*1.  The word "RESTRICTED" is placed on the cover.  Restricted was a
security classification that was being phased in 1954.  Restricted Data
(RD) and Formerly Restricted Data (FRD) are used to refer to nuclear
weapons data.  Use of the word RESTRICTED, therefore, causes confusion
especially since the cover is the only place it is used.  Security
regulations at the 1954 do not have a special use for the word other
than those cited above.  Nowhere in the text of the manual is this use
addressed.

2.  The classification of "SOM 1-01" on the cover is not indicated.  (See
below 6)

*3. The designation TO 12D1-3-11-1 is not explained anywhere in the
manual.  The Army and the Air Force issued many joint manuals.  The
Army's designation would be TM (Technical Manual) and a series of
number(and sometime letters.)  The Air Force designation TO (Technical
Order) was also used in smaller lettering/numbering as in this case.  A
research item would be to look up the TO-12D1-3-11-1 in the index of Air
Force Technical Orders.  (A prediction is that it will refer to an
unclassified packaging manual.)

4.  What is the security classification of "TO-12D1-3-11-1"? (See below
6)

5.  What is the security classification of the manual title?  (See below
6)

6.  There is no short title.  The security classification of numerical
and title determine the classification of documents that refer to these
titles and designations.  To allow manuals to be cited in lower
classified security documents a "short title" either unclassified or a
lower classification is created.  While this procedure was not effective
in 1954, a modification should have been made later and added to the
cover.

7.  "Eyes Only" is not a security classification.  It is sometimes used
as a communication procedure and sometimes as custom in the military.  It
sounds very "James Bond."  However, when used in communication it is
generally directed to one named individual.  I would very much like to
see a security manual that covers "Eyes Only."

8. There should be on the cover somewhere  "copy #---- of----copies."
This was a printed manual.  Each copy should be serial numbered.  (See
below  9)

*9. There is no Top Secret Control Number.  The US Army Europe Supplement
to Army Regulation 380-5 has a good designation, not used universally
throughout the Army, Continuous Controlled Accountability (CCA), but
helpful in understanding the security procedures for Top Secret and other
specially classified documents.  Top Secret, Communication Security items
such as codes and key material (COMSEC), NATO Secret are CCA documents.
 They must be individual accounted for (that means control and serial
numbers), an individual is always signed for them, and they must be under
control of that individual or in an authorized security container.  In
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addition each person that looks at a Top Secret document is required to
sign a form that he has read it.  The argument has been made on this list
that Top Secret documents have been found in the archives that do not
have TS control number.  This is argument by exception and is
meaningless.  Such documents appear to be security violations.  A
security violation does not negate the regulation--it is a violation of
the regulation.  Just as someone who commits murder but is never caught
does not negate the law against murder.  Archived documents also have to
a certain extent been demilitarized or sanitized so the argument does not
necessarily apply.  SM 1-01 does not appear to be an archived document,
but an active document.  As such, there were almost 40 years to correct
this major deficiency, but no one bothered.

This is extraordinary considering the almost constant admonishment
against security lapses in the manual itself.

10.  The manual, issued by the MAJESTIC--12 GROUP, has what appears to be
an US Army seal.  Army manual from this period carried such seals.

11.  The security warning appears to be incomplete.  Most--although I
can't say all--usually enumerate the penalties for security violations.

12.  There is not page count.  Most, not all manuals of this time would
have a page count so the accountable individual could easily verify that
the manual was complete.

Jan Aldrich
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Re: The X-mas Files

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:22:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:01:18 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-mas Files

> From: RSchatte@aol.com
> Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:39:12 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
> Subject: The XMas Files

Thank you, Rebecca. Another entry. This one originated in the
skunk-works mailing list last year.

Enjoy,

Ed Stewart
----------

Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the skys Air defenses
were up, with electronic eyes. Combat pilots were nestled in ready-room
beds As enemy silhouettes danced in their heads.

Every jet on the apron, each SAM in its tube Was triply-redundant linked
to the Blue Cube, And ElInt and AWACS gave coverage so dense That
nothing that flew could slip through our defense.

When out of the klaxon arose such a clatter I turned to the screen to
see what was the matter; I dialed up the gain and then quick as a flash
Fine-adjusted the filters to damp out the hash.

And there found the source of the warning we'd heeded: An incoming blip,
by eight escorts preceded. "Alert status red!" went the word down the
wire, As we gave every system the codes that meant "FIRE"!

On Aegis! Up Patriot, Phalanx and Hawk! And scramble our fighters --
let's send the whole flock! Launch decoys and missiles! Use chaff by the
yard! Get the kitchen sink up! Call the National Guard!

They turned toward the target, moved toward it, converged. Then the
tracks on the radar all finally merged, And the sky was lit up with a
demonic light As the foe met his fate in the high arctic night.

So we sent out some recon to look for debris, Yet all that they found,
both on land and on sea Were some toys, a red hat, a charred left
leather boot, Broken sleighbells, white hair, and a deer's parachute.

Now it isn't quite Christmas, with Saint Nick shot down. There are
unhappy kids in each village and town. For the Spirit of Christmas can't
hope to evade All the web of defenses we've carefully made.

For look how the gadgets we use to protect us In other ways alter,
transform and affect us. They keep us from things that make life more
worth living Like love for each other, and thoughts of just giving.

But a crash program's on: Working hard, night and day, All the elves are
constructing a radar-proof sleigh. So let's wait for next Christmas, in
cheer and in health, For the future has hope: Santa's coming by stealth!

-- Jay Freeman
--------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
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 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:22:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:06:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 15 Dec 96 01:20:03 EST
>From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa Carlson wrote:

<<Until the origins can be proven, or the US Government acknowledges
ownership, our hypothetical original film would simply be film of unknown
provenance, which has been dated to 19whatever.>>

>Well, not exactly.  If the footage is real government footage, this
cameraman is an eyewitness.<

Theresa,

What cameraman?

There is no "cameraman", that was the point. <g>

Well, yes, there obviously is a cameraman of some description, but without
any evidence that he hasn't lived around the corner from Ray Santilli all
his life, he's not a corroborative witness.

If there was indeed an authentic cameraman as claimed and he did come
forward, then a lot of things would probably change, but until then, even
if some meaningful film was dated it would still only be film of unknown
origin from that date.

Strictly, if the "debris" footage was authenticated as archive film, then
as that shows someone in military uniform, it would imply a link with the
US military.

Being pragmatic, I dare say that if it was proven beyond dispute that the
"autopsy" footage did amazingly originate from 1947 film, that would
actually be sufficient for most people!

>If he is an actor and was hired to play the part, he is still a witness. A
witness to a hoax".

Yes, himself and several others.

>A  rather significant first hand witness, either way.

Absolutely!

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:22:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:07:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 16 Dec 96 19:26:26 EST
>From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa Carlson wrote to James Diss:

>Something else along this line, when I contacted Kodak their spokesman
said they could do the testing but that it would be very costly.  There was
no mention of them doing it for free. If someone has a contact at Kodak
that says they will do it for free, they need to get that in writing and
submit it to Santilli.<

Theresa,

It was Bob Shell who had arranged with Kodak that they would test the film
for free.

On 5 June, this year, Bob reiterated that, "they have agreed to test film
for me at no charge provided that it meets their criteria".

That criteria had previously been set out by Bob:

"Kodak ...want to see a strip at least 50 frames in length so they can do
some sprocket spacing measurements.

"Spacing of sprocket holes was changed around 1960 when new equipment was
installed, and Kodak can easily determine whether the film was made before
or after this equipment change if given a long enough strip.

Kodak also needs to see a strip which is intact from edge to edge, since
this is an important measurement to determine film shrinkage.  Film shrinks
as it ages.

Kodak also wants to perform chemical tests on a piece of film which can be
firmly established to be from the same film on which the alien appears.

[...]

Kodak wants Ray or an agent of his to come to Rochester and bring one
entire roll of the film.  They want to examine the roll, make a number of
physical measurements, and then, with the agent's approval, punch a small
hole from one frame for testing.  This does not have to come from a frame
with the alien in it so long as it comes from an unbroken strip on which
the alien appears.  The physical measurements coupled with chemical tests
will provide an absolute dating for the film.

Ray Santilli is aware of all of this, and has been for some time".

That was over a year ago.

The comments James Diss was alluding to are I believe the following, from
the CompuServe MUFON forum conference on 24 March, 1996:

"Yes there are further plans with regard to the verification of the film
and this will hopefully be done at the time of the cameramans interview
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However we will NOT be going to KODAK.

[...]

With all due respect to KODAK I simply do not trust an American corporation
with lucrative defence contracts".

I wonder when Ray told Bob Shell that there was no intention to submit any
film to Kodak. Presumably this must have been after Bob had made all of the
arrangements and had spent almost a year being patiently optimistic this
would take place.

This is of course assuming Bob does know. Maybe he doesn't; I'll ask if he
would like to make a statement on this and a couple of other points.

>I doubt any independent lab would do it for free either but they may be
less expensive than Kodak.<

>From what Bob has previously said, only Kodak have the means to match the
chemistry of the sample against their records. That's one of the points
I'll raise with him.

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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Comet Comments - 12/08/96

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:41:38 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:03:37 -0500
Subject: Comet Comments - 12/08/96

From: baalke@kelvin.jpl.nasa.gov (Ron Baalke)
Newsgroups: sci.astro,alt.sci.planetary
Subject: Comet Comments - 12/08/96
Date: 17 Dec 1996 22:09 UT
Organization: Jet Propulsion Laboratory

COMET COMMENTS
Don Machholz
December 8, 1996

Comet Hale-Bopp passes north of the sun and into the morning sky on Dec.
31.  Observers with a low eastern horizon should be able to pick it up
again by the third week of January.

In the past few weeks stories of "mysterious" objects in the vicinity of
the comet have circulated.  The most popular-a Saturn-like Object (SLO)
imaged on Nov. 14 by an amateur astronomer- turned out to be nothing other
than an 8.5 magnitude star.  Other similar objects that I've seen on
Internet images appear to be out-of-focus images of bright stars.  In all
respects Comet Hale-Bopp is behaving as an average comet.  It is bigger
than perhaps any comet we have seen, but its variable brightness, tails
and jets are normal.  If anything mysterious truly appears, you will find
it reported in the mainstream press, and in most cases be able to go
outside and see it yourself through your telescope.

Meanwhile, Comet Tabur dims in our morning sky.  Its magnitude has been
unpredictable lately.  Periodic Comet Wirtanen is returning.  The Hubble
Space telescope imaged it in August 1996 and "measured" the nucleus'
diameter to be 1.16 km.  Finally, Periodic Comet Wild 2 should be visible
for several months.

        EPHEMERIDES
        C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp)
Date(00UT) R.A. (2000) Dec        El    Sky     Mag
12-08   18h11.6m        +00o18'   29o    E        3.9
12-13   18h17.3m        +01o03'   28o    E        3.7
12-18   18h23.4m        +01o53'   27o    E        3.5
12-23   18h29.9m        +02o49'   27o    E        3.3
12-28   18h36.7m        +03o51'   27o    E        3.1
01-02   18h44.0m        +05o01'   28o   M         2.9
01-07   18h51.7m        +06o18'   29o   M         2.7
01-12   19h00.0m        +07o45'   31o   M         2.5
01-17   19h08.9m        +09o22'   32o   M         2.2
01-22   19h18.5m        +11o11'   34o   M         1.9
01-27   19h29.0m        +13o13'   36o   M         1.7
02-01   19h40.5m        +15o29'   38o   M         1.4
02-06   19h53.4m        +18o01'   40o   M         1.1
02-11   20h07.8m        +20o50'   41o   M         0.7

        C/1996 Q1 (Tabur)
Date(00UT) R.A. (2000) Dec        El    Sky     Mag
12-08   15h59.9m        +19o46'   45o   M       10.6
12-13   16h03.5m        +18o08'   46o   M       10.9
12-18   16h06.7m        +16o39'   47o   M       11.2
12-23   16h09.5m        +15o19'   48o   M       11.5
12-28   16h11.8m        +14o07'   50o   M       11.8
01-02   16h13.8m        +13o02'   53o   M       12.0
01-07   16h15.4m        +12o05'   56o   M       12.2
01-12   16h16.4m        +11o13'   59o   M       12.4
01-17   16h16.9m        +10o27'   62o   M       12.6
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01-22   16h16.9m        +09o47'   66o   M       12.8
01-27   16h16.2m        +09o11'   70o   M       13.0
02-01   16h14.7m        +08o39'   75o   M       13.1
02-06   16h12.5m        +08o11'   80o   M       13.3
02-11   16h09.5m        +07o46'   85o   M       13.4

                46P/Wirtanen
Date(00UT) R.A. (2000) Dec        El    Sky     Mag
12-08   21h53.2m         -24o24'  66o    E      13.3
12-13   22h02.7m         -23o13'  64o    E      13.1
12-18   22h12.6m         -21o58'  61o    E      13.0
12-23   22h23.1m         -20o37'  59o    E      12.8
12-28   22h34.1m         -19o11'  57o    E      12.6
01-02   22h45.5m         -17o40'  55o    E      12.4
01-07   22h57.4m         -16o02'  53o    E      12.2
01-12   23h09.8m         -14o19'  52o    E      12.0
01-17   23h22.6m         -12o30'  50o    E      11.8
01-22   23h35.9m         -10o34'  49o    E      11.6
01-27   23h49.7m         -08o33'  48o    E      11.4
02-01   00h03.9m         -06o26'  47o    E      11.2
02-06   00h18.7m         -04o13'  46o    E      11.1
02-11   00h34.0m         -01o54'  45o    E      10.9

                81P/Wild 2
Date(00UT) R.A. (2000) Dec        El    Sky     Mag
12-08   08h21.0m        +16o38' 133o    M       12.5
12-13   08h22.3m        +16o36' 137o    M       12.3
12-18   08h22.9m        +16o36' 142o    M       12.1
12-23   08h22.7m        +16o41' 147o    M       11.9
12-28   08h21.7m        +16o49' 153o    M       11.7
01-02   08h19.9m        +17o02' 158o    M       11.6
01-07   08h17.4m        +17o18' 164o    M       11.4
01-12   08h14.3m        +17o38' 170o    M       11.2
01-17   08h10.6m        +18o01' 176o    M       11.0
01-22   08h06.5m        +18o27' 177o    E       10.9
01-27   08h02.3m        +18o54' 172o    E       10.8
02-01   07h58.2m        +19o22' 166o    E       10.6
02-06   07h54.3m        +19o49' 159o    E       10.5
02-11   07h51.1m        +20o16' 154o    E       10.4

                ELEMENTS
Object                  Hale-Bopp               Tabur
Peri. Date              1997 04 01.13453        1996 11 03.52688
Peri. Dist (AU)         0.9141030 AU            0.8398272 AU
Arg/Peri (2000):        130.59083 deg.          057.40724 deg.
Asc. Node (2000):       282.47069 deg.          031.40177 deg.
Incl (2000)             089.42936 deg.          073.35813 deg.
Eccen:                  0.9950969               0.9989006
Orbital Period:         ~4700 years             Long period
Ref:                    MPC 28052               MPC 28052
Epoch:                  1997 03 13              1996 11 13
Absol. Mag/"n":         -2.0/4.0                9.5/4.0

Object                  P/Wirtanen              P/Wild 2
Peri. Date              1997 03 14.14299        1997 05 06.62789
Peri. Dist (AU)         1.0637469 AU            1.5826156 AU
Arg/Peri (2000):        356.34322 deg.  041.77000 deg.
Asc. Node (2000):       082.20387 deg.  136.15458 deg.
Incl (2000)             011.72255 deg.  003.24276 deg.
Eccen:                  0.6567490               0.5402220
Orbital Period:         5.46 years              6.39 years
Ref:                    MPC 27080               MPC 28272
Epoch:                  1997 03 13              1997 04 22
Absol. Mag/"n":         9.0/6.0                 7.0/6.0

DonM353259@aol.com.             Don Machholz    (916) 346-8963

--

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 18

Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 3

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 18:26:14 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 00:59:03 -0500
Subject: Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 3

Special Operation Manual  SOM 1-01   Posting #3

List of comments (Continued)

13.  There is no authentication page.  Now if this is an Army manual, as
indicated by the seal, there should be a page which states the manual is
official by the Chief of Staff or the Secretary of the Army and
countersigned or sealed by the Adjutant General's office.

14.  There is no page to register changes to the publications.

15.  On the content page:  The previous statements on the classification
of the manual designations, title and short title apply.

16.  It is unusual to have the Chapter 2 as the Introduction.

17.  The text, paragraphs and titles are not portion marked.  This was
not effective in 1954 but should have been changed later to comply with
current regulations that require is paragraph--subparagraph to be
classified individually.

18.  Majestic-12, Majectic 12 Group, Majic 12, MJ-12 are not defined.
Sometimes they are used interchangeable.

19.  There is no glossary to define these term listed in the Table of
Content.

20.  Paragraph (Para) 2, Chapter 1.  "MJ-12 takes the subject of the
UFOBs..."  Procedures require that when an acronym  is first used it is
defined.  (Comment 19 applies)

21.  Para 2a, chapter 1.  "The general aspects of MJ-12 to clear up any
misconception that anyone may have."  This is a howler.  Manual are
published to prescribe actions and set standards not "clear up
misconceptions.."

22.  Para 3, Chapter 1.  "Eyes Only" previous comments apply.  The
classification of two points above Top Secret is not defined here.  A
reference is not given for the definition, and finally there is no
official publication that makes such a designation.

23.  Para 4d, Chapter 1.  "...secret locations..."  This could be
confusing.  The proper terminology would be at... classified locations...

24.  Para 6b, Chapter 2. Appendix I contain a list of reference that is
completely inadequate to support this manual.  (See below)

25.  Para 6c, Chapter 2. Appendix II is said to contain a list of
Majectic--12 personnel. (Not in the manual available to Berliner.)  Note
that nowhere is a clear chain of command and support relationships
discussed for the MJ-12 teams

26.  Para 7, Chapter 2.  Forms and Records.  This Appendix (Ia) is not
available in the Berliner material.

27.  Par 12c, Chapter 3.  "down satellites" is listed as one of the cover
stories.  Since the mission stated in paragraph 12, is a press blackout
down satellite in 1954 will not work.  It will only reinforce the press's
effort to get information.  Arguments that there were mystery satellites,
searches for natural satellites, etc. completely miss the point.  A
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story from the military that they were recovering a downed satellite in
1954 would cause a sensation.  There would be no possibility of a press
blackout.

28.  Para 13a, Chapter 3.  The solution to security concerns is to form a
 perimeter.  Maintaining a perimeter requires large number of personnel.
Are all these personnel to be cleared?  Solution to this problem of
course well known to military personnel.  Set up an exclusion area within
the perimeter.  Keep all the unclear military personnel out of the
exclusion area.  You can then keep the number of cleared personnel to a
minimum.  Exclusion areas are used for communication facilities,
tactical operation centers, command posts, nuclear weapons areas, and
actually ordinary crash sites.  Seems unlikely that MJ-12 people couldn't
think of this.

29.  Para 13a, Chapter 3.  Just what type of electronic surveillance
existed in 1954.  Ground radar.  Then, maybe the manual should be
included references in Appendix 1.  (See item 24.)  However, I don't
think there was really much in the way of electronic surveillance that
was effective in 1954.

30.  Para 13a, Chapter 3.  Personnel are  going to be issued live
ammunition for perimeter duty.  There is no discussion here of the use
of deadly force.  No publications are cited.  There are not regulations
on the use of the deadly force in Appendix I.  There are no references to
qualifications with weapons.  Neither are there an publications cited in
appendix I.  This borders on gross negligence!

31.  Para 13d, Chapter 3.  Situation Evaluation.  What information does
MJ-12 want and in what format?  Notice that is not discussed.  Nor is
there a reference cited in Appendix I.

32.  Para 13, Chapter 3.  Under "Secure the Area" no provisions are made
to prevent observation from the air.  No provisions are made to prevent
observations from higher ground.  Tentage and camouflage would nets seem
to be the answer.  No guidance and no publications cited.

33.  Para 14a, Chapter 3.  How is the site to be documented?  Is aerial
photography to be used?  Is a  grid system to be established on the site?
Is the area to be surveyed in?  No guidance, no publications which might
help are cited.

34.  Para 14a, Chapter 3.  The area will be checked for radiation.  What
type?  What type of monitoring equipment should be used?  Should
radiation exposure records be kept on personnel?  Should dosimeters (sp?)
be issued?  Decontamination procedures and monitoring of exposed
personnel are not discussed.  No guidance and no publicatons are cited.

35.  para 14a, Chapter 3.  Check for toxic agents.  How?  With what?
What are recommended procedure, protective clothing, decontamination
procedures?  No guidance and no publications are cited.

36.  Para 14a, Chapter 3.  Documentation.  It does not seem that the
person who wrote is familar with Technical Intelligence procedures.
(Maybe we fell asleep in that class?)  No forms, procedures, guidance, or
publications are cited.

37.  Para 13a, Chapter 3. No guidance is given on special containers,
material handle equipment, etc.  No publications are cited.

38.  Para 14b, Chapter 3. No much is said about "Red Team."  What support
is required from the site commander, etc.?

39.  Para 14c, Chapter 3.  Contamination is mentions, but no protective
gear or procedures are recommended.

40.  Para 15, Chapter 3.  Cleansing the Area.  Extraterrestrial
technology, in light of modern technology, would be thought to included
some very small items.  The method for cleaning the area is apparently
visual inspection.  Should the soil be checked?  Too what depth?  Should
the top soil be striped and screened?  There is no guidance.  Here is
definately a place where minimum standard can and should be
established.  It is left to the discretion of the officer in charge.  The
site commander should have the area checked and certify in writing that
nothing was left there.

41.  Para 16, Chapter 3.  Special or Unusual Circumstances only
anticipates a crash in a populated area.  There is a publications cited
here.  Once again the "Eyes Only" comment applies.  However, other
special situations like recovery from lakes, swamps, mountain tops are
not addressed.
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42. Para 17, Chapter 3.  This is not a multipart serial numbered form.
Even bills of lading were that way in 1954.

43.  Para 18a, Chapter 3.  Note once again the idea of tagging each item
as standard procedures in technical intelligence is ignored.

44.  Para 18, Chapter 3. A copy of the inventory is not placed inside the
inner box.

45.  Para 18, Chapter 3. Packing of unusal, toxic, liquid or other items
is not discussed.

46.  As there are several page missing only packing is the inner box is
discribed.  In the removal process procedures are from other wooden
contains are discribed in detail.

47.  Chapter 4 talks about Extraterrestial Biological Entities  (EBE).
If alive, they are to be handle by the OPNAC--BBS team which is never
explained.  Nor is the type of support expected from the cite commander
discussed.

48.  Contact with EBE.   Generally no protective gear is recommend
although it thought that they there is a possibility of contamination.

49  Although the front of the manual apparently has an Army seal, chapter
6 talks about squadrons which expect for the calvary exist in the Air
Force.

50.  The Appendix on publications is completely inadequate.  See above.

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 18

Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:16:03 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:12:03 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

> Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 21:53:23 -0500
> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'
> References: <2.2.32.19961215182203.006cb1e4@globalserve.net>

> Jorgen wrote:

> > Hi Greg.

> > There's one thing that struck me as I read your post:
>
> > Do you mean to use a "imitating-image" (I didn't say fake) of an alien
> > and show it to abductees to see if they have seen the figure before?
> > Alright if it was a single alien-person, but to me it sounds like
> > showing a picture of a black man to a race of whites and they will go
> > "Yeah! He's black alright!".

> > I don't mean to offend you, but you're not talking about a person -
> > you're talking about a whole supposed alien race here, right?

> > Jorgen / WUFOC

> Hi, Jurgen.

> I wasn't thinking of showing abductees a single alien image. I imagine
> they've all seen images like it before, in the media, if not (as they
> believe) in reality.

> My thought was to show them several variants of that image. And the
> images do vary a lot. The one on Communion has a longer face than the
> one on Intruders, and the one Strieber posted recently looks more
> fetus-like than either.

> If the abductees mostly picked one image as closest to what they've
> claimed to really see, I thought that might suggest their claims were
> true.

> Is that clearer?

> Greg Sandow

Hi Greg.

I get your point. But did you get mine?

Does all aliens look exactly the same (no individuals)? The descriptions
vary a lot from what I've read and heard. Read my post above again.

Kind regards, Jorgen / WUFOC
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 18

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:13:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:13:59 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

________________________________________

Date: 17 Dec 96 19:42:08 EST
From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@CompuServe.COM>
To: Errol Bruce Knapp <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments and his best wishes for the holiday
season and for the New Year to all on the List.

Aha, Greg, John and alien handwriting. I quote:

> Date: Sun, 15 Dec 1996 12:24:09 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>

> If the handwriting, or just writing or characters or icons or
> whatever, was _firsthand_ I'd be a lot more inclined to want to study it.

Yes indeed. Why don't they just hand us over a few parchments? After all, they
must know Budd & Betty & everyone's blown their cover by now, don't they?
However...

Lacking the priceless MSS, John Powell suggests comparing 'original' and 'fresh'
samples of alleged alien writing from each claimant (a vertical test) and then
comparing these writings claimant v. claimant (an horizontal test).

> We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
> original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
> character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
> advance that example further in our dataset.

> The work done above should be as 'blind' as possible.  The people
> acquiring the 'fresh' handwriting example should not have seen anybody's
> previous examples, the person holding the references samples should not
> yet see the 'fresh' samples, etc.

> Ok, _NOW_, we have a dataset that is workable.

So far so good, but you haven't any controls in this experiment. I'd suggest
that an even more workable dataset would have a third axis, using the same
abduction claimants and a control group of non-claimants (selection criteria to
be agreed). AFTER the claimants have produced their "fresh" allegedly-alien
scripts, you ask the claimants and the control group to write down their
*impressions* of a couple of lines of writing in (a) the Greek alphabet (b)
Arabic script (c) Hebrew alphabet (d) Chinese pictograms.

It will be obvious to anyone who knows these scripts whether or not the writer
is giving an impression or really knows them. You either wipe the latter from
your dataset, or choose control group members who don't know these scripts. (As
with Roman letters, handwritten Greek and Hebrew are significantly different in
places from their printed forms; for all I know that's true of Arabic and
Chinese too.) The point would be to try to get some measure of how far people's
impressions differ from a known real thing. What they write doesn't have to make
sense - we just want to know how accurately they recall details of unknown
scripts that they have seen only casually.

When they have completed their impressions, you show them a couple of lines of
the real thing, for a couple of minutes or so, then ask them to reproduce them
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from memory. That gives you a measure of how accurate (compared to the
generality, too) the claimants' memories for such things may be.

The way to lay out the analyses is pretty obvious, I should think. What say?
Good wheeze?

Thanks for a fascinating debate, too. This really is a few orders of magnitude
more worthwhile than anything involving the Pope.

Peregrine, D of M
Grand Abbott, Silent Order of Squirrel Fryers
Draftsman of the Apocalypse
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 18

Wormwood - Answers from NASA & RSSI

From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:09:12 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 01:10:02 -0500
Subject: Wormwood - Answers from NASA & RSSI

Hi.

Regarding the "Wormwood"-letter Art Bell recieved, I contacted (for the
fun of it) NASA and  the Russian RSSI. Here's the answers:
----------------------
Subject:
Re: question
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 15:05:24 GMT
From: pim@dpc.asc.rssi.ru (Alexander Pimakov)
To: west@tripnet.se

Hi Mr Jorgen Westman.

Sorry, I can't help to you.
Anybody don't know about project "Wormwood" in ours department.

Best regards, Sasha Pimakov.
----------------------------
Subject:
re: US Project Wormwood
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 00:55:42 -0500
From: criswick@conveyor.com (John R. Criswick)
To: west@tripnet.se

Hej Jorgen,

Sorry, I haven't heard of Wormwood. Do you know anything more
about it, like when or where it was to take place and who was
involved. I can probably make some queries with people I know.

Cheers,

...John Criswick
-------------------

Darn!... And I who belived that they would admit it... (heh, heh)

Jorgen / WUFOC
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 19

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 18 Dec 96 19:34:13 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:22:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To James Easton:

James,

<<It was Bob Shell who had arranged with Kodak that they would test the film
for free. >>

    Whoa!  Is there some differences again!  I don't know exactly where your own
opinions are, but.....

    I thought the general concensus around here was that Bob Shell was not
credible or reliable???  Is he credible when he says things that fit the
"Santilli bashers" side of things but then not credible when he says things that
are on the pro side?

    I don't feel I know Bob Shell or Ray Santilli well enough to make judgements
on their characters.  I know they both have been wrong at times, but who hasn't.
There are others around that apparently know them much better than I do, because
they make such judgement calls constantly.

    Until some sort of agreement is reached, how do we know if we are suppose to
believe or disbelieve that Bob Shell can have the film tested for free, or
tested at all for that matter, or that he made any arrangements at all?  Did
someone check?

   It's that tangled web thing again, James!

     Regards,

       Theresa
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Ellsberg on 'Secrets'

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 23:08:03 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:18:23 -0500
Subject: Ellsberg on 'Secrets'

> Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 22:05:31 -0500
> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: ellsberg on secrets

> Ed Stewart did us all a service by recommending the Paul McGinnis
> website on military secrecy.

Thank you, Greg.

> I was browsing there, and found -- among other interesting and
> impressive documents -- testimony Daniel Ellsberg gave before Congress
> in 1973.

As you noted in your message elsewhere, what is on the file has been
edited through a couple of itenerations from the original Congressional
testimomy. Just wanted to cite that the online file is based on what is
in Fain, et al., "The Intelligence Community".

For the in context and the full unedited testimony, one needs to go to
the actual Joint Senate hearings by the Committees on the Judiciary and
Government Operations held May 17, 1973. Also, transcripts should be
available from the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Ed Stewart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere
unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some
goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man------
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X-33 Program Completes Operations Review

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 15:19:37 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:21:50 -0500
Subject: X-33 Program Completes Operations Review

Jim Cast
Headquarters, Washington, DC            December 18, 1996
(Phone: 202/358-1779)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

Dom Amatore
Marshall Space Flight Center, Hunstville, AL
(Phone: 205/544-0031)

Ron Lindeke
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works, Palmdale, CA
(Phone: 805/572-4153)

RELEASE: 96-263

X-33 PROGRAM COMPLETES OPERATIONS REVIEW

     For the second time in as many months, government and
industry managers have successfully completed a Preliminary
Design Review (PDR) for the X-33 technology demonstration
program. This design review for the operations segment and
ground systems segment of the X-33 represents the last in a
series of PDRs.

     The three day PDR conducted last week in California,
with NASA and industry team members in attendance, confirmed
readiness to begin detailed design of the X-33 Ground Support
System and Launch Facility at Edwards Air Force Base, CA.
Last month, a week-long PDR approved a baseline configuration
for final detailed vehicle design and long-lead procurement.
The next major milestones for the program are a series of
Critical Design Reviews (CDRs) starting in January and
culminating in an August Operations CDR.  Construction of a
25-acre launch facility at Edwards is expected to begin in
October 1997.

    The X-33, a half-scale technology demonstrator, is
scheduled to make as many as fifteen flights during a 10-
month period, beginning in March 1999.  Launched vertically
from Edwards, it will fly up to 15 times the speed of sound
at altitudes approaching 50 miles.  Potential landing sites
are located in California, Utah, Montana and the state of
Washington. The flagship vehicle in the agency's Reusable
Launch Vehicle (RLV) program, X-33 is intended to pave the
way for a full scale, commercially-developed RLV after the
turn of the century, which could dramatically reduce the cost
of putting payloads into space.

                       - end -
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Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 4

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 09:57:51 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:20:46 -0500
Subject: Special Operations Manual 1-01 - Part 4

Special Operations Manual  SOM 1-01 - Part 4

Finally, for a wrap up, some general comments.

1.  Nowhere in this manual is the prevention of taking souvenir
discussed.  If this is as serious of as the manual says, everyone would
deposit their clothing in a container on leaving the exclusion area and a
body cavity search should be considered, and then receive new clothing.
For morale and dignity sake this could be part of a "decontamination
procedure."  (Unfortunate that the MJ12 personnel did think of an
exclusion area, isn't it?)

Those of you that have been in the military may remember that as you left
the firing range you came to inspection arms in front of a commissioned
officer and were required to say, "No brass or ammo, sir."  You might
have thought that this was some quaint military ritual.  However, as some
decided to disobey the written and verbal orders against taking live or
spent ammunition off the range would later find out, this little exercise
sealed their guilty at legal proceedings.  Of course, SOM 1-01 is much
more serious.  So we probably would have each member of sign a
certificate that he did not remove anything.

2.  There is a planning process for military manuals.  It is long and
complicated.  One of the NCOs where I worked diagramed it out on a flow
chart for a presentation he was required to make.  It stretched half way
around the room.  SOM 1-01  would be one in a series of planned manual
since as can be seen from the foregoing the operation is more complicated
than meets the eye.  In the Appendix I we should see SOM 1-02, SOM 1-03,
etc. with the dreaded term everyone in the military hates "TBP"  To be
published.  However, nowhere in the manual are future publications
mentioned.

One must remember that these guys are supposedly the best and brightest
and have unlimited "black" resources.  If this is the best they can do in
the planning cycle, maybe it's time for the president to junk MJ-12.

3.  The format of this manual is sloppy.  The way to get covered with
spit and bad breathe is to hand in a manual manuscript which has a
section one, but no section two or that has a subparagraph 21a, but no
21b.  If the outline format does not have two items, then they are not
numbered.  That is basic.

4.  The manual fails to address what the basic equipment each team should
have.   Specialized equipment that might be required should be discussed.
 The Appendix I should bulge out with references to authorization
documents, technical and field manuals.  The location of units and
equipment that recovery teams can call on should be discussed in the
manual.  (Dec 8, 1941 is too late!)

5.  The manual fails to address the composition of recovery teams:  what
specialties are required, what certifications and credentials should
they have, what specialized team training is required, how will this be
done.

6.  How does some one become an MJ-12 team member.  In the nuclear
weapons program there is the Personal Reliability Program (PRP).  The
individual's administrative, medical, dental, etc. status is constantly
screened.  When you visit the dentist, the first place to go after your
return is to the commander's office (or the PRP officer if the commander
is a full colonel.) and tell him what treatment you received.  The
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person's character, personnel status, any legal infractions are
constantly monitored.  All records of all PRP personnel checked at least
quarterly.  SOM 1-01 is silent on this.  If you think about it, this
program is more vital than nuclear weapons.  A break through in
technology in this era means the owner could rule the world.  Of course,
the PRP evolved over the years.  However, the start did exist in 1954.
The anticipated counter argument is that the individual will received Top
Secret/Sensitive Compartmentalize Information  (SCI) clearance and be
indoctrinated into the program.  Then the old broken record starts up
again:  this should be mentioned in the manual and Appendix I should
reference these documents concern SCI indoctrination.

7.  The only operation that the manual addresses in detail is the simple
packing and unpacking of material for routine military shipment.  (BTW
Nowhere is the military specification (MIL-SPECS) for the packing
material discussed (ie material strength, heat resistance, etc.) nor are
the Federal Stock Numbers of the packing material provided.....)

8.  The most important thing about this manual it fell out of the sky.
It is supposedly written by some of the best brains in the country or
people who can get the best brains.  The military is in the middle of
this, but the manual is full of military gaffes.  It was not sent (that
we know of) to Peter Jennings or Jack Anderson, but to Don Berliner.  So
we are to believe that someone somewhere in a highly classified facility
risked it all to send to this bomb shell to someone with little media
influence. Hmmmm.

                           +   +   +

Is it possible that this manual is real?  Possible yes, but highly
unlikely.

                           +    +    +

How about an alternate more likely possibility.  An Air Force buck Sgt.
with some intelligence training (but who probably fell asleep in
technical intelligence class) and some friends cut and pasted this little
number from a military packing manual.  The buck Sgt. was too young to
have been around in 1954 so there are so many anachronisms.  I have no
proof, of course.  Just a little possibility.....

Jan Aldrich
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Re: The X-mas Files

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 07:31:47 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:19:08 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-mas Files

> Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 15:22:01 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The X-mas Files
> References: <2.2.32.19961217223355.006cc0ac@globalserve.net>
=20
> > From: RSchatte@aol.com
> > Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 11:39:12 -0500
> > To: updates@globalserve.net (ufoupdates-toronto)
> > Subject: The XMas Files
=20
> Thank you, Rebecca. Another entry. This one originated in the
> skunk-works mailing list last year.
=20
> Enjoy,
=20
> Ed Stewart
> ----------

> Twas the night before Christmas,=20

        Still another entry . . .

T=92was the night before "Fools Day"
And fraught through the list --
Protests of Objectivity!
. . .Got some lemons in a twist!

All the arguments were strung  =20
From proud battlements with care;
When in hopes glory called,
And centric fame would be theirs.

This knots up our tails
And fuzzes the chatter!
Incredulity reigns =96=20
No one cares what=92s the matter!=20

While Greer sneers his odd snatch,
And Bell fans all the flames,
Streiber waits in strange shadows
Awaiting new names.

Self absorbed, and abstruse
Prevarication as *art*,=20
Some reflect in this void
That they _do_ have a part.

But it=92s mud in the water;
It=92s a chemical snow;
It=92s made a fool=92s errand;
This wish just, to *know*. . .

So onward Stan Friedman, and smile Ed Stewart
K-Randle, and Velez and Sandow.
But make room for Pat=92s moebius, anomaly's afoot,
And our minds have to take a new side road.

Know that "Fool=92s Day" was the old *new* year.
All, once vernal pre-justinian.=20
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And on that day Hale-Bopp is the closest,
Which may _still_ splash some mud on your linen!

                Lehmberg@snowhill.com

If your ideological sheets do get splashed with a little mud it may be
because you are living a little too close to the road =96 a road mired in
proud innuendo, selfishly hoarded fact, and a cultural wish to keep the
masses ignorant. Or, why DO we continue to teach *the mid night ride of
Paul Revere* as a real event?

Yeah, that=92s right =96 it never happened! And if that _didn=92t_ happen,
then what _has_ happened, and how do we know? =20

And with regard to objectivity =96  one impressive lurker on this list has
shared with me that:

*************************************************************
"This discussion of [objectivity] is just as personal and every bit as=20
vindictive.  Everybody knows, and I mean everybody, that when you walk=20
in the room to do your thesis defense that even the weakest member of=20
your committee (the one you selected because he was rumored to have=20
Alzheimer=92s and would probably be an easy sign-off) can shred your=20
methodology chapter without even trying.  I was a [*] major, but even
when you look to the supposed "hard sciences"  its still true.  They
sign off because they decide as a group that you have done enough work.=20
Objectivity is an ideal for which we strive.  It's not something that I=20
genetically possess and you don=92t.  What really disturbs me is that in=20
my short time of listening to these people, and I might be unfair about=20
this, is it seems that objectivity isn=92t the issue.  They are using it=20
as a club.  The real issues are fear and power - same as those in your=20
local University."
****************************************************
This fellow nails it for me, and I hope he shares his thoughts directly=20
with all of us. C=92mon in, dude! The water is at once too hot, and too
cold, and may not even _be_ water!
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A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

From: Whitley Strieber <strieber@mindspring.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 22:53:25 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:19:56 -0500
Subject: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

There have been a number of false newsgroup posts allegedly from me
floating around the internet.

Most recently, a false "Whitley Strieber" post has apologized for
causing discomfort to the Japanese National Observatory and stated
that I have changed my position on the object that has been photographed
near the Hale-Bopp comet. This post is a lie, put simply.

My position has not changed regarding this matter. In the Japanese
photograph, the star field behind both the comet and the object is
streaking. This because the 'scope is following the comet. It is also
following the object, which is not streaking either.

For all the shrill denials, the physics of the photograph remain clear:
object and comet must be traveling together. No amount of clever
"debunking" can change this elementary reality. Whether the object will
still be visible when the comet returns from its journey behind the sun
is anybody's guess. But it was there when that photograph was taken.
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WUFOC news update

From: Jorgen Westman <west@tripnet.se>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 01:53:17 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 03:23:19 -0500
Subject: WUFOC news update

Hi.

WUFOC has a new load of news-articles (63 of them!) on its UFO News
update page (December 19th). You can chose by frames or non-frames.

Enjoy and have a happy X-mas everyone!

Jorgen Westman / WUFOC
http://www.wufoc.com
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Re: X-33 Program Completes Operations Review

From: dan syes <dsyes@micron.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 02:16:56 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:11:43 -0500
Subject: Re: X-33 Program Completes Operations Review

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:
>
> Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 15:19:37 -0500 (EST)
> From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
> Subject:  X-33 Program Completes Operations Review
> To: undisclosed-recipients:;
>  snip

I found this add in a local paper...Never seen one like this before
and thought I might share it...Any spelling error are most likely mine.

Dan
------------------------------------------------------------------

(Snazzy NASA Emblem) NASA ACCEPTING PUBLIC COMMENTS ON X-33 FLIGHT
                                      TEST PLAN

NASA is accepting public, and state and federal agency comments for
inclusion in an Environmental Impact Statement(EIS) on it's proposed
plan to conduct flight tests of the X-33 Advanced Technology
Demonstrator launch vehicle.  The X-33 is a half scale, wedge shaped
experimental vehicle about the size of a small commuter airliner.  Plans
call for 15 tests flights of the X-33 in 1999, all originating from
Edwards Airforce Base in Southern Calfornia.  Later mid-range flights
would land at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, and long-range flights would
land at either Malstrom AFB., Mont, or Moses Lake, Wash.  Although final
flight paths have not been chosen, the X-33 may glide unfueled over
remote ares of Nevada, Oregon or Idaho at an altitude of about 50 miles
en route to the proposed landing sites.  Affected agencies and the
public are encouraged to offer input to help identify issues to be
addressed in NASA's environmetnal anaylysis.

Written comments may be mailed to:
Dr. Rebeccca C. McCaleb, Director
Environmental Engr & Managment-AE01
Marshall Space Flight Center AL 36812

Also people may forward comments for the EIS by faxing to (205)544-8259
or emailing to x33eis@msfc.nasa.gov.  Comments also may be provided by
calling 1-800-833-0678 and leaving a message on the recording machine.
NASA will use its best effort to transcribe verbal comments;however,
NASA cannot guarantee teh same accuracy as receiving comments in
writting.  Teh formal scoping period has been extended more than a month
until Jan 10. 1997, to allow for additional public comment;however NASA
will accept comments relevant to the analysis throughout the EIS
process, which is expected to conclude in Sep 1997.  To view a copy of
the EIS Notice of Intent, visit the program's Web site at
http://rlv.msfc.nasa.gov  For more information on the environmental
analysis or to add your name to those wishing to receive a copy of the
draft EIS, scheduled to be released in the late spring of 1997, write to
the address above.
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Re: Alice Springs Sightings

From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 05:14:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:12:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Alice Springs Sightings

Further to the information concerning a UFO sighted near the Pine Gap NSA
(National Security Agency) facility at Alice Springs, Northern Australia on
26 November 1996.

In a previous posting, I did mention that UFOs had been observed near the
Menwith Hill (between Harrogate and Skipton, North Yorkshire) NSA listening
facility in November.

In fact, the first sighting took place at 7.08pm on Thursday, 7 November;
the second was around 4.00pm on Friday, 22 November. Three witnesses in
total reported their experience to the police.

Best regards,

Graham W. Birdsall [Editor]

UFO Magazine
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'Debris' Film?

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 96 22:43:13 GMT
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:13:20 -0500
Subject: 'Debris' Film?

Dear colleague,

In the Santilli film of the alleged debris film the 'wreckage' has a
number of tags on it with letters and numbers on them. Do you know of
any US Army source who could look at thesre 'tags' to see if they
resemble and known uS military form of 'tagging' material of any
kind.

Any help with this would be much appreciated.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
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Merry Christmas

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 96 03:18:59 GMT
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:14:06 -0500
Subject: Merry Christmas

Dear Colleagues,

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry
Christamas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

All the very best,

Philip Mantle.
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Death of an Innocent

From: "Supczak, Robert" <RSUPCZAK@gects.ge.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:45:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:15:37 -0500
Subject: Death of an Innocent

Hi Errol,

 Can you please post this poem, it has absolutely noting to do with the
ufology but it is rather important with respect to the season.

DEATH OF AN INNOCENT

I went to a party, Mom, I remembered what you said.
You told me not to drink, Mom, so I drank soda instead.
I really felt proud inside, Mom, the way  you said I would.
I didn't drink and drive, Mom, even thought the other said I should.
I know I did the right thing, Mom, I know you are always right.
Now the party is finally ending, Mom, as everyone is driving out of
sight.
As I got into my car, Mom, I know I'd get home in one piece.
Because of the way you raised me, so responsible and sweet.
I started to drive away, Mom, but as I pulled out onto the road.
the other car didn't see me, Mom, and hit me like a load.
As I lay there on the pavement, Mom, I hear the policeman say,
the other guy is drunk, Mom, and now I'm the one who will pay.
I'm lying her dying, Mom, I wish you'd get here soon.
How could this happen to me, Mom? My life just burst like a balloon.
There is blood all around me, Mom, and most of it is mine.
I hear the medic say, Mom, I'll die in a short time.
I just wanted to tell you, Mom, I swear I didn't drink.
It was the other, Mom. The others didn't think.
He was probably at the same party as I.
The only difference is, he drank and I will die.
Why do people drink, Mom? It can ruin your whole life.
I'm feeling sharp pains now. Pains just like a knife.
The guy who hit me is walking, Mom, and I don't think it's fair.
I'm lying here dying and all he can do is stare.
Tell my brother not to cry, Mom, Tell Daddy to be brave.
And when I go to heaven, Mom, put "Daddy's Girl" on my grave.
someone should have told him, Mom, not to drink and drive.
If only they hold told him, Mom, I would still be alive.
My breath is getting shorter, Mom, I'm becoming very scared.
Please don't cry for me, Mom, When I needed you, you were always there.
I have one last question, Mom, before I say good bye.
I didn't drink and drive, so why am I the one to die?

I want to wish all a very happy and SAFE holiday season.

Please don't drink and drive.

Robert Supczak
Customs and Traffic Co-ordinator
Direct: (905) 507-5022, Dial Comm.: 8*498-5022
Internet: rsupczak@gects.ge.com
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:46:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:14:53 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Stanton Friedman wrote:

>Re Kevins comments: I am sorry I didn't put (grin) after my comment
>which was not an allegation about you and Ed and disinformation.

I should have pointed out that Friedman's retraction of his statement after
making it really isn't sufficient since there are those on this list who seem
to have taken it at face value. I notice that ex-priest, Richard Boylan was
all to ready to accept the allegation as fact with nothing to support it.

<.Re the 29 papers referred to by me as
<relating to Roswell and MJ-12 and not referenced by you. NONE were self
<published. I noted 3 other papers that are self published. The rest were
<published by somebody else like IUR etc.   Stan Friedman

I seem to have missed something here. Once there were 70 papers that he had
produced. Now there are 29. But there are three that were self-published.
Others appeared in newsletters for UFO organizations and had a circulation of
about 5000 at best. That, of course, is not considered to be "professional"
publication. One of the exceptions that you mentioned, FATE, is certainly not
the epitome of journalistic excellence with their stories on ghosts,
predictions for the coming year, and "snakes and salvation." So how many of
your papers have been published in magazines or books that have a circulation
above 5000? And how many were published in magazines that actually PAID for
them?

Sure, I'm being a little snobbish here. But I'm not hiding behind a title
that is what, twenty-five years old? I'm not telling people that I had
learned that people would believe anything I said because of my "golden
credentials. I'm not the one dodging questions when they get too tough, or
changing the rules because I don't like the way the game is being played.
Come on, Stan, answer the questions about MJ-12, Area 51, and the rest, or
admit that you don't have the answers yet and it's beginning to look as if
you swallowed the ball.

KRandle
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 05:53:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:16:24 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> From: HoustonSky@aol.com
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> >  > There is nothing in the footage to show that the military or any
> >  > government agency was involved.
> >  Did you forget about the scene showing a guy in military uniform on
> >  the other side of the 'window?'

> Which footage did you watch? <g> Nothing I have seen shows this.
> The only hint of a uniform (if you want to call it that) is in the
> debris footage. Sweat stained armpits, shirt, tie, belt... that's
> about it.

Yes, Theresa has just informed me that anything I say about the Santilli
Hoax is irrelevant because I must not be talking about the same
autopsy film <grin>.  Apparently I'm thinking about _another_ film, but
I don't know which one...

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 05:47:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 10:17:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> > Did you forget about the scene showing a guy in military uniform on
> > the other side of the 'window?'

>     No such scene occurs in the Santilli autopsy footage.  I don't
> know what footage you looked at  but it appears we are not talking
> about the same footage. Therefore, anything that you say about it is
> irrelevant.

>     It amazes me how many people haven't  even examined the evidence
> that they are so keen to judge.

Well, its been over a year since I saw the Santilli film but I was
pretty sure there's a short part showing a guy on the other side of the
window wearing a military uniform.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Carl Sagan dies at 62

From: CNN Inteeractive
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 08:38:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 08:38:36 -0500
Subject: Carl Sagan dies at 62

http://cnn.com/US/9612/20/sagan/

Carl Sagan dies at 62

Astronomer, author looked
for what the universe might
hold

December 20, 1996
Web posted at: 6:30 a.m. EST

From correspondent Norma
Quarles

NEW YORK (CNN) --
Astronomer Carl Edward Sagan, a
gifted storyteller who extolled and explored the grandeur and
mystery of the universe in lectures, books and an acclaimed TV
series, died Friday after a two-year battle with bone marrow
disease. He was 62.

Sagan died of pneumonia at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center in Seattle, where he had a bone-marrow transplant in April
1995, a center spokeswoman said. The center had identified his
disease as myelodysplasia, a form of anemia also known as
preleukemia syndrome.

Born in New York City in 1934, Sagan was a noted astronomer
whose lifelong passion was searching for intelligent life in the
cosmos.

"The significance of a finding that there are other beings who share
this universe with us would be absolutely phenomenal, it would be
an epochal event in human history," Sagan once said.

Sagan began researching the origins of life in the 1950s and went
on to play a leading role in every major U.S. spacecraft expedition
to the planets.

"We have looked close-up at dozens of new worlds. Worlds we
never saw before. And unless we are so stupid to destroy
ourselves, we are going to be moving out to space in the next
century," he said. "And if I'm fortunate enough to have played a
part in the first preliminary reconnaissance in the solar system,
that's a terrifically exciting thing."

"We have swept through all of the planets in the solar system, from
Mercury to Neptune, in a historic 20 (to) 30 year age of
spacecraft discovery," Sagan once said.

Sagan made his mark early with research showing that Venus is
scorching hot and Mars is a cold desert. Among his many gifts was
the ability to communicate his knowledge about the cosmos.

"Are we an exceptionally unlikely accident or is the universe
brimming over with intelligence? (It's) a vital question for
understanding ourselves and our history," Sagan said.

Radio telescopes listening for signs of life in the billions of stars and
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galaxies, as part of a program close to Sagan's heart, have so far
received no response.

"It says something about the rarity and preciousness of life on this
planet," he said. "The flip side of not finding life on another planet is
appreciating life on Earth."

Outside his research, Sagan also hosted a popular television series
on PBS called "Cosmos." He published hundreds of scientific
papers; wrote eight books, including the Pulitzer Prize winning
"The Dragons of Eden"; and was a professor of astronomy at
Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.

Sagan came close to death twice after being diagnosed with blood
disease in 1994. Bone marrow donated by his sister, along with
chemotherapy, put his cancer in remission.

Speaking at a conference after that episode, he said, "I'd like to
begin with a personal remark. I've been in Seattle for the past
months, fighting a life-threatening illness which it looks as if I've
surmounted."

Despite his battle with cancer, Sagan continued his dream of going
to the stars.

"The job is by no means done," he said. "We will look for the
boundary between the solar system and the interstellar medium and
then we'll voyage on forever in the dark between the stars.
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 06:16:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:52:41 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>
> > > These folks seem to have an extremely difficult time
> > > disassociating themselves from the tremendous emotional
> > > attachment to their experience.
> > Anything as seriously traumatic as this is going to present a whole
> > set of separate problems, which is why I think the psychological
> > aspect and any related therapy should be separate from any
> > research/investigation.
> Well, this opens to the question of whether the therapy should
> come before the research.

I think it should.

> Another question that comes to mind is how is therapy
> administered to treat a problem for which there is no precedent
> within the mental health field? To be sure, there has been work
> done with those who have been abducted and held against their
> will, but these cases involved human captors. The equation is
> not the same. I feel that in these regards, those who have
> undergone this type of experience and have been able to deal
> with the problem successfully, would be of some value here.

I think it would be possible to treat the symptoms or treat the
after-effects without having it previously established that alien
abductions are real.

> > There's no reason why abductees can't be involved in the
> > research/investigation but there are some otherwise obvious
> > groundrules associated with that.  It isn't a crime that one or
> > another person has difficulty separating themselves from the
> > phenomenon, I'd be surprised if that wasn't pretty much always the
> > case.
> I was not referring to disassociating oneself from the phenomena
> John, but from the emotional content that came as a result of
> the experience. However, that is also another point. One who has
> had this type of experience and intends to enter into
> research/investigation of abductions and UFOlogy, should become
> capable of laying aside any beliefs and/or assumptions that came
> about as a result of his/her experience in order to be
> effective.

Same thing as I was saying really.  Its much more difficult to be an
objective investigator if you are also a victim of that which you are
investigating.

> > I'm not so sure how overwhelming the number really are.  True, its a
> > lot of abductees but they are mostly coming from a very small number
> > of abductionists.  At any rate, the anecdotal data to date,
> > overwhelming or not, is clearly enough to indicates that
> > _something_, rather than nothing, is going on.
> I will concede that, but it is strange and in my view, real. I
> have seen various tentative hypothesis' put forth in an attempt
> to explain away these phenomena, but frankly John, I feel that
> the majority of these are more strange than the notion of some
> type of being whether from across the galaxy or from a slight
> phase of reality away from that we are used to perpetrating
> these events.
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Whatever it turns out to be I'm pretty sure it will be strange...<grin>

> As you know, I have my own idea as to what constitutes these events.
> I feel most strongly that it is a mistake as well as quite
> possibly constituting a great amount of danger for many in
> assuming/believing that these events are perpetrated by beings
> from another world across the galaxy. I feel the truth could be
> far stranger than that.

The risk in thinking that nothing is happenning is the same as thinking
something specific is happenning and being wrong.  Whatever it is that's
happenning doesn't apparently know or care what we think...

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:37:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:54:28 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@CompuServe.COM>
> Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments and his best wishes for
> the holiday season and for the New Year to all on the List.

Ditto.

> > If the handwriting, or just writing or characters or icons or
> > whatever, was _firsthand_ I'd be a lot more inclined to want to
> > study it.

> Yes indeed. Why don't they just hand us over a few parchments? After
> all, they must know Budd & Betty & everyone's blown their cover by
> now, don't they? However...

They are covering up how atrocious their penmanship realy is.

> Lacking the priceless MSS, John Powell suggests comparing 'original'
> and 'fresh' samples of alleged alien writing from each claimant (a
> vertical test) and then comparing these writings claimant v. claimant
> (an horizontal test).

Exactly.

> > We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
> > original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
> > character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
> > advance that example further in our dataset.
> > The work done above should be as 'blind' as possible.  The people
> > acquiring the 'fresh' handwriting example should not have seen
> > anybody's previous examples, the person holding the references
> > samples should not yet see the 'fresh' samples, etc.
> > Ok, _NOW_, we have a dataset that is workable.

> So far so good, but you haven't any controls in this experiment. I'd
> suggest that an even more workable dataset would have a third axis,
> using the same abduction claimants and a control group of
> non-claimants (selection criteria to be agreed). AFTER the claimants
> have produced their "fresh" allegedly-alien scripts, you ask the
> claimants and the control group to write down their
> *impressions* of a couple of lines of writing in (a) the Greek
> alphabet (b) Arabic script (c) Hebrew alphabet (d) Chinese pictograms.
> It will be obvious to anyone who knows these scripts whether or not
> the writer is giving an impression or really knows them. You either
> wipe the latter from your dataset, or choose control group members who
> don't know these scripts. (As with Roman letters, handwritten Greek
> and Hebrew are significantly different in places from their printed
> forms; for all I know that's true of Arabic and Chinese too.) The
> point would be to try to get some measure of how far people's
> impressions differ from a known real thing. What they write doesn't
> have to make sense - we just want to know how accurately they recall
> details of unknown scripts that they have seen only casually.
> When they have completed their impressions, you show them a couple of
> lines of the real thing, for a couple of minutes or so, then ask them
> to reproduce them from memory. That gives you a measure of how
> accurate (compared to the generality, too) the claimants' memories for
> such things may be.

If I understand correctly you're trying to make two specific
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distinctions:

        1) How good are they at remembering 'foreign' symbology.

        2) To what degree (if any) has their alien symbology been
           affected by known foreign symbology.

So, procedurally, we have this:

        1) Sketch the alleged alien symbology.

        2) Sketch what you think is foreign symbology.

                a) If this foreign symbology closely resembles their
                   alien symbology then we do likley have a problem.

                b) If it doesn't then fine.

        3) Observe known foreign symbology.

        4) Re-sketch that foreign symbology.

                a) If the re-sketch closely matches the observed foreign
                   symbology then perhaps we have a good observer.

                b) If it doesn't then perhaps we have a poor observer.

> The way to lay out the analyses is pretty obvious, I should think.
> What say? Good wheeze?

I like it but it does create some interesting analysis problems.

What do we say about a claimant whose tested observation powers are poor
yet who's 1st and 2nd alien samples closely match each other and the
_original_ reference samples?  (I think realistically we have to ignore
that oddity unless we can prove they cheated.)

Additionally, what do we say about a claimant who knows foreign
alphabet, both foreign alphabet tests are fine, the alien-foreign
conmparison doesn't match well, and whose alien sample closely matches
the _original_ reference sample?  I think this is the 'best' path
through the tests.

I _do_ think that separating out the claimants who's alien sample
closely matches known foreign samples and then making separate
comparisons with _original_ reference samples would be interesting.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
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Dec 17, '96 'Fireball'

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:23:00 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:58:04 -0500
Subject: Dec 17, '96 'Fireball'

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
Date:          Wed, 18 Dec 1996 03:31:02 -0800
From:          Laurie Elmore <wonderess@geocities.com>
Reply-to:      wonderess@geocities.com
To:            SKYWATCH <skywatch@wic.net>
Subject:       Fire in the Sky.......

What is a meteorlike flash exactly?
On Dec. 17th, many in the Northwest called it the "fire in the
sky"......

There was this green ball that was on fire....with a tail that spread
out white sparks quite a ways.... This meteorlike light flashed across
the sky and was reportedly seen from Salem, Oregon clear up north to
British Columbia, Canada. In Anacortes, Washington, a Radio station,
KLKI received 35-40 calls following the incident. Many thought that it
might be a plane crash and thus called to report it.  Mr. O'Carrol from
Courtenay,B.C., was scraping his car windows  when he noticed that the
nearby houses suddenly appeared to become more visible.  He said he
looked up in the sky and saw a huge flaming sparking greenish-blue,
bright white light ball and it seemed to be heading west and then kind
of burned out like an amazing shooting star.  Seconds later there was
quite a boom and he thought "WOW, I wonder what that was." Several
pilots also saw the bright light. Gary Mayer, a Federal Aviation
Administration duty officer in Renton, Wash., said the light was NOT
caused by any aircraft and he ASSUMED it was a meteorite. The U.S. Space
Command at Colorado Springs, Colorado, also said that the light was not
a manmade object. Command spokeswoman Franki Webster said this is a
period of high meteor activity. Radio stations throughout the region and
as far east as Spokane, Wash. recieved calls from people who saw the
streaking light.
----------------------------------------------
            Skywatch International, Inc.
               skywatch@wic.net
"Strange is sometimes stranger when it's true"
  For latest UFO and Paranormal information
 Site: http://www.wic.net/colonel/ufopage.htm
----------------------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Code of Ethics

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 08:42:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:57:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of Ethics

> A few remarks on John Powell's defense of his indefensible attacks on
> "abductionologists."
> John had said, in so many words, that people like Budd Hopkins are in
> it for the money. I objected, saying (among other things):

> > > John, since you believe in objective evidence, please show me the
> > > evidence that abduction researchers are making money from their
> > > work. John Mack might be, and Whitley Strieber got a huge advance
> > > for Communion, because he was already a best-selling writer.

> His answer:

> > True on both counts.  I'm not in a position to prove with objective
> > evidence that they are or aren't making money.  But I will gladly
> > analyze their financial situations soon as Hopkins turns over to me
> > his tax returns for the last 10 years <GRIN>.

> Fine. You've just proved my point. You don't have evidence that
> abduction researchers are making money. Now -- with a grin, yet -- you
> assert your right to keep making your accusations, until Budd Hopkins
> supplies documentary evidence that they're not true.
> What a fascinating double standard. He needs to submit evidence, you
> don't.

What evidence could I possibly submit?  His financial records are the
only objective evidence I can think of and I don't have access to them.

If you can think of some _other_ objective evidence that I could submit
then please let me know and I will get to work on it immediately.

Conversely, what _objective_ evidence is there that they _aren't_ making
money?

> You claim that abduction researchers are intellectually
> dishonest. Nevertheless, it's you, not them, who resorts to
> unsubstantiated personal attacks. If I read you correctly, you even
> glory in your right to make personal attacks without evidence.

Glory!?!?!  Where did I write that?

Is it "intellectually dishonest" to make money in 20th century America?

Let's remember that Hopkins is an artist, not a medical or science
professional.  I'm not even sure if the term "intellectually dishonest"
even applies to him.

> To which you answered, with appalling confidence in your knowledge of
> book publishing:

> > That's absolutely ridiculous Greg.  Hopkins and Jacobs LOSE money
> > when they write a book!!!  Not a chance...<grin>

> Let me try to explain more clearly. The key phrase in what I wrote was
> this one: "Very few people who publish books get advances large enough
> to pay for the time it takes to write one."

I don't recall that Hopkins or Jacobs are unemployed.  They are each
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employed (Hopkins is an artist and Jacobs is a professor) and I assume
they are making money as a result.  If they aren't it isn't our problem.

I'll give you an example.  I'm currently employed, I have a job, I get a
salary, I do some work which takes quite a bit of my time.  If I decided
to write a book I have two choices:  1) Quit my job to have more time to
write the book; or, 2) Write the book in my spare time.

If I take Option 1 it was _MY_ choice to give up a steady salary.  You
(or I) cannot then claim that the time/money lost was the result of not
making enough on the resulting book to make it profitable...<grin>

If I take Option 2 then my worktime is covered and my spare time, like
everyone else's, is just that - _spare_ time.  Uncompensated time.

> So now consider the position of someone who gets a $15,000 advance,
> which is a figure quoted to me by one prominent writer of UFO books,
> and to the best of my knowledge is the kind of money most writers of
> books of any kind are looking at.
> How long does it take to write a book? A year of full-time work, or
> the equivalent of full-time work? Six months of the same? Hard to name
> an exact figure, but books normally take a long time to write. Suppose
> you get a $15,000 advance, and spend six months of full-time work or
> the equivalent writing the book. You're working at a rate of $30,000 a
> year, which I assume is less than Dave Jacobs makes as a professor, or
> Budd makes or made as a painter.
> It's in that sense -- just to start with -- that you're taking a loss.
> You're working for far less than your normal pay. And yes, John,
> you're still getting paid! I don't deny the literal truth of that.

I guess the phrase "Don't quit your day job" applies here <grin>.

If these or any other people _CHOSE_ to quit their "day" job then that
is their choice.  They cannot then complain about whatever losses result
from that decision.

> But we're not yet through with the economics of book-writing. Here's
> another question to ask: What are the "opportunity costs" (to use the
> technical term from economics) of writing a book? What opportunities
> to make extracurricular money at your usual rate of pay did you miss
> because you spent your time writing a book instead?

There ya go again: "usual rate of pay..."

Look, if you quit your job to write a book then it was your choice, it
was your gamble.  Sometimes these gambles pay off sometimes they don't.

> And it goes further than that. Did you take time away from your normal
> occupation? If you did, there's a cost, perhaps in the future (because
> your career won't the develop the way it might have), and, in Budd's
> case, perhaps in the present, because he won't have as much time to
> paint and promote and sell his paintings.

Then he should stick to painting paintings...<grin>

> Finally, what value do you put on the free time you devour to write
> your book?

Free time, spare time, has no value.  (That's why its called 'free'
time...<grin>)

> What about the cost to your personal and family life?

It goes with the territory, its part of the pluese and minuses of making
such a decision.

> In the end,
> there's a bottom line, and it works out something like this. I want to
> write a book. I know, in a general way, what it's going to take out of
> me. The publisher offers me an advance. Do I think that sum covers the
> implicit and explicit costs of writing the book? Would I accept it, if
> someone offered it for work I didn't care about, that took as much
> time as the book would take?
> If the answer is no -- if, for any other endeavor, the money offered
> just wouldn't be worth the time and possible lost income required of
> me -- then the book is essentially a labor of love. It's in that sense
> that I say Budd and other UFO writers (and plenty of non-UFO writers
> as well) are taking a loss when they write. If you think I'm being
> arbitrary with the concept of "loss," go argue with an economist.

I don't think you're being arbitrary, I think you're being myopic and
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you're failing to apply conservative responsibility where it should be
applied - to the person who made the decision.

These folks _chose_ to assume whatever risk/loss was associated with
writing a book.  That isn't my problem.  If Hopkins could have made
$500,000 painting paintings in six months but only made $200,000 from a
book that took six months to write then that's his loss.  Would he or
you be whining about it if the numbers were reversed?

> John, I realize I'm going on about this at great length. The reason, I
> think, is that you're treating me with the same disrespect you show
> Budd Hopkins. I made a point you don't understand. It happens to be
> about a field I made my living in for 15 years -- writing -- so
> possibly I know what I'm talking about. Possibly, though, I didn't
> express myself clearly.

More possibly <grin> these silly excuses don't sway me...

If one can't make the money they 'think' they should make writing a book
then perhaps they should get another job...

If the expenses of writing a book exceed the advance then perhaps they
didn't plan the work properly ahead of time, perhaps they didn't
negotiate a proper advance, perhaps the publisher took advantage of
them.  Who knows?

In the end if you can't make money doing what you're doing then you
should do something else.  Rationalizing the loss as a labor of love is
at least less objectionable than hearing the person whine about it but
then if it is a labor of love why are they still complaining about the
money???

> So, for whatever reason, what I said didn't make sense to you. Your
> response, with your trademark grin, was to say I'm being ridiculous.

It made complete sense to me.  I think your rationalizing is ridiculous.

> Would it occur to you to ask questions before you shoot off your
> attack?
> "Greg," you might say. "Your comment doesn't make sense to me. You
> appear to be saying that someone who makes money is really losing it.
> I know you're not <that> stupid. Would you clarify what you mean?"

Actually, I already know what's involved in writing a book.

> First, I take this as a personal attack, intended or not, because I've
> worked for years as a journalist. Would you care to debate the
> accuracy of my own work (which you don't know a thing about)?

The phrase "standards of American journalism" is an obvious
generalization.  You may personalize that and take it as an attack if
you chose.  No, I'm not interested in discussing the accuracy of your
work.  Do you take _that_ as a personal attack too?

Your speech on American journalism nearly brought me to tears but it was
too long to quote again...

> Overall -- both from what I've seen myself and from
> what I read -- I'd say the standards are reasonably good (with big
> exceptions here and there, and with the necesssary qualification that
> print is better than TV, and that newspapers, on the whole, are better
> than some of the most popular magazines). I challenge you to show me
> rigorous, thorough, and detailed evidence that this isn't true.

Challenge me all you want.  Magazine, newspaper and TV journalism _IN
GENERAL_ has mediocre standards and is written at a 9th grade level.
Actually, there is a scientific study out there somewhere that states
that magazine and newspaper writing is at the 9th grade reading and
comprehension level.

I see no reason whatsoever why we should accept such standards
(regardless of the level at which you place them) when _higher_
standards are easily possible.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
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Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 05:42:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:53:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics/Film Analysis

> From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
> Subject: Re: Film analyses
>
> >> We actually have come a long way it just seems like we haven't
> >> because we don't have THE answer.  We now have the technology to
> >> properly analyze photographs and films and in the last few years
> >> we've determined that two long-standing items (one photograph and
> >> one film) >were actually ordinary objects filmed/photographed in
> >> extraordinary circumstances.
> - - - - -
> JC:   Steven, I wasn't aware of this. I must have missed this on
> another of your threads.  Could you possibly supply the names and
> dates of the photograph & film, what firm did the technical analyses,
> what were the ordinary objects that were misinterpreted and how I
> might obtain a copy of this report?

It wasn't on any other thread, just a mention here.  I don't remember
the details but when I get some time I'll look it up.  The film is one
that has been around I think since the 60s.  It shows a silvery
disk-like object slowly moving above a ridge line, bright sunny day, I
think shot in California.  Only a few years analysis showed it was a
small plane.  The photograph shows an odd looking small object
apparently hovering a foot or two above a field.  Analysis showed it was
actually a road sign photographed from a moving vehicle.  I think this
was covered in a JUFOS paper.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

Re: Code of ethics

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 07:42:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:55:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
>
> > > Correct. But, due to the tremendous amount of psychic shock
> > > attendant to most if not all 'alien' abduction cases, these
> > > are the 'professionals' who are likely to be chosen to deal with
> > > the problem. Privately (now known by any who reads this), I feel
> > > that the shock would be better dealt with by one steeped in
> > > spirituality then in psychology. I suspect that spirituality
> > > has everything to do with the problem. By 'spirituality' I AM
> > > not necessarily referring to those of a clerical persuasion,
> > > although there are certainly those of the ministry that are
> > > of a high degree of spirituality. There are a multitude of facets
> > > to this gem of inquiry my friend. Among these is awareness.
> > We have self-claimed experiencers from virtually all faiths
> > and religions so I'm think that a spiritual approach might be
> > pretty difficult to come up with.  Certainly for some people their
> > particular religious faith is going to be severely challenged by
> > these experiences.
> Question: How did my statement refer necessarily to any of
> RELIGIOUS persuasion John?
> Question: Why and how does the term SPIRITUAL equate to the
> condition of RELIGION?

You didn't necessarily refer to any specific religion but each religion
has its own spirituality (which it necessarily thinks is singularly
right, with every other spirituality being specifically wrong).

I don't know why spirituality and religion are linked.  I'm not a
religious or spiritual person.  They seem to be linked to me.

> In my view, spirituality and faith have really very little to do
> with religion and dogma John.
> It has been my experience that religion has served to retard
> spirituality and hinder faith in many rather than to perpetuate
> it.

Well, you and _I_ can agree with that but the other 80% of the world's
population that actively believes in one or another religios dogma
apparently doesn't agree with that <grin>.

> > But if you could _only_ pick one to start with????
> Ahhhh well, responsibly I would work toward getting the player
> off of the bench.

Me too.

> > That's the facet I'm talking about, that's the _only_ MHP
> > aspect I'm talking about.  Just looking after the health/wellness of
> > the experiencer, dealing with the trauma in a traditional
> > theraputic setting.  That is something MHPs do all the time and they
> > really don't have to have been raped to know how to help rape
> > victims and they really don't have to know much if anything about
> > alleged alien abductions/contact to help those people.
> Unfortunately, the particular mental health professional in
> question didn't provide any therapy at all, but rather attempted
> to convince me that my experience was a beneficial one conducted
> by benevolent beings.

That was extremely unfortunate and hopefully you've managed to undo most
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of that silliness.  As we now know that individual wasn't an acceptable
MHP to begin with.

> This really only served to compound the
> problem. When I began to attempt to take a look at my experience
> from a metaphysical/spiritual viewpoint after some research, I
> was able after a time to begin to accept what had happened to
> me. I must however qualify that I only accept that something
> exceedingly strange happened. I recall the events as having a
> third dimensional reality, but question a great portion of that
> as being fact.

Most experiencers I've talked to would say something similar.  The high
strangeness of the experience, and various specific events, seem to
stand almost as a contradiction to it being a 3D-real event.

> > Standard therapy isn't about whether your experience is real
> > or not, its just about the issues related to you and your reactions.
> Well, I suppose that this is true. I know that I have come to an
> understanding of my reactions concerning the event.

That's largely the name of the game.  Therapy can't, shouldn't and
generally won't prove something right or wrong - just get you back in
the game.  In you case it was mostly self-therapy and you aren't the
only person who mostly helped themselves.  A non-trivial part of
traditional psychology is helping you to become your own best therapist.

> > Some experiencers go through a period when its extremely
> > important for them to tell others about what happenned to them for
> > the purpose of self-testing their own telling of the experiences and
> > for the purpose of self-testing their belief by attempting to
> > transfer some amount of that belief to the listener.
> Sure. I found myself in the position of seriously questioning my
> own sanity. Equally important from my standpoint, was that I was
> thrown into absolute confusion and resulting fear as well as
> shock over the fact that some very elite training that I had
> undergone years ago and which some attributes of this I had
> practiced for the better part of my life had availed me nothing.

There's nothing at all wrong with the self-testing-by-telling phase that
people go through.  It very clearly shows the internal turmoil and
questioning that's going on within a person.  I think that tends to
demonstrate that something extremely strange did happen to the
individual.

> > As an example only, I'm sure most of us have at one time or
> > another met a recently converted born-again type person who was
> > totally intent on converting _us_ at that very moment.  Part of
> > what's happenning in that  event is that the person is getting
> > something positive simply from the telling/re-telling of their
> > story.  They belief in their experience is invigorated by the
> > re-telling of it.  Another part of what's happening is that the
> > person is hoping to get a form of validation by causing the
> > other person to accept their story.  After all, if you can
> > convince someone else that what you're saying is true then, in an
> > odd sort of referential way, it must be true - if it can be believed
> > by someone else then it must be believable.
> I don't know John. You need to appreciate that I was questioning
> my sanity. I feel that this has been the case of many others as
> well.

I understand that.  And if you told your story to a person who's sanity
you didn't question and that person was even moderately swayed that
probably something _did_ happen to you, then you would have (maybe just
a little tiny bit) demonstrated to yourself that you weren't crazy.

> It is a difficult thing to accept that others may think
> that you are not playing with a full deck. I had to come to a
> place where I had accepted what had happened to and to accept
> that unless also experienced by another, there was simply no way
> they could understand where I was coming from and to be O.K.
> with that. I don't really think that other experiencers are too
> different from me except that some of them haven't been as
> successful at integrating the experience as I have. I AM not so
> sure that my statement is fair moreover due to the fact that for
> some of them the experiences have continued.

I think there's a _huge_ difference between a person with ongoing
experiences and one with apparently post-experience thinking only.

Perhaps you've had the experience of talking to someone about your
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experiences and (somehow, some way) they became _totally_ convinced that
they were _positively_ real.  Did their 110% acceptance, genuine as it
may be to them, seem hollow or shallow to you?

> > There is a catch-22 here.  If we establish elaborate
> > electronic monitoring and that equipment shows _NO_ physical
> > activity and _NO_ signs of tampering with the gear, yet the abductee
> > reports that they were in fact abducted, we would have no choice
> > except to assume that whatever happenned was non-physical.
> That does not make the events any less real nor dangerous.
> Man is after all, a multi-dimensional creature. The vast
> majority of us have barely scratched the surface of our
> realization of this. We have much to learn.

And that's the problem.  Traditional science would say that there's
nothing wrong with the hardware, it performed exactly as it should, and
it recorded no 3D events at all.  Traditional psychology might then say
that there's nothing wrong with the person either, but they _are_
suffering some trauma from what can _currently_ only be described as a
nightmare.  Maybe, in our example, we'd get lucky and there'd be
something else, a physical marking or something, to complicate things.

> > > You got me, buddy. Still, you have to admit that based upon
> > > the numbers alone, there is something decidedly strange going
> > > on.
> > I've been convincved that something was going on for
> decades...
> As have I. Furthermore, I have come to suspect that persisting
> in attempting to gain any understanding utilizing a traditional
> approach is/will be futile.

I can convince myself using non-traditional approaches but I couldn't
convince anyone else without them.

> > Who asked 'em?  I'm not a member of any system of religion so
> > I guess I get the short end of the stick?  I'd be better served if
> > the aliens replaced my cable TV company...
> I feel that systems of religion have little to nothing
> whatsoever to do with this equation John.

Its a transitional problem.  About 80% of the world's population
_actively_ believes in/practices one or another religion.  (That means
they pray more than once a week, they attend some ceremony once a week,
etc.)  _Most_ religions offer a direct link to God.  In most religions
there's nothing between the person and God.  Making the universe bigger
by there being one or more inteligent alien species sort of puts stuff
between humans and their God.

We can expect that if we ever meet aliens, that is if they come here,
that they're probably older and more technically advanced than us.
They've probably either successfully dealt with or made lots of progress
dealing with their social and religious problems.  It would be
interesting to see how they did that but it would also be threatening to
some folks here.

I personally don't have a problem with any of that but I suspect that
many folks would.  I also think it'll get worked out over time.

> > I think most people go through periods when they question what
> > they believe and period when they want a set of beliefs that
> > actually work for them.  I don't think that now is fundamentally
> > different from any other period of time except that things happen
> > much faster in this time period.
> We are discussing something that greatly has to do with
> spirituality or the lack thereof John, that is responsibility.
> As far as the speed with which as well as the frequency of
> things happening, well that is indirectly related to
> spirituality as well. Today people are constantly complaining
> that things (events, problems to solve, LIFE) are being thrown
> at them with never before experienced frequency, speed and
> intensity. When asked why, I attempt to explain it, but the
> person usually expresses denial. <chuckle>
> They then go their way doing the same things over and over
> expecting different results, but receiving the same ... still
> searching for the causation.

I think its hard to be very responsible in life when we're not much in
control of it or what happens around us.

> A bunch I'd wager. And I needn't remind you John, Fear usually
> breeds violence.
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Sure does.

> > Those changes happen across generations.  As one generation
> > moves out or prominence another one moves in.  It takes time.
> What if time is not a commodity that we can any longer enjoy in
> these regards?

Well, then we're screwed.  Probably the single most common thread that
runs through human society, politics, economics, and even religion is
reaction instead of action (or pro-action).  We wait for something to
happen then we react to it instead of determining that something is
going to happen and act on it.

I don't think anything is going to change that in the near term.

> > It occurred to me when I was writing that that in those areas
> > where we are _already_ using electronic monitoring of pre-release
> > convicts the costs would be essentially zero.  The equipment is
> > already in place as are the people to do the monitoring.
> Then it should be utilized.

Yes, it should.  It all starts with a police report.

> > How do we objectively prove that things are vibrating at a
> > higher frequency, how do we prove that this affects human thinking?

> That is two questions. As to the first, I suspect that our
> physical instrumentation may be at or near their limitations of
> possibility. However, we can catalog the effects upon measurable
> phenomena of forces of higher frequency. Kirlian photography and
> newer, related technologies are an example of this. Of course,
> there have been other suggested explanations tendered for the
> phenomena observed in Kirlian photography, but no conclusive
> proof that I know of.
> Secondly, it affects awareness more than the thinking process.
> It serves to distort.

You could very well be right about our instrumentation's ability to
observe.  That's always been a problem in science.

> In any event, the concepts I AM attempting to convey are
> difficult to find useful words for.

Whether is hard science or spirituality we're talking about things at or
beyond the known edge, there's no textbook to check for the right
words...

> > I don't know why most abductionists ignore the paranormal
> > aspects of the event.  Until recently the paranormal aspects were
> > _actively_ censored out of abduction accounts, even by MUFON.

> I will state that I feel with every fibre of my being that this
> is the aspect that is the key.
> That this aspect of nearly every case is all but ignored by
> nearly every researcher that I know of, is doing themselves and
> more importantly the rest of us, a great disservice. If it is
> there, then it is of significance.

I think the paranormal aspect is more important than the other details.

> I think that many have already made up their mind that this
> phenomena comes to us from across the galaxy, John.

I think they've done that too.

> I think that
> they fear that if the incidence of paranormal phenomena is
> recognized, then abduction incidents in general will be declared
> non-physical. Frankly even if they were, I fail to understand
> the significance of that. The phenomena is still occurring and
> leaving circumstantial physical evidence. Put another way, the
> phenomena is occurring and may be partially of a non-physical
> nature or para-physical nature leaving physical effects in some
> cases. In any case, something is happening and it may well be
> very dangerous.

People don't like to admit they took a wrong turn especially if they'd
been on that wrong turn road a long time.  There clearly is a
consensus-likde decision among most that this is a 3D, aliens in
spaceships, deal and they exclude the paranormal (or sometimes explain
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it away with science fiction).

We should also bear in mind that the abductionists are new to the scene
and invented their own 'ology.'  Paranormalists were here before them.
If the abductionists accepted the paranormal aspects then they'd have to
compete directly with the paranormalists (who, by the way, began
using electronic monitoring _years__ ago)...

> > I don't know if that's _actually_ true but its what the
> > abductionists are saying.
> In many cases yes. There also seems to be some suspicion that it
> happens to a greater percentage of military people and/or their
> dependents.

I recently heard this mentioned.  Do you know what this suspicion is
based on?

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 12:58:30 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:00:40 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

I've been (strangly) silent on this issue.

I'm gonna have to side with Greg Sandow on the use of the words
"self-proclaimed" and "self-claimed" as critical, at least in mass
communications.  I also think that the majority of the population view it
has a negative phrase.

I disagree with Greg on the issue that an abductee refers to someone who
beleives they have been abducted but we have no evidence of the abduction.
There are far to many who do not hold this view.  I think John Powell has
the right of it when he attempts to clarify the lack of evidence for the
abduction with a phrase like "self-claimed."  A better word, in my opinion,
is alleged.

I disagree with anyone who uses the terminology "alien abduction victim" or
refers to someone as a "victim" of "alien abduction" in any way.  In the
same way that "self-proclaimed" denotes a critical attack, victim indicates
an acceptance that the exerience is real and occured.

I once heard the phrase "abduction syndrom" and one could "suffer" from
this syndrome.  I don't even like that, it makes the assumption that the
the abduction is a reality.

Personally I think the word "claim" and its various forms.

Michael

--
Michael Malone
Kilo Foxtrot Four Mike Yankee X-ray
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

'The Film' - A Correction

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 15:08:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:02:16 -0500
Subject: 'The Film' - A Correction

This is Bob Shell's reply to my assertion that chemical composition of Kodak
film is proprietary information.

I still stand by my statement. I think Kodak's refusal to confirm the
chemical analysis from Professor Malanga in Italy is proof that they will
not release this information. The person in charge of the chemical testing
has said that they will not confirm testing from anywhere else. Why should
they? Would Coca-Cola confirm their ingredients? I don't think so.

IF there is film and it is Kodak film, it only stands to reason that Kodak
are the only people who can absolutely date it. This seems painfully obvious
to me and if I there is a flaw in my thinking, please let me know.

And now from Bob Shell, editor of Shutterbug magazine.
---------------------
Forwarded message:
From:   76750.2717@CompuServe.COM (BOB SHELL)
To:     RSchatte@aol.com (INTERNET:RSchatte@aol.com)
Date: 96-12-19 11:25:42 EST

Rebecca,

>>>>>>According to the person who would have been in charge of performing the
chemical analysis, ONLY KODAK can verify the chemical content of their films.
Sure a bunch of labs could do a burn and get a breakdown on the ratios but
the chemical make-up of KODAK film is proprietary information.
<<<<<<<

I have recently learned that this is not true.  I have spoken with the chief
chemical engineer at one of Kodak's competition and one of his colleagues,
and
they say they have a computer data base of acetate information going back to
the
1920s including all brands.  They created this by buying batches of
competitors'
products and analyzing them.

They have told me the test is both simple and inexpensive and only requires a
piece of film the size of a "pin head".  They have offered to test the film
for
me if their management give the go ahead.  My formal request is going through
channels at the moment.

I had planned not to discuss this until it was a fait accompli, but all of
these
sudden attacks on me have made me decide to go public on this.

As far as Kodak is concerned, I do not think they have been dealing with me
in
good faith.  They constantly changed their demands, and when Professor
Malanga
pinned down the acetate type they refused to provide production dates for
those
acetate types.

Not only that, but Kodak's Tony Amato has repeatedly promised in both
telephone
ane e-mail exchanges to send me requested materials and documents, and to
date
has sent me absolutely nothing.  Normally I can get anything I want from
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Kodak
overnight just by asking.

They certainly know who I am.  At Kodak's press dinner in Cologne in
September,
they seated me next to one of their three CEOs.

None of this is confidential.  Share as you wish.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 19 Dec 96 14:28:22 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:01:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To John Powell:

John,

<<Well, its been over a year since I saw the Santilli film but I was
pretty sure there's a short part showing a guy on the other side of the
window wearing a military uniform.  >>

    Are you sure the one you saw was the Santilli footage?  There have been
some "recreations" floated around, and one of them does show a sequence with a
man in uniform in the window with the doctor.    Still anything in it would be
irrelevant because it's not part of the Santilli footage.

    Regards,

     Theresa
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 19:20:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:03:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>From: Michael Hesemann <100660.3672@compuserve.com>
>Resent-From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance
>Date: 18 Dec 96 20:34:28 EST

>Dear Phil,

>I never told James Easton that I received a penny from Ray, nor did I
> claim you got anything.

Philip,

I wish Michael and yourself would pay more attention to what I actually
said.

It was a close, mutual, colleague of Hesemann and yourself who claimed he
was told this personally by Hesemann.

This is a copy of my reply to Hesemann:

Michael,

Firstly,

A statement from Rebecca Schatte which I can pass on:

I understand that there is some confusion as to who claimed what concerning
Michael Hesemann and Philip Mantle having been paid a sum of $10,000. by Ray
Santilli for their work on the autopsy footage. For the record, I would like
to state that I was told that Michael and Philip were each paid $10,000 for
their work. I was told this on Saturday April 13, 1996. I have no idea if it
is true or not but I do know the person who made the claim is someone who is
close to and respected by both Philip and Michael. This person was completely
serious when he told me this (or else the claimant is a damn good actor) and
for the life of me I can not understand why this person  would make this up.
I would love to reveal the name but I will not. I'm sure that the claimant is
aware of the situation and if that person would like to speak up, this would
probably be a good time.

[End]

As you can see, I wasn't the only person who heard the story, but I knew
that in the first place.

Which will hopefully help you to realise that I had, of course, told you
nothing less than the true facts.

Why would someone who is such a close colleague of Philip and yourself,
make up such a claim?

They haven't confirmed they did make this story up and as it has resulted
in such hysteria, I think they really now have to either admit that they
did, or stick by the claim that you personally confirmed the payment of
$10,000.

If for no other reason than, by stating this story is a fabrication, you
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have effectively publicly branded this close colleague of Philip and
yourself as untruthful, and worse.

This is not so good, that person has been the source of information during
the last eighteen months or so which has been taken on trust by many
people.

I do hope this isn't going to drag out until we get an explanation from
your close colleague.

I'm sure we all have better things to do.

[End]

You must know who that mutual close colleague is, that neither Rebecca or
myself want to name.

Perhaps you could exert some influence for an explanation and help put this
all to rest.

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 05:21:47 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:06:16 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Quick follow up to previous about number of publications (I missed the last
paragraph). re Randle. " Kevin, would you care to match the amount of money I
have earned as a nuclear physicst doing consulting work in industry over the
past 25 years? How about just  since l980? I take it your psychic powers have
told you what I earned doing what from whom just as they told you what Ike was
told about Roswell?? Phil Klass tried this one and lost. Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 20

Re: Merry Christmas

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 20 Dec 96 00:15:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:07:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Merry Christmas

updates # globalserve.net@242:7000/1 meinte am 19.12.96
zum Thema "UFO UpDate: Merry Christmas":

u>From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
u>Subject: UFO UpDate: Merry Christmas
u>
u>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
u>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
u>Subject: Merry Christmas
u>Date: Thu, 19 Dec 96 03:18:59 GMT
u>
u>Dear Colleagues,
u>
u>I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry
u>Christamas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
u>
u>All the very best,
u>
u>
u>Philip Mantle.

Despite all the differences in the approach to the subject of the
reality of non-human intelligence and despite all the deliberately
arranged and ill-fated involvements and developments of the past --

Shouldn't we all who are intensively working on the same item -- to
find out what kind of truth is out there --

And what kind of agencies in the human military-industrial-complex are
keeping away the human nation from the perception of this larger
reality of the existence of non-human intelligence --

This one and maybe very first time reach out our hand as a sign that
we are able to overcome personal dislike for someone to reach the
higher goal --

Withstand the total cover-up of a part of our cosmic reality following
the words:

                *"United we stand - devided we fall"*

Shouldn't we make this email the longest ever written, quoted, re-
quoted and re-posted email in the history of UFO-newsgroups?

These are the reasons why why I add my name under the Christmas
greetings above:

All the very best

Joachim Koch, Berlin, Germany, December 19th, 1996

FIDO: 2:2410/704.20
IN: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 04:44:58 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:04:00 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Kevin: Now you are being ridiculous. I said that you had not referenced 29
of 30
papers I had published about Roswell/MJ-12 in your long list in " The Truth
about UCR". That is a true statement.You said they were self published.That
is a
false statement. I noted that there were 3 other papers that were indeed self
published.Meaning I wrote them and had them printed, and distributed them and
nobody  else was involved.The profit has been as good as though I had been paid
to write them. Now you are defining self published  as in a journal with a
circulation over 5000.Are you suggesting that all the other referenced papers
met that criteria?? Ex post facto statement.
Did I say professional?No. You did.And  I didn't say published in any
particular
size journal. After all none of the MJ 12 papers referenced by ED Stewart fill
that bill, do they? I suspect that my long unreferenced by Ed paper in a book
edited by Tim Good does though.. and so does TOP SECRET/MAJIC. I clearly said
papers related to Roswell/MJ-12. The "more than 70 papers" cover many other
aspects of UFOs.Yes, of course Fate isn't the ultimate nor Saga. Nor UFO
Universe,(you have published there, too) but it has a larger circulation than
5000 as do both UFO Magazines.. That doesn't include nuclear papers in Atlantic
Advocate ,Ascent, Nickel, Transactions of the American Nuclear Society,
Science,
etc.  I am not trying to compete with you as a writer. Not many can.  As you
know I have often mentioned in awe  your more than 77 books of fiction. An
impressive mumber indeed. Why not just say you made a mistake or should have
put
<grin> after the phrase. If you really want a list. I will send one.

Stan Friedman
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Re: Wormwood?

From: starborn@sirius.com (Stella Marie Harder)
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 23:53:30 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:08:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

->  SearchNet's   iufo   Mailing List

Hi!  I'm a grad student in seminary doing a special reading course on ufos
with Ted Peters, professor of Systematic Theology at Pacific Lutheran
Theological Seminary here at the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley,
California. Ted is also a MUFON consultant in theology, and was a MUFON
field investigator. He has been Acting Director of the Center for Theology
and the Natural Sciences (www.ctns.org), and has written the book
"UFOs---God's Chariots?: Flying Saucers in Politics, Science and Religion."
His article, "Exo-Theology: Speculations on Extraterrestrial Life" is in
the book "The Gods Have Landed: New Religions from Other Worlds" (SUNY), a
series of articles from academics studying new religious movements, one I
highly recommend. I forwarded to Ted the  letter allegedly from the priest
who contacted art bell, and he said he was going to check with his
colleagues at the Vatican Observatory. Here is their reply.

>From: TPeters2ct@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 00:04:18 -0500
>To: starborn@sirius.com
>Subject: Fwd: Hale-Bopp Hoax
>X-UIDL: 19961218.210249
>Status: U
>
>Dear Stella:
>   I've contacted Vatican Observatory colleagues both in Italy and Arizona.
>Here's what I've learned. No surprise, huh.
>   Ted
>
>---------------------
>Forwarded message:
>From:   wstoeger@as.arizona.edu (Bill Stoeger)
>To:     TPeters2ct@AOL.com
>Date: 96-12-18 17:56:03 EST
>
>
>Dear Ted,
>
>Thanks for your message. We've gotten a few other inquiries about this. I
>did some checking, and  I'm afraid my information is that it is a hoax, or
>rather a rumor that has no foundation. I have no idea who started it -- so
>it well could be an "urban legend." At any rate it has nothing to do with
>astronomy, and I have some information indicating that neither the Pope nor
>people like Cardinal Ratzinger believe there is anything of theological
>significance in the whatever some people saw. It has been linked by some
>to the "third secret" of the apparitions of the Virgin Mary at Fatima. I
>would not be surprised if letters went the Vatican concerning it -- but what
>I am saying is that they do not believe the supposed phenomenon to be
>in any way significant.
>
>Have a very blessed and merry Christmas, Ted, along with all your family.
>And every wonderful thing in the New Year!!
>
>Bill
>
>
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IUFO: (Fwd) NRO Satellite Launch

From: "Steve Wingate" <swingate@crl.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 06:19:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:08:00 -0500
Subject: IUFO: (Fwd) NRO Satellite Launch

->  SearchNet's   iufo   Mailing List

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          rlawler@dfw.net (Rick Lawler)
Subject:       SNETNEWS: NRO Satellite Launch
To:            snetnews@world.std.com
Date:          Wed, 18 Dec 1996 23:34:57 -0600 (CST)
Reply-to:      snetnews@world.std.com

U.S. lifts veil on spy satellite launch, 12/18/96

      WASHINGTON (Reuter) - A supersecretive Pentagon arm
Wednesday lifted the veil for the first time on the scheduled
launch of a U.S. spy satellite in what it called a major step
toward greater openness. But the payload and its mission remain
classified.

      The National Reconnaissance Office, whose own very existence
was a secret until 1992, said it would no longer seek to shield
the fact of a launch because doing so was costly and unnecessary
for U.S. national security.

    The maiden announced launch of a U.S. spy satellite was to
take place Friday from Vandenberg Air Force Base, 55 miles north
of Santa Barbara, California, the NRO said. It said the launch
vehicle was a Titan IV, the largest unmanned booster in the U.S.
space launch inventory.

      The launch period opens at 11:30 A.M. EST and extends until
1:00 P.M. EST.

     ``This event is the first time the U.S. government has
acknowledged, in advance, the launch of a reconnaissance
satellite,'' the NRO said in a statement.

      ``We've been doing this for 35 years,'' added Katherine
Schneider, an NRO spokeswoman. She said it was tough to keep
secret a satellite ``that's sitting on top of a very large
launch vehicle.''

      ``What we want to protect is the technology,'' she said,
acknowledging that the fact that the NRO and the Air Force were
launching spy satellites from Vandenberg and Cape Canaveral Air
Station, Florida, was well known to anyone interested.

      Continuing to try to keep it a secret ``was costing us money
and it was costing us a lot of frustration in a new and more
open environment,'' Schneider said. But she said the NRO would
not disclose for now the mission of the satellite being launched
Friday nor declassify details of the ``well over 300'' such
launches since 1959, when so-called Corona satellites gave the
United States its fist eyes in space. Other than Corona
satellites, the last of which was launched from Vandenberg on
May 25, 1972, all NRO launches remain classified.

      John Pike, who heads the Space Policy Project at the
Federation of American Scientists, a policy research group based
in Washington, said the new policy inaugurated Wednesday would
save taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars per launch in
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wasted security costs.

      Pike said the money was wasted because experts like he could
always figure out what was being launched, partly by looking at
launch windows. He estimated that the NRO had spent many tens of
billions on security in its 35-year existence.

      He said Friday's payload was no doubt an Advanced Keyhole
optical imaging intelligence satellite of a type that lets U.S.
photo-interpreters monitor, within minutes, such things as
compliance with arms control agreements, Iraqi troop movements
and the status of North Korean nuclear weapons facilities.

      Disclosing the fact of the launch was long overdue, added
Steven Aftergood, director of the Federation of American
Scientists' Project on government secrecy.

      ``It was in any case a non-secret since launches like this
cannot be concealed from anybody who is interested in following
them. So its a step toward sanity,'' Aftergood said.

end
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Abductee 'Brainwashing'?

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 12:20:59 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:05:20 -0500
Subject: Abductee 'Brainwashing'?

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
Date:          Wed, 18 Dec 1996 03:02:41 -0500 (EST)
From:          Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Subject:       Abductee Brainwashing?

Anonimously Submitted

   The Research and Writings of Donna Higbee

                            ABDUCTEE BRAINWASHING?

   by Donna Higbee, CHT

   Attitudes appear to be changing as many abductees who have been
   traumatized, physically abused and violated are now saying that their
   abductors have only spiritual and/or benevolent motives behind their
   actions. This growing new trend is a concern to a number of
   researchers and healthcare professionals who work with abductees.

   Many abductees who once reported tremendous fear of being taken
   repeatedly from their bedrooms and cars by non-human entities are now
   reporting being told by these entities that it was for their own
   good; that their fear was unwarranted and was simply a product of the
   abductee's lack of understanding. In many cases, abductees who accept
   this explanation are also led to believe that technological
   advancement equals spiritual advancement. There is no logical
   reasoning for this, as spiritual advancement may run parallel to
   technological advancement, the two may not proceed along together at
   the same pace, or they may not run along together at all. We cannot
   assume that where we find one we will find the other.

   I believe the reasoning put forth by these abductees to justify
   abduction is faulty. I am a hypnotherapist in Santa Barbara,
   California, working with abductees. I became personally involved in
   this situation when I watched two members of our support group change
   their stories from one meeting to the next. These were abductees who
   had been terrorized and abused for years and had only hatred for
   their abductors. Suddenly, their stories changed and they both,
   independently of each other, began saying that recently they were
   shown that everything that had been done to them was for their own
   good and facilitated their spiritual growth.

   With regards to this, Dr. Karla Turner, in a paper she presented to
   the MUFON 1994 International UFO Symposium, said the following: "It
   is odd, however, that such growth seems to come to abductees only
   after they are aware of their experiences. If indeed this growth is
   produced by the aliens, then it should have been there long before
   the abductees were conscious of their encounters, since in almost
   every reported case there is evidence of alien involvement since
   early childhood. The psychic increase and growth of perceptive
   abilities indicate a different genesis -- an internal evolution of
   consciousness -- stemming from our need to know what is and has been
   done to us and what we can do to meet the situation in a more
   empowered state. Survivors of great catastrophes such as hurricanes,
   earthquakes, and war may be crushed by the impact of these events ...
   or they may find a new resilience, rising to the occasion and
   reacting with abilities they didn't know they possessed. Given the
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   vast intrusive activities of the abduction scenario, our species may
   well feel such a threat or stress that a mutational or evolutionary
   leap is occurring today...." If this is indeed the case, then any
   spiritual growth is the abductee's own doing at a deep level of
   consciousness and is not coming from an abducting entity.

   There can be a number of reasons why an abductee changes his mind.
   One that has been put forth a number of times is what is termed the
   Stockholm Syndrome, AKA the Hostage Syndrome, where a person who has
   been kidnapped or captured eventually comes to sympathize with and
   even grow fond of his captors. With some abductees, I believe that
   this may be occurring. However, I think we are seeing something else
   happening with this attitude change that goes beyond the easy answer
   of the Stockholm Syndrome.

   Because I was disturbed by the attitude change of the abductees I
   knew and of many others I had been hearing about, I wrote a letter in
   February to a group of abductees who were reachable through computer
   online services. I also posted my letter to a number of bulletin
   boards on the Internet and asked that abductees please respond with
   their thoughts and feelings about the situation. I'd like to mention
   a few of the points I made in my letter and then share with all of
   you some of the responses I received from people.

   In my letter, I stated that by the very meaning of the word,
   abduction implies being taken against one's will with no say in the
   matter. It can include experiencing painful physical procedures,
   being lied to and given screen memories, being mentally terrorized,
   and being paralyzed, manipulated and controlled. There is nothing
   spiritual about any of these things and yet the abductors say they
   are highly advanced spiritual beings. It is very interesting that
   these non-human entities seem to have learned two ways to control
   human beings - through fear and through acceptance. Obviously we are
   seeing some abductees who are still being controlled and manipulated
   through fear, but we are also seeing abductees being controlled and
   manipulated through their acceptance of these entities as spiritual
   beings. By accepting these beings as highly spiritual, the abductee
   gives up seeking to end his abduction experiences and instead starts
   to welcome them. Instead of abductees coming into a sense of their
   own power as spiritual beings who do not need to give up their free
   will to anyone, what we are now seeing is a group of submissive,
   controlled abductees who are passively letting the abductors do as
   they want with them in the name of spiritual progress. In my opinion,
   anything that keeps a person from learning the truth and from taking
   responsibility for his own growth and awakening as a spiritual being
   is completely unspiritual. Anything that allows the person his free
   will, responsibility for his own spiritual progress and aids in the
   process of discovering his true unbounded spiritual nature is truly
   spiritual. I don't think it is difficult to see into which category
   the abductors fall. I believe that we have spiritual entities in our
   midst, beings who are assisting humans with their evolution, but I'm
   quite sure that these spiritual beings are not the same as those who
   are responsible for the abductions.

   In my letter I also stated that the entire hybrid scenario could be a
   fantastic cover for an agenda that is completely different than we
   are being shown. As Dr. Karla Turner has stated in radio interviews,
   it is almost as though abductees are shown the same movies, as a
   cover for other motives completely unknown to us, or possibly they
   are using the hybrid scenario to study our emotions. Things should
   not be taken at face value when we know we are dealing with entities
   who can implant thoughts into our heads, manipulate our minds with
   screen memories and virtual reality scenes, and who pass themselves
   off as wonderful spiritual beings. We presently have no way to know
   the truth about what is really happening.

   I'd like to quote part of a letter I received from an abductee, Irene
   Rea in Oregon. She writes, "One of the most frightening aspects of
   this phenomenon is the abductor's ability to manipulate the
   abductee's perceptions. I'm frightened by the current trend that many
   abductees seem to be going through in assigning the abductors benign
   motives in the spiritual growth of the abductees and planetary
   healing. In my experience, the abductors have manipulated my reality
   over and over. In one very telling instance, my partner and I were
   abducted together. He thought he was being wooed by a gorgeous and
   astoundingly remarkable woman. My view of his experience was that he
   was on a table, strapped to medical gear, and staring into the eyes
   of a typical "gray." I find it even more abusive to be told by my
   fellow abductees that the reason I'm experiencing these negative
   experiences is because I'm somehow spiritually unadvanced. As a
   two-decade veteran of the New Age, I have heard this kind of
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   spiritual elitism from the devout followers of alleged spiritual
   leaders who were, in fact, promoting their own agendas of power and
   greed."

   Another letter from an abductee, Dana Buyers of Los Angeles,
   California: "We are nothing more to these beings than a crop to be
   harvested. They terrorized me, hurt me and nearly ruined my health.
   An abuser is an abuser. I don't care what planet they come from or
   how intelligent they claim to be. So when I get the impulse from them
   to start thinking that they aren't so bad after all and are just
   pursuing some noble purpose that we can't understand, I show them in
   my mind all that they have done to me and I say "get real," there is
   no way that I'm ever going to change my mind. These aliens are
   dangerous, don't ever believe them."

   And a letter from abductee Amy Hebert of Carrollton, Texas: "As a
   facilitator of an abductee support group, I have observed abductees'
   reactions change from deep contempt and anger toward their abductors
   to acceptance and complete surrender. Some abductees express years
   and years of anger and confusion, then suddenly announce they don't
   think the aliens are really so bad after all and may actually
   represent some type of spiritual experience. These reactions seem
   quite surprising, considering the levels of anger and humiliation the
   abductee expressed only a week before. Could these new feelings be
   due to the resolution of the individual's long-term hatred and
   resentment toward the abductors? Or, could this be yet another
   example of alien manipulation? According to Dr. Karla Turner, aliens
   have been known to lie to abductees for their own purposes and all
   abductions take place in an alien-controlled environment. These
   alien-human hate-love relationships seem to reflect alien control
   more than any spiritually fulfilling promise for humankind. After
   all, kidnapping and forcing someone to be a guinea pig can hardly be
   considered spiritual."

   I want to give one last letter I received from a man who is in
   training as a body-centered psychotherapist, Mark Richards of Boston,
   Massachusetts. He writes, "It's of little doubt that the internal
   confusion and pain resulting from one or more abduction experiences
   results in some form of compensation. Just as 'screen memory' tends
   to re-shape the horrific experience into more palatable images, it's
   possible that this same re-shaping occurs at many other levels,
   notwithstanding the body's cellular memory. Given the infinite
   variety and creativity of the whole mind, how is it that hypnotic
   recollections of the victims, often including deeply felt sensory
   experiences, have such striking parallels? Could it be that a 'cult'
   of some type is forming and having influence upon the story? ...
   Culture and historical factors may strongly influence what comes
   forth. Here in our technological, educated and motive culture, when
   something doesn't make sense in our head, we switch to 'faith,' to a
   spirituality of some sort. Once this switch occurs, we have a 'cult,'
   and in the case of abductees as a group, a 'cult'-ure built around
   technological unknowns. Perhaps all semblance of reason is not lost,
   just put on hold for a while as the body (collective and individual)
   tries to make some sense out of stuff that cannot possibly find
   correlation. This trend among the abductee community has not been so
   named, perhaps out of the same denial which seems to be increasingly
   prevalent in the various stories .. stories that have begun to shift
   in character and substance. Now abduction is no longer a horrible
   violation but a necessary component of a great plan. Now the aliens
   who are beaming into our bedrooms are no longer uninvited violators
   of the human story, but welcome harbingers of our 'salvation.' The
   parallels between various religious mythological systems and the
   growing abductee community are striking. They spring from the same
   set of unknowns, growing in the fertile ground of fear and
   imagination, a set of ideas concerning the history, purpose and
   future of the human race."

   With all the confusion that surrounds the abduction phenomenon and
   all the various ways of looking at the phenomenon itself, it is
   impossible for anyone to say with certainty that they know what is
   true. People need to analyze why they believe what they believe and
   not allow themselves to accept a belief just because it fits nicely
   into their world picture. I know that it takes strength and courage
   to put aside a glowing, positive picture and admit that you really
   just don't know for sure. But the only way we are going to come up
   with any answers is if people question what they are being told and
   shown. Don't accept someone else's explanations (whether it be that
   of another abductee, a channeled source, or a non-human entity). Use
   your own analytical thinking and judgment and realize that we just
   don't have the answers yet.
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   I welcome comments and thoughts regarding the above article. I can be
   reached at the following address:

    Post Office Box 6404
    Santa Barbara, California 93160, USA

   I can also be reached by email through America Online. My address is:

    Goodhigbee@aol.com

      c1995 Donna Higbee

   | Unusual Research Main Page | Donna Higbee Index Page |

----------------------------------------------
            Skywatch International, Inc.
               skywatch@wic.net
"Strange is sometimes stranger when it's true"
  For latest UFO and Paranormal information
 Site: http://www.wic.net/colonel/ufopage.htm
----------------------------------------------
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Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:59:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:59:04 -0500
Subject: Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

Subject:  A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 96 11:55:11 -0600
From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

 Whitley Strieber  said;

>Most recently, a false "Whitley Strieber" post has apologized for
>causing discomfort to the Japanese National Observatory and stated
>that I have changed my position on the object that has been photographed
>near the Hale-Bopp comet. This post is a lie, put simply.

  Absolute lie if you ask me. Not only is the object in that photo not a star,
  it is in the exact trajectory as the comet. Proven fact. (RL504201.jpg)
  What I would like to know is why the Japanese are not forthcoming with
  the truth and many  photos from that night for it is also fact that they
make
  many more than one.

   Elsewise, when you hear from both Russell Sipe and Jose Alonso
   that they cannot explain the difference between Chuck Shramek's
   and the Jose Alonso photo of 11/14...

"Thank you for your interest in our Hale-Bopp image for nov 14.
I have looked at your image analysis and I agree with it.  But I
have no clear explanation as to why one star in the star pattern
is displayed with respect the other images." -Jose Alonso -

 "I'm fairly confident based on your overlays  (3overlay.gif) that
the Alonso photo was taken before  5pm EST.  The slightly
different position of SAO141894 in the Alonso image  is
interesting. I suspect when the analysis is completed the  answer
could involve an off axis effect wherein the film or chip   was
not perfectly perpendicular to the light path. This effect would
seem to advance the comet slightly further along its path than it
should. However, this is just a speculation on my part and I will
be interested in hearing the results." - Russell Sipe -

    ...then you may draw with a reasonable degree of certainty that
    the "SLO" 'object' is in fact not a star but something else.

    ~Pat~  BTW - any photos I include are public domain. You may use then
                 at your discretion.

--=====================_851111944==_
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R0lGODdh/AAYAfcAAP///+/v7+fn587OzsbGxr29vbW1ta2traWlpZycnJSUlIyMjISEhHt7e3Nz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a1JrnISt/3ul92OExlp7vSk5WkprrTFKeylCc2tzhK3G/5y175St54yl3muM1nul/0pjnGuU71Jz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D/w6AufQzSacqczbtn7/TLAZnA2ZcAbDeQ6O68OVmraMLLyVWs0+7cMu+8mVyg3N6sk/O7P9UAbK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gbhdW03/p2QU5+E+7LvH98g71sQeNBHPUFQLtYrTtwizBWkL9ZHTktsTW+2oMxCDPrCHaLiHesiD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kUo8BCj0zo2BgRPNUTFwgSnUVm1xA23VIClawRScYhHMAK3MgMHxkwzAQA9MAQws4RTYwS1SQSCo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SKEKKgjCCE0wLbqSuUteErN5tyO1D6xABS4Ywgp08AMdqCMN9KAEJjRxh0tsghdHAAZVfkEJdtAj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1LsXrPWGdZu3P+x5zmWvOGXY9zZc+ysWlosfW4BoMFhcACAHHv670dooFfVMW7Kox+ntdkX05Bqu
ZS24XUkCsPcHlzJDgGPA9xkJKfNVp4PR87Po9aoVV0+p6YsyL6qml0AkNNjmgwCC6OJExInrs6pu
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PXvtuNh/Z6xkZORkYlbPtFOt1BAsYTvhrgSIBjdI2zIVjIu6f1TpmDiftJmIenG+sOyWW7chtlpe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rTwz4eOvTe7aHUxW0+l0/Ar8Ixw//oYXqb+sZ1e30H00mJJpxaGa/FrAVn7QZjsFAgwitsgHxb7u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TJ3AifFbWZ0TEowsXOrznW4N9DnGz0Wh7Mhrtpp2eqfdq1xO4ew7gDwXMVONGnCbVXcbpPV87HbZ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swOinpuJc3FLcl1eYyxhsIiz0t7JaZgAkgcT+Kt51OAzpJacPDpdlXMtHua04jS0e1wlziBtHmdx
0BRW0Ozz37Q6EOOnZdkcermNj/a1N/KonrGDuAr6Hin/AEy3IcfwtA/BdTmdQ6BTknL3YzR6OLsb
Q2ud9doJBYwEaMEawCYJM6DnOpdTxHfWh3UaS6yqxwsmALGOc3U6QN7T7hGkpJQv67bUXMr6bgUE
GCPszXkEf6ZuRKOudbtLvs/oVkNc79BjUVkhol0bWDga/BDPUbG4OPiYxc5tFhsc9tYDva4lpDuY
AM68HyVvO6y6u8u+yZFL25D8upl9khpfJYduxvBMyNHaAiIhKaDvrN9YiCP2vmAHs294H3AwjY2H
1HrNZstzXvGx7v0psfJaCSNAeAJPgNeFSe2zAryMe/GYbLWshzzL6oIMiDoSPHt966H6t4vUsjpz
DTfj0Y7i6olzTuBBMuJ0aNwsLCXOHtMdklOa/wCrrqumfbLclgDXYrXsAktN7HPaNDzsAOsDkSCF
oH6q4Teq4mKM2yxt3qeoQyvdXsbumBY7QjaQTpDuSQQq9jOpNwa6jmB1TqPXNDRLD6EgDSWkRJJ7
90bq92bl00G/rtGVW11NRLanAUC2s9/THtAbEDmONElM7PqviV9QyosyH4mMG2bXU+9zDZs1MhrT
PMkaazoVHE6H0uMuvLdZiX+m51ddhANTQ+Nz5IgzoWcwD3hZmVjNc7aeqbaraxbOQLBvIcRwA6Ty
RMd+/NzBxukuqsNz/tbxeWC95exrmlsNJB1IadTwR5hJSXqNHRG4gNJxmteMJtrmS6yk7P0m0byC
STJ54jTUKlZ+xq8+gOqpZWG2E+nZZYySP0e886H6W0cdp0V3Ip+rdPRM2ppqtzWsoNdwfYZeDFgb
JYI4cJa7QwCO3PW1VVDGc29tvqMD3hgM1ncRtMjmBOkjVJTtYuX0mt+QHtoaPWpIFWObPUYGEPDf
UMtkwdYPfSISx+rT0l2FTjlzHCxob6LCBZYS1oL+ZDSTu5JAEQJOhnfWHoQswH4eMKX4ztrn1VAO
LNsSCfzp1B0KLd9d6bcnqFhbfcMzCrxwLNgNT2mQ5pA0APEye5KSnBB6m/DxaqOmuBxHue60VElz
9352m0xoNQT5wYVfqWbmZuPjPsDhRVurYTGr9HP1AHJI07CAtOz602HGyaRW932sudkPe5u6xxDY
P0dPozyZK59126o1itgBeXTHu+E+CSnoquo9Xw8V2zCppGOG22b2mS+xrIsAJ0O0Dgabj+8q2E7q
zumPtpyaWUuIY90NDw5r97GztkEuEiDHiQqH7Ts31uFVUsYxmrSdwaI1BMGe44Qq+oZVdexjw1up
0Y3v8uAdR4HUapKdDKzOstwqrnZ9vpPeSxrHEBroAdoIA4AHYjjhTzMC92D0++zOfbSTtl0uFAhr
iWiSdrZg6D3AhYZc4iCSQBHKkbbHRL3GG7dSePD4JKd7M6ViY9ORdNm9jmuDLHtIcJALS4Ae4zu7
QNPdqRzickkydUySlJJKex8TtOonjt4pKYJJJJKf/9fw1JJJJSlt9ByW00ZlItsptt9N1bqahY47
SZHIjQzz2WIug+qfVMPpWVk3XvsrcaoqfUJIduBiJGmnj2SU6tHVcV2R1MXuya3WHINph7bCHxG9
rSQGyXbgTpOhklAtzMjNh7Ol2WssFW+fax8na0QBECDtjuSXbgpZn1pxft2RdiB9TbWtcwPprca3
t9OILifaPTEDjyQa/rdbSK/SxhFePVQC924kMeDJ3AiCBEAaEyDKSmx1IdSxcAZA6VRinpuQa3XM
cz1N5APu2QCPc2CBHh3VOrI60/qrun044rD2MrtxS9zqnAAe553GddZnTgaaKnl9dsyMBuK7Hr9t
Tq/U13u3WB8uP5x9oAJ7KqOpZDbrbW7GG5np2NrY1jXMgaQwADgTHJ1KSm3hdPzc7p9gqdTWxznE
zY1pO0F0OBdo0AOI05B7AkRuZ1G7Boy7Moubjbaadp1rLTpEcAc7u5IAkzFGvNyanPc1wa55cXHa
JO4EHt4E/egGx5YGlxIAgCdAJmPv1SU7vVMPqeN1S8VZluZkXMtN9jHS920E2biHOPDSSHEOjVzQ
qXT3/aSce9t+Q2G+lXXaGtaZ5dIIAAJ8IVM5GQ9xe617nQRJcZg6EfOVXSU692N0+2/qVteUBRSb
DQx7j6lo3BrYMR3BMwYBhNmVdMGPQ6uxrLG1sa9tcu3vJlzteAGkDn6QMaarJSSU7vX8/DynYrsa
uqtzNxsbXSxoaSdBLQ0PAaAJLQZ3TIgmpbl1HqWXfW54quN4b7Whxa8OiWtho5EgaDss1JJToM6i
+rGbjtG6s12Nex/Bc/uI8IaR5jw0Sy8uqzHZTRUawGs9QveXOe4CNNBDZkhsaTqTpAq8HMsoZezH
tdVZZ6THtYS1z4naD3MdkKim3IurpqrdZbY4MYxgJc5xMAADkkpKb+V1e/KtdZfVXcTjtxmCwE+m
1oABbro4R+KfpfXeqdLq9PDyPSaS8ubtBDtwbMgggj2iJ4OqF1fpHUOjZr8TOx3Y99ZAc1xBglrX
RIJEw4EjtOqzklOiOr9RFFdLchzK6yS1rQByZPA118VWflZNlLanWvdWwy1hcdoMRIHwCExjnuDW
tLiYAAGpWhg9H6hnAmuktrbS682We1nptO3dJ5l3tEcuho10SU59j32OLnuLnHkuMkqCsZmJlYOT
Zj5VL6L6zD67AQ5p51BQWna4GAYMweCkpipsa57g1rS5x4AGq9ytwcuuvrmThdHroswc7IbjH7K1
tN1DTc5pYW4xEgMa0S/aSfcQSJ5P9rVfV36x/W12JVg05uFm5F+G/Joa4uHrbDWwlw2kNduaADIB
8oSnz7FxcnLtFWPS++wgkMraXOgc6BXn/Vz6w141uQ/pOYyippdZY+h4YwDkkkQF1nVqutV/XTHx
sXplrLK6xjCvplRxzdZ6QdaA5g1AcSST+aNVf+s7B17FON099efmdPwmU5TLM15sY5gdY91e5+25
jZLSRJBaTG0tJSniMX6sfWHLxbb6OmZNtdbq2O21OJmydsCJMx2Hh4hBw+kZOTl5ONa9mE7Fqtsu
OSS3YKxqIidxMNAiSSAu+6R1vL6f0ah3XOuvo6g5lr+kv9R9xxm3VQ514YSWsIDfTGrmulxYRoc3
6qdTt+ruf1nAs6xhhjahZVcbbjjXWh9eu+keo72F0DseRISU8bndOy+njHORXtbkVC6pzHNc2xh7
hzSQYIIImQQQYIWn9WegY3VnssyupV4WP9oqxyBXbZdY58kCtjGOkmNJI1Vr689XHVMjA257MwV0
n1BjvynU12F7vojIO4EsDJiBoPBP9SutdF6NbXbn/aXmrJZlMbQxhh9LHioy5w/OfuOh+iBBnRKb
+B9Tuj5P1yw+iU9RuzybLmZbaqfRsq9MmQ31D7nQDOmkaSt3qH1D6Lg9NzoxbrS7HyX4uTZkt3eo
2H1N9NoAANPvJceJ0aRC5bN+s/SmDpj+ndNcMnpofVXdlua/16HAwLGtDRuY5x2kdoBmAtLK/tis
yLOoOd0al4yrMsEOcQPs+Q5rnNIaAfU3NB9Se59ushKeg+qn1e+rmX0PByXdBx7r3sta6y7MsLbb
AwRta0wSSdpHtLCRMxK576vjB6f9aPrHjX4+JVi14+X7snHbe3CewxWfe1xkPIYdDuJ76LL6N9d+
pdI6Nj9PoxaHsottsbZYHEzZtkaOA/NCqV/W3rNPUOp5lT6mP6jkHIvY6lj2Ofuc4e14do1zpAM6
hp5aCEp6D60X43Q/rf0vPxcNleW6mt92PkU0jG3bfTDmCtwaWOgvBkcggrrusdUycf6vnIxc+XOZ
bTWHZdFg3srHqt9L7TY14sFgAayXMIBcDIK8tu+tf1hyKq67+oW3sZk/amerDi23XUEgmNTpxOsS
k/62/WZ8D9r5LQNQGWFoB8gICSnE2ndtgzMR3lRRN7/U37jumd3efFDSU//Q8NSSSSUpJJJJSkkk
klOn0ronUurut+x0F7agHWWOc1ldYPG57iGtntJQM7BysC415NRrcHPboQQ4sMGCJBEjkaeC1/q9
1vEwMDKozqXZ1THNuxMOx7hjuyCQC+xrSC6Ggxr5cEoP1k6nh9XzcjIrobihrmV49OPXsqFLQ7Ug
ucQ46HuNTrwkps9O+p2bl4tF9+dg9ObktL8duXdD7mifcGNDnBvtMFwA81n9E6Pf1bKsY14qqprd
bda4EhjGjsBqSTAaBySOBJFzB6ti9O+r91LaaMnNynbXPuoDnY1Yj6L3Tq8SIAECdSTppZv18uyA
9tXTMeljtx0c/eHS4sIeCCC2R8YAOmiSnm2dH6o8WluHdFTH2P3MIhrCA46+EifitbP+q2TR6VVV
Vnqtpq9UviLMiyXCtkTwzmTy0nSQE+R9c+q3Oa5tWLU9lQqY+ukBzIfvBbqYM6GND3BOqp3/AFn6
7cy1lmWTvc5xIYwOl07ocBI3TDoPuEAyAISm3V9S+tm2yu9teIK2vduud7XFrdxA27iTAniI1JCy
Oj4F3VOo0YlRAdYTq6YAAk8anQcDU8BWT9Zev72OHUsmtzJ2llhbtkudpEd3FZTC5h3NdtLdQQdU
lPa/8t/aHXbs9lbWkFgsZD3Vy0by0OO0HdAk6mI7xi/WrCxenZWLjYoD6Rjse26Wl1+8k7jtJiPo
gcwJ7rDJLtSZPmopKfR8T60XNwG5jOq1jPxMN76m/Qqww8+k2qiuI3hkuJA1JEu9pJ5LoWWzpfXM
ewZxpq+hbkY4JeyuxsWbJAO7aS2RHke6xtI81L27eDunmdISU+i5nUOg9KdjV5dZs9Wo3MpFddxo
F4JLnh5DfWd7HGASGhrQWxrku+tPR6a214/Ra662WFzdW7iIhsuLXTEB3cSBM9+OnjRKdZSU9r/r
9ezIdbX05n6QvdY621z7HvcB7t51BbtaWxxCoWfXHNfWG/ZMb2eiay5rj6Tqi6CwboAIcRt+iOWg
O9y5rcdfPnRNJ8eUlNzqnUMvqudbmZT99tpEmNAAIAHkAICpgSmSSU9Lk/XPrOTkG+yrp7rXQS93
T8VziQOS51ZcT5kqu363fWat2S+rrGVjuyr3X3eha6v1LHcuO2PALCSSU6mf17rnUfTOb1TLyjVu
DDfe9+zcIdEkxI0Pis5uzSSedYHZQSSUuY1j5JkkklLhKdUySSlJ5TJJKUkkkkpSSSSSlJJJJKf/
0fEsd2O20G+t9lcfRreGn7y135Fa9Xo3/EPK/wCqln/SJUF0HQen9GyumZd+dlDHtqyMatgc+Aa3
ize7aGlx2kN4H52qSnO9Xo3/ABDyv+qln/SJL1ejf8Q8r/qpZ/0iW1l9I6NV9tdRcb3V21NopN9Y
31OYS6zeJBhwAA5g66omF0n6u29V6bi33lgymPdkj7QyMVzS+G+pG07gGnymOUlOEbeizpiZR/6K
Wf8ASJL1uix/JMqf+TLP+kSVVWJlZ1dTXfZKnAhz7HBwBAOs+3lP1TAxcNtRozWZW8u3BoA2xHg4
8z+CSlC7osH9SyZMQftLNP8AkJR9Xo3/ABDyv+qln/SJbn7E6JdisZXm/ZckEBxyrKyLP0b3ezYS
Bq0N9xEFw15ieT9XekhmL6XUmVuOPjuvabK3uD3l+8iHAQzaJEk6hJTgm3o3/EPK/wCqln/SJI29
G/4h5X/VSz/pEtKz6rmvov29+Vqaja2prJJAsLROo0IG4GCIKDjYHT39Loua77Vkve4W1eq2r0QD
7fpfS3cyNBxykpp+t0b/AIh5X/VSz/pEkbujTrh5X/VSz/pEtOzp/STj+rjTda62wOodkMb9nYHQ
0F0AWEjXc0AImHhfVnI9Z11tuN9lvL7KnXMcbsY6RW8Ng2NPyMgwACkpx/V6N/xDyv8AqpZ/0iS9
Xo3/ABDyv+qln/SJWeuYXTsCxlGNlNzHkl5tqcCzY76A4+lGrvA6RpKx0lN/1ejf8Q8r/qpZ/wBI
kvV6N/xDyv8AqpZ/0iVBJJTf9Xo3/EPK/wCqln/SJL1ejf8AEPK/6qWf9IlQSSU3/V6N/wAQ8r/q
pZ/0iS9Xo3/EPK/6qWf9IlRgxMaeKNRiZOS8sopfa4NLtrGknaOTA7BJTY9Xo3/EPK/6qWf9IkvV
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6N/xDyv+qln/AEiVBOGk9j4JKb3q9G/4h5X/AFUs/wCkSXq9G/4h5X/VSz/pEqno2bSdjoBgmDof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WLTZ4DsPkscZlLn+9hcPAHVYXrkQQdUvtDwd06+IS9jquGUAUBQb2RYdxaZbrweyAffZtDhqOTwq
z73WO3PMk8lQLlKMZDGZhLY4CQD8UMuQy5KWwZ57QngUxmS8p7A1oG126R4cIW4gcJ6w6x21rS4n
sE6lt3ou4mBr8vBRJE+Kg6d0EQU7mlrWuHdEBaSolNKgT5pTonUi193KQOnOijqBOsJIrbZTx5J3
bQ7QkBDlEuex7gWs2iOEtbV0bnRur9R6PmfaMDJOPc5jmF2nB7aqla+x1rnOdLySS7xKZgY4Ol23
+dKsMe1wOjkKF3WqrJADEEyCdVH6ws9TC6Tkd/Qdju+NTyPyEKbmloB8eFLNaLfq0+NTj5gPwbZX
/wA2anhjntru873TJ+6ZFif/1/DUkkklPRdVcLWdNyeDkYNU/Gkup/IwFAqy8mqh9DLS2qwjewcO
jhEafW+rmA/k0ZWRSfENc1j2fed6rO2Etg/HyS331W2QbBpVlbqn7XaGJTsdWGOBbL+x7JnwHaHd
5pmDc4CQJ8UeiLo6DrSydjH2Ha1pcT4cpOADiB2RMW+7GuD6nbXiYISPWt0CrqW19HQGZgt6XDsR
g6g20NaRWPSdVt1LmzBfPBjhZSneHiw7zLkn2NdWxoYGuby7xSSRqbNUvVVZcYY0uMTATN2h0PkI
tT7MekWVWhrnGCByFXmTr3QGp8EkCIj+91buHkY1Lbm24/rF7YYdxG0+Pmg1h9jtrRJQToY4+CcO
LTIMeaVVZG5T7l8IOw7BPuIO3v4I2NlPx3OcwNJcC07gDoqW4o2M5nqt36hAjQ2vhkPEKNapN5Pc
onq+yI18UF7mmx0aNlMXa6FDhHZk4yOrefmfaHVtuhrGCPYIKGXg2EMMtnRVmuUmWBhmTI4TeAC6
X+7xb/anfurdDhBUfUTPudYyXamZJ7lDGo0SA7pMheidu547KO4sdIMEKDtGgh0z28Fax8IX9PyM
r7RWw0x+ic73vnwHdA0NSkWTQ3CA2bny4/FPTk249wtpcWPHBHIQZjlPY6skbBAjWU6lvEd7o/iy
Ly4uc4y5xJPzUjc51YY5x2t+iOwU7un5tOFVl2UPbj3Eiuwj2vjwKBW8BpBbM/ghodqNKuQNHS1t
ZRbqbKHBtjS0kAifBC+ifFPZbZYQ57i4jTXwRorbAB7qLjAE6JtwBUSdUidUaRfivOq6D6p/VLqP
1qyraMJ9bDUze91pIAEx2lYHqA1hu0AjurnT+q5nTrjbjZNuNZt2h1Li0/OOybLirReDHWza/WOm
ZHSM+/DyC03UOLHhpkT8VSa3c4AcqVuRZdY6y1xse8kuc4ySTySVAOjUchEcXDvqgmPFps6fVehd
Y6VXRZnYj8dl7d9Rdw4f59lVxm+tg9Wx/wB7GFw+NLwfyOKt9Z+snWuuV4rOoZRvbitLagWgQNOY
Gp05Vfom09Wx63H2XepQfhYwj8sJREv0qWzMTtbyukplP03+r6e07922PPhQT2F//9Dw1JJJJTt9
IcLOh9Xp4dUcbKHwY81n/oaEOlzGWAvbuHgpfVcGzPvxe2Xi5FUeLhWXsH9+1qCxzS1pJA0R8Fps
EEdGe8eru2yJ4StdusJ27Z7KEtJ0IKtXYt7cWq0lpa+doaZOniENEASkJUNBq1m/gn4MjRTZj5D/
AKNNh+DCptws0nTFu0/0N3+RFbRSupxDg+scgnIJj04/nVamv1LA3cGz3PZXcTp7/U/Wce4Mg/Rb
rKA/ByWuPsDR/Ce0flKaL9QssshfDKhVVQPZrvbteRMweQm7I4xbR9I1N+N1f/NkYY2J9kk5NYyN
0AeqzbHxmU66WCJN7DRoqbWgkyY0VhnoVVPY6/GJdwd7jH3NKFsxgJdm0geQsP8AxxC1cNV1TYVG
Nayw3Xem5olgI+kfBV3t2Og6FE2YkAfaxOh0rsMg/IJrG4ddvpuvt9SY2+gZn4FwKQ3JtcflAEar
qjCkNUnnGY0x67iDBPpRr4fSUqfpgNouJ3bYLPzvDnnySQAoGTrqnGuoQrc7Hc6PTeyOQAP8qt9P
xznx6FF1gJjR7G6+GoOqS7bbVHY/dGgERwj3VNppbua5lp1g8QptwnjAfmjFsNNbWPcTeyQ17trT
Ab3KuZPTcsWYgtpB+0ENrccjQSJEnZxHdAg2K2DIJCjY1LlHZDS0mTzKsZeTVdXS1lDayxsOc388
+JVi/pl1WTZSKMdza2Gx1nrPLdoiT28fDXsoVYrja+t32Ogta4t9Z9o3x4Au0Hx/FAxsg9kDIQCO
haja3Oa50j2+KhukQrN/pU43qi3Ce41teWN3EhxdBaZf2GsiUG25rLamfaMMB7oc4UgtaPHuY+4o
0riSW5eXZj141lz3U1611uJ2tnwHZAB26ojbLHPe1uVQ0gNLYx2e8kwQCAZga6IrW5gDw6+1jmlx
GzE5YPzvog68D8YSAA2QZE9S1N7e7h96m15IgajyUx+2XY9nuzftVbvfWys7WMiZJ7SONFWzczI9
MPozMuAdtgsefaew0I10/wBlGlcRbdFDrnBoBk+S6bM+oXV8TpDepPtxjTs37W3NLyDxA7nyElcs
A66hrnX5rXGsWQDILdZOrhMkaAecqtj4dWTVbdWL3bC6Xb2CPAmdR5ppiTsaXe4P3Q3/ALFkT/E2
R47Souwshv5h+cD8sKgcbCbT6r67yG2AO97JjuIiZ8+FO7Bpd0ynIpo1NmpNgLnAzptEcR2478hG
lplfRuCp7WkOFc9iba9P9soOYO91A409Zn+VEfi9PbU94xqNKw8fpjr3MacxwDoeyzX9Rw2lwr6f
WOI3EkaGe+pB+M+caJUriLr5rekimj7NlNFm39N6rmwHfwdsyPiq2Pbj05FVozKQa7GPGr/zXT+4
s09SP2gWjGpkbSBsEe0eHEHuot6jaBa3Y0tsYWBp+i0EzoPjMeCIFCtT5qMrN0A2nX4I+tAyGvnE
+2CzcWn6G+TpzwshPKZJa//R8NSSSSUmxsm7FyK76Xmu2pwcxzeWkGQVsdMycvMFzftLm2tDTXXV
WJeCdeG9tFgq1hdQzMB73Y1pqc9u1xAEkTPdJT01NZfkZNbuoZTfT9TYDuaTxsJ9p53Dt8xIVZ+N
lWQaczqFgc1jgdj+CYnnUE8Qsi3rfVrbX2OzLC94hxBiePD4D7got6v1RoaG5drdrAxsOIhoMgfg
kp2cjp1mNUMjJtzL66LduTWfbA04duJ7jWI1QasbDf1A432XKuca2nbvH6M6Ek/we0yOVWw8frfU
cQiuxzsWsmqbLA1gLjuLRuI1JgwEDqGN1Hp9+3K312OEAudJc0aeOo007eCSm1iYjb6cn0cEWWlz
2s32QaxE8E6wAeR466IL6qRjV5NeNDWNaLNzwQXAw4hvOv3I/Tug9QzqRczJpra4F0vt1A1kuDZL
ePzoUMP6t9YyrXM+zPoYxpLrbgWsaPiRrJ4A1KSmycZmB1asnpzLx73ikWB0lonWBwIkiNQoYnU6
bMhzxjUttcGmHtBYSDoA0N0+Z8ZKrn6u9cDoODaPY543CJa0wSJ8zA8eys5P1S6pj1tJaC7YDYJA
FbjMMnuYGvYcEpKbD+q2w/Hb9jezEdc4XGAbA9u1wGgJmZECfklkdbv/AGWKg+hwtDHXAucXucNA
HawdI4iBpyFWq+qPWX2trc2mvdO1z7mQSOwgnwWRjYrsjLZjhzGPc7bL3BrR8SUlPTdV+sVoqpfR
k1X2GoUuPpkFjWuDhy46yNPJZWd1KzK62cqzK3PboL2N2l0DQkR8joiO+rTmueD1TAG3UE3j3DTj
T8sKn1bAxcD0G1ZleW57NznVEbG66DxnxkDylJTJuYyzFbTddY1hc9/p1ABrSeJHfX7kXK6la6sP
GU99zy2xwgaPiJmBr4R960cGj6pvxKnXOeHsa621huh7w3TYDs2tLjqAA4x3lYmKMFvUKvtHuxXO
BeGPI2tPYnaTp3gfBJSZ9+GDFFl9LbKYvJhxsfyRyPbPjqrXQ+q9Pw6dmXj23HcY9OwtAaRMRMET
z+VaPUsT6o+pS/7SMeuwbgzE3PhvAkOLi0nkyZ/ghZTqfqw1pH2rMseHD3CtgBb3gEykpTupdONb
R9lfIdZIDzBaT7eZ1b2Q7+qNuxBWaAXt2APL3a7TqSCTJPdHH+tQXCW57q51A9MFoj8dfgnry/q5
UJGFfa9rHR6rwWlxPcCOBx58gpKc+3Nqe5pGJUIDgRBgz8COOyJjdXtxm2BmPSNzmuHs+iW+Eyhd
UuwL8ovwcZ2NRAAY9+4z3MwOfBU0lO2zrPUTjX0U4VTar6zWWsqJ0JmQTJme8rM23WmvGbjfpWki
GtO95PYjy7aLt2f2w8dgsP2Cx7rq6Wv33SGuYxrZZp7Z2rNf9dLB1fqOfTVfUcutle1uQRG2sM3E
7ZL9JDtIPikpoO6v9Y8sUYID3OqcBVUyr3NczsBE6d/xVt2T9d6rW5TqsqpzaX1iw07R6R+kOIIQ
+sfWirqmRh3WYbwcXYAH5L3BzWjXnUFx1JmVC363Z2Q0VX42NbisaWV47mODa2kyYcCHSe5LjKSl
YmJ9b7sXfj42YaC1pBZWQLAdABp7udAJVHH6P1nKzrMFuNaL2n9Kx/tDI/emA2PNGwvrN1Hp2Myj
C9PH2PFhsDdznOEwfeXQQDHtA0UMT6x9QweoHMxBVjWOrNbm1sAY4FpBJbxOvPjqElIsrC6vh4uP
bfVdVQ+W0vcCGmDqB4GdYS6dhZ/UTc6q5rW1lrrH22hobudAOp11PaUurdd6l1gVDMtFnpbi2GtH
0omYGvA5VfB6lmdPeXY1pqJLSSADO0hw5HYgH4hJTr5f1S6hi9Wp6c/IxnZVt/oBjHkw7xMgRz8Z
7LZd/ay6pVe+q3OxwQ5zGuZvc1xDC4dgRuIIGnPlquWu691e9gZZmWOa243tHG20mS8Rw49yNT3R
R9Z/rALPUHU8nf7fd6hkbWbBB7e32+Y0KSnb+rn1FPXenMzB1JlLTaKng1k7CZ5MgdvHz4Vej6oN
/wBdr+i5WVZS1jN78gUyKm7N+57S4bWgcmdOeFh4/WOq4tdldGbdSyx/qPbW8tDna6kDvqVB/U+o
vyX5Dsu43vDQ6w2O3ODYgEzOkCPgPBJTudb+qjek09PynXWvxckNNv6E76tdf4JEEQd2pMaQVv1/
ULpLsIZQyco1gt3CGNeN0lrY1hxaCeSAdCdVwDszLcLAb7D6pBsl595HE66wmflZLzLrnuPm4pKZ
nHjP9AstA9TZt2/pImI2/veXiqylvdu3Sd0zPdRSU//S8NSSSSUpJJJJSkkkklOv0L9uRmfsr1d/
pD1vQ+n6e4cRrExMfkTdW/bf2jK/aPqetvZ63r/S3QdvOsc8aLJSSU61H7Z/Ylv2ff8AYN/6b0Y5
0j1I1jiN2k8ImR/ron9P9vmH/wAZ6nGu7+eVipJKb1n7U2/pPX27D9LfG2dflP4qqd/u5jvzCGkk
pkZ7pDg8KKSSl0ySSSl9YT+7af3Z1UUklL6paymSSUvqkmSSUpJJJJSkkkklKSSSSUpJJJJSkkkk
lKSSSSUpJJJJSkkkklKSSSSU/wD/2Q==
--=====================_851111944==_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: rich.boylan@24stex.com
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 09:13:52 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:53:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

        Carl Sagan's death ends a career which, while otherwise superior in its
achievements, was sullied by his persistence in his latter years in debunking
and ridiculing the abundant evidence for extraterrestrial life and its
visitation to Earth.

        It is not credible to sduppose that Dr. Sagan did not know better. It
is a pity that he allowed himself to be used by the UFO Cover-Up.

        At least now he knows better.

                                        - Richard Boylan, Ph.D.
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 11:44:33 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:54:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

>Born in New York City in 1934, Sagan was a noted astronomer
>whose lifelong passion was searching for intelligent life in the
>cosmos.

    :(

   He left us with a ship of the imagination. With this ship we
   explore the possibilities of a certain future.

   He was a Johnny Appleseed spreading the seeds of thoughts
   through out the world and the fruits of those orchards are
   sweet to the endeavors of hope for Man Eternal in  the Universe.

   I see him in the Heavens passing by to take an occasional apple
   from one of his trees and taste the nectar of God.

   Goodby, Carl... and hello, Carl...  I know you are out there now
   where the truth is at last found..

   ~Pat~
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Alien Humour

From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 08:58:33 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:51:43 -0500
Subject: Alien Humour

Many of you have seen these before, but after my son and I saw Mars Attack
the other day, I figured some of the newbies might get a kick out of
these, heh heh.

Sure, it seems easy being a space alien. You've got your x-ray vision,
your late model space ships and media coverage galore. But, as usual
with most glamour jobs, there's a lot of nitty gritty work the public
doesn't get to see. The job can become routine, and even a bit tedious,
as we learned when we stumbled upon this intriguing page from...

A SPACE ALIENS DATE BOOK
*************************************************************************
 8:15 A.M. Leave asteroid for work.                                     |
                                                                        |
 9:00 A.M. Hover over cornfield on outskirts of small midwestern town.  |
                                                                        |
 9:30 A.M. Land in backyard where housewife is hanging laundry.         |
           Silence barking dog with penetrating gaze.                   |
                                                                        |
10:00 A.M. Stun housewife with laser-gun or energy pulsating finger-    |
           tips. Levitate her body just long enough to be glimpsed by   |
           a passing motorist. Materialize the body inside spaceship.   |
           Remove internal organs; weigh, label and categorize. Return  |
           most, if not all, to the body. Erase all traces of surgery.  |
           Rematerialize housewife in backyard. Turn back time two hours|
           Bid enigmatic goodbye. Leave.                                |
                                                                        |
 1:00 P.M. Visit once prestigious astronomer who everyone thinks has    |
           gone mad. Deliver pep talk. Leave him fist-sized fragments   |
           of an unidentifiable element.                                |
                                                                        |
 2:15 P.M. Drop by Whitley Strieber's house, pick up royalty check from |
           best seller, Communion.                                      |
                                                                        |
 3:00 P.M. Hover over southwestern desert.                              |
                                                                        |
 3:30 P.M. Offer psychotic drifter a lift.                              |
                                                                        |
 4:30 P.M. Pose for cover of "Weekly World News" with President Clinton.|
           Discuss ozone depletion, space travel, future political      |
           endorsements.                                                |
                                                                        |
 6:30 P.M. Back at the asteroid. Introduce psychotic drifter to other   |
           aliens. Listen to Windham Hill.                              |
                                                                        |
 9:00 P.M. Dinner. Eat drifter.                                         |
                                                                        |
10:00 P.M. Wash antennae, brush eyeballs, peel off outer layer of skin. |
           Beam cryptic message to NASA satelite. Lights out.           |
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: Jerry Washington <skyeking@aye.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 10:40:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:52:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

Bon Voyage Carl. You're finally going to see the light.

Jerry Washington
(KENTUCKY/MUFON)
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BWW Media Alert 961220

From: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:46:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:55:08 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 961220

Bufo Calvin, P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
510-432-8102 (voice, fax, and recorded messages)
TAP (The Address Project)
NEARU (National Events by Area Registry of the Unexplained)
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (paper and electronic newsletter)
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert for non-commercial purposes)

December 20, 1996

"Bufo, the Weird-Knowing Reindeer"

Happy Holidays!  You will find a gift attached to this issue: the letter A
from TAP.  You should be able to open it fairly easily: it'll be in text
form, and most folks have been able to get to it in the past.  It is not
completely updated: like Disneyland, TAP is never finished.  If you have
questions, ask me and I'll see what I can do.  Also, please send me additions
or comments.

You know, this is probably going to be really clever for part-way, then I'm
going to run out of time (you know how it goes).  Just warnin' ya...

Brief note on fictional stuff: saw MARS ATTACKS!  I never want to spoil
movies for anybody, but let's say it's obvious that people didn't argue with
director Tim Burton much.  My predicted domestic gross: 35 to 40 million.
 MICHAEL with John Travolta as an angel opens this week: I'm looking forward
to seeing it.  It may put a "what if" reality spin on it in some senses like
the way BEDAZZLED did (which I think is the most convincing portrayal of
Satan we've had...one could believe that a person could be tempted).
 SHOWTIME is running MAGIC IN THE WATER several times this week (5:20 AM
Pacific Saturday, 11:30 am Monday.  It's pure fiction about a lake monster
nicknamed Orky.  The writers at least seemed to know the field, and there's a
brief cameo by David Rasche as a member of an Orky abduction support group
(er...you'll have to see it) who is in denial.  It's particularly ironic
because of his fairly recent portrayal of a bigfoot true believer.  Oh, and
those great interpreters of American culture, the three stooges, explain it
all to us in FLYING SAUCER DAFFY on the Family Channel on Wednesday at 11:40
PM.  Finally, don't miss SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE MARTIANS on USA at 3:00 AM
on Thursday...unless you'd rather do =anything= else.  Features a young Ann
Jillian as the Big Red Guy goes up against Little Green Men.

FLASH!!!! Tonight, Friday December 20th, THE LEARNING CHANNEL, THE QUEST:
BIGFOOT.  It's on at 8:00 and 11:00 PM, Pacific.  Sometimes, I can't get
these things a week ahead.  Oh, well, I'm pushing for it from some folks.

BOOKS

CRAZY THERAPIES* WHAT ARE THEY?  DO THEY WORK? (Jossey-Bass Publishing)
by Margaret Thaler Singer , Janja Lalich
$23.00

Takes a tour of unusual mental counseling, including alien abduction
therapies, past life/future life, entity possession, etc.  It is certainly
not approving.  I heard Margaret Singer on the Darien O'Toole show on KBGG in
San Francisco, and it sounded interesting.  I know it will be anathema to
many of you, however, I think the general public may eat it up, so it's
important to know what's being said.
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

SYNDICATED TV:

COULD IT BE A MIRACLE?: Peter Graves hosts.  A woman sees her daughter to
rescue her (the catch?  The mother is blind); a diver is saved by a prescient
warning about sharks in the water (maybe he could just hear the soundtrack of
his life...THRUM thrum THRUM thrum THRUMTHRUMTHRUMTHRUMetc.)

GORDON ELLIOTT (it may still be be repeating the show this weekend from last
week on unexplained phenomena which includes:  Jim Ditelossoa, Jack Kaster,
Dannion
Brinkley, and Tim Edwards)

PSI-FACTOR (see http://www.psifactor.com for stations and airdates and other
info)  Sorry for limited info this week.  REPTILIAN REVENGE: a dead amateur
herpetologist's pet snakes are trying to tell the town something; GHOSTLY
VOICES, a poltergeist and a wealthy woman

Saturday, December 21
LOCAL TELEVISION, KING COUNTY WASHINGTON, CHANNEL 29, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY (Peter
Davenport of the National UFO Reporting Center talks about UFOs and the crash
of TWA 800.  There are some connections, certainly, both with that area and
sightings in that area.  For more on NUFORC, see http://nwlink.com/~ufocntr/.
 It's files of UFO sightings reported to the line are really quite
remarkable.)

2:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL,  ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS WORLD: CABINET
OF CURIOSITIES: includes moving rocks in Death Valley and the toad in the
stone phenomenon...no, that's not when King Arthur had to pull a frog leg out
 of a rock to prove he was the rightful maitre d'...it's about rocks that are
cracked open and toads are found inside that would therfore appear to be
thousands of years old (sometimes they are alive).  Please, no jokes about
"stoned bufos": the only mind altering substances I take are ideas...
10:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL: SIGHTINGS no details available

Sunday, December 22

2:00 AM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS
2:00  PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS
SYNDICATED RADIO, 7:00 PM, ART BELL'S DREAMLAND (see http://www.artbell.com
for stations): no details available, so may be a re-run.
7:00 PM, THE DISCOVER CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS WORLD:
Near-Death Experiences
9:00 PM, THE LEARNING CHANNEL: ANCIENT PROPHECIES (Nostradamus, etc. on the
millenium...repeated (not the millenium, the show) three hours later)

Monday, December 23

LOCAL RADIO: UFO Desk, WBAI NY 99.5 FM, host Paul Williams and Michael
Lindemann do a year end wrap-up on UFOs especially...if you're in the area,
don't miss it, that should be a good one!  If you're not, order a copy of the
tape later from Paul at paulw@escape.com

SYNDICATED TV, MONDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  a guy who says he's had two
near-death experiences (can't you just see that the second time?  The
relatives, muttering, "not again", and the big, booming, James Earl
Jones-type voice saying, "Look, shmuck, I said NOT YET!")  (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area.)
LOCAL TELEVISION, SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WASHINGTON, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY (no details
available)
1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES : no details
available
9:00 PM, FOX, MIRACLES AND VISIONS

Tuesday, December 24

SYNDICATED TV, TUESDAY, OPRAH WINFREY: Near-death experiences

SYNDICATED TV, TUESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  Exceptionally Hairy People...we'll
see how "fur" they can go (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stationsand playtimes in your area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES  no details
available
9:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE:
GIANTS OF EASTER ISLAND (no, that's not a football team)
10:00 PM, NBC, DATELINE NBC: miraculous healings, heaven, etc.
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Wednesday, December 25

SYNDICATED TV, WEDNESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  Nick Pope (no, this is not how
George of the Jungle described John Paul II shaving), who was a British
Ministry of Defence UFO guy...wrote the book, OPEN SKIES, CLOSED MINDS* (or
vice versa...I'm running outta time here) (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations
and playtimes in your area)
1:00 AM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE:
GIANTS OF EASTER ISLAND
1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES   no details
available
7:00 PM, A&E, ARE WE ALONE?: documentary on UFOs, alien encounters, etc.
8:00 PM, THE LEARNING CHANNEL, MIRACLES AND ANGELS (this is going to be a big
block of angel stuff, running three one hour programs and then
repeating...sorry, I don't have time to say more...hey, this is a free
service :) )
11:00 PM, A&E, ARE WE ALONE? (see 7:00 pm)

Thursday, December 26

SYNDICATED TV, THURSDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area)

10:00 AM, THE LEARNING CHANNEL, ESSENTIALS; psychics (I think this may be a
teen-oriented program)
1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES : no details
available

10:00 PM, A&E, ANCIENT MYSTERIES: vampires

Friday, December 27

SYNDICATED TV, FRIDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: Timothy Leary's ashes into orbit, or
"Pass On, Burn Up, Blast Off"
(see website at http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and
playtimes in your
area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIS, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#48): no details
available
8:00 PM, NBC, UNSOLVED MYSTERIES: a miraculous healing (gee, it's the week
for that, huh?)
8:01 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS ): no details available

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"
____________________________

*You can order the books by calling 1-800-905-8367 (615-896-1356
outside the USA).  Alternatively, you can mail your check or money order to:

Greenleaf Publications
P.O. Box 8152
Murfreesboro, TN 37133
U.S.A.

Add $4 for the first item and $1 for each additional item for S&H in the U.S.
 My foreign correspondents should add $5 for the first one, $1.50 for each
additional (plus $3 if shipped by air).  PLEASE TELL THEM BUFO SENT YOU.
 This is not a paid ad, but if you order something and identify me, I get
something.  Anything I get will go towards my work in this field.  Greenleaf
is operated by Marc Davenport and Leah Haley.
-------------------------------------------------
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NASA Administrator Dan Goldin on Passing of Carl

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 12:38:20 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 18:01:38 -0500
Subject: NASA Administrator Dan Goldin on Passing of Carl

Brian Welch                             December 20, 1996
Headquarters, Washington, DC
(Phone:  202/358-1600)
Sender: owner-press-release
Precedence: bulk

RELEASE:  96-266

STATEMENT BY NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN GOLDIN
ON THE PASSING OF ASTRONOMER CARL SAGAN

     "All of us at NASA are saddened by the passing of Carl
Sagan.  For more than three decades, Dr. Sagan was an
eloquent, passionate voice for the sciences that he so ably
advanced.

     As much as any scientific figure of our time, Carl
described for an entire generation -- the generation of the
Space Age -- the true wonders of the Universe around us.  His
unbelievable ability to explain the complexities of space and
space exploration inspired people to look up into the night
sky in wonder.  Through such efforts as the television series
'Cosmos' and his recent book, 'Pale Blue Dot,' Carl reached -
- and touched --millions around the world.

     He was a pioneer of the idea that life could exist on
Mars, years before NASA was able to uncover evidence of
potential early life on the Red Planet, and he was an
important voice in our Mars science programs for many years.
He was an early champion of the idea that the two leading
spacefaring powers, America and Russia, should work together
in the exploration of space.

     He also was at the forefront of constructing humanity's
first messages to the stars, which even now are hurtling out
of our Solar System aboard the Pioneer and Voyager
spacecraft.  Carl himself likened the effort to the launching
of a message in a bottle on the interstellar ocean.  We will
remember his vision, his eloquence, and his intellect, and we
will miss him."

                           -end-
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Backlash

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:00:27 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 18:00:51 -0500
Subject: Backlash

I have been reading and reading about all of the thoughts,
concerns, evidences and so on about the topic of UFOology.
It leads me to wonder just what the .. is going on in the
thought processes of most humans.

Fact: there are people from all over the world who have only
one thing in common, that they were abducted, that they had
experiences that involved aliens, their craft, and their
equipment.  They all have the basically similar stories to
tell.

Fact: These same people are being ignored.  For the past
fifty years, there has been

                 NO.. repeat NO change in anything!

        Those same experiencers have been investigated,
poked and prodded by the best of humanity after the fact
that they were poked and prodded by those aliens.  So, where
is the information for all of those tests and investigating?

        Who is blindly leading who?  For the past fifty
years, there have been the same incidents, same people, same
resulting abduction scenario.  Can you believe it?

Just where does anyone who exhibits Post Abduction Trauma
syndrome go to get help for the host of problems and other
difficulties that they endure after the fact?  Can they go
to the police? To the Lawyers? To the medical professionals?
To the local witchdoctor?

        Well, the best route so far has shown that the local
Witch Doctor is your best source of help and understanding
of the trauma that besets any abductee!

I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
humans!

Take care for now,
Cathy
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02/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 02:58:08 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 17:57:05 -0500
Subject: 02/04 - 22 Years of Inadequate UFO Investigations

but also names of localities of the UFO incidents in its main sample of 59
cases. In this Lakenheath case, deletion of locality names creates much
confusion for the reader, since three distinct RAF stations figure in,the
incident and since the discharged non-commissioned officer from whom they
received first word of this UFO episode confused the names of two of those
stations in his own account that appears in the Condon Report. That, plus
other reportorial deficiencies in the presentation of the Lakenheath case in
the Condon Report, will almost certainly have concealed its real significance
from most readers of the Report.

    Unfortunately, the basic Bluebook file is itself about as confusing as
most Bluebook files on UFO cases. I shall attempt to mitigate as many of those
difficulties as I can in the following, by putting the account into better
over-all order than one finds in the Condon Report treatment.

2. General Circumstances:

    The entire episode extended from about 2130Z, August 13, to 0330Z, August
14, 1956; thus this is a nighttime case. The events occurred in east-central
England, chiefly in Suffolk. The initial reports centered around Bentwaters
RAF Station, located about six miles east of Ipswich, near the coast, while
much of the subsequent action centers around Lakenheath RAF Station, located
some 20 miles northeast of Cambridge. Sculthorpe RAF Station also figures in
the account, but only to a minor extent; it is near Fakenham, in the vicinity
of The Wash. GCA (Ground Controlled Approach) radars at two of those three
stations were involved in the ground-radar sightings, as was an RTCC (Radar
Traffic Control Center) radar unit at Lakenheath. The USAF non-com who wrote
to the Colorado Project about this incident was a Watch Supervisor on duty at
the Lakenheath RTCC unit that night. His detailed account is reproduced in the
Condon Report (pp. 248-251). The Report comments on "the remarkable accuracy
of the account of the witness as given in (his reproduced letter), which was
apparently written from memory 12 years after the incident." I would concur,
but would note that, had the Colorado Project only investigated more such
striking cases of past years, it would have found many other witnesses in UFO
cases whose vivid recollections often match surprising well checkable
contemporary accounts. My experience thereon has been that, in multiple-
witness cases where one can evaluate consistency of recollections, the more
unusual and inexplicable the original UFO episode, the more it impressed upon
the several witnesses' memories a meaningful and still-useful pattern of
relevant recollections. Doubtless, another important factor operates: the UFO
incidents that are the most striking and most puzzling probably have been
discussed by the key witnesses enough times that their recollections have been
thereby reinforced in a useful way.

    The only map given in the Condon Report is based on a sketch-map made by
the non-com who alerted them to the case. It is misleading, for Sculthorpe is
shown 50 miles east of Lakenheath, whereas it actually lies 30 miles north-
northeast. The map does not show Bentwaters at all; it is actually some 40
miles east-southeast of Lakenheath. Even as basic items as those locations do
not appear to have been ascertained by those who prepared the discussion of
this case in the Condon Report, which is most unfortunate, yet not atypical.

    That this incident was subsequently discussed by many Lakenheath personnel
was indicated to me by a chance event. In the course of my investigations of
another radar UFO case from the Condon Report, that of 9/11/67 at Kincheloe
AFB, I found that the radar operator involved therein had previously been
stationed with the USAF detachment at Lakenheath and knew of the events at
second-hand because they were still being discussed there by radar personnel
when he arrived many months later.
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3.  Initial Events at Bentwaters, 2130Z to 2200Z;

    One of the many unsatisfactory aspects of the Condon Report is its
frequent failure to put before the reader a complete account of the UFO cases
it purports to analyze scientifically. In the present instance, the Report
omits all details of three quite significant radar-sightings made by
Bentwaters GCA personnel prior to their alerting the Lakenheath GCA and RTCC
groups at 2255 LST. This omission is certainly not because of correspondingly
slight mention in the original Bluebook case-file; rather, the Bentwaters
sightings actually receive more Bluebook attention than the subsequent
Lakenheath events. Hence, I do not see how such omissions in the Condon Report
can be justified.

    a) _First radar siqhting, 2130Z._ Bentwaters GCA operator, A/2c ______ (I
shall use a blank to indicate the names razor-bladed out of my copies of the
case-file prior to release of the file items to me), reported picking up a
target 25-30 miles ESE, which moved at very high speed on constant 295 deg.
heading across his scope until he lost it 15-20 miles to the NW of Bentwaters.
In the Bluebook file, A/2c _____ is reported as describing it as a strong
radar echo, comparable to that of a typical aircraft, until it weakened near
the end of its path across his scope. He is quoted as estimating a speed of
the order of 4000 mph, but two other cited quantities suggest even higher
speeds. A transit time of 30 seconds is given, and if one combines that with
the reported range of distance traversed, 40-50 miles, a speed of about 5000-
6000 mph results. Finally, A/2c _____ stated that it covered about 5-6 miles
per sweep of the AN/MPN-llA GCA radar he was using. The sweep-period for that
set is given as 2 seconds (30 rpm), so this yields an even higher speed-
estimate of about 9000 mph. (Internal discrepancies of this sort are quite
typical of Bluebook case-files, I regret to say. My study of many such files
during the past three years leaves me no conclusion but that Bluebook work has
never represented high-caliber scientific work, but rather has operated as a
perfunctory bookkeeping and filing operation during most of its life. Of the
three speed figures just mentioned, the latter derives from the type of
observation most likely to be reasonably accurate, in my opinion. The
displacement of a series of successive radar blips on a surveillance radar
such as the MPN-11A, can be estimated to perhaps a mile or so with little
difficulty, when the operator has as large a number of successive blips to
work with as is here involved. Nevertheless, it is necessary to regard the
speed as quite uncertain here, though presumably in the range of several
thousand miles pr hour and hence not associable with any conventional
aircraft, nor with still higher-speed meteors either.)

    b) _Second radar siqhting, 2130-2155Z._ A few minutes after the preceding
event, T/Sgt _____ picked up on the same MPN-11A a group of 12-15 objects
about 8 miles SW of Brentwaters. In the report to Bluebook, he pointed out
that "these objects appeared as normal targets on the GCA scope and that
normal checks made to determine possible malfunctions of the GCA radar failed
to indicate anything was technically wrong." The dozen or so objects were
moving together towards the NE at varying speeds, ranging between 80 and 125
mph, and "the 12 to 15 unidentified objects were preceded by 3 objects which
were in a triangular formation with an estimated 1000 feet separating each
object in this formation." The dozen objects to the rear "were scattered
behind the lead formation of 3 at irregular intervals with the whole group
simultaneously covering a 6 to 7 mile area," the official report notes.

        Consistent radar returns came from this group during their 25-minute
movement from the point at which they were first picked up, 8 mi. SW, to a
point about 40 mi. NE of Bentwaters, their echoes decreasing in intensity as
they moved off to the NE. When the group reached a point some 40 mi. NE, they
all appeared to converge to form a single radar echo whose intensity is
described as several times larger than a B-36 return under comparable
conditions. Then motion ceased, while this single strong echo remained
stationary for 10-15 minutes. Then it resumed motion to the NE for 5-6 miles,
stopped again for 3-5 minutes, and finally moved northward and off the scope.

    c) _Third radar siqhting, 2200Z._ Five minutes after the foregoing
formation moved off-scope, T/Sgt _____ detected an unidentified target about
30 mi. E of the Bentwaters GCA station, and tracked it in rapid westward
motion to a point about 25 mi. W of the station, where the object "suddenly
disappeared off the radar screen by rapidly moving out of the GCS radation
pattern," according to his interpretation of the event. Here, again, we get
discordant speed information, for T/Sgt _____ gave the speed only as being "in
excess of 4000 mph," whereas the time-duration of the tracking, given as 16
sec, implies a speed of 12,000 mph, for the roughly 55 mi. track-length
reported. Nothing in the Bluebook files indicates that this discrepancy was
investigated further or even noticed, so one can say only that the apparent
speed lay far above that of conventional aircraft.

    d) _Other observations at Bentwaters._  A control tower sergeant, aware of
the concurrent radar tracking, noted a light "the size of a pin-head at arm's
length" at about 10 deg. elevation to the SSE. It remained there for about
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one hour, intermittently appearing and disappearing. Since Mars was in that
part of the sky at that time, a reasonable interpretation is that the observer
was looking at that planet.

      A T-33 of the 512th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, returning to
Bentwaters from a routine flight at about 2130Z, was vectored to the NE to
search for the group of objects being tracked in that sector. Their search,
unaided by airborne radar, led to no airborne sighting of any aircraft or
other objects in that area, and after about 45 minutes they terminated search,
having seen only a bright star in the east and a coastal beacon as anything
worth noting. The Bluebook case-file contains 1956 USAF discussions of the
case that make a big point of the inconclusiveness of the tower operator's
sighting and the negative results of the T-33 search, but say nothing about
the much more puzzling radar-tracking incidents than to stress that they were
of "divergent" directions, intimating that this somehow put them in the
category of anomalous propagation, which scarcely follows. Indeed, none of the
three cited radar sightings exhibits any features typical of AP echoes. The
winds over the Bentwaters area are given in the file. They jump from the
surface level (winds from 230 deg. at 5-10 kts) to the 6000 ft level (260
deg., 30 kts), and then hold at a steady 260 deg. up to 50,000 ft, with speeds
rising to a maximum of 90 kts near 30,000 ft. Even if one sought to invoke the
highly dubious Borden-Vickers hypothesis (moving waves on an inversion
surface), not even the slowest of the tracked echoes (80-125 mph) could be
accounted for, nor is it even clear that the direction would be explainable.
Furthermore, the strength of the individual echoes (stated as comparable to
normal aircraft returns), the merging of the 15 or so into a single echo, the
two intervals of stationarity, and final motion off-scope at a direction about
45 deg. from the initial motion, are all wholly unexplainable in terms of AP
in these 2130-2155Z incidents. The extremely high-speed westward motion of
single targets is even further from any known radar-anomaly associated with
disturbed propagation conditions. Blips that move across scopes from one
sector to the opposite, in steady heading at steady apparent speed, correspond
neither to AP nor to internal electronic disturbances. Nor could interference
phenomena fit such observed echo behavior. Thus, this 30-minute period, 213O-
2200Z, embraced three distinct events for which no satisfactory explanation
exists. That these three events are omitted from the discussions in the Condon
Report is unfortunate, for they serve to underscore the scientific
significance of subsequent events at both Bentwaters and Lakenheath stations.

4. Comments on Reporting of Events After 2255Z, 8/13/56:

     The events summarized above were communicated to Bluebook by Capt. Edward
L. Holt of the 81st Fighter-Bomber Wing stationed at Bentwaters, as Report No.
IR-1-56, dated 31 August, 1956. All events occurring subsequent to 2200Z, on
the other hand, were communicated to Project Bluebook via an earlier, lengthy
teletype transmission from the Lakenheath USAF unit, sent out in the standard
format of the report-form specified by regulation AFR200-2. Two teletype
transmissions, dated 8/17/56 and 8/21/56, identical in basic content, were
sent from Lakenheath to Bluebook. The Condon Report presents the content of
that teletype report on pp. 252-254, in full, except for deletion of all names
and localities and omission of one important item to be noted later here.
However, most readers will be entirely lost because what is presented actually
constitutes a set of answers to questions that are not stated! The Condon
Report does not offer the reader the hint that the version of AFR200-2
appearing in the Report's Appendix, pp. 819-826 (there identified by its
current designation, AFR80-17) would provide the reader with the standardized
questions needed to translate much of the otherwise extremely confusing array
of answers on pp. 252-254. For that reason, plus others, many readers will
almost certainly be greatly (and entirely unnecessarily) confused on reading
this important part of the Lakenheath report in the Condon Report.

    That confusion, unfortunately, does not wholly disappear upon laboriously
matching questions with answers, for it has long been one of the salient
deficiencies of the USAF program of UFO report collection that the format of
AFR200-2 (or its sequel AFR80-17) is usually only barely adequate and
(especially for complex episodes such as that involved here) often entirely
incapable of affording the reporting office enough scope to set out clearly
and in proper chronological order all of the events that may be of potential
scientific significance. Anyone who has studied many Bluebook reports in the
AFR200-2 format, dating back to 1953, will be uncomfortably aware of this
gross difficulty. Failure to carry out even modest followup investigations and
incorporate findings thereof into Bluebook case-files leaves most intriguing
Bluebook UFO cases full of unsatisfactorily answered questions. But those
deficiencies do not, in my opinion, prevent the careful reader from discerning
that very large numbers of those UFO cases carry highly significant scientific
implications, implications of an intriguing problem going largely unexamined
in past years.

5. _Initial Alerting of Lakenheath GCA and RTCC:_

    The official files give no indication of any further UFO radar sightings
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by Bentwaters GCA from 2200 until 2255Z. But, at the latter time, another
fast-moving target was picked up 30 mi. E of Bentwaters, heading almost due
west at a speed given as "2000-4000 mph". It passed almost directly over
Bentwaters, disappearing from their GCA scope for the usual beam-angle reasons
when within 2-3 miles (the Condon Report intimates that this close in
disappearance is diagnostic of AP, which seems to be some sort of tacit over-
acceptance of the 1952 Borden-Vickers hypothesis), and then moving on until it
disappeared from the scope 30 mi. W of Bentwaters.

    Very significantly, this radar-tracking of the passage of the unidentified
target was matched by concurrent visual observations, by personnel on the
ground looking up and also from an overhead aircraft looking down. Both visual
reports involved only a light, a light described as blurred out by its high
speed; but since the aircraft (identified as a C-47 by the Lakenheath non-com
whose letter called this case to the attention of the Colorado Project) was
flying only at 4000 ft, the altitude of the unknown object is bracketed within
rather narrow bounds. (No mention of any sonic boom appears; but the total
number of seemingly quite credible reports of UFOs moving at speeds far above
sonic values and yet not emitting booms is so large that one must count this
as just one more instance of many currently inexplicable phenomena associated
with the UFO problem.) The reported speed is not fast enough for a meteor, nor
does the low-altitude flat traJectory and absence of a concussive shock wave
match any meteoric hypothesis. That there was visual confirmation from
observation points both above and below this fast-moving radar-tracked obJect
must be viewed as adding still further credence to, and scientific interest
in, the prior three Bentwaters radar sightings of the previous hour.

     Apparently immediately after the 2255Z events, Bentwaters GCA alerted GCA
Lakenheath, which lay off to its WNW. The answers to Questions 2(A) and 2(B)
of the AFR200-2 format (on p. 253 of the Condon Report) seem to imply that
Lakenheath ground observers were alerted in time to see a luminous object come
in, at an estimated altitude of 2000-2500 ft, and on a heading towards SW. The
lower estimated altitude and the altered heading do not match the Bentwaters
sighting, and the ambiguity so inherent in the AFR200-2 format simply cannot
be eliminated here, so the precise timing is not certain. All that seems
certain here is that, at or subsequent to the Bentwaters alert-message,
Lakenheath ground observers saw a luminous object come in out of the NE at low
altitude, then _stop_, and take up an easterly heading and resume motion
eastward out of sight.

     The precise time-sequence of the subsequent observations is not clearly
deducible from the Lakenheath TWX sent in compliance with AFR200-2. But that
many very interesting events, scientifically very baffling events, soon took
place is clear from the report. No followup, from Bluebook or other USAF
sources,'was undertaken, and so this potentially very important case, like
hundreds of others, simply sent into the Bluebook files unclarified. I am
forced to stress that nothing reveals so clearly the past years of
scientifically inadequate UFO investigation as a few days' visit to Wright-
Patterson AFB and a diligent reading of Bluebook case reports. No one with any
genuine scientific interest in solving the UFO problem would have let
accumulate so many years of reports like this one without seeing to it that
the UFO reporting and followup investigations were brought into entirely
different status from that in which they have lain for over 20 years.

    Deficiencies having been noted, I next catalog, without benefit of the
exact time-ordering that is so crucial to full assessment of any UFO event,
the intriguing observations and events at or near Lakenheath subsequent to the
2255Z alert from Bentwaters.

6.  Non-chronological Summary of Lakenheath Sightings, 2255Z-0330Z.

    a. _Visual observations from ground._

        As noted two paragraphs above, following the 2255Z alert from GCA
Bentwaters, USAF ground observers at the Lakenheath RAF Station observed a
luminous object come in on a southwesterly heading, stop, and then move off
out of sight to the east. Subsequently, at an unspecified time, two moving
white lights were seen, and "ground observers stated one white light joined up
with another and both disappeared in formation together" (recall earlier radar
observations of merging of targets seen by Bentwaters GCA). No discernible
features of these luminous sources were noted by ground observers, but both
the observers and radar operators concurred in their report-description that
"the objects (were) travelling at terrific speeds and then stopping and
changing course immediately." In a passage of the original Bluebook report
which was for some reason not included in the version presented in the Condon
Report, this concordance of radar and visual observations is underscored:
"Thus two radar sets (i.e., Lakenheath GCA and RATCC radars) and three ground
observers report substantially same." Later in the original Lakenheath report,
this same concordance is reiterated: "the fact that radar and ground visual
observations were made on its rapid acceleration and abrupt stops certainly
lend credulance (sic) to the report."
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    Since the date of this incident coincides with the date of peak frequency
of the Perseid meteors, one might ask whether any part of the visual
observations could have been due to Perseids. The basic Lakenheath report to
Bluebook notes that the ground observers reported "unusual amount of shooting
stars in sky", indicating that the erratically moving light(s) were readily
distinguishable from meteors. The report further remarks thereon that "the
objects seen were definitely not shooting stars as there were no trails as are
usual with such sightings." Furthermore, the stopping and course reversals are
incompatible with any such hypothesis in the first place.

    AFR200-2 stipulates that observer be asked to compare the UFO to the size
of various familiar objects when held at arm's length (Item 1-B in the
format). In answer to that item, the report states: "One observer from ground
stated on first observation object was about size of golf ball. As object
continued in flight it became a 'pin point'." Even allowing for the usual
inaccuracies in such estimates, this further rules out Perseids, since that
shower yields oniy meteors of quite low luminosity.

    In summary of the ground-visual observations, it appears that three ground
observers at Lakenheath saw at least two luminous objects, saw these over an
extended though indefinite time period, saw them execute sharp course changes,
saw them remain motionless at least once, saw two objects merge into a single
luminous object at one juncture, and reported motions in general accord with
concurrent radar observations. These ground-visual observations, in
themselves, constitute scientifically interesting UFO report-material. Neither
astronomical nor aeronautical explanations, nor any meteorological-optical
explanations, match well those reported phenomena. One could certainly wish
for a far more complete and time-fixed report on these visual observations,
but even the above information suffices to suggest some unusual events. The
unusualness will be seen to be even greater on next examining the ground-radar
observations from Lakenheath. And even stronger interest emerges as we then
turn, last of all, to the airborne-visual and airborne-radar observations made
near Lakenheath.

b. _Ground-radar observations at Lakenheath._

    The GCA surveillance radar at Lakenheath is identified as a CPN-4, while
the RATCC search radar was a CPS-5 (as the non-com correctly recalled in his
letter). Because the report makes clear that these two sets were concurrently
following the unknown targets, it is relevant to note that they have different
wavelengths, pulse repetition frequencies, and scan-rates, which (for reasons
that need not be elaborated here) tends to rule out several radar-anomaly
hypotheses (e.g., interference echoes from a distant radar, second-time-around
effects, AP). However, the reported maneuvers are so unlike any of those
spurious effects that it seems almost unnecessary to confront those
possibilities here.

    As with the ground-visual observations, so also with these radar-report
items, the AFR200-2 format limitations plus the other typical deficiencies of
reporting of UFO events preclude reconstruction in detail, and in time-order,
of all the relevant events. I get the impression that the first object seen
visually by ground observers was not radar-tracked, although this is unclear
from the report to Bluebook. One target whose motions were jointly followed
both on the CPS-5 at the Radar Air Traffic Control Center and on the shorter-
range, faster-scanning CPN-4 at the Lakenheath GCA unit was tracked "from 6
miles west to about 20 miles SW where target stopped and assumed a stationary
position for five minutes. Target then assumed a heading northwesterly (I
presume this was intended to read 'northeasterly', and the non-com so
indicates in his recollective account of what appears to be the same
maneuvers) into the Station and stopped two miles NW of Station. Lakenheath
GCA reports three to four additional targets were doing the same maneuvers in
the vicinity of the Station. Thus two radar sets and three ground observers
report substantially same." (Note that the quoted item includes the full
passage omitted from the Condon Report version, and note that it seems to
imply that this devious path with two periods of stationary hovering was also
reported by the visual observers. However, the latter is not entirely certain
because of ambiguities in the structure of the basic report as forced into the
AFR200-2 format).

    At some time, which context seems to imply as rather later in the night
(the radar sightings went on until about 0330Z), "Lakenheath Radar Air Traffic
Control Center observed object 17 miles east of Station making sharp
rectangular course of flight. This maneuver was not conducted by circular path
but on right angles at speeds of 600-800 mph. Object would stop and start with
amazing rapidity." The report remarks that "...the controllers are experienced
and technical skills were used in attempts to determine just what the objects
were. When the target would stop on the scope, the MTI was used. However, the
target would still appear on the scope." (The latter is puzzling. MTI, Moving
Target Indication, is a standard feature on search or surveillance radars that
eliminates ground returns and returns from large buildings and other
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motionless objects. This very curious feature of display of stationary modes
while the MTI was on adds further strong argument to the negation of any
hypothesis of anomalous propagation of ground-returns. It was as if the
unidentified target, while seeming to hover motionless, was actually
undergoing small-amplitude but high-speed jittering motion to yield a scope-
displayed return despite the MTI. Since just such jittery motion has been
reported in visual UFO sightings on many occasions, and since the coarse
resolution of a PPI display would not permit radar-detection of such motion if
its amplitude were below, say, one or two hundred meters, this could
conceivably account for the persistence of the displayed return during the
episodes of "stationary" hovering, despite use of MTI.)

     The portion of the radar sightings just described seems to have been
vividly recollected by the retired USAF non-com who first called this case to
the attention of the Colorado group. Sometime after the initial Bentwaters
alert, he had his men at the RATCC scanning all available scopes, various
scopes set at various ranges. He wrote that "...one controller noticed a
stationary target on the scopes about 20 to 25 miles southwest. This was
unusual, as a stationary target should have been eliminated unless it was
moving at a speed of at least 40 to 45 knots. And yet we could detect no
movement at all. We watched this target on all the different scopes for
several minutes and I called the GCA Unit at (Lakenheath) to see if they had
this target on their scope in the same geographical location. As we watched,
the stationary target started moving at a speed of 400 to 600 mph in a north-
northeast direction until it reached a point about 20 miles north northwest of
(Lakenheath). There was no slow start or build-up to this speed -- it was
constant from the second it started to move until it stopped." (This
description, written 11 years after the event, matches the 1956 intelligence
report from the Lakenheath USAF unit so well, even seeming to avoid the
typographical direction-error that the Lakenheath TWX contained, that one can
only assume that he was deeply impressed by this whole incident. That, of
course, is further indicated by the very fact that he wrote the Colorado group
about it in the first place.) His letter (Condon Report, p. 249) adds that
"the target made several changes in location, always in a straight line,
always at about 600 mph and always from a standing or stationary point to his
next stop at constant speed -- no build-up in speed at all -- these changes in
location varied from 8 miles to 20 miles in length --no set pattern at any
time. Time spent stationary between movements also varied from 3 or 4 minutes
to 5 or 6 minutes..." Because his account jibes so well with the basic
Bluebook file report in the several particulars in which it can be checked,
the foregoing quotation from the letter as reproduced in the Condon Report
stands as meaningful indication of the highly unconventional behavior of the
unknown aerial target. Even allowing for some recollective uncertainties, the
non-com's description of the behavior of the unidentified radar target lies so
far beyond any meteorological, astronomical, or electronic explanation as to
stand as one challenge to any suggestions that UFO reports are of negligible
scientific interest.

    The non-com's account indicates that they plotted the discontinuous stop-
and-go movements of the target for some tens of minutes before it was decided
to scramble RAF interceptors to investigate. That third major aspect of the
Lakenheath events must now be considered. (The delay in scrambling
interceptors is noteworthy in many Air Force-related UFO incidents of the past
20 years. I believe this reluctance stems from unwillingness to take action
lest the decision-maker be accused of taking seriously a phenomenon which the
Air Force officially treats as non-existent.)

c.  Airborne radar and visual sightings by Venom interceptor.

    An RAF jet interceptor, a Venom single-seat subsonic aircraft equipped
with an air-intercept (AI) nose radar, was scrambled, according to the basic
Bluebook report, from Waterbeach RAF Station, which is located about 6 miles
north of Cambridge, and some 20 miles SW of Lakenheath. Precise time of the
scramble does not appear in the report to Bluebook, but if we were to try to
infer the time from the non-com's recollective account, it would seem to have
been somewhere near midnight. Both the non-com's letter and the contemporary
intelligence report make clear that Lakenheath radar had one of their
unidentified targets on-scope as the Venom came in over the Station from
Waterbeach. The TWX to Blue book states: "The aircraft flew over RAF Station
Lakenheath and was vectored toward a target on radar 6 miles east of the
field. Pilot advised he had a bright white light in sight and would
investigate. At thirteen miles west (east?) he reported loss of target and
white light."

    It deserves emphasis that the foregoing quote clearly indicates that the
UFO that the Venom first tried to intercept was being monitored via three
distinct physical "sensing channels." It was being recorded by _ground radar_,
by _airborne radar_, and _visually_. Many scientists are entirely unaware that
Air Force files contain such UFO cases; for this very interesting category has
never been stressed in USAF discussions of its UFO records. Note, in fact, the
similarity to the 1957 RB-47 case (Case 1 above) in the evidently simultaneous
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loss of visual and airborne-radar signal here. One wonders if ground radar
also lost it simultaneously with the Venom pilot's losing it, but, loss of
visual and airborne-radar signal here. One wonders if ground radar also lost
it simultaneously with the Venom pilot's losing it, but, as is so typical of
AFR200-2 reports, incomplete reporting precludes clarification. Nothing in the
Bluebook case-file on this incident suggests that anyone at Bluebook took any
trouble to run down that point or the many other residual questions that are
so painfully evident here. The file does, however, include a lengthy dispatch
from the then-current Blue book officer, Capt. G. T. Gregory, a dispatch that
proposes a series of what I must term wholly irrelevant hypotheses about
Perseid meteors with "ionized gases in their wake which may be traced on
radarscopes", and inversions that "may cause interference between two radar
stations some distance apart." Such basically irrelevant remarks are all too
typical of Bluebook critique over the years. The file also includes a case-
discussion by Dr. J. A. Hynek, Bluebook consultant, who also toys with the
idea of possible radar returns from meteor wake ionization. Not only are the
radar frequencies here about two orders of magnitude too high to afford even
marginal likelihood of meteor-wake returns, but there is absolutely no
kinematic similarity between the reported UFO movements and the essentially
straight-line hypersonic movement of a meteor, to cite just a few of the
strong objections to any serious consideration of meteor hypotheses for the
present UFO case. Hynek's memorandum on the case makes some suggestions about
the need for upgrading Bluebook operations, and then closes with the remarks
that "The Lakenheath report could constitute a source of embarrassment to the
Air Force; and should the facts, as so far reported, get into the public
domain, it is not necessary to point out what excellent use the several dozen
UFO societies and other 'publicity artists' would make of such an incident. It
is, therefore, of great importance that further information on the technical
aspects of the original observations be obtained, without loss of time from
the original observers." That memo of October 17, 1956,is followed in the
case-file by Capt. Gregory's November 26, 1956 reply, in which he concludes
that "our original analyses of anomalous propagation and astronimical is (sic)
more or less correct"; and there the case investigation seemed to end, at the
same casually closed level at which hundreds of past UFO cases have been
closed out at Bluebook with essentially no real scientific critique. I would
say that it is exceedingly unfortunate that "the facts , as so far reported"
did not get into the public domain, along with the facts on innumerable other
Bluebook case-files that should have long ago startled the scientific
community just as much as they startled me when I took the trouble to go to
Bluebook and spend a number of days studying those astonishing files.

    Returning to the scientifically fascinating account of the Venom pilot's
attempt to make an air-intercept on the Lakenheath unidentified object, the
original report goes on to note that, after the pilot lost both visual and
radar signals, "RATCC vectored him to a target 10 miles east of Lakenheath and
pilot advised target was on radar and he was 'locking on.'" Although here we
are given no information on the important point of whether he also saw a
luminous object, as he got a radar lock-on, we definitely have another
instance of at least two-channel detection. The concurrent detection of a
single radar target by a ground radar and an airborne radar under conditions
such as these, where the target proves to be a highly maneuverable object (see
below), categorically rules out any conventional explanations involving, say,
large ground structures and propagation anomalies. That MTI was being used on
the ground radar also excludes that, of course.

     The next thing that happened was that the Venom suddenly lost radar lock-
on as it neared the unknown target. RATCC reported that "as the Venom passed
the target on radar, the target began a tail chase of the friendly fighter."
RATCC asked the Venom pilot to acknowledge this turn of events and he did,
saying "he would try to circle and get behind the target." His attempts were
unsuccessful, which the report to Bluebook describes only in the terse
comment, "Pilot advised he was unable to 'shake' the target off his tail and
requested assistance." The non-com's letter is more detailed and much more
emphatic. He first remarks that the UFO's sudden evasive movement into tail
position was so swift that he missed it on his own scope, "but it was seen by
the other controllers." His letter then goes on to note that the Venom pilot
"tried everything -- he climbed, dived, circled, etc., but the UFO acted like
it was glued right behind him, always the same distance, very close, but we
always had two distinct targets." Here again, note how the basic report is
annoyingly incomplete. One is not told whether the pilot knew the UFO was
pursuing his Venom by virtue of some tail-radar warning device of type often
used on fighters (none is alluded to), or because he could see a luminous
object in pursuit. In order for him to "acknowledge" the chase seems to
require one or the other detection-mode, yet the report fails to clarify this
important point. However, the available information does make quite clear that
the pursuit was being observed on ground radar, and the non-com's recollection
puts the duration of the pursuit at perhaps 10 minutes before the pilot
elected to return to his base. Very significantly, the intelligence report
from Lakenheath to Bluebook quotes this first pilot as saying "clearest target
I have ever seen on radar", which again eliminates a number of hypotheses, and
argues most cogently the scientific significance of the whole episode.
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   The non-com recalled that, as the first Venom returned to Waterbeach
Aerodrome when fuel ran low, the UFO followed him a short distance and then
stopped; that important detail is, however, not in the Bluebook report. A
second Venom was then scrambled, but, in the short time before a malfunction
forced it to return to Waterbeach, no intercepts were accomplished by that
second pilot.

7.  Discussion:

    The Bluebook report material indicates that other radar unknowns were
being observed at Lakenheath until about 0330Z. Since the first radar unknowns
appeared near Bentwaters at about 2130Z on 8/13/56, while the Lakenheath
events terminated near 0330Z on 8/14/56, the total duration of this UFO
episode was about six hours. The case includes an impressive number of
scientifically provocative features:

     1)  At least three separate instances occurred in which one ground-radar
         unit, GCA Bentwaters, tracked some unidentified target for a number
         of tens of miles across its scope at speeds in excess of Mach 3.
         Since even today, 12 years later, no nation has disclosed military
         aircraft capable of flight at such speeds (we may exclude the X-15),
         and since that speed is much too low to fit any meteoric hypothesis,
         this first feature (entirely omitted from discussion in the Condon
         Report) is quite puzzling. However, Air Force UFO files and other
         sources contain many such instances of nearly hypersonic speeds of
         radar-tracked UFOs.

     2)  In one instance, about a dozen low-speed (order of 100 mph) targets
         moved in loose formation led by three closely-spaced targets, the
         assemblage yielding consistent returns over a path of about 50 miles,
         after which they merged into a single large target, remained
         motionless for some 10-15 minutes, and then moved off-scope. Under
         the reported wind conditions, not even a highly contrived
         meteorological explanation invoking anomalous propagation and
         inversion layer waves would account for this sequence observed at
         Bentwaters. The Condon Report omits all discussion of items 1) and
         2), for reasons that I find difficult to understand.

     3)  One of the fast-track radar sightings at Bentwaters, at 2255Z,
         coincided with visual observations of some very-high-speed luminous
         source seen by both a tower operator on the ground and by a pilot
         aloft who saw the light moving in a blur below his aircraft at 4000
         ft altitude. The radar-derived speed "as given as 2000-4000 mph.
         Again, meteors won't fit such speeds and altitudes, and we may
         exclude aircraft for several evident reasons, including absence of
         any thundering sonic boom that would surely have been reported if any
         near hypothetical secret 1956-vintage hypersonic device were flying
         over Bentwaters at less than 4000 ft that night.

    4)   Several ground observers at Lakenheath saw luminous obJects
         exhibiting non-ballistic motions, including dead stops and sharp
         course reversals.

    5)   In one instance, two luminous white objects merged into a single
         object, as seen from the ground at Lakenheath. This wholly unmeteoric
         and unaeronautical phenomenon is actually a not-uncommon feature of
         UFO reports during the last two decades. For example, radar-tracked
         merging of two targets that veered together sharply before Joining up
         was reported over Kincheloe AFB, Michigan, in a UFO report that also
         appears in the Condon Report (p. 164), quite unreasonably attributed
         therein to "anomalous propagation."

    6)   Two separate ground radars at Lakenheath, having rather different
         radar parameters, were concurrently observing movements of one or
         more unknown targets over an extended period of time. Seemingly
         stationary hovering modes were repeatedly observed, and this despite
         use of MTI. Seemingly "instantaneous" accelerations from rest to
         speeds of order of Mach 1 were repeatedly observed. Such motions
         cannot readily be explained in terms of any known aircraft flying
         then or now, and also fail to fit known electronic or propagation
         anomalies. The Bluebook report gives the impression (somewhat
         ambiguously, however) that some of these two-radar observations were
         coincident with ground-visual observations.

    7)   In at least one instance, the Bluebook report makes clear that an
         unidentified luminous target was seen visually from the air by the
         pilot of an interceptor while getting simultaneous radar returns from
         the unknown with his nose radar concurrent with ground-radar
         detection of the same unknown. This is scientifically highly
         significant, for it entails three separate detection-channels all
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         recording the unknown object.

    8)   In _at least_ one instance, there was simultaneous radar
         disappearance and visual disappearance of the UFO. This is akin to
         similar events in other known UFO cases, yet is not easily explained
         in terms of conventional phenomena.

    9)   Attempts of the interceptor to close on one target seen both on
         ground radar and on the interceptor's nose radar, led to a puzzling
         rapid interchange of roles as the unknown object moved into tail-
         position behind the interceptor. While under continuing radar
         observation from the ground, with both aircraft and unidentified
         object clearly displayed on the Lakenheath ground radars, the pilot
         of the interceptor tried unsuccessfully to break the tail chase over
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     No scientifically adequate investigation of the UFO problem has been
carried out during the entire 22 years that have now passed since the first
extensive wave of sightings of unidentified aerial objects in the summer of
1947. Despite continued public interest, and despite frequent expressions of
public concern, only quite superficial examinations of the steadily growing
body of unexplained UFO reports from credible witnesses have been conducted in
this country or abroad. The latter point is highly relevant, since all
evidence now points to the fact that UFO sightings exhibit similar
characteristics throughout the world.
     Charging inadequacy of all past UFO investigations, I speak not only from
a background of close study of the past investigations, but also from a
background of three years of rather detailed personal research, involving
interviews with over five hundred witnesses in selected UFO cases, chiefly in
the U. S. In my opinion, the UFO problem, far from being the nonsense problem
that it has often been labeled by many scientists, constitutes a problem of
extraordinary scientific interest.
     The grave difficulty with essentially all past UFO studies has been that
they were either devoid of any substantial scientific content, or else have
lost their way amidst the relatively large noise-content that tends to obscure
the real signal in the UFO reports. The presence of a percentually large
number of reports of misidentified natural or technological phenomena
(planets, meteors, and aircraft, above all) is not surprising, given all the
circumstances surrounding the UFO problem. Yet such understandable and usually
easily recognized instances of misidentification have all too often been
seized upon as a sufficient explanation for all UFO reports, while the residue
of far more significant reports (numbering now of order one thousand) are
ignored. I believe science is in default for having failed to mount any truly
adequate studies of this problem, a problem that has aroused such strong and
widespread public concern during the past two decades. Unfortunately, the
present climate of thinking, above all since release of the latest of a long
series of inadequate studies, namely, that conducted under the direction of
Dr. E. U. Condon at the University of Colorado, will make it very difficult to
secure any new and more thorough investigations, yet my own examination of the
problem forces me to call for just such new studies. I am enough of a realist
to sense that, unless the present AAAS UFO Symposium succeeds in making the
scientific community aware of the seriousness of the UFO problem, little
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immediate response to any call for new investigation is likely to appear.
     In fact, the over-all public and scientific response to the UFO phenomena
is itself a matter of substantial scientific interest, above all in its
social-psychological aspects. Prior to my own investigations, I would never
have imagined the wide spread reluctance to report an unusual and seemingly
inexplicable event, yet that reluctance, and the attendant reluctance of
scientists to exhibit serious interest in the phenomena in question, are quite
general. One regrettable result is the fact that the most credible of UFO
witnesses are often those most reluctant to come forward with a report of the
event they have witnessed. A second regrettable result is that only a very
small number of scientists have taken the time and trouble to search out the
nearly puzzling reports that tend to be diluted out by the much larger number
of trivial and non-significant UFO reports. The net result is that there still
exists no general scientific recognition of the scope and nature of the UFO
problem.

                              * * *

     Within the federal government official responsibility for UFO
investigations has rested with the Air Force since early 1948. Unidentified
aerial objects quite naturally fall within the area of Air Force concern, so
this assignment of responsibility was basically reasonable, However, once it
became clear (early 1949) that UFO reports did not seem to involve advanced
aircraft of some hostile foreign power, Air Force interest subsided to
relatively low levels, marked, however, by occasional temporary resurgence of
interest following large waves of UFO reports, such as that of 1952, or 1957,
or 1965.
     A most unfortunate pattern of press reporting developed by about 1953, in
which the Air Force would assert that they had found no evidence of anything
"defying explanation in terms of present-day science and technology" in their
growing files of UFO reports. These statements to the public would have done
little harm had they not been coupled systematically to press statements
asserting that "the best scientific facilities available to the U. S. Air
Force" had been and were being brought to bear on the UFO question. The
assurances that substantial scientific competence was involved in Air Force
UFO investigations have, I submit, had seriously deleterious scientific
effects. Scientists who might otherwise have done enough checking to see that
a substantial scientific puzzle lay in the UFO area were misled by these
assurances into thinking that capable scientists had already done adequate
study and found nothing. My own extensive checks have revealed so slight a
total amount of scientific competence in two decades of Air Force-supported
investigations that I can only regard the repeated asseverations of solid
scientific study of the UFO . problem as the single most serious obstacle that
the Air Force has put in the way of progress towards elucidation of the matter
     I do not believe, let me stress, that this has been part of some top-
secret coverup of extensive investigations by Air Force or security agencies;
I have found no substantial basis for accepting that theory of why the Air
Force has so long failed to respond appropriately to the many significant and
scientifically intriguing UFO reports coming from within its own ranks.
Briefly, I see grand foulup but not grand coverup. Although numerous instances
could be cited wherein Air Force spokesmen failed to release anything like
complete details of UFO reports, and although this has had the regrettable
consequence of denying scientists at large even a dim notion of the almost
incredible nature of some of the more impressive Air Force-related UFO
reports, I still feel that the most grievous fault of 22 years of Air Force
handling of the UFO problem has consisted of their repeated public assertions
that they had substantial scientific competence on the job.
     Close examination of the level of investigation and the level of
scientific analysis involved in Project Sign (1948-9), Project Grudge (1949-
52), and Project Bluebook (1953 to date), reveals that these were, viewed
scientifically, almost meaning less investigations. Even during occasional
periods (e.g., 1952) characterized by fairly active investigation of UFO
cases, there was still such slight scientific expertise involved that there
was never any real chance that the puzzling phenomena encountered in the most
significant UFO cases would be elucidated. Furthermore, the panels,
consultants, contractual studies, etc., that the Air Force has had working on
the UFO problem over the past 22 years have, with essentially no exception,
brought almost negligible scientific scrutiny into the picture. Illustrative
examples will be given.
     The Condon Report, released in January, 1968, after about two years of
Air Force-supported study is, in my opinion, quite inadequate. The sheer bulk
of the Report, and the inclusion of much that can only be viewed as
"scientific padding", cannot conceal from anyone who studies it closely the
salient point that it represents an examination of only a tiny fraction of the
most puzzling UFO reports of the past two decades, and that its level of
scientific argumentation is wholly unsatisfactory. Furthermore, of the roughly
90 cases that it specifically confronts, over 30 are conceded to be
unexplained. With so large a fraction of unexplained cases (out of a sample
that is by no means limited only to the truly puzzling cases, but includes an
obJectionably large number of obviously trivial cases), it is far from clear
how Dr. Condon felt justified in concluding that the study indicated "that
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further extensive study of UFOs probably cannot be justified in the
expectation that science will be advanced thereby. "
      I shall cite a number of specific examples of cases from the Condon
Report which I regard as entirely inadequately investigated and reported. One
at Kirtland AFB, November 4, 1957, involved observations of a wingless egg-
shaped object that was observed hovering about a minute over the field prior
to departure at a climb rate which was described to me as faster than that of
any known jets, then or now. The principal witnesses in this case were
precisely the type of witnesses whose accounts warrant closest attention,
since they were CAA tower observers who watched the UFO from the CAA tower
with binoculars. Yet, when I located these two men in the course of my own
check of cases from the Condon Report, I found that neither of them had even
been contacted by members of the University of Colorado project! Both men were
fully satisfied that they had been viewing a device with performance
characteristics well beyond any thing in present or foreseeable aeronautical
technology. The two men gave me descriptions that were mutually consistent and
that fit closely the testimony given on Nov. 6, 1957, when they were
interrogated by an Air Force investigator. The Condon Report attempts to
explain this case as a light-aircraft that lost its way, came into the field
area, and then left. This kind of explanation runs through the whole Condon
Report, yet is wholly incapable of explaining the details of sightings such as
that of the Kirtland AFB incident. Other illustrative instances in which the
investigations summarized in the Condon Report exhibit glaring deficiencies
will be cited. I suggest that there are enough significant unexplainable UFO
reports just within the Condon Report itself to document the need for a
greatly increased level of scientific study of UFOs.
     That a panel of the National Academy of Sciences could endorse this study
is to me disturbing. I find no evidence that the Academy panel did any
independent checking of its own; and none of that 11-man panel had any
significant prior investigative experience in this area, to my knowledge. I
believe that this sort of Academy endorsement must be criticized; it hurts
science in the long run, and I fear that this particular instance will
ultimately prove an embarrassment to the National Academy of Sciences.
     The Condon Report and its Academy endorsement have exerted a highly
negative influence on clarification of the long-standing UFO problem; so much,
in fact, that it seems almost pointless to now call for new and more extensive
UFO investigations. Yet the latter are precisely what are needed to bring out
into full light of scientific inquiry a phenomenon that could well constitute
one of the greatest scientific problems of our times.

                               * * *

Some examples of UFO cases conceded to be unexplainable in the Condon Report
and containing features of particularly strong scientific interest: Utica,
N.Y., 6/23/55; Lakenheath, England, 8/13/56; Jackson, Ala., 11/14/56; Norfolk,
Va., 8/30/57; RB-47 case, 9/19/57; Beverly Mass., 4/22/66; Donnybrook, N.D.,
8/19/66; Haynesville, La., 12/30/66; Joplin, Mo., 1/13/67; Colorado Springs,
Colo., 5/13/67.

Some examples of UFO cases considered explained in the Condon Report for which
I would take strong exception to the argumentation presented and would regard
as both unexplained and of strong scientific interest: Flagstaff, Ariz.,
5/20/50; Washington, D. C., 7/19/52; Bellefontaine, O., 8/1/52; Haneda AFB,
Japan, 8/5/52; Gulf of Mexico, 12/6/52; Odessa, Wash., 12/10/52; Continental
Divide, N.M., 1/26/53; Seven Isles, Quebec, 6/29/54; Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
7/25/57; Kirtland AFB, N.M., 11/4/57; Gulf of Mexico, 11/5/57; Peru, 12/30/66;
Holloman AFB, 3/2/67; Kincheloe AFB, 9/11/67; Vandenberg AFB, 10/6/67;
Milledgeville, Ga., 10/20/67.

SCIENCE IN DEFAULT: 22 YEARS OF INADEQUATE UFO INVESTIGATIONS

      James E. McDonald, Institute of Atmospheric Physics
                  University of Arizona, Tucson

          (Material presented at the Symposium on UFOs,
           134th Meeting, AAAS, Boston, Dec, 27, 1969)

                              ***

                        ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

      The following treats in detail the four principal UFO cases referred to
in my Symposium talk. They are presented as specific illustrations of what I
regard as serious shortcomings of case-investigations in the Condon Report and
in the 1947-69 Air Force UFO program. The four cases used as illustrations are
the following :

            1.   RB-47 case, Gulf Coast area, Sept. 19, 1957

            2.   Lakenheath RAF Station, England, August 13-14,
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                 1956

            3.   Haneda AFB, Japan, August 5-6, 1952

            4.   Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, Nov. 4, 1957

      My principal conclusions are that scientific inadequacies in past years
of UFO investigations by Air Force Project Bluebook have _not_ been remedied
through publication of the Condon Report, and that there remain scientifically
very important unsolved problems with respect to UFOs. The investigative and
evaluative deficiencies illustrated in the four cases examined in detail are
paralleled by equally serious shortcomings in many other cases in the sample
of about 90 UFO cases treated in the Condon Report. Endorsement of the
conclusions of the Condon Report by the National Academy of Sciences appears
to have been based on entirely superficial examination of the Report and the
cases treated therein. Further study, conducted on a much more sound
scientific level are needed.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SOME ILLUSTRATIVE UFO CASES - J. E. McDonald
(AAAS UFO Symposium, Boston, Dec. 27, 1969.)

Case 1. USAF RB-47, Gulf Coast area, September 19-20, 1957.

Brief summary: An Air Force RB-47, equipped with ECM (Electronic
Countermeasures) gear, manned by six officers, was followed over a total
distance in excess of 600 miles and for a time period of more than an hour, as
it flew from near Gulfport, Miss., through Louisiana and Texas, and into
southern Oklahoma. The unidentified object was, at various times, seen
visually by the cockpit crew (as an intense white or red light), followed by
ground-radar, and detected on ECM monitoring gear aboard the RB-47.
Simultaneous appearances and disappearances on all three of those physically
distinct "channels" mark this UFO case as especially intriguing from a
scientific viewpoint. The incident is described as Case 5 in the Condon Report
and is conceded to be unexplained. The full details, however, are not
presented in that Report.

1.  Summary of the Case:

     The case is long and involved and filled with well-attested phenomena
that defy easy explanation in terms of present-day science and technology. The
RB-47 was flying out of Forbes AFB, Topeka, on a composite mission including
gunnery exercises over the Texas-Gulf area, navigation exercises over the open
Gulf, and ECM exercises in the return trip across the south-central U.S. This
was an RB-47 carrying a six-man crew, of whom three were electronic warfare
officers manning ECM (Electronic counter-measures) gear in the aft portion of
the aircraft. One of the extremely interesting aspects of this case is that
electromagnetic signals of distinctly radar-like character appeared definitely
to be emitted by the UFO, yet it exhibited performance characteristics that
seem to rule out categorically its having been any conventional or secret
aircraft.

     I have discussed the incident with all six officers of the crew:

     Lewis D. Chase, pilot, Spokane, Wash.
     James H. McCoid, copilot, Offutt AFB
     Thomas H. Hanley, navigator, Vandenberg AFB
     John J. Provenzano, No. 1 monitor, Wichita
     Frank B. McClure, No. 2 monitor, Offutt AFB
     Walter A. Tuchscherer, No. 3 monitor, Topeka

Chase was a Major at the time; I failed to ask for information on 1957 ranks
of the others. McClure and Hanley are currently Majors, so might have been
Captains or Lieutenants in 1957. All were experienced men at the time. Condon
Project investigators only talked with Chase, McCoid, and McClure, I
ascertained. In my checking it proved necessary to telephone several of them
more than once to pin down key points; nevertheless the total case is so
complex that I would assume that there are still salient points not clarified
either by the Colorado investigators or by myself. Unfortunately, there
appears to be no way, at present to locate the personnel involved in ground-
radar observations that are a very important part of the whole case. I shall
discuss that point below.

      This flight occurred in September, 1957, just prior to the crew's
reassignment to a European base. On questioning by Colorado investigators,
flight logs were consulted, and based on the recollection that this flight was
within a short time of departure from Forces to Germany, (plus the requirement
that the date match a flight of the known type and geography) the 9/19/57 date
seems to have emerged. The uncertainty as to whether it was early on the 19th
or early on the 20th, cited above is a point of confusion I had not noted
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until preparing the present notes. Hence I am unable to add any clarification,
at the moment; in this matter of the date confusion found in Thayer's
discussion of the case (1, pp. 136-138). I shall try to check that in the near
future. For the present, it does not vitiate case-discussion in any
significant way.

     The incident is most inadequately described in the Condon Report. The
reader is left with the general notion that the important parts occurred near
Ft. Worth, an impression strengthened by the fact that both Crow and Thayer
discuss meteorological data only for that area. One is also left with no clear
impression of the duration, which was actually over an hour. The incident
involved an unknown airborne object that stayed with the RB-47 for over 600
miles. In case after case in the Condon Report, close checking reveals that
quite significant features of the cases have been glossed over, or omitted, or
in some instances seriously misrepresented. I submit that to fail to inform
the reader that this particular case spans a total distance-range of some 600
miles and lasted well over an hour is an omission difficult to justify.

     From my nine separate interviews with the six crew members, I assembled a
picture of the events that makes it even more puzzling than it seems on
reading the Condon Report -- and even the latter account is puzzling enough.

     Just as the aircraft crossed the Mississippi coast near Gulfport,
McClure, manning the #2 monitor, detected a signal near their 5 o'clock
position (aft of the starboard beam). It looked to him like a legitimate
ground-radar signal, but corresponded to a position out in the Gulf. This is
the actual beginning of the complete incident; but before proceeding with
details it is necessary to make quite clear what kind of equipment we shall be
talking about as we follow McClure's successive observations.

     Under conditions of war, bombing aircraft entering hostile territory can
be assisted in their penetrations if any of a variety of electronic
countermeasures (ECM techniques as they are collectively termed) are brought
into action against ground-based enemy radar units. The initial step in all
ECM operations is, necessarily, that of detecting the enemy radar and
quantitatively identifying a number of relevant features of the radar system
(carrier frequency, pulse repetition frequency, scan rate, pulse width) and,
above all, its bearing relative to the aircraft heading. The latter task is
particularly ample in principle, calling only for direction-finding antennas
which pick up the enemy signal and display on a monitor scope inside the
reconnaissance aircraft a blip or lobe that paints in the relative bearing
from which the signal is coming.

      The ECM gear used in RB-47's in 1957 is not now classified; the #2
monitor that McClure was on, he and the others pointed out, involved an ALA-6
direction-finder with back-to-back antennas in a housing on the undersurface
of the RB-47 near the rear, spun at either 150 or 300 rpm as it scanned in
azimuth. Inside the aircraft, its signals were processed in an APR-9 radar
receiver and an ALA-5 pulse analyser. All later references to the #2 monitor
imply that system. The #1 monitor employed an APD-4 direction finding system,
with a pair of antennas permanently mounted on either wing tip. Provenzano was
on the #1 monitor. Tuchscherer was on the #3 monitor, whose specifications I
did not ascertain because I could find no indication that it was involved in
the observations.

      Returning now to the initial features of the UFO episode, McClure at
first thought he had 180-degree ambiguity in his scope, i.e., that the signal
whose lobe painted at his 5 o'clock position was actually coming in from the
11 o'clock position perhaps from some ground radar in Louisiana. This
suspicion, he told me, was temporarily strengthened as he became aware that
the lobe was moving upscope. (It is important here and in features of the case
cited below to understand how a fixed ground-radar paints on the ECM monitor
scope as the reconnaissance aircraft flies toward its general direction:
Suppose the ground radar is, at some instant, located at the 1 o'clock
position relative to the moving aircraft, i.e., slightly off the starboard
bow. As the aircraft flies along, the relative bearing steadily changes, so
that the fixed ground unit is "seen" successively at the 2 o'clock, the 3
o'clock, and the 4 o'clock positions, etc. The lobe paints on the monitor
scope at these successive relative azimuths, the 12 o'clock position being at
the top of the scope, 3 o'clock at the right, etc. Thus any legitimate signal
from a fixed ground radar must move downscope, excluding the special cases in
which the radar is dead ahead or dead astern. Note carefully that we deal here
only with direction finding gear. Range is unknown; we are not here speaking
of an airborne radar set, just a radar-frequency direction-finder. In
practice, range is obtained by triangulation computations based on successive
fixes and known aircraft speed.)

     As the lobe continued moving _upscope_, McClure said the strength of the
incoming signal and its pulse characteristics all tended to confirm that this
was some ground unit being painted with 180-degree ambiguity for some unknown
electronic reason. It was at 2800 megacycles, a common frequency for S-band
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search radars.

     However, after the lobe swung dead ahead, his earlier hypothesis had to
be abandoned for it continued swinging over to the 11 o'clock position and
continued downscope on the port side. Clearly, no 180-degree ambiguity was
capable of accounting for this. Curiously, however, this was so anomalous that
McClure did not take it very seriously and did not at that juncture mention it
to the cockpit crew nor to his colleagues on the other two monitors. This
upscope-downscope "orbit" of the unknown was seen only on the ALA-6, as far as
I could establish. Had nothing else occurred, this first and very significant
portion of the whole episode would almost certainly have been for gotten by
McClure.

     The signal faded as the RB-47 headed northward to the scheduled turning
point over Jackson, Miss. The mission called for simulated detection and ECM
operations against Air Force ground radar units all along this part of the
flight plan, but other developments intervened. Shortly after making their
turn westward over Jackson, Miss., Chase noted what he thought at first were
the landing lights of some other jet coming in from near his 11 o'clock
position, at roughly the RB-47's altitude. But no running lights were
discernible and it was a single very bright white light, closing fast. He had
just alerted the rest of the crew to be ready for sudden evasive maneuvers,
when he and McCoid saw the light almost instantaneously change directions and
rush across from left to right at an angular velocity that Chase told me he'd
never seen matched in his flight experience. The light went from their 11
o'clock to the 2 o'clock position with great rapidity, and then blinked out.

      Immediately after that, Chase and McCoid began talking about it on the
interphone and McClure, recalling the unusual 2800 megacycle signal that he
had seen over Gulfport now mentioned that peculiar incident for the first time
to Chase and McCoid. It occurred to him at that point to set his #2 monitor to
scan at 2800 mcs. On the first scan, McClure told me, he got a strong 2800 mcs
signal from their 2 o'clock position, the bearing on which the luminous
unknown object had blinked out moments earlier.

     Provenzano told me that right after that they had checked out the #2
monitor on valid ground radar stations to be sure it was not malfunctioning
and it appeared to be in perfect order. He then checked on his #1 monitor and
also got a signal from the same bearing. There remained, of course, the
possibility that just by chance, this signal was from a real radar down on the
ground and off in that direction. But as the minutes went by, and the aircraft
continued westward at about 500 kts. the relative bearing of the 2800 mcs
source did not move downscope on the #2 monitor, but kept up with them.

     This quickly led to a situation in which the entire 6-man crew focussed
all attention on the matter; the incident is still vivid in the minds of all
the men, though their recollection for various details varies with the
particular activities they were engaged in. Chase varied speed, to see if the
relative bearing would change but nothing altered. After over a hundred miles
of this, with the 2800 mcs source keeping pace with the aircraft, they were
getting into the radar-coverage area of the Carswell AFB GCI (Ground
Controlled Intercept) unit and Chase radioed that unit to ask if they showed
any other air traffic near the RB-47.
 Carswell GCI immediately came back with the information that there was
apparently another aircraft about 10 miles from them at their 2 o'clock
position. (The RB-47 was unambiguously identifiable by its IFF signal; the
"other aircraft" was seen by "skin paint" Only, i.e., by direct radar
reflection rather than via an IFF transponder, Col. Chase explained.)

      This information, each of the men emphasized to me in one way or
another, made them a bit uneasy for the first time. I asked McClure a question
that the Colorado investigators either failed to ask or did not summarize in
their Report. Was the signal in all respects comparable to that of a typical
ground radar? McClure told me that this was what baffled him the most, then
and now. All the radar signature characteristics, as read out on his ALA-5
pulse analyser, were completely normal -- it had a pulse repetition frequency
and pulse width like a CPS-6B and even simulated a scan rate: But its
intensity, McClure pointed out, was so strong that "it would have to had an
antenna bigger than a bomber to put out that much signal." And now, the
implications of the events over Gulfport took on new meaning. The upscope-
downscope sweep of his #2 monitor lobe implied that this source, presuming it
to be the same one now also being seen on ground radar at Carswell GCI, had
flown a circle around the RB-47 at 30-35,000 ft altitude while the aircraft
was doing about 500 kts.

     Shortly after Carswell GCI began following the two targets, RB-47 and
unknown, still another significant action unfolded. McClure suddenly noted the
lobe on the #2 monitor was beginning to go upscope, and almost simultaneously,
Chase told me, GCI called out that the second airborne target was starting to
move forward. Keep in mind that no visual target was observable here; after
blinking out at the 12 o'clock position, following its lightning-like traverse
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across the nose of the aircraft, no light had been visible. The unknown now
proceeded to move steadily around to the 12 o'clock position, followed all the
while on the #2 monitor and on the GCI scope down at Carswell near Ft. Worth.

     As soon as the unknown reached the 12 o'clock position, Chase and McCoid
suddenly saw a bright red glow "bigger than a house", Chase said, and lying
dead ahead, precisely the bearing shown on the passive radar direction-finder
that McClure was on and precisely the bearing now indicated on the GCI scope.
_Three independent sensing systems_ were at this juncture giving seemingly
consistent-indications: two pairs of human eyes, a ground radar, and a
direction-finding radar receiver in the aircraft.

     One of the important points not settled by the Colorado investigations
concerned the question of whether the unknown was ever painted on any radar
set on the RB-47 itself. Some of the men thought the navigator had seen it on
his set, others were unsure. I eventually located Maj. Hanley at Vandenberg
and he informed me that all through the incident, which he remembered very
well, he tried, unsuccessfully to pick up the unknown on his navigational
radar (K-system). I shall not recount all of the details of his efforts and
his comments, but only mention the end result of my two telephone interviews
with him. The important question was what sort of effective range that set
had. Hanley gave the pertinent information that it could just pick up a large
tanker of the KC-97 type at about 4 miles range, when used in the "altitude-
hold" mode, with antenna tipped up to maximum elevation. But both at the start
of its involvement and during the object's swing into the 12 o'clock position,
GCI showed it remaining close to 10 miles in range from the RB-47. Thus
Hanley's inability to detect it on his K-system navigational radar in altitude
hold only implies that whatever was out there had a radar cross-section that
was less than about 16 times that of a KC-97 (roughly twice 4 miles, inverse
4th-power law), The unknown gave a GCI return that suggested a cross-section
comparable to an ordinary aircraft, Chase told me, which is consistent with
Hanley's non-detection of the object. The Condon Report gives the impression
the navigator did detect it, but this is not correct.

     I have in my files many pages of typed notes on my interviews, and cannot
fill in all of the intriguing details here. Suffice it to say that Chase then
went to maximum allowable power, hoping to close with the unknown, but it just
stayed ahead at about 10 miles as GCI kept telling them; it stayed as a bright
red light dead ahead, and it kept painting as a bright lobe on the top of
McClure's ALA-6 scope. By this time they were well into Texas still at about
35,000 ft and doing upwards of 500 knots, when Chase saw it begin to veer to
the right and head between Dallas and Ft. Worth. Getting FAA clearance to
alter his own flight plan and to make sure other jet traffic was out of his
way, he followed its turn, and then realized he was beginning to close on it
for the first time. Almost immediately GCI told him the unknown had stopped
moving on the ground-radarscope. Chase and McCoid watched as they came almost
up to it. Chase's recollections on this segment of the events were distinctly
clearer than McCoid's. McCoid was, of course, sitting aft of Chase and had the
poorer view; also he said he was doing fuel-reserve calculations in view of
the excess fuel-use in their efforts to shake the unknown, and had to look up
from the lighted cockpit to try to look out intermittently, while Chase in the
forward seat was able to keep it in sight more nearly continuously. Chase told
me that he'd estimate that it was just ahead of the RB-47 and definitely below
them when it instantaneously blinked out, At that same moment McClure
announced on the interphone that he'd lost the 2800 mcs signal, and GCI said
it had disappeared from their scope. Such simultaneous loss of signal on what
we can term three separate channels is most provocative, most puzzling.

     Putting the aircraft into a left turn (which Chase noted consumes about
15-20 miles at top speed), they kept looking back to try to see the light
again. And, about halfway through the turn (by then the aircraft had reached
the vicinity of Mineral Wells, Texas, Chase said), the men in the cockpit
suddenly saw the bright red light flash on again, back along their previous
flight path but distinctly lower, and simultaneously GCI got a target again
and McClure started picking up a 2800 mcs signal at that bearing: (As I heard
one after another of these men describe all this, I kept trying to imagine how
it was possible that Condon could listen, at the October, 1967, plasma
conference at the UFO Project, as Col. Chase recounted all this and shrug his
shoulders and walk out.)

     Securing permission from Carswell GCI to undertake the decidedly non-
standard maneuver of diving on the unknown, Chase put the RB-47 nose down and
had reached about 20,000 ft, he recalls, when all of a sudden the light
blinked out, GCI lost it on their scope, and McClure reported loss of signal
on the #2 monitor: Three-channel consistency once more.

     Low on fuel, Chase climbed back up to 25,000 and headed north for
Oklahoma. He barely had it on homeward course when McClure got a blip dead
astern and Carswell radioed that they had a target once more trailing the RB-
47 at about 10 miles. Rear visibility from the topblisters of the RB-4 now
precluded easy visual check, particularly if the unknown was then at lower
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altitude (Chase estimated that it might have been near 15,000 ft when he lost
it in the dive). It followed them to southern Oklahoma and then disappeared.

2. Discussion:

    This incident is an especially good example of a UFO case in which
observer credibility and reliability do not come into serious question, a case
in which more than one (here three) channel of information figures in the
over-all observations, and a case in which the reported phenomena appear to
defy explanation in terms of either natural or technological phenomena.

    In the Condon Report, the important initial incident in which the unknown
2800 MC source appeared to orbit the RB-47 near Gulfport is omitted. In the
Condon Report, the reader is given no hint that the object was with the
aircraft for over 600 miles and for over an hour. No clear sequence of these
events is spelled out, nor is the reader made aware of all of the "three-
channel" simultaneous appearances or disappearances that were so emphatically
stressed to me by both Chase and McClure in my interviews with them. But even
despite those degrees of incompleteness, any reader of the account of this
case in the Condon Report must wonder that an incident of this sort could be
left as unexplained and yet ultimately treated, along with the other
unexplained cases in that Report, as calling for no further scientific
attention.

    Actually, various hypotheses (radar anomalies, mirage effects) are weighed
in one part of the Condon Report where this case is discussed separately (pp.
136-138). But the suggestion made there that perhaps an inversion near 2 km
altitude was responsible for the returns at the Carswell GCI unit is wholly
untenable. In an Appendix, a very lengthy but non-relevant discussion of
ground return from anomalous propagation appears; in fact, it is so unrelated
to the actual circumstances of this case as to warrant no comment here.
Chase's account emphasized that the GCI radar(s) had his aircraft and the
unknown object on-scope for a total flight-distance of the order of several
hundred miles, including a near overflight of the ground radar. With such wide
variations in angles of incidence of the ground-radar beam on any inversion or
duct, however intense, the possibility of anomalous propagation effects
yielding a consistent pattern of spurious echo matching the reported movements
and the appearances and disappearances of the target is infinitesimal. And the
more so in view of the simultaneous appearances and disappearances on the ECM
gear and via visible emissions from the unknown. To suggest, as is tentatively
done on p. 138 that the "red glow" might have been a "mirage of Oklahoma
City", when the pilot's description of the luminous source involves a wide
range of viewing angles, including two instances when he was viewing it at
quite large depression angles, is wholly unreasonable. Unfortunately, that
kind of casual ad hoc hypothesizing with almost no attention to relevant
physical considerations runs all through the case-discussions in the treatment
of radar and optical cases in the Condon Report, frequently (though not in
this instance) being made the basis of "explanations" that are merely absurd.
On p. 265 of the Report, the question of whether this incident might be
explained in terms of any "plasma effect" is considered but rejected. In the
end, this case is conceded to be unexplained.

    No evidence that a report on this event reached Project Bluebook was found
by the Colorado investigators. That may seem hard to believe for those who are
under the impression that the Air Force has been diligently and exhaustively
investigating UFO reports over the past 22 years. But to those who have
examined more closely the actual levels of investigation, lack of a report on
this incident is not so surprising. Other comparable instances could he cited,
and still more where the military aircrews elected to spare themselves the
bother of interrogation,by not even reporting events about as puzzling as
those found in this RB-47 incident.

    But what is of greatest present interest is the point that here we have a
well-reported, multi-channel, multiple-witness UFO report, coming in fact from
within the Air Force itself, investigated by the Condon Report team, conceded
to be unexplained, and yet it is, in final analysis, ignored by Dr. Condon. In
no section of the Report specifically written by the principal investigator
does he even allude to this intriguing case. My question is how such events
can be written off as demanding no further scientific study. To me, such cases
seem to cry out for the most intensive scientific study -- and the more so
because they are actually so much more numerous than the scientific community
yet realizes. There is a scientific mystery here that is being ignored and
shoved under the rug; the strongest and most unjustified shove has come from
the Condon Report. "unjustified" because that Report itself contains so many
scientifically puzzling unexplained cases (approximately 30 out of 90 cases
considered) that it is extremely difficult to understand how its principal
investigator could have construed the contents of the Report as supporting a
view that UFO studies should be terminated.

Case 2. Lakenheath and Bentwaters RAF/USAF units; England, August 13-14,
        1956.
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Brief summary: Observations of unidentified objects by USAF and RAF personnel,
extending over 5 hours, and involving ground-radar, airborne-radar, ground
visual and airborne-visual sightings of high-speed unconventionally
maneuvering obJects in the vicinity of two RAF stations at night. It is Case 2
in the Condon Report and is there conceded to be unexplained.

1.   Introduction:

     This case will illustrate, in significant ways, the following points:

    a)   It illustrates the fact that many scientifically intriguing UFO
         reports have lain in USAF/Bluebook files for years without knowledge
         thereof by the scientific community.

    b)   It represents a large subset of UFO cases in which all of the
         observations stemmed from military sources and which, had there been
         serious and competent scientific interest operating in Project
         Bluebook, could have been very thoroughly investigated while the
         information was fresh. It also illustrates the point that the actual
         levels of investigation were entirely inadequate in even as
         unexplainable and involved cases as this one.

    c)   It illustrates the uncomfortably incomplete and internally
         inconsistent features that one encounters in almost every report of
         its kind in the USAF/Bluebook files at Wright-Patterson AFB, features
         attesting to the dearth of scientific competence in the Air Force UFO
         investigations over the past 20 years.

    d)   It illustrates, when the original files are carefully studied and
         compared with the discussion thereof in the Condon Report,
         shortcomings in presentation and critique given many cases in the
         Condon Report.

    e)   Finally, I believe it illustrates an example of those cases conceded
         to be unexplainable by the Condon Report that argue need for much
         more extensive and more thorough scientific investigation of the UFO
         problem, a need negated in the Condon Report and in the Academy
         endorsement thereof.

    My discussion of this case will be based upon the 30-page Bluebook case-
file, plus certain other information presented on it in the Condon Report.
This "Lakenheath case" was not known outside of USAF circles prior to
publication of the Condon Report. None of the names of military personnel
involved are given in the Condon Report. (Witness names, dates, and locales
are deleted from all of the main group of cases in that Report, seriously
impeding independent scientific check of case materials.) I secured copies of
the case-file from Bluebook, but all names of military personnel involved in
the incident were cut out of the Xerox copies prior to releasing the material
to me. Hence I have been unable to interview personally the key witnesses.
However, there is no indication that anyone on the colorado Project did any
personal interviews, either; so it would appear I have had access to the same
basic data used in the Condon Report's treatment of this extremely interesting
case.

    For no Justified reason, the Condon Report not only deletes witness names,
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     No scientifically adequate investigation of the UFO problem has been
carried out during the entire 22 years that have now passed since the first
extensive wave of sightings of unidentified aerial objects in the summer of
1947. Despite continued public interest, and despite frequent expressions of
public concern, only quite superficial examinations of the steadily growing
body of unexplained UFO reports from credible witnesses have been conducted in
this country or abroad. The latter point is highly relevant, since all
evidence now points to the fact that UFO sightings exhibit similar
characteristics throughout the world.
     Charging inadequacy of all past UFO investigations, I speak not only from
a background of close study of the past investigations, but also from a
background of three years of rather detailed personal research, involving
interviews with over five hundred witnesses in selected UFO cases, chiefly in
the U. S. In my opinion, the UFO problem, far from being the nonsense problem
that it has often been labeled by many scientists, constitutes a problem of
extraordinary scientific interest.
     The grave difficulty with essentially all past UFO studies has been that
they were either devoid of any substantial scientific content, or else have
lost their way amidst the relatively large noise-content that tends to obscure
the real signal in the UFO reports. The presence of a percentually large
number of reports of misidentified natural or technological phenomena
(planets, meteors, and aircraft, above all) is not surprising, given all the
circumstances surrounding the UFO problem. Yet such understandable and usually
easily recognized instances of misidentification have all too often been
seized upon as a sufficient explanation for all UFO reports, while the residue
of far more significant reports (numbering now of order one thousand) are
ignored. I believe science is in default for having failed to mount any truly
adequate studies of this problem, a problem that has aroused such strong and
widespread public concern during the past two decades. Unfortunately, the
present climate of thinking, above all since release of the latest of a long
series of inadequate studies, namely, that conducted under the direction of
Dr. E. U. Condon at the University of Colorado, will make it very difficult to
secure any new and more thorough investigations, yet my own examination of the
problem forces me to call for just such new studies. I am enough of a realist
to sense that, unless the present AAAS UFO Symposium succeeds in making the
scientific community aware of the seriousness of the UFO problem, little
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immediate response to any call for new investigation is likely to appear.
     In fact, the over-all public and scientific response to the UFO phenomena
is itself a matter of substantial scientific interest, above all in its
social-psychological aspects. Prior to my own investigations, I would never
have imagined the wide spread reluctance to report an unusual and seemingly
inexplicable event, yet that reluctance, and the attendant reluctance of
scientists to exhibit serious interest in the phenomena in question, are quite
general. One regrettable result is the fact that the most credible of UFO
witnesses are often those most reluctant to come forward with a report of the
event they have witnessed. A second regrettable result is that only a very
small number of scientists have taken the time and trouble to search out the
nearly puzzling reports that tend to be diluted out by the much larger number
of trivial and non-significant UFO reports. The net result is that there still
exists no general scientific recognition of the scope and nature of the UFO
problem.

                              * * *

     Within the federal government official responsibility for UFO
investigations has rested with the Air Force since early 1948. Unidentified
aerial objects quite naturally fall within the area of Air Force concern, so
this assignment of responsibility was basically reasonable, However, once it
became clear (early 1949) that UFO reports did not seem to involve advanced
aircraft of some hostile foreign power, Air Force interest subsided to
relatively low levels, marked, however, by occasional temporary resurgence of
interest following large waves of UFO reports, such as that of 1952, or 1957,
or 1965.
     A most unfortunate pattern of press reporting developed by about 1953, in
which the Air Force would assert that they had found no evidence of anything
"defying explanation in terms of present-day science and technology" in their
growing files of UFO reports. These statements to the public would have done
little harm had they not been coupled systematically to press statements
asserting that "the best scientific facilities available to the U. S. Air
Force" had been and were being brought to bear on the UFO question. The
assurances that substantial scientific competence was involved in Air Force
UFO investigations have, I submit, had seriously deleterious scientific
effects. Scientists who might otherwise have done enough checking to see that
a substantial scientific puzzle lay in the UFO area were misled by these
assurances into thinking that capable scientists had already done adequate
study and found nothing. My own extensive checks have revealed so slight a
total amount of scientific competence in two decades of Air Force-supported
investigations that I can only regard the repeated asseverations of solid
scientific study of the UFO . problem as the single most serious obstacle that
the Air Force has put in the way of progress towards elucidation of the matter
     I do not believe, let me stress, that this has been part of some top-
secret coverup of extensive investigations by Air Force or security agencies;
I have found no substantial basis for accepting that theory of why the Air
Force has so long failed to respond appropriately to the many significant and
scientifically intriguing UFO reports coming from within its own ranks.
Briefly, I see grand foulup but not grand coverup. Although numerous instances
could be cited wherein Air Force spokesmen failed to release anything like
complete details of UFO reports, and although this has had the regrettable
consequence of denying scientists at large even a dim notion of the almost
incredible nature of some of the more impressive Air Force-related UFO
reports, I still feel that the most grievous fault of 22 years of Air Force
handling of the UFO problem has consisted of their repeated public assertions
that they had substantial scientific competence on the job.
     Close examination of the level of investigation and the level of
scientific analysis involved in Project Sign (1948-9), Project Grudge (1949-
52), and Project Bluebook (1953 to date), reveals that these were, viewed
scientifically, almost meaning less investigations. Even during occasional
periods (e.g., 1952) characterized by fairly active investigation of UFO
cases, there was still such slight scientific expertise involved that there
was never any real chance that the puzzling phenomena encountered in the most
significant UFO cases would be elucidated. Furthermore, the panels,
consultants, contractual studies, etc., that the Air Force has had working on
the UFO problem over the past 22 years have, with essentially no exception,
brought almost negligible scientific scrutiny into the picture. Illustrative
examples will be given.
     The Condon Report, released in January, 1968, after about two years of
Air Force-supported study is, in my opinion, quite inadequate. The sheer bulk
of the Report, and the inclusion of much that can only be viewed as
"scientific padding", cannot conceal from anyone who studies it closely the
salient point that it represents an examination of only a tiny fraction of the
most puzzling UFO reports of the past two decades, and that its level of
scientific argumentation is wholly unsatisfactory. Furthermore, of the roughly
90 cases that it specifically confronts, over 30 are conceded to be
unexplained. With so large a fraction of unexplained cases (out of a sample
that is by no means limited only to the truly puzzling cases, but includes an
obJectionably large number of obviously trivial cases), it is far from clear
how Dr. Condon felt justified in concluding that the study indicated "that
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further extensive study of UFOs probably cannot be justified in the
expectation that science will be advanced thereby. "
      I shall cite a number of specific examples of cases from the Condon
Report which I regard as entirely inadequately investigated and reported. One
at Kirtland AFB, November 4, 1957, involved observations of a wingless egg-
shaped object that was observed hovering about a minute over the field prior
to departure at a climb rate which was described to me as faster than that of
any known jets, then or now. The principal witnesses in this case were
precisely the type of witnesses whose accounts warrant closest attention,
since they were CAA tower observers who watched the UFO from the CAA tower
with binoculars. Yet, when I located these two men in the course of my own
check of cases from the Condon Report, I found that neither of them had even
been contacted by members of the University of Colorado project! Both men were
fully satisfied that they had been viewing a device with performance
characteristics well beyond any thing in present or foreseeable aeronautical
technology. The two men gave me descriptions that were mutually consistent and
that fit closely the testimony given on Nov. 6, 1957, when they were
interrogated by an Air Force investigator. The Condon Report attempts to
explain this case as a light-aircraft that lost its way, came into the field
area, and then left. This kind of explanation runs through the whole Condon
Report, yet is wholly incapable of explaining the details of sightings such as
that of the Kirtland AFB incident. Other illustrative instances in which the
investigations summarized in the Condon Report exhibit glaring deficiencies
will be cited. I suggest that there are enough significant unexplainable UFO
reports just within the Condon Report itself to document the need for a
greatly increased level of scientific study of UFOs.
     That a panel of the National Academy of Sciences could endorse this study
is to me disturbing. I find no evidence that the Academy panel did any
independent checking of its own; and none of that 11-man panel had any
significant prior investigative experience in this area, to my knowledge. I
believe that this sort of Academy endorsement must be criticized; it hurts
science in the long run, and I fear that this particular instance will
ultimately prove an embarrassment to the National Academy of Sciences.
     The Condon Report and its Academy endorsement have exerted a highly
negative influence on clarification of the long-standing UFO problem; so much,
in fact, that it seems almost pointless to now call for new and more extensive
UFO investigations. Yet the latter are precisely what are needed to bring out
into full light of scientific inquiry a phenomenon that could well constitute
one of the greatest scientific problems of our times.

                               * * *

Some examples of UFO cases conceded to be unexplainable in the Condon Report
and containing features of particularly strong scientific interest: Utica,
N.Y., 6/23/55; Lakenheath, England, 8/13/56; Jackson, Ala., 11/14/56; Norfolk,
Va., 8/30/57; RB-47 case, 9/19/57; Beverly Mass., 4/22/66; Donnybrook, N.D.,
8/19/66; Haynesville, La., 12/30/66; Joplin, Mo., 1/13/67; Colorado Springs,
Colo., 5/13/67.

Some examples of UFO cases considered explained in the Condon Report for which
I would take strong exception to the argumentation presented and would regard
as both unexplained and of strong scientific interest: Flagstaff, Ariz.,
5/20/50; Washington, D. C., 7/19/52; Bellefontaine, O., 8/1/52; Haneda AFB,
Japan, 8/5/52; Gulf of Mexico, 12/6/52; Odessa, Wash., 12/10/52; Continental
Divide, N.M., 1/26/53; Seven Isles, Quebec, 6/29/54; Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
7/25/57; Kirtland AFB, N.M., 11/4/57; Gulf of Mexico, 11/5/57; Peru, 12/30/66;
Holloman AFB, 3/2/67; Kincheloe AFB, 9/11/67; Vandenberg AFB, 10/6/67;
Milledgeville, Ga., 10/20/67.

SCIENCE IN DEFAULT: 22 YEARS OF INADEQUATE UFO INVESTIGATIONS

      James E. McDonald, Institute of Atmospheric Physics
                  University of Arizona, Tucson

          (Material presented at the Symposium on UFOs,
           134th Meeting, AAAS, Boston, Dec, 27, 1969)

                              ***

                        ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

      The following treats in detail the four principal UFO cases referred to
in my Symposium talk. They are presented as specific illustrations of what I
regard as serious shortcomings of case-investigations in the Condon Report and
in the 1947-69 Air Force UFO program. The four cases used as illustrations are
the following :

            1.   RB-47 case, Gulf Coast area, Sept. 19, 1957

            2.   Lakenheath RAF Station, England, August 13-14,
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                 1956

            3.   Haneda AFB, Japan, August 5-6, 1952

            4.   Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, Nov. 4, 1957

      My principal conclusions are that scientific inadequacies in past years
of UFO investigations by Air Force Project Bluebook have _not_ been remedied
through publication of the Condon Report, and that there remain scientifically
very important unsolved problems with respect to UFOs. The investigative and
evaluative deficiencies illustrated in the four cases examined in detail are
paralleled by equally serious shortcomings in many other cases in the sample
of about 90 UFO cases treated in the Condon Report. Endorsement of the
conclusions of the Condon Report by the National Academy of Sciences appears
to have been based on entirely superficial examination of the Report and the
cases treated therein. Further study, conducted on a much more sound
scientific level are needed.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SOME ILLUSTRATIVE UFO CASES - J. E. McDonald
(AAAS UFO Symposium, Boston, Dec. 27, 1969.)

Case 1. USAF RB-47, Gulf Coast area, September 19-20, 1957.

Brief summary: An Air Force RB-47, equipped with ECM (Electronic
Countermeasures) gear, manned by six officers, was followed over a total
distance in excess of 600 miles and for a time period of more than an hour, as
it flew from near Gulfport, Miss., through Louisiana and Texas, and into
southern Oklahoma. The unidentified object was, at various times, seen
visually by the cockpit crew (as an intense white or red light), followed by
ground-radar, and detected on ECM monitoring gear aboard the RB-47.
Simultaneous appearances and disappearances on all three of those physically
distinct "channels" mark this UFO case as especially intriguing from a
scientific viewpoint. The incident is described as Case 5 in the Condon Report
and is conceded to be unexplained. The full details, however, are not
presented in that Report.

1.  Summary of the Case:

     The case is long and involved and filled with well-attested phenomena
that defy easy explanation in terms of present-day science and technology. The
RB-47 was flying out of Forbes AFB, Topeka, on a composite mission including
gunnery exercises over the Texas-Gulf area, navigation exercises over the open
Gulf, and ECM exercises in the return trip across the south-central U.S. This
was an RB-47 carrying a six-man crew, of whom three were electronic warfare
officers manning ECM (Electronic counter-measures) gear in the aft portion of
the aircraft. One of the extremely interesting aspects of this case is that
electromagnetic signals of distinctly radar-like character appeared definitely
to be emitted by the UFO, yet it exhibited performance characteristics that
seem to rule out categorically its having been any conventional or secret
aircraft.

     I have discussed the incident with all six officers of the crew:

     Lewis D. Chase, pilot, Spokane, Wash.
     James H. McCoid, copilot, Offutt AFB
     Thomas H. Hanley, navigator, Vandenberg AFB
     John J. Provenzano, No. 1 monitor, Wichita
     Frank B. McClure, No. 2 monitor, Offutt AFB
     Walter A. Tuchscherer, No. 3 monitor, Topeka

Chase was a Major at the time; I failed to ask for information on 1957 ranks
of the others. McClure and Hanley are currently Majors, so might have been
Captains or Lieutenants in 1957. All were experienced men at the time. Condon
Project investigators only talked with Chase, McCoid, and McClure, I
ascertained. In my checking it proved necessary to telephone several of them
more than once to pin down key points; nevertheless the total case is so
complex that I would assume that there are still salient points not clarified
either by the Colorado investigators or by myself. Unfortunately, there
appears to be no way, at present to locate the personnel involved in ground-
radar observations that are a very important part of the whole case. I shall
discuss that point below.

      This flight occurred in September, 1957, just prior to the crew's
reassignment to a European base. On questioning by Colorado investigators,
flight logs were consulted, and based on the recollection that this flight was
within a short time of departure from Forces to Germany, (plus the requirement
that the date match a flight of the known type and geography) the 9/19/57 date
seems to have emerged. The uncertainty as to whether it was early on the 19th
or early on the 20th, cited above is a point of confusion I had not noted
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until preparing the present notes. Hence I am unable to add any clarification,
at the moment; in this matter of the date confusion found in Thayer's
discussion of the case (1, pp. 136-138). I shall try to check that in the near
future. For the present, it does not vitiate case-discussion in any
significant way.

     The incident is most inadequately described in the Condon Report. The
reader is left with the general notion that the important parts occurred near
Ft. Worth, an impression strengthened by the fact that both Crow and Thayer
discuss meteorological data only for that area. One is also left with no clear
impression of the duration, which was actually over an hour. The incident
involved an unknown airborne object that stayed with the RB-47 for over 600
miles. In case after case in the Condon Report, close checking reveals that
quite significant features of the cases have been glossed over, or omitted, or
in some instances seriously misrepresented. I submit that to fail to inform
the reader that this particular case spans a total distance-range of some 600
miles and lasted well over an hour is an omission difficult to justify.

     From my nine separate interviews with the six crew members, I assembled a
picture of the events that makes it even more puzzling than it seems on
reading the Condon Report -- and even the latter account is puzzling enough.

     Just as the aircraft crossed the Mississippi coast near Gulfport,
McClure, manning the #2 monitor, detected a signal near their 5 o'clock
position (aft of the starboard beam). It looked to him like a legitimate
ground-radar signal, but corresponded to a position out in the Gulf. This is
the actual beginning of the complete incident; but before proceeding with
details it is necessary to make quite clear what kind of equipment we shall be
talking about as we follow McClure's successive observations.

     Under conditions of war, bombing aircraft entering hostile territory can
be assisted in their penetrations if any of a variety of electronic
countermeasures (ECM techniques as they are collectively termed) are brought
into action against ground-based enemy radar units. The initial step in all
ECM operations is, necessarily, that of detecting the enemy radar and
quantitatively identifying a number of relevant features of the radar system
(carrier frequency, pulse repetition frequency, scan rate, pulse width) and,
above all, its bearing relative to the aircraft heading. The latter task is
particularly ample in principle, calling only for direction-finding antennas
which pick up the enemy signal and display on a monitor scope inside the
reconnaissance aircraft a blip or lobe that paints in the relative bearing
from which the signal is coming.

      The ECM gear used in RB-47's in 1957 is not now classified; the #2
monitor that McClure was on, he and the others pointed out, involved an ALA-6
direction-finder with back-to-back antennas in a housing on the undersurface
of the RB-47 near the rear, spun at either 150 or 300 rpm as it scanned in
azimuth. Inside the aircraft, its signals were processed in an APR-9 radar
receiver and an ALA-5 pulse analyser. All later references to the #2 monitor
imply that system. The #1 monitor employed an APD-4 direction finding system,
with a pair of antennas permanently mounted on either wing tip. Provenzano was
on the #1 monitor. Tuchscherer was on the #3 monitor, whose specifications I
did not ascertain because I could find no indication that it was involved in
the observations.

      Returning now to the initial features of the UFO episode, McClure at
first thought he had 180-degree ambiguity in his scope, i.e., that the signal
whose lobe painted at his 5 o'clock position was actually coming in from the
11 o'clock position perhaps from some ground radar in Louisiana. This
suspicion, he told me, was temporarily strengthened as he became aware that
the lobe was moving upscope. (It is important here and in features of the case
cited below to understand how a fixed ground-radar paints on the ECM monitor
scope as the reconnaissance aircraft flies toward its general direction:
Suppose the ground radar is, at some instant, located at the 1 o'clock
position relative to the moving aircraft, i.e., slightly off the starboard
bow. As the aircraft flies along, the relative bearing steadily changes, so
that the fixed ground unit is "seen" successively at the 2 o'clock, the 3
o'clock, and the 4 o'clock positions, etc. The lobe paints on the monitor
scope at these successive relative azimuths, the 12 o'clock position being at
the top of the scope, 3 o'clock at the right, etc. Thus any legitimate signal
from a fixed ground radar must move downscope, excluding the special cases in
which the radar is dead ahead or dead astern. Note carefully that we deal here
only with direction finding gear. Range is unknown; we are not here speaking
of an airborne radar set, just a radar-frequency direction-finder. In
practice, range is obtained by triangulation computations based on successive
fixes and known aircraft speed.)

     As the lobe continued moving _upscope_, McClure said the strength of the
incoming signal and its pulse characteristics all tended to confirm that this
was some ground unit being painted with 180-degree ambiguity for some unknown
electronic reason. It was at 2800 megacycles, a common frequency for S-band
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search radars.

     However, after the lobe swung dead ahead, his earlier hypothesis had to
be abandoned for it continued swinging over to the 11 o'clock position and
continued downscope on the port side. Clearly, no 180-degree ambiguity was
capable of accounting for this. Curiously, however, this was so anomalous that
McClure did not take it very seriously and did not at that juncture mention it
to the cockpit crew nor to his colleagues on the other two monitors. This
upscope-downscope "orbit" of the unknown was seen only on the ALA-6, as far as
I could establish. Had nothing else occurred, this first and very significant
portion of the whole episode would almost certainly have been for gotten by
McClure.

     The signal faded as the RB-47 headed northward to the scheduled turning
point over Jackson, Miss. The mission called for simulated detection and ECM
operations against Air Force ground radar units all along this part of the
flight plan, but other developments intervened. Shortly after making their
turn westward over Jackson, Miss., Chase noted what he thought at first were
the landing lights of some other jet coming in from near his 11 o'clock
position, at roughly the RB-47's altitude. But no running lights were
discernible and it was a single very bright white light, closing fast. He had
just alerted the rest of the crew to be ready for sudden evasive maneuvers,
when he and McCoid saw the light almost instantaneously change directions and
rush across from left to right at an angular velocity that Chase told me he'd
never seen matched in his flight experience. The light went from their 11
o'clock to the 2 o'clock position with great rapidity, and then blinked out.

      Immediately after that, Chase and McCoid began talking about it on the
interphone and McClure, recalling the unusual 2800 megacycle signal that he
had seen over Gulfport now mentioned that peculiar incident for the first time
to Chase and McCoid. It occurred to him at that point to set his #2 monitor to
scan at 2800 mcs. On the first scan, McClure told me, he got a strong 2800 mcs
signal from their 2 o'clock position, the bearing on which the luminous
unknown object had blinked out moments earlier.

     Provenzano told me that right after that they had checked out the #2
monitor on valid ground radar stations to be sure it was not malfunctioning
and it appeared to be in perfect order. He then checked on his #1 monitor and
also got a signal from the same bearing. There remained, of course, the
possibility that just by chance, this signal was from a real radar down on the
ground and off in that direction. But as the minutes went by, and the aircraft
continued westward at about 500 kts. the relative bearing of the 2800 mcs
source did not move downscope on the #2 monitor, but kept up with them.

     This quickly led to a situation in which the entire 6-man crew focussed
all attention on the matter; the incident is still vivid in the minds of all
the men, though their recollection for various details varies with the
particular activities they were engaged in. Chase varied speed, to see if the
relative bearing would change but nothing altered. After over a hundred miles
of this, with the 2800 mcs source keeping pace with the aircraft, they were
getting into the radar-coverage area of the Carswell AFB GCI (Ground
Controlled Intercept) unit and Chase radioed that unit to ask if they showed
any other air traffic near the RB-47.
 Carswell GCI immediately came back with the information that there was
apparently another aircraft about 10 miles from them at their 2 o'clock
position. (The RB-47 was unambiguously identifiable by its IFF signal; the
"other aircraft" was seen by "skin paint" Only, i.e., by direct radar
reflection rather than via an IFF transponder, Col. Chase explained.)

      This information, each of the men emphasized to me in one way or
another, made them a bit uneasy for the first time. I asked McClure a question
that the Colorado investigators either failed to ask or did not summarize in
their Report. Was the signal in all respects comparable to that of a typical
ground radar? McClure told me that this was what baffled him the most, then
and now. All the radar signature characteristics, as read out on his ALA-5
pulse analyser, were completely normal -- it had a pulse repetition frequency
and pulse width like a CPS-6B and even simulated a scan rate: But its
intensity, McClure pointed out, was so strong that "it would have to had an
antenna bigger than a bomber to put out that much signal." And now, the
implications of the events over Gulfport took on new meaning. The upscope-
downscope sweep of his #2 monitor lobe implied that this source, presuming it
to be the same one now also being seen on ground radar at Carswell GCI, had
flown a circle around the RB-47 at 30-35,000 ft altitude while the aircraft
was doing about 500 kts.

     Shortly after Carswell GCI began following the two targets, RB-47 and
unknown, still another significant action unfolded. McClure suddenly noted the
lobe on the #2 monitor was beginning to go upscope, and almost simultaneously,
Chase told me, GCI called out that the second airborne target was starting to
move forward. Keep in mind that no visual target was observable here; after
blinking out at the 12 o'clock position, following its lightning-like traverse
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across the nose of the aircraft, no light had been visible. The unknown now
proceeded to move steadily around to the 12 o'clock position, followed all the
while on the #2 monitor and on the GCI scope down at Carswell near Ft. Worth.

     As soon as the unknown reached the 12 o'clock position, Chase and McCoid
suddenly saw a bright red glow "bigger than a house", Chase said, and lying
dead ahead, precisely the bearing shown on the passive radar direction-finder
that McClure was on and precisely the bearing now indicated on the GCI scope.
_Three independent sensing systems_ were at this juncture giving seemingly
consistent-indications: two pairs of human eyes, a ground radar, and a
direction-finding radar receiver in the aircraft.

     One of the important points not settled by the Colorado investigations
concerned the question of whether the unknown was ever painted on any radar
set on the RB-47 itself. Some of the men thought the navigator had seen it on
his set, others were unsure. I eventually located Maj. Hanley at Vandenberg
and he informed me that all through the incident, which he remembered very
well, he tried, unsuccessfully to pick up the unknown on his navigational
radar (K-system). I shall not recount all of the details of his efforts and
his comments, but only mention the end result of my two telephone interviews
with him. The important question was what sort of effective range that set
had. Hanley gave the pertinent information that it could just pick up a large
tanker of the KC-97 type at about 4 miles range, when used in the "altitude-
hold" mode, with antenna tipped up to maximum elevation. But both at the start
of its involvement and during the object's swing into the 12 o'clock position,
GCI showed it remaining close to 10 miles in range from the RB-47. Thus
Hanley's inability to detect it on his K-system navigational radar in altitude
hold only implies that whatever was out there had a radar cross-section that
was less than about 16 times that of a KC-97 (roughly twice 4 miles, inverse
4th-power law), The unknown gave a GCI return that suggested a cross-section
comparable to an ordinary aircraft, Chase told me, which is consistent with
Hanley's non-detection of the object. The Condon Report gives the impression
the navigator did detect it, but this is not correct.

     I have in my files many pages of typed notes on my interviews, and cannot
fill in all of the intriguing details here. Suffice it to say that Chase then
went to maximum allowable power, hoping to close with the unknown, but it just
stayed ahead at about 10 miles as GCI kept telling them; it stayed as a bright
red light dead ahead, and it kept painting as a bright lobe on the top of
McClure's ALA-6 scope. By this time they were well into Texas still at about
35,000 ft and doing upwards of 500 knots, when Chase saw it begin to veer to
the right and head between Dallas and Ft. Worth. Getting FAA clearance to
alter his own flight plan and to make sure other jet traffic was out of his
way, he followed its turn, and then realized he was beginning to close on it
for the first time. Almost immediately GCI told him the unknown had stopped
moving on the ground-radarscope. Chase and McCoid watched as they came almost
up to it. Chase's recollections on this segment of the events were distinctly
clearer than McCoid's. McCoid was, of course, sitting aft of Chase and had the
poorer view; also he said he was doing fuel-reserve calculations in view of
the excess fuel-use in their efforts to shake the unknown, and had to look up
from the lighted cockpit to try to look out intermittently, while Chase in the
forward seat was able to keep it in sight more nearly continuously. Chase told
me that he'd estimate that it was just ahead of the RB-47 and definitely below
them when it instantaneously blinked out, At that same moment McClure
announced on the interphone that he'd lost the 2800 mcs signal, and GCI said
it had disappeared from their scope. Such simultaneous loss of signal on what
we can term three separate channels is most provocative, most puzzling.

     Putting the aircraft into a left turn (which Chase noted consumes about
15-20 miles at top speed), they kept looking back to try to see the light
again. And, about halfway through the turn (by then the aircraft had reached
the vicinity of Mineral Wells, Texas, Chase said), the men in the cockpit
suddenly saw the bright red light flash on again, back along their previous
flight path but distinctly lower, and simultaneously GCI got a target again
and McClure started picking up a 2800 mcs signal at that bearing: (As I heard
one after another of these men describe all this, I kept trying to imagine how
it was possible that Condon could listen, at the October, 1967, plasma
conference at the UFO Project, as Col. Chase recounted all this and shrug his
shoulders and walk out.)

     Securing permission from Carswell GCI to undertake the decidedly non-
standard maneuver of diving on the unknown, Chase put the RB-47 nose down and
had reached about 20,000 ft, he recalls, when all of a sudden the light
blinked out, GCI lost it on their scope, and McClure reported loss of signal
on the #2 monitor: Three-channel consistency once more.

     Low on fuel, Chase climbed back up to 25,000 and headed north for
Oklahoma. He barely had it on homeward course when McClure got a blip dead
astern and Carswell radioed that they had a target once more trailing the RB-
47 at about 10 miles. Rear visibility from the topblisters of the RB-4 now
precluded easy visual check, particularly if the unknown was then at lower
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altitude (Chase estimated that it might have been near 15,000 ft when he lost
it in the dive). It followed them to southern Oklahoma and then disappeared.

2. Discussion:

    This incident is an especially good example of a UFO case in which
observer credibility and reliability do not come into serious question, a case
in which more than one (here three) channel of information figures in the
over-all observations, and a case in which the reported phenomena appear to
defy explanation in terms of either natural or technological phenomena.

    In the Condon Report, the important initial incident in which the unknown
2800 MC source appeared to orbit the RB-47 near Gulfport is omitted. In the
Condon Report, the reader is given no hint that the object was with the
aircraft for over 600 miles and for over an hour. No clear sequence of these
events is spelled out, nor is the reader made aware of all of the "three-
channel" simultaneous appearances or disappearances that were so emphatically
stressed to me by both Chase and McClure in my interviews with them. But even
despite those degrees of incompleteness, any reader of the account of this
case in the Condon Report must wonder that an incident of this sort could be
left as unexplained and yet ultimately treated, along with the other
unexplained cases in that Report, as calling for no further scientific
attention.

    Actually, various hypotheses (radar anomalies, mirage effects) are weighed
in one part of the Condon Report where this case is discussed separately (pp.
136-138). But the suggestion made there that perhaps an inversion near 2 km
altitude was responsible for the returns at the Carswell GCI unit is wholly
untenable. In an Appendix, a very lengthy but non-relevant discussion of
ground return from anomalous propagation appears; in fact, it is so unrelated
to the actual circumstances of this case as to warrant no comment here.
Chase's account emphasized that the GCI radar(s) had his aircraft and the
unknown object on-scope for a total flight-distance of the order of several
hundred miles, including a near overflight of the ground radar. With such wide
variations in angles of incidence of the ground-radar beam on any inversion or
duct, however intense, the possibility of anomalous propagation effects
yielding a consistent pattern of spurious echo matching the reported movements
and the appearances and disappearances of the target is infinitesimal. And the
more so in view of the simultaneous appearances and disappearances on the ECM
gear and via visible emissions from the unknown. To suggest, as is tentatively
done on p. 138 that the "red glow" might have been a "mirage of Oklahoma
City", when the pilot's description of the luminous source involves a wide
range of viewing angles, including two instances when he was viewing it at
quite large depression angles, is wholly unreasonable. Unfortunately, that
kind of casual ad hoc hypothesizing with almost no attention to relevant
physical considerations runs all through the case-discussions in the treatment
of radar and optical cases in the Condon Report, frequently (though not in
this instance) being made the basis of "explanations" that are merely absurd.
On p. 265 of the Report, the question of whether this incident might be
explained in terms of any "plasma effect" is considered but rejected. In the
end, this case is conceded to be unexplained.

    No evidence that a report on this event reached Project Bluebook was found
by the Colorado investigators. That may seem hard to believe for those who are
under the impression that the Air Force has been diligently and exhaustively
investigating UFO reports over the past 22 years. But to those who have
examined more closely the actual levels of investigation, lack of a report on
this incident is not so surprising. Other comparable instances could he cited,
and still more where the military aircrews elected to spare themselves the
bother of interrogation,by not even reporting events about as puzzling as
those found in this RB-47 incident.

    But what is of greatest present interest is the point that here we have a
well-reported, multi-channel, multiple-witness UFO report, coming in fact from
within the Air Force itself, investigated by the Condon Report team, conceded
to be unexplained, and yet it is, in final analysis, ignored by Dr. Condon. In
no section of the Report specifically written by the principal investigator
does he even allude to this intriguing case. My question is how such events
can be written off as demanding no further scientific study. To me, such cases
seem to cry out for the most intensive scientific study -- and the more so
because they are actually so much more numerous than the scientific community
yet realizes. There is a scientific mystery here that is being ignored and
shoved under the rug; the strongest and most unjustified shove has come from
the Condon Report. "unjustified" because that Report itself contains so many
scientifically puzzling unexplained cases (approximately 30 out of 90 cases
considered) that it is extremely difficult to understand how its principal
investigator could have construed the contents of the Report as supporting a
view that UFO studies should be terminated.

Case 2. Lakenheath and Bentwaters RAF/USAF units; England, August 13-14,
        1956.
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Brief summary: Observations of unidentified objects by USAF and RAF personnel,
extending over 5 hours, and involving ground-radar, airborne-radar, ground
visual and airborne-visual sightings of high-speed unconventionally
maneuvering obJects in the vicinity of two RAF stations at night. It is Case 2
in the Condon Report and is there conceded to be unexplained.

1.   Introduction:

     This case will illustrate, in significant ways, the following points:

    a)   It illustrates the fact that many scientifically intriguing UFO
         reports have lain in USAF/Bluebook files for years without knowledge
         thereof by the scientific community.

    b)   It represents a large subset of UFO cases in which all of the
         observations stemmed from military sources and which, had there been
         serious and competent scientific interest operating in Project
         Bluebook, could have been very thoroughly investigated while the
         information was fresh. It also illustrates the point that the actual
         levels of investigation were entirely inadequate in even as
         unexplainable and involved cases as this one.

    c)   It illustrates the uncomfortably incomplete and internally
         inconsistent features that one encounters in almost every report of
         its kind in the USAF/Bluebook files at Wright-Patterson AFB, features
         attesting to the dearth of scientific competence in the Air Force UFO
         investigations over the past 20 years.

    d)   It illustrates, when the original files are carefully studied and
         compared with the discussion thereof in the Condon Report,
         shortcomings in presentation and critique given many cases in the
         Condon Report.

    e)   Finally, I believe it illustrates an example of those cases conceded
         to be unexplainable by the Condon Report that argue need for much
         more extensive and more thorough scientific investigation of the UFO
         problem, a need negated in the Condon Report and in the Academy
         endorsement thereof.

    My discussion of this case will be based upon the 30-page Bluebook case-
file, plus certain other information presented on it in the Condon Report.
This "Lakenheath case" was not known outside of USAF circles prior to
publication of the Condon Report. None of the names of military personnel
involved are given in the Condon Report. (Witness names, dates, and locales
are deleted from all of the main group of cases in that Report, seriously
impeding independent scientific check of case materials.) I secured copies of
the case-file from Bluebook, but all names of military personnel involved in
the incident were cut out of the Xerox copies prior to releasing the material
to me. Hence I have been unable to interview personally the key witnesses.
However, there is no indication that anyone on the colorado Project did any
personal interviews, either; so it would appear I have had access to the same
basic data used in the Condon Report's treatment of this extremely interesting
case.

    For no Justified reason, the Condon Report not only deletes witness names,
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         a time of some minutes. No ghost-return or multiple-scatter
         hypothesis can explain such an event.

     I believe that the cited sequence of extremely baffling events, involving
so many observers and so many distinct observing channels, and exhibiting such
unconventional features, should have led to the most intensive Air Force
inquiries. But I would have to say precisely the same about dozens of other
inexplicable Air Force-related UFO incidents reported to Bluebook since 1947.
What the above illustrative case shows all too well is that highly unusual
events have been occurring under circumstances where any organization with
even passing scientific curiosity should have responded vigorously, yet the
Air Force UFO program has repeatedly exhibited just as little response as I
have noted in the above 1956 Lakenheath incident. The Air Force UFO program,
contrary to the impression held by most scientists here and abroad, has been
an exceedingly superficial and generally quite incompetent program. Repeated
suggestions from Air Force press offices, to the effect that "the best
scientific talents available to the U.S. Air Force" have been brought to bear
on the UFO question are so far from the truth as to be almost laughable, yet
those suggestions have served to mislead the scientific community, here and
abroad, into thinking that careful investigations were yielding solid
conclusions to the effect that the UFO problem was a nonsense problem. The Air
Force has given us all the impression that its UFO reports involved only
misidentified phenomena of conventional sorts. That, I submit, is far from
correct, and the Air Force has not responsibly discharged its obligations to
the public in conveying so gross a misimpression for twenty years. I charge
incompetence, not conspiracy, let me stress.

    The Condon Report, although disposed to suspicion that perhaps some sort
of anomalous radar propagation might be involved (I record here my objection
that the Condon Report exhibits repeated instances of misunderstanding of the
limits of anomalous propagation effects), does concede that Lakenheath is an
unexplained case. Indeed, the Report ends its discussion with the quite
curious admission that, in the Lakenheath episode, "...the probability that at
least one genuine UFO was involved appears to be fairly high."

    One could easily become enmeshed in a semantic dispute over the meaning of
the phrase, "one genuine UFO", so I shall simply assert that my own position
is that the Lakenheath case exemplifies a disturbingly large group of UFO
reports in which the apparent degree of scientific inexplicability is so great
that, instead of being ignored and laughed at, those cases should all along
since 1947 have been drawing the attention of a large body of the world's best
scientists. Had the latter occurred, we might now have some answers, some
clues to the real nature of the UFO phenomena. But 22 years of inadequate UFO
investigations have kept this stunning scientific problem out of sight and
under a very broad rug called Project Bluebook, whose final termination on
December 18, 1969 ought to mark the end of an era and the start of a new one
relative to the UFO problem.

    More specifically, with cases like Lakenheath and the 1957 RB-47 case and
many others equally puzzling that are to be found within the Condon Report, I
contest Condon's principal conclusion "that further extensive study of UFOs
probably cannot be justified in the expectation that science will be advanced
thereby." And I contest the endorsement of such a conclusion by a panel of the
National Academy of Sciences, an endorsement that appears to be based upon
essentially _zero_ independent scientific cross-checking of case material in
the Report. Finally, I question the judgment of those Air Force scientific
offices and agencies that have accepted so weak a report. The Lakenheath case
is just one example of the basis upon which I rest those objections. I am
prepared to discuss many more examples.
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8. The Extraterrestrial Hypothesis:

    In this Lakenheath UFO episode, we have evidence of some phenomena defying
ready explanation in terms of present-day science and technology, some
phenomena that include enough suggestion of intelligent control (tail-chase
incident here), or some broadly cybernetic equivalent thereof, that it is
difficult for me to see any reasonable alternative to the hypothesis that
something in the nature of extraterrestrial devices engaged-in something in
the nature of surveillance lies at the heart of the UFO problem. That is the
hypothesis that my own study of the UFO problem leads me to regard as most
probable in terms of my present information. This is, like all scientific
hypotheses, a working hypothesis to be accepted or rejected only on the basis
of continuing investigation. Present evidence surely does not amount to
incontrovertible proof of the extraterrestrial hypothesis. What I find
scientifically dismaying is that, while a large body of UFO evidence now seems
to point in no other direction than the extraterrestrial hypothesis, the
profoundly important implications of that possibility are going unconsidered
by the scientific community because this entire problem has been imputed to be
little more than a nonsense matter unworthy of serious scientific attention.
Those overtones have been generated almost entirely by scientists and others
who have done essentially no real investigation of the problem-area in which
they express such strong opinions. Science is not supposed to proceed in that
manner, and this AAAS Symposium should see an end to such approaches to the
UFO problem.

    Put more briefly, doesn't a UFO case like Lakenheath warrant more than a
mere shrug of the shoulders from science?

Case 3.  Haneda Air Force Base, Japan, August 5-6, 1952.

Brief summary: USAF tower operators at Haneda AFB observed an unusually bright
bluish-white light to their NE, alerted the GCI radar unit at Shiroi, which
then called for a scramble of an F94 interceptor after getting radar returns
in same general area. GCI ground radar vectored the F94 to an orbiting unknown
target, which the F94 picked up on its airborne radar. The target then
accelerated out of the F94's radar range after 90 seconds of pursuit that was
followed also on the Shiroi GCI radar.

1.  Introduction:

    The visual and radar sightings at Haneda AFB, Japan, on August 5-6, 1952,
represent an example of a long-puzzling case, still carried as an unidentified
case by Project Bluebook, at my latest check, and chosen for analysis in the
Condon Report. In the latter, is putatively explained in terms of a
combination of diffraction and mirage distortion of the star Capella, as far
as the visual parts are concerned, while the radar portions are attributed to
anomalous propagation. I find very serious difficulties with those
"explanations" and regard them as typical of a number of rather casually
advanced explanations of long-standing UFO cases that appear in the Condon
Report. Because this case has been discussed in such books as those of
Ruppelt, Keyhoe, and Hall, it is of particular interest to carefully examine
case-details on it and then to examine the basis of the Condon Report's
explanation of it, as example of how the Condon Report disposed of old
"classic cases."

    Haneda AFB, active during the Korean War, lay about midway between central
Tokyo and central Yokohama, adjacent to Tokyo International Airport. The 1952
UFO incident began with visual sightings of a brilliant object in the
northeastern sky, as seen by two control tower operators going on duty at 2330
LST (all times hereafter will be LST). It will serve brevity to introduce some
coded name designations for these men and for several officers involved, since
neither the Condon Report, nor my copies of the original Bluebook case-file
show names (excised from latter copies in accordance with Bluebook practice on
non-release of witness names in UFO cases):

     Coded                  Identification
  Designation               --------------
  -----------

   Airman A       One of two Haneda tower operators who first sighted light.
                   Rank was A/3c.

   Airman B       Second Haneda tower operator to first sight light. Rank
                   was A/1c.

   Lt. A          Controller on duty at Shiroi GCI unit up to 2400, 8/5/52.
                   Rank was 1st Lt.

   Lt. B          Controller at Shiroi after 0000, 8/6/52, also 1st Lt.

   Lt. P          Pilot of scrambled F94, also 1st Lt.
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   Lt. R          Radar officer in F94, also 1st Lt.

    Shiroi GCI Station, manned by the 528th AC&W (Aircraft Control and
Warning) Group, lay approximately 20 miles NE of Haneda (specifically at 35
deg. 49' N, 140 deg. 2' E) and had a CPS-1 10-cm search radar plus a CPS 10-
cm height-finding radar. Two other USAF facilities figure in the incident,
Tachikawa AFB, lying just over 20 miles WNW of Haneda, and Johnson AFB, almost
30 miles NW of Waneda. The main radar incidents center over the north
extremity of Tokyo Bay, roughly midway from central Tokyo to Chiba across the
Bay.

    The Bluebook case-file on this incident contains 25 pages, and since the
incident predates promulgation of AFR200-2, the strictures on time-reporting,
etc., are not here so bothersome as in the Lakenheath case of 1956, discussed
above. Nevertheless, the same kind of disturbing internal inconsistencies are
present here as one finds in most Bluebook case reports; in particular, there
is a bothersome variation in times given for specific events in different
portions of the case-file. One of these, stressed in the Condon Report, will
be discussed explicitly below; but for the rest, I shall use those times which
appear to yield the greatest over-all internal consistency. This will
introduce no serious errors, since the uncertainties are mostly only 1 or 2
minutes and, except for the cited instance, do not alter any important
implications regardless of which cited time is used. The over-all duration of
the visual and radar sightings is about 50 minutes. The items of main interest
occurred between 2330 and 0020, approximately.

    Although this case involves both visual and radar observations of
unidentified objects, careful examination does not support the view that the
same object was ever assuredly seen visually and on radar at the same time,
with the possible exception of the very first radar detection just after 2330.
Thus it is not a "radar-visual" case, in the more significant sense of
concurrent two-channel observations of an unknown object. This point will be
discussed further in Section 5.

2.  Visual Observations:

    a.   First visual detection.

    At 2330, Airmen A and B, while walking across the ramp at Haneda AFB to go
    on the midnight shift at the airfield control tower, noticed an
    "exceptionally bright light" in their northeastern sky. They went
    immediately to the control tower to alert two other on-duty controllers to
    it and to examine it more carefully with the aid of the 7x50 binoculars
    available in the tower. The Bluebook case-file notes that the two
    controllers already on tower-duty "had not previously noticed it because
    the operating load had been keeping their attention elsewhere. "

    b.   Independent visual detection at Tachikawa AFB.

    About ten minutes later, according to the August 12, 1952, Air
    Intelligence Information Report (IR-35-52) in the Bluebook case-file;
    Haneda was queried about an unusually bright light by controllers at
    Tachikawa AFB, 21 miles to their WNW. IR-35-52 states: "The control tower
    at Tachikawa Air Force Base called Haneda tower at approximately 2350 to
    bring their attention to a brilliant white light over Tokyo Bay. The tower
    replied that it had been in view for some time and that it was being
    checked."

    This feature of the report is significant in two respects: 1) It indicates
    that the luminous source was of sufficiently unusual brilliance to cause
    two separate groups of Air Force controllers at two airfields to respond
    independently and to take alert-actions; and 2) More significantly, the
    fact that the Tachikawa controllers saw the source in a direction "over
    Tokyo Bay" implies a line-of-sight distinctly south of east. From
    Tachikawa, even the north end of the Bay lies to the ESE. Thus the
    intersection of the two lines of sight fell somewhere in the northern half
    of the Bay, it would appear. As will be seen later, this is where the most
    significant parts of the radar tracking occurred subsequently.

    c. Direction, intensity, and configuration of
        the luminous source.

    IR-35-52 contains a signed statement by Air man A, a sketch of the way the
    luminous source looked through 7-power binoculars, and summary comments by
    Capt. Charle"s J. Malven, the FEAF intelligence officer preparing the
    report for transmission to Bluebook.

    Airman A's own statement gives the bearing of the source as NNE; Malven
    summary specifies only NE. Presumably the witness' statement is the more
    reliable, and it also seems to be given a greater degree of precision,
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    whence a line-of-sight azimuth somewhere in the range of 25 to 35 deg.
    east of north appears to be involved in the Haneda sightings. By contrast,
    the Tachikawa sighting-azimuth was in excess of 90 deg. from north, and
    probably beyond 100 deg., considering the geography involved, a point I
    shall return to later.

    Several different items in the report indicate the high _intensity_ of the
    source. Airman A's signed statement refers to it as "the intense bright
    light over the Bay." The annotated sketch speaks of "constant brilliance
    across the entire area" of the (extended) source, and remarks on "the
    blinding effect from the brilliant light." Malven's summary even points
    out that "Observers stated that their eyes would fatigue rapidly when they
    attempted to concentrate their vision on the object," and elsewhere speaks
    of "the brilliant blue-white light of the object." Most of these
    indications of brightness are omitted from the Condon Report, yet bear on
    the Capella hypothesis in terms of which that Report seeks to dispose of
    these visual sightings.

    Airman A's filed statement includes the remark that "I know it wasn't a
    star, weather balloon or venus, because I compared it with all three."
    This calls for two comments. First, Venus is referred to elsewhere in the
    case-file, but this is certainly a matter of confusion, inasmuch as Venus
    had set that night before about 2000 LST. Since elsewhere in the report
    reference is made to Venus lying in the East, and since the only
    noticeable celestial object in that sector at that time would have been
    Jupiter, I would infer that where "Venus" is cited in the case-file, one
    should read "Jupiter." Jupiter would have risen near 2300, almost due
    east, with apparent magnitude -2.0. Thus Airman A's assertion that the
    object was brighter than "Venus" may probably be taken to imply something
    of the order of magnitude -3.0 or brighter. Indeed, since it is most
    unlikely that any observer would speak of a -3.0 magnitude source as
    "blinding" or "fatiguing" to look at, I would suggest that the actual
    luminosity, at its periods of peak value (see below) must have exceeded
    even magnitude -3 by a substantial margin.

    Airman A's allusion to the intensity as compared with a "weather balloon"
    refers to the comparisons (elaborated below) with the light suspended from
    a pilot balloon released near the tower at 2400 that night and observed by
    the tower controllers to scale the size and brightness. This is a very
    fortunate scaling comparison, because the small battery-operated lights
    long used in meteorological practice have a known luminosity of about 1.5
    candle. Since a 1-candle source at 1 kilometer yields apparent magnitude
    0.8, inverse-square scaling for the here known balloon distance of 2000
    feet (see below) implies an apparent magnitude of about -0.5 for the
    balloon-light as viewed at time of launch. Capt. Malven's summary states,
    in discussing this quite helpful comparison, "The balloon's light was
    described as extremely dim and yellow, when compared to the brilliant blue
    white light of the object." Here again, I believe one can safely infer an
    apparent luminosity of the object well beyond Jupiter's -2.0. Thus, we
    have here a number of compatible indications of apparent brightness well
    beyond that of any star, which will later be seen to contradict
    explanations proposed in the Condon Report for the visual portions of the
    Haneda sightings.

    Of further interest relative to any stellar source hypothesis are the
    descriptions of the _configuration_ of the object as seen with 7-power
    binoculars from the Haneda tower, and its approximate _angular diameter_.
    Fortunately, the latter seems to have been adjudged in direct comparison
    with an object of determinate angular subtense that was in view in the
    middle of the roughly 50-minute sighting. At 2400, a small weather balloon
    was released from a point at a known distance of 2000 ft from the control
    tower. Its diameter at release was approximately 24 inches. (IR-35-52
    refers to it as a "ceiling balloon", but the cloud-cover data contained
    therein is such that no ceiling balloon would have been called for.
    Furthermore, the specified balloon mass, 30 grams, and diameter, 2 ft, are
    precisely those of a standard pilot balloon for upper-wind measurement.
    And finally, the time [2400 LST = 1500Z] was the standard time for a pilot
    balloon run, back in that period.) A balloon of 2-ft diameter at 2000-ft
    range would subtend 1 milliradian, or just over 3 minutes of arc, and this
    was used by the tower observers to scale the apparent angular subtense of
    the luminous source. As IR-35-52 puts it: "Three of the operators
    indicated the size of the light, when closest to the tower, was
    approximately the same as the small ceiling balloons (30 grams, appearing
    24 inches in diameter) when launched from the weather station, located at
    about 2000 ft from the tower. This would make the size of the central
    light about 50 ft in diameter, when at the 10 miles distance tracked by
    GCI.... A lighted weather balloon was launched at 2400 hours..." Thus, it
    would appear that an apparent angular subtense close to 3 minutes of arc
    is a reasonably reliable estimate for the light as seen by naked eye from
    Haneda. This is almost twice the average resolution-limit of the human
    eye, quite large enough to match the reported impressions that it had
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    discernible extent, i.e., was not merely a point source.

    But the latter is very much more clearly spelled out, in any event, for
    IR-35-52 gives a fairly detailed description of the object's appearance
    through 7-power binoculars. It is to be noted that, if the naked-eye
    diameter were about 3 minutes, its apparent subtense when viewed through
    7X-binoculars would be about 20 minutes, or two-thirds the naked-eye
    angular diameter of the full moon -- quite large enough to permit
    recognition of the finer details cited in IR-35-52, as follows: "The light
    was described as circular in shape, with brilliance appearing to be
    constant across the face. The light appeared to be a portion of a large
    round dark shape which was about four times the diameter of the light.
    When the object was close enough for details to be seen, a smaller, less
    brilliant light could be seen at the lower left hand edge, with two or
    three more dim lights running in a curved line along the rest of the lower
    edge of the dark shape. Only the lower portion of the darker shape could
    be determined, due to the lighter sky which was believed to have blended
    with the upper side of the object. No rotation was noticed. No sound was
    heard."

    Keeping in mind that those details are, in effect, described for an image
    corresponding in apparent angular size to over half a lunar diameter, the
    detail is by no means beyond the undiscernible limit. The sketch included
    with IR-35-52 matches the foregoing description, indicating a central
    disc of "constant brilliance across entire area (not due to a point source
    of light)", an annular dark area of overall diameter 3-4 times that of the
    central luminary, and having four distinct lights on the lower periphery,
    "light at lower left, small and fairly bright, other lights dimmer and
    possibly smaller." Finally, supportive comment thereon is contained in the
    signed statement of Airman A. He comments: "After we got in the tower I
    started looking at it with binoculars, which made the object much clearer.
    Around the bright white light in the middle, there was a darker object
    which stood out against the sky, having little white lights along the
    outer edge, and a glare around the whole thing."

    All of these configurational details, like the indications of a quite un-
    starlike brilliance, will be seen below to be almost entirely
    unexplainable on the Capella hypothesis with which the Condon Report seeks
    to settle the Haneda visual sightings. Further questions ultimately arise
    from examination of reported apparent motions of the luminous source,
    which will be considered next.

    d.   Reported descriptions of apparent motions of
         the luminous source.

    Here we meet the single most important ambiguity in the Haneda case-file,
    though the weight of the evidence indicates that the luminous object
    exhibited definite movements. The ambiguity arises chiefly from the way
    Capt. Malven summarized the matter in his IR-35-52 report a week after the
    incident; "The object faded twice to the East, then returned. Observers
    were uncertain whether disappearance was due to a dimming of the lights,
    rotation of object, or to the object moving away at terrific speed, since
    at times of fading the object was difficult to follow closely, except as a
    small light. Observers did agree that when close, the object did appear to
    move horizontally, varying apparent position and speed slightly." Aside
    from the closing comment, all of Malven's summary remarks could be
    interpreted as implying either solely radial motion (improbable because it
    would imply the Haneda observers just happened to be in precisely the spot
    from which no crosswise velocity component could be perceived) or else
    merely illusion of approach and recession due to some intrinsic or
    extrinsic time-variation in apparent brightness.

    In contrast to the above form in which Malven summarized the reported
    motions, the way Airman A described them in his own statement seems to
    refer to distinct motions, including transverse components: "I watched
    it disappear twice through the glasses. It seemed to travel to the East
    and gaining altitude at a very fast speed, much faster than any jet. Every
    time it disappeared it returned again, except for the last time when the
    jets were around. It seemed to know they were there. As for an estimate of
    the size of the object -- I couldn't even guess." Recalling that elsewhere
    in that same signed statement this tower controller had given the observed
    direction to the object as NNE, his specification that the object "seemed
    to travel to the East" seems quite clearly to imply a non radial motion,
    since, if only an impression of the latter were involved, one would
    presume he would have spoken of it in some such terms as "climbing out
    rapidly to the NNE". Since greater weight is presumably to be placed on
    direct-witness testimony than on another's summary thereof, it appears
    necessary to assume that not mere radial recession but also transverse
    components of recession. upwards and towards the East, were observed.

    That the luminous source varied substantially in angular subtense is made
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    very clear at several points in the case-file: One passage already cited
    discusses the "size of the light, when closest to the tower...", while, by
    contrast, another says that: "At the greatest distance, the size of the
    light appeared slightly larger than Venus, approximately due East of
    Haneda, and slightly brighter." (For "Venus" read "Jupiter" as noted
    above. Jupiter was then near quadrature with angular diameter of around 40
    seconds of arc. Since the naked eye is a poor judge of comparative angular
    diameters that far below the resolution limit, little more can safely be
    read into that statement than the conclusion that the object's luminous
    disc diminished quite noticeably and its apparent brightness fell to a
    level comparable to or a bit greater than Jupiter's when at greatest
    perceived distance. By virtue of the latter, it should be noted, one has
    another basis for concluding that when at peak brilliance it must have
    been considerably brighter than Jupiter's -2.0, a conclusion already
    reached by other arguments above.

    In addition to exhibiting what seems to imply recession, eastward motion,
    and climb to disappearance, the source also disappeared for at least one
    other period far too long to be attributed to any scintillation or other
    such meteorological optical effect: "When we were about half way across
    the ramp (Airman A stated), it disappeared for the first time and returned
    to approximately the same spot about 15 seconds later." There were
    scattered clouds over Haneda at around 15-16,000 ft, and a very few
    isolated clouds lower down, yet it was full moon that night and, if
    patches of clouds had drifted very near the controllers' line-of-sight to
    the object, they could be expected to have seen the clouds. (The upper
    deck was evidently thin, for Capt. Malven notes in his report that "The
    F94 crew reported exceptional visibility and stated that the upper cloud
    layer did not appreciably affect the brilliancy of the moonlight.") A thin
    cloud interposed between observer and a distant luminous source would
    yield an impression of dimming and enhanced effective angular diameter,
    not dimming and reduced apparent size, as reported here. I believe the
    described "disappearances" cannot, in view of these several
    considerations, reasonably be attributed to cloud effects.

    I have now summarized the essential features of the Haneda report dealing
with just the visual observations of some bright luminous source that
initiated the alert and that led to the ground-radar and air borne-radar
observations yet to be described. Before turning to those, which comprise, in
fact, the more significant portion of the over-all sighting, it will be best
to turn next to a critique of the Blue book and the Condon Report attempts to
give an explanation of the visual portions of the sighting.

3. Bluebook Critique of the Visual Sightings:

    In IR-35-52. Capt, Malven offers only one hypothesis, and that in only
passing manner: He speculates briefly on whether "reflections off the water
(of the Bay, I presume) were...sufficient to form secondary reflections off
the lower clouds," and by the latter he refers to "isolated patches of thin
clouds reported by the F-94 crew as being at approximately 4000 feet..." He
adds that "these clouds were not reported to be visible by the control tower
personnel," which, in view of the 60-mile visibility cited elsewhere in the
case-file and in view of the full moon then near the local meridian, suggests
that those lower clouds must have been exceedingly widely scattered to escape
detection by the controllers.

    What Malven seems to offer there, as an hypothesis for the observed visual
source, is cloud-reflection of moonlight -- and in manner all too typical of
many other curious physical explanations one finds scattered through Bluebook
case-files, he brings in a consideration that reveals lack of appreciation of
what is central to the issue. If he wants to talk about cloud-reflected
moonlight, why render a poor argument even weaker by invoking not direct moon
light but moonlight secondarily reflected off the surface of Tokyo Bay?
Without even considering further that odd twist in his tentative hypothesis,
it is sufficient to note that even direct moonlight striking a patch of cloud
is not "reflected in any ordinary sense of that term. It is scattered from the
cloud droplets and thereby serves not to create any image of a discrete light
source of blinding intensity that fatigues observers' eyes and does the other
things reported by the Haneda observers, but rather serves merely to palely
illuminate a passing patch of cloud material. A very poor hypothesis.

    Malven drops that hypothesis without putting any real stress on it (with
judgment that is not always found where equally absurd "explanations" have
been advanced in innumerable other Bluebook case-files by reporting officers
or by Bluebook staff members). He does add that there was some thunderstorm
activity reported that night off to the northwest of Tokyo, but mentions that
there was no reported electrical activity therein. Since the direction is
opposite to the line of sight and since the reported visual phenomena bear no
relation to lightning effects, this carried the matter no further, and the
report drops that point there.
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    Finally, Malven mentions very casually an idea that I have encountered
repeatedly in Bluebook files yet nowhere else in my studies of atmospheric
physics, namely, "reflections off ionized portions of the atmosphere." He
states: "Although many sightings might be attributed to visual and electrical
reflections off ionized areas in the atmosphere, the near-perfect visibility
on the night of the sighting, together with the circular orbit of the object
would tend to disprove this theory." Evidently he rejects the "ionized areas"
hypothesis on the ground that presence of such areas is probably ruled out in
view of the unusually good visibility reported that night. I trust that, for
most readers of this discussion, I would only be belaboring the obvious to
remark that Bluebook mythology about radar and visual "reflections" off
"ionized regions" in the clear atmosphere (which mythology I have recently
managed to trace back even to pre-1950 Air Force documents on UFO reports) has
no known basis in fact, but is just one more of the all too numerous measures
of how little scientific critique the Air Force has managed to bring to bear
on its UFO problems over the years.

    Although the final Bluebook evaluation of this entire case, including the
visual portions, was and is "Unidentified", indicating that none of the above
was regarded as an adequate explanation of even the visual features of the
report, one cannot overlook extremely serious deficiencies in the basic report
ing and the interrogation and follow-up here. This incident occurred in that
period which my own studies lead me to describe as sort of a highwater mark
for Project Bluebook. Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt was then Bluebook Officer at
Wright-Patterson AFB, and both he and his superiors were then taking the UFO
problem more seriously than it was taken by USAF at any other time in the past
22 years. Neither before nor after 1952-3 were there as many efforts made to
assemble case-information, to go out and actually check in the field on
sightings, etc. Yet it should be uncomfortably apparent already at this point
in this discussion of the Haneda case that quite basic points were not run to
ground and pinned down. Ruppelt, in his 1956 book, speaks of this Haneda case
as if it were regarded as one of the most completely reported cases they'd
received as of mid-1952. He mentioned that his office sent a query to FEAF
offices about a few points of confusion, and that the replies came back with
impressive promptness, etc. If one needed some specific clue to the
regrettably low scientific level of the operation of Bluebook even during this
period of comparatively energetic case-investigation, one can find it in study
of the Haneda report. Even so simple a matter as checking whether Venus was
actually in the East was obviously left undone; and numerous cross-questions
and followup queries on motions, angles, times, etc., not even thought of.
That, I stress, is what any scientist who studies the Bluebook files as I have
done will find all through 22 years of Air Force handling of the UFO problem.
Incompetence and superficiality -- even at the 1952 highwater mark under
Ruppelt's relatively vigorous Project-direction.

4. Condon Report Critique of the Visual Sightings:

    On p. 126 of the Condon Report, the luminous source discussed above is
explained as a diffracted image of the star Capella: "The most likely source
to have produced the visual obJect is the star Capella (magnitude 0.2), which
was 8 deg. above horizon at 37 deg. azimuth at 2400 LST. The precise nature of
the optical propagation mechanism that would have produced such a strangely
diffracted image as reported by the Haneda AFB observers must remain
conjectural."

    Suggesting that perhaps "a sharp temperature inversion may have existed at
the top of (an inferred) moist layer, below which patches of fog or mist could
collect," the Report continues as follows: "The observed diffraction pattern
could have been produced by either (1) interference effects associated with
propagation within and near the top of an inversion, or (2) a corona with a
dark aureole produced by a mist of droplets of water of about 0.2 mm diameter
spaced at regular intervals is described by Minnaert (1954). In either event,
the phenomenon must be quite rare. The brightness of the image may have been
due in part to 'Raman brightening' of an image seen through an inversion
layer."

    And in the final paragraph discussing this case, the Condon Report merely
rounds it off to: "In summary , it appears that the most probable causes of
this UFO report are an optical effect on a bright light source that produced
the visual sighting..." (and goes on to a remark on the radar portions we have
yet to examine here) .

    There are some very serious difficulties with the more specific parts of
the suggested explanation, and the vagueness of the other parts is
sufficiently self-evident to need little comment.

    First, nothing in the literature of meteorological optics discusses any
diffraction-produced coronae with a dark annular space extending out to three
or four diameters of the central luminary, such as is postulated in the above
Condon Report explanation. The radial intensity pattern of a corona may be
roughly described as a damped oscillatory radial variation of luminosity, with
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zero intensity minima (for the simple case of a monochromatic luminary) at
roughly equal intervals, and no broad light-free annulus comparable to that
described in detail by the Haneda controllers. Thus, lack of understanding of
the nature of coronae is revealed at the outset in attempting to fit the
Haneda observations to such a phenomenon.

    Second, droplets certainly do not have to be "spaced at regular intervals"
to yield a corona, and Minnaert's book makes no such suggestion, another
measure of misunderstanding of the meteorological optics here concerned. Nor
is there any physical mechanism operating in clouds capable of yielding any
such regular droplet spacing. Both Minnaert and cloud physics are
misunderstood in that passage.

    Third, one quickly finds, by some trial calculations, using the familiar
optical relation (Exner equation) for the radial positions of the minima of
the classical corona pattern, that the cited drop diameter of 0.2 mm = 200
microns was obtained in the Condon Report by back-calculating from a tacit
requirement that the first-order minimum lay close to 3 milliradians, for
these are the values that satisfy the Exner equation for an assumed wavelength
of about 0.5 microns for visible light. This discloses even more thorough
misunderstanding of corona optics, for that first-order minimum marks not some
outer edge of a broad dark annulus as described and sketched by the Haneda
tower operators, but the outer edge of the innermost annulus of high intensity
of diffracted light. This clearly identifies basic misunderstanding of the
matters at hand.

    Fourth, the just-cited computation yielded a droplet diameter of 200
microns, which is so large as to be found only in drizzling or raining clouds
and never in thin scattered clouds of the sort here reported, clouds that
scarcely attenuated the full moon's light. That is, the suggestion that
"patches of fog or mist" collected under an hypothesized inversion could grow
droplets of that large size is meteorologically out of the question. If
isolated patches of clouds interposed themselves on an observer's line of
sight to some distant luminary, under conditions of the sort prevailing at
Haneda that night, drop diameters down in the range of 10-20 microns would be
the largest one could expect, and the corona-size would be some 10 to 20 times
greater than the 3 milliradians which was plugged into the Exner equation in
the above-cited computation. And this would, of course, not even begin to
match anything observed that night.

     Fifth, the vague suggestion that "Raman brightening" or other
"interference effects associated with propagation within and near the top of
an inversion" is involved here makes the same serious error that is made in
attempted optical explanations of other cases in the Condon Report. Here we
are asked to consider that light from Capella, whose altitude was about 8 deg.
above the NE horizon (a value that I confirm) near the time of the Haneda
observations, was subjected to Raman brightening or its equivalent; yet one of
the strict requirements of all such interference effects is that the ray paths
impinge on the inversion surface at grazing angles of incidence of only a
small fraction of a degree. No ground observer viewing Capella at 8 deg.
elevation angle could possibly see anything like Raman brightening, for the
pertinent angular limits would be exceeded by one or two orders of magnitude.
Added to this measure of misunderstandlng of the optics of such interference
phenomena in this attempted explanation is the further difficulty that, for
any such situation as is hypothesized in the Condon Report explanation, the
observer's eye must be physically located at or directly under the index-
discontinuity, which would here mean up in the air at the altitude of the
hypothesized inversion. But all of the Haneda observations were made from the
ground level. Negation of Raman brightening leaves one more serious gap in the
Capella hypothesis, since its magnitude of 0.2 lies at a brightness level well
below that of Jupiter, yet the Haneda observers seem to have been comparing
the object's luminosity to Jupiter's and finding it far brighter, not dimmer.

     Sixth, the Condon Report mentions the independent sighting from Tachikawa
AFB, but fails to bring out that the line of sight from that observing site
(luminary described as lying over Tokyo Bay, as seen from Tachikawa) pointed
more than 45 deg. away from Capella, a circumstance fatal to fitting the
Capella hypothesis to both sightings. Jupiter lay due East, not "over Tokyo
Bay" from Tachikawa, and it had been rising in the eastern sky for many days,
so it is, in any event, unlikely to have suddenly triggered an independent
response at Tachikawa that night. And, conversely, the area intersection of
the reported lines of sight from Haneda and Tachikawa falls in just the North
Bay area where Shiroi GCI first got radar returns and where all the subsequent
radar activity was localized.

     Seventh, nothing in the proffered explanations in the Condon Report
confronts the reported movements and disappearances of the luminous object
that are described in the Bluebook case-file on Haneda. If, for the several
reasons offered above, we conclude that not only apparent radial motions, but
also lateral and climbing motions were observed, neither diffraction nor Raman
effects can conceivably fit them.
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    Eighth, the over-all configuration as seen through 7X binoculars,
particularly with four smaller lights perceived on the lower edge of the
broad, dark annulus, is not in any sense explained by the ideas qualitatively
advanced in the Condon Report on the weak basis now remarked.

    Ninth, the Condon Report puts emphasis on the point that, whereas Haneda
and Tachikawa observers saw the light, airmen at the Shiroi GCI site went
outside and looked in vain for the light when the plotted radar position
showed one or more targets to their south or south-southeast. This is correct.
But we are quite familiar with both highly directional and semi-directional
light sources on our own technological devices, so the failure to detect a
light from the Shiroi side does not very greatly strengthen the hypothesis
that Capella was the luminary in the Haneda visual sightings. The same can be
said for lack of visual observations from the F-94, which got only radar
returns as it closed on its target,

    I believe that it is necessary to conclude that the "explanation" proposed
in the Condon Report for the visual portions of the Haneda case are almost
wholly unacceptable. And I remark that my analysis of many other explanations
in the Condon Report finds them to be about equally weak in their level of
scientific argumentation. We were supposed to get in the Condon Report a level
of critique distinctly better than that which had come from Bluebook for many
years; but much of the critique in that Report is little less tendentious and
ill-based than that which is so dismaying in 22 years of Air Force discussions
of UFO cases. The above stands as only one illustration of the point I make
there; many more could be cited.

    Next we must examine the radar aspects of the 8/5-6/52 Haneda case.

5.  Radar Observations:

    Shortly after the initial visual sighting at Haneda, the tower controllers
alerted the Shiroi GCI radar unit (located about 15 miles NE of central
Tokyo), asking them to look for a target somewhere NE of Haneda at an altitude
which they estimated (obviously on weak grounds) to be somewhere between 1500
and 5000 feet, both those figures appearing in the Bluebook case-file. Both a
CPS-1 search radar and a CPS-4 height-finder radar were available at Shiroi,
but only the first of those picked up the target, ground clutter interference
precluding useful CPS-4 returns. The CPS-1 radar was a 10-cm, 2-beam set with
peak power of 1 megawatt, PRF of 400/sec, antenna tilt 3 deg., and scan-rate
operated that night at 4 rpm. I find no indication that it was equipped with
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From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:15:33 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 04:55:31 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Friday, December 20, 1996 7:52 AM
>
> Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 06:16:21 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961216195138.007644e8@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> >
> > Another question that comes to mind is how is therapy
> > administered to treat a problem for which there is no
precedent
> > within the mental health field?
>
> I think it would be possible to treat the symptoms or treat
the
> after-effects without having it previously established that
alien
> abductions are real.

There may be some inherent problems here to overcome. Let us use
my case as an example.
I was beset with flashes of imagery that made absolutely no
logical sense, John. The only possible explanation that came to
mind in trying to make some sense of what I was experiencing was
that I had witnessed some possible violent confrontation behind
my van across the meadow after going out to it to go to bed for
the night. However, that didn't explain the apparent approaching
'helicopter that made no noise' that preceded the vision of the
fuzzy, short people within the blinding blue/white light.
Moreover, it also didn't even begin to over any rationalization
for the inexplicable extreme emotional agitation that I was
experiencing in association with these flashes of memory. During
the three months between the onset of these flashes of memory
and my undergoing hypno-regression, it would be fair to state
that I was rapidly becoming an emotional basket case. These
circumstances were entirely intolerable considering my military
upbringing and certain training and opportunities that I was
afforded while in the military.

What I AM suggesting here is that in order to get to the bottom
line in this situation, hypno-regression was necessary. I
recognize however, that this would not necessarily be the case
in all instances. Many who are abducted seem to recall through
non-extraordinary means, a great deal of their experience. Some
are going to need this sort of tool in order to begin to get by
the fear.

> > > There's no reason why abductees can't be involved in the
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> > > research/investigation but there are some otherwise
obvious
> > > groundrules associated with that.  It isn't a crime that
one or
> > > another person has difficulty separating themselves from
the
> > > phenomenon, I'd be surprised if that wasn't pretty much
always the
> > > case.
> > I was not referring to disassociating oneself from the
phenomena
> > John, but from the emotional content that came as a result
of
> > the experience. However, that is also another point. One who
has
> > had this type of experience and intends to enter into
> > research/investigation of abductions and UFOlogy, should
become
> > capable of laying aside any beliefs and/or assumptions that
came
> > about as a result of his/her experience in order to be
> > effective.
>
> Same thing as I was saying really.  Its much more difficult to
be an
> objective investigator if you are also a victim of that which
you are
> investigating.

Well, one needs to adopt an attitude of objectivity concerning
one's own perceived experience.
I'll repeat that in my case I accept that something exceedingly
strange happened. Due to subsequent research by Julie and
myself, I suspect that the experience involved an episode that
could be best drawn in analogy to an intelligence interrogation.
The weird table that I was placed upon is significant to this.

> > I will concede that, but it is strange and in my view, real.
I
> > have seen various tentative hypothesis' put forth in an
attempt
> > to explain away these phenomena, but frankly John, I feel
that
> > the majority of these are more strange than the notion of
some
> > type of being whether from across the galaxy or from a
slight
> > phase of reality away from that we are used to perpetrating
> > these events.
>
> Whatever it turns out to be I'm pretty sure it will be
strange...<grin>

I sincerely hope that you never have the opportunity to
experience it.
In the meantime John, I challenge any other abductee and/or
researcher to honestly set aside all of the assumptions and
adopted beliefs that have come about as a result of their
experience(s).
I truly feel that if they do not, then they run the risk of
being mere pawns and/or tools of the ones who perpetrated the
abduction(s) in the first place. I strongly feel that they are
placing themselves in a great amount of danger by insisting on
playing the helpless victim.

I suspect that there is something in common with all of these
folks who experience repeated abduction. A part of that I feel
lies in what I have suggested above. I feel that in order to
begin to make some real headway into what is in fact occurring,
these folks have to break out of the mold into which they have
placed themselves. That they have as I experienced something
decidedly strange, I have no doubt. But, at the same time I
realize that the perpetrators WANT to dictate to me the roadmap
of the experience. Based upon my post-abduction experiences
John, I have come to the tentative conclusion that these beings
can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion. I
state this because both Julie and myself have witnessed some of
this with our own eyes.

> > As you know, I have my own idea as to what constitutes these
events.
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> > I feel most strongly that it is a mistake as well as quite
> > possibly constituting a great amount of danger for many in
> > assuming/believing that these events are perpetrated by
beings
> > from another world across the galaxy. I feel the truth could
be
> > far stranger than that.
>
> The risk in thinking that nothing is happenning is the same as
thinking
> something specific is happenning and being wrong.  Whatever it
is that's
> happenning doesn't apparently know or care what we think...

It has been my observance that the are smug in their own
abilities. They do care when they find that they themselves are
being observed John. They really put on a show of being
startled.

Wishing you and your wife the happiest of holidays on behalf of
Julie and Myself,

Sincere Kind Regards and Holiday Cheer...

  Clark Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Carl Sagan

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:05:06 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 04:58:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Carl Sagan dies at 62
> Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 11:44:33 -0600
> From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

>    He left us with a ship of the imagination. With this ship we
>    explore the possibilities of a certain future.
>
>    He was a Johnny Appleseed spreading the seeds of thoughts
>    through out the world and the fruits of those orchards are
>    sweet to the endeavors of hope for Man Eternal in  the Universe.
>
>    I see him in the Heavens passing by to take an occasional apple
>    from one of his trees and taste the nectar of God.
>
>    Goodby, Carl... and hello, Carl...  I know you are out there now
>    where the truth is at last found..
>
>    ~Pat~

Not a well known fact regarding Carl Sagan's role and the UFO phenomena.

After the Condon Report and the Air Force announcement that they were
discontinuing BLUE BOOK, rumors ran rampant that the Air Force was going
to destroy the BLUE BOOK files. Dr. Edward Condon tried to use his
influence to do just that. Carl Sagan on hearing of this circulated a
petition and letter with the assistance of Thornton Page
to the scientific community to prevent the destruction
of the BLUE BOOK files. He gathered a lot of support from his collegues and
placed pressure on the Air Force not to destroy the files, but to make them
available for future access and study to the public.

For whatever reason, the Air Force then stated that they would not be
destroying the files and that they would be kept for future public
access. Condon was livid and campaigned very hard to prevent the entry
of the "renegade" Carl Sagan from membership into the prestigious Cosmos
Club in Washington, D.C., thus paying a personal price for his opposition
to Condon.

As it may, ufologists have Carl Sagan to thank for the preservation of the
BLUE BOOK files.

Also, it was due to Carl Sagan and Thornton Page that the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) held its symposium on UFOs against a lot
of political pressure not to address the subject. The symposium gave Hynek
and McDonald a forum to present their viewpoints and cases.

Ed Stewart
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:15:33 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 04:57:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Friday, December 20, 1996 7:52 AM
>
> Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 06:16:21 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961216195138.007644e8@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> >
> > Another question that comes to mind is how is therapy
> > administered to treat a problem for which there is no
precedent
> > within the mental health field?
>
> I think it would be possible to treat the symptoms or treat
the
> after-effects without having it previously established that
alien
> abductions are real.

There may be some inherent problems here to overcome. Let us use
my case as an example.
I was beset with flashes of imagery that made absolutely no
logical sense, John. The only possible explanation that came to
mind in trying to make some sense of what I was experiencing was
that I had witnessed some possible violent confrontation behind
my van across the meadow after going out to it to go to bed for
the night. However, that didn't explain the apparent approaching
'helicopter that made no noise' that preceded the vision of the
fuzzy, short people within the blinding blue/white light.
Moreover, it also didn't even begin to over any rationalization
for the inexplicable extreme emotional agitation that I was
experiencing in association with these flashes of memory. During
the three months between the onset of these flashes of memory
and my undergoing hypno-regression, it would be fair to state
that I was rapidly becoming an emotional basket case. These
circumstances were entirely intolerable considering my military
upbringing and certain training and opportunities that I was
afforded while in the military.

What I AM suggesting here is that in order to get to the bottom
line in this situation, hypno-regression was necessary. I
recognize however, that this would not necessarily be the case
in all instances. Many who are abducted seem to recall through
non-extraordinary means, a great deal of their experience. Some
are going to need this sort of tool in order to begin to get by
the fear.

> > > There's no reason why abductees can't be involved in the
> > > research/investigation but there are some otherwise
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obvious
> > > groundrules associated with that.  It isn't a crime that
one or
> > > another person has difficulty separating themselves from
the
> > > phenomenon, I'd be surprised if that wasn't pretty much
always the
> > > case.
> > I was not referring to disassociating oneself from the
phenomena
> > John, but from the emotional content that came as a result
of
> > the experience. However, that is also another point. One who
has
> > had this type of experience and intends to enter into
> > research/investigation of abductions and UFOlogy, should
become
> > capable of laying aside any beliefs and/or assumptions that
came
> > about as a result of his/her experience in order to be
> > effective.
>
> Same thing as I was saying really.  Its much more difficult to
be an
> objective investigator if you are also a victim of that which
you are
> investigating.

Well, one needs to adopt an attitude of objectivity concerning
one's own perceived experience.
I'll repeat that in my case I accept that something exceedingly
strange happened. Due to subsequent research by Julie and
myself, I suspect that the experience involved an episode that
could be best drawn in analogy to an intelligence interrogation.
The weird table that I was placed upon is significant to this.

> > I will concede that, but it is strange and in my view, real.
I
> > have seen various tentative hypothesis' put forth in an
attempt
> > to explain away these phenomena, but frankly John, I feel
that
> > the majority of these are more strange than the notion of
some
> > type of being whether from across the galaxy or from a
slight
> > phase of reality away from that we are used to perpetrating
> > these events.
>
> Whatever it turns out to be I'm pretty sure it will be
strange...<grin>

I sincerely hope that you never have the opportunity to
experience it.
In the meantime John, I challenge any other abductee and/or
researcher to honestly set aside all of the assumptions and
adopted beliefs that have come about as a result of their
experience(s).
I truly feel that if they do not, then they run the risk of
being mere pawns and/or tools of the ones who perpetrated the
abduction(s) in the first place. I strongly feel that they are
placing themselves in a great amount of danger by insisting on
playing the helpless victim.

I suspect that there is something in common with all of these
folks who experience repeated abduction. A part of that I feel
lies in what I have suggested above. I feel that in order to
begin to make some real headway into what is in fact occurring,
these folks have to break out of the mold into which they have
placed themselves. That they have as I experienced something
decidedly strange, I have no doubt. But, at the same time I
realize that the perpetrators WANT to dictate to me the roadmap
of the experience. Based upon my post-abduction experiences
John, I have come to the tentative conclusion that these beings
can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion. I
state this because both Julie and myself have witnessed some of
this with our own eyes.

> > As you know, I have my own idea as to what constitutes these
events.
> > I feel most strongly that it is a mistake as well as quite
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> > possibly constituting a great amount of danger for many in
> > assuming/believing that these events are perpetrated by
beings
> > from another world across the galaxy. I feel the truth could
be
> > far stranger than that.
>
> The risk in thinking that nothing is happenning is the same as
thinking
> something specific is happenning and being wrong.  Whatever it
is that's
> happenning doesn't apparently know or care what we think...

It has been my observance that the are smug in their own
abilities. They do care when they find that they themselves are
being observed John. They really put on a show of being
startled.

Wishing you and your wife the happiest of holidays on behalf of
Julie and Myself,

Sincere Kind Regards and Holiday Cheer...

  Clark Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:33:16 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 04:53:41 -0500
Subject: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

From: FS@platillos.net (Mario Belmondo)
Newsgroups: alt.alien.research,alt.ufo.reports,
            alt.alien.research,alt.paranet.ufo
Subject: FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY :Europe vs the USA
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 06:48:41 GMT
Organization: Twics Co. Ltd., Japan

--FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY IN EUROPE is different from Flying-Saucerology in
the USA...
----------------------

Does a European Flying-saucerology exist? National differences, languages
and specificities often make one think it does not. But if considered
against the Unitedstatian Flying-saucerology("ufology") as a background, a
common European=20
framework does appear.=20

Both Flying Saucers as a modern phenomenon and Flying-saucerology were
born in the USA in the late '40s, and imported to Europe around 1950.
Unitedstatian
and European
Flying-saucerology have followed similar patterns for years, the USA
usually leading
towards a scientific Flying-saucerology. Now this pattern has
apparently BROKEN down,
as Unitedstatians seem to follow new media FASHIONS which look very
much like typical
themes of the Fifties (contactees, photo repeater cases, Flying
Saucers crashes,
cover-ups) and which have NO ANALOGY here in Europe, where
flying-saucerologists=20
got more and more involved in a revisionist approach centered on the
IFO
problem and HUMAN SCIENCES.

 Cultural and historical reasons demonstrate that the two Atlantic
sides have been moving along  EXCEEDINGLYdifferent lines.

 Where are we,flying-saucerologists?

Does a European FSology really exist? Will a flying-saucerological
Europe soon exist?
If you look at what is published in Flying-Saucers journals and
bulletins around the
Continent, you may easily answer "No!": differences and specificities
are
quite consistent. CULTURAL DIFFERENCES and The "language barrier" are
a main
reason: out of 18 West-European countries, as many as 14 different
languages are spoken, and often local FSologists are not able to
understand
other languages than their own one. Also historical differences may be
easily found: some national flying-saucerologies have had a leading
role, often
because their languages were widely spoken all around the world (just
think
of France and Great Britain) and more intense exchanges helped them to
keep
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an international-wide view fo the Flying-Saucer problem and research.
Others remained
more closed upon themselves, either as of input or as of output, and
their
contribute has been very small (or at least very little known abroad).
Specific
national areas of interest may be found for given periods of time: for
example sky-watching was well-diffused in the UK in the '60s, in
France and
Italy in the '70s, in Scandinavia in the '80s; the "Ummo" issue is
rarely
affecting non-Spanish FSologists; humanistic FSology was peculiar of
small
British groups in the early '70s, while a heavily revisionist wave hit
France in the late '70s. The earthlight debate has barely passed
British
boundaries. Even specific UFO/IFO types may be found: the lighted
toy-balloons are said to cause as many as 31% of German sightings in
the
last twelve years (and very few Flying Saucer landings are reported
from that
country...how come? ETI do not like Germans??), while an epidemics of
"laser-beams" has been produced all over
Italy in the last few years; French contactees look very different
from the
Italian ones, and if only you consider "UFO abductions"around Europe
yo
will find very different situations as of both quantity and quality of
reports...This seems to be,essentialy,a CULTURAL US PHENOMENON AND NOT
A REALITY. Our purpose here is to show that, aside from all
above-mentioned
(and other) differences and specificities, European national ufologies
do already have something in common; something quite consistent and as
essential as a methodological approach may be. In order to understand
it, we will take the liberty of single it out by contrast, and the
trick will be looking at European vs.Unitedstatian Flying-saucerology,
which are TOTALLY different.=20

The modern F.S phenomenon was born in the USA,  in 1947,
and only later was it "imported" to Europe, where the first real
MOC(Flying-Saucers) sightings wave was that of 1950. Some Italian
flying-saucerologists even (jokingly) say that flying saucers arrived
to Europe as part of the "Marshall plan",as well as chewing gums,
rock'n'roll music and all the US invasion we were
FLOODED since we became a province of the Empire...

Flyingsaucerology itself was undisputably born in the USA: any history
of Flying-Saucers can but include as
classic names as Arnold, Mantell, Keyhoe, Lorenzen, Ruppelt, APRO,
NICAP and so on.

However,The road towards a scientific flying-saucerology was shown
through Jacques Vall=E9e,a French!
And afterwards by Hynek,a Unitedstatian of Slavic origin.

In Europe,Jacques Vall=E9e,Pierre Gu=E9rin and Aim=E9 Michel started
Flying-saucerology.

So Flying Saucers arrived in the USA in 1947, the "contactees" in the
early '50s, the "soft" and psychical CE's in the late '60s, and the
extraordinarily grotesque "abductees" epidemics in the mid-'70s.

.Do you remember, the 1958-1964 period is often called the "Dark
Age" because of the lull in USA F.S sightings, even if great waves
occurred at the same time in Europe and South America. In a word,
North-America was the reference mark and a sort of ideal country for
flying-saucerologists(and psychiatrists alike!!!) all around the
world.

It is perhaps in USsia(the USA)that you find the biggest concentration
of psychiatric cases by square centimetres!!

 If something had to happen, it was there:the Great Empire of Mass
Media Indoctrinment.

 We could easily speak of a "mythical role" of the classic USA
flying-aucerology, up to at least the mid-'70s.

WHAT ABOUT EUROPE ? At that point, something began to change. It may
have been on the "scientific FSology" side (since 1977 it was France
who lead the way, thanks to the civilian scientific study of F.S by
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the  GEPAN); but we believe it may be better traced in the different
consequences of "paraphysical" FSology. While John Keel and Jacques
Vall=E9e looked like unheard voices in North-America, (where the
predominance of ETH has never been
seriously questioned by Flying-saucerologists students), they
obtained,on the other hand, a GREAT success
among the European FS intellectuals, expecially in France and
Great-Britain.

The French and the British went,hand in hand,for once,as nations of
the Intellect vs the USsian children guarding dirty cows,instead of
using the brain!

 It was only small groups, at first, but slowly they grew and
heavily influenced the whole national scene. For example, the English
"MUFOB" (now "Magonia") team did not remain a voice calling in the
desert:

the "humanistic turn" they gave to what was then called the "new
ufology" was later amplified by popular authors like Jenny Randles,
which on turn gradually influenced a whole generation of British
Flying-saucerologists, to a point
that now it's RARE to find "true believers" in foreign spaceships
among the
best known and most active FS investigators in the UK.=20

As another example,Vall=E9e's influence (expecially "The Invisible
College") pushed French Flyingsaucerology ,in the mid-'70s towards,
parapsychological overtones (just think of Pierre Vi=E9roudy,
Jean-Jacques Jaillat, Jean Giraud) and this on turn had a
major effect upon the sudden "change of mind" of Michel Monnerie and
the other "nouveaux soucoupologues" which in the late '70s turned
abruptly to skepticism. They passed over, but the effect was that a
new generation of
French "soucoupologists" is no longer committed to "believing" but
maintain an
"open- mind" position which helped VERY MUCH in approaching the
scientific
milieu. Well, the revisionism was a "tendence" in or around 1980, and
you may find examples in the USA, too: Allan Hendry, Richard Haines
and Alvin Lawson, or even the "MUFON UFO Journal" publishing skeptical
articles by CSICOP members like James Oberg. But it was a different
"revisionism", less "ideological" and more "pragmatical" (think of
Monnerie vs. Hendry on the IFO issue), and we will see that it's
important.

 Indeed, some differences between the two sides of Atlantic were quite
visible as early as 198O.

You'll have surely read or heard the "American
Empire" (as a cultural concept) is in a crisis of decadence(extreme
violence,mass ignorance,media brainwashing,etc). The Unitedstatian
model is no longer a model of civilisation but,on the contrary, a
model of what you SHOULD NOT do in a civilised society.USsia became an
Oligarchy with a few enlightened people at top posts and a hord of
Barbarians(raised by the media and the movies)being manipulated
cleverly by the Oligarchy...and ENCOURAGED to stay as damned idiots as
possible in order not to contest the governing Oligarchy!

 Because we do not have yet such an Oligarchy and hords or uncivilised
ignorants,Europe LEFT by the tangent while the USA started, again,a
regressing hysterical merry-go-round.

Let's explain that.USsian FSology now Strieber's "Communion",
Hopkins' alien abductors, Gary Kinder's book about the Swiss contactee
Eduard Meier, the  "cosmic cover- up" of MJ-12, the Gulf Breeze
photo repeater case: don't we Europeans stand bewildered and
astonished at the US FSology seemingly getting back to what it was in
the Glorious Fifties? Here are AGAIN those noisy contactees (now
"abductees"!!); a new kind
of George Adamski nurturing endless controversy about his wonderful
yet UNBELIEVABLE "scout-ship" pictures; Flyingsaucerologists crying
for "government cover-up"; and all that SHIT!=20

As seen from Europe, USA fsologists seem to
have entered a time machine and got 30 years back. Moreover, they are
presently debating about things (which are the central issues there)
we have no parallel with, here: in Europe you're bound to find no
saucer
crashes, very few abductions (except perhaps in the UK), smaller
Government cover-ups (would you imagine the Italian government
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successfully trying to conceal anything?). In that sense, we said: it
looks like the circle has closed down and it's back to square one.

 Well, it's not exactly repeating
the past, of course, it's on a "different level": as of cover-ups,
they've got a powerful instrument as FOIA, and it's no longer question
of the Air Force debunking the Flying-Saucer reality but the President
himself establishing a Majestic-12 group who exactly knew they were
space foreigners and even got their
corpses!!!!!! it's no longer simply examining Adamski's photos through
the magnifying lens, now we have sofisticated photo analysis
techniques confirming Meier's or Gulf Breeze pictures; contactees'
evidence is no
longer an ETI pancake but odd body scars and ghost pregnancies. Times
have changed of course and it all is up-to-date in the '80s, so let's
say
that such more than a circular pattern it is somewhat a helicoid path:
the
"first generation" ETH was good for accounting Daylight Discs in the
'50s.

Now that there are no more FS reports you don't even need a
trigger-sighting, not even a time-lapse: you need nothing more than a
VAGUE paranoid and hysterical fear for rightfully suspecting a
suppressed ETI abduction memory!=20

At the
same time, European FSologists seem to follow very different lines of
search, as you may read in most Old Continent's Flyinf-Saucers
journals. As of Europe,
the real big difference between the '50s and the '80s is, we believe,
that
then FSologists "knew" the truth and what the saucers were, while we
presently think we don't know any longer.=20

Early FSologists were not so much
researchers as they were public educators trying to persuade people of
the
ETI spacecrafts' reality. How many investigation reports dating back
from
the '50s can be found in your files? Most "classic" cases are to be
found
only in books , but hardly do they include those data which
are presently required from the average investigator. (And yet, if you
have
to judge from some recent pieces of investigative work, some USsian
colleagues have forgotten all what Hendry and Haines and Fowler did
teach
and preach as of field investigation methodology.) Another major
feature of
the "new" European ufology is that we no longer consider IFOs as
"false
FS". Indeed IFOs have become a conceptual reality in Europe and are
presently acknowledged as a part of the problem, whereas our overseas
colleagues still regard them as little more than products for the
dust-bin:
identify and eliminate them. A widely diffused concept here is that
the
same proportion of 9 to 1 points to their importance and they're as
interesting and instructive, too. HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THAT ? So it
seems as
if we have sort of two Flyin-saucerologies, as Jenny Randles recently
put it: a "Gringo"one, concentrating almost exclusively on grotesque
abduction reports, FS "crashes" and Government "cover-ups"; and an
European one, more concerned with
IFOs and PSYCHOLOGY .
How could it happen? In this we cannot blame the
language barrier! It's true, most American ufologists cannot read
other
languages,(but this is THEIR fault!)but they can always read the
British authors.
 And anyway we can
read them and still can follow them, but we didn't ANY LONGER because
they are hysterical and paranoid,a reflection of the past PURITANS on
their boats...

 So we took our own road. Some socio-flyingsaucerologist may say the
European "son" reached maturity (at 40 years old it's nearly time!)
and now wants to kill the
Yanqui "father", but it would be ludicrous (though the afore-mentioned
self- styled  Italian sociologist did say something to that effect in
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order to explain some recent local polemics). Indeed basic attitudes
of
USsian and European FSologists towards each other do not differ much
from
the average man's attitudes: The average USsian,created by the USsian
Oligarchy, tend to think Europeans are much too
complicated in their abstract reasoning, in "behind-ology" and with
their noses up to the sky instead of being pragmatical in their
approach to reality. And Europeans tend to think of USsians as
GULLIBLE, NAIVE,
SUPERFICIAL,HYSTERICAL ,ARROGANT,PARANOID and fascist people,
 unable to see farther than the end of their nose and to
detach themselves from the face value of things.

 Of course such stereotyped images are rough and inadequate, but they
nonetheless contain a grain of truth. The practical (pragmatical)
culture of Americans as opposed to the more theoretical,civilised,
European one is reflected by the difference between some
"revisionist" authors like Richard Haines and Allan Hendry, there, and
Jenny Randles or the French "new wave", here. That is well illustrated
by some
recent Budd Hopkins' reasonings, on the line "we don't need abductions
theoricians, but abduction investigators: come and do the hard work
instead
of philosophising from your comfortable armchairs". It's true: it
would be
good for some FS philosophers to get involved in field investigations
and
"touch" the phenomenon. On the other hand, it would actually be NAIVE
to go
interviewing witnesses without a CAREFUL background training, unless
you
just want to get easy confirmation for YOUR OWN beliefs. Ironically,
abduction researchers, who refute any psychological implication for
"their"
percipients, seem to be unaware that they're involving themselves (and
their percipients, alas) in that same socio- psychological GARBAGE
they
claim European colleagues are getting muddled into. The different part
played by the mass media in the U.S.A. and in Europe is also HIGHLY
relevant.
Media attitude towards people and people's attitude towards media seem
to
be very different, if you look at newspapers and TV. Just as an
example, we
are told USsians are fond of finding their names in the local
newspaper,
while in Italy, for example they're AFRAID of that and usually DO NOT
want
their names to be published. And the media treatment was probaly the
cause
of the great success of Whitley Strieber's "Communion" in America,
while at
the same time it received a very COLD reception in Europe (in Italy
but
ALSO in Great Britain!). We also think that it's significative that
USsia claims to be in a lull of sightings since 1973 or so. That would
explain
why you have to resort to: - alleged crashes which took place back
forty
years ago; - "invisible (INDEED) epidemics" of hilarious and naive
abduction=20
cases without any
conscious UFO sighting; - bedroom visitors once kept outside any UFO
report
catalogue or file (do you remember Bloecher-Webb's CE-III class E: no
UFO
seen in correlation with entity!!! Pure delusion...); - tons of
reports (and photos)
 from a
single "repeater" witness (Mr "Ed" or Billi Meier, that's basically
the
same). Abductions seem to mark the FINAL separation, in that they are
to
become the American ufology. They undoubtedly constitute the highest
grotesque report. Are
we sure that a solution to the UFO enigma may come  from the study of
such imaginary ETI kidnappings. What are we to do of such
intrinsecally
un-studiable things as Hopkins' intruders: there is no proof or direct
evidence, the intruders keep a constant control of the situation, it's
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substantially a transcendent reality. At this point we can only
either: -
wait for the "contact"(VERY UNLIKELY), or - arm ourselves and watch
 the skies for shooting
down the "ETI", or - conclude that "we're property" or already
"colonised" and retire ourselves from FSology =E0 la Aim=E9 Michel. If you
want
to call it "-ology"... Will we arrive at having no contact point at
all
between the Atlantic? In at least two fields it may well be the case:
- the social
level: a different public has got different interests (remember:
Strieber)
and a different way to see the phenomenon and its students; - the
ufologists themselves; think of Hopkins: doesn't he, too, look for a
"different" UFO experience: hypnosis-INVENTED instead of investigated.
(We
always wonder: perhaps we too would, if we tried; but would that still
be
ufology or something else?). WHO IS RIGHT ? On the other side, our
USsian
friends might well ask us what we are talking about and conclude that
indeed we are no longer FSologists; and they may be right, since we no
longer study what most of them mean by "UFO". (But can they correctly
say
they study Flying-Saucers, when they actually are on the trail of ETI
spacecrafts
they "modestly" hide behind the more scientific-sounding "UFO" label?)
Somebody here arrived to claim that perhaps we should say we study
"unusual
aerial phenomena" (not "anomalous", since some are not intrinsecally
exotic). But at this point, perhaps we do have different objects of
study.
In a certain sense, there are also similarities between present USsian
and European avant-garde ufologists: UFO sightings are just the
proverbial
tip of the iceberg both for for American abduction researchers and for
the
European socio-psychological "new FSologists". But those are different
icebergs: the first is a massive genetic test campaign by ETI
intruders,
the second is just one facet of a multifaceted "modern FOLKLORE"
phenomenon. Thus, in the least, what we see emerging are two different
models of ufology, two concepts of reality, each of them possibly
being the
correct one (if one is to be). Well - you could say - where's the
problem?
It's you who said each national UFO community has its own "concept of
ufology", so what? What we want to emphasize is a danger: that we
Europeans
and them USsians are beginning to go in opposite directions, and (what
is
worst) they seem to go down a dangerous way even they can't imagine
where
it will lead them. As a first result, it has rehabilitated the lies of
contactees,
though in a new form, so that they are now accepted (and promoted) by
FSologists, who even believe they act in a scientific manner (how can
you
oppose Philip Klass when he notes that Budd Hopkins' concept of
"skepticism" is so broad that he feels he cannot refute anything?). We
are
told by linguists that US English and English as languages are getting
slowly
apart and that in the next 100 years they won't be able to understand
each
other anyway. It looks as if such a process has already gone up to a
good
distance, since we seem NOT to talk about the same things. What we
fear is
that we arrive at a complete BREAK, at having incommensurable
FS realities. And we are near to that. Indeed, while we express our
astonishment at the recent US developments, our overseas friends
don't seem able to cope up with our criticism and only try to DEMONISE
us
as "debunkers of a new kind", (and that's the way some Italian
old-styled
FS-buff described us). But that's wrong: we are not "negative
believers"
of the CSICOP kind, and Michel Monnerie was writing ten years ago, and
a
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very different approach has developed since. It seems difficult to
explain
to USsians that European Flying-Saucer research has EVOLVED to a point
were it's no
longer similar to a black-and-white battlecamp between the goodies (us
believers) and the bad guys (them debunkers): more and more often you
may
find ufologists holding very different ideological positions living
and
working together without just trying to bite each other. Indeed, it's
only
tolerance for different opinions, and none of us should feel entitled
to
possess "the Truth": we're all searching for answers, and we've not
yet got
them. And here lies the hopeful solution: a greater tolerance for each
others' opinions. Are we prepared to understand that FSology itself
may be
influenced by SOCIOLOGICAL differences and so it is legitimate that
each
one has its own kind of ufology? THE WAY AHEAD Even if in reality such
extreme opposition as we have painted may not exist, but its
representation
has served us to get aware of ourselves: a conclusion we feel entitled
to
reach is that a European FSology already exists de facto, because of a
common substratum of "modus operandi" and style of reasoning, as
opposed to
the USsian one. A different course of history in the last fifteen
years
left its mark, and european FSologists are now ideologically nearer to
each other and more distant from the USsian way. It looks as if we can
no
longer expect the USsia to show us the way, and we no longer have that
importing channel at work across the Atlantic. Indeed we are already
walking on our own legs, even if nobody tells it as it is, and we all
still
speak of "ufology" as if it was one and only, while at the moment we
do
have two ufologies. We only need better contacts and exchange, and
here
it's up to us to define what and how to do to improve it. But since
our
affinities are more "ideological" (or better: methodological), we feel
that
the common ground for a European Flyingsaucerology has to be searched
in these
issues, rather that in some sort of "federation". Personally, from our
own
experience in organising Italian ufologists, as well as participating
in
some previous attempts to build international structures, we don't
believe
international federations may succeed. But we are ready to take part
in
such a scheme, if it can be useful, and we're prepared to share our
experiences with others. Those same structural differences in national
scenes probably render a European federation too big and complex a
thing to
handle. The very different national organisations render it difficult:
some
countries have one national centre, others do not even have a national
federation but only local groups and researchers; if you choose to
have
organisations represented (as in PICUR), you may find rivalries within
each
country; if you choose single individuals (as in Hynek's World UFO
Association) they may not grant local adoption of common strategies or
methodologies. Moreover, just think of travel difficulties (how many
times
a country was represented abroad by a now inactive individual without
any
following, whose only merit was to be there!). A more flexible
approach is
to be adopted if we want to get to an international cooperation going
beyond an exchange of publications and information, by establishing
common
standards (as PICUR tried, but perhaps it was too early), while at the
same
time respecting each other's specific interests or local situations.
In
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that, we at Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici have got an uncommon
experience
of putting together all and any (serious) attitude: total skeptics
akin to
Robert Sheaffer, doubters =E0 la Lawson, agnostics like Haines, true
believers in ETI visitors, supporters of hallucinatory theories, all
them
have come to live together within CISU; as well as pure researchers
and
public educators, field investigators and sky- watchers all found
their
place within a common framework where we only agreed on a "minimum
common
denominator" of what all of us engaged to do. A closer relationship
and
interfacing between private UFO researchers is not only useful, it's
needed
if we want to get on towards a solution for the UFO problem. Europe as
a
whole has got a great potential of men, of ideas, of data and of
experiences. Let's try and put it all together.

All the best.

--

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart - egs@netcom.com - | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
"There is                     | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
 Something Going On!" ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
 -Salvador Freixedo-  ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
------------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------=
=20
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Re: Wormwood?

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:24:54 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:00:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Wormwood?

Hi Graham..

 * Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com> writes

 > Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 13:28:08 -0500
 > From: Graham William Birdsall <106151.1150@compuserve.com>
 > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Wormwood?

 >>From: legion@werple.net.au
 >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Wormwood?
 >>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
 >>Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 12:29:36 +1100 (EST)

 > [snip]

 >> Sorry, Graham.  Andrew's "scoop" was based on a load of old tosh
 >> from the Canadian version of the magazine that gives tabloids a bad
 >> name, the Weekly World News".  (Anybody else remember their "Aliens
 >> Ate My Laundry" story?)

 > Dear John,

 > Many thanks indeed for appraising me on the original source of the
 > so-called "Floating City in Space" story.

 > I immediately contacted Andrew Pike about this and he pointed out that
 > his information came not from the Weekly World News, but from
 > discussions he had entered into with fellow astronomers, including two
 > professional astronomers, all of whom appeared to be treating this
 > topic with a surprising degree of seriousness.

 > From whence cometh the story that concerned them so?

 > A bit of detective work brought the answer: The UK magazine
 > "Amatuer Astronomy & Earth Sciences" quoted a certain Marcia Masson
 > - she of the "Weekly World News" article.

In that case Mr Pike and the astronomers can relax.  The 'AA&ES' story
was sourced from the same 'Weekly World News' article that I posted and
they've acknowledged it was a 'hoax'.

 > What prompted "Amatuer Astronomy & Earth Sciences" to cite Marcia
 > Masson's claims is another matter entirely.

I e-mailed the editor of 'AA&ES', one Dave Goode, and he kindly clarified
the matter:

  >Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:49:27 -0000
  >From: Dave Goode <AAES@dial.pipex.com>
  >Reply-To: Dave Goode <AAES@dial.pipex.com>
  >To: legion@werple.net.au
  >Subject: Re: Info on Article, please

  > The issue I'm interested in quoted a certain "Dr Marcia Masson" in
  > regard to some alleged "photographs of Heaven" that were claimed to
  > have been made by the Hubble Space telescope.

  > "Dr Masson's" claims are certainly interesting - to say the least! -
  > and I'd welcome the chance to investigate them.
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  It seems, on further investigation that our young, keen and rather naive
  UFO correspondent didn't do his homework properly and was the victim
  (and not the only one!) of a hoax.  Shame, as it would have been
  fantastic had it been true...

  > Many thanks for your time.

  Again, you're welcome. If you manage to find out more, please let me
  know.

  Mail from Dave Goode
  Freelance Journalist
  http://dspace/dial/pipex/com/aaes/dgoode/

 =========================================================================

 > It may interest you to know that I have received numerous calls from
 > devout Roman Catholic's (including two clergy members) who speak of
 > references to the arrival of a comet contained in prophecies and the
 > like.  Not being a member of the Catholic Church, I was wondering if
 > anyone else has come across this and would like to comment?

No doubt they were referring to Wormwood:

>From the Book of Revelation 8:10-11

  And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven,
  burning as it were a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of the
  rivers, and upon the fountains of waters;  And the name of the star
  is called Wormwood: and the third part of the waters became wormwood;
  and many men died of the waters, because they were made bitter.

Over the centuries all manner of celestial phenomena, comets in
particular, have been interpreted as the harbingers of change, doom, or
the fulfillment of a particular prophecy.  For some folks these phenomena
encompass a religious or biblical significance, while others see them as
evidence that fleets of flesh-eating Reptoids are about to invade and
turn us all into tasty snack-food.

Let's hope the Reptoids hold off their invasion until we've managed
to consume the last of the Christmas ham, turkey and fruit cake. <g>

Thanks,
        John

--

                    *------------------------------*
                    |..............................|
                    |.... legion@werple.net.au ....|
                    |..............................|
                    *------------------------------*
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Is There 'Strife' on Mars?

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:28:19 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:01:32 -0500
Subject: Is There 'Strife' on Mars?

>From The Electronic Telegraph UK News Thursday 19 December 1996

'Find adds to strife on Mars'

By Robert Uhlig, Technology Correspondent

THE existence of life on Mars has been thrown into further doubt after
scientists found that two of the four lines of indirect evidence
supporting the meteorite finding can be explained by non-biological
processes.

When Nasa announced it suspected early extra-terrestrial microbial life
on Martian meteorite ALH 84001, it based its claims on the fact that
four compounds found inside the meteorite could be produced only by
living organisms.

Most damaging of all to supporters of the Martian life theory is the
suggestion by geoscientists in America that magnetite crystals inside
the meteorite, assumed to be the product of bacteria, were not
produced by a biogenic process.

"The biological explanation is becoming less and less plausible," said
John Kerridge, a planetary scientist at the University of California
at San Diego, who is familiar with the studies published or about to
be published in the journal Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta.

San Diego scientists also found organic molecules called polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in Antarctic ice were the same as those inside
the meteorite's globules.  They were also found in other meteorites
that did not come from  Mars.

====================================================================
   Copyright Telegraph Group Limited 1996.

--
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UFO Updates 
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Recent Australian 'Fireballs'

From: John Stepkowski <legion@WERPLE.NET.AU>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:47:59 +1100
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:04:28 -0500
Subject: Recent Australian 'Fireballs'

Hi Ole!

How are things at CRULP and Project Hessdalen?

 > You know anything of this, John Stepkowski?

 > ------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
 > Date:          Mon, 16 Dec 1996 14:38:36 -0700
 > To:            DevereuxP@aol.com (Paul Devereux), eps@victor.hiof.no
 > (Erling P. Strand)
 > From:          Kwint <gwprod@primenet.com> (by way of John Derr
 > Subject:       Recent australian "fireballs"

--------

 > Australian Sighting Reports:
 > National UFO Hotline
 > Australia Ph:  190 224 3529 New Zealand Ph: 0900 58367
 > November 26, 1996   6.00am

The 'National UFO Hotline' is a commercial recorded UFO "phone-in" service
where people are charged $3.00 per minute to report their own sightings or
listen to others.  The 'Hotline' also sells copies of their phone calls
for $25.00 a tape.  This "commercial" imperative means that 'Hotline'
reports end up being sent to the media very quickly, long before the
sightings can be confirmed or checked with local UFO groups.  Several UFO
groups have tried to establish contact with the 'Hotline' to exchange data
and sighting reports, but the 'Hotline' owner has been rather
unresponsive.  This doesn't mean that the 'Hotline' reports should be
discounted, just taken with a large pinch of salt until they can be
cross-checked with local UFO groups.

 > Summary Australian Reports

 > Canberra 10.30 pm EST Monday 25th Nov.  1996.

 [...]

 > Adelaide 1.25am CT Monday 25th Nov.  1996.

 [...]

 > Perth 5.25pm WT daylight Sunday 24th Nov.  1996.

 [...]

I'll follow these up and post the results to the list.

 > Alice Springs 11.15 pm CT Monday 25th Nov.  1996 Respondent callers
 > report seeing up to four intense bright orange fireball lights over
 > Alice Springs before heading off in a Westerly direction.

As already mentioned by Jan, there have been a lot of "plastic bag UFO"
incidents in Alice Springs lately.  This mirrors events in the southern
states where all year there have been a large number of BoL reports
connected to the subsequent discovery of wire and wooden-framed plastic
bag UFOs.

Unlike older "hot air" UFOs which used candles or cotton wool soaked in
methylated spirits, the newer models utilise fire-lighters to generate
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lift.  These fire-lighters burn for considerable periods of time and
aren't easily extinguished.  As a result these "fake" UFO flights tend to
last a long time and cover large areas.  Add a few coloured light-sticks -
green and blue are the current favourites of the hoaxing 'cognoscente' -
and you end up with some spectacular UFO reports.

Despite the probability that the Alice Springs event was the product of
hoaxers, that area of Australia has had a long history of BoL events, most
notably of the 'Min-Min' light variety.

Two years ago there was extended BoL activity in the Wycliffe Well area
of the Northern Territory which resulted in hordes of tourists invading
the area with their cameras.  The result was several pictures and some
video-tape of a moving fuzzy, white blob.  Not a single spectrogram to
determine a thermal or non-thermal spectrum, however.  Some university
scientists talked about going up and "taking a look", but they never
did.  Maybe next time.

I'll append a short clipping about Wycliffe Well in case its of
interest.

Welcome to the list.

 - John

 =======================================================================

                     >From: Barrier Daily Truth
                              Broken Hill
                                5.9.94

                        MYSTERY LIGHTS IN OUTBACK

     MELBOURNE: Wycliffe Well in the Top End [Northern Territory]
     boasts only a caravan park, a roadhouse and a population of three
     -- but it's facing the glare of publicity because of mysterious
     lights in the night sky.

       Lou Farkas, who runs the roadhouse at Wycliffe Well, 374km north
     of Alice Springs, declares himself accustomed to the phenomenon.

       But one of his employees Malcolm White is not so blase -- one of
     them gave him a scare last week.

       "He was driving along the road on Monday night when it came down
     and rushed towards him," Lou said.

       "It shot away to the side but not before his car engine cut out,
     stopping him from driving on for 15 minutes."

       Malcolm White was not available to elaborate on his experience,
     he has gone into hospital for a leg operation.

       Lou, 47, says he has seen the lights to the west of his
     roadhouse now and then ever since he arrived from Adelaide seven
     years ago but they have been causing him some trouble recently.

       "They sit up there, orange with some red and green and they come
     down to the ground just before half past nine at night," he said.

       "That's when the EFTPOS and the phone and the fax play up and
     Telecom can't do anything for me."

       He said the 300 or so Aborigines of the Alicurung people who
     live in the district had known of the lights for a long time.

       The proprietor of the newspaper at Tennant Creek, Jasmin
    Afianos, 31, travelled the 130km to Wycliffe Well on Tuesday to
    view the phenomenon -- and it lived up to everything she had heard.

       "One of them is bigger than the other and they are about 45
     degrees from one another," said Ms Afianos, whose article about
     them was published in a Darwin newspaper yesterday.

       "They are not on show every night but when they are they come
    down about 9.20pm and cause trouble with electricity."

       Asked the question sceptics always put -- "Did you take any
    photos?" -- she said she had but was still waiting to receive the
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    prints back from the developer.

       And she will return to Wycliffe Well soon -- this time with a
    video camera.
                                                           --AAP

        =======================================================

--

                    *------------------------------*
                    |..............................|
                    |.... legion@werple.net.au ....|
                    |..............................|
                    *------------------------------*
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 19:37:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:02:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 18 Dec 96 19:34:13 EST
>From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa Carlson wrote:

<<It was Bob Shell who had arranged with Kodak that they would test the
film for free. >>

>    Whoa!  Is there some differences again!  I don't know exactly where
your own opinions are, but.....

    I thought the general concensus around here was that Bob Shell was not
credible or reliable???<

Theresa,

It wouldn't, in all seriousness, concern me what others opinions were of
Bob Shell, around here or out there.

It's what Bob may contribute as evidence which has to deemed credible or
otherwise.

>    Until some sort of agreement is reached, how do we know if we are
suppose to
believe or disbelieve that Bob Shell can have the film tested for free, or
tested at all for that matter, or that he made any arrangements at all?
Did
someone check?<

Yes, I've seen transcripts of interviews with Tony Amato at Kodak.

As Tony confirmed last year:

"We were promised film back in July. we have been promised film right along
on this. I was told before that we had film coming and got everyone ready
to do the test as quickly and expeditiously as possible. And the film never
showed up".

As you know, I have asked Bob for a summary of the current position re the
theoretical testing of any meaningful archive film, and I was very
surprised to see him claim that Tony Amato/Kodak had been more than just
uncooperative about testing any film samples or providing assistance.

I've asked him to clarify exactly what he's implying and if he's seriously
suggesting, as it appears he is, that it's all part of some conspiracy.

James.
Internet; 100626.2242@compuserve.com
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DISPATCH #34 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

From: ParaScope@AOL.COM
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 20:02:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:05:59 -0500
Subject: DISPATCH #34 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

DISPATCH #34 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

S O M E T H I N G   S T R A N G E
I S   H A P P E N I N G

12/20/96

Quote of the Week

"We sometimes pretend something is true not because there's
evidence for it but because we want it to be true. We
confuse reality with our hopes and fears."

--Carl Sagan, astronomer, author and sometimes skeptic, dead today at age 62.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Happy Holidays From ParaScope

The ParaScope team thanks our loyal community of friends and supporters for
your support, interest and dedication to our cause. Thousands of you read
this newsletter each week, and hundreds of thousands more of you visit our
sites on America Online and the world-wide web, and we truly appreciate your
continued interest in and devotion to ParaScope, the stories we cover, and
the community online that we have created. We hope you all have a safe and
happy holiday season.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

A Return to the Cosmos for Carl Sagan

Stand-up comics loved to mock his enthusiasm for the "billions and billions
of stars" in the universe, but few people have done so much to popularize
complex cosmological pursuits as astronomer Carl Sagan, who died today at 62.
Sagan, born in New York in 1934, thought he might follow his father into the
garment business, but an early fascination with the heavens steered his fate
in another direction. While skeptical of UFOs and alien encounters, Sagan was
convinced that life of some kind existed elsewhere in the universe. Only time
will answer many of the great questions Sagan posted -- with luck, many of us
will be here when those answers are found.

-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Coming Up Next Week!

It's the holidays, and you've got a little extra time on your hands. A few
days off, and nothing to do but endure Aunt Helen trying to peddle fruitcake
and Uncle Walt telling the same reindeer joke 11 times in a single day. We've
got a better idea: tune out, dose up and log on!

For the next few days, ParaScope will be featuring a great mix of new stories
and some of the best recent stories you may have missed, offering you the
perfect chance to catch up on what's gone down in 1996. There's been enough
weirdness, fear, loathing, oppression, paranoia, strangeness and insanity
this year to last a lifetime. But just in case you missed some of it, take
advantage of AOL or your ISP's unlimited usage pricing to plop your fat mouse
down in the middle of our archives and pig out!

Loosen your belt, take a deep breath and dig in to some of the stories we've
published this year that we'll either feature next week or that you can find
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via our search engines on both our online sites:

Matrix: Conspiracies, Crimes & Cover-Ups
The Passive Millimetre Wave Imager, the Waco Massacre, Gulf War Syndrome, the
MLK assassination conspiracy, Hinckley & the "Bushy Knoll," The Great
Salinas/Citibank Scandal, the CIA & LA Crack Lords, The Hemp Conspiracy, the
Skull & Bones Society, Mount Weather, Culture Jamming, Government DNA Banks

Nebula: UFOs, Alien Encounters and Outer Space
The Hale-Bopp Comet Mania, Life on Mars, the Alien Autopsy, the Rockefeller
UFO Report, the Penthouse Alien Hoax, Independence Day, Road Trip to Area 51,
Origins of UFOs, the Face on Mars, Monuments on the Moon, Mexican UFO
Sightings, the Stalin/Roswell Connection, Italian UFO Sightings

Enigma: Paranormal Phenomena & High Weirdness
Lone Star Stonehenge, Tesla: the Electric Magician, Chupacabra Mania, Secrets
of the Pyramids, the Mongolian Death Worm, the Crystal Skulls Hoax, Psychic
Spies, The Toxic Lady, Cryptozoology, Chernobyl Supervoles, the Ghost of
Elvis

Dossier: Hard Evidence & Original Documents
The El Mozote Massacre, COINTELPRO, the MJ-12 Document Hoax, Gulf War
Weapons: High Tech Lies, Operation Mongoose, Search for JFK's Killers,
MKULTRA: CIA Mind Control, Spy Satellite Photo Gallery, GAO Report on
Roswell, CIA Plots Against Castro, Push Poll Propaganda

That's just for starters! Check out all these stories and tons more, or meet
a friend, chat a while, post a message, download a file or just hang out at
ParaScope this week.

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Jane, Stop This Crazy Thing!

Thought you were tough enough to handle the Dispatch and now you realize
you're not? Starting to think you've made a wrong turn off the info highway?
Well, we're only going to go over this once, so listen up! To unsubscribe
yourself from Dispatch:

1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

2) In the body of your mail, type: unsubscribe dispatch

That's all there is to it!

Likewise, if you've received this e-mail from a friend and you'd like to
subscribe yourself, just:

1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

2) In the body of your mail, type: subscribe dispatch

----------------------------------------
ParaScope
11288 Ventura Blvd., #904
Studio City, CA 91604

America Online -- keyword: parascope
parascope@aol.com

World-Wide Web -- http://www.parascope.com
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Re: 'Backlash'

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 19:38:27 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:10:31 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Backlash'

  Cathy, rfsignal@sprynet.com said;

>I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
>humans!

  I resent that. I am an ignorant land deweler. Besides, I'm
  scared of sharks and certain plankton tastes funny.

  ~Pat~
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UFO Updates 
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Airships - A 'Dim' Idea, Says Edison

From: John Stepkowski <legion@WERPLE.NET.AU>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:28:44 +1100
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:09:03 -0500
Subject: Airships - A 'Dim' Idea, Says Edison

Hi All...

In anticipation of the upcoming 100th Anniversary of the 1897 'Airship'
Wave, two short clippings to remind us of the event:

 - John

       ===================================================

  >From ST.LOUIS POST DISPATCH - Airship Wave of 1897

                    EDISON'S OPINION

   An Airship Will be Made, but Recent Stories are Fakes

   NEW YORK, April 20: Thomas A. Edison has no
   confidence in recent Western stories of airships.
   He says they are fakes.  He thinks an airship will
   soon be made, but it will not be on the balloon idea.
   He says:

     "Whenever an airship is made it will not be in
   the form of a balloon. It will be a mechanical
   contrivance, which will be raised by means of a
   powerful motor, which must be made of very light
   weight.  At present no one has discovered such a
   motor, but we never know what will happen.  We
   may wake up tomorrow morning and hear of some
   invention which sets us all eagerly to work within a
   few hours, as was the case with the Roentgen rays.
   Their success may come. I am not, however,
   figuring on inventing an airship. I prefer to devote
   my time to objects which have some commercial
   value.  As the best, airships would only be toys."

      =============================================

                 IF IT MOVES, TAX IT!

      =============================================

                   TAX ON AIRSHIPS

     Texas Proposes a New Way To Raise The Wind

   AUSTIN, TEX., April 23: A resolution was
   introduced in The House of Texas Legislature this
   morning setting forth that, inasmuch as it has been
   generally current that an airship was flying around
   Texas carrying passengers and freight, and
   inasmuch as said airship is operating without paying
   any taxes or complying with the rates established
   by the Texas commission, that said commission be
   instructed to establish special rates for the airship
   and see that its management comply with said
   rates.
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               ==============================
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Re: Code of ethics

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 18:17:07 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:07:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> Date: Friday, December 20, 1996 7:55 AM
>
> Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 07:42:39 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> References: <2.2.32.19961216195235.00afe0ec@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> >
> > > We have self-claimed experiencers from virtually all
faiths
> > > and religions so I'm think that a spiritual approach might
be
> > Question: How did my statement refer necessarily to any of
> > RELIGIOUS persuasion John?
> > Question: Why and how does the term SPIRITUAL equate to the
> > condition of RELIGION?
>
> You didn't necessarily refer to any specific religion but each
religion
> has its own spirituality (which it necessarily thinks is
singularly
> right, with every other spirituality being specifically
wrong).

I feel that this is a difference in terminology John. <grin>
In my view, Religions, denominations, sects etc. each have their
own particular DOGMA which to all too many equate to a
particular flavor of spirituality. Yet, I seriously question if
these constitute spirituality at all necessarily. You see to me,
true spirituality has NOTHING to do with religion. Down through
the ages John there have been many atrocities committed in the
name of this or that religion. Where I ask you is the
spirituality in committing inhumane acts John?

Spirituality in my view is an evolving condition within each of
us that is exemplified partially by our individual Humaneness. A
constant striving for a higher level of personal conduct that in
part displays an individual's growing personal concern as to his
own actions being in the best interest for all concerned.
However, this is but one small aspect. Hopefully you get my
point.

> I don't know why spirituality and religion are linked.  I'm
not a
> religious or spiritual person.  They seem to be linked to me.

They aren't linked necessarily John, this is just one of the
illusions that individual religions perpetuate in order to
survive and/or grow. This may seem somewhat cynical to many, but
I feel that aside from the many good things that individual
religions accomplish, these are offset to a great degree by the
control that they exercise. Thus, Religions are control
mechanisms John.
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I ask you, where lies the spirituality within the control of
others under the guise of guidance. How many Christian
denominations for example, espouse the notion of one's going to
Hell if their particular path isn't followed?  Spirituality?
Bah!  Humbug!   <chuckle>

> > In my view, spirituality and faith have really very little
to do
> > with religion and dogma John.
> > It has been my experience that religion has served to retard
> > spirituality and hinder faith in many rather than to
perpetuate
> > it.
>
> Well, you and _I_ can agree with that but the other 80% of the
world's
> population that actively believes in one or another religios
dogma
> apparently doesn't agree with that <grin>.

To be sure.

> > > But if you could _only_ pick one to start with????
> > Ahhhh well, responsibly I would work toward getting the
player
> > off of the bench.
>
> Me too.

That is humane and thus, spiritual to a degree.

> > to convince me that my experience was a beneficial one
conducted
> > by benevolent beings.
>
> That was extremely unfortunate and hopefully you've managed to
undo most
> of that silliness.  As we now know that individual wasn't an
acceptable
> MHP to begin with.

Hahaha!  I was branded anathema from the gitgo John. <grin>
I didn't for a second buy that hogwash and did my best in the
attempt to point out why I felt that it was pure baloney. I can
honestly relate that following a number of the get-togethers, I
was taken aside by a few and thanked for speaking out. I once
again challenge others who have experienced similar
circumstances to my own, to seriously question what are to me
the illusionary trappings provided by those who perpetrated the
circumstances in the first place.

> > This really only served to compound the
> > problem. When I began to attempt to take a look at my
experience
> > from a metaphysical/spiritual viewpoint after some research,
I
> > was able after a time to begin to accept what had happened
to
> > me. I must however qualify that I only accept that something
> > exceedingly strange happened. I recall the events as having
a
> > third dimensional reality, but question a great portion of
that
> > as being fact.
>
> Most experiencers I've talked to would say something similar.
The high
> strangeness of the experience, and various specific events,
seem to
> stand almost as a contradiction to it being a 3D-real event.

Really. That hasn't yet been my experience.

> > > Standard therapy isn't about whether your experience is
real
> > > or not, its just about the issues related to you and your
reactions.
> > Well, I suppose that this is true. I know that I have come
to an
> > understanding of my reactions concerning the event.
>
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> That's largely the name of the game.  Therapy can't, shouldn't
and
> generally won't prove something right or wrong - just get you
back in
> the game.  In you case it was mostly self-therapy and you
aren't the
> only person who mostly helped themselves.  A non-trivial part
of
> traditional psychology is helping you to become your own best
therapist.

Yup!  Kinda like hypnosis. <grin>

> > > Some experiencers go through a period when its extremely
> > > important for them to tell others about what happenned to
them for
> > > the purpose of self-testing their own telling of the
experiences and
> > Sure. I found myself in the position of seriously
questioning my
> > own sanity. Equally important from my standpoint, was that I
was
>
> There's nothing at all wrong with the self-testing-by-telling
phase that
> people go through.  It very clearly shows the internal turmoil
and
> questioning that's going on within a person.  I think that
tends to
> demonstrate that something extremely strange did happen to the

> individual.

Unquestionably.

> > I don't know John. You need to appreciate that I was
questioning
> > my sanity. I feel that this has been the case of many others
as
> > well.
>
> I understand that.  And if you told your story to a person
who's sanity
> you didn't question and that person was even moderately swayed
that
> probably something _did_ happen to you, then you would have
(maybe just
> a little tiny bit) demonstrated to yourself that you weren't
crazy.

Okay, I see your point, you're correct.

> > It is a difficult thing to accept that others may think
> > that you are not playing with a full deck. I had to come to
a
> > place where I had accepted what had happened to and to
accept
> > that unless also experienced by another, there was simply no
way
> > they could understand where I was coming from and to be O.K.
>
> I think there's a _huge_ difference between a person with
ongoing
> experiences and one with apparently post-experience thinking
only.

I believe that the abduction scenarios can be brought to a halt.
This does not necessarily mean that the encounters stop however,
it just means that their nature changes.

> Perhaps you've had the experience of talking to someone about
your
> experiences and (somehow, some way) they became _totally_
convinced that
> they were _positively_ real.  Did their 110% acceptance,
genuine as it
> may be to them, seem hollow or shallow to you?

Reserved. <grin>
But my friend, I fail to see how it could be any other way.
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> > > There is a catch-22 here.  If we establish elaborate
> > > electronic monitoring and that equipment shows _NO_
physical
> > > activity and _NO_ signs of tampering with the gear, yet
the abductee
> > > reports that they were in fact abducted, we would have no
choice
> > > except to assume that whatever happenned was non-physical.
> > That does not make the events any less real nor dangerous.
> > Man is after all, a multi-dimensional creature. The vast
> > majority of us have barely scratched the surface of our
> > realization of this. We have much to learn.
>
> And that's the problem.  Traditional science would say that
there's
> nothing wrong with the hardware, it performed exactly as it
should, and
> it recorded no 3D events at all.  Traditional psychology might
then say
> that there's nothing wrong with the person either, but they
_are_
> suffering some trauma from what can _currently_ only be
described as a
> nightmare.  Maybe, in our example, we'd get lucky and there'd
be
> something else, a physical marking or something, to complicate
things.

Having said the above John and in consideration of the entire
exchange, perhaps you are getting a bit of a feel for what I was
referring to by the term 'awareness'. Some are consciously aware
of things within their surroundings within which others have no
cognizance. Therefore, these things are real to them on an
subtle experiential interactive way while to the others, there
is not an equal amount of perception.

> > > > You got me, buddy. Still, you have to admit that based
upon
> > > > the numbers alone, there is something decidedly strange
going
> > > > on.
> > > I've been convincved that something was going on for
> > decades...
> > As have I. Furthermore, I have come to suspect that
persisting
> > in attempting to gain any understanding utilizing a
traditional
> > approach is/will be futile.
>
> I can convince myself using non-traditional approaches but I
couldn't
> convince anyone else without them.

Agreed. Yet, your experience is not any less valid is it?
Most especially when you encounter others who independently
report nearly the exact same experience(s) under similar
circumstances.

> > > Who asked 'em?  I'm not a member of any system of religion
so
> > > I guess I get the short end of the stick?  I'd be better
served if
> > > the aliens replaced my cable TV company...
> > I feel that systems of religion have little to nothing
> > whatsoever to do with this equation John.
>
> Its a transitional problem.  About 80% of the world's
population
> _actively_ believes in/practices one or another religion.
(That means
> they pray more than once a week, they attend some ceremony
once a week,
> etc.)  _Most_ religions offer a direct link to God.  In most
religions
> there's nothing between the person and God.  Making the
universe bigger
> by there being one or more inteligent alien species sort of
puts stuff
> between humans and their God.

What I have found valuable in a following of religious in
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general is the fellowship.
There is something that is supremely comfortable and
strengthening within the arms of fellowship. This does not
necessitate the practice of a religion in a dogmatic sense
though.
Actually, I haven't attended a fellowship situation for around
two years. That circumstance wasn't with a religion as most
would define it, but I did attend somewhat religiously, for
thirteen years.
I AM contemplating at present attending on a regular basis, a
particular denomination. This will not be due to it's particular
dogma, but due to the fellowship with some of the people within
the congregation including the minister whom I like as a person.

> We can expect that if we ever meet aliens, that is if they
come here,
> that they're probably older and more technically advanced than
us.

This may or may not be true, but does not necessarily pertain to
more important issues.

> They've probably either successfully dealt with or made lots
of progress
> dealing with their social and religious problems.  It would be

> interesting to see how they did that but it would also be
threatening to
> some folks here.

Perhaps they have never had these issues to deal with.
Perhaps they have never been exposed to emotional content due to
never having had that aspect within themselves. Perhaps they are
just now beginning to experience this and are experiencing a
beginning of it's development within themselves. I suggest that
were this not the case, they could ill afford perpetrating the
inhumane acts to which they reportedly have.

> I personally don't have a problem with any of that but I
suspect that
> many folks would.  I also think it'll get worked out over
time.

I just pointed out one of mine. I do not for a second buy that
these beings where ever and however they do get here, are far in
advance of us in aspects that really matter.
Another thing. I feel that despite the possibility that they may
possess superior weaponry for example, they have insufficient
numbers to take advantage of the slight increase in superiority.
Their only alternative it is clear, lies within manipulation to
gain their ends.

> > They then go their way doing the same things over and over
> > expecting different results, but receiving the same ...
still
> > searching for the causation.
>
> I think its hard to be very responsible in life when we're not
much in
> control of it or what happens around us.

Responsibility is a matter of acceptance.
We collectively create our own greater reality John.

> > A bunch I'd wager. And I needn't remind you John, Fear
usually
> > breeds violence.
>
> Sure does.

All too many strive to rationalize their fear and to justify the
actions that are a result thereby refusing to take
responsibility. They therefore attempt to abide within an
illusion.

> > > Those changes happen across generations.  As one
generation
> > > moves out or prominence another one moves in.  It takes
time.
> > What if time is not a commodity that we can any longer enjoy
in
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> > these regards?
>
> Well, then we're screwed.  Probably the single most common
thread that
> runs through human society, politics, economics, and even
religion is
> reaction instead of action (or pro-action).  We wait for
something to
> happen then we react to it instead of determining that
something is
> going to happen and act on it.

I prefer to have faith and trust in spirit John. I know that
when the chips are down that many are going to shed their rose
colored glasses and witness reality for what it is ... of our
own collective creation. Some will choose to realign it with
values and features more in keeping with those of humaneness
while others will still be addicted to the self same illusions
with which they have been running for eons. They will grow and
evolve, but this as in the past will be a slow process.
Thus, I AM suggesting that there will indeed be a split in what
is experiential reality. Some will arise to experience a new
dimensional reality while others will remain within the hell of
their own making until they discover that they can rise above
it.

> I don't think anything is going to change that in the near
term.

I do, but as inferred, many will be oblivious to the change.

> > > It occurred to me when I was writing that that in those
areas
> > > where we are _already_ using electronic monitoring of
pre-release
> > > convicts the costs would be essentially zero.  The
equipment is
> > > already in place as are the people to do the monitoring.
> > Then it should be utilized.
>
> Yes, it should.  It all starts with a police report.

Let me assure you that in this community, that would bring
nothing but contempt and ridicule.

> > > How do we objectively prove that things are vibrating at a
> > > higher frequency, how do we prove that this affects human
thinking?
>
> > That is two questions. As to the first, I suspect that our
> > physical instrumentation may be at or near their limitations
of
> > possibility. However, we can catalog the effects upon
measurable
> > phenomena of forces of higher frequency. Kirlian photography
and
> > newer, related technologies are an example of this. Of
course,
> > there have been other suggested explanations tendered for
the
> > phenomena observed in Kirlian photography, but no conclusive
> > proof that I know of.
> > Secondly, it affects awareness more than the thinking
process.
> > It serves to distort.
>
> You could very well be right about our instrumentation's
ability to
> observe.  That's always been a problem in science.

The solution is self evident John. Unfortunately, there seems to
be a lot of ego invested in the attainment of degrees. Thus, the
system or rather the adherents thereof, serve to be
self-stifling.
I AM not anti-science, but of the ego that often accompanies the
academic accomplishments.

> > In any event, the concepts I AM attempting to convey are
> > difficult to find useful words for.
>
> Whether is hard science or spirituality we're talking about
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things at or
> beyond the known edge, there's no textbook to check for the
right
> words...

Too true.

> > > I don't know why most abductionists ignore the paranormal
> > > aspects of the event.  Until recently the paranormal
aspects were
> > > _actively_ censored out of abduction accounts, even by
MUFON.
>
> > I will state that I feel with every fibre of my being that
this
> > is the aspect that is the key.
> > That this aspect of nearly every case is all but ignored by
> > nearly every researcher that I know of, is doing themselves
and
> > more importantly the rest of us, a great disservice. If it
is
> > there, then it is of significance.
>
> I think the paranormal aspect is more important than the other
details.

As do I and I feel the urgency that it needs to be addressed.

> > I think that many have already made up their mind that this
> > phenomena comes to us from across the galaxy, John.
>
> I think they've done that too.

I feel that this is just so much propaganda.

> > I think that
> > they fear that if the incidence of paranormal phenomena is
> > recognized, then abduction incidents in general will be
declared
> > non-physical. Frankly even if they were, I fail to
understand
> > the significance of that. The phenomena is still occurring
and
> > leaving circumstantial physical evidence. Put another way,
the
> > phenomena is occurring and may be partially of a
non-physical
> > nature or para-physical nature leaving physical effects in
some
> > cases. In any case, something is happening and it may well
be
> > very dangerous.
>
> People don't like to admit they took a wrong turn especially
if they'd
> been on that wrong turn road a long time.  There clearly is a
> consensus-likde decision among most that this is a 3D, aliens
in
> spaceships, deal and they exclude the paranormal (or sometimes
explain
> it away with science fiction).

Then they play into the perpetrators hands In My Opinion.
Once one breaks out of this mold and is what is termed by some
an experiencer John, one notes a decided change in the content
of the experiences that occur after.

> We should also bear in mind that the abductionists are new to
the scene
> and invented their own 'ology.'  Paranormalists were here
before them.
> If the abductionists accepted the paranormal aspects then
they'd have to
> compete directly with the paranormalists (who, by the way,
began
> using electronic monitoring _years__ ago)...

I can't argue with you.

> > > I don't know if that's _actually_ true but its what the
> > > abductionists are saying.
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> > In many cases yes. There also seems to be some suspicion
that it
> > happens to a greater percentage of military people and/or
their
> > dependents.
>
> I recently heard this mentioned.  Do you know what this
suspicion is
> based on?

No. My being of a military family has nothing to do with it. In
fact, I would suspect the opposite.
With me it is just a generality due to having read the accounts
of so many who are/were of a military family upbringing.
However, I have been remiss in having not thought of the attempt
to compile any statistical evidence in support (or converse) the
notion.

Kindest Regards,

    Clark
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 18:46:49 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:11:56 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Carl Sagan dies at 62
> Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 11:44:33 -0600
> From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

> >Born in New York City in 1934, Sagan was a noted astronomer
> >whose lifelong passion was searching for intelligent life in the
> >cosmos.

>     :(
>
>    He left us with a ship of the imagination. With this ship
we
>    explore the possibilities of a certain future.
>
>    He was a Johnny Appleseed spreading the seeds of thoughts
>    through out the world and the fruits of those orchards are
>    sweet to the endeavors of hope for Man Eternal in  the
Universe.
>
>    I see him in the Heavens passing by to take an occasional
apple
>    from one of his trees and taste the nectar of God.
>
>    Goodby, Carl... and hello, Carl...  I know you are out
there now
>    where the truth is at last found..
>
>    ~Pat~

I want to thank you Pat for such a beautiful message to
celebrate the passing of a equally beautiful person.

Blessings and Merry Christmas,
Julianne
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OMNI On the Internet - (Dec. 22 - 28)

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 23:50:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:13:23 -0500
Subject: OMNI On the Internet - (Dec. 22 - 28)

---------------------
Forwarded message:
Subj:    OMNI On the Internet - (Dec. 22 - 28)
Date:    96-12-20 19:25:49 EST
From:    OMNI Chat

O M N I
On the Internet
http://www.omnimag.com
<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=
To attend chats, click on the text highlighting the chat
near the bottom of the OMNI on the Internet home page.
===================================================
If you'd like to stop receiving this newsletter, click on "Reply," type
STOP,  and click on "Send." We'll remove you from our mailing list
immediately.

This Week's Online Features, Chats and Surveys!

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

Fishing in the Norton Rings

Join OMNI for one of the most exciting fishing trips you'll ever take.
Leave the tackle box and the fly-rod at home and grab your EVA suit.
We'll take you through the plans and progress being made by MIT's
"Norton Fishing Club" for human waste in the Earth's orbit at ...

http://www.omnimag.com/features/norton_rings/

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Sunday <=*= December 22, 1996 <=*= 9:00 PM ET

LIVE: In the INFINITIES Chat:

Dave Blohm, President of Virtual Entertainment, on the future of interactive
gaming.

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Monday <=*= December 23, 1996 <=*= 9 PM ET

Live In E-Media:  OMNI Chats with Tad Williams, author of the recent
Otherland, about interactive entertainment.

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=< ===== <=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

Are You A Last Minute Shopper?

Are you stumped when it comes to buying Aunt Millie a present?  Painfully
aware that Cousin Burt *does* have everything?  Then whip on through the
Bookstore of the Omniverse.  In addition to all the latest bestsellers,
you can find titles as diverse as "Crochet For Today" and "The 100 Best
Stocks You Can Buy."  With 10% Off every book you can afford to play
Santa at ...

http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/omni/
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<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Tuesday <=*= December 24, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

NO CHAT SCHEDULED TONIGHT

On behalf of all of us at OMNI have a wonderful holiday season and a
happy 1997!

<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=< ===== <=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=

The BIG Picture

What does the movie "Toy Story" have to do with "Cosmic Voyage," the
newest film made in the giant-screen IMAX format?  Get an inside peek
at the supercomputers, software and people that have created this
exciting new view of the universe ...

http://www.omnimag.com/emedia/

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Wednesday <=*= December 25, 1996 <=*= 9 PM ET

LIVE in Breakthrough Medicine:  Join OMNI for an open chat on medical
technology we can use at home.  Is self-care an underutilized major part
of the healing process?

<=<=<=<=<= ===== <=<=<=<=<= ========

Thursday <=*= December 26, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

LIVE in our OMNIVisions Chat: Jonathan Lethem on Amnesia Moon and
The Wall of the Sky, The Wall of the Eye.

<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==*<=<=*==

Friday <=*= December 27, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

LIVE in our Brainstorms Chat:  Documentary film maker and ecologist
Michael Tobias, Ph.D., on his recent book World War III.

<=<=<=<=<= ===== <=<=<=<=<= ========

Saturday <=*= December 28, 1996 <=*= 10 PM ET

No more dull Saturday nights!
Join OMNI's thought-provoking OPEN CHATS on the future of science,
culture, and technology.

==========================================================
O M N I
On the Internet
http://www.omnimag.com
<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=<=
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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AUFORA - Carl Sagan

From: AUFORA News Update <dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 02:33:18 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 05:14:53 -0500
Subject: AUFORA  - Carl Sagan

AUFORA News Update
Friday, December 20th, 1996     <www.helios.org>
___________________________

***
We at AUFORA would like to express our most profound sympathies over the loss of
such an influential and great man.
***

STATEMENT BY NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN GOLDIN ON THE PASSING OF ASTRONOMER CARL
SAGAN

     "All of us at NASA are saddened by the passing of Carl Sagan.  For more
than three decades, Dr. Sagan was an eloquent, passionate voice for the sciences
that he so ably advanced.

     As much as any scientific figure of our time, Carl described for an entire
generation -- the generation of the Space Age -- the true wonders of the
Universe around us.  His unbelievable ability to explain the complexities of
space and space exploration inspired people to look up into the night sky in
wonder.  Through such efforts as the television series 'Cosmos' and his recent
book, 'Pale Blue Dot,' Carl reached -- and touched --millions around the world.

     He was a pioneer of the idea that life could exist on Mars, years before
NASA was able to uncover evidence of potential early life on the Red Planet, and
he was an important voice in our Mars science programs for many years.  He was
an early champion of the idea that the two leading spacefaring powers, America
and Russia, should work together in the exploration of space.

     He also was at the forefront of constructing humanity's first messages to
the stars, which even now are hurtling out of our Solar System aboard the
Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft.  Carl himself likened the effort to the
launching of a message in a bottle on the interstellar ocean.  We will remember
his vision, his eloquence, and his intellect, and we will miss him."

__________________
AUFORA News Update
News, Information, Facts from the world of UFOlogy

To subscribe send e-mail to: dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca

AUFORA Web: http://www.aufora.org/
AUFORA News: http://www.aufora.org/news/

Helios Science News: http://www.helios.org/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 09:04:37 GMT
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:06:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Philip,

This whole Kodak thing is a mess.  It is my opinion that Kodak has not been
acting in good faith on this issue.

Initially they said they only needed one frame to test, and when I told them I
had one frame and would hand carry it to Rochester, NY, for testing they
suddenly needed that 50 frame strip.

I spent a lot of time working with Ray and got Volker to agree to supply such a
strip for them.  At this point they said they needed 16 feet, at which point I
got disgusted with them and gave up on them.

Additionally, in telephone conversations and e-mail exchanges Tony Amato at
Kodak has repeatedly promised to send me a variety of documentation and other
material, and has never sent anything.  This is not typical of Kodak.  In my
magazine dealings I always have anything i ask for on my desk the following
day.

Also, as you know, Professor Malanga tested a piece of the film and pinned it
down to one of three types of acetate made by Kodak.  When I asked Kodak for
dates of manufacture of these acetate types, their response was totally evasive
and did not supply the requested information.  So much for Kodak.

On a recent visit to a film factory of one of Kodak's competitors I asked their
top chemical engineer and one of his colleagues about testing film.  I asked
how much would be required for a proper analysis and cross reference to their
extensive computer data base.  A piece the size of " the head of a pin" was
their response.  I have asked them to test the film for me, and they said they
would be happy to if their company management approved the idea.  This is
working its way through their bureaucracy even now.

Feel free to circulate this message as broadly as you wish.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

The Satellites of Comet Hale-Bopp

From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 10:40:49 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:05:02 -0500
Subject: The Satellites of Comet Hale-Bopp

The Satellites of Comet Hale-Bopp
(from http://www.metaresearch.org/)

               (A Meta Research Press Release)

Comet Hale-Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995. It has the unusual
distinction of being bright enough to be seen in amateur telescopes
while still farther from the Sun than Jupiter. This may mean that
the comet is bigger than most, perhaps even one of the spectacular
but rare "great comets", the most recent of which appeared in 1882.
But it might just mean that the comet underwent a recent outburst,
and will soon fade back to a more typical brightness. As time goes
by and the comet shows little sign of rapid fading, hope grows that
it is truly a large comet that will become visible to the naked eye
in the spring of 1997, when it reaches the inner solar system. If
its extrapolated brightness is accurate (always a risky assumption
with comets), it might reach about magnitude -2. This is the
brightness of the brightest star Sirius. However, a comet's
brightness is spread over a far larger angular area, since most
reflected light comes from the comet's coma and tail. So the
artificial night sky brightness common in cities will prevent
viewing the comet except from places where the night sky is
reasonably dark.

As readers of the book "Dark Matter, Missing Planets and New Comets"
will be aware, author Tom Van Flandern has predicted that both
asteroids and comets commonly have satellites. This is a natural
consequence of origin of these bodies in the explosive breakup of a
larger former solar system planet or moon. But it is almost impossible
if comets and asteroids condensed from a primeval solar nebula over
4 billion years ago, as the most popular theory today suggests,
because captures are extremely rare events. So when an unusually
large comet such as Comet Hale-Bopp is viewed with powerful modern
telescopes, either satellites will be present, or they will not;
and either way tells us something important about which model of
comet origins is more likely to be correct.

The photograph with this article was taken with the Hubble Space
Telescope on September 26, 1995, showing the region near the nucleus
of the comet in high resolution. The caption supplied with the
photo is partially reproduced in smaller typeface near the picture.
Clearly, that caption presumes the solar-nebula-origin model, in
which orbiting satellites are too improbable to be considered
seriously.

The purpose of this press release is threefold:

   1.to point out that the so-called "blob ejected from the nucleus of
   the comet" is in all likelihood a satellite of the nucleus in a
   long-term stable orbit.

   2.to predict that telescopes will continue to track this same satellite
   in the same orbit around the comet nucleus all the way into the inner
   solar system, by which time additional satellites might be seen.

   3.to call attention to the implications for theories of comet origins
   this discovery implies.

- end -
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.-----------------------------------------------------.
*                 ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~              *
*   Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'-----------------------------------------------------'
* MUFOR Web site: http://207.167.67.197/              *
* TLP Database  : http://207.167.67.197/tlp/lunar.html*
* E-mail 1      : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net            *
* E-mail 2      : mufor@waldonet.net.mt               *
* IRC channel   : #cydonia (on Undernet)              *
* Fax           : + 356 456729                       .'--------------.
* Mobile        : 099 0756                           * "Either these *
* Postal Address: P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA.  *  features on  *
'-------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
        * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
        *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
        *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
        *  - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS    *
        '------------------------------------------------------------'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

BWW Media Alert Attachment

From: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 06:29:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:07:01 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert Attachment

Bufo Calvin, P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
510-432-8102 (voice, fax, and recorded messages)
TAP (The Address Project)
NEARU (National Events by Area Registry of the Unexplained)
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (paper and electronic newsletter)
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Whoops!  I forgot to attach your present of the letter "A" from TAP to the
Media Alert!  Oh well, this way I can do it in the body, rather than as an
attached file.  That'll eliminate the "cracking the file" problems.  Happy
holidays!

TAP (THE ADDRESS PROJECT)

This is a listing of organizations, publications, and public
individuals (those who have either published their address or
given specific permission for its use) involved in the
exploration of the unknown (also known as: Anomalistics,
Fortean phenomena, Metempiric studies, Parapsychology, etc.).
Groups solely involved in the dispensation of philosophy have
not been included.  The list has an official publication date
each year of June 24th, but is revised frequently.
Additions, corrections, and comments should
be directed to Bufo Calvin at P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek,
CA,  94596 phone (voice or fax) 510-432-8102,  or
INTERNET address BufoCalvin@aol.com.

AARDVARK BOOKS
8 Braddon Avenue
Urmston
Gtr Manchester M31 1UE
UK
CATEGORY: MAIL ORDER
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ABDUCTEES ANONYMOUS
WEBSITE: http://WWW.CyberGate.COM/~ufonline/
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, abductions
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

ABDUCTION ALLIANCE
2028 18th Avenue
San Francisco, CA  94116
PHONE: 713-768-0499
RED MCMURPHY
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1993

ABOMINABLE SNOWMEN CLUB OF NORTH AMERICA (defunct?)
P O Box 186
Yakima, WA  98901
ROGER PATTERSON (deceased), Director
LAST KNOWN DATE: 1970

THE ACADEMY OF CLINICAL CLOSE ENCOUNTER THERAPISTS (ACCET)
2826 O Street, Suite 3
Sacramento, CA  95816
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: abductions, ET encounters
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1996/
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ACADEMY FOR RELIGIOUS AND PSYCHICIAL RESEARCH
326 Tunxi Avenue
P O Box 614
Bloomfield, CT  06002
202-242-4593
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

ACADEMY OF PSYCHIC ARTS AND SCIENCES (APAS)
100 Turtle Creek Village, Suite 363
Dallas, TX  75219
(214) 788-1883
TIMOTHY DEXTER LATUS

SHARI ADAMIAK
E-MAIL: 102542.3573@compuserve.com
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
AFFILIATIONS: CSETI
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

BRIAN ADAMS: see OZARKS AREA RESEARCH GROUP

GEORGE ADAMSKI (deceased): see PUBLIC INTEREST SPACE SCIENCE CTR.

THE ADDRESS PROJECT: see TAP

AERIAL PHENOMENA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION (APRO) (defunct)
3910 E. Kleindale Road
Tucson, AZ  85716
JIM & CORAL LORENZEN
PUBLICATION: APRO BULLETIN
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOS
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1952
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1978

AERIAL PHENOMENON RESEARCH: THE INDIANA GROUP
(formerly known as MUFON INDIANA)
18 Davis Drive
Mt. Vernon, IN  47260
PHONE: 812-838-3120, 812-838-9843
FRANCIS L. RIDGE, Director
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
PUBLICATION: UFO INTELLIGENCE NEWSLETTER
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1986
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AETHERIUS SOCIETY
6202 Afton Place
Hollywood, CA  90028-8298
PHONE: 213-465-9652, 213-467-4325
REV. ALAN MOSELEY
PUBLICATIONS: THE AETHERIUS SOCIETY NEWSLETTER, COSMIC VOICE
CATEGORY: UFOs, contactee
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1960
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AETHERIUS SOCIETY
757 Fulham Road
London SW6 5UU
UK
PHONE: 01-736-4187
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: CONTACTEE
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1955
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AFRICAN UFO REGISTRY
Pre. Dept. 400211
GTMC Box 234
Tema, Ghana
PATRICK AISU, Director
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1976
AFFIL: IUFOR

ALBERTA UFO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
WEBSITE: http://ume.med.ucalgary.ca/~watanabe/ufo.html
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

J.L. ALDRICH: see PROJECT 1947

http://ume.med.ucalgary.ca/~watanabe/ufo.html
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JOHN ALEXANDER: see NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR DISCOVERY SCIENCE

ALIEN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPEMENT (AI-TRAD)
P O Box 5125
Security, CO  80931
DR. KIM J. MIKULES
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1988
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

DON ALLEN
E-MAIL: dona@totcon.com
AFFILIATIONS: COLORADO MUFON
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

ALPINE UFO REGISTRY
Via M. Knoller 6
Balzano, 39100
Italy
WALTER ELKINS, Director
AFFIL: IUFOR
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1976

AMALGAMATED FLYING SAUCER CLUBS OF AMERICA (AFSCA) (defunct)
P O Box 39
Yucca Valley, CA  92286
(619) 365-1411
GABRIEL GREEN

AMATEUR UFOLOGY NEWS: see HEARTLAND RESEARCH PROJECT

AMAZING HORIZONS
P O Box 61662
Sunnyvale, CA  94088
CATEGORY: VIDEO DISTRIBUTOR

AMERICAN PSYCHIC MAGAZINE
303 Loma Alta Drive, Suite 20
Santa Barbara, CA  93109
CATEGORY: Magazine
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR ELECTRONIC VOICE PHENOMENA
726 Dill Road
SEVERNA PARK, MD  21146
301-647-8742
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH (ASPR)
S.W. 73RD STREET
New York, NY  10023
(212) 799-5050
DONNA L. MCCORMICK
PUBLICATION: AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH JOURNAL
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1907
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DOWSERS (ASD)
P O Box 24
Brainerd Street
Danville, VT  05828
(802)684-3417

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF META-SCIENCE (AAMS)
P O BOX 1182
Huntsville, AL  35807
(205) 881-7165
WILLIAM F. SOWDER, President

AMERICAN UFO COMMITTEE
2875 Sequoyah Drive N.W.
Atlanta, GA
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1969

AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS
P O Box 986
Tehachapi, CA  93581
PHONE: 805-822-9655
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FAX: 805-822-9658
CATEGORY: Publisher
PUBLICATION: books, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR (newspaper)
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ANCIENT ASTRONAUT SOCIETY (AAS)
1921 St. Johns Avenue
Highland Park, IL  60035
(708) 295-8899
DONNA ROBINSON, GENE M. PHILLIPS
PUBLICATION: ANCIENT SKIES
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1973
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1993

ANCIENT TRUTH RESEARCH FOUNDATION (ATRF)
P O Box 38037
Hollywood, CA  90038-0037
PHONE: 213-464-5948
PUBLICATION: COSMIC CURRENT NEWS
ALBERT RAINEY
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

PAUL ANDERSON: see CIRCLES PHENOMENON RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL

BETTY ANDREASSON: see BETTY (ANDREASSON) LUCA AND BOB LUCA

WALTER H. ANDRUS: see MUFON

GRANVILLE ANGEL: see EUFORA

ANNALS OF THE ENQUIRING
8 St. John Street
Wells, Somerset  BA5 1SW
GERRY LOVELL
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, paranormal
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1994
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

THE ANOMALIES ZONE: see STAN GORDON

THE ANOMALIST
Patrick Huyghe
P O Box 577
Jefferson Valley, NY  10535
FAX: 914-526-4204
E-MAIL: 74750.2600@compuserve.com
WEBSITE: http://www.cloud9.net/~patrick/anomalist/
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: fortean phenomena, UFOs, parapsychology, cryptozoology,
etc.
CATEGORY: publication
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1995
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1995

THE ANOMALIST (same as above)
Dennis Stacey
P O Box 12434
San Antonio, TX  78212
FAX: 210-828-4507
E-MAIL: 72450.1305@compuserve.com
WEBSITE: http://www.cloud9.net/~patrick/anomalist/
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: fortean phenomena, UFOs, parapsychology, cryptozoology,
etc.
CATEGORY: publication
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1995
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1995

ANOMALY (defunct)
P O Box 351
Murray Hill Station
New York, NY  10016
EDWARD CHALLENGER (pseudonym for JOHN A. KEEL)

ANOMALY RESEARCH BULLETIN (defunct)
P O Box 1479
Grand Rapids, MI  49501
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1976
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1978

ANOMALY RESEARCH BULLETIN (same as above?)
7098 Edinburgh Street
Lambertville, MI 48144

http://www.cloud9.net/~patrick/anomalist/
http://www.cloud9.net/~patrick/anomalist/
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FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1978
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1978

ANOMALY RESEARCH CENTRE (ARC)
104 Howitt Street
Ballarat, VIC  3350
Australia
MARK MORAVEC
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOS, CRYPTOZOOLOGY, ETC.

APRA BOOKS
Anitquarian & Scholarly Books
443 Meadow Lane
Nottingham NG2 3GB
PHONE: 0602-860010, 0602-874615

APRO BULLETIN: see AERIAL PHENOMENA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

ARCHAEUS PROJECT
2402 University Avenue
St. Paul, MN  55114
PHONE: 612-641-0177
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, Cyberphisiology
DENNIS STILLINGS
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1982
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ARCHIVES FOR UFO RESEARCH
P O Box 11027
S60011
Norrkoping, Sweden
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1973
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ARCTIC UFO REGISTRY
8324 Dublin Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska
JERRY MAJOR, Director
AFFIL: IUFOR
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1976

ARCTURUS BOOK SERVICE (obsolete)
Box 831383
Stone Mountain, GA  30083-0023
PHONE: 404-297-4624
CATEGORY: mail order
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ARCTURUS BOOK SERVICE (obsolete)
1443 S.E. Port St. Lucie Blvd.
Port St. Lucie, FL  34952
PHONE: 407-398-0796
FAX: 407-337-1701
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1993
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

ARCTURUS BOOK SERVICE
1443 S.E. Port St. Lucie Blvd.
Port St. Lucie, FL  34952
PHONE: 561-398-0796
FAX: 561-337-1701
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

ARIZONA BIGFOOT CENTER
P O Box 412
Paulden, AZ  86334-0412
PHONE: 602-636-4982
LYLE VANN
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: Bigfoot, UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1994
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

LARRY ARNOLD: see PARASCIENCE INTERNATIONAL

DAVID ARNSPIGER
P O Box 85014
Tucson, AZ  85754-5014
CATEGORY: Classified advertiser
SPECIALTY: buys cryptozoology books
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FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1994
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

ASIAN UFO REGISTRY
1-8-11 Tsugo
Chiba City
Japan
M
AFFIL: IUFOR
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1976

ASSOCIATION D'ETUDE SUR LES SOUCOUPES VOLANTES (AESV-FRANCE)
BP 324
13611 Aix-en-Provence Cedex
France
YVES BRESSON, PERRY PETRAKIS
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1987

ASSOCIATION DIJONIASE DE RESERCHES UFOLOGIQUES & PARASYCHOLOGIQUES
(ADRUP)
6 rue des Gemeaux
21220 Gevrey Chembertin
France
PATRICE VACHON
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1987

ASSOCIATION FOR THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF ANOMALOUS PHENOMENA (ASSAP)
20 Paul Street
Frome, Somerset  BA11 1DX
England
0373-51777
DR. HUGH PINCOTT
PUBLICATIONS: ASSAP NEWS (bi-monthly), ANOMALY
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1981
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

ASTRONET
CATEGORY: BBS (modem accessible eletronic "Bulletin Board")
(03) 467 8065 (voice)
AUSTRALIA
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992
BOB FLETCHER

ASTRONET REVIEW
P O Box 8285
Northland Centre
Vic. 3072
AUSTRALIA
CATEGORY: Newsletter

ATHANOR PRESS
5550 Franklin Blvd. 101
Sacramento, CA  95820-4742
CATEGORY: Publisher
PUBLISHES: NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF HAUNTED PLACES
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1994

LOYD AUERBACH
P O Box 875
Orinda, CA  94563-0875
E-MAIL: ESPER@GLOBAL.CALIFORNIA.COM
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: Parapsychology
CATEGORY: Author, researcher
AFFILIATION: OFFICE OF PARANORMAL INVESTIGATIONS
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1993
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR UFO STUDIES (ACUFOS)
P O Box 728
Lane Cove, NSW  2066
Australia
PUBLICATIONS: ACUFOS BULLETIN, REPORTS DIGEST
AFFILIATED WITH: TUFOIC; UFO RESEARCH (FNQ); UFO RESEARCH (NSW);
UFO RESEARCH (QLD); UFO RESEARCH (SA); ARC
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1980
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992
MARK MORAVEC, COORDINATOR

AUSTRALIAN FLYING SAUCER RESEARCH SOCIETY
Box 2004 G.P.O.
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Adelaide, South Australia, 5001

AUSTRALIAN FLYING SAUCER REVIEW
P O BOX E170
St. James, Sydney  2001
Australia
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1969

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL UFO FLYING SAUCER RESEARCH INC.
Box 2004 G P O Adelaide
South Australia, 5001
PHONE: 08-272-3131
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1952
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AUSTRALIAN UFO BULLETIN: see VICTORIAN UFO RESEARCH SOCIETY

AUSTRALIAN UFO ENCOUNTERS
PO BOX 642
Parramatta
NSW
Australia
PHONE: 02 96872506 or 02 97796843
E-MAIL: eagle1@flex.com.au
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, abductions
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

AUSTRALIAN UFO REGISTRY
Unit 2, 45 Parker Street
Maroochydore, Queensland
4558 Australia
CHRISTOPHER JENSEN, Director
AFFIL: IUFOR
LAST KNOWN YEAR: Summer 1976

AUSTRALIAN UFO REPORTS
WEBSITE: http://www.networx.com.au/home/slider/
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

AUSTRALIAN UFO RESEARCHER
P O Box 6
Lane Cove
NSW, Australia, 2066

AUSTRALIAN UFO SIGHTINGS PAGE
WEBSITE: http://yoyo.cc.monash.edu.au/~johno/
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

AUSTRALIAN UNKNOWN ANIMALS RESEARCH CENTRE
P O Box 473
Kootingal, NSW 2351
Australia
(067) 787 201
REX GILROY
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AWARENESS RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.
DeSoto Square
No. 29, 35 Ritter Road
Hayesville, NC  28904
PHONE: 704-389-8672
HELEN I. HOAG
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

AXMINSTER LIGHT CENTRE
9 Hillhead Terrace
Musbury Road
Axminster, Devonshire  EX13 5JL
UK
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, New Age
FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1969
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1992

DAN AYKROYD
E-MAIL: dan@psifactor.com
FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs, parapsychology, fortean phenomena

http://www.networx.com.au/home/slider/
http://yoyo.cc.monash.edu.au/~johno/
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FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

AZTEC PUBLISHING
Box 1142
Norcross, GA  30091
CATEGORY: Publishers
PUBLISHES: UFO ENCOUNTERS
LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1993
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Code of ethics

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:07:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:12:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of ethics

> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
>
> > You didn't necessarily refer to any specific religion but each
> > religion has its own spirituality (which it necessarily thinks is
> > singularly right, with every other spirituality being specifically
> > wrong).
> I feel that this is a difference in terminology John. <grin>
> In my view, Religions, denominations, sects etc. each have their
> own particular DOGMA which to all too many equate to a
> particular flavor of spirituality. Yet, I seriously question if
> these constitute spirituality at all necessarily. You see to me,
> true spirituality has NOTHING to do with religion. Down through
> the ages John there have been many atrocities committed in the
> name of this or that religion. Where I ask you is the
> spirituality in committing inhumane acts John?

Beats me!?  (Not being religious or spiritual makes things like that
just about impossible for me to understand...)

> Spirituality in my view is an evolving condition within each of
> us that is exemplified partially by our individual Humaneness.

I agree with that but I'll also point that most religions would have a
problem with that.  Most religions don't really or directly acknwledge
the humaness of humans as apart for their God.

> Hopefully you get my point.

I definitely understand the point.  If we placed traditional
religions at one end of the spectrum and so-called secular humanism
at the other end of the spectrum then your definition of spirituality
would be somewhere in the middle.

> Thus, Religions are control mechanisms John.

I won't argue that <grin>.

> > That was extremely unfortunate and hopefully you've managed to
> > undo most of that silliness.  As we now know that individual wasn't
> > an acceptable MHP to begin with.
> Hahaha!  I was branded anathema from the gitgo John. <grin>
> I didn't for a second buy that hogwash and did my best in the
> attempt to point out why I felt that it was pure baloney. I can
> honestly relate that following a number of the get-togethers, I
> was taken aside by a few and thanked for speaking out. I once
> again challenge others who have experienced similar
> circumstances to my own, to seriously question what are to me
> the illusionary trappings provided by those who perpetrated the
> circumstances in the first place.

Its important to challenge yourself and your memories, its like a
self-test.

> > Most experiencers I've talked to would say something similar.
> > The high strangeness of the experience, and various specific events,
> > seem to stand almost as a contradiction to it being a 3D-real event.
> Really. That hasn't yet been my experience.

I don't mean to say they think it wasn't a 3D event, only that their
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memories of them are so _different_ from ordinary 3D events.

> > That's largely the name of the game.  Therapy can't, shouldn't
> > and generally won't prove something right or wrong - just get you
> > back in the game.  In you case it was mostly self-therapy and you
> > aren't the only person who mostly helped themselves.  A non-trivial
> > part of traditional psychology is helping you to become your own
> > best therapist.
> Yup!  Kinda like hypnosis. <grin>

Except safer...

> > I understand that.  And if you told your story to a person
> > who's sanity you didn't question and that person was even moderately
> > swayed that probably something _did_ happen to you, then you would
> > have (maybe just a little tiny bit) demonstrated to yourself that
> > you weren't crazy.
> Okay, I see your point, you're correct.

That's part of the self-testing.  Its a productive element only p to the
point where it shifts into non-challenging belief.

> I believe that the abduction scenarios can be brought to a halt.
> This does not necessarily mean that the encounters stop however,
> it just means that their nature changes.

There's been a few things written about that.  Its an interesting angle
that by doing some mental/spiritual work you can significantly influence
an encounter.

> > Perhaps you've had the experience of talking to someone about
> > your experiences and (somehow, some way) they became _totally_
> > convinced that they were _positively_ real.  Did their 110%
> > acceptance, genuine as it may be to them, seem hollow or shallow to
> > you?
> Reserved. <grin>
> But my friend, I fail to see how it could be any other way.

HAHAHAHAHA!!!!  Okay, I can accept that.

> > And that's the problem.  Traditional science would say that
> > there's nothing wrong with the hardware, it performed exactly as it
> > should, and it recorded no 3D events at all.  Traditional psychology
> > might then say that there's nothing wrong with the person either,
> > but they _are_ suffering some trauma from what can _currently_ only
> > be described as a nightmare.  Maybe, in our example, we'd get lucky
> > and there'd be something else, a physical marking or something, to
> > complicate things.
> Having said the above John and in consideration of the entire
> exchange, perhaps you are getting a bit of a feel for what I was
> referring to by the term 'awareness'. Some are consciously aware
> of things within their surroundings within which others have no
> cognizance. Therefore, these things are real to them on an
> subtle experiential interactive way while to the others, there
> is not an equal amount of perception.

Yep, I understand that.  So there has to be some way to move this off
square one.  Electronic monitoring may not (likely won't) _solve_ the
issue but it may very likely focus research.

> > I can convince myself using non-traditional approaches but I
> > couldn't convince anyone else without them.
> Agreed. Yet, your experience is not any less valid is it?
> Most especially when you encounter others who independently
> report nearly the exact same experience(s) under similar
> circumstances.

By "experience" I didn't mean an encounter or abduction, I meant the
path through the data.  Probably nobody can duplicate my approach, what
I read, who I met, talked to and worked with, etc.  But it can surely be
closely approximated.  Most people closely approximating that path can
convince themselves based only on the circumstantial data that something
is going on.  They probably can't convince anyone else unless that other
person takes a similar path through the data.

A good example of that is a recent message in this List from Cathy.  It
was quite impassioned, emotional and powerful.  Clearly she believes
something is going on.  Despite some techinal inaccuracies the impact
(intent) of her message was to hope to cause readers to move in the
direction of believing the possibility of so-called alien abductions.
That's fine, so far as it goes.  But without proof all we have is
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belief, which is simply not enough to cause most folks to move _beyond_
thinking of the events as merely possible.

> > They've probably either successfully dealt with or made lots
> > of progress dealing with their social and religious problems.  It
> > would be interesting to see how they did that but it would also be
> > threatening to some folks here.
> Perhaps they have never had these issues to deal with.
> Perhaps they have never been exposed to emotional content due to
> never having had that aspect within themselves. Perhaps they are
> just now beginning to experience this and are experiencing a
> beginning of it's development within themselves. I suggest that
> were this not the case, they could ill afford perpetrating the
> inhumane acts to which they reportedly have.

Sure, that's possible I guess.  We tend to think that no intelligent
creature would do these things unless either they haven't confronted
their compassionate/spiritual side -OR- they have and somehow dispensed
with it.  I guess either possibility works.

Of course, if they _haven't_ encountered religion yet then they're in
for a surprise when they get set upon by Earth's evangelists!

> I just pointed out one of mine. I do not for a second buy that
> these beings where ever and however they do get here, are far in
> advance of us in aspects that really matter.
> Another thing. I feel that despite the possibility that they may
> possess superior weaponry for example, they have insufficient
> numbers to take advantage of the slight increase in superiority.
> Their only alternative it is clear, lies within manipulation to
> gain their ends.

Yeah, they obviously don't want to destroy the place, or maybe can't.

> > Well, then we're screwed.  Probably the single most common
> > thread that runs through human society, politics, economics, and
> > even religion is reaction instead of action (or pro-action).  We
> > wait for something to happen then we react to it instead of
> > determining that something is going to happen and act on it.
> I prefer to have faith and trust in spirit John.

My mind just doesn't work that way.

> > I don't think anything is going to change that in the near
> term.
> I do, but as inferred, many will be oblivious to the change.

I don't understand how a change can occur without everybody realizing
that it happenned.

> > Yes, it should.  It all starts with a police report.
> Let me assure you that in this community, that would bring
> nothing but contempt and ridicule.

So, what's new about that?  They still have official responsibilities
they are required by law to fulfill.

> > People don't like to admit they took a wrong turn especially
> > if they'd been on that wrong turn road a long time.  There clearly
> > is a consensus-likde decision among most that this is a 3D, aliens
> > in spaceships, deal and they exclude the paranormal (or sometimes
> > explain it away with science fiction).
> Then they play into the perpetrators hands In My Opinion.
> Once one breaks out of this mold and is what is termed by some
> an experiencer John, one notes a decided change in the content
> of the experiences that occur after.

Interesting.  So the very nature of the experiences changes based on the
thinking if the experiencer?

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Carl Sagan

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 96 11:29:08 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:13:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

  Ed Stewart said;

>As it may, ufologists have Carl Sagan to thank for the preservation of the
>BLUE BOOK files.

   An many, many other things.

   Although he was apparently 180 to his former self, this I feel
   was for good reason.  I am much saddened that nature chose
   to withdraw the thread of life from him in the very times that
   are proving his early theories correct.

   Now that we no longer have Carl to pick on from time to time,
   I suppose we shall have to double up on James Oberg. ;)

   ~Pat~
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 09:37:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:08:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

> > Well, its been over a year since I saw the Santilli film but I was
> > pretty sure there's a short part showing a guy on the other side of
> > the window wearing a military uniform.

>     Are you sure the one you saw was the Santilli footage?  There have
> been some "recreations" floated around, and one of them does show a
> sequence with a man in uniform in the window with the doctor.

Yep, it must be one of the recreations I think I remember.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Possible 'UFO Experience'?

From: Owen Morgan <ddraig@kuntrynet.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:08:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:07:51 -0500
Subject: Possible 'UFO Experience'?

        I have a question for anyone who can answer this.  I just got a peace of
information from my 14yr old brother.  He said that around 5:45 Indiana
time that he a strange noise, high pitch pulsating noise, it lasted about
20 seconds then it abruptly stopped. Then a few seconds passed and jet flew
over.

        My question is if anyone lives in the northern Indiana area if they saw
or heard anything strange last night?  Now you will question the credibility
of my brother, as he might have been sleeping, but I have had a similar
experience. And I feel now with the InterNet I can get info on this, and
that it needs to be investigated even though it might be a strange dream.
I also asked him if it could have been a car revving its engine. This
is what I think it is, but just in case I wanted some input from someone
in the northern Indiana area in case they saw or heard something.

Thanks
Owen Morgan
ddraig@kuntrynet.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: Backlash

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 08:45:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:11:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Backlash

Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Backlash
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 19:38:27 -0600
From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Cathy, rfsignal@sprynet.com said;

>>I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
>>humans!

> I resent that. I am an ignorant land deweler. Besides, I'm
> scared of sharks and certain plankton tastes funny.

        Sorry that you thought you were hit upon, Pat.  I
was not over-generalizing to prod you.  If you take offense,
then don't because I apologize.

        What we have here is a failure to communicate.
While it is one thing to see distant lights up in the sky,
it is quite another to see those lights up close and in my
face, actively and physically involving me in something that
the scientific and political communities of the world
devoutly refuse to acknowlege as even being possible.

        All of the coverups, illusions, hoaxes and denials
of the past fifty years have only served to show that we as
a species don't have what it takes to prove to our selves
that there are infinite possibilities in the universe.  I am
tired of the bickering, slashing antics of the very ones who
try to be on our side, trying to prove that there really is
evidence of something going on.

        If my sightings and experiences fit within my
mundane perceptions and understanding of the world, then I
would have no fear of the nature of the conflicts that
arise.  I would have simple, blind motivations to explore
and interact with the world around me.  But such is not the
case.  I am convinced beyond all reasonable doubt that there
is something going on, and that I have been a part of that.

        Whatever my story is, doesn't matter to me, because
it is simply part of my life experiences.  I don't care to
convince anyone of the facts as I perceive them.  Whether I
glow in the dark, do odd things, or even have essesce of
diesel fuel in my hair doesn't make any difference to me.
But, it does to others who think that it does.

        Sorry, to think that I would care to prove anything
to anyone, is wrong.  I reached a point in my life where I
simply don't care what anyone else thinks of or about me.  I
have a story to tell and that's all there is to it.  If
anyone cares to listen, then they can gleam whatever facts
are pertinent to them for their own reasons.

        Life goes on as it does.  Humanity will evolve more,

religions and cults will flourish, scientists and
politicians will retain their power, spectres of the past
will continue to haunt and the abductions will continue.
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        Humanity will do what it does to prepare for the day
when we will openly encounter other lifeforms from the
stars.

Take care for now,
Cathy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Backlash

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 10:51:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:09:48 -0500
Subject: Backlash

> From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
> Subject: Backlash

> I have been reading and reading about all of the thoughts,
> concerns, evidences and so on about the topic of UFOology.
> It leads me to wonder just what the .. is going on in the
> thought processes of most humans.
> Fact: there are people from all over the world who have only
> one thing in common, that they were abducted, that they had
> experiences that involved aliens, their craft, and their
> equipment.  They all have the basically similar stories to
> tell.

That's not entirely true or accurate.  At a minimum we have 4 groups of
people.  Alleged abductees who have and have not been hypnotized, and
alleged contactees who have and have not been hypnotized.

Additionally, if you closely examin a number of these stories,
especially from outside of North America, you will find that the bulk of
the stories are not all that common.

> Fact: These same people are being ignored.  For the past
> fifty years, there has been
>                  NO.. repeat NO change in anything!
>         Those same experiencers have been investigated,
> poked and prodded by the best of humanity after the fact
> that they were poked and prodded by those aliens.  So, where
> is the information for all of those tests and investigating?

This is simply not accurate.  We have numerous samples of alleged alien
handwriting yet there has been no analysis of that.  We have examples of
alleged alien-caused physical markings on humans yet there has been no
analysis of that.  We have what is claimed to be a reliable series of
events in a person's life which are also cross-generational yet there
has not been a credible attempt to use electronic monitoring.

So, no, "the best of humanity" has not even come close to taking a real
look at this problem.

>         Who is blindly leading who?  For the past fifty
> years, there have been the same incidents, same people, same
> resulting abduction scenario.  Can you believe it?

The work I mentioned above, (handwriting analysis, physical mark
analysis and electronic monitoring), are extremely simple.  These are
_basic_ steps in investigation.  No, I don't believe it it all until
we've at least done the basic work.

> Just where does anyone who exhibits Post Abduction Trauma
> syndrome go to get help for the host of problems and other
> difficulties that they endure after the fact?  Can they go
> to the police? To the Lawyers? To the medical professionals?
> To the local witchdoctor?

Yes, they should see their doctor and a MHP.

>         Well, the best route so far has shown that the local
> Witch Doctor is your best source of help and understanding
> of the trauma that besets any abductee!
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I guess that depends on how you define 'help.'

Maybe I only misperceived your linkage in the term "help and
understanding..."  A psychiatrist does not have to be a rape victim to
successfully help rape victims.

I suggest you spend some reading about abnormal psychology.  I'm not
suggesting that abnormnal psychology expleins so-called alien
abductions.  I am suggesting that the psychiatrist does not have know
much if anything about the alleged scenario of so-called alien
abductions to treat such people.

> I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
> humans!

Perhaps you could express your apparent frustration in constructive
ways?  Write letters to the APA and to folks like Hopkins (Jacobs, Mack,
etc.) and implore them to begin acting responsibly.  Ask them why they
haven't had the alleged alien handwriting analyzed.  Ask them why they
haven't had the alleged physical markings analyzed.  Ask them why they
haven't implemented electronic monitoring.

I get a little frustrated with the status quo too but there's one thing
on which I'm absolutely certain - abductee evangelizing alone will not
convince the bulk of the population that alleged aliens are actually
abducting people.

We need real evidence, real research.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 21

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:08:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:10:46 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
>
> > I think it would be possible to treat the symptoms or treat
> > the after-effects without having it previously established that
> > alien abductions are real.
> There may be some inherent problems here to overcome. Let us use
> my case as an example.
> I was beset with flashes of imagery that made absolutely no
> logical sense, John. The only possible explanation that came to
> mind in trying to make some sense of what I was experiencing was
> that I had witnessed some possible violent confrontation behind
> my van across the meadow after going out to it to go to bed for
> the night. However, that didn't explain the apparent approaching
> 'helicopter that made no noise' that preceded the vision of the
> fuzzy, short people within the blinding blue/white light.
> Moreover, it also didn't even begin to over any rationalization
> for the inexplicable extreme emotional agitation that I was
> experiencing in association with these flashes of memory. During
> the three months between the onset of these flashes of memory
> and my undergoing hypno-regression, it would be fair to state
> that I was rapidly becoming an emotional basket case. These
> circumstances were entirely intolerable considering my military
> upbringing and certain training and opportunities that I was
> afforded while in the military.

I understand how it was unacceptable.

> What I AM suggesting here is that in order to get to the bottom
> line in this situation, hypno-regression was necessary. I
> recognize however, that this would not necessarily be the case
> in all instances. Many who are abducted seem to recall through
> non-extraordinary means, a great deal of their experience. Some
> are going to need this sort of tool in order to begin to get by
> the fear.

Psychology has other methods to accomplish things like that.  Using
hindsight we can look back at your experience and say that we don't
think the hypnosis caused any problems and we do think it was beneficial
therefore it worked for you.  I can't argue with that <grin>.

> > Whatever it turns out to be I'm pretty sure it will be
> strange...<grin>
> I sincerely hope that you never have the opportunity to
> experience it.

Well, that's a tough one.  On the one hand were I to have similar
experiences I'm sure I'd have a very difficult time regaining even a
minimum of objectivity.  (Not having had similar experiences, and having
done some research/investigation in the past, its easy for me to be
objective.)  Its hard to predict how that would affect me.  On the other
hand, without having had those similar experiences I am missing a piece
of the puzzle and I realize that.

All things considered, if the choice was mine I'd rather struggle with
subjective objectivity than struggle trying to understand what the
experience is really like.

> In the meantime John, I challenge any other abductee and/or
> researcher to honestly set aside all of the assumptions and
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> adopted beliefs that have come about as a result of their
> experience(s).
> I truly feel that if they do not, then they run the risk of
> being mere pawns and/or tools of the ones who perpetrated the
> abduction(s) in the first place. I strongly feel that they are
> placing themselves in a great amount of danger by insisting on
> playing the helpless victim.

They _aren't_ helpless victims.  They can help themselves and other by
demanding real research and investigation.

> I suspect that there is something in common with all of these
> folks who experience repeated abduction. A part of that I feel
> lies in what I have suggested above. I feel that in order to
> begin to make some real headway into what is in fact occurring,
> these folks have to break out of the mold into which they have
> placed themselves. That they have as I experienced something
> decidedly strange, I have no doubt. But, at the same time I
> realize that the perpetrators WANT to dictate to me the roadmap
> of the experience. Based upon my post-abduction experiences
> John, I have come to the tentative conclusion that these beings
> can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion. I
> state this because both Julie and myself have witnessed some of
> this with our own eyes.

Well, just going by the standard thematic details 'they' seem to be able
to do all sorts of seemingly magical things.

> > The risk in thinking that nothing is happenning is the same as
> > thinking something specific is happenning and being wrong.  Whatever
> > it is that's happenning doesn't apparently know or care what we
> > think...
> It has been my observance that the are smug in their own
> abilities. They do care when they find that they themselves are
> being observed John. They really put on a show of being
> startled.

Hahahahahaha!!!!!  Interesting...

> Wishing you and your wife the happiest of holidays on behalf of
> Julie and Myself,

Same to you two!

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 96 11:43:18 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:14:43 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

  Clarke Hathaway said;

> I have come to the tentative conclusion that these beings
>can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion.

   I concur,  but in my case it's well beyond tentative.

   ~Pat~
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Re: Project 1947 - Hynek's Re-evaluation of Air

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:00:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:19:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947 - Hynek's Re-evaluation of Air

Jan Aldrich ... you wrote:

>Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:26:41 -0800
>From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
>Subject: Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases
>To: PROJECT-1947@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

.........

>            INTERESTING CASES---AF INDENTIFIED
>
>DATE                    March 2, 1955
>
>LOCAL TIME             2300Z      (5:00 P. M.)
>
>LOCATION   10 mi. N. of Huntley, Illinois
>
># OF OBJECTS     3

.........

- - - - - -
JC:   Thank you, Jan. Great job!  Keep them coming.

Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Carl Sagan

From: Jerry Washington <skyeking@aye.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:51:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:22:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

Regarding Carl Sagan and Dr. Boylan:

While one should never speak ill of the dead, it would be disingenuous,
indeed, for us all to start hurling bouquets now instead of brickbats.
Lest we forget...for all the good Sagan may have done regarding Blue
Book, he also made a mockery of folks like me; someone who encountered a
UFO on a dark and lonely road through no fault of my own. And while I
was struggling mightily to come to terms with the experience, he was
doing everything in his considerable power to make me look like a fool,
at best, and a liar, at worst. So forgive me, if, in the midst of all
these post-mortems, I breathe a weary sigh of relief that the skeptics'
numbers are dwindling.

                      Jerry Washington SD
                        KENTUCKY/MUFON
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:57:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:22:06 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-20 10:08:17 EST, Stan Friedman wrote:

>Quick follow up to previous about number of publications (I missed the
>last paragraph). re Randle. " Kevin, would you care to match the amount of
money
>I have earned as a nuclear physicst doing consulting work in industry over the
>past 25 years? How about just  since l980? I take it your psychic powers
>have told you what I earned doing what from whom just as they told you what Ike
>was told about Roswell?? Phil Klass tried this one and lost.

>Stan Friedman

Match it with what? The amount of money you made as a UFO lecturer. I thought
you were the only scientist employed full time in UFOlogy. Are you suggesting
that you must supplement your income?  Are you suggesting that you aren't
employed full time in UFOlogy? Are you suggesting that you are a parttime
nuclear physicist?

I have already explained how we can determine what Eisenhower knew about
Roswell and it involves deductive reasoning. Are you ready to answer the
questions about MJ-12?

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:26:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:20:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

In a message dated 96-12-22 11:59:45 EST, Gary Alevy:

<< have enough information to formulate an opinion on that.  Kevin Randle
 while in his twenties was a an APRO field investigator of the Patty
 Price case mentioned in the Lorenzen's "Abducted - Confrontations With
 Beings From Outer Space, chapter 2 pages 9-24. Berkley Publishing 1977.
 Was Kevin working for the Air Force Intelligence service at that time?
  >>

My UFO investigations had no connection to my service in either the Army or
the Air Force. In fact, I investigated the Price (real name Roach) abduction
just after I finished college and before I entered active duty in the Air
Force as a public information officer. Later I switched to intelligence, but
again, it had nothing to do with UFOs.

If you are concerned with Air Force intelligence infiltration of APRO, look
to Bill Moore. In attempting to smear me, he wrote that he now (1990)
suspected me of providing the Air Force with infomation because they were
getting more than he, Moore, was giving them. The Lorenzens were always kind
to me, supplying me with information to write articles, as long as I
mentioned them and the organization. I had no trouble with that. I supplied
nothing to the Air Force, or any other law enforcement or intelligence
activity with any information about them or APRO.

Hope this clarifies the situation.

KRandle
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Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

From: magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright)
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:07:54 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:23:49 -0500
Subject: Re: A Fake 'Whitley Strieber'.....

An astronomer on the forteana list discusses H-B...  Bruce W.

>Whitley Strieber insisted:

>> >My position has not changed regarding this matter. In the Japanese
>> >photograph, the star field behind both the comet and the object is
>> >streaking. This because the 'scope is following the comet. It is also
>> >following the object, which is not streaking either.

>> >For all the shrill denials, the physics of the photograph remain clear:
>> >object and comet must be traveling together. No amount of clever
>> >"debunking" can change this elementary reality. Whether the object will
>> >still be visible when the comet returns from its journey behind the sun
>> >is anybody's guess. But it was there when that photograph was taken.

>After reading this I went back to Art Bell's web page and took a closer look
>at the Japanese photo that Strieber is referring to.  First off, the comet
>and the object, the two brightest objects in the photo, are over-exposed.
>This would have been obvious right after the CCD image was taken, so who-
>ever took this image should have gone right back and made a better image
>right then.  That we've only got this lousy image tells us something, I
>think.

>Second, either the object is eliptical or it's streaking.  It looks
>like it's extended in a slightly different direction than the starstreaks,
>but it's overlapping the comet's coma which could effect the image that way,
>particularly with the over-exposure.  Starstreaks in each image are all the
>same shape.  The brighter the star, the larger the streak, but it's an
>exact scale-up.  The object isn't quite the right shape, but the ratio of
>length in the streaking direction to width in the perpendicular direction
>is just about right.  An unfortunate coincidence if the object is real and
>not a distorted star image.

>So, I think this image is probably showing a distorted star image next to
>the comet....
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 14:02:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:17:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

HI Theresa,

Never one to keep my mouth shut, I'm going to butt in again.

> <<It's what Bob may contribute as evidence which has to deemed credible or
>  otherwise.>>

>     How do you determine if the evidence is credible?  What Bob says about
> the Kodak testing is in conflict with what another well known researcher says.

Check the "evidence" yourself. Or you can rely on someone you trust.

>      On December 4th, the SIGHTINGS show aired a new segment about the
Autopsy
>  Footage. This segment featured testimony from Kent Jeffrey, Dan McGovern and
> Joe Longo.

>  Kent Jeffrey stated in the broadcast:

>    "Kodak has been standing by since July 1995, waiting for the film.  If
> they were given only one or two frames, they could adequately analyze this
> film, and determine one way or another whether it is genuine 1945 film."
>  ----snip---
>   Note:  I don't know why Kent said 1945, but he did. -T.

>     Bob Shell says Kodak wants  or needs a couple of feet of film and would
>  prefer to have a whole reel.  These two statements are in conflict with each
>  other.  Is Kodak giving differing information to different people?  Or are
>  one or both of these two researchers misleading the public?

Below I will include an excerpt from Kent's SCAM article. It contains the
same quote essentially. That article's date was March 1, 1996. Why is this
news now?

A better question to ask would be who has the most to gain by misleading
anyone?

Figure that one out and it might help you to understand who is _could_ be
misleading who.

As for Kodak giving different statements one could speculate that one "hears"
the answer they want to hear. It would probably be best for you to contact
Kodak yourself and see what they tell you.

Here's an except from Kent Jeffrey's article "Santilli's Controversial
Autopsy Movie":

Eastman Kodak in Rochester, New York, has been standing by since July 1995
with an open offer to authenticate the film's date of manufacture. I
confrimed this fact in  a recent telephone conversation with Tony Amato, the
Kodak motion-picture product specialist who would oversee the authentication
process. Amato told me that Kodak has received repeated promises during th
last six months from Santilli through an intermediary in the United States
that film meeting the required criteria was "on its way."

According to Tony Amato, while the short-term loan of a complete reel of film
would be desirable, Kodak would be willing to work with as little as two or
three frames. ..."
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[end excerpt].

With the exception of the 1945 statement (I haven't seen the program, so I
don't know what this about) how does what Jeffrey said on "Sightings" differ
from the article, published last March?

Seems to me that these are not new claims by Jeffrey. Why are you now just
raising this point?  It was in April that Santilli said he would not work
with Kodak. One could speculate that Santilli's announcement of distrust of
Kodak in April was a direct result of Jeffrey's article. Perhaps Kodak
finally made it so easy for him to provide the film that he decided that he
needed a new excuse. I'm not saying that is what happened but the timing is
interesting.

Although Jeffrey's article was not footnoted much to the chagrin of Michael
Hesemann, whom you congratulated on his article in Nexus, the Jeffrey article
does quote Amato. He should not be hard to find. Check it out yourself. Phil
Klass checked with Kodak (a spokesperson by the name of Jim Blamphin, if I
remember correctly) and he was told the same thing. This was reported in one
of Skeptics UFO Newsletter (probably April or May).

And then there is the email that James and others have seen from Tony Amato
at Kodak... how many times does Kodak have to say something before they can
be taken serious? Or do we just keep making excuse for Poor Ray?

>  <<I've asked him to clarify exactly what he's implying and if he's seriously
>  suggesting, as it appears he is, that it's all part of some conspiracy.>>

>       I've never cared much for conspiracy theories.  They are always too
>  convenient.  But I have to say that I have seen some strange things related
>  on with this story that I don't know how else to explain.

But a conspiracy theory is just what Ray needs at the moment. Looks like some
are going to provide him with one.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:37:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:21:03 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Stan Friedman wrote:
<Kevin: Now you are being ridiculous. I said that you had not referenced 29
<of 30 papers I had published about Roswell/MJ-12 in your long list in " The
Truth
<about UCR". That is a true statement.You said they were self published.That
<is a false statement. I noted that there were 3 other papers that were
indeed self
<published.Meaning I wrote them and had them printed, and distributed them
and
<nobody  else was involved.The profit has been as good as though I had been
paid
<to write them. Now you are defining self published  as in a journal with a
<circulation over 5000.Are you suggesting that all the other referenced
papers
<met that criteria?? Ex post facto statement.

Nope. I'm suggesting that if you offer for sale copies of papers you wrote in
the form of xeroxed copies, whether as copied from a limited access public
source such as the IUR, or straight from your typewriter, then you are, in
effect self-publishing those papers. They fact that IUR printed them first is
irrelevent. If you are selling whole copies of the magazine in which they
appeared, copies of books in which they might have appeared, then you are
acting as a wholesaler for the material that has been published. Please don't
misunderstand as you often do, I'm not criticising the self-promotion. You
are the top master of it. I'm merely pointing out that your papers are
self-published... and that includes the three to which you referred in this
thread.

<Did I say professional?No. You did.And  I didn't say published in any
<particular size journal. After all none of the MJ 12 papers referenced by ED
Stewart fill
<that bill, do they? I suspect that my long unreferenced by Ed paper in a
book
<edited by Tim Good does though.. and so does TOP SECRET/MAJIC. I clearly
said
<papers related to Roswell/MJ-12. The "more than 70 papers" cover many other
<aspects of UFOs.Yes, of course Fate isn't the ultimate nor Saga. Nor UFO
<Universe,(you have published there, too) but it has a larger circulation
than
<5000 as do both UFO Magazines.. That doesn't include nuclear papers in
Atlantic
<Advocate ,Ascent, Nickel, Transactions of the American Nuclear Society,
<Science, etc.

True, you said nothing about professionally published work. However, you did
take Russ Estes to task for not being able to find all of your work, even
though he was defending your point of view. His point, and mine, was the vast
majority of your work is not readily available in the main stream. Besides,
what did reading all your papers have to do with answering the legitimate
questions raised. The magazines in which the lion's share of your work has
appeared are not professional journals (please forgive the characterization
Jerry and Dennis). And, you took Ed Steward to task for suggesting that JUST
CAUSE had refuted some of your MJ-12 claims. You suggested that it was not a
refereed science journal. You therefore brought an element of professionalism
into the discussion. I merely picked up the ball and ran with it.

The point of this thread, however, was not to discuss the finer points of
self-published papers, but to address some questions about MJ-12 that haven't
been adequately answered. I started this thread hoping to learn some of the
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facts about the investigation you have conducted, and see if we all couldn't
find some common ground. After all, we are all searching for the truth.

There has been no evidence presented that shows any type of governmental or
military activity in the location now commonly referred to as Area 51 prior
to 1955, and no evidence that the designation of Area 51 was in use prior to
1960. If such is the case, then the Operations Manual would seem to be a
fake. In response you have suggested a secret facility there that we would
know nothing about because it was secret. But you have offered nothing to
substantiate this claim other than a "quiet" source which you disavowed
within twenty-four hours. And, we do seem to know quite a bit about Area 51
even though it is still a secret facility.

Jan Aldrich seems to have put together a long shopping list of problems with
the Operations Manual that must be addressed. It seems that this manual was
not created inside the government but was just another forgery offered to
suggest the MJ-12 committee existed. No proof has been offered.

We still have not dealt with the problem of the two question document experts
you claim exist. You have offered no evidence that they exist or that we
should accept their expertise in the matter. You have implied that you have a
written report from one or both of them. I have offered to pay the copying
costs, up to $50.00 American (for our Canadian friends that is merely a
reference to the different rates of exchange and certainly is not meant as a
comment on the economic health of Canada), for a copy of that report as long
as it was not one created by Moore and Shandera, neither of whom are
qualified document examiners.

I have asked for any evidence that PT was wrong in is accessment of the
Truman memo, including the fact he says the signature was lifted from a
authentic Truman document and placed uncharacteristically low on the Truman
memo. I have asked for any evidence that the typewriter used to draft the
Truman memo existed prior to 1966. You know who PT is, you spoke to him, sent
him copies of the MJ-12 documents, and then reveal nothing about his negative
findings.

These are the real questions that this thread was intended to answer, not
comments about your self-published papers and endevors in the nuclear physics
industry.

 <I am not trying to compete with you as a writer. Not many can.  As you
<know I have often mentioned in awe  your more than 77 books of fiction. An
<impressive mumber indeed.

At least my works of fiction are clearly labeled as such. Too bad you can't
make a similar comment. Or am I supposed to believe the fiction of Bill
Brazel and the "n" word. I've never heard him use it. I was at the meeting
with Berliner and didn't hear it there. And, I doubt that Berliner heard it.
Besides, Bill Brazel has said that he never said it because all the people in
the group that came to see him were white. Offer any evidence that Brazel did
say there was a black, or admit that you made a mistake here in your attempt
to support the collapsing Gerald Anderson nonsense.

< Why not just say you made a mistake or should have
<put <grin> after the phrase. If you really want a list. I will send one.

I made no mistake here and wouldn't put a grin after it because there is
nothing funny here. I haven't called you an agent of disinformation, nor have
I written to your publisher suggesting that you had taken my work and used it
as your own. I merely point to the Bill Brazel interview in your book, which
I conducted with Bill Brazel in Feb. 1989, and you used, and altered at your
whim. Seems to me that you took my work and published it as your own.

Kevin, failing to grin, Randle
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:00:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 17:18:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

>From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:05:06 -0800 (PST)
>Cc: ed.stewart@tgod.gigo.com (ed stewart)

......

>Not a well known fact regarding Carl Sagan's role and the UFO phenomena.

- - - - -

JC:   Ed, that *was* quite interesting. Thank you.

Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Philip Mantle Needs Help

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 96 05:10:12 GMT
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:49:33 -0500
Subject: Philip Mantle Needs Help

TO ALL LISTS.

Dear Colleagues,

I am still in search of a number of individuals whom I hope you might
help me to locate. I am looking for either a mailing address, phone
number or e-mail address of any or all of the following:

Dewey Fournet.
Al Chop.
Robert White.
Allen Hendry.

Former Project Blue Book:

Capt. Robert R. Sneider.
Lt. Jerry Cummings.
Lt Robert M. Olsson.
Capt. Charles H. Hardin.
Capt. George T. Gregory.
Maj Robert J. Friend.
Maj. Robert F. Spence.
Lt Col. Lawrence J. Tacker.
Maj Carl R. Hart.

Any assistance in locating any of the above would be greatly
appreciated and I would respectfully like to ask you to forward this
on to anyone you think might be of help.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.

1 Woodhall Drive, Batley, West Yorkshire, England, WF17 7SW.
tele/Fax: 01924 444049. E-mail: el51@dial.pipex.com
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UFO UpDates and Victor Lourenco

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:50:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:50:26 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDates and Victor Lourenco

As you are not capable of conforming to common
courtesy in passing information via UFO UpDates
to a list of addresses largely compiled by UFO
UpDates, a list of addressees who have not
requested your mailings, you will no longer
receive UFO UpDates. Your address has been
removed from the List.

Presumably you wish to avoid messages of
complaint to the

postmaster@interlog.com

by not continuing to mass-mail unsolicited
messages?

Errol Bruce-Knapp,
UFO UpDates List Administrator.
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Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 03/03

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 14:23:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 14:23:07 -0500
Subject: Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 03/03

1. In the December, 1972 issue of the journal Spaceflight G. V. Foster
presented a paper which cogently argued that given the movement of the solar
system as it circles the galactic center, periodically bringing the sun and
its planets into new stellar neighborhoods, the probability that the solar
system has already been visited by interstellar travelers indicates anywhere
from 108 visits (assuming an effective travel range of 25 light years) to
11,200 visits (for a travel range of 250 light years). Foster's carefully
worked out probability ratings roughly agree with the view of noted
Astronomer Carl Sagan, who in 1963 concluded that on the basis of
probability projections the solar system is likely to have been visited on
an average of once every ten thousand years. Both Sagan and Foster indicate
their interest in the possibility that such visitors may have left artifacts
behind on other planets of the solar system. The same conclusion was put
forward in 1960 in a report commissioned by NASA from the Brookings
Institution in Washington DC. That report stated:"Many cosmologists and
astronomers think it very likely that there is intelligent life in other
solar systems...artifacts left at some point in time by these life forms
might possibly be discovered through our space activities on the Moon, Mars,
or Venus."

2. Dr. Van Flandern's paper may be seen on the Planetary Mysteries page.

3. Channon's work is described in The Face on Mars by Randolfo Pozos, and in
The Monuments of Mars by Richard C. Hoagland.

4. See "Mars Global Surveyor Priorities" for a chart showing the fractal
result.

5. Crater, Horace W. and McDaniel, Stanley V., "Mound Configurations on the
Martian Cydonia Plain." (1996)

6. Richard C. Hoagland in The Monuments of Mars (North Atlantic Books, 1987,
1992).

7. In a study under the National Academy of Sciences National Research
Council in 1964-65 we find the following: "The detection of highly ordered
structures on the Martian surface would certainly pinpoint areas deserving
closer study." And in 1967 William Blair, an anthropologist in the Boeing
Company's biotechnology unit, considered the question of determining
possible artificiality in spacecraft images. According to Blair's suggested
criterion, angular relationship as a sign of intentional design would be, at
a minimum, the presence of regular polygonal form or the presence of a
"right angle coordinate system," or both.

8. See "New Research Suggests Artificiality" and "Is this the Signal in the
Noise?" in this newsletter.
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Are The Mars Meteorites Really From Mars?

From: The Planetary Mysteries Web Site
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 14:03:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 14:03:32 -0500
Subject: Are The Mars Meteorites Really From Mars?

http://www.planetarymysteries.com/marsmeteorites.html

Are The Mars Meteorites
Really From Mars?

Tom Van Flandern
Meta Research

In August 1996, NASA scientists announced the discovery of possible
microscopic bacterial life remnants in a meteorite found in Antarctica in
1984, named ALH84001. There have been previous reports of "biogenic
hydrocarbons" and other life indicators in earlier meteorite studies. But
this was the first evidence of primitive extraterrestrial life that had
little chance to be the result of terrestrial contamination.

ALH84001 belongs to a class of meteorites suspected of having an origin on
the planet Mars. Originally, the primary argument for a Mars origin of this
whole class of meteorites was:

        The 12 "Mars" meteorites show water erosion and weathering, cooling
rates,              oxygen isotope ratios, and other geological evidence
from their pre-Earth               existence that requires an origin on a
major planet parent body, not of                 asteroidal, cometary, or
Earth origin.

        Mars is the only known existing parent body that meets most of the
necessary            constraints.

However, the situation is not so clear as the preceding argument might
imply. The general class that the 12 Martian meteorites belong to is called
"achondrites". This class name was intended to contrast these meteorites
with the most common variety of stony meteorites, called "chondrites", that
make up 84% of all meteorite falls found on Earth. Achondrites comprise just
8% of all such falls.

Within the achondrite classification, many distinct sub-types are
recognized. Three of these sub-classes represent the 12 meteorites suspected
of coming from Mars: shergottites, nakhilites, and cassignites. All
meteorites closely related to these three types are collectively known as
SNC meteorites from the initials of the three sub-class names. These are the
meteorites showing water erosion, weathering, and other evidences of origin
on a major planet.

The first problem with ALH84001 is that, while it is broadly similar to
other SNC meteorites, it is chemically distinct enough that it does not fit
easily into any of the existing sub-classes. In particular, its
crystallization age is about 4.5 billion years (Gyr), similar to that of
most meteorites from asteroids, but much older than all other meteorites
associated with Mars (typically only 1.3 Gyr). The uniqueness of ALH84001
has led meteorite experts to propose a new sub-class called "allanites", and
to add the letter "A" to the group designation, making it "SNAC" meteorites.
But this proposal is not yet widely accepted.

However, because ALH84001 is somewhat different from other SNC meteorites, a
common
Martian origin for ALH84001 is inferred purely by association, and not by
direct evidence of a Martian connection in the meteorite itself. The
reasoning is to assume that "if one SNC meteorite is from Mars, then they
all are."
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Next, lets examine some of the requirements imposed on these 12 SNC
meteorites if they did indeed originate on Mars.

A meteorite from Mars must escape the Martian gravity field. This implies a
launch speed greater than 5 km/s to exceed escape velocity. Such projectile
velocities can result only from the largest of asteroidal impacts on Mars,
and         certainly cannot arise from even the largest volcanoes, or any
other known         acceleration mechanism.

The meteorite-to-be must be suddenly accelerated from rest to at least 5
km/s as        the impact blast wave passes, but without vaporizing. It is
easy to compute the         amount of energy that must be transferred to the
meteorite, and the short time         it has for its acceleration to escape
speed. Small bodies the size of ALH84001         would normally be
completely vaporized by such a shock wave transferring that         much
energy that quickly, and any surviving fragments of a rock barely big
enough to partially survive vaporization would themselves be heavily
shocked.         Meteorites associated with a lunar origin, for example,
apparently all had         ejection velocities under 3 km/s, with survival
rate decreasing sharply at the         higher ejection speeds. [B.J.
Gladman, J.A. Burns et al., "The exchange of         impact ejecta between
terrestrial planets", Science 271, 1387-1392 (1996).]

ALH84001 was neither vaporized nor heavily shocked. So the rock initially
ejected from Mars by the impact must have been huge compared with ALH84001,
which itself must have been well-shielded deep in the interior of the larger
rock.

The requirements to eject relatively large rocks at speeds of at least 5
km/s with minimal shock, and the other physical and chemical constraints for
SNC meteorites, place a lower limit on the size of the crater on Mars
produced by the responsible Mars-impacting asteroid: at least 175 km in
diameter. [A.M. Vickery and H.J. Melosh, "The large crater origin of SNC
meteorites", Science 237, 738-743 (1987).] Scenarios for ejection during the
formation of smaller craters are all problematical.

The only craters that large on the surface of Mars are on the "old terrain",
dated at least 200 million years (My) old. So the launching impact must have
been at least that long ago, and the ALH84001 parent rock must have been
orbiting in space for at least that long.

Objects in Earth-crossing or near-Earth-crossing orbits have a half-life of
just 30 My before collision with the Earth or gravitational elimination.
(Common types of gravitational elimination:ejection from solar system;
ejection into Jupiter-crossing orbit, collision with Jupiter; or falling
into the Sun.) Almost nothing that orbits near the Earth can survive for 200
My. So the initial ejection orbit must not have come especially close to Earth.

ALH84001 has been exposed to cosmic rays in space for just 15 My. This
appears to contradict the previous requirement. But a consistent picture can
be patched together by assuming that the parent rock of ALH84001 the one
launched from Mars in the giant impact had to be at least 12 meters in
diameter to shield the Mars meteorite deep in its interior from cosmic rays
for most of its life. This is also consistent with the need to have a large
parent body to prevent vaporization and shield ALH84001 from shock. This
larger parent rock presumably had an orbit that did not venture too close to
the Earth, but perhaps took it into the main asteroid belt.

Then the parent rock must have been shattered 15 My ago in a collision with
another sizable asteroid, exposing the ALH84001 fragment directly to cosmic
rays thereafter, and altering its orbit to an Earth-crossing one.

Finally, ALH84001 must have collided with the Earth and fell in Antarctica
about 13,000 years ago, where it was discovered in 1984.

It is noteworthy that the standard picture requires that all SNC meteorites
presumably must have undergone a similar scenario, yet they must still fall
to Earth during modern times more often than meteorites launched from the
Moon by impacts, since "Mars" meteorites outnumber "Moon" meteorites.

But with no better alternative explanations acceptable to the mainstream
available, the Martian origin scenario went largely unchallenged. So it came
as no surprise when one meteorite researcher produced a plot of a chemical
analysis of trapped gas samples from another SNC meteorite, EETA79001,
showing an almost perfect match to samples of Martian atmosphere gases taken
by the Viking spacecraft. [R.O. Pepin, "Meteorites Evidence of Martian
origins", Nature 317, 473-475 (1985).] Non-meteorite-experts may be forgiven
for not considering what was not shown:

        The log-log plot hid the size of the discrepancies for individual
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gases.

        Gases were selectively plotted only for cases of relative agreement.

No comparison plots to show how well the same data fit gas compositions for
other source bodies, or solar system averages in general, was presented.
This highly misleading paper is the original source of the assertion, quoted
often in the media of late, that the case for a Mars origin was based on an
"almost perfect match" with Viking samples of Martian atmospheric gases.

Lets examine this match in detail. [This data is mainly from D. Bogard,
"Trapped noble gases in the EETA79001 meteorite", Meteoritics 17, 185-186
(1982); R.H. Becker and R.O. Pepin, "The case for a Martian origin of the
shergottites; nitrogen and noble gases in EETA79001", Earth Planet.Sci.Lett.
69, 225-242 (1984); H.Y. McSween Jr., "What we have learned about Mars from
SNC meteorites", Meteoritics 29, 757-779 (1994).] Carbon dioxide (CO2) is
the most abundant gas on Mars by far. Yet its relative abundance in the
meteorites is but a tiny fraction of its abundance on Mars. So instead,
investigators have concentrated on an isotopically heavy form of carbon that
is present in similar abundances on Mars to within the broad error limits of
the Viking measures. Similarly for nitrogen only the isotopically heavy form
has a reasonable match between Viking and the meteorite. Yet at least one
carbonaceous chondrite meteorite that nobody associates
with Mars has a similar heavy nitrogen abundance.

The EETA 79001.

Two key ratios in the comparison are shown in the table below. Values are
listed for SNC
meteorite EETA79001, Earth, and Mars. Since these ratios are very different
from those in ordinary meteorites, they are the core of the case for a
Martian origin. But as the Earth data shows, they do not really distinguish
origin on Mars from origin on any terrestrial-type planet.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 40Ar / 36Ar - - - - 129Xe / 132Xe
EETA79001 - - - - -1650 - - - - - - - - -2.0
Earth - - - - - - - - - - -296 - - - - - - - - -0.98
Mars - - - - - - - - - - 3000 - - - - - - - - -2.5

This, then, is the "nearly perfect match" cited by the media. The reality is
that no gases match between Mars and meteorites well enough to be persuasive
of a specifically Martian origin. Excuses must be invoked for the lack of a
better match for each individual gas abundance or ratio: contamination from
Earth's atmosphere, seepage from the meteorite, alteration during shock or
acceleration, alteration by water or weathering, etc. The case for a Martian
origin is really a case based on a lack of a suitable alternative.

Regular readers of the Meta Research Bulletin [MRB available from Meta
Research, P.O. Box 15186, Chevy Chase, MD 20825] will not be surprised to
learn of the alternative we suggest. Extensive evidence exists for the
explosion of one or more bodies in or near the asteroid belt during the past
half billion years of solar system history. [T. Van Flandern, "Dark Matter,
Missing Planets and New Comets", North Atlantic Books, Berkeley, Ch. 11
(1993); see also "A revision of the exploded planet hypothesis", MRB 4,
33-42 (1995).] Since the explosive break-up of a larger body solves all the
dynamical problems involved in delivery of the life-bearing meteorites to
Earth in recent times, it should not be ignored as a viable possibility for
the origin of these meteorites.

As may be seen in the last reference cited, I associate the K/T boundary in
the geological record on Earth with the achondritic meteorites in general,
with the S-class asteroids, and with the explosion of a former
terrestrial-class "Planet V" in the inner asteroid belt. In fact, this
association is consistent with all the facts cited in this article regarding
the origin and nature of the SNC meteorites. No low probability
acceleration-to-escape-speed-from-Mars-without-vaporization event is needed. Of
course, some astronomers still insist, contrary to much evidence, that
planetary explosion events must themselves be of low probability.

So achondritic and stony-iron meteorites in general, and SNC meteorites in
particular, might be the small remaining residue of objects injected into
Earth-crossing orbits perhaps 65 My ago by a planetary explosion. Planet V
must have been a terrestrial-type planet with extensive water oceans and a
thick atmosphere on which at least primitive life arose. And a continuing
residue of fragments from that former planet still occasionally fall on
Earth today at a greater rate than meteorites from recent, small lunar
impacts. The cosmic ray exposure age was still probably altered by exposing
fresh material in a secondary collision-in-space event; but there is no
longer a need for the solar orbit of the meteorite to be significantly
altered by this collision, which allows a much smaller impacting object to
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accomplish the secondary break-up.

One remaining point deserves comment. Although the trapped gases in one SNC
meteorite were no "exact match" to Mars, they were arguably closer to Mars
than anything else existing today. Is that coincidence? Perhaps not, even in
this alternative scenario. I did not have SNC meteorites in mind when I
wrote the following last year. Rather, I was considering other evidence
about Mars from the Titius-Bode law, the spin-rate of Mars, the planet's
relatively small mass, and other cosmogonic considerations. I was trying to
fit Mars into an evolving picture of the early solar system that included
"Planet K" and "Planet V", plus the other planet-moon relationships
discussed at length in "Dark Matter, Missing Planets and New Comets".

I wrote, "And this [explosion of Planet V] may have been the event that
delivered large quantities of water to the inner solar system, most notably
to Mars (which may have still been one of Planet V's moons at the time of
the explosion)." [MRB 4, 39 (1995).] That seemed a logical, but hardly
compelling, possibility at the time. Since then, I have become better
acquainted with the evidence for a strong hemispheric asymmetry for Mars
(thanks to Jim Erjavec), with one hemisphere having most of the fresh, young
craters and evidence for flowing water, and the other being apparently much
older. The northern lowlands apparently sit on thin Martian crust, and the
older southern
uplands on thick crust. Moreover, the center of mass of the red planet is
offset from its center of figure by the anomalously large amount of 3 km.
[Icarus 93, 386-393 (1991).]

Moreover, a strong case has been made that the crust of Mars has shifted by
of order 90 degrees relative to the spin axis. [Scientific American 253,
December, 94-102 (1985).] And Mars has lost the bulk of its original
atmosphere. [J.Sci.Exploration 10, 355-361 (1996).] Both of these features
are predictable consequences for the moon of a planet that explodes: The
thickest part of the crust would tend to shift until it was nearly centered
on the spin axis, and most the the original atmosphere would be blown away.

All these features readily fit into a picture of Mars as a moon of Planet V
when the latter exploded. One side of Mars would have been heavily impacted
by the explosion, and would have accumulated much water on a temporary
basis. The former planetary crust on that side would be largely destroyed,
with a consequent shifting of the center of figure of the planet. Since all
these unexplained anomalies actually exist on Mars, the fact that they fit
so well into this scenario argues that it probably has at least an element
of correctness to it.

But then not only was a significant portion of Mars's atmosphere blasted
away by the event, but gases and outgassing materials from Planet V would
have been added to the new mix. So the present Martian atmosphere would be a
mixture of its original atmosphere and gases from Planet V. This virtually
guarantees that samples of Martian atmosphere today and samples of gas
bubbles in meteorites from Planet V would bear a resemblance beyond chance.

So I suggest for your consideration that the life-bearing meteorites
originated on the former fifth planet of the solar system, Planet V, that
exploded perhaps 65 million years ago, causing the demise of dinosaurs and
many other species on Earth as a consequence. One day soon, Mars sample
return missions will be able to test various elements of this idea directly.
The hypothesis also predicts that, when we can do more comprehensive geology
on the Moon, a lunar counterpart of the K/T boundary layer on Earth will be
found there. In the meantime, I do not see an obvious terrestrial test
that might be done unless, by serendipity, some investigator were to find
trapped gas bubbles in, say, tektite glass found in the K/T layer on Earth,
or some such fortuitous discovery.

Return to

The ALH 84001 Meteorite NASA Site

The EETA 79001 Meteorite NASA Site

       Go to Planetary Mysteries Home Page
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Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 02/03

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:48:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:48:59 -0500
Subject: Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 02/03

If the Face is an artificial construct and the expression of a culture, it
could be predicted with some reasonableness that it would be found in a
context of other objects possibly artificial origin. There are indeed
several landforms near the Face that have been singled out as enigmatic.
Much of the earlier work on evaluating such objects is highly qualitative in
nature and although highly suggestive is in my opinion inconclusive, .
However, in the past three years new data has emerged that places the
Face in a context of other, extremely enigmatic objects. As a result of this
research there is no longer any question as to the presence of anomalous
structures in the vicinity of the Face. In what follows I will give a brief
summary of that research.

The Search for Context

After the Mars Observer spacecraft failed in 1993, several scientists in the
United States undertook to develop new lines of research using the available
Viking data. The result of this work was four papers, three of which have
since been presented before the Society for Scientific Exploration in its
1995 and 1996 conferences. These four papers have approached the subject
from the perspectives of geology, statistical and geometric analysis, image
processing, and archaeology.

1. The Mounds Research

One of the most impressive of these projects is that carried out by Dr.
Horace W. Crater, a physicist at the University of Tennessee Space
Institute.[5] In my opinion his research constitutes a major turning point
in the history of this investigation.

In 1994 Dr. Crater began studying a group of relatively smaller features
occupying an open plain southwest of the Face. We call these features
"mounds" although they are actually small hills about 100 feet high These
"mounds" stand out from the surrounding land forms because of their smaller
size, their uniform appearance, and their relative brightness.

Dr. Crater's attention had been drawn to these mounds because an earlier
experimenter had noted that three of these objects appeared to form a
regular isosceles triangle; while two of them in conjunction with a fourth
appeared to form a right triangle.[6] Geometric regularity, especially if
not readily accountable by geological forces, has been proposed in several
discussions as a possible indicator of artificiality.[7]

What Dr. Crater found was a definite geometric regularity, in that two
particular kinds of triangles appear in the geometric relationships between
these mounds with a frequency so far beyond the possibility of random
occurrence that their having been distributed by random geology is a virtual
impossibility. Dr Crater's detailed, careful evaluation, based on elaborate
computer simulations and statistical calculations, indicates odds of greater
than 200,000 Million to one against the possibility of random distribution.[8]

2. Archaeological Corroboration

In 1995 Dr. James F. Strange, an archaeologist and Professor of Religious
Studies at the University of South Florida, applied a separate and
independent test of the mound distribution based on techniques used in
archaeology. His result was to corroborate Dr. Crater's claim that the mound
distribution is non-random.

3. Geological Corroboration
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And also in 1995, Mr. James Erjavec, a geologist who had recently completed
the first detailed geological map of the region, stated that while taken
individual the mounds would appear to be natural, given their evident
non-random distribution they constitute a profound geological enigma. No
known geological forces, he stated, can account for the observed geometry.

4. A Cultural Rationale

Also in 1995, I made a small contribution to this research. I noticed that
the geometry of the mounds uncovered by Dr. Crater corresponds closely to an
ideal of harmonious proportions that plays a role in ancient archaeology,
including proportions found in some of the Egyptian pyramids. Furthermore,
the particular harmonious geometric pattern involved is a sophisticated
representation of the internal geometry of the solid figure known as the
tetrahedron. Thus the geometry discovered among the Cydonian mounds has not
only a possible cultural rationale but also a coherent mathematical one as
well.

This is a significant result, since if the geometric configuration had no
discernible meaning we might be more ready to discount it as some kind of
massive coincidence. What Dr. Crater found, however, was not only a
statistical and geological anomaly, but an anomaly that has an recognizable
meaning in at least two areas of discourse -- architectural and geometric.

Note that the similarity of geometry between the Cydonian mound pattern and
certain aspects of ancient terrestrial architecture does not imply a
connection of causality between possible Martian and Earth cultures.
However, since mathematics and geometry are universal means for the
expression of proportion, scale, and relationships, what is implied is a
possible cultural or symbolic meaning for the Cydonian mound configuration.

The NASA Problem

Although non-random distribution is not proof of artificial origin, it is
proof of the existence of a striking and unexplained anomaly. That this
anomaly occurs in the region of the Face, in close association with other
structures also suspected of being possibly artificial, and that the
anomalous distribution of the mounds has an identifiable architectural and
geometric meaning, tells us that this is a site requiring close and active
attention by our scientists -- which means NASA scientists, since there are
no other currently viable investigations of Mars in progress.

So what is NASA's response to this careful and provocative research? To
ignore it. Grudgingly, in the face of many letters of protest, NASA has
claimed it will "try" to obtain new images of Cydonia with the Mars Global
Surveyor spacecraft currently on its way to Mars; but the only reason
offered for this is that there is a general public interest in the question
of the Cydonian objects. As far as NASA is concerned, these objects have
little or no scientific interest. And as scientific interest is the
criterion NASA adopts for the priorities it assigns to the high-resolution
camera on board the Surveyor, no significant priorities are assigned to
obtaining images of the objects in question.

The result may well be that although NASA promises to "try," objects with
higher priorities will pre-empt new images of the Cydonian objects. Indeed,
NASA has said that if new images are not acquired during the Surveyor
mission, they may be yet obtained in future missions over the next decade.
This comment appears to be preparing the way for an utter failure by NASA to
re-image these objects this time around.

NASA does not appear ready to acknowledge the work of the dedicated
scientists whose results I have just summarized. In all of NASA's statements
to date there has never been a single mention of the names of the legitimate
researchers or of the papers they have published. Instead NASA has regularly
attempted to give the public the impression that only a handful of eccentric
amateurs has ever proposed that anything on Mars may be artificial.

What can be done about this situation? Not much, I am afraid. However, if
the public outcry becomes great enough both nationally and internationally,
this could conceivably have some effect. To this end, I encourage every
concerned individual to write to NASA, and to U.S. President Clinton, asking
that the priorities for re-imaging the Cydonia region be raised
significantly. Note that the focus must be on the priorities. It is only by
changing the priorities that we may be assured every effort will be made to
find out the truth.
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From: 'The McDaniel Report Newsletter' Website
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:47:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:47:42 -0500
Subject: Mars Anomaly Research 1996 - 01/03

http://www.mcdanielreport.com/manchstr.htm

MARS ANOMALY RESEARCH

The Current Situation

NOTE: The following is the full text of an address delivered by Professor
Stanley V. McDaniel to a convention in Manchester, England on December 7,
1996. The convention was sponsored by Amateur Astronomy and Earth Sciences
Magazine and was presented by remote
audio link.

Copyright =A9 1996 by Stanley V. McDaniel

The Meteorite Evidence for Life on Mars

In 1966 an Hungarian scientist, Dr. Barthalamew Nagy (pron. Naazh), began
looking closely at meteorites believed to be about 4 billion years old.
These visitors from outer space had been found in a variety of locations:
Canada, France, Africa. In 1975 Dr. Nagy came to the conclusion that the
compounds and small objects found in these meteorites would "confidently be
assumed to be of biological origin" if thought to have originated on the=
 Earth.=20

Unfortunately Dr. Nagy's decade-long work was dismissed on the grounds that
one of the
meteorites he had studied appeared to have been contaminated by Earthly
biological entities.=20

However, in the early 1990's two American investigators, Mr. Vincent
DiPietro and Dr. John E. Brandenburg, studied Nagy's work and began their
own investigation of the meteorites. They reported their work, supportive of
Dr. Nagy's, at the American Geophysical Union conference in 1995.=20

Scientists Brandenburg and DiPietro had a specific interest in the question
whether an environment conducive to the evolution of life can have existed
on Mars for a period sufficient to give rise to intelligent life-forms.
Along with another researcher, Gregory Molenaar, they put forward in 1991
"The Cydonian Hypothesis." This is the hypothesis that certain structures on
Mars, most of them in the region called "Cydonia," may possibly have been
built by an indigenously evolved race of Martians. Should the meteorite
evidence for microbial life be sustained, they believe that the time
period for evolution on Mars would have been sufficient to give rise to
intelligent beings.=20

Given the possibility of a long time period during which Mars was capable of
supporting life, is there any reasonable evidence for the hypothesis that
Mars may once have been occupied by intelligent beings?=20

I say occupied because even were the time period too short for the evolution
of intelligent beings this would not rule out occupation of Mars in the
distant past by a spacefaring race. It is a premise of the SETI
investigations that intelligent life is likely to be present throughout the
galaxy. It has even been speculated, based on probabilities, that our solar
system may have been visited on repeated occasions by interstellar
travelers. Included in these speculations has been the further suggestion
that eventually we may encounter artifacts left behind by such visitors.[1]=
=20
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Another scenario that has been suggested is the rather tenuous view that
visitors to Mars may have come from the Earth itself, at a time when some
presently unknown civilization of intelligent humanoid beings existed here,
millions of years ago.=20

The Fourth Possibility: Planet V

And now there has been added to this mix of theories a fourth possibility.
In a paper titled "Are the Mars Meteorites Really from Mars?" Dr. Thomas van
Flandern, an astronomer and former director of the Celestial Mechanics
Branch of the U.S. Naval Observatory, argues that although the meteorites do
seem to show their origin in a life-bearing planet, possibly that planet was
not Mars. Instead, Mars was the Moon of this other planet, which exploded
about 65 million years ago. He calls this other planet "Planet V," and
suggests that its destruction was the source of the asteroid belt
now circling the Sun between Mars and Jupiter.[2]=20

Pointing out that there are serious problems in explaining how the
meteorites were tossed off the surface of Mars, Dr. van Flandern says "The
explosive breakup of a larger body solves all the dynamical problems
involved in the delivery of life-bearing meteorites to Earth." Van Flandern
argues that this scenario explains several characteristics of Martian
geology: "One side of Mars would have been heavily impacted by the explosion
and would have accumulated much water on a temporary basis." The theory also
explains the similarity between various features of the meteorites and the
present Martian environment.=20

But if Dr. van Flandern's hypothesis is correct, then a fourth possibility
is that visitors from Planet V were the builders of the Cydonian structures.
Even if intelligent humanoids on Planet V had relatively primitive means of
space flight, some of them could have reached their moon (Mars), established
a colony, and built the large structures some now suspect of being=
 artificial.=20

Given the cogent argument regarding the origin of the meteorites which Dr.
van Flandern sets forth, it seems that the meteorites may be better evidence
for the existence of Planet V than for previous life on Mars. And since the
hypothetical Planet V would have been Earth-like and a member of our own
solar system, the probability of humanoid life evolving on such a planet is
perhaps greater than for such evolution in the unknown regions of
interstellar space.=20

The Problem of the Face

So the question is this: Have such artifacts -- either originating with
interstellar visitors, constructed by indigenously evolved Martians, or by
an unknown terrestrial civilization, or by the former inhabitants of Planet
V -- been discovered already via the Viking cameras which, in 1976, sent
back images of the curious objects in the Cydonia region?=20

And here we run up against a serious difficulty. Science requires
objectivity. But the Martian data found at Cydonia puts a tremendous strain
on our objectivity. Indeed, for some scientists objectivity appears to fly
out the window. Why is this? Certainly it is because one of the objects
looks like a gigantic sculpture of a face.=20

The present Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) keeps alien
life at a comfortable distance. The search is confined to stellar regions
outside the solar system, and our contact with intelligent alien life is
anticipated to be in the form of an antiseptic series of prime numbers. Thus
the SETI astronomers can comfortably converse by radio transmission with
alien astronomers who, perhaps somewhat in the former's own image, are
effectively disembodied minds. And these cosmic pen pals are so far away
that their bodies, their arts, their emotions, and their personal=
 motivations
can be easily ignored -- In the eyes of some, this is the ideal scientific
conversation.=20

But the Face on Mars is in an entirely different category. Though
undoubtedly hundreds of thousands if not millions of years old, it has
presence. Such presence, indeed, that anthropologist Randolfo Pozos wrote:

            "When people first see it, there is, almost always, a strong
visceral reaction."

Indeed, reactions to the existence of the Face are usually strong, but they
vary widely. At one extreme are those who refuse to admit that it even looks
like a face. Others have gone to the opposite extreme: This is proof, they
say, that humanoid aliens once inhabited Mars.=20
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Certainly it is not proof. But there is a reasonable middle ground.
Responsible scientists may choose to encounter this admittedly strange
object scientifically, that is to say, place it under investigation. Apply
tests which could turn out negative and weaken the hypothesis that the
object may be artificial, or turn out positive and strengthen that
hypothesis. This responsible and objective approach, I am sad to say, has
been utterly rejected by the scientific community as a whole. However, a few
scientists and engineers have chosen to follow the appropriate response:=
 careful
study, hypothesis, and test.=20

Tests Performed on the Face

Let us consider, for a moment, those tests that have been performed on the
Face and what their results have been.=20

1. Light and Shadow=20

It is the stated conclusion of NASA scientists that the facial appearance is
a "trick of light and shadow" -- an illusion of lighting. This conclusion
was based on the alleged fact that in other images, taken at a different
lighting angle, the facial characteristics "disappear."=20

Unfortunately the NASA opinion is not a scientific one. When pressed on the
matter NASA has admitted that the disconfirming images, alleged to have
existed for almost two decades, cannot be identified. There is no scientific
support for the "illusion" hypothesis.=20

In my book The McDaniel Report I pointed out that besides the fact that
there is no evidence for the "trick of lighting" theory, there are also
serious logical flaws in this NASA position. Apparently as a result of these
criticisms Dr. Carl Sagan, in a recent book, stated that NASA's "light and
shadow" position was an unfortunate error. In so doing, Dr. Sagan finally
abandoned his own long-standing view as expressed in his 1985 article "The
Man in the Moon" in Parade Magazine. He now confirms what independent
investigators have validated many times over. Three separate tests, from the
areas of image processing (using a sophisticated technique called
photoclinometry), geology, and
sculptural modeling, working with the primary two Viking frames taken at
different lighting angles, have confirmed that the face is a result of the
underlying=20
three-dimensional structure of the landform and not an illusion of lighting.=
=20

2. Chance Erosion=20

So the object is undoubtedly shaped as it appears to be. This certainly does
not prove that it is artificial; but what has been shown is that the Face
passes its first test. Yet perhaps, even though it is indeed shaped like a
Face, this is merely an accident of erosion. Against this hypothesis four
major tests have been performed. In each case the tests turn out positive.=
=20

     The first test is the result mentioned above, that the facial
appearance is a result of a three-dimensional structure and is not a face
only when seen from a particular angle.=20

     The second test is the observation of general symmetry. Relatively
speaking the Face is a highly symmetrical object. The mouth continues to the
darker side of the Face, the "headpiece" or "helmet" shows a noticeable
symmetry, there are two eye sockets, and so forth.=20

     The third test was performed by an artist with anthropological
training. James Channon studied the Face from the viewpoint of the classical
proportions and relationships as indicated in art and anthropology. His
assessment was that the Face does not violate classical humanoid proportions
in a number of parameters. This differentiates the Face from various chance
features resembling faces.[3]=20

     The fourth test is the presence of fine detail. At least three
particularly compelling items, which one would not expect from on the
hypothesis that the facial appearance is simply a product of erosion, have
been identified. These are the fine detail around the eye, an apparent
"pupil" in the eye socket, and the apparent "teeth" in the Face's mouth.=20

With each such detail, consistent with a Facial interpretation and
inconsistent with the theory of chance wind erosion, the probability that
the Face is a product of wind erosion is decreased. One would have to
advocate a kind of "selective erosion" to maintain that view.=20

Yet these details might still be the result of some remarkable coincidence.
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Researchers sought out other means of testing the possible artificiality of
the landform.=20

3. Fractal Analysis=20

In a paper published in the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society in
1990, Dr. Mark J. Carlotto and M. C. Stein proposed to apply an entirely
quantitative and mathematical technique called fractal analysis to the area.
On the fractal test, the Face jumped out as unique over 15,000 square
kilometers of Mars -- registering high on the scale of probable=
 artificiality.=20

With this result, the theory that the Face is a result of "selective wind
erosion" is weakened even further. Scattered all over the Cydonia Plain are
other knobs or mesas, all of which have been subjected to the erosive forces
operating on that landscape over millions of years. As one would expect from
natural erosion, none of these objects show up on the fractal test as
anything but clearly natural (registering on average 5 on a scale of 1 - 75
from "probably natural" to "probably artificial."). At the top of the scale,
registering 75, the Face is quantitatively unlike any of these other
objects.[4]=20
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Project 1947 - Foo-Fighters

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:19:15 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:46:19 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Foo-Fighters

Some excerpts from a letter from Jeff Lindell:

     "I wish I had more time to include the work I've done with Project
X-148....I hope this will spark some interesting responses....

     "The B-29 units and time periods that will prove fruitful in a
search at Maxwell AFB are:

    58th Bomb Wing (BW) June-August 1944, April-May 1945
      40th Bomb Group (BG)   "                 "
     444th BG                "                 "
     462nd BG                "                 "
     468th BG                "                 "
       1st Photo-reconnaissance (Temp. Detachment from McDill)
                         June-August 1944

    73rd BW         All BG Aprip-May 1945
     497th BG
     498th BG
     499th BG
     500th BG

   313th BG           All BGs Arpil-May 1945
       6th BG
       9th BG
     504th BG
     505th BG

   314th BW             All BGs April-May 1945
     19th BG
     29th BG
     39th BG
    330th BG

  315th Bomb Wing      All BGs April-May 1945
     16th BG
    331th BG
    501st BG
    502nd BG

   "The Wing and Bomb Group levels should have reports of Baka bombs,
Robombs, Foo fighters, Balls of light (fire), Kamikazes and possibly the
Mitsubishi J8M1 "Swinging sword."  There is really no way for me to
predict by what names these things may be called in units that I have no
access to records.  You will probably find some new names.  The 20th Air
Force and the 21st Bomber Command should also have intelligence records
on the phenomena.  Also, Venus reports will probably be found in the last
May or early June records for these Groups...."

                 *          *          *          *

   We have 20th Bomber Command's 1945 records.  There are several reports
of "Balls of fire," but as to be expected they are not as detailed as
reports in subordintate units records.

   Project X-148 was a Navy project that deal with the preception of
lights seen from aircraft in the night.  In the beginning they collected
all types of reports.  However, they quickly narrowed down to ground
lights mistaken for flying lights or vice verse.  The immediate goal was
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to try to prevent night crashes involving possible disorientation.
Lindell's research shows that X-148 went on for years after the war.  The
Navy has no records of it.  Results were published in small scientific
journals like the Hawaiian Academy of Science Review.  There are no
"foo-fighters" here just some probably explanations for some cases.

Jan Aldrich

Search for other documents from or mentioning: jan
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 16:52:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:42:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

<        Carl Sagan's death ends a career which, while otherwise superior in
its
<achievements, was sullied by his persistence in his latter years in
debunking
<and ridiculing the abundant evidence for extraterrestrial life and its
<visitation to Earth.

<       It is not credible to sduppose that Dr. Sagan did not know better. It
<is a pity that he allowed himself to be used by the UFO Cover-Up.

<        At least now he knows better.

<                                        - Richard Boylan, Ph.D.

I would think that an ex-priest would have something kinder to say. I'm just
completing a book about Project Blue Book and plan to include these words:

To Carl Sagan: Who prevented the destruction of the Project Blue Book files
at great personal cost. Thanks, Dr. Sagan.

1934 - 1996

KRandle

Search for other documents from or mentioning: krandle993
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Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 42

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 96 22:44:52 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:59:09 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 42

Subject:     Re: Oony Oops
Sent:        12/21/96 9:51 PM
Received:    12/21/96 10:08 PM
From:        Don Allen, dona@totcon.com
To:          Pat Parrinello, pparri@republic.net

At 11:53 AM 12/21/96 -0600, Pat Parrinello wrote:
>
>
>What's this all about?

>DON ALLEN
>E-MAIL: dona@totcon.com
>AFFILIATIONS: COLORADO MUFON
>FIELDS OF INQUIRY: UFOs
>FIRST KNOWN YEAR: 1996
>LAST KNOWN YEAR: 1996

Believe it or not, that's another "Don Allen" who _also_ happens
to be in UFOlogy. (small world). However that *is* _my_ email
address, not his. Looks like someone ASSUMED my address went
with HIS name. Nope!

I haven't gotten anything in the last few days from UFO Updates. Did
EBK go on vacation?

[Nope, as most subscribers will attest, through]
[wind, rain, sleet, snow & Santa, the mail still]
[gets thru..... ebk]

Search for other documents from or mentioning: pparri | dona
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Happy Summer Christmas From Brisbane Australia

From: glenmack@thehub.com.au (glennys mackay)
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 00:58:15 +1000
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:01:55 -0500
Subject: Happy Summer Christmas From Brisbane Australia

 Dear friends & Errol of UFO UpDates - Toronto,

This is to say thank you for all the work you put in , in providing us with
interesting info, and especially all the people that send in information
from around the globe thank you for keeping me up till 2 or 3 a.m. most
mornings (the only time I have to catch up with what is happening around the
tracks live is never dull and thank you for that.

My sincerest best wishes to all of you out there. Keep smiling as 1997 is
going to bring many surprises for all, and the time to hang on to your purse
strings, and keep ahead of all the rubbish that floats around out there.
May all your alien bells ring out with the joy of Christmas, peace and good
will to all peoples and to all weapons of destruction may they rust in
Peace. Keep the light shining Errol you are doing a good job.

Latest sightings from Brisbane.  Thursday evening sightings of lights over
Robina, gold coast, Queensland from 8.20 pm reported on the local news and
lots of media coverage.  A number of people have reported the sightings of
strange lights and very fast maneuvers.

Glennys
Australia.

>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Subject: Merry Christmas
>Date: Thu, 19 Dec 96 03:18:59 GMT

>Dear Colleagues,

>I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry
>Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

>All the very best,

>Philip Mantle.

_____________________________________
G.M. Mackay
QUFON : Queensland UFO Network

P.O. Box 2183
Mansfield M/C
BRISBANE, QLD 4122
AUSTRALIA

PHONE/FAX:  +61 7 3849 6450
E-mail     glenmack@thehub.com.au
_____________________________________
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Hynek's Reevaluation of AF Unidentified

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:20:45 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:53:30 -0500
Subject: Hynek's Reevaluation of AF Unidentified

Dr. Hynek used a slightly different form in his reevaluation of Air Force
unknowns.

                      AIR FORCE UNIDENTIFED

DATE                   Aug 11, 1955

LOCAL TIME      1245 Z

LOCATION        ICELAND

# OF WITNESSES     1 (?)

QUALIFICATIONS      Military

# OF OBJECTS        12

WHAT WAS WITNESS DOING    (just happened to look up)

DURATION    3-4 mins.

UFO MOVEMENT   Formation changed from elliptical to wavy line to
               scattered and back to straight line.  From hovering to
               1000 M. P. H.

OUR CLASSIFICATION      DD

COPY FROM FORM

REMARKS (QUOTES, OUR OBSERVATION, NOTES):

     shape changed

Finis.

Summary on PROJECT 10073 Record Card (ATIC Form 329) reads:

"Shaped [sic] changed from cigar to egg shaped.  Appeared to be grey in
color.  Formation changed from eliptical to a wavy line to scattered and
back to straight line.  Objs were first in trail form.  Speeds from
almost hovering to 1,000 mph.  Radar out of operation at time of
sighting."

Under Comments

 "Sounds like birds hwever, case evaluated as UNIDENTIFED in 1955."

Jan Aldrich
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Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 16:25:36 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:54:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Saturday, December 21, 1996 11:14 AM
>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> Date: Sat, 21 Dec 96 11:43:18 -0600
> From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>
>
>   Clarke Hathaway said;
>
> > I have come to the tentative conclusion that these beings
> >can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion.
>
>    I concur,  but in my case it's well beyond tentative.

Hi Pat...

I suppose that I should climb aboard the same boat with you.
Lord knows that both Julie and I have experienced our share of
bizarre occurrences.
Still, I realize enough that the constitution of reality is far
more than is presently recognized by the many. I have a hunch as
to who and what these entities are, but as yet do not have
enough proof to conclusively state that I know.

Kindest Regards my friend and we both wish you the happiest of
holidays.

   Clark Hathaway
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:09:44 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:50:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

----------

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Saturday, December 21, 1996 2:58 AM

> From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:05:06 -0800 (PST)
> Cc: ed.stewart@tgod.gigo.com (ed stewart)
>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Carl Sagan dies at 62
> > Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 11:44:33 -0600
> > From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
> > To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>
> >    He left us with a ship of the imagination. With this ship
we
> >    explore the possibilities of a certain future.
> >
> >    He was a Johnny Appleseed spreading the seeds of thoughts
> >    through out the world and the fruits of those orchards
are
> >    sweet to the endeavors of hope for Man Eternal in  the
Universe.
> >
> >    I see him in the Heavens passing by to take an occasional
apple
> >    from one of his trees and taste the nectar of God.
> >
> >    Goodby, Carl... and hello, Carl...  I know you are out
there now
> >    where the truth is at last found..
> >
> >    ~Pat~
>
> Not a well known fact regarding Carl Sagan's role and the UFO
phenomena.
[....]
> As it may, ufologists have Carl Sagan to thank for the
preservation of the
> BLUE BOOK files.
>
> Also, it was due to Carl Sagan and Thornton Page that the
American Association
> for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) held its symposium on
UFOs against a lot
> of political pressure not to address the subject. The
symposium gave Hynek
> and McDonald a forum to present their viewpoints and cases.
>
> Ed Stewart

Thank You for this excellent counter-point to one ungracious
eulogy seen here. :-)

Now we truly know the rest of the story.
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Kindest Regards and Happy Holidays,

    Clark Hathaway
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Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:26:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:41:14 -0500
Subject: Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases

When I visited CUFOS recently, I was interested in look at the cases from
1954-1956 to match up information with cases I copied from the 4602d Air
Intelligence Service Squadron files.  Here is a form that Dr. Hynek used
in his own re-evaluation of Air Force cases.  The case itself is
moderately interesting.  I will make some general comments at the end.

            INTERESTING CASES---AF INDENTIFIED

DATE                    March 2, 1955

LOCAL TIME             2300Z      (5:00 P. M.)

LOCATION   10 mi. N. of Huntley, Illinois

# OF OBJECTS     3

DURATION    (unknown) over 10 min.

# OF WITNESSES    1

QUALTIFICATIONS

WHAT WAS THE WITNESS DOING     driving auto

UFO MOVEMENT  2 objects flew along side of car ~5'from ground.
              3rd obj. (white light) flew ~500' above.  Obj on left
              turned and dropped behind car several times   2 obj.
              would circle around buildings and trees than move in beside
              car.  When obs. stopped for night--obj. parked in field in
              distance.  Daylight--obj. gone.

AF CLASSIFICATION    REFLECTION (due to fatigue)

OUR CLASSIFICATION       CE-I

COPY - FROM FORM

REMARKS (QUOTES, OUR OBSERVATIONS, NOTES):
           Long balloon shape --20' long.  Black.
           8 red lights w/white lights on each end.  Object on right shot
           out a red lighted cross for 5 mins.

WHY INTERESTING:   No reason to assume fatigue.

Finis.

There are a number of re evaluations of Air Force cases in CUFOS files.
Hynek also re-examined the Air Force unknowns.  Many times Hynek agreed
with Air Force's evaluation.

The 4602d AISS seemed to have an aversion to any close approach cases.
If they were viewed through glass, they were automatically a reflections.
Another ploy was to label them insufficient information.  Any case
reported 5 or 7 [I am not sure of the period.] days after it happened
could be put in this catagory.  Finally, the witness(es) could be said to
have overactive imaginations.  Therefore, the case deserved no further
investigation.
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An interesting example of the reflection explanation follows.  A Lt S was
flying across country and saw an object cut diagonally across his flight
path.  When asked what he thought it was on the AF questionaire, Lt S
wrote, "A machine not of this world."  The 4602d AISS investigator noted
that Lt S had a bad attitude.  The answer was a canopy reflection.  Lt S
noted that Lt J was flying fifteen minutes behind him and witnessed a
similar phenomenon.  The 4602d AISS files have no investigation of Lt J's
sighting.

Jan Aldrich
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Alien Insurance Pays Off - article

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 20:29:52 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 12:00:36 -0500
Subject: Alien Insurance Pays Off - article

Hi Errol!

Thanks for a great year of 'UFO Updates'.

All the best to you and yours.

Season's Greetings!

 - John

==========================================================================

"Paging Mr Santilli, Mr Ray Santilli, a possible video for you..."

                 ================================

>From Melbourne _Sunday Herald Sun_ December 22, 1996, p. 38

                     Alien Insurance Pays Off

                         By DAVID WALMSEY
                             in London

    IT could be the perfect case for agents Mulder and Scully.

    In true X-Files style, an electrician claims he was lifted from
  the ground and knocked unconscious by a UFO near London.

    He is apparently to be paid $2 million by insurers who covered
  him against abduction by aliens.  Industry sources, however, are
  suggesting that the payout could, just possibly, be an out-of-
  this-world publicity stunt.

    The story starts on October 8 when Joseph Carpenter, 23, of
  North London, claims he was struck down by a mystery light at
  Swindon.

    The area is a "hot spot" for such phenomena, says Mr Carpenter,
  who runs a UFO hunting group called the Majestic Twelve.

    "On the evening in question, an intense beam of light, like a
  police helicopter, had me," he said.

    "The anti-gravity force within it lifted me above the ground.
  I passed out as I went directly into it.  All this was captured on
  film."

    By an amazing stroke of luck, Mr Carpenter had paid $205 for
  cover against such an eventuality to a company called GRIP, run by
  insurance broker Simon Burgess.

    Mr Carpenter was able to produce "compelling evidence" of his
  ordeal, including camcorder footage, witnesses and DNA samples
  taken from what he said was a claw found at the scene.
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    Mr Burgess said last night: "The work on the DNA sample was
  carried out by a research fellow at Cambridge University -- I
  can't give you the name.  But the work proved conclusively that
  the sample was something that had never been seen before and which
  was not of this Earth."

    Mr  Burgess says Mr Carpenter was expected to receive his $2
  million yesterday at a London hotel from Scully herself, _X-Files_
  star Gillian Anderson.

    The broker, described by one industry source as "an unhelpful
  maverick", is believed to have made a deal with a Sunday paper for
  exclusive coverage of the presentation.

    Industry insiders say he is almost certain to make a profit from
  Mr Carpenter's claim.

    One said: "If he plays his cards right, he will claw the money
  back by wisely selling the world rights of the video evidence to
  TV companies.  If he co-wrote a book using the evidence, the money
  would also roll in."

--

                    *------------------------------*
                    |..............................|
                    |.... legion@werple.net.au ....|
                    |..............................|
                    *------------------------------*
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Re: Backlash

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 15:00:37 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:45:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Backlash

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Backlash
> Date: Friday, December 20, 1996 4:00 PM
>
> From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
> Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 09:00:27 -0800
> Subject: Backlash
> To: updates@globalserve.net
>
> I have been reading and reading about all of the thoughts,
> concerns, evidences and so on about the topic of UFOology.
> It leads me to wonder just what the .. is going on in the
> thought processes of most humans.

In a word Cathy, EGO.

> Fact: there are people from all over the world who have only
> one thing in common, that they were abducted, that they had
> experiences that involved aliens, their craft, and their
> equipment.  They all have the basically similar stories to
> tell.

Too true. :-(

> Fact: These same people are being ignored.  For the past
> fifty years, there has been
>
>                NO.. repeat NO change in anything!

Basically correct.

>
>       Those same experiencers have been investigated,
> poked and prodded by the best of humanity after the fact
> that they were poked and prodded by those aliens.  So, where
> is the information for all of those tests and investigating?

Unfortunately, no one has come forward with any semblance of
equipment in order to monitor the folks who have the dubious
distinction of experiencing these phenomena on a somewhat
regular basis. It seems that those who would otherwise be
capable of amassing the where with all in order to begin some
honest research in regards to these phenomena, would much rather
make pompous statements as to what does and what does not
constitute reality and then stick their collective heads in the
sand hoping that it will all go away.

>       Who is blindly leading who?  For the past fifty
> years, there have been the same incidents, same people, same
> resulting abduction scenario.  Can you believe it?

I have to. I have been watching since 1952.

> Just where does anyone who exhibits Post Abduction Trauma
> syndrome go to get help for the host of problems and other
> difficulties that they endure after the fact?  Can they go
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> to the police? To the Lawyers? To the medical professionals?
> To the local witchdoctor?

Significant question. I wish we had some one else to turn to
save psychologists alone, but practically no one else has come
forward. My experience has shown me that these too are extremely
prone to the adoption of attitudes and assumptions in regards to
the phenomena if not the trauma. My view on this is that it does
NOT constitute HONEST research and in regards to steering an
experiencer towards the adoption of an attitude of acceptance of
the perpetrators actions being benevolent, is extremely
dangerous. Further, I feel the assumption on the part of many
that these 'others' are 'Aliens' from across the galaxy who are
fairly recent arrivals Is highly dangerous as well.

>       Well, the best route so far has shown that the local
> Witch Doctor is your best source of help and understanding
> of the trauma that besets any abductee!

Unfortunately, true.

> I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
> humans!

I understand your frustration. :-)

Please allow me to ask of you a question.
If you are an abductee, experiencer or whatever other label you
wish to put to it, did your experience(s) have a high incidence
of paranormal phenomena?

Kindest Regards,

   Clark Hathaway
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Re: 'Backlash'

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 19:33:30 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:56:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Backlash'

Dear Steven, [John Powell]

        Thankyou for your concerned and informative reply.

>> Fact: there are people from all over the world who have
>> only one thing in common, that they were abducted, that
>> they had experiences that involved aliens, their craft,
>> and their equipment.  They all have the basically similar
>> stories to tell.

>That's not entirely true or accurate.  At a minimum we have
>4 groups of people.  Alleged abductees who have and have
>not been hypnotized, and alleged contactees who have and
>have not been hypnotized.
>Additionally, if you closely examin a number of these
>stories, especially from outside of North America, you will
>find that the bulk of the stories are not all that common.

        I am well aware that there are demographic areas
wherein sightings and experiences take on some unique
characteristics peculiar to each area.  Each area has its
own progressively evolving set of circumstances concerning
the interaction of humanity with non-humanity.  While race,
creed, colour, etc. etc. seem to make no difference to the
fact of the experiences, differences can be seen when
comparing experiences reported from clearly defined areas. I
know that Mexico experiences reports can vary significantly
with those from California, or Russia.  Why?

        If I told you that the independently evolving areas
idea was of my own doing during one of my experiences, could
you take that information literally?  Or would you try to
find a parable or some other authority to refer to such a
possibility?  Regardless, I cannot possibly expect you or
anyone to entertain such a claim.  You would try to have me
prove in scientific terms that the possibility, beyond mere
coincidence, was exactly as I had explained it.  If not, you
would simply mark that one up to a symptomology of natural,
although not yet understood causes.  At this point, why
should I tell more knowing that I won't have even the
remotest possibility of credibility?

        I would presume at this point to begin to doubt my
own perceptions of reality and so on.  Well, I've done that.
 I've laid my self down to die having given up completely,
but did not.  I still believe the same as I did before.
And, that won't change. Next thing I'll be telling you that
I saw a burning bush... yeah right.  Then I know you
couldn't believe me about anything.  Why?  Because you have
your own values and perceptions with which you view the
world as you can perceive it.  But, you can't begin the
processes necessary to believe in miracles, or in things you
can't understand.  How could you take my simple statements
on blind faith alone to explain anything, especially world
involving events spanning decades.

        How many other abductees try their best to tell
their own story, to be understood by other humans, to find
peace with themselves after their experiences?
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        Lifetimes!  We are talking about lifetimes of
experiences handed down through the generations as proof
that there is something going on.  Mine included.

        You suggested that mph professionals could be
prepared to help me over the worst of my inner conflicts.
Well, I tried to find out about that.  Where I live, there
is a two year wait to get into a lineup of questionable
length to get possibly vague help.  That doesn't do it for
me.  The possibly of seeing the esteemed Dr. Mack or any
other expert is as remote as going to the moon.  Besides, I
been there, lotta rock.  Research that.

NOTE:
        Please kids at home, if there is any doubt of your
experiences or sanity, go directly to your nearest doctor,
psychiatrist or teacher.  Do not go about looking for witch
doctors as they only exist in comics and can't help you
anyways.

Take care for now,
Cathy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 22:36:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:57:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass

Jerry Cohen wrote:

> >Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 17:59:21 -0500
> >From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Walton Case.4: NICAP June 76 evaluation - Klass
> >References: <2.2.32.19961216220215.00b82a20@globalserve.net>

<snip - prior correspondence removed - >

> >You may find this of interest for another perspective on the Travis
> >Walton case please read Coral and Jim Lorenzens account in "Abducted -
> >Confrontations with Beings From Outer Space" 1977 Berkley Medallion
> >Books, Chapter IV The Walton Affair pp 80-113. ......

> JC:   Thank you Gary. Someone else pointed that out to me. I'm going to get
> the book. However, NICAP had printed several things over the years calling
> into question the accuracy of some of the Lorenzens' books. I really
> respected NICAP.  I'll take a look at what the Lorenzens said and whether
> or not this book was one of those mentioned by NICAP.

I understand you really respected NICAP but before you let the concept
of respecting an authoritative organization shape your judgement you
should familiarize yourself with the background of its founders,
directors and their histories and ties to the intelligence community.
Likewise do the same for the APRO.  Here I'll add just a few comments to
entice you to open mindedly look into this and evaluate it yourself
without accepting NICAPs judgement of APRO a priori or vice versa.

>From the Lorenzen book - UFO's The Whole Story 1969, Signet.  Page 7

"As a child in 1934!, (my ! for emphasis) Mrs. Lorenzen observed a UFO
and a few years later mentioned the object to the family doctor.  Being
an open-minded and curious man, his own reading jaunts had taken him far
afield from his profession; he had read many 'off-beat' books, among
which were those of Charles Fort, the original UFO researcher, who held
scientists in utter contempt and penned his intellectual barbs with rare
humor.  The doctor recommended that if Mrs. Lorenzen was interested in
reading about other people who had seen strange things in the sky, she
should imbibe Fort's works, which she did-at the age of twelve.  She
discovered that things similar to the erie white half-disk she had seen
were described in astronomical journals, scientific papers, and ordinary
newspapers which predated her own sighting by at least a hundred years.
The books, Lo, Book of the Damned, and Wild Talents, were gold mines of
information about UFOs and other inexplicable things."

I am not too surprised about the origin of the Lorenzen's interests.
I am finding more frequent than not that many of the major UFO
researchers have had significant personal experiences.  I didn't find
out about Mrs. Lorenzen's experience until I had started reading the
third of their five books I have. Two and a half down and two and a half
to go of the five I have. So far of the major past UFO researchers I am
familiar with they "seem" to be the most genuine.  I say seem because I
need to know more.  They seemed genuinely surprised and annoyed at the
surveillance they were placed under by the US government.  You can trace
their transformation from thinking that they were above suspicion (their
own govt employment) to their later enlightenment about the ways of
intelligence when reading the Durant/Robertson report.  I find it
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interesting that their organization died with them as opposed to NICAP
which continued on under the guidance of CIA's psyops.

I would like to learn more about APRO historically.  They, the
Lorenzens, did not censor the UFO material they collected to the degree
that Keyhoe/NICAP did to make the information publicly and/or
politically salable.

Keyhoe/NICAP was either run as a counterintelligence operation or so
infiltrated that it functioned as one nonetheless.  So many aspects of
Keyhoe and his operation of NICAP didn't make sense and are logically
explicable by using this explanation without invoking any conspiracies
or histrionics. However don't take this to mean that NICAP and its
individual researchers didn't produce anything of validity or merit.  A
good counterintelligence operation often does, as a by-product of
fulfilling its primary but hidden objectives, produce such material, in
fact doing this often enhances the effectiveness of the
counterintelligence operation.

Don't take this to mean that I think APRO was all above board, I don't
have enough information to formulate an opinion on that.  Kevin Randle
while in his twenties was a an APRO field investigator of the Patty
Price case mentioned in the Lorenzen's "Abducted - Confrontations With
Beings From Outer Space, chapter 2 pages 9-24. Berkley Publishing 1977.
Was Kevin working for the Air Force Intelligence service at that time?
The book doesn't say.  I am aware that Kevin participates in the
dialogue on UFO UpDdates and I would find interesting any commentary he
would have on APRO, his investigations, background which brought him
into UFO research, etc.

Gary Alevy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 16:16:00 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:51:37 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'

----------

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image Ever'
> Date: Saturday, December 21, 1996 11:10 AM

> Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 11:08:23 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> References: <2.2.32.19961221095531.006dfa18@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Most Authentic Alien Image
Ever'
> >
> > the three months between the onset of these flashes of
memory
> > and my undergoing hypno-regression, it would be fair to
state
> > that I was rapidly becoming an emotional basket case. These
> > circumstances were entirely intolerable considering my
military
> > upbringing and certain training and opportunities that I was
> > afforded while in the military.
>
> I understand how it was unacceptable.

The scientific community needs to begin honest research into
this area John, it is long overdue.
I agree with you on the need for monitoring to necessarily
include the equipment and technique as used by
parapsychologists. Perhaps a multi discipline team is called for
in these regards.

> > What I AM suggesting here is that in order to get to the
bottom
> > line in this situation, hypno-regression was necessary. I
> > recognize however, that this would not necessarily be the
case
> > in all instances. Many who are abducted seem to recall
through
> > non-extraordinary means, a great deal of their experience.
Some
> > are going to need this sort of tool in order to begin to get
by
> > the fear.
>
> Psychology has other methods to accomplish things like that.
Using
> hindsight we can look back at your experience and say that we
don't
> think the hypnosis caused any problems and we do think it was
beneficial
> therefore it worked for you.  I can't argue with that <grin>.

I AM willing to concede that I AM fortunate. :-)
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> > > Whatever it turns out to be I'm pretty sure it will be
> > strange...<grin>
> > I sincerely hope that you never have the opportunity to
> > experience it.
>
> Well, that's a tough one.  On the one hand were I to have
similar
> experiences I'm sure I'd have a very difficult time regaining
even a
> minimum of objectivity.  (Not having had similar experiences,
and having
> done some research/investigation in the past, its easy for me
to be
> objective.)  Its hard to predict how that would affect me.  On
the other
> hand, without having had those similar experiences I am
missing a piece
> of the puzzle and I realize that.

I understand. I want to stress however, that in dealing with
those who have had these experiences, it is important to attempt
some form of empathy without compromising an attitude of
neutrality as to what these experiences constitute.

> All things considered, if the choice was mine I'd rather
struggle with
> subjective objectivity than struggle trying to understand what
the
> experience is really like.

Sure. But, can a researcher dealing with living, breathing
subjects, afford to treat them with no empathy at all?  I don't
hardly think in this case that the research would be afforded
the time necessary to arrive at even some tentative conclusions.
All that is being asked here John, is that one (the researcher)
realize that the subject HAS in fact come through some kind of
experience that has had a shattering impact on the subject's
life and act accordingly. Most of these folks are extremely
sensitive in some areas John, where they weren't necessarily
that way prior to their experience.

> > In the meantime John, I challenge any other abductee and/or
> > researcher to honestly set aside all of the assumptions and
> > adopted beliefs that have come about as a result of their
> > experience(s).
> > I truly feel that if they do not, then they run the risk of
> > being mere pawns and/or tools of the ones who perpetrated
the
> > abduction(s) in the first place. I strongly feel that they
are
> > placing themselves in a great amount of danger by insisting
on
> > playing the helpless victim.
>
> They _aren't_ helpless victims.  They can help themselves and
other by
> demanding real research and investigation.

Unfortunately John, it is human nature to take the easy way out
and let someone else take responsibility for our plight. I loved
the message from Cathy I believe entitled 'Backlash' where she
referred to those we have to turn to as 'witch doctors'. I
understand her frustration, but the term struck me as funny if
not altogether true.

I still have some problems as a result of my experience as I
still do not know what really happened. The funny thing is that
the first portion of my experience is the most bizarre yet the
most real to me. Lots of paranormal, bizarre occurrences to look
at. Being pulled bodily through the locked steel doors at the
back of my van, levitated across the meadow at a frightful speed
into a brilliant, bluish-white light containing three short,
hazy, fuzzy figures who were obviously being telepathically
communicated with by the being who had ahold of me. etc., etc.

> > of the experience. Based upon my post-abduction experiences
> > John, I have come to the tentative conclusion that these
beings
> > can and do appear as they will and are masters of illusion.
I
> > state this because both Julie and myself have witnessed some
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of
> > this with our own eyes.
>
> Well, just going by the standard thematic details 'they' seem
to be able
> to do all sorts of seemingly magical things.

Yup!  However, does this "Magic" constitute advanced technology
as many suggest with absolutely basis, or is it indicative of
perhaps a higher level of psychic ability within those who are
the perpetrators, or perhaps something else altogether ... even
more bizarre?

> > > The risk in thinking that nothing is happenning is the
same as
> > > thinking something specific is happenning and being wrong.
 Whatever
> > > it is that's happenning doesn't apparently know or care
what we
> > > think...
> > It has been my observance that the are smug in their own
> > abilities. They do care when they find that they themselves
are
> > being observed John. They really put on a show of being
> > startled.
>
> Hahahahahaha!!!!!  Interesting...

When you are in a large building late at night and catch
yourself being observed, it is not so funny. If I hadn't arrived
somewhat prepared, I more than likely would have physically
reacted to the startling awareness by jumping. Thus, I would
have given myself away. When whatever it was realized that I was
covertly observing it observing me, it immediately exited the
far end of the room down a parallel hallway to the one at my end
of the room. It should have come out into the large room that
Julie was in but didn't apparently. I searched for any sign of
it in the room (1) off of the hallway it went down, but failed
to find anything. This was but one episode out of a few that
were similar.

> > Wishing you and your wife the happiest of holidays on behalf
of
> > Julie and Myself,
>
> Same to you two!

Thanks John!  :-)

Kindest Regards,

    Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Code of Ethics

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 17:57:21 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:55:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Code of Ethics

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> Date: Saturday, December 21, 1996 11:12 AM

> Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 12:07:41 -0500
> From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> References: <2.2.32.19961221100728.00712190@globalserve.net>
>
> > From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Code of ethics
> >
> > true spirituality has NOTHING to do with religion. Down
through
> > the ages John there have been many atrocities committed in
the
> > name of this or that religion. Where I ask you is the
> > spirituality in committing inhumane acts John?
>
> Beats me!?  (Not being religious or spiritual makes things
like that
> just about impossible for me to understand...)

<chuckle>  Then you concede that dogma does not constitute
spirituality.  <grin>

I say to you John Powell that the fact that you care more for
the well being of an abductee's mental/emotional condition is
indicative of you possess some spirituality.  <wide, evil grin>

> > Spirituality in my view is an evolving condition within each
of
> > us that is exemplified partially by our individual
Humaneness.
>
> I agree with that but I'll also point that most religions
would have a
> problem with that.  Most religions don't really or directly
acknwledge
> the humaness of humans as apart for their God.

How these religions react to this or that doesn't necessarily
indicate that they are correct. ;-)
Frankly, I don't really give a good fig how they react. Truth is
truth.

> > Hopefully you get my point.
>
> I definitely understand the point.  If we placed traditional
> religions at one end of the spectrum and so-called secular
humanism
> at the other end of the spectrum then your definition of
spirituality
> would be somewhere in the middle.

I honestly don't know John. I dimly recall a discussion of human
secularism with my former partner's son one time whereas he was
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giving his view that he fit the definition, but for the life of
me I can't recall what it was. <grin>

All I can state from my viewpoint is that Religion is
ritualistic. One does not need to be ritualistic in order to be
spiritual. However, considering that I was raised within a
family that was not especially ritual oriented nor rich in
tradition, I could be wet behind the ears. <grin>

> > Thus, Religions are control mechanisms John.
>
> I won't argue that <grin>.

I pretty much stand by that one. ;-)

> > > That was extremely unfortunate and hopefully you've
managed to
> > > undo most of that silliness.  As we now know that
individual wasn't
> > > an acceptable MHP to begin with.
> > Hahaha!  I was branded anathema from the gitgo John. <grin>
> > I didn't for a second buy that hogwash and did my best in
the
> > attempt to point out why I felt that it was pure baloney. I
can
> > honestly relate that following a number of the
get-togethers, I
> > was taken aside by a few and thanked for speaking out. I
once
> > again challenge others who have experienced similar
> > circumstances to my own, to seriously question what are to
me
> > the illusionary trappings provided by those who perpetrated
the
> > circumstances in the first place.
>
> Its important to challenge yourself and your memories, its
like a
> self-test.

I can't argue that. :-)

> > > Most experiencers I've talked to would say something
similar.
> > > The high strangeness of the experience, and various
specific events,
> > > seem to stand almost as a contradiction to it being a
3D-real event.
> > Really. That hasn't yet been my experience.
>
> I don't mean to say they think it wasn't a 3D event, only that
their
> memories of them are so _different_ from ordinary 3D events.

Ahhh!  Well, mine certainly seemed to be a 3D event and I don't
know how to alter my memories otherwise. However, it is those
very memories that I question. It is ironic that the most
bizarre of those memories are the ones that seem the most real
or 3D.

> > > That's largely the name of the game.  Therapy can't,
shouldn't
> > > and generally won't prove something right or wrong - just
get you
> > > back in the game.  In you case it was mostly self-therapy
and you
> > > aren't the only person who mostly helped themselves.  A
non-trivial
> > > part of traditional psychology is helping you to become
your own
> > > best therapist.
> > Yup!  Kinda like hypnosis. <grin>
>
> Except safer...

Ethics should apply no matter what methodology is employed John.

Traditional therapy would serve to enable an efficient dealing
with the emotional content, but wouldn't necessarily shed any
light as to whether the event constituted full or partial 3D
reality or something else. I think that you will concede that
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this question is also very important.
Hypnosis employed with ethics, safeguards and control could and
has shed some light on these questions. The onus however has
been upon the researcher to maintain an attitude of objectivity
concerning the events. It has also been the responsibility of
the researcher whether acknowledged or not, to take into account
and honestly consider ALL OF THE EVIDENCE that has been present
in each individual case. I feel we both can agree that for the
most part in abduction research, this has not taken place.

> > > I understand that.  And if you told your story to a person
> > > who's sanity you didn't question and that person was even
moderately
> > > swayed that probably something _did_ happen to you, then
you would
> > > have (maybe just a little tiny bit) demonstrated to
yourself that
> > > you weren't crazy.
> > Okay, I see your point, you're correct.
>
> That's part of the self-testing.  Its a productive element
only p to the
> point where it shifts into non-challenging belief.
>
> > I believe that the abduction scenarios can be brought to a
halt.
> > This does not necessarily mean that the encounters stop
however,
> > it just means that their nature changes.
>
> There's been a few things written about that.  Its an
interesting angle
> that by doing some mental/spiritual work you can significantly
influence
> an encounter.

They really display some frustration when things aren't going
according to plan. <grin>

> > > Perhaps you've had the experience of talking to someone
about
> > > your experiences and (somehow, some way) they became
_totally_
> > > convinced that they were _positively_ real.  Did their
110%
> > > acceptance, genuine as it may be to them, seem hollow or
shallow to
> > > you?
> > Reserved. <grin>
> > But my friend, I fail to see how it could be any other way.
>
> HAHAHAHAHA!!!!  Okay, I can accept that.
>
> > > And that's the problem.  Traditional science would say
that
> > > there's nothing wrong with the hardware, it performed
exactly as it
> > > should, and it recorded no 3D events at all.  Traditional
psychology
> > > might then say that there's nothing wrong with the person
either,
> > > but they _are_ suffering some trauma from what can
_currently_ only
> > > be described as a nightmare.  Maybe, in our example, we'd
get lucky
> > > and there'd be something else, a physical marking or
something, to
> > > complicate things.
> > Having said the above John and in consideration of the
entire
> > exchange, perhaps you are getting a bit of a feel for what I
was
> > referring to by the term 'awareness'. Some are consciously
aware
> > of things within their surroundings within which others have
no
> > cognizance. Therefore, these things are real to them on an
> > subtle experiential interactive way while to the others,
there
> > is not an equal amount of perception.
>
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> Yep, I understand that.  So there has to be some way to move
this off
> square one.  Electronic monitoring may not (likely won't)
_solve_ the
> issue but it may very likely focus research.

I feel that this is correct. Or put another way, I feel that
some electronic monitoring such as employed in parapsychological
research, may certainly indicate and affirm that something is
indeed occurring on a higher level that is indeed serving to
effect the lower.

> > > I can convince myself using non-traditional approaches but
I
> > > couldn't convince anyone else without them.
> > Agreed. Yet, your experience is not any less valid is it?
> > Most especially when you encounter others who independently
> > report nearly the exact same experience(s) under similar
> > circumstances.
>
> By "experience" I didn't mean an encounter or abduction, I
meant the
> path through the data.  Probably nobody can duplicate my
approach, what
> I read, who I met, talked to and worked with, etc.  But it can
surely be
> closely approximated.  Most people closely approximating that
path can
> convince themselves based only on the circumstantial data that
something
> is going on.  They probably can't convince anyone else unless
that other
> person takes a similar path through the data.

Okay, I follow.

> A good example of that is a recent message in this List from
Cathy.  It
> was quite impassioned, emotional and powerful.  Clearly she
believes
> something is going on.  Despite some techinal inaccuracies the
impact
> (intent) of her message was to hope to cause readers to move
in the
> direction of believing the possibility of so-called alien
abductions.
> That's fine, so far as it goes.  But without proof all we have
is
> belief, which is simply not enough to cause most folks to move
_beyond_
> thinking of the events as merely possible.

I felt and responded to her frustration. I understand it. It is
all too easy to accept that indeed Galaxians <chuckle> are here
abducting us and perpetrating all manner of nefarious acts.
Whelp, when one has the physical contusions and marks, what can
others expect?  These are after all, 3D effects. This is one
very good reason for all manner of electronic monitoring to
include covert video. I don't know if it will do any good as I
suspect that [1] the activity will cease for the duration or [2]
the equipment will in some cases be rendered temporarily
inoperable.

The question of course is: is it really all that important to
suspend investigation pending a decision on who or what
constitute the perpetrators or what constitutes the event?

Point [1]  Something exceedingly strange is happening that is
effecting in dire manner the lives of
              many around this planet.

Point [2]  This desperately calls for team research into this
perplexing problem conducted in an
               ethical, scientifically honest manner.

> > just now beginning to experience this and are experiencing a
> > beginning of it's development within themselves. I suggest
that
> > were this not the case, they could ill afford perpetrating
the
> > inhumane acts to which they reportedly have.
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>
> Sure, that's possible I guess.  We tend to think that no
intelligent
> creature would do these things unless either they haven't
confronted
> their compassionate/spiritual side -OR- they have and somehow
dispensed
> with it.  I guess either possibility works.

It will be interesting to see how this develops.

> Of course, if they _haven't_ encountered religion yet then
they're in
> for a surprise when they get set upon by Earth's evangelists!

Hahaha!  I can imagine a funny movie based on that John. <grin>

> > I just pointed out one of mine. I do not for a second buy
that
> > these beings where ever and however they do get here, are
far in
> > advance of us in aspects that really matter.
> > Another thing. I feel that despite the possibility that they
may
> > possess superior weaponry for example, they have
insufficient
> > numbers to take advantage of the slight increase in
superiority.
> > Their only alternative it is clear, lies within manipulation
to
> > gain their ends.
>
> Yeah, they obviously don't want to destroy the place, or maybe
can't.

It would seem that way.

> > > Well, then we're screwed.  Probably the single most common
> > > thread that runs through human society, politics,
economics, and
> > > even religion is reaction instead of action (or
pro-action).  We
> > > wait for something to happen then we react to it instead
of
> > > determining that something is going to happen and act on
it.
> > I prefer to have faith and trust in spirit John.
>
> My mind just doesn't work that way.

I did not mean to indicate that I sit by and do nothing. I just
meant to indicate that I strive to take a positive view of
things. I try to respond to situations rather than to react to
them.
However, we are probably playing semantics here. <grin>

> > > I don't think anything is going to change that in the near
> > term.
> > I do, but as inferred, many will be oblivious to the change.
>
> I don't understand how a change can occur without everybody
realizing
> that it happenned.

I could only explain this using metaphysical terminology and at
that I doubt that I could adequately convey what I wished to
say. I really don't understand in full the mechanics of what I
suspect is to occur.

There are a couple of possible scenarios. In either, there will
be most assuredly some mystifying circumstances that will happen
to indicate that something extraordinary has just occurred. More
than likely the impression that stays with those who remain will
all too quickly fade.
The events that will serve to formulate those impressions will
be unprecedented within the history of mankind I feel.

> > > Yes, it should.  It all starts with a police report.
> > Let me assure you that in this community, that would bring
> > nothing but contempt and ridicule.
>
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> So, what's new about that?  They still have official
responsibilities
> they are required by law to fulfill.

Given the sensitivity of those who have undergone these
experiences John, it is easy to understand why they have been
and remain reluctant to file a complaint. It would seem that
some attitude adjustment is in order here and don't mean to
indicate on the part of the experiencer. The fact of the matter
is that they have already traveled the extra mile.

> > > People don't like to admit they took a wrong turn
especially
> > > if they'd been on that wrong turn road a long time.  There
clearly
> > > is a consensus-likde decision among most that this is a
3D, aliens
> > > in spaceships, deal and they exclude the paranormal (or
sometimes
> > > explain it away with science fiction).
> > Then they play into the perpetrators hands In My Opinion.
> > Once one breaks out of this mold and is what is termed by
some
> > an experiencer John, one notes a decided change in the
content
> > of the experiences that occur after.
>
> Interesting.  So the very nature of the experiences changes
based on the
> thinking if the experiencer?

Not the original experiences and I can only state that this was
only my experience.
Too, it didn't have so much to do with my thinking or attitude
as it did/does my level of awareness as a result of the thinking
and changing of various attitudes.

Kindest Regards,

     Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Carl Sagan

From: BGBOPPER@aol.com
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 14:11:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:35:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

Dr. Boylan,
You said:

 >       Carl Sagan's death ends a career which, while otherwise superior in
its
>achievements, was sullied by his persistence in his latter years in
debunking
>and ridiculing the abundant evidence for extraterrestrial life and its
>visitation to Earth.

 >       It is not credible to sduppose that Dr. Sagan did not know better.
It
>is a pity that he allowed himself to be used by the UFO Cover-Up.

>        At least now he knows better.

>                                        - Richard Boylan, Ph.D.

For an Ex-Priest this is really a "Shame on you"!
R.Estes
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 21 Dec 96 14:18:42 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:35:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To James Easton:

<<It's what Bob may contribute as evidence which has to deemed credible or
otherwise.>>

   How do you determine if the evidence is credible?  What Bob says about the
Kodak testing is in conflict with what another well known researcher says.

    On December 4th, the SIGHTINGS show aired a new segment about the Autopsy
Footage. This segment featured testimony from Kent Jeffrey, Dan McGovern and Joe
Longo.

Kent Jeffrey stated in the broadcast:

  "Kodak has been standing by since July 1995, waiting for the film.  If they
were given only one or two frames, they could adequately analyze this film, and
determine one way or another whether it is genuine 1945 film."
----snip---
                  <Note:  I don't know why Kent said 1945, but he did. -T.>

   Bob Shell says Kodak wants  or needs a couple of feet of film and would
prefer to have a whole reel.  These two statements are in conflict with each
other.  Is Kodak giving differing information to different people?   Or are one
or both of these two researchers misleading the public?

<<Yes, I've seen transcripts of interviews with Tony Amato at Kodak.>>

    In the interview does Tony Amato say that they are willing to do the tests
on only one or two frames or give any other requirements on the amount?

<<I've asked him to clarify exactly what he's implying and if he's seriously
suggesting, as it appears he is, that it's all part of some conspiracy.>>

     I've never cared much for conspiracy theories.  They are always too
convenient.  But I have to say that I have seen some strange things related on
with this story that I don't know how else to explain.

    Regards,

       Theresa
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:26:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:39:51 -0500
Subject: Hynek's Reevaluation of Air Force Cases

When I visited CUFOS recently, I was interested in look at the cases from
1954-1956 to match up information with cases I copied from the 4602d Air
Intelligence Service Squadron files.  Here is a form that Dr. Hynek used
in his own re-evaluation of Air Force cases.  The case itself is
moderately interesting.  I will make some general comments at the end.

            INTERESTING CASES---AF INDENTIFIED

DATE                    March 2, 1955

LOCAL TIME             2300Z      (5:00 P. M.)

LOCATION   10 mi. N. of Huntley, Illinois

# OF OBJECTS     3

DURATION    (unknown) over 10 min.

# OF WITNESSES    1

QUALTIFICATIONS

WHAT WAS THE WITNESS DOING     driving auto

UFO MOVEMENT  2 objects flew along side of car ~5'from ground.
              3rd obj. (white light) flew ~500' above.  Obj on left
              turned and dropped behind car several times   2 obj.
              would circle around buildings and trees than move in beside
              car.  When obs. stopped for night--obj. parked in field in
              distance.  Daylight--obj. gone.

AF CLASSIFICATION    REFLECTION (due to fatigue)

OUR CLASSIFICATION       CE-I

COPY - FROM FORM

REMARKS (QUOTES, OUR OBSERVATIONS, NOTES):
           Long balloon shape --20' long.  Black.
           8 red lights w/white lights on each end.  Object on right shot
           out a red lighted cross for 5 mins.

WHY INTERESTING:   No reason to assume fatigue.

Finis.

There are a number of re evaluations of Air Force cases in CUFOS files.
Hynek also re-examined the Air Force unknowns.  Many times Hynek agreed
with Air Force's evaluation.

The 4602d AISS seemed to have an aversion to any close approach cases.
If they were viewed through glass, they were automatically a reflections.
Another ploy was to label them insufficient information.  Any case
reported 5 or 7 [I am not sure of the period.] days after it happened
could be put in this catagory.  Finally, the witness(es) could be said to
have overactive imaginations.  Therefore, the case deserved no further
investigation.
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An interesting example of the reflection explanation follows.  A Lt S was
flying across country and saw an object cut diagonally across his flight
path.  When asked what he thought it was on the AF questionaire, Lt S
wrote, "A machine not of this world."  The 4602d AISS investigator noted
that Lt S had a bad attitude.  The answer was a canopy reflection.  Lt S
noted that Lt J was flying fifteen minutes behind him and witnessed a
similar phenomenon.  The 4602d AISS files have no investigation of Lt J's
sighting.

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Carl Sagan

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 13:42:45 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:36:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

>=20
>    Now that we no longer have Carl to pick on from time to time,
>    I suppose we shall have to double up on James Oberg. ;)
>=20
>    ~Pat~
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^6=20
        Apology to MW #70 (For December 21, 1996)=20

As regards our Carl Sagan,
A hero of my youth,
But better he move onward
Before much longer in the tooth.

Though, he pulled me to a place
Where comets are now foaming!
Smart and Brave, and flinching not,
He started me to roaming!

He fought against Doc Condon;
He stood for what was right!
He was asking pointed questions;
He stood for Truth's bright Light!

His startup was Prometheian,=20
He did nothing I can hate;=20
Then, he avoided Stanton Friedman;
He walked away from that debate.

He scoffed, and sneered, and guffawed;
He smirked at Mack's abductions.
He made our science shallower,
And he narrowed its construction.

He added to the ridicule.
He took a wrongful tack.
Late in esteemed and learned life,
Was he blind to brave new fact?

It's the honored way of closed minds,
That they harden up with age.
Their part is all but over,
Yet they cannot leave the stage.

They can't say that they=92ve been wrong,
They won=92t say that there=92s new info;
They don=92t tell you of some newfound truth,
Just *Distort* -- it=92s ex post facto.

History is littered here,
It=92s in your own experience!
The greatest can eclipse their greatness,
And betray their own ebullience.

Like Grant before his presidency,
Or Lugosi before "Plan 9."
Did Sagan take a low road?
Did he cover up some sign?
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Did he do in fact what was accused?
Did he set our study back?
Did he prevaricate some issue?
Did he stab us in the back?

Oh, perhaps not, or, so I=92ll remember.
As he put me at the station --
Provided passage for _this_ old man
On his starship  -- Imagination.

                Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Better to remember the *good* that a man does, as that *good* is, more
often than not, interred with the man=92s bones. Or, so said Mr.
Shakespeare.

Perhaps =96 then I remember Nixon.=20

Back in the days when Dr. Sagan and I had more dew on our lilies, his
was a voice that stood out to say that *everything* may not _be_ as it
appeared. He indicated that there was a grand investigation afoot that
we were just beginning to advance =96 that we were infants. I look around,
and see that he was right, then =96 even if questionable now.

And, as glad as I am to have him tell me about his ship of imagination,
I=92m also glad he *wasn=92t* around to tell eighth graders David Goldenheim
and Daniel Litchfield that the geometry homework their summer school
teacher gave them, as a joke, was impossible for them to accomplish.=20
_There_ is the value of an open mind =96 against all odds Dave and Dan
solved Euclid=92s difficult problem in a manner much more elegant than
even Euclid did -- because there was no one to tell them it couldn=92t be
done (US News & World Report, December 23, 1996).=20

Conversely, as I look into each night=92s sky, I must thank Dr. Sagan,
personally, for my perception of its magnificent, enigmatic, and
encompassing depth. But I must still remember that there is improvement
seen in the real world with _every_ funeral --  even his, and of course,
mine.  I can only pray that _my_ eventual contribution to historical
intellect on _my_ passing would even _begin_ to approach the magnitude
of his contribution, a magnitude measured with many, many exponents --
"Billy-ions" of them.=20

See you on the other side =96 Doctor. Thanks for showing us a path to the
stars. Perhaps we shall name the craft that takes us there, the "Carl
Sagan."
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Backlash

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 21 Dec 96 14:08:49 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 11:38:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Backlash

>>  Cathy, rfsignal@sprynet.com said;
>
>>>I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
>>>humans!
>
>> I resent that. I am an ignorant land deweler. Besides, I'm
>> scared of sharks and certain plankton tastes funny.
>
>       Sorry that you thought you were hit upon, Pat.  I
>was not over-generalizing to prod you.  If you take offense,
>then don't because I apologize.

    Offense? :)   Apologize? For what?  Don't you know a great
    contextual pun when you see one? You were supposed to
    ROFL, not apologize!  :-D

>       What we have here is a failure to communicate.

    Actually, I think esoteric flippant waggery on my part
    was misinterpreted.

>While it is one thing to see distant lights up in the sky,
>it is quite another to see those lights up close and in my
>face, actively and physically involving me in something that
>the scientific and political communities of the world
>devoutly refuse to acknowlege as even being possible.

   I can identify with that...

"In the late `60's that all changed. A friend and I were coming
home one night from fishing. We noticed an "airplane" and did not
pay much attention to it. When we turned into the driveway of my
parents home they and all the neighbors were outside watching the
"airplane." They said that it had been moving around for several
hours. My friend and I went back to the main highway for a better
view. We parked and got out. The now obvious "object" became
unidentified as we watched it. I got a flashlight out of the car
and flashed at the UFO. It flashed back! Then, after another
round of flashlight semaphore the UFO descended and came towards
us and stopped dead over our heads. I flashed. It flashed back.
Whatever was in control of that thing was obviously intelligent.
Underneath the UFO I saw what appeared to be a large circle
inside which were three equal sized smaller circles. From around
each of these I could see a blue to green glow. In the exact
center of the UFO was an area from where the return flashing
came. The light of that was red. The field of view of the stars
were cut off and I knew this was a solid object. After about 10
minutes it seemed to loose interest in us and slowly drifted off.
The object made no noise. There was no down draft of air. It was
unmistakable to us that this thing was not of this Earth. We
followed it almost to Freeport and then back again to the area
where we first saw it. Then, it took off in a burst of speed that
proved to me that it indeed was nothing I could just laugh off
and forget about."

>       All of the coverups, illusions, hoaxes and denials
>of the past fifty years have only served to show that we as
>a species don't have what it takes to prove to our selves
>that there are infinite possibilities in the universe.
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  You need to visit my page: http://www.republic.net/~pparri/mobius.html
   and maybe you will see why I disagree with you as regards
   "infinite possibilities in the universe."

>  I am
>tired of the bickering, slashing antics of the very ones who
>try to be on our side, trying to prove that there really is
>evidence of something going on.

   The only evidence, is evidence. Just what that is as regards
    people who have such subjective evidence, as myself, and
    cannot prove same for others, does in no way prove that
    the subjective evidence is invalid. As John Powell likes to
    say; "Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence"

>       If my sightings and experiences fit within my
>mundane perceptions and understanding of the world, then I
>would have no fear of the nature of the conflicts that
>arise.  I would have simple, blind motivations to explore
>and interact with the world around me.  But such is not the
>case.  I am convinced beyond all reasonable doubt that there
>is something going on, and that I have been a part of that.

    Dang, I could have written that but for one problem... I do
    explore and interact and go so far as to also innovate, so
    don't sell yourself short just yet, your last seven words
    above are a portent of things to come.

>       Whatever my story is, doesn't matter to me, because
>it is simply part of my life experiences.  I don't care to
>convince anyone of the facts as I perceive them.  Whether I
>glow in the dark, do odd things, or even have essesce of
>diesel fuel in my hair doesn't make any difference to me.
>But, it does to others who think that it does.
>
>       Sorry, to think that I would care to prove anything
>to anyone, is wrong.  I reached a point in my life where I
>simply don't care what anyone else thinks of or about me.

   Well, well... you've joined 'The Club!' :)  Welcome!
   Your initiation assignment is to invent the 'Etch-A-Skeptic'

>  I
>have a story to tell and that's all there is to it.  If
>anyone cares to listen, then they can gleam whatever facts
>are pertinent to them for their own reasons.

   I have a problem with gleaming but sometimes I glean. ;)

>       Life goes on as it does.  Humanity will evolve more,

   More what? Seems to me a digression of evolution is evident.
   After all, what would Charles Darwin make of Bill Clinton? As for
   myself, I think Bill traces his ancestry to the same roots as
   Richard Nixon and Ray Santilli, Piltdown Man.

>religions and cults will flourish, scientists and
>politicians will retain their power, spectres of the past
>will continue to haunt and the abductions will continue.

   How did ghosts get into this? :)

>       Humanity will do what it does to prepare for the day
>when we will openly encounter other lifeforms from the
>stars.

    Frankly my Dear, they already have.

    ~Pat~
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Lunar Landing Date

From: The Enterprise Mission Web Site
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 20:19:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 20:19:25 -0500
Subject: Lunar Landing Date

http://www.enterprisemission.com/

LUNAR LANDING DATE (LLD)

Background

During the extraordinary evening and events of July 20, 1969
-- Humanity's First Landing on the Moon -- Richard Hoagland
was carrying out his duties as official Science Advisor to
CBS News, Special Events. As part of his contribution to
network lunar coverage, Hoagland had earlier proposed a CBS
"walkthrough solar system": to be used by network anchors,
correspondents, guests and NASA contractors during the
epochal 42 hours of projected CBS coverage -- "The Epic
Journey of Apollo 11." The site was to be Downey, California
(just south of Los Angeles), main offices of the official
NASA Prime Contractor for the Apollo Spacecraft (Command and
Service Modules): North American Rockwell.

Among Hoagland's other duties in the days leading up to this
important evening: recommending key participants; against
significant initial opposition, Hoagland eventually won
approval to invite one of his own heros, Robert A. Heinlein
-- Dean of American Science Fiction -- as one of the Special
Guests for a Walter Cronkite interview, on Lunar Landing Night.
Heinlein, certainly among devoted science fiction readers
(and at least half of NASA's engineers) was a living legend; in
addition to writing over two dozen novels and novellas, most of
them on the theme of Man's expansion into space, Heinlein had
written the screen play (based on his own 1947 novel,
"Rocketship Galileo") depicting the first "technically
realistic" feature film predicting the great challenges of this
unique experience -- "Destination Moon."

The location of Cronkite's remote "Heinlein interview" on this
and other subjects -- even as humans actually explored the Moon,
with Cronkite anchoring the network coverage a continent away
from southern California, from New York -- was to take place
from Hoagland's own "walkthrough solar system" -- built in one
of the huge hangers in which the Apollo spacecraft itself (now
orbiting the Moon ...) had over the preceding 8 years been
assembled ...

Shortly before the interview -- as videotaped replays of Neil
Armstrong's instantly immortal footprints, even then, were
being instantly displayed over and over again, on TV monitors
around the world -- Heinlein and Hoagland walked to the huge,
multi-ton, open hanger doors ... and looked up into the Southern
Californianight. The evening air felt cool, sharp contrast to
the hot glare of television lights brilliantly lighting up the
inside "solar system." Above the warm Pacific hung a setting,
waxing crescent -- spectacularly framed between the looming
hanger doors. Inside, ghostly images of "Neil" and "Buzz" --
cavorting like schoolkids on the lunar surface -- flickered
across scores of TV monitors ... even as the two Earthbound
observers strained for a glimpse with their own eyes of any
sign of "Tranquility Base" upon the hanging crescent Moon ...

Finally, breaking the eerie, unreal spell -- a completely
unchanged Moon, as if nothing at all important was unfolding
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on this night, after half a billion years -- Heinlein turned
to Hoagland, and spoke aloud what both were thinking, what he
would in moments share with Cronkite and the world:

"Dick, for all future time, for as long as civilization
survives, men and woman will mark history as dating from this
Night ... when humans truly left this Earth and First Set Foot
Upon Another World. From this moment forward, real History
begins ..."

Calculations

Calculations to identify the present day and date, since The
Apollo 11 Landing on the Moon -- July 20, 1969. This
calculation is for May 10, 1996.

                          Starting point: July 20, 1969
                                Years
                                                    Days
                    Beginning 201st day of 1969
                                                    164
                    1970,71,73,74,75,77,78,79,81,82,83
                    1985,86,87,89,90,91,93,94,95
                                                    365
                    1972,76,80,84,88,92 Leap years
                                                    366
                    Up to May 10, 1996
                                                    131

On May 10th, Total Number of Days since July 20, 1969 = 9791.

The Enterprise Mission
122 Dodd St
Weehawken NJ 07087
FAX (201) 271-1703
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Clarke Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:18:53 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 08:05:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Sunday, December 22, 1996 9:42 AM

> From: KRandle993@aol.com
> Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 16:52:03 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan

> Carl Sagan's death ends a career which, while otherwise superior in
> its achievements, was sullied by his persistence in his latter years in
> debunking and ridiculing the abundant evidence for extraterrestrial life
> and its visitation to Earth.

> It is not credible to sduppose that Dr. Sagan did not know better. It
> is a pity that he allowed himself to be used by the UFO Cover-Up.

>         At least now he knows better.

[...snip...]

> I would think that an ex-priest would have something kinder to say. I'm just
> completing a book about Project Blue Book and plan to include these words:

> To Carl Sagan: Who prevented the destruction of the Project Blue Book files
> at great personal cost. Thanks, Dr. Sagan.

> 1934 - 1996

> KRandle

Bravo Kevin!

I personally know the quoted commentator well yet even so I was
shocked upon reading his mean-spirited comments. His sentiments
elsewhere were if anything even worse!

I AM grateful to Pat Parrinello for his beautiful words upon
this sad news and to Ed Stewart for telling 'the rest of the
story'.

I had chance to attend a conference this past June in Mesa,
Arizona. While there I was confronted by a colleague (sometime
conference speaker) of the above individual who proceeded to
tell me about certain court proceedings that I had attended as
an observer. After advising her of the facts concerning that
topic as well as a few others, she asked me why I hadn't also
taken him to court if I felt that I had grounds to do so. I
replied that he didn't really possess anything of value that I
coveted and as far as making an ass out of him, he was quite
capable of accomplishing that on his own. It is now obvious that
those words weren't hollow.

Kindest Regards,

    Clarke Hathaway
        SouthWestern Artist and UFO 'buff'.
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 22 Dec 96 17:51:39 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 08:06:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To Rebecca Schatte:

Rebecca,

<<According to Tony Amato, while the short-term loan of a complete reel of film
would be desirable, Kodak would be willing to work with as little as two or
three frames. ...">>

      Thank you.

     Now Kent is out of it, and it's down to Tony Amato's statements and Bob
Shell's statements which are in conflict.  Let's see what Bob comes up with, I
have already asked him.   The only  reason it was important was that Kent made
this statement on a recent broadcast.

<<A better question to ask would be who has the most to gain by misleading
anyone?>>

    Or who has the most to lose?

    Regards,

      Theresa
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Re: Backlash

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:19:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:17:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Backlash

Dear Pat,
        While I know there were ROTFL gestures made in your
message, I was too hot and caustic of late.  I get like this
when I sit around the house for too long.  Maybe need
another longhaul load or something.

>>>I hate being human and lost in a sea of other ignorant
>>>humans!

        Really!  I do know better!

>> I resent that. I am an ignorant land deweler. Besides,
>> I'm scared of sharks and certain plankton tastes funny.
>
>       Sorry that you thought you were hit upon, Pat.  I
>was not over-generalizing to prod you. If you take offense,
>then don't because I apologize.
>
>    Offense? :)   Apologize? For what?  Don't you know a
>    great
>    contextual pun when you see one? You were supposed to
>    ROFL, not apologize!  :-D

>>      What we have here is a failure to communicate.
>
>    Actually, I think esoteric flippant waggery on my part
>    was misinterpreted.

        I guess I have to admit that I am dealing with a
great male superior here.  I, I did fail to perceive that
ROTFL intention.  And, I don't pun all that well.  So, any
time you feel flippery, then just say and I will ROTF for
you, L'ing all the while!

>>While it is one thing to see distant lights up in the sky,
>>it is quite another to see those lights up close and in my
>>face, actively and physically involving me in something
>>that the scientific and political communities of the world
>>devoutly refuse to acknowlege as even being possible.

>   I can identify with that...

        The more I think about it all, the more I think that
there is some aspect or form of government that does know
and control what is going on.  They must have taken it
seriously when enough events and reports were gathered about
the unidentifieds.  And, going beyond that, I know there was
some interaction in the early sixties.  I couldn't begin to
guess just what has evolved since then.

>>      All of the coverups, illusions, hoaxes and denials
>>of the past fifty years have only served to show that we
>>as a species don't have what it takes to prove to our
>>selves that there are infinite possibilities in the
>>universe.
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>  You need to visit my page:
>http://www.republic.net/~pparri/mobius.html
>   and maybe you will see why I disagree with you as
>regards "infinite possibilities in the universe."

        If you are referring to your mobius and comparing it
to the universe, then add sixteen other mobiuses, one for
each dimension, and then a few others that are beyond random
chance factors.  My friend was teaching me that the combined
universes are infinite while in school I was learning only
about the one apparent universe that we barely perceive.
Don't worry, I can't explain it well at all.

>> I am tired of the bickering, slashing antics of the very
>> ones who try to be on our side, trying to prove there
>> really is evidence of something going on.

>   The only evidence, is evidence. Just what that is as
>   regards people who have such subjective evidence, as
>   myself, and cannot prove same for others, does in no way
>   prove that the subjective evidence is invalid. As John
>   Powell likes to say; "Absence of evidence is not
>   evidence of absence"

        I agree.  You won't believe anything you don't want
to.  Until you have evidence and have to believe, only then
will you think of what you believe in terms of how it
affects your other beliefs.  People are often pretty good at
living with conflicting facts and factors in their lives.

>>      Sorry, to think that I would care to prove anything
>>to anyone, is wrong.  I reached a point in my life where I
>>simply don't care what anyone else thinks of or about me.

>   Well, well... you've joined 'The Club!' :)  Welcome!
>   Your initiation assignment is to invent the >
'Etch-A-Skeptic'

        Terrific!  But, do I have to 'colour' her (or him)
in only black and white?  What about all of the other
colours of the rainbow? Where's all the blue people?

NOTE:
        Please kids, seek parental guidence before following
any directions found on the Internet.  When in doubt, or if
a parent isn't particularly handy, go to your nearest
Medical Health Professional.

Take care for now,
Cathy
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Project 1947 - 5602d AISS UFOB LOG

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 21:46:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:19:25 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - 5602d AISS UFOB LOG

Locally mimeographed form used by the 4602d Air Intelligence Service
Squadron in summarize their UFO investigation.  Note this is Captain
Ryan's sighting.

                   4602D AISS UFOB LOG

REPORT NUMBER      DATE/TIME OF SIGHTING       RECD AISOP

 aiss-ufob-97-56     09/0315Z Apr 56            10 Apr 56

LOCATION OF SIGHTING                           LOGGED BY

 A/V between Schenectady an Oswego, New York    S/SGT DeRudder

MEANS RECD         ACTION TAKEN

 TT Msg             No Investigation authorized

INVES UNIT         DATE INVES ASSIGNED      ASSIGNING OFFICER

 N/A               N/A                       N/A

DATE IR RECD HQ    DATE IR APPROVED         DATE IR TO ATIC

 N/A               N/A                       N/A

DATE FORM 5

 10 Apr 56

COMMENTS

 Due to later sightings and the description of this sighting is [sic] is
 the opinion of this headquarters that this sighting was probably
 generated by the planet Venus.

CONCLUSIONS

 PROBABLY ASTRONOMICAL

AISOP FORM 7 (2 APR 55)

            *             *              *               *

IR = Intelligence Report.  So no intelligence report on this sighting was
sent to ATIC by the 4602d AISS and no investigation was made.  The
evaluation was made from the teletype message sent by the 655th Aircraft
Control and Warning Squadron  at Watertown.  No mention is made of
interceptor aircraft flying along side of CPT Ryan airline.  Another
report about the same time report that a control tower operator at Rome<
NY saw and object.  An interceptor was scrambled with negative results
and "No joy" (ie no radar return).  This and several other reports were
put down to Venus with no further investigation and IRs to ATIC.

JAN ALDRICH
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: rich.boylan@24stex.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 96 20:11:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:20:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

                        USAF Captain Kevin Randle, (ret.) wrote:

 > I would think that an ex-priest would have something kinder to say.
 > I'm just
 > completing a book about Project Blue Book and plan to include these
 > words:

 > To Carl Sagan: Who prevented the destruction of the Project Blue
 > Book files

Kevin:

        I have personally witnesses and experienced the great mental and
emotional distress and trauma brought on hundreds of experiencers of very close
UFO and extraterrestrial encounters by the snide, dismissive debunking of same
by such "authorities" as Carl Sagan. By his complicity in the UFO Cover-Up, he
has immeasurably added to the unnecessary suffering of many tens of thousands
of experiencers who have had to try to sift between what their own senses were
telling them was real, versus Carl Sagan's bland assurances that there is "no
evidence" of extraterrestrial visitation to Earth.
        Those who have participated in the UFO Cover-Up will have to answer for
all the needless suffering they have caused. That day of reckoning is coming.

                                        Richard Boylan, Ph.D.
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Re: 'Backlash'

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:19:24 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:16:53 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Backlash'

Hi Julianne and Clark,
        I hope you and yours will have a very nice Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.  I thought I would add this
to lighten the otherwise heavy topic we are going at.

>>      Those same experiencers have been investigated,
>> poked and prodded by the best of humanity after the fact
>> that they were poked and prodded by those aliens.  So,
>> where is the information for all of those tests and
>> investigating?

>Unfortunately, no one has come forward with any semblance
>of equipment in order to monitor the folks who have the
>dubious distinction of experiencing these phenomena on a
>somewhat regular basis. It seems that those who would
>otherwise be capable of amassing the where with all in
>order to begin some honest research in regards to these
>phenomena, would much rather make pompous statements as to
>what does and what does not constitute reality and then
>stick their collective heads in the sand hoping that it
>will all go away.

        Everyone is screaming for electronic monitoring and
vid-cams.  Is this a joke?  That won't yield any information
that cannot nor has not already been disproved.  Anything
that has electronics, electromagnetic components, electrical
systems, including batteries, are only a few of the things
known to be affected directly by the proximity of a craft.
Those toys just won't work at all.  And as for pictures,
well, we can make pictures say and do anything we please, so
that isn't any kind of proof either.  We don't have the
technology available to provide an effective alternative
means of gathering irrefutable proof.

        Then what?  Once we have the golden evidence, what
do we do then?  Are we supposed to rewrite all of the
religions of the world?  Are supposed to make new laws to
include aliens as equal citizens etc?  What about all of the
other stuff about our precious world that would change as a
direct result of that proof?

        I am certain no aliens would allow humans to
condescendly accept them as equal in anything.  They still
are debating whether humanity as a species is even worth
considering as a sentient lifeform.

>>Just where does anyone who exhibits Post Abduction Trauma
>>syndrome go to get help for the host of problems and other
>>difficulties that they endure after the fact?  Can they go
>>to the police? To the Lawyers? To medical pofessionals?
>>To the local witchdoctor?

>Significant question. I wish we had some one else to turn
>to save psychologists alone, but practically no one else
>has come forward. My experience has shown me that these too
>are extremely prone to the adoption of attitudes and
>assumptions in regards to the phenomena if not the trauma.
>My view on this is that it does NOT constitute HONEST
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>research and in regards to steering an experiencer towards
>the adoption of an attitude of acceptance of the
>perpetrators actions being benevolent, is extremely
>dangerous. Further, I feel the assumption on the part of
>many that these 'others' are 'Aliens' from across the
>galaxy who are fairly recent arrivals Is highly dangerous
>as well.

        I agree with you here.  There is no real and
available help for abductees who have some serious problems.
 It isn't just one conflict that has to be dealt with.
There is a whole load of stuff that can directly interfere
with a person's mind.  At this point I would like to suggest
a new class of medical health professional.  Such a person
would be capable of helping abductees in the manners and
ways that the abductee really needs.  But then, I sometimes
play with Barbie dolls too.

>Please allow me to ask of you a question. If you are an
>abductee, experiencer or whatever other label you
>wish to put to it, did your experience(s) have a high
>incidence of paranormal phenomena?

        While I don't like labels, I have had experiences
that make me fit in a few catagories at once.  Let me
explain that the human brain operates at very minimal levels
nromally.  When a craft approaches, it can trigger higher
levels of mental activity.  The brain draws upon its
resources to the extent that it can.  Intelligence soars.
Capabilities otherwise latent in the human are dramatically
increased.  Telepathy and other paranormal events are more
likely to occur as perceptions and capabilities adjust to
the new values.  It is very difficult for humans to cope
with such radical changes.

        Beyond the internal changes wrought in a human mind,
there are many other external tools brought into play during
a routine abduction scenario.  All of this is a story in
itself.  So, to answer your question about the paranormal,
definitely yes there is an increase in paranormal activity.

        Up until I was twelve years old, I can honestly say
that I was a real mess.  I cried a lot.  I was afraid of
being alone, the dark, the boogie man under my bed,
Mr.Peanut, the Conductor, and of seeing myself in a mirror.
I probably would not have successfully lived into adulthood.
There were lots of other troubles I had to contend with too.

        When I was twelve years old, my friend had come to
me regularly.  I was given a lot of help to repair my mental
and physical capabilities.  I could not have gotten that
kind of help in any other way.  I try to return that favour
by helping others whenever and wherever possible.  My story
is a long one so I won't go into details.

Take care for now,
Cathy
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From: Masinaigan@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 21:39:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:18:30 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 43

                                       UFO ROUNDUP

Volume 1, Number 43                                     December 22, 1996
Editor: Masinaigan                                          FREE

GREEN FIREBALL SHAKES UP THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

     On Tuesday, December 17, 1996, at 6:15 a.m., people living
in the Pacific Northwest were startled to see "a glowing green
fireball" approaching from the western horizon.

     An early morning commuter in Maple Valley, Washington,
east of Seattle, reported that the unusual fireball "came to within
500 feet" of his car before shooting off in an easterly direction
towards Wenatchee.

     People living in King and Snohomish counties reported seeing
the fireball "go down near Richmond Beach" on Puget Sound.

     The King County Sheriff's Department told the Seattle Times
that they'd received many calls about the fireball from residents
of Issaquah (population 5,536) and Bellevue (population 74,000).
Bellevue is located across Lake Washington from Seattle, on
the eastern shore.  Issaquah is 15 miles (24 kilometers) to the
southeast of Bellevue, just south of Lake Sammamish.

     The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) also received calls
from Skagit County, Washington and as far south as Tigard,
Oregon and Salem, Oregon.  (See the Seattle Times for
December 17, 1996, page 1)

     North of Seattle, in Anacortes, Washington, radio station
KLKI received 40 phone calls about the fireball.

     Radio stations in Spokane, Washington, which is 280 miles
(448 kilometers) east of Seattle, also received phone calls from
eyewitnesses, who claimed the fireball was heading for Idaho.

     North of the border, in Courtenay, British Columbia
(population 7,800), a man named O'Carrol was scraping the snow
from his car windshield when, suddenly, the neighboring houses
began to glow with a feeble green light.  Looking skyward, he saw
"a huge, flaming, sparking, greenish-blue light ball" that appeared
to be "throwing off white sparks."  The fireball hurtled toward the
eastern horizon.  "Several seconds later," O'Carrol said, "there was
quite a boom, and I thought, 'Wow!  I wonder what that was.'"

     The National UFO Reporting Center in Seattle reportedly said
"two meteors" were responsible for the sighting.

     Gary Mayer, the FAA duty officer in Renton, Washington, said
the light was not caused by any aircraft and he "assumed it was a
meteorite."  Perhaps one of the Geminids.

(Thanks to Brian D. Zeiler for the Seattle Times article, and thanks
to Laurie Elmore for the Courtenay, B.C. information.)

(Editor's Comment:  It's highly unlikely that it was one of the
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Geminid meteors.  That shower ended at 7 p.m. December 14.
The next meteor shower, the Ursids, was scheduled to begin at
1 a.m. today, December 22.  It'll be interesting to see if we
have any more "green fireball" reports this coming week.)

EGG-SHAPED UFO APPEARS OVER SIMI VALLEY

     On Thursday, December 12, Marta Ramirez was walking down
the street in Simi Valley, California when she spied a UFO.  Here
is her eyewitness report: "I witnessed a sighting at approximately
3:30 p.m.  The object was traveling at an unimaginable speed.
It was heading somewhat in the direction of Malibu.  Two people
other than myself witnessed it.  The object streaked across the
sky, then rapidly slowed to a stop.  After maintaining a stationary
position for a few seconds, it then went straight up and began
doing zigzag maneuvers for quite a while before shooting off in a
northeasterly direction.  I was not able to estimate the elevation
(altitude) of the UFO, but it did not appear to be extremely high up,
nor was it extremely big.  Sunlight glinted off the top and bottom
of the craft, which appeared to be a slightly flattened egg shape.
There was no sound coming from the object that I could hear.
The object left no contrail, while all the other planes in the sky had
been leaving contrails."  (Unsolicited Email)

UFO FLAP CONTINUES IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL

     On Thursday, November 28, 1996, Dr. Sergio Lott Silveira, 36,
a physician from Sao Paulo, Brazil took off from that city's
airport in his Orion airplane.  Dr. Lott Silveira was headed west
to Curitiba for a conference.  Several minutes into the flight, he
noticed that his plane was being paced by "a luminous object."
The UFO kept pace with his plane for several minutes before
zipping away to the north.

     This was the latest incident in the long-running UFO flap in
the state of Sao Paulo, a flap which began with the UFO crash
near Varginha, M.G. last January.

     On October 5, 1996, a large cigar-shaped UFO appeared
over the city of Sorocaba (population 378,000), 110 kilometers
(66 miles) west of Sao Paulo.  The sighting took place at
10:25 p.m.  People on the Avenida General Carneiro and the
Rua 15 de Novembre saw the object passing beneath the clouds
at an estimated altitude of 800 meters (2,500 feet).  A single-
engine Tupy airplane passed beneath the UFO at an altitude of
500 meters (1,500 feet) but apparently did not notice the UFO.
No electromagnetic effects were reported in conjunction with the
UFO's appearance.

     The following night, October 6, was rainy with low clouds.
At 11 p.m., people on the ground saw a huge triangular UFO
cross the Castelo Branco Highway and pass over downtown
Sorocaba.  The triangular UFO had "a flourescent-type white
light that turned on and off in sequence."  The blinking light
appeared at each corner of the triangle in quick succession.
The object formed one triangle of bright light.  Then it formed
a second light triangle.  Seconds later, it disappeared.

(Many thanks to Brazilian ufologist Sergio Graciotti for the
Sao Paulo update.)

LONE UFO AND SKY BOOMS PLAGUE FRANCE

     On October 19, 1996, a solitary "luminous ball of an
unusual size" appeared over the village of Val de Reuil in
northern France.

     On October 23, the same luminous UFO turned up
over Vire.  The following day, October 24, it appeared over
Gasny.

     On October 22, at 12 noon, there was a mysterious
sky explosion over Guichainville.  Three hours later, a
second boom resounded over Eure.

     At Vernon, two booms were reported at 2:05 p.m.  At
the Lycee (high school) in Vernon, the teens reported a
shaking in the student lounge.
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     Other French towns reporting a mysterious sky boom
at 3 p.m. that day included Houlbec Cocherel, St. Aubin
les Elbeuf, Garlon, Louviers, Evereux, Lyons La Foret,
La Madaleine de Nonencourt, Lery, Gasny, Val de Reuil
and Notre Dame de la Garenne.

(Many thanks to Thierry Garnier and the Cercle Ufologique
de Haute-Normandie for this story.)

UFO SEEN IN COLORADO'S MYSTERIOUS VALLEY

     On November 13, 1996, at 6 p.m., ranchers living
20 miles (32 kilometers) west of Salida, Colorado
(population 4,900) sighted "a large, dazzling ball of light
moving from north to south."  Witnesses had the UFO
in view for 4 to 5 seconds.  "Some said it was huge, the
size of the full moon, and was either white or a rainbow
color."  The UFO was seen by many people between
Salida and Chama, New Mexico, on the state line.

(Many thanks to Tim Edwards for this report.)

HUGE WHITE UFO SEEN OVER NEW JERSEY

     On November 19, 1996, at approximately 10:30 p.m.,
Robert Liggett was driving on the Garden State Parkway,
near Exit 90 in Lakewood, New Jersey, when he suddenly
spotted a bright flash in his windshield.

     "The light itself was pure white," Robert recalled.
"There was no visible shape, even though the sky was
very clear."  He estimated that the UFO was "as high as a
commercial aircraft will fly."

     "If you were to freeze-frame the brightest flash and look
at its brightness (between) your thumb and pointing finger,
and measure it that way, you would have a gap between
those two fingers of at least five inches.  By contrast, an
actual jetliner with the thumb-and-finger method, the gap
would be 1/2 of an inch."

     As he watched the UFO, it dropped to "at least 45
degrees above the horizon.  The trajectory was flat out,
perfectly straight across the sky."  (Email Interview)

(Editor's Note: R.L.'s object was at least six times larger
than a commercial jetliner.  If a jetliner's wingspan is
155 feet, then the estimated diameter of the UFO would
be a whopping 930 feet or 310 meters.)

CROWDS WATCH UFOs FLY OVER ALICE SPRINGS

     Alice Springs, a city in central Australia, continues to
draw UFOs and some unexpected human visitors, as well.

     On Monday, November 25, 1996, at 11:15 p.m., people
in Alice Springs reported seeing "four intense orange
fireball lights" flying over the city "before heading in a
westerly direction."

     On Tuesday night, November 26, the Alice Springs
police "were able to catch on video a number of lights flying
in formation across the sky.  These were sighted by
hundreds of people" who bombarded the central police
station with phone calls.  According to Glennys M. Mackey
of Queensland UFO Network (QUFON), "Every now and
then, one or two lights would leave the formation and fly off
in different directions at great speed before rejoining the
group."

     The same night, an orange-fireball UFO was spotted
hovering near the Joint Defence Facility at Pine Gap, a short
distance from Alice Springs.  The JDF is a top-secret
installation operated by the United States and Australia.

     The following evening, November 27, Alice Springs police
received several calls of "bright objects bobbing up and down."
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Two police cruisers were dispatched.  One cruiser "came
across a plastic bag by the side of the road all ready and
prepared to send off into the sky."

     The second cruiser took a back road out of Alice Springs
and, out in the bush, "came across a car acting suspiciously.
Two (American) men were in the car.  He (the constable) asked
what they were doing.  Searching the car, the cop found
'balloon-making equipment.'  The cop asked them to
accompany him back to the station...He also demanded to see
(some) I.D.  The two Americans reluctantly produced ID cards
linking them to the Dept. of Joint Facilities at Pine Gap."

     The morning of November 29, a local resident phoned the
JDF and asked about the "orange fireballs."  He was told not
to worry and that these were "just weather balloons."

(Thanks to Glennys M. Mackey of QUFON and Errol Bruce-Knapp
of UFO Updates for this story.)

(Editor's Comment: Isn't that a clever way to "explain" three
weeks of UFO sightings in Alice Springs?  Just fill the car
with balloon-making equipment, drive around in the desert
with your lights off, and wait for the Australian police to pull
you over.  Voila, it was all just a JDF weather experiment.
Your editor finds it interesting, though, that they didn't
pull this scam until RIGHT AFTER an "orange fireball"
visited the Pine Gap station.)

MORE INTERESTING WEBSITES

     Speaking of mystery-shrouded science laboratories,
have you ever heard of the Bearspaw Genetics Lab just west
of Calgary, Alberta?  Your editor hadn't either--until he visited
this site.  Built in 1954, Bearspaw has had plenty of weird
UFO and Bigfoot experiences over the years.  Alan Merrett
has the whole story at his site, which you'll find at
http://www.linex.com/ufo.  Or you can email Alan at
amerrett@westlink.net.

     Ken Green has a new site up and running that deals with
UFOs, Roswell, the Philadelphia Experiment, crop circles
and more.  Check it out at http://www.mother.com/~green3/
ufo.htm.

     Jorgen Westman has 63 UFO articles on file at his page.
Choose by frames or non-frames.  You can log in at this
address: http://www.wufoc.com.

     The group Tri-States Advocates for Scientific Knowledge
(T.A.S.K.) now has their own Website.  If you want the
in-depth story on this year's UFO flap in Ohio, check them
out at http://home.fuse.net/task/

     Don't miss our parent site, UFO INFO, for complete
and detailed coverage of recent sightings and encounters
all over the world.  You can reach them at this address--
http://www.ftech.net/~ufoinfo/index.htm

     And for back issues of UFO ROUNDUP, try us at
http://www.ftech.net/~ufoinfo/roundup.hts

     Got a recently-seen UFO to report?  Send us your
email at Masinaigan@aol.com.

     Here's wishing our readers worldwide a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year from "the paper that goes home...
UFO ROUNDUP."
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Server Difficulties

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 13:46:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 13:46:35 -0500
Subject: Server Difficulties

Santa's helpers are frenzidly working to correct
the problem..... mail seems to go out but none
comes in UpDates direction. Please hold posts
till further notice.

Thanks,

ebk
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'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G>

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:03:22 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:16:00 -0500
Subject: 'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G>

From: Ann Onymous

Note from the author: Heavy stuff on the NET these days!  For a change of
pace, I dashed off the following.  Sing to the tune of The Twelve Days of
Christmas. I don't mind if you post it, but sign me Ann Onymous.

                   THE TWELVE DAYS OF ABDUCTION

On the first day of abduction my ET gave to me...An implant behind the
right knee.
On the second day  etc..........two skinny babes and an implant behind
the right knee.
On the third day, etc............three missing hours, etc.
On the fourth day, etc...........four wierd dreams, etc.
On the fifth day, etc............five boomerangs, etc.
On the sixth day, etc............six ugly bruises, etc.
On the seventh day, etc..........seven scarey movies, etc.
On the eighth day, etc...........eight balls of lighting, etc.
On the ninth day, etc............nine confusing symbols, etc.
On the tenth day, etc............ten flying saucers, etc.
On the eleventh day, etc.........eleven helicopters, etc.
On the twelfth day, etc..........twelve investigators, etc.
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Re: Server Difficulties Here.....

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:13:58 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:13:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Server Difficulties Here.....

The Voice Support Line was jammed with
calls for _many_ hours apparently <G>

Uh... will it go round in circles?

ebk
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STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:15:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:15:00 -0500
Subject: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

Here's another.....

ebk
________________________________________

Richard C. Hoagland on 'The Art Bell Show',
Friday night/Saturday morning 20th December, 1996.
on STS 48 Shuttle (Discovery) Cargo Bay camera
footage:

Bell:   .....to our first time caller-line.....

Caller: Today on a television program I saw a video
        that was supposedly taken from a camera on
        the space-shuttle 'Discovery' and it was a
        shot of unidentified flying object.....

RCH:    Oh, yes, the STS 48 video.....

Caller: Do you know anything about this? I'd never
        seen this before.

RCH:    Oh, sure...

Bell:   Sure, go ahead and comment on that - it's
        very startling video and there are two
        explanations, one.....

RCH:    If you want to see it in context, call my
        800 number and you order our 'UN Briefing'
        video and we have a half-hour analysis of
        this video at the end of the two hour UN
        Presentation on the physics and the artifacts
        on Mars, etc., etc.

Bell:   But basically.....

RCH:    The video was shot by NASA, it was down-linked
        'live' to earth on the evening of September 15th
        1991, it was taped at multiple places around the
        world because it was sent by satellite by NASA,
        all over. It was shot 'live' looking to the
        North-West over Australia, looking back over the
        Timor Sea across New Zealand and South-East Asia,
        and it was from the shuttle at an altitude of 355
        miles. The horizon of the Earth, a darkened horizon
        was almost two-thousand miles behind the space-craft.
        And, on this video, as the shuttle came up on _19.5_
        _degrees_ over Australia, there were this set of
        remarkable objects one of which appears in the centre
        of the frame, moves laterally along the curved
        earth-horizon, and that after a flash of light which
        fills the screen, it darts off into space at an
        estimated speed, by our calculation of over
        two-hundred-thousand miles per hour!  And it was
        down-linked 'live' by NASA to the world.
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Bell:   Well, of course, NASA has another explanation, but
        we'll not argue that right now. What I would like to
        ask you is..... had that not come down 'live', but
        rather had been archived and brought down, would the
        public have ever seen it?

RCH:    No! And the reason we know that is because after
        that, on every subsequent mission from September of
        1991 on, there has been no 'live' video from outside
        the shuttle.

Bell:   Well, let 'em think about that.....

RCH:    They have a fifty second delay in the loop. You see
        'live' video from inside the cabin, but not from
        outside.

        [Bell, laughs quietly BG]

        NASA doesn't want you to see 'live' video from
        right upstairs.

Bell:   I understand, uh, believe me I do.

[end of excerpt]
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NSA documents now ready for download

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:18:03 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:00:38 -0500
Subject: NSA documents now ready for download

From: John Greenewald Jr. <greeney@primenet.com>
To: in_search_of@primenet.com

Hello everyone,

        Just thought that I would let you know, after a few hours of hard
work, I have now converted 165 pages of national Security Agency documents
released to me in a FOIA request have now been converted from html to self
viewing ascii .com files. If interested in download, please point your
browsers to

http://www.primenet.com/~greeney/ufo/nsazip.html

I hope everyone finds this new addition to The Black Vault useful. I will be
doing this with every FOIA case which I receive a lot of documents. Enjoy
and Merry Christmas :)

Sincerely,
John Greenewald

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
                               The Black Vault
                 http://www.primenet.com/~greeney/ufo.html
Government Conspiracy involving "Flying Saucers" from beyond our
imaginations? Some say 'YES!' and others say 'NO WAY!'. Well in this vault,
you will find more then enough proof to make up your mind on UFOs and the
alleged government conspiracy. All documents were obtained through the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). These documents are all 100% real...
straight from the government.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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AUFORA - Doubt cast on Martian life theory

From: AUFORA News Update <dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 00:11:56 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 23:59:36 -0500
Subject: AUFORA - Doubt cast on Martian life theory

AUFORA News Update
Sunday, December 22nd, 1996      <www.helios.org>
___________________________

DOUBT CAST ON MARTIAN LIFE THEORY
     from CNN

NEW YORK (CNN) -- Independent tests have cast doubt over earlier studies that
detected possible signs of past life on a Martian meteorite, according to an
article in Sunday's New York Times.

Results of one study appeared to invalidate three of four lines of evidence
scientists said in August were signs of microorganisms, and another study raised
doubts about the fourth line of evidence.

Dr. David McKay and Dr. Everett Gibson Jr. of the Johnson Space Center in
Houston reported on studies they led that concluded a meteorite, found in
Antarctica and believed to come from Mars, contained evidence of nanobacteria.

Their studies, they said, found evidence of carbonate globules that may indicate
water, deposits of minerals that have in some cases been produced by bacteria,
structures that resemble bacterial fossils on Earth, and rock compounds that
often have biological origins.

Scientists who worked on the latest studies were almost apologetic about their
findings, and stressed that their findings did not conclusively rule out the
possibility of life on Mars.

The new studies indicated that some of the signs taken to indicate possible life
could have come from contaminates on the Antarctic ice.

"There is nothing else in this rock that looks like nanofossils, and the things
that look like nanofossils aren't," said Dr. Harry McSween Jr. of the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville.

McKay said that his team disagreed with the new interpretation.

"We're basically not worried by all this," he said. "For one reason, we don't
think they're looking at the same places in the meteorite."

McKay added that his team was preparing reports on further examination of the
rock and would be presenting the findings in two to three months.

When the findings were originally reported, the scientists stressed that none of
the four lines of evidence proved the existence of past life, but that all four
taken together make a compelling case for microbial life on Mars.

The report of the new studies -- by McSween, Dr. Ralph Harvey of Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland and Dr. John Bradley, a geochemist and executive
director of MVA Inc., a company in Norcross, Georgia, that specializes in the
microscopic analysis of materials -- appeared in Geochimica et Cosmochimica
Acta, an international journal of geochemistry.

__________________
AUFORA News Update
News, Information, Facts from the world of UFOlogy
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From the US Naval Academy Mail List- [C4I-Pro] UFO

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:22:56 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:01:26 -0500
Subject: From the US Naval Academy Mail List- [C4I-Pro] UFO

From Owner-C4I-Pro@azure.stl.nps.navy.mil Tue Mar  5 05:38 EST 1996
Date: Tue, 5 Mar 1996 08:18:52 +0000
From: NIEMIB@100arw.mildenhall.af.mil (NIEMIB)
Subject: [C4I-Pro] UFO sites
To: c4i-pro@azure.stl.nps.navy.mil

X-Warning:    UNCLASSIFIED, NON-SENSITIVE, NON-PRIVACY ACT USE ONLY

X-Disclaimer: C4I-Pro is an unofficial list run in a DoD school environment
 in the interest of an academic exchange of information and ideas as a means
 for advancement of C4I related issues. Views expressed in messages posted are
 those of the author and do not reflect the official policy or position of the
 Naval Postgraduate School, the Department of the Navy, or the Department of
 Defense. POC: <c4i-pro-owner@stl.nps.navy.mil>.

X-Information: For information on C4I-Pro (such as how to post messages
 and unsubscribe) send "info c4i-pro" in the body of a message to:
 <majordomo@stl.nps.navy.mil>.

NIEMIB@100arw.mildenhall.af.mil (NIEMIB)
     WAAAAAAAAAAY back in digest #220, Mr Hugh Blanchard wrote:

     >VTPE95A@prodigy.com (MR HUGH V BLANCHARD)
     >Dear Terry,
     >Sorry...I guess I shouldn't have been critical...it is some seriously
     >funny stuff.  The rub is that there is a not inconsiderable element
     >of society that actually subscribes to some of these crazy theories.
     >Do you have some URL's on the Web for the UFO freaks?  I'd llike to
     >look at some of their stuff.
     >Best regards, Hugh Blanchard

     Here's some stuff that I picked up.
        (from the Feb 96 issue of NetUser mag, Paragon Publishing, UK)
     Extraterrestrial Biological Entity Page  (****)
        http://sloop.ee.fit.edu/users/lpinto/index.html
     Alien Online  (***)
        http://www.crs4.it/~mameli/Alien.html
     Contact From the Pleiades (*****) !
        http://www.earthlink.net/~pleja
     UFOs and ETs  (****)
        http://www.io.org/~dnewton/ufo.html
     Alien Information (*****) !
        http://www.iinet.com.au/~bertino/alien.html
     The Way  (****)
        http://www.webcom.com/~way/intro.html
     UFO Links (****)
        http://www.io.com/~sheo/ufo.html
     The Real UFO Page  (***)
        http://www.discribe.ca.ufo/
     Galactic Central  (*****) !
        http://www.efn.org/~lcapt/
     UFO Bibliography  (****)
        http://www.cis.ksu.edu/~psiber/substand/ufo.html
     UFO and Alien Images (****)
        http://www.users.interport.net/~regulus/aliens/ufos.html
     Department of Interplanetary Affairs  (****)
        http://www.maui.net/~daryl/enmar.html
     UFO Recources Directory (*****) !
        http:/www.shef.ac.uk/~isweb/studwork/cat3/home.html
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     Internet UFO Group (****)
        http://users.aol.com/iufog/
     Yahoo (****)  ?
        http://www.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Paranormal_Phenomena/
              UFO_Information/
     Jody's 'ET Phone Home" Page (****)
        http://nic2.hawaii.net/~boyne/
     Crop Circle Connector  (*****) !
        http://www.hub.co.uk/intercafe/cropcircle/connector.html
     The SETI Institute (****)
        http://www.seti-inst.edu/
     Roswell Resource Center (****)
        http://www.gold.net/cb1/roswell/
     Smitty's UFO Page (****)
        http://www.schmitzware.com/ufo.html

     I don't give the ratings, I just pass them on.
     AND, if you are still paying attention, here is a page you just have
     to hit!!!!
     50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time
        http://www.webcom.com:80/~conspire/

     (no, I have never hit any of these sites, but you asked.....)

     Brian Niemi, SrA, USAF
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Excerpt from Vallee's Mesengers of Deception

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:29:23 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:02:13 -0500
Subject: Excerpt from Vallee's Mesengers of Deception

(From): DAVID BROWN
(To)  : ALL
System: TEXSTAR
Conf. : 0021 - Fidonet_UFO

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Excerpts from "Messengers of Deception" - (c) 1979 Jacques Vallee,
And/Or Press, Berkeley CA 94702, ISBN: 0-915904-38-1.
---------------------------------------------------------------------

[...]  Scientific analysis will undoubtedly provide part of the
truth about UFOs; however, I no longer believe it will lead to the
whole truth.  I owe this realization to a man I shall call "Major
Murphy," although his actual rank is much higher than that of Major.
He taught me a lesson I am not likely to forget.

    Major Murphy, who retired from a U.S. Intelligence service quite
a few years ago, had seen action in World War II in Italy, and also
described vividly his investigations in the Caribbean, where he
organized efforts to intercept submarines and German spies on their
way to the United States.  I met him at a gathering of UFO
contactees and suggested a drink when it was over.  I expressed my
surprise at his interest in the event, which I had regarded as a
complete waste of time.  He asked me to clarify this judgement, and
I said that in my opinion none of the people in attendance knew
anything about science.  Then he posed a question that, obvious as
it seems, had not really occurred to me: "What makes you think that
UFOs are a scientific problem?"

     I replied with something to the effect that a problem was only
scientific in the way it was approached, but he would have none of
that, and he began lecturing me.  First, he said, science had
certain rules.  For example, it has to assume that the phenomenon it
is observing is natural in origin rather than artificial and
possibly biased.  Now, the UFO phenomenon could be controlled by
alien beings.  "If it is," added the Major, "then the study of it
doesn't belong in science.  It belongs in Intelligence."  MEANING
COUNTERESPIONAGE.  And that, he pointed out, was his domain.

     "Now, in the field of counterespionage, the rules are
completely different."  He drew a simple diagram in my notebook.
"You are a scientist.  In science there is no concept of the 'price'
of information.  Suppose I gave you 95 per cent of the data
concerning a phenomenon.  You're happy because you know 95 per cent
of the phenomenon.  Not so in Intelligence.  If I get 95 per cent of
the data, I know this is the 'cheap' part of the information.  I
still need the other 5 per cent, but I will have to pay a much
higher price to get it.  You see, Hitler had 95 per cent of the
information about the landing in Normandy.  But he had the WRONG 95
PER CENT!"

     "Are you saying that the UFO data we use to compile statistics
and to find patterns with computers are useless?" I asked. "Might we
be spinning our magnetic tapes endlessly discovering spurious laws?"

     "It all depends on how the team on the OTHER SIDE thinks.  If
they know what they're doing, there will be so many cutouts between
you and them that you won't have the slightest chance of tracing
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your way to the truth.  Not by following up sightings and throwing
them into a computer.  They will keep feeding you the information
they want you to process.  What is the only source of data about the
UFO phenomenon?  It is the UFOs themselves!"

     Some things were beginning to make a lot of sense.  "If you're
right, what can I do?  It seems that research on the phenomenon is
hopeless, then.  I might as well dump my computer into a river."

     "Not necessarily, but you should try a different approach.
First you should work entirely outside of the organized UFO groups;
they are infiltrated by the same official agencies they are trying
to influence, and they propagate any rumor anyone wants to have
circulated.  In Intelligence circles, people like that are
historical necessities.  We call them 'useful idiots.' When you've
worked long enough for Uncle Sam, you know he is involved in a lot
of strange things.  The data these groups get are biased at the
source, but they play a useful role.

     "Second, you should look for the irrational, the bizarre, the
elements that do not fit: that's what I have come to observe at
this meeting tonight.  Have you ever felt that you were getting
close to something that didn't seem to fit any rational pattern, yet
gave you a strong impression that it was significant?"

[... Deleted: Vallee's discussion of the immortality-claming group
"Human Individual Metamorphosis," the strange life of Jacques
Bordas, and the mysterious Order of Melchizedek...]

[continued]

 # Origin: The Alien Biker Kat, ZOOMing..! (1:202/1010)

(From): DAVID BROWN
(To)  : ALL
System: TEXSTAR
Conf. : 0021 - Fidonet_UFO

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Excerpts from "Messengers of Deception" - (c) 1979 Jacques Vallee,
And/Or Press, Berkeley CA 94702, IBN: 0-915904-38-1.
---------------------------------------------------------------------

     The absurdity of many UFO stories and of many religious visions
is not a superficial logical mistake.  It may be the key to their
function.  According to Major Murphy, the confusion in the UFO
mystery may have been put there deliberately to achieve certain
results.  One of these results has been to keep scientists away.
The other is to create the conditions for a new form of social
control, a change in Man's perception of his place in the universe.
Are his theories fantastic?  Before we decide, let us review a few
other facts.  We need to examine more closely the political
connections.

     Paris Flammonde, in his well-documented "Age of Flying
Saucers," remarked that "a great many of the contactees purvey
philosophies which are tinged, if not tainted, with totalitarian
overtones."

     A catalogue of contactee themes, compiled from interviews I
have conducted, includes the following.

     INTELLECTUAL ABDICATION.  The widespread belief that human
beings are incapable of solving their own problems, and that
extraterrestrial intervention is imperative to save us "in spite of
ourselves."  The danger in such a philosophy is that it makes its
believers dependent on outside forces and discourages personal
responsibility: why should we worry about the problems around us, if
the Gods from Outer Space are about to solve them?

     RACIST PHILOSOPHY.  The pernicious suggestion that some of us
on the Earth are of extraterrestrial descent and therefore
constitute a "higher race."  The dangers inherent in this belief
should be obvious to anybody who hasn't forgotten the genocides of
World War II, executed on the premise that some races were somehow
"purer" or better than others.  (Let us note in passing that
Adamski's Venusian, the Stranger of the Canigou seen by Bordas, and
many other alleged extraterrstrials were all tall Aryan types with
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long blond hair.)

     TECHNICAL IMPOTENCE.  The statement that the birth of civilization
on this planet resulted not from the genius and ability of mankind,
but from repeated assistance by higher beings.  Archaeologists and
anthropologists are constantly aware of the marvelous skill with which
the "Ancient Engineers" (to use L. Sprague de Camp's phrase)
developed the tools of civilization on all continuts.  No appear to
superior powers is necessary to explain the achievements of early
culture.  The belief expressed by the contactees reveals a tragic
lack of trust on their part in human ability.

     SOCIAL UTOPIA.  Fantastic economic theories, including the
belief that a "world economy" can be created overnight, and that
democracy should be aboloished in favor of utopian systems, usually
dictatorial in their outlook.

     Such ideas are present, in one form or another, in the
statements of organized UFO cults and sects that are described here,
and they deserve to be examined in some detail.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

 # Origin: The Alien Biker Kat, ZOOMing..! (1:202/1010)
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Debunking Vs. Counterintelligence: Reflections

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:31:13 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:03:05 -0500
Subject: Debunking Vs. Counterintelligence: Reflections

Date: Fri, 7 Oct 1994 19:36:52 -0400
From: snet (Glenda M Stocks)
To: snet@world.std.com

The following is an article that was published in the HUFON
Journal, 1992.

Debunking Versus Counterintelligence:
Reflections of a Pro-Ufologist

by Richard D. Butler

To the pro-ufologist, debunking and counterintelligence (CI)
efforts are seen as the greatest hindrances to legitimate
research. The two terms are frequently used as synonyms. In fact,
they are two very distinct operations. Debunking has two sources:
the U.S. government and civilians.

The civilian debunkers are usually professional academics,  whose
motivationis principally reactionary protection against a
challenge to their world view. They see UFOs, and belief in UFOs
and even organized study of UFOs as a threat to their own reality
system. The protective strategy is, in psychological terms, the
well-known process called "denial." We see it in alcoholics, and
we see it in UFO-bashers. It is also quite an efficient way to
handle complex data and hypotheses. Simply deny it, make a joke,
and move on and away from the challenge. Ridicule is an almost
essential part of the denial process. The debunker strives to
convince not only his audience that the subject is nonsense, but
he must also convince himself. The self-imposed wall of denial is
enforced by ridicule. There is nothing new about the debunking
process. The history of science is, in a sense, the history of
debunking.

Clearly, every important advance in science has been met with
ridicule. A recent example is the development of the atomic bomb.
Top scientists were skeptical that the bomb would work. President
Roosevelt's military aide stated that, as an expert in explosives,
he could assure the President that the atomic bomb would never,
and could never, explode! Yet in the early morning hours over the
Trinity Site, a tiny flower of hell blossomed in the desert. The
impossible had become awesomely real. Physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer was heard intoning, "Behold I become death, a
shatterer of worlds." This was an apt epitaph for the debunkers,
whose psychological world was shattered. Debunking has been with
us since the first debunker laughed at the man who decided to move
out of the cave. In a particularly difficult field of research
like ufology, the debunker must be accepted as something that
simply comes with the territory. We must groan, but accept the old
saying, "If you can9t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.3

The second category of debunking is the official U.S. government
version. This brings us into the deep waters of
counterintelligence.  CI is defined as specific and planned
activities conducted to destroy the effectiveness of a foreign
intelligence operation. There are various sub-operations within
the heading of CI. The one of most importance to this discussion
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is counterespionage, which is those activities carried out to
neutralize another intelligence gathering group. Its operational
parameters include penetration, deception, and manipulation of
those suspected of conducting espionage activities. And it's all
perfectly legal: presidential executive orders have made it so.
Because these activities are necessarily covert, not much is known
about them by the general public.

CI operations are staffed by highly skilled and dedicated
personnel.  Their goal is to deny an enemy information which could
be used to  destroy our lives, property, and way of life. But how
does the UFO  business tie in? National Intelligence is the key
term. This is defined  as any intelligence information produced by
the CIA (or other equivalent agency) that bears on the broad
aspects of national policy and the national security of the United
States. This intelligence is then analyzed to determine if a
threat condition exists. If the answer is "yes," a Threat Analysis
Report is prepared. The report identifies and locates the threat,
and estimates the potential damage levels which the threat could
inflict. The Threat Analysis Report is sent to the National
Security Council (NSC) for review. The Council, in turn, advises
the President with respect to formulation and integration of
domestic, foreign, and military policies. Once the threat is
confirmed by the NSC, various agencies will be tasked to perform
both the intelligence and counterintelligence functions, as well
as accelerated defensive weapons programs.

It is time to look at the UFO intelligence gathering program. Most
ufologists will probably be shocked by the nature and dimensions
of this operation. Every ufologist and UFO organization in the
world is an overt intelligence-gathering asset of the United
States. Your job as a ufologist is to monitor all UFO activities,
including sightings, landings and abductions. This information is
published, providing an intelligence channel back into the system.

The CIA has the mission of collecting all published civilian UFO
intelligence data. An Air Force public information release (still
in use) tells us that their investigation of UFOs ended with the
deactivation of Project Blue Book. Further, it says that UFO
investigations have been turned over to academic institutions and
civilian UFO research organizations. In practice, this means that
information of genuine scientific value will not be overlooked. In
other words, Blue Book never really ended, it just changed hands.
And, whether you know it or not, or like it or not, you are part
of the intelligence-gathering network, feeding straight to the
CIA's UFO files. But this particular brand of intelligence data is
perfectly open to the public, in the form of UFO books, journals
and public meetings. And this presents the government with a
unique problem. As a UFO researcher, you are simultaneously
gathering data for the government, and trying to break through the
wall of secrecy to discover what the government knows. You are
spying for them, and spying on them. By spying on your own
government and, in fact, doing so in a very aggressive manner, you
automatically trigger the counter-intelligence machinery.

The task of screwing you up, meaning the official CI operation
against ufologists, is assigned to Security and Counter-
intelligence Special Operations departments within various
intelligence agencies. Note the three main mission criteria: (1)
Denial to ufologists of the government's offensive and defensive
weapons capabilities; (2) Denial to ufologists of the government's
intelligence gathering capabilities and level of analysis; and (3)
Prevention of direct or indirect Psychological Warfare effect. Are
these measures justifiable? In the balance are our rights as U.S.
citizens versus the degradation of America's national security
caused by release of the UFO information? With this in mind, let's
review the three criteria in detail. Item (1) is fairly obvious.
If a potential enemy learns our weapons technology, he can develop
countermeasures. This in turn would render the weapons system
useless, and make us vulnerable to attack. So the answer is a
clear and resounding "No!" to release. Item (2) is the reverse
side of item (1). We are gathering information in order to make
the enemy's weapons ineffective. Here is a purely hypothetical
example. Suppose we are successful through FOIA, or through what
you must admit amounts to standard espionage techniques which we
call "UFO research," and discover that the government has photos
of a UFO hovering above a submarine. Moreover, the information we
have obtained tells us that the submarine is at a depth of 50
fathoms. We also get pictures taken at 100 and 200 fathoms, and
quickly publish all the facts. The Soviet submarine commanders
would get the message at once. The U.S. anti-submarine
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surveillance technology is only capable of imaging down to 200
fathoms. So they would design attack strategies in which they
would cruise without worry at depths below that level. Bad news
for our side, and it puts ufologists on the wrong end of the logic
of item (2). Item (3) is by far the most complex issue.
Psychological Warfare is accomplished by two main methods. First,
direct aggressive efforts aimed at the enemy, and second, indirect
damage caused by release of information regarding the enemy's
capabilities and intentions. The purpose of "Psy War" is to erode
the will of the enemy nation, and it can have a devastating impact
on military effectiveness. A battle lost in the mind usually
translates directly to military defeat.

But the effects of Psy War go beyond military targets. Both
government and private institutions can be severely damaged.  An
example is the stock market crash which took place just before
the Gulf War. This is minor compared with the psychological shock
waves that would be produced by release of certain UFO
information. In fact, the harm would almost certainly be
unprecedented in terms of damage levels, with major impact on
basic religious and economic institutions.

The major methods employed by UFO counterintelligence are
debunking and disinformation. Debunking can be as simple as using
the technique of over-simplification of analysis. For example, the
time-honored quick answer to a UFO sighting, such as "weather
balloon," or "swamp gas." Disinformation, however, should be our
main area of concern. It uses a technique known in the trade as
"plausible denial." One way to view this is that the information
is 2% truth and 98% nonsense, of some mixture of the two, but
never the whole truth. It must appear legitimate on the surface,
but have enough bunk in it to send you off in a totally wrong
direction.

By far the most powerful weapon in the UFO counter-intelligence
arsenal is the ufologists themselves. A former CI officer once
remarked to me about a prominent New York City ufologist, "If he
didn't exist, we'd have to invent him." There is nothing that
counterintelligence operators appreciate more than a gullible
ufologist i.e. born again lesbian lizards from Antares, seven-foot
alien cockroaches with hyperactive libidos, etc. The result is
that the credibility of the entire UFO research community is
debased. Little wonder that the press treats the subject as a
joke. That's what the CI people work so hard to accomplish. The
"aliens are eating us" crowd is the answer to the CI prayers. This
brings us to the question of whether the government is justified
in withholding certain information from the public based in its
psychological impact alone. The first NSC meeting was held in
September, 1947. One of the main topics is rumored to have been
the retrieval of a crashed alien aircraft at Roswell. We might
know if this rumor is true, but the minutes of that meeting have
been removed by the CIA from the National Archives. Interestingly,
they were removed in February, 1979. This is when intelligence
operatives discovered that a book telling the truth about the
Roswell crash was about to be published. It then became necessary
to clean up the "paper trail," among other CI moves to protect the
Roswell secret. The NSC had to consider the Roswell UFO crash only
eight years after the Orson Welles "War of the Worlds" broadcast,
in which panic ensued when the public thought Martians were
invading. Little wonder that President Truman kept mum. Was this a
sound policy? I believe it was in 1947, and on through to today.
At least in the sense that the public was not ready for the
stunning revelation of aliens in our midst. But the public will
never be ready! Nor is there any way to prepare the public.
Therefore, further concealment is futile, as well as morally
unjustifiable.

In terms of national security, when a government is forced to
treat its own populace as an enemy, then that government is
already defeated and has lost its right to exist. Abductees are
the only directly affected portion of the population. Granted, it
is a very tiny fraction. But have we decided to write them off, to
list them as an acceptable loss in this shadowy but nevertheless
very real War of the Worlds?

In closing, I wish to express my sympathy for those in government
who are faced with these terrible decisions. I know you desire to
do the right thing. To my colleagues in ufology, my advice is: be
very careful what you ask for, because sometimes your wishes are
granted. If your fervent wishes are granted, our whole
civilization will suddenly have a new, revolutionary set of ideas
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about who and what we are. Can you take responsibility for the
cataclysm? Although I have used the term "threat" in this
discussion, it should be obvious that if the aliens are truly
hostile, we would have learned that the very, very hard way long
ago.

That there are great changes in store for mankind is certain. How
we as a people handle those changes will determine the level of
loss to our social and spiritual realities. There is much to lose
but equally as much to gain. Or, as the alien may have said, "Lose
a planet, gain a galaxy."

Think about it.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
Date: 23 Dec 96 07:24:37 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:04:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

To Rebecca:

<<Although Jeffrey's article was not footnoted much to the chagrin of Michael
Hesemann, whom you congratulated on his article in Nexus,>>

    I did??   Strange, I don't remember congratulating him on his article in
Nexus.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Genesis and Provenance

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 12:06:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:04:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Regarding...

>Date: 21 Dec 96 14:18:42 EST
>From: Theresa <70571.1735@CompuServe.COM>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Genesis and Provenance

Theresa Carlson wrote:

<Yes, I've seen transcripts of interviews with Tony Amato at Kodak.>

>    In the interview does Tony Amato say that they are willing to do the
tests
on only one or two frames or give any other requirements on the amount?<

Theresa,

Yes, the following extract from a response to Bob Shell might help clarify
this issue for anyone who's interested:

Bob,

In your statement, which Philip Mantle has now circulated, you suggest that
Kodak have not "acted in good faith".

Are you sure this is really supported by the evidence?

During September 1995, Tony Amato was asked if he could clarify what
requirements Kodak had specified for testing any film. He replied:

"We don't have a requirement. All we need is a few inches of film. Mr.
Shell
has three frames of the film of the empty room. We can authenticate
those frames, but only those frames. It was Mr. Shell that has suggested to
provide an entire roll therefore the roll would be authenticated".

He also commented:

"Well, we haven't got any film yet to take a look at. We have been told
that we will have some film and we have been waiting months now.

...Mr Shell has left me a message saying that he does have three
frames to send me. But I have not seen them.

...Yes. We have to do a destruct test. But we only need two inches of film
to do that.

...My position now is: we set up the test once we have the film in hand. I
can't go spending peoples time on a wish".

In the January 1996, Skeptics UFO Newsletter (SUN), we heard that:

   When we informed Blamphin* that Shell had earlier told SUN that a Kodak
movie film specialist in Rochester, named Tony Amato, had agreed to test
the Santilli film without charge if Shell would provide a two-inch long
sample from the autopsy film [SUN #35/Sept. 1995], Blamphin said he would
talk to Amato to confirm such an offer. Several days later, Blamphin
confirmed Amato's offer.
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   Shell told SUN during our Sept. 7 interview that Santilli had agreed to
provide the two-inch strip of autopsy film. But when SUN next talked with
Shell, on Oct. 6, he reported that Santilli's financial partner, a German
named Volker Spielberg -- who, reportedly, had stored all of the original
autopsy film in a Swiss vault -- had flatly refused to provide the two-inch
strip that Kodak needed.  Shell explained that because Spielberg had put
up the money to acquire the film, he "owned it" [SUN #36, Nov.  1995].

*A spokesperson for Kodak's public affairs office.

The problem at this point appears to have been the refusal, or inability,
to provide a corroborative film sample. No fault of Kodak's.

During October 1995, you explained the current position on the sample
frames you had:

Kodak has refused to do anything with this film. They want to see a strip
at
least 50 frames in length so they can do some sprocket spacing
measurements.

Spacing of sprocket holes was changed around 1960 when new equipment was
installed, and Kodak can easily determine whether the film was made before
or after this equipment change if given a long enough strip.

Kodak also needs to see a strip which is intact from edge to edge, since
this is an important measurement to determine film shrinkage.  Film shrinks
as it ages.

Kodak also wants to perform chemical tests on a piece of film which can be
firmly established to be from the same film on which the alien appears.
There is no hard evidence that the film Bob Kiviat and I have is from this,
only strong circumstantial evidence.  That's not good enough.
[End]

Would you agree there was no dispute with Kodak's intentions at this point?

In your latest statement you comment:

"I spent a lot of time working with Ray and got Volker to agree to supply
such a
strip for them.  At this point they said they needed 16 feet, at which
point I
got disgusted with them and gave up on them".

It was my understanding that the only reference to "16 feet of film" was by
Peter Milson, at Hemel Hempstead and had no bearing on Tony Amato or your
arrangements with him.

That aside, the statement that Ray/Volker had actually agreed to supply a
strip of at least 50 frames in length, is central to your claim that
Kodak's requirements had been met.

However, on 8 December 1995, you mentioned that, "I have forwarded a
detailed description of Kodak's requirements to Volker Spielberg via.
Merlin, and have received a response that he is not willing to provide what
they are asking at this time.  He has indicated that he may soon be willing
to provide "about half" of the 50 frame strip with the creature on it that
Kodak wants".

So, at this point, there was in fact a refusal to supply the 50 frame
strip, and at best, you might some day have access to about half of what
Kodak apparently now required. Then again, you might not.

But the problems still all lie with the absence of any corroborative film.

When were you subsequently told that the full 50 frame strip was definitely
to be made available? Or was this perhaps just another indication from Ray
that some day things might change.

I'm trying to square this with Ray's comments from the 24 March 1996
conference, that there was no way Kodak were going to be asked to test any
film in the first place.
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I'm also trying to square it with Ray's comments to Philip Mantle, at the
end of 1995:

Q: Why hasn't a segment of film showing the 'creature' on it been released
for analysis.

A: Plenty of film has been released with a variety of images including
images of the autopsy room. Giving away film with the creature would be a
last resort as the frames are far too valuable. I think it is also
unnecessary as it is part of the same material already released.
[End]

Doesn't this confirm that there was in fact never any intention, or perhaps
the ability, to provide a meaningful film sample to you?

>>The absence of any corroborative film is hardly your fault. But at what
point was the decision taken not to involve Kodak in any theoretical
testing - it must have been sometime before the 24 March conference?

Was this Ray's decision, your recommendation, or a mutual agreement?<<

>None of the above.  It was a statement supposedly made by Ray which I knew
nothing about until after the fact.<

The statement was made by Ray during the CompuServe conference and I
believe there's still a transcript in the library.

Again, if you didn't know it had been decided that Kodak would specifically
be precluded from any potential testing, it does all suggest that Ray was
telling you personally what he maybe thought you wanted to hear, but he
knew this would never materialise.

As you acknowledge, Ray is capable of doing so, although not necessarily
intending to be deceitful.

On the question of film verification, Ray mentioned something puzzling
during that conference:

Ray Santilli: Yes there are further plans with regard to the verification
of the film and this will hopefully be done at the time of the cameramans
interview.

Q: Can you give us more details about the verification of the film you plan
to do.

Ray Santilli: Sorry I cannot right now apart from saying that the matter is
in hand and with an independent.

It did perhaps indicate a change of attitude, but I wonder....

Could this simply have been a reference to the independent testing of
Philip Mantle's non-corroborative sample, which Professor Malanga was to
undertake?

We haven't heard of any other candidates since March of this year and
Professor Malanga's testing does seem to have taken place around the same
time as the "interview".

It seems a reasonable assumption that's what it referred to and basically,
there endeth the film "testing".
[End]

In essence, I don't believe the evidence supports Bob's premise that Kodak
have placed obstacles in his way.

I do believe it's apparent that there was never any intention, or the
ability, to provide a meaningful film sample to Bob Shell and that was
always the only obstacle.

I'll copy this mail to Philip Mantle and perhaps Philip can comment on the
possibility that the independent verification mentioned by Ray Santilli,
was the work to be undertaken by Professor Malanga.
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James.
Internet; pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: Backlash

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 96 11:23:03 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:05:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Backlash

>>   Well, well... you've joined 'The Club!' :)  Welcome!
>>   Your initiation assignment is to invent the
>>'Etch-A-Skeptic'

  Cathy said;

>       Terrific!  But, do I have to 'colour' her (or him)
>in only black and white?  What about all of the other
>colours of the rainbow? Where's all the blue people?

   New Orleans.

>If you are referring to your mobius and comparing it
>to the universe, then add sixteen other mobiuses, one for
>each dimension, and then a few others that are beyond random
>chance factors.

   No more needed. You see, the 3d Mobius transcends all
   all dimensions in infinity. How could you have missed this?
   The one thing that stands out is that the 3d Mobius exists
   in both Euclidian and non-Euclidian space. It is both material
   and non material in that aspect.

   I challenge anyone on the face of the Earth or from anywhere
   in the universe to refute my statments above. It cannot be done.

   ~Pat~

  ... Language, like orange juice, can be concentrated
      and yet remain 100% pure.

 Homepage: http://www.republic.net/~pparri

 Hale Bopp Comet stuff...

 http://www.bulletin-ol.com/UFO
 http://www.republic.net/~pparri/STUDIES
 http://www.sat.net/~pparri/SCRAPS
 http://pwp.value.net/ufomus/comet
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: Carl Sagan

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 09:40:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:06:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> From: "Clarke Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 15:18:53 -0700

> ----------
> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> > Date: Sunday, December 22, 1996 9:42 AM
>
> > From: KRandle993@aol.com
> > Date: Sat, 21 Dec 1996 16:52:03 -0500
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
>
> > Carl Sagan's death ends a career which, while otherwise superior in
> > its achievements, was sullied by his persistence in his latter years in
> > debunking and ridiculing the abundant evidence for extraterrestrial life
> > and its visitation to Earth.
>
> > It is not credible to suppose that Dr. Sagan did not know better. It
> > is a pity that he allowed himself to be used by the UFO Cover-Up.
>
> >         At least now he knows better.
>
> [...snip...]
>
> > I would think that an ex-priest would have something kinder to say. I'm just
> > completing a book about Project Blue Book and plan to include these words:
>
> > To Carl Sagan: Who prevented the destruction of the Project Blue Book files
> > at great personal cost. Thanks, Dr. Sagan.
>
> > 1934 - 1996
>
> > KRandle
>
> Bravo Kevin!

 [snip]

> Kindest Regards,
>
>     Clarke Hathaway
>         SouthWestern Artist and UFO 'buff'.

I think as Ed Stewart made clear, there is not necessarily a cause and
effect in connection with Sagan's attempt to keep the Blue Book files
from being destroyed, and the Air Force transfering the files to Maxwell
AFB.  However, that he made the effort, did not find favor with some.
Menzel wrote to Condon  that he recommended that the files be closed for
5 years and then made available.

In reading some of the letters that Thronton Page received in protest of
the AAAS presentation it is obvious that some scientists and others like
Phil Klass had rather strong feelings about whether it should occur and
what the program should be.   Page responded that Science would not
crumble if the ufo question were considered by the AAAS.  He refused to
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engage in any long arguments with anyone, and just let them know he and
Sagan were going to do this(period).  Sagan's correspondence on the
matter might be interesting although I suspect he let Page carry the ball
on most of the arrangements.

A number of scientists wrote to Condon about the ufo problem while the
Colorado project was active.  Some of Condon's correspondence indicates
that these scientists did so at their professional peril.  Although there
is no indication, he actually took action against anyone, with the
exception of James McDonald and Sagan's admission to the Cosmos Club and
possibly one other, but just a few words in casual conversation is
sometimes enough to cause doubt about someone's professional reputation.

(Condon and Menzel were both more forgiving of Hynek.)

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 96 13:50:38 -0400
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:07:24 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

For Kevin re my income. I spent full time on Ufology 1971-l980 or so. I have
done a great deal of consulting work since then. I have combined them both. You
made the crack about a 25 year old title of nuclear physicist without having
any facts at hand. I am working on MJ-12. Perhaps you ought to try instead of
continuing your proclamations  and psychic readings without evidence.

Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 25

Holiday Thoughts

From: rich.boylan@24stex.com
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 96 10:32:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:08:57 -0500
Subject: Holiday Thoughts

        As the Winter Solstice passes, the Earth turns and begins its cyclical
journey gain.

        On November 9th, the Star Vision Conference proclaimed the beginning of
a transition from the failed individualistic, materialistic and polluted Fourth
World society towards a challenged, purified, spiritually-attuned and
cooperative Fifth World society.

       1997 is the year of public acknowledgment of UFO/ET reality and the
beginning of formal and eventually public extraterrestrial landings. These
emissaries come in peace, and offer help to help ourselves.

       May the many good-hearted people rise with grace to the opportunities
of this New Year.

                                                                Richard
Boylan, Ph.D.
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 96 13:54:28 -0400
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:08:12 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Kevin: I will do my thing. You do yours.

Stan Friedman
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Skywatch: Bogota

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 11:39:54 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:09:48 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Bogota

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
Date:          23 DEC 96 13:28:00 LCL
From:          CASTAGNI@procergs.com.br
To:            skywatch@wic.net
Subject:       BOGOTA

NTC/TV-Colombia, South America, showed to all country, images of
UFOs filmed for a soldier of Air Force, Juan Carlos Morales, l7Th
december.

                 Merry Christmas to you !!!

----------------------------------------------
            Skywatch International, Inc.
               skywatch@wic.net
"Strange is sometimes stranger when it's true"
  For latest UFO and Paranormal information
 Site: http://www.wic.net/colonel/ufopage.htm
----------------------------------------------
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 12:33:52 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:10:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> From: rich.boylan@24stex.com
> Organization: 24th Street Exchange
> Date: Sun, 22 Dec 96 20:11:50 -0800
> Subject: UFO UPDATE: RE: CARL SA
> To: updates@globalserve.net
>

Yes, it is me Julie, instead of Clark. I have some things to
say.

Besides Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to everyone. :-)

>                         USAF Captain Kevin Randle, (ret.)
wrote:
>
>  > I would think that an ex-priest would have something kinder
to say.
>  > I'm just
>  > completing a book about Project Blue Book and plan to
include these
>  > words:
>
>  > To Carl Sagan: Who prevented the destruction of the Project
Blue
>  > Book files
>
> Kevin:
>
>         I have personally witnesses and experienced the great
mental and
> emotional distress and trauma brought on hundreds of
experiencers of very close
> UFO and extraterrestrial encounters by the snide, dismissive
debunking of same
> by such "authorities" as Carl Sagan. By his complicity in the
UFO Cover-Up, he
                                  ^^^

KEY WORD here "as".... The trauma spoken of is brought on by
violations of personal boundaries by -so-called- highly evolved
beings. The above statement has no basis in fact or findings
from any studies or research done. The above statement is a
dysfunctional view reality. The above statement is like saying,
"A stranger came into your bedroom took you away, tied you up
and raped you because he does not live by the same rules you do.
If anyone tells you different and that there is something wrong
with this stranger doing these things, your trauma and confusion
is their fault not the strangers. So you are a victim of
societies view of what has happened to you and your feelings of
fear and violation are illusion. These beings are really very
highly evolved because they have better toys than us hu-man."
Sorry no cigar, technology does NOT = Spirituality. Never has
never will, it is artificial and keeps us away from our Soul
Work as Carl Jung called it.

Also the concept of someone coming to save us and clean up OUR
mess is an old one. Check out history and you will find many.
The Jews are a good example. It stems from not wanting to take
responsibility for one's actions. Jesus did not fit the mold so
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he was killed for political reasons. The mythology surrounding
the events of the life of Jesus are as old as civilization as
well.  Read Joseph Campbell.

> has immeasurably added to the unnecessary suffering of many
tens of thousands
> of experiencers who have had to try to sift between what their
own senses were
> telling them was real, versus Carl Sagan's bland assurances
that there is "no
> evidence" of extraterrestrial visitation to Earth.

He is correct here there is NO scientific evidence of ET
visitations. The man was a great scientist and human being who
had the guts to stand up for what he believed. He shifted his
concern from "what is out there" to seeing that this planet is
still a place where life can exist. I see no problem with this
and I find it hard to believe any -sane- responsible adult can
either.

Any -sane- properly trained Psychologist would never blame shift
either. A -sane- Psychologist would work with his clients so
-the client- learns ways of dealing with boundary issues. A
-sane- Psychologist would NEVER define the clients reality for
them.

These constant vindictive attacks on anyone who does not follow
the NEW AGE belief system to the letter is getting old as mold
and twice as smelly. Robert Morning Star has already put to rest
the hype about the -made up by him- Blue Start Kachina. This was
just one small example of the untruths being spread at the
-so-called- UFO conferences (which are nothing more than New Age
conferences).

>         Those who have participated in the UFO Cover-Up will
have to answer for
> all the needless suffering they have caused. That day of
reckoning is coming.

Apparently you have not a clue as to how karma and Dharma work.
Those who are selling -snake oil- at New Age/UFO conferences are
going to have to answer to the people who pay the money to get
in when none of these aliens show to lift them off the planet or
save their butts.

There is a major difference between a -real- scientist and a
-snake oil- salesman. The scientist looks for evidence to verify
theories. The -snake oil- salesman on the other hand wants the
credibility of the scientist so he debunks and twists everything
the scientist says.

Julianne Presson, CHT
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Philip Mantle Needs Help

From: Owen Morgan <ddraig@kuntrynet.com>
Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 15:15:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:11:35 -0500
Subject: Philip Mantle Needs Help

If you try

http://www.four11.com

I think you can enter names and findout if they have e-mail or not.

Owen Morgan
ddraig@kuntrynet.com

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Philip Mantle Needs Help
> Date: Sunday, December 22, 1996 4:49 PM
>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> Subject: WANTED
> Date: Sun, 22 Dec 96 05:10:12 GMT
>
> TO ALL LISTS.
>
> Dear Colleagues,
>
> I am still in search of a number of individuals whom I hope you might
> help me to locate. I am looking for either a mailing address, phone
> number or e-mail address of any or all of the following:
>
> Dewey Fournet.
> Al Chop.
> Robert White.
> Allen Hendry.
>
> Former Project Blue Book:
>
> Capt. Robert R. Sneider.
> Lt. Jerry Cummings.
> Lt Robert M. Olsson.
> Capt. Charles H. Hardin.
> Capt. George T. Gregory.
> Maj Robert J. Friend.
> Maj. Robert F. Spence.
> Lt Col. Lawrence J. Tacker.
> Maj Carl R. Hart.
>
> Any assistance in locating any of the above would be greatly
> appreciated and I would respectfully like to ask you to forward this
> on to anyone you think might be of help.
>
>
> Yours Sincerely,
>
>
> Philip Mantle.
>
> 1 Woodhall Drive, Batley, West Yorkshire, England, WF17 7SW.
> tele/Fax: 01924 444049. E-mail: el51@dial.pipex.com
>
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>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
>
> UFO UpDates - Toronto - updates@globalserve.net
> Operated by Errol Bruce-Knapp - ++ 416-932-0031
>
> An E-Mail Subscription Service for the Study of
> UFO Related Phenomena
>
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Newsweek Article on Paranoia

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 01:09:08 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:12:26 -0500
Subject: Newsweek Article on Paranoia

>From Newsweek: 2/6/97

Growing National Paranoia
Conspiracy Mania

Aliens killed JFK. The CIA started the crack epidemic. Kurt Cobain was
murdered. Who comes up with this stuff? And why do so many people believe it?
by Rick Marin and T. Trent Gegax

   Inside a beat-up white trailer home in the Nevada desert, Glenn Campbell
sits leashed to his desk by a telephone headset. Faxes grind and modems
screech while Campbell (no, not that Glen Campbell) runs the one-man
government-watchdog station he calls the Area 51 Research Center. A giant
black satellite dish out back points ominously skyward. The front yard is
decorated with the tail of a crashed F-4 jet. Animal bones scattered in a
macabre rock-garden formation separate the trailer from the dirt frontage
road along Nevada State Route 375--a.k.a. The Extraterrestrial Highway. A
sonic boom from the local air force base cleaves the heavens as Campbell
hangs up with a deep military source. "We found a connection between Ron
Brown's plane crash and Area 51!" he announces. "It's all linked together!"

   He's kidding--sort of. Campbell is a conspiracy theorist, not a conspiracy
nut. A retired Boston software executive, he cashed out a couple of years ago
at the age of 33 and relocated to the sun-baked hamlet of Rachel, Nev., to
become the leading authority on Area 51. You know: the "secret"
section of an air base that houses alien spacecraft. This is ground zero
for UFOlogists convinced that the world has been controlled by aliens ever
since the first flying saucer fell to Earth in 1947. "There is alien contact
with the military," Campbell says, though, he admits, "I don't have proof
other than what I hear from my sources at Area 51." Coincidentally, those
sources commute from their homes in Vegas to the air base in a T-43 transport
plane just like the one that carried Secretary Brown to his death.

   Conspiracy paranoia is surrounding us. A paranoid person might even say
it's closing in, because these wacky theories aren't just spreading in the
usual cheesy newsletters dense with type and craziness. Fomented on the
Internet, mass-marketed by Hollywood ("The X-Files," "Independence Day"),
conspiracism has become a kind of para-religion. Its vast flock ranges from
casual believers to zealots who think O. J. Simpson was set up by the
Japanese mafia and that Prince Charles is a puppet of the new world order,
instructed by a computer chip planted in his royal buttocks. Wait until
Pierre Salinger starts looking into that one.

   This great nation has always had its share of conspiracy freaks. Hell, the
country was founded by Freemasons, the ultimate secret society. (Who do you
think put that weird eyeball-and-pyramid symbol on the dollar bill?) But the
ranks of the darkly deluded may be growing. A recent survey in George
magazine indicated that three quarters of Americans believe that "the
Government is involved in conspiracy." Depending on your level of venality,
that statistic can be read as either mass psychosis or a marketing
opportunity. This year, America Online started a "channel" called ParaScope,
to attract devotees of the paranormal and the paranoid. Mel Gibson's next
movie is called, simply, "Conspiracy Theory." He'll play a cabdriver who
finds himself in trouble when one of his harebrained theories turns out to be
true. Surprisingly, Oliver Stone is not directing. "There certainly seems to
be a resurgence in sympathy toward conspiracy theory and an increasing strain
of paranoia," says Kendrick Frazier, editor of The Skeptical Inquirer, a
monthly devoted to debunking wacko theories. Clearly, something is heating up
in the more tropical climes of the American psyche. So, herewith, a skeptical
inquiry of our own.
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   Kurt Cobain's 'Suicide.' The shotgun blast that killed the Nirvana front
man and Gen X martyr was not self-inflicted, this theory goes. Cobain's
widow, Courtney Love, is implicated, according to the book "Love & Death: The
Story of Kurt & Courtney," by Montreal journalists Ian Halpern and Max
Wallace. Private investigator Tom Grant, originally hired by Love to look
into her husband's disappearance, is working hard to keep Cobain's suicide as
mysterious as White House aide Vince Foster's.

   "The picture that was painted of this thing as a suicide was totally
false," Grant says. Contrary to press reports, he claims (and says police
records back him up) Cobain did not place his driver's license on top of his
wallet on the floor next to him to help authorities identify the body. In
fact, Grant says, a cop put the license out for the crime-scene photographer.
"That information led people to think it was a suicide," Grant says. "But it
was not true."

   More "proof." In addition to the suicide note at the scene, Grant says,
Cobain left Love a Dear John letter: "We'll learn in the end that that note
explains exactly what he was doing. He was retiring, leaving the music
business, leaving his wife. That was a retirement note to his fans, not a
suicide note." The motive? Grant's got that figured out, too. "She was after
his fan base. The motivation is greed and career"--the same motivation Grant
has been criticized for by the Courtney camp. Love dismisses the charges. And
Seattle police spokesman Sean O'Donnell says, "I've had to respond to so many
theories and conspiracy theories since the event occurred, and I've refuted
them consistently. There's just no information that would indicate this is
anything other than a suicide."

   Hemp Power Suppressed. Another Gen X favorite, and stoner perennial, since
hemp (another name for cannabis) can be smoked as pot or turned into a fiber.
In June actor Woody Harrelson was arrested when he planted four
nonhallucinogenic, industrial hemp seeds in a Kentucky field. Such a
Thoreau-like act of civil disobedience would have been unnecessary in 1938,
when a Popular Mechanics cover story headlined hemp as the new billion-dollar
crop. But "something went wrong between 1937 and 1942," says Allen St.
Pierre, deputy director of the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML). "I can't tell you that I've been able to find a
conspiracy. But there was such a moneyed interest involved, it makes you
wonder."

   NORML claims to have documents showing that as part of the war effort the
government set up hemp farms in Kentucky, Wisconsin, Indiana and Ohio. St.
Pierre says hemp supplied superstrong twine for parachute cord and oil for
war vehicles. "The U.S. forces were one big mobile hemp unit," St. Pierre
says. During World War II, a "Hemp for Victory" newsreel featured fresh-faced
4-H kids sewing hemp seeds. It also made Levi's denim famously sturdy. What
happened? St. Pierre blames Harry J. Anslinger, the nation's first drug czar,
who he says needed a fresh target once Prohibition failed. "They made pot
illegal for their own purposes," St. Pierre says, citing an Anslinger-Du
Pont-Hearst triumvirate as the culprit. The Du Pont family feared cannabis
could supplant many of their petrochemicals, and William Randolph Hearst
needed a new moral high horse for his newspapers. Nonsense, says Bob Barker
(no, not that Bob Barker) of the American Fiber Manufacturers Association. He
says hemp doesn't even compete with textile and petroleum products: "It's
kind of a nice, back-to-nature sort of thing to believe." Especially if
you're baked.

   The Klan in the 'Hood. The black community is a hotbed of this kind of
suspicion and mistrust, some justified, some fantastical. In October, Rep.
Maxine Waters convened a town meeting in South-Central Los Angeles between
her constituents and CIA Director John Deutch. A heated debate ensued over
reports speculating that the CIA had spread the crack epidemic by backing
Nicaraguan drug dealers whose profits went to the contras. "Black-oriented
talk-radio shows are rife with conspiracy stuff," says Dr. Jewelle Taylor
Gibbs, a University of California, Berkeley, professor who has written
extensively on race issues. At WVON in Chicago it's conventional wisdom among
listeners that AIDS is a plot to wipe out African-Americans. Keisha Chavers,
an executive producer at the station, says, "The common refrain is 'Just
because you're paranoid doesn't mean they're not out to get you'." Such is
the conspiracist's reflex mentality. It's often a reaction against authority
among groups that feel they've been politically marginalized, socially
isolated or economically oppressed. Gibbs agrees: "Invariably, blacks start
asking if the government is against us. Once these urban myths take hold, you
can't do much to disprove them." Like the myth that the Snapple Iced Tea
label depicts a slave galley, reflecting the company's solidarity with the
KKK. The picture in question is actually of the Boston Tea Party.

   The New World Order. When Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan and
right-wing political extremist Lyndon LaRouche meet, they can agree on one
thing: the malign, totalitarian power of the NWO and its executive arm, the
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Trilateral Commission. When President George Bush (a member of Yale's secret
society Skull & Bones) proclaimed a new world order, he didn't tell us that
"black helicopters" would be patrolling the night skies, monitoring our every
move. Or that the government keeps a genetic record of every citizen in
secret "DNA banks" (a hot topic in AOL's ParaScope chat rooms). Oklahoma City
bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh reportedly claimed that the U.S. Army (the
military arm of the NWO) had implanted a computer chip in his buttock to
control him. He didn't say whether he and the Prince of Wales had experienced
any chip-to-chip contact.

   These bizarre fantasies would seem safely ridiculous if they didn't
occasionally turn out to be true. "My paranoia and mistrust of authority came
of age during Watergate," says Chris Carter, creator of "The X-Files," TV's
weekly conspiracy-geek bible. On "The X-Files," everything from who killed
JFK to why the Buffalo Bills lose so many Super Bowls is traceable to a
single master plan. "It helps when you pick up the paper every day and see
how the government has lied to us," Carter adds, ticking off recent
revelations about the cover-ups surrounding gulf war syndrome and President
Clinton's apology for radiation experiments conducted on unwitting Americans
as late as 1974. In "Journey Into Madness: The True Story of Secret CIA Mind
Control and Medical Abuse" (Bantam, 1990) British journalist Gordon Thomas
meticulously documents the brutal brainwashing of soldiers in the Korean War.
Militia extremists who had been warning of a new world order for years felt
vindicated when their president actually announced one. See! They told you
so. As Glenn Campbell likes to tell people out at his trailer in the middle
of nowhere, it's all linked together. He just can't quite prove it. Yet.

1/07/97 Lifestyle/Conspiracy Mania Feeds Our Growing National Paranoia
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When Rumors make the News

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 01:11:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 00:13:22 -0500
Subject: When Rumors make the News

>From Newseek 1/ 6/97
When Rumors Make the News

Public-service warning: The Internet is not a news service. Read what's there
with care, and be your own editor.
by Richard Turner

   He wears a trench coat. He worked for Kennedy. His image, with the Eiffel
Tower in the background and the ABC logo in the corner, exudes a sense of
legitimacy. This is the familiar medium, the thing we're supposed to trust.
So when former ABC news correspondent Pierre Salinger breathlessly announced
last month that he had evidence that TWA Flight 800 was felled by a
friendly-fire U.S. missile, the story had enough credibility to resurface in
the "mainstream" press, where it had briefly appeared two months before.

   For most people, this episode played out as embarrassing, a little bit
sad, a little bit Brinkley-esque. But inhabitants of cyberspace were less
compassionate. To them, this was yet another sign of establishment
cluelessness about the Internet. They witheringly pointed out that the same
document Salinger referred to had been on the World Wide Web, posted for all
to see, for months. "Well, Pierre, if you'd get a little Net-savvy, you'd
figure it out," sniffed one Web site, conspire.com, which concluded: "Learn
to surf, Dude."

   There they go again, the denizens of the "old" media and the Netizens of
the new. Their mutual distrust colors a debate which really ought not to be
so supercharged. Mainstream-media watchdogs view the loopy Salinger story as
yet another sign that the Net is a giant, churning rumor pit, because the
friendly-fire information resided there. The technophiles think they're under
attack by a punditocracy afraid to give up control.

   And so there was similar fretting from both sides when a slightly
overreaching story in the San Jose Mercury News--which appeared to say that
CIA-sanctioned cocaine sales launched the crack epidemic--took on momentum,
fed by the Net. The tale became holy writ to many, especially in the black
community. The Mercury was blasted for how its Web version of the story
helped spread and distort it.

   We don't mind mentioning these things, or the alien autopsies, or the
United Nations plot with the black helicopters. But there are other examples
of "news" floating around the Internet that we won't articulate, like the
famous Republican politician said to have been involved in a homosexuality
scandal some years back. Why won't we put it in the magazine? Well, short of
actually investigating it, we'll rely on the San Francisco Chronicle, which
ran a story saying there's no evidence that it's true. It's part of the
"legitimate" press, and we fancy that we are, too.

   This is very civic-minded of us, and, of course, very pompous. Who are we
to decide? Media mandarins, determining from on high what people can and
can't know. This is the view of the apostles of cyber-nirvana. To them, the
Net is a means for regular people to assert their rights against the old
order of top-down windbags.

   All of this obscures the obvious fact that the Net is a means of
communication, not a news service. Everybody who's spent five minutes there
knows it's full of self-indulgent rantings, junior-high-school feuding--and
porno. Just because something's on the Net doesn't give it gravitas. The TWA
friendly-fire story, before it hit the Internet, actually showed up on CBS's
local TV station in New York just after the crash. But CBS network news
didn't pick up on it, and this is the point: with so much information out
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there today, people have to know whom to trust. For better or worse, this
trust still resides in some TV news organizations and a handful of newspapers
and magazines--many of them controlled by family members willing to tolerate
flattish stock prices in return for some high-minded and corny ideal that
their stories should try to tell the truth. They set the agenda for most
other news. And readers by now know when they browse the newsstand that
there's a difference between The New York Times and Weekly World News.

   For those who aren't waving a banner for one side or the other--who
believe that the Net is important but doubt its utopian qualities--the debate
about news pollution on the Net is just another reminder that citizens have
to pick through their news as carefully as cats. "You can't scroll through
the Net uncritically," says high-tech attorney Michael Godwin. "You have to
be your own editor. That's called being an adult in an information society."
And that still means listening to guys in trench coats, even if they
sometimes get it wrong.

1/07/97 Society/When Rumors Make the News
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Richard Hoagland

From: SGBConsult@aol.com
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 16:14:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:56:26 -0500
Subject: Richard Hoagland

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

In a crossposted message dated 96-12-24 01:04:38 EST, Ronan wote:

>  Richard Hoagland, for those of you haven't heard him speak, can go
>  on and on, and talk about nothing.  This is why a five hour forum,
>  like the Art_Bell radio show, is an excellent opportunity for him to
>  talk about nothing.

I would doubt there is anyone on the planet who would argue that Dick
Hoagland isn't capable of going on and on.   However, the listener's dilemma
is not falling into the "nothing", but knowing enough to keep up.

Hoagland is possibly the most brilliant and most original thinker plowing the
UFOlogical terrain.   Oscar Wilde once mentioned that as a young boy he went
for the first time to a not insubstantial library where he was enthralled to
see the vast shelves of books.  He committed immediately to himself that he
would read them all.   He didn't, of course, but one has to admire the
thought.   Hoagland wants to know it all.

Most would agree that in the postparadigm world (one in which
extraterrestrial presence is a given), significant resources will be devoted
to reexamining all of cultural and scientific history.  Each piece of new
information will be collated with that history - producing a new
understanding of past events.

Dick Hoagland is not a patient man.  He is trying to figure it out in
advance.

Imagine a Paleolithic man coming upon a pristine Mecedes 450SL which happened
to have dropped through a worm hole.   Paleoman could simply take notice and
wait for his ancestors to figure it out.  On the other hand, why wait.
Paleoman tries to understand the Mercedes by running his hands over it,
looking through the windows and measuring the thing to death.   You have to
admire the effort.

Hoagland is a synthesizing thinker.  He can speak on a dozen disciplines in
the same exchange and not break stride.  Because he knows so much about so
many fields, he is trying to connect the dots -- all the dots.

It is difficult to follow, at times maddening, and at times totally out in
left field.   But left field is still in the park, and when someone really
pushes the envelope (with hard, not soft thinking), they sometimes take the
rest of us along with them to breakthrough understanding.

Steve Bassett
SGBConsult

P.S.

I have to confess to being a "Bellhead".    I have no trouble saying, with
the caveat that at least once a week the show goes completely over the falls,
that Bell's show is the most provocative, interesting and daring exposition
in media today.  I predict it will destroy the circadian rhythms of millions.

-> Send "subscribe   iufo " to majordomo@world.std.com
->  Posted by: SGBConsult@aol.com
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STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:50:19 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:55:34 -0500
Subject: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

Errol sent:
----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'
> Date: Tuesday, December 24, 1996 10:15 AM
>
> Dick Hoagland seems to have found many
> instances of 'interesting occurances' at
> 19.5 degrees on various planetary and
> orbiting bodies. Ghiza, the 'Chinese
> Pyramid', the 'Mars Face', the 'Glass
> Shard', etc.

[..snip..]

> Richard C. Hoagland on 'The Art Bell Show',
> Friday night/Saturday morning 20th December, 1996.
> on STS 48 Shuttle (Discovery) Cargo Bay camera
> footage:

[..snip..]

>       And, on this video, as the shuttle came up on _19.5_
>       _degrees_ over Australia, there were this set of

Hi Errol:

First: Julie and my very best wishes to you and yours this
holiday season!

         We hope that you are enjoying a happy one!

        I want you to know that we are both deeply appreciative
of the wonderful job that you have been doing.

Second: Glad to see that the 'kinks' in the system have been
straightened out.

              It is great to be getting news from this quarter
once again. :-)

Third: Forgive my ignorance, but is this figure of 19.5 degrees
one that Hoagland arbitrarily throws out in each instance, or
is this an actual fact?  If fact it is but one more coincidence
to throw on the pile. I don't know about you, but my reality
doesn't contain coincidences. :-)

 Kindest Regards,

     Clark Hathaway

_________________________________

Clark,

I don't recall anyone disputing Dick Hoagland's '19.5'
observations. The geographic positions of the subjects
that interest him are, apparently, indisputable and as
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such are part of what made me sit up and take notice.

Thank you for your kind words and wishes,

ebk
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'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G>

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 13:44:12 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:54:50 -0500
Subject: 'The Twelve Days of Abduction' <G>

> Date: Mon, 23 Dec 1996 01:03:22 -0500 (EST)
> From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
> Subject: Twelve Days (Well . . . )
>
> From: Ann Onymous
>
> Note from the author: Heavy stuff on the NET these days!  For a change of
> pace, I dashed off the following.  Sing to the tune of The Twelve Days of
> Christmas. I don't mind if you post it, but sign me Ann Onymous.
>
>                    THE TWELVE DAYS OF ABDUCTION
>
> On the first day of abduction my ET gave to me...An implant behind the
> right knee.

        Good one! I can't wait for more amusing little ditties about
wife abuse, third world torture, and child molestation . . .

        How about it, Pat? Have I just completely lost my sense of humor, or is
the insensitivity of this parody so thick you could cut it with a knife?

                        Lehmberg@snowhill.com
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@atl.mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 21:56:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:57:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

>Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:51:11 -0500
>From: Jerry Washington <skyeking@aye.net>
>Organization: Kentucky/MUFON
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Sagan & Dr. Boylan

>Regarding Carl Sagan and Dr. Boylan:

>While one should never speak ill of the dead, it would be disingenuous,
>indeed, for us all to start hurling bouquets now instead of brickbats.
>Lest we forget...for all the good Sagan may have done regarding Blue
>Book, he also made a mockery of folks like me; someone who encountered a
>UFO on a dark and lonely road through no fault of my own. And while I
>was struggling mightily to come to terms with the experience, he was
>doing everything in his considerable power to make me look like a fool,
>at best, and a liar, at worst. So forgive me, if, in the midst of all
>these post-mortems, I breathe a weary sigh of relief that the skeptics'
>numbers are dwindling.

>                      Jerry Washington SD
>                       KENTUCKY/MUFON

Hi Jerry.

I agree with you.  While I will not attack "Carl Sagan, The Man," I will
gratefully
acknowledge my lack of regret that "Carl Sagan, the Astronomer and Debunker"
is gone.
Some will reply that you cannot separate the TWO.  I argue differently.  For his
and our sake, as a species, it is hoped that we will survive because, someone
was able to separate the "chaff" from the "wheat."

The "chaff" being our outer appearances, i.e., Carl Sagan the Astronomer.
The "Wheat" on the other hand being "Carl Sagan" the Man.
That part of him grew and advanced as all others, but that was the man
behind the mask.

Unfortunately, it is "The Mask" that most of us knew.  We judge him by that
which is seen and heard.

To the "Mask" I say "good riddance."  I'm sorry, but I cannot be a hypocrite
about it.  I will not show two different faces to my peers.  That is the
problem today.  We want to say what will not offend, even though we know
it is not so.

How much "harm and suffering" has this ego called "Sagan the Astronomer"
caused among those unfortunate individuals who happen to be, like you,
in the wrong place at the right time?  He has not helped solve the problem,
but instead, added to it.  He cannot now change what has gone before him.
His mistakes<?> are recorded for all time in history, and there is no way for
him to make amends for them.

I pray that those who have suffered the most from his "attitude" will forgive
the most.  Ignorance and desire for personal advancement and recognition
cause many of us to chose a path which can and often does lead us into
the darkness of the abyss, rather than into the light of the COSMOS.
In my opinion, this is what happened to Dr. Carl Sagan, "the Astronomer."
I can not profess to say what "Carl Sagan, the Man" felt.  I am and was
not familiar with that aspect of his personality.
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Take care Jerry.  May the Love of this Season bridge the  abyss
which separates us from the Sun/Son of Knowledge and Light.

REgards, Mike
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Project 1947 - Re: 5602d AISS UFOB LOG

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 13:56:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:58:58 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Re: 5602d AISS UFOB LOG

Sorry about this posting.  It had more than the usual amount of proof
reading errors and was incomplete.  Thought it was in saved file to work
on later, but I put it in the outbox by mistake.  Here is the corrected
copy.

A locally mimeographed form used by the 4602d Air Intelligence Service
Squadron (AISS) to summarize their UFO investigations is posted below.
Note this report is Captain Ryan's American Airlines sighting.

---

                    4602D AISS UFOB LOG

 REPORT NUMBER      DATE/TIME OF SIGHTING       RECD AISOP

 AISS-UFOB-97-56     09/0315Z Apr 56            10 Apr 56

 LOCATION OF SIGHTING                           LOGGED BY

  A/V between Schenectady and Oswego, New York    S/SGT DeRudder

 MEANS RECD         ACTION TAKEN

  TT Msg             No Investigation authorized

 INVES UNIT         DATE INVES ASSIGNED      ASSIGNING OFFICER

  N/A               N/A                       N/A

 DATE IR RECD HQ    DATE IR APPROVED         DATE IR TO ATIC

  N/A               N/A                       N/A

 DATE FORM 5

  10 Apr 56

 COMMENTS

  Due to later sightings and the description of this sighting is [sic] is
  the opinion of this headquarters that this sighting was probably
  generated by the planet Venus.

 CONCLUSIONS

  PROBABLY ASTRONOMICAL

 AISOP FORM 7 (2 APR 55)

             *             *              *               *
AISOP FORM 5:  There appear to be no samples of this form in the 4602d
 AISS files.
 AISOP is the office system for 4602d AISS section dealing with ufos.
 A/V = Air/Visual sighting.
 TT = Teletype
 IR = Intelligence Report.  So no intelligence report on this sighting
was
 sent to ATIC by the 4602d AISS, and no investigation was made.  The
 evaluation was made from the teletype message sent by the 655th Aircraft
 Control and Warning Squadron  at Watertown.  No mention is made of
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 interceptor aircraft flying along side of CPT Ryan's airline.  Another
 report about the same time reported that a control tower operator at
Rome,
 NY saw an object.  An interceptor was scrambled with negative results
 and "No joy" (ie no radar return).  This and several other reports were
 put down to Venus with no further investigation and no IRs to ATIC.

 There were a series of sightings that week from the ground and from the
 air.  Some can be explained as Venus.  So therefore, the 4602d AISS
 concluded that all could be so explained, and no investigation was
 necessary.  The teletype messages have more mistakes than one of my
 postings so they are somewhat difficult to follow.   Apparently the
 interceptor mission was "Jumping Jack Able One." who thought he saw
 Venus.  Now here is where some research is needed.  Unit histories for
 units in the area should be consulted and the mission reports and logs
 for the Air Force units around the area could yeild results that the
 4602d AISS did not deem worthy of investigation.  The other reports from
 the area reinforced the 4602d AISS' conclusion that Ryan had seen Venus.

 Jacques Vallee and others have commented on the usefulness of the Air
 Force TT messages.  While they give information in a format so details
 can be recalled, it is sometimes difficult to determine the order in
 which events took place.

 NOTE:  When no investigation is authorized, the Air Force sighting
report
 is not even sent out to the witness(es) for completion.  About this time
 a special form for aircraft sightings was developed.  It is unfortunate
 it was not used in this case.

 Apparently related reports:

   AISS-UFOB-96-56, Albany, NY, no investigation authorized, conclusion:
 Venus.
   AISS-UFOB-98-56, Rome, NY, no investigation authorized, conclusion:
 aircraft.

 JAN ALDRICH
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AUFORA - Alien Insurance Pays Off

From: AUFORA News Update <dwatanab@acs.ucalgary.ca>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 01:54:14 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:59:49 -0500
Subject: AUFORA - Alien Insurance Pays Off

AUFORA News Update
Wednesday, December 25th, 1996    -    Merry Christmas!
______________________________

ALIEN INSURANCE PAYS OFF
     by David Walmsey in London

It could be the perfect case for agents Mulder and Scully.

In true X-Files style, an electrician claims he was lifted from the ground and
knocked unconscious by a UFO near London.

He is apparently to be paid $2 million by insurers who covered him against
abduction by aliens.  Industry sources, however, are suggesting that the payout
could, just possibly, be an out-of-this-world publicity stunt.

The story starts on October 8 when Joseph Carpenter, 23, of North London, claims
he was struck down by a mystery light at Swindon.

The area is a "hot spot" for such phenomena, says Mr Carpenter, who runs a UFO
hunting group called the Majestic Twelve.

"On the evening in question, an intense beam of light, like a police helicopter,
had me," he said.

"The anti-gravity force within it lifted me above the ground. I passed out as I
went directly into it.  All this was captured on film."

By an amazing stroke of luck, Mr Carpenter had paid $205 for cover against such
an eventuality to a company called GRIP, run by insurance broker Simon Burgess.

Mr Carpenter was able to produce "compelling evidence" of his ordeal, including
camcorder footage, witnesses and DNA samples taken from what he said was a claw
found at the scene.

Mr Burgess said last night: "The work on the DNA sample was carried out by a
research fellow at Cambridge University -- I can't give you the name.  But the
work proved conclusively that the sample was something that had never been seen
before and which was not of this Earth."

Mr  Burgess says Mr Carpenter was expected to receive his $2 million yesterday
at a London hotel from Scully herself, X-Files star Gillian Anderson.

The broker, described by one industry source as "an unhelpful maverick", is
believed to have made a deal with a Sunday paper for exclusive coverage of the
presentation.

Industry insiders say he is almost certain to make a profit from Mr Carpenter's
claim.

One said: "If he plays his cards right, he will claw the money back by wisely
selling the world rights of the video evidence to TV companies.  If he co-wrote
a book using the evidence, the money would also roll in."

__________________
AUFORA News Update
News, Information, Facts from the world of UFOlogy
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UFO Books - The Serious Literature

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 03:42:03 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 09:58:01 -0500
Subject: UFO Books - The Serious Literature

UFO Books -- The Serious Literature

   Compiled by Keith Rowell

   Please pass this list along intact to anyone who wants a copy.

     _________________________________________________________________

   This list is a quick guide to the best of the wide range of UFO books.
   The literature varies from naive believers to fanatic debunkers. This
   list, however, features the people in the middle: the UFO researchers.
   They believe genuine UFOs are a mystery needing a solution. Unlike UFO
   researchers, the naive believers and debunkers think alike since they
   both believe the mystery is solved. Naive believers "know" genuine
   UFOs are flying saucers piloted by space beings. Debunkers "know" it
   is all just psychology or perhaps some as yet undiscovered physical
   phenomenon. However, when mainstream scholars and scientists finally
   accept the challenge of the UFO mystery (which they haven't for 40
   years now), the naive believers will probably be closer to the truth
   than the debunkers.

   In order to join the debate about the reality of the saucers, you need
   to read at least half of these books. If you haven't, you haven't done
   the first thing that any scholar or scientist does -- a literature
   search and perusal (peruse means to read carefully, don't forget!).
   Remember, your opinion is worth no more than the depth of your
   understanding of a topic. The UFO, strange as it may seem to some of
   you, has a serious literature devoted it. Yes, it's true, this
   literature is definitely not scientific or scholarly in the strict
   sense of the word, but that is simply because enough scientists and
   scholars are not aware of the problem of the UFO yet. Every year,
   especially in the eighties and nineties, more and more scientists and
   scholars are turning a serious eye to the problem. This is happening
   despite the orchestration of negative opinion promoted over the years
   by the intelligence establishment of the US. Sad to say, US
   intelligence is part and parcel of the UFO problem. Anyone who ignores
   this is just plain naive.

  The list...
Berlitz, Charles and William L. Moore. The Roswell Incident. New
York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1980. 168pp. ISBN 0-448-21199-8.  The
facts about the crash of a saucer in the summer of 1947 in New
Mexico and how the US government covered it up.

Bowen, Charles, ed.  The Humanoids. Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1969.
256pp.  LC 77-126142. Good summary of the evidence compiled from
material published in the British Flying Saucer Review magazine.

Blum, Howard.  Out There: The Government's Secret Quest for
Extraterrestrials. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990. 300pp.  ISBN
0-671-66260-0.  An important book since it is written by a former
NY Times reporter who has written two other influential books --
one about Nazi intelligence officers brought to America illegally
after WWII and the other about the Walker spy case.  However,
Blum's UFO book was apparently hastily done and, thus, somewhat of
a disappointment in the UFO research community.

Bullard, Thomas Edward.  UFO Abductions: The Measure of a Mystery.
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Vol. 1: Comparative Study of Abduction Reports.  (Bloomington, IND):
Fund for UFO Research, 1987. 402pp.  This study by a PhD folklorist
is must reading for anyone wanting to understand the depth and
breadth of the abduction enigma. Bullard concludes UFO abduction
stories are much too internally consistent down to small details to
be classed as traditional folklore or typical dream material.

Butler, Brenda, Dot Street, and Jenny Randles.  Sky Crash: A Cosmic
Conspiracy. Sudbury, Great Britain: Neville Spearman, 1984. 283pp.
ISBN 85435-155-8. Review and analysis of the facts in the British
Bentwaters-Rendlesham RAFB case.

Clark, Jerome. The UFO Encyclopedia, Volume 1: UFOs in the 1980s.
Detroit, MI: Apogee Books, 1990. 234pp.  ISBN 1-55888-301-0. This
encyclopedia is mostly the author's tour de force, but still delivers
valuable information not easily available elsewhere.  Libraries
should have this.

Clark, Jerome.  The UFO Encyclopedia, Volume 2: The Emergence of a
Phenomenon: UFOs from the Beginning through 1959. Detroit, MI:
Omnigraphics, 1992. 433pp.  ISBN 1-55888-301-0.  The second
volume of this fine work is must reading for those desiring real
understanding of UFOs.

Colombo, John Robert.  UFOs Over Canada: Personal Accounts of
Sightings and Close Encounters. Willowdale, Ontario, Canada:
Hounslow Press, 1991. 221pp.  ISBN 0-88882-138-7.  A nice book by a
famous Canadian compiler of Canadiana of short UFO accounts mostly
in the words of the witnesses themselves.

Condon, Edward U. and Daniel S. Gillmor (ed.).  Final Report of the
Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying Objects (Conducted by the
University of Colorado Under Contract to the United States Air
Force). New York: Bantam Books, 1968. 965pp.  After close,
competent study of over 100 UFO sighting reports, 30% couldn't be
identified!  Read Condon's prejudiced introduction only after you
have looked through the rest of the study.  The National Academy of
Sciences rubber-stamped Condon's recommendations that no public
funds be devoted to the study of UFOs.

Conroy, Ed.  Report on Communion: An Independent Investigation of
and Commentary on Whitley Strieber's Communion. New York:
Morrow, 1989. 427pp.  ISBN 0-688-08864-3.  This journalist was a
boyhood acquaintance of Strieber. When Strieber published
Communion, Conroy decided to see if his story would hold up under
an investigative journalist's scrutiny. Conroy says yes.

Crystall, Ellen.  Silent Invasion: The Shocking Discoveries of a UFO
Researcher. New York: Paragon House, 1991. 190pp.  ISBN 1-55778-
493-0.  A UFO researcher uses her psychic abilities to locate UFOs in
the field. Interesting for showing how a scientifically naive person
still understands that scientific and scholarly proof is what is
needed in the end. Many hard to interpret photos accompany the text.

Curran, Douglas.  In Advance of the Landing: Folk Concepts of Outer
Space. New York: Abbeville Press, 1985. 132pp.  ISBN 0-89659-523-
4.  Valuable photographic presentation of UFO folklore.

Deardorff, James W. Celestial Teachings: The Emergence of the True
Testament of Jmmanuel (Jesus). Tigard, OR: Wild Flower Press,
1990. 323pp.  ISBN 0-926524-11-9. An analysis of some of the
collateral material from the extensive Billy Meier contact case.

Delgado, Pat and Colin Andrews.  Circular Evidence: A Detailed
Investigation of the Flattened Swirled Crops Phenomenon. London:
Bloomsbury, 1989. 190pp.  ISBN 0-7475-0357-5.  The first of the
picture books about crop "circles".  It's a very good presentation of
the facts and their investigative methods. Some investigators
believe UFOs may produce the "circles".

Druffel, Ann and D. Scott Rogo.  The Tujunga Canyon Contacts.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1980. 264pp.  ISBN 0-13-
932541-7.  Good book about abduction/contact experiences.

Eberhart, George M.  UFOs and the Extraterrestrial Contact Movement:
a bibliography. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1986. 1298pp.  ISBN
0-8108-1919-8.  An outstanding listing of books, articles, movies,
TV appearances, dissertations, conferences, etc., about UFOs and
related phenomena.  No library in America should be without it.  Ask
your public library to get a copy today!!
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Emenegger, Robert.  UFO's: Past, Present and Future. New York:
Ballantine Books, 1974. 180pp.  ISBN 345-24189-4-150.  Good
general book.  Emenegger produced a film documentary of the same
name.  The US government hinted that it would give him some "real"
flying saucer footage for inclusion in his film.  This didn't happen.

Evans, Hilary and John Spencer (eds.).  UFOs: 1947-1987 -- The 40-
Year Search for an Explanation. London: Fortean Tomes, 1987. 384pp.
ISBN 1-870021-02-9.  Similar to the other book by Spencer and
Evans, but more extensive. A must read for dedicated ufologists.

Fawcett, Lawrence and Barry J. Greenwood.  Clear Intent: The
Government Coverup of the UFO Experience. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1984. 259pp.  ISBN 0-13-136656-4.  Very important
book summarizing what ufologists know from studying the thousands
of FOIA-released government UFO documents.  Everything but proof
of crashed flying saucers is here, and it's all from FOIA-released
documents!

Flammonde, Paris.  UFO Exist! New York: Putnam, 1976. 406pp.  ISBN
399-11538-2.  Fine history of the subject from a radio
producer/journalist. The book details the US government's
involvement.

Fowler, Raymond E.  The Andreasson Affair. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1979. 239pp.  ISBN 0-13-036608-0. First book about
a now famous abductee, Betty Andreasson Luca.

Good, Timothy.  Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-Up. New
York: William Morrow, 1988. 592pp.  ISBN 0-688-07860-5.  The most
important book about the on-going government cover-up.

Good, Timothy.  Alien Liaison: The Ultimate Secret. London: Century,
1991. 242pp.  ISBN 0-7126-2194-6.  A reliable introduction to the
wilder tales circulating in the UFO subculture in the 70s, 80s, and
90s. The bizarre nature of what is known makes a prudent
investigator reluctant to throw out any information. Some of this
will turn out to be true after it is put through the academic mill in
the 1990s and beyond. Not for the timid or intellectually rigid.

Haines, Richard F., ed.  UFO Phenomena and the Behavioral Scientist.
Metuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, 1979. 450pp.  ISBN 0-8108-
1228-2.  Scholarly book of papers on how eyewitnesses report UFOs
and what cultural factors influence UFO reports.

Haines, Richard F. Advanced Aerial Devices Reported During the
Korean War. Los Altos, CA: LDA Press, 1990. 75pp.  ISBN 0-9618082-
1-7. An important study of early military UFO sightings.

Haines, Richard F.  Melbourne Episode: Case Study of a Missing Pilot.
Los Altos, CA: L. D. A. Press, 1987. 275pp.  ISBN 0-88229-540-3.
Detailed review and analysis of the Australian Valentich airplane
abduction case.

Haines, Richard F.  Observing UFOs: An Investigative Handbook.
Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1980. 300pp.  ISBN 0-88229-540-3.
Exceedingly cautious scientific study of mostly night lights and
daylight discs categories of UFOs.

Hall, Richard.  Uninvited Guests: A Documented History of UFO
Sightings, Alien Encounters & Coverups. Santa Fe, NM: Aurora Press,
1988. 381pp.  ISBN 0-943358-32-9.  A very good summary of the
whole field of ufology. Highly recommended as a place to start.

Hendry, Allan. The UFO Handbook: A Guide to Investigating,
Evaluating, and Reporting UFO Sightings. Garden City, NY: Doubleday
(Dolphin), 1979. 297pp. ISBN 0-385-14348-6.  The best study of the
subject.  About 1300 UFO reports, all happening within the year and a half of
the study's duration, are dissected.  8.6% fall into the genuine UFOs
category, that is, essentially flying saucers, whatever they are!

Hopkins, Budd.  Intruders: The Incredible Visitations at Copley
Woods. New York: Random House, 1987. 223pp.  ISBN 0-394-56076-0.
HopkinsU second book.  He says it is likely that aliens are mixing our
genes with theirs, and this is a major purpose of the abductions.

Hopkins, Budd. Missing Time: A Documented Study of UFO Abductions.
New York: Richard Marek, 1981. 258pp. ISBN 0-399-90102-7.
Hopkins' first book about abductions.

Howe, Linda Moulton.  An Alien Harvest: Further Evidence Linking
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Animal Mutilations and Human Abductions to Alien Life Forms.
Littleton, CO: Linda Moulton Howe Productions, 1989. 455pp.  ISBN 0-
9620570-1-0.  Best book of surprisingly few considering the 25
year history of animal mutilations.

Holroyd, Stuart.  Alien Intelligence.  New York: Everest House, 1979.
231pp.  ISBN 0-89696-040-4.  An excellent book by a student of the
paranormal that compares the different kinds of intelligence,
including ET intelligence and "disembodied" intelligence.

Hynek, J. Allen, Philip J. Imbrogno, and Bob Pratt.  Night Siege: The
Hudson Valley UFO Sightings. New York: Ballantine Books, 1987.
208pp.  ISBN 0-345-34213-5.  About the early 1980s boomerang UFO
flap involving thousands of sightings.

Hynek, J. Allen.  The UFO Experience: A Scientific Inquiry. New York:
Ballantine Books, 1972. 309pp.  ISBN 345-23953-9-150.  The father
of modern ufology writes a solid book about the subject.

Jacobs, David Michael.  Secret Life: Firsthand Accounts of UFO
Abductions. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992. 336pp.  ISBN 0-671-
74857-2.  The most important book on UFO abductions so far. Start
here because the presentation is a just the facts, ma'am, blow by
blow account of what Jacobs believes is happening. He says
essential aspects of all abductions are absolutely real in ordinary
perceptual and space-time reality. However, there are definite
perceptual and space-time anomalies too. When people report that
they had a missing time experience of two hours, Jacobs says they
are actually bodily missing from planet Earth, or at least human
beings cannot find them on Earth! A warning to  extreme skeptics and
debunkers: this book may be hazardous to your mental health!

Jacobs, David Michael.  The UFO Controversy in America.
Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1975. 362pp.  ISBN 0-
253-19006-1.  A historian's review of ufology up to the date of
publication.

Keyhoe, Donald E.  Aliens from Space: The Real Story of Unidentified
Flying Objects. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1973. 322pp.  Keyhoe says
the US government has crashed saucers and alien bodies.  He's
probably right. The last of Keyhoe's five books about UFOs.

Kinder, Gary.  Light Years: An Investigation into the Extraterrestrial
Experiences of Eduard Meier. New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1987.
265pp.  ISBN 0-87113-139-0.  Easy introduction to the complex
Billy Meier case.  The case is noted for outstanding photos and film
of UFOs and extensive contact notes.

Knight, David C.  UFOs: A Pictorial History From Antiquity to the
Present. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979. 192pp.  ISBN 0-07-035103-1.
UFO photos galore.

Lindemann, Michael.  UFOs and the Alien Presence: Six Viewpoints.
Santa Barbara, CA: The 2020 Group, 1991. 233pp.  ISBN 0-9630104-
0-9.  Oh, what to do with all the disparate UFO evidence! Learn here
how UFO luminaries Stanton Friedman, Budd Hopkins, Linda Howe,
Don Ware, Bob Lazar, and an anonymous probable abductee make
sense of it all, well, some small portion, anyway.

Lorenzen, Coral and Jim Lorenzen.  Flying Saucer Occupants. New
York: New American Library (Signet), 1967. 215pp.  One of many
important books by longtime UFO researchers and directors of the
UFO investigative organization, APRO. Both deceased today, but not
forgotten for their lasting contribution to ufology.

McCambell, James M.  UFOLOGY: A Major Breakthrough in the
Scientific Understanding of Unidentified Flying Objects. Millbrae,
CA: Celestial Arts, 1976. 184pp.  ISBN 0-89087-144-2.
Straightforward analysis of probable physics of UFO phenomena.

Noyes, Ralph, ed.  The Crop Circle Enigma: Grounding the Phenomenon
in Science, Culture and Metaphysics. Bath, UK: Gateway Books, 1990.
192pp.  ISBN 0-946551-66-9. More facts and speculation about the
"agriglyphs".

Randle, Kevin D. and Donald R. Schmitt.  UFO Crash at Roswell. New
York: Avon, 1991. 327pp.  ISBN 0-380-76196-3. The authors don't
back down. They say they have proved beyond a reasonable doubt that
a flying saucer -- not a UFO -- crashed in NM in the summer of 1947.
Get off your duff.  Prove them wrong!
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Randles, Jenny. Abduction: Over 200 Documented UFO Kidnappings
Investigated. London: Robert Hale, 1988. 240pp.  ISBN 0-7090-3276-
5. A British UFO researcher does a book about abductions. It is
important for showing that abductions are not just a North (or
South) American  phenomenon.

Randles, Jenny.  From Out of the Blue: The Incredible UFO Cover-up at
Bentwaters NATO Air Base. New Brunswick, NJ: Global
Communications, 1991. 192pp.  ISBN 0-938294-08-3.  Randles
treats us to the latest, updated information on the Bentwaters RAFB,
Great Britain, landing of December 1980.

Randles, Jenny.  The UFO Conspiracy: The First Forty Years. New York:
Blanford Press, 1987. 224pp.  ISBN 0-7137-1972-9.  Excellent
summary of the worldwide coverup of UFO information.

Randles, Jenny. UFO Reality: A Critical Look at the Physical Evidence.
London: Robert Hale, 1983. 248pp.  ISBN 0-7090-1080-X.  Very good
presentation of the range of evidence for genuine UFO reality.

Randles, Jenny and Peter Warrington.  Science and the UFOs. Oxford,
U.K.: Basil Blackwell, 1985. 215pp.  ISBN 0-631-13563-4.  Why the
science establishment doesn't recognize and study UFOs.

Ruppelt, Edward J. The Report of Unidentified Flying Objects.  Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1956. 277pp. Written by a former head of the
AF's Project Blue Book public relations UFO effort. "Brand New
Enlarged Edition Latest, Up-to-the-minute Facts on UFO!" on dust
jacket.  No indication whatsoever inside the new edition that it
differs from the earlier edition by the addition of three extra
(debunking) chapters.  Without the dust jacket you would never know
there are two distinct editions of this classic UFO book.  Some UFO
researchers speculate that the Air Force/CIA was displeased enough
with Ruppelt's pro-UFO first edition that they made him include the
last three chapters in the "new edition"!

Sagan, Carl and Thorton Page, eds.  UFO's -- A Scientific Debate. New
York: Norton, 1972. 310pp.  ISBN 0-393-00739-1.  Appeared shortly
after the Condon Committee Report said once again that saucers
don't exist so they won't be studied by science.  UFO proponents,
debunkers, and honest skeptics have their say here.

Salisbury, Frank B. The Utah UFO Display: A Biologist's Report.  Old
Greenwich, CN: Devin-Adair, 1974. 286pp.  ISBN 0-8159-7000-5.
Straightforward recounting of UFO events in Utah 1966-1973 with
some intelligent speculation about what it might mean.

Saunders, David R. and R. Roger Harkins.  UFOs? Yes! Where the
Condon Committee Went Wrong. New York: World Publishing, 1968.
256pp.  LC 68-59202.  This book was written by a scientist
(Saunders) fired by Condon when he leaked a confidential department
memo that made it clear that the Condon UFO Study was a sham.

Schwarz, Berthold E.  UFO Dynamics: Psychiatric and Psychic Aspects
of the UFO Syndrome. Moore Haven, FL: Rainbow Books, 1988. 560pp.
ISBN 0-935834-64-8.  A psychiatrist deals with the psychic
components of the UFO phenomena.

Scully, Frank.  Behind the Flying Saucers. New York: Henry Holt, 1950.
230pp.  The first book in English about UFOs.  Hollywood reporter
talks about crashed discs that have only become plausible to
mainstream investigators again in the 1980s.

Sitchin, Zecharia.  The 12th Planet.  New York: Avon, 1978. 436pp.
ISBN 0-380-39362-X. This lay scholar/journalist presents the best
documented ancient astronaut evidence in his series of books -- this
being the first one.

Spencer, John and Hilary Evans, eds.  Phenomenon: Forty Years of
Flying Saucers. New York: Avon Books, 1988. 413pp.  ISBN 0-380-
70654-7.  Essays about ufology from prominent ufologists in
America and Europe.  Good for seeing that UFOs are a worldwide
phenomenon.

Story, Ronald, ed. The Encyclopedia of UFOs. Garden City, NY:
Doubleday (Dolphin Books), 1980. 440pp. ISBN 0-385-11681-0.  The
best of the encyclopedic books on UFOs.  Don't miss this.  Get your
local library to buy a copy.

Strieber, Whitley.  Communion: A True Story. New York: William
Morrow, 1987. 299pp.  ISBN 0-688-07086-8.  Bestselling book by
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previously bestselling author.  It's about his probable abductions.

Thompson, Keith.  Angels and Aliens: UFOs and the Mythic
Imagination. New York: Addison-Wesley, 1991. 283pp.  ISBN 0-201-
55084-9.  A minor lay scholar of the Jungian school takes on the
UFO. His history of the field should be read by all UFO investigators.
He suspects there might be a "real" component to UFOs, but his
emphasis is on the mythic aspects, which may be more important in
the final analysis anyway.

Vallee, Jacques.  Confrontations: A Scientist's Search for Alien
Contact. New York: Ballantine Books, 1990. 263pp.  ISBN 0-345-
36453-8. Vallee is back to presenting "hard evidence" again instead
of speculation. Some Brazilian peasants were killed in apparent
encounters with UFOs.

Vallee, Jacques.  Dimensions: A Casebook of Alien Contact. New York:
Contemporary Books, 1988. 304pp.  ISBN 0-8092-4586-8. The best
statement of Vallee's thesis -- UFOs are a manifestation of a time
immemorial alien control system.

Vallee, Jacques.  Messengers of Deception: UFO Contacts and Cults.
Berkeley, CA: And/Or Press, 1979. 243pp.  ISBN 0-915904-38-1. Just
what the title says. Vallee adds to our understanding of the cultural
effects of UFOs.

Vallee, Jacques.  Passport to Magonia: From Folklore to Flying
Saucers. Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1969. 372pp.  ISBN 0-8092-8330-1.
A study of the surprising parallels between fairy lore and modern
accounts of UFO beings.

Vallee, Jacques.  UFO Chronicles of the Soviet Union: A Cosmic
Samizdat. New York: Ballantine Books, 1992. 212pp.  ISBN 0-345-
37396-0.  Vallee turns away from excessive American ufologist bashing to
give us a reasonable rundown on the latest in Russian UFOs and
ufology. It's been as bad over there as it has been elsewhere. The
aliens seem to be equal opportunity abusers the world over.
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Season's Greetings

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 10:07:51 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:00:56 -0500
Subject: Season's Greetings

Season's Greetings to everyone and God bless to you.  May your endeavors
prosper in the New Year!

Jan Aldrich
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Project 1947 - CIRVIS Report from 4602d AISS files

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 22:02:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:00:27 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - CIRVIS Report from 4602d AISS files

COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPORTING VITAL INTELLIGENCE
SIGHTINGS-CRIVIS
Shown below is CIRVIS report with the handwritten identification 27 Sep
54, Philadelphia, Pa from the 4602d AISS files.  No follow up or
investigations were contained in this file.  The report has not yet been
checkED against the Project Blue Book files.  However, I doubt if it is
on the Blue Book index.

    *          *           *             *               *

ADC A119
ENA163
JEDLS A061
YY JEDEN SUPVR JEDLS 1353S
ZUI JEDNM 005/28 AND ENB 021/28 ZDK AOEE

 EDLS A313
E M E R G E N C Y
YY JEDEN BEGC JEPHQ 333
DE JEDLS OAH
Y280305Z
FM CMDR F/S OMSTED AFB PA.
TO JEDEN/COMMANDER ADC ENT AFB COLORADO SPRING COLORADO
BEGC/COMESTSEAFRON NEW YORK N. Y.
JEPHQ/CHEIF OF STAFF USAF WASHDC
CIRVIS FLYING OBJECT BRIGHT AND CIRCULAR IN SHAPE MOVING SOUTHWEST AT
HIGH RATE OF SPEED BETWEEN 15000 AND 20000 FT SIGHTED AT  2122E 27
SEPTEMBER 1954.  OBJECT OBSERVED FOUR MINUTES BY CAPT P. SWIFT PILOT OF
NC NUMBER 486-A MARTIN 404 TYPE ACFT ENROUTE WASHINGTON D.C. TO NEWARK N.
J. ACFT APPROX 10 MILES SOUTH OF PHILA. PA. ON TRACK OF 062 DEGREES
CRUSING 11000FT AT TIME OF SIGHTING.REPORT RECEIVED FROM MR. ANDERSON
CONTROLLER WASHINGTON ARTC.
28/0324Z SEP JEDLS

        *          *         *          *           *

The following additional hand written notations are made on the report.
"Jac" across the top.  The following are written which probably indicate
distribution for this message.  Some of these are Air Force
abbreviations, and I am not sure of some of their meanings.

Cmdr =Commander     VC = Vice Commander  CofS  Chief of Staff

CAdj = ? (maybe Chief Adjutant?)  Admin = Administration

DO = (?might mean Duty Officer or Directorate of Operations?)

O & T = ?  IC = ?

Distribution is probably indicated within Air Defense Command.  Somewhere
I have a diagram of the different staffs and their relationships at ADC,
but it is not readily available.

The word "EMERGENCY" is printed in block letters.  The word "Penn" is
also handwritten at the top of the message.  At the bottom of the message
is written "27 Sep 54 Philadelphia, Pa" and "Info 4602nd."

At the top of the message is stamped  ACT (with DI written in) SUS (with
a check mark and 61365 written in).
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The message is date stamped Sep 28 07 27 '54.

Note:  The message is unclassified.  I have also found a CIRVIS
Confirmation report on United Airlines letterhead concerning contrails
seen in Oregon.  This report is also unclassified.  Another CIRVIS from a
different time and location has a follow up UFOB message.  Both are also
unclassified.

Note: That the message above does not appeared to be directed to HQ,
USAF, Directorate of Intelligence.  This appears to be an operational
matter.

There are no MERINT reports in the 4602d AISS files.  As indicated in
JUST CAUSE #48, no MERINT reports of UFOs are known.  I have talked to
Navy personnel who indicate that the MERINT directive was seldom complied
 with by Naval ships.  However, MERINT was also effective for merchant
ships.

Jan Aldrich
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STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:01:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:01:14 -0500
Subject: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

ebk
____________________________________

Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 18:27:54 +0100
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

Errol BK <updates@globalserve.net wrote :
> Dick Hoagland seems to have found many
> instances of 'interesting occurances' at
> 19.5 degrees on various planetary and
> orbiting bodies. Ghiza, the 'Chinese
> Pyramid', the 'Mars Face', the 'Glass
> Shard', etc.

Just a minor correction : Giza, the Chinese Pyramid, Mars Face, Glass Shard
.. etc are _not_ themselves located at 19.5 degrees on their respective
planets.  19.5 degrees is a number encoded in certain aspects of these
monuments or their lat/long location.  See Carl Munck's book, The Code 1997,
for more information on this subject (available from http://www.lauralee.com).

Regarding the position of the shuttle STS-48 over Australia, it was either
a coincidence for it to have filmed those UFOs while over 19.5 degrees or
else it was a "pre-planned, symbolic event" ... just like the Mars Pathfinder
having a tetrahedral shape and landing at 19.5 degrees ... or the lunar
landings occurring when Sirius was at 19.5 degrees above the lunar horizon.

Regards,

JJ Mercieca

.----------------------------------------------------.
*               ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~               *
*  Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'----------------------------------------------------'
*MUFOR Web site : http://207.167.67.197/             *
*TLP Database   : http:// ^^^ /tlp/lunar.html        *
*E-mail 1       : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net           *
*E-mail 2       : mufor@waldonet.net.mt              *
*IRC Channel    : #cydonia (on Undernet)             *
*Fax            : + 356 456729                      .'--------------.
*Mobile         : 099 0756                          * "Either these *
*Postal Address : P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA. *  features on  *
'------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
       * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
       *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
       *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
       *   - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS   *
       '------------------------------------------------------------'
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:30:06 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:01:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 21:56:38 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Michael Christol <mchristo@atl.mindspring.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
>
> >Date: Sun, 22 Dec 1996 16:51:11 -0500
> >From: Jerry Washington <skyeking@aye.net>
> >Organization: Kentucky/MUFON
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Sagan & Dr. Boylan

> Hi Jerry.
>
> I agree with you.  While I will not attack "Carl Sagan, The
Man," I will
> gratefully
> acknowledge my lack of regret that "Carl Sagan, the Astronomer
and Debunker"
> is gone.
> Some will reply that you cannot separate the TWO.  I argue
differently.  For his
> and our sake, as a species, it is hoped that we will survive
because, someone
> was able to separate the "chaff" from the "wheat."

Merry Christmas Mike,

I just can not leave this alone. I do not agree with you, this
is beginning to remind me of the book burners. Instead of books
you people are burning Carl Sagan. For anyone to dismiss all of
Sagan's works because he would not take the side of the true
believers is like saying there IS only one side and you people
are on that one -right- side. Those of us who choose to wait for
some form of evidence are all -debunkers- to you. You are saying
those of us who do not agree with you should not say anything.

> The "chaff" being our outer appearances, i.e., Carl Sagan the
Astronomer.
> The "Wheat" on the other hand being "Carl Sagan" the Man.
> That part of him grew and advanced as all others, but that was
the man
> behind the mask.

(shaking head) I AM surprised you see NO value in anything the
Astronomer did. He disagreed because there is NO scientific
evidence and he is condemned for that.

> Unfortunately, it is "The Mask" that most of us knew.  We
judge him by that
> which is seen and heard.

Why judge his opinion at all. That was all it was, it did NOT
shadow all the great works he did as a scientist or man.

> To the "Mask" I say "good riddance."  I'm sorry, but I cannot
be a hypocrite
> about it.  I will not show two different faces to my peers.
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That is the
> problem today.  We want to say what will not offend, even
though we know
> it is not so.

You are condemning Carl Sagan for NOT being a hypocrite. He
stood by his beliefs and you say
-good riddance-..... What is really going on here is that those
who -want- to believe there are good aliens coming because they
have been here before feel threatened by a man like Sagan who
voices his opinion. Do you think he should have -not offended-
and kept his opinion to himself? You people who are -happy- that
Carl Sagan is gone (BTW, he left behind a wife, a 5 yr. old son,
and 13 yr old daughter) really need to ask yourselves why you
would be happy about the early death of a person who has made
many positive contributions to this world. You are all -happy-
because he DISAGREED with you... Is there something wrong with
this picture??? YES!

> How much "harm and suffering" has this ego called "Sagan the
Astronomer"
> caused among those unfortunate individuals who happen to be,
like you,
> in the wrong place at the right time?  He has not helped solve
the problem,
> but instead, added to it.  He cannot now change what has gone
before him.
> His mistakes<?> are recorded for all time in history, and
there is no way for
> him to make amends for them.

PLEASE! This business of blaming Sagan for the misery of
abductees is BS and you know it Mike. He was not a Psychologist
or any other sort of mental health provider. He had no contact
or involvement with abductees. This business of condemning
anyone who does not follow the
-party line- and saying anyone who does not take the -party
line- is part of the UFO cover-up and will be punished is really
self righteous and pompous. What if you people are wrong? What
if these abductions are something else? Are you all going to
hell because you did not make amends?

What about all the good Carl Sagan did?

> I pray that those who have suffered the most from his
"attitude" will forgive
> the most.  Ignorance and desire for personal advancement and
recognition
> cause many of us to chose a path which can and often does lead
us into
> the darkness of the abyss, rather than into the light of the
COSMOS.
> In my opinion, this is what happened to Dr. Carl Sagan, "the
Astronomer."

Yes, and it is ONLY your opinion which is based in bias instead
of HONEST investigation of the man's live and contributions.

> I can not profess to say what "Carl Sagan, the Man" felt.  I
am and was
> not familiar with that aspect of his personality.

I guess you have not bothered to read anything about the man
other than the bias written by true believers who want to
silence ANY voice that disagrees.

> Take care Jerry.  May the Love of this Season bridge the
abyss
> which separates us from the Sun/Son of Knowledge and Light.

That will only happen when we as Earth Family ACCEPT the fact
our opinions are only that. It would require something called
Brotherly Love...

Julie
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:08:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:03:32 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

In a message dated 96-12-25 00:09:21 EST, Stan Friedman wrote:

<< Kevin: I will do my thing. You do yours.

 Stan Friedman
  >>

I must assume that we are not going to get the answers to the questions
asked. I had hoped for a rational dialogue that would enlighen us about the
situation surrounding MJ-12. I had hoped that we could learn why there was so
much "negative" evidence and see if there were any intelligent, scientific
and rational arguments for the authenticity of the documents that might have
been lost in the rhetoric. I guess there aren't.

KRandle
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Ventura/Santa Barbara County UFO Update

From: Mary Helen Corrado <mcorrado@jetlink.net>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 07:58:57 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:02:46 -0500
Subject: Ventura/Santa Barbara County UFO Update

We have just received word that the UFO in Camarillo was spotted again about
4:45pm on Tuesday, December 24th.  We also have corroborating evidence of a
similar object spotted in Santa Barbara.  The sighting is listed below as is
the video analysis of the footage that was shot back on December 3.  The
mystery continues in California!!!

SANTA BARBARA SIGHTING

"Around sunset (5:53PDT) in Santa Barbara, CA on Wednesday December 18th my
wife and I observed a very bright white light at about 60 deg South.
Through binoculars we could not make out a defined sharp edge, it looked
fuzzy at the edges.

The object was drifting slowly and linearly in an Easterly direction. Height
could have been anywhere from 30-60,000 ft. but luminosity was very high.
Conditions were clear, with excellent visibility due to low humidity.
About 10-15 minutes after sunset, the intensity instantaneously diminished
to where it was barely visible as a dot in the clear but darkening sky.

Then as we watched it started emitting a short linear cloud-like trail about
10-20 times its lenght with a defined end to it, not the usual dissipating
end of a jet's con-trail.

And then the object and trace just disappeared almost instantly.
We are reasonable experienced skywatchers and my wife is an astronomy buff.
This was not a satellite, not a high-flying commercial plane, and not a
meteor - nor was it a star, as several of the brightest started to appear at
the end of this sighting, which gives an indication of how bright it was.

ANALYSIS OF VIDEO TAPE OF CAMARILLO SIGHTING
by SVG DIGITAL SYSTEMS
December 21, 1996

CERTIFICATION

SUBJECT: Video Tape from 12/3/96
VIDEOGRAPHER: Mary Helen Corrado
FINDINGS: Analysis of the above video indicates object is of a solid nature.
Its trajectory and climb ascent indicate it is not a conventional aircraft.
It appears to have a gaseous shorud surrounding its core. Its ascent rate
based on fram calculations indicates high velocity movement. Still photos
supporting the video eliminate camera or lens aberrations.
This video has similar characteristics of footage from Florida, Arizona and
New Mexico, all of which were videotaped independent of this video.
CONCLUSION: This object's speed can be calculated by its movement across the
video frames (there are no exact reference points). Considering this frame
movement (30fps) its speed is in the 4000 - 6000 mph range. Aeronautical
movements indicate an object with advanced maneuverable characteristics not
of any known conventional aircraft. It would seem the object was operating
on a system that is of unknown origin. Furthermore its light characteristics
seem to be self emitting (light spectrum analysis) as opposed to
reflections. I would classify the object as unidentifiable.
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STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:31:58 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:48:25 -0500
Subject: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'
> Date: Wednesday, December 25, 1996 7:55 AM
>
> From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'
> Date: Tue, 24 Dec 1996 12:50:19 -0700
> X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
>
>
> Errol sent:
> ----------
> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: STS 48 & '19.5 Degrees'
> > Date: Tuesday, December 24, 1996 10:15 AM

> >     And, on this video, as the shuttle came up on _19.5_
> >     _degrees_ over Australia, there were this set of

> Hi Errol:

> First: Julie and my very best wishes to you and yours this
> holiday season!

>          We hope that you are enjoying a happy one!

>         I want you to know that we are both deeply appreciative
> of the wonderful job that you have been doing.

> Second: Glad to see that the 'kinks' in the system have been
> straightened out.

>               It is great to be getting news from this quarter
> once again. :-)

> Third: Forgive my ignorance, but is this figure of 19.5 degrees
> one that Hoagland arbitrarily throws out in each instance, or
> is this an actual fact?  If fact it is but one more coincidence
> to throw on the pile. I don't know about you, but my reality
> doesn't contain coincidences. :-)

>  Kindest Regards,

>      Clark Hathaway

> _________________________________
>
> Clark,

> I don't recall anyone disputing Dick Hoagland's '19.5'
> observations. The geographic positions of the subjects
> that interest him are, apparently, indisputable and as
> such are part of what made me sit up and take notice.
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Forgive me, I didn't mean to suggest that his figures were or
are in dispute.

I was ineptly attempting to point out that somehow this had
slipped by me.

I guess that I just wasn't paying attention. <grin>
Very interesting.

Clark
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Re: Richard Hoagland

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 96 15:38:07 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:49:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Richard Hoagland

 Steve Bassett said;

>I have to confess to being a "Bellhead".    I have no trouble saying, with
>the caveat that at least once a week the show goes completely over the
>falls,
>that Bell's show is the most provocative, interesting and daring exposition
>in media today.  I predict it will destroy the circadian rhythms of millions.

   Hehehehe...  Yep! :)  And you are right about Richard Hoagland too!
   I predict that he "will" also "destroy the circadian rhythms of
millions."

  Having a tad of knowledge does indeed allow one to listen to Richard
  as he makes brilliant deductions by the dozen. What is interesting is
  that his conjectures (which he rarely makes) are also most difficult
  to refute.

  Anyone who say's Hoagland talks about nothing can only have a brain
  that is filled with nothing to start with. Perhaps if they took the
trouble
  to find out they would have something to compare with. Until such time
  it is my opinion that it takes nothing to know nothing.

   As for Richard,  the only 'nothing' I can associate with what he say's
   is having failed to hear him due to a power failure when my radio
   won't work.

   Richard is indeed a genius our time can ill afford to be without.

  ~Pat~
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: HoustonSky@aol.com
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:32:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:47:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:30:06 -0700

>  PLEASE! This business of blaming Sagan for the misery of
>  abductees is BS and you know it Mike. He was not a Psychologist
>  or any other sort of mental health provider. He had no contact
>  or involvement with abductees.

Sagan may have not been a psychologist but that did not stop him from
"diagnosing" abductees. He did it most recently on NOVA's program on
abductions.

Rebecca
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Sightings in Israel

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 96 23:58:13 GMT
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:52:56 -0500
Subject: Sightings in Israel

Does anyone have any information on UFO sightings in Israel on
December 21st l995, or can anyone put me in contact with UFO
groups/researchers in Israel.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
el51@dial.pipex.com
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IUFO: Inside Edition UFO Segment - 01-01-97

From: dcox@ix.netcom.com (Danny Cox)
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 14:02:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:50:11 -0500
Subject: IUFO: Inside Edition UFO Segment - 01-01-97

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

Forwarded message:

Happy holidays everyone.

The Inside Edition 'UFO' segment on the Aug. 27, 1995 Salida
Colorado UFO video originally scheduled for Sept. 6 will air
Jan. 1, 1997.

The producer did his research and homework and put a lot of
time into the show. I haven't seen it yet but the impression
I get from him it will be presented in a positive manner
and it's a 'Don't Miss'.

I believe the show might be somewhat historic in the fact a
mainstream tv show is showing excellent footage of a very
highly documented sighting of a very large craft without
the debunkers, I believe.

The segment is six and a half minutes long. I've got my
fingers crossed  that it's a good show. I would encourage
people to watch it and forward my post.

Tim Edwards

---- End Forwarded Message
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Rumors of Aliens Trail Comet

From: magnus@io.com (Bruce Lanier Wright)
Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 23:07:47 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:51:02 -0500
Subject: Rumors of Aliens Trail Comet

Rumors of Aliens Trail Comet
Albuquerque Journal, 12/3/96

Charges that a spacecraft is headed for Earth behind the Comet Hale-Bopp
have taken on a life of their own

By John Fleck
Journal Staff Writer

An alien spacecraft is headed toward Earth, tailing Comet Hale-Bopp. NASA
and the U.S.government know about it and are suppressing the telescope
images that would prove it. Those charges, lurking on the Internet and talk
radio since the comet was discovered in 1995, have exploded in recent
weeks. The talk has been fueled by nationally syndicated late-night talk
show host Art Bell and
discussion groups on the Internet, where anyone who wants can weigh in.
Despite debunking by scientists, the conspiracy theories have gained a
momentum of their own, with the scientists who offer explanations
immediately lumped in with the conspirators.

The debate has grown so intense that, two weeks ago, one Internet critic
called Alan Hale, the New Mexico astronomer who discovered the comet, "an
Earth traitor" after Hale helped debunk one of the latest "mystery
spaceship" sightings. "This whole thing is nutty," said Hale, who said he
is alternately amused and aghast at the uproar surrounding the comet that
bears his name.

The most popular tale is that the spacecraft is either out to destroy us or save
us.

The government knows about it, according to the conspiracy theorists, and
is keeping it from the public.  Their evidence is a hodgepodge of
speculation, information allegedly gathered telepathically from the aliens
and astronomical data that, scientists say, have been misinterpreted out of
ignorance.

Neither Bell nor any of the other chief conspiracy theorists responded to
Journal requests for comment.

Hale-Bopp would seem an unlikely subject for an international cover-up,
scientists say, simply because anyone who wants can take a look. Now 270
million miles from Earth and growing brighter, the potential comet of the
century
is hanging out there for anyone with a cheap telescope or even a pair of
binoculars to see.

Hale, who lives in the mountains outside Cloudcroft in southern New Mexico,
has been observing the comet every night it's visible, and hasn't seen
anything amiss. "Don't take my word for it," he says. "Go out and look at
it." Since Hale and amateur star-gazer Thomas Bopp discovered the comet in
July 1995, the
conspiracy theorists have latched onto the comet with a vengeance.

The evidence for the alien presence is hung from bits of truth. As
astronomers gather more data on the comet's orbit, they have revised their
calculations of its orbit. That has led to calls from conspiracy theorists
that Hale-Bopp has "changed course," something no comet could do.

Conspiracy theorists have also made much of a perceived paucity of publicly
available images from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
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Hubble Space Telescope. Hubble comet pictures taken in September and
October, published recently in the magazine Science News, do not seem to
have reduced the vehemence of those arguments.  For the record, NASA
scientist Jay Bergstralh, who is heading up a portion of the space agency's
comet research efforts, said he has heard of no such conspiracy.

The discovery of "mysterious objects" in telescope pictures of the comet
has been trumpeted by the conspiracy buffs, only to have astronomers
identify them as stars in the backgrounds of the pictures.

"What's upsetting is that they won't take the time to learn," said
Harvard-based astronomer Daniel Green.

If there was a mysterious object flying alongside the comet, said Green,
amateur and professional astronomers around the world watching the comet
would have seen and reported it.

"That's the way science works. That's the way astronomy works. You can't
hide anything," said Green, who works for the International Astronomical
Union, an international clearing house for such information.

The "mysterious object" pictures have nevertheless raised the conspiracy
talk to a crescendo in recent weeks, led by late-night talk radio host
Bell, whose syndicated show runs in Albuquerque on KOB AM (770) from
midnight to 4 a.m.

Last Thursday night, a guest on Bell's program claimed to have "remotely
viewed" the alien spacecraft, using a sort of telepathic eyesight.

Hale said the Internet has been both a curse and a blessing. Anyone with a
computer and a telephone connection can "publish" information on the
Internet, a worldwide computer network. That has allowed the Hale-Bopp
conspiracy theories to spread quickly, but it has also given scientists an
equal forum.

But with Hale-Bopp getting brighter and likely to be major public spectacle
next spring, Hale expects the wild talk to continue. "It's just going to
get worse," he said.
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Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 02:35:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:51:57 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

Some comments concerning,

>From: egs@netcom.com (Edward G. Stewart)
>Subject: (fwd) FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY :Europe vs the USA
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 14:33:16 -0800 (PST)
>
>
>From: FS@platillos.net (Mario Belmondo)
>Newsgroups: alt.alien.research,alt.ufo.reports,
>            alt.alien.research,alt.paranet.ufo
>Subject: FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY :Europe vs the USA
>Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 06:48:41 GMT
>Organization: Twics Co. Ltd., Japan
>
>
>--FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY IN EUROPE is different from Flying-Saucerology in
>the USA...
>----------------------

JC:   My personal response to this post is "?????"  The majority of it is a
bunch of *generalities.* "Generalities do not a scientific study make."
Present your research on a *specific* case or topic; tear it to shreds,
pull the guts out of it, dissect it, bisect it, trisect it but, for God's
sake, stop complaining and USA bashing. If you don't agree with U.S.
studies, so be it....ignore us. If you don't agree with the "abduction
cases website" located at   http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html ,
ignore them. If you don't agree with "implant analyses" located at
http://www.accessnv.com/nids/ and http://www.anw.com/first/ , ignore those.
If you don't agree with "cattle mutilation theories," please stop reading
Linda Moulton Howe's books. If you don't agree with Jack Kasher's analysis
of NASA's ST 48, because you assume it to be impossible, be my guest. If
you don't agree with the Pine Bush/Hudson Valley Website . Dr. Bruce Cornet
http://orion.adp.wisc.edu/bcornet1/ , ignore that too. If you think there
are only a few UFO sightings which have occurred this year, please don't
look up the National UFO Reporting Center at:
http://www.nwlink.com/~ufocntr or the sightings in Colorado:
http://www.netzone.com/~gilgash/ufoovni.htm. However, I am quite sure there
will be others out there reading this that may take a look at some of these
things for themselves and perhaps view them a bit more open-mindedly.

 Oh, I almost forgot: If someone says there is a strong possibility we may
have proof that life existed on Mars,  http://www.enterprisemission.com ,
be sure to remain on earth, stay in your home, close your eyes and
absolutely do not read 'The McDaniel Report Newsletter' "MARS ANOMALY
RESEARCH ... Copyright 1966"  Website
http://www.mcdanielreport.com/manchstr.htm. As a matter of fact, put your
head back under the ground and pretend it none of it exists except that
which you wish to focus upon. Obviously you and your group are right; IFOs
and psychology solve everything and *everyone* in the USA is unscientific,
paranoid and incapable of analyzing anything.

It is unfortunate that when *some* of us do present solid research and
evidence on topics such as..."How we got to where we are in Ufology today
and the fact that UFO *craft* have been documented as existing, and that
the Air Force probably knows a lot more about it than they have told
us,"...*others* of us fail to read it, analyze it, and intelligently
comment on same for whatever reasons of their own. One of those reasons,
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aptly demonstrated within the essay being commented upon herein, would seem
to be because at least one of those *others* firmly believes; "It is
perhaps in USsia(the USA)that you find the biggest concentration of
psychiatric cases by square centimetres!!" and that in the USA they have;
"Flyingsaucerologists crying for "government cover-up"; and all that SHIT!"

Unfortunately, not only does your presentation of "low class language"
leave a great deal to be desired but the crux of your sentiments totally
ignore the solid data that has been presented, both via this mail list and
in other forums as well. It is also apparent that same *other* feels that
if we don't conform to the parameters which his group has unilaterally
dictated, (i.e. sticking to IFOs & psychological explanations for
sightings) *we* should therefore be belittled and called names. Again, this
certainly is one's inalienable right. (No pun intended) However, in fair
return, don't expect this researcher to respect you or your writing either.
By the way, few people on this planet are identical therefore, why should
they have to think identically? So, what is wrong with having two or a
thousand distinct directions in which we go? We do not have to agree. Our
ability to think in millions of different directions enables us to survive
as a species. Some of us, by chance alone, have to be right and eventually
find a solid, true path.

To give one example of solid research presented but obviously ignored by
your group: This researcher wrote a response to James Oberg, NASA in which
Mr. Oberg used misinformation and innuendo in an attempt to diminish the
impact and importance of astronaut Gordon Cooper's statements regarding
UFOs, while generally slandering various other important UFO researchers
and their lifelong research, including people such as J. Allen Hynek and
James McDonald. The Oberg/Cooper series thoroughly detailed the reasons for
that "government cover-up cry." (Located in O/C rebuttals 2-5)  That same
series began by explaining that a UFO symposium was petitioned and held at
the United Nations because those sightings were and are "worldwide" in
scope. The series more than adequately demonstrated they were not just a
product of someone's imagination, balloons, etc. (O/C.1a,b & 2) It did this
by detailing some highly important findings in the research of Drs. Hynek &
McDonald.

  Incidentally, copies of the Oberg/Cooper series can, by anyone's request,
either be mailed directly to your emailer or, reposted to this mail list if
the requests become too numerous.   :-)

Since James Oberg's essays were posted worldwide, this researcher can only
wonder why the author of "--FLYING-SAUCEROLOGY IN EUROPE ...." did not
respond with his own *specifics* to Mr. Oberg's slanders or comment on my
responses to same instead of wasting his time in generalized complaining
and USA bashing? Instead, how about giving us one really good explanation
concerning the unidentified object, detailed in Oberg/Cooper.2, that most
of us can agree upon? If UFOs are merely IFOs and psychologically based,
you should be able to do this with little effort. I, and others who read my
previous post concerning "Skything 1960" await your response. (Other
skeptics are welcome to give him some help!)

Furthermore, if one has some solid research to contribute or wishes to help
us analyze that which is being discussed on this list, by all means we
welcome your participation. There are people here, diligently at work,
attempting to analyze the pros & cons of some of the very things discussed
in your essay. However, to put it bluntly, either respect us, or get off
this list.

This particular Internet list is one forum out of thousands in a worldwide
network where hopefully, intelligent minds from around the world can meet
together to discuss topics important to all, in this case, UFOs. This
researcher presently respects the majority of the people contributing to
this mail list. However, this researcher also finds it difficult to have
any meaningful discourse with anyone who makes blanket statements of
disrespect towards my country. Stick to the facts of specific cases and
stop trying to muddy the waters with your unnecessary emotional baggage.
(By the way, in net language, capitals, when used in places other than
titles, etc. mean you are screaming. Most of the people on this list
refrain from doing this as it gets in the way of intelligent discourse.)

One example to which I am referring. You wrote: "And Europeans tend
to think of USsians as GULLIBLE, NAIVE, SUPERFICIAL, HYSTERICAL,
ARROGANT, PARANOID and fascist people, unable to see farther
than the end of their nose and to detach themselves from the
face value of things."

JC:   I know there are certainly Europeans out there who do not share these
above sentiments. The intelligent ones, and there are many, will look at
how we are each presenting ourselves, and decide for themselves.
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Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net

P.S.   I wish to thank Ed Stewart from the bottom of my heart for the
gracious opportunity he afforded me to once again draw attention to
material from the Oberg/Cooper series. I am hopeful that many of the
negative views expressed therein are not his own, as his own research is
usually posted in a much more dignified and intelligent setting than this,
his most recent posting.

P.P.S   Ed, exactly why did you post this entire piece?

P.P.P.S   Happy holidays everyone!
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Project 1947 - 'Project Sign Check-list - UFOs

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 09:22:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:55:04 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - 'Project Sign Check-list - UFOs

Here is some data from USAF Incident #5 on USAF CHECK-LIST - UNIDENTIFIED
 FLYING OBJECTS.  This form was originally classified cofidential.

          CHECK-LIST - UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

 1.  Date  4 July 1947                            Incident #5

 2.  Time  1305

 3.  Location  Portland, Oregon

 4.  Name of Observer  Kenneth A. McDowell

 5.  Occupation of observer  Patrolman, Portland City Police

 6.  Address of observer  Portland City Police Dept., Portland, Oregon

 7.  Place of observation  Parking lot back of police station

 8.  Number of objects  5

 9.  Distance of object from observer  N/S

10.  Time in sight  N/S

11.  Altitude   N/S

12.  Speed  Great Speed

13.  Direction of flight  2 discs flying south, 3 in easterly direction

14.  Tactics  Dipped up and down in oscillating motion at great speed

15.  Sound  None

16.  Size  Large

17.  Color  Could not be determined

18.  Shape  Round - disc-shaped

19.  Odor detacted  N/S

20.  Apparent construction  N/S

21.  Exhaust trails  N/S -  no visible means of propulsion observed

22.  Weather conditions  N/S

23.  Effect on clouds  N/S

24.  Sketches or photographs  None

25.  Manner of disappearance  Quickly - before any detailed observation
                                could be made
26.  Remarks            (over)

Officer McDowell stated that at approximately 1305, 4 July 1947 while he
was on duty at Precinct #1 and feeding the pigeons in the parking lot
back of the station he noticed tht the pigeons became quite excited over
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something and sluttered in the air.  Officer McDowell in looking around
to see what had disturbed them saw 5 large discs in the air east of
Portland:  two discs flying south and three discs in an easterly
direction.  He stated he could determine no color to the discs but
advised they were dipping in an up and down oscillating motion and were
traveling at grat speed.  He was unable to give an estimate of the speed
or altitude of the discs as they were out of sight before any detailed
observation could be made.  Officer McDowell advised that he notified the
Police Radio who immediately broadcast an alert.  He saw no indication of
any motivating force nor heard any sound coming form the discs and could
give no ddescription other than round.

      *          *          *           *            *

Bloecher lists this as Case 231.  The Air Force conclusion is the
incident was caused by "chaff," also called "windows" which were aluminum
strips used to confuse radar.  The incident is found in Keyhoe, Ruppelt,
Herald and Sidney Shallett's two part 1949 article in the Saturday
Evening Post.  The  main source listed by Bloecher is Air Force files.
In the HQ AF Public Relations File on UFOs it stated that Shallett was
cleared to go to Wright Field and look at a book (notebook?) in which
summaries of incident were kept.  On Shallett's first trip he looked at
one book.  He requested to look at others.  The request was approved, and
he was allowed to look at the other(s).  The PIO office cautioned Wright
Field not to allow Shallett to see any TOP SECRET material.  Until a
short time ago I thought this might be just a standard warning and did
not necessarily indicate any TOP SECRET UFO documents.  Recently, we have
found that there were indeed TOP SECRET documents on UFOs at Wright Field
 at that time.  The PIO office was disappointed at Shallett's conclusion
in the Saturday Evening Post and put in writing that Shallett was allowed
 to see the USAF files, but his conclusions were his own.  The Incident
 files included items up to the classification SECRET.

 (BTW Please note that Project Sign used the term Unidentified Flying
 Objects.  It appears that the first use of the term may be by the
 Canadians in early July 1947.)

 My theory is that these Incident Summaries are on the microfilm entitled
 Project Sign which Dr. Herbert Strentz received form LTC Quintanilla
 (sp?) when Strentz visited Project Blue Book.  (I thank Barry Greenwood
 and Ed Stewart for the effort they went to make these microfilms
 available to me for research.)

 Jan Aldrich
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Skywatch: TWA and Philadelphia Experiment -

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:53:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:53:44 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: TWA and Philadelphia Experiment -

East German judges please refrain from voting!

ebk
__________________________________________

From: skywatch@wic.net (SKYWATCH)
Organization: SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL
To: "(Mailing list)" <skywatch@wic.net>, "(Mailing list)" <skywatch@wic.net>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 04:05:15 -0700
Subject: Skywatch: TWA and Philadelphia Experiment - response

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "Dave Briscoe" <oldwolf@cp.duluth.mn.us>
To:            <skywatch@wic.net>
Subject:       Re: Skywatch: TWA and Philadelphia Experiment
Date:          Tue, 24 Dec 1996 21:33:02 -0600

As a firm believer in releasing all classified government documents, a
former Naval Intelligence member, a visitor of Area 51, and current
researcher into UFO's, the paranormal, and someone who wants to know the
truth, I have to agree with the information in this message.  I was
privy to some classified documents and secret government operations
while in the Navy and after having talked to some friends that are still
in the business, this information should not be disregarded as
incorrect. Further, activity from the military to recover EVERY possible
piece of wreckage to begin with was more than I thought they would do,
but now...............

Dave Briscoe
oldwolf@cp.duluth.mn.us

There is good reason to doubt a proposition if it
conflicts with expert opinion.

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
Date:          Sun, 22 Dec 1996 05:32:19 -0500
From:          Ashley Rye <106064.3617@compuserve.com>
Subject:       TWA and Philadelphia Experiment
To:            SKYWATCH <skywatch@wic.net>
Cc:            Iufo <iufo@world.std.com>

Make of this what you will. I found it in the sci.astro newsgroup.
Comments, anyone?

Ash

--------------------------------------------------------

TWA FLIGHT 800 AND THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT
--------------------------------------------------------

The real reason TWA Flight 800 was destroyed

Pierre Salinger, respected journalist and former press secretary for the
Kennedy Administration, was convinced to go public with a document
posted on the Internet by a person "inside the Government" who has high
level connections to the TWA Flight 800 investigation.  The Document in
question described the release of a missile from a Navy ship with an
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Ageis Missile system in a Navy exercise area off the coast of New York's
Long Island in an area known as Warning area -105

I have information regarding the real information hidden within the
document.  I cannot reveal my idenitity for fear of endangering my life.

Several witnesses on the night of the explosion, including the pilot of
a New York Air National Guard plane, reported the sighting of "an orange
streak of light" descending toward Flight 800.  Some have speculated
this to be a missile, others a meteor and some conspiracy people have
suggested a UFO.  None of the above of the true.   The truth of this
matter will be so startling that you will not believe it at first
reading but you will eventually have to accept it as fact.

The "streak of light" was an electro-magnetic-temporal ribbon that
sliced through the atmosphere on the night of July 17th, 1996.   This
ribbon was created as a result of the conjunction of several top-secret
government scientific experiments involving Einstein's Unified Field
Theory (UFT) and the effects of high electro-magnetic frequency waves on
portions of the atmosphere to warp into existence a rift in the
space-time continuum .

At 8:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time, two large antenna arrays, the first
one in the state of Alaska known as the High-frequency Active Auroral
Research Project (H.A.A.R.P) and the second in Norway known as European
Incoherent Scatter Radar site (EISCAT), were activated to study the
creation of temporal anomalies in the Earths atmosphere by altering the
magnetosphere of the Earth in a way to cause such intense fields of
magnetic compression within an area to warp a rift into the space-time
continuum.   The purpose of the project was to create this rift to study
Einsteins Unified Field Theory.  Several sites across the Earth were
selected for the creation of the rift in areas away from civilian
centers and airline traffic.

The target area was to be over the center of the Atlantic Ocean and was
to be studied by top-secret Military Atmospheric Information Satellites
(MAIS).  Several other attempts at this experiment failed due to
miscalculations within the internal sub-processors of at least three
Cray 3 super computers stored at the H.A.A.R.P. site.   Once the
sub-processors within the Cray-3's were replaced and several
maintainence and calibration checks were performed, the system was at
full operation on the night of July 17th, 1996.  The facilities of
H.A.A.R.P in Alaska and EISCAT in Norway were simuletanously put into
operation.

Once the experiment was started the rift was created, it was only
visible to the MAIS satellies and the American and Europeans Governments
scientific personell stationed at H.A.A.R.P. and EISCAT.   This
experiment was a sucess until TWA Flight 800 intersected with an
invisible "temporal axis" left permanently in place by two previous
experiments by the U.S. Government to study Einsteins Unified Field
Theory.   If a line were drawn across the Earth to connect these two
sites of previous experiments, one end of the line would end in
Philadelphia Harbor in Philadelphia Pennsylvania and the other in
Montauk, Long Island.

Philadelphia Harbor was the location of an Unified Field Theory
experiment on August 15th, 1943, known as the "Philadelphia Experiment".
 A Navy Destroyer Escort known as the U.S.S. Eldrige (DE 173) was
outfitted with large electromagnetic Tesla coils for an experiment
involving "radar invisibility".   The first test of the ship was a
success but a second test on that fateful day would prove fatal to many
crew members who would man the ship.   According to classified ONI
(Office of Naval Intelligence) files, the U.S.S. Eldrige underwent a
dramatic change once the experiment was under way.  The ship, was
surrounded by a green haze of electromagnetic energy and the Eldrige
vanished in splaying light into the space-time continuum.

Echoes of the Eldrige were scattered all over the space time continuum
both in the past and the future in the proximity of both high
electromagnetic fields and temporal distortion fields.  One echo
appeared in the previous port of the Eldrige, Norfolk, Virginia.  The
ship re-appeared in Philadelphia with several crew members burned, some
phased and combined with the super-structure of the ship and others who
vanished or were able to walk through walls and one man apparently
traveled through time to the year 1984 as you will see later.

Several more echoes of the Eldrige have appeared since 1943 and would be
significant in the events that followed later.
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A second experiment to study Einsteins Unified Field Theory took place
in Montauk, Long Island in the summer of 1984.   This experiment was
mean to be an improvement on the original Philadelphia Experiment.  This
project would also have dire consequences that would endanger the Earth
itself.  The experiment was activated and in hyper-dimensonal space,
which as no time what-so-ever, the effect of the Montauk Project
intersected with the effects of the Philadelphia Experiment.   A vortex
was opened up between the years 1943 and 1984.

An echo of the U.S.S. Eldrige appeared and vanished.  One of the sailors
from the Eldrige was stranded in the year 1984 at Montauk.   According
to scientists working on the Montauk Project, the vortex between Montauk
and Philadelphia was staying open because it was still being controlled
by the generators powering the electro-magnetic coils on the Eldrige in
1943.  If the vortex had stayed open, the 1984 Earth would have been
pulled into hyperdimensonal space and destroyed as it passed through the
vortex and collided with the 1943 Earth.   The sailor from the Eldrige
was convinced to go back through the vortex to the U.S.S. Eldrige in
1943 and shut down the generators.   He went back and destroyed several
vacuum tube arrays for the circuity running the 1943 experiment.   He
then vanished, never to be seen again.

Although the vortex was closed between Philadelphia 1943 and Montauk
1984, a permenant "temporal axis" was left between the two sites,
stretching from Philadelphia, across New Jersey and across the Atlantic
Ocean, just ten miles south of Long Island until it reached Montauk.
Now we get to July 17th, 1996.

As TWA Flight 800 was rising to 13,000 feet, it was also intersecting
with this "temporal axis".   At the moment TWA Flight 800 intersected,
the trasponder was continously sending a signal to JFK International
Tower, giving it's location on the Air Traffic Control Screens.   This
signal was at the exact same harmonic frequency as the temporal
distortion caused by H.A.A.R.P. and EISCAT over the Atlantic.   The
temporal distortion became naturally attracted to the harmonic signal
eminating from the TWA's transponder and "quantum leaped" from it's
original site to cross the "temporal axis" at a 90 degree angle, at the
exact point in which TWA Flight 800 intersected with it.

An orange streak of light became visible as the temporal distortion
appeared from it's quantum leap and then shortened it's length down to
the plane from both directions.   The rift tore through the plane,
destroying the transponder and causing a massive explosion of molten
metal that punctured the center fuel tank.  This is why some witnesses
say the streak of light came from above (the meteor theory) or it rose
from below (the missile theory) and why there has been no evidence of a
bomb, missile or mechanical failure.  The first "booming" sound heard by
witnesses was the temporal rift destroying the center fuel tank and the
second sound was the wing tanks beginning to explode.

The destruction of the center fuel tank caused the chain reaction
explosion through out the fuel tanks in the wings while the plane
plummeted to the Atlantic, killing all 230 people on board.   At the
exact same moment of the destruction of Flight 800, an echo of the
U.S.S. Eldrige appeared on the Atlantic, 13,000 feet directly underneath
the plane.   The Eldrige appearance explains why there were reports of a
ship in the area near Flight 800 and then discounted by the Government
as conjecture by the media.

There have been periodic after effects of this juncture with the most
recent reappearance of the rift appearing near a Pakistani airliner on
November 16th, 1996 while it followed the same path as Flight 800.   The
transponder of the Pakistani Airliner temporarily reactivated the
temporal rift.

The rift was activated again by a Canadian Airlines 747 on December
13th, 1996.

The current news stories are telling us that there was a spark near an
air conditioning unit (what the hell does air conditioning have to do
with the center fuel tank anyways?) that set off the explosion, what's
not being told is the "spark" the authories are not telling us about is
the rupture in the space time continuum.

This is the true story that needs to be told and the doors must be
opened on the secrecy surrounding top secret Unified Field Theory
projects before more deaths are caused.

Let the truth be known.
----------------------------------------------
            Skywatch International, Inc.
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Maltese 1977 UFO newspaper article

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:56:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 10:56:00 -0500
Subject: Maltese 1977 UFO newspaper article

Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 15:46:01 +0100
To: updates@globalserve.net
From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Subject: 1977 UFO newspaper article

Hi,

I'm attaching a scan (low quality unfortunately) of a 1977 newspaper
article that shows 3 photos of 2 UFOs streaking across the sky.
While not all that extraordinary, these photos have the "honour" of
being the first ever UFO photos taken over the Maltese islands.

Some background info on these photos and other Maltese UFO sightings
can be found at http://207.167.67.197/local.htm

-----

25 June or September 1977

Witnesses : Raymond DeGiovanni and Charles Mamo

Location : On a boat in the Grand Harbour, Malta

Object : Bright, Luminous object with no distinct shape

Sound : None

Notes : The first ever photos of a UFO taken by a Maltese. The photos
show two bright luminous objects which seem to move at great speeds, enough
to leave bright, zig-zagging streaks on film taken at 1/250 th of a
second shutter speed. These photographs were published in the Maltese
language newspaper, It-Torca.

----

.-----------------------------------------------------.
*                 ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~              *
*   Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'-----------------------------------------------------'
* MUFOR Web site: http://207.167.67.197/              *
* TLP Database  : http://207.167.67.197/tlp/lunar.html*
* E-mail 1      : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net            *
* E-mail 2      : mufor@waldonet.net.mt               *
* IRC channel   : #cydonia (on Undernet)              *
* Fax           : + 356 456729                       .'--------------.
* Mobile        : 099 0756                           * "Either these *
* Postal Address: P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA.  *  features on  *
'-------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
        * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
        *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
        *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
        *  - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS    *
        '------------------------------------------------------------'
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ArYx1rczB5Gf9KjgacnmaAkDAN7jtmjSkA+0bmlosDc8/PPNpyHI6gd6Ap+6QDgdRQtTBhtnfrWQ
sCCxO6nYd6I7KUzkBqCRZNQOT80GR19T24B6eef4zWCnLel2AD+5zvQPxkK6knBI3qYA1aRsewpU
gGRQT7FGxpuJkIyNz3oMUhpNMf3l+8Dyo0jKqj5HnnhWJIfHLue9bmYsDgYIHWggpBcsSQPihuwD
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mPTjTjrW5GweeTQhJ786Qdv6UEgxZd+tFtg0j+3fG2aUaclCNI2P51a8GkjeVQwG55Dzz+4NLZTl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raAmUZzv3qM+tlMhGAp3NM8PbWVYkHzzzkD86KgCo5O3Oll0qCGIweo3o8iEgsB5552T0n1cYyB/
LmgJjUc5IzyxRfSb7wI/Dzz9gxa2Q5BAHXvTEZBwBj8fPP2BfTpn55J5/FXvCoQ8EsmRgfrVa0Sn
ZQoPU1bcNYRWrjSNOragM+CmAcEnzzwLsmjYbnzzzYxJdSQNx+lRPNdRGTQaCOVDY0gdawghc9P7
0eMMyEMQR555vGVVK7HlQK6nTcLkdM+ef2GEYAe0jJojtqhDKdwcZoqkkKDj/PnnyC4QoCM7nfNR
1DByPwNOOFYjbzzzurcIGZsDOnp2oNxtrGRn8KMmS2MEfHnn7r2zlVyPwJpnWSVP+7r55+4SOpU3
2GOdQDY7EgUUxFhvuo5ioKFJI5Y2oNK5YnA88874VZWyfyogj9pcbgHnW2XOATvQLbA7sD+1Oo4M
AA5Hr55+63oqMkEZ7U0uFhCacntQKTsHfnipISOv9DUcnGT16moswC4/mz554AauYgY1bPOp2WDO
pwMgHFDyDAATuOtEshqkJHQGgXkXErfJ/Lzz4EqtqLc8cl71Kdgj+4nnvWlOWAxueVBAsQ+4wD+l
EBXBG+/nnmNSqoOTtihFjrAAIU9M0BWDZ07j5qO42Jxt+dTiBcc+XesZQVOd+3xQBQd/yo27c+XT
zz/OlTEQJPuzzrakgb755UA7j7mkbZ5ntS6tpXBOfnvR5jqGCfxFAIQFRnagmi6WGDgdvPP3cU5U
dfxpZVYoTzI69qPBkxe44Pfzz9g1Iul/Nqjo+B/81YRltz5552KuM+z7vagDzGknGOvnn7aUYkK6
cjvUypYlQN896nbZwSQDQOxALEDyz0qNyBpDKpzQ0nAyG37eef527s8YBOQOfzQQhlYKVKgnoPPP
3g2oNqB2xz7VmsKQSDvsKxSGVtuXPNASF9jk5aplvdkgeeedRxIoG3M01FCGVixyR17UAlPvBA2H
nnmJSYbDBd/7UeKEOwA2Hnnm05oNAKYGfigAuQVU7/NTKnkR5552hA6ZIOcVNXDl1J+7y+KDduDr
+7n5p4jcYIpO1lBORyHOnsgYbGxoNMCANtjStwvtJAz555zdY69sbUGRNQIA6UHOAkSknJyefarr
gqE30R/WqcZMz7HY9aveCITeRMDt2oO1ZSwBxj8v3BrK0cEDUobtnG351lB1gJxyxVFxyTF7aL+N
XjNvtXOcdbHF7NR1VqDnfrD3cGc52zXmpBZhn9PPP7ej/WRK8JIK4JPIV5/GhJOFzj72RQKPkOds
iihsBgBhj+lFkt9TAggLUDGc+05OMZoBvLsAANWfPPAnMuZGBbbPMUeWNkUg59ToaXcFW9wyev40
AmhGcFTpxy70Xh4w+FT252rGVymrVsOQ88/fdlE5mOX0qd+dA5KBuF5fB88/Rd4tgASW6048DDGS
MnljlQJUOr2g/j1oNRQDG+Se3ethVWTDDTtWRFy3L8KlJC7S5bGCOdBBlIACnGORJq0sffbhS2+r
fHnn96ox/JyBVtw5P+EEiDI1e6gZ9MatyRj9ajpX1AAMjG+elEcH7xIx0qIwG3/Tzz+wEXQqYJ28
883g/uOrIH49aLoJ2C6jjkahMNUgKcl+9n9qBKUlcgAYJzitR5I2H4imZIAcErg+eebQSBg5DdRQ
Y8i5XB3/AHoci7k9WqfojOGG/wAGtaSWOVOB160AGQ5Gk4/CjwZBK4938w7VoR5GCNzyo0cJUFic
Ejp1oCLk7cu1BdPe2TgDzzzDKQuV59KCVTUwcnHXHSgkGTTgVKEKuy+4d6EYwnL+lTiQqmc/l55/
cCApyVetGuQvpgAYON8VXs0gfGds52poM7nBOVIoF1txq1An4BoTx/xACN/imiGTA78qgy6txzoN
xsBHoIwOh70zAFRWIbHtOfPP8pMRhRncUxA2tJDzUL7s0CUnuOQMnO3zU025DmN/ipog1EqMr0Ha
thffnbT1oBumRqG+KjGhZWyRv36U1oyuMEg8qGqb4K9fPPAA9JC+7bHaiIdQIXOr+YdqI0ftx+lQ
GxJB/HvQaZPjbzzzYDIScBvxA6Uy5LJsd6Apw2F59dqAZB2BXlyNDKkyDTmmn18hzxz88/cQQ7ZB
254oMwc8/nbrRA5xyztW1THPrWMgP82KAbEruoyvX4qKOS2f188/eZjJBHXoOhrBunp4zLnJJoIy
KMZLEfNSiGWJznA5CpsgcDK7ZxvW4l0yaeSDn55/gNgK4Olvd1HaiBtSYU5Hnnm0CgDkqMDuOZo0
cZaLIwG6AUC8kbAgquo9R2oqxjAAGCKmNSkdCNj80TQcHA3PnnmQiFOQMYIpobIDy+BS6lRIS2Tg
e7epFmY8tulAUXGhxpwT2opKEE5J/Gk8aH1MMNRBLgHYeeedAwqFbOQD188/zjBVyCQPnvQ3k1EA
fe7VJyGblkCgJZJ/HyDv0HSrT09j/v6r2qtsgBIDjBq0IBBO+epFBALjbzzz8ByIwB3wCNviihhj
A+90ocrAjG+RzoKUwD1DqOwPOr7gluBdoQc7bCqVmEjsP5au+DSBblAOgoL3iTmP0tAbJzqwSO3/
AFr+/wDnKqvqa6WJ7bORkNyBHasoPR9eOhrneMyMeN2o08o2roCxPMVzfF9Z49BgjT6R/vQA4pw9
OKQiGQkLzyKoZvo23ZQqzuCOR7114Ixgc8VA4UkgDPU0HFSfSAJBEzZG3KgP9KSBABLjHx55+t79
S8X/ANJsDLHgOTsDXNWn1XdTcOnu51UAHSgHU0Gm+j5n/wD8wx1OOVIz/SF2DhZFIXke9dP9OcVu
eK28skqBVBwKa4vejhtm9wyj2+eeYDhZPpW/0fdGeu9RtfpfigmP8HUD2NXXA/ql+LzyR+iFjT7x
FTsfrBP9d+xRwlvdpB+KBJ/p7iaYQwHHPNLz8DvxHj0GwDnIFeqSYKB8dM71ytz9Z8Otrh4WUkoc
bCg4/wD0q8U6vs8mSMH21P8A02cKSIZcDoR55+na8L+pLLitz6USnl2q+MceDkDvQeP/AGe5SUg2
74O268vPPiygilisl0ochjtjnXXX/HeDWUpimdTINiAM0xw684bxJC1sEde2KDjFVz7mVtR6dq0s
bax7TgfHnn6ejixgbH8JMfhU34XatziX8qDgQjhdWMjGK0FLqHA5Hl3ruTwu2DYEQxQm4XaKD/DA
B5+ef5Di2x39/aoJCAuScj5rsBYcLdimUJ/2g71I8EtCANH4UHGaMuRgY7+efuOZlDYAxj9a7Nvp
+1HuCtv80Fvpa2kySWH9aDj1c6ixUDPMUZGVwBp5eeeZ6pfpO2Y49R9uVS/8qwKfa7UHNR6QCuef
Xt558jlGD7VBx+tdI/00qZ0yHHWgn6bk1HElBQempOWwM8xUlCg6TjTV2fpWUgkS1i/TEyjSXDN3
oKFoVIz8UaCLXECRgdas5fp67VTgrsPPPAWDg16sCjC58882CoaGNQ2G9x5jtSjomNiavZuB32rI
QY7Clv8AQOICX/l57UFSYdiw7csUa1QNFMW2IXb5qz/0e+QH+DvjBqNvwq6Ecq+kcsPPPCFNGMOc
czz88/wQxEEtT/8Ao9zG2WgYgdqm9hchcNC2o8tqBKNzpxjNalVQRk79KMLacKA0TZ/Dzz9QTW8+
c+mx/pQDAJOSaE4CkkN/Tzz92vcNtDAdRigyRMfcVOnptQBMZcag2kdq2uQ2HHtHL5ooVSOTCiFA
AvzyzQBZQX9vLHWtuhIBHSiMMPjtzrHkwuAMeeecggqMRnGKE+dZ1AEZoxbYbHHWolhpOFoISHAy
B55523l2AATbH3q2qs2BjfoaNEjE7cqAJkYgZGMVmoE4xuaNImgjPWoqNT6l3APKgIsekAleffzz
+7ERGll08+fxW5i7RrqHTbzz/O4TpUZAzQCYalVMYUHY96MIvbljvUJGKtnYY6VuOQTJldsHeg00
YycY/rWtJA1dR0rZJBI28886RlLDA3waCDgFtK7jvWEhQABv555tByyYJ9wqUYL8xvQBZyTyx84p
iIBlz1rYjONht555uxGq5wBz50E7VAMkghutWCKpXc+eedwwR6Y8j7vamYlGAcZzQB0Ir479e1Qm
jUqRnYDnTToByH4+ef4XlY6SKCkCZYswGQdquOCIGvQ3LbzzwVrIp2Qb53q0+n1xfEY2xvQa+tG0
vZAdn6Z/21lb+r0LzWuEBwrc/wClZQelM3bnXOcUDP8AUEQxyhP966URgcv71z9+pbjxI/lioJgH
RjO360GRtPNqkpc885oFwfTiLMemTQeefXvETPeJZLyGDVRxRPs3BrS0Q++T3vii3WOKfVQOPZr5
HngVO5zd8fCD3RRNjbsKDu/p6z+xcHhT+YqGNc3/AOIF88VlHAGA1tvVjB9XWzTpaxwtqzpG3OuS
+spxxLjEcSgsBsRQG4DH/pf0/d3hwGddvmlPoK3a8+pTcvvglqd+p5F4fwK2sI9nkTcVb/8Ah3wz
7PZi4cZaQ8xQdvxm5+y8HnmO2lNq8r4Bw4cb4wRMD6e5JBruPr6++z8FECkB5dt+1cPwFOL2pVrO
B/TY4L4oPROFfT1rwyUyQKcttvS31lxkcK4Q6qdMsg0gg8q6OzVvsaer9/SM15b9eXMl3x1LVcFV
wAPmgS4L9OvxiymvriZgApKnvWfRl9LFx8Wo+5qIJztXYEJwb6OC/ddo8f1Ncn9AWDy8cM5GUXJa
g9ajG1GyeQFaRRyPIcqzTvtQRYMGznaud+quINw7hEjqfe2wrppDiPKjLV5T9bXN7c362bNhM7Kv
ega+juGXNzcLxOaRtGT7Sa9IRhjl0rze24tc/TfA1huADcn7ijtQrX614pb30Av0VYZTtt0oPSLq
7htIPVmdUQHdmoVpfW94pe3lVx3FcB/4gcXneKK0iX+HLhs1r6X4jc8H4WzX0XpwgZQnmxoPSRsM
0UNhRsMmvNH/APESdbpGNsfsrHGrFdPcfVVlb8MiuiclxlR3oL9iOZrS4OT0rij9dRiLLQ4kJ2B6
inp/q+C0tYJZY2zMM4FB1eBqwBWgCDsNq5i1+srS4uNADbDJY8hUT9ccNNwY9TBR/NjY0HT3IxFk
nFcZx76sl4defZLSNXYDdqcn+r7K4sXlQsFU4JIrjeDXEF79SCefJQsSM0HpXCbiW7sIZ5gVd1yR
2q0B25f1rnj9ScLtp/s7TgMNtuQosX1Pw2VXCT50DJNBdSING5BoKQjX8VwkP1fdXHHTCJEFsWwC
e1d/burIMnYj86A8ca89I/rUzEjg7CsVM8jtQpriK3AMrqo+TQbNpGVJIB/pQvQhG3pqf6VNeIWu
lR6yZbkM1hu7f1BH6qaj0zuaAElvaKpLogHzioiytX5RpjHaue+rrPiF6qJYyDTndQ2DVxwSOW24
ZBDcsDIq4NAT/SLUr/yl3Pat/wCh2ZG8S7DtyqwaRdtLAmtggnnz+aCpPArIkgwj8a0305Y5B0Cr
lVXGM1IxjbY0HPN9NWbEkKfwpeT6bslPubTn588/XqvTyDk715t9e8SdL+CzhlYPnJ00HQx/TNpk
6Gyv40T/AMr24JOs5prgtu9vwuAPqLlQSTvvVlklTtg/NBzcv0ykjH+MQMdqHH9KKsntlOPwrozj
VzoyjUhOcGg5s/TOsMomI/EUEfTDRLgTfmK6pQMbg/Fa+97ts0HJP9MSuwPrA46YqC/Tl0jZ9Rcd
Nq65iFOScZqLISuQKDkz9PXIbUGX4oT8DuNOcb9q7GNCW35YrHUEgHmOVBxR4Pdlvu7+eeb4OF3K
DeMn/NO/UX1KeEzxxRIHdudXlrK1zYxTMmHYZxQcrJYzj3GJs9gK0kFxv/CYH8OdW3GuOQ8FVTKN
Tk8qrbf61sXcLJGyqTttQHhSUJgxMD+Hnn6FiV1z7CPxq8tJIrpA6EMpG2KK0W2Au34UFCyFhtn8
qVliYITpOK6qOMge5BnvitSxro3Qb86DhMaUOFJ37eefrZfTbar6T29K6IWUJOTEMdqyK2ihOY4t
JJ32oOZ+r0Y3NuFycBs9O1ZTP1ErNdRbbBTjasoPSm2rnbs5+oJD09IVeBjiucupD/r0o/8A01oD
OdL881VcekkThU3pKWcrhdNW5VW3NQCDJGM0Hk/CeG3cUs91PC/qKhIODvVl9IcNlmvria4hYdw4
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55r0L0lzgIPnapBEQ+1QuewoK3/QLBP4i2yCQbhscq8t+oIJ7DjMkxRjh8qcbV7MNJjZdW55VV3v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OVblkWbQUmGQtLRrMWGJMsOx50FjcmRJVK/dO1IMrJIQ0IfPKnXaVbNQ2DJ8mhqtwTzDA8j2oFFM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d9t6Bq3ElxKRImlR0I50e4hSFUdY8sD0pGGO6IDask896ah+1rcj1v8AlYoAHic/qqGj9oPamY0j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F4ItsxIf+0UUqKwKCd6BdrW2fINvF/8ASKH9gsnIzaxf/QKaKYP9a2FyT8UCbcIsCf8A4SHf/oFQ
/wBE4ZjP2KE/9op1lbbFbVTnFBXLwHhTKcWMI/7aw8B4WRj7HH+VWIJ0nBqODqG/Sgqj9M8JJ1fZ
EB+Ki30vwvG0RGexq6ADLUCcNjtQUf8A5VsFQgCQA9A5obfSHDwu0kyg9A5roCWO1ROcbig51fo6
zU4S4uF/762v0nCuQL65weY1V0X4dK1k55UG7aBLe3SEAsEGAaypB8c6ygGcADua0gyDWVlARVGK
myjA7GsrKDGi0dc1DGM1lZQazsfipDfFZWUGyvXNSIxWVlBtsAUGYsoB2O+KysoI+4kZxvW1WsrK
A3phowaA8S5I7VlZQR9JWUggbVH0VY4IBA7jNZWUEzGijOkbctq08aunvAZScEEVlZQDWOOBf4ca
qvYDFVnDfp604feXE4xJJcS+oSyj2n4rKygtJLK3lhYSQoyt94FedBbh1m8YhNtH6aYKrp2FZWUG
jwfh7Teu1pEZNjq077cqOnDbVoZkEKBH3kGPvVlZQJDgHDViktBap6TDLDHPzFGsuEWfDoWgtoVR
G+9gc6ysoK5/o/g8y4a3wNRbbuedSh+j+E22j04dgpQA9jWVlAKX6L4dN6XukQw+0FW5jsfimW+n
LI/ayNY9VAj/AAB2rKyg3dfTtte2lraO7iO1IdSOZxQR9KWwi9ESvj1hPn9qysoCcY+mIeMNHJLM
y+mhQADvSLfQNno9NbqRcQ+lkL+vOsrKAB/8PYooJdXEXb1VUf8AKAxg/jTM30Wsv2lor90WdFJU
x5wR/WsrKCXD/pObhcsssPEAHlYFsRYGB0510ukqME5rKygIwwRioq2dYwPbWVlBIAFsdt62Bkn5
GaysoI42JqJbG+KysoJkBUB7nFazttWVlBiHP9K2Nyv/AFHFZWUEyvSh53x81lZQYG5nFbDezJrK
ygwNy/CsIwuaysoNDYn4FZqKjNZWUEicHasG5wetZWUGKuAQO9RwCxB6CsrKCX3cgdBmtYBFZWUE
NIzn4zWABl3rKygxo9udbVfdisrKCXpf9RrKysoP/9k=
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A Star Role for Kennedy Space Center

Breuse Hickman

November 5, 1996
Florida Today

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Tom Hanks and Jodie Foster have stars in
their eyes, and they're looking toward Kennedy Space Center.

Both actors-turned-executive producers are shooting projects
dealing with outer space, and they'll be using Brevard County
as a backdrop for at least a portion of their works.

Foster is scheduled to begin shooting the feature film "Contact"
in January or February, and may require the use of 2,000 extras.
The Warner Brothers production has already scheduled filming of
launches at KSC - including the Nov. 15 launch of the shuttle
Columbia.

"Contact," based on Carl Sagan's novel, features the
Oscar-winning Foster as a researcher who finds an intellgible
radio signal emanating from a distant star.

According to wire reports, "Contact" will be shot in New Mexico,
Puerto Rico, Los Angeles and Washington D.C., as well as in
Brevard County.

Hanks also is expected to begin filming for his multi-part
HBO series, "FromEarth to the Moon," beginning in February, but
dates are tentative.

"They (HBO Productions) are looking at locations and are
obviously looking a lot at Kennedy Space Center," said Bonnie
King, Space Coast Film commissioner.

King has played a key role in securing Brevard locations for
the filming of several productions. The TV show "The Cape" airs
Fridays on WKCF-Channel 18 and is currently filming in the area.
Cocoa Beach was a backdrop for the filming of Nickelodeon's
"The Mysteries of Shelby Woo" in December 1995. And, portions of
the feature film "Marvin's Room," starring Meryl Streep and
Robert DeNiro, were shot in Rockledge in October 1995. The film
is scheduled to open nationally Dec. 25.

King says it's likely Foster and Hanks will shoot at various
spots around the county. Filmmakers have been attracted to the
Space Coast by its local landmarks and historical areas.

For "Contact," about 300 local extras have been rounded up to
stand and watch the next shuttle launch, now scheduled for
Nov. 15.

Ellen Jacoby, casting director for "Contact," said 2,000
extras will probably be needed when the brunt of the production
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is shot early next year.

"I think we could find that many people (here in Brevard) who
would want to be in the film," said King. "It would be fun.
The whole town could close down and we could all go watch a
shuttle launch."

-----
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 Monday, December 23, 1996
 Easy listening from space

 By MIKE ROSS
 Edmonton Sun
 =20
 There are people who say John Tesh is an alien - and Tesh is
 helpless to do anything about it.=20
 =20
 No sane person would believe such a thing. Ergo, no case for
 slander.
 =20
 The National Anti-Tesh Action Society (NATAS), reportedly based
 in Ferndale, Michigan, describes the former Entertainment Tonight
 host as an "interplanetary mole" intent on "softening up" the human
 race with his "mellifluous" new-age music. In June, NATAS picketed
 one of Tesh's concerts and distributed warning leaflets on car
 windshields. Tesh's publicist, Scott Seomin, recalls the incident: "We
 went outside and most of them scattered," he says. "They were
 afraid."
 =20
 Tesh (jokingly?) admitted to picketers that he was indeed an alien
 and wanted to know how they found out. NATAS operative "Kenny
 Five" later told reporters that he thought Tesh was actually a clone
 trying to "hypnotize" him.
 =20
 So all someone has to do to these days is cry "alien" (or "devil
 worshipper" or "Republican") and an innocent pop star is branded for
 life? It's unfair.
 =20
 Unless he really is, of course.
 =20
 No listing for either NATAS or "Kenny Five" exists in the Michigan
 phone directories. E-mail messages (the group has its own Internet
 home page) went unanswered. And Seomin says that NATAS hasn't
 bothered Tesh since June. Mysterious, don't you think?
 =20
 Although no mention of Tesh's alleged extraterrestrial-ness can be
 found on his Internet site (www.tesh.com), it contains a telling clue.
 He recently staged a contest, asking fans to answer the question,
 "How has John Tesh changed your life?" in 25 words or less. The
 winner, Monica Rios, wrote: "John Tesh's music is like a breath of
 invigorating fresh air lifting my spirits and relaxing my soul. I
 experience a wonderful, indescribable sensation."
 =20
 Just like a classic UFO abduction story.
 =20
 Another clue can be found on the home page for "Ask Altog, the
 All-Knowing Alien" (you can get this stuff by entering "John Tesh,
 Alien" into your search engine). Altog, who appears to be the typical
 bug-headed, almond-eyed variety of alien, predicts that Tesh will
 become president of the United States in the year 2008, beating
 John. F. Kennedy Jr. "by a landslide."=20
 =20
 If "softening up" the human race with musical porridge is the true goal
 of aliens, an even bigger question arises: Are there more where Tesh
 came from?
 =20
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 Consider David Foster. The former Edmonton resident took his
 knack for musical polish to Los Angeles, where he is now the
 producer in demand. What do Chicago, Air Supply, Lionel Richie,
 Michael Bolton, Kenny G, Mariah Carey and Whitney Houston have
 in common? Aside from being part of FM 105's programming
 "variety," they have all worked with David Foster. It doesn't get much
 softer than this crew.
 =20
 Tesh's 1995 album Live at Red Rocks sold 500,000 copies and
 went to No. 1 on Billboard's new-age music chart (yes, they have
 one for everything). Foster's work, on the other hand, sells millions.
 =20
 Pop stars have always loved aliens. You can cite everyone from
 Thomas Dolby's Aliens Ate My Buick to Spacehog's 1996 debut
 album, Resident Alien. Brian Eno was writing spacey music long
 before Tesh became famous. Eno is also buddies with David Bowie,
 who during the '70s became "Ziggy Stardust," a glam-rock star from
 another planet. More recently, acts like Sheryl Crow, Foo Fighters,
 R.E.M. and Elvis Costello tripped all over themselves to get on the
 X-Files tribute album.=20
 =20
 However, "real" aliens aren't going to advertise too much, beyond
 playfully revealing themselves only to subscribers of Weekly World
 News or sabotaging Mars exploration missions. No, the threat is
 clearly from so-called "easy listening music" of the kind created by
 Tesh, Foster and the Windham Hill record label - wholesome fare
 sold by Wal-Mart and piped mellifluously into unsuspecting
 households across the globe.
 =20
 Thankfully, there is a simple way to stop the invasion. Just as playing
 I Fought the Law and the Law Won over and over again caused
 Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega to surrender in a drooling fit of
 horror, rock music played loudly will save our planet from outworldly
 forces. Just tilt your speakers toward the sky and turn it up.
 =20
 Remember: No sane person would believe this.=20

-----
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> From: rfsignal@sprynet.com <Cathy Johnson>
> Subject: Backlash

> >Unfortunately, no one has come forward with any semblance
> >of equipment in order to monitor the folks who have the
> >dubious distinction of experiencing these phenomena on a
> >somewhat regular basis. It seems that those who would
> >otherwise be capable of amassing the where with all in
> >order to begin some honest research in regards to these
> >phenomena, would much rather make pompous statements as to
> >what does and what does not constitute reality and then
> >stick their collective heads in the sand hoping that it
> >will all go away.

The equipment to do this is not expensive.  CUFOS, MUFON and FUFOR each,
from time to time, have benefactors who could easily donate a few
thousand dollars for the equipment.  For a time FUFOR had a significant
benefactor (Robert Bigelow) and I wonder if anybody made a presentation
for him/them to fund electronic monitoring.  Additionally, a number of
larger metropolitian areas are already using electronic monitoring for
pre-release convicts.  (That means the equipment and procedures already
exist and al one has to do is get 'into the system' to take advantage of
it.)

>         Everyone is screaming for electronic monitoring and
> vid-cams.  Is this a joke?  That won't yield any information
> that cannot nor has not already been disproved.  Anything
> that has electronics, electromagnetic components, electrical
> systems, including batteries, are only a few of the things
> known to be affected directly by the proximity of a craft.
> Those toys just won't work at all.

That's simply wrong.  Standard equipment operating in a standard
environment is and can be expected to _consistently_ operate in a
standard manner.  If it doesn't, and if it consistently doesn't, then
we've (minimally) shown that _something_ objectively physical has
(repeatedly) occurred.

This is an example of lack of evidence being evidence.  We know how
light is suppossed to behave in a near vacuum (like space) and we knew
it would always behave that way.  When it was found to behave
differently that eventually led to one of the proofs for the existence
of black holes.  Even today we have no _yet_ found a black hole (because
you can't yet actually find them.)  But we've found discreet areas in
space where we know something is because _everything_ _consistently_
behaves differently there.  This type of evidence is still evidence.

Right now we have no evidence that anything is happenning and its a huge
leap to expect that a single simple series of experiments will take us
from nothing at all to something extremely specific.  If all we got from
a series of simple experiments was the small step from nothing to
something that would still be the biggest step achieved to date in
abduction research.

In other words, if we can place some electronic equipment, that we've
previously bench tested and found to consistently work correctly and
previously field tested and found to consistently work correctly, in an
abductee's home and that same equipment then consistently (at
regular intervals, etc.) fails to work correctly we _KNOW_ something is
going on.  (We also would know where, when and for how long.  Depending
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on the type of eqiupment we might even get a clue as to how it stopped
working correctly.)

> And as for pictures,
> well, we can make pictures say and do anything we please, so
> that isn't any kind of proof either.

The _best_ we could expect from photographic evidence is to have it
survive multiple independent analyses and fail to be found hoaxed which
is not scientifically the same as being found to be _real_.
Unfortunately, the photograph (or the negative) is only physical
evidence of itself and not of that which it represents.

> We don't have the
> technology available to provide an effective alternative
> means of gathering irrefutable proof.

We don't know that to be true.  We haven't even tried yet so why would
we assume it was true???  As I've mentioned above a negative result
achieved through strict controls and procedure would in fact be a
positive result.

>         Then what?  Once we have the golden evidence, what
> do we do then?  Are we supposed to rewrite all of the
> religions of the world?

Why bother?  There has already been some work done in that area,
interviewing and polling religious leaders of various denominations, and
they uniformly say that they feel they could control their flocks and
that their dogma can accomodate _all_ God's creature regardless of their
planet of origin.

> Are supposed to make new laws to
> include aliens as equal citizens etc?

Equal citizens!?  Sure, and while we're at it we may have to write some
laws so that we can jail them as they await trial for the crimes they
have committed.  (It doesn't seem reasonable to me that we could release
them on their own recognizance).

> What about all of the
> other stuff about our precious world that would change as a
> direct result of that proof?

Actually, very little would change in the short or even long term.  Many
things, most things, would go on about as they do now.  Certainly most
of us would still have to get up the next day and go to work.  Goods and
services would still have to be designed, manufactured, delivered,
billed and paid for.  The grass won't magically stop growing and the
snow won't magically shovel itself...<grin>

Two things would change.  In the short term the world between our ears
would change significantly.  In the _very_ long term our societies would
change and as a result our politics and economics would change because
we would _have_ to project ourselves into space and that is a big and
expensive project.

>         I am certain no aliens would allow humans to
> condescendly accept them as equal in anything.

We have humans who think the same and we still get by fine.

> They still
> are debating whether humanity as a species is even worth
> considering as a sentient lifeform.

They can debate all they want.  If they weren't such wusses they'd show
themselves and let us get our two cents into the debate <grin>.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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The Puzzle of Conscious Experience

Neuroscientists and others are at last plumbing one of the most profound
mysteries of existence. But knowledge of the brain alone may not get
them to the bottom of it

by David J. Chalmers

(Scientific American, ISSN 0036-8733, Copyright 1995 by Scientific
American, Inc., 451 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017-1111.)

Conscious experience is at once the most familiar thing in the world and
the most mysterious. There is nothing we know about more directly than
consciousness, but it is extraordinarily hard to reconcile it with
everything else we know. Why does it exist? What does it do? How could
it possibly arise from neural processes in the brain? These questions
are among the most intriguing in all of science.

From an objective viewpoint, the brain is relatively comprehensible.
When you look at this page, there is a whir of processing: photons
strike your retina, electrical signals are passed up your optic nerve
and between different areas of your brain, and eventually you might
respond with a smile, a perplexed frown or a remark. But there is also a
subjective aspect. When you look at the page, you are conscious of it,
directly experiencing the images and words as part of your private,
mental life. You have vivid impressions of colored flowers and vibrant
sky. At the same time, you may be feeling some emotions and forming some
thoughts. Together such experiences make up consciousness: the
subjective, inner life of the mind.

For many years, consciousness was shunned by researchers studying the
brain and the mind. The prevailing view was that science, which depends
on objectivity, could not accommodate something as subjective as
consciousness. The behaviorist movement in psychology, dominant earlier
in this century concentrated on external behavior and disallowed any
talk of internal mental processes. Later, the rise of cognitive science
focused attention on processes inside the head. Still, consciousness
remained off-limits, fit only for late-night discussion over drinks.

Over the past several years, however, an increasing number of
neuroscientists, psychologists and philosophers have been rejecting the
idea that consciousness cannot be studied and are attempting to delve
into its secrets. As might be expected of a field so new, there is a
tangle of diverse and conflicting theories, often using basic concepts
in incompatible ways. To help unsnarl the tangle, philosophical
reasoning is vital.

The myriad views within the field range from reductionist theories,
according to which consciousness can be explained by the standard
methods of neuroscience and psychology, to the position of the so-called
mysterians, who say we will never understand consciousness at all. I
believe that on close analysis both of these views can be seen to be
mistaken and that the truth lies somewhere in the middle. Against
reductionism I will argue that the tools of neuroscience cannot provide
a full account of conscious experience, although they have much to
offer. Against mysterianism I will hold that consciousness might be
explained by a new kind of theory. The full details of such a theory are
still out of reach, but careful reasoning and some educated inferences
can reveal something of its general nature. For example, it will
probably involve new fundamental laws, and the concept of information
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may play a central role. These faint glimmerings suggest that a theory
of consciousness may have startling consequences for our view of the
universe and of ourselves.

The Hard Problem

Researchers use the word "consciousness" in many different ways. To
clarify the issues, we first have to separate the problems that are
often clustered together under the name. For this purpose, I find it
useful to distinguish between the "easy problems" and the "hard problem"
of consciousness. The easy problems are by no means trivial - they are
actually as challenging as most in psychology and biology - but it is
with the hard problem that the central mystery lies.

The easy problems of consciousness include the following: How can a
human subject discriminate sensory stimuli and react to them
appropriately? How does the brain integrate information from many
different sources and use this information to control behavior? How is
it that subjects can verbalize their internal states? Although all these
questions are associated with consciousness, they all concern the
objective mechanisms of the cognitive system. Consequently, we have
every reason to expect that continued work in cognitive psychology and
neuroscience will answer them.

The hard problem, in contrast, is the question of how physical processes
in the brain give rise to subjective experience. This puzzle involves
the inner aspect of thought and perception: the way things feel for the
subject. When we see, for example, we experience visual sensations, such
as that of vivid blue. Or think of the ineffable sound of a distant
oboe, the agony of an intense pain, the sparkle of happiness or the
meditative quality of a moment lost in thought. All are part of what I
am calling consciousness. It is these phenomena that pose the real
mystery of the mind.

To illustrate the distinction, consider a thought experiment devised by
the Australian philosopher Frank Jackson. Suppose that Mary, a
neuroscientist in the 23rd century, is the world's leading expert on the
brain processes responsible for color vision. But Mary has lived her
whole life in a black-and-white room and has never seen any other
colors. She knows everything there is to know about physical processes
in the brain - its biology, structure and function. This understanding
enables her to grasp everything there is to know about the easy
problems: how the brain discriminates stimuli, integrates information
and produces verbal reports. From her knowledge of color vision, she
knows the way color names correspond with wavelengths on the light
spectrum. But there is still something crucial about color vision that
Man does not know: what it is like to experience a color such as red. It
follows that there are facts about conscious experience that cannot be
deduced from physical facts ab out the functioning of the brain.

Indeed, nobody knows why these physical processes are acccompanied by
conscious experience at all. Why is it that when our brains process
light of a certain wavelength, we have an experience of deep purple? Why
do we have any experience at all? Could not an unconscious automaton
have performed the same tasks just as well? These are questions that we
would like a theory of consciousness to answer.

I am not denying that consciousness arises from the brain. We know, for
example, that the subjective experience of vision is closely linked to
processes in the visual cortex. It is the link itself that perplexes,
however. Remarkably, subjective experience seems to emerge from a
physical process. But we have no idea how or why this is.

Is Neuroscience Enough?

Given the flurry of recent work on Consciousness in neuroscience and
psychology, one might think this mystery is starting to be cleared up.
On closer examination, however, it turns out that almost all the current
work addresses only the easy problems of consciousness. The confidence
of the reductionist view comes from the progress on the easy problems,
but none of this makes any difference where the hard problem is
concerned.

Consider the hypothesis put forward by neurobiologists Francis Crick of
the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in San Diego and Christof Koch
of the California Institute of Technology. They suggest that
consciousness may arise from certain oscillations in the cerebral
cortex, which become synchronized as neurons fire 40 times per second.
Crick and Koch believe the phenomenon might explain how different
attributes of a single perceived object (its color and shape, for
example), which are processed in different parts of the brain, are
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merged into a coherent whole. In this theory, two pieces of information
become bound together precisely when they are represented by
synchronized neural firings.

The hypothesis could conceivably elucidate one of the easy problems
about how information is integrated in the brain. But why should
synchronized oscillations give rise to a visual experience, no matter
how much integration is taking place? This question involves the hard
problem, about which the theory has nothing to offer. Indeed, Crick and
Koch are agnostic about whether the hard problem can be solved by
science at all.

The same kind of critique could be applied to almost all the recent work
on consciousness. In his 1991 book _Consciousness Explained_,
philosopher Daniel C. Dennett laid out a sophisticated theory of how
numerous independent processes in the brain combine to produce a
coherent response to a perceived event. The theory might do much to
explain how we produce verbal reports on our internal states, but it
tells us very little about why there should be a subjective experience
behind these reports. Like other reductionist theories, Dennett's is a
theory of the easy problems.

The critical common trait among these easy problems is that they all
concern how a cognitive or behavioral function is performed. All are
ultimately questions about how the brain carries out some task-how it
discriminates stimuli, integrates information, produces reports and so
on. Once neurobiology specifies appropriate neural mechanisms, showing
how the functions are performed, the easy problems are solved. The hard
problem of consciousness, in contrast, goes beyond problems about how
functions are performed. Even if every behavioral and cognitive function
related to consciousness were explained, there would still remain a
further mystery: Why is the performance of these functions accompanied
by conscious experience? It is this additional conundrum that makes the
hard problem hard.

The Explanatory Gap

Some have suggested that to solve the hard problem, we need to bring in
new tools of physical explanation: nonlinear dynamics, say, or new
discoveries in neuroscience, or quantum mechanics. But these ideas
suffer from exactly the same difficulty. Consider a proposal from Stuart
R. Hameroff of the University of Arizona and Roger Penrose of the
University of Oxford. They hold that consciousness arises from
quantum-physical processes taking place in microtubules, which are
protein structures inside neurons. It is possible (if not likely) that
such a hypothesis will lead to an explanation of how the brain makes
decisions or even how it proves mathematical theorems, as Hameroff and
Penrose suggest. But even if it does, the theory is silent about how
these processes might give rise to conscious experience. Indeed, the
same problem arises with any theory of consciousness based only on
physical processing.

The trouble is that physical theories are best suited to explaining why
systems have a certain physical structure and how they perform various
functions. Most problems in science have this form; to explain life, for
example, we need to describe how a physical system can reproduce, adapt
and metabolize. But consciousness is a different sort of problem
entirely, as it goes beyond the explanation of structure and function.

Of course, neuroscience is not irrelevant to the study of consciousness.
For one, it may be able to reveal the nature of the neural correlate of
consciousness - the brain processes most directly associated with
conscious experience. It may even give a detailed correspondence between
specific processes in the brain and related components of experience.
But until we know why these processes give rise to conscious experience
at all, we will not have crossed what philosopher Joseph Levine has
called the explanatory gap between physical processes and consciousness.
Making that leap will demand a new kind of theory.

A True Theory of Everything

In searching for an alternative, a key observation is that not all
entities in science are explained in terms of more basic entities. In
physics, for example, space-time, mass and charge (among other things)
are regarded as fundamental features of the world, as they are not
reducible to anything simpler. Despite this irreducibility, detailed and
useful theories relate these entities to one another in terms of
fundamental laws. Together these features and laws explain a great
variety of complex and subtle phenomena.

It is widely believed that physics provides a complete catalogue of the
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universe's fundamental features and laws. As physicist Steven Weinberg
puts it in his 1992 book _Dreams of a Final Theory_, the goal of physics
is a "theory of everything" from which all there is to know about the
universe can be derived. But Weinberg concedes that there is a problem
with consciousness. Despite the power of physical theory, the existence
of consciousness does not seem to be derivable from physical laws. He
defends physics by arguing that it might eventually explain what he
calls the objective correlates of consciousness (that is, the neural
correlates), but of course to do this is not to explain consciousness
itself. If the existence of consciousness cannot be derived from
physical laws, a theory of physics is not a true theory of everything.
So a final theory must contain an additional fundamental component.

Toward this end, I propose that conscious experience be considered a
fundamental feature, irreducible to anything more basic. The idea may
seem strange at first, but consistency seems to demand it. In the l9th
century it turned out that electromagnetic phenomena could not be
explained in terms of previously known principles. As a consequence,
scientists introduced electromagnetic charge as a new fundamental entity
and studied the associated fundamental laws. Similar reasoning should
apply to consciousness. If existing fundamental theories cannot
encompass it, then something new is required.

Where there is a fundamental property, there are fundamental laws. In
this case, the laws must relate experience to elements of physical
theory. These laws will almost certainly not interfere with those of the
physical world; it seems that the latter form a closed system in their
own right. Rather the laws will serve as a bridge, specifying how
experience depends on underlying physical processes. It is this bridge
that will cross the explanatory gap.

Thus, a complete theory will have two components: physical laws, telling
us about the behavior of physical systems from the infinitesimal to the
cosmological, and what we might call psychophysical laws, telling us how
some of those systems are associated with conscious experience. These
two components will constitute a true theory of everything.

Searching for a Theory

Supposing for the moment that they exist, how might we uncover such
psychophysical laws? The greatest hindrance in this pursuit will be a
lack of data. As I have described it, consciousness is subjective, so
there is no direct way to monitor it in others. But this difficulty is
an obstacle, not a dead end. For a start, each one of us has access to
our own experiences, a rich trove that can be used to formulate
theories. We can also plausibly rely on indirect information, such as
subjects' descriptions of their experiences. Philosophical arguments and
thought experiments also have a role to play. Such methods have
limitations, but they give us more than enough to get started.

These theories will not be conclusively testable testable, so they will
inevitably be more speculative than those of more conventional
scientific disciplines. Nevertheless, there is no reason they should not
be strongly constrained to account accurately for our own first-person
experiences, as well as the evidence from subjects' reports. If we find
a theory that fits the data better than any other theory of equal
simplicity, we will have good reason to accept it. Right now we do not
have even a single theory that fits the data, so worries about
testability are premature.

We might start by looking for high-level bridging laws, connecting
physical processes to experience at an everyday level. The basic contour
of such a law might be gleaned from the observation that when we are
conscious of something, we are generally able to act on it and speak
about it - which are objective, physical functions. Conversely, when
some information is directly available for action and speech, it is
generally conscious. Thus, consciousness correlates well with what we
might call "awareness": the process by which information in the brain is
made globally available to motor processes such as speech and bodily
action.

The notion may seem trivial. But as defined here, awareness is objective
and physical, whereas consciousness is not. Some refinements to the
definition of awareness are needed, in order to extend the concept to
animals and infants, which cannot speak. But at least in familiar cases,
it is possible to see the rough outlines of a psychophysical law: where
there is awareness, there is consciousness, and vice versa.

To take this line of reasoning a step further, consider the structure
present in the conscious experience. The experience of a field of
vision, for example, is a constantly changing mosaic of colors, shapes
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and patterns and as such has a detailed geometric structure. The fact
that we can describe this structure, reach out in the direction of many
of its components and perform other actions that depend on it suggests
that the structure corresponds directly to that of the information made
available in the brain through the neural processes of awareness.

Similarly, our experiences of color have an intrinsic three-dimensional
structure that is mirrored in the structure of information processes in
the brain's visual cortex. This structure is illustrated in the color
wheels and charts used by artists. Colors are arranged in a systematic
pattern - red to green on one axis, blue to yellow on another, and black
to white on a third. Colors that are close to one another on a color
wheel are experienced as similar.  It is extremely likely that they also
correspond to similar perceptual representations in the brain, as part
of a system of complex three-dimensional coding among neurons that is
not yet fully understood. We can recast the underlying concept as a
principle of structural coherence: the structure of conscious experience
is mirrored by the structure of information in awareness, and vice
versa.

Another candidate for a psychophysical law is a principle of
organizational invariance. It holds that physical systems with the same
abstract organization will give rise to the same kind of conscious
experience, no matter what they are made of. For example, if the precise
interactions between our neurons could be duplicated with silicon chips,
the same conscious experience would arise. The idea is somewhat
controversial, but I believe it is strongly supported by thought
experiments describing the gradual replacement of neurons by silicon
chips. The remarkable implication is that consciousness might someday be
achieved in machines.

Information: Physical and Experiential

The ultimate goal of a theory of consciousness is a simple and elegant
set of fundamental laws, analogous to the fundamental laws of physics.
The principles described above are unlikely to be fundamental, however.
Rather they seem to be high-level psychophysical laws, analogous to
macroscopic principles in physics such as those of thermodynamics or
kinematics. What might the underlying fundamental laws be? No one knows,
but I don't mind speculating.

I suggest that the primary psychophysical laws may centrally involve the
concept of information. The abstract notion of information, as put
forward in the 1940s by Claude E. Shannon of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, is that of a set of separate states with a basic
structure of similarities and differences between them. We can think of
a 10-bit binary code as an information state, for example. Such
information states can be embodied in the physical world. This happens
whenever they correspond to physical states (voltages, say); the
differences between them can be transmitted along some pathway, such as
a telephone line.

We can also find information embodied in conscious experience. The
pattern of color patches in a visual field, for example, can be seen as
analogous to that of the pixels covering a display screen. Intriguingly,
it turns out that we find the same information states embedded in
conscious experience and in underlying physical processes in the brain.
The three-dimensional encoding of color spaces, for example, suggests
that the information state in a color experience corresponds directly to
an information state in the brain. We might even regard the two states
as distinct aspects of a single information state, which is
simultaneously embodied in both physical processing and conscious
experience.

A natural hypothesis ensues. Perhaps information, or at least some
information, has two basic aspects: a physical one and an experiential
one. This hypothesis has the status of a fundamental principle that
might underlie the relation between physical processes and experience.
Wherever we find conscious experience, it exists as one aspect of an
information state, the other aspect of which is embedded in a physical
process in the brain. This proposal needs to be fleshed out to make a
satisfying theory. But it fits nicely with the principles mentioned
earlier - systems with the same organization will embody the same
information, for example - and it could explain numerous features of our
conscious experience.

The idea is at least compatible with several others, such as physicist
John A. Wheeler's suggestion that information is fundamental to the
physics of the universe. The laws of physics might ultimately be cast in
informational terms, in which case we would have a satisfying congruence
between the constructs in both physical and psychophysical laws. It may
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even be that a theory of physics and a theory of consciousness could
eventually be consolidated into a single grander theory of information.

A potential problem is posed by the ubiquity of information. Even a
thermostat embodies some information, for example, but is it conscious?
There are at least two possible responses. First, we could constrain the
fundamental laws so that only some information has an experiential
aspect, perhaps depending on how it is physically processed. Second, we
might bite the bullet and allow that all information has an experiential
aspect - where there is complex information processing, there is complex
experience, and where there is simple information processing, there is
simple experience. If this is so, then even a thermostat might have
experiences, although they would be much simpler than even a basic color
experience, and there would certainly be no accompanying emotions or
thoughts. This seems odd at first, but if experience is truly
fundamental, we might expect it to be widespread. In any case, the
choice between these alternatives should depend on which can be
integrated into the most powerful theory.

Of course, such ideas may be all wrong. On the other hand, they might
evolve into a more powerful proposal that predicts the precise structure
of our conscious experience from physical processes in our brains. If
this project succeeds, we will have good reason to accept the theory. If
it fails, other avenues will be pursued, and alternative fundamental
theories may be developed. In this way, we may one day resolve the
greatest mystery of the mind.

The Author

David J. Chalmers studied mathematics at Adelaide University and as a
Rhodes Scholar at the University of Oxford, but a fascination with
consciousness led him into philosophy and cognitive science. He has a
Ph.D. in these fields from Indiana University and is currently in the
department of philosophy at the University of California Santa Cruz.
Chalmers has published numerous articles on artificial intelligence and
the philosophy of mind. His book _The Conscious Mind_, which elaborates
many of the ideas in this article, is forthcoming from Oxford University
Press.
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 14:54:45 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:39:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

----------
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Thursday, December 26, 1996 8:47 AM

> From: HoustonSky@aol.com
> Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:32:12 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan

> From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:30:06 -0700

> >  PLEASE! This business of blaming Sagan for the misery of
> >  abductees is BS and you know it Mike. He was not a Psychologist
> >  or any other sort of mental health provider. He had no contact
> >  or involvement with abductees.

> Sagan may have not been a psychologist but that did not stop him from
> "diagnosing" abductees. He did it most recently on NOVA's program on
> abductions.

Hi Rebecca!

Yes, this is true. I will be the first moreover, to admit that I
was deeply disturbed by what I consider his unfortunate
commentary. I little enjoy being labeled delusional any more
than the next person. What he and others of scientific
discipline fail to recognize is that there exists enough
evidence of something decidedly strange occurring to warrant
some real research.

Be that as it may, It was Sagan who expressed his opinions and
not his family.

Carl Sagan may be gone, but his family remains. They in this
season of supposed joy and happiness, are suffering the untimely
loss of a loving father, husband, friend and brother.
Neither Julie nor myself see anything to gain by the punishment
of those who loved him due to any of his expressed sentiments.
The harsh reality is that he is gone, he won't be expressing his
opinions right or wrong any longer. The time for debate
unfortunately is past. The time to have taken up these issues
with the man was when he was alive. His family cannot do it for
him.

I think that Carl Sagan recognized the overwhelming evidence
that something decidedly strange is flitting around our skies
and occasionally interacting with portions of the environment.
It is unfortunate that he did not recognize the same
circumstances when it comes to cattle mutilations and/or the
abduction of humans.

To date, there is no scientific evidence, circumstantial or
otherwise, to link the strange occurrences of unknowns in our
skies with the unquestionably strange incidents of human
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abduction. None!  The same can be stated as to cattle
mutilations. There is NO real evidence of any kind that these
abductions are being perpetrated by 'alien' beings, most
especially by those from across the galaxy. However, enough is
occurring that I most strongly feel that it needs to be properly
researched. The question remains however, by whom?

As Vallee suggests, is this a scientific problem or one of
intelligence?

Julie and I both Sincerely hope that you and yours are enjoying
a joyous and happy holiday season!

    Clarke Hathaway

        SouthWestern Artist and UFO 'buff'
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Project 1947 - 'Southern Wings' Magazine

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 15:30:16 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:39:59 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - 'Southern Wings' Magazine

In the Wilmington, (NC) MORNING STAR, 13 July 1947, Page 1

There is an news story headlined:  "YEP, THEY'RE REPORTED AGIN'
Two High Point Pilots Report Seeing One Headed Over State"

This is an Associated Press story from High Point, North Carolina
datelined 12 July.  Two pilots flying in a plane at 1000 feet about 10
miles south of High Point at 7:20 pm on the 11 July saw a "ball of
fire,"..."a huge red object traveling at a rapid rate of speed,....they
noticed a glare to the left of their plane.  Glancing to their side they
saw a huge object, round on top with a black band through the center,
flying in a northerly direction at a rapid rate of speed.

   "'The bottom part of the object was revolving, and peridodicall burst
of fire came from underneath as if from some sort of exhasust.'

   "...[the pilot] said when he noticed the object he swung his small,
two place plane to the left in the direction of the 'thing' but that
before he had travelled far in that direction, the object passed him and
disappeared in a northern direction.  The path it was traveling, he said,
indicated that it was headed in the direction of Winston-Salem on a route
leading between High Point and Thomasville, he added."

Of course, first I would appreciate any research in North Carolina
newspapers on this and other 1947 sightings.  I do not have the original
report, probably from the High Point newspaper.  Any newspapers along the
route of the object could contain additional information.  Dr. Bullard
and I have checked about over 50 North Carolina newspapers, but this is a
state with large amounts of small newspapers.

   More important the two pilot witnesses, Ed Lewis and Dick Milsaps
worked for SOUTHERN WINGS, a regional aviation magazine, as editor and
writer respectively.  One would expect that after this sighting by two
staff members the magazine might have some interesting ufo accounts.
Looking in the online catalogs of college libraries in southern New
England, there appears to be no holdings of SOUTHERN WINGS in this area.
 I would appreciate if anyone could locate and check this aviation
magazine for ufo stories.

Jan Aldrich
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Re: Carl Sagan

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 09:06:00 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:36:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Carl Sagan

> From: HoustonSky@aol.com
> Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 13:32:12 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan

> From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@cyberport.com>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Carl Sagan
> Date: Wed, 25 Dec 1996 10:30:06 -0700

> >  PLEASE! This business of blaming Sagan for the misery of
> >  abductees is BS and you know it Mike. He was not a Psychologist
> >  or any other sort of mental health provider. He had no contact
> >  or involvement with abductees.

> Sagan may have not been a psychologist but that did not stop him from
> "diagnosing" abductees. He did it most recently on NOVA's program on
> abductions.

He gave his opinion as did many others on the show. I saw it.
That does not discount all the good he did is my point. In fact
I thought there were some good points made on misuse of hypnosis
on the show. I AM not discounting peoples abductions but I do
believe there are Hynotherapists who  have made some mistakes
with clients that have resulted in faulty sessions. As a CHT I
can tell you it does happen.

Julie
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Project 1947 - Aviation Publications and other

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 16:15:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 19:41:04 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Aviation Publications and other

Once you start on this reference kick, you never get off.

We are also looking for the following references:

NORTHROP NEWS, magazine of the North Aircraft Corp, 21 May 1952.

The Lancaster, California REALTOR NEWS for 10 July 1952 has a reprint of
a story from THE DESERT WINGS  which contain sighting reports.  I believe
THE DESERT WINGS is the newspaper of Edwards Air Force Base.  Would
appreciate anyone who could get access to THE DESERT WINGS to check the
1947 wave.  The Lancaster Public Library has been closed because it is
moving to a new location.

A non-aviation publication PEOPLE TODAY for 18 Jun 1952 also has a ufo
story.  This may be a regional magazine or a Sunday supplement.

Jan Aldrich
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2/2 - The Scientific Context of the UFO/Abduction

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 20:39:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 02:20:31 -0500
Subject: 2/2 - The Scientific Context of the UFO/Abduction

The average scientist falls back on a much more plausible psychological
explanation for this rich diet of impossibilities. Memory can be biased
or faulty; perception is ambiguous and unreliable; social pressures and
social gain motivate convincing lies; hypnotists can influence
susceptible witnesses. By relying on any one of these alternatives, the
over-rich banquet of UFO-related phenomena can be dismissed as a
combination of individual and social psychological aberration. When
theory is overtaken by data. Pausing to look back just a few years to
the time when physics was experiencing great upheavals provides an
interesting perspective on the problem of interpreting UFO and UFO
abduction data. After 1895 physicists could no longer use the
mathematics of continuous physical displacements to model the universe.
Quantum theory required what were then radical changes in assumptions
about causality. Atoms did or did not emit radiation on a probabilistic,
not a deterministic, basis; the basic constituents of matter and energy
were either particles with wavelike properties or waves with
particle-like properties, depending on how and when you measured them;
position and momentum could not be simultaneously measured to any degree
of accuracy; the state of a particle is only determined when you measure
it, and that measurement also immediately determines the state of a
related particle which is so far away that information cannot travel to
it from the first particle. These difficulties do not mean that quantum
theory is inaccurate; it is highly accurate. But, unlike relativity
theory, it does not explain the universe in a classically deterministic
way.

One of the problems that physicists had in understanding and
assimilating quantum theory was based on the fact that the
interpretation of all measurement is wholly bound up in theoretical
assumptions about those measurements. If the assumptions one made about
measurement at the microphysical (quantum) level were classical
assumptions, the measurements made no sense. Eisenbud (8) said that

        Ultimately, theory becomes so familiar that we hardly realize
        its importance in the interpretation of observation.... When
        theory fails, however, the familiar connections between its
        constructs and what is observed are broken. We must then return
        to naked observations and their observed interrelations, and try
        to build from them new and successful theoretical structures.

The UFO community is faced with the same dilemma. The data of abduction
research cannot be interpreted in a simplistic way as veridical
descriptions of experience which fit our available theoretical
framework. We are now forced to "return to our naked observations" and
develop a new and comprehensive theory to explain the general tendency
of these observations, and reduce the exceptions to a sufficiently small
number to justify our confidence in the "naked observations and their
observed interrelations." If we can build this confidence in ourselves,
based on an adequate theoretical understanding, then we can certainly
build it in at least the younger members of both the scientific public
and the larger public who follow our investigations and our work with
interest, but who are waiting for us to clarify our own understanding
before committing themselves to accept it.

I cannot, myself, overcome all of the obstacles to comprehension of the
UFO phenomenon from a technical point of view. Explaining how people can
be moved through solids and explaining UFO propulsion are beyond my
competence. These observables clearly require a better understanding of
nature than is provided us by current publicly available knowledge in
the fields of physics and engineering. But with respect to the
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psychological phenomena, some comments to the general scientific public,
as well as to colleagues in the UFO field, are in order. They concern
the plausibility and current scientific status of various events which
are described in UFO and abduction investigations. Some of these
phenomena are by no means as empirically far-fetched as they might first
appear to be.

The psychology of some reported abduction experiences: Hypnosis and
memory. Hypnosis has a long and colorful past, and has been, in its day,
as controversial a scientific topic as UFOs are at present. It is still
a controversial phenomenon. The most radical - or skeptical - view of
the phenomenon is that it is nothing but acting, suggested by the
hypnotist and willingly and knowingly carried out by the patient. On the
other hand, there are many phenomena of hypnosis which are very unlike
those which can be produced by voluntary acting. The removal of
crippling hysterical symptoms with the aid of hypnosis was the clinical
discovery which triggered Sigmund Freud's interest in the mental bases
of what were thought to be neurological symptoms, and so led to the
development of psychoanalysis.(9)

A great deal of serious research effort has gone into the study of
hypnotic phenomena, in an effort to determine to what extent there are
genuine changes in consciousness as a result of the hypnotic process.
The simplest description of the present evidence is this: hypnotic
induction in a highly suggestible subject produces a mental state in
which external instructions (the hypnotist's) can alter the subject's
conscious mental content, to the extent that both memory of past events
and perception of the current environment can be influenced in ways that
cannot be duplicated by suggestion, unaided by hypnosis. It must be
stressed that not everyone is equally hypnotizable. Highly suggestible
people need less effort to produce the radical changes of conscious
content which are characteristic of hypnosis, while some very
un-suggestible people do not ever experience the extreme changes of
conscious experience which characterize highly suggestible, deeply
hypnotized subjects.

Most of the controversy about the use of hypnosis in abduction research
is over the question of whether recall facilitated by hypnosis is
necessarily true. It is not. Extensive experimental evidence
demonstrates that confabulation is as possible under hypnosis as it is
in ordinary unaided memory; in some cases, while fluency of memory is
increased under hypnosis, so is the inclusion of verifiably inaccurate
recall.(10) However, as students of the UFO and abduction phenomenon
already know, not all UFO abduction accounts depend on information
gained through hypnosis. Frequently there is recall, even extensive
recall, without hypnosis.

Equally extensive experimental evidence demonstrates that hypnotic
techniques can both induce and remove amnesia. When memories have been
blocked either by trauma or by previous hypnotic instruction, they can
be recalled by later, appropriate hypnotic counter-instruction. (11) It
is possible to establish "hidden experience" in a hypnotically
susceptible person so that a real experience is actually concealed from
the experiencer until he or she is later instructed to remember it. This
is a stock in trade of stage hypnotists: the person who is made to bark
and run around on all fours, pretending to be a dog, will have no memory
of that experience if instructed not to remember; the hypnotist may
provide a cue for later recall of the following kind: "you will remember
nothing of this session when you wake up, until I place my hand on your
shoulder." The result is that the hypnotized person undergoes
experiences which he or she cannot remember until later. So long as the
hypnotist does not provide the cue, the experience is not available to
conscious recall. Once the cue is provided, recall occurs.

Imagine if a hypnotist were to say to a subject under hypnosis: "Under
no circumstances will you remember this experience," and then simply
disappear from the subject's life. (12) The hypnotized subject would
have a gap in his or her memory. Careful questioning might reveal that
he went to a hypnotist's performance; that he remembers being in a seat
with his friends who encouraged him to go on stage; and then he came
home. When asked to account for the show, or his part in it, he would be
unable to consciously recall his own participation. There would be
"missing time." Under these circumstances, a second hypnotic session
with another hypnotist might remove the memory block and reestablish the
continuity of experience and memory. Or alternatively, the experience
might simply be recalled after a sufficiently long time.

Since we know that hypnosis can be used to block experience from
conscious memory, and since we know that re-hypnosis is one tool by
which that experience can be made accessible to voluntary recall,
therefore we also know that the recovery of blocked UFO abduction
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memories by hypnosis is not an impossibility. We do not know that the
recovered memories are accurate; great pains must be taken to avoid
leading the hypnotic subject, because hypnotically recovered memories,
as mentioned earlier, are not necessarily more accurate than memories
which are recalled unaided.

Telepathy. Humans can transmit information telepathically. The empirical
evidence for this is cumulatively overwhelming. Neither current
psychological theory nor current physiological theory has an explanation
for the data, but the data are sound. There is too little space here to
review the history of experimental psychical research, which dates back
over a century. The evidence for telepathy does not depend on trusting
mediums, which is always a dangerous business. Starting with the
experimental work of J. B. Rhine,(13) the experimental reliability and
repeatability of telepathy has been established by many researchers.(14
- 16)

For the most part, the experimental demonstrations of telepathy are
statistical and relatively crude. The best of them involve remote
viewing of complex scenes, which are then reproduced visually by the
telepathic subject in more or less complex detail. Statistical analysis
of the agreement between scenes and drawings, under experimental
conditions which preclude collusion, cheating, or biasing the results,
shows results that are sometimes quite striking and over the long run,
far, far better than could be ascribed to chance.

Therefore it is within the realm of current scientific knowledge to
expect that information can be transmitted telepathically to a human
being. The descriptions of telepathic communication made by alleged
abductees are not, then, without a reference in human experience as
defined by scientific experiment. Visual illusions. Virtual reality is
created by using two or three- dimensional visual images which give the
illusion of objects in space. This can be done with wide-screen sound
and motion, it can be done holographically or it can be done
stereoscopically. While holographic images currently lack solidity, they
do not lack detail. Therefore it is within the realm of our current
scientific knowledge to be able to construct an alternative visual
reality (sound effects were accomplished long ago) which gives the
illusion of solidity. This is already done cinematically, and
large-screen projections like I-Max are quite convincing in conveying
the experience of motion. Virtual reality is created in aviation
simulators; its success is indicated by the fact that emotional
reactions in simulated situations of danger mimic, if they do not
actually duplicate, emotional reactions recorded in real situations of
danger. Therefore the experiences of staging as described in the
abduction literature are not without a reference in human experience as
influenced by human technology.

Hallucinations can be induced in an uncontrolled way through the use of
psychotropic drugs, sensory deprivation, and hypnosis. Remember that
hypnosis is a powerful hallucinogen. A subject under hypnosis can be
made to react to hypnotically induced sensory experiences. The very
suggestibility that defines the earliest stages of trance induction
("your eyelids are getting heavier, your hands are together and you
can't move them apart, your arms are sluggish and you can't lift them
off the chair") are all hypnotically induced sensory-motor experiences.
Other, more complex experiences can be introduced by a skilled
hypnotist. Therefore the induction of hallucinatory experiences, as
reported in many abduction cases, is not unknown to ordinary human
experience.

Abduction reports include illusions, hypnosis and telepathy. The
characteristic abduction experience described in books by Hopkins and
Jacobs and in articles by Carpenter may include elements of telepathy,
hypnosis, and illusion. An alien being communicates telepathically;
using some form of close physical contact, the same being induces an
altered state of consciousness in the human, and the human experiences
ambiguous scenes either as a hallucinatory "virtual reality" or as
hypnotically induced interpretations of real events in which alien
actors play a role. As explained in the previous few paragraphs, this
apparently implausible combination of experiences - telepathy and
illusions or hallucinations - is by no means beyond the realm of human
experience. All of the phenomena are known individually, and under
certain circumstances can be induced or controlled by humans in other
humans.

The reliability of UFO and abduction witnesses. All of science is based
on observation; and ultimately all science is based on human observation
and interpretation of even the most sophisticated data from the most
sophisticated instruments. It is instructive to remember that about one
hundred and fifty years ago, science was being conducted with much
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simpler instruments, and may fewer of them; that natural science like
that practised by Charles Darwin required a only notebook and a
sketchpad; and that however complicated the mechanical or electronic
gadget into which the scientist peers, the human observer is always
present to interpret what is seen or recorded. If UFO (and UFO
abduction) witnesses are intrinsically unreliable reporters, then all of
the evidence is suspect, because it has been obtained with unreliable
instruments, whose distortions or biases may be responsible for the
seeming abnormality of the reports. As a case in point, Bartholomew, et
al. (17) reported that a study of self- reported biographical material
from 152 alleged UFO abductees or contactees demonstrated an incidence
of fantasy-proneness which was higher than the population average. The
biographical data used in this study were drawn from l6th-century
sources as well as from current data, and no distinction was reported
between what UFO investigators would recognize as contactees and more
credible reporters of abduction experiences. But the best UFO and
abduction evidence is not suspect. Spanos, et al.,(18) Bloecher, Clamar
and Hopkins,(19) and Rodeghier, et al.(20) have made it clear that UFO
reporters and abduction reporters do not suffer from psychopathology;
therefore there is no a priori reason to reject their reports because
their personality characteristics make them less reliable than other
reporters of phenomena.

Ordinary precautions have to be taken in obtaining reports about
external events from anyone. Good reporters and good scientists know how
to listen; how not to lead; how to encourage reluctant or emotionally
upset witnesses without putting words in their mouths; and in general
how to avoid biasing the source of the information they are recording.
The same thing applies to extraordinary methods for obtaining data, like
hypnosis. Proper use of hypnosis in the forensic field as well as the
UFO investigation field is necessarily subject to stringent precautions.
Good hypnosis data will be presented with evidence that appropriate
precautions were taken; the work of Carpenter and Haines(21-23) is
exemplary in providing evidence that the requisite precautions have been
taken.

Prior conditions for accepting the abduction phenomenon. Most of us take
for granted something which our scientific colleagues have neither the
background nor the confidence to take for granted: that reports of UFOs
are reports of extraterrestrial vehicles. It is impossible here to go
into the detail which supports this conclusion. When the evidence is
assembled and presented coherently, it is overwhelming. It is rarely so
assembled and presented. Classic works by Jacobs, Hynek, and NICAP on
the extraterrestrial UFO hypothesis, which precedes the abduction
phenomenon, are twenty years old. They are respected but not widely
read, and certainly not known to the scientific world outside the UFO
community.

It follows that uncertainty about the existence of ET UFOs precludes
acceptance of the UFO abduction phenomenon. If I'm not sure that ET UFOs
exist, how can I accept the evidence for UFO abductions? In this case,
the additional evidence about UFO abductions does not strengthen the ET
UFO evidence; instead, the uncertainty about the UFO evidence weakens
the acceptance of the abduction evidence. This is a classic application
of what is known to statisticians as Bayes' theorem. The probability of
some event, given supporting evidence, depends not only on the current
supporting evidence, but on the prior probability of the event: in other
words, how probable - before the supporting evidence - was the event in
question. If the ET UFO evidence is either unknown or rejected, the
prior probability that any reported experience has to do with UFOs is
bound to be low. This immediately prejudices acceptance of the abduction
evidence, because it is read in a context where the a priori assumption
is that UFOs themselves are highly unlikely, and therefore so is a
UFO-related explanation for the abduction evidence. The answer to this
problem, to the degree that we can solve it, is to present the UFO
evidence and the solid UFO abduction evidence together in an
intellectual context-book, course, or visual medium - in which the UFO
evidence establishes the a priori probability for the UFO abduction
phenomenon. The tendency - certainly reasonable, in light of the
importance of the phenomenon - has been for recent work to concentrate
on the abduction phenomenon alone. But the extensive and
well-investigated body of UFO cases deserve equal time with the
abduction evidence, because the ET interpretation of the classical UFO
data is the a priori basis for allowing an ET interpretation of the
abduction evidence.

CONCLUSION: A SYNTHESIS IS NEEDED

So where are we? We lack certainty in dealing with evidence elicited by
hypnosis or recall alone. We need corroborating evidence: other people's
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testimony to an observer being abducted (e.g., the Linda case), missing
or found in a disordered state after a hypnotically recalled abduction
experience. Or else we need corroborating physical evidence of an
abduction: evidence that something has been around to confirm the
abductee's report of being abducted into something. This is no more or
no less than the kind of evidence we need to corroborate UFO reports.
After all, a UFO report is no less a report of personal experience than
is an abduction report.

Even book-length compendiums of single or multiple cases need to respect
the scientifically educated public's requirement that the methods of
investigation be explained clearly enough so that the techniques can be
both criticized and repeated by others. Understandably but
unfortunately, the current practice (for obvious financial and personal
reasons) has been for each serious and productive investigator to
present his or her own findings in a maximally attractive public
package, in order to reap the personal rewards for the effort made,
since there are absolutely no academic or "establishment" financial or
social rewards for being a conscientious and intelligent UFO or
abduction researcher which would compensate anyone for the time and
effort expended. There is now, however, both a place for and an
intellectual demand for a methodological and empirical synthesis of
current good abduction research, just as there is a similar need and
demand for an equivalent review and synthesis of the past thirty years
of UFO research. Such a synthesis would have to address the
methodological issues raised in this essay, as well as the rich store of
excellent abduction and UFO data which have been collected, weighed, and
evaluated by the current generation of UFO and abduction researchers.
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The Eyewitness
Imperfect Interface
Between Stimuli and Story

James R. Reich, Jr.
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the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal, 3965 Rensch Road, Buffalo, NY 14228, published quarterly
with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)

        The eyewitness is a link between an event that has taken place
and the reporting of that event. In a real sense the memory of an
individual is put to the test when a detailed account of what took place
is desired. Eyewitnesses provide the support needed in our current legal
system. Without their testimony many cases could not proceed and due
process would become meaningless. Eyewitnesses' accounts are also the
thread with which the fabric of a seemingly paranormal or other
anomalous event is woven by the people who investigate or disseminate
such claims. It is important, then, to have some understanding of how
memory works and what might affect the recall of that memory after it
has been recorded.

        The study of how people recall events was initiated at the turn
of this century by the Harvard psychologist Hugo Munsterberg (1863-
1916). In his work he found that people tend to remember events as
slightly different from how they actually happened. One of his
experiments, conducted during a scientific meeting, involved an incident
in which a clown from a passing carnival rushed into the room followed
by a man with a revolver. There was an argument followed by a skirmish
and several shots, after which both individuals left. The stunned
audience was asked by the group leader, the only one there who had prior
knowledge of the experiment, to write down all they could remember about
what had just happened. Analysis of the information gathered showed that
only one individual out of the forty present was able to recall the
event with any accuracy. More than half of those present could manage no
better than a 60-percent recollection.

        Recent research includes work on leading questions. Richard J.
Harris (1973) asked questions using quantitative adjective or adverb
pairs, such as "old/new" and "tall/short." The subjects in his study
were divided into two groups. Each group was instructed to make as
accurate a guess as possible in answer to a series of questions. For
instance, one group was asked the question: "How tall was the basketball
player?" while the second group was asked "How short was the basketball
player?" Harris found that the group that was asked "how tall" estimated
the height at about 79 inches, while those who were asked "how short"
estimated the height at 69 inches. A full 10-inches - practically one
foot - difference!

        Using the same pattern in a different question, subjects were
asked about the height of an office building. The answers of those who
were asked "How high was the office building" averaged a height of 26
stories, while those who were asked "How low was the office building"
averaged only 13 stories - exactly one-half that of the first group.

        Other researchers have continued probing the leading-question
phenomenon. Elizabeth Loftus asked individuals questions about their
headaches and the products they used to treat them. The first set of
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questions asked were (1) "In terms of the total number of products, how
many other products have you tried? One? Two? Three?" or (2) "In terms
of the total number of products, how many other products have you tried?
One? Five? Ten?" The responses to question 1 averaged 3.3 different
products, while the responses to question 2 averaged 5.2 different
products. The second key question asked was (1) "Do you get headaches
frequently, and, if so, how often?" or (2) "Do you get headaches
occasionally, and, if so, how often?" The "frequently" group reported an
average of 2.2 headaches a week, while the responses of the
"occasionally" group averaged 0.7 headaches a week.

        Loftus (1974) investigated the possible effects that leading
questions may have on memory. The key to her research centered around an
initial presupposition. For example, the question "How fast was the car
going when it ran the stop sign?" presupposes that there was a stop
sign. In reality, the stop sign may or may not have been there. If it
was there, Loftus suggests, then answering the question may strengthen
or enhance the experience by making more available certain key memory
representations corresponding to the stop sign. On the other hand, if
the stop sign was not there, Loftus speculated, then it may be treated
as new information that could surface at a later time, when the stop
sign could be remembered as actually having been there.

        Several experiments were conducted to see if this actually is
the case. In the first experiment two groups viewed a film of an auto
accident, after which they were to answer a ten-item questionnaire. The
film showed a car that, after failing to stop at a stop sign, made a
right turn. In order to avoid an accident the driver of a car in the
oncoming traffic hit the brakes, causing a five-car bumper-to-bumper
collision. A diagram was provided labeling the car that ran the stop
sign as car A and the cars involved in the collision as B through F. Two
key questions were asked. For one group the first question was "How fast
was car A going when it ran the stop sign?" The first question for the
other group was "How fast was car A going when it turned right?" the
second question, asked of both groups, was "Did you see a stop sign for
car A?" The results showed that 55 percent of those who were first asked
the "stop sign" question answered that they did see the stop sign, while
only 35 percent of those answering the "turned right" question answered
in the affirmative.

        Loftus developed two hypotheses to explain this effect. First,
when subjects are asked the initial "stop sign" question, this
reinforces their memory of the stop sign and they respond at a later
time with this reinforced representation. Loftus's second explanation,
called the construction hypothesis, suggests that subjects use the
presupposition in the initial "stop sign" question to reconstruct in
their memories the existence of the stop sign. The importance of the
construction hypothesis is that any type of information can subsequently
be introduced into a person's memory using questions containing
presuppositions, whether the presuppositions are true or false.

        Loftus's second experiment was set up to determine whether the
construction hypothesis could be supported. In this experiment subjects
viewed a 3-minute videotape excerpt showing a disruption in a classroom
by eight demonstrators. After the video was shown, a questionnaire with
20 questions was distributed. The subjects were divided into two groups.
Nineteen of the questions were similar. The one key question that
differed was either (1) "Was the leader of the 4 demonstrators who
entered the classroom a male?" or (2) "Was the leader of the 12
demonstrators who entered the classroom a male?" After a week the
subjects were asked a new set of 20 questions with the key question for
all being "How many demonstrators did you see entering the classroom?"
Those who had answered the question counting the number of demonstrators
as 12 thought they remembered an average of 8.5 in the video. While the
group who had answered the question referring to 4 demonstrators
recalled an average of 6.40. This experiment demonstrated that false
numerical data can have an effect on an individual's memory. Loftus next
wanted to find out if the same results could be seen when the false
presupposition concerned something that didn't exist.

        In this experiment subjects viewed a short videotape of an
automobile accident and then answered ten questions based on the
accident. The subjects were divided into two groups. One group was asked
the key question "How fast was the white sports car going when it passed
the barn while traveling along the country road?" and the other group
had the question "How fast was the white sports car going while
traveling along the country road?" In fact, there was no barn in the
video. One week later the subjects returned and answered ten questions
about the accident, the key question for everyone being "Did you see a
barn!" Of those subjects earlier exposed to the false presupposition
that there was a barn 17.3 percent responded that they had seen a barn.
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Only 2.7 percent of those who did not have the presupposition in the
original question responded that they had seen a barn.

        To explain this, Loftus described a theory of memory for complex
visual experiences. In this theory there are two main processes. The
first deals with the acquisition of data, and the second delves into the
retrieval of that data. The acquisition can further be divided into two
components. The first is the acquisition of the original experience.
Clearly not everything that happens to us can be stored in our memory.
The mind separates what is and is not to be stored by the amount of
attention we give a particular object. If we go for a walk across a
field, chances are we will let our minds wander a bit. Soon we find that
we have covered a lot of ground. Immediately we wonder how we got where
we are. Since we haven't focused our attention on the walk, nothing is
remembered. The same kind of thing can happen when we are reading. How
many times have you read a paragraph only to discover you have no idea
what you have read? In order to acquire a particular memory we must
concentrate on what it is we want to store. Once our attention is
focused, the mind transforms the information into some form or
representation that can be stored in the brain. This newly acquired
information is not carved in granite by any means. It is subject to
future alterations by a mixing of the actual event with subsequent or
even prior information. This illustrates the second component of the
acquisition process, the acquisition of additional information. It is at
this step where leading questions enter into the picture and are able to
distort the true representation stored in memory.

        The retrieval process will come into play at any time after the
initial experience. Each time the event is brought into conscious
thought there is a possibility of altering the original memory. The
farther removed from the event, the greater the chance of an imperfect
or distorted recollection.

        Recently, researchers have added to the understanding of why
leading questions affect those who encounter them. Smith and Ellsworth
(1987) indicate that the uncertainty surrounding the memory of an event
is an important antecedent for the effectiveness of being misled. A
clear memory is less susceptible to being fooled by leading questions.
Memories of tangential details are more prone to alteration when leading
questions are used than are more important details.

        Smith and Ellsworth also found that subjects accept leading
questions more readily from those they think are more knowledgeable
about the event or situation than they themselves are. For example, if a
person witnesses some type of crime and the crime is severe enough, say
an armed robbery, he or she will experience a lot of stress. Stress
usually lessens the witnesses' ability to perceive the event (Clifford
and Scott 1978; Loftus 1980). Later, when the police are trying to find
out what has happened, they may ask questions that a witness feels he
should know the answers to even if he doesn't: "About what time was it
when the robbery took place?" "What type of clothing was the perpetrator
wearing?" "Was he tall? Short? Fat? Thin?"

        If the witness is at all hesitant, the officer may probe with
more specific questions, and the witness may be intimidated to answer
using the clues that the officer is unintentionally giving.

        Officer: "Did it happen in the morning?"
        Witness: "I'm not sure, but I believe so - yes, it did take
place in the morning."
        Officer: "Was he wearing a red long sleeved shirt?"
        Witness: "Yes, it was long sleeved. I don't remember the color."
        And so on.

        When one is interviewing a witness to an event, it is best to
present oneself as being as much in the dark about it as the witness.

        Another area of investigation concerning eyewitness testimony is
the apparent relationship between the accuracy of a witness's testimony
and his or her overall confidence. Studies have indicated that nearly 40
percent of defense attorneys agree that there is a positive correlation
between the accuracy and confidence of the witness. Although it was
found in one study (Kassin 1985) that accurate responses were made
somewhat more quickly than inaccurate responses, confident responses
were made much more quickly than unsure replies. In other words, the
less time it takes to reply, the greater the amount of confidence that
can be attributed to the witness. But is this a valid assumption?
Further experiments (Smith, Kassin, and Ellsworth 1989) have shown that
there is little to suggest that confidence is a good predictor of
accuracy, and relying on such a correlation may actually be misleading.
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        For serious investigations into seemingly paranormal or other
anomalous events, it would appear that the investigator should follow a
few simple guidelines. First, he or she should determine how many other
investigators have already had contact with the individual in question.
If the number is high, there is a good chance that the original memory
of the event has evolved into something a little different. This would
only be natural and should actually be expected in most cases. The
second guideline is that investigators should interact with witnesses in
such a way that they are not intimidating. They should not be guilty of
"tampering with the evidence," the "evidence" being the memory of the
reporting individual. Lastly, the investigator should not be influenced
by the apparent speed or lack of speed with which the individual replies
to a question. A quick reply does not necessarily assure that it is an
accurate or truthful answer, nor does a hesitant response mean it is an
inaccurate answer. It's up to the investigator to use good judgment when
conducting an interview. This may result in shedding new light on many
paranormal claims.
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---

Much of the evidence relating to paranormal phenomena consists of
eyewitness testimony. However, a large body of experimental research has
shown that such testimony can be extremely unreliable.

For example, in 1887 Richard Hodgson and S. John Davey held seances in
Britain (in which phenomena were faked by trickery) for unsuspecting
sitters and requested each sitter to write a description of the seance
after it had ended. Hodgson and Davey reported that sitters omitted many
important events and recalled others in incorrect order. Indeed, some of
the accounts were so unreliable that Hodgson later remarked:

        The account of a trick by a person ignorant of the method used
        in its production will involve a misdescription of its
        fundamental conditions. . . so marked that no clue is afforded
        the student for the actual explanation (Hodgson and Davey 1887
        p. 9).

In a partial replication of this work, Theodore Besterman (1932) in
Britain had sitters attend a fake seance and then answer questions
relating to various phenomena that had occurred. Besterman reported that
sitters had a tendency to underestimate the number of persons present in
the seance room, to fail to report major disturbances that took place
(e.g., the movement of the experimenter from the seance room), to fail
to recall the conditions under which given phenomena took place, and to
experience the illusory movements of objects.

More recently, Singer and Benassi in the United States (1980) had a
stage magician perform fake psychic phenomena before two groups of
university students. Students in one group were told that they were
about to see a magician; the other group, that they were about to
witness a demonstration of genuine psychic ability. Afterward, all of
the students were asked to note whether they believed the performer was
a genuine psychic or a magician. Approximately two-thirds of both groups
stated they believed the performer to be a genuine psychic. In a
follow-up experiment the researchers added a third condition, wherein
the experimenter stressed that the performer was definitely a magician.
Fifty-eight percent of the people in this group still stated they
believed the performer to be a genuine psychic!

These studies admirably demonscrate that eyewitness testimony of
supposedly paranormal events can be unreliable. Additional studies have
now started to examine some of the factors that might cause such
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inaccuracy. Clearly, many supposedly paranormal events are difficult to
observe simply because of their duration, frequency, and the conditions
under which they occur. For example, ostensible poltergeist activity,
seance phenomena, and UFO sightings often occur without warning, are
over within a few moments, take place under poor lighting or weather
conditions, or happen at a considerable distance from observers. In
addition, some people have sight/hearing deficiencies, while others have
observed these phenomena under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or when
they are tired (especially if they have had to wait a relatively long
time for the phenomena to occur).

It is also possible that observers' beliefs and expectations play an
important role in the production of inaccurate testimony. Different
people clearly have different beliefs and expectations prior to
observing a supposed psychic - skeptics might expect to see some kind of
trickery; believers may expect a display of genuine psi. Some seventy
years ago Eric Dingwall in Britain (1921) speculated that such
expectations may distort eyewitness testimony:

        The frame of mind in which a person goes to see magic and to a
        medium cannot be compared. In one case he goes either purely for
        amusement or possibly with the idea of discovering `how it was
        done,' whilst in the other he usually goes with the thought that
        it is possible that he will come into direct contact with the
        other world (p. 211).

Recent experimental evidence suggests that Dingwall's speculations are
correct.

Wiseman and Morris (1995a) in Britain carried out two studies
investigating the effect that belief in the paranormal has on the
observation of conjuring tricks. Individuals taking part in the
experiment were first asked several questions concerning their belief in
the paranormal. On the basis of their answers they were classified as
either believers (labeled "sheep") or skeptics (labeled "goats").
[Gertrude Schmeidler, City College, New York City, coined the terms
sheep and goats.]

In both experiments individuals were first shown a film containing fake
psychic demonstrations. In the first demonstration the "psychic"
apparently bent a key by concentrating on it; in the second
demonstration he supposedly bent a spoon simply by rubbing it.

After they watched the film, witnesses were asked to rate the
"paranormal" content of the demonstrations and complete a set of recall
questions. Wiseman and Morris wanted to discover if, as Hodgson and
Dingwall had suggested, sheep really did tend to misremember those parts
of the demonstrations that were central to solving the tricks. For this
reason, half of the questions concerned the methods used to fake the
phenomena. For example, the psychic faked the key-bending demonstration
by secretly switching the straight key for a pre-bent duplicate by
passing the straight key from one hand to the other. During the switch
the straight key could not be seen. This was clearly central to the
trick's method; and one of the "important" questions asked was whether
the straight key had always remained in sight. A second set of
"unimportant" questions asked about parts of the demonstration that were
not related to the tricks' methods.

Overall, the results suggested that sheep rated the demonstrations as
more "paranormal" than goats did, and that goats did indeed recall
significancly more "important" information than sheep. There was no such
difference for the recall of the "unimportant" information.

This is not the only study to investigate sheep/goat differences in
observation and recall of "paranormal" phenomena. Jones and Russell in
the United States (1980) asked individuals to observe a staged
demonstration of extrasensory perception (ESP). In one condition the
demonstration was successful (i.e., ESP appeared to occur) while in the
other it was not. All individuals were then asked to recall the
demonstration. Sheep who saw the unsuccessful demonstration distorted
their memories of it and often stated that ESP had occurred. Goats
tended to correctly recall the demonstration, even if it appeared to
support the existence of ESP.

In addition, Matthew Smith in Britain (1993) investigated the effect
that instructions (given prior to watching a film containing a
demonstration of apparent psychic ability) had on the recall of the
film. Individuals were split into two groups. One group was told that
the film contained trickery; the other group was told that it contained
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genuine paranormal phenomena. The former group recalled significantly
more information about the film than the latter group.

All of the above experiments were carried out in controlled laboratory
settings. However, another recent study suggests that the same
inaccuracies may exist in a more natural setting, namely the seance
room.

Many individuals have reported experiencing extraordinary phenomena
during dark-room seances. Eyewitness claims that objects have
mysteriously moved, strange sounds have been produced, or ghostly forms
have appeared, and that these phenomena have occurred under conditions
that render normal explanations practically impossible.

Believers argue that conditions commonly associated with a seance (such
as darkness, anticipation, and fear) may act as a catalyst to produce
these phenomena (Batcheldor 1966).  Skeptics suggest that reports of
seances are unreliable and that eyewitnesses are either fooling
themselves or being fooled by fraudulent mediums.

The authors carried out an experiment in the United Kingdom to assess
both the reliability of testimony relating to seance phenomena, and
whether paranormal events could be produced in a modern seance. We
carried out our experiment, titled "Manifestations," three times.
Twenty-five people attended on each occasion. They were first asked to
complete a short questionnaire, noting their age, gender, and whether
they believed that genuine paranormal phenomena might sometimes cake
place during seances.

A seance room had been prepared. All of the windows and doors in the
room had been sealed and blacked out, and twenty-five chairs had been
arranged in a large circle. Three objects - a book, a slate, and a bell
had been treated with luminous paint and placed onto three of the
chairs. A small table, the edges of which were also luminous, was
situated in the middle of the circle.  Two luminous maracas rested on
the table.

Following a brief talk on the aims of the project, the participants were
led into a darkened seance room. Richard Wiseman played the part of the
medium.  With the help of a torch, he showed each person to a chair,
and, where appropriate, asked them to pick up the book, slate, or bell.

Next, he drew participants' attention to the table and maracas. Those
participants who had picked up the other luminous objects were asked to
make themselves known, and the "medium" collected the objects one by one
and placed them on the table.

He then pointed out the presence of a small luminous ball, approximately
5 centimeters in diameter, suspended on a piece of rope from the
ceiling. Finally, he took his place in the circle, extinguished the
torch, and asked everybody to join hands.

The medium first asked the participants to concentrate on trying to move
the luminous ball and then to try the same with the objects on the
table. Finally, the participants were asked to concentrate on moving the
table itself. The seance lasted approximately ten minutes.

Clearly, it was important that some phenomena occurred to assess the
reliability of eyewitness testimony. The maracas were therefore
"gimmicked" to ensure their movement during the seance. In the third
seance the table was also similarly moved by trickery. Finally, we also
used trickery to create a few strange noises at the end of each seance.

All of the un-gimmicked objects were carefully placed on markers so that
any movement would have been detectable. After leaving the seance room,
the participants completed a short questionnaire that asked them about
their experience of the seance.

No genuine paranormal phenomena took place during any of the seances.
However, our questionnaire allowed us to assess the reliability of
participants' eyewitness testimony.

Would participants remember which objects had been handled before the
start of the seance? As the maracas were gimmicked, we had to ensure
that they were not examined or handled by anyone. Nevertheless, one in
five participants stated that they had been. This was an important
inaccuracy as observers are likely to judge the movement of an object
more impressive if they think that the item has been scrutinized
beforehand.

This type of misconception was not confined to the maracas. In the first
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two seances, the slate, bell, book, and table remained stationary.
Despite this, 27 percent of participants reported movement of at least
one of these. In the third seance the table was gimmicked so that it
shifted four inches toward the medium, but participants' testimony was
again unreliable, with one in four people reporting no movement at all.

An interesting pattern develops if the results are analyzed by
separating the participants by belief. The ball, suspended from the
ceiling, did not move at any time. Seventy-six percent of disbelievers
were certain that it hadn't moved. In contrast, the same certainty among
believers was only 54 percent. In addition, 40 percent of believers
thought that at least one other object had moved, compared to only 14
percent of disbelievers. The answers to the question "Do you believe you
have witnessed any genuine paranormal phenomena?" perhaps provide the
most conclusive result for the believer/disbeliever divide. One in five
believers stated that he or she had seen genuine phenomena. None of the
disbelievers thought so. This would suggest that while we are all
vulnerable to trickery, a belief or expectation of paranormal phenomena
during seances may add to that vulnerability.

The results clearly show that it is difficult to obtain reliable
testimony about the seance. Indeed, our study probably underestimated
the extent of this unreliability as the seance lasted only ten minutes
and participants were asked to remember what had happened immediately
afterward.

Although a minority of participants believed that they had observed
genuine paranormal phenomena, it does not seem unreasonable to assume
that these individuals might be the most likely to tell others about
their experience. Our results suggest that many of their reports would
be fraught with inaccuracies and it might only take a few of the more
distorted accounts to circulate before news that "genuine" paranormal
phenomena had occurred became widespread.

In short, there is now considerable evidence to suggest that
individuals' beliefs and expectations can, on occasion, lead them to be
unreliable witnesses of supposedly paranormal phenomena. It is vital
that investigators of the paranormal take this factor into account when
faced with individuals claiming to have seen extraordinary events. It
should be remembered, however, that such factors may hinder accurate
testimony regardless of whether that testimony is for or against the
existence of paranormal phenomena; the observations and memory of
individuals with a strong need to disbelieve in the paranormal may be as
biased as extreme believers. In short, the central message is that
investigators need to be able to carefully assess testimony regardless
of whether it reinforces or opposes their own beliefs concerning the
paranormal. Accurate assessment of the reliability of testimony requires
a thorough understanding of the main factors that cause unreliable
observation and remembering. Research is starting to reveal more about
these factors and the situations under which they do, and do not, occur.
Indeed, this represents part of a general movement to increase the
quality of the methods used to investigate psychic phenomena (Wiseman
and Morris 1956). Given the important role that eyewitness testimony
plays in parapsychology, understanding observation is clearly a priority
for future research.
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---

The purpose of this essay is to explain how to clarify the evidence for
or against the reality of UFO abductions. Many workers in this field
have modified the conventional meaning of both the word "reality" and
the word "abduction." I do not accept these modifications. A UFO
abduction, if it occurs, is a physical event. A person is taken aboard
an extraterrestrial spacecraft and interacts with its crew. If this
event is imagined, then it is not a physical event, it is an imaginary
one. If the event happened before and it is being relived in the
present, then it is a re-experiencing, not an abduction. There is nothing
wrong with either imagining or memory as a description of human
experience. A re-experiencing is clearly evidence for an earlier
abduction, if it can be separated from an imagining, which is based on
the incorporation of other people's experience (through conversation,
books, or films) into one's own experience. But in no case is an
imagining evidence of an abduction. By misusing the descriptive
categories of language, and calling imaginings and re-experiencing
"abduction reports," confusion is produced which can only bring the
substantial evidence for the physical reality of UFO abductions into
doubt.

THE ABDUCTION REPORT

What is the UFO abduction phenomenon? To abduct means to "carry off or
lead away (a person) illegally and in secret or by force, esp. to
kidnap."(1) Anyone who reports that he or she has been carried away by
force is reporting an abduction. Since we are obviously only concerned
with abductions by nonhuman extraterrestrials, the carrying-away must be
reported as done by nonhuman extraterrestrials. Evidence for the
non-humanness of the abductors comes from the appearance of the
abductors, the tools they use, including the methods of enforcing the
abduction, the things they do, and the locations to which the abductee
is taken. If none of these are nonhuman, then we are talking about an
abduction experience, but one which can be explained as caused by
humans. "Abduction phenomenon" in this essay means the abduction of
humans by nonhuman extraterrestrials as described here.

False, imagined, and real experiences. The second problem in discussing
the abduction phenomenon is to evaluate the source of the reports. I am
perfectly capable of reporting an abduction experience on the basis of
my accumulated knowledge. I know enough background material to report an
experience which would match very closely other reports made by reliable
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witnesses. Why wouldn't my report be valid? Because, of course, it was
fabricated out of my indirect experience, as communicated to me by
conversations, books, films, and television, and not my direct
experience; that is, through my own senses without the intermediary of
other humans' spoken, written, or visually portrayed experience. Anyone
can report an abduction experience. Our problem is to learn whether
these reports are reports of direct personal experience or whether the
reports are mediated by the experience of others. If they are mediated
by the experience of others, they are worthless as evidence of the
existence of UFO abductions. They are simply repetitions of other
people's stories, however convincing either to the listener or (as is
often the case) to the teller.

There is no a priori reason why the reporter of an abduction experience
which is entirely mediated by other people's experiences may not also
report that he or she believes that the experience was direct and
un-mediated. It is very well established that people reporting
experiences do not always accurately attribute the source of those
experiences.(2) Spoken or written language, as well as the visual media,
are efficient ways of conveying information which may be incorporated
indiscriminately into what the reporter thinks is his or her own direct
sensory experience. The human mind is efficient at generating and
storing images or representations of experience, and inefficient at
retaining and classifying the sources of those same images or
representations. Suggestible human beings often mistake the sources of
their information, and they are demonstrably capable of reporting as
personal experience events and experiences which have been suggested to
them by others.

The properly skeptical public. In ordinary conversation, in the
give-and-take on a sunny afternoon by the lake, or of a dinner party
with good wine flowing, we do not always - or even often - critically
examine the sources of our ideas, or of our conversational bons mots.
Why should we expect something more critical, more detached, from the
investigators and reporters of abductions? Simply because so much more
is at stake. Our real audience is not the lake-side or dinner-table
conversationalists. If the purveyors of ideas about UFO abductions want
to be treated as entertaining lake-side conversationalists, or as
slightly outre dinner-table companions, then we can all go on as before.
Some of what we say will be based on what we know are the reports of
reliable witnesses, corroborated by circumstances: missing time,
physical traces, concurrent UFO sightings. Other reports, whether in the
National Enquirer or in our own publications, will be ambiguous and lend
themselves to alternative interpretations.

The greater public will get some of both kinds of reports, and will be,
as always, puzzled about what to believe. The scientific public will say
to itself: "X has written two books full of interesting information
about abductions and UFOs. X writes with obvious integrity, and the
phenomenon sounds plausible. But Y includes as abductions reports from
people who sit in a trance and stare at the ceiling, and then describe
the same kind of things X is describing. Isn't the obvious explanation
to assume that both X and Y's reports have the same epistemological
status - the same grounding in reality - and that Y's are the more
representative, because they require the least deviation from present
knowledge? Witness Z is obviously imagining things, and abduction
investigator Y reports Z's imaginings as abductions. Therefore,
abduction investigators are reporting what people imagine, not what
actually happens to them."

The leaps of reason in my imaginary quote above are not logically
convincing, but they are psychologically very convincing. Just because
one abduction report (A) is imaginary (i) does not mean that all A's are
(i). But if you are predisposed to reject more complicated explanations,
and are predisposed not to change your world-view on the basis of what
the UFO research community is claiming, than your reasoning process is:
Some A's are certainly i. I cannot look into all of the A cases, and if
I have found one i case among them, I can say that because I have shown
that at least one A is i, most-or all-of them might he. And with this
very big "might be," I escape the need to change my world-view, because
I can subsume my simpler world-view under the "might be" of the
imaginary abduction report. Therefore I will defer judgment, or, more
conservatively, not change my world-view in the absence of a more
convincing reason to do so.

I think it helps to make this problem specific because it explains what
the UFO and abduction community is up against when it seeks to persuade
the rest of the world - our lake-side and dinner-party neighbors and
companions, as well as the even more skeptical scientific public - that
what we have to say should be taken seriously. We have to decide what we
are trying to convince people of. We know, and they know, that people
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report abduction experiences. If in the interest of accommodating every
abduction reporter we decide to treat all reports equally, whether or
not there is corroborative evidence that there was a physical abduction
by extraterrestrials, then our public will nod politely and discount
virtually everything we have to say. They will, quite reasonably,
consider a11 abduction reports as evidence of, at most, an interesting
psychological aberration or phenomenon.

What are we to think of an abduction case in which the alleged abductee
is observed to be present during the entire time she experiences an
abduction? The evidence in this case is unambiguous. The investigators
who reported the case were present during the time the woman had the
experience, and she didn't budge. There was no missing time, and there
were no abduction corollaries - UFO sightings or physical aftereffects.
The answer least in need of supplementary explanation is that the woman
wasn't abducted. There is no reason to think that she may not have been
reexperiencing a past abduction - the most generous of hypotheses - but
by any objective criterion she was not experiencing a physical abduction
and the report of her experience made by the investigators was the
report of a psychological experience, not a physical one. In my
already-expressed opinion, this case should not have been presented as
an abduction report.(3)

Abduction researchers should screen abduction reports into those which
are probably based on direct sensory experience, and those which are
probably based on experience mediated by human language or media. It is
clear from the proceedings of the 1992 Abduction Conference at M.I.T.
that not a11 abduction researchers want to do that. And it's a free
world: there is nothing to stop them from using whatever inclusive
categories they choose to use in defining abductions. My point is simply
that this inclusiveness mitigates against anyone with common sense and
no access to the original data from taking the abduction phenomenon
seriously. Those of us who are better informed can sort the bad cases
out for ourselves; but our friends and colleagues in the general and
scientific public can't. We should be doing it for them. If we don't, we
suffer the inevitable diminishing of our credibility.

SCIENCE AND THE UFO/ABDUCTION PHENOMENON

There is a great reluctance on the part of some investigators to stick
to a scientific approach to the abduction phenomenon. The argument runs
something like this. Our systematic understanding of nature is severely
limited; science doesn't even explain many things about inanimate
nature, other animals, or the human mind. Not only that, but the
technical or scientific approach to the mastery and understanding of
nature has led mankind into grievous errors which threaten to destroy
the species if not the planet. Therefore, we should abandon science in
dealing with this new phenomenon, particularly since it is so far beyond
our comprehension as to make the idea of a scientific theory to explain
UFOs or abductions meaningless. We can't really decide whether the
phenomenon is mental or physical; even calling it physical is
meaningless because the mental and the physical are so completely
intermixed that separating them, in this instance, is almost impossible.

Much of this argument rests on a very generalized incomprehension of
what science means, and an even greater incomprehension about the
science of psychology. First of all, science is a method as much as it
is a collection of facts and theories. It is also a very complex social
process. Boiled down to its essence, the scientific method is a
prescription that evidence about nature must be presented in a form that
explains how it was obtained, makes it possible for other people to
review and criticize the methods used for gathering the evidence, and to
repeat those methods and obtain the same evidence, so far as is
practical. It is a social agreement to be honest and transparent in
presenting data, and to engage in a mutual (sometimes highly
competitive) effort to cross-check, criticize, and ultimately verify the
information on which we base our advances in understanding nature.

The scientific enterprise. Our technological world is built from
complex, true stories that describe the natural world. How do we know
that the stories are true? The natural world works the same way for a
Russian engineer as it does for an American scientist. Bridges designed
in France will stand in China; airplanes made in America will also fly
over Brazil or over Australia. There is a consensus about our nature
stories, at least so far as we can carry them. The civilized machinery
of scientific education, scientific research, and scientific
communication shapes a community of knowledge whose products are
everywhere and whose methods are universal.

Unfortunately, many of the scientific nature stories are unintelligible
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to the lay person, who hasn't learned the mathematical methods and
doesn't have the knowledge or the vocabulary to understand them. Because
science is also divided into very narrow specialties, many scientific
nature stories are equally unintelligible to scientists in other
specialties. Most scientists aren't as successfully gregarious as the
physicist Ernest Rutherford, who is supposed to have said, "If you can't
explain it to the barmaid in the Eagle Pub, it isn't good science." Even
nature stories which fall into the category of "classical" science, like
the time-travel paradoxes of Einstein's theory of special relativity,
seriously challenge both the lay and the scientific imagination. The
sheer volume of detailed knowledge in every scientific specialty makes
it practically impossible for a lay person or a scientist in another
field to evaluate the latest development in an area to which he or she
is a technical stranger.

Scientific specialization. The scientific community which generates and
uses accurate stories about nature is specialized and divided. Adam
Smith praised the benefits of specialization in his famous l8th- century
example of pin manufacture: A single craftsman, manufacturing entire
pins, makes not more than twenty per day, while a team of ten men,
employed in a small manufactory, could produce "upwards of forty-eight
thousand pins in a day." Men "educated to the trade," each specializing
in one part of the manufacture, turn out on the average 4,800 per day.
Thus specialization amplifies the output of a pin manufacturer many fold
- a lesson which has not been lost on scientists and scientific funding
agencies.(4)

The "industrial system" is thoroughly established in science, with the
same satisfying results. Collegial teamwork of surprising sophistication
and complexity exists across the entire world. The system consists of
multiple independent but cooperating research centers which regularly
exchange information and personnel. Ever since the Middle Ages,
academicians and researchers have been cooperative and mobile. Their
greatest pleasure is to visit each other's universities and
laboratories, and to congregate in large numbers at attractive places
(Venice, Prague, Paris, Honolulu) to discuss, argue, and criticize each
others' work. This is their life's blood. The results are poured into
the research journals which are circulated and read internationally.

The international scientific community is organized in much the same
fashion as the modern communication tool which grew directly out of
applied science: the Internet. The Internet is a system which exists as
a collection of independent cooperating centers or nodes, each of which
is administered locally. On the basis of a strictly voluntary
cooperative organization, each node is configured so as to be able to
pass messages through the entire complex system to any other node, and
each node can also act as an intermediary for the transmission of
messages from one node to another.

But like the users of the Internet, the scientific community is really a
collection of sub-communities which for the most part recognize each
other's legitimacy, within the specialized domains of knowledge they
claim for their own. And, as with the special interest groups on the
Internet, it is rare that ongoing work within one scientific
sub-community is commented on or participated in by workers in another
sub-community. Scientific guilds. The independent sub-communities of
science have another trait in common with those honored and medieval
social organizations, the guilds, which were in some sense the
progenitors of the very universities that now support many of the
scientists. The guilds were professionally exclusive and jealous of
their privileges. In the Middle Ages, work produced by non-guild members
was proscribed and rejected. In the modern world, a relevant scientific
advance which is reported from outside the research sub-community is
likely to suffer the same fate. In the Middle Ages, there were political
wars between the guilds and non-guild craftsmen, whose products were
driven outside the towns where the guilds held power, into the
countryside, where a non-guild worker could sell unlicensed products to
customers who might later smuggle them back into the town.

Scientists who produce work outside their specialties, or in areas of
research that are not recognized as legitimate by their own sub-
community, risk having their work proscribed or rejected by scientific
guild members. The modern form of proscription is simply the refusal of
scientific journals to publish the results. Occasionally the examples of
guild behavior are egregious and informative. John Garcia, a researcher
who specialized in radiological research, discovered in 1955 that rats
could be taught in one trial to avoid the novel taste of a food which
gave them a delayed, but very severe, stomachache (the food contained a
nonlethal dose of poison which made them very sick). Garcia's work was
technically exemplary, but because his findings directly challenged two
cornerstones of the current theoretical position on learning -(1) that
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a11 learning was incremental, and (2) that delay of consequences reduced
the effectiveness of learning - his work was kept out of major
psychological journals for years.(5) While Garcia's findings, and Garcia
himself, are now completely accepted some forty years after his initial
work, the hostility and rejection he experienced are object lessons in
the resistance of scientific sub-communities to outsiders who trespass
on their intellectual territory.

Fear of scientific failure. Scientists are afraid of mistakes. The
public-inquiry structure of science, which proceeds by public
replication or refutation of previously published findings, is the usual
antidote to the persistence of unsubstantiated empirical claims and
unverifiable theories. But it seems that unsubstantiated claims arise in
every generation, and persist long enough to be an embarrassment to
science as a whole. N-rays in the 19th century, polywater in the 1960s,
and cold fusion in the 1980s are examples of scientific discoveries
which generated a bad press for science because they persisted long
enough to raise the public's expectations before those expectations were
doused by the necessary skepticism. They were in fact examples of the
successful application of the public-inquiry structure of science. Since
each of these empirical errors was refuted, they represent successes,
not failures, of this system.

But the cost, both to individual reputations and to the public's image
of science, of these forays into unsuccessful empiricism is very
damaging. When you combine scientists' real and justified fear of
embarrassment over mistakes with the traditional hostility and
conservatism of scientific sub-communities to new ideas introduced from
outside the specialty, you begin to understand why the entire panorama
of UFO and abduction evidence presented by part-time scientific amateurs
like historians, painters, psychiatrists, and social workers, not to
mention even less scientifically qualified white- and blue-collar
contributors (military and commercial pilots, policemen, air traffic
controllers, and just plain folks) is simply ignored by scientists when
it is not being actively derided by them.

Almost all scientists accept the judgment of publicly recognized experts
in fields of work to which they are strangers. As a part of both the
specialized character of science and the guild mentality of scientists,
each scientist respects only the authority of the recognized experts in
his or her field. This raises some important questions: What
qualifications fit someone to pass judgment on evidence concerning UFOs
and related phenomena? Whose judgment can be trusted to evaluate the
evidence? What is the evidence? And what conclusions can be drawn from
it?

Practicing scientists often assume that all science is about work on
problems whose boundaries are well-prescribed and on which there exists
a consensus about method and goals. This is true of the massive efforts
of institutional science to advance knowledge in areas where it is clear
that more knowledge, or better techniques, may lead to impressive gains
in control of nature. I am thinking particularly of molecular biology,
solid-state physics, and nuclear physics, where advances in
understanding the construction and maintenance of organisms, the
organization of communication and information, and the release of power
are important, immediate goals.

But this assumption about the scope of science is not entirely correct.
People who work on even harder problems like the nature of abductions,
or the existence of extraterrestrial life, can also be perfectly
respectable scientists, whatever their background or training: history,
sculpture, psychiatry, social work, sociology, atomic physics, clinical
psychology or experimental psychology, to name the occupations of just a
few practitioners in the field. The important thing is that they respect
the rules of scientific communication. They may not gain immediate
respect from other scientists for doing so, but if they do respect the
rules of scientific inquiry - if they do make clear how they have
defined their terms, how they have gathered their data, what precautions
they have taken to avoid error in the data, and how they have
interpreted the data - then, eventually, what they report will be
respected by other practitioners of science. And if it is ultimately
respected by the other practitioners of science, then the larger public
will come to respect it as well.

When will science pay attention? The answer to this question is
important, because when science pays attention, both the influential
public (legislators, newspaper columnists, TV commentators) and the
ordinary person in the street will also pay attention. Thomas Kuhn, the
famous contemporary philosopher of science, pointed out that scientific
revolutions seldom succeed by convincing their older opponents; instead,
the younger generation is usually instantly converted, while the older
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generation, which cannot deal with the innovations as flexibly, simply
dies off and the resistance ceases as they leave the field.(7) Abraham
Pais, Albert Einstein's intellectual biographer, points out the same
thing with respect to the acceptance of special relativity by older
scientists of stature when Einstein proposed his theory in 1905.(8) Pais
also points out that Einstein himself, who was one of the founders of
quantum theory, himself never accepted quantum theory as it was
developed by his own contemporaries. Einstein preferred classical
certainty because he believed until the end of his life that "God does
not play dice with the universe."

Does this mean that regardless of what the UFO community does, as long
as strong and convincing data about UFOs and abductions accumulate, the
public will eventually accept that these phenomena represent the
activities of extraterrestrial intelligence? Certainly not - if within
the community, there is disagreement about what standards should be used
to study it. The younger generation of intellectuals, scientists, and
political leaders, which is supposed to be converted while the elders
die off, is too sophisticated to be converted to a world-view which
cannot or will not differentiate between psychological aberration and
extraterrestrial visitation.

I cannot say what the "core phenomenon" of ET abductions is, and it
really doesn't matter that much. There is always, even in so-called
normal science, a halo of less-clear phenomena and less-accepted
findings which represents the cutting edge of investigation into the
controversial issues. The existence of these controversial questions is
not itself a fundamental problem - so long as the methods of science
provide an ultimate means for their resolution. Typical issues of this
kind in the abduction field are: what are the "Nordics?" What is the
meaning of the "staging"? Are there missing fetuses? These issues are
amenable to investigation and to ultimate resolution. It seems to me to
be important that there be a consensus in the UFO and abduction field
that controversial problems must be resolvable - and resolvable using
those refinements of ordinary common sense investigation which go by the
name of scientific method.

SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF THE ABDUCTION PHENOMENON

Obstacles to acceptance. The "general UFO hypothesis" which encompasses
the existence of extraterrestrial spaceships and the abduction of people
into them has to overcome a series of barriers to credibility. Each
barrier is actually the threshold of acceptance among technically
educated people for a series of isolated ideas which cannot be easily
assimilated into the current coherent picture of the world. The
unassimilated picture presented by the UFO hypothesis is much too rich
for the average scientist's taste. It includes telepathy, movement
through solids, craft maneuvering at what are for us unattainable and
dangerous g-forces, and propulsion with no apparent reaction against the
atmosphere.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
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Handling the News Media:
What MUFON Members Need to Know
by Joe Lewels, Ph.D.

(Mutual UFO Network UFO Journal, Number 337, May 1996, Copyright 1996 by
the Mutual UFO Network, 103 Oldtowne Rd., Sequin, Texas 78155, published
monthly with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)

---

Anyone who takes the UFO mystery seriously has, at one time or another,
been frustrated by the news media's often sophomoric and uninformed
coverage of the subject. As a former journalist and journalism
professor, I have often winced with embarrassment at the antics of
broadcast anchormen who somehow feel obliged to end every UFO story with
a snide comment or a dumb joke. It is as if by doing so, they can
distance themselves from the subject matter and demonstrate to the
audience how objective, credible and professional they are. Such
comments and raised eyebrows, I have noticed, do not explain to the
viewers why the TV station chose in the first place to air the story.
They are left to wonder why, if the story was so ridiculous, they
bothered to cover it at all.

The reason, of course, is the ratings. TV stations and newspapers are,
first and foremost, businesses, and it is this fact that accounts for
much of their content. Editors and news directors are well aware of the
public's seemingly unquenchable thirst for UFO information, and even if
they themselves are ignorant of the subject, they understand one thing
quite well: UFOs sell newspapers and boost ratings. MUFON members, who
from time to time may find themselves dealing with the press must be
constantly aware of this truth, for it can either be the cause of great
consternation or it can provide much-needed publicity opportunities.

Three cases of media contact during the last year serve to illustrate
the problem. Not long ago, the State Section Director in El Paso, Tex.,
Dr. Roberta Fennig, was contacted by a television reporter who was
anxious to get an interview for a story. "We're doing a three- part
series on UFOs and I need to see you right away," he said. He was
working on a short deadline and asked for a meeting that same day. Dr.
Fennig contacted me and we agreed to meet with the reporter on the
condition that the meeting be "off the record." Since we did not know
the reporter, we felt a need to act cautiously. We needed to know what
the program would cover and how it would be approached. To determine
this, we asked a few questions:

"Why are you interested in doing a series on UFOs?" we asked. "My news
director assigned me the story," he responded.

"Is your news director interested in UFOs?"

"I don't think so."

"Then why do the story? Has something happened to stir up interest in
the subject?" we queried.

"I don't think so."

"Well, why do a series at this time," we probed. ` "It has to do with
the ratings," he confessed. "Next week is sweeps week." (The week in
which audience sizes are measured to determine how much a station can
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charge for advertising is called "sweeps week.")

"Ok, what do you know about UFOs?"

"Not much," he replied honestly.

"Have you read any books on the subject?"

"No."

"Are you aware that your network (CBS) devoted an hour of serious
discussion to the subject on the `48 Hours' program?" we inquired.

"Uh, no, I didn't see that."

"How much air time will your station devote to this three-part series?"

"Each segment is going to be about 2 to 3 minutes.'

It quickly became obvious that 1) the reporter was totally ignorant of
the subject; 2) neither he nor anyone at his station had any serious
interest in the subject; 3) the only purpose of the report was to hype
the nightly news to gain higher ratings; and 4) that the station was
going to rush to throw together something without much research or
concern for the seriousness of the subject. In the end, we opted not to
participate, although we realized we were passing up an opportunity to
bring in new members and to publicize our hotline number. We had good
reason to be concerned that any comments we might make could be taken
out of context for the purpose of providing the station with a 20-second
"sound byte" to be used to hype their evening news show.

Dr. Fennig, whose experience at dealing with the media is limited, was
amazed by the lack of professionalism demonstrated by the reporter. "I
thought he would have at least done a little research on the subject
before asking for an interview," she commented. This example should
serve as a lesson for MUFON spokespersons who will find that the job of
educating reporters is never ending. They cannot assume that journalists
know anything about the volumes of evidence pertaining to the reality of
UFOs or that they have even heard the names of persons like Dr. John
Mack, Budd Hopkins, Dr. J. Allen Hynek or other well-known researchers.

Walt Andrus, International Director of MUFON, recently received a call
from a reporter from a newspaper in Pensacola, Florida who wanted an
interview and information on the Gulf Breeze case. "He knew absolutely
nothing about the events of Gulf Breeze," says Walt, "even though
Pensacola is just a few miles across the bay. He didn't even know who Ed
Walters was. I asked him how long he had worked in Pensacola and he said
five years. I told him the Gulf Breeze case was at least eight years
old." On another occasion, a reporter for the El Paso Herald Post
approached me for help in arranging an interview with an abductee. She
wanted to do a feature story to accompany the story she was doing on
John Carpenter's lecture on the abduction phenomenon at the University
of Texas at E1 Paso. In the past, she had done an excellent job on a
front page story concerning a lecture by speaker Robert Dean. She had
even called him long distance for an interview. Since I had confidence
in her, I assisted her in setting up an interview with a local woman who
had a lifetime of UFO experiences. The interview resulted in a large,
front page article which was no doubt responsible for the large crowd
that attended Carpenter's presentation. It was a fair, in-depth and
serious effort to convey the terror, trauma and honest confusion
experienced by an otherwise intelligent, well-adjusted and productive
individual.

The difference between these two cases of media contact serves as a good
lesson for MUFON members who may not have experience in dealing with the
press.

Here are a few suggestions about how to handle the media and to get
better publicity:

1) Members should be taught to handle unsolicited media contact
   properly. One person in the chapter, preferably the State Section
   Director or another experienced individual, should be designated as
   the spokesperson. All requests for information or interviews should
   be directed to him or her.

2) The spokesperson should seek out reporters who are interested in and
   knowledgeable about the subject and work with them by being their
   sources of information. Cultivate relationships with those who can be
   trusted to do a fair job.
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3) Media contact is optional and should be on your own terms. You are
   not obligated to speak to a reporter and you should not do so if you
   are uncomfortable with the format or with the individual. Be prepared
   to be badgered for a statement. Reporters know that if they can keep
   you on the phone or engaged in conversation for more than a minute or
   so, chances are you will end up "spilling your guts." Learn to say
   "no comment," or "I can't be a source for you on this story," then
   hang up! Remember that anything you say to a reporter is quotable
   unless you received a pledge of anonymity before you made the
   statement. For that reason, many reporters will attempt to strike up
   a casual conversation, without telling you that you are being
   interviewed. As disagreeable as it may seem, it is in your best
   interest to consider every newsperson as an adversary, for he is
   capable of making you look extremely foolish.

4) Before saying anything quotable, first find out what the nature of
   the story is and what the reporter's views are. Ask for a face to
   face, off the record meeting to get acquainted. Make it clear what
   comments are "off the record" and which are for attribution. Tape
   record the interview as a safeguard.

5) Do not assume the reporter knows anything about the subject or has
   done any research. Find out what books he has read and who else he is
   going to interview. Do not assume that the reporter will be
   objective, fair or sympathetic. Remember, reporters use people to get
   a story that will sell newspapers or get ratings. Their own interests
   come first, not telling the truth.

6) When dealing with TV stations, find out how much air time they plan
   to devote to the story. Realize that even though they interview you
   for 20 minutes, they may only use a 10- or 20- second film clip of
   the most sensational statements you make. It will be totally out of
   context and could make you look foolish.

7) Learn to exercise caution with your choice of words and think
   carefully before you say anything on the air or for attribution.
   Always opt for the most conservative choice of words and qualify your
   statements. For example, investigators should use the term "UFO" or
   "object" rather than "spaceship." Remember, you can't prove it was a
   spaceship. Use the words, "apparent" or "potential" when describing
   an abduction or alien encounter. Be cautious about stating as fact
   those things that cannot be proven, such as "the government is
   testing flying saucers," or "aliens are from Zeta Reticuli" or "alien
   bodies were recovered at Roswell."

8) If your meetings are open to the public, it is a good idea to ask if
   there are any reporters or media representatives in the audience. If
   so, you may wish to ask for a promise that the meeting be "off the
   record" or you may wish to ask the person to leave. Having a reporter
   present at a meeting may seriously interfere with a free and open
   discussion of important issues. Members should not have to worry
   about being quoted in the newspaper for statements made at meetings.

9) If your chapter is planning to have a guest lecturer who doesn't mind
   the publicity, arrange for the lecture to occur during "sweeps week."
   Contact your local stations to find out when that week falls and
   offer to help the news director produce a segment on UFOS, centered
   around your speaker.

10) For best results, hand-carry well-written news releases to those
    reporters and editors you know will do a good job. If your chapter
    produces a newsletter, send free copies to all the media and to
    favored reporters.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UF0's and Mainstream Science

by Bernhard Haisch, Ph. D.

[Bernhard Haisch is the Managing Editor of the Journal of Scientific
Exploration, P.O. Box 5848, Stanford, CA 94309. E-mail:
<haischGjse.com>]

(Mutual UFO Network UFO Journal, Number 335, March 1996, Copyright 1996
by the Mutual UFO Network, 103 Oldtowne Rd., Sequin, Texas 78155,
published monthly with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)

---

'The Journal of Scientific Exploration' (JSE), which I edit, is a
peer-reviewed research journal in which scholarly investigations on
phenomena not part of the currently accepted scientific paradigms may be
published. UFO's fall in this category, or more to the point, UFO's
certainly fall outside the realm of mainstream science. Is there any
possibility of changing this situation? The purpose of this essay is to
present some ideas along these lines to the community of UFO
investigators and supporters.

By way of introduction I am not myself a UFO researcher, but as editor
of this unconventional journal I have been exposed to enough data and
met enough serious investigators to become supportive of the need to
carefully study whatever this phenomenon, or perhaps phenomena, may be.
My profession is that of astronomer and by most criteria, apart from
editing JSE, I am an insider in the scientific mainstream: author of
research papers, principle investigator on NASA projects, associate
editor of a leading journal in astrophysics.

The field of astronomy is supported by hundreds of millions of dollars
in government research funding every year, billions if one tallies such
major missions as the Hubble Space Telescope. For the recent meeting of
the American Astronomical Society in San Antonio, the head of NASA,
Daniel Goldin, flew down from Washington just to address us astronomers.
Is there any chance that even a fraction of such support and
respectability could ever come to ufology?

At the moment, no, not a chance. But as I was listening to Mr. Goldin
speaking it occurred to me that some of the points he was making might
be worth passing on.

Goldin made it clear that NASA's job is not to support astronomers
(although it does that pretty abundantly, a situation I greatly
appreciate!). Nor is NASA's job to employ engineers and astronauts to
keep the shuttle flying. NASA's job, said Goldin, is to serve the
American people. He mentioned a talk he had given in Bozeman and the
excitement that the Hubble pictures elicited there among the ordinary
men and women of Montana, far removed from NASA centers. People want to
know about the universe. And people especially want to know whether
there are other worlds capable of sustaining life. The fact that the
announcement at the same astronomical society meeting of the discovery
of two new planets orbiting the stars 70 Virginis and 47 Ursae Majoris
made the front pages of major newspapers underscores this point.

The search for the origins of life and for other planetary systems is
now a cornerstone objective for NASA. Goldin discussed visionary plans
to image other solar systems using huge space-based interferometers in
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the new millennium. He challenged us astronomers to find ways to
photograph clouds and mountains on earth-like planets in other solar
systems, which must be one of the most scientifically ambitious
statements ever made by a head of NASA. This, in his view, is what the
American people want from NASA; and I have no doubt that he is correct
in his assessment. I pose to you that there is a lesson here for
ufology. If various public opinion polls are to be believed there may be
more Americans who believe there is something going on having to do with
UFO's than not. It even seems probable, though I do not know this to be
the case, that there are more people who "believe in" UFO's than have
heard about Hubble. If that is the case, Goldin's lesson for NASA would
apply here too. If the American people truly want the UFO problem
officially investigated, the government will do that by and by. That
does not automatically mean NASA of course. Many appearances to the
contrary, UFO's may have nothing to do with outer space as astronomers
view the universe.

How would one bring about government-sponsored research analogous to
that of astronomy or the other sciences. As Goldin urged us to do on
behalf of NASA's research: write, call, visit your representatives and
senators. Constituencies count. No doubt about it. NASA funds
astronomical research because the American people want this; even if
most of it is too esoteric for public consumption, the highlights such
as Hubble images and first extra-solar planets do make the newspapers
and people read with interest about what their tax dollars are paying
for.

But there is a second key ingredient that really needs to come first,
and all the grassroots lobbying will come to naught until this second
point that Goldin made to us astronomers is translated into action in
the wilds of ufology. Given a mandate to support such research, who
decides what exactly will be done. Goldin reminded us astronomers that
it is our responsibility to come up with NASA's marching orders for the
start of a new century. The community of astronomers must reach
consensus on prioritizing projects, and he made it clear that those of
us whose projects may not make the cutoff, owing to fiscal limitations,
are still obligated as members of the research community to support
those that are selected. Community consensus and support of an agreed-
upon plan, even by those who lost in the proposal competitions, is
essential. Without that, the money would eventually stop flowing.

And there is the roadblock for ufology. There, in my view, is the
principal reason civilian government money has never started flowing, or
even trickling. The field is as far from consensus as it could be. There
are many possible factors in this ranging from sincere and
professionally motivated difference of opinion, to lack of understanding
of scientific methods, focus on personal aggrandizement rather than
objectivity, paranoia, etc. To be fair to the principles of objectivity
and comprehensiveness one must also acknowledge the possibility that the
disarray of ufology may be partially driven by official or semi-official
disinformation, or even, taking the view of the respected researcher
Jacques Vallee, by the UFO phenomenon itself.

But even if those darker possibilities were true, it would still be
possible to press ahead if a leadership and a position could be agreed
upon, at least a tentative one, a provisional one to get started, one
that can be re-evaluated after things get going. One has a better chance
of arriving at a destination even if one drives the car in the wrong
direction and has to turn around, than if no one is ever selected to
start the car and pull out the driveway!

Lest I leave the wrong impression, this is not a solicitation for
anyone's vote for this astronomer to lead the charge. I have no desire
to become a ufology leader, nor am I here to recommend to you in whom
such leadership should be vested. My message is a simple but absolutely
realistic one as evidenced by Mr. Goldin`s address. Astronomy is doing
reasonably well even in today's budget climate because it is meeting a
demonstrable desire of the American public and has the professional
structure, stature and behavior to effectively translate that mandate
into funded programs.

The public climate is in fact more and more receptive to new
ideas and is certainly keenly interested in the possibility of other
intelligent life in the universe, including the possibility of evidence
for such right here under our noses. It is conceivable that this could
be turned into a public mandate for government-sponsored UFO research.
But that can only happen if ufologists can somehow follow the successful
example of the astronomical community.

This is difficult. Ph. D.'s in ufology are not conferred by respected
institutions as they are in astrophysics. But there are things that can
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be done to start the process. Genuinely scholarly papers can be written,
which the _Journal of Scientific Exploration_ would consider, for
example. Note that I am not trying to solicit papers; the Journal is
highly selective and turns down more articles than are accepted. Journal
articles are one way to interest mainstream scientists. In fact,
eliciting the interest of mainstream scientists is a key factor in
raising the level of UFO respectability. This is extremely difficult in
the present environment of disarray, but this could change.

A 1977 poll of American astronomers, published in JSE, showed the
following. Out of 2611 questionnaires 1356 were returned. In response to
whether the UFO problem deserved further study the replies were: 23%
certainly, 30% probably, 27% percent possibly, 17% probably not, 3%
certainly not. Interestingly, there was a positive correlation between
the amount of reading done on the subject and the opinion that further
study was in order. Professional researchers would be likely to lose
interest if there were a complete lack of credible data. This shows a
surprisingly high level of potential interest that could be brought into
the open if a proper professional structure could be provided.
Scientists value their reputations more than anything, and the perceived
danger of tainting one's hard won reputation by association with a
disreputable activity is a major obstacle.

There is also a kind of non-linear downward spiral. Scientists are both
very busy and put off by the appearance of much of ufology. As a result
most scientists never look at UFO evidence, which leads to their
conclusion that there is no evidence. Given the proper environment this
could presumably be turned into a favorable upward non-linearity: Given
"evidence of evidence," credibly, soberly presented, the interest of
scientists can be piqued, which would presumably lead to the "discovery"
by scientists that there is evidence.

Two other obstacles are irrationality and paranoid claims. One cannot
avoid the possibility that, as Vallee argues, the element of
irrationality may be the actual key and purpose of the phenomenon so as
to force a change in human consciousness. This would not be welcome news
for the apparently large constituency of nuts-and-bolts saucer
enthusiasts, nor presumably for those who take all abduction reports at
face value. And this would be very difficult for science to deal with
because it is at first glance a frontal assault on science itself. But
consider the advent of quantum mechanics and relativity in the early
1900's. These were frontal assaults on the prevailing classical physics
that must have looked like madness to many physicists of the day. We do
not read about them of course. The textbooks discuss the Einsteins and
Plancks and other geniuses who prevailed, not the army of "ordinary
physicists" whose careers and world-views looked to be shattered by what
must have seemed irrational to them. But life went on and science even
advanced!

Scientists are also certainly not used to the possibility that a
phenomenon under investigation may be subject to clandestine
manipulation. This may be the greatest obstacle because of the, in my
view, small possibility that there may be some truth to it. It is not
hard to imagine that there may be a great deal of classified
information, but that would not by itself imply any greater
comprehension concerning the nature of the phenomenon by those holding -
and withholding the data. The 'Journal of Scientific Exploration' is
publishing formerly classified information concerning multi-million
dollar remote viewing (ESP) programs funded by the CIA and other
intelligence agencies over the past 20 years. Projects that were highly
secret a decade or two ago are now a matter of public record. n This
demonstrates two things directly analogous to the UFO situation: yes,
there really were classified ESP programs as claimed; but no, the
vaunted government agencies were not able to come to deeper conclusions
regarding the nature of that phenomenon than was then or is now publicly
available. (The two public reports - by Utts and by Hyman - on this
20-year effort disagree on the strength of the evidence for remote
viewing. The view of the three leading figures in this program, Puthoff,
Targ and May, with all of whom I have had in- depth discussions, is that
there were astonishing successes in a fraction of the cases.
Unfortunately there was no way to distinguish in advance what would be
signal from what would be noise, hence the program could not achieve its
required operational intelligence potential.)

Only in the unlikely circumstance that the most paranoid vision of
government conspiracy with non-earthly intelligences should prove to be
true would the existence of classified programs obstruct a successful,
open, funded research initiative-either by blocking outright the
establishment of an open research program, or by turning it into a sham
to further cover "the top secret truth." In any case, nothing would be
gained by letting suspicions of this sort stop the attempt to establish
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an open research program. Indeed, such efforts would perhaps point to
valuable indicators of opposition, if such there were.

It seems from my unique vantage point as both scientist and editor of
JSE, that substantial evidence exists of "something going on." But in
the real world of competition and politics and entrenched positions that
by itself will not move the UFO debate off square one. Evidence needs to
be properly analyzed and then properly presented using techniques and
venues as close as possible to those of mainstream science. The
disparity of the evidence appears to be confusing enough without layers
of unproven theory and conspiracy. Somehow out of organization of
evidence there could arise not the truth - that is too much - but there
could arise a consensus on simply what to do next, who would plan it,
who would execute it, how would money be spent in a responsible,
accountable, way if made available. The outcome would not be "the
answer," but merely and sufficiently the input for the next logical
follow-on. If such a scientifically-oriented process could be started,
scientists could be attracted: grassroots political lobbying could then
point to realistic funding opportunities that a representative or
senator would be willing to vote for and tout at the next election as
his or her contribution to the legitimate needs and wishes of the
public.

Even if the UFO phenomenon should turn out to be deeper than we imagine,
even should it prove to transcend science as we know it, the scientific
approach is the only feasible way in the real, political, economic,
technological world we live in to give us some chance to control our
dealings with this phenomenon, rather than letting the phenomenon
entirely control us... if such it is.

Quo vadis, ufology?

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Sky & Telescope's
Weekly News
Bulletin
December 20, 1996

Meteorite Madness

You might have caught a news report last week about a meteorite=20
hitting Honduras and creating a 50-meter-wide crater, fires, and=20
other calamity. Well, here's the story as best we know at present.
A very bright, fragmenting bolide was seen on the night of=20
November 22nd, exploding near the village of San Luis. It was seen=20
from as far away as central Guatemala, 200 kilometers away.
However, the Associated Press report of a 50-meter-wide crater is=20
unconfirmed and probably false. Right now a team of astronomers is=20
at the site, combing the rugged terrain for meteorites.

We've also heard that a major fireball was seen in the Pacific=20
Northwest and Vancouver before dawn on December 17th.=20

Meanwhile, two recent auctions offer a sense of what meteorites=20
from Mars are worth. On December 10th a 7.6-gram slice of the=20
Zagami meteorite, which fell on Nigeria in 1962, fetched
$11,000 -- close to $1,500 per gram. But the November 20th auction=20
of a trio of Martian stones, representing three of the known=20
compositional types and totaling 498.5 grams, yielded a "no sale."
The top bid of $1.1 million fell short of the owner's minimum=20
asking price.=20

Gamma-Ray Repeater

Several spacecraft have detected a sequence of gamma-ray bursts=20
over two days in late October from the same location in the southern=20
constellation Horologium. Such bursts have never been seen to repeat=20
like this, and thus it has been thought that the burst signals the=20
destruction of the source.

The best data came from the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory and were=20
presented December 18th at a meeting of high-energy physicists in=20
Chicago. It's not certain that all four flares have a single source,=20
but that's the most likely conclusion based on the satellite data.=20
Because they originate from so far away, gamma-ray bursts are=20
considered the most energetic events in the known universe.=20

Comet Hale-Bopp (C/1995 O1)

By the numbers Comet Hale-Bopp is still separated about=20
27 degrees from the Sun, but most of that is in declination,=20
and the comet is quite difficult to pick out in the evening=20
sky. By January 20th its elongation from the Sun will be 34=B0=20
and it could optimistically be shining at around magnitude 1.5.=20
We can only hope so. So, with these final 1996 positions, given=20
for 0 hours Universal Time, we bid Hale-Bopp a brief "Auf=20
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Wiedersehen":=20

                     Comet Hale-Bopp
                                        R. A.
                                                 Decl.
                       December 22
                                      18h 28.5m
                                                +2=B0 37.6'
                       December 24
                                      18h 31.2m
                                                +3=B0 00.0'
                       December 26
                                      18h 33.9m
                                                +3=B0 26.4'
                       December 28
                                      18h 36.7m
                                                +3=B0 51.9'

For more information about Comet Hale-Bopp from the editors of=20
Sky & Telescope, including images and animations, see SKY Online's=20
Comet Page.=20

Aldebaran Occultation

The Moon occults the bright star Aldebaran on the evening of=20
December 22nd. This event occurs around 22:30 Universal Time,=20
so those in the Eastern Hemisphere will have best view. It=20
should also be visible from the East Coast of the U.S., but=20
the Sun will still be up farther west. See page 77 of the=20
January 1996 Sky & Telescope for details, or visit the=20
Internet site

http://www.sky.net/~robinson/1222grz.htm.=20

December's Solstice

The Sun ushers in winter for the Northern Hemisphere -- and=20
summer in the Southern -- on December 21st at 9:06 a.m.=20
Eastern Standard Time (14:06 Universal Time).=20

Carl E. Sagan (1934-1996)

We join the rest of the astronomical world -- and the general=20
public -- in mourning the loss of Carl Sagan on December 20th=20
at age 62. A professor of astronomy at Cornell University and=20
a scientific popularizer known worldwide, he died of pneumonia=20
after a two-year battle with a bone-marrow disease called=20
myelodysplasia. Sagan's principal research interests were=20
planetary exploration and searching for life in the universe.=20
He was also the author of many books, and his Cosmos television=20
series remains very popular more than 15 years after its initial=20
broadcast. Sagan and his wife, Ann Druyan, were just finishing=20
the second edition of the book Comet, which will be published=20
early next year by Ballantine Books.=20

THIS WEEK'S "SKY AT A GLANCE"

Some daily events in the changing sky, from the editors of=20
SKY & TELESCOPE

DEC. 22 -- SUNDAY

  * Around sunset or in early evening, the waxing gibbous Moon=20
occults (covers) the 1st-magnitude star Aldebaran for viewers=20
who are north of a line running from the mouth of the Saint=20
Lawrence River through central Illinois. At Chicago the star=20
disappears at 4:16 and reappears at 4:34 p.m. Central Standard=20
Time. See the map and timetable on pages 77 and 78 of the=20
January 1996 Sky & Telescope.

Elsewhere, Aldebaran will remain in continuous view while the=20
Moon slowly passes close by it. Try binoculars!

  * Saturn is at quadrature, 90<dg> east of the Sun. This month,=20

http://www.sky.net/~robinson/1222grz.htm.=20
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therefore, a telescope gives the best view of Saturn's shadow=20
falling eastward onto the rings.

DEC. 23 -- MONDAY

  * The Moon, a day short of full, is in a starry part of the=20
sky. It's high up by midevening. Aldebaran is to its upper right,=20
Orion is to its lower right, Capella twinkles farther to its upper=20
left, and Castor and Pollux are even farther to the Moon's lower=20
left.

DEC. 24 -- TUESDAY

  * The full Moon shines to the left of Orion low in the east=20
early this evening. By midnight the Moon is blazing brilliantly=20
very high in the south, to Orion's upper left. Farther to Orion's=20
lower left is the brilliant white star Sirius, the brightest star=20
in the night sky.

DEC. 25 -- WEDNESDAY

  * This is the ancient Roman holiday of Natus Solis Invicti, the=20
Birthday of the Unconquered Sun. Having just passed the solstice,=20
the Sun is proving its indomitable nature by starting to return=20
north. Already the days are getting a just little longer. Merry=20
Christmas.

DEC. 26 -- THURSDAY

  * Some doorstep astronomy: A short period of moonless dark=20
prevails right after evening twilight ends tonight (depending on=20
your latitude). Use this opportunity to catch some winter stars.=20
Face north and look almost straight up to locate the landmark=20
constellation Cassiopeia; look for a flattened M shape of five=20
stars that's a little wider than your fist at arm's length.

DEC. 27 -- FRIDAY

  * More doorstep astronomy: in early evening, before the Moon=20
rises, look low in the east-southeast for the constellation=20
Orion. The bright orange star marking his leftmost corner is=20
Betelgeuse. Almost directly above Betelgeuse, by about three=20
fist-widths at arm's length, is the slightly fainter orange=20
star Aldebaran. To most people they look identical in color,=20
but look again. Can you see that Betelgeuse has a very=20
slightly deeper tint?

DEC. 28 -- SATURDAY

  * More on Orion, which is well up in the southeast by about=20
8 p.m.  Look in the center of the constellation for the three=20
stars of Orion's Belt, lined up nearly vertically. The Belt=20
is midway between bright orange Betelgeuse on the left and=20
bright white Rigel on the right. To the Belt's lower right is=20
a fainter straight line of stars about equally long: this is=20
Orion's Sword. It points up toward the middle star of the Belt.=20
With binoculars, you can see the Great Orion Nebula glowing=20
dimly around the center star of the Sword.

 =3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D
  THIS WEEK'S PLANET ROUNDUP
 =3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D

MERCURY is having an interesting evening apparition early in=20
the week. Look very low above the southwest horizon as twilight=20
fades, about 40 minutes after sunset. Mercury is about 4 degrees=20
to the lower right of brighter Jupiter. Later in the week,=20
Mercury fades and both planets move farther down into the glow=20
of sunset; the gap between them also widens.

VENUS is the "Morning Star" very low in the southeast during=20
dawn.

MARS, near the Leo-Virgo border, rises in the east around=20
11:30 p.m. and shines high in the south before dawn. It appears=20
halfway from Regulus to Spica.

JUPITER is very low in the southwest during dusk, to the upper=20
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left of fainter Mercury as described above.

SATURN, in Pisces, is the brightest "star" high in the south at=20
dusk. It moves to high in the southwest later in the evening and=20
sets by midnight.

URANUS and NEPTUNE are low in the sunset glow east of Jupiter.

PLUTO is low in the glow of sunrise.

(All descriptions that relate to your horizon or zenith are=20
written for the world's midnorthern latitudes. Descriptions that=20
also depend on your longitude are for North America.)

Copyright 1996 Sky Publishing Corporation. S&T's Weekly News=20
Bulletin and "Sky at a Glance" stargazing calendar are provided=20
as a service to the astronomical community by the editors of=20
SKY & TELESCOPE magazine.

Widespread electronic distribution is encouraged as long as=20
his paragraph is included. But the text of the bulletin and=20
calendar may not be published in any other form without =20
permission from Sky Publishing (contact permissions@skypub.com).=20
S&T's Weekly News Bulletin and "Sky at a Glance" are available=20
via SKY Online on the World Wide Web (http://www.skypub.com/).=20
At present they are not available via electronic mailing list.
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Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 10:41:46 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 11:41:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

Jerry Cohen wrote:

>If you don't agree with Jack Kasher's analysis
>of NASA's STS 48, because you assume it to be impossible, be my guest.

Does anyone know if Jack Kasher has a web site with his analysis on it?
I've checked a couple of search engines but I can't turn anything up.

Regards,

JJ Mercieca

.-----------------------------------------------------.
*                 ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~              *
*   Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'-----------------------------------------------------'
* MUFOR Web site: http://207.167.67.197/              *
* TLP Database  : http://207.167.67.197/tlp/lunar.html*
* E-mail 1      : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net            *
* E-mail 2      : mufor@waldonet.net.mt               *
* IRC channel   : #cydonia (on Undernet)              *
* Fax           : + 356 456729                       .'--------------.
* Mobile        : 099 0756                           * "Either these *
* Postal Address: P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA.  *  features on  *
'-------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
        * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
        *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
        *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
        *  - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS    *
        '------------------------------------------------------------'
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Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 10:49:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 14:16:27 -0500
Subject: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

Thanks to Steven J. Powell for posting the articles on science and the
study of UFOs.

There are several debates raging at other sites on the internet about why
ufology is a pseudo-science.  The old tired old arguments about
"repeatability," eyewitness testimony, and small amount of unexplained
data compared to all UFO data completely miss the point.

Because a phenomenon does not fit into the tight little constrains of
previous used methods which successfully investigated other phenomena
does not mean that the current phenomenon is invalid or can't be
investigated.  Nowhere is it written that the Universe has to conform to
the way previous scientific investigations were done.  The Universe can
and will throw in a curve ball.

UFOs are transient, appearing to shocked witnesses who seldom have time
to react and who do not have the facilities to obtain objective evidence.
Or when such evidence is obtained, it is done so under such stress that
the measurements, pictures, film, etc., are of little value.

Ball lighting, earthquake "lights," sprites, and jets are also
transient, but some of the conditions under which they will appear are
known.  In the case of UFOs even the conditions are unknown.

Discussions from the University of Colorado's UFO investigation project
in Condon's papers indicate that some members of the Colorado project
recognized that they were dealing with a philosophy of science problem.
The study of UFOs required a look at the capability of instrumentation
deployed to study other phenomena.  The usefulness of this equipment was
very limited as indicated in the Condon committee's final report.  An
attempt was made to deploy a rapid response investigative team to UFO
sites shortly after an observation.  However, as can be easily seen by
reading Roy Craig's book, the execution of this plan left much to be
desired.  I have read correspondence critical of the investigation teams'
deployment to UFO sites which seemed of little potential value.  The
Condon Committee's answer was, "how do we know the case won't be
interesting if we don't go out an investigate?"  (Rather unimaginative
for an organization of scientists with limited resources.)  In this
situation it would seem logical to establish a protocol which sets forth
the criteria under which a team will be deployed.  Of course, the
protocol would need revision based on experience.  Each time a team was
deployed an after action review would be necessary to update procedures.
That was not done at Colorado.

As I see it, the first step in study of UFOs involves a philosophy of
science discussion.  Most curt dismissals given by the scientific
community to date also seem to recognize this point.   Ignorance is at
work here.  Most scientists have not examine the body of evidence beyond
the tabloid trash theories or have quickly become bogged down with the
sense that nothing unique is taking place because the vast majority of
the incidents are IFO.

The foregoing is "a top of the head" collection of ideas--not carefully
developed discussions contained in the articles presented.   I would like
to engage others in a discussion on the philosophical points raised in
the study of the ufo phenomenon.

Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
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What do you make of this?

From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 17:29:33 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 14:19:19 -0500
Subject: What do you make of this?

Message sent to Art Bell Fans mailing list attached below :

- start forwarded message -

Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 14:11:44 -0700 (MST)
From: Miles Johnston <101341.2055@compuserve.com>
To: Art Bell Fan Club <art-bell-fans@primenet.com>,
Subject: [ART] ISRAEL EBE TO BE SCIENTIFICALLY CHECKED

This Miles, from London.

I am Currently co-ordinating scientific analysis of a now deceased EBE,
from Northern Israel.

Every step is being taken to ensure that the Santille circus from last year
is not repeated.

For this reason the scientists are being kept advised.

PLEASE MAKE THIS CLEAR:- The scientists can only verify the evidence, if
they are left alone. For this reason the usual UFO circus PLEASE STAND BY,
and Keep OFF!.  EVERYONE WILL BE ADVISED OF THE FACTS, and not the GOSSIP,
IF AND WHEN POSSIBLE.

The material :-
1> Is on Ice, in a secret location.
2> Video material of the EBE exists.
3> Photographic Material exists.
4> Physical samples, one internal, one external has been analysed.

It is NOT a Grey, but of a type, of which a  number are already in
scientists' hands in Europe, and this one is yet to be confirmed.

I hope to have European and US science teams to make secondary and tertiary
analysis, as requested by the Israel team.

As the situation is still subject to firm scientific confirmation, by
examing the evidence, rather than commercial hokus pokus, all is subject to
verification.

Further details available at the above email, or 44-181-568-2089. This
information is only made available, as information has already leaked, as
of Dec 25th.

MERRY CHRISTMAS, and Happy New Year.

Miles Johnston.

- end forwarded message -

.-----------------------------------------------------.
*                 ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~              *
*   Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'-----------------------------------------------------'
* MUFOR Web site: http://207.167.67.197/              *
* TLP Database  : http://207.167.67.197/tlp/lunar.html*
* E-mail 1      : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net            *
* E-mail 2      : mufor@waldonet.net.mt               *
* IRC channel   : #cydonia (on Undernet)              *
* Fax           : + 356 456729                       .'--------------.
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* Mobile        : 099 0756                           * "Either these *
* Postal Address: P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA.  *  features on  *
'-------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
        * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
        *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
        *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
        *  - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS    *
        '------------------------------------------------------------'
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Project 1947 - UFO Incident from 4th Air Force

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 23:44:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 14:15:17 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - UFO Incident from 4th Air Force

Here is an report from the 4th Air Force files.  Some of it hard to read
due to the poor quality of the microfilm.  [?] = indicate some difficulty
in determining what the item says.

              AIRWAYS AND AIR COMMUNICATIONS WERVICE
                     DETACTMENT 1901-A [A?]
                     1901st AACS Squadron
             Hamilton AF Base, Hamilton, California

PAGE___ONE        HAMILTON FIELD TOWER LOG
                                               DATE  21 June 1950

***************************EXTRACT********************************
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Re: What do you make of this?

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 14:21:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 14:21:14 -0500
Subject: Re: What do you make of this?

>Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 17:29:33 +0100
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
>Subject: What do you make of this?

>Message sent to Art Bell Fans mailing list attached below :

>- start forwarded message -

>Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 14:11:44 -0700 (MST)
>From: Miles Johnston <101341.2055@compuserve.com>
>To: Art Bell Fan Club <art-bell-fans@primenet.com>,
>Subject: [ART] ISRAEL EBE TO BE SCIENTIFICALLY CHECKED

>This Miles, from London.

>I am Currently co-ordinating scientific analysis of a now deceased EBE,
>from Northern Israel.

[snip]

John Joseph,

I found the following at The UFO Folklore Site,

http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/newsb/isr.html

ebk
__________________________________________

Do we have a new Varginha story happening in Israel ?

I want to personally thank Asaf Gazi for bring this to my attention !

12/26/96
To Dan @ UFO Folklore
From Asaf Gazi (email available)

This is a report from a friend in Israel by the name of Asaf Gazi.
It is about the reporting of apparently a small life form, human
in appearance, alleged alien, was found in a field in Israel.

I am sending this out in search of anyone else having heard this.
With all the coverage, it should have been seen and heard by others
in Israel and elsewhere. If anyone has any information regarding
this please contact me at geibdan@qtm.net.... Several groups are
currently looking for others in Israel and elsewhere to gain
anymore information on this interesting piece of UFO Folklore !

And its still Folklore until proven fact!

Dan

The text below is how it has been reported to me. I will list this
in two sections, A. The sources and B. The Story

The Sources:

1. The story was happening between sunday and monday 22-23/12 and was
   published Monday morning on the Army Radio "galey zahal" (Israel
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   Defence Forces Radio)

2. Later on it was that evening on tv an the day after in most newspaper.
   The story was published on prime time tv news on the public channel
   which is a reliable one, also, there was a 2 pages article about the
   incident in "yediot achronoyt" ("latest news") which is the most
   popular newspaper in Israel (although personally I think it's a
   tabloid..)

3. As I said before in one of my e-mails to you there was no official
   comment on it from the government yet.

4. You asked me if the government was doing anything about it...not up
   till now, but, police did confirm that what the family was saying
   about the incident was true.

The Story:

There is a breaking alien story in Israel.

apparently a small life form, human in appearance (5 cm length) was
found in a field, it was dead.

This life form is exuding a green,gell like substance this green gel
that has been coming out in very large quantities about four times
the actual size of the life form.

The family who found the alleged alien live in a small village in
the northern part of Israel, immediately after finding it they
called the police who checked the dead creature and photographed
the scene.

On that day (Monday) the story was on all the channel news-breaks,
even in the public tv network Prime Time news.

Today is was announced that the family contacted Uri Geller who is
vacationing in Israel. He went to their home and looked at its
remains.

Geller advised them to get a lawyer to represent them if it will be
proven that the life form is extra-terrestrial, he also told them
to contact NASA to further analyze the dead creature to try to
find out where it came from and what are the substances of it.

I hope there will be follow-up of the story so I will be able to
inform you all!

Asaf Gazi

Here is an additional story sent to me since I began investigating
this story!

From: Virgil Priscu

Following is a summary of some of the information that made a lot of
noise in the Israeli media yesterday and today.(Based in part on a
big article that appeared today in one of the major newspapers here
in Israel- Maariv - no. 14966 from 24/12/1996).

This "event" was all over the local radio stations and the national
ones and both main (national) TV stations.

Mrs. Zyona Damti 34, from Ahyud (small village, northern Israel -
near Akko) - observed a small "creature" in the courtyard on Sunday
22nd of December, around 16:00 h, local time. The "creature" was
"humanoid" : head, trunk, two arms, small hands, two legs. The face
had no nose, no ears. The umbilicus was clearly visible. The colour
was greenish.

The creature secreted a greenish liquid in large quantities , much
larger than expected from such a small body. The green fluid
eventually "evaporated" leaving a green sediment.

The length of the creature was about 5 centimeters long and about
1.5 - 2 centimeters wide. It was moving and when approached it
"jumped" in the air at a height of several centimeters.

Eventually the creature "cracked" and lost form. According to
the newspaper picture a sort of green "foil-like" shell remained.
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The police, including the commanding officer of the Akko police
station came on the spot, journalists, TV crews etc.

The police officers (one of them interviewed) declared that the
creature did not resemble anything that they could identify and
it was something that they never seen before "in their life".

Mrs. Damti was convinced that it was a "creature" from
"outer-space" and connected it with some "lights in the sky"
seen previously. (There is no precise time for those "previous"
UFO sightings)

The event caused quite a commotion in that small agricultural
community, where practically all stopped working and came to see
that "creature" Also, the villagers claimed that the creature
and maybe others like it are responsible for cattle
disappearances that have occurred in past days in the village.

This morning, on one of the national radio stations , one of
the villagers claimed that those creatures are certainly
responsible for the disappearance of 15 of his sheep.

One of the researchers (Mr. Doron Rotem) of the Israeli
Association for UFO studies arrived on the scene, declared that
he doesn't think that the "creature" was of extraterrestrial
origin, claiming that there are no similar data in the
"professional" literature to support such a claim. He declared
that according to the literature the medium height of ET's is
about 1.2 meters, and there are no known testimonies describing
an ET 5 centimeters long.

No UFO or any vehicle of some sort was spotted at the same time
as the creature was found.

The Technion University in Haifa and the Ministry for the
Environment are investigating.
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BWW Media Alert 961227

From: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 09:24:43 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 18:51:32 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 961227

Bufo Calvin, P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
510-432-8102 (voice, fax, and recorded messages)
TAP (The Address Project)
NEARU (National Events by Area Registry of the Unexplained)
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (paper and electronic newsletter)
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert for non-commercial purposes)

December 27, 1996

NEW YEAR'S UNRESOLUTIONS

Hey, what in this field ever gets resolved ;) ?

I expect that next year is going to be very exciting in this stuff.  New
programs are coming on, and there is a heightened awareness.  Thanks to the
success of Art Bell, radio is especially hot (hey, folks, I'll make myself
available to appear on or host a show...:) ).  The PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION
CHANNEL is coming to tv (cable and satellite).  There are interesting rumors
of new books and periodicals.  I wish you all the best of luck!  Now, on to
the listings...you may notice some apparent time changes, that's due to my
trying to standardize the times to Pacific.

FICTIONAL NOTES: I liked putting a few brief things in at the beginning last
time.  Let me know if you think this is worth it or not.  I'm quite selective
here, and I don't think it's clogging things up too much. Look for HANGAR 18
to be on local tv this week.  It's on at 12:35 AM on Sunday on channel 13 in
the Sacramento, California area.  The Disney Channel has BABY - SECRET OF THE
LOST LEGEND, its fictional account based on mokele-mbembe, a possibly
surviving dinosaur in Africa, on Tuesday at 2:00 pm.  SHOWTIME has MAGIC IN
THE WATER, a lake monster movie, on Sunday at 8:30 am and 6:15 pm

BOOKS

One of my correspondents, Gary Matteson,  sent me a really quite remarkable
case study of a photographic case.  It's over 200 pages dedicated to one
case, the so-called "Saas Fee" photo allegedly taken in 1975 in Switzerland.
The authors, Wim Van Utrecht and Fritz Van Der Veldt decided to re-examine
this multiple witness case in 1989.  It's very thorough, including
interviews, weather conditions, alternative explanations, etc.  While some of
the questions in the interviews could be considered leading, it really shows
how a thorough investigation can be conducted.  It even includes an actual
print of the original slide (put into a holder on the inside back cover).  As
you know, I usually send you to Greenleaf, but I'm not sure they have this.
 Gary is sort of an ad hoc distributor in the U.S.: you can order the book
for $27 plus $2 for shipping and handling...it's a trade paperback, but
definitely scarce.  Contact him at 806 So. 20th Street, Norfolk, NE  68701.

MAGAZINES (newsletters, etc.: periodicals, actually)

FORTEAN TIMES: The leading British publication devoted to this weird stuff.
Besides lengthy articles, its STRANGE DAYS collection of recent happenings
is indispensible.  The January 1997 issue is out (includes a brief mention of
me, btw).  Articles include: ARCANE ARCADE by T. Liam McDonald, about
upcoming computer games with fortean elements; SCROLL WITH IT by Richard
Gwynn-Seary, about the Dead Sea Scrolls; and BIGFOOT by Bob Rickard and John
Betts (includes some of the recent Cliff Crook photos and an intro by Janet
Bord, who is not only one of the true authorities on bigfoot, but a very nice
person).  Highlights of the regular features: STRANGE DAYS includes the beast
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of Benbecula (which looks suspiciously like a sand sculpture), anti-gravity,
and humans with gills; FORUM includes a piece by Paul Devereux, one by Bill
Ellis on urban legends, and one on vampirology by Ian Simmons; REVIEWS
include Jenny Randles latest, UFO RETRIEVALS* (gee, is there a Jenny Randles
book of the month club?  She puts them out about that often, it seems), WHERE
BIGFOOT WALKS* by Robert Pyle, and the CD-ROM mentioned here recently, THE
UNEXPLAINED*.  Then, of course, there are letters, ads etc.  Most big
bookstores will have it, or go to www.forteantimes.com.  There are lots of
ways to subscribe: by e-mail in the U.S., you can try sgrudnick@aol.com.  For
UK, Europe, etc., try karenw@johnbrown.co.uk.

INVISIBLE SIGNALS: This is a new publication from Loyd Auerbach and the
Office of Paranormal Investigations.  Loyd is best known as a "ghost-buster",
although he's also recognized as a serious parapsychologist.  I recently went
out with him on a case (as an observer for OPUS**), and it was nice to see
the careful and considerate way in which he dealt with the family and
recommended a solution to their "problem".  The newsletter is a monthly, and
all the first issues are two pages (four sides) long.  The November issue
included: WHAT'S HAPPENING IN NOVEMBER (a round-up of Loyd's activities,
including the new website...which is supposed to be up at
http://www.mindreader.com, but was having some delays); INVESTIGATING
HAUNTINGS by Lauren Forcella; OPI UPDATE which covers recent cases; and PSI
IN THE MEDIA, which has a lengthy piece on PSI FACTOR (is it or isn't it
based on "real cases").  For information, e-mail Loyd at
esper@california.com, or snail mail to P O Box 875, Orinda, CA  94563-0875

ON-LINE

No details available, but check http://www.omnimag.com on Monday and select
PRIME TIME to see who will be on there.

RADIO AND TELEVISION

SYNDICATED RADIO: END OF THE LINE seems to be having a lot of interesting
guests, but they don't list info for the following week on the website (at
http://www.endoftheline.com)

SYNDICATED TV:

COULD IT BE A MIRACLE?: I've gotten some contact info for this show from a
correspondent, and I hope to be able to get more complete info on it.  Two
women are rescued from being lost; something to do with lightning; and a
singing janitor (?!)

PSI-FACTOR (see http://www.psifactor.com for stations and airdates and other
info)  One episode has REINCARNATION (about a guy undergoing "regression
therapy" who makes a prediction; and REPTILES REVENGE, wherein Lassie's
trying to tell us something...but Lassie has no legs and scales.  Another
episode features an "impenetrable darkness" engulfing an Argentinian town
(no, this is not a Congressional junket) in the case called CREEPING
DARKNESS; and THE POWER, about a woman's stress related psychokineses (is
this PMS PK?  Just asking...)  Look for it to be on in prime time in your
area this week.

Saturday, December 28

LOCAL TELEVISION, KING COUNTY WASHINGTON, CHANNEL 29, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY:
Robert Gribble, original founder of the National UFO Hotline

11:00 AM, A&E, 20TH CENTURY: ARE WE ALONE? (ufos, etc.)
2:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL,  ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS WORLD:
MONSTERS OF THE LAKE (besides the Loch Ness Monster, there are many, many
others...I don't know which ones they will cover, but there is probably one
near you, if you have mountain lakes)
7:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL: SIGHTINGS (#5056) no details available
11:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL: SIGHTINGS (#5056) no details available

Sunday, December 29

11:00 AM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (#5056), no details available
SYNDICATED RADIO, 7:00 PM, ART BELL'S DREAMLAND (see http://www.artbell.com
for stations and program info)
7:00 PM, THE DISCOVER CHANNEL, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS WORLD:
GIANTS OF EASTER ISLAND

Monday, December 30

SYNDICATED TV, MONDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  NEW ENGLAND WITCH HUNT: persecuted
witches today...hey, that's just a communist hunt!  Er...I mean...see, they
call anything a witch hunt and...where's that delete key?  (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
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area.)

LOCAL TELEVISION, SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WASHINGTON, 3:00 PM: JOURNEY (no details
available)
10:00 AM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#31): DRACULA;
CRYPTOZOOLOGY (bigfoot, Loch Ness monster, et al); BUSHMEN (no, not Kate's
back-up band =or= the CIA alumni baseball team)
9:00 PM, THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL, SCI-TREK: PSI-FILES: THE REAL X-FILES (about
psychics...but you knew that already, right?)

Tuesday, December 31

SYNDICATED TV, TUESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  MISSING BASEBALL LIGAMENT: Texas
Rangers player has a missing ligament which makes it impossible to play...but
he does! (nobody leaves the stadium until we find it!) (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stationsand playtimes in your area)

12:00 AM, THE DISCOVERY FILE, SCI-TREK: PSI-FILES: THE REAL X-FILES
(psychics)
10:00 AM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#32):
DOPPELGANGERS (I love part of their description..."What does it mean to see
your own body double?"  Off-hand, I'd say it means you've been eating =way=
too much junk food :) ); SUPERSTITIONS (silly things, nothing to them...knock
wood); JENNY COCKELL (something about her past)

Wednesday, January 1

SYNDICATED TV, WEDNESDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  MONKEY MAN (not Peter Tork's
autobiography...it's about a very human-like chimp...poor thing)(see website
at http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations
and playtimes in your area)

7:01 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (TO BE ANNOUNCED)
8:00 PM, FOX, FIRE IN THE SKY (based on Travis Walton's experience in which
he was allegedly zapped by a UFO in front of witnesses and was missing for
about five days...check out his book, FIRE IN THE SKY, THE WALTON
EXPERIENCE*.  Incidentally, I'd be quite sure the writer of this year's
PHENOMENON with John Travolta knew Travis' story pretty well...it's not the
same, but you get a good sense of what the angst could have been like)
11:01 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, SIGHTINGS (TO BE ANNOUNCED)

Thursday, January 2

SYNDICATED TV, THURSDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE:  MIAMI UFOS (tourist takes ride
with aliens from the Pleiades...gee, there isn't enough to ride at
Disneyworld?  Just kidding...)(see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and playtimes in your
area)

6:00 PM, A&E, ANCIENT MYSTERIES WITH LEONARD NIMOY: UFOs: THE FIRST
ENCOUNTERS (are there references to UFO sightings in ancient texts?)
7:00 PM, A&E, THE UNEXPLAINED: UFOS VS. THE GOVERNMENT (this may be the start
of this program as a weird one)
10:00 PM, A&E,  ANCIENT MYSTERIES WITH LEONARD NIMOY: UFOs: THE FIRST
ENCOUNTERS (are there references to UFO sightings in ancient texts?)
11:00 PM,7:00 PM, A&E, THE UNEXPLAINED: UFOS VS. THE GOVERNMENT (this may be
the start of this program as a weird one)

Friday, December 27

SYNDICATED TV, FRIDAY, STRANGE UNIVERSE: (see website at
http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse for stations and
playtimes in your area)

1:00 PM, THE SCI-FI CHANNEL, MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND MIRACLES (#50): no details
available

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"
____________________________

*You can order the books by calling 1-800-905-8367 (615-896-1356
outside the USA).  Alternatively, you can mail your check or money order to:

Greenleaf Publications
P.O. Box 8152
Murfreesboro, TN 37133
U.S.A.

Add $4 for the first item and $1 for each additional item for S&H in the U.S.
 My foreign correspondents should add $5 for the first one, $1.50 for each
additional (plus $3 if shipped by air).  PLEASE TELL THEM BUFO SENT YOU.

http://www.rysher.com/strangeuniverse
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 This is not a paid ad, but if you order something and identify me, I get
something.  Anything I get will go towards my work in this field.  Greenleaf
is operated by Marc Davenport and Leah Haley.  Their website is
http://www.debshome.com/glptitlepage.html
-------------------------------------------------

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support.  I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute.  OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.  For more information on OPUS, call
toll-free 1-888-999-OPUS.

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (which covers theories and happenings) the same way.
Also, please let me know if there is something in the media you think I
should cover.  Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
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Project 1947 - Sec. of AF, Office of Information

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 12:43:24 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 19:56:28 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Sec. of AF, Office of Information

The following letter is from Senator Richard Russell and is found in the
Secretary of the Air Force, Office of Information UFO file 1949 to April
1952.  The microfilm is somewhat difficult to read, especially the letter
head.  So only the central part of the letterhead is copied here.

                         UNITED STATES SENATE

                       Committee on Armed Services

                        February 21, 1952

Honorable Thomas K. Finletter
Secretary of the Air Force
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

     Members of the Committee on Armed Services have expressed a desire
to be informed of Air Force evaluation of recent news articles concerning
the observation of "flying saucers" by combat airmen in the Far East.

     I shall appreciate you furnishing for the use of the Committee an
official report of these observatons together with your evaluation
thereof and such other information as you deem pertinent to this inquiry.

                              Sincerely,

                              Richard B Russel [signed]

        *         *           *                *              *

It would certainly be interesting to see what the Air Force told the
Senate Armed Services Committee.  Now that Congress has put themselves
under Federal Law and lifted their exemptions, could a FOIA request be
submitted to the Senate Armed Services Committee?  Just a thought.....

Jan Aldrich
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#1 The Lesotho Incident

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 26 Dec 96 21:15:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 19:58:24 -0500
Subject: #1 The Lesotho Incident

**********************************************************************
                                  *News*
                                *from the*
                    *International Roswell Initiative*
                                  *IRI*
**********************************************************************
The International Roswell Initiative was founded by Kent Jeffrey,CA,
(International Coordinator), Joachim Koch and Hans-Juergen Kyborg
                      (German Coordinators) in 1994.
**********************************************************************

                          *THE LESOTHO INCIDENT*
                                   *OF*
                          *SEPTEMBER 15th, 1995*

*1. Introduction*

Though the IRI was originally founded to help to bring on its way an
Executive Order by the American Congress to end all secrecy in the
matters of UFO's and extraterrestrial or non-human intelligence with
the many thousands of signed Roswell Declarations which shall be
delivered next year which is the 50th anniversary of the  Roswell
Incident, we have decided to help the German researchers Andreas v.
Retyi and Jochen Kopp in their effort to focus public attention to
something most extraordinary: the crash and retrieval of a non-human
space-craft and the subsequent cover up of all related activities in
the kingdom of Lesotho, South Africa.

Those who are familiar with the Roswell Incident will immediately
discover the similarity to the course of official and hidden
activities related to the Lesotho Incident and to all the other
retrievals of crashed or shot-down non-human crafts and their crew
members in the past decades.

It is the same agenda as always, according to the spirit of the fatal
Robertson Panel, it is the same attempt to deceive the public, it is
again the ugly face of the darkest force here on this planet, and it
was no other than the President of the United States, Eisenhower, a 5
star general and conservative Republican, who in his last address to the
nation coined a term to describe this dark force for the first time
ever: *the military-industrial complex*.

This "military-industrial complex" long time ago has declared war
against humankind for the sake of "their" own global power and to get
hold of advanced extraterrestrial technology. To reach this goal
"they" shall stop at nothing -- threatening and killing are "their"
tools if you come too close.

This is the reason why we have decided to stand side-by-side with
Retyi and Kopp because what we have heard from both -- including
recently an "official" warning to them "that dealing with these things
might be dangerous..." -- makes clear that someone has sharpened his
weapons and any mistakes could have a fatal outcome.

*We all should stay side-by-side* - not divded in several groups
which follow only their own interest - but as individuals, inhabitants
of this planet, living beings without political, ideological or
religious differences who declare their native right to know what is
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going on - the truth - which is out there.

*2. The Documents*

On June 21st, 1996, something weird happened. In the morning of this
day the postman delivered a big brown envelope to Hans-Juergen
Kyborg's address. The address sticker was written with a machine and
showed a mixture of Hans' and my name. The stamp showed that is was
mailed somewhere in the southern parts of Germany. There was no sender
on the envelope, it was anonymous.

When we opened the envelope we wouldn't believe our eyes. What we held
in our hands read like this:
----------------------------------------------------------------------

                        Operation ROLD TSR
                             U L T R A
                        Recovery Data File
                                 .
                                 .
                                 .

                              Warning

                _____________________________________
                This file has been classified *ULTRA*
                under the National Defence Secrets Act
                No. 54 of 1989 and contains sensitive/
                strategic / secret  information in the
                interest of defence  and national secu-
                rity of the Republic of South Africa
                --------------------------------------

                     D O   N O T   D I V U L G E
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Great Balls of Light! 4 Hour Discovery (US) UFO

From: Greg Long's Ufology and Fortean Phenomena Site
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:30:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:30:03 -0500
Subject: Great Balls of Light! 4 Hour Discovery (US) UFO

http://www.pacificharbor.com/nwmyst/ss025.htm

_____________________________________________

Great Balls of Light!

Announcing Greg Long's appearance on the Discovery Channel's upcoming UFO
special starting January 5, 1997!

Greg Long will be featured in Great Balls of Light, the second part of
Discovery's
ambitious and not-soon-to-be-forgotten four-hour UFO documentary headed your
way:

January 5: Reason to Believe and Great Balls of Fire (2 hours)

January 6: Retrieval (1 hour)

January 7 - Dreamland (1 hour)

Started nearly 18 months ago, Discovery's UFO special has involved hundreds of
people around the world, involving many of the world's best-known UFO
investigators, researchers, thinkers, and witnesses. This far-reaching,
multifaceted
production looks more deeply than ever before at one of the world's greatest
unsolved mysteries. Directed and produced by Martin Belderson of Four Winds
Productions, the special involved two producers to cover both "halves" of the
United States, the East and the West, and covers sightings and witnesses
from other
parts of the world. The production ranges far and wide, probing the more
well-known UFO themes, such as abductions, UFO crashes, and government
cover-ups, but also delves into an often overlooked, but intriguing aspect
of the
UFO problem -- balls of light.

Belderson, his crew, and Greg Long spent three days in Yakima, Washington,
interviewing and videotaping several witnesses to mysterious balls of light
on the
Yakima Indian Reservation, which remains one of the most fascinating areas
of the
world to explore UFOs. Greg Long was also videotaped as he interviewed a
couple who sighted a UFO in southern Oregon. The Great Balls of Light segment
ranges across theories to explain balls of light, including the
controversial Tectonic
Strain Theory of UFOs. I have not, as of this writing, previewed the
segment, but
word was that producer Belderson intended to scour the world for the best photos
and footage of the unexplained spheres of light, many of which were photographed
at Yakima. For the first time, television will open a window onto this often
ignored
side of the UFO question.
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Project 1947 - Referenced Publications Follow-up

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:24:43 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:56:10 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Referenced Publications Follow-up

SOUTHERN WINGS.  I talked to Barry Greenwood who has a huge collection of
magazine and journal ufo articles.  He has nothing from this publication,
nor had he ever heard of it.  A contact in Forth Worth is trying to
locate it in the libraries there.

PEOPLE TODAY.  This was possibly published as a newspaper supplement.  It
seems to be a Los Angeles publication.  18 Jun 1952 is the date of the
article.

Jan Aldrich
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A&E UFO segment on The Unexplained

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:59:51 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:05:37 -0500
Subject: A&E UFO segment on The Unexplained

Just a note about *another* UFO-related TV show.

A few days *before* Discovery's UFO segments is the first episode of
A&E's new series The Unexplained. The mail I just received from the
producer notes that on January 2nd at 8pm Central, their main UFO
segment will air.

The show focusses on five cases or incidents representative of ufology:
Rendlesham Forest (England), the Belgian triangles, Falcon Lake
(Canada), the recent Michigan radar case and a brief piece about Area
51.

I spent two days with the A&E crew which came to Canada to film the
Falcon Lake piece. If they do as good a job with the other pieces, it
should be a good series. You have to be warned in advance that the
*original* intent of the series was to produce a "skeptical" view of
the phenomenon. However, during the production, the goal was changed
to: "produce a compelling program that presents both sides of each of
the stories, letting the viewers decide for themselves".

Not having seen the finished product, I'm not sure what ended up on
tape. However, I was greatly impressed with the crew that came to
Canada; they paid extreme attention to detail and sought out original
witnesses and primary sources for information and comments.

We'll see what happens on the 2nd!

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought

From: Thomas Rice <trex@holly.colostate.edu>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 21:10:45 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:13:07 -0500
Subject: Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought

Greetings to All,

        It is the purpose of this post to respond, in part, to recent
inquiries and posts on the Net as to 'where' and 'what' UFO investigators
should be looking for.  It is not the purpose of this post to instruct
anyone on the means and methods of the gathering and analysis of data.

        To keep this as simple as possible, it has been suggested by one set
of individuals that investigations should focus on the ETBs, or drivers of
the UFOs.  Another set of people state that only by chasing the hardware
will we truely find worthy information.  Various reasons are given by both
sides.  Each trying to sound intelligent.  Their arguments aside, let us
examine this from a sysmetic viewpoint.

        All areas of intelligence gathering effort are valuable.  HUMINT, or
human intelligence sources, naturally have their own screening, or analysis
problems.  Materials Intelligence operates on the assumption that we have
the abilities to interpet what we find.  In any intelligence field you will
find specialists, who by virtue of their position or training are focused
onto a specific subject or target.  The key to _all_ intelligence operations
is the intelligence analyst.  This individual operates in a fashion simular
to a systems engineer.  This individual is capable of understanding and
systemically approaching a mass of data, and finding the porverbial
needle-in-the-haystack.  This is a developed form of pattern recognition.

        In conclusion, don't turn away any data.  A unilateral system to
classify data as to reliablity, source, catagory, etc., should be
established.  Individuals with intelligence, counter-intelligence and
criminal investigations should be sought out and employed in this effort.
Through the establishment of operating standards, aggressive investigations
tactics, (moving from a reactive posture to an proactive program is
absolute), and strong systemic organizational structure, the entire field of
UFO studies can be revived and moved from it's current dismal condition.

Sincerely,
    Thomas A. Rice

"One man's magic is another man's technology".   Robert A. Heinlein

"Any sufficiently advanced technology will be indistinguishable from magic."
                                                Arthur C. Clarke
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Project 1947 - West Virginia Gun Shot Case

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 23:46:27 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:13:59 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - West Virginia Gun Shot Case

Bluefield, West Virginia SUNSET NEWS, 12 July 1947, Page 1. (Same story
in Edition I and Edition II.)

               "Learns Shots Can't Ground Flying Discs

   "Johnny Johnson, employe of the E. L. Mansure company on the Virginia
Side made a vain attempt to ground the 'flying discs' with his shotgun
Wednesday night when they were sighted by his on the Brush Fork rodad.

    "Johnson explained that his wife and some friends were on their way
home from church about 10 p. m. when the objects were first sighted.  At
that time he was asleeep but when his wife awoke him, he grabbed his
shotgun and shot into the sky several times.

     "However, the only that fell was Johnson's hope of capturing one of
the nationally-known curiosities.

     "He says th discs were saucer-shaped objects and appeared to be a
short distance from the ground.

     "They flew around for about thirty minutes, stated Johnson, and
after several tries, he admitted defeat and returned to his bed to dream
of such things as pink elephants and flying disks."
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New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:05:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:26:47 -0500
Subject: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

Errol,

Please share this with the rest of the kids!

Enjoy, John Velez

===========================================================================

Thanks to the hard work of John Maxfield in Sacramento who was taping the
NASA channel we have some new UFO Shuttle footage to study. He sent a copy
to author/researcher Bill Hamilton and with the help of Bill its now online
for people to see and download a few seconds of the video. The video lasts
about 4 minutes long and from the opinion of everyone who has seen it, "its
better than the STS-48 footage" in many respects. The objects are much
closer, and many more of them. Plus more of these bizarre streaks flying
past the camera. It will be hard to seriously explain this one away.
Although you can't see perfect dome shaped saucers in the video. It simply
shows what is filmed, photographed and videotaped on the ground, are the
exact same type of objects seen in space. Making them probably
interplanetary to say the least. You can check out the video
at OVNI Chapterhouse at.

http://www.netwrx.net/users/xalium/chapterhouse/sts80/sts80.htm

Tom King
_______________________________________

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:32:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:29:19 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA

>Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 10:41:46 +0100
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Flying Saucerology' - Europe Vs. The USA
>
.....

>Does anyone know if Jack Kasher has a web site with his analysis on it?
>I've checked a couple of search engines but I can't turn anything up.
>
- - - - -

JC:   I was looking for it. Couldn't find it. I'd like to know it also.

Jerry

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Re: Eyewitness Testimony

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 01:27:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:28:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Eyewitness Testimony

Commentary on the following article:

>Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 20:44:06 -0500
>From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Eyewitness Testimony

>The Eyewitness
>Imperfect Interface
>Between Stimuli and Story

>James R. Reich, Jr.

>(The Skeptical Inquirer, Vol. 17, No. 4, Summer 1993, Copyright 1993 by
>the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
>Paranormal, 3965 Rensch Road, Buffalo, NY 14228, published quarterly
>with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)

>        The eyewitness is a link between an event that has taken place
>and the reporting of that event. In a real sense the memory of an
>individual is put to the test when a detailed account of what took place
>is desired. ........ etc.

>Recent research includes work on leading questions. .....
>one group was asked the question: "How tall was the basketball
>player?" while the second group was asked "How short was the basketball
>player?"..... etc.

>Using the same pattern in a different question.......
>"How high was the office building" averaged a height of 26
>stories, while those who were asked "How low was the office building"
>averaged only 13 stories - exactly one-half that of the first group.

>Elizabeth Loftus asked individuals questions about their
>headaches.......
>(1) "Do you get headaches
>frequently, and, if so, how often?" or (2) "Do you get headaches
>occasionally....... etc.

> Loftus (1974) investigated the possible effects that leading
>questions may have on memory.
>For example, the question "How fast was the car
>going when it ran the stop sign?" ..... etc.

>In this experiment subjects viewed a short videotape of an
>automobile accident and then answered ten questions based on the
>accident. The subjects were divided into two groups. One group was asked
>the key question "How fast was the white sports car going when it passed
>the barn while traveling along the country road?" ..... etc.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Incident at Exeter, New Hampshire *

JC:     September 3, 1965. A man hitchhiking home to Exeter, NH (Norman
Muscarello), "about 2AM, object came out of sky directly toward him.  It
appeared to be 80-90 ft. in diameter and had brilliant pulsating red lights
outlining an apparent rim. It wobbled, yawed and floated toward him but
made no noise whatsoever .....
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        The object backed off slowly and hovered over the roof of one of
two nearby houses..... "  Muscarello is petrified, stops a car and gets
driven to police station. Tells officer in charge (Reginald Toland) what
happened.  An officer in a patrol car (Eugene Bertrand) takes him back to
the area he saw the object.

        About an hour earlier, officer Bertrand had come across a car
parked on a bypass, "and the woman at the wheel told him that a huge silent
airborne object had trailed her from the town of Epping, nine miles away.
The object had brilliant flashing red lights.... and kept within a few feet
of her car. When she reached the overpass, it suddenly developed tremendous
speed and soon disappeared among the stars."

        It was nearly 3 AM when Bertrand and Muscarello reached the field
between the two houses. The night was clear, moonless & warm. There was no
wind and the stars were brilliant. Visibility was unlimited.

        Bertrand and Muscarello both witnessed the object. "It moved toward
them like a leaf fluttering from a tree, wobbling and yawing as it did so.
The entire area was bathed in brilliant red light." Officer Bertrand almost
drew his gun but decided against it.  They both got back to the patrol car
and Bertrand called in. "My God," he shouted. I see the damn thing myself!"
.... the two of them watched the object hover. It was about 100 feet above
them, about a football field's distance away. It was rocking back & forth
on its axis, still absolutely silent."

        After several minutes, the object began moving slowly eastward...
Its movement was erratic, defying all conventional aerodynamic patterns.
"It darted," says officer Bertrand.

        As it began to move away, another patrolman (David Hunt) pulled up
in a Cruiser.  He said: "I could see that fluttering movement" ... "It was
going from left to right between the tops of two big trees. I could see
those pulsating lights."

        More than sixty people living near Exeter, New Hampshire reported
experiences regarding this object or others like it. This sighting, and
other's called in were recorded in the police log.

..... and so on for three pages of testimony.

Bibliography:
Fuller, John G. . Look Magazine . 2/22/66 . p. 36 . "OUTER-SPACE GHOST STORY" :
Fuller, John G. . Incident at Exeter . New York . published by G.P. Putnam
& Sons . distributed by Berkley Publishing Corp. 1966
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Analysis of case:

a)      Was there an object?  4 people testified they had seen it; two
police officers & two civilian witnesses. From this testimony, a person
would have to conclude there was some object there or all four people were
lying. The sightings had been notated in the police log.

b)      How big was the object?  Muscarello testified 80-90 feet in
diameter. The woman said a huge object had trailed her approximately nine
miles keeping within a few feet of her car. (say she was wrong by 200 -
1000 feet.) The officers confirmed this. If Muscarello's estimations were
off, we could say it might be anywhere from 40' to 150' in diameter.
However, since it hovered over a house, they could get some sort of
estimate from that. Bertrand and Muscarello said "It was about 100 feet
above them, about a football field's distance away." How much should we
allow their estimate might have been off?

c)      Would it be fair for us to conclude that the object had brilliant
pulsating lights? When Muscarello first saw it, he described it as such.
The woman said it had "brilliant flashing red lights."  When Bertrand and
Muscarello saw it together they said "The entire area was bathed in
brilliant red light."
Officer Hunt said: "I could see those pulsating lights."

Conclusion: If the object *didn't* have pulsating red lights, they all must
have gone colorblind when they saw it and it was actually some other color.

d)      Did the object make any sound?  If it did, then Muscarello and
Bertrand went momentarily deaf when it hovered near them? Of course, the
woman could have had her window rolled up. Perhaps it was a helium balloon
that just happened to have rotating lights going around on it. Perhaps they
all got together on the spur of the moment and decided to create a hoax?
(The other 54 or so people that called into the police station were in on
it too.)
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e)      Then what was this object seen by the witnesses?

Your guess is a good as mine but, unfortunately, the two-foot basketball
player with a headache, driving a white sports car had just crashed into a
six-story building and therefore missed the object which was reported by
the four witnesses.

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 23:22:14 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:30:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: Rob McConnell <misterx@WarpLink.com>

I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" that the writer is
trying to pass the buck of the poor reporting of UFO by the media to the
source where it actually belongs.....people within so-called UFO
organizations who have no idea of what they are looking for or looking at.
They in return get so excited that they themselves contact the media and
give these reports to news directors, who after logically investigating
the sighting, with little more than a basic investigative reporting
technique find that the information that has been brought to them is
basically "junk."

A perfect example of this is when there were multiple sightings over the
Gulf of Mexico from the beaches of Florida and Alabama. The sights were
rather spectacular to those who made the initial reports, the home
videographers as well as the "self acclaimed ufologists" who "documented"
these mysterious lights in the sky. The roblem is that they should have
investigated the matter before releasing their "misinformation" to the
media. They were not UFO's but NASA launches that are done from the back
of a 747 at 40,000 feet. These 3 stage solid fuel rockets when they are
"staging" flare - and then the object is not seen for a time and then it
flares again, and again. Sorry folks, bu thte records at NASA and the CIA
have collaborated these findings as well as the digitized video footage
from television networks and independant sources.

Now, as a journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist, I too am
concerned with the misinformation that gets to the media and the manner in
which members of "ufology reporting clubs" gather their information and
distribute it with their own hidden agendas.

Over the years, I have had several members of UFO clubs, or as they are
refered to in the Niagara Area "coffe club members" who have taken
photographs of "strange lights" over Lake Ontario. These people, by their
own admission and the presentation of "UFO Club" membership cards to the
media, have dampened the credibility of UFO researchers who actually know
what they are doing - and there are not many of them.

On one show, a Director of an International UFO Organization who was
identified in a recent book as having video tape footage of the
Brookhaven, Long Island incident, told me that in order to try and get to
the bottom of the Area 51 mystery, he actually tresspassed on private
property and was proud of it. He was a person who was saying that the
conspiracy of the Area 51 was against the law in the manner that the
government was hiding the truth from their citizens. I asked him, "so,
inorder to prove that the government is breaking the law and that there is
a conspiracy, it's alright for you to tresspass on the private property of
the US Government there by breaking the law?" There was a pause and no
answer was brought forthwith.

There are also the hundreds of "ufologist" who have no idea what they are
looking at and since they cannot identify it, it must be a ufo....please!
The majority of the "members of Ufology clubs" have no idea about the
proper procedures for taking photographs, the proper use of 35 mm cameras,
nor the use of home video equipment.

It has nothing to do with hiding the truth, or the ratings, as pointed to
by the writer of this rather one side article.

It has nothing to do with a government conspiracy. It is the very poor
quality of reporting that is done of alleged ufo sightings that have made
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most UFO clubs and organizations into anything else but credilbe to the
media.

Instead of hammering the media - print or electronic for the lack of
reporting and time given to the hopes and desires of would be UFO
researchers - get real! Get with it. In order to understand any part of
the paranormal world or the science of parapsychology, one has to rea
about the past. A knowledge in theology is a must, inorder to understand
the growth of the UFO mystery throughout time and throughout past
civilizations around the world. Knowledge in other sciences, including
geology, chemistry, biology and physics are also necessary. Courses in
photography and videography would be a definite asset. A basic psychology
course would be wise, however, not practical to the members of the UFO
clubs, who already have made their minds up - that there is a
conspiracy....that the governments of the world are in on this
conspiracy.....and that the New World Order is just around the corner.

It is this very lack of experience and knowledge that have given birth to
the lack of experience and knowledge that most "UFO memberships
organizations" are associated with. On a national newscast, one scientist
stated that if you want to see a UFO, it seems all you have to do is pay
the annual fee to a UFO Organization and you can call yourself a UFO
Researcher - balderdash. "These people have the same IQ as the people
throughout the mid-western states who are parked in their pick-ups,
drinking a 60 oz of their favourite mash and then claim to see a UFO. In
fact," he continued, "I would believe the people in the pick-up before I
would consider the report of a UFO organization member simply because, the
people in the truck did not have to pay a fee to become a UFO
'researcher'...."

The author of this article used an example of how Walt Andrus of MUFON was
approached by a reporter from a newspaper in Pensacola, Florida, who
wanted to interview him on the Gulf Breeze sightings. The fact that he
absolutely claimed to know nothing about the case is a way that reporters
feel out the credibility of the source, which is done daily....not only to
the poor people of MUFOn, but to other people who have in the news, with
newsworthy stories.....stories that can be authenticated. We are no longer
in the days of blind reporting. Sorry.

This article is the ufologists guide to self destruction and if a member
of a UFO organization wants to have himself/herself taken seriously - then
take the time and the patience to properly gather the evidence pertaining
to the sighting. Don't forget the basic questions in jounralism and
broadcasting: WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? WHY? HOW?

Ironically the majority of UFOLOGIST scream for Freedom of Information to
expose the alleged government conspiracy.

Well "light watchers".....haven't you heard of FREEDOM OF THE PRESS?
Besides, the media is responsible fo rwhat they print and air - unlike the
reports that "the majority" of ufo researchers take.

The difference is - professionalism. Just because you pay a fee does not
make you an expert. The knowledge that you seek can only be obtained
through credible courses. Please, CONSUMERS BEWARE - people in authority
will not take you seriously unless you can present your article, your
report or your "evidence (?)" in a credible manner.

If you want members of the media to take you seriously -then be serious.

And one more bit of information, there is something called a "PSE"
psychological strss evaluator" that i sused to electronically tell based
on simple question asked in the preamble of the interview or reporting of
an event that various people use to authenticate the callers credibility
before the matter is even considered as news worthy.

Rob McConnell,
Executive Producer of THE INTERNATIONAL PARANORMAL BROADCAST NETWORK,
Host of the IPBN Syndicated show THE 'X',
Publisher of THE 'X' Newspaper.
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Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

From: Ovni Chapterhouse
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:27:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 03:27:32 -0500
Subject: Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

http://www.netwrx.net/users/xalium/chapterhouse/sts80/sts80.htm

UFO footage from the Space Shuttle Columbia.

December 1, 1996

Day 13 of the mission

This video was brought to you by...John Maxfield who
recorded this video in Sacramento on December 1st, 1996,
on cable TV at 11:55 P.M. This was a rebroadcast of the
day's highlights. Then the video was send to researcher
and world renowned author of "Comic Top Secret" and
Alien Magic

and

Bill Hamilton. Bill was the one who has really brought
this to the attention of the public. The copy I have is
without any audio and kind of grainy, the orginal must be
really clear.

The video starts off with a lightning storm as in STS-48.
All of the objects appear during the lightning storm.
There are well over a dozen or more "unknown" objects in
this video. Objects that don't appear to be city lights,
stars, or satellites. There's also over a dozen objects
that streak by the camera. These appear to look like the
"Rods". It is still unknown if these are meteors,
asteroids, or weapons fire as seen in the last Shuttle
video. I think its very unusal that these "streaks" of
light appear when the UFOS do. There is one very
predominant object in the video that is the "main object"
of the video as others appear and go. The video is
extremely bizarre and very interesting. At first you see
nothing unusual in the video, then, all hell breaks lose
and these objects are everywhere.

Objects cruising below the clouds, rising up from clouds.
Spheres of light changing shape and color, "streaks, or
rods" of light cruising very close by the camera. UFOs
traveling, thousands of MPH in orbit, objects entering
the Earth's atmosphere from space. It last about
4 minutes then the video quiets down and goes back to
"normal".

The main object becomes a large white sphere in less
than a second, doubling in size. The object had entered
from space and then stops moving somewhere under the
altitude of the Shuttle (220 miles above the Earth).
It remains here for sometime before transforming into
another look. At this point it seems to get smaller on
video and begins its return into outer space.

Then the main object changes shaped and becomes a white
dot, surrounded by a energy ball. Sometimes this white
object slightly flashes color of orange and green.

As the main object stops and remains stationary, a very
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large sphere is seen moving, underneath the clouds. The
large sphere is in the upper left corner of the image,
the main object is in the bottom right.

As this Object under the clouds moves by, one of the
many "streaks, or Rods" flashes by. Here is a few frames
of this, does it look like an asteriod, or meteor? I don't
know do you? There is also a frame of lightning in this
image.

Then after you think there couldn't be anymore than this,
a huge white object emerges from the clouds. This new
object is larger than the "main object" we were watching.
This new object is white and large and appears to be miles
under the "main object". This new object has a black spot
in the middle of it that has a good likeness to a image
from Gulf Breeze, Florida. If this huge white object has
indeed raised up from the clouds altitude, than that would
make it over 175 miles away from the camera taping it.
Meaning this object could be over 1 mile long. Which ever
the case, its a realobject moving along in this video and
not a lense flare or optical abberation. Just as you think
there couldn't be anymore to this video, more things happen.

Here is a wide angle shot of the "main object" the huge
white thing in the upper left portion of the screen and
another "main object" looking craft moves in the horizon
and meets with the first "main object". The three of them
form a triangle.

Somebody is watching the "main object" as it leaves and gets
smaller. The camera is stationed in the cargo by of the
Shuttle and seems to have a robotic control. A person
watching this steers the camera in on the triangle of
objects to see whats going on and finally zooms in on them.
Meaning this time as not shown on the last footage STS-48,
someone was definately watching all the action and following
it with the camera system.

This video raises many questions to me. Who was the person
or persons, watching all of this UFO activity? Mission
Control? One of the Astronauts aboard Columbia? What
happened to the audio? Who has a better copy, and whats the
official NASA statement on all of this? What the hell are these
objects flying in space that were entering our atmosphere and
violating National Security? Does this video have anything to
do with the recent sightings of the "Green Meteors"?

Also this was a rebroadcast of the days highlights. The video
could have been censored and not broadcast.

Please do not E-mail us for a copy of the footage as we can
not copy it for everyone on the planet Earth. This is a site
to keep you up-to-date on recent UFO video and it will be on
the tube soon, copy it from there please. Also you might want
to keep your VCRs taping during the Shuttle missions if you
can get NASA Select TV. You never know what will happen!

Special thanks to Bill Hamilton and John Maxfield for the data
and information that was used to create this page.
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#2 The Lesotho Incident

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 27 Dec 96 21:31:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 10:54:42 -0500
Subject: #2 The Lesotho Incident

**********************************************************************
                                  *News*
                                *from the*
                    *International Roswell Initiative*
                                  *IRI*
**********************************************************************
The International Roswell Initiative was founded by Kent Jeffrey,CA,
(International Coordinator), Joachim Koch and Hans-Juergen Kyborg
                      (German Coordinators) in 1994.
**********************************************************************

                          *THE LESOTHO INCIDENT*
                           *OF SEPT. 15, 1995*

                                 *Part #2*

In the first part we described how we came in possession of the
documents. Of course, we are not blind or naive, of course we know
that they might be hoaxed and of course we are cautious and remain
suspicious.

But what happened so far indicates that there might be something real
to the incident.

Further investigations are necessary and will be conducted. And we,
the German co-ordinators of the Roswell Initiative, promise to do our
best to make this case not another "Santilliade".

The only restriction we have to accept at the moment in our reports is
to refrain from anything that might cause danger to the sources.

In this part #2 of our report we would like to provide you with a
translated summary and excerpts of the exclusive report of

                        *Andreas von Retyi*
                written in the latest issue of the
                            *UFO-KURIER*
                       (No. 27 of January 1997)

                     *"UFO CRASH IN LESOTHO 1995"*

By the beginning of 1996 startling information came to the surface.
According to sources of the South African Intelligence Service an
alleged non-terrestrial flying object with non-human entities on board
should have crashed in the mountains of Lesotho, a kingdom in South
Africa.

A cover-up was established and an operation to retrieve the craft and
the beings was immediately conducted. The name of the operation was
"ROLD TSR." which means "Recovery Operation  of Lesotho Disk, Top
Secret Recovery".

Seven years ago, in May 1989, another crash had happened, the so-
called "Kalahari Incident". Most of the researchers were convinced
that this was a hoax. Only a few, who dealt with all the facts such as
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the British researcher Anthony Dodd, remain steadfast that actually an
unidentified extraterrestrial  craft was shot down by the South
African Air Force at that time.

According to new information provided by the source of the Lesotho
Incident the craft of the Kalahari-Incident was shot down by squadron
leader Gerald Peter Goosen with a "Thor-2-Weapon" which  was fixed at
his Mirage jet. The "Thor-Weapon" was a MASER-gun built in the "Thor"
factory in Johannesburg.

This "Thor-Weapon"  so far was thought to be a microwave-weapon
working in the principle of a MASER (Microwave Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation).

But in fact the "Thor-Weapon" does not work with microwaves but
magnetic fields: "Magnetic Amplification...". It is known that there
exist research in the principle of a HASER (Hydro-magnetic
Amplification...) where the production of very strong magnetic shock
waves plays a major part.

The "Thor" factory in Johannesburg was always surrounded by mystery.
There were rumors that beside other there was participation in the
production of "Red Mercury", a high explosive substance. In November
1991, the selling manager of "Thor" in Johannesburg, Alan Kidger, 48
years old, was mysteriously murdered. His body was found in the trunk
of his car without head, arms and legs. These parts were found on the
works premises.

*More Documents*

Because of the very sensitive way in handling the contact with the
sources of the information von Retyi could obtain more documents
F#O
There are two sets of documents, the first one with 20 pages, the
second one with 22 pages.

The first one contains a police report and a military report of what
happened in the mountains of Lesotho on Sept. 15 and 16 of 1995. All
documents are written in capital letters in the original.

Here is a transcript of pages 3 to 6 of 20.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
                        SECRET / GEHEIM
                     PRIORITY INTERNAL REPORT

CASE HISTORY

On 15 September 95 at 22 h 20 local  time, a black farmer Mr. Peter
Lachasa notified Sgt. Thobo of the Leribe Police Department that he
found a very strange looking craft on his farm which lay 12 km west of
the Madibamatso River in Lesotho.

According to Mr. Lachasa at 21 h 15 local  time he heard a strange
sound in the sky near his farm which frightened his cattle and
livestock.

Approximately 2 minutes later a dull explosion was heard. The
complainant then went outside his house to investigate the cause.

Friends of Mr. Lachasa who also live in the boundaries of his farm
informed him that they had been watching a bright light in the sky
that was slowly descending to the ground, heading on a course towards
the Lesotho foothills. According to the witnesses the object exploded
on impact with the ground, giving off a series of blinding flashes.

The complainant who from now on will be referred to as the primary
witness, then accompanied his friends to the site where the object had
impacted.

According to the primary witness an electronic humming sound emanated
from th craft after which the light around it diminished and the
object became dull grey in color. An intense heat field surrounded the
craft which made close up inspection by the primary witness
impossible. Dry grass in the area was set alight by the intense heat
field surrounding the craft.

Fearing that the craft might have injured occupants the primary
witness decided to inform the local police department at Leribe of the
incident.
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POLICE REPORT

LERIBE POLICE DEPARTMENT
LESOTHO
                          SECRET / GEHEIM

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------
                          SECRET / GEHEIM
                      PRIORITY INTERNAL REPORT

On 15 September 95 at 22 h 20  local time Mr. Peter Lachasa  arrived
at Leribe Police Department and informed Sgt. Thobo who was duty
officer that night, that he had found a strange aircraft on his farm
which he requested the police to remove from his property as this was
frightening his cattle.

The primary witness went on to explain how he nd other witnesses on
his farm saw the object crash near the foothills on his farm.

At 22 h 34 local time Sgt. Thobo and Constable Nandi escorted the
witnesses to  the site to investigate the complaint. On arrival the
police officers made the following entry into their incident report.

1)      A large round disk shaped object lay within the boundaries of
        Mr. Lachasa's farm.

2)      The object measured approx. 18 meters in length and 3 meters
        in height.

3)      The object was dull grey in color.

4)      No windows / portholes or any form of entry / exit could be
        seen on the craft.

5)      The craft did not appear to have any external damage or
        breakage even though  the terrain surrounding the craft was
        severely disturbed.

Sgt. Thobo radioed his observations to Leribe Police Department whilst
on the site and was instructed to return to the department and make an
official report.

At 00 h 15 local time, a Lesotho Government official was contacted
and a report consisting of two pages was faxed to South African
Military Command 1 SAI Intelligence Unit in Bloemfontein on
authorization of the Lesotho  Government.

MILITARY REPORT

                            SECRET / GEHEIM
----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------
                            SECRET / GEHEIM
                        PRIORITY INTERNAL REPORT

MILITARY COMMAND / 1 SAI. INTELLIGENCE UNIT
BLOEMFONTEIN

The Intelligence Unit at 1 SAI. received a fax from the Lesotho
Ministry of Defence in Maseru at 00 h 17 local time regarding a crash
of an alleged unidentified / unconventional flying object /aircraft
that impacted on the farm of Mr. Peter Lachasa, a black cattle and
livestock farmer who is located 12 km west of the Madibamatso River
near Leribe.

Due to the nature of the incident it was decided to request
information and possible confirmation from military air traffic
control in Bloemfontein on any military / civilian aircraft in the
sector at the time of the incident. It was noted that there were no
aircraft in the area  other than a routine Air Force Puma helicopter
which patrolled South African / Lesotho border approx 30 minutes
before the alleged incident took place.

Commander george Human from the Airborne Division at 1 SAI. / 1 PARA
Battalion instructed an aerial assessment of the area in question.
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Two Alouette rescue helicopters were sent to the area. At 01 h 17
local time rescue team leader Captain Manie Louw reported that he was
at the designated area and that a fierce veld fire had engulfed the
area. He went on to report his observations of the area as follows:

1)      An area of approx. 400 square meters engulfed in fire.

2)      A disc shaped metallic looking object of about 20 meters in
        length that seemed to be intact.

3)      The terrain around the object was torn up and severely
        disturbed by the impact.

4)      Due to the fact that it was night and smoke from the fire
        obscured vision, clear observations could not be made at the
        time.

Captain Manie Louw was instructed to patrol / secure the area until
further instructions were given.

                          SECRET / GEHEIM

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------
                          SECRET / GEHEIM
                      PRIORITY INTERNAL REPORT

To more than one of the officers at 1 SAI Intelligence Unit, this
incident had the same markings of a similar event which took place in
the Kalahari desert / Botswana in May 1989 and decided on the same
course of action as was done then.

Military Intelligence in Pretoria was informed and instructed 1 SAI
Intel. to maintain a sterile area of 150 meters around the craft,
after which they will take complete control over the situation.

3 battalion from 1 SAI Intelligence Unit was flown to  the area to
guard / secure the object until Foreign Technology Recovery Division
from Valhalla Air Force Base arrived at the site.

At 03 h 47 local time the area and object was secured and operation
ROLD TSR came into effect.

Due to the fact that this was a military intelligence operation
dealing with an unidentifiable foreign technology, all members of 3
battalion were issued with orders to arrest / eliminate any  intruders
who strayed into the secured area.

The area remained sterile until Foreign Technology Recovery Unit
arrived at 05 h 55 local time.

We at 1 SAI. Intel Unit / Bloemfontain hope that this report you
requested will suffice.

Please inform us if you require any further assistance.

(Signature blackened)

General Patric Dwight
1 SAI. INTEL

                           SECRET / GEHEIM

----------------------------------------------------------------------

For those who wonder about the German looking word "GEHEIM": it is the
same word in Afrikaans language.

The explosive nature of this incident  - if it happened this way - is
enlarged by information from other documents that three occupants of
the craft were rescued - of *extraterrestrial origin and a l i v e .*

>From a "Preliminary Medical Report" we know that the beings were brought
into a research unit of the Swartkop Air Force Base in Pretoria for a
close examination. The beings were anesthetized and then brought to a
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"Delta -Level" of the underground building where another team of
specialised physicians did further tests.

In the "Preliminary Medical Report" it is said that  the tests did
show that the beings are humanoids with some reptilian aspects and
have an apparently underdeveloped skeleton construction.

If we put the case that the whole incident is  n o t  a big hoax then
we have to be very cautious in publishing names because it came to the
knowledge of von Retyi that some of those whose names became publicly
known have had already great difficulties with official authorities.
This happened to the leading physician of the team who examined the
beings.

Page 14 of the twenty pages document is a letter of this physician
which contains hints to the beings.

The transcript reads like this:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
                             ULTRA SECRET

         SOUTH AFRICAN MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE             [emblem
        Dept. of Experimental Biology and Embrionics         inserted]

                    (Address partly blackened)

VALHALLA / SWARTKOP AFB.
PRETORIA
0001
                                                   18 September 95

GENERAL PATRIC DWIGHT,

PROJECT ROLD TSR.

Your urgent communication to our department has been given priority
attention and we confirm that we are  able to participate in your
project.

It is not clear if the three alien visitors are still alive. It would
be of assistance if you could specify what your exact requirements
are in respect of medical or psychological investigative study and /
or,  if we have to perform any autopsies. A specialised  unit would
have to be activated for this purpose.

I thank you for inviting our participation.

Yours Sincerely

(signature and name blackened)

                           ULTRA SECRET

----------------------------------------------------------------------

In the next and last part (#3 The Lesotho Incident) of this report I
shall translate for you what Andreas von Retyi wrote about the sources
of the information. Though this source is known as the main
protagonist of the "Kalahari Incident" and many thought of this source
to be a liar, it seems as if we have to take the source as it is: a
character with many colours on the brink of the intelligence world and
our "normal" world.

If you have access to the Internet then you may look at the UFO-KURIER
web page under: > http://www.ufos.de <

*to be continued*
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Booklist

From: "Art & Peg Kopp" <artnpeg@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:25:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:03:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Booklist

Over the holiday a list of books was posted to the List, most of
which I have read and enjoyed.

Currently, I am reading Courtney Brown's, _Cosmic Voyage_, and I am
interested in comments from others who have read it, especially
relating to the scientific remote viewing technique that he used, and
the information he gathered concerning Mars, Martians, etc.

Peggy Kopp
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 28

Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'???

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:28:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:04:36 -0500
Subject: Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'???

Date: Thursday, December 26, 1996
     Source: Reuters
     ----------------------------------------------------------------------
     --

     BEIJING, The Reuters World Service via Individual Inc. : A Chinese
     passenger plane was forced to make an emergency landing after the
     exterior glass of the cockpit window was cracked by an unidentified
     flying object at 9,600-metres (31,500 feet) , the Yangcheng Evening
     News said.

     The object collided with the Boeing 757-200 passenger plane on
     December 19 on a flight from Beijing to Wuhan, capital of central
     Hubei province, an edition of the newspaper seen in Beijing on
     Wednesday said.

     The plane belonging to a Hubei subsidiary of China's Southern Airlines
     made a successful emergency landing at Beijing's Capital International
     Airport, it said but did not elaborate.

     Company officials reached by telephone declined to give further
     details. REUTER@
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 96 10:21:11 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 06:05:41 -0500
Subject: Intelligence Analysis? Food for thought

  Thomas A. Rice,  using applied 'sysmetic'  examination, said;

> Another set of people state that only by chasing the hardware
>will we truely find worthy information.  Various reasons are given by both
>sides.  Each trying to sound intelligent.

    I've noted this phenomena since '73 in programmers and hardware
    types. Considering that todays computers are still in a flux of
    differences it would seem there is no end in site to the number of
    additional people into the field that are "Each trying to sound
    intelligent" finding better and better ways to do the same old thing.

    As for UFOlogy,  it seems the methods and ways of practitioners
    have been copied and used to great advantage by such notables
    as Hulk Hogan.  Surely I'm not the only one to have noted this rather
    odd similarity but for those who do, I purpose that we contact Ted
    Turner & see if we can't arrange weekly bouts on international cable.

    I can just see Stan & Kevin as a team against Klass & Randy.

   ~Pat~

  ... Language, like orange juice, can be concentrated
      and yet remain 100% pure.

 Homepage: http://www.republic.net/~pparri

 Hale Bopp Comet stuff...

 http://www.bulletin-ol.com/UFO
 http://www.republic.net/~pparri/STUDIES
 http://www.sat.net/~pparri/SCRAPS
 http://pwp.value.net/ufomus/comet
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 06:08:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 06:08:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

>I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" that the writer is
>trying to pass the buck of the poor reporting of UFO by the media to the
>source where it actually belongs.....people within so-called UFO
>organizations who have no idea of what they are looking for or looking at.

>Now, as a journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist, I too am
>concerned with the misinformation that gets to the media and the manner in
>which members of "ufology reporting clubs" gather their information and
>distribute it with their own hidden agendas.

[snip]

This is classic 'Pot Calling Kettle Black'..... McConnell
is a the "journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist"
who boot-legged phoney 'Aurora' photos from Graham Birdsall's
'UFO Magazine', printed them in his 'newspaper', and spent
a full half-hour rhapsodizing about them on his 'radio show'.
This while apparently knowing their real source.

>On one show, a Director of an International UFO Organization who was
>identified in a recent book as having video tape footage of the
>Brookhaven, Long Island incident, told me that in order to try and get to
>the bottom of the Area 51 mystery, he actually tresspassed on private
>property and was proud of it. He was a person who was saying that the
>conspiracy of the Area 51 was against the law in the manner that the
>government was hiding the truth from their citizens. I asked him, "so,
>inorder to prove that the government is breaking the law and that there is
>a conspiracy, it's alright for you to tresspass on the private property of
>the US Government there by breaking the law?" There was a pause and no
>answer was brought forthwith.

[snip]

I was a participant in that 'show' - referred to above.
McConnell is a former policeman. Once a cop, always a cop.
Breaking the Law!?  "...he actually tresspassed {sic} on private
property..."! At that point in the 'show' his focus and
attention were completely lost. Actually, what Tom Theofanous
_did_ answer, smugly and with a huge grin on his face was "YUP!"

Being a forty or so year radio veteran myself I have to say
that as a self-styled 'broadcaster' McConnell couldn't organize
a party in a brewery. He doesn't listen to his guests. He's too
busy thinking about either another 'interesting' question or
un-connected observation, leaping from one topic to another with
no real comprehension of what interviewing is about. Tom and I left
that night determined not to involve ourselves further with 'Mr.X'.
He displays an abysmal inability to differentiate between what is
important to showcase and what is not.

As to the 'book' that McConnell refers to... I won't demean the
authors who post here by mentioning either its title or so-called
writer. Suffice to say that 99% of it is pure unadulterated fiction.
When we were sent a promo-copy several of us sat around just
howling with laughter at the 'facts' about Carp, Long Island,
Tom's doctoral degrees and the greed and naivete of the publisher.

As to having "a copy of the Brookhaven, Long Island tape", so what?
There are many UFO researchers who've seen the tape. It's inconclusive.
What does that have to do with the price of bacon?
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[snippage]

>Rob McConnell,
>Executive Producer of THE INTERNATIONAL PARANORMAL BROADCAST NETWORK,
>Host of the IPBN Syndicated show THE 'X',
>Publisher of THE 'X' Newspaper.

Thanks Rob McConnell for yet another of your invaluable contributions
to UFO research.

ebk
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

Re: Eyewitness Testimony

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:48:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 06:07:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Eyewitness Testimony

> From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Eyewitness Testimony

> Commentary on the following article:

> >The Eyewitness
> >Imperfect Interface
> >Between Stimuli and Story
> >James R. Reich, Jr.
> >(The Skeptical Inquirer, Vol. 17, No. 4, Summer 1993, Copyright 1993
> >by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
> >Paranormal, 3965 Rensch Road, Buffalo, NY 14228, published quarterly
> >with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)
> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
> Incident at Exeter, New Hampshire *

The point of the article was _not_ that eyewitness observations
and testimony are 100% wrong, or 100% inacurate, or 100% irrelevant.

The point of the article was that eyewitness observations and testimony
are _frequently less than_ 100% right, _frequently less than_ 100%
accurate, and therefore _frequently less than_ 100% relevant.

(The other point was to demonstrate that scientific studies have been
done on this problem.)

> [...] ...unfortunately, the two-foot
> basketball player with a headache, driving a white sports car had just
> crashed into a six-story building and therefore missed the object
> which was reported by the four witnesses.

I apologise for not informing you in advance of the point of the
article.

The scientific studies we have to use as a baseline tell us that
eyewitness observations and testimony, _in general_, vary in accuracy
from 70% accurate to 45% accurate.  Of course there will be exceptions,
there will be some examples that are 100% inaccurate and some that are
100% inaccurate, and we would expect the range of total
accuracy/inaccuracy to be something like 30% to 55%.

We're talking about population studies here, studies done _in general_,
and it is inapplicable to attempt to extend _in general_ results to
_specific_ events and expect to find an exact match.

In your example what percentage level of inaccuracy is needed to
tentatively establish the _basic_ observations?  Four people saw the
same sized object, same lights, no sound, same maneuvering.  That they
all agree on those observations suggests that (assuming the testimony
was properly taken) those observations are accurate and representative
of what was there to be observed.

What other observations were made?  (We don't know.)  What accuracy
comparisons exist for them?  (We don't know.)  Would it matter if the
other observations were largely inaccurate?  (Most likely not.)

--

Thanks, take care.
John.
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Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 10:03:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 06:06:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> Subject: Philosophy of Science and UFO
>
> Thanks to Steven J. Powell for posting the articles on science and the
> study of UFOs.

You're very welcome.

I've been guilty of preaching 'science' lately so I thought I'd stop for
a moment and let others do the preaching for me by way of their
published articles.

> There are several debates raging at other sites on the internet about
> why ufology is a pseudo-science.  The old tired old arguments about
> "repeatability," eyewitness testimony, and small amount of unexplained
> data compared to all UFO data completely miss the point.

You've hit the nail on the head.  It should be obvious to most of us
that even before there was such a thing as ufology there were
atmospheric anomalies, and beginning early in this century we started
inventing and testing (largely in secret) all types of craft that
initially could easily be misidentified.  Those two precursor situations
are not going to change, we will forever be dealing with them.
Eyewitness fallibility and inacuracy of observation and testimony will
always be an issue.  "Repeatability" is a straw-man arguement - the
research and investigation aspect of event reports in ufology, with the
exception of so-called alien abductions, will always be based on
after-the-fact observations.

We are forced to work with and within those restriction, not counter to
them.

Ufology is not a pseudo-science nor is it a science.  Every aspect of
ufology is already represented by one or another established branch of
science.  However, while we frequently find branches of science working
wholly within their scope to produce new knowledge and discoveries,
ufology will require (at least until we begin to make a few discoveries
and evaluate them) a broad multi-disciplinary approach.

> Because a phenomenon does not fit into the tight little constrains of
> previous used methods which successfully investigated other phenomena
> does not mean that the current phenomenon is invalid or can't be
> investigated.  Nowhere is it written that the Universe has to conform
> to the way previous scientific investigations were done.  The Universe
> can and will throw in a curve ball.

The history of science is full of examples relevant to that point.  Two
hundred years ago we had about 5 branches of science, today we have
hundreds.  Not mentioned in one of the articles is that the creation of
a new branch of science is probably one of the most painful exercises in
the administration of science and requires an extreme amount of
consensus-building.  We aren't going to get a branch of science called
ufology ordained just because we want it or because what we do ends in
'ology.'

We don't need a new branch of science called ufology (or called
anything else) and frankly we don't deserve it.  We only need to use the
existing sciences in broad multi-disciplinary and highly interactive
methods.  To build upon your metaphor, we have curve balls all around us
and if we don't learn how to hit them we're gonna be benched and sent
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down to the minor leagues.

> The study of UFOs required a look at the capability of instrumentation
> deployed to study other phenomena.  The usefulness of this equipment
> was very limited as indicated in the Condon committee's final report.
> An attempt was made to deploy a rapid response investigative team to
> UFO sites shortly after an observation.  However, as can be easily
> seen by reading Roy Craig's book, the execution of this plan left much
> to be desired.  I have read correspondence critical of the
> investigation teams' deployment to UFO sites which seemed of little
> potential value.  The Condon Committee's answer was, "how do we know
> the case won't be interesting if we don't go out an investigate?"
> (Rather unimaginative for an organization of scientists with limited
> resources.)

Do you suspect that Condon, and perhaps others, being conscious of the
fact that a high percentage of reports are misidentifications,
intentionally exploited investigation teams to create negative
ufological press?

> As I see it, the first step in study of UFOs involves a philosophy of
> science discussion.  Most curt dismissals given by the scientific
> community to date also seem to recognize this point.   Ignorance is at
> work here.  Most scientists have not examine the body of evidence
> beyond the tabloid trash theories or have quickly become bogged down
> with the sense that nothing unique is taking place because the vast
> majority of the incidents are IFO.

That the vast majority of eyewitness observatins are IFO is something
that we can file in the "Duh!" category.  We _know_ eyewitness
observations are going to be tainted to varying degrees and for varying
reasons, independent scientific study has demonstrated it and our own
internal review of our own data demonstrates it, _therefore_ we should
not automatically dismiss or include eyewitness observational data.

Way back when meteors were noticed to fall from the sky, when the entire
scientific community scoffed at the idea, the meteors continued to fall.
Eyewitness observation was entirely discounted until trained and
knowledgeable observers observed meteors falling from the sky.  While
its true that they too were scoffed at, at least _they_ began thinking
about the problem as a problem of science.  Even so, the _real_ practice
of science did not begin to occur until _after_ physical samples were in
the lab for study...

There are hints in there that we need to pay attention to...

Scientists study nature and they study the study of nature.  We have not
done the type of work necessary, using the disciplines necessary, to
cause scientists to think that there is 'nature' here to study and _our_
study of it to date has almost entirely been not worthy of study.

Nothing will change until we change it.

> The foregoing is "a top of the head" collection of ideas--not
> carefully developed discussions contained in the articles presented.
> I would like to engage others in a discussion on the philosophical
> points raised in the study of the ufo phenomenon.

I was a little harsh on John Velez, for which I apologise, but to
continue your metaphor: there are a lot of different types of people
involved in ufology and we all need to figure out and decide which
position we are going to play on this team.  Right now we have a bunch
of folks playing in the field who probably should be doing front-office
jobs, and not enough players on the field who can actually hit the
ball...

We have existing data _right now_ that can be analyzed using existing
sciences and the scientific methodology.  But _nothing_ is being done
about that...  This has to change.

We do need more data, but we most certainly do not need more of the 95%
IFO data - we've already got all that we'll ever need of that type of
data.

I'm not sure where a discussion of the philosophy of science will lead
but its fascinating stuff and maybe it'll help me to stop whining about
all that's wrong with ufology <grin>.

--

Thanks, take care.
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John.
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Re: Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'???

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 12:29:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:12:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'???

In addition to Rebecca's 'collision' report.

John Velez
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rebecca Schatte wrote,

>From: RSchatte@aol.com
>Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 08:28:14 -0500
>To: UpDates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Passenger Plane Collides with 'UFO'???

>Date: Thursday, December 26, 1996
>     Source: Reuters
>     ----------------------------------------------------------------------
>     --

>     BEIJING, The Reuters World Service via Individual Inc. : A Chinese
>     passenger plane was forced to make an emergency landing after the
>     exterior glass of the cockpit window was cracked by an unidentified
>     flying object at 9,600-metres (31,500 feet) , the Yangcheng Evening
>     News said.

>     The object collided with the Boeing 757-200 passenger plane on
>     December 19 on a flight from Beijing to Wuhan, capital of central
>     Hubei province, an edition of the newspaper seen in Beijing on
>     Wednesday said.

>     The plane belonging to a Hubei subsidiary of China's Southern Airlines
>     made a successful emergency landing at Beijing's Capital International
>     Airport, it said but did not elaborate.

>     Company officials reached by telephone declined to give further
>     details. REUTER@

===========================================================================

Hiya Rebecca,

A similar collision is reported in the Elders documentary on the Mexico
City flap (Voyagers of the Sixth Sun.) There are videotaped interviews with
the pilots and airport control tower personell. The UFO's have become much
more than a mere 'theoretical' problem for them. Mexico City is a sprawling
metropolis and the pilots fear for their own safty, as well as that of the
general population. There have been so many 'close shaves' down there that
helicopters are being employed to shush away the alien craft whenever they
are hovering/cruising around in airspace used for the landing or takeoff of
commercial airliners!

Now ask yourself why this stuff isn't plastered all over headlines in the
US, or anywhere else for that matter. Wake up people, we're being lied to
consistently, and big time! Even if only by ommision.

John Velez

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@republic.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 96 13:29:45 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:13:39 -0500
Subject: Re: New NASA Shuttle UFO Footage

>It simply
>shows what is filmed, photographed and videotaped on the ground, are the
>exact same type of objects seen in space. Making them probably
>interplanetary to say the least.

  Speaking on behalf of all NASA persons involved in review and
  censorship of time delay downlinks material before it is aired
  to the public, I'd like to say...

    "OH SHIT!"  <-- Offical NASA position...

  ...being in reference to:

  http://www.netwrx.net/users/xalium/chapterhouse/sts80/sts80.htm

   :)

   ~Pat~

  ... Language, like orange juice, can be concentrated
      and yet remain 100% pure.

 Homepage: http://www.republic.net/~pparri

 Hale Bopp Comet stuff...

 http://www.bulletin-ol.com/UFO
 http://www.republic.net/~pparri/STUDIES
 http://www.sat.net/~pparri/SCRAPS
 http://pwp.value.net/ufomus/comet
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Project 1947 - Disc among the Pigeons

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 13:05:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:12:49 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Disc among the Pigeons

Reference Officer McDowell's experience while feeding the pigeons (see
Project Sign Check-List  Unidentified Flying Objects post), I had a
clipping from the Nanaimo, BC, newspaper which told of a somewhat similar
incident.  Here is an account from the Vancouver (BC) SUN of 3 Sep 1947:

                  "'Flying Saucers' Stampede Pigeons

                      "Special to The Vancouver Sun

   "NANAIMO, Sept. 3--Flying saucers wheeling back into the news
stampeded a flight of pigeons here and sent them racing back to their
coops in fright.

   "Thomas Naylor, well-known west coast pigeon fancier, reported the
phenomenon Tuesday.

   "Mr. Naylor swears he saw one the whirling discs scatter his
Birmingham rollers, which were flying at great height."

      *             *                  *               *

The Nanaimo had made clear that only one object was involved.  The object
flew through the pigeons parting there formation.  They immediately
returned to their coops and would not come out for some time.  "Whirling"
is often used with the word disc.  After all records in this era were
called disc, and when placed upon the phonograph they whirled. One must
be careful to accept the "whirling disc" description.  Many times it is
newspaper embellishment.

Jan Aldrich
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Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 12:18:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:10:57 -0500
Subject: Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident

Comments regarding:

>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
>Date: 26 Dec 96 21:15:00 +0000
>Subject: #1 The Lesotho Incident
>Organization: Welt am Draht
>To: updates@globalserve.net

-----
JC:   This researcher advises others *extreme* caution in taking this
document seriously because, if disinformation is herein involved and not
just a book sales ploy, both the Roswell Initiative and the 1989/90 Belgium
sightings are direct targets for the disinformation. As they are some of
the best researched and verified material available, hopefully this will be
obvious to most serious researchers.  The MJ-12 papers are also in the line
of fire for ridicule. Koch & Associates may be direct targets as well if
they are not actually initiators of the whole thing. No matter how you
slice it, it stinks.
-----

>*1. Introduction*
>
>
>...... the crash and retrieval of a non-human
>space-craft and the subsequent cover up of all related activities in
>the kingdom of Lesotho, South Africa.
>

>*2. The Documents*
>
>On June 21st, 1996....... the postman delivered a big brown envelope ....
>There was no sender on the envelope, it was anonymous.
>
-----
JC:   Immediately suspicious.  We know nothing.
-----

......

>There were no blackened parts on this page, everything could clearly
>be seen, all stamps, signatures, telephone and code numbers.

-----
JC:   Also *extremely* suspicious.
-----

>On the bottom of the pages we could read "page ## of ##" and the
>numbers showed that we had received parts of two different documents
>added by a letter dated half a year later.
>
-----
JC:   Which could have been combined, adapted in any way shape or form.
-----

>Page three, again with readable names, code and telephone numbers
>reads like this: ...........

-----
JC:   This could be checked if the names & phone #s pertain directly to
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anything therein. With the secrecy mandate stipulated in one of the
documents, I doubt there would be anyone stupid enough to confirm any of
this.
-----

>----------------------------------------------------------------------
>The next page is No.7 of 20 ............
>
>                            "ULTRA SECRET
.........
>______________________________________________________________________
>BASIC INSTRUCTION
>Remove X Object / A.C. from Lesotho territory. Move to secure base
>with FAC. POS. E.T. origin OP to conduct secret. Escort/ LH passage
>provided. One way passage requested. No land communication advised.
>ULF SAT/MICRO DOT CONF.
>______________________________________________________________________
...........
>Page 9 of 20 is another list ........
>______________________________________________________________________
>
>This list contains - not blackened - all names, ranks, force numbers
>and clearances of the ROLD TSR. Personnel / Designated 16 Sept.96,
>including Generals, Commanders, Majors, Colonels, Captains, Lieutenant
>and Sergeants.

-----
JC:   All checkable? Any bets as to whether anyone would volunteer any
information on this and what their believability quotient would be?
-----

>And so it goes on and on. Letters, information about the retrieval of
>a classified X aircraft, requests for secure storage facility and
>advises ".. to follow same arrangements as was done with Kalahari
>object." And more.

-----
JC:   Excuse me. Is this possibly referring to another downed object? If it
is, this is getting even harder to swallow. If anyone saw the Belgium Air
Force sponsored video of what Belgium police officers described as a
craft's three lights combining into one and then the one "dot" shooting
away at a speed the eye could not follow; how rotten could this alien
technology be that the South Africans could knock down two of them? (or
even one of them?)
-----

>Very interesting is the text (in the  original all written in capital
>letters) of pages 11 0f 20 and 12 of 20 which is given below:
>______________________________________________________________________
>
>                          ULTRA SECRET
>
>DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
>INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS
>LIBERTY LIFE BLDG.
>SUNNYSIDE PARK                                  [emblem inserted]
>PRETORIA
>0001
>
>Tel. ####...
>
>TO THE ATTENTION OF:
>THE SUPREME COUNCIL
>ILLUMINATED NINE
>
>
>OEC. 619 00 9 MI./ ILN                  17 October 95
>
>Re: ROLD TSR.
>
>HONORARY MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL,
>
>..........In May 1989
>we were threatened to submit to the wishes of the United States
>Government when an (blackened word) space vehicle was brought down by
>the South African Air Force. As you are aware that exercise was a
>costly and internationally embarrassing event from which we have
>learnt not to be swayed or distracted from international priorities.
>

-----
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JC:   The only thing blackened out here is the word "alien" or whatever?
Please give me a break.
-----

>Gentlemen, I would therefore insist that the Council of the
>Illuminated Nine use all means necessary from any foreign government
>intervention.
>
>We advise that President Mandela should not be briefed on the ROLD
>------------------------------------------------------------------
>TSR. operation for obvious reasons.
>-----------------------------------
>If local government starts asking questions it will be our duty to
>deny the existence of any activity surrounding the ROLD TSR.
>operation. Disinformation of the highest order is advised.

JC:   It is my opinion that "disinformation" may certainly be the game
here, but perhaps not the way it is stated in the aforementioned "letter."

...............

------------------------------------------------------
>
>We await your comments / approval on all issues raised in this
>communication.
>
>Yours faithfully
>
>(signature blackened)
>
>(name readable)
>
-----
JC:   Why blacken the signature and leave the name? I only see one purpose
in this.
-----

Then they wrote:
>
>Well, take a deep breath - we did several. As Retyi, Stein and Kopp
>found out by their research, "ROLD" is the short form of "Recovery Of
>Lesotho Disk" and the term "Illuminated Nine" is used for a group
>of high ranked Generals and Politicians, among them the former
>Presidents Botha and deKlerk.
>
>The last copied page of the material is a letter  from  within the
>South African Intelligence Service regarding a "Major... Van Greunen/
>..." who because of a meeting with the German National Intelligence
>Service has "...now become a security risk to our service."
>
>"We advise that Major...Van Greunen /... be suspended from the
>intelligence service for an indefinite period with IMMEDIATE EFFECT,
>pending information obtained ... on ... return to South Africa on 08
>February 96."

-----
JC:   And?
-----

>There we stood with these documents in our hands and our first
>reaction was: "This reminds us in some way of the surfacing of the
>MJ12 papers..!" .........

-----
JC:   No kidding? ..... Gee whiz, none of us figured that out.
-----

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net

P.S.    Hon, please pass the Bromo Seltzer.
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Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 15:25:54 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:14:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From:RFMmars@aol.com

Much of what said [in the article] is true.  As state field investigator I
run into much misuse of camcorder s and interpretation of lights in the sky.

However we feel as a whole the news media is lazy to the 10th degree and
looking at the comments made about Gulf Breeze flap, you haven't had
access to all the data.  When local media calls us it is never what we
want to present but have to follow their story line for the 10:00 pm news
cast.

Yours truly,

Richard F. Motzer
State field investigator
Mufon of Arizona

From: in_search_of@primenet.com  UFO and Paranormal mail list
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

IUFO: Fwd: Coppola Sues Carl Sagan!

From: Ndunlks@aol.com
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 16:39:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:16:20 -0500
Subject: IUFO: Fwd: Coppola Sues Carl Sagan!

---------------------
Forwarded message:
From:   AOLNewsProfiles@aol.net
Date: 96-12-28 08:24:51 EST

.c The Associated Press

      LOS ANGELES (AP) -- One week after Carl Sagan's death, director
Francis Ford Coppola's company has accused the astronomer of
breaking a contract with him.

      In a lawsuit filed Friday, Coppola's Zoetrope Corp. asks that
Warner Bros. stop production of the movie ``First Contact,'' based
on a book by Sagan.

      Sagan died Dec. 20.

      Coppola says that 20 years ago, Sagan had agreed to work with
Coppola on a TV series based on the book, which was still in the
planning stages.

      The book was published in 1985 and Sagan entered into a contract
with Warner Bros. for the film. Warner Bros. did not immediately
return a phone message seeking comment after business hours Friday.

      Zoetrope's attorney, Robert S. Chapman, said Coppola and Sagan
had agreed to share profits from any other projects related to
'Contact'.

      'First Contact', a science fiction film about Earth's
encounter with aliens, is scheduled to be released next year.

      AP-NY-12-28-96 0820EST

      Copyright 1996 The Associated Press.  The information
contained in the AP news report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without
prior written authority of The Associated Press.
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Re: UFO UpDate: #1 The Lesotho Incident

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 20:46:46 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:17:12 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: #1 The Lesotho Incident

Regarding...

>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
>Date: 26 Dec 96 21:15:00 +0000
>Subject: #1 The Lesotho Incident

Joachim Koch wrote of a document which stated:

TO THE ATTENTION OF:
THE SUPREME COUNCIL
ILLUMINATED NINE

[...]

In May 1989 we were threatened to submit to the wishes of the United States
Government when an (blackened word) space vehicle was brought down by
the South African Air Force.

[...]

The last copied page of the material is a letter  from  within the
South African Intelligence Service regarding a "Major... Van Greunen/
..." who because of a meeting with the German National Intelligence
Service has "...now become a security risk to our service."

Joachim,

This is possibly a reference to James Van Greunen, who admitted forging
similar documents relating to the claimed 7 May, 1989 "Kalahari" incident
and who also apparently had connections in Germany.

Apparently something of a "Walter Mitty" character, Van Greunen and the
Kalahari story are well known to Graham Birdsall and Tony Dodd, both
subscribers to this list, Tony being largely responsible for trying to make
some sense of it all.

The reference to "Illuminated Nine" perhaps relates back to a document
which was part of the Kalahari story. The document, purportedly from the US
DoD, was published in the UFO Magazine May/June 1993 special issue and
states that amongst the distribution sources, a copy was to be sent to
"ILLUNIN".

A comment in the magazine asked, "WHO AND WHAT IS ILLUMINATED NINE?", but
the document didn't actually mention "Illuminated Nine" and I wondered
where the reference to "Illuminated Nine" originated. It's not mentioned
elsewhere in the magazine's detailed report on the case.

As I advised Tony some time after, I asked a friend in the US with relevant
expertise for an opinion on the authenticity of that document. There were
numerous blatant errors in the distribution list and formatting and the
document is a patent forgery. To support this contention, some of the
problems highlighted were:

1.  The addressee INLOGCEN WP/FTD OHIO and the addressee FT BELVOIR VA
have the same message routing indicator (RUEBBA). These two locations
are several hundred miles apart and would not be serviced by the same
message indicator. This is simply impossible...
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2.  The subject of the message is shown as SUB. The common abbreviation
for subject in the US (and always in military messages) is SUBJ.

3.  The "for" portion of the message says "AFSC FOR SDFP," but the message
is not sent to any message center that services AFSC. Same for AFNIAD.

4.  No US military organization would send a message to CINCSTRIKE in
Florida "FOR JCS." The JCS is in Washington, DC, and has it own message
capabilities. "For" statements relate to internal distribution by the
receiving organization.

5.  Assuming we would abbreviate the Office of Naval Research as
OFFNAVREAS,
we would at least spell it right (as in OFFNAVRES). REAS is not going to be
anybody's real abbreviation for research, is it?

And so on.

This new, purported South African crash/retrieval documentation seems
highly unlikely to have any proven genesis.

It's that same old problem again...

Personally, I would trust any document which mentions James Van Greunen and
the Illuminated Nine, as much as I would if it mentioned Lee Van Cleef and
the Magnificent Seven.

James.
Internet; pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: #2 The Lesotho Incident

From: James Easton <100626.2242@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 22:12:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:18:00 -0500
Subject: Re: #2 The Lesotho Incident

Regarding...

>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
>Date: 27 Dec 96 21:31:00 +0000
>Subject: #2 The Lesotho Incident

Joachim Koch added:

>In this part #2 of our report we would like to provide you with a
translated summary and excerpts of the exclusive report of

                        *Andreas von Retyi*
                written in the latest issue of the
                            *UFO-KURIER*
                       (No. 27 of January 1997)

                     *"UFO CRASH IN LESOTHO 1995"*

[...]

According to new information provided by the source of the Lesotho
Incident the craft of the Kalahari-Incident was shot down by squadron
leader Gerald Peter Goosen with a "Thor-2-Weapon" which  was fixed at
his Mirage jet. The "Thor-Weapon" was a MASER-gun built in the "Thor"
factory in Johannesburg.<

Joachim,

This isn't new information, it's from an acknowledged forged document from
James Van Greunen and which formed part of the original Kalahari story:

I have a text file of the document:

                      CLASSIFIED TOP SECRET-DO NOT DIVULGE

     CASE HISTORY

          At 13H45 GMT on 7 May 1989 the naval frigate "SA Tafelberg"
radioed Cape Town naval headquarters to report an unidentified flying
object that appeared on radar scopes, heading toward the African continent
in a north westerly direction at a calculated speed of 5746 nautical miles
per hour. Naval headquarters acknowledged and confirmed that object was
also tracked by air-borne radar, military ground radar installations and
D.F. Malan international airport at Cape Town.

          The object entered South African air space at 13H52 GMT. Radio
contact was attempted with object, but all communications to object proved
futile. Valhalla air force base was notified and two armed Mirage FIIG
fighters were scrambled. The object suddenly changed course at great speed
which would be impossible for military aircraft to duplicate.

          At 13H59 GMT squadron leader Goosen reported that they had radar
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and visual confirmation of the object. The order was given to arm and fire
the experimental aircraft mounted thor 2 laser canon at object. This was
done.

[End]

There's a lot more to the documents, but Van Greunen admitted they were
bogus. His story was that he had been shown the original documents by a
close friend who was a member of South African Air Force Intelligence and
who knew of Van Greunen's interest in UFOs. Blessed with a photographic
memory, Van Greunen had reproduced the documents he saw.

Like the claimed Lesotho incident, the "aliens" were reptilian and there
were survivors who were aggressive, etc.

I'm afraid the new Lesotho story sounds very much like Van Greunen's
original Kalahari story, with the location changed.

James.
Internet; pulsar@compuserve.com
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Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'?

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 15:31:50 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:15:23 -0500
Subject: Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'?

From: Chamish Barry <chamish@netmedia.net.il>

                   IT'S A BIRD, IT'S AN ALIEN, IT'S A FRAUD
by Barry Chamish

On December 22, Israel Television's First Channel Evening News program
broadcast an exciting report. It seems that on a night of intense UFO
activity in the Galilee farming village of Achihod, an "alien" fell from a
craft and was captured by a local resident.

An attractive woman, Tziona Damti was interviewed and described coming
face to face with the alien the evening before, which was standing
motionless just outside her father-in-law's barn.  She showed her
father-in-law the weird "being" and he said it was nothing. She went to
sleep but in the morning returned to find the "alien" standing in the same
place.

So she called the police, which sent two officers to investigate.
According to the conventional story, journalists monitoring the police
band picked up the call and this was the start of a media event. The cops
arrived and when one bent down to put the "alien" in a bucket, it jumped
on his back. Officer Asher Ben Ezra told the press that the volume of
bodily fluids left on the ground by the creature was abnormal and
persuaded him that there was something suspicious about it.

The police, apparently deciding the creature was no danger to the public
peace, returned it and media circus was on. Besides the report on TV, the
newspaper Maariv printed a photo of the "alien" on its front page while
Yediot Ahronot devoted two pages in the center of the paper to the
encounter.

On the night of the TV report, I called Michael Hesemann, editor of
Magazin 2000 and told him the news. He asked that I hire a cameraman and
cover the story in depth. I immediately called Tziona's home and spoke to
her husband Yisrael.

          "You'd better hurry," he said. "The body is disintegrating
quickly. Most of the head has melted away."

          "Please," I replied, "Put the body in a nylon bag and freeze it."

The next day, the Jerusalem Post reported that an "alien" was being kept
in the freezer of the Damti home. The Hebrew papers also reported on UFO
activity over and nearby the village. Maariv connected the UFOs with a
recent wave of mysterious livestock disappearances.

I arrived on time, after a three hour journey and Yisrael Damti was not at
home. Tziona invited me inside and called his cellphone. He was at a
laboratory of the Technion Technological Institute with fifty journalists
and observers, including Uri Geller.  He apologised for not meeting me but
the "alien" was about to undergo a thorough autopsy.

         "Are you filming it? " I asked. The answer was no.

         "Well," I replied, "If you don't, the first link in the chain of
evidence will be destroyed. You won't have a creature or proper proof that
it was examined scientifically."

         He told me that he would ask for permission to allow me to film
the examination. Why he needed permission I don't know but a few minutes
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later one Debby Segal phoned back. I knew her as UFO groupie who had
organized a failed conference some months before. She denied me permission
to film. I tried a new tack, which I came to regret very shortly after.

         "If this is really a space being," I said. "It's about to be
chopped into pieces and you'll have nothing to show anyone. Whole, it may
be very valuable to science and the Damtis. It will be a huge loss if you
cut it into strips."

       She handed the phone to one Uri Avishai. "Yisrael only wants money,
money, money," he explained. "I'm interested in truth. But let's talk
money anyway. How much can he get?"

        "I don't know, "I answered. "My editor informed me that if I could
acquire a real alien, he could bring a well known financier of UFO
research into the picture."

        "We'll be back in half an hour. Give me Tziona."

        He then instructed Tziona not to allow us to film her til they
arrived. It was already 2:00 in the afternoon and we had two and a half
hours of sunlight left.

      I spent the next hour interviewing Tziona and talking UFOs. She told
me the alien appeared out of nowhere and had a large, black eyes. It was
originally 20 cm. long but after purging itself of an enormous volume of
body fluids, had shrunk to 5 cm.

      The pictures I had seen had shown a green creature with lizard-like
features. There were four limbs but no fingers. Five cm. is the length of
a human finger and Israeli ufologist Doron Rotem was quoted in Maariv and
Yediot Ahronot saying no alien yet reported was only five cm. tall. The
next day he was on the early evening news program of Channel Two
television debunking the incident point by point. He later told me, "After
that interview I received actual threats from the UFO community. They want
an Israeli Roswell and I had the nerve to say this wasn't it."

      Tziona went on. The creature had a human-like face and jumped away
whenever anyone tried to touch it. The same night, December 21, that she
discovered it, blue luminiscent discs were seen by numerous residents of
the village. I took down the name of one witness. And that night, a sheep
farmer, also from the Damti clan, lost fifteen of his animals without a
trace. Again, I wrote down the name. Further, Uri Geller told her that in
the nearby Arab town of Tamra, he was invited to see a small UFO flying
inside someone's home.

       Clearly, there was real UFO activity in the area. And why not?
Since 1987, Israel has been in the midst of a UFO wave that intensified
profoundly last February. In big cities and small towns, UFOs had been
filmed, physical evidence left behind and one highly likely abduction
widely publicized. Until now, almost every reported incident was factual.
But there were probable hoaxes.

       The best known example was the silicon shards found in the famous
landing circles of Kadima. Between March 1993 and February 1995, at least
fifteen very real landing circles were indentified in Kadima and one UFO
successfully filmed. The flattened grass within the circles was imbued
with a red fluid,later tested and found to be cadmium-based.

       Also found were shards of silvery rocks which the National
Geological Laboratory director, Dr. Henry Fohner found to be of "elemental
silicon which does not exist in nature." While researching Kadima, two
people reported that they saw a local resident spreading the rocks into
circles. Further, I saw him lead a group of researchers to an obscure
circle where he told them to dig in a muddy puddle in the center. Lo and
behold, silicon emerged. So I took samples to a microbiologist, Dr.
Rachelle Fishman, who is the Israeli correspondent for the respected
medical journal, The Lancet. She had them tested by two geologists, both
of whom concluded that they were was composed of industrial-grade silicon.

       One problem... Tsiporet Carmel, the first of five Kadima-area
witnesses of an alien being presents the best case for the validity of the
silicon. "It was found in the very first circle, behind my house. He
couldn't have acted that fast."

      Or could he? In June of last year, ufologists found the likely
source of the "alien" silicon; a dump outside an electronics factory near
Holon.

      Yisrael Damti returned with Uri, Debby and two very strange women.
The first thing I said to him was, "There's ninety minutes of sunlight
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left. We have to start filming."

      Uri interrupted and said, "Relax, have some lunch first. Maybe talk
to the ladies."

      The ladies were allies of Yuri Isaacov of Nazareth. Last summer, he
was abducted by small greys who lifted him into their spacecraft and
ultimately threw a yellow powder on him which made him pass out. The
powder, composed of 55% aluminium was unknown in Israel and made his case
believable. But it turned out, the powder burns could not be cured by
conventional medicine and he was in great pain. He needed expensive
medical care. Could I help? I said I'd interview him and publicize his
ordeal. That's not what the ladies wanted to hear. They wanted someone to
pay for an exclusive interview. When I refused to become a checkbook
journalist, they left.

      Next was Uri's turn. He claimed he was in the Israeli UFO research
business for the past 25 years, a good trick since the first recorded
landings began ten years before. What he wanted more than anything else
was the right to negotiate with my editor for the rights to the film and
possession of the "alien" itself. I turned this huckster down twice.

     Clearly UFO madness had hit still another village. Last April, one
Shula Cohen filmed a remarkable event in the town of Ramat Hachayal. At 3
AM, a globe appeared in the sky which lit up the whole town as if it was
mid-day. After local reporters publicized the film and I tracked down a
copy, her attorney contacted me and presented me with a written pledge not
to publish or show the film for less than $20,000. Needless to say, I have
not shown the intriguing film publicly.

      In August, the Shuah family filmed a UFO over their kibbutz, Hatzor
for two nights and mornings running. On the third night, a crowd of over
seventy kibbutzniks witnessed the UFO but the battery of the family camera
wore down. A neighbour with a professional video camera was summoned and
it captured one of the amazing closeups of a UFO's structure ever
recorded.

     Word somehow spread that the film was worth $100,000 and that the
television networks would start bidding. Hence, an ugly battle erupted
over who owned the rights to the film, the Shuah family or their
neighbour. Villagers who had got along fine for decades were suddenly at
loggerheads.

     The same madness had hit Achihod. Whoever Uri was, he had persuaded
Yisrael Damti that he was going to make him rich. And it was Damti who
offered to allow me to film the creature and his wife if I promised him
future payment for selling it to my editor. I refused and explained that
no one, including my editor, would ever offer money without a thorough
preliminary report. He agreed to bring the creature to me to be filmed.
Again I waited half an hour, this time outside until Uri announced that I
would not be able to even see it, let alone film it, because "I would
spread doubt about its authenticity."

     At that moment, I knew I was dealing with a hoax. It was not the
first time. To put things into perspective, I have interviewed dozens of
witnesses and on only three occasions did I smell a hoax. The Kadima
silicon was one, the alleged abductions of Yossi Ronen and Yossi Saguy
were the other two.

     The Maariv UFO column, called not too originally, the X-Files, had
accepted both "abductees" at their word. But nothing of their stories or
their behaviour convinced me. Ronen wrote me monthly with increasingly
wacky tales of outerworld experiences, until I dismissed him as a nut. I
was prepared to give Saguy a chance to appear on a segment of Sightings I
was arranging until his agent called to discuss conditions. It seems Saguy
is an actor and being abducted was good publicity.

    The Achihod "alien" incident appeared to be stage-managed. Yisrael and
Tziona are simple villagers and Segal and Avishai, the big city shysters.
Everything was aimed at making money.  I refused to play the game and
walked out of the play. The next day, Segal appeared on the news and
announced that an "unnamed" laboratory would offer proof of the veracity
of the alien nature of Tziona's creature soon. In the meantime, Tziona
announced that the alien would be put on the auction block with bids
beginning at $10,000.

     On the way back, I stopped in Zichron Yaacov and visited Dr. Fishman.
She had seen the "alien" on TV and pictures in the paper. "It's my
opinion," she said," that a simple biopsy would have exposed the whole
thing in an hour. What you have here is a lizard which hatched too early.
It is covered in a multi-layered gelatinous sac. When it shed the sacs, it
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left amnionic fluid. The jumping is the typical flexional and convulsional
reactions of a trapped embryo, I think of a salamander."

     Doron Rotem agrees, "I thought it was an embryo but of a chameleon. I
reached the conclusion the whole thing was a hoax from Tziona's testimony.
She told me the thing was dead from the minute she saw it. When she
started talking to reporters, it miraculously came to life. And
originally, she told me the creature was 5 cm tall. Suddenly it's grown to
20 cm. but it shrunk later on."

    My opinion is that initially Tziona was caught in UFO hysteria and
imagined a lizard embryo to be an alien. Then the hucksters arrived at her
door and the hoax began in earnest. Soon, a controversial laboratory
opinion will be released, similar to that of the Kadima silicon, and a
legend will be born. But a false one.

end
--------------------------------------------
Sent by Barry Chamish - Israeli journalist.
Phone/Fax : (972)-2-9914936
E-Mail    : chamish@netmedia.net.il
--------------------------------------------
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Defense Technical Information Center as a Resource

From: Michael Ravnitzky <MikeRav@IX.NETCOM.COM>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 23:09:22 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 09:31:55 -0500
Subject: Defense Technical Information Center as a Resource

DO YOU WANT A LIST OF REPORTS ON ANY SUBJECT:

You can get a list of [largely unpublished] military technical
reports on any subject.  Many of their 2.5 million reports have been
locked away for various bureaucratic reasons and have not been put into
the public domain.

Here are some subject keywords with which you can obtain a LIST of
several hundred military technical reports on any subject from the
Defense Technical Information Center, a government agency. [see below]

KEYWORDS:

You can get specific keywords from this site:

http://www.dtic.mil/stinet/public-stinet/str/thesaurus.html

or specify project names, authors names, or contractor names.

But don't use that site to get reports--they don't have anything worth a
damn for your purpose.

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Do not bother using the DTIC web site--in a nutshell,
it is worthless because the web site omits most of the two million
technical reports in the DTIC collection. [Most of these reports are
NOT, repeat NOT, repeat NOT in the NTIS collection, and have been
unavailable to the public.]  Send a letter instead--you will get much
better results.

The fee is likely to be free or only a few bucks.  You probably want to
include a statement in the letter such as *I agree to pay reasonable
fees associated with this request.  Please notify me if the cost will
exceed $25.*,  so that they won't delay the processing of the request.
Remember, they WILL try to dissuade you from asking for such a list.  If
they send you a letter, and you do not respond, they will withdraw your
request and you will not get your information.

Here is a form letter to use for your request:

To:    Defense Technical Information Center
       Attn:  DTIC-RSM [Kelly D. Akers, FOIA Manager]
       8725 John J. Kingman Road, Suite 0944
       Fort Belvoir, VA  22060-6128  USA
Phone:  703-767-9194

Dear Ms. Akers:

I request the following records under the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act:

A computer generated technical report bibliography of reports on the
subject[s]/keyword[s] of:

________________  OR   _________________  OR  ________________  OR

 _______________   OR   _________________  OR   _______________

Please send me this bibliography for this period of time:

_______ ALL YEARS IN YOUR COMPUTERIZED INDEX (all years 1900-1996)
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_______ All the years in the manual card index (1940's and early 1950's)

This is a request for DTIC records, please don't forward my request to
NTIS.  Please include both classified and unclassified records in your
search.  If any of the records are classified, please review them for
release, or the release of nonsensitive portions.

I am an individual, noncommercial requester and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes.  [OR YOU MIGHT INSTEAD INDICATE
DIFFERENTLY IF YOU ARE A COMMERCIAL REQUESTER, OR AN EDUCATIONAL OR
SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION, OR A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MEDIA]  I also agree
to pay up to $25 for reasonable fees associated with this request.

Sincerely,

______________

Hope you find this a useful resource.
Michael Ravnitzky
MikeRav@ix.netcom.com
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New 'Abduction' & 'Encounters' Videos from John

From: StarmanJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 02:00:08 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 09:33:54 -0500
Subject: New 'Abduction' & 'Encounters' Videos from John

Hello, UFO fans!

This is UFO Abductions researcher John Carpenter writing to you. I wanted to
let you know about two NEW RELEASES from the video production team at
Carpenter Research. These two new research videos are just jam-packed with
great information on UFO abductions --- both from the U.S.A. and  Australia
(a FIRST !!)....

NEW VIDEO RELEASE !!!!!!!!

MULTIPLE PARTICIPANT ABDUCTIONS"  by John S. Carpenter, MSW, LCSW

      Multiple participant abductions are accounts of alleged UFO encounters
in which two or more persons share the recall of being taken aboard an
unusual craft at the same time and experiencing strange beings not of this
world. Initially, these witnesses share little more than an odd period of
unexplained amnesia or "missing time." Separated for investigative interviews
and independent hypnosis sessions, these participants are able to remember --
much to their surprise -- specific details of a shared UFO abduction
scenario. They can describe the same odd beings, unique symbols, barren
rooms, confusing exams, specific procedures, and extraordinary behaviors
which often defy conventional physics.

      Experience for yourself this important area of abduction research as
you meet the participants, view drawings, paintings, and photographs from
their experiences, and hear the professional analysis by psychiatric
therapist John Carpenter.

      115 minutes     $29.95

NEW VIDEO RELEASE !!!!!

"ENCOUNTERS IN AUSTRALIA"  by John S. Carpenter, MSW, LCSW

      The "Land Down Under" has not been excluded from the extraordinary
mystery of UFO encounters. Despite the remote location of this island
continent in the South Pacific Ocean, documented cases of skinny little gray
beings with big black eyes, reptilian creatures, hybrid humanoids, and even
praying mantis types all appear in the collected data. Experience the words
and emotions of each witness as these encounters are revealed. Meet
researchers Glennys Mackay and Keith Basterfield as they share their recent
cases. Housewife Kelly Cahill suddenly found herself part of a shared
abduction encounter with other people she had never met before --- but who
now independently correlate and confirm her account. Therapist Elizabeth
Robinson had been trying to dismiss her experiences until her own daughter
and mother also reported similar encounters. And MUCH MUCH more !!! John
Carpenter narrates --- blending these interviews with charming views of the
scenery and wildlife of Australia.

      116 minutes     $29.95
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Please ADD $3.00 for postage and shipping of orders (totals = $32.95)
and send check or money orders to:

Carpenter Research
4033 South Belvedere Ct.
Springfield, MO. 65807 U.S.A.
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PREVIOUS RELEASES FROM CARPENTER  RESEARCH:

      "The Face in the Window"   80 minutes   $29.95
          Was an alien face floating into the view of a rural farmhouse
window in 1992
           actually the first genuine video image of an extraterrestrial
captured on film?
           Explore with John Carpenter the fascinating in-depth analysis of
this case.
           Includes multiple replays (slow-motion, stop-action, enlargements)
of image.

      "Aliens Captured in Brazil?"   113 minutes   $29.95

Join in the front-line investigation as Carpenter, Stanton Friedman,
and Graham Birdsall interview Vitorio Pacaccini, one of the two top
investigators for the unusual crash of a UFO near Varginha, Brazil
in January, 1996.

Over forty first-hand witnesses (including medical, military, and
civilian) described strange beings walking through their city and
captured by officials.

Carpenter summarizes the various encounters with drawings from the
investigators and witnesses. Then, A.J. Gevaerd adds some important
additional comments.

      "Professional Workshop for Researchers and Hypnotherapists"  120 min.
$29.95

John Carpenter shares a wealth of interesting and helpful information
on the field of UFO Abduction research, outlining symptoms, case
material, support strategies, hypnotic and investigative procedures,
special considerations, etc.

This is a rare and valuable outpouring of useful information on Abductions!!!

__________________________________

John,

I'll e-mail you a 10% commission contract
in the next coupla days <GRIN>

ebk
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Re: Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'?

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 00:52:52 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 09:32:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Israeli 'EBE' Case A 'Hoax'?

Note: I posted both Dr. Fishman's post and Mr. Chamish post. It appears
that it was not received in all places at the same time or at all. At the
request of Dr. Fishman, I gladly post this supplemental information and
comments.

From:rayfish@cc.huji.ac.il

Dear Francisco, [[PLEASE POST THIS TO THE LIST]]

I am surprised that you posted this story that I sent to you without my
introductory remarks; perhaps Mr. Chamish sent it to you directly, but they
are important because they speak to why we are on this list; why we are
interested in discovery, outside of personal/direct involvement.

Mr. Chamish and I both had access to the same information, but the
difference is that he stopped three days ago and decided the whole thing was
a hoax.  I, _despite_ the spate of journalist's coverage, am more interested
in the process of discovery or interference with it, so such a conclusion is
not helpful, although this story has had lots of news coverage, well out of
proportion to the findings _allowed to be_ available, or as yet available.

The follow-up to the story that he wrote [which I got directly from Mr.
Chamish],  and posted widely [without checking my quote--corrected  for this
list back to the original words, in copy below] is that the people who found
the finding/specimen/creature/being and their representative, Uri, did tell
me that they sent some of the extra-corporeal gel, but not the body of the
creature, to an "highly reputable laboratory [Not the Technion] in the
center of the country for analysis of DNA, RNA, and proteins."

I can think of 4 of the most likely possibilities, and personally
confirmed, from the side of the independent scientists  that indeed a sample
has been sent and is being processed.   It is also true that none of the
scientists want to become involved at all at this point and certainly not
named [expressing sincere concern about being placed in disrepute or mad by
association; a sad commentary about the powers beyond the process of pure
inquiry], The results of those tests are due today, Sunday, and I am sure
that you will hear about them in the news.

Responding to my question, "What do you want to do with these results?",
Uri said to me on Friday, "Everyone wants to know.  We have waiting, CNN,
SKY, NBC.  If it proves to be something unknown on this earth, we will give
the material to a recognized laboratory in the world and break the wall of
denial."

Does this show his commercial intent or true desire as a citizen of the
Earth to find out the Truth?  Neither, at this point.  Nor are the two
contradictory, given the nature of capitalism.

Freezing the finding/specimen/creature/being  was a pity [destroys cellular
integrity], but I doubt that it was intentional.

But,  not allowing it to be examined immediately and thoroughly was a real
blow to scientific discovery, and indeed does put the intentions of the
discoverers in doubt, although that is not to deny them as "discoverers" a
claim to the fame and fortune.  Even the surface of the moon is claimed and
for sale!!  [viz 'The Moon Shop" http://www.moonshop.com/]

BTW, I repeat to you as I did to Mr. Chamish, that the description of the
creature's body size, the hands without fingers, mucous membranes, and
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convulsive flexion movements, etc, fits that of an aborted fetus or newborn
of a non-human vertebrate; I wouldn't venture a guess as to the specific
class of vertebrates.

If it were a lizard or other Reptilian, then the remnants of egg shell
might be present--ignored? not described?  If it were a salamander or other
lizard-like Amphibian, then there is none.

Of course if someone else in the UFO community wants to really get out there
and Speculate--because at this point there is no hard evidence to support
anything out-of-the usual--they could say that this creature is one of the
purported abortuses of a human-alien mating.   Let's even go one further:
that this being/creature, whether of earthly or extra-terrestrial origin,
was placed in this rural area, an area replete with atmospheric and
anecdotal UFO evidence.  Why?  Perhaps to test how we relate to it, how we
handle it, how we understand it, and share the knowledge.

I'm still waiting for the data to come in, but let's see how long it takes
before this gets to be quoted as fact.

Sincerely,

rae

Dr. Rachelle HB Fishman

SCIENCE/COMMUNICATION
The SeaView
PO Box 387
Zichron Ya'akov,
30900 Israel

Voice: +972-6-639-6651,  Fax:  +972-6-639-8880
NETmail:  rayfish@cc.huji.ac.il

"For the man whose knowledge is not in order,
the more which he has of it, the greater will be
his confusion."   Herbert Spencer  (1820-1903)

RE:   FF/sent w permission of the author

Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 16:54:10 +0200 (IST)
To: rayfish@vms.huji.ac.il
From: Chamish Barry <chamish@netmedia.net.il>

                        IT'S A BIRD, IT'S AN ALIEN, IT'S A FRAUD
                                       by Barry Chamish

On December 22, Israel Television's First Channel Evening News program
broadcast an exciting report. It seems that on a night of intense UFO
activity in the
Galilee farming village of Achihod, an "alien" fell from a craft and was
captured by a
local resident.

An attractive woman, Tziona Damti was interviewed and described coming face to
face with the alien the evening before, which was standing motionless just
outside
her father-in-law's barn.  She showed her father-in-law the weird "being" and he
said it was nothing. She went to sleep but in the morning returned to find
the "alien"
standing in the same place.

So she called the police, which sent two officers to investigate. According
to the
conventional story, journalists monitoring the police band picked up the
call and this
was the start of a media event. The cops arrived and when one bent down to put
the "alien" in a bucket, it jumped on his back. Officer Asher Ben Ezra told
the press
that the volume of bodily fluids left on the ground by the creature was
abnormal and
persuaded him that there was something suspicious about it.

The police, apparently deciding the creature was no danger to the public peace,
returned it and media circus was on. Besides the report on TV, the newspaper
Maariv printed a photo of the "alien" on its front page while Yediot Ahronot
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devoted
two pages in the center of the paper to the encounter.

On the night of the TV report, I called Michael Hesemann, editor of Magazin 2000
and told him the news. He asked that I hire a cameraman and cover the story in
depth. I immediately called Tziona's home and spoke to her husband Yisrael.

          "You'd better hurry," he said. "The body is disintegrating
quickly. Most of the
head has melted away."
          "Please," I replied, "Put the body in a nylon bag and freeze it."

The next day, the Jerusalem Post reported that an "alien" was being kept in the
freezer of the Damti home. The Hebrew papers also reported on UFO activity over
and nearby the village. Maariv connected the UFOs with a recent wave of
mysterious livestock disappearances.

I arrived on time, after a three hour journey and Yisrael Damti was not at home.
Tziona invited me inside and called his cellphone. He was at a laboratory of the
Technion Technological Institute with fifty journalists and observers,
including Uri
Geller.  He apologised for not meeting me but the "alien" was about to undergo a
thorough autopsy.

         "Are you filming it? " I asked. The answer was no.
         "Well," I replied, "If you don't, the first link in the chain of
evidence will be
destroyed. You won't have a creature or proper proof that it was examined
scientifically."

         He told me that he would ask for permission to allow me to film the
examination. Why he needed permission I don't know but a few minutes later one
Debby Segal phoned back. I knew her as UFO groupie who had organized a failed
conference some months before. She denied me permission to film. I tried a new
tack, which I came to regret very shortly after.

         "If this is really a space being," I said. "It's about to be
chopped into pieces
and you'll have nothing to show anyone. Whole, it may be very valuable to
science
and the Damtis. It will be a huge loss if you cut it into strips."

       She handed the phone to one Uri Avishai. "Yisrael only wants money,
money,
money," he explained. "I'm interested in truth. But let's talk money anyway. How
much can he get?"
        "I don't know, "I answered. "My editor informed me that if I could
acquire a real
alien, he could bring a well known financier of UFO research into the picture."
        "We'll be back in half an hour. Give me Tziona."
        He then instructed Tziona not to allow us to film her til they
arrived. It was
already 2:00 in the afternoon and we had two and a half hours of sunlight left.

      I spent the next hour interviewing Tziona and talking UFOs. She told
me the
alien appeared out of nowhere and had a large,black eyes. It was originally
20 cm.
long but after purging itself of an enormous volume of body fluids, had
shrunk to 5
cm.

      The pictures I had seen had shown a green creature with lizard-like
features.
There were four limbs but no fingers. Five cm. is the length of a human
finger and
Israeli ufologist Doron Rotem was quoted in Maariv and Yediot Ahronot saying no
alien yet reported was only five cm. tall. The next day he was on the early
evening
news program of Channel Two television debunking the incident point by point. He
later told me, "After that interview I received actual threats from the UFO
community. They want an Israeli Roswell and I had the nerve to say this
wasn't it."

      Tziona went on. The creature had a human-like face and jumped away
whenever anyone tried to touch it. The same night, December 21, that she
discovered it, blue luminiscent discs were seen by numerous residents of the
village. I took down the name of one witness. And that night, a sheep
farmer, also
from the Damti clan, lost fifteen of his animals without a trace. Again, I
wrote down
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the name. Further, Uri Geller told her that in the nearby Arab town of Tamra, he
was invited to see a small UFO flying inside someone's home.

       Clearly, there was real UFO activity in the area. And why not? Since
1987,
Israel has been in the midst of a UFO wave that intensified profoundly last
February. In big cities and small towns, UFOs had been filmed, physical evidence
left behind and one highly likely abduction widely publicized. Until now, almost
every reported incident was factual. But there were probable hoaxes.

       The best known example was the silicon shards found in the famous landing
circles of Kadima. Between March 1993 and February 1995, at least fifteen very
real landing circles were indentified in Kadima and one UFO successfully filmed.
The flattened grass within the circles was imbued with a red fluid,later
tested and
found to be cadmium-based.

       Also found were shards of silvery rocks which the National Geological
Laboratory director, Dr. Henry Fohner found to be of "elemental silicon
which does
not exist in nature." While researching Kadima, two people reported that
they saw a
local resident spreading the rocks into circles. Further, I saw him lead a
group of
researchers to an obscure circle where he told them to dig in a muddy puddle
in the
center. Lo and behold, silicon emerged. So I took  samples to a
microbiologist, Dr.
Rachelle H.B. Fishman, who is the Israeli correspondent for  the respected
medical
journal, The Lancet. She had them tested by two geologists, both of whom
concluded that they were was composed of industrial-grade silicon.

       One problem... Tsiporet Carmel, the first of five Kadima-area
witnesses of an
alien being presents the best case for the validity of the silicon. "It was
found in the
very first circle, behind my house. He couldn't have acted that fast."

      Or could he? In June of last year,  ufologists found the likely source
of the
"alien" silicon; a dump outside an electronics factory near Holon.

      Yisrael Damti returned with Uri, Debby and two very strange women. The
first
thing I said to him was, "There's ninety minutes of sunlight left. We have
to start
filming."

      Uri interrupted and said, "Relax, have some lunch first. Maybe talk to the
ladies."

      The ladies were allies of Yuri Isaacov of Nazareth. Last summer, he was
abducted by small greys who lifted him into their spacecraft and ultimately
threw a
yellow powder on him which made him pass out. The powder, composed of 55%
aluminium was unknown in Israel and made his case believable. But it turned out,
the powder burns could not be cured by conventional medicine and he was in great
pain. He needed expensive medical care. Could I help? I said I'd interview
him and
publicize his ordeal. That's not what the ladies wanted to hear. They wanted
someone to pay for an exclusive interview. When I refused to become a checkbook
journalist, they left.

      Next was Uri's turn. He claimed he was in the Israeli UFO research
business
for the past 25 years, a good trick since the first recorded landings began
ten years
before. What he wanted more than anything else was the right to negotiate
with my
editor for the rights to the film and possession of the "alien" itself. I
turned this
huckster down twice.

     Clearly UFO madness had hit still another village. Last April, one
Shula Cohen
filmed a remarkable event in the town of Ramat Hachayal. At 3 AM, a globe
appeared in the sky which lit up the whole town as if it was mid-day. After
local
reporters publicized the film  and I tracked down a copy, her attorney
contacted me
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and presented me with a written pledge not to publish or show the film for
less than
$20,000. Needless to say, I have not shown the intriguing film publicly.

      In August, the Shuah family filmed a UFO over their kibbutz, Hatzor
for two
nights and mornings running. On the third night, a crowd of over seventy
kibbutzniks witnessed the UFO but the battery of the family camera wore down. A
neighbour with a professional video camera was summoned and it captured one of
the amazing closeups of a UFO's structure ever recorded.

     Word somehow spread that the film was worth $100,000 and that the
television
networks would start bidding. Hence, an ugly battle erupted over who owned the
rights to the film, the Shuah family or their neighbour. Villagers who had
got along
fine for decades were suddenly at loggerheads.

     The same madness had hit Achihod. Whoever Uri was, he had persuaded
Yisrael Damti that he was going to make him rich. And it was Damti who
offered to
allow me to film the creature and his wife if I promised him future payment for
selling it to my editor. I refused and explained that no one, including my
editor,
would ever offer money without a thorough preliminary report. He agreed to bring
the creature to me to be filmed. Again I waited half an hour, this time
outside until
Uri announced that I would not be able to even see it, let alone film it,
because "I
would spread doubt about its authenticity."

     At that moment, I knew I was dealing with a hoax. It was not the first
time. To put
things into perspective, I have interviewed dozens of witnesses and on only
three
occasions did I smell a hoax. The Kadima silicon was one, the alleged abductions
of Yossi Ronen and Yossi Saguy were the other two.

     The Maariv UFO column, called not too originally, the X-Files, had accepted
both "abductees" at their word. But nothing of their stories or their behaviour
convinced me. Ronen wrote me monthly with increasingly wacky tales of outerworld
experiences, until I dismissed him  as a nut. I was prepared to give Saguy a
chance
to appear on a segment of Sightings I was arranging until his agent called to
discuss conditions. It seems Saguy is an actor and being abducted was good
publicity.

    The Achihod "alien" incident appeared to be stage-managed. Yisrael and
Tziona
are simple villagers and Segal and Avishai, the big city shysters.
Everything was
aimed at making money.  I refused to play the game and walked out of the play.
The next day, Segal appeared on the news and announced that an "unnamed"
laboratory would offer proof of the veracity of the alien nature of Tziona's
creature
soon. In the meantime, Tziona announced that the alien would be put on the
auction block with bids beginning at $10,000.

     On the way back, I stopped in Zichron Ya'acov and visited Dr. Fishman.
She had
seen the gel of the so-called alien on TV and pictures in the paper. "It's
my opinion," she
said," that a
simple needle biopsy would have revealed what this is in a few hours. What
you have here
is probably an aborted vertebrate embryo or newborn, still covered in a
multi-layered gelatinous sac.
When the sac breaks or it sheds the sacs, amnionic fluid leaks out. The
jumping or flipping is typical flexional and convulsive reactions of a
newborn or aborted embryo, such as a salamander.  Pity it was frozen.  That
would destroy any cell membranes of a water-based, earth-based, creature."

     Doron Rotem agrees, "I thought it was an embryo but of a chameleon.  I
reached the conclusion the whole thing was a hoax from Tziona's testimony.
She told me the thing was dead from the minute she saw it. When she started
talking to reporters, it miraculously came to life. And originally, she told
me the
creature was 5 cm tall. Suddenly it's grown to 20 cm. but it shrunk later on."

    My opinion is that initially Tziona was caught in UFO hysteria and
imagined a
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lizard embryo to be an alien. Then the hucksters arrived at her door and the
hoax
began in earnest. Soon, a controversial laboratory opinion will be released,
similar
to that of the Kadima silicon, and a legend will be born. But a false one.

end
--------------------------------------------
Sent by Barry Chamish - Israeli journalist.
Phone/Fax : (972)-2-9914936
E-Mail    : chamish@netmedia.net.il
--------------------------------------------
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Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: "Business to Business Magazine (Michael Malone)" <btbmag@ro.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 08:25:26 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 10:48:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

On Sun, 29 Dec 1996, UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> >From: Rob McConnell <misterx@WarpLink.com>
>
> >I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" that the writer is
> >trying to pass the buck of the poor reporting of UFO by the media to the
> >source where it actually belongs.....people within so-called UFO
> >organizations who have no idea of what they are looking for or looking at.
>
> >Now, as a journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist, I too am
> >concerned with the misinformation that gets to the media and the manner in
> >which members of "ufology reporting clubs" gather their information and
> >distribute it with their own hidden agendas.
>
> [snip]
>
> This is classic 'Pot Calling Kettle Black'..... McConnell
> is a the "journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist"
> who boot-legged phoney 'Aurora' photos from Graham Birdsall's
> 'UFO Magazine', printed them in his 'newspaper', and spent
> a full half-hour rhapsodizing about them on his 'radio show'.
> This while apparently knowing their real source.
>

If this was the least of his problem.  In one issue of his paper he
copied, verbatium, an article written by Trey Stokes of the Truly
Dangerous Company.  Not only did he print it without Trey's permission,
but McConnell published the article under his own name.  McConnell is a
poor choice for reasonable journalism.
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Eyewitness Testimony

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 16:32:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 10:49:11 -0500
Subject: Eyewitness Testimony

Many thanks to John Powell for posting such fascinating studies!

The ones on eyewitness testimony set me thinking. The data in them was
familiar, in a general way. And of course it's supported both by
experience, and common sense.

And yet....each day, the sun rises and the sun sets. (Or at least that's
what the eyewitness testimony says.) Life goes on. On Christmas day, my
sister told me what, she said, a neurologist had told her about our
mother (91 years old, and fading). My aunt Judy told a lengthy tale
about a horrid shopping trip. My brother in law had a lot to say about
the New York Rangers, especially about how Mark Messier and Wayne
Gretzky are rarely on the ice together.

Eyewitness testimony, all of it...and yet I believed it all. Why
shouldn't I?

We're surrounded by eyewitness testimony. Somehow, we live with it.
Every day, it helps decide cases in court. Every day, in businesses
everywhre, a vice president sends her deputy to check out the plant in
Tennessee. He might take notes on what he sees, but she may ask him
about details he didn't write down. Very likely she'll believe his
answers, even though they're eyewitness testimony.

The Mets, this year, acquired Carlos Baerga in a trade. Supposedly he'd
passed his prime. They asked around about him (since he played in the
American League, they didn't have much chance to watch him play).
Reports were good. And even though those reports were eyewitness
testimony, they made the trade.

My friend Jesse, an experienced orchestra manager, gave me information I
needed for professional reasons, about a conductor and a pianist who
appeared with the New York Philharmonic. He offered many details about
the music they made, complete with comments afterward from a member of
the orchestra. Eyewitness testimony yet again...and yet somewhow I
believed him.

Now, in these last three cases, there's another factor operating. We're
talking about professionals, remembering details about their
specialties. We might expect them to be accurate. Still, eyewitness
testimony of one kind or another is offered everywhere, constantly, and
most of us have no need to disbelieve it.

Except...when Jesse told me once he'd seen a ghost, I didn't know what
to think. It didn't matter that Jesse is down to earth, and completely
uninterested in the paranormal. It didn't matter that his girlfriend
corrorborated both his fright -- completely unlike him -- and some very
odd details, like the bed they slept in shaking. I knew that bed, since
this all happened in a country house that I was renting. The bed was
massive, and, beyond its size, weighed down with, I'm told, many hundred
pounds of iron (since the owner of the house had a mystical belief that
one should sleep on magnets). I'd slept in this bed many times. Not even
when hundred-car freight trains thundered by just 30 feet from the house
did the bed vibrate. Now both Jesse and Nora swore to me it shook, and
shook violently. But I don't know about ghosts, so I didn't know what to
think.

Similarly, in my industrial episode. Patricia, the vice president,
believes everything Herb, her deputy, tells her about the plant in
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Tennessee. But now he says he saw a UFO. Close up. With aliens getting
out of it. Does she believe him then?

My point is simply this. When it comes to things we don't deal with
every day, our belief in eyewitness testimony takes a plunge. That's as
it should be, I guess. If you're going to believe in something
extraordinary, maybe you need more than just your trusted deputy telling
you it's so.

But for the paramormal, I suspect that barriers are raised artificially
high. Anyone who's read Jeffrey Mishlove's revised edition of his book
"The Roots of Consciousness" might remember the section on
parapsychology research. Mishlove quotes even scientific skeptics as
saying that the barriers were raised. The question always asked is
whether there was fraud. Results of apparently careful experiments still
are questioned. Did the experimenters absolutely rule out fraud? It's
easy, Mishlove says, to find ways in which they didn't. Which appears to
make sense, until you wonder why the same questions aren't asked of
physicists. Did their experiments rule out fraud? As I said, even
scientific skeptics wondered if this was fair. The subtext clearly seems
to be (in skeptics' minds) that ESP and other parapsychological
phenomena are so unlikely to be real that fraud -- otherwise not an
overwhelming concern in science -- is the most likely explanation for
experiments that seem to demonstrate that reality.

With UFOs, I've seen the data about eyewitness testimony misused in two
ways. First, there are times when it's conveniently ignored. FRank
Kaufmann, the controversial Roswell witness, says he saw a radar screen
light up when the alien craft was hit by lightning. His truthfulness has
been questioned, because he said that. Experts say that radar screens
just wouldn't light up as he described. Remember, though, that
eyewitness testimony is fallible -- and especially might be in this
case, when someone talks 40 years later about an event with great
emotional significance for him. Why couldn't Kaufmann's tale about the
radar screen just be a trick of memory? Maybe the blip flared very
slightly, and Kaufmann, after half a lifetime, exaggerates what
happened, even to himself.

In a case never publicly discussed, as far as I know, a friend told me
she had seen a classic flying saucer hovering just outside her apartment
window when she was in college (somewhere in Michigan). My reaction,
interestingly enough, is not to know what to think. Certainly I can't
verify that she's telling the truth, or that she didn't hallucinate the
sighting. She also says her roommate was there with her, and saw the
flying saucer, too. Now suppose we find the roommate. My friend said the
craft had red and green lights, rotating undernearth it. Suppose her
roommate says that they were red and orange. Immediately, some skeptics
will throw the sighting out. The witnesses don't corroborate each
other...even though that's exactly what should be expected with fallible
eyewitness testimony! The lights might have been red, orange, and green.
Each woman could remember part of that.

Here's the second way that data about eyewitness testimony can be
misused. The established fact that it's fallible can be cited as if it
were evidence that a sighting isn't what it's claimed to be. Phil Klass
did that with me. I'd asked him about the Chiles-Whitted case, in which
two airline pilots said they saw a cylindral craft with windows shoot by
their plane at night. (This happened in 1948.)

Klass, in his book UFOs Explained, says they saw a meteor, which, for
all we know, they might have. But he doesn't simply say that this is his
opinion. He says that a meteor is what the pilots "incontrovertibly"
saw.

I wondered how he could be so certain. He never really answered that.
But he did say, over and over and over, that eyewitness testimony is
unreliable. He told anecdote after anecdote. Somehow, the fact that
testimony isn't always accurate became, in his mind, a reason to be
certain the pilots didn't see what they thought they saw...which is
nonsense, of course. It shows us that they could have been mistaken, not
that they had to be.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 10:14:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 12:14:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:
>
> >From: Rob McConnell <misterx@WarpLink.com>
> >I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" [...]
> [snip]
> This is classic 'Pot Calling Kettle Black'..... McConnell
> is a the "journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist"
> who boot-legged phoney 'Aurora' photos from Graham Birdsall's
> 'UFO Magazine', printed them in his 'newspaper', and spent
> a full half-hour rhapsodizing about them on his 'radio show'.
> This while apparently knowing their real source.

HAHAHAHAHHAHA!!!!!!

Thanks EBK, I needed that <GRIN>!

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 12:10:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 12:10:38 -0500
Subject: Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

Thanks to Steve Wingate for the lead on
the following:

ebk
_____________________________________________

From: The 'Insearch of...' Website
      Established by Dr. Dan Woolman, Ph.D. Physics

http://www.in-search-of.com/frames/hamilton/ancientaircraft_nf.html

-----

ANCIENT AIRCRAFT

Our resident MUFON psychologist and hypnotherapist, Dr. Ruth Hover, and her
husband took a trip to the pyramids and temples of Egypt. In the temple at
Abydios, she photographed a wall panel in a section where an overlaying panel
with Egyptian hieroglyphics crumbled and fell, revealing an older panel
beneath it. This older panel, shown below, contains embossed images of what
appear to be ancient aircraft.

A small model of what has been called a "glider" plane was found in a museum
in Cairo. Its body was just over 6" long and its wingspan was a little over
7". Made of light sycamore wood, it would glide a short distance when thrown
by hand. Other models of aircraft have been found in Egypt and South America.
One of them bears a striking resemblance to a modern delta-winged jet! More
will be added later. Read below about the ancient aircraft of India.

                           ANCIENT VIMANA AIRCRAFT

Contributed by John Burrows

Sanskrit texts are filled with references to gods who fought battles in the
sky using Vimanas equipped with weapons as deadly as any we can deploy in
these more enlightened times. For example, there is a passage in the Ramayana
which reads:

"The Puspaka car that resembles the Sun and belongs to my brother was brought
by the powerful Ravan; that aerial and excellent car going everywhere at will
.... that car resembling a bright cloud in the sky."

".. and the King [Rama] got in, and the excellent car at the command of the
Raghira, rose up into the higher atmosphere."

In the Mahabharatra, an ancient Indian poem of enormous length, we learn that
an individual named Asura Maya had a Vimana measuring twelve cubits in
circumference, with four strong wheels. The poem is a veritable gold mine of
information relating to conflicts between gods who settled their differences
apparently using weapons as lethal as the ones we are capable of deploying.
Apart from 'blazing missiles', the poem records the use of other deadly
weapons. 'Indra's Dart' operated via a circular 'reflector'. When switched on,
it produced a 'shaft of light' which, when focused on any target, immediately
'consumed it with its power'. In one particular exchange, the hero, Krishna,
is pursuing his enemy, Salva, in the sky, when Salva's Vimana, the Saubha is
made invisible in some way. Undeterred, Krishna immediately fires off a
special weapon: 'I quickly laid on an arrow, which killed by seeking out
sound'. Many other terrible weapons are described, quite matter of factly, in
the Mahabharata, but the most fearsome of all is the one used against the
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Vrishis. The narrative records:

"Gurkha flying in his swift and powerful Vimana hurled against the three
cities of the Vrishis and Andhakas a single projectile charged with all the
power of the Universe. An incandescent column of smoke and fire, as brilliant
as ten thousands suns, rose in all its splendour. It was the unknown weapon,
the Iron Thunderbolt, a gigantic messenger of death which reduced to ashes
the entire race of the Vrishnis and Andhakas."

It is important to note, that these kinds of records are not isolated. They
can be cross-correlated with similar reports in other ancient civilizations.
The after-affects of this Iron Thunderbolt have an ominously recognizable
ring. Apparently, those killed by it were so burnt that their corpses were
unidentifiable. The survivors fared little better, as it caused their hair and
nails to fall out.

Perhaps the most disturbing and challenging, information about these allegedly
mythical Vimanas in the ancient records is that there are some matter-of-fact
records, describing how to build one. In their way, the instructions are quite
precise.

In the Sanskrit Samarangana Sutradhara, it is written:

"Strong and durable must the body of the Vimana be made, like a great flying
bird of light material. Inside one must put the mercury engine with its iron
heating apparatus underneath. By means of the power latent in the mercury
which sets the driving whirlwind in motion, a man sitting inside may travel a
great distance in the sky. The movements of the Vimana are such that it can
vertically ascend, vertically descend, move slanting forwards and backwards.
With the help of the machines human beings can fly in the air and heavenly
beings can come down to earth."

The Hakatha (Laws of the Babylonians) states quite unambiguously: "The
privilege of operating a flying machine is great. The knowledge of flight is
among the most ancient of our inheritances. A gift from 'those from upon
high'. We received it from them as a means of saving many lives."

More fantastic still is the information given in the ancient Chaldean work,
The Sifrala, which contains over one hundred pages of technical details on
building a flying machine. It contains words which translate as graphite rod,
copper coils, crystal indicator, vibrating spheres, stable angles, etc.
Ancient Indian Aircraft Technology >From The Anti-Gravity Handbook by D.
Hatcher Childress

Many researchers into the UFO enigma tend to overlook a very important fact.
While it assumed that most flying saucers are of alien, or perhaps
Governmental Military origin, another possible origin of UFOs is ancient India
and Atlantis. What we know about ancient Indian flying vehicles comes from
ancient Indian sources; written texts that have come down to us through the
centuries. There is no doubt that most of these texts are authentic; many are
the well known ancient Indian Epics themselves, and there are literally
hundreds of them. Most of them have not even been translated into English yet
from the old sanskrit.

The Indian Emperor Ashoka started a "Secret Society of the Nine Unknown Men":
great Indian scientists who were supposed to cataloged the many sciences.
Ashoka kept their work secret because he was afraid that the advanced science
catalogued by these men, culled from ancient Indian sources, would be used for
the evil purpose of war, which Ashoka was strongly against, having been
converted to Buddhism after defeating a rival army in a bloody battle. The
"Nine Unknown Men" wrote a total of nine books, presumably one each. Book
number was "The Secrets of Gravitation!" This book, known to historians, but
not actually seen by them dealt chiefly with "gravity control." It is
presumably still around somewhere, kept in a secret library in India, Tibet or
elsewhere (perhaps even in North America somewhere). One can certainly
understand Ashoka's reasoning for wanting to keep such knowledge a secret,
assuming it exists.

Ashoka was also aware of devastating wars using such advanced vehicles and
other "futuristic weapons" that had destroyed the ancient Indian "Rama Empire"
several thousand years before. Only a few years ago, the Chinese discovered
some sanskrit documents in Lhasa, Tibet and sent them to the University of
Chandrigarh to be translated. Dr. Ruth Reyna of the University said recently
that the documents contain directions for building interstellar spaceships!
Their method of propulsion, she said, was "anti- gravitational" and was based
upon a system analogous to that of "laghima," the unknown power of the ego
existing in man's physiological makeup, "a centrifugal force strong enough to
counteract all gravitational pull." According to Hindu Yogis, it is this
"laghima" which enables a person to levitate.

Dr. Reyna said that on board these machines, which were called "Astras" by the
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text, the ancient Indians could have sent a detachment of men onto any planet,
according to the document, which is thought to be thousands of years old. The
manuscripts were also said to reveal the secret of "antima"; "the cap of
invisibility" and "garima"; "how to become as heavy as a mountain of lead."
Naturally, Indian scientists did not take the texts very seriously, but then
became more positive about the value of them when the Chinese announced that
they were including certain parts of the data for study in their space
program! This was one of the first instances of a government admitting to be
researching anti-gravity.

The manuscripts did not say definitely that interplanetary travel was ever
made but did mention, of all things, a planned trip to the Moon, though it is
not clear whether this trip was actually carried out. However, one of the
great Indian epics,the Ramayana, does have a highly detailed story in it of a
trip to the moon in a Vimana (or "Astra"), and in fact details a battle on the
moon with an "Asvin" (or Atlantean") airship. This is but a small bit of
recent evidence of anti-gravity and aerospace technology used by Indians.

To really understand the technology, we must go much further back in time. The
so-called "Rama Empire" of Northern India and Pakistan developed at least
fifteen thousand years ago on the Indian subcontinent and was a nation of many
large, sophisticated cities, many of which are still to be found in the
deserts of Pakistan, northern, and western India. Rama existed, apparently,
parallel to the Atlantean civilization in the mid- Atlantic Ocean, and was
ruled by "enlightened Priest-Kings" who governed the cities,

The seven greatest capital cities of Rama were known in classical Hindu texts
as "The Seven Rishi Cities." According to ancient Indian texts, the people had
flying machines which were called "Vimanas." The ancient Indian epic describes
a Vimana as a double-decked, circular aircraft with portholes and a dome,
much as
we would imagine a flying saucer. It flew with the "speed of the wind" and
gave forth a"melodious sound." There were at least four different types of
Vimanas; some saucer shaped, others like long cylinders ("cigar shaped
airships"). The ancient Indian texts on Vimanas are so numerous, it would take
volumes to relate what they had to say. The ancient Indians, who manufactured
these ships themselves, wrote entire flight manuals on the control of the
various types of Vimanas, many of which are still in existence, and some have
even been translated into English.

The Samara Sutradhara is a scientific treatise dealing with every possible
angle of air travel in a Vimana. There are 230 stanzas dealing with the
construction, take-off, cruising for thousand of miles, normal and forced
landings, and even possible collisions with birds. In 1875, the Vaimanika
Sastra, a fourth century B.C. text written by Bharadvajy the Wise, using even
older texts as his source, was rediscovered in a temple in India. It dealt
with the operation of Vimanas and included information on the steering,
precautions for long flights, protection of the airships from storms and
lightning and how to switch the drive to "solar energy" from a free energy
source which sounds like "anti-gravity." The Vaimanika Sastra (or
Vymaanika-Shaastra) has eight chapters with diagrams, describing three types
of aircraft, including apparatuses that could neither catch on fire nor break.
It also mentions 31 essential parts of these vehicles and 16 materials from
which they are constructed, which absorb light and heat; for which reason they
were considered suitable for the construction of Vimanas.

This document has been translated into English and is available by writing the
publisher: VYMAANIDASHAASTRA AERONAUTICS by Maharishi Bharadwaaja, translated
into English and edited, printed and published by Mr. G. R.Josyer, Mysore,
India, 1979 (sorry, no street address). Mr. Josyer is the director of the
International Academy of Sanskrit Investigation, located in Mysore. There
seems to be no doubt that Vimanas were powered by some sort of "anti-gravity."
Vimanas took off vertically, and were capable of hovering in the sky, like a
modern helicopter or dirigible. Bharadvajy the Wise refers to no less than 70
authorities and 10 experts of air travel in antiquity.

These sources are now lost. Vimanas were kept in a Vimana Griha, a kind of
hanger, and were sometimes said to be propelled by a yellowish-white liquid,
and sometimes by some sort of mercury compound, though writers seem confused
in this matter. It is most likely that the later writers on Vimanas, wrote as
observers and from earlier texts, and were understandably confused on the
principle of their propulsion. The "yellowish- white liquid" sounds
suspiciously like gasoline, and perhaps Vimanas had a number of different
propulsion sources, including combustion engines and even "pulse-jet" engines.
It is interesting to note, that the Nazis developed the first practical
pulse-jet engines for their V-8 rocket "buzz bombs." Hitler and the Nazi staff
were exceptionally interested in ancient India and Tibet and sent expeditions
to both these places yearly, starting in the 30's, in order to gather esoteric
evidence that they did so, and perhaps it was from these people that the Nazis
gained some of their scientific information!
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According to the Dronaparva, part of the Mahabarata, and the Ramayana, one
Vimana described was shaped like a sphere and born along at great speed on a
mighty wind generated by mercury. It moved like a UFO, going up, down,
backwards and forwards as the pilot desired. In another Indian source, the
Samar, Vimanas were "iron machines, well-knit and smooth, with a charge of
mercury that shot out of the back in the form of a roaring flame." Another
work called the Samaranganasutradhara describes how the vehicles were
constructed. It is possible that mercury did have something to do with the
propulsion, or more possibly, with the guidance system. Curiously, Soviet
scientists have discovered what they call "age old instruments used in
navigating cosmic vehicles" in caves in Turkestan and the Gobi Desert. The
"devices" are hemispherical objects of glass or porcelain, ending in a cone
with a drop of mercury inside.

It is evident that ancient Indians flew around in these vehicles, all over
Asia, to Atlantis presumably; and even, apparently, to South America.Writing
found at Mohenjodaro in Pakistan (presumed to be one of the "Seven Rishi
Cities of the Rama Empire") and still un-deciphered, has also been found in one
other place in the world: Easter Island! Writing on Easter Island, called
Rongo-Rongo writing, is also un-deciphered, and is uncannily similar to the
Mohenjodaro script. Was Easter Island an air base for the Rama Empire's Vimana
route? (At the Mohenjo- Daro Vimana-drome, as the passenger walks down the
concourse, he hears the sweet, melodic sound of the announcer over the
loudspeaker,"Rama Airways flight number seven for Bali, Easter Island, Nazca,
and Atlantis is now ready for boarding. Passengers please proceed to gate
number..") in Tibet, no small distance, and speaks of the "fiery chariot"
thus: "Bhima flew along in his car, resplendent as the sun and loud as
thunder... The flying chariot shone like a flame in the night sky of summer
... it swept by like a comet... It was as if two suns were shining. Then the
chariot rose up and all the heaven brightened."

In the Mahavira of Bhavabhuti, a Jain text of the eighth century culled from
older texts and traditions, we read: "An aerial chariot, the Pushpaka, conveys
many people to the capital of Ayodhya. The sky is full of stupendous
flying-machines, dark as night,but picked out by lights with a yellowish
glare." The Vedas, ancient Hindu poems, thought to be the oldest of all the
Indian texts, describe Vimanas of various shapes and sizes: the
"ahnihotravimana" with two engines, the"elephant-vimana" with more engines,
and other types named after the kingfisher, ibis and other animals.

Unfortunately, Vimanas, like most scientific discoveries, were ultimately used
for war. Atlanteans used their flying machines, "Vailixi," a similar type of
aircraft, to literally try and subjugate the world, it would seem, if Indian
texts are to be believed. The Atlanteans, known as "Asvins" in the Indian
writings, were apparently even more advanced technologically than the Indians,
and certainly of a more war-like temperament. Although no ancient texts on
Atlantean Vailixi are known to exist, some information has come down through
esoteric, "occult" sources which describe their flying machines.

Similar, if not identical to Vimanas, Vailixi were generally "cigar shaped"
and had the capability of manoeuvering underwater as well as in the atmosphere
or even outer space. Other vehicles, like Vimanas, were saucer shaped, and
could apparently also be submerged.According to Eklal Kueshana, author of "The
Ultimate Frontier," in an article he wrote in 1966, Vailixi were first
developed in Atlantis 20,000 years ago, and the most common ones are "saucer
shaped of generally trapezoidal cross- section with three hemispherical engine
pods on the underside." "They use a mechanical antigravity device driven by
engines developing approximately 80,000 horse power." The Ramayana, Mahabarata
and other texts speak of the hideous war that took place, some ten or twelve
thousand years ago between Atlantis and Rama using weapons of destruction that
could not be imagined by readers until the second half of this century.

The ancient Mahabharata, one of the sources on Vimanas, goes on to tell the
awesome destructiveness of the war: "...(the weapon was) a single projectile
charged with all the power of the Universe. An incandescent column of smoke
and flame as bright as the thousand suns rose in all its splendour... An iron
thunderbolt, a gigantic messenger of death, which reduced to ashes the entire
race of the Vrishnis and the Andhakas.... the corpses were so burned as to be
unrecognizable. The hair and nails fell out; pottery broke without apparent
cause, and the birds turned white.... after a few hours all foodstuffs were
infected.... to escape from this fire, the soldiers threw themselves in
streams to wash themselves and their equipment..." It would seem that the
Mahabharata is describing an atomic war! References like this one are not
isolated; but battles, using a fantastic array of weapons and aerial vehicles
are common in all the epic Indian books. One even describes a Vimana-Vailix
battle on the Moon! The above section very accurately describes what an atomic
explosion would look like and the effects of the radioactivity on the
population. Jumping into water is the only respite.

When the Rishi City of Mohenjodaro was excavated by archaeologists in the last
century, they found skeletons just lying in the streets, some of them holding
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hands, as if some great doom had suddenly overtaken them. These skeletons are
among the most radioactive ever found, on a par with those found at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. Ancient cities whose brick and stonewalls have literally been
vitrified, that is-fused together, can be found in India, Ireland, Scotland,
France, Turkey and other places. There is no logical explanation for the
vitrification of stone forts and cities, except from an atomic blast.

Futhermore, at Mohenjo-Daro, a well planned city laid on a grid, with a
plumbing system superior to those used in Pakistan and India today, the
streets were littered with "black lumps of glass." These globs of glass were
discovered to be clay pots that had melted under intense heat! With the
cataclysmic sinking of Atlantis and the wiping out of Rama with atomic
weapons, the world collapsed into a "stone age" of sorts, and modern history
picks up a few thousand years later Yet, it would seem that not all the
Vimanas and Vailixi of Rama and Atlantis were gone. Built to last for
thousands of years, many of them would still be in use, as evidenced by
Ashoka's "Nine Unknown Men" and the Lhasa manuscript.

That secret societies or "Brotherhoods" of exceptional, "enlightened" human
beings would have preserved these inventions and the knowledge of science,
history, etc., does not seem surprising. Many well known historical personages
including Jesus, Buddah, Lao Tzu, Confucious, Krishna, Zoroaster, Mahavira,
Quetzalcoatl, Akhenaton, Moses, and more recent inventors and of course many
other people who will probably remain anonymous, were probably members of such
a secret organization. It is interesting to note that when Alexander the Great
invaded India more than two thousand years ago, his historians chronicled that
at one point they were attacked by "flying,fiery shields" that dove at his
army and frightened the cavalry. These "flying saucers" did not use any atomic
bombs or beam weapons on Alexander's army however, perhaps out of benevolence,
and Alexander went on to conquer India.It has been suggested by many writers
that these "Brotherhoods" keep some of their Vimanas and Vailixi in secret
caverns in Tibet or some other place is Central Asia, and the Lop Nor Desert
in western China is known to be the centre of a great UFO mystery. Perhaps it
is here that many of the airships are still kept, in underground bases much as
the Americans, British and Soviets have built around the world in the past few
decades. Still, not all UFO activity can be accounted for by old Vimanas
making trips to the Moon for some reason.

End of John Burrow's contribution.

>From NEXUS New Times (Dec 1996):

An article in this magazine reveals that unknown alloys have been revealed in
ancient palm leaf manuscripts. The writer and Sanskrit scholar Subramanyam
Iyer has spent many years of his life deciphering old collections of palm
leaves found in the villages of his native Karnataka in southern India.

One of the palm leaf manuscripts they intend to decipher is the Amsu Bodhini,
which, according to an anonymous text of 1931, contains information about the
planets; the different kinds of light, heat, color, and electromagnetic
fields; the methods used to construct machines capable of attracting solar
rays and, in turn, of analysing and separating their energy components; the
possibility of conversing with people in remote places and sending messages by
cable; and the manufacture of machines to transport people to other planets!
END OF REPORT
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R0lGODlhRQLBAPcAAAAAAP///3dISYRHSKZYWYI3OO22shgODcOHgdOHgJI4LzUQDUsfGlggGiYO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I1ln4JPn55mUv5gFS+PnlK1Npi7C6VvRVFxbrEvA/75o8cKbihgPob84g24e1h9sFdlSYkaJjBf6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oAWE0A+50BwmjThb8AT4+jrtoihO/xALsrBkzOIGTtANYyVWBfQPP5DbpVB1pZDouJ3bVWcXgcIS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fjWRWpGAGwgBW0oE/xpIAyOwU1wIyjoxFWu0IreckyVjvpVYmPUQC0TQg/mdhTW4hVMYgBjwDyiW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2djx/0mdTQIl6AIodEIwTMFCZV4SgAPcDYIryFysNVkvvNmR6Ro4MNmVaRor7Jor1AFOEMIkYEHn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bmzhUaYED6LgCUzhBThgHxpgFQjBA55g39CDAPzmAuIELqrnerJgHzpABqZAD/AEgLqhOKxkSQ5B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Ij5ghAyIBrRnMsIUXjUFxGqCO2fQhOpQYQZdfIKtU3CTH672rS08wbozoMM2NIDWKZnhQM5DrncM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BJGl9jrJ5k4Uue1wXcawOSTtTknDaUZ0CUY7KU4xIRVdzsBALT8SAQEE84xIAT0jtCviMkQSseqR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4SrULCssUyiAWQAHhXOKIgCBD3AMrrADE0gBOdtBRnkCgIgyQ0aBGBIKyMAjY4AMATJi+AvByUPD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AUxEwSIQzsDiwSnogSZhSLOuTbgV2xmYQREsL4JhRrxKQBogA0mfICDmcwVJzQ8wwD7gZh7wAgzE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DqcIumAR1FURYEBYR0EFGwVEvHWMLuANhLUEbmUGcMEPNEE47qAWTDcRYEgTGKla/fMQUGYmOOH0
iCGtKIWMVugUcUGzEmEZzMoMbKoLmmIZYOAObCEDSNBQU8G8Du8UNMEPYMAMRPBQ4dcMagERWgQX
EMFJCe9dM4Q3fgFFegMRmKhSQZJMTKNiNGF8HzJNXGJRqhdgrGWBrLQgl6ABni8qYWGAUKYUGKgH
YnJx4gwUS+HtJGAPsNT/eoAorcgU3gAmPEUp3sAWeLIEiP/hA7bgWOTjUXKBkooAHOHoJUwhY5eC
D8oVJIRXcmACDnC1BIQYD0bByOzABEDAh0/BjMy2GyoC2FLhEbDDFW7lGoSXWvqVH4SJH36gFIpi
YPYAlBiAAIyoXe9nkj5gVVzVDWjrBRgg9GxzBuwAA2DgFEJAC+5ACw7h/k6QZsiPtIjJH85p/Fgz
BGqjDebAaLoADhTgCToNI4w2ebZ0BorgRRohERRAAWYgERChMzfhFLxgC8wgDTynlafApHQQENNA
BRwOfL+NcIzAD9RKBVQADcjz5sC2FP/mDGoAFegmCGYA1HykW7zFSBYFDkZmEY5BwCRRCv5AhTAD
2TJjDG//IxUeVXlbJhMbcQa6QBIooTVSIGuXAQNS4NsWERU217zS4BndxkXs+XS0AAQgC/I0IU7u
kSieIBGuAB5SwJBDBlOBQDjG9zQwQxIO7wwMWE3y4P4yQgBkwQZ+QA1awRXOBDNOo5Jmc0sLpY0i
Ri3VxA5g4hfeyA1/QRLYsFK0IDQcT0V+ITbsIBE24W8yi3lLAAgG2F154xmXwQ9sIQou4Be4jw2h
14DJSxNc6Bdg4BdwIRlQpJWb9Be4iFJgCIac0W1wwVb0wAhm9xSYIlPlo1LhyJEuy5GqtUQ162EG
jwS5b1IolQ/gGls5eoo6BU2+rwQexlwd5hdK5a9BwHbU/6R44WRNIsYl9NGKTmspeMAWroEYPMDI
rkFYpiUmtkBb3egNiEFSNmEaNmGGYvp+ZkN41QgOIqVZgOJdXUQSTiFWlmgRmgBPQWj80gAZpkAL
ytUUkkRcmIwfXoAF5wUD/0EAaukU5GAN4OE6MMoVGCEDBoB42m8GYEARMuAD0EULgGAOkoACJmEN
kCAJ0sCMvknJZuAXT+MDasEF1HcLEs2zm/kMuoB1cuEYUsCYj3MKIgANEmE8pIAXZuwKcOASPAyt
KEEOIsA3GYEVcGBszCBr2ybThBkyxGYCWmQJtVOwzmAM8wARUsRJ/6BvQe4UIuBrQA4RpXmln0AC
IFkGaP9Ny/LgEWaBESjO5vxAEiDnODAjRZMQCPo3sE4B2VCDdWZiCFAhCXQtCRhhrCiSOEDAsarW
UDUcFTQ8s1oIa38hAswgAs7gxy/gQzwgBMQAD2ogQZwxmzKEDUHADEDgDh7GC7zXleUDJiqYE0BW
FnHhPto3DwJ4/wzFU/LgOMrKGaeBfjPaOBJ4hViETCyLeTOgBKaBD/KHOIpAIhsYDj7gNA6H8K7r
FJS2CPpXw+cmFeTNvJaBGRxasloIE5Q6I5+xvGDoNWL9DODAlGwCc++kCxIhRVIhDSohGD5BF8IB
HZjAhup6CxIBrquaox2J+ypldU3FgM2AGqYBFx5DE1D/gRnS4BEyAYiAiKODC4gf6VZ8uAR2KU1S
/EzUiIy4rwT6wYh7CIjrEYjhIIbLKGKKoB+WQli6r4sOG/+ugYZfZvneACh4y4ze4Akg/gJ0pxaG
bxGmFa5neAZ4RL3+YQtmIRVgk03GEuoMkAEcMwbgQFya4ALwYA+y4CDd4B84YQtohl+QeJGZRAUt
IOxs0zZn1SN86w08oB9KkAdGoQgiQLxM0Gwj4gygdgpw4NhSYRJEYA7moBPmIA0i8Q/oIAk2wEHR
agqi0AtwYBaisxIi0XN6/DJMXMhVoJVtYwz/QBKUUMvpaK1xAdlQgTEaIckBUTuf9wwwIDI0NwNm
4gmS/8k+Y0A/4yAEZmAVlAAHXDw39GkzwPd5nRED6sgMCtnYa2AKEMF2ZjBnJCAIVoEVssMVIEEX
MMCsyJdwJgAXC0eYUYERz2ACrJw4QGMIXCU1zMOXbsAPqMsVRKCstGl+MQBGKDKbjOAO+pdWNsE5
OOEQhl0NZAAGeGEbWIEPcMEMFikz2jrd70APUqEa7sDxGG4LcFHn4OQX4EALUuCqGSENUkGWY20T
JMUUFgEgvCSqhYhRKkYwznQ5g6gWHFuLcuWx4wWNFkZp0vjRdctMmkGVOgWbNCvjrElggKXCdeqU
llNGcJ1JdUfLslPLzmiahidOiCd4nsRYJGMGJzgzkv/2tHEjETJpWg5tsVMk1bRaJS7wyWPq0KE3
pmxpMaWlxJs9MmTF2LMnRKmfM3LBSXSq2jFu2Vj12vZsHjx41m6dGbhly6YL14hdOKTsWlg7hbcw
zmXnzZZcb0YRm+H10KgZkrVsuZDBAxxTlg+BfsOnxJYisE1teYNHhgc8xA7JEFD7EBw4p2RL3WJK
xiEPPTj51pLHli3Js3Ml2oJnbSkGIcykO3UBgyIzXmMsOSFLRgkQ054c4uRPgAwbnPuZueXyVJ48
h0K82H/iRAh//Z3QRBMhhKABDEYYkUcGQHBnnGVbDLCFB6694QEP/ZiCxwC1SQFEEWhIMccUIBSR
yCf/lbQxhSZ+SJEGEmlcMcgjOFAyxRRpSCEFKJXcmAgqaTDihwqdDDJiKgXVUEMqckzhByKpPJkI
EIn8IkUNfkxRAyJ+mBHlBlIggogkZ5wymBEwbHkGGhrI8MQNIbQVwgloxWEDfLy4UkQeXmSQiymn
JHIGKpoYAcRriRiRCB+bnCFJEV6c8cEiRDWxxw1PPDFDFF144Ucwg/QljzzzvLMNL3PI0aUXiiaS
yiC8JDHJIJ1U8sggZiQVwxNqLJKIBnFIEAUgwbwTAKmkwvMMMoOsMscYoAxiRBFa8OHVDDLAGUMM
IdgQQhxFfILMNqSuYYwWRrT0QSK45AETJZ10mQpJ/6zUYSo5vLAyyxS3MELJI8JkMwsSxmhixkyp
RIlKDYxYMssYlFxxzBxICHLFI7yQQ84778Dj11/zhCxyyKSKHIDHIddBzi4Ga+IyRmkwcwwuU6SS
xi16nIIHWzYEG8MMmRo1gwcScOITFCccEg4XqZhhBiK/OARCumFFY4sdi6CmxR2nECPLErCEgPR+
3bzgRCml7AFLfyHA0kQMJxRgCyOz9OXXLM+N1hkeYHUlW24XmGIHD1skwlUJpqDmGxyFyTaaZF7d
hschMcgQ2RsX/DZbCV6lVblq1yaeiB/ZPIIMMn913PFfdfDCiBlTmOGFDBlssVAEuLcUgRFghMMK
MP93yAZ3D6fAwN1oRu86Ay+TXPBSuh9Eta0/cJ/wgn8x/OPfE7QpgEsferEyCCudBDfDBbYhzkft
HhgHAud4CDAHRswwcjESUyCSoKFotEHJs52YBR3m4Ix8IYNH3OAFHdLQiTlUAhR0mMUsQDEwHFRi
FQ1kxBSMcAYtoKFMVIrUYCqSJSNgaQI1cNruigCEM7hQCqqSwv4SMYNtdetONmgCFGxwAhnoYhYf
opLh+MQgL/ABDkbsAhBMsScvAMEIWuiCm/AgNicgLQQxkECmhpAUgaDCGEmgAzLIMUZlaeyAvKgE
DpTYiGBkjBx0EMEsGNEFLcqgCID4BUz+kIYbZSn/GHSohB+q0AlIlANl7/CLK3BRgALRyVs3yGIM
+JACVzxjEvM5wzQQMSVEnMEPDMFFKk6hhhBY4QZR+AIgNKAGK+QCGbMoQgHgEIUYNEECWMReCP6x
glg4wQbcytQeZHGLSWxiBmqIArb8oUUs7uEfBWLACcQgARsISw1d4IMaWMAKeHwnDy7TxDJSYTA9
uMycNNEEIzRxC02c4gl00p4tT7Ar5chABvZ8Qrfi0Al4GEITY0mc6G5yil8UISzLyMMmlnEHW+iz
G91wwj9+EIsXoK0b/rHoCUrRBOp5RUBNwEYtdIE6V6RjEn+TCmpGITgTnMIEW7CFhbzyBmx44BAu
/5AND9bTgzeUwAO24ME1ejADPBj1Df14wyHw4IE39AB9GOqpDPYQg+qcwIpsa8IJLHAC7e0BCv/4
RxOAUwTY6eGBk5jEFPSQhyLYghP3rFwGTuHOtspmBl1xXh4GMINamOACytuCCIxxgRkYLgNt1cIH
JCMDrV5vPF3t4QcuAIt/xMAG/rDNB9ZwukdoAlJaKEIXNuGFD3zgoB8oQQmKkAFG+K8NjHgEKEAh
x2CIIGJXoIMzZkuHJFxhDJ+w0RWQ0IkGziEFN5rDFSpxhSlQAiNTkAMj5FADI3CJTFPIwwz4kAoy
6S8VjiKTFM7Q1iIYqnBG6JIUNMEQKaSiBnk4wv8forDLKjqhATvcwyYecQENmPcMToQUn87wIfNC
SlFG4AMfDKcF5rQJi1GAgNgaEIJEpAEDSVlEHiKwCTjIoAtJwZYMsncCGzSgAZCMwQ0WUQlkHFMs
edjCPT2QRTxw4nwFQLEWbbAHHGrACIxARADNkIfMSeBnXeUWM+OgqaNwChcRiOIW8kCHNHJDEJ9I
gwjOoJsbc4ITb/pCKuCxi0RpYXdi+sUvPmBCEFRHFj7RqhMC0YBEkGMW4XjHqObxjFb4gQ+c2IRo
kwGTKYxFGbCQQBxiEAdZRCEc88hEKpjBwCnogiO3WEPNjNEJTeghI7e4RSbMcIE40GkPb2OyDNT/
8AQPFMZNMVhbHKIwhXmIIhGb4AEcijAN4OBapoILTi0a3IW2HkIWV71e2EpxArd9NUDX4wc/XgCF
PXS1FMrAwwyIsTVELJY4p4FDLg5xjUMsAg6j4FtTS/ABUzCuB8SYjVfgAJY32Fs5b7hGU/EgmZ4e
QjEecPVStwWFF8QirG64XoAItFG1haAJAuiWceIXghHjIbMSoM0AdOMB5pwCGGvQAyIKqiFZwMKW
MeBrHmgMgknowUQNvk8RSuCudHFlqdTbQwO0F4IiZMIIHijCGZhYhNf0g8YyWGwGYEMaamWgBA1e
+hYYgZFUdAIJjOiECGz1iRshdwrM+ARyX5cG/01Y2iB+SEMKVCAFM3ziFDWQIYEbYQbqTuEPRpBE
BGQOBIEA4Q9TSkQiIPULw8HkDDDMOpbOoCggAGErsMmDFjgJBEHXsEDVecI9n24iRUUADUDIA5sV
KhAT5cEiUyoCH/zgB9YuIlMSuCoDbACISeDCC1Lwg5L8YKhTzIH17u0jiI0zA7ec4AFxmIMrJiX5
RJU2Dx8yRR4YggpTyELzMpDAs+OQCmRoYAiKRRd4WRuEadUC8X6QhBlw4Qd3Tg1qgvfDKVhIpg/A
5A6L4IRReRUCMchgDfAAAgzBEFogCb9gGKnAQacgY24CZ/3RATbQDNtgBEeWFE+wQyyQCLNADv/h
MAm6wAhccwp/BjQ9cwJW8AS9MA96YATS0C+aUHaZkAzHcAwwUA19xBGnAAJcgwhwwBYx8AIhoH2Z
EhT4dAHE8Ab3VE3A5Afz4AunYAtF4FOmUAuL8BK/cAFvoAW/UAJ88FKAchMu0GAuMQ3TYAclEA3k
9gaEMzjEUBkDYAuHgA1eMQoTwgNgoQyQ8xV6iIS3cRt8gA09EAPAUSFUcVDXMAo84AGcYVRzeAiV
YSE3lRxe0QPPUVTWpj1OQCcBYm3+gUVv0wPHYRubIBvoggimsGjcEgd7wIicAQddMH8eYH/BcU8j
xmhPsAmKBQO3UASnED1GcFqkmAdm4BJ5YAT/WyAUWRQCEtVDSMAKUBRaRRABewIbRdAPxFEEi0Ua
xUh0pnUBW+BJugBbqXAjZmAwqfA/83MMyGUEZvAIj7AGa1AJF4QEmiAHUcIIKTCOLiQoM4EIQKAj
iDBeKqACjOd5LVRQoJRgflAJa9AJcoAiNQAEKoAKUvAHSjIBXiA4RbAJ+yMJcud4iIABHRQBQKAF
LRRliGAGNpcgguJEiRKRbII7kjBlC1IUQMEtDcAPDLAIa+AFI7cnZzYlH0JgQncKaPAEEnBPT2Bi
DNAATwAOyOB4XBGQaCBCuNaFCiIDRJEp3sIAUKAGoFAHQxABLiSCHCRoE2Fe+pMIT2MGKWRd/4iA
Lmu2NVmiJVMQJn7QBdtSVe9xAhrAC+EQBaeQMDfiEtFDXnfwC0ZAObIAZzbgBBzwBKywDYbBEmYi
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edRSShAwBZ0waaMkC9Zmav0xe9wAD+CVCnpgBszwC2JijlECA5rAJMOIE9OQCDEQC0gTIKVQOXhQ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+E0eomGKRGxyCjXARSIc9Yu7maEWksiAHabh4RXReMdb4IMrbSFsZIGrC6bA4SEwCQcgZGAadqCV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U8zyUUVgqBHyMAFEDOoDF3jDIWCxhwPBLzUUzKHjsLQiKo0iBkbCwwWKc4gJLiE5pIsF6Uh3ncQp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OCWVMxLBKK+Q5EpFNFzy+IVWU3I1NiQMSGuKqTNqMdaOU4qoJZE77iDNDGovUEsLY0soIqQPij2l
BF5/EfeXWsgl7FZbtAgXXvO2yMOUk8Rtk6QtbHnjAhut3ELgC4SC6ZAeDd7C4DcEplLhf21puGGG
23xpYoEVjkmnTrbZBotnrEmlLrocO8OM0AY7a4sSeCihljYj5oshjAkbua4t3ngsj8SMKMGOuv+0
AIG0PCLINg+BjTDOjjwkqUXKsfhqSwsjQAhJSikT1CKuLQSQ4VCVIpIhBn+WXMIfWGSaQYYoFpFh
hhm2cKiL4WDUoAjzNnFM3CDI/QBBIFQAIg8gVMybj7jW9CMFJI6JoIgsZyhqPhskiEOCI2OQQIIQ
4uDjkVkYSQFEL3JF5QwvkDNCko2GPEMS6IieqLgiIhX8vy2g4wO6XP0www9EPlTVj1SmoMSIDPCI
zYmf1J5hExk8QLOIDC7g4xA9VRrgYJRIAmuTtkPYI6ckl1QNihDgkI6k6vmwxZQu1OQDkOAmUrML
W8wjiU8M+bQl7y5tJKS85W8LuRBTBmCEwBj/deEkfMBGTd7ThBg4pE1521V0jJAKXIAnFYoIByFY
gQxNvYOEJJxHAFAID2QkohZ3mFoqdqWFWTXFhSMjTa5GYwREtOUUiOAISIZ2CgSZ5RebSFQRNHGL
ZYhGMTBghFiwZgQzpMKFY7FFWLK1DC2YAiwkKcIVCUOuW4FEZciylyl+Ma0zusteHLlVWJwVlpAs
0YevgmGqNOHDPN5RE5pwlUb0gC1NVEQjqegjLkJzslTcIg19ZIQm0sDITnTiFrp4Iif4wIxOHGMW
z3iGKwjBjU6kQRcw1IMejKCJSRgDCcC4RQ1rmAcQ2OEMaxkLU84ipURozRQXqoUR7gADKRpB/y86
REQaOnEHXHghAnrQhA8UIYLwrGESmUgFImBghmVg4Gq1KEENOaMFVYHgMWe4BS7utok2MURsq4mB
2LwmgwFoQAEzqJ6jHiecMQ2BenH6z91QB4QIeOFuQIhBAYogOD3wSoep+IRovDCnGUgAAoViUgj8
oQYZPGFzS4qBGZKQBuKRDBHIIU+ESJeIgepQCv2RxO26MNAi1MALmzBCEZaypvIYIQIXKoJ2AvMq
M2zCA4doZwxgAqR7ziwRJUGgKTiRsRnwqUYwmtJQ5hObEyRJNappQBxsYYbrDclMYsqTmbpQnCHl
b3ZdMs8F7tYlOsEhD3bY0+MY2BcYbUlPRf+4kzrxlNAPdOGdeHiCAmSwiMclwnResAVZP2QEP3zC
GIxohBkgsYpUUIISlaBDOeQRAHhg4RYmaNZofmHaXOXFWrU6yyn44KrRiGRqZ7gD8KQDIMEJERFa
MOoT+MUJWdjBU7s4SSqMwQwh+apZIjmFJL7VFkP+4i7QauMpwHKGkHCEu7gI6jIQUY3QaIIZiEwD
DCBpyD6SlxGPfKQlGUHKSYYnDYzohDF0YQxFGAMYk+gvK6zBClZMghXZMPAkqtLfSSw4wcAABn/1
y99sWGMQ5CAHMgQ8CGQoYRJpmEQ4ntExT26jF8gAsQqxAo93zGPFz6jDO7DyjHnAIxwwJnD/HZ7x
jjrgeMbzkMc8WPwMcOwiPLfAQCKMsIUPjIYRqcjDFCoBCleEIxzIwAIh5uGKKyPjGaxIzK1IQq5l
nMIORTCCLjoxjUTAIAVTeMwgQ2RUsSWvCSEY222M+ja3ZYDPccobn4eUiN54KDhFIEB5gGCEQyFC
DguqwX7MEB45JMILbYOABCQ4HwmsLSgziEI/3tmFT8wiDVM8gxReeiAtSGI7dwtCIoiTtyEQ9ENn
iMAHJsW07aAhV3moheu2Y6UuWIgkXtDCGbogNlk0AQpx2JEMuvCGe5UArm2a05SsZIcSvCnPK4vT
BfxBm5ywxyfiW1IIZtAZG+1pS3G70p24/7SmNl1JYDhNK58iaj0EtvtufRKXOrs0pMBaSDt3i862
ugS2KEBEA1F1yAUisgihREEhCx9CLrpgwCeYAhCbXfGMn7GtupyhViAAAVMSYwKm9DYs2snDfxIB
oEQ4qi49bIoPdejdXyCC5yAoCyO2AY9OzGC1v6AuHxDxC4GeYgq/uG0izHAgVWmiGq/qRBIZcQtG
tKISmajKLKj5ufwQYhasAMMkNMwLXiADGYToRYk79XZwvJ3tJYb727GADHB0Chnp2IWADWzgcdxC
GtJIBiau4QEevKQHt3nDSw6hjIMoAyajkMlLtPAKXIiUGdhiBjAm2QkHL5gVWGDFLpBhDf8sqB7D
nWJFL7aRqRKDosWueAY8usyK27OiDkD2sTx+DPwAnDC0QPZEWx4DAiPcogaUQMIgCLENGQMZHdKH
8Ttc0QkjPCZoQovSB05RXxhMIQ2BfINfmueB3NTZzieoyTtbIs9DPEEDcCiOF+zGZw8VwW5W5c70
8kAggAAVrukM2uATKCENgCAIfGMGfuQJCoAoNioGEqIhfEMDGuIMggEUxMOHVCA6EGEKtuMM0KAp
JiRXEoEKpCRuEmEkLIRChKPWaAd2bkWIzkB3mON5amJzGiAETCEDZuAl8uQNisNKIsJGZkADauQQ
Hm9H3oYhwqcUxCdJnAAKjsQnoMAgNuj/cd4kA0wBSzDurASIeuzNUcDiXszEr/iED/6lFuDqC+3F
FqwELG5ltqYoNIQFRJJnD86nB/HAAwjFBtRgPgrlPZyENmTBzp5go6LgCW7AAfmAEpAByH5sHp6B
F9ZAWMzAWHxnW0hDizZkaFaLKWxwNDRhGkrCXtaFI37Kh7whE0DhGQJAGvAHje7kDYpgWrzAFN4A
EVKBER5h7cihxrYhHIqxY96BHTqmGEOsY6gsU9iBHcCBHdIhGxwsG9IBGJjhFrgxE5JhGfyoFpbh
DrxBL0whYl5CTabhEHjgSg7hGqgkBkah8W4CFuzxJmRCBtBmJ24DD4zi/dIjeWDBH27C/2uE6yAu
r/EEwAPcRgZWRk604F8+4C5uZbwQ7g2iIBeGYRbmQBfA4BbeYBEwwwjSoBpmARhYgRfCgRx4TPhQ
CMhmoS7CAgiGACy8wAjID83WQAkGYRB4YRI6IQmMoROUTwvqRUGWwQ5i5RTeIAYuwAxi5RfgABOY
0DRmwP0EIATYD6PqrCdgIwZm4J1KwJ7eJhdm5yXMAzkKTQugAwgyIA+azDOmgBEo4REeYQr8AP9w
IwrWJnPUQCAwUAP+xNOiwAt4wRXW4NQ2BAikQAp4hS2Bxwt47Rfl4BPmIOrKI0vywA+O5w/acixs
akAGJ6VOwQ9qABdSwA+6QAAm6gVewP8pFcZGaqR7FAYiXkIh3uAhiuogPOAHC4DcegIK1qOrSkGC
9kAWtiANaEAT7oavzGNL6EpO+KDQ8CQRHstK7iWiMoDgAETmBGdBfMeQrqkGpCBdaISdPCAXfkQ9
oKAK8eAUBMZKEEUGGMJg8GCr3I8+iMLTOGEREoIPbmEWRMjHgAyFim8bBiwNeosjZPIOSAIDpKNW
mkIvxMIIuIQisUtg3iAkfmEa7mQSb2Ea1vFuuMgWmoIPFkEWCkAwM2gVOmESVkEXStKYpqilSC46
aCWXzMMWbKEWnrN97gJPNoEYBIYv4ODxcuEauCglDCbyYOINJO8mGg9tYkAoLK8HYKH/Bw7hSmFh
FGKiH73UAu5xKG5DH2fiUIoKDkbBSzmBGIiBE4xyE2okSKZhE/SiP06hjwLDCKbhAsICDgqgNL1h
GrxJ5YIm6xBpLikpBZjBGJJACU4IHnrBGwjjZzYhAk4hAo7jFJItc2bASSSgKBZRBniRCdnQC2rg
ChjhRszAFUAhKjSAJNOAu0rgNmqCbJpAFmBBAGJgCZrAH0rhBHxVAt3mRwTgAjygedSmeq6EO+DA
C+zJoWpgCiChEh4BEuZgDJDgaC5gEZ7gWxdx4RqCbRwiAwBBFdCAEYbBFa4ACCQhLz+EO14KObYD
CBUCLucACe5SCvxgmapDE4wAJJYD/xE40w9CYxlCIjBaZTyM5xBg4QliAAoY4AQOYdvigEo4IWIE
bnoEpn3goGKDo1ttpAQk4ARyIji7aj5UQ4KQ6hTWYA1gABHspXoCBqfw519yQU/abQvypAs2oaYO
ZC5OJgU4SOSk5CHe6RCEoqhg4g/fAB77pB+AIgr4IBVm4Rc8lqwwRl8OQRa8Bhbs7J0OBdoAAQ1Q
ARw1IRhUkoTgAcjgAfhCa/jmwRPAgBECFrt+YSOAQCZlLuYspAZV5gJ2yVbeQxqQoRrwpEpM4RSm
gWfBjw84ARuAInJkwSAUYiLgYBF+VojYAmv5IwNuqj824V5ItwjuACaMUmDkECYaxv8WrsF/GGUT
TOADNsEWYCIXXALyDiED3uAPmzZ58ABtYCEG0EYmlIEebyLybII+Le8geiA3sPQ1agJsWXYJvrJX
16MJYAE2ZEECOKEmFtGoBmAAGMYFZIAIz4NhXmIhSkAPbqEyCJYRROAWUkAEJiH6wgEJEmOLuIsR
JsAMpuFPFkFkZqA9wxajwFJReGQGliwGbEALCAEMNmKL4oLPtAAG4LMLKC55xIZX/aEmtPIESmEJ
ysdXJ5CdvEYgdCQDBsDQwmU3dKV35mAOKiEJ7LIGpkfiNipUIfAJ+LN5NCAIAIEKjoD2XGEKxGU7
gECgzEw0gWBLNPgJgGN6wM8M+K//CPByQULiDHbIDASKEZjh1NoLLz9B6/KgWL/XCfbgEMYCZxIC
d/CkR1GiRhgGDdtnZd7kA9LjH+xsD5ygCsktZSVoE4yBF14vx1xhEEAhPxjBD6bgZHTlE5rMEhiB
/JCgEx6BEWpgAmhKSpRWJiygSg0rFxJCBmQBDziBEwZgBopgGvzKTXjWXtTgCVJBBIaqgWDkafbq
OZ+AUDgnDtQAKCDiCSiuC6TAyfIgZyVBElJBDlaBElZhA5GBHNr2915yHh6hBhj0LDRjGt7IIrYg
L3zILNxEaU/BFZgBjmToFxiFisZsC/wRgprgPVC5JThhIrYkEYaElnDuuW5lC2rB/0y4CBPOUQ5L
gEpyASVW9yTgwH2kpCkOuqge7xBugEoOQQ2KCh6VYRTQRoKUQfLO9xp6gB7fUQbokT6LahRSGSaw
IXkaDxuUlj5rxAMEQCgQciiugRNQ+Q8FACZ0uqiIgQl9mmFmgC824xCaYAbswA4OIRdqZLXuAPzY
Yi4ZgQZuIQ+6QDoc5OQYYRLAYBvqAAs6gQZQwPTQyQ4wzVD+ZdoGANl+SQZSoQ6eCDLcpV5IQyzS
YixM452Gd3jHxs6SB4TfSQI+GA/8IZ4Q222yBEymx1gWJATn4AoeAQmMAHXA5glkIQ6e4AscsLNn
BBAiRwK8gMt6AQdqAAj+QAp4rv8GEGFCEKEGdOgMUKFCKA11UgF5ZiARUmEC0IB0EOTYlG6Hrum1
ESFVJsSRwxIWlLYU+OFJftABs8R64CZ6rCQDpmFOvo19NgFNBDsOxg0KuGplY0CCioBgcaATQAEU
yiEcyoEcXOEdemEY8WMQQKfJcuU4CGYGnFpFDiGCNs4W3OYQSgKJtgVT2XATmCNy8CAXbOFtMoAT
isAaegEGZiRg8ARG5NBKquQJUta7w9YgNuoJdLvsOuEUmuoBxCAE1OALWOALcmARwgAN/IAR5oAO
toEckrET+CDm6NBeioC6isADNrQWztGuTeEQPoAZwIAbkm5Jm8q1XEUTdCEYhgr/couEIQCBTBLB
/gBBWbwgXWKuBNRMm+CQRM9RC8rsC9+nqTjDFGj3LuB8E0pgFOjzDdYUlA9BAEZBGQ7FS4dCFqI0
sIFX/fCAVwWgB2QgLZKHaeFgJ5IqHzcKD3rgDeJvdZV2oxfhIPxFaQ2GD+ygX9wHYrALLJjiHEvg
FLz0DYBpmIyAEY5hDh6sEuZgDazJCGDg5KhFC5KgFwjBFXjsUzhFBEZJD7RApQCkLhCjZwrgArAA
BmCCNH7qFFLABOzADBwHCALjDjJAC6agBCBgBgagR96pAJJHIDLAqATAH5pAzryGIfDgbX4kWTVg
lc9gPLSAGcxgCkqT1x7nbfiy/1u7wIcxcBF6QxIELQq6oBGsAR4IIQ1OkDFRgTOl4wRv1AikQIj8
YA6mIEt0m6b+4kDYQjvOAIbESRJCcIokARXEI3KgrQiaQI1twQTe5je2ILHuRCAYqB8UZSHA5LHy
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hhhkoFDmY0n+uD18widYtkYW4no8TQOigAVkwQNsQQMAIRc21CHmD1whYhTexAxuYS7OABx9x25r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lKcFfFAL+ER6JEaEElMCGkAAakYybnEzyjMYEEE0Jnw0GgAEcqCf8DAT7/AMyDC9DTwFNwEK+okM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rgHBBj7YmJn4kGRhuELanLpIDqTQgu5DBb6cCGIygzNYBOPT1i/4gj8gB0KoBH/Rs/Tzg49wGDko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bCMloNUUaEERwAGoSMAIhUARdAKTJELH2RUApQIuxBsQGIEX0EgMcMusOEEcrAIyzEIA4QIjoMwp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kQpciO99ediEBoYgCRiYIRVJQMY7XGEMRlBln2foGCrk0CApsC/Pr+EIdTdRC2y9cYunmIQxXpSo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itCEfvSQBomdgjtxkMUT4hCDXPjLO9iAAyfwUAA6NkANvfAFjHiili184AxqPEUeNpGHWpgieEbQ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UoS6iy1bbJUwlb0HnjcCssvwgF98IunKoNuargg7pDOllhLsOA86Yjzo4RBieshpCzgugG468d6z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l3qBNA2BX5qVFlPUh8iDV5oUGDCDCRALP7kFRqgBW8GTqNAEZHiHkasiZAADEYCBFCgjPyBAV9GT
p1TUibkKnIqIqogAOMiPeJnSj2jGzf5XMS86G2iCJ3gvgjS1HRJIGf9YBjCpBF5QghVKA1kBgSJo
BjoQgUmh01NolVZKhFPQgHj5Jt4gKS8YAySYgiq6AgxoCNnzAgz4oin4hSgompBIph84AefZg12D
AD8LUQteoD2010n4hQLo4qM6SzPouzaYhKaVB1fAAcorpCjgVw3IIVQ+NQmAg1rohHKQB3nooFdx
jbGIOo5Qg2PSjA6AAucmhyCQi5cgpV3JmL8ODljg4RwSAxtAA2QIh0YXoqeoDHQRNqEWHFgpAgcF
p39fgQ7QhW1IBVPQhPNeHDOgSEQAQ1h5FbFohFNIgVMIILlhkz2gHBmQhahqjycukPkRtmMxhU1o
Qk4QAFiIAhRTBTP/GAYDlQdDoAdREIdCeIXXabi66g7x4AHX8QZvuIM7SIZb8IZXmPxb8IFCIIVx
wHwfkIZJ6IVJYAYzuAPOYVA8aNuWcgI3cFBNWgpefoJSiIZNeIJKeIaEl4dn2IVMeJ1+6xb4SE/f
hzgCAR/UKe9NYPJwshfQyoxuQg+xpmgB+YVFwN8A4p0Z8AA+OI893onJkoFn9Ige2LjW2QTJOgQt
QE8PyIAJECJ/gQOQWKohmdsCSIFnWIMhEjZqKYIL6AcTgYMBAAgBTU6EGHjiRJ4iRfhoyYOmyBYv
ZzIs8pIH0ak7NU7B8DMllRQpHjNEsXGjSwYNGiSluDKnTSpGRjx+/zRjZMoURJpOGYmQyI8fTV4Y
rUrlx0iRJ09mCJBwQ4IEKP9C3Ighw0aIgyEkPInxRIaAGGKfcIWqVEaXVHNa8SKkRESaTp2McFp0
Zs6VKTXyADmaKkWRGRKaxLBxwomTE2o2GemUBNQ2V1iwdArCiFGKRL+2iJUV4/C/EwM4xQjR5YyZ
GnDQnprhZVAvePLkuWKVRM4ZG2KgSFgUbFudj4/gzZsNz9WaCQVmMMUj41CXIhqebEpUg1yAeeBO
Jbr461eiM4j8cBZbkgGHB3PgbctjpPumPHm2nNl0aEuiIj1eQIGlxjAD+2iAzDxeaIHLL6dsYQR3
iSCyzClFnIFLHv9aHCKWWCdAwcAKYqwCzx1e4HKKH6ekYoYZuEyBC4vHpGKEEal0MsVOReTBCRQv
/ANFE034EwMecGzxQUNFZHCGFqYUYYpEETp4ii0JbXHIBXXJ8IEjzQTDSy/WWEMOOdvA884722zz
DjnPkBMOMmuy2Qsh4YQDDjKuIEMIK9ywks0uvfDCDS99GKPIJ0XAMY1zMmwxHx5ZxQALLMpsUUI/
pmgx5RsyvJGHGZ2wQsgz8IQDDzzPlPlMOM+4Uocr4biyDRZ1qopMONsQQsg2yMDZJSu64PKBBxp0
cYg/hoXAiQd4WKXMDBfAkUEGJUT4QRHxwbHpBzJw9egJ/sCCBx7/AjzhWWkyeODBIR7wsAVzcORx
RhF2nKLFDDEIUNBhhzVwQwZKvJOCFmecAWNCpsxHrRYKDckHczNQa5FEkvCkRSLQKnTGKYjUMIEZ
nxCVBiN+4JBCCjjp5UcNNdDICBK3lOyRRyia4YdRNcBoEyoRIGLGFIyYgUYXXTAXRwg27HECVjeE
AEW+RUsQwlhKDRAFWDGUArUEMUhgWBxnpFHJHHRMMkUiF8wgAx9IBY2Ge4ikUkkEF8igVAM/MABF
ICGoMUQNfrQCiq6uPKMEMts8Q4EIfmRQ2hMhxHHBKYcYlja9cGzyiyZ+bPLGKTgNQusaaZgBB1Yx
cJLIb8+IIEUn/4TMMgsrdaLJix9xx3CIBM/NoMEhi/BRwzbyDJLIB0iekQcqiEihydl4fBVDAw1Y
YUk5z+TBRxFGoOJHIlr8koeS3M3Q1R4yHIYeHMO8w6AmAtcCBCJFaMETkongAsQpbzxxkNEhxMKA
DYIBjzRsoloXOcUZNEEJF2kiDUjwWCo+wQwzZAwRidAAHg4CBcfFQSlPgIOQFPKBRFSHD0DIg4Lg
wIdp3OEX89OCLWykBT7YogucOEQUhpCLQxwCEKbYRBdMYYpDaOAUprCcBhaSiy4sYgZwOAQcOHEB
HnoADru7hi1M8YZFLKIEH7CDKU6BivgkjA+5yEME5peI7hQhF/8UQUkJmGM2Ie3OC6iQwyciKIgj
IEEXupjCJ/xAhTPU4A/ikQQqvletRKxwE5vYwib4EDRbbGELcFBWaQjSrRjEARZX01u9vnJDGdzu
EDy5gxkudYgmyAAPsjjEczxwAfnNsoDx2cQF+qEFEGRghEuS21iy8o8XHEQCwAsHEvwAAoUwcxNA
qMUHSkAwCcVPYA35QATQYAQLzgRGQOieZvxghhSkAQdpcFkN0qALPaQhBTigBCCngIM1MKITzBDB
FDzyCRUkIp9nOIoR/okIGJEIAziRztlgEQInGAsxe8AKVvYQh6wVIAQy4EQUOFEv5shABhyd29Og
UiEQJMIMmpj/ghYu8IYBcC4/KpvZKcA2gyjQcaH/aAAUoPCABkhADY5oRBuQ8IdPeA4JrKjELBiR
ByuSEqQS4EMeDnGCqWito03tghQQIZ5/vugCRfPHDH6xikoo9Q6zMMIiZLGSgUnCDwuJQhScOD4g
yWARqkgVIdpgBoGVCGP51AAsvCIBxKQnEaB4hwXR0JBfnLALCITXImTguFJAwQmBWEEWQpCKcMAh
EWkIqBF+MZPxINAI0+BUKhKRScT84wf6aEAitqGIkqbiFKdwjx90wYgGpuJEH3lJidyTpBgQEwo2
CGwInJOuLfBhERmAAzZsEUVOcOINVTzEUt4QHQ84UYWG4sO1/6wotIvGYAac0J2yDsEJbJDmOeAS
AFie0F5ZfAUPkeVEV2SR0CUAaXwzkIUMsCEDWXgmv0oxLynlO4NFeHCmu4NDF1TBByhycSF82AIn
4HAGNPDBFLbIxROJSMomhOAQWBMLKS90tgtlJSt78EpBBrIEf/wjNCH4wT7s5o/5yc0fAuiHB7YQ
ZCFdagtFqMUWtECMTWmBWhVKSECdUwCFNmEJSPPH1WIwgBQ8Y3CP0EQeovMBJWWgCB8ocy8v1RAv
JAIIAQXCGaQQ0FN4oQt/8IPAivALj+hhAjTLZxv8IIU0TAGeqejZJ8A2h07MohJIQAIjejuFOPsB
BrqYWQ1wgP8iTXwiDZ+g19xa6wQG/OAH/2DoCRoQghAcbdU3eMrcCkAWNXilADdQQxw6Ggex5E4G
rNzCKTAQSYsYwRh3KIIXjCAHTRxaC0+AwPj28A8GNAAxL3jACxjQgQbU+AQ30NTuhrC4EMhi1SFg
ALWN2wCsNOAFTmhxaDTENBs4IXqBqLeGdKRqx4XAH2gZX1duQG/DqHuDJyjFqO/WWhvkYRC7MEIe
3gBh+YmHEvMyRROd8IIfqNq8pthCRbSABhIiIg+/SOAdsNuEHsjiMHazQS42QbFfPEIPRohPKnSR
AlDcQgqoYVCRG9WEQDCAH3s4hGjzwNuZILAaiBgPKnBRDTP/IAInJxItCDNY2ZxyXYNW0JCxWr1q
WWQNalATy4vVwBXKZmUwlLUsFNAeWMJwYteeacIeiHmYPWTlakezMkH2YIHPHCQGA2lxVkhMNIKY
m2k5PQwUYhGHu+9hCS+wgQ165DiynOBpUNgD2YlmEFbnlB/dSPULYqHxE+iImP6QKNTsDiQCe/IE
KBYLYV6coRNcAAQYeQOQPTCALQgxXUziwxOKYIbAlIBS/ZiikrTAVKsYJDHEDM0LtrJLRpCAFaJi
BLQKaGQtQDwP1EoyEHwCL2qJURJGCBgQ4AfxCOhsZoiAQT4rPc4aHPojONFtpDWCH8xBJayBCBAg
I0zBETSC/1aJxE3oAj7JwRyUTAR4Qb1kxajpyEE8VAgsgQ08jQ0YHqsZxkE0gFYYhkmcAN9txaql
2gnMQBfAgQegxRywwl4R4BWcVIK8HxCwC9iZ2z/sA7r9w9HoVAhsyimkDAbUjgZIgD/gFFewGIZ0
FLRlAHPIV7rIzaoRRhOEhpWtmuFVGdGIhQBgl0fVSwHIQAEUQGmQmD/0m6r5DvFhRHUc0hl8RMzg
wlEkTJmdwRvMQAZchE24B4wM1G3lwTL01pKUwBaoYQjMgBEgQXzkh5l1QSSJFgwETISYAIsYwREZ
GcRRiZKYghHAwHtgTIKcwQeggng83U1gxHxcxPudzQ04x/8AYJI/MM0JyAIX/kiq5WIplAIDEGGN
OUGPwMIJBMg/3EspHM3dxMAeQEEpEMbZ9Yg/+MNUCVMsrJqNTZUmUZVYZB6AnV1HPQEecNcTqFdH
EcYAjFhpiIWy+BsptSGkZFK/4V4TYBIb3mMIBOFUnADeaYg/kJjuvWGGdEZBxMAS2Bg0hkADMIAT
8EMWcMAKNIBtUdEFGFn+bMGwyEA/VBIpZUCCNAQiKMk0jBlE8MAhWEhpnB2GsFppSIDZyMAF+AEl
sAIoJEE1AMEHUAuMZI8LDQy85EF3/EHVyQHKSAFRxYTP/IHP/ZM4+UHawIQZJOAUENpHGEUKtIEc
tEE+mUH/BNQAUZEIJeBA+uHZzeDfI8zIFMjBTHRCDaREdBBABgDBxqhABAQUsnUPmw2BF0iHBgxA
wzCHB2TABQzB7lyArS2C0MTVX0KLEUhBbzVCyniEAwkaEmga/4FAQsxA94zPKYyMJoANL8wCKAzC
JFxBJVTCVaKIFuBEGtgcBmiBTRTPzRhBipyUGdhcRtxBKuBCKkzAGZiCzvyCHeQlDGQMDDDbL6DI
iaQCDDCDOvnBiCACCJiBfMSIH7iNcMKASCDCZdSASPyBHlAditxW9swLURYBAm3CMkFOCZjCL0wD
jAxnF2jADNQWdWqCJkTTL3jBB2zBNxHDNfwCRhjBMtwB/3Dy5y/4xB3kAZslQi3YyC8cmSmUgB3k
QS3cwRksik2EFvysQicgQRIEAzDkxCfcgjEwQz7p1opAZ3l6Q+akQuaYonzUQgXhghbgqG3h6A7e
gYMUmy5kjCYkgyawiB+kAQzcgW3Rj4JaCiIakXhowh1oAs/wRFVuZ4nQZ9+kws5Y6V5R0F6V1DLQ
x8BsQS0s0zTMCxAsCZEsCVIkWR5kUR6QVIRowXNpUQnETQZUkhcAqHuoZ0YkjBF9QIUQyRbYgZB5
gNW8AFjBEhyYmWFG6iyVwBtQUgb0wyE4xwwAWYBSyRt4UQZAXH5MSj/0aX5EgJEQgCnI0hnOgGAC
oggpRP9eGkH8TQAQaMGOmpwUAIEXSAESpIAR2EwNoAEj8MIk4ECnTYEZGAWK1ADPAAVMUMIcpIEm
IMFLyAEjUOtlTIHPxY8XpMIkgCVuTkE2EeI2qUwjSEEl5CQlMFo+oUICzsEcHFoa/NnM9JYe5EHf
iAcqSIIU2AyzwQA8ERUjxAUgYQZWmswU5EGSIgFKOewk1IZqQsIqTMGIpsEkIIMSJEEKyMUg0IEu
pEE5dUIC0IBuacIx3EEKAAEwyEcGoMSSIJsXGNmfQukmmIKhNsQmlICNgM8F8IUd4IKSRERGEt+8
yA8ifIA4acEy8Od4oEjV5ZOkoUiMeGl4CIxDSMImTKj/wPCBzF2KKZxBzWZAhnJHHsicKWSoKVwA
9thCZOUBfb5HHoBRfCjW8SRJnbYNDswCcCJQhTRD/Zif/KzpJoCRKdRCcpLfKcCBiZxB94jHoeHC
TsBAJrhMKjQnBtxBgtJIxhjBHaBCxpgBCIgWKSoIKTaEm+UHSS7DJpyBJNTCJkzDkeImd2DM/Nwu
hBaQ/OgqUsgt6AZUwkyDrnrPKCYM8W1BgtgIAhnRL/BBnZXUFlCS2WTks8zAkGgRcxwCtExRkpVh
EbxBokaAKYwqZyIJCHzcIVjKohhBCczSEV2A/N5HEVwAAXDms+QStCgKldzHE5XZE23BGxyCLaTL
+zKH/yUZ2TXobH6UQMCUWfwV7/udggkkhKEmRMJoQZv2rm2egZsNVPy53zJokxGAQN8cBc3UAJIs
n4lUwiNEWsjgxEANDJ5hjDnp4QToFc/AyEz4QRBkDxoFIirk0S9IgsAwwshUAkB5UwTslRRMoAoM
FA9vU8DuGS70jQozCIoAheigQV+kQhqMxwaozMAQ1ElNwRzIAU40K05sgQRkACPQAQ4YAQYEwyQY
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QRoYwyREQB7wwpm4AgWETEkxgiLYhDiZlE5wRxGsLhzoagTE5xZ47xb0wBtUsnVlJA+Z7Qc8XyVB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--=====================_851897438==_
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 16:49:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:08:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

To the originator of the following posting
(I am not sure if it is Rob or Francisco...my apologies.),

Pleased be advised that the following comments are not in support of any
UFO organization specifically but, are rather, made regarding certain
specific points you have made in this post. Whoever wrote this sounds like
an honest person and so am I.

Jerry Cohen
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

>Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 23:22:14 -0500 (EST)
>From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members
>Should Know

>From: Rob McConnell <misterx@WarpLink.com>

>I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" that the writer is
>trying to pass the buck of the poor reporting of UFO by the media to the
>source where it actually belongs.....people within so-called UFO
>organizations who have no idea of what they are looking for or looking at.

JC:   In a number of instances one can agree. Historically speaking,
verified, legitimate UFO sightings number a relatively small percentage.

........

>A perfect example of this is when there were multiple sightings over the
>Gulf of Mexico from the beaches of Florida and Alabama. The sights were
>rather spectacular to those who made the initial reports, the home
>videographers as well as the "self acclaimed ufologists" who "documented"
>these mysterious lights in the sky. The roblem is that they should have
>investigated the matter before releasing their "misinformation" to the
>media. They were not UFO's but NASA launches that are done from the back
>of a 747 at 40,000 feet. .......

JC:   O.K.

>Now, as a journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist, I too am
>concerned with the misinformation that gets to the media and the manner in
>which members of "ufology reporting clubs" gather their information and
>distribute it with their own hidden agendas.

JC:   O.K. And these agendas, are they all the same for each and every one
of these groups?

>Over the years, I have had several members of UFO clubs, or as they are
>refered to in the Niagara Area "coffe club members"

JC:   By whom?

>who have taken
>photographs of "strange lights" over Lake Ontario. These people, by their
>own admission and the presentation of "UFO Club" membership cards to the
>media, have dampened the credibility of UFO researchers who actually know
>what they are doing - and there are not many of them.

JC:   Ah, but you yourself have admitted there are at least "some." As a
matter of fact, there are specific reasons, historically speaking, why this
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entire situation exists as it does today. The reasons have been clearly
laid out in a reply I posted to James Oberg (NASA) in rebuttal to an essay
he posted regarding Astronaut Gordon Cooper. Mr. Oberg's essay, because of
a lack of adequate historical knowledge concerning the subject of UFOs,
contained areas of misinformation which led him to make certain "incorrect"
statements. I was wondering if you ever read the Oberg/Cooper series? If
not, I'd be happy to forward it to you.

>On one show, a Director of an International UFO Organization who was
>identified in a recent book as having video tape footage of the
>Brookhaven, Long Island incident, told me that in order to try and get to
>the bottom of the Area 51 mystery, he actually tresspassed on private
>property and was proud of it. He was a person who was saying that the
>conspiracy of the Area 51 was against the law in the manner that the
>government was hiding the truth from their citizens. I asked him, "so,
>inorder to prove that the government is breaking the law and that there is
>a conspiracy, it's alright for you to tresspass on the private property of
>the US Government there by breaking the law?" There was a pause and no
>answer was brought forthwith.

JC:   I personally believe this is a point well-taken. None of us should be
breaking the law.

>There are also the hundreds of "ufologist" who have no idea what they are
>looking at and since they cannot identify it, it must be a ufo....please!

JC:   Actually, to them, if they could not identify it, it was in fact an
Unidentified Flying Object.

>The majority of the "members of Ufology clubs" have no idea about the
>proper procedures for taking photographs, the proper use of 35 mm cameras,
>nor the use of home video equipment.

JC:   People that belong to any organization are simply people. They are
human. How about the ones that follow the proper procedures for taking
photographs, properly use 35 mm cameras & home video equipment? By
percentages alone they can't all be incompetent. I do not think that most
people will agree that they are all quite as inept as you are portraying
them.

>On a national newscast, one scientist
>stated that if you want to see a UFO, it seems all you have to do is pay
>the annual fee to a UFO Organization and you can call yourself a UFO
>Researcher - balderdash.

JC:   First of all, seeing a UFO and being a researcher are two different
things. You are making a blanket statement here to cover "everyone" but
this is a generality. How about the legitimate researchers? Whether few or
not, these researchers do exist and have discovered some very "interesting"
facts of which most people, including some "well-known" commentators on the
subject, are not fully aware.

"These people have the same IQ as the people
>throughout the mid-western states who are parked in their pick-ups,
>drinking a 60 oz of their favourite mash and then claim to see a UFO.

JC:   Are you saying that all mid-western folks who park in pick-ups all
drink 60 oz of "whatever" and are sub intelligent? I don't wish to cause
you any difficulty, however, a few mid-westerners may take offense to this
remark.

>In fact," he continued, "I would believe the people in the pick-up before I
>would consider the report of a UFO organization member simply because, the
>people in the truck did not have to pay a fee to become a UFO
>'researcher'...."

JC:   In other words, in your mind, any person who belongs to a UFO
organization falls into this category, even if he is an intelligent,
legitimate researcher who has joined to keep in touch with what people are
claiming has occurred and to receive a particular group's journal to that
end? I would hope this is too generalized for most people's thinking. Hmmn?
How about people who earn money for the articles and books they write?
Should we disqualify them as well? By your logic, they too are tainted.
That would eliminate an awful lot of people.

>The author of this article used an example of how Walt Andrus of MUFON was
>approached by a reporter from a newspaper in Pensacola, Florida, who
>wanted to interview him on the Gulf Breeze sightings. The fact that he
>absolutely claimed to know nothing about the case is a way that reporters
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>feel out the credibility of the source, which is done daily....not only to
>the poor people of MUFOn, but to other people who have in the news, with
>newsworthy stories.....stories that can be authenticated. We are no longer
>in the days of blind reporting. Sorry.

JC:   By the way, as I mentioned at the outset, I am not a member of MUFON
so these next comments are not coming from a "MUFONite" and thus biased in
this regard.

Are you saying you know the specific reporter that interviewed Mr. Andrus
had researched his facts and had a solid background in UFO history? I am
sure what you have said is true about many honest journalists and
reporters.   However, although you may not want to believe what was written
in "Handling the news media......," I have a friend who had a first hand
experience with this exact sort of thing. (It had nothing to do with UFOs.)

The friend was a musician in a band that was playing at a large prestigious
museum in NYC. A reporter covering the scene came up and started talking to
the group asking each member of the group various questions.  The group was
thrilled to be interviewed by the reporter and to be performing in this
place as it was a prestigious engagement which could generate much more
work for them.  As the band members were standing together, the friendly
reporter asked several of them how they liked playing in this particular
museum. The majority, said they were thrilled. One of the band members
agreed wholeheartedly with the others and then mentioned, as an aside,
"musically it is a little difficult for us to perform here as the acoustics
of the museum, with its high ceilings, create a lot of echo making it
difficult for us to hear ourselves as we are playing. But everything is
going well and we are really happy to be here. People seem very pleased."

That comment was the only negative thing any of the band members had to say
about their experience performing in the museum. The "friendly" reporter
and band parted congenially and several days later, an article appeared in
a well-known newspaper. Much to their consternation, the following headline
appeared: "NAME OF MUSEUM ... not good enough for NAME OF BAND."  The
entire article had a completely negative bias and ruined that band's
chances for further work from that museum. Evidently, the reporter was
looking for something that he could use to prove to his boss that he was a
great investigative reporter and that the boss should use him in this
capacity. It didn't matter whether the truth was bent out of shape a little
bit. This event was related to me by a friend whom I know very well, is a
really nice person, generally open and honest and proves to me, what many
people have learned if they have a job that deals with people, that this
does happen, and more often than some of us would like to admit.

>This article is the ufologists guide to self destruction and if a member
>of a UFO organization wants to have himself/herself taken seriously - then
>take the time and the patience to properly gather the evidence pertaining
>to the sighting.

JC:   Allowing that the group in question may have misidentified the
object(s) in question; Shouldn't a good reporter cross-check external
sources before he reports his material to make sure the material he has
printed or reported is correct? It doesn't seem as though erroneous
reporting is solely the province of the UFO organization or group who was
interviewed.

Don't forget the basic questions in jounralism and
>broadcasting: WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? WHY? HOW?
>
>Ironically the majority of UFOLOGIST scream for Freedom of Information to
>expose the alleged government conspiracy.

JC:   Actually it was legitimate research by legitimate scientists that led
them to that conclusion. One of them was a consultant to the Air Force for
approximately 20 years.

>Well "light watchers".....haven't you heard of FREEDOM OF THE PRESS?
>Besides, the media is responsible fo rwhat they print and air - unlike the
>reports that "the majority" of ufo researchers take.

JC:   To a point, concerning things that can be easily proven and verified.
But a reporter is human and can be as biased as the next person.

>The difference is - professionalism.

JC:   Ah, yes.. that we were all as professional as each other. Does this
mean that all reporters are totally professional all of the time?

Just because you pay a fee does not
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>make you an expert.

JC:   Absolutely.

>The knowledge that you seek can only be obtained
>through credible courses. Please, CONSUMERS BEWARE - people in authority
>will not take you seriously unless you can present your article, your
>report or your "evidence (?)" in a credible manner.

JC:   I have to again ask whether you read my "Oberg/Cooper series." The
research that went into it was most thorough and credible. Footnotes were
abundant and all material spoken about within can be totally verified as to
their authenticity.

>And one more bit of information, there is something called a "PSE"
>psychological strss evaluator" that i sused to electronically tell based
>on simple question asked in the preamble of the interview or reporting of
>an event that various people use to authenticate the callers credibility
>before the matter is even considered as news worthy.

JC:   Sounds like the same electronic gadget that was used to verify
statements Travis Walton made regarding his UFO case in 1975. I am sure it
works.

Thank you for taking the time to read my reply to your posting. Let me know
if you would like a copy of that series. I also have Mr. Oberg's original
essay if you so desire it.

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 29

Re: Subscribe UFO UpDates

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:09:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:09:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Subscribe UFO UpDates

At 22:15 12-29-96 GMT, you wrote:

>Hi,

>Could you subscribe me to the UFO UpDates mailing list.

You may have noticed it has been done. <G>

Welcome to the List

ebk
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Re" Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 13:49:00 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:06:32 -0500
Subject: Re" Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:
>
> Thanks to Steve Wingate for the lead on
> the following:

> ebk
> _____________________________________________

> From: The 'Insearch of...' Website
>       Established by Dr. Dan Woolman, Ph.D. Physics

> http://www.in-search-of.com/frames/hamilton/ancientaircraft_nf.html

> -----

Before we go riding off into the clouds on Vimanas, maybe Drs. Hover and
Woolman could tells us what the documenters of this temple interpreted
this panel to mean.  Seems to me we need to hear both sides before we
ride away on a cloud of speculation.

Jan Aldrich
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Malta UFO Research Web Site URL change

From: John Joseph Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.omnes.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 18:20:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:03:49 -0500
Subject: Malta UFO Research Web Site URL change

NOTICE : Malta UFO Research Web Site URL change

Malta UFO Research's web site has moved to a more efficient, high-speed
server based in the US.  We now have our own domain name!

Please change your links or bookmarks to point to the new URL as the old
address will become invalid soon.

  Malta UFO Research - http://www.mufor.org/

Besides information on UFO sightings over the Maltese Islands, our site
has a number of Mars & Lunar anomalies pages which are an excellent
"starting point" for anyone who wants to know what is going on in
this area of research.

At our pages you may sign 2 petitions coordinated by Aaron Johnson asking
NASA to rephotograph the Cydonia region on Mars and land Mars Pathfinder
there.  To date, 860 people have already accessed the petitions.

We are also the home of The ________ Project, a small group of people
who are trying to privately send a small spacecraft to Mars.  We have
been told that this is impossible, but we'll try all the same and with
your help we may succeed! Check out the Project Naming competition.

 The _________ Project - http://www.mufor.org/mars.html

If lunar anomalies or TLPs (Transient Lunar Phenomena) interest you,
then be sure to visit the Transient Lunar Phenomena database transcribed
from NASA Technical Report R-277.  With 579 reports from 1540 to 1969,
this is the only resource of its kind on the WWW!

  NASA Technical Report R-277 - http://www.mufor.org/tlp/lunar.html

Are you looking for a UFO book? Then visit our book store! In association
with Amazon.com, we are offering some 45 UFO related books for sale and
this number is always on the increase. Amazon.com is the largest and
best on-line book store, so you won't be disappointed if you place an
order with them through our page!

  Book Store - http://www.mufor.org/store.html

And finally .. visit our sponsor, DataPadd Computer Systems at :

  DataPadd Computer Systems - http://www.mufor.org/datapadd/

Season's Greetings from everyone at Malta UFO Research!!

.----------------------------------------------------.
*               ~ MALTA UFO RESEARCH ~               *
*  Researcher & Investigator : John Joseph Mercieca  *
'----------------------------------------------------'
*MUFOR Web site: http://www.mufor.org/               *
*TLP Database  : http://www.mufor.org/tlp/lunar.html *
*E-mail        : mufor@maltanet.omnes.net            *
*IRC Channel   : #cydonia (on Undernet)              *
*Fax           : + 356 456729                      .'--------------.
*Mobile        : 099 0756                          * "Either these *
*Postal Address: P.O. Box 14, Rabat RBT 01, MALTA. *  features on  *
'------.-------------------------------------------.'    Mars are   *
       * natural and this investigation is a complete waste of time,*
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       *or they are artificial and this is one of the most important*
       *      discoveries of our entire existence on Earth."        *
       *   - RICHARD C.HOAGLAND on the MONUMENTS of CYDONIA, MARS   *
       '------------------------------------------------------------'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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E.T. finally calls...a true believer collects

From: legion@werple.net.au (John Stepkowski)
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 06:27:01 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:07:26 -0500
Subject: E.T. finally calls...a true believer collects

Hi All...

Rumour has it that Mr [Joseph] Carpenter tried to contact
Ray Santilli about his "abduction on video" footage a few weeks ago.

Perhaps one of Mr Santilli's colleagues could shed some light on (or
squelch) this rumour.

Thanks,
        John

----------------------------------------------------------------------

>From _The Sunday Age_, (Melbourne), 29 Dec., 1996; p. 9

        E.T. finally calls . . . and a true believer collects

 London:

 AN INSURANCE policy against being "abducted, impregnated or eaten
 by aliens" always seemed a poor Investment for the holder.

    But now it is unusual risks insurer Goodfellow Rebecca Ingrams
 Pearson Ltd (GRIP) that seems to have received the worst of the
 deal.

    Company managing director Simon Burgess today announced the
 payment of L1 million (pounds) on an "honest claim" by
 policyholder Joseph Carpenter, who provided the underwriters with
 a transparent, webbed claw as proof of his ordeal.

    "The insurance industry gets a lot of flak for not paying out
 on policies, but we deserve some credit too when we do fork out,"
 Burgess said.

    GRIP, which made its name offering bizarre policies including
 one for virgins concerned about immaculation (sic) conception,
 handed over the cheque on Christmas Eve, he said.

    Carpenter, a self-styled "hardcore UFOlogist", said his ordeal
 began during a "sky search" with friends near RAF Lyneham in
 Wiltshire on the night of 14 November.

    The group spotted a "triangular craft" that Carpenter, who paid
 a L100 annual premium on the standard contingency policy,
 approached while his colleagues filmed him.

    "An intense beam of light shone on me and I was physically
 lifted off the ground and passed out," he said.

    "All this was captured on film.  When I woke up I was in a
 rather surreal place.

    "It was like a dome with greenhouse vegetation for miles
 around.  I was then approached by an orange luminous object.

    "I was just blinded by the light and then I felt the presence
 of someone behind me.
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    "When I turned around there was an extraterrestrial entity with
 a triangular head, two tiny slit nostrils and olive, dolphin-like
 skin.

    "It scared the hell out of me and I lashed out and it said
 telepathically 'don't be afraid!  We mean you no harm'.

    "I passed out.  I presume it put me to sleep and when I woke up
 I was back on terra firma."

    At first Carpenter, a 23-year-old electrician from Enfield,
 North London, thought he had been dreaming, but then he noticed
 a claw stuck in his coat sleeve.

    "It was transparent like cling-film and webbed," he said.

    The claw was examined by an unnamed Cambridge biologist as
 part of the verification procedure for Carpenter's claim, Burgess
 said.

    The testimony of four witnesses and the video and photographs
 of the abduction were also required as proof by GRIP, he said.

    He said the evidence was now the subject of intense
 negotiations with an American media organisation in an effort by
 the underwriters to recoup some of its losses.

    Carpenter, who believed he might also have been involved in
 time travel during his ordeal, which he thought lasted 10 minutes
 but which his friends timed at three-quarters of an hour, now
 planned to begin spending his windfall on a UFO-spotting holiday
 in Bermuda.

                                               - Press Association

--

                    *------------------------------*
                    |..............................|
                    |.... legion@werple.net.au ....|
                    |..............................|
                    *------------------------------*
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 13:17:56 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:04:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

I would like to discuss some of the points that Steven Powell brought up
a little later.  However, I would like to throw out some more half-baked
ideas.

1.  LARGE NUMBER OF REPORTS:

The actual number of ufo reports is unbelievably huge.  Few, I think,
realize the sheer number of reports.  Vallee, Don Johnson, Barry
Greenwood, and some of our French colleagues probably have an idea.  Most
reports become IFOs, but it is easy to become bogged down in these IFOs.
Reading some of Ruppelt's papers it can be seen, by Sep-Oct 1952 he was
very discouraged about the great amount of useless data, contradictory
eyewitness testimony, and just plain foolishness that he wanted to chuck
the whole thing and go to an instrumentation only study.

Previously, his idea was to get as much data as possible.  It then might
be possible, he thought, to find reports of the same object, establish
trajectories, get triangulations, etc.  The Air Force subscribed to a
clipping service.  It was cancelled because it brought in too much data.
 Some of the clippings (very, very few) were used in the Batttelle study.
 However, the surprising thing is that Battelle did not use this data as
a check against the Air Force files.  The USAF data was bias because many
of the reports were from official sources around military and official
installations which were forced to report ufos by regulation while public
reports were voluntary.  If the same analysis were done using clipping
service reports, what patterns would appear?  (I think from the beginning
the Air Force realized that they might be sitting on a volcano.  MAJ GEN
Cabell wrote in Nov 1948, "It has been pointed out to the Press that
these article [flying saucer articles] would necessarily be speculative
in nature and would probably result in a flood of reports, making
analysis and evaluation of 'flying saucer' reports increasingly
difficult."  (I will post this Air Staff Summary Sheet, shortly.)

Fortunately computer analysis has become cheap.  For resource strapped
ufology it is possible now to run better computer studies on a PC than
Battelle ever imagined in 1952.

2.  RELIABILITY AND CREDITABILITY

Vallee, Berliner, Hynek and others have addressed this in different ways.
 The posting from Tom Rice discussed the military intelligence system.
In any database, this necessarily subjective determination, should be
taken into account.  Don Berliner told me that when the UFO EVIDENCE was
written about 6000 reports were screened first for reliable witnesses.
The reports selected were then checked for patterns.

3.  The early discussions and papers of the Condon committee seemed to
indicate that they recognized they knew they were dealing with a small
residuum of reports that contained the problem.

However, statements by committee members and Craig particularly do not
indicate that recognition.

  "There is not use dealing with McDonald's cases.  If we knock down his
20 best cases he will just bring us 20 more."  Using McDonald's cases
would have been a shortcut, the committee would not have to eliminate the
IFOs, and McDonald would give them scientifically interesting cases.

  "Most of the incidents in the 1967 wave fell apart on investigation."
So what!  We know that there is a small percentage of cases that
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represent the problem.

  The Condon report suffers from this lack of focus, focus on that which
earlier discussion had decided was the problem" the residuum.  Everything
but the kitchen sink is discussed in the report: crackpot items, trivial
cases and truly puzzling reports.

  Richard Hall told me an interesting anecdote.  Hall was at the
University of Colorado for a time.  You wouldn't know this from reading
the Condon report or Craig's book.  One day Low was complaining about
photographic analysis.  He had a large pile of photographs on his desk,
and said he could not figure out which one they should put their time
into.  Hall picked them up, looked at them, and place them in two piles.
 He told Low based on NICAP's studies one pile would be highly
interesting while the other contained items that were almost certainly
hoaxes or natural phenomena.  Low shuffled the two piles together and
continued with his lament.  Why take advise from someone who has had
experience in the area?

3.  USAF, MOD, DND, ETC., STATISTICS

   Just about everyone is impressed by statistic.  In the CIA analysis of
the 1952 wave, they saw the AF claim of "only" 20% unexplained as
evidence that the AF was on the right track.  The CIA thought however,
that the AF did not pay enough attention to possible patterns in the ufo
data.  The small percent of unidentifieds is always a reason to reject
any further study.

    According to NBC News astronomers have announced over 50 times that
they have found planets circling around other stars.  All announcements
prior to 1994 were shown to be questionable.  Most "detections" were due
to man made or natural causes.  So using the ufo analogy, actual
detections are a small percent of all detection and should be discarded.
"But some are confirmed by independent sources."  Ever hear this when you
were a child, "One lies and the other swears to it."  Very unfair of me,
however, some scientists have used similar arguments.

    In 1966 I worked in data reduction on a nuclear particle experiment
at MIT.  Out of the over quarter of a million events we had, less than
two percent were usable.  Nowhere in the papers on this experiment--and
several Phd dissertations were submitted from the results--was the small
amount of usable data as a percent of total data collected discussed.

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident

From: legion@werple.net.au
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 05:38:34 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:05:37 -0500
Subject: Re: #1 The Lesotho Incident

Hi Joachim..

Regarding.

 > From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
 > Date: 26 Dec 96 21:15:00 +0000
 > Subject: #1 The Lesotho Incident
 > Organization: Welt am Draht
 > To: updates@globalserve.net

 > **********************************************************************
 >                                 *News*
 >                              *from the*
 >                  *International Roswell Initiative*
 >                                *IRI*

 [...]

 > *We all should stay side-by-side* - not divded in several groups
 > which follow only their own interest - but as individuals, inhabitants
 > of this planet, living beings without political, ideological or
 > religious differences who declare their native right to know what is
 > going on - the truth - which is out there.

The Truth may be out there, but so are the hucksters, liars and hoaxers.
This is something we all must be aware of too.

 > *2. The Documents*

 > On June 21st, 1996, something weird happened. In the morning of this
 > day the postman delivered a big brown envelope to Hans-Juergen
 > Kyborg's address. The address sticker was written with a machine and
 > showed a mixture of Hans' and my name. The stamp showed that is was
 > mailed somewhere in the southern parts of Germany. There was no sender
 > on the envelope, it was anonymous.

Cynthia Hind, the Zimbabwe-based UFO researcher, received her copy of
these "documents" back in February.  She undertook an extensive reasearch
effort which led her to conclude they were fake.  She also learned that at
the time the documents were posted - from South Africa - a certain James
van Greunen was visiting there.

 > Well, take a deep breath - we did several. As Retyi, Stein and Kopp
 > found out by their research, "ROLD" is the short form of "Recovery Of
 > Lesotho Disk" and the term "Illuminated Nine" is used for a group
 > of high ranked Generals and Politicians, among them the former
 > Presidents Botha and deKlerk.

Did this research involve asking van Greunen?

 > The last copied page of the material is a letter  from  within the
 > South African Intelligence Service regarding a "Major... Van Greunen/
 > ..." who because of a meeting with the German National Intelligence
 > Service has "...now become a security risk to our service."

 > "We advise that Major...Van Greunen /... be suspended from the
 > intelligence service for an indefinite period with IMMEDIATE EFFECT,
 > pending information obtained ... on ... return to South Africa on 08
 > February 96."
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This is a fascinating revelation.  In 1989 van Greunen was in London
claiming to be "on the run" from the South African secret service after
he'd blown the lid off another alleged UFO retrieval, the so-called
"Kalahari crash".  Van Greunen allegedly escaped to Germany soon after,
and at the time of his "defection" he claimed the rank of Captain.
According to these latest "documents" van Greunen is now a _Major_.

There was a time when betraying "Ultra Top Secrets" meant a firing
squad; now you get a promotion!  The peace-time military, eh?  What a
bunch of pussy cats...

 [...]

 > At the beginning we kept completely quiet.  We looked around if there
 > would be any news about an UFO crash in South Africa but found nothing.
 > No reports in the media, no new mails, nothing in the Internet, no
 > articles in the UFO magazines.

There was a lengthy article about the Lesotho documents in the July '96
issue of Cynthia's _UFO AFRINEWS_.

 [...]

 > Seven years ago, in May 1989, another crash had happened, the so-
 > called "Kalahari Incident". Most of the researchers were convinced
 > that this was a hoax. Only a few, who dealt with all the facts such as
 > the British researcher Anthony Dodd, remain steadfast that actually an
 > unidentified extraterrestrial  craft was shot down by the South
 > African Air Force at that time.

Van Greunen admitted to Michael Hesemann that he'd faked the Kalahari
documents.

 > According to new information provided by the source of the Lesotho
 > Incident the craft of the Kalahari-Incident was shot down by squadron
 > leader Gerald Peter Goosen with a "Thor-2-Weapon" which  was fixed at
 > his Mirage jet. The "Thor-Weapon" was a MASER-gun built in the "Thor"
 > factory in Johannesburg.

Another original claim from van Greunen.  I don't suppose van Greunen
explained how this amazing new energy-hungry device was powered and
attached to the airframe of a Mirage, a single-engined fighter not known
for its large payload capacity?

 [...]

 > In the next and last part (#3 The Lesotho Incident) of this report I
 > shall translate for you what Andreas von Retyi wrote about the sources
 > of the information.  Though this source is known as the main
 > protagonist of the "Kalahari Incident" and many thought of this
 > source to be a liar, it seems as if we have to take the source as it
 > is: a character with many colours

A self-confessed document forger.

 > on the brink of the intelligence world

A claim he never produced any evidence to support.

Joachim, I'll append a copy of Cynthia's early report on the Lesotho
material and I'd urge you to contact her, asap.  It would be a shame for
an endeavour as worthy as IRI to entangle itself in the promotion of
another van Greunen hoax.

 - John
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 44

From: Masinaigan@aol.com
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 16:00:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 19:10:29 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 1, Number 44

                                        UFO ROUNDUP

Volume 1, Number 44                                       December 29, 1996
Editor: Masinaigan                                            FREE

REPUTED ALIEN CAPTURED IN NORTHERN ISRAEL

     On Saturday night, December 21, 1996, residents of Ahyud,
a village just outside the city of Akko in northern Israel called the
police to report "luminescent blue disks" flying over their farms.

     At 11 p.m., Mrs. Zyona Damti, 34, looked out a window and
saw "an alien" standing in front of her father-in-law's barn.  She
described the entity as 20 centimeters tall and "humanoid: head,
trunk, two arms, small hands, two large black eyes.  The color
was greenish--the umbilicus was clearly visible."  Mrs. Damti told
her father-in-law what she had seen, but he replied that "it was
nothing."

     At 8 a.m. the following morning, December 22, Mrs. Damti
went outside and found the entity lying on the ground in a large
pool of "green liquid."  She called the police.  Responding to the
call were Officer Asher Ben Ezra and his partner.  Shortly after
the officers confirmed the claim, over 50 Israeli journalists
converged on the scene.

     Barry Chamish, who covered the incident for Israel's
Magazin 2000, interviewed Yisrael Damti, Zyona's husband, who
said, "You'd better hurry.  The body is disintegrating quickly.
Most of the head has melted away."

     The Damtis put the body in their freezer to halt decomposition.
By that time, the remains had shrunk from 20 to 5 centimeters.
At 2 p.m., the remains were taken to Technion University in
Haifa.

     Also on the scene was reknowned psychic Uri Geller, who
reportedly suggested that the Damtis call in NASA.  Despite
many requests from the media, Yisrael Damti allegedly refused
to permit the entity to be photographed before the autopsy began
at the university.

     Not everyone believes the remains to be those of an
extraterrestrial.  Dr. Fischman told Barry Chamish, "What you
have here is a lizard which hatched too early.  It is covered in a
multi-layered gelatinous sac.  When it shed the sac, it left
amniotic fluid" all over the ground.

     Doron Rotem, who investigated the case for the Israeli
Association for UFO Studies, said he believed the remains to
be the embryo of "a chameleon or a salamander."

     The case received a big play in the Israeli media, with TV
coverage on Channels 1 and 2 and hourly broadcasts on the
Galey Zahal (Israeli Armed Forces Radio).  As a result, more
people came forward with UFO stories.
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     A farmer in Ahyud said aliens had stolen 18 of his sheep
the night of December 21.

     In the nearby Arab town of Tamra, an Arab shepherd
reported that his sheep had been stolen, too.

(See the following Israeli newspapers for December 24, 1996:
Maariv, the Jerusalem Post and Yediot Achronoyt.  Many
thanks to Dr. Leon Liebrecht and Barry Chamish for this story.)

LEAR JET VANISHES OVER NEW ENGLAND

     On Tuesday, December 24, 1994, a Lear jet operated by
Aircraft Charter Group of Bridgeport, Connecticut contacted the
local airport in Lebanon, New Hampshire and requested
permission to land.  Aboard the aircraft were two men, Johan
Schwartz and Pat Hayes, both from Connecticut.

     According to airport manager Timothy J. Edwards, the
plan was on IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) due to the light rain
and severe fog covering the upper Connecticut River valley.
The twin-engined jet attempted to land at 9:45 a.m. but
missed its approach and went around once more.

     As the plane reached a point six miles northwest of the
airport, approaching White River Junction, Vermont, the town
across the river from Lebanon, it vanished from the radar
screen.

     "Jay Fitzgerald, a maintenance supervisor at the airport,
said he became concerned after hearing 'non-standard
tower communications.'  'The tower was talking to the aircraft
and then he wasn't so (the controller) asked another aircraft
to hail (the pilot), and that's non-standard,' Fitzgerald said."

     "He said rescuers were focusing their search on Moose
Mountain, a 2,341-foot mountain that towers over a surrounding
1,200-foot ridge not far from the tiny airport."

     "Rebecca Morgan, an airport employee, said the jet's
disappearance had everyone mystified."

     "'There's been no sign of a crash,' Morgan said.  'We've
gotten no calls from people about any loud noises or fires.
At this point it's pretty much a mystery.'" (See the Boston,
Mass. Herald for December 25, 1996)

     A two-day search of the area between White River
Junction, Norwich and West Hartford failed to find a single
piece of wreckage.

     On Thursday, December 26, a helicopter equipped with
infrared heat-seeking equipment from the New York Air
National Guard joined the search.

     As of this moment, Sunday, December 29 at 10:30 a.m.,
both Schwartz and Hayes and their aircraft are still missing.

(Editor's Note: White River Junction is a notorious UFO
hotspot, with sightings dating back to September 1908.)

CHINESE JET REPORTS AERIAL COLLISION WITH UFO

     On Thursday, December 19, 1996, a Boeing 757-200
operated by China's Southern Airlines took off from Beijing
on a routine flight south to Wuhan, the capital of Hubei
province.  As the jetliner reached an altitude of 9,600 meters
(31,500 feet), the copilot spotted a bright flash in the sky
just ahead of them.  A silver-gray metallic UFO struck the
top of the 757's cockpit, cracking the outer windshield.  The
pilot immediately declared an in-flight emergency and
radioed Beijing's Capital International Airport, requesting
permission to land.  The plane landed safely ten minutes
later.  The incident was briefly reported in the Yangcheng
Evening News, picked up by Reuters and included in their
report for December 26, 1996.  (Thanks to Errol Bruce-Knapp
of UFO Updates for this story.)
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UFO SPOTTED IN CENTRAL GEORGIA

     On Saturday, December 21, 1996, at 10:30 p.m., a man
and woman living near Bullard, Georgia (population 275) saw
a UFO hovering near the southern perimeter of Robins Air
Force Base.

     "The sky was clear and visibility excellent," reported
Brenda Hughes.  "We went outside to take a look at the
weather.  I noticed Paul looking at something in the sky.  He
said, 'There is something up there, and it's not a plane.'  He
works at Robins AFB and knows every plane that flies.  I
joined him, and we watched it hover just south of the base.
We watched it for almost three minutes.  It would appear and
then disappear.  It had lights that went all around it.  And a
red light with the white lights.  It was my husband's first
sighting."  (Email Interview)

UFO VISITS ARIZONA POW-WOW

     On Sunday afternoon, December 15, 1996, at 2:29 p.m.,
UFO researcher Bill Hamilton was watching a Native American
dance at the Indian Market at South Mountain Park in
Phoenix, Arizona when he sighted a UFO.

     "I gazed up at the crescent moon and saw a round, silvery
object moving south at about 5 degrees below the moon.  It
made no sound and had no wings or appendages.  Just below
it, seemingly separated from the object, was a blinking green
light (not like an aircraft light).  It seemed to be signalling or
just blinking.  The object moved slowly to a dead stop and
hovered.  Then it just vanished from sight.  Sighting time--
approximately 10 to 15 seconds."  (Email Interview)

SIGHTINGS CONTINUE IN THE CAMARILLO AREA

     On Tuesday, December 24, 1996, the bright white UFO
seen earlier this month returned to its haunts in Camarillo,
California (population 37,732).  The UFO appeared at
4:45 p.m.

     On Wednesday, December 19, at 5:53 p.m., a similar
object was sighted by a couple in the nearby city of Santa
Barbara (population 74,542).  According to an eyewitness,
"My wife and I observed a very bright white light at about
60 degrees south.  Through binoculars we could not make
out a defined sharp edge--it looked fuzzy at the edges.  The
object was drifting slowly and linearly in an easterly direction.
Height could have been anywhere from 30,000 to 60,000 feet
(9,999 to 19,998 meters) but luminosity was very high.
Conditions were clear and excellent visibility due to low
humidity.  About 10 or 15 minutes after sunset, the intensity
instantaneously diminished to where it was barely visible as
a dot in the clear but darkening sky."

     In related news, MUFON investigator Mary Helen
Corrado's December 3rd videotape of the Camarillo UFO was
pronounced genuine by SVG Digital Systems, Inc.  In their
December 21 letter, the firm stated, "Analysis of the above
video indicates object is of a solid nature.  Its trajectory and
climb ascent indicate it is not a conventional aircraft...
Considering the frame movement (30 frames per second) its
speed is in the 4,000 to 6,000 mile-per-hour range."
(Many thanks for Mary Helen Corrado for this story.)

BLACK HELICOPTERS SEEN IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL

     On Friday, December 20, 1996, a mutilated cow was
found in an orange grove outside Angatuba, a rural town in
Brazil's Sao Paulo state.  The Policia Militar sealed off
the roads.  Less than 30 minutes later, people in the nearby
city of Itapetininga (population 110,000) saw three black
helicopters hovering over the city's Brazilian Navy base.
A few minutes later, two gray helicopters lifted off from the
base, and all five took off in the direction of Angatuba.

     "In Itapetininga," our informant reported, "it is most
unusual to see five helicopters in the air at the same time."
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     Itapetininga is 24 kilometers (15 miles) west of
Sorocaba, where a UFO was seen on October 5.
(Editor's Comment: Looks as if Delta Team is maintaining
a long-term presence in Brazil.)

MORE UFO SIGHTINGS IN BRITAIN

     On Thursday, December 26, 1996, two police officers
pursued a UFO in their cruiser near Britain's North Sea
coast.  Sgt. Steve King and PC Andy Collier of the Norfolk
police were on routine patrol along the shore when they
spotted "strange lights in the sky."  The officers chased the
object for ten miles until it "accelerated and flew away over
the North Sea" at Holt, Norfolk.

     The Norfolk police phoned the airport at Norwich and
learned that "no flights were in the vicinity."

     Police at Fakenham, Norfolk received 30 calls that
night from people claiming to have seen the UFO.

     Britain's Ministry of Defence (MoD) dismissed the
officers' report, claiming that the UFO was merely "a
combination of the 200-foot Boston Stump (cathedral)
and an electrical storm."  (See the Daily Mirror for
December 26, 1996)

     On Thursday, December 12, a man reported "bright
orange lights" over Shaftsbury.  The lights "grew in size"
and then "disappeared suddenly as they dipped down
towards the town."

     On November 21, at 10 p.m., a motorist returning
from Birmingham on Highway M54 "saw a bright green
star descend vertically on the horizon in the direction of
Shrewsbury."  As he drove onto the A5, he encountered
a roadblock and was diverted down A455 East.  While on
this road, he saw mysterious "extremely bright blue-white
flashes" on the horizon at Shrewsbury.

STRANGE DOINGS IN THE SAN LUIS VALLEY

     On Saturday, December 7, at 7:15 p.m., Douglas Hawk
left his home in Alamosa County, Colorado, just north of the
New Mexico state line, and "observed a solid, unblinking
orange light" traveling through the sky "from south to north."
The unblinking light did not resemble the standard FAA
warning lights on conventional aircraft.

     On Wednesday, November 20, at 7:12 p.m., the central
and southern San Luis Valley was rocked by a mysterious
sky boom.  The explosion was heard by Sherry Maxwell,
Brendan O'Brien, Monti Collins and Isadora and Brisa
Storey.

     On Monday night, November 18, Amy Syke spotted
"a triangle of white lights" flying over Saguache County,
heading west.  As they approached the mountain range,
the "lights broke apart and descended diagonally toward
the ground."

     Four days earlier, on November 14, at 7:12 p.m., UFO
witness Pat Richmond spotted 12 white vans with bright
red lights parked in Alamosa, Colorado (population 6,830).
The vehicles "looked suspicious," Ms. Richmond said.

(Many thanks to Christopher O'Brien, author of THE
MYSTERIOUS VALLEY, Bantam Books, 1996, for this
news update.)

(Editor's Note: White vans belonging to NASA were seen
in Republic, Washington on September 14, 1995 right
after a flurry of UFO reports from the Tonasket area.)

ROUNDUP CORRIGENDA:  In Issue #43, your editor
mistakenly credited the wrong person with ownership of
that excellent UFO Website at http:www.linex.com/ufo.
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Let's set the record straight right here.  The Website is
owned and operated by Steve Wingate, and the cited
article is only one of many available at this site.  Be sure
to stop by and browse them all.

MORE UFO WEBSITES

     For readers interested in the Comet Hale Bopp and its
alleged companion object, which some wag dubbed "the
Hale Mary," astronomer Chuck Shramek has photos and
commentary available at his new Website.  You'll find it
at

http://www.neosoft.com/~cshramek/

     UFO sightings in New York's Hudson River valley hold
top billing on Brian's Website.  Check it out at this URL:

http://members.aol.com/Brian3882.

     British ufologist Ian Read has started a new newsgroup.
For more info, check his site at

http://people.netcom.co.uk/i.read/

     And don't miss UFO ONLINE by Italian ufologist
Mauricio Verga.  This newly upgraded site offers up-to-date
information on Italian ufology and lets you look at documents
and review case histories and much more.  You'll find it at

http://www.oasi.asti.it/homes/CISU/english/ufo1.htm

RINGING DOWN THE CURTAIN ON 1996

     Well, this ends Volume 1 of UFO ROUNDUP.  It's
sometimes hard to believe how much the newsletter has
grown since February.  From its humble beginnings in the
Sightings chat room, UFO ROUNDUP has blossomed and
attracted readers from all over the world.  Outside the USA,
UFO ROUNDUP has subscribers in Britain, Canada, South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Israel, Italy, Malta,
Argentina, Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, France, India and
Malaysia.

     I would like to thank all of you who made it possible.
The "Majestic Ten" from the Sightings chat room, who first
encouraged me to launch the newsletter.  John C. Hayes,
who so generously allowed the newsletter to maintain an
archive at his Website, UFO INFO.  The 29,118 visitors to
the archive.  And, of course, all of you readers who send on
UFO stories and information.  You're the people who have
turned the Internet into a vital newsgathering tool.  You've
helped me cover the stories that Big Media refuses to
touch, the continuing drama of the Unidentified Flying
Object, which is often the story of ordinary people caught
up in extraordinary events.  Thank you all.

     Join us next week as we open 1997 with more
coverage of the UFO phenomenon.  Here's wishing all of
our readers a HAPPY NEW YEAR from "the paper that
goes home...UFO ROUNDUP."
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A little Something.....

From: Owen Morgan <ddraig@kuntrynet.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 21:33:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:40:35 -0500
Subject: A little Something.....

Alien propultion systems:

        A strange alien craft landed at a gas station. A hatch opened and
a dark eyed, grey thing glided out and started pumping gas into his ship.

        The cashier noticed the letters "UFO" printed on the side of the
ship, pushed the microphone button and said, "I'll bet that stands for
'Unidentified Flying Object'". "No" replied the creature, "it stands for
'Unleaded Fuel Only'!"

[ba-da-bing, ba-da-boom, tssshh.....]

Heres another:

A space-alien to his girl friend,
"Do you want to try that new restaurant on the Moon?"
I hear the food is good, but there is no atmosphere.

[ba-dum-pah]

Owen Morgan
ddraig@kuntrynet.com
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Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 23:32:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:41:25 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

As I catch up on some mail I missed, I see Michael Malone made a welcome
reappearance -- hi, Michael!

He was commenting on that vexed discussion of "self-claimed" abductees.
He agrees the term is negative, but thinks, reasonably enough, that I
went too far in saying "abductee" is a fair word to use for someone who
claims to have been abducted:

> I disagree with Greg on the issue that an abductee refers to someone who
> beleives they have been abducted but we have no evidence of the abduction.
> There are far to many who do not hold this view.  I think John Powell has
> the right of it when he attempts to clarify the lack of evidence for the
> abduction with a phrase like "self-claimed."  A better word, in my opinion,
> is alleged.

I think you're right, Michael. The word "abductee" literally means
someone who was abducted. Maybe those of us who think about these things
every day -- poor us! -- can finesse the literal meaning, and understand
that the people we're calling abductees can't prove their experience was
real.

Dunno about "alleged," though. That also sounds negative to me. The more
I think about this terminology business, the more I'm inclined to go
with "experiencer." It only says that someone has had this experience.
We can use the term with respect, while reserving judgement on exactly
what the nature of the experience is.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 04:03:08 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:46:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members

From: "MRGATE::"A1::MW1SHELTON"" <MW1SHELTON%MRGATE.A1.decnet@shawnee.edu>

From:   NAME: Mack Shelton                   <MW1SHELTON@A1@SPEEDY>
To:     WINS%"<d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>"@SPEEDY@MRGATE@SPEEDY

Bravo!!  Someone finally came out and told the real side of the story!!

I'm in the military, USN to be exact.  I also work as the editor-in-chief
of a newspaper and what you said about stories from the street can be
related to.  I get stories of all sorts from people who "are in the know"
but they turn out to be exaggerations of just plain lies.

Being in the military and holding a secret clearance in underwater
dyanimcs, I am obligated to certain classified materials.  I know the
security procedures about handling the things I know.  What the public
doesn't realize is just because it is classified as "SECRET" that doesn't
mean that the info contained in the secrecy has anything to do with any
cover up.

Case in point:  I was asked if my ship had any nuclear weapons on it.  At
the time (10 years ago, and the ship has since been sold to another
country), we had several, but I could not say if we did or if we didn't.
The standard response was and is, "I can neither confirm nor deny the
presence of nuclear weapons onboard the USS ----."

As far as receiving any reports about UFOs, in my area of Ohio we had
three cases, both of which were solved.  The first came when several small
groups of lights were seen rising up from a nearby field.  The second was
a group of lights hovering over the Ohio River.  A third happened down
river towards Cincinnatti when several small light were seen flying over
an island.

This is what each of them were:  1) The military WAS involved in the first
case. A group of reservists were out on weekend training and were firing
there rifles and using traces.  Traces produce a light when fired and at
night are particularly fascinating.  2) A "small" civilian film company
known as Fuji Films was flying their Fuji Blimp that night and the next
day for a promotional tour.  Blimps have billborad lighting (check out the
Goodyear blimp) 3) two kids were on the island and had tin cans with
candles in them.  They had a way to captuer the hot gas produced by the
candle flame, thus making an illuminous balloon.

See the trend?  Many people, reputable or not, make a "rush to judgement"
on things they don't understand.

I am not saying UFOs do exist and not that ALL sightings are explainable.
I believe that some form of life exits elsewhere, on the moon, Mars, in
the Crab Nebula, or in the ocean and rainforests.  But, until I see one, I
must be a little skepticle.

The military has their reasons for doing what they do.  Area 51, though
having the reputation of UFO studies, is a secret base UNKNOWN official by
Washington, D.C.  Why?  Simple.  Invent a car or a new shoe.  You do not
want the world to steal your secrets.  So, you devise a secret test bed to
study and enhance your designs.  Does the public scream and holler about
it?  Maybe not.  But mention something that flies and whatch out!  You'll
have every UFO enthusiats that follows the dreams and misgivings of Brad
Stieger in your face.
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Sincerely,

Mack W. Shelton, Jr.

USN / Editor-in-Chief: The Chronicle
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1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do'

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 03:43:01 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:45:26 -0500
Subject: 1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do'

From: Michael Ravnitzky <MikeRav@ix.netcom.com>

Important think tank Report on UFO's May Become Available Soon If You Ask
For It

In 1968, the Rand Corporation (now called the Rand Institute) published a
41-page technical report entitled:  UFO's:  What to Do.  the author of the
report was George Kocher.  The Rand Institute has kept the report secret
for 29 years, but many researchers would like to read it, and feel that
enough is enough.

[The Rand Institute is a nonprofit institute, thus it is subsidized in
part by not being required to pay taxes, thus subsidized by the taxpayer.]

Rand will release this report to the public if they feel that there is
enough interest from the public.  Just send a letter (preferred) or an
e-mail asking for a copy of the report UFO's:  What to Do, to:

Margaret E. Schumacher  <Margaret_Schumacher@rand.org>
phone:  310-393-0411 extension 7712
Manager, Publications Department
Rand Institute
P.O. Box 2138, 1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, CA  90407-2138

Her boss is Jon B. Hertzog  <Jon_Hertzog@rand.org>
Director of Information Services
at the same address
His phone number is 310-393-0411 ext 6977

Two other people who might make the decision to release this document:

Marcia Green <mgreen@monty.rand.org>, 310-393-0411 ext. 6855
and
Victoria Roberts <roberts@monty.rand.org>, 310-393-0411 ext. 6853

If you want it, you can get it.

|||||||||

My dear members, you know what to do . . .

Francisco
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 30

Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 00:02:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:42:46 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

Jorgen clarifies a point that, as he points out, I didn't quite
understand. (Again, apologies to all, I'm catching up with some old
mail.)

I had wondered what would happen if we showed a group of experiencers
various depictions of the standard gray alien. Would a majority pick one
as closest to what they say they've seen?

So Jorgen wrote:

> > > Alright if it was a single alien-person, but to me it sounds like
> > > showing a picture of a black man to a race of whites and they will go
> > > "Yeah! He's black alright!".
>
> > > I don't mean to offend you, but you're not talking about a person -
> > > you're talking about a whole supposed alien race here, right?
>

And later, to make sure I understood, he restated this way:

> Does all aliens look exactly the same (no individuals)? The descriptions
> vary a lot from what I've read and heard.

Hmmmm. Don't know about aliens as individuals, but I wonder if it
matters. Chimps and gorillas vary as individuals, as do baboons and
orangutangs. But each species has common characteristics.

So if someone who didn't know simian species well said "I saw an ape,"
you could show pictures of chimps, etc., until our observer says "That
one!" Meaning not that exact baboon, but definitely a baboon, as opposed
to a gorilla or rhesus monkey.

Of course, we're not dealing with a known species here! So the
enterprise is obviously more speculative. Still, I'd offer this thought.
The artists' representations of "grays" do vary. Some have rounder
heads, some more elongated heads...I guess I could pull out various
pictures and describe the differences in great detail. The Strieber
alien was, to my eye, more fetus-like than other representations I've
seen, and also struck me as having a narrower chin.

The differences -- assuming now for a moment that these aliens are in
fact real -- strike me as being greater than variations from one
individual to another. It's as if many people had seen a chimp, in a
world where primates other than humans didn't exist. No photos of the
chimp exist, so artists attempt to draw the chimp from the descriptions
given by people who've seen it. Naturally, they don't quite get it
right. Which drawing comes closest? Maybe it's the one picked by various
chimp-spotters, when they're shown a group of possibilities, and asked
to pick one.

As for variations between white and black people...yep, we've got that
on earth, but maybe they don't on Zeta Reticuli. In any case, there are
places on earth where people look far more alike than they do in New
York (to pick the human habitation I know best). I spent two weeks in
Japan once, and was amazed by a fact that's obvious, but not striking
until you actually see it: Virtually all Japanese have the same color
hair. That's quite different from what we see in western countries.

Maybe the grays, if they exist, are like Japanese...their coloring
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doesn't vary as much as ours does. Other features might vary less, too.
So your situation of the white people picking a black drawing might not
arise.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 30

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 00:50:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:43:38 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

Still catching up....and considering the question of alleged alien
writing.

Peter Brookesmith and John Powell made helpful comments about testing
claims that people have seen the same writing. Here's the gist of some
of it, with quotes mixed and matched from both gentlemen:

> Lacking the priceless MSS, John Powell suggests comparing 'original'
> and 'fresh' samples of alleged alien writing from each claimant (a
> vertical test) and then comparing these writings claimant v. claimant
> (an horizontal test).

> > We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
> > original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
> > character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
> > advance that example further in our dataset.

> So far so good, but you haven't any controls in this experiment. I'd
> suggest that an even more workable dataset would have a third axis,
> using the same abduction claimants and a control group of
> non-claimants (selection criteria to be agreed). AFTER the claimants
> have produced their "fresh" allegedly-alien scripts, you ask the
> claimants and the control group to write down their
> *impressions* of a couple of lines of writing in (a) the Greek
> alphabet (b) Arabic script (c) Hebrew alphabet (d) Chinese pictograms.
> It will be obvious to anyone who knows these scripts whether or not
> the writer is giving an impression or really knows them.

[snip]

 What they write doesn't
> have to make sense - we just want to know how accurately they recall
> details of unknown scripts that they have seen only casually.
> When they have completed their impressions, you show them a couple of
> lines of the real thing, for a couple of minutes or so, then ask them
> to reproduce them from memory. That gives you a measure of how
> accurate (compared to the generality, too) the claimants' memories for
> such things may be.

This is all a big plus. Anything that makes abduction research more
objective has to be welcome.

A couple of thoughts on it:

We're treading on a very tricky question here -- the nature and
functioning of memory. This isn't something the scientific world exactly
agrees on. Some memory researchers might suggest that the control-group
procedure ends up comparing apples and oranges. That is, innocent
controls are shown writing that doesn't use the roman alphabet. Then
they try to draw what they see, giving us some idea of how well people
remember what experiencers claim to remember when they reproduce what
they say is alien writing.

But the control group isn't under any stress. They're just shown what to
them are random symbols. There's no special reason why they should
remember them. But an experiencer, undergoing a real abduction (if
abductions in fact are real) would be under tremendous stress. There
would be every reason why things seen during the experience would stand
out in memory. Some memory researchers believe that traumatic memories
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behave differently from casual ones. If this is correct, abductees might
have better recall of writing seen during abductions than a casual
control group would of writing shown to them during an experiment.

There's also a notion of "state-dependent" memory -- if you're in a
particular mental state when you experience something, you remember it
suddenly when you're in that state again. This might be stretching a
point, but if abductions take place in an altered state of consciousness
(as they indeed seem to), then data could be recalled very sharply when
the experiencer again enters an similarly altered state of consciousness
-- under hypnosis. This would mean that writing seen during an abduction
could be sharply remembered under hypnosis, more sharply than writing
casually seen in an experiment would be. (If this notion of
altered-state abductions and hypnosis seems far-fetched, don't blame
only me. I cribbed the idea from Stewart Appelle, a genuine university
psychologist who edits the Journal of UFO Studies. It's in his piece in
the current volume about theories of abductions, and the evidence that
does or doesn't support those theories. VERY valuable reading!)

OK, moving right along...

Once the experiment is carried out, we'd have to clarify what
constitutes similarity. How do we measure it? What constitutes 80%
similarity, as opposed to 60% or 20%?

There's a procedure for doing that, which I'd strongly urge be adopted.
You need two or more independent observers, not part of the experimental
team. These would be people who've never seen the alleged writing
samples before. They'd each make separate judgements of each pair of
items we wanted to compare. They'd rank the similarity on a simple
scale, maybe one to five, with one meaning no similarity at all, and
five meaning very greatly similar. Then their numerical rankings are
averaged. That gives a reasonably independent and objective measure of
similarity. It's a standard procedure, used in social science research.

And it might be overkill to test whether people can remember Arabic or
Chinese. The supposed alien writing I've seen was much simpler than
Japanaese or Chinese or Hebrew or any earthly alphabet I've ever seen.
When I described it, I compared it to Morse Code. Morse Code has only
two elements -- dots and dashes. The supposed alien writing has more
elements than two, but not very many more. And they're combined into
"letters" more or less the way dots and dashes are combined in Morse
Code. Each "letter" (or most of the letters, anyway -- now my own memory
might not be totally accurate) is built from the same few easily
specifiable elements.

What that means is that this alleged alien writing easier to remember
than Russian or Korean writing. Anyone could look at Morse Code for two
minutes and then write out pages of an accurate imitation. The dots and
dashes might not mean anything, but there wouldn't be much doubt that
Morse Code was being imitated. Ditto for the alien writing. Anyone could
look at it, and then spew out pages of imitation. Even if you got
something wrong -- the writing has diagonal lines, maybe, and you
slanted them to the left instead of to the right -- there still wouldn't
be much doubt that you and the abductee to your left were imitating the
same thing.

In other words....if this is a sample of alien writing

      ^^\\+    \++\^    ^+^^

it wouldn't be very hard for most people to look at it for 30 seconds
and reproduce a good imitation. I'd be pretty impressed if I saw

      \++^  ^\\^+  +^^+^

and I wouldn't be any less impressed just because someone goofed and
wrote

     //^++    +/    /^/+^^

That's still consistent with the original, and a far cry from

    &$$$$$)))   ()()@%%  j__=!

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 30

Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

From: Francis Ridge <slk@WORLD.EVANSVILLE.NET>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 09:24:34 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:48:01 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

On Dec 29, at 22:05, Michael Ravnitzky wrote:

>Important think tank Report on UFO's May Become Available Soon
>If You Ask For It
>
>In 1968, the Rand Corporation (now called the Rand Institute) published
>a 41-page technical report entitled:  UFO's:  What to Do.  the author of
>the report was George Kocher.  The Rand Institute has kept the report
>secret for 29 years, but many researchers would like to read it, and
>feel that enough is enough.

On June 25th, 1969, an official letter from RAND stated: "We are unable to
identify any RAND publications on U. F. O.'s available for external
distribution."

On August 8, 1969, RAND wrote: "RAND has done very little on the subject of
UFO's: therefore, no publications have been written on the subject."

On Oct 2, 1969, William Laub of Northfield, IL, wrote a letter to the Air
Force (Lt. Col. James Aikman) about this document. Aikman stated in his
reply, "The RAND Corporation has never made any reports on UFOs for the US
Air Force. If any reports were made by this corporation they were made on
their own." (RAND Corp. was an Air Force contractor).

This was not a secret document, but unavailable to the public for obvious
reasons. We've had a copy of this document for many years.

Francis Ridge
UFO Filter Center
The MADAR Project
 slk@evansville.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 30

US Research 'Tool'? - The Political Graveyard

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 04:12:41 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:47:09 -0500
Subject: US Research 'Tool'? - The Political Graveyard

From: Gleason Sackman <gleason@rrnet.com>
To: Multiple recipients of list NET-HAPPENINGS
     <NET-HAPPENINGS@LISTS.INTERNIC.NET>

From: Donna Wair <wair@library.vanderbilt.edu>
To: gsunet-l@bgu.edu
Subject: The Political Graveyard

THE POLITICAL GRAVEYARD
Want to find out where politicians *really* hide their skeletons?
Try digging in the Political Graveyard:

http://home.intranet.org/~polygon//tpg/index.html

Among other things, you can find:
     Politician list in alphabetical order (12433).
     Politician list by state and offices held (12433).
     Politician list by date born or died (4698); by year born or died
     (12432). Politicians who died youngest (63); politicians who
     lived longest (97). Politicians who won the Nobel Peace Prize
     (8). Politicians who belonged to political families (371).
     Politicians who were female (171), black (92), Asian (9),
     American Indian/Native American (6), Hispanic (32), Jewish (136),
     or foreign born (331). Politicians who were named for other
     politicians (214) or named for other famous people (55).
     Politicians who were in trouble or disgrace (25) -- very
     incomplete! Politicians who were killed in the Civil War (24);
     other wars (18). Politicians who were killed in duels (12), or
     otherwise murdered (34). Politicians who disappeared or died
     mysteriously (7); politicians who committed suicide (10).
     Politicians who were killed by fire, explosion, or lightning (9);
     by drowning (22); in falls (7); by animals (1);in gun accidents
     (9). Politicians who were killed in transportation accidents or
     disasters: stagecoach (1), steamship and boat (14), railroad and
     streetcar (11), automobile (25), aircraft (20), elevator (1).
     Politicians who suffered some other type of accidental death (6).
     Politicians who died of certain diseases (very incomplete!):
     cancer (11), cholera (2), heart disease (20), kidney diseases
     (3), lung diseases (pneumonia, asthma, tuberculosis, etc.) (17),
     malaria (1), smallpox (1), stroke (13), yellow fever (3), other
     diseases (5). Politicians who died (or whose death was caused)
     at: a legislative session (8), in court (9), while campaigning
     (10), or at any other public event or meeting (7). Politicians
     who died (or whose death was caused) at the U.S. Capitol Building
     (11), the White House (3), a state capitol building (3), in
     theaters (4), train stations (3), or hotels (11). Politicians who
     died in Bethesda Naval Hospital (11), Walter Reed Army Medical
     Center (4), in other hospitals (48), in nursing homes and rest
     homes (4), in prison or captivity (3). Politicians who died
     (other than in transportation accidents) on board boats (12),
     trains (3), or planes (2). Politicians who donated their bodies
     to science (2); politicians who were cremated (119); politicians
     who were buried at sea (2); politicians whose remains were never
     found (16).
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
donna wair
wair@library.vanderbilt.edu
http://free.websight.com/Wair4/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re:Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 23:43:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:49:31 -0500
Subject: Re:Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts

> Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 13:49:00 -0800
> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Panel from Temple at Abydios, Egypt Depicts Ancient
>              Aircraft
> References: <2.2.32.19961229171038.0071220c@mail.globalserve.net>

> UFO UpDates - Toronto wrote:

> > Thanks to Steve Wingate for the lead on
> > the following:

> > ebk
> > _____________________________________________

> > From: The 'Insearch of...' Website
> >       Established by Dr. Dan Woolman, Ph.D. Physics

> > http://www.in-search-of.com/frames/hamilton/ancientaircraft_nf.html

> > -----

> Before we go riding off into the clouds on Vimanas, maybe Drs. Hover and
> Woolman could tells us what the documenters of this temple interpreted
> this panel to mean.  Seems to me we need to hear both sides before we
> ride away on a cloud of speculation.

> Jan Aldrich

The absence of relief shadowing in certain portions of the images is
suspicious.

But what really stretches credibility is that a profile resembling a
Sikorsky heavy lift helicopter is in the first line second
hieroglyph to the right of the vertically oriented  plant like
hieroglyph which has its tip pointed to the right.

Next artifact please!

How about posting the photographs which show where in the temple this
supposed photo was taken.

I'll be in Egypt in a few weeks and would like to see this in person or
will this segment of the wall be panelled over by then and lost to
mankind.  Please advise me as to its location in the "Temple at Abydios"
so that I can also see and photograph this.

Skeptically,

Gary Alevy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 30

Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 02:14:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:44:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

Many thanks to Jan Aldrich for discussing the philosophy of science, as
it relates to UFOs. (And also for his informative posts about everything
else!)

Call me radical, if you like, but the greatest mystery to me is why
there <is> any UFO mystery. UFOs have been regularly reported -- and
talked about, and talked about, and talked about -- for nearly 50 years.
You'd think that by now we'd have arrived at some consensus. The problem
doesn't seem all that difficult. Is anything flying around up there? Why
can't science answer it?

Skeptics have a solution. They'd say that science <has> answered the
question. There's nothing mysterious flying around. The supposed mystery
only persists because -- incited by credulous believers and by the media
-- people keep thinking they're seeing something.

I find that answer very interesting. Not for its content; what I like is
its structure. "Believers" (I hate the term, but I'm using it anyway)
don't have as much clarity. If we think there clearly are unknown craft
flying through our skies -- and that these craft have been seen by tens
of thousands of people -- what's our elegant, parsimonious explanation
for why the world at large doesn't acknowledge that? Is there a coverup?
That's not a philosophically satisfying explanation at all. It
introduces an extraneous element -- a whole layer of government
involvement -- and raises extra questions of its own. Why is there a
coverup? And why does the coverup work?

I'm reminded here of a science fiction story I read many years ago.
Science discovers a chemical that stops people from lying. The chemical
is introduced into the water supply, the way fluorine is now. After a
number of years, nobody lies any more. But UFOs are still seen, leading
everyone to believe that they've got to be real.

I know...the situation is more complex than that, since even if nobody
lied, everyday objects would still be mistaken for something mysterious,
just as they are now. But what's instructive -- and a little wistful --
about the story is its UFO-related premise. There's a kind of haze in
our minds where UFOs are concerned, the story seems to say. If that haze
could somehow be removed, we'd find the answer very quickly.

>From a believer's point of view, what could that haze be? My theory is
that it's denial. Or maybe I shouldn't put it so aggressively. The
presence of mysterious flying craft (very likely from other planets) is
presumed to be extraordinary. It's also presumed to be unlikely. So when
somebody says they saw one, you don't quite know what to think. It's not
quite the same as an everyday extraordinary event, the kind of thing
that doesn't happen much, but doesn't strain our credibilty -- like,
say, your friend coming back from the bowling alley, and saying he
almost bowled 300, except he missed a strike in the last frame. Even if
one of your closest relatives says he saw a flying disk in the sky, you
don't quite know what to make of it. "Jeez, Joshua wouldn't lie," you
might mutter. "But does that mean I think aliens are here? I just don't
know."

There's plenty of evidence that this sort of haze really does exist. You
find signs of it, I think, in the nonsense some skeptics write about
UFOs. A classic example is Donald Menzel's "explanation" of the famous
New Guinea case. In order to dispose of an Anglican priest who'd
inconveniently had a long, close, detailed, and corroborated UFO
sighting, Menzel -- with no evidence -- decided the guy had a visual
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problem that turned the planet Venus into a flying saucer-like oval. Did
the priest think he saw beings on the saucer? Those were his own
eyelashes, Menzel said! As I've remarked here before, I think, you have
to read Menzel's own words to fully appreciate how demented his theory
was. It belonged in Mad magazine. When we see a competent scientist
descend so far into the pit of irrationality, that ought to set off
alarm bells for us. What made him suddenly act like he'd lost his mind?
Why should UFOs drive him so crazy? Is he, for some reason, internally
compelled to believe that UFOs aren't real?

The place to find this mental haze at its most pronounced is, I think,
in the SETI literature. Here you have what I believe is the only (semi-)
organized group of scientists who think or write much about aliens. And
they've reached a definite consensus. There are alien races all over the
galaxy, possibly millions of them, some a billion years more advanced
than we are. But none of them can visit each other, because interstellar
travel just isn't possible.

I just smile when I read that stuff. Interstellar travel on any regular
basis would be hard to imagine for us, right now -- there's no doubt
about that. But for beings a billion years ahead of us? Who could
possibly say? It's the height of antrhopomorphic arrogance to imagine we
can say anything at all about beings a billion years ahead of us. So I'm
not going to say they <do> travel between the stars. I have no idea. But
neither does Frank Drake -- the leader of the SETI forces -- have any
business thinking he knows, either.

If you read Drake's book ("Is Anyone Out There?", coauthored with Dava
Sobel), you can see his rationality collapse as he talks about these
things. When he limits himself to the reasons <we> can't travel to other
stars, he's at least on solid scientific ground. The speed of light,
according to our science, is an absolute limit. And even approaching the
speed of light is difficult, because doing it would take such vast
amounts of energy.

Drake's sense of fairness, however, leads him to consider objections to
these views, coming from a few of his own scientific colleagues. One of
these scientists points out that, as technology advances, the cost of
energy drops drastically. Ah, yes, Drake says....but what about cosmic
rays? Maybe they'll fry astronauts in interstellar space! Do you see
what he's doing here? He's just making things up. When he talks about
the speed of light, he has real data to back him up. When he talks about
cosmic rays, he's just speculating. There's not a shred of data to
support him. He <wants> to believe interstellar travel isn't possible,
and when solid scientific reasons fail him, he'll try to pull a rabbit
out of any hat that comes along.

Now, why would he want to believe we'll never travel to the stars? I
don't want to insist on this point too strongly, but I suspect it's
because his belief protects him against thinking that the stars would
ever travel here. The SETI scientists are united on their view of UFOs.
We have <not> had alien visitors, they all say. And sure, they go
through the usual rigamarole about the evidence not being solid, but
behind that lies their explicitly stated belief that we <can't> have
visitors, because interstellar travel has been proved to be impossible.
One of these scientists, Jill Tarter, very boldly (and honestly, I
think) declared that she had "a closed mind" about alien visits and
UFOs.

I find it very touching that scientists burning with eagerness to find
evidence of alien life would make it matter almost of religious
principle to believe no alien life will ever come here. Somehow, I
suspect, that belief comforts them, and makes them feel powerful. It
allows them to face the unknown cosmos, and still be certain that they
themselves know something. There's no chance, you see, that their search
of the universe will be disturbed by alien folks who fly on down and
tell them what's <really> going on.

Which leads me to my last evidence of UFO-induced mental haze -- the
idea (quite apart from the rigid SETI reasoning) that alien visits are
unlikely. How could anyone know that? I've said it here before, and I'll
say it again: We're not in a position to make such a statement, because
we don't know enough about the universe. Nor are we in a position to say
alien visits <are> likely; we don't have any information that supports
that belief, either. Maybe if he had a complete registry of intelligent
races in our galaxy...then we could see if there were any near us, with
interstellar capabilities. If there weren't, we could conclude that
visits were unlikely. If there were, and especially if there were many
such races, we could think "Sure, since they're busily travelling scant
light years from us, it's only a matter of time before they come here."
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Here's a specific, even (in a speculative way) practical example of what
I mean. Since we don't know anything about alien life, not even whether
it exists, UFO abductions seem really mysterious. How can we possibly
judge if such things could be real? They're certainly not very likely,
are they?

Enter now a member of, God help me, the Galactic Federation. I'm
assuming her (or his, or its) existence, just as a way of personifying
the kind of knowledge of the universe that we don't have. Someone from
this list, maybe someone unruffled and rational like Rebecca or Jerry
Cohen, is talking to this galactic ambassador, and says: "You know,
we've got people saying they're abducted by little gray humanoids with
big eyes. Does that ring any bells with you?"

And our galactic envoy sighs (or shimmers its tentacles), and answers:
"Jeez, you're infested with Zorphs! They sneak around everywhere,
performing their idiot medical experiments. So you've got 'em, too, huh?
Don't blame you for being confused -- they've got that trick of clouding
peoples' minds." In one stroke, a great mystery is explained, and
revealed -- in a frame of reference we don't yet have -- to be a
commonplace event.

Our problem with UFOs might simply be that we don't have the frame of
reference yet. From our point of view, an alien visit is a departure
from ordinary life, a breach of our sense of ourselves, a bracing shock.
Maybe, if we had accurate information about what really goes on in our
galaxy, we'd understand that alien visits are really an everyday affair,
sometihng we should take for granted, rather than debate. Remember that
I'm not saying this <is> true; I'm only saying that it's possible. I'm
also saying that we don't have any information at all about whether
alien visits are likely, so, from a strictly logical point of view, we
have no business being surprised if one occurs. Our feeling that we
<would> be surprised is evidence -- along with the prevailing a priori
belief that alien visits are <not> very likely -- that, as a species, we
haven't begun to think about these things clearly.

Respectfully submitted,

Greg Sandow
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Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 08:59:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:23:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> Subject: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

> However, I would like to throw out some more half-baked ideas.
> 1.  LARGE NUMBER OF REPORTS:
> The actual number of ufo reports is unbelievably huge.  Few, I think,
> realize the sheer number of reports.  Vallee, Don Johnson, Barry
> Greenwood, and some of our French colleagues probably have an idea.

Something like 10,000 a year worldwide.

But this is just the rawest data, no investigation whatsoever, and is
therefore a wholly meaningless number.

Obviously if the sightings have passed even basic investigation then
they should not be included in a database upon which statistical
analysis is to be performed.

> Most reports become IFOs, but it is easy to become bogged down in
> these IFOs. Reading some of Ruppelt's papers it can be seen, by
> Sep-Oct 1952 he was very discouraged about the great amount of useless
> data, contradictory eyewitness testimony, and just plain foolishness
> that he wanted to chuck the whole thing and go to an instrumentation
> only study.

There's a catch-22 here.  Obviously everything starts with collecting
data, then at some point moves to analyzing that data.  The purpose of
analysis is to find significant patterns and significant lack of
patterning in the data.  The third basic step can go two ways.  One way
is to take the general population patterns back to specific cases and
confirm matching.  The other angle is to begin to make predictions,
collect additional data to test those predictions.

The catch-22 is that we should technically be collecting _all_ the data
so as not to risk jeopardising the database and therefore the results.

I think the safe way out of this catch-22 is to create selection
criteria that _don't_ affect the observation, just the
observing/observer.

For example, remove from the database _all_ single person observations.

>  However, the surprising thing is that Battelle did not use this data
> as a check against the Air Force files.  The USAF data was bias
> because many of the reports were from official sources around military
> and official installations which were forced to report ufos by
> regulation while public reports were voluntary.  If the same analysis
> were done using clipping service reports, what patterns would appear?

Actually, Battelle _should_ have performed two in-paralel series of
analysis on both sets of data to confirm/disprove the assumption of
bias.  I don't think (personal opinion) that the assumption is valid or
meaningful.

> 2.  RELIABILITY AND CREDITABILITY
> Vallee, Berliner, Hynek and others have addressed this in different
> ways. The posting from Tom Rice discussed the military intelligence
> system. In any database, this necessarily subjective determination,
> should be taken into account.  Don Berliner told me that when the UFO
> EVIDENCE was written about 6000 reports were screened first for
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> reliable witnesses. The reports selected were then checked for
> patterns.

I don't know of an objective way for determinimg a reliable witness.  I
don't think its safe to cull the data based on observer-related
criteria.  I think it is safe to separate the data based on
observation-related criteria.  If we're looking for a pattern, and if
there are patterns, then those patterns should be present or at least
not removed from the data simple by selecting data based on
observation-related criteria.  If a patter-type happens to be Silver
Discoid then that should be reflected in both the multi-observer
sightings _and_ the single-observer sightings -OR- there's a major
problem with all the data.

> 3.  The early discussions and papers of the Condon committee seemed to
> indicate that they recognized they knew they were dealing with a small
> residuum of reports that contained the problem.
>   The Condon report suffers from this lack of focus, focus on that
> which earlier discussion had decided was the problem" the residuum.
> Everything but the kitchen sink is discussed in the report: crackpot
> items, trivial cases and truly puzzling reports.

At least today we know that the bulk of the cases, something like 80% to
95%, are rather quickly explained.  We also know that we will always
have that bulk of easily explainable data in any given year in any given
decade.  We don't _need_ to explain this dataset or even perform
statistical analysis on it.  Maybe it would be interesting for the
social science to perform statistical analysis on the
misidentification data but that isn't our focus.

> 3.  USAF, MOD, DND, ETC., STATISTICS
>    Just about everyone is impressed by statistic.  In the CIA analysis
> of the 1952 wave, they saw the AF claim of "only" 20% unexplained as
> evidence that the AF was on the right track.  The CIA thought however,
> that the AF did not pay enough attention to possible patterns in the
> ufo data.  The small percent of unidentifieds is always a reason to
> reject any further study.

That was silly then and it is silly now.  Given the amount of complexity
that is inherent in eyewitness observations of non-identified aerial
objects we _should_ expect to have unidentifieds that remain that way
_after_ investigation.  The purpose of performing statistical analysis
on that dataset is to _further_ the stalled investigation of those
observations.

After all, do we need to collect data on how many times eyewitnesses
observe the full moon and then perform statistical analysis on that data
to determine that the Moon does indeed exist <grin>?

My personal opinion is that earlier gov't-based and military-based data
analysis was designed to explain as many cases as possible and use that
dataset of explained cases as a statistical basis for ignoring the
unexplained remainder.  I think they properly assummed that the opposite
approach, to collect and analyze the unexplained cases, was likely to
yeild data patterning too closely consistent with existing classified
aerial projects, or worse, too closely consistent with the media-based
definition of "alien spaceships."  (They were probably equally worried
about both potential outcomes.)

Well, we already know that the bulk of the unexplained cases 'seem' like
"alien spaceships" because says so <grin>.  It might be worthwhile to
compare the isolated single observer sightings with the multi-observer
sightings to see which and how many patterns exist in both datasets.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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Project 1947 - Leads to Aircraft Encounter Cases

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 00:05:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:25:20 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Leads to Aircraft Encounter Cases

The following leads possibly could be followed up in several ways. Areas
close to the sightings may have newspaper accounts pertaining to these or
other cases in the area.

1.  From the Palo Alto Times (date uncertain, probably about 11 July
1959).  Excerpt from an article about the Pacific Ocean sighting of 11
July 1959.  (See UFO Evidence, Section X) entitled "Los Altos pilot has
seen the flying saucers before" by Ray Spangler.

   CPT Richard Lorenzen of Los Altos, co-pilot of a Pan American flight
that witnessed the 11 July 1959 object told of an earlier case.  "....
Lorenzen, who has been with Pan-Am for 14 years and with the air force
before that, spoke a little reluctantly about the affair.  He went
through something like this in 1949 while flying between Blegrade and
Salonika.  That time the object wasn't as vivid nor could it be discerned
as clearly.

    "The, as this time there was an elaborate air force report form to be
filled out.  It's a standard six pages and filing it is rather a
laborious task."

2.  He is a rather cold lead from a letter to the NICAP Chicago Affiliate
on 20 July 1965 from John G. Norris.  Excerpt follows:

    "Finally, there is another report of a sighting that your
organization should try to get hold of if it doesn't already have it.
The man who could supply the necessary details is M. Willem Deawarte,
Directeur-Generale, Sabena Belgian World Airlines, Sabena Terminus
Building, Brussels 1, Belgium.

    "In brief, the story as I learned it from him the day of its
occurrence (I was a consultant to Sabena at the time) is as follows:

    "There were at that time (1954) daily flights of Sabena planes
between Brussels and Leopoldville in the Congo.  One plane took off from
Brussels and another from Leopoldville at about the same time, heading in
 opposite directions, passed each other over the African desert (at
different altitudes and longitudinal corridors, of course), and arrived
at their destinations at about the same time.  While in flight, each
plane was in radio contact with one or another of a succession of ground
control points but not with each other.

    "One day, over the Sahara, the pilots, crew, and passengers of both
planes made simultaneous, but independent, sightings of an UFO and
reported this to their respective ground control stations.  The pilots
and navigators of each plane took appropriate sightings, noted times
speeds, directions of apparent travel and the like from which computations
were made showing that the two groups people had sighted the same object
and agreed in detail of its appearance and behavior.  Its path over the
ground was fixed with precision by reference to cloud formations which
alternately hid it from view and exposed it to view.  This knowledge in
turn allowed the observers to convert its observed angular displacement
into an accurate expression of true speed.

   "The two independent reports agreed perfectly and were supported by
the observations of the many passenger-witnesses.  I should think that
this would be a valuable bit of documentation, and I should think that
Sebena would make it available to a serious group."

I wrote to SOBEP in Belgium asking their help in gaining further details
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about this case.  Due to language difficulties I have not heard from
them.  I also asked Richard Hall if NICAP had followed up on this case.
He did not recall it.  Possibly, it had been sent by NICAP to J.
Hennessey in Britain for follow up.

3.  From DISC DIGEST (Vol III, 1959, page 10), Den Haag, the Netherlands
come the following report with no reference cited.

"On the 27th of February [1954] the Dutch civilian pilot H. Dil, flying
form Tunis (North Africa) to Amsterdam (Northern Holland), observed a
Flying Saucer over the Mediterranean.  Three other pilots of the K. L. M.
(Royal Dutch Airlines) stated that they had confronted with Flying
Saucers during their trips in 1954."

This sounds like an summarized account from a newspaper article.

4.  On page 23 of the above publication we have the following report:

   "June 28 [1958]:  P. J. Krouwell, air pilot of the Royal Dutch
Airlines, saw at his flight from Holland to America, near Shannon-airport
(Ireland) in the early hours of this day a ball of fire passing his
aeroplane.  The ball started as a star with the brightness of Venus and
growing to a round luminous object as big as 1/5 of the moon.  The
aeroplane was at a height of 10,000 feet.  The weather ship "C" of Charley
has observed the same ball of fire.  Endglish and American authorities
stated that this object could not have been a guided missile.  Nearly at
the same place the Dutch airliner Hugo de Groot crashed some month
before."

Thanks to Loren Gross and Ed Stewart.

Jan Aldrich
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Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:13:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:26:25 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

I really did lose track of some of my mail...and with it, something from
John Powell I strongly agree with.

John and I have had some angry exchanges. But when he discusses Budd
Hopkins' work -- including Hopkins' collection of alleged samples of
alien writing, supposedly observed by experiencers -- he says:

> Why hasn't Hopkins (or whomever) had this symbology analyzed, why
> haven't 'they' had the physical markings analyzed, why haven't 'they'
> implemented electronic monitoring????

> These are all things that 'we' can't do ourselves.  I don't have access
> to the symbology or the people, I don't have access to the physical
> markings or the people...

> Perhaps in your next message you will have discussed these questions
> with Hopkins and have some answers and suggestions?

These are all excellent points, including the suggestion that I speak to
Budd about them.

It's absurd, for instance, that Budd doesn't know (and may not even have
records of) how many of the experiencers he works with have the physical
marks and scars he talks about so much. He likes to show photos of these
marks, but he hasn't done even an elementary job of tallying them.
Stewart Appelle, in his excellent summary and critque of abduction
evidence in the current Journal of UFO Studies, mentions an obvious line
of research. Experiencers, it's claimed, have anomalous "scoop" marks.
Appelle wonders what proportion of experiencers have them, as compared
to the population at large. He offers tentative figures, showing they're
much more common among experiencers. No thanks to Budd, though...he
can't provide those numbers.

I've already spoken to him about a lot of things. I seem to be his
friendly gadfly these days. One thing I've made a great point of are the
writing samples. Originally he showed me 14, mounted under plastic in a
scrapbook. His reason, he said, for not publishing them was to not
contaminate the evidence. He thought it was even better if their
existence wasn't known about. That way, anyone new who came forward with
writing would be doing it spontaneously.

Of course, I might add parenthetically, what good is that when we have
only Budd's word in the first place that anyone offered writing samples
spontaneously at all? One of the biggest lacks in his work has been
outside observation, which would have been especially crucial at the
start of his investigations, when the stories were much less likely to
have been contaminated by what's in the media.

Now, however, he has opened up enough to tell me he has 35 samples of
the same writing! That exasperated me no end, and I told him quite
firmly that he had to publish them. Rather sheepishly, I thought, he
told me that he was going to make them public...but not, in my opinion,
in at all the right way. What, exactly, he's going to do is a personal
matter, and I don't feel that I can go into it. I disagree, and I'm
going to tell him so. I'm also embarrassed not to be able to give the
details of Budd's plan here. But one thing I've learned while working in
responsible sections of the media (and yes, John, even you and I could
probably agree that those exist) is that journalists need to keep some
things they hear from their sources private, and this, I'm afraid, is
one of them. For now, anyway.
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I acknowledge that my relationship with Budd is peculiar...I'm a friend,
a critic, an advocate, and a neutral observer, all in one. Anyone who
thinks that could be problematic has a point, and for whatever it's
worth, I've told Budd that, about my role as an observer. I'm not the
observer he needs (for a variety of reasons; he ought to be observed by
psychologists and experienced police interrogators, in my opinion). In a
way -- and I'm not sure this is wholly a good thing -- my relationship
with Budd mimics his own relationship with the experiencers he works
with. That is, he's their friend, advocate, neutral observer,
investigator, and, believe it or not, even their critic. He tells them
that some of their claimed experiences could well be dreams, more often
than he's ever acknowledged in public. (Which doesn't help his
credibility...not acknowledging this publicly very much.)

In his defense, I'll say this. He's monumentally overworked. Unless he's
lying to me, he makes no money on his abduction work, and in fact is
deeply in a financial hole. He told me that, overall, he'll only break
even, after all the years he's devoted to abductions, after Paramount
buys the rights to a feature film based on Witnessed -- assuming the
deal actually goes through. This, I know, may surprise many people, but
it doesn't surprise me, since I know how little money most writers get
for their books.

His art career, which was substantial, but never the biggest in the
world, has suffered. He's had personal problems as well. Meanwhile, he
pours out energy and compassion for the experiencers he works with; I've
seen this many times, and I'm sure it's genuine. There's no measuring
how much this takes out of him, in time, not to mention emotion. He has
boxes of letters he's never opened, which -- as I verified by opening a
great deal of them -- include plea after plea for help from people who
believe they might be having abduction experiences. Some of these
letters would wring most of our hearts, regardless of our opinons of
what might actually be happening to these people.

But for the past couple of months, Budd hasn't even had time to read
them, let alone act on them.

None of which excuses his lapses in research, some of them elementary.
What the whole picture shows, though, is a decent person, honorable and
intelligent, taking on a burden that, when he started, hardly anybody
else was willing to take. That's a burden both of investigation and
emotional support. Now there's no question that the investigative work
needs to be carried on more scientifically. But I wouldn't minimize
Budd's value as a pioneer.

Greg Sandow

And a personal note to John Powell...I suspect, when the shouting dies
down, that we agree on more than it looks like we do. Further, I'd guess
that the things we agree on are far more important, in the overall
research picture, than what we don't agree about.
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Abduction??

From: Jerry Washington <skyeking@aye.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:08:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:31:06 -0500
Subject: Abduction??

Hey guys. Happy new year!!

Got a question I'd like to pose to you subscribers: What's the
likelihood of an abduction NOT occurring in the event of an extremely
close encounter (under 30 ft.) that takes place on a dark and deserted
road with an object giving every indication that it's maneuvering to
intercept? I'd like to think "they" took a pass on me, but I don't know
how realistic that is. Any thoughts?

                                 Jerry Washington
                                 SD KENTUCKY/MUFON
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Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

From: Francis Ridge <slk@WORLD.EVANSVILLE.NET>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 10:42:22 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:41:13 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

Re: The RAND Document

Hi Jan,

I meant to mention that the RAND Document copy I have is 32-pages. I can't
remember what (size) Michael Ravnitzky reported. The document is impressive.
On page 1 the author stated that the UFO subject was a "....potentially very
significant problem." As I said earlier, it wasn't secret (or at least
wasn't stamped as), but after reading it you can see why it was common
knowledge and had to be extracted with some pressure.

Fran Ridge
UFO Filter Center
MADAR Project
 slk@evansville.net
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Re: Eyewitness Testimony

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:22:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:42:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Eyewitness Testimony

>Date: Sat, 28 Dec 1996 11:48:27 -0500
>From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Eyewitness Testimony
>References: <2.2.32.19961228082825.00d7f330@mail.globalserve.net>

>> From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Eyewitness Testimony

>> Commentary on the following article:

>> >The Eyewitness
>> >Imperfect Interface
>> >Between Stimuli and Story
>> >James R. Reich, Jr.
>> >(The Skeptical Inquirer, Vol. 17, No. 4, Summer 1993, Copyright 1993
>> >by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
>> >Paranormal, 3965 Rensch Road, Buffalo, NY 14228, published quarterly
>> >with a membership/subscription rate of $25/yr.)
>> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
>> Incident at Exeter, New Hampshire *

--------------

JC:   John,

I understood where you were coming from. I just couldn't resist. :-)  No
apologies are necessary from either of us.

It is simply my way of reminding readers out there that it is cases such as
"Exeter," which defy all logical, rational explanation and which are the
very reason this mail list, others like it, and the discussions ensuing
therein exist.

When one considers the accurate history of the subject and what legitimate
scientists like J. Allen Hynek and James McDonald discovered along the way,
the importance of investigations being conducted regarding abduction
claimants and animal mutilations is not to be underestimated.

Take care,
Jerry

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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'Alien' Writing

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:13:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:40:13 -0500
Subject: 'Alien' Writing

Since I've written a lot here about samples of alleged alien writing
I've seen, I thought it might be helpful to summarize, both because of
the potential value this writing has on evidence, and because of its
effect on me.

I first heard about the writing from two experiencers who work with Budd
Hopkins. They told me their stories independently. They know each other
-- I've seen them both at Budd's support groups -- but they're not
friends.

Both told me essentially the same thing, with one difference. One said
she'd been doodling the writing since childhood, and thought it might
have something to do with the abductions she felt she'd experienced. The
other thought he'd remembered the writing under hypnosis.

(Parenthetically, I don't think there's any problem with alleged writing
that surfaces after hypnosis. There;s at least one paper in the
psychological literature documenting the use of hypnosis in police
investigations. Evidence has been uncovered through hypnosis,
corroborated, and used to get convictions. Obviously, the corroboration
is key. In the case of supposed alien writing, there's no way to get
direct corroboration, unless the aliens land, and we grab the little
strip of notes the Martian ambassador uses when gives a speech...that's
a detail from Mars Attacks, by the way; very funny movie. Anyhow, what
we're doing here is comparing one sample of alleged alien writing to
another. That some emerge under hypnosis seems irrelevant to me,
especially once you read the full range of research studies on the
subject.)

Returning now to the narrative, both these experiencers drew the
supposed writing for Budd. Both told me that he didn't say anything.
Instead, he left the room and returned with a scrapbook in which he'd
collected very similar samples. Both experiencers said they were
devastated by the shock of seeing these.

Budd confirmed these accounts for me, and, with great reluctance, showed
me his book of samples. There were more than a dozen, mounted under
plastic, each in a different handwriting. They were extraordinarily
similar...but my testimony to that similarity doesn't count as evidence.
In fact, Budd's whole procedure here is unfortunate.

In my opinion, what he should have done would be something like this.
Ideally, his sessions with experiencers would be moderated by neutral
outsiders, who could confirm that the experiencers mentioned and drew
the writing with no prompting from Budd. Budd would leave the room while
the experiencers drew the supposedly remembered samples, which would
immediately be sealed, and given to the outside observers. Budd would
never see them.

When a reasonable number of samples -- a dozen? 25? social scientists
would have an idea of what the proper number might be -- had been
collected, they'd be studied in a formal research project. This is when
the sealed envelopes would be opened. Independent judges would compare
pairs of samples, assigning a numerical ranking of similarity. (It
should be kept simple, and might range from  zero -- no perceived
similarity -- to five, which would mean very great similiarity.) This is
a standard procedure in social science research. It's also been used in
parapsychology, I believe, to evaluate results of experiments in remote
viewing. The evaluations of the separate judges would be averaged,
giving an overall score.
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This, or something like it, is the procedure that ought to be followed.
But now I want to say something more subjective, about my own reaction
to the book of supposed writing samples. The similarity among them was
so very great that -- speaking only for myself, now -- I didn't feel a
need for objective outside study before I formed my opinion.

Imagine looking at pages of books printed in French, Italian, English,
Spanish, Portugeuse, and Rumanian. There would be differences,
obviously. But you'd notice that all six pages were written by and large
in the same roman alphabet. You wouldn't feel you needed an independent
study to tell you that.

And in fact the supposed writing I saw was even more similar than that.
I've promised Budd not to describe it. But I can say this much: It's not
nearly as complex as any written alphabet we know. Nor is it anything
like Chinese or Japanese characters. It might be compared to Morse Code,
though it's a level or two more complicated than that.

But suppose it was morse code. Here's what I would have seen, as I
turned the pages of Budd's scrapbook. Page one...nothing but dots and
dashes. Page two...nothing but dots and dashes. Page three...nothing but
dots and dashes. And so on, up to the end. There's no way that's not
going to have an effect on me, or, I imagine, on most other open-minded
people who might see it.

I'll say again that my testimony has little value as evidence. The
"writing" should be published and formally evaluated. Nor can I prove
that any or all of the samples weren't faked, and that Budd and the two
experiencers haven't been lying to me.

Speaking only for myself, though, I have to say that this experience
pushed my view of the abduction evidence quite a bit further out. That
is, I only see two general possibilites. One is that the writing has
been faked. The other is that something really extraordinary is going
on. Maybe it's some kind of telepathic confabulation, evidently
unconscious. Or else -- and I must say this strikes me as the more
parsimonious explanation -- the experiencers really did see the writing,
which in turn suggests that their abductions might be real.

Greg Sandow
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Re: 1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do'

From: Gary <galevy@pipeline.com>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:24:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 12:43:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 1968 Rand Report 'UFOs: What To Do'

Regarding the information in the message below.  This is incorrect the
report is available now and has been for quite some time as I purchased
it by mail from CUFOS over six months ago, its sitting on my desk as I
write this.

Why orchestrate a request for a document to be made public when it
already is!  At least make an effort to be informed about what really is
and is not public information.

To purchase from CUFOS, order item: George Kocher, UFOs: What to Do?
Rand Corp 1968
$4.50 + $1.10 postage and handling

Center for UFO Studies
2457 W. Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659

Now you really know what to do, write a check if you want to read it.

Gary Alevy

> Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 03:43:01 -0500 (EST)
> From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us>
> Subject: Important UFO Report May Become Available If You Ask For It (fwd)
>
> From: Michael Ravnitzky <MikeRav@ix.netcom.com>
>
> Important think tank Report on UFO's May Become Available Soon If You Ask
> For It
>
> In 1968, the Rand Corporation (now called the Rand Institute) published a
> 41-page technical report entitled:  UFO's:  What to Do.  the author of the
> report was George Kocher.  The Rand Institute has kept the report secret
> for 29 years, but many researchers would like to read it, and feel that
> enough is enough.

[snipped]
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Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

From: "Edward G. Stewart" <egs@NETCOM.COM>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 11:28:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 15:48:21 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 - Re: 'Secret' Rand UFO Document

Re: The RAND Document

> I meant to mention that the RAND Document copy I have is 32-pages. I can't
> remember what (size) Michael Ravnitzky reported.

The document is 43 pages. Pages 1-32 is the body of the document.
Pages 33 through 39 relates to the form developed
by the University of Colorado study. Pages 40-41 consists of a
bibliographycal reference. Also pages i and ii are the title and content
page for a total of 43 pages.

> The document is impressive.
> On page 1 the author stated that the UFO subject was a "....potentially very
> significant problem." As I said earlier, it wasn't secret (or at least
> wasn't stamped as), but after reading it you can see why it was common
> knowledge and had to be extracted with some pressure.

> Fran Ridge
> UFO Filter Center
> MADAR Project
> slk@evansville.net

The document has been known since it was first written. One of the copies
of the document I have includes what appears to be George E. Kocher's notes
to J.A. Hynek, a cover note written to JAH and a letter from Lt. Col.
Quintanilla to RAND. Apparently, the document was never classified, was an
internal RAND document and was not favorably interpreted by the AF. The
handwritten note to JAH explains Kocher's reasons for drafting the document.

Below is that correspondance.
----------------------------

File
----

                UFOs: What To Do?
                G.E. Kocher
                written summer 1968
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Re: 'Alien' Writing

From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 15:19:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 15:47:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien' Writing

Hiya Greg, hi all,

In response to Gregs post,

===========================================================================

>Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 00:50:52 -0500
>From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
>References: <2.2.32.19961220145428.006df620@globalserve.net>

>Still catching up....and considering the question of alleged alien
>writing.

>Peter Brookesmith and John Powell made helpful comments about testing
>claims that people have seen the same writing. Here's the gist of some
>of it, with quotes mixed and matched from both gentlemen:

>> Lacking the priceless MSS, John Powell suggests comparing 'original'
>> and 'fresh' samples of alleged alien writing from each claimant (a
>> vertical test) and then comparing these writings claimant v. claimant
>> (an horizontal test).

>> > We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
>> > original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
>> > character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
>> > advance that example further in our dataset.

===========================================================================

I'd like to add some personal info to this thread because it has a direct
bearing, and because it may be 'new info' to some.

Three years ago I participated in five hypnosis sessions that were
conducted by Budd (Hopkins). The sessions were based on a laundry list of
'consciously recalled' events and experiences that I had reported to him.
The second session proved to be pivotal for me in terms of confirmation
that these experiences were based in reality and not purely imaginative.

One of the things that I consciously recalled was, I was being led down a
cylindrical shaped and curved corridor. Everything, floors, walls, and
ceiling is a dull metallic grey. On one side of me is a small grey alien.
He takes me into an opening (doorway) in the wall and I find myself
standing in a room that contains one other grey alien, (seated on a
pedestal type seat in the middle of the room) and a curved screen that is
floating (suspended) just inches away from the wall. (On my left as I enter
the room.)

I am led to the screen and I am told to memorize what I'm about to see. A
large (black&white) logo resembling a 'Fleur de leis' with what looked like
written characters within each point of the petals. I studied it carefully
and then the scene fades. I couldn't remember how I had gotten to the
corridor, or what happened after I was shown the symbol. This (how it began
and ended) was the information that we had hoped to recover through hypnosis.

We did, but that part of it is not relevant here. What is relevant is what
happened after I was brought out of the hypnotic state. Budd threw a pad
and a pencil on my lap and asked me if I could reproduce the symbols that
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I'd just recalled. Haveing just recalled them moments before (they were
fresh in my mind) coupled with the fact that I'm an artist, prompted me to
answer, "Yes, sure I can." Budd left the room and I reproduced [to the best
of my ability] what I had been shown on the screen. When Budd came back he
inspected them and I got to watch the blood drain out of his face as he did
so. He became very pale and a little agitated, he told me to stay right
where I was, and that he'd be right back. (Like I was going to run
somewhere.<G>)

He left the room and returned some few minutes later clutching a purple
plastic folder to his chest. He asked me to promise him that I would never
reproduce what he was about to show me, because it was one of a very few
"tools" that he has to identify 'abductees' that has not been splattered
all over the media or been published to death. It is of paramount
importance to him to keep this material out of the general media and as
'pure' as he can keep it. Publication would end it's usefulness as a
diagnostic tool. It's one of the very few things remaining that he knows
folks didn't see in a book or on 'Strange Universe' or 'Encounters.'

After I gave him my word that I wouldn't "publish in the Sunday Times", he
placed the folder in front of me. When I opened it I saw that it contained
six pieces of paper, all hand written, signed, and dated somewhere on each
page. Mine was only seventh sample that Budd had acquired after 20 years of
research.

Every one [of those pages in the folder] contained the exact same
characters that I had just drawn! Please bear in mind that these characters
have no resemblance to anything I've ever seen before (as a written
language.) I sat there stunned for a moment, and then I began to openly
weep. The characters that I had drawn matched the ones on the papers in
front of me (line for line) and (dot for dot). Those folks claimed to have
seen those written characters in the same place I saw mine, during an
abduction involving non-human beings on board a UFO. Make of that what you
will.

I'm not (for those of you who are fond of assigning motives to me) saying
that this is 'scientific proof.' I am offering it for what it is, an area
of study deserving of a second look. And something which is compelling in
it's implications. It [is] worthy of further research and documentation.

I hope that my sharing of this helps somehow. Poor Greg has been keeping my
name out of this discussion out of propriety and respect, I'm grateful to
him for that. That, and many other qualities that he consistently exhibits
in all of his posts are [part] of the reason for my great fondness for him.
And [the] reason that I'm sharing this personal experience. It's my way of
standing next to a friend in support, and hopefully adding something of
value to the info pool.

There are several experiencers on this list, I'm curious if anyone else has
had a similar experience? With either symbols being shown to them or
samples of writing being displayed. I'm curious (and I'm sure others are
too) about how common or uncommon this particular feature may be.

We can do a little "in house" survey and independently/privately submit
samples to EBK (neutral third party) and get his (unbiased) opinion as to
similarity! He can then post his findings to the list . (But only if it's
O-K with the Big Kahuna Himself! <G>) It'd be an interesting little study.
Maybe not significant, but interesting nonetheless.

Personal note:

Just wanted to say,...

Greg manages to present his views/ideas in a way that is always
intelligent, fair, and carefully considered. It is [never] haphazard,
personal or offensive. Rare, truly rare! Love you man, and every skeptical
white hair in your flowing mane! (And I'm not just saying that because I'm
after your Budweiser!) <G>

John Velez, *V.O.C.
(As the late Great Durante used to say, "I'm just a *victim of
circumstance, hotcha-cha-cha!")
=========================================================================

           jvif@spacelab.net
     "INTRUDERS FOUNDATION ONLINE"
http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/bhhp.html
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#3 The Lesotho Incident

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 29 Dec 96 21:34:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 15:49:26 -0500
Subject: #3 The Lesotho Incident

**********************************************************************
                                  *News*
                                *from the*
                    *International Roswell Initiative*
                                  *IRI*
**********************************************************************
The International Roswell Initiative was founded by Kent Jeffrey,CA,
(International Coordinator), Joachim Koch and Hans-Juergen Kyborg
                      (German Coordinators) in 1994.
**********************************************************************

                           *THE LESOTHO INCIDENT*
                            *OF SEPT. 15, 1995*

                                 Part #3

In *part #1* we told you how we (Hans Juergen Kyborg and I) became
involved in the whole affair by receiving the photocopied documents.

In *part #2* we gave a summary and translated excerpts from the
*exclusive report of Andreas von Retyi in the latest issue of the*
*UFO-KURIER*.

Here in *part 3* we would like to continue our summary of this report
and translate further excerpts.

For Andreas von Retyi everything in this affair began with a telephone
call by a Mr. Alexander Stein (pseudonym) who  explained to have
received secret UFO documents via a mediator from a source who claimed
to be a member of the South African Intelligence. This source already
released information to UFO researchers several years ago regarding
another case: "The Kalahari Incident" of May 1989.

The name of the source is "J.van Greunen", now Major of the South
African Air Force and member of the Intelligence Service. With regards
to Kalahari many researchers thought of van Greunen to be a  liar at
that time but new information may indicate that this was  probabely an
error.

Van Greunen is surrounded by a kind of mystery but no matter how one
may think of this person -- it is obvious that this source knows
something.

Anthony Dodd, the British researcher of the Kalahari case, received
completely independent from the  person of van Greunen confirmation
about the reality of this incident by high ranked members of the
South African Intelligence. And not to forget the threatening due to
his research he experienced at some time if he would leave England...

So von Retyi and Stein decided to wait and see for a short while and
then to conduct a sensitive research step by step and  n o t  to start
with uncontrolled telephone calls though it was tempting to try the
telephone numbers which were plainly displayed on the documents.

To start somewhere, they  contacted the South African Astronomical
Observatory to ask for some celestial  events at  that time. They
received a message from the astronomer Dr. John Caldwell who had
forwarded their letter to a specialist for unusual celestial
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phenomena.

This specialist was Bill Hollenbach, who had already received several
requests regarding the time in question. He reported that around that
time a bright ball of fire travelled through the sky and was to be
seen in great parts of the Suoth African continent, from Zimbabwe up
to Port Elizabeth at the south coast. There have been thousands of
witnesses. Interesting enough, nobody was able  to obtain any
information whether governmental institutions had seen something on
their radar screen or not. Strange, very strange was this official
silence about a "meteor", as Hollenbach named this object in a letter
where he, too, put the term in quotation marks.

Just by chance (?), Retyi and Stein came in contact with a man who
offered a letter, handwritten by van Greunen for a contact person at
the German B.N.D.. In this letter van Greunen explains why there are
orthographic mistakes in the documents (as you may have already
noticed).

These mistakes are so-called "HOT STOPS" and "HOT BLOCKS" which are to
be found in every genuine secret document. They are used  in documents
from classification level "UlTRA" onwards to make it easier to declare
them as a fake in case they  become  known to the public by some
leakage in the chain of recipients.

The body of the letter (written in capital letters) reads like this:

"Dear (name blackened),

Hope you are well. It has been a very long time since I have spoken to
you.

Well, I  have sent you the documents you wanted. I hope the B.N.D. was
able to do something with it. As I told you these documents has what
is known in the  South African Intelligence as HOT STOPS/HOT BLOCKS.
These are certain characteristics which are given to a legal/authentic
document to make it seem unauthentic when intercepted by an alien
force/enemy. You may understand that we do this because the Government
of South Africa is divided into two houses, ANC and National Party.
Our Military Intelligence is under National Party/Old Regime rule and
our enemy is the black ANC. Government.

So, I hope you were able to find these  HOT STOPS/HOT BLOCKS in these
documents before judging them on face value. These documents originate
from Military Intelligence/SASS in Pretoria, and are valid. You must
ask (blackened word) to have a look at them. I also want to bring it
to your attention that the Military Personell are special forces under
Illuminated Nine control and are not  at all listed in the MPD. or NDR
directory. We call them Ghost Personell. (All personell connected to
the ROLD TSR. operation)"

Then some personal remarks follow, the signature is blackened. The
letter was sent to Pullach which is the name of the German town where
the Intelligence Headquarter is.

In the weeks which followed several contacts were made with van
Greunen who reported that more material could possibly be delivered, a
video tape included and that some more Intelligence personell would
like to talk about the incident.

You must know that the somewhat "unstable" political situation in
South Africa there seems to trigger certain unsteadiness among the
South African Intelligence which caused developments like the
remarkable revelation of the South African Intelligence Officer and
former head of the "death squadron", Dirk Coetzee,  who told publicly
that in 1986 about eighty South African Intelligenc agents where put
onto Olof Palme, the later mysteriously killed Swedish President and
enemy of the Apartheid Policy.

On November 10, 1996 another strange thing happened. Van greunen
reported that a man had phoned him and had introduced himself as "Bob
Lazar". He wanted some information about the Lesotho Incident from van
Greunen. He, Lazar, said that he again is working in the Los Alamos
laboratories in New Mexico, has contacts to the DIA and co-operates
with Stanton Friedman.

The latter statement is really weird because it is known that Friedman
has publicly declared that Robert Lazar is telling lies.

This "Robert Lazar" gave van Greunen three telephone number where he
could be reached in Los Alamos. But something was wrong  with these
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telephone numbers because the area codes were not those of New Mexico
but  - Virginia.

Von Retyi checked the numbers and found out, that  one number  was
from the Bolling Air Force Base in Virginia, the other one led him to
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Van Greunen was told to dial the third number the same day which led
him to a department of the DIA in Virginia. After an identification
procedure he was connected with a Gerneral who  told van Greunen
immediately to stop with this nonsense because the whole affair could
raise problems between the U.S.A. and South Africa.

Well, this is the state of affairs at the moment, as  far as the facts
allow to be published here.

We all are well aware that many questions must remain unanswered at
the moment. The sources are known from the "Kalahari Incident" and
again, one is torn between the two possibilities: true or untrue?

Because of  their state of research of the documents, because of their
own impressions of the person of the two sources by interviewing them
and because of their experiences with German and international
Intelligence Services which were very nervous, Von Retyi, Stein and
Kopp at the moment tend to say that something has happened in South
Africa on September 15, 1995.

Here my translated summaries come  to and end -- for now. We keep you
informed if we have (done) something new.

We have given you this information because we think that the truth
(which is out there) must come  to daylight for all and  must not
become perverted to commercial interests of individuals, groups or
institutions.

If you had difficulties with my English -- please be lenient, I am not
a native writer.

If you want to have a look at the  German exclusive report of Andreas
von Retyi in the UFO-KURIER and you have access to the World Wide Web
then you may look at : > http://www.ufos.de. <
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Re: 'Alien' Writing

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 14:35:33 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 20:23:30 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien' Writing

Dear List:

Threads and thread titles are absolutely indispensable. Where would we be
without them? At the same time, there is a certain inexorable law of decay
at work. Remember the game in which a single message is supposed to be
whispered around in a circle and comes out gobbledegook? Same with threads.
Comments that initially address one particular aspect soon generate all
sorts of tangents.

For example, Greg Sandow recently posted a fascinating piece on his
relationship with Budd Hopkins which appeared under the thread heading of --
"MJ-12 & Area 51"! Needless to say, by the time today's email and memories
meld with yesterday's, I'm going to have no way to ever stumble across same
again without doing some sort of painstaking search.

I don't have the solution, I just raise the issue...

As for 'alien writing,' some samples have been published in the literature
already. Patrick Huyghe, my co-editor, interviewed psychologist Mario
Pazzaglini on just that subject in the first issue of "The Anomalist," and
we printed samples of three different scripts, taken from Pazzaglini's
self-published "Symbolic Messages."

The latter may still be available from Arcturus Books. Pazzaglini was also
interviewed in the most recent issue of, I believe, "The Excluded Middle."

If anyone is interested, we still have copies of "The Anomalist 1" on hand.
It's a 126-page quality paperback with articles by Martin Cannon ("The
Numbers Game"), Paul Rydeen ("UFOs and Cargo Cults"), Loren Coleman ("Fire
Poltergeists"), Ted Holden ("Dinosaurs & Gravity"), Huyghe ("Daytona Beach
Mystery Wave"), and others.

Please note: I'm not "hawking" these as necessarily the same scripts that
Budd has, although Pazzaglini does say in the interview, "Hopkins looked at
what I have and he agrees that some samples look similar to what he has
collected."

If you're interested, The Anomalist 1 is available from me for $9.95 plus
$2.50 shipping & handling. Please make checks payable to me personally at:

Dennis Stacy
Box 12434
San Antonio
Texas 78212

TA4 is reviewed in the current issue (#94) of "Fortean Times." For more
information and a toll-free telephone ordering number, see our Web page at:

http://www.cloud9.net/~patrick/anomalist

And excuse the shameless plug, but we really are quite proud of The
Anomalist, an opinion I think Rebecca will enthusiastically second.
Rebecca...uh, Rebecca? Oh, well, we have another reader, anyway. Greg...uh,
Greg?

Dennis

PS: For what it's worth, Pazzaglini has even made a stab at "translation."
From the interview: "It said something like 'In order to make light solid,
show it to the moon.' I arrived at that on my own. But when I asked the
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abductee what this passage was about she said it was about how to make light
solid."

This raises an interesting question. If pursued by investigators like
Hopkins, might not there be more corelations possibly found between possible
subject matter and a specific piece of 'writing'?
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

From: btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone)
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 16:29:37 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 21:45:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'

>Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 23:32:28 -0500
>From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Fake' and 'Self-Proclaimed'
>References: <2.2.32.19961220150040.006d578c@globalserve.net>

>As I catch up on some mail I missed, I see Michael Malone made a welcome
>reappearance -- hi, Michael!

Thanks.  Real world troubles have kept me off the net as of late.  I hope
the "reappearance" is a somewhat constant one, even though I am currently
without a computer.

>He was commenting on that vexed discussion of "self-claimed" abductees.
>He agrees the term is negative, but thinks, reasonably enough, that I
>went too far in saying "abductee" is a fair word to use for someone who
>claims to have been abducted:

>> I disagree with Greg on the issue that an abductee refers to someone who
>> beleives they have been abducted but we have no evidence of the abduction.
>> There are far to many who do not hold this view.  I think John Powell has
>> the right of it when he attempts to clarify the lack of evidence for the
>> abduction with a phrase like "self-claimed."  A better word, in my opinion,
>> is alleged.

>I think you're right, Michael. The word "abductee" literally means
>someone who was abducted. Maybe those of us who think about these things
>every day -- poor us! -- can finesse the literal meaning, and understand
>that the people we're calling abductees can't prove their experience was
>real.

One of the problems with reading legalize is that it is verbose, to the
point of obscurity.  The english language is to complex, and grows in
complexity every day, for one word to mean what we intend to convey.

>Dunno about "alleged," though. That also sounds negative to me. The more
>I think about this terminology business, the more I'm inclined to go
>with "experiencer." It only says that someone has had this experience.
>We can use the term with respect, while reserving judgement on exactly
>what the nature of the experience is.

Perhaps the problem is with the term abductee.  What we need is a new term
that is defined as "one who honestly believes they have been abducted by
sentient non-human beings and believe that these beings are either
extra-solar, or extra-terrestrial in origin."

I've struggled to make the "definition" as netural as possible, without
being obscure.  Can we even agree on a definition?

Michael Malone
KF4MYX

--
Michael Malone
Kilo Foxtrot Four Mike Yankee X-ray
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: 'Backlash'

From: btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone)
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 20:21:47 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 21:48:09 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Backlash'

>Date: Thu, 26 Dec 1996 11:01:42 -0500
>From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Backlash'
>References: <2.2.32.19961223141653.006ce178@globalserve.net>

>>         Everyone is screaming for electronic monitoring and
>> vid-cams.  Is this a joke?  That won't yield any information
>> that cannot nor has not already been disproved.  Anything
>> that has electronics, electromagnetic components, electrical
>> systems, including batteries, are only a few of the things
>> known to be affected directly by the proximity of a craft.
>> Those toys just won't work at all.

>That's simply wrong.  Standard equipment operating in a standard
>environment is and can be expected to _consistently_ operate in a
>standard manner.  If it doesn't, and if it consistently doesn't, then
>we've (minimally) shown that _something_ objectively physical has
>(repeatedly) occurred.

>This is an example of lack of evidence being evidence.  We know how
>light is supposed to behave in a near vacuum (like space) and we knew
>it would always behave that way.  When it was found to behave
>differently that eventually led to one of the proofs for the existence
>of black holes.  Even today we have no _yet_ found a black hole (because
>you can't yet actually find them.)  But we've found discreet areas in
>space where we know something is because _everything_ _consistently_
>behaves differently there.  This type of evidence is still evidence.

>Right now we have no evidence that anything is happening and its a huge
>leap to expect that a single simple series of experiments will take us
>from nothing at all to something extremely specific.  If all we got from
>a series of simple experiments was the small step from nothing to
>something that would still be the biggest step achieved to date in
>abduction research.

>In other words, if we can place some electronic equipment, that we've
>previously bench tested and found to consistently work correctly and
>previously field tested and found to consistently work correctly, in an
>abductee's home and that same equipment then consistently (at
>regular intervals, etc.) fails to work correctly we _KNOW_ something is
>going on.  (We also would know where, when and for how long.  Depending
>on the type of eqiupment we might even get a clue as to how it stopped
>working correctly.)

John,

This is something I have argued, screamed, yelled, cajoled, ridiculed, and
fought about for a long time.  In your eloquence, you have made the point
far better than I ever could.

The fact that electronic monitoring devices fail IS an example of
"evidence."  Not all evidence is based on the senses of sight, sound smell,
taste, or touch.  In fact, the kind of statistical, anylitical,
reproducable evidence that could be obtained from electronic monitoring is
more valuable than all the current evidence we currently have.

If we had a subject, who honestly believes he/she has been the object of
abduction by an alien being, under electronic monitoring we would could
begin to process of determination for what was the experience that caused
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this belief.

The protocals for such an expermient would have to be worked out.  It would
almost have to involve more than simple location monitoring.  A complete,
independantly powered, electronic monitoring system would have to be
established and placed on the subjects residence, or whatever locations are
the subjects belief that abduction occur.

At the least, assuming that the subject is abducted from sleep and from
their residence, would be an internal house system that indicated where the
subject was in the residence; a system to determine the vital signs of the
subject, including but not limited to brain activity; video and audio
monitors of the residence; ambient air readings; and a systematic method of
turning the system on or off without the subjects knowledge.

This would, of course, constitute the gravest possible invasion of the life
of the subject.  Keeping in mind that the research can not help but
influnce the observation, such a study would do more to ligitmize abduction
research than the current state of hypno-therapists have.

>> We don't have the
>> technology available to provide an effective alternative
>> means of gathering irrefutable proof.

>We don't know that to be true.  We haven't even tried yet so why would
>we assume it was true???  As I've mentioned above a negative result
>achieved through strict controls and procedure would in fact be a
>positive result.

It's more than just a positive result, its EVIDENCE.  While it doesn't
prove what is happening, it proves that something is happening.

And even evidence gained through a negative result is more than we
currently have.

What suprises me is the complete lack of initiative shown by current
"leaders" to produce just this kind of evidence.

Michael

--
Michael Malone
Kilo Foxtrot Four Mike Yankee X-ray
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The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7

From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 00:35:24 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 21:47:02 -0500
Subject: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7

Welcome to The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7
(Members  866  on 31-12-96)

The Crop Circle Connector would like  to wish all our
readers a very Happy New year and look forward to your
continue visits throughout 1997 and the coming Summer
of circles.

We are changing the format of the mailing list to make it easier
for our readers to find the new updates on the Connector.  From now on
we are linking all the new material on the Whats New  page, which you
can find by clicking on the link or icon on:-

http://alpha.mic.dundee.ac.uk/ft/crop_circles/anasazi/connect.html

The updates:
------------

We feature a ReaAudio file of Colin Andrews talking
about the Oliver`s Castle Video during the Bristol
Conference on 15th December.

We have updated the contents for the 5th Issue of the
magazine UFO Reality.  Out NOW!

We have added a New Homepage for Ed Sherwood.
It is called Millennium/Ed Sherwood Homepage.

We have included a new article by ilyes on her Homepage
regarding the Oliver`s Castle Video.

We have included on the Conference listing the up and coming
conference in Cardiff hosted by Kerry and Tom Blower.

And finally we are advertising a very important new Crop Circle
video from the Netherlands. WE recommend it highly! Amust for any
Croppie`s video library.

All the best

Mark and Stuart

--
     .888.      Mark fussell         mailto:mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk
_db__8',`8__db_          The Crop Circle Connector Web Site at:
 qp  8.`.8  qp http://www.marque.demon.co.uk/connector/connector.html
     `888'             Subscribe news:alt.paranormal.crop-circles
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The Anomalist

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 23:18:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 02:00:54 -0500
Subject: The Anomalist

Dennis Stacy wrote:

> And excuse the shameless plug, but we really are quite proud of The
> Anomalist, an opinion I think Rebecca will enthusiastically second.
> Rebecca...uh, Rebecca? Oh, well, we have another reader, anyway. Greg...uh,
> Greg?

Let's see, Dennis...which opinion will Rebecca second? She'll agree that
you're proud of your journal? Ahhh, the forests of syntax.....<laughing>

Probably she'd second the opinion I have, which is that it's a damn fine
piece of work. Intelligent, informed, and even literate. Dennis can be
as shameless as he likes. He's entitled.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Abduction Question

From: Julie Salvadore <Coyotee9@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 20:26:33 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 02:00:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Abduction Question

Clark,

Thanks for your response to the question I posed. Everyone
except one person that responded had some sort of military
connection. I don't know if it is relevent or not. I believe
it is. I used to live in Chico, California, not far from
Oroville. Beautiful area down there. Again thank you for
responding.

Julie
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Re: Abduction??

From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 23:42:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 02:01:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Abduction??

> Got a question I'd like to pose to you subscribers: What's the
> likelihood of an abduction NOT occurring in the event of an extremely
> close encounter (under 30 ft.) that takes place on a dark and deserted
> road with an object giving every indication that it's maneuvering to
> intercept? I'd like to think "they" took a pass on me, but I don't know
> how realistic that is. Any thoughts?

>                                  Jerry Washington
>                                  SD KENTUCKY/MUFON

Jerry, speaking only for myself, I think we'd be pretty rash to try to
answer that. Even if, for the sake of argument, we think we're certain
that abductions really do take place, we'd be foolish to think we
understand the alien MO.

Two thoughts. One, not very helpful for your hope that they passed you
up, is that David Jacobs thinks all close encounters are abductions. He
should speak for himself on this one; I don't want to put words in his
mouth. I believe he may feel that many distant UFO sightings are marks
of an abduction, too.

More practically, though...if you feel you may have been abducted, you
should ask yourself a series of fairly standard questions. Do you have
conscious memories of anything strange happening the night you saw the
UFO? Did you have a period of missing time?

More generally, have you seen lights in your home, and particularly in
your bedroom, that you find hard to explain? Have you ever had the
feeling you were flying? Do you have memories of people or beings
standing by your bed? Do you have marks on your body that you feel you
can't explain? Have you had periods of missing time in the past,
particularly as a child? Have you seen UFOs before?

I suppose there are some people on this list who will be horrified to
see me mentioning these questions, as if I was encouraging you to
believe you've been abducted. What I'm doing, though, is, for better or
worse, passing on to you the kind of questions Budd Hopkins or David
Jacobs might ask. I'm also suggesting that you might want to look for
signs of abductions throughout your life, if you believe you might have
been taken on that particular night. The supposed pattern is that people
are abducted not once, but repeatedly. I doubt there are many
experiencers without some degree of conscious memory. So -- assuming for
the moment that the standard abduction scenario is at all accurate -- if
you were abducted that night, you surely were abducted at other times,
too. And you should have some fragmentary memory of those abductions.

Hope this helps.

Greg Sandow

There's a longer series of questions Dave Jacobs gives to people who
feel they might have had these experiences. If you're curious, I can
post it on the list.
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Terminology

From: SGBConsult@aol.com <Steve Bassett>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 00:22:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 02:02:35 -0500
Subject: Terminology

In a message dated 96-12-30 21:51:58 EST, Greg Sandow wrote:

>  >Dunno about "alleged," though. That also sounds negative to me. The more
>  >I think about this terminology business, the more I'm inclined to go
>  >with "experiencer." It only says that someone has had this experience.
>  >We can use the term with respect, while reserving judgement on exactly
>  >what the nature of the experience is.

Michael Malone replied:

>  Perhaps the problem is with the term abductee.  What we need is a new term
>  that is defined as "one who honestly believes they have been abducted by
>  sentient non-human beings and believe that these beings are either
>  extra-solar, or extra-terrestrial in origin."
>
>  I've struggled to make the "definition" as netural as possible, without
>  being obscure.  Can we even agree on a definition?
_________________

Terminology has the power to self-generate epistemology.

As historical evidence prior to the modern era (1947-1996) is gathered, the
spectrum of encounter experiences continues to broaden.  In this time period
three terms have been most prevalent: contactee, abductee, and experiencer.

"Contactee" as a basis for consensus was weakened by its use during the
"space brother" period and with other later extreme fringe reportage.

"Abductee" has a substantive lineage which gained strength after the Hill
case and further developed with the work of Budd Hopkins and other early
investigators.

"Experiencer" is a much more recent nomenclature which emerged from
support groups with impetus from group members dissatisfied with
"Abductee".  It has been particularly embraced by Dr. John Mack's Program
for Extraordinary Experience Research, one of the most prominent research
and support organizations in the field.

Not uncharacteristically, these terms have created lines of debate.  This
debate is exacerbated by the personal and emotional involvement of the
participants in much of the developing evidence.

Not enough is known about this phenomenon to rely upon narrow nomenclature,
however comforting.   Motivations are ascribed to entities not yet
conclusively proved to exist, for conduct as yet not understood, within
contexts completely outside consensus reality.

The wave/particle conundrum in subatomic physics is a good model.  Until more
evidence is in, a beneficial course might be one of hoping for the specifics
while expecting a protracted period of generalities.

Unlike most fields of scientific research, certain aspects the this sub-field
of UFOlogy place exceptional demands on the education, experience and
personal values each investigator brings to the work.   As such, this pivotal
field of study is both complicated and well serviced by the diverse range of
approaches represented by Sims, Smith, Jacobs, Carpenter, Boylan, Hopkins,
Mack, and others.

The likelihood that any one camp is precisely on target, given the
extraordinary elusiveness, complexity, and paradigm challenging nature of the
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unfolding evidence, is slim.

There is a painful need for tolerance at this point.  The community of
UFOlogy is still building the formal structures for ordered investigation and
peer review.  The field has struggled against the effects of advanced
speculation and theorizing running well ahead of the evidence.

Of course, the involved participants have a powerful need to put language to
these encounters - to find some solid ground upon which to stand.  Each must
cope in their own way.   There is, however, something to be said for an
intrinsic nimbleness - a readiness, given the huge potential for
unprecedented intellectual quakes in our very ground of being, to set down on
that piece of earth still intact when the shaking is over.

Steve Bassett
SGBConsult

Afterthought:

There may be merit in a formal, broad based attempt by the community to
expand the CEI, II, III, IV schema so as to describe the full array of
encounters in forms less emotional and open to schism.
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[Antigravity] Hello and Working devices...!

From: "Steve Wingate" <swingate@crl.com>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 22:39:39 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 03:10:42 -0500
Subject: [Antigravity] Hello and Working devices...!

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "Robert G. Halsey" <halseyb@govonca3.gov.on.ca>
To:            <antigravity@primenet.com>
Subject:       [Antigravity] Hello and Working devices...!
Date:          Mon, 30 Dec 1996 01:15:46 -0500

Hello to everyone!

My name is Robert Halsey (please refer to me as Bob) from Toronto Ontario. I
work in the Computer field with VAX systems mainly. I have my B.Sc. in
Computer Science, but did an unofficial minor in Physics.

I joined the Antigravity mail list/conference a couple of months ago, and have
been getting the volumes of E-mails every day.  Most are quite interesting,
although I do see a little overquoting sometimes and tangents, but overall, I
quite enjoy this conference.

One of the things I expected to see when I joined was discussion of real
research and real working machines
that people are currently working on.  While I've seen a little of that in the
last few days, overall the discussion seems to be more theoretical or
historical (that ancient East-Indian Rama civilization memo was Great!).

In pursuit of real working devices today, I would like to relay some
information on one person I have met and what he is working on.  The
gentleman's name is Pierre Sinclaire in Fort Langley, B.C. (near
Vancouver). He has been working on a device original built by David
Hamel, now in Ontario.  I'll make the overall story brief, but will
give references on where to get more details.

David Hamel attests to having an encounter with a UFO in 1975.  Supposedly it
was a psychic experience as opposed to an actual abduction.  During this
encounter he was given a "tour" of their ship and its principles of opposing
magnetic fields were explained to him.  Upon release, he was determined to
duplicate this functionality.  Through the years, he has pursued this with
significant success.

The devices he has built have similar electromagnetic/gravitational effects as
do "classic" UFO encounters. Whenever he starts his machine in motion, all
electric devices within several hundred feet go completely on the fritz.  His
two most successful tests to date have had a hole blown through the roof of
his garage, and a few years later, he built a larger device which when he
inadvertently started it one night, started glowing different colours and as
it speed up, it took off never to be seen again!

His main problem has been funding, and since he isn't a scientific person
himself, he has also had a problem understanding exactly what was happening.
That's where Pierre Sinclaire comes into the picture. Pierre has done
significant research into antigravity effects on his own and joined up with
David Hamel to approach the testing in a more scientific way.

I have had an involved discussion with Pierre to understand how these
devices worked.  The device that David/Pierre is working on is based on
opposing Magnetic fields interacting at specific changing angles. The
devices themselves involve a "wobbling" motion of compressed opposing
fields which when contained within a metallic rim, generate strong
electrogravitational effects.  In the atmosphere, these devices also
employ contained air flow for additional control.  The surrounding apparent
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electromagnetic interference effects are supposedly actual
electrogravitational effects that are impeding circuits at a quantum atomic
level as opposed to an electrical interference.

Pierre expects to have his most recent creation completed sometime in the
January time frame, and I am anxiously waiting word on what happens!

Various other researchers have been working on similar magnetic devices as
well as tapping into the Overunity energy aspects of these magnetic effects.
One person, John Searl, an electrical engineer, did some research on opposed
wound coils and supposedly had one device he built take off on him as well!

There is one fellow John Hutchinson, also in Vancouver, who has done some
testing with two positioned Tesla coils and a Van Degraf generator and
has supposedly (I would like to see this one in person), caused complete
gravity negation on some testing objects, as well, he has observed matter
state effects.

Anyway, to summarize.  I hope this generates some additional interest in
real, happening today, types of research.  Pierre Sinclaire is offering a
book written by Jean Manning on the history of David Hamel and his research,
called The Granite Man and the Butterfly.  As well, he has a videotape
available of a conference where he explained a lot of the research/history
of the project.  All proceeds from the sale of these items go towards the
research.  It's an interesting book, with some additional chapters on other
research in the area.  Get it and help the project!

For more information on this, take a look at "www.cascadia-net.com/magnet".
I found out about this project through another source of a lot of information
on several of the topics of discussion within this conference,

www.keelynet.com

I can't emphasize enough how fascinating the Keelynet site is!!!  Moderator
Jerry Decker has accumulated a massive volume of current and historical
material on all aspects of what some would term "weird science". He evaluates
material he receives before posting it and generally adds a "critique" of the
material he posts. He has a dial-up database in Texas much larger than his
Website can contain, but there are mirror sites that do contain most of his
original collection.

Daniel Woolman asked me to pass on the information about Pierre when I
joined, so there it is! I hope you find it interesting.  Sorry for it being
so long...!

Robert (Bob) Halsey
halseyb@gov.on.ca
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Re: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7

From: Beyond Boundaries <jmurphy@onramp.net>
Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 22:00:30 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 03:12:28 -0500
Subject: Re: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7

At 09:47 PM 12/30/96 -0500, Mark Fussell wrote:

>Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 00:35:24 +0000
>To: reaw@dnet.net
>From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
>Subject: The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7

>Welcome to The Crop Circle Connector Mailing list #7
>(Members  866  on 31-12-96)

>The Crop Circle Connector would like  to wish all our
>readers a very Happy New year and look forward to your
>continue visits throughout 1997 and the coming Summer
>of circles.

[snip]

Hi Mark - I just watched Janet and Bert's documentary this evening - The
absolute best I have ever seen - even supersedes Colins' Undeniable Evidence
- Those guys from the Netherlands are sincere! I have met them several times
now out in the circles of Wiltshire.  I wish we could put Stuart Conway's
photography on our video with Janet and Bert's film to make the best
documentary ever - Bert asked me if I had ideas how to do that - which
I have no expertise in at all - but between the two videos we have the
world's best and someone out there knows what to do with it - we just have
to locate that person - Joyce

BEYOND BOUNDARIES   - Research and Expeditions Worldwide
****************************************************************************

New Website ( check it every few days for updates ) -
http://rampages.onramp.net/~jmurphy

****************************************************************************

PO BOX 250 RAINBOW TX 76077
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Re: Handling the News Media

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@atl.mindspring.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 12:06:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 03:13:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media

At 06:08 AM 12/29/96 -0500, you wrote:

>>From: Rob McConnell <misterx@WarpLink.com>

>>I must reply to this "masterpiece of misinformation" that the writer is
>>trying to pass the buck of the poor reporting of UFO by the media to the
>>source where it actually belongs.....people within so-called UFO
>>organizations who have no idea of what they are looking for or looking at.

>>Now, as a journalist, broadcaster and parapasychologist, I too am
>>concerned with the misinformation that gets to the media and the manner in
>>which members of "ufology reporting clubs" gather their information and
>>distribute it with their own hidden agendas.

>[snip]

>>On one show, a Director of an International UFO Organization who was
>>identified in a recent book as having video tape footage of the
>>Brookhaven, Long Island incident, told me that in order to try and get to
>>the bottom of the Area 51 mystery, he actually tresspassed on private
>>property and was proud of it. He was a person who was saying that the
>>conspiracy of the Area 51 was against the law in the manner that the
>>government was hiding the truth from their citizens. I asked him, "so,
>>inorder to prove that the government is breaking the law and that there is
>>a conspiracy, it's alright for you to tresspass on the private property of
>>the US Government there by breaking the law?" There was a pause and no
>>answer was brought forthwith.

>[snip]

>I was a participant in that 'show' - referred to above.
>McConnell is a former policeman. Once a cop, always a cop.
>Breaking the Law!?  "...he actually tresspassed {sic} on private
>property..."! At that point in the 'show' his focus and
>attention were completely lost. Actually, what Tom Theofanous
>_did_ answer, smugly and with a huge grin on his face was "YUP!"

Grin...I sent a fax of the above to Tom, Errol...I ask him if the author of
the article was referring to him.  I knew that he had been there.  I was
there also, but in May, 93.  Of course I didn't cross "the fence." <g>

>As to the 'book' that McConnell refers to... I won't demean the
>authors who post here by mentioning either its title or so-called
>writer. Suffice to say that 99% of it is pure unadulterated fiction.
>When we were sent a promo-copy several of us sat around just
>howling with laughter at the 'facts' about Carp, Long Island,
>Tom's doctoral degrees and the greed and naivete of the publisher.

Ha, ha, ha...yeah...I made Tom a copy of the  "audio book," on the
incident.  I received it from Mark Center in Orange County, California.
I like the way he "changed the pronunciation" of the names of the
characters...as you know he called me Mike Christie...<g>

You are correct, much of the book is fiction, however, many of the
characters, i.e., Rev. Stanley, M. Parente, etc.  are real people.
I have talked to them myself.  I can't begin to vouch for the people
he claims he talked to at Brookhaven.  I haven't talked to any of
them.

>As to having "a copy of the Brookhaven, Long Island tape", so what?
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>There are many UFO researchers who've seen the tape. It's inconclusive.
>What does that have to do with the price of bacon?

Yep...I finally received a copy of it myself.  Not from John Ford, but from
one of the Japanese "Saturday Night UFO Specials."  Apparently, John
Ford sold it to them.  He called me about it, while the incident was on going,
but would not give me a copy because he has supposedly contracted it
out to "Unsolved Mysteries."  Of course, eventually that fell through after
several noted UFO analysts, such as Bruce Macabee, among others told Bob Kiviat
that it was a hoax.

I have an audio library of conversations with John Ford, from day one
of that case, as well as written letters exchanged with him and a letter in
reply from the Police Chief of North Moriches (if I an not mistaken, I am
writing this off the top of my head.  I can verify if necessary).

>[snippage]

>>Rob McConnell,
>>Executive Producer of THE INTERNATIONAL PARANORMAL BROADCAST NETWORK,
>>Host of the IPBN Syndicated show THE 'X',
>>Publisher of THE 'X' Newspaper.

>Thanks Rob McConnell for yet another of your invaluable contributions
>to UFO research.

>ebk

Thanks for your input on this Errol.

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Handling the News Media

From: "Michael J. Woods" <mike.woods@sympatico.ca>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 01:59:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 03:11:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media

Re: Handling the News Media......by Joe Lewels, Ph.D.

A response to the above recent posting by John Powell

Anyone who takes the UFO mystery seriously, and who is currently working
in major market media has encountered the 'UFO interview' - the sincere,
believer who states with utter conviction, "The aliens control underground
bases near Dulce, Montana under a secret agreement with the government."
Could be, but proof....even just a receipt from the local Domino's for a
large double cheese, double mutilated cow parts pizza delivered to an
empty field, remains non-existent.

A recent posting to UFO UpDates, a reprint from the May 96 MUFON UFO Journal
of Sequin Texas, titled 'Handling the News Media: What MUFON Members Need to
Know', was at best a rehash of tired second hand horror stories and
sterotypes, with at least one sweeping but wrong generalization and two
statements that push the threshold of slander/libel.

Let's start from the beginning.

The author, a self proclaimed former journalist/journalism professor
provides no background on himself.

--"As a former journalist and journalism professor, I have often winced with
embarrassment at the antics of broadcast anchormen who somehow feel obliged
to end every UFO story wth a snide comment or a dumb joke."--

I've viewed tapes from all over Canada and the U.S. dealing specifically
with local news coverage of UFO sightings. Since the mid 80's I can't recall
half a dozen stories of local sightings, usually highlighting a viewers
amateur videotape, that ended with any "raised eyebrows." And if footage of
an unidentified object seen locally isn't explanation enough of why it was
shown on the news, I suggest the journalism professor return to class, day
one, under What is news and why do we cover it....subheading: Proximity. A
local event of significant impact on the community is as important or more
imporant than a national event with little local impact.

--"The reason, of course, is the ratings. TV stations and newspapers are,
first and foremost, businesses, and it is this fact that accounts for much
of their content. Editors and news directors are well aware of the public's
seemingly unquenchable thirst for UFO information..."--

We'll discuss ratings and especially "sweeps week" shortly but for now we'll
note in passing that no one in UFO research has ever attempted or made any
type of profit from their activities. Everyone in UFO research is dedicated
solely to the expansion of knowledge and makes no effort to make money from
that. No UFO researcher has ever colored or shaded the facts, altered or
withheld information to make their work more interesting and more
"inexplicable."

As for the public's "seemingly unquenchable thirst...." it seems pretty
quenched. The only show to regularily feature UFO reports, SIGHTINGS had to
move from FOX to a U.S. cable channel. Why? The ratings stunk, it was
cancelled, then picked up for another run (in a smaller market). Unsolved
Mysteries used to do the odd UFO bit, but the public decided the Mysteries
could stay unsolved. To the best of my knowledge, Unsolved Mysteries has
also been cancelled.

And while I personally love the X-Files, and its a darling with the critics,
the cruel reality is it does break into the weekly Top Ten, but its more
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consistently a Top 20 show. Not bad...but.

Next the article tells three stories of reporters contacting MUFON about UFO's.
The first anecdote, if it was a report on a sighting would be thrown out by
any UFO researcher as far too anecdotal without enough fact. We're told the
MUFON State Section Director in El Paso, Texas was contacted by a reporter
wanting a quick interview for a three part news series on UFO's. In an
off-the-record meeting they learned the reporter had been assigned the story
by his news directors (what a surprise), the news director wasn't
particularily interested in UFO's (should have been losing sleep over them)
and that next week was sweeps week so ratings were the reason the station
was doing the series. And each segment would be two to three minutes long.
The State Section Director is quoted as being amazed at the lack of
professionalism of the reporter, for not having done research before daring
to disturb the constant struggle to reveal the truth that the State Section
Director is engaged in.

We're never told who the reporter is or what station they work for.
I will say that any news director who assigns a series a week before it goes
to air is an idiot...if it happened that way. But the TV station I work at
here in Toronto, the largest independent station in the country, also does
special series during ratings periods...and those are assigned well in
advance. It can take a week to EDIT a half decent three part series.
As for two to three minutes per segment, well....most local newscasts run
thirty minutes. Take away the commercials, the chit-chat happy talk, the
weather and the sports (and entertainment if the line-up goes that way) and
you're lucky if you get 12 minutes of news in a news show. They were talking
two to three minutes per segment or one-sixth to one QUARTER of the entire
news segment. Right in there with Zipper Willy at the White House and Mother
Theresa's last gasp. No doubt the author feels the entire show should have
been dedicated to UFO's.

So I guess this article tells us the news director at the local CBS
affiliate in El Paso, Texas is incompetent.

And in their incompetent manner they decide their viewers want to know more
about UFO's, probably in general and any local incidents. But instead of
spending two or three working days reading the proper books, this reporter
contacts an organization that was supposedly founded to uncover and spread
the truth about the UFO phenomena.....and runs into a brick wall. MUFON in
its infinite wisdom declines to participate. After all, the reporter knew
nothing about the subject. MUFON certainly has more important things to do
than educate a reporter....evidently because in its brilliance it doesn't
realize that reporter stands proxy for 100-thousand or more people
(dependent on audience and market size and share, or publication circulation)
And while the State Section Director is being amazed at the lack of
knowledge of this reporter, can we ask how much the SSD knows about local
crime, or local politics or whatever that reporter covers on a more regular
basis. Perhaps he might be amazed at the SSD's lack of knowledge.

Next in "Handling the New Media" we're given a five line anecdote, telling
us the International Director of MUFON was contacted by an un-named reporter
at an un-named newspaper (Picture that as a UFO report: We have a sighting
but I won't tell you where or who saw it) who wanted an interview and
information on the Gulf Breeze case.

--"He knew absolutely nothing about the events of Gulf Breeze, says Walt,
even though Pensacola is just a few mile across the bay. He didn't even know
who Ed Walter was."--

Sure, no way a reporter is going to tap a few keys on his terminal and call
up his own papers morgue on local UFO stories. No way he'd pose like he'd
never heard of Ed Walters, to see how the person being interviewed reacts to
Ed Walters name or to see if the statements being made by an influential
person like the International Director of MUFON were in any way
contradictory to early statements made by him or his organization.

Then we got a heart-warming story of a good reporter, who rolls over, plays
dead and writes a warm and fuzzy feature just in time to promote a UFO lecture.
In that we get our first REAL idea of what this supposed journalist now
expects reporters to do when they deal with UFO stories. Write exactly what
MUFON wants or you are the enemy. No? Did you read the whole article.

--"The diffence between these two cases of media contact serves as a good
lesson for MUFON members who may not have experience in dealing with the
press."--

They serve as a lesson all right. They teach us the author can't add. He
cited THREE examples...two bad, one good.

The grand finale of the piece was a ten step program on how to handle the
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media. It's better labeled How to make sure you get very little media
exposure and what little coverage you get is hostile.

The first point:, appoint a spokesperson, direct all media enquires to them
is the only one that makes sense. One spokesperson means the organization
speaks with a single clear voice. Always better to be soloist than just
another voice in the UFO choir.

2 --"seek out reporters who are interested in and knowledge about the
subject..."--. Great idea. But how do you identify which reporters are
interested in and knowledgeable about UFO's until they've REPORTED on the
subject? If you're MUFON, they contacted you before they went to air or
print. If you followed the suggestions in the article, you probably
alienated them.

(Is that a freudian slip or just a really bad pun?)

3--"Media contact is optional...."--

Yup and that's a two way street. The media is under no obligation to contact
MUFON for comment on a UFO story no matter how all together big-time and
important it believes itself to be.

3--"Remember that anything you say to a reporter is quotable....For that
reason, many reporters will attempt to strike up a casual conversation
without telling you that you are being interviewed."--

Picture that one. A television reporter shows up at your office, camera in
tow, sits on the corner of your desk and casually strikes up a conversation.
You, being brain dead, don't realize the bright light, video camera and
gibbering idiot posed on your desk constitute an interview and admit to
sexual trysts on-board a UFO with Elvis. Or better still. You're at work and
the phone rings. You answer and a total stranger, who doesn't identify him
or her self or who they work for, try striking up a conversation with you
over the phone. The talk soon turns to UFO's and of course, you don't wonder
WHY a total stranger has phoned you up to chat about UFO's and you spill the
Elvis secret.

3--"...it is in your best interest to consider every newsperson as an
adversary, for he is capable of making you look extremely foolish."--

This is the single, dumbest piece of advice in this entire, ill-considered
article. For fifteen years I have been a working journalist. Not in some
ivory tower, but in the trenches. Before the sun comes up on January 2nd,
I'll be in the station, writing the news for the most popular morning show
in Toronto and I can guarantee you that if I call someone for information on
a story, no matter what that story is, and the person on the other end
treats me as an adversary they will find they get unsympathetic treatment on
the inital story...and I'll likely keep looking into them because when a
cold call gets a hostile reaction most news people's first reaction is to
ask "What are they covering up." In MUFON's case, it could be they're
covering up the fact they don't know much.

Be assured, if you deal with the media on a hostile basis all you'll get out
of it is hostile coverage. And you are within your rights and SHOULD refuse
to do an interview if you feel uncomfortable. But if you refuse to be
interviewed, don't bitch later because you weren't involved. And don't be
surprised if the media doesn't ever call back. Why waste the time? Deadlines
are tight.

4** I've no major arguments with this section...but again, remember the
media runs on deadlines...sometimes there just isn't time for a
pre-interview meeting.

5--"Remember, reporters use people to get a story that will sell newspapers
or get ratings. Their own interests come first, not telling the truth."--

This provides us with a great deal of insight into the ethics and morality
the author brought to his former occupation...but little as to how real
reporters work. Reporters in print worry about story placement and by-lines,
broadcast reporters worry about how much air-time their stories get...but
they don't worry about ratings or newspaper sales. That's the worry of the
managing editor or the news director. As much as anything else, this shows
how little the author knows about the news business. And putting their own
interests before the truth would also be a very accurate way of describing
an awful lot of UFO researchers.

6--"realize that even though they interview you for 20 miutes, they may only
use a 10 or 20 second film clip of the most sensational statements you make.
It will be totally out of context and could make you look foolish.--"
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If the author would care to repeat that last sentence outside, he'll have a
fight on his hands. I don't mean verbal. This sentence states, as fact, that
no matter who you are, your interview will run out of context. This
approaches libel/slander (depends: is this article considered published, or
broadcast. In a sense it's both.) It would be just as accurate to say, from
a journalists point of view. "Don't bother interviewing MUFON. They all have
three teeth and live in tar paper shacks or trailer parks."

7--This one's pretty clear cut. In essence, don't lie. You can't prove, even
to a believer like me, there was a crash at Roswell. (Yes, I think there was
one, too. But you can't prove it.) You don't know if the object reported was
from outer space, inner space or space-for-rent..so don't guess.

8--Here's a real head shaker. If you hold public meetings, ask if there are
media reps present, then tell them the meeting is off-the-record or have
them leave. Try to remember that reporters are members of the public too.
They have the right to attend a public meeting. I can't believe anyone, in
anyway associated with MUFON would encourage secrecy as a way of uncovering
secrets. Kicking a reporter out of a public meeting might make you feel
important but its likely to have one of two effects. 1.) Your organization
will be completely ignored until such time as a saucer lands at City Hall
and invites only your organization on-board. 2.) An in-depth, entirely
hostile examination of your little puddle of UFO research. Likely include
in-depth interviews with the biggest Space Cadets in your local group.
Probably end up denying you ever saw Close Encounters, let alone admit you
have an interest in UFO's.

9--This is funny. If you're having a guest lecture, arrange for them to
appear during local sweeps week, then offer to co-produce a UFO segment for
a local news director, centered on your guest.

Yeah, right. First off, and again a demonstration of how little the author
knows about the news business...sweeps week is actually sweeps MONTH. During
the four week period, any two of the four weeks will be a "hot" week, i.e. a
week when the audience numbers are actually measured. The numbers determine
the advertising rates. No one actually knows which of the weeks are
"hot"...but information leaks...usually as the "hot" week starts...not in
advance.

And if you have a need to have someone laugh in your face, take your UFO
group down to the local TV station and offer to co-produce a news series.
Unless you are active in the business, you honestly wouldn't know how to
START a news series, let alone produce an entire one, shaped and slanted to
fit your upcoming lecturer. If you DO know a news director dumb enough, send
me his name. I'd be interested to know if they'd willingly repeat the
experience.

Want some real tips for dealing with the media. Try these.

Be honest. Don't pretend to know more than you do. Nothing wrong with "I
don't know" as an answer to any question. There are no stupid questions,
just stupid answers. And the media doesn't need to take clips out of context
to make people look dumb. Most manage on their own without extra help.

Stick to the facts of the specific story. Don't volunteer too many
cross-reference stories...they can't all be checked and can just confuse things.

Think, talk, act local. If you're talking to TV, remember, without pictures
or videotape there is very little reason for a UFO story. (Unless, of
course, it lands at City Hall. In Buffalo, it still wouldn't be reported
unless the inhabitants were robbed or the saucer caught fire.)

Don't want to look foolish on camera? Don't act or say anything foolish.
Talking about alien-human hybrids or the ever-popular underground alien
bases might be great fun at a convention, but lay that one on a reporter
who's just come from a drug-related murder scene to interview you and you'll
soon see them rolling their eyes, checking their watches and wondering how
long before YOU're hauled away.

Even though common sense has become one of the rarest substances on this
planet, if you use a little you can come through a media interview, with
your pride and credibility intact, having provided some much-needed
publicity to a very deserving topic. Follow the advice contained in Handling
the News Media and you'll find yourself manhandled and mutilated by the news
machine.

UFO's are real. It's our job to prove it and get the word out. Building
walls between the research community and the media is the surest way to
ensure our real adversaries, those who engage in cover-up and distortion,
will win and the truth be buried. Let's not throw dirt on the people who are
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helping to unearth the big secret.

Michael J. Woods

(Note: Mike Woods has worked for 15 years in the news busines. He started in
radio, working as a news writer at CHUM AM & FM, and lead reporter at CKWW
radio. He was editor and managing editor of Business and Finance Magazine.
For the last five years he has been with CITY-TV in Toronto, for the last
three years as a news writer for CITY-TV's Breakfast Television. He also
conducts UFO research and lectures on UFO'S and the media. So there.)

The truth can STAY out there, send in the fantasy.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Handling the News Media

From: fsphys@brunswickmicro.nb.ca
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 96 13:44:36 -0400
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 10:26:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Handling the News Media

Kudos indeed to Mike Woods for his excellent comments on the media. My own
experience doing interviews for more than 25 years is that he is right on.
There have been very very few instances of my being stabbed in the back by an
interviewer. They have constraints. If we don't learn how they work, don't
blame
them.

Stan Friedman
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: 'Alien' Writing

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 07:03:32 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 10:27:45 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien' Writing

>From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
>Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 15:19:06 -0500
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien' Writing
>To:  updates@globalserve.net

>Hiya Greg, hi all,

>In response to Gregs post,

===========================================================================

>Date: Mon, 30 Dec 1996 00:50:52 -0500
>From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51
>References: <2.2.32.19961220145428.006df620@globalserve.net>

>Still catching up....and considering the question of alleged alien
>writing.

>Peter Brookesmith and John Powell made helpful comments about testing
>claims that people have seen the same writing. Here's the gist of some
>of it, with quotes mixed and matched from both gentlemen:

>> Lacking the priceless MSS, John Powell suggests comparing 'original'
>> and 'fresh' samples of alleged alien writing from each claimant (a
>> vertical test) and then comparing these writings claimant v. claimant
>> (an horizontal test).

>> > We compare the two samples (the fresh one from the claimant and the
>> > original one from the claimant) and statistically on a character by
>> > character basis we'd expect equal or better than 80% similarity to
>> > advance that example further in our dataset.

===========================================================================
_____------>SNIP %<--------------------------------------------------------

I hope that my sharing of this helps somehow. Poor Greg has been keeping my
name out of this discussion out of propriety and respect, I'm grateful to
him for that. That, and many other qualities that he consistently exhibits
in all of his posts are [part] of the reason for my great fondness for him.
And [the] reason that I'm sharing this personal experience. It's my way of
standing next to a friend in support, and hopefully adding something of
value to the info pool.

There are several experiencers on this list, I'm curious if anyone else has
had a similar experience? With either symbols being shown to them or
samples of writing being displayed. I'm curious (and I'm sure others are
too) about how common or uncommon this particular feature may be.

We can do a little "in house" survey and independently/privately submit
samples to EBK (neutral third party) and get his (unbiased) opinion as to
similarity! He can then post his findings to the list . (But only if it's
O-K with the Big Kahuna Himself! <G>) It'd be an interesting little study.
Maybe not significant, but interesting nonetheless.
***************************Preceeding is quoted***********************

        Well, you can add me to that list of people who would like to help.
I can say that I have done this and that, remember this and that, and so on.  I
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can also say that I haven't had trouble remembering about my experiences.  I do
tend to forget, to make errors in memories, etc just about the same as anyone
else at my age would experience in remembering certain details of events from
thirty or more years ago.  Nevertheless...

        John Velez, I have to really say how brave you are to bare your self to
the public as you have here in this group of select intellects.  I would not
dare to infer that you responded with anything less than the candid honesty of
your heart and life in your answer here. BRAVO!

        What seems to be missed here is that we 'experiencers', 'abductees' or
whatever label fits... are only mundane people who have had something go
bump in
our lives.  It isn't up to us to do anything more than to live with the facts,
to try to describe what we experienced in our own words, and to go on about our
lives.  For us, life must go on, troubled or not.

        For those who are only seekers of Truth in any form, there are eternal
lists of questions about which I care none.  I have my own things to do, my own
life to live and I do.  In
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Eyewitness Testimony

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 12:08:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 14:00:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Eyewitness Testimony

> From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Eyewitness Testimony

> >> Incident at Exeter, New Hampshire *
> --------------
> JC:   John,
> I understood where you were coming from. I just couldn't resist. :-)
> No apologies are necessary from either of us.

Ahh, okay, I get it <grin>.

> It is simply my way of reminding readers out there that it is cases
> such as "Exeter," which defy all logical, rational explanation and
> which are the very reason this mail list, others like it, and the
> discussions ensuing therein exist.

Bingo.

> When one considers the accurate history of the subject and what
> legitimate scientists like J. Allen Hynek and James McDonald
> discovered along the way, the importance of investigations being
> conducted regarding abduction claimants and animal mutilations is not
> to be underestimated.

Personally, I don't think it has been established that so-called alien
abductions or mutilations are related to classic ufology, nor do I think
we should assume they are related at this point.

We might get a lot farther if we tentatively, for research purposes,
assummed they _weren't_ related to ufology.

In any case, each are serious events that need work.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 10:10:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:57:09 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> This is all a big plus. Anything that makes abduction research more
> objective has to be welcome.
> A couple of thoughts on it:
> We're treading on a very tricky question here -- the nature and
> functioning of memory. This isn't something the scientific world
> exactly agrees on. [...]

I think the memory tests (comparing the fresh alleged handwriting sample
to the original for consistency and comparing the recall accuracy using
a known but foreign handwriting sample) might tell us a little about
memory but not in a terribly scientific way.

The real purpose is to be able to later separate from the dataset those
people whose freshly sample does and doesn't clisely match their
original sample, to separate from the dataset those people who tested
well on reproducing a known foreign sample from those who didn't.

Without knowing how these various separations of the data would fall out
we really can't guess on their significance.

> Once the experiment is carried out, we'd have to clarify what
> constitutes similarity. How do we measure it? What constitutes 80%
> similarity, as opposed to 60% or 20%?
> There's a procedure for doing that, which I'd strongly urge be
> adopted.

There are professionals out there who, without knowing that it is
alleged alien handwriting they are reviewing, have standards and
procedures for doing this.

> And it might be overkill to test whether people can remember Arabic or
> Chinese.

I don't think Peter had in mind testing for each symbology.  I'd suggest
comparing the original samples to the known foreign symbology and
picking one foreign symbology to use.

Have you asked Hopkins about doing such a study?

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: "Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 11:22:50 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:55:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

To add my two-cents:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Jan .. you wrote:

>Date: Sun, 29 Dec 1996 13:17:56 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Philosophy of Science and UFOs
>
>........

>1.  LARGE NUMBER OF REPORTS:
>
..........

>The USAF data was bias because many
>of the reports were from official sources around military and official
>installations which were forced to report ufos by regulation while public
>reports were voluntary.  If the same analysis were done using clipping
>service reports, what patterns would appear?  (I think from the beginning
>the Air Force realized that they might be sitting on a volcano......

.......

JC:   Jan, I apologize for jumping ahead, yet, even in that biased military
data were tantalizing tidbits. We can peer a little into that volcano a few
years "down the road" by examining an excerpt from J. Allen Hynek's 1972
book (Hynek, J. Allen:  The UFO Experience,  Chicago:  Henry Regnery Co.,
1972 ). Located in appendix 4, in a letter he wrote to his boss, is an
example Hynek used to inform Colonel Sleeper of things he felt were "wrong"
with Project Blue Book, the main source of the Air Force's espoused data
regarding UFOs. (and Hynek had a "shopping list's" worth!) The following
case mentioned by Hynek occurred in 1965, as detailed in Oberg/Cooper.5. A
good portion of Hynek's "shopping list" is detailed therein as well.

COMMENTS FROM J. ALLEN HYNEK:
>[Extract from a
>classified document of reported sighting of 5 May, 1965, contents
>unclassified, classification refers to name, and location and
>mission of vessel.] " . . . leading signal man reported what he
>believed to be an aircraft. . . . When viewed through binoculars,
>three objects were sighted in close proximity to each other; one
>object was first magnitude, the other two were second magnitude.
>Objects were traveling at extremely high speeds, moving toward
>ship at undetermined altitude.  At . . . . four moving targets
>were detected on the . . . . air search radar at ranges up to
>twenty two miles and held up to six minutes.  When over the ship
>the objects spread to circular formation directly overhead and
>remained there for approximately three minutes.  This maneuver was
>observed both visually and by radar.  The bright object which
>hovered off the starboard quarter made the larger presentation on
>the radar scope.  The objects made several course changes during
>the sighting, confirmed visually and by radar, and were *tracked
>at speeds in excess of 3000 (three thousand) knots. * (J.C.
>Asterisks are mine.)  Challenges were made by IFF but not
>answered.  After the three minute hovering maneuver, the objects
>moved in a southeasterly direction at an extremely high rate of
>speed.  Above evolution observed by CO, all bridge personnel and
>numerous hands topside."
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>        This report was summarily evaluated by Blue Book as
>"Aircraft," and to the best of my knowledge was never further
>investigated.  By what stretch of the imagination can we say that
>the sighting did not represent a "possible threat" to the United
>States?  Only because nothing happened.  Do we ascribe such
>incompetence to the officers of the ship, and to the CO, to have
>such a report submitted unless all witnesses were truly puzzled?
>Is it conceivable that these officers could not have recognized an
>aircraft had it had the trajectory, the apparent speed, and the
>maneuvers ascribable to aircraft?  No mention is made in the
>report of even the possibility that ordinary aircraft were being
>observed.  The very fact that IFF challenges went unanswered
>should have been a spur to further investigation.  This implies
>enemy craft.  But the report does not even suggest the possibility
>that these were ordinary enemy  aircraft.  The classified document
>in Blue Book files does not contain further technical data
>concerning the sighting itself.  Should not the director of Blue
>Book have exhibited at least SOME curiosity about this sighting?
>Yet when I brought it up on more than one occasion, it was
>dismissed with boredom. . . . . . * It is hard for the public to
>understand how a country whose military posture is so security
>geared could dismiss a case like this out-of-hand unless the
>military knew more than they were telling."

JC:   This came from the man who saw the actual data from the Air Force.
But even he was not exposed to it all.  He also writes:

>Appendix 4, Section A, Paragraph 9
>
>"It must be pointed out that neither of these cases were shown to
>me by Blue Book personnel.  I happened upon them by accident
>during one of my visits as I scanned through material lying on a
>desk, and not in the files; I am not permitted to peruse the files
>themselves.  I have access to the files only when I request a
>specific case.  But how can I request a specific case, to examine
>its possible scientific merits, if I don't know of its existence?"

JC:   Mind you, he is the chief consultant. Although there were security
items I am sure the Air Force did not want to give away, even to its #1
consultant, this informs us that he never saw some of the best cases that
we can plainly see obviously existed.

...............

JC:   Jan, then you mentioned statistics:

>3.  USAF, MOD, DND, ETC., STATISTICS
>
>   Just about everyone is impressed by statistic.  In the CIA analysis of
>the 1952 wave, they saw the AF claim of "only" 20% unexplained as
>evidence that the AF was on the right track.  The CIA thought however,
>that the AF did not pay enough attention to possible patterns in the ufo
>data.  The small percent of unidentifieds is always a reason to reject
>any further study.

JC:   And in Appendix 4, Section D, Paragraph 1 of his same book, Hynek
also comments on AF statistics some twenty years later:

>"The statistical methods employed by Blue Book are a travesty on
>the branch of mathematics known as Statistics.  A chapter in a
>doctoral dissertation at Northwestern University, soon to be
>published, deals specifically with this aspect, and I will later
>quote from it (Herbert Strentz, "A Study of Some Air Force
>Statistical Procedures in Recording and Reporting Data on UFO
>Investigations," included in "A SURVEY OF PRESS COVERAGE OF UFOs,
>1947-1967, a doctoral thesis at the Medill School of Journalism,
>Northwestern University") and preface it with my own observations
>which, incidentally, I have repeatedly brought to the attention of
>the Blue Book staff but to no avail."

JC:   And furthermore states in the same section:

>"There has been little dialogue between Blue Book and the outside
>scientific world or between Blue Book and the various scientific
>facilities within the Air Force itself."

>"I know of very little scientific correspondence in the blue book
>files; this is probably because scientists wish to correspond with
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>persons of like training.  It would be pointless, for instance, to
>query Blue Book on the scientific reasons for evaluating a given
>case, say, as caused by a temperature inversion:  Blue Book has
>never availed itself of the meteorological know-how within the Air
>Force itself to determine just how much of an inversion is
>necessary to produce the effects reported by the witness, if at
>all."

JC:   And again:

>". . . . . many astronomical evaluations have been made by Blue
>Book without consulting their scientific consultant (who is, after
>all, an astronomer) which have brought ridicule in the press. The
>midwest flap of reports of July 31-August 1, 1965 can be cited as
>an example."

JC:   This message, from the official, civilian astronomical consultant to
the Air Force for twenty years, should have been a major "beacon" informing
scientists that something was dreadfully wrong with what the Air Force was
telling us. Unfortunately, these revelations came "after" the Condon Study
had passed its final verdict and Project Blue Book was terminated. And
mainstream Science turned its back on the data that continued to pour in.

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

E-mail:  rjcohen@li.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 12:03:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:58:04 -0500
Subject: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: MJ-12 and Area 51

> I really did lose track of some of my mail...and with it, something
> from John Powell I strongly agree with.
> John and I have had some angry exchanges.

Not angry in a personal sense, and least not in the sense that I'm angry
with you.  We have some _very_ different perspectivs, but that's all.

> But when he discusses Budd
> Hopkins' work -- including Hopkins' collection of alleged samples of
> alien writing, supposedly observed by experiencers -- he says:

> > Why hasn't Hopkins (or whomever) had this symbology analyzed, why
> > haven't 'they' had the physical markings analyzed, why haven't
> > 'they' implemented electronic monitoring????
> > These are all things that 'we' can't do ourselves.  I don't have
> > access to the symbology or the people, I don't have access to the
> > physical markings or the people...
> > Perhaps in your next message you will have discussed these questions
> > with Hopkins and have some answers and suggestions?

> These are all excellent points, including the suggestion that I speak
> to Budd about them.

> It's absurd, for instance, that Budd doesn't know (and may not even
> have records of) how many of the experiencers he works with have the
> physical marks and scars he talks about so much. He likes to show
> photos of these marks, but he hasn't done even an elementary job of
> tallying them.

Yes, its absolutely absurd.

> I've already spoken to him about a lot of things. I seem to be his
> friendly gadfly these days. One thing I've made a great point of are
> the writing samples. Originally he showed me 14, mounted under plastic
> in a scrapbook. His reason, he said, for not publishing them was to
> not contaminate the evidence. He thought it was even better if their
> existence wasn't known about. That way, anyone new who came forward
> with writing would be doing it spontaneously.

At some early point in this type of research I can accept and understand
why someone would keep this type of evidence secret an/or private.  But
we're _way_ past that early point now.

However, there's _NO_ reason why Hopkins has to make that evidence
_public_.  For purposes of a quality analysis only the folks directly
involved in the project need to have access.  Given that we want strict
controls only _some_ of those people would have access to _some_ of the
data and _nobody_ would have access to all of the data.  Once complete I
assume Hopkins would want to publish the results at which time only
_representative_ samples of the original evidence would necessarily have
to made public.

> Now, however, he has opened up enough to tell me he has 35 samples of
> the same writing! That exasperated me no end, and I told him quite
> firmly that he had to publish them. Rather sheepishly, I thought, he
> told me that he was going to make them public...but not, in my
> opinion, in at all the right way. What, exactly, he's going to do is a
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> personal matter, and I don't feel that I can go into it. I disagree,
> and I'm going to tell him so. I'm also embarrassed not to be able to
> give the details of Budd's plan here. But one thing I've learned while
> working in responsible sections of the media (and yes, John, even you
> and I could probably agree that those exist) is that journalists need
> to keep some things they hear from their sources private, and this,
> I'm afraid, is one of them. For now, anyway.

Sure, they exist <grin>, and I'm probably better off not knowing what he
plans because it'll just irritate me...

> He has
> boxes of letters he's never opened, which -- as I verified by opening
> a great deal of them -- include plea after plea for help from people
> who believe they might be having abduction experiences. Some of these
> letters would wring most of our hearts, regardless of our opinons of
> what might actually be happening to these people.

Its not an acceptable excuse that's he's overworked or in financial
trouble to leave these letters unopenned.  Can't he find folks to help?

> But for the past couple of months, Budd hasn't even had time to read
> them, let alone act on them.

So what do you think the people that passionately write him are thinking
about this non-action???

I think Hopkins has completely lost sight of the big picture.  He thinks
these are _his_ peiple to care for, _his_ data, etc.  He's gotten
himself in a hole that he can't get himself out of by himself but he
won't let go enough to accept outside help.

> What the whole picture shows, though, is a decent person, honorable
> and intelligent, taking on a burden that, when he started, hardly
> anybody else was willing to take. That's a burden both of
> investigation and emotional support. Now there's no question that the
> investigative work needs to be carried on more scientifically. But I
> wouldn't minimize Budd's value as a pioneer.

Investigation and emotional support should be as unrelated as possible,
despite them occurring in your single sentence above and in Hopkins
singular work.

It isn't too accurate to call Hopkins a pioneer until we know what he is
a pioneer of...<grin>

We have to remember that his work and this alleged phenomenon has been
going on for a few decades with essentially no credible _direct_
research (no electronic monitoring, no handwriting analysis, no physical
marks analysis).  He's been riding the upward curve for a long time but
he needs to realize that sooner rather than later he, the phenomenon and
his work, are going to start the downhill sloop.  He cannot continue to
crank out one abduction story after another, one abductee after another,
in a research and evidence vacuum and expect to keep the attention of
even the most diehard Believer.  He's going to have to let others do the
research (put up) or the public will focus their attention elsewhere (or
shut up).

Somebody who can get his attention has to deliver a wake-up call.

> And a personal note to John Powell...I suspect, when the shouting dies
> down, that we agree on more than it looks like we do. Further, I'd
> guess that the things we agree on are far more important, in the
> overall research picture, than what we don't agree about.

I think that's likely true also.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: 'Alien' Writing

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 12:15:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 14:00:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien' Writing

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: alien writing

> (Parenthetically, I don't think there's any problem with alleged
> writing that surfaces after hypnosis. There;s at least one paper in
> the psychological literature documenting the use of hypnosis in police
> investigations. Evidence has been uncovered through hypnosis,
> corroborated, and used to get convictions. Obviously, the
> corroboration is key.

A decent handwriting analysis database would provide the ability to
separate out the handwriting samples derived from hypnosis and those not
derived that way.  The resulting comparison might be interesting,
especially when compared with the individual's scores regarding the
fresh versus original comparison and the short-term recall of known
foreign symbology comparison.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: 'Alien' Writing

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 12:44:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 14:03:03 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien' Writing

> From: jvif@spacelab.net (John Velez)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien' Writing
> To:  updates@globalserve.net

> It is of paramount
> importance to him to keep this material out of the general media and
> as 'pure' as he can keep it. Publication would end it's usefulness as
> a diagnostic tool. It's one of the very few things remaining that he
> knows folks didn't see in a book or on 'Strange Universe' or
> 'Encounters.'

I don't know why you and apparently other folks have this mistaken
notion that a properly strict analysis of the data would automagically
require that this or other allegedly alien symbology be made public or
published.  The notion is completely wrong.

At most, some of the people involved in the project would see some of
the data (a _small_ amount), and that's all.  Even with that the people
involved have no reason to know, and in fact they would not know, if
what they were seeing were fabricated controls samples, real samples, or
Hopkins 'special' samples.  Hopkins could publish what he wants, and not
publish what he doesn't want.

You and I already had this discussion in private e-mail regarding a
possible analysis of alleged physical markings.  There are very good
reasons quite apart from privacy for very strictly limiting the
knowledge of and exposure to data in a proper study.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.

([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
[                             ]
[  sjpowell@access.digex.net  ]
[                             ]
([]][][][][][][][][][][][][][])
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1996 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 11:30:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:59:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

> From: Greg Sandow <GSANDOW@prodigy.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Philosophy of Science and UFOs

> Call me radical, if you like, but the greatest mystery to me is why
> there <is> any UFO mystery. UFOs have been regularly reported -- and
> talked about, and talked about, and talked about -- for nearly 50
> years.  You'd think that by now we'd have arrived at some consensus.
> The problem doesn't seem all that difficult. Is anything flying around
> up there? Why can't science answer it?

More like 5,000 years.

I think its an open question as to whether science _can_ (and
_how_ it can) answer the question, which I think is really the point of
Jan's philosophy of science series of discussions.

There are examples of science trying in earnest and falling to explain
the problem and there are plenty of examples of science being made to
dance to someone else's tune and failing to answer the questions.

Personally, I don't think pure science has had an unencumbered chance to
try to study UFOs so the jury's out.

> If we think there clearly are unknown craft
> flying through our skies -- and that these craft have been seen by
> tens of thousands of people -- what's our elegant, parsimonious
> explanation for why the world at large doesn't acknowledge that? Is
> there a coverup?
> That's not a philosophically satisfying explanation at all. It
> introduces an extraneous element -- a whole layer of government
> involvement -- and raises extra questions of its own. Why is there a
> coverup? And why does the coverup work?

I don't know if we should ignore the gov't involvement/coverup angle as
it relates to the philosophy of science (as that relates to the
scientific study of UFOs) or not.

First, let's dispense with the "tens of thousands of people" issue
because there's no such thing.  Just about everybody makes this
mistake from time to time, I'm sure I've done it once or twice too,
even Keel made this mistake in one of his recent books, but we have to
always separate out of the total data population that which is really
important versus raw uninvestigated data.  There are tens and tens of
thousands of UFO sightings reported over the last 50 or so years and
that is our raw uninvestigated data population.  That is also the most
useless number in all of ufology.  Of the uninvestigated total we know
that easily from 80% (being very generous) to 95% are IFOs (and some, a
small percentage) are hoaxes.  We know statistically that 80% to 95%
will be retired as IFOs.  IFOs may be of interest to ifology and the
social sciences but they shouldn't concern us in this discussion.

The UFOs, the ones that are _U_FO _after_ having been investigated, are
the _only_ initial dataset we are concerned with here.  This is the
dataset that we need to explain, need to understand, need to have
science take an unencumbered look at, etc.  If we average 10,000
sightings worldwide per year that leaves from 250,000 (being
extremely generous) to 5,000 total sightings.  Most of the folks who
have been doing for decades prefer 90% to 95% which would give us a nice
and easily to handle dataset.
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As regards gov't involvement/coverup I admit to being completely
wishy-washy on that.  Obviously, when we were dealing with the useless
pre-investigation sighting total, then one can instantly surmise that
the gov't had to have seen a few (or more <grin>) on missle tracking
radar or space-based tracking over the past few decades.  But when we're
dealing with the real investigated number of unknowns then that
surmising becomes illogical and impossible.  After all, the
misidentified bird, or lenticular cloud, or mylar ballon, or Venus
_DON'T_ lend themselves to being picked up on missle-tracking radar or
space-based tracking.

Taking the (assumptive) 5,000 investigated unknowns as a baseline
worldwide for 50 years we can probably drop that to half (2,500) for
alleged objects that could be picked up on our tracking and we could
probably drop that another 50% (1,250) for objects reported during
the latter period when we had such tracking capabilities.

Of that lower total how many are UFOs to us and IFOs to the folks who
build and test next-generation aircraft?

I think a truly scientific study of UFOs, completely unencumbered by
politics, has to ignore the gov't involvement/coverup angle to be
unbiased and objective.  Alternatively, perhaps the gov't would assist
that scientific effort and provide a log of every single flight of every
single classified R&D project plus a log of all
post-production classified flights?

Not gonna happen you say?  And that's why it has to be ignored for an
unbiased study.

> From a believer's point of view, what could that haze be? My theory
> is that it's denial. Or maybe I shouldn't put it so aggressively. The
> presence of mysterious flying craft (very likely from other planets)
> is presumed to be extraordinary. It's also presumed to be unlikely. So
> when somebody says they saw one, you don't quite know what to think.

I'm not sure how this relates to a discussion on the philosophy of
science as it relates to a scientific study of UFOs?

I don't think the likliness or unlikliness is particulary relevant to
the process of science.  It was considered impossible or at best
extraordinarily unlikely that any prehistoric creature would survive to
present day.  Yet, we have such creatures, completely identical to their
prehistoric relatives, alive and well today - and we _still_ properly
consider it unlikely simply because we only have a few such specimens.

> A classic example is Donald Menzel's "explanation" of the famous
> New Guinea case.

It was apparent then and its very apparent today that Menzel relied on
science only rarely when trying to explain (away) UFO sightings.  It
wasn't known then and it is known now that Menzel worked for the CIA at
the time and was almost certainly doing what he did to assist the goals
expressed by the Robertson Panel.

> The place to find this mental haze at its most pronounced is, I think,
> in the SETI literature. Here you have what I believe is the only
> (semi-) organized group of scientists who think or write much about
> aliens. And they've reached a definite consensus. There are alien
> races all over the galaxy, possibly millions of them, some a billion
> years more advanced than we are. But none of them can visit each
> other, because interstellar travel just isn't possible.
> I just smile when I read that stuff. Interstellar travel on any
> regular basis would be hard to imagine for us, right now -- there's no
> doubt about that. But for beings a billion years ahead of us? Who
> could possibly say? It's the height of antrhopomorphic arrogance to
> imagine we can say anything at all about beings a billion years ahead
> of us. So I'm not going to say they <do> travel between the stars. I
> have no idea. But neither does Frank Drake -- the leader of the SETI
> forces -- have any business thinking he knows, either.

Paraphrasing Dennis from an article he wrote years ago:  You can't use
one mystery to explain another.  Scientists work with the physics that
they knnow, not the physics they don't know or the physics they wish
they knew.  The physics that we know today tells us that FTL travel is
impossible.  Impossible in the past, impossible now, and impossible in
the future as well.  This type of strict scientific conservatism is part
of the scientific process.  It doesn't mean that we _know_ FTL will be
impossible forever, it just means that based on just what we know today
its impossible.
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We don't have to make assumptions about what the core UFOs are, or why
they are, or how they got where they were when they were
(allegedly) observed.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.
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Re: 'Backlash'

From: "Steven J. Powell" <sjpowell@access.digex.net>
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 13:09:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 31 Dec 1996 14:02:02 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Backlash'

> From: btbmag@ro.com (Michael Malone)
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Backlash'

> >That's simply wrong.  Standard equipment operating in a standard
> >environment is and can be expected to _consistently_ operate in a
> >standard manner.  If it doesn't, and if it consistently doesn't, then
> >we've (minimally) shown that _something_ objectively physical has
> >(repeatedly) occurred.

> >Right now we have no evidence that anything is happening and its a
> >huge leap to expect that a single simple series of experiments will
> >take us from nothing at all to something extremely specific.  If all
> >we got from a series of simple experiments was the small step from
> >nothing to something that would still be the biggest step achieved to
> >date in abduction research.

> >In other words, if we can place some electronic equipment, that we've
> >previously bench tested and found to consistently work correctly and
> >previously field tested and found to consistently work correctly, in
> >an abductee's home and that same equipment then consistently (at
> >regular intervals, etc.) fails to work correctly we _KNOW_ something
> >is going on.  (We also would know where, when and for how long.
> >Depending on the type of eqiupment we might even get a clue as to how
> >it stopped working correctly.)

> This is something I have argued, screamed, yelled, cajoled, ridiculed,
> and fought about for a long time.  In your eloquence, you have made
> the point far better than I ever could.
> The fact that electronic monitoring devices fail IS an example of
> "evidence."  Not all evidence is based on the senses of sight, sound
> smell, taste, or touch.  In fact, the kind of statistical, anylitical,
> reproducable evidence that could be obtained from electronic
> monitoring is more valuable than all the current evidence we currently
> have.

Absolutely _FAR_ more valuable.

> If we had a subject, who honestly believes he/she has been the object
> of abduction by an alien being, under electronic monitoring we would
> could begin to process of determination for what was the experience
> that caused this belief.

Electronic monitoring could give us an enormous variety of hints.  Even
if, as some naysayers believe, the aliens can zap out our equipment they
(presumably) can't control  'nature' uniformly and simultaneously.

By that I mean (just as an example) if we were independently monitoring
for temperature and humidity (as examples) we would likely detect brief
changes just prior to a blackout of the equipment.  If we could do even
something as seemingly minor as that consistently we'd have very
significant _direct_ evidence.

> The protocals for such an expermient would have to be worked out.  It
> would almost have to involve more than simple location monitoring.  A
> complete, independantly powered, electronic monitoring system would
> have to be established and placed on the subjects residence, or
> whatever locations are the subjects belief that abduction occur.

Multi-location monitoring could get expensive but we can dream about it
<grin>.
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A high-capacity UPS could easily power a half dozen pieces of gear for
over an hour, cutting the power wouldn't be a issue.  An electrical
dampening field of some kind (microwave, magnetic) would have to be used
to zap the gear attached to the UPS.  Ignoring for the time being that a
field powerful enough to zap the gear would fry the contents of the
room, includng the alleged abductee, we do know that such fields don't
materialize instantly, they propogate and would have slightly different
affects on different equipment at slightly different times during the
propogation - this alone could be recorded.

In other words, the gear would not all go off-line at the same time and
knowing how each piece of gear responds to dampening fields we could
reconstruct the source location of the dampening field.

> At the least, assuming that the subject is abducted from sleep and
> from their residence, would be an internal house system that indicated
> where the subject was in the residence; a system to determine the
> vital signs of the subject, including but not limited to brain
> activity; video and audio monitors of the residence; ambient air
> readings; and a systematic method of turning the system on or off
> without the subjects knowledge.

All doable with off-the-shelf, relatively inexpensive technology.

> This would, of course, constitute the gravest possible invasion of the
> life of the subject.  Keeping in mind that the research can not help
> but influnce the observation, such a study would do more to ligitmize
> abduction research than the current state of hypno-therapists have.

This is definitely an invasion of the individual's privacy, but there's
no way around that.  For obvious reasons we would want a way to allow
the individual to turn on/off the gear (some of the gear) at certain
times.

If somebody could demonstrate a consistency of something, _anything_,
physically happenning tis would become the hottest science research
project on the planet.

> What suprises me is the complete lack of initiative shown by current
> "leaders" to produce just this kind of evidence.

When I'm in a particularly generous mood I'm completely surprised by
that also <grin>.

--

Thanks, take care.
John.
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